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Release Information
Welcome
New and Changed Features
Configuration Changes Following an Upgrade
System Requirements
Known Issues
Fixed Issues
Product Limitations
Release Notes 8.2.02

Welcome
Welcome to CA Advanced Authentication 8.0 Release Notes. The document describes general 
release information, new and changed features, known issues, fixed issues, and limitations for CA 
Advanced Authentication.

New and Changed Features
This section lists the new features and enhancements in this release.

This release supports OpenSSL version 1.0.1h and DataDirect Driver version 7.1.4.

The  is supported on Risk Authentication and Strong Silent Mode of Installation
Authentication on both Windows and Unix. Install the component on more systems using the 
silent mode of installation. A silent mode installation completes the installation without user 
interaction.

User Behavioral Profiling (UBP) is plugged-in with the Risk Authentication installer. UBP 
measures the similarity or difference of the current transaction to prior access by the same 
user. Or the previous access the peer group of the user. When insufficient data exists, the 
product tracks the transaction for further security.

Configuration Changes Following an Upgrade
This section lists the changes that you can expect to see after you upgrade to Risk Authentication 
8.0.

Silent Execution of Rules

A rule whose score is 0 is considered to be a silent rule. Silent rules are  used for scoring. not
Silent rules demonstrate how a rule would execute during transactions, without the risk effecting 
the end users. In earlier releases, a rule whose score is 0 always generates the ALLOW advice.

Deleted Rules Listed in the Active Set
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When you delete a rule, it continues to be displayed in the active set. In addition, a message 
stating the rule is deleted is displayed in the proposed set.

Deleting Rulesets

You can delete rulesets that are not currently assigned to any organization.

Custom Actions

You can add custom actions and then use these actions to build rules.

Instance and Protocol Configuration

The logging parameters in the riskfortserver.ini file can now be edited from the Instance 
Management page in Administration Console. Examples of these parameters include log 
directory, log file size, log backup directory, log level, and log timestamps,

The server parameters in the riskfortserver.ini file can now be edited from the Protocol 
Configuration page in Administration Console. Examples of these server parameters include 
maximum threads and minimum threads,

Model Configuration

Model Configuration is performed at the global level and is no longer specific to rulesets. Only 
the Master Administrator can edit the model configuration parameters. The Global Administrator 
can enable or disable the model at the global level and at the organization level.

User Creation Mode

The  configuration from the ruleset level is now available as  User Creation Mode User Enrollment 
 at the organization level.Mode

Machine FingerPrint (MFP) Threshold

MFP Threshold configuration parameter in previous releases is now part of the Device MFP Not 
Match rule.

Reverse Lookup Configuration

After upgrade, reverse lookup configuration for Device MFP and IP address are available at the 
channel level. Configure the following parameters on the Miscellaneous Configurations page: 

Enable Reverse Lookup for Device Identification

Use IP Address for Reverse Lookup

Annotation in Risk Evaluation API Response

The Risk Evaluation API response contains all rule results in a field named . In Risk annotation
Authentication 1.7.0.3, the annotation field contained the rule results, USERDIDMATCH=Y or 
USERDIDMATCH=N. However, USERDIDMATCH was not a rule available on Administration 
Console. This issue was resolved in Risk Authentication 3.0 and now the annotation field contains 
only the results of rules that are configured through Administration Console. If your calling 
application used this annotation in Risk Authentication 1.7.0.3 and you still need this feature, use 
the USERDEVICEIDASSOCIATED rule. This rule is equivalent to the USERDIDMATCH rule.

Rules Based on User Device Association and DeviceID-MFP Match
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Rules Based on User Device Association and DeviceID-MFP Match

Risk Authentication 1.  had Base Combination rules. From Risk Authentication 1.7, you could x
configure these rules in Administration Console. These rules were based on User-DeviceID match 
and Machine FingerPrint match rules and were separate from Standalone rules in Administration 
Console. After upgrading to Risk Authentication 8.0, use the following rules to re-create these 
combination rules with appropriate rule mnemonics:

User Associated with DeviceID (USERDEVICEASSOCIATED)

Device MFP Match (SIGMATCH)

The default score for the combination rules in Risk Authentication releases 1.5.1.6 and earlier 
was as follows:

USERDEVICEASSOCIATED AND SIGMATCH: 10

NOT (USERDEVICEASSOCIATED) AND SIGMATCH: 65

USERDEVICEASSOCIATED AND NOT (SIGMATCH): 65

NOT (USERDEVICEASSOCIATED) AND NOT (SIGMATCH): 85

The default score for the combination rules in Risk Authentication releases 1.5.1.7 and later until 
2.0 was as follows:

USERDEVICEASSOCIATED AND SIGMATCH: 10

NOT (USERDEVICEASSOCIATED) AND SIGMATCH: 65

USERDEVICEASSOCIATED AND NOT (SIGMATCH): 65

NOT (USERDEVICEASSOCIATED) AND NOT (SIGMATCH): 65

Ruleset Configuration

The following ruleset configurations are not available after the upgrade:

Creating a ruleset by referring to another ruleset

Editing rule configurations to refer to another ruleset

Edit a rule to copy from another ruleset

Amount Check Rule

If you had an Amount Check rule for an organization that is associated with a channel that does 
not have the AMOUNT element, manually re-create this rule after the upgrade. If your rule sets 
different thresholds for different currencies, add AMOUNT as a channel element. For 
transactions that are based on a single currency, create a simple numeric comparison rule using 
the CUSTOM element in Rule Builder.

Note: The DEFAULT channel does not have the AMOUNT element. Note the 
configuration of the Amount Check rule before upgrade and re-create after upgrade, if 
necessary.
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New Rules and Deprecated Rules

Four of the predefined rules have been deprecated in this release. Alternative rules have been 
introduced for these deprecated rules. The following table lists the deprecated and new rules and 
rule mnemonics:

Deprecated Rule Name and Rule Mnemonic New Rule Name and Rule Mnemonic

DeviceID Known (DEVICEIDCHECK) Unknown DeviceID (UNKNOWNDEVICEID)

Device MFP Match (SIGMATCH) Device MFP Not Match (MFPMISMATCH)

User Associated with DeviceID 
(USERDEVICEASSOCIATED)

User Not Associated with DeviceID 
(USERDEVICENOTASSOCIATED)

User Known (USERKNOWN) Unknown User (UNKNOWNUSER)

Important! Although these rules have been deprecated, they are still available and can 
be used after you upgrade to release 8.0. However, we recommend replacing each 
deprecated rule with the corresponding new rule by changing in the rule expression.

For any of the four deprecated rules, evaluating to No is considered a match. The rule is used for 
scoring. In contrast, each of the other predefined rules is considered to have matched when they 
evaluate to Yes.

In each of the four new rules that are introduced in release 8.0,evaluating to Yes, is 
considered a match. In this way, the four new rules are consistent with the other 
predefined rules.

Rule Migration

All rules are migrated to the DEFAULT channel for all Actions that are supported by default in the 
system.

Rule Execution Priority

After you upgrade from Risk Authentication 2. , you do not have to enable or disable the rules x
for execution. The system determines the execution priority automatically.

Secondary Authentication Result

Transactions in Risk Authentication 2.2.5.11 that had the  status Secondary Authentication Result
Not Available now appear with the status Abandoned .

Untrusted IP Type Configuration After Upgrade

Risk Authentication releases earlier than 1.7 allowed you to configure Negative IP Types as 
Active, Suspect, or Private from the Administration Console. From Risk Authentication 1.7, the 
Active, Suspect, Private, Inactive, and Unknown negative type categories are derived from the 
data that is provided by our Intelligence Partner. Any Negative IP Type as Active, Suspect, or 
Private in your Risk Authentication 1.6.0.  or earlier deployments are migrated to the "Negative" x
category of the Untrusted IP Type.
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Cache Refresh

After you upgrade from Risk Authentication release 2.  or later, you can refresh the cache of all x
server instances from Administration Console. If you choose to use the command-line option, you 
must now refresh the server instances using the arrfclient tool instead of the arrfadmin tool.

Case Assignment After Upgrade

After you upgrade from Risk Authentication release 2.  or later, all cases that were generated in x
the previous release continue to remain assigned to the Default Queue for the organization.

Note: In Risk Authentication 2.0, cases were assigned to each Customer Support 
Representative (CSR), but from Risk Authentication 2.2 onwards, cases are not assigned 
to individual CSRs. For more information, see the CA Risk Authentication 

.Administration Guide

All new cases that are generated after you upgrade to Risk Authentication 8.0 are assigned to the 
relevant Queue according to the Queue criteria defined by the Queue Manager in Risk 
Authentication 8.0.

Calling Application Code Changes

The following list describes the changes to the calling application code after upgrade:

The older Java SDK client will continue to work with the new installation of Risk 
Authentication Server. The client code will not require any modification if you continue to use 
the old SDK. However, the new SDK provides additional functionality and it is recommended 
that you integrate the calling application code with the latest release of SDK.

Applications integrated using old Risk Evaluation WSDL will continue to work without 
modification in the code.

Note: For Risk Authentication 1.x releases, Web services were built as a WAR 
implementation. The client must continue to point to the old Web service even after 
upgrading to Risk Authentication 8.0.
In Risk Authentication releases 2.0 and later including Risk Authentication 8.0, Web 
services are implemented as part of Risk Authentication Service and not as a WAR. It is 
recommended that you integrate your applications using the new WSDL and configure 
your application to Risk Authentication Service according to the new architecture.

In previous releases, the Issuance Java API provided a programmable interface, which could 
be used by Java clients (such as Java Servlets and JSP pages) to send Issuance-related 
requests to Risk Authentication Server. In Risk Authentication 3.0, the Issuance API (Issuance) 
has been deprecated. Now, you must use the User Management Web service 
(ArcotUserRegistrySvc) for this purpose.

If you were using the Exception User Web service shipped earlier, you must now use the new 
Risk Authentication Administration Web service WSDL implemented in Risk Authentication 
Service that provides the Exception User API.

It is recommended that you use the enhanced Risk Authentication 8.0 risk evaluation APIs 
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It is recommended that you use the enhanced Risk Authentication 8.0 risk evaluation APIs 
that now return response codes and reason codes.

Role Privileges

After you upgrade from Risk Authentication 2. , you must review the privileges associated with x
the various roles. The following table lists the privileges that have been deleted after upgrade for 
the Master Administrator, Global Administrator, and Organization Administrator roles.

Role Scope Privileges Deleted

Master Administrator (MA) Global Update Risk Authentication Protocols

Add Add-On Rule Type

Global Administrator (GA) Global Manage Negative Countries

Manage Negative IP Addresses

Manage User Velocity Configuration

Manage Device Velocity Configuration

Manage Trusted IPs/Aggregators

Manage IP Velocity Configuration

Manage Scoring Configuration

Manage Miscellaneous Rule Configurations

Manage Negative IP Types

Configure Add-on Rules

Show GDP URL

View Trusted IP Addressed/Aggregators Report

View Negative IP Address Report

View Negative Country Report

Manage Category Based Rule Data

View Mapping Data Report

Organization Manage Negative Countries

Manage Negative IP Addresses

Manage User Velocity Configuration

Manage Device Velocity Configuration

Manage Trusted IPs/Aggregators

Manage IP Velocity Configuration
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Role Scope Privileges Deleted

Manage Scoring Configuration

Manage Miscellaneous Rule Configurations

Manage Negative IP Types

Configure Add-on Rules

Manage Category Based Rule Data

Organization Administrator (OA) Global Manage Queues

View Trusted IP Addressed/Aggregators Report

View Negative IP Address Report

View Negative Country Report

View Mapping Data Report

Organization Manage Negative Countries

Manage Negative IP Addresses

Manage User Velocity Configuration

Manage Device Velocity Configuration

Manage Trusted IPs/Aggregators

Manage IP Velocity Configuration

Manage Scoring Configuration

Manage Miscellaneous Rule Configurations

Manage Negative IP Types

Configure Add-on Rules

Manage Category Based Rule Data

The following table lists the privileges that have been added after upgrade for the Master 
Administrator, Global Administrator, Organization Administrator, and User Administrator roles.

Role Target Privileges Added

Master Administrator (MA) Global Instance Management

View Instance Management Report

Model Configuration

API Get User Profile (web service)

Add User to Exception List (web service)

Delete User from Exception List (web service)
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Role Target Privileges Added

Get Location and Connection Info (web service)

Global Administrator (GA) Global Manage Miscellaneous Configurations

Reports Summary

Rules and Scoring Management

Model Configuration

Rebuild Queues

Organization Manage Miscellaneous Configurations

Assign Channel and Configure Default Account

Rules and Scoring Management

Model Configuration

API Get User Profile (web service)

Add User to Exception List (web service)

Delete User from Exception List (web service)

Get Location and Connection Info (web service)

Organization Administrator (OA) Global Reports Summary

Manage Queues

Rebuild Queues

Organization Manage Miscellaneous Configurations

Rules and Scoring Management

API Get User Profile (web service)

Add User to Exception List (web service)

Delete User from Exception List (web service)

Get Location and Connection Info (web service)

User Administrator (UA) Global Reports Summary

API Get User Profile (web service)

Add User to Exception List (web service)

Delete User from Exception List (web service)

Get Location and Connection Info (web service)
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System Requirements

Minimum Hardware Requirements
The minimum hardware requirements for installing are the following:

Requirements for Strong Authentication and Risk Authentication with database on a single 
system:

RAM: 2 GB

Hard Drive Space: 10 GB

Processor: 2.4 GHz

Requirements for Strong Authentication and Risk Authentication with database on a separate 
system:

RAM: 1 GB

Hard Drive Space: 300 MB

Processor: 2.4 GHz

Note: Hardware resource requirements vary substantially for different applications and 
usage patterns. it is recommended that you load-test your site to determine the 
optimal memory that is required for the installation. While load-testing, keep in mind 
that some operating system utilities for monitoring memory can overstate memory 
usage (partially because of the representation of shared memory.) The preferred 
method for determining memory requirements is by monitoring the improvement in 
performance after adding more RAM/physical memory in the load test. See your 
platform vendor documentation for information about how to configure memory and 
processor resources for testing purposes.

Hardware Security Module (HSM) Requirements
Contents

Software Requirements
For UNIX
For Linux

You can now store sensitive keys either in the database or in an HSM. Currently, you can store 
the various encryption keys and the Strong Authentication Server listener SSL key in the HSM. 
The following table lists the requirements for the supported HSM modules.
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HSM Module Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) PKCS #11

Thales nCipher 
netHSM

(or nCipher netHSM)

JCE framework provided with the 32-bit versions of JDK 5.0, 
JDK 6.0, and JDK 7.0

pkcs11v2.
01

SafeNet High 
Availability HSM

(or Luna HSM)

Note: The decision to use and configure an HSM, if required, must be made while you 
are still in the planning and preparation stages. Otherwise, you will need to re-initialize 
the database later, because all your current encryption would use keys in software.

Software Requirements
The following sections provide information about software requirements:

For UNIX

The following table lists the minimum software requirements for installing Strong Authentication 
and Risk Authentication on Solaris.

Note: For all third-party software mentioned in the following table, it is assumed that 
the higher versions are compatible with the specified supported version.

Software Type Version

Operating System Solaris 10

Patches Latest patches

Access latest patches at http://sunsolve.sun.
. Click the  link, click com Patches and Updates

the  Patch Cluster & Patch Bundle Downloads
link, and under  expand Solaris Patch Clusters
the to display Recommended Patch Clusters 
the Solaris 10 SPARC 05/08 Patch Bundle 
entries.

Database Server Microsoft SQL Server 2005, Standard Edition 
(SP2) or higher

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Enterprise Edition

Oracle Database 10g

Oracle Database 11 or higherg 

IBM DB2 UDB 9.5
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Software Type Version

IBM DB2 UDB 9.7

MySQL Enterprise Edition 5.1

JDBC Drivers (JARs)

Important! It is recommended that the JDBC JAR 
version is same as or higher than your database 
server version.

The JDBC driver version that is compatible 
with your database.

Directory Server The following Directory Servers are supported:

SunOne Directory Server 5.3

SunOne Directory Server 6.1

SunOne Directory Server 6.3

Oracle Directory Server 11g

CA Directory Server 12.0 Service Pack 10

Microsoft Windows Active Directory 2003

Microsoft Windows Active Directory 2008

Application Server The following Application Servers are 
supported:

Apache Tomcat 5.5.x (x can be 31 or higher)

Apache Tomcat 6.x

Apache Tomcat 7.x

Oracle WebLogic 10.1.x

Oracle WebLogic 11g (WebLogic Server 10.3)

IBM WebSphere 6.1.x

Important! If you are planning to 
use WebSphere 6.1, then ensure 
that you apply the 6.1.0.41: 
WebSphere Application Server V6.1 

andFix Pack 41  6.1.0.41: Java SDK 
1.5 SR12 FP5 Cumulative Fix for 

.WebSphere Application Server

IBM WebSphere Application Server 7.0

JBoss Application Server 5.1.x
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Software Type Version

The   Settings (Heap Size) for the JVM Memory
application server must be a minimum of 512 
MB or higher to support User Data Service 
(UDS) deployment.

Note: If you plan to create organizations in the 
LDAP repository with a large user base (for 
example, 100,000 users), then it is 
recommended that you increase the heap size 
to at least 1 GB.

To set the heap size to 512 MB, use the -
Xmx512M JVM memory setting. To set the 
heap size to 1 GB, use the -Xmx1024M JVM 
memory setting.

Do not use the -Xms parameter when you set 
the JVM memory setting.

JDK

Note: If you perform a fresh installation of JDK, 
then include the new path in the JAVA_HOME 
environment variable, and ensure that the 
application server uses the same JAVA_HOME. If 
you fail to do so, then the Administration 
Console and other JDK-dependent components 
may fail to start.

The JDK version that is best compatible with 
the Application Server that you are using:

IBM JDK 1.5 or higher

IBM JDK 1.6 or higher

Oracle JDK 5.0

Oracle JDK 6.0

Oracle JDK 7.0

Oracle JRockit 5.0 or higher

Oracle JRockit 6.0 or higher

Important! <JROCKIT_HOME>/jre
/bin/ must be included in PATH 
environment variable. In addition, 
This change in the PATH variable 
must be effective before you start 
the WebLogic application server.

Web Service Clients The following clients are supported:

Axis2 1.5 or higher

.NET Framework 4 or higher

Browsers The following Web browsers are supported:

Mozilla Firefox 3.0 or higher

Apple Safari 5.0 or higher
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Software Type Version

Google Chrome 12 or higher

Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher

For Linux

The following table lists the minimum software requirements for installing Strong Authentication 
or Risk Authentication on Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

Note: For all third-party software mentioned in the following table, it is assumed that 
the higher versions are compatible with the specified supported version.

Software Type Version

Operating System Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4.x (x86) (32-bit)

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.x (x86) (32-bit)

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.x (x86) (64-bit)

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1 (32-bit and 64-
bit)

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.2 (32-bit and 64-
bit)

Update Update 1 and higher

Patches Latest patches

Access the latest patches at http://www.
. Log in to your account, redhat.com

download the latest updates and patches, 
and apply them as needed.

Database Server Microsoft SQL Server 2005, Standard 
Edition (SP2) or higher

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Enterprise 
Edition

Oracle Database 10  or higherg

Oracle Database 11 Release 2g 

IBM DB2 UDB 9.5

IBM DB2 UDB 9.7

MySQL Enterprise Edition 5.1

JDBC Drivers (JARs)

Important! It is recommended that the JDBC JAR 
version is same as or higher than your database 
server version.

The JDBC driver version that is compatible 
with your database.
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Software Type Version

Directory Server The following directory servers are 
supported:

SunOne Directory Server 5.3

SunOne Directory Server 6.1

SunOne Directory Server 6.3

Oracle Directory Server 11g

CA Directory Server 12.0 Service Pack 10

Microsoft Windows Active Directory 2003

Microsoft Windows Active Directory 2008

Application Server The following Application Servers are 
supported:

Apache Tomcat 5.5.x (x can be 31 or higher)

Apache Tomcat 6.x

Apache Tomcat 7.x

Oracle WebLogic 10.1.x

IBM WebSphere 6.1.x

Important! If you are planning to 
use WebSphere 6.1, then ensure 
that you apply the 6.1.0.41: 
WebSphere Application Server 

andV6.1 Fix Pack 41  6.1.0.41: 
Java SDK 1.5 SR12 FP5 
Cumulative Fix for WebSphere 

.Application Server

IBM WebSphere Application Server 7.0

JBoss Application Server 5.1.x

Oracle WebLogic Server 11g (WebLogic 
Server 10.3)

The   Settings (Heap Size) for JVM Memory
the application server must be a minimum 
of 512 MB or higher to support User Data 
Service (UDS) deployment.
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Software Type Version

Note: If you plan to create organizations in 
the LDAP repository with a large user base 
(for example, 100,000 users), then it is 
recommended that you increase the heap 
size to at least 1 GB.

To set the heap size to 512 MB, use the -
Xmx512M JVM memory setting. To set the 
heap size to 1 GB, use the -Xmx1024M JVM 
memory setting.

Do not use the -Xms parameter when you 
set the JVM memory setting.

JDK

Note: If you perform a fresh installation of JDK, 
then include the new path in the JAVA_HOME 
environment variable, and ensure that the 
application server uses the same JAVA_HOME. If 
you fail to do so, then the Administration Console 
and other JDK-dependent components may fail to 
start.

The JDK version that is best compatible with 
the Application Server that you are using:

IBM JDK 1.5 or higher

IBM JDK 1.6 or higher

Oracle JDK 5.0 or higher

Oracle JDK 6.0 or higher

Oracle JDK 7.0

Oracle JRockit 5.0 or higher

Oracle JRockit 6.0 or higher

Important! If you are using 
JRockit, then ensure that 

/jre/bin/ must <JROCKIT_HOME>
be included in PATH environment 
variable. In addition, This change 
in the PATH variable must be 
effective before you start the 
WebLogic application server.

Web Service Clients The following clients are supported:

Axis2 1.5 or higher

.NET Framework 4 or higher

Browsers The following Web browsers are supported:

Mozilla Firefox 3.0 or higher

Apple Safari 5.0 or higher

Google Chrome 12 or higher
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Software Type Version

Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher

CA Strong Authentication Component-Specific 
Prerequisites

The following table indicates the prerequisite software that each CA Strong Authentication 
component requires:

Component Prerequisite

Database Server JDK Application Server

CA Strong Authentication Server +   

Administration Console + +* +

User Data Service + +* +

Authentication Java SDK  +* +

Credential Management Java SDK  +* +

User Management Web Service  +* +

Authentication Web Service  +* +

Credential Management Web Service  +* +

Sample Application  +* +

Download the following 64-bit binaries:

ncurses-libs-5.7-3.20090208.el6.x86_64.rpm

ncurses-5.7-3.20090208.el6.x86_64.rpm

The following 32-bit binaries are required for CA Strong Authentication to function on 
an RHEL 6.x 64-bit computer. If you are planning to install Strong Authentication, you 
can use the yum utility to install these binaries.

ibgfortran-4.4.5-6.el6.i686.rpm

libstdc++-4.4.5-6.el6.i686.rpm

libgomp-4.4.5-6.el6.i686.rpm

libstdc++-devel-4.4.5-6.el6.i686.rpm

compat-libtermcap-2.0.8-49.el6.i686.rpm

* The JDK depends on the application server that you use.
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CA Risk Authentication Component-Specific Prerequisites
The prerequisite software is determined by the CA Risk Authentication components to be 
installed on a system. See "Planning the Deployment" to determine what CA Risk Authentication 
components to install for each deployment type.

The following table lists the prerequisite software that is required by each CA Risk Authentication 
component:

Component Prerequisite

Database Server JDK Application Server

CA Risk Authentication Server +   

Case Management Queuing Server +   

Administration Console + +* +

User Data Service + +* +

Risk Evaluation Java SDK  +* +

User Management Web Service  +* +

Administration Web Service  +* +

Transaction Web Service  +* +

Sample Application  +* +

* The JDK depends on the application server you are using.

Known Issues
This section lists the known issues in this release.

Strong Authentication Known Issues
This section lists the known issues for CA Strong Authentication.

Documentation Not Available for One-Way SSL Communication Between Strong 
Authentication Components and Database Servers

The Strong Authentication Administration Guide does not include the steps to configure one-way 
SSL communication between Strong Authentication components (Administration Console and 
User Data Service) and the database servers.

EAP Authentication Type Not Enabled for RADIUS Configuration
Symptom:

The EAP Authentication Type is not enabled for RADIUS Configuration.

Solution:
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The EAP authentication type is not currently supported although it is displayed as an option on 
the RADIUS Configuration screen. Do not select this option.

Bulk Upload of User Accounts Does Not Accept a Range of Values for the Account 
Status

Symptom:

Bulk upload of user accounts does not accept a range of values for the account status. It accepts 
only the following:

0 [for Initial]

10 [for Active]

20 [for Inactive]

Solution:

Use the createUserAccount UDS web service, which accepts all values for the status field.

Cannot Use CA Advanced Authentication to Delete Information About Users 
Deleted from LDAP Organization

Symptom:

Using the CA Advanced Authentication you cannot delete user information, such as accounts, 
PAM, and custom attributes for users deleted from LDAP organizations.

Solution:

You can delete this information by using Web services, if the user has been deleted from the 
LDAP organization.

Perform Uninstall in Reverse Order for Custom Uninstallation
Symptom:

What is the sequence to be followed for Custom Uninstallation.

Solution:

If you have performed Custom installation, then during uninstallation you must follow the 
reverse sequence in which you performed the installation. For example, if you have installed 
Strong Authentication Server followed by CA Advanced Authentication, then you have to first 
uninstall CA Advanced Authentication, and then uninstall Strong Authentication Server.

The arwfutil Command Runs Successfully Even with Multiple Options
Running the arwfutil command with multiple options must result in a failure due to invalid 
options. However, in this release, the arwfutil command runs successfully even when it is run 
with multiple options.
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Global-Level Tokens Fetched at All Times on the OATH OTP Token Management 
Page

Symptom:

On the OATH OTP Token Management page in the Strong Authentication, clicking the Fetch 
button fetched all global-level tokens, even when the Fetch Tokens Available at Global Level 
option was not selected.

Solution:

This issue does not occur if the organization name is specified. Ensure that you specify the 
organization name when searching for tokens.

CA Advanced Authentication Not Displayed Correctly in Internet Explorer 9
Symptom:

After you upgrade to Internet Explorer 9, the CA Advanced Authentication is not displayed 
correctly.

Solution:

Restore the Internet Explorer 9 settings by navigating to Internet Options, Advanced, and then 
clicking Restore advanced settings.

After Uninstallation, Registry Entries Are Not Deleted
Symptom:

After uninstallation, some of the registry entries related to the product are not removed.

Solution:

This issue has no functional impact. The registry entries are overwritten during the next 
installation.

Log File Location is Not Intuitive
Symptom:

At the end of the installation process, the location of the log file displayed on the installer screen 
is not intuitive.

Solution:

On Windows, ignore the Arcot Systems\..\ part of the directory path that is displayed on the 
installer screen. Similarly, on UNIX platforms, ignore the arcot/../ part of the directory path.

Null Pointer Exception is Logged When arcotcommon.ini is Missing
Symptom:

If arcotcommon.ini is missing, then a null pointer exception is logged in arcotadmin.log.

Solution:
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Ensure that arcotcommon.ini is always present.

When Multiple Parameters are Passed to arwfutil Utility, Only the First Parameter 
is Used

Contents
Inconsistent Display of the Release Number

Symptom:

If you pass multiple parameters to the arwfutil utility, only the first parameter is used by the 
utility.

Solution:

Do not pass multiple parameters to the arwfutil utility.

Inconsistent Display of the Release Number

Symptom:

When you run the installer for Microsoft Windows, you may see occurrences of “7.1.1” as the 
release number. You may also see occurrences of “7.1.1” in the registry entries that are created 
at the end of the installation process.

Solution:

Ignore this inconsistency in the display of the release number. Both “7.1.1” and "7.1.01" refer to 
the same release.

Inconsistent Display of the Release Number
Contents

Change Java Settings and Enable HTTPS to Download CA AuthID

Symptom:

When you run the installer for Microsoft Windows, you may see occurrences of 8.0 as the release 
number. You may also see occurrences of 8.0 in the registry entries that are created at the end of 
the installation process.

Solution:

Ignore this inconsistency in the display of the release number. Refer to the 8.0 release.

Change Java Settings and Enable HTTPS to Download CA AuthID

Scenario 1

Symptom:

When I download the CA AuthID in IE browser on the server with Strong Authentication installed, 
it gives the following error:

Your security settings have blocked an application signed with an expired or not-yet-valid 
certificate from running.
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Solution:

Change Java Settings by navigating to Control Panel and click on Java. Select the Security option 
as Medium (Instead of High). Default option is High which gives the exception. Then download CA 
AuthID using "Arcot Applet Client" & "Arcot Flash Client" on IE or Firefox or Chrome.

Scenario 2

Symptom:

When I download the CA AuthID in Chrome browser on the server with Strong Authentication 
installed, it gives the following error:

Permanent storage in the Flash player is disabled.

Solution:

Enable HTTPS instead of HTTP to download using "Arcot Flash Client". Then download the CA 
AuthID on IE or Firefox or Chrome.

Issue on 'Deactivate Temporarily' action when the Administrator and user are on 
different time-zones

Symptom:

The '  action with default start-time and end-time, gives the following Deactivate Temporarily'
error when administrator and user are in different time zones:

Invalid lock period. Start lock time cannot be before current time.

Solution:

Consider user's time zone while calculating default start-time for deactivation. Manually provide 
the start-time based on user's time zone, for future deactivation.

Partial Password and CVM Credentials are not Working for Strong Authentication 
6.2.9 Upgraded to Strong Authentication 8.0

Symptom:

The CVM (Caller Verification Mode) and partial password credentials are not working for the 
upgrade setup from Strong Authentication 6.2.9 to 8.0.

Solution:

Create a new profile with mandatory fields, and verify that the same profile is passed during 
Issuance flow. This step is applicable for rectifying both CVM and Partial Password.

Old Server instances of Strong Authentication,Risk Authentication and Case 
Management are appearing in Instance Management on upgrade to New Server

Symptom:

The old server instances of Strong Authentication,Risk Authentication and Case Management are 
appearing in New Server Instance Management after Upgrade to 8.0.

Solution:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Solution:

Delete the entries corresponding to old server machine from the following tables, to avoid old 
server instances getting listed in the new server Instance Management:

arwfinstances

arwfprotocolconfiguration

arrfinstances

arrfprotocolregistry

Old Values set for Risk Authentication, Strong Authentication, Case Management 
Instance-specific Configurations cannot be Preserved Post Upgrade on Upgrade to 
New Server Machine

Contents
Sequence Number Running Out of Range

Symptom:

The new Risk Authentication,Strong Authentication and Case Management instance-specific 
configurations, transport (ssl) and the other protocol information are set to default values for the 
new instance, that is created after upgrade. The old values that are set before upgrade are not 
preserved for the new instance, post upgrade.

Solution:

The new upgrade to 8.0 creates new instance that draws values from the default settings. 
Reconfigure all Risk Authentication, Strong Authentication and Case Management server instance-
specific configurations and transport (ssl) and the other protocol information.

Sequence Number Running Out of Range

Symptom:

The transaction ids are limited to 2^32-1. After a certain number of transactions by the system, 
unique Ids can run out of range and cause transactional failure.

Solution:

To prevent the sequence number running out of range, archive and trim audit logs from the 
transactional database at a regular intervals, as part of regular maintenance. The amount of data 
to keep in transactional database is governed by reporting requirements.

Perform the monitoring as outlined here at regular intervals:

Execute the query,

SELECT count(*)   FROM    ARWFAUTHAUDITLOG A; 

If the count is above 1 billion, archive older records.
 If this number reaches the limit, then the system encounters unique constraint Reason:

failed error, causing transaction failure. Keep the records well below the highest range till 
next scheduled date for monitoring.

Execute the query,
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3.  

4.  

Execute the query,

Select USEDVALUE FROM ARWFSEQUENCE WHERE SEQUENCENAME = 'ARWFTXNIDSEQ';

If this value is larger than 2.1 billion then,

Archive and trim older records from the database. Verify that Step 1 is executed.

Shut down the server.

Execute the queries.

Update ARWFSEQUENCE SET STARTINGVALUE=1 , WHERE SEQUENCENAME = 
'ARWFTXNIDSEQ';
Update ARWFSEQUENCE SET USEDVALUE=1 , WHERE SEQUENCENAME = 
'ARWFTXNIDSEQ';

Restart the servers.

Reason: If this number reaches the maximum value, then transaction fails as new 
sequence number is out of range. Keep the usedvalue below the maximum, till next 
scheduled monitoring date.

The transaction rate governs the interval at which to monitor the database. Revise the 
recommended numbers of 1 billion and 2.1 billion in the above guidelines, based on transaction 
volume and monitoring frequency.

Risk Authentication Known Issues
This section lists the known issues for CA Risk Authentication.

Documentation Not Available for One-Way SSL Communication Between Risk 
Authentication Components and Database Servers

The Administration Guide does not include the steps to configure one-way SSL communication 
between RiskMinder components (Administration Console and User Data Service) and the 
database servers.

Cannot Use CA Advanced Authentication to Delete Information About Users 
Deleted from LDAP Organization 1

Symptom:

Using the CA Advanced Authentication, you cannot delete user information, such as accounts, 
PAM, and custom attributes for users deleted from LDAP organizations.

Solution:

You can delete this information by using Web services, if the user has been deleted from the 
LDAP organization.

Localization Configuration Not Supported for Date and Time Input Values
Localization configuration is not supported for date and time input values. The default locale is 
en_US.
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Bulk Upload of User Accounts Does Not Accept a Range of Values for the Account 
Status 1

Bulk upload of user accounts does not accept a range of values for the account status. It accepts 
only the following:

0 [for Initial]

10 [for Active]

20 [for Inactive]

Uninstallation Must Be Performed in Reverse Order
Symptom:

How to perform uninstallation for Custom Uninstallation

Solution:

If you have performed Custom installation, then during uninstallation you must follow the 
reverse sequence in which you performed the installation. For example, if you have installed Risk 
Authentication Server followed by CA Advanced Authentication, then you have to first uninstall 
CA Advanced Authentication, and then uninstall Risk Authentication Server.

Administrators Allowed to Create an Organization Called SYSTEM
Risk Authentication allows administrators to create an organization with the name SYSTEM. Such 
an organization inherits all configurations of the global Risk Authentication organization of the 
same name.

Multi-Byte Characters Supported for List Name and Category Mapping Name
The List name and Category Mapping name must not accept multi-byte characters, but they 
accept them in this release.

Implicit User Creation Successful if Email is the Only Mandatory Parameter
Implicit user creation fails when any parameter other than email is set as mandatory for an 
organization.

Cache Refresh Fails After Database Failover
Performing a cache refresh after a database failover has occurred results in an error.

CA Advanced Authentication Not Connecting to Risk Authentication Server During 
Database Failover

The CA Advanced Authentication is not able to connect to the Risk Authentication Server during 
database failover.

Issue with Reverse Lookup Functionality
Reverse lookup functionality does not work if the MFPMISMATCH rule is included as an add-on 
rule.
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Risk Evaluation with Empty MFP Value Fails in 2.0 Sample Application
If you have deployed sample application 2.0 with Risk Authentication 8.0, and if you remove the 
existing MFP value for a user and try to evaluate risk for that user, evaluation fails.

CA Advanced Authentication Not Displayed Correctly in Internet Explorer 9 1
Symptom:

After you upgrade to Internet Explorer 9, the CA Advanced Authentication is not displayed 
correctly.

Solution:

Restore the Internet Explorer 9 settings by navigating to Internet Options, Advanced, and then 
clicking Restore advanced settings.

Registry Entries are Not Removed After Uninstallation
Symptom:

After uninstallation, some of the registry entries related to the product are not removed.

Solution:

This issue has no functional impact. The registry entries are overwritten during the next 
installation.

Log File Location Displayed on Installer Screen is Not Intuitive
Symptom:

At the end of the installation process, the location of the log file displayed on the installer screen 
is not intuitive.

Solution:

On Windows, ignore the Arcot Systems\..\ part of the directory path that is displayed on the 
installer screen. Similarly, on UNIX platforms, ignore the arcot/../ part of the directory path.

Null Pointer Exception is Logged When arcotcommon.ini is Missing 1
Symptom:

If arcotcommon.ini is missing, then a null pointer exception is logged in arcotadmin.log.

Solution:

Ensure that arcotcommon.ini is always present.

Inconsistent Display of the Release Number 1
Symptom:

When you run the installer for Microsoft Windows, you may see occurrences of 8.0 as the release 
number. You may also see occurrences of 8.0 in the registry entries that are created at the end of 
the installation process.
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Solution:

Ignore this inconsistency in the display of the release number. Refer to the 8.0 release.

Failover Does Not Work as Expected on Oracle RAC
Symptom:

When a node fails, causing failover to a backup Oracle RAC database, and the failed node 
restarts, Auto Revert fails to point the node to the original primary database. It remains pointed 
to backup database.

Solution:

??

Issue on 'Deactivate Temporarily' action when the Administrator and user are on 
different time-zones 1

Symptom:

The '  action with default start-time and end-time, gives the following Deactivate Temporarily'
error when administrator and user are in different time zones:

Invalid lock period. Start lock time cannot be before current time.

Solution:

Consider user's time zone while calculating default start-time for deactivation. Manually provide 
the start-time based on user's time zone, for future deactivation.

Risk Authentication Common Upgrade is Failing when the System is configured 
with HSM or Software

Symptom:

Risk Authentication Common Upgrade is failing when the system is configured with HSM. The 
MySQL upgrade path for Risk Authentication 3.1.01 to 8.0 fails.

Solution:

The Risk Authentication upgrade tool does not support MySQL database that migrates from Risk 
Authentication 3.1.01 to 8.0.

Old Server instances of Strong Authentication,Risk Authentication and Case 
Management are appearing in Instance Management on upgrade to New Server 1

Symptom:

The old server instances of Strong Authentication,Risk Authentication and Case Management are 
appearing in New Server Instance Management after Upgrade to 8.0.

Solution:
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Delete the entries corresponding to old server machine from the following tables, to avoid old 
server instances getting listed in the new server Instance Management:

arwfinstances

arwfprotocolconfiguration

arrfinstances

arrfprotocolregistry

Old Values set for Risk Authentication, Strong Authentication, Case Management 
Instance-specific Configurations cannot be Preserved Post Upgrade on Upgrade to 
New Server Machine 1

Symptom:

The new Risk Authentication,Strong Authentication and Case Management instance-specific 
configurations, transport (ssl) and the other protocol information are set to default values for the 
new instance, that is created after upgrade. The old values that are set before upgrade are not 
preserved for the new instance, post upgrade.

Solution:

The new upgrade to 8.0 creates new instance that draws values from the default settings. 
Reconfigure all Risk Authentication, Strong Authentication and Case Management server instance-
specific configurations and transport (ssl) and the other protocol information.

Issue in Risk Authentication Instances and Risk Authentication New Server Name 
Post Upgrade to 8.0

Symptom:

For Risk Authentication Connectivity the Risk Authentication server is showing old system name 
instead of new server, and there is no active instance under Risk Authentication Instances, post 
Upgrade to 8.0.

Solution:

Change the server name in Strong Authentication and Risk Authentication Connectivity from CA 
Advanced Authentication, to the new server name. This displays the new server instance to 
appear in the Risk Authentication Instance Management. Save and refresh cache.

Linux rh6 Uninstallation Points to Wrong Location of Log Files
Symptom:

When Linux rh6 Risk Authentication is uninstalled, it points to wrong location of uninstall log file.

Run the Risk Authentication uninstallation from uninstall directory (/tmp/arcot/Uninstall_CA Risk 
Authentication).

Note: This is not the recommended location to run uninstallation, so it is a user error.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

The uninstallation will generate a warning as it cannot remove the Uninstall directory. It then 
gives the following message and points you to the wrong location of the uninstall log file:

The uninstallation of Risk Authentication 8.0.0.0 is complete, but some warnings occurred 
during the uninstall. Please see the uninstallation log for details in /tmp/arcot/logs.

The log file is not at this location, instead it is located at :/tmp

Solution:

The Uninstall log file is found under <Installation Directory> but not under <Installation Directory
/arcot/logs>.

CA Adapter Known Issues
This section lists the known issues for CA Adapter.

Log Files Do Not Roll Over to Backup Files in IBM WebSphere
Symptom:

On IBM WebSphere, the log files for the State Manager and AFM applications do not roll over to 
the backup files automatically.

Solution:

Edit the AFM and State Manager log properties files as follows:

Navigate to the \conf\afm directory, and open arcotafm-log4j.properties and AFM_HOME
arcotsm-log4j.properties in a text editor.

Search for the following entries in the files and comment it out by preceding it with a hash 
symbol (#):

In the AFM log properties file: log4j.appender.afmout=org.apache.log4j.
DailyRollingFileAppender

In the State Manager log properties file: log4j.appender.smlog=org.apache.log4j.
DailyRollingFileAppender

Add the following entry after the line you commented out in the previous step:
In the AFM log properties file:
log4j.appender.afmout=com.arcot.logger.log4j.appender.ArcotDailyRollingFileAppender
In the State Manager log properties file:
log4j.appender.smlog=com.arcot.logger.log4j.appender.ArcotDailyRollingFileAppender

Save and close the files.

Restart the WebSphere application server.

CA AuthID Authentication and Enrollment Fail When Using an ActiveX Client
Symptom:

If CA AuthID ActiveX client is used for authentication and enrollment, and this client is not 
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If CA AuthID ActiveX client is used for authentication and enrollment, and this client is not 
installed on the end user's system, then at runtime the client is downloaded to the end user’s 
system but authentication and enrollment operations fail.

Solution: 

End users must restart the browser and authenticate again.

Authentication Using Internet Explorer 8 Displays a Warning
Symptom:

If you have configured an CA AuthID key size of 2048, when an end user tries to authenticate 
using Internet Explorer 8, the following warning message appears:

A script on this page is causing Internet Explorer to run slowly. If it continues to run, your 
computer might become unresponsive.

Solution:

Use an CA AuthID key size of 1024.

Blank Page Displayed During ArcotID PKI Download
Symptom:

If an end user is using Internet Explorer 9 on a Windows 7 system and has enabled certain 
advanced settings in Internet Explorer, and if ArcotID PKI authentication is used, then the end 
user might see a blank page when downloading the ArcotID PKI credential.

Solution:

The end user must reset Internet Explorer advanced settings by navigating to Tools, Internet 
Options, Advanced, and then Reset.

Blank Page Displayed During CA AuthID Download if Internet Explorer Advanced 
Settings are Used

Symptom:

If an end user is using Internet Explorer 9 on a Windows 7 system and has enabled certain 
advanced settings in Internet Explorer, and if CA AuthID authentication is used, then the end user 
might see a blank page when downloading the CA AuthID credential.

Solution:

The end user must reset Internet Explorer advanced settings by navigating to Tools, Internet 
Options, Advanced, and then Reset.

Risk-Based Workflows Fail if Network Speed is Low
Symptom:

If the speed of your network is very low, then risk-based authentication might fail.

Solution:

Check your network settings, and if required, specify a higher value for the 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Check your network settings, and if required, specify a higher value for the 
ArcotSMResponseWait parameter in the adaptershim.ini file.

CA AuthID OTP Authentication Fails if the Organization Name Contains a Space
Symptom:

If an organization name contains a space, primary authentication flows that use CA AuthID OTP 
do not work.

Solution:

Ensure that organization names do not include spaces in them.

All Application Logs Redirected to the AFM Log File in JBoss
Symptom:

In JBoss application server, after deploying the AFM, State Manager, and sample application-
specific WAR files, the application server logs are all redirected to the AFM log file, arcotafm.log.

Solution:

Create a new file, jboss-web.xml, and do the following:

Copy the following into the jboss-web.xml file:

<jboss-web>  
  <class-loading java2ClassLoadingCompliance="false">  
    <loader-repository> 
      com.arcot:loader=<UniquenameforClassLoader>
      <loader-repository-config>
        java2ParentDelegation=false
      </loader-repository-config>  
    </loader-repository>  
  </class-loading>  
</jboss-web>

UniquenameforClassloader must be unique for each application. For example, you can 
use ArcotAFMClassloader for AFM, ArcotSMClassloader for State Manager, and so on.

Copy the jboss-web.xml file to \ \WEB-INFApp_Exploded_Location App_Name
where,

 is the location where JBoss has extracted the applicationApp_Exploded_Location
 is the name of the application, for example, arcotafm or arcotsm.App_Name

If jboss-classloading.xml file is present in this location, then delete the file.

Restart the application server.

Repeat this procedure for the AFM, State Manager, and SAML sample applications.

Risk Evaluation from State Manager Fails Due to Class Loading Issues
Symptom:

In JBoss application server, after deploying the AFM, State Manager, and sample application-
specific WAR files, the WAR files are not extracted based on how the applications are deployed. 
This might cause risk evaluation from State Manager to fail due to class loading issues.

Solution:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Follow these steps:

Explode one of the WAR files to a local directory.

Create a new file, jboss-web.xml in \ \WEB-INFApp_Exploded_Location App_Name
where,

 is the location where JBoss has extracted the applicationApp_Exploded_Location
 is the name of the application, for example, arcotafm or arcotsm..App_Name

Copy the following into the jboss-web.xml file:

<jboss-web>  
  <class-loading java2ClassLoadingCompliance="false">  
    <loader-repository> 
      com.arcot:loader=<UniquenameforClassLoader>
      <loader-repository-config>
        java2ParentDelegation=false
      </loader-repository-config>  
    </loader-repository>  
  </class-loading>  
</jboss-web>

UniquenameforClassloader must be unique for each application. For example, you can 
use ArcotAFMClassloader for AFM, ArcotSMClassloader for State Manager, and so on.

If a jboss-classloading.xml file is present in the \ \WEB-App_Exploded_Location App_Name
INF directory, then delete the file.

Restart the application server.

Repeat this procedure for the AFM, State Manager, and SAML sample applications.

Application Does Not Detect Backup Data Source Availability in JBoss
Symptom:

If both primary and backup data sources are configured in JBoss application server, and if both 
databases are down, the application throws an error. However, even after the backup database is 
up, the application does not work as it does not detect the availability of the backup data source.

Solution:

Refresh the backup data source. The application starts working.

Incorrect Parameter Added for Time-Based Rollover in the adaptershim.ini File
Symptom:

After configuring CA Adapter using the wizard, the adaptershim.ini configuration file contains the 
wrong parameter name and value in the section for time-based rollover of the log file, as shown 
in the following example:

# "LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL" property specifies how often you want the log file 
to
# rollover to the backup file. The values recognized are HOURLY, DAILY,
# WEEKLY, and MONTHLY. DAILY results in the file rolling over when the first
# log message is received after midnight. The time check is
# based on the logged time. By default, the local time zone is used for
# logging. 
Param2= =10000000MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE

The value of Param2 must be LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL and not MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE.
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Solution:

In the LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL property section in the adaptershim.ini file, change the 
following line:

Param2=MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE= 10000000 

to

Param2=LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL=DAILY

Issue with Custom Uninstallation of CA Adapter
Symptom:

If no components are selected for uninstallation, the installer still displays a message stating that 
components have been successfully uninstalled.

Solution:

This issue has no functional impact. When you perform uninstallation, select the components 
that you want to uninstall.

Fixed Issues
This section lists the fixed issues in this release.

Strong Authentication Fixed Issues
Two-Way To One-Way SSL Leads to Handshake Failure in Strong Authentication

Symptom:

In the previous releases, Two-Way To One-Way SSL led to handshake-failure resulting in lost 
connectivity. It was found that the One-way SSL stops working.

Solution:

This issue is resolved and configuration from SSL Two-Way to One-Way Handshake is happening 
successfully.

Issue with OTT Generated for One User Authenticating for a Different User through 
RADIUS

Symptom:

OTT (One-Time-Token) generated for one user could be used for authenticating a different user 
through RADIUS.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.
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File Description Leaks when Strong Authentication is used as Radius Proxy
Symptom:

File Descriptor leaked when Strong Authentication is used as a radius proxy server with an error 
message:

There is no further connection available.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

AutoUnlocking does not Work on the Strong Authentication Server
Symptom:

The AutoUnlocking does not work on the Strong Authentication Server side as expected, and 
allowing multiple arcotid password attempts once it is unlocked”.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

In AAC a user with single quote in the username cannot be selected
Symptom:

In AAC user with single quote in username cannot be selected in Strong Authentication.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Backward compatibility of Strong Authentication with 6.2.11 SDK is not working
Symptom:

Backward compatibility of Strong Authentication 7.1.1 with 6.2.11 SDK is not working

Solution:

A fix is Strong Authentication 8.0 is added, and hence Backward compatibility of Strong 
Authentication 8.0 with 6.2.11 SDK works now.

Issue in LDAP Referral Configuration
Symptom:

If the LDAP referral is enabled by default, user retrieval from LDAP organization is taking more 
time than expected.

Solution:

The referral is disabled from the code and the respective exceptions is handled, and the issue is 
resolved now.
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Error in User with a Special Last Name
Symptom:

Any User with Special Last Name is creating problem for Strong Authentication.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved. The maximum limit (length) of First Name, Middle Name and Last 
Name is extended from 32 to 64.

Risk Authentication Fixed Issues
Risk Authentication Crashes if TCP is Disabled and SSL is Enabled

Contents
Cache Refresh via arrfclient fails for Risk Authentication

Symptom:

Risk Authentication crashes if TCP is disabled and SSL is enabled.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Cache Refresh via arrfclient fails for Risk Authentication

Symptom:

In the previous release, arrfclient failed to refresh cache when the Risk Authentication server is 
on SSL mode.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Risk Authentication Service Goes Down
Symptom:

Risk Authentication Service goes down due to data truncation in USERCONTEXTINFO column of 
USERCONTEXT.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.
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CA Adapter Fixed Issues
Value passed by Authentication Shim to SiteMinder Policy Server is not RFC 
Compliant

Symptom:

The value passed by Authentication Shim to the SiteMinder Policy Server to set the value of 
SMUSRMSG cookie was not RFC compliant.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Issue in change of password when the new password does not pass
Symptom:

When the user changes the password and the new password does not pass the complexity test 
first time, the form will reject the subsequent attempts to enter the password even if it satisfies 
the complexity rule.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Cross-site scripting creates vulnerability in shimerror.unauth.html
Symptom:

Cross-site scripting creates vulnerability in shimerror.unauth.html in CA Adapter.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

AFM is not honoring Enable Automatic Credential Unlock and Unlock After settings 
defined in the CA AuthID Authentication Policy

Symptom:

Arcot Authentication Flow Manager (AFM) is not honoring the "Enable Automatic Credential 
Unlock" and "Unlock after" settings that are defined in the CA AuthID Authentication Policy

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Issue with the Original IP Address when the client IP address passed to the Risk 
Authentication Server

Symptom:
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When the application server hosting AFM is behind load balancer or proxy-server, the client IP 
address passed to the Risk Authentication server by AFM is the load balancer IP address or last 
proxy-server IP address, which should be the original IP address of the client.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Get Timestamp from ArcotSM Fails
Symptom:

Get Timestamp from ArcotSM fails when backup DB is defined.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Adapter 2.2.9 uses Old DeviceDNA
Symptom:

The Adapter 2.2.9 uses old DeviceDNA which has very less parameters.

Solution:

This issue is modified now and certified for the current release.

AFM RISK Flows Exit with Error as AFM does not allow MFP with Specific 
Characters

Contents

CA Mobile OTP Roaming Validity and OTP Length in the Backend Profile not Honored

Symptom:

If MFP contains characters like, &, <, >, and \, AFM RISK Flows exit with error since AFM does not 
allow MFP with these special characters.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

CA Mobile OTP Roaming Validity and OTP Length in the Backend Profile not Honored

Symptom:

Configured CA Mobile OTP Roaming Validity and OTP length in the backend profile not honored.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.
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Desktop Client OTP is not Sync with AOTP Profile
Symptom:

The Desktop Client OTP is not sync with AOTP profile.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Get Timestamp from ArcotSM Fails when either of the Databases is Down
Symptom:

Get Timestamp from ArcotSM fails when either of the databases (primary or backup) is down.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

arcotafm EMAIL does not Honor Locale Set via jspStrings_fr.properties
Symptom:

The arctoafm EMAIL does not honor locale set via jspStrings_fr.properties (Email sent in English). 
Though the AFM pages was honoring local language, but email was send in English.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

CallerID does not get Reflected For Risk Authentication
Symptom:

The CallerID does not get reflected For Risk Authentication. Even after the additional input of 
AR_RF_CALLER_ID, it is not reflected in the CALLERID field of the ARRFSYSAUDITLOG table.

Solution:

This issue is now resolved.

Product Limitations
This section lists the product limitations in this release.

Strong Authentication Limitations
The following are the known limitations in this release for Strong Authentication:

When using Oracle database and Apache Tomcat application server, if the network cable for 
the primary database is unplugged, then database failover takes more than 15 minutes.
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The Administration Console and UDS Web services are not supported on 64-bit application 
servers on Solaris.

You cannot install multiple instances of Strong Authentication on the same system in 
different folders. If you try to install multiple instances, then the installation is not completed 
successfully.

Due to incompatibility between the Strong Authentication Plugin and IE11 Edge Mode, the 
browser is unable to load the plugin if Edge mode is enabled. To ensure that the browser 
loads the plugin, we recommend that the following meta tag be added in the HTML page that 
uses the ArcotID OTP JavaScript Library APIs:<meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="
IE=8,9,10">.

Risk Authentication Limitations
The following are the known limitations in this release for Risk Authentication:

On IBM WebSphere, using certain multi-byte characters in the name and description of add-
on rules results in all the base rules being removed.

If the network cable for the primary database is unplugged, then the Risk Authentication or 
Case Management Server and the Administration Console take a long time to connect to the 
backup database.

Migration of a custom add-on rule type created in a release prior to 3.x is not supported 
during an upgrade to 3.1.01 using the default upgrade script. Migrating such rules requires an 
upgrade script to be written separately. Contact CA Support for more information.

The Administration Console and UDS Web services are not supported on 64-bit application 
servers on Solaris.

You cannot install multiple instances of Risk Authentication on the same system in different 
folders. If you try to install multiple instances, then the installation is not completed 
successfully.

CA Adapter Limitations
Any Plugged-In USB Device Is Associated with the ArcotID PKI at the Time of 
Download

If a USB device is plugged-in to the system at the time of downloading the ArcotID PKI, then the 
USB device is also associated with the ArcotID PKI. During ArcotID PKI authentication, if the USB 
device is not plugged in to the system, then the user authentication fails.

CA Auth ID OTP Credential Provisioned to the Browser Cannot Be Used in a CA 
Mobile OTP Application

If the CA Auth ID OTP credential algorithm is HOTP and if the credential is provisioned on the 
browser, the end user will not be able to use it on the CA Auth ID OTP application installed on 
their mobile device or desktop.
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CA Adapter Supports Only Unique Login IDs Across Domains
CA Adapter currently does not support non-unique Login IDs, even when the same Login ID is 
mapped to different domain names in LDAP.

Special Characters in LDAP Password Result in AFM Authentication Errors
If LDAP-based authentication is used, and if the LDAP password contains the \ or " characters, 
then authentication errors occur even though these characters are supported by LDAP.

End User Associated with Public Device If It was Used for Risk Evaluation Earlier
In an end user risk evaluation workflow, if the device being used for login already has a Device ID 
cookie but the user is not associated with the device, then even if the user selects the Public 
Computer option during authentication, the user is associated with the device. For subsequent 
transactions, the user is not prompted for secondary authentication.

European Union Cookie Legislation Does Not Apply to CA Auth ID OTP Browser-
Based Controllers

In CA Auth ID OTP browser-based controllers, the CA Auth ID OTP credential is downloaded to 
the end user’s system even if the end user did not select European Union Cookie Legislation.

Uninstalling CA Adapter Does Not Delete the Registry File
When you uninstall CA Adapter, the zerog registry XML file, .com.zerog.registry.xml, is not 
removed. Only entries related to Adapter are removed from the XML file. If Adapter is the only 
product that was installed, then after uninstallation, the XML file will be empty with only a high-
level element.

Registry Entries Not Removed After Uninstallation
Contents

AA_2.2--Silent Mode of Installation Not Supported

Symptom:

After uninstallation, some of the registry entries related to the product are not removed.

Solution:

This issue has no functional impact. The registry entries are overwritten during the next 
installation.

AA_2.2--Silent Mode of Installation Not Supported

The silent mode of installation is not supported.
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CA VPN Client Limitations
User Profiles Cannot Reside on a Network Location

CA VPN Client does not support the storage of user profiles on a network location. The User 
Profile directory must be available locally on the system running the client.

Issue with Duplicate User Names
If two users with the same name are present in two different organizations, of which one is the 
Default Organization (DEFAULTORG), then ArcotID PKI authentication fails under the following 
conditions:

If the authentication profile was created without specifying the organization name.

If the ArcotID PKI for the other user is already present on the system.

Multi-Byte Data Not Supported for CA VPN Client
Internationalization (multi-byte data) for CA VPN Client is not supported.

Release Notes 8.2.02
This section describes the enhancements and updates, patch information, third-party 
acknowledgments, and fixed issues for CA Advanced Authentication release 8.2.02.

Service Pack Download Information 
Upgrade Support
Enhancements and Updates

DB Trimming Tool
Idle Database Connection Management 
Enhancement to Reporting

Known Issues
Fixed Issues

Service Pack Download Information
You can download CA Advanced Authentication 8.2.02 CA Support. Service Pack from 

Upgrade Support
For detailed steps about how to upgrade to CA Advanced Authentication 8.2.02, see the 
following pages:

CA Risk Authentication Upgrade

CA Strong Authentication Upgrade

https://docops.ca.com/display/AA821/Upgrade+from+Release+8.x+to+8.2.02
https://docops.ca.com/display/AA821/Upgrade+from+Release+8.x+to+8.2.02
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Enhancements and Updates
This release provides the following enhancements and updates:

DB Trimming Tool
This enhancement provides a solution to delete data from the audit log and archive log tables 
periodically with scheduling, configuration, and notification options.

Idle Database Connection Management 
This release provides enhancement to idle database connection management by gradually 
decrementing the idle DB Connections. 

Enhancement to Reporting
This release provides enhanced reporting capability to retrieve data as a union from Audit log 
tables and Archived tables.

Known Issues
DST Time Support Issue for DB Trimming
CRON Schedule job does not support DST. Ensure you set the appropriate time for CRON 
scheduler.

Multi-instance issue with Idle Timeout
When you have multiple-instances of CA Strong Authentication, CA Risk Authentication, and CA 
Case Management and do not upgrade all the instances, on Max Idle Timeout (in Seconds) 
Admin Console for non-upgrade instance configuration shows junk value for Strong 
Authentication and null value for Risk Authentication and Case Management.

Ensure you upgrade all the instances of CA Strong Authentication, CA Risk Authentication, and CA 
Case Management.

Untrusted IP Rule Issue
This issue is due to a limitation for 32-bit applications. CA Advanced Authentication supports a 
maximum of ~20Lakh IPs which are active Untrusted IPs loaded to the application cache. This 
limitation is due to the 32-bit application where the process memory is limited to 3 GB for Linux 
and 2 GB for windows

Mixed Case Issue with LDAP after applying 8.2.02 patch
After applying 8.2.02 patch, when you search for user by specifying the username in lower case, 
you may get the following error:

user is not found error 

This issue is due to LDAP mixed case. You can resolve this issue by providing username in upper 
case or username in lower case along with the organization name in the search fields.

Fixed Issues
The following issues are now fixed for CA Advanced Authentication 8.2.02 release.
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Cache Refresh Optimization
This Cache Refresh fix helps the CA Risk Authentication Service start faster with the refresh 
optimization.

Sequence Number Pool
This update reduces the Sequence Contention for ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG table, decreases DB 
calls, and increases the performance. 

DB Connection Pool Hung State Fix
The DB connection pool hangs occasionally due to heavy transaction load on the CA Risk 
Authentication and CA Strong Authentication servers.

This issue is fixed by gracefully ending the open DB connections that are in a hung state. To end 
these connections, the SQL End Transaction function is invoked before the SQL Disconnect 
procedure in the Common Database Connection Layer. For more information, see DB Connection 

.Pool Hung State Fix

Export of rules with score 0 fails
When exporting a ruleset containing rules with score 0, the rules are not imported and priorities 
of other rules are corrupted due to device configuration issue. This issue is fixed by updating 
device ID, device code, device Configuration values in ARRFADVICECODE, and 
ARRFADVICECONFIG tables db-config-for-riskauth-<version>-to-<version>.sql for Oracle and 
MSSQL.

Alert and Deny conditions fail with an error message from CA Adapter instead of SHIM.
This issue is due to passing an incorrect error code by ArcotSHIM when Risk Authentication alerts 
and denies the transaction. This defect is fixed by code changes to Authentication SHIM libraries 
such as .libArcotSiteMinderAdapter.so

remember device Transactions on Chrome book are prompting for OTP inspite of marking . 
 OS bucket parameter resulting in evaluation failure of This issue is due to non-supported CrOs

JSON parsing. This issue is fixed by adding supported parameters in OS bucket.CrOs 

ARDB Connection Request Timeout with HY000 error message
This error occurs when  entry is unavailable in CA Risk Authentication, DB pool insertSysAuditlog
manager, case transaction table. This issue is fixed by rolling back the ARDB transaction.

CA Risk Authentication ODBC consumes entire TEMP table space in Oracle
This issue is fixed by modifying the user context schema. Note that this fix handles large column 
data of user context in case of more velocity rules.

Slow transactions in Risk Authentication transactions
This issue is fixed by updating the retrieval of user context and device context schema.

CA Strong Authentication crashes at the startup
This issue is due to DataDirect Connect ODBC version. This issue is fixed by updating the 
DataDirect Connect ODBC version to 7.1.6.

CA Strong Authentication server crashes on Windows 2012 R2
This issue is due to UDP packet header size. The issue is fixed with proper error handling.

CA Risk Authentication crashes at the startup when Authentication and Authorization is 
enabled

This issue is fixed and when Authentication and Authorization is enabled, the Risk Authentication 
does not crash any more.

Security Vulnerability in CA Risk Authentication related to X-Forwarded-For (XFF) Header

https://docops.ca.com/display/AA821/DB+Connection+Pool+Hung+State+Configuration
https://docops.ca.com/display/AA821/DB+Connection+Pool+Hung+State+Configuration
http://libArcotSiteMinderAdapter.so
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1.  

2.  

Security Vulnerability in CA Risk Authentication related to X-Forwarded-For (XFF) Header
This issue is fixed by disabling XFF by default. You can enable XFF by changing the  XFFEnable
property value to true in arcotafm.properties.

Radius Proxy configuration e rror in the Admin console for input string: "undefined" 
This error is fixed by properly handling the Radius Class Variables when you select  option clear
for Radius Proxy configuration 

UBP Logging Errors
This issue is fixed by validating the size of the data to pass for computing the model score. 

Ruleset import resets UBP configuration 
This issue is fixed by removing the model configuration parameters from Import and Export 
Ruleset functionality. 

Security Issue with Risk Authentication application URLs
This issue is fixed by securing the URLs from external and internal access within an organization.

V ulnerable characters in SHIMfcc login credentials (Penetration Test)
This issue is fixed by updating SHIM FCC: eval JScript to handle the vulnerable characters from 

knowledge gaining of login credentials of CA Adapter.

GetQuestions() service was not provided in Authentication and Authorization through Admin 
UI 
This issue is fixed by providing  in Authentication and Authorization configuration.GetQuestions

Account auto-unlock Mobile OTP lapses in 7860 seconds and is not configurable 
This issue is fixed by adding MIN_AUTO_UNLOCK_PERIOD_SECONDS and 
MAX_AUTO_UNLOCK_PERIOD_SECONDS. You can now configure these unlock durations per your 
business requirement. 

Backwards compatibility is broken for Java Issuance SDK and gSOAP WS call for CA Strong 
Authentication
This issue is fixed by updating the standard gSOAP API calls for versions 2.7.10 and 2.8.3.

Unable to upload data into custom list for negative device ids for CA Risk Authentication
This issue is fixed by making the latest  data to active state. When you update data of addonRule
the rule, the latest data is always set to active state.

Unable to log in as administrator when an LDAP user is promoted as administrator
This issue is fixed by adding the path for URL class in JBoss deployment structure.

Unable to create LDAP organization with custom schema without user BaseDN
This issue is fixed to support creation of LDAP organization with or without BaseDN for user.

Existing password revalidation issue during password reset
This issue is fixed in two steps: 

Verify existing password: Call revalidate the existing password and getCurPassword() to 
using to verify and accept the change of password. verifyPassword() 

 Invoke getNewPassword() and resetPassword() to reset the current Reset the password:
password. 

Also, this release provides fixes to vulnerabilities such as JavaScript injection.
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Installing
Installing CA Risk Authentication
Installing CA Strong Authentication
Installing CA Adapter
Installing CA AuthID OTP Client

Installing CA Risk Authentication
CA Risk Authenticationis an adaptive authentication solution that evaluates each online 
transaction by examining a wide range of collected data against the out-of-the-box rules. CA Risk 
Authenticationthen assigns each transaction a risk score and advice; the higher the risk score, the 
greater the possibility of a fraud. This risk score can be used to approve or decline the 
transaction, or ask for extra authentication, or alert a customer service representative.

CA Risk Authenticationis configurable, and offers the flexibility to modify the configuration 
parameters of any of the risk evaluation rules, keeping with the business policies and risk-
mitigation requirements. It gives the flexibility to modify the default risk score, scoring 
configuration, and scoring priorities of individual rules and selectively enable or disable the 
execution of one or more rules.

Besides the pre-configured out-of-the-box rules, the Rule Builder capability enables to create 
new rules on the fly.

This section provides information for planning the deployment of CA Risk Authentication based 
on different solution requirements. Each scenario consists of multiple components that interact 
with each other and other systems in an enterprise or multiple-network systems.

Important! This guide contains the terms Arcot, WebFort , RiskFort, WebFort, 
RiskMinder and AuthMinder in some of its code objects and other artifacts. The term 
ArcotID is now called as AuthID. In addition, some of the topics in this guide do not 
follow the standard formatting guidelines.

CA Risk Authentication System Architecture
You can install CA Risk Authentication on a single system or you can distribute its components 
across multiple systems. However to ensure maximum security and integrity of data and 
transactions, the the three-tier architecture in the following illustration:
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Use Web Tier for Network or Internet
Application Tier for Application Server
Data Tier for Storage
Communication between CA Risk Authentication Components

Use Web Tier for Network or Internet
This layer comprises the HTML content and interacts directly with the user over a network or the 
Internet.

The CA AuthMinder Utility Script (ArcotDeviceDNA.js), which is a client-side Java script must be 
included in your application. This is served to the end-user browser, through the web servers that 
reside in this layer. This script enables you to do the following:

Sets the Device ID on the end-user device

Collects the Machine FingerPrint (MFP), DeviceDNA, and Device ID information.

Note: To use the utility script, see Collecting Device ID and DeviceDNA in CA Risk 
Authentication Java Developer’s Guide.

Application Tier for Application Server
This layer constitutes all application server components in the system, such as CA Risk 
Authentication Server, UDS, Administration Console and the CA Risk Authentication SDKs. The 
following list explains the work of each server component:

CA Risk Authentication Server: This server component processes risk evaluation requests 
from your application through CA Risk Authentication SDKs.
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CA Risk Authentication Case Management Server: This server component schedules and 
dispatches cases to Customer Support Representatives (CSRs), and then manages the life-
cycle of these cases.

Administration Console: The web-based console is used for configuring server instances like, 
communication mode between CA Risk Authentication components, business rules and the 
corresponding data; and for managing organizations, administrators, and users.

User Data Service: The abstraction layer provides access to user and organization-related 
data from different types of user repositories like, relational databases (RDBMSs) and 
directory servers (LDAPs).

Risk Evaluation SDK: This server component looks into APIs and web services that your 
application can invoke risk-analysis requests to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Risk Evaluation Web Service: This web-based interface enables interaction over a network 
between CA Risk Authentication Server and your application. It consists of the web services 
that can be invoked by your web application to perform risk evaluation.

User Management Web Service: These Web services can be invoked by your application to 
forward requests to User Data Service for enrolling users, and for managing user details in CA 
Risk Authentication.

Sample Application: Sample Application demonstrates the usage of CA Risk Authentication 
Java APIs and how your application can be integrated with CA Risk Authentication. Sample 
Application can also be used to verify if CA Risk Authentication is installed successfully; and if 
it is able to perform risk-evaluation operations.

User Behavior Profiling Application: The User Behavioral Profiling model measures the 
similarity or dissimilarity of the current transaction to prior access by the same user, or that 
of their peer group in cases of insufficient data.

Note: All components in this layer can be installed on one system or can be distributed 
across multiple systems.

Data Tier for Storage
This layer comprises the instances of relational databases that store the configuration, user, and 
historical data that is used by CA Risk Authentication to analyze each transaction. In addition, this 
layer also constitutes all directory servers (LDAPs) that you have configured for storing user 
details.

If you use any Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) for encrypting sensitive user data, the HSM is 
also a part of this layer.

Communication between CA Risk Authentication Components
The System Architecture diagram shows the communication modes supported by CA Risk 
Authentication and its components. The default mode of communication between components is 
TCP. The CA Risk Authentication Server supports SSL communication (two-way and one-way 
communication) with the following components to ensure integrity and confidentiality of the 
data being exchanged during each transaction:

CA Risk Authentication Case Management Server
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CA Risk Authentication Case Management Server

CA Risk Authentication Database

User Data Service

CA Risk Authentication SDK (Risk Evaluation)

Sample Application

Evaluation Callout

Scoring Callout

Note: CA Risk Authentication enables to customize the Evaluation Rule based on your 
business requirements. This custom rule is known as Evaluation Callout. CA Risk 
Authentication also enables to customize Scoring Logic, which is known as Scoring 
Callout. For more information, see CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide.

How to perform a Fresh Installation
This scenario guides you on selecting a deployment model, and determine which CA Risk 
Authentication components and prerequisite software to install on each system. The following 
illustration defines the tasks should be performed to install CA Risk Authentication:

Note: In this guide,  refers to a physical device and  refers to software System Server
that is run on the system.
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1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

3.  

4.  

Perform the following steps:

Supported Deployment Models.

Complete Pre-Installation Tasks.

Configure Database Server.

Set up Database Store and Database Information.

Perform the Deployment:

Perform a Single System Deployment.

Perform a Distributed Systems Deployment.

Configure CA Risk Authentication SDKs and Web Services.

Supported Deployment Models
CA Risk Authentication Server is the primary component that you must install. The server 
provides the risk evaluation service, which includes transaction risk evaluation. Your applications 
that must use CA Risk Authentication Server can integrate with it by using Java SDKs or web 
services shipped with it.

CA Risk Authentication also requires an SQL database for storing server configuration data, user-
specific preferences, and usage data.
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Typically, all CA Risk Authentication components are installed on a single system. However, in 
production deployments and staging environments, you install CA Risk Authentication Server on 
the same system. The shipped SDKs or web services are installed on a different system or 
systems that contain the application that users log in to.

CA Risk Authentication is also shipped with a Sample Application, which can be used to verify if 
CA Risk Authentication was installed properly; and to perform risk evaluation. Sample Application 
also serves as a code sample for integrating CA Risk Authentication with the existing applications.

CA Risk Authentication supports the following deployment scenarios:

Single-System Deployment
For development or testing environments

Distributed-System Deployment
For production or staging environments

High-Availability Deployment
For high availability and scalability, production, or staging environments

Single System Deployment
In a single-system deployment, all components of CA Risk Authentication and the application 
which users log in to, are installed on a single system. The database may be on the same system 
where CA Risk Authentication is installed, or on a different system.

It is possible to use both Java SDKs and Web services in a single-system deployment. The 
prerequisite software for these components is identical. The simplest way to perform a single-
system deployment is to select the option while running the CA Risk Complete Installation 
Authentication installer.

If you plan to perform a single-system deployment, perform the following steps:

Install a database server on the system which has CA Risk Authentication Server.

You can use an existing database on a separate system.

Use Sample Application, or write My Own Web application.

Important! Do not use Sample Application in production deployments. You build your  
own web application by using Sample Application as a code-reference.

Use Java SDKs or Web services to integrate with My Own Web application.

Java SDKs

The following diagram illustrates CA Risk Authentication Server and Java SDKs deployed on a 
single system:
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Note: The use of a web server to deliver HTML pages for the application server is 
optional and is transparent to CA Risk Authentication. In production deployments, this 
approach is typically used to improve the application server performance and security. 
For more details, see the documentation on Application Server.

Web Services

The following figure illustrates CA Risk Authentication Server and Web services on a single 
system:
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Note: Install CA Risk Authentication Server on the target system and generate the 
requisite client stubs because, all web services are now built into the CA Risk 
Authentication Server module itself. No further configuration is required.

Distributed Systems Deployment
The distributed model is a web-based applications whose components are distributed across the 
web tier, application tier, and data tier, and require a secure zone between its web servers and 
application servers. The following are the reasons for deploying CA Risk Authentication in a 
distributed model:

High availability (fail over and load balancing)

High performance

Increase in throughput
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Increase in throughput

In a distributed-system deployment, CA Risk Authentication components are installed on 
different servers. This is done for security, performance, and to enable multiple applications for 
using the risk-evaluation functionality. For example, the most common deployment is to install 
CA Risk Authentication Server on one system and one or more web applications on additional 
systems.

To perform a distributed-system deployment, you must select the installation option in Custom 
the CA Risk Authentication installer.

Deploying on a Single Application Server with Java SDKs 

The following diagram illustrates CA Risk Authentication using Java SDKs with a single application 
server:

Note: You can install Administration Console and UBP on any individual system, every 
system, or on a system that is not listed in the diagrams.

Deploying Multiple Applications with Java SDKs

The following figure illustrates CA Risk Authentication deployment using Java SDK with multiple 
applications:
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Deploying Single Application with Web Services

The following figure illustrates CA Risk Authentication deployment using web services on a single 
application:
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Deploy on a High Availability Environment
In a high-availability deployment, CA Risk Authentication components are installed on more than 
one server to provide high availability and scalability. The diagrams illustrate several possible 
options for which prerequisites and CA Risk Authentication components is installed on multiple 
systems.

Add a server instance when your transaction rate exceeds the permissible threshold (as decided 
by your organizational policies), then you must add a server instance. The following CA Risk 
Authentication components allow mostly multiple instances to function:

CA Risk Authentication Servers: Multiple instances are supported. The number depends on the 
transaction rate you want to achieve.

Case Management Queuing Servers: Multiple instances are supported. The number depends 
on the transaction rate you want to achieve.

Administration Consoles: Multiple instances are supported. The number depends on the 
number of administrators in the system who log in to the Console simultaneously.

UDS Servers: Currently, only one is supported.

SDKs: Multiple instances are supported. This number depends on the number of your 
application instances that you plan to support.

The following illustrations show you how to achieve your deployment decision:

High Availability Deployment Using Java SDK

The following figure illustrates multiple-instance deployment using Java SDK:

High Availability Deployment Using Web Services

The following figure illustrates multiple-instance deployment using Web services:
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Complete Pre-Installation Tasks
Before you install CA Risk Authentication and its components, ensure that your computer meets 
all the system requirements. For information on hardware and software requirements, see the 

.Platform Support Matrix

This chapter has the following sections required for this installation:

Configure Database Server
Set Up the Data Store and Database Information

Configure UTF- Support on Client Systems
HSM Requirements

Requirements for Java-Dependent Components

Configure Database Server
Before installing, set up a database used for storing user information, server configuration data, 
audit log data, and other information.

CA Risk Authentication supports a primary database and a backup database that can be used 
during failover and fail-back in high-availability deployments. Configure the database connectivity 
in the following ways:

During CA Risk Authentication installation, the database is configured when the installer 
automatically edits the arcotcommon.ini file with the database information you supply.

There are specific configuration requirements for each supported database (Microsoft SQL 
Server, Oracle, or MySQL):

Configure Microsoft SQL Server
Configure Oracle Server
Configure MySQL Server
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

Note: For JBoss Application Server, follow the below steps while configuring a backup 
database:

Edit module.xml in <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\system\layers\base\sun\jdk\main 
with the following statements:

<path name="com/sun/rowset"/>    

<path name="com/sun/rowset/internal"/>    

<path name="com/sun/rowset/providers"/>

Restart the application server.

Important! To protect the database server, use a firewall or any other access control 
mechanism and set to the same time-zone as all dependent products.

Configure Microsoft SQL Server

This section provides the following configuration procedure for SQL Server:

Note: See the SQL Server documentation for detailed information about performing 
the tasks listed in this section.

Follow these steps:

Verify that SQL Server is configured to use the SQL Server and Windows Authentication 
for Server authentication. Right-click the server in the Object Explorer window and mode 

select the Security page.
CA Risk Authentication cannot connect to the database if SQL Server is configured to 

.Windows Authentication Mode

Create a database by the following criteria:

The recommended name is arcotdb.

The database size must be configured to grow automatically.

Create a DB user (CH4_SQL) by performing the following steps:

In the SQL Server Management Studio, go to  expand the <SQL_Server_Name>;
Security folder, and then click Login.

Note: The  refers to the host name or IP address of <SQL_Server_Name>
the SQL Server where you created your database.
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3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

g.  

h.  

i.  

1.  

2.  

1.  

a.  

Right-click the Login folder, and click New Login.

Enter the Login name (recommended name is ). arcotuser

Set the parameter to .Authentication to SQL Server Authentication

Specify Password and Confirm password for the login.

Ensure that you specify other password settings on this page according to the 
password policies in your organization.

Make the database (arcotdb) you created as the default database.

Perform the mapping of the users to this login section.

Map the user (SQL 2005) for the default database, to db_owner (in the Database 
role membership for: <db_name> section).

Configure Oracle Server

This section provides the configuration information for creating Oracle database server.

Prerequisites:

Run CA Risk Authentication on Oracle with two table-spaces. The reasons to have two 
table-spaces are as follows:

Use the first table-space for configuration data, audit logs, and user information. This 
table-space can be the default user table-space in the CA Risk Authentication 
database.

Run the reports on the second table-space. We recommend that you use a separate 
table-space to run the reports.

Use CA Risk Authentication Database Configuration Script. The script automatically 
creates the table-space for reports, if the database user running the script has sufficient 
permissions to create a table-space. If the user does not have the required permissions, 
the db administrator must manually create this table-space and delete the section for 
creating reports in the script.

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! The parameters for creating the reports table-space in the arcot-db-
config-for-common-8.0.sql database script can be changed according to the 
preferences of the db administrator. However, the table-space name must be 

 to generate reports successfully.ARReports

To create an Oracle server, perform the following steps:

Create a new database that stores information in the UTF-8 character set. This allows CA 
Risk Authentication to use international characters including double-byte languages. To 
enable UTF-8 support for your Oracle database perform the following steps:

Log in to the Oracle database server as SYS or SYSTEM.
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1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

Log in to the Oracle database server as SYS or SYSTEM.

Run the following command:

sys.props$ set value$='UTF8' 

(where name='NLS_NCHAR_CHARACTERSET' Or name = 'NLS_CHARACTERSET')

Restart the database and verify whether the character set is configured to UTF-8.

Create a database user:

Create a user (recommended name is ), with a schema in the new  arcotuser
database arcotdb.

Set the quota of user to  5 GB to 10 GB for a development or test at least
deployment.

Note: If the deployment is for the production environment, staging, or 
other intensive testing, see Database Reference to determine the quota 
that is required for a user.

Grant the DBA role to the user.

Configure MySQL Server

This section provides the following configuration information for MySQL.

Follow these steps:

To check whether your MySQL installation supports InnoDB storage engine, use the 
SHOW ENGINES command.

Note: CA Risk Authentication uses the InnoDB storage engine of MySQL. If the 
output of this command shows that InnoDB is not supported, enable support 
for InnoDB. For information to enable support for InnoDB, see the MySQL 

.Documentation

If you are running MySQL on any non-Windows platform, set the 
lower_case_table_names variable to 1.

Note: For more information, see the .MySQL Documentation

To create a database, perform the following steps:

Open a MySQL command window.

To create the database schema, run the following command:
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3.  

b.  

c.  

4.  

a.  

b.  

1.  

2.  

To create the database schema, run the following command:

CREATE SCHEMA ' ' DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8;<schema-name>

To create the database user, run the following command:

CREATE USER ' ' identified by ' ';<user-name> <user-password>

Create a user with the following criteria:

Create a user (recommended name is arcotuser) in the new database arcotdb.

Grant the following privileges to the user:

Object rights:

SELECT

INSERT

UPDATE

DELETE

EXECUTE

DDL rights:

CREATE

ALTER

CREATE ROUTINE

ALTER ROUTINE

DROP

Other rights:

GRANT OPTION

Set Up the Data Store and Database Information
Before you proceed with the CA Risk Authentication installation, set up the CA Risk 
Authentication data store, the Database Client, and gather the required database information. 
Ensure that the correct JDK version and application server are installed.

Enable the UTF-8 support on the systems (for example, CA Risk Authentication Server, 
Administration Console, and User Data Service) where you plan to install CA Risk Authentication 
components that communicate with the database server. This section depicts the steps to do so.

Follow these steps:

Install the required language package. See the vendor documentation for more 
information about how to do this.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Navigate to the following location:
 ->  ->  -> Start Settings Control Panel Regional and Language Options

The Regional and Language Options dialog appears.

Activate the  tab.Languages

Select the following options:

Install files for complex script and right-to-left languages (including Thai)

Install files for East Asian Language

Click  to save the changes.Apply

Click  to close the dialog.OK

Configure UTF- Support on Client Systems

To enable the UTF-8 support on the systems (Example: CA Risk Authentication Server, 
Administration Console, and User Data Service) where you plan to install components that 
communicate with the database server, perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

Install the required language package. See the vendor documentation for more 
information about how to do this.

Navigate to the following location:

Start, Settings, Control Panel, Regional and Language Options

Activate the Languages tab.

Select the following options:

Install files for complex script and right-to-left languages (including Thai)

Install files for East Asian Language

Click Apply.

Click OK.

HSM Requirements

This section applies only when you are using HSMs. If you are planning to use HSM to store 
encryption keys, then set up the following components before installation:

HSM Server

HSM Client

At least one 3DES key created in HSM (You will need this 3DES key for encrypting information 
in the database).

Important! Ensure that you have safely written down the labels of the 3DES keys. You 
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Important! Ensure that you have safely written down the labels of the 3DES keys. You 
need them later for encrypting information in the database.

See your platform vendor documentation for more information.

Requirements for Java-Dependent Components
Install the following components required by Administration Console, CA Risk Authentication Java 
SDKs, and Web services:

JDK

Note: If you perform a fresh installation of JDK, then you  set the JAVA_HOME must
environment variable. The PATH variable must point to %JAVA_HOME%\ \. If you bin
fail to do so, then Administration Console and other JDK-dependent components 
might fail to start.

Application Server

How to Deploy CA Risk Authentication on a Single System
Contents

To install the CA Risk Authentication components, use the CA Risk Authentication 
InstallAnywhere Wizard. This wizard supports  and  installation types.Complete Custom

Note: To install and configure CA Risk Authentication on a single computer, use the 
option when you run the installer.Complete 

The following illustration shows the steps to perform to install CA CA Risk Authentication:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Perform the following tasks:

Perform a Complete Installation

Verify the Database Setup

Run the Database Scripts

Prepare an Application Server

Deploy and Log in to the Administration Console

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks for the System

Start the CA Risk Authentication Services
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7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

Start the CA Risk Authentication Services

Deploy User Data Service UDS

Deploy User Behavior Profiling Application

Deploy the Sample Application

Verify the Installation

How to Use Sample Application for Risk Evaluation

Apply Post-Installation Checklist

Important!

Consider the following points while installing CA Risk Authentication on a single 
system:

Verify that the   any special characters (such as ~ <install_location> does not contain
! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = { }[ ] ’ ").

The MySQL database name must not contain dot(.) characters.

Currently, you cannot modify or repair CA Risk Authentication components by using 
the installer. You  uninstall the component and then re-install it.must

Do not close the installer window, if the installation is in progress. If at any time 
during the installation ( ), you click the  especially during the last stages Cancel
button to abort the installation, then the installer may not remove  the all
directories that it has created so far. You must manually clean up the installation 
directory, < >\Arcot Systems\, and its subdirectories.install_location

If you run the installer on a system that already contains an instance of an existing 
ARCOT_HOME, then:

You are not prompted for an installation directory.

You are not prompted for the database setup. The installer uses the existing 
database.

You are not prompted to set up encryption.

You can install and use CA Strong Authentication along with CA Risk 
Authentication. Both products use certain common components, which are 
copied during the installation of either product. If you have already installed CA 
Strong Authentication and you are now starting the CA Risk Authentication 
installation procedure, the CA Risk Authentication installer can detect the 
presence of the common components that were copied during the CA Strong 
Authentication installation. The CA Risk Authentication installer then displays 
the screens for performing a custom installation.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Perform a Complete Installation
To install CA Risk Authentication use a single user account for installation from the 
Administrators group. Otherwise, the critical steps in the installation, do not complete 
successfully, though the installation may complete without any errors.

Perform a Complete installation to install all of the components of the CA Risk Authentication 
package. These components include CA Risk Authentication Server and the scripts that are 
required for setting up the database.

Installation for UNIX
Installation for Windows

Installation for UNIX

Follow these steps:

Log in and navigate to the directory where you untarred the installer.

Verify that you have the permission to run the installer. If not, run the following 
command:

(On Solaris) chmod a=rx CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Solaris-Installer.bin

(On Linux) chmod a=rx CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Run the installer by enter the following command and then pressing Enter:

For Solaris: prompt> sh CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Solaris-Installer.bin

For Linux: prompt> sh CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Note: If you are executing the installer with root login, then a warning message 
appears. Enter  to continue, or enter  to quit the installation. If you have exit Y N
the installer screen, then run the installer again.

Click Next.

Read the License Agreement and press Enter to go to the next screen of the license text. 
You may have to press Enter multiple times.
Enter  to accept the acceptance of License Agreement and to continue with the y
installation.

Note: If you press , then a warning message is displayed and the installation is n
stopped.

The installer now checks if other CA products exist on the system.
If the installer detects an existing CA product installation (an existing ARCOT_HOME), 
then:

You are not prompted for an installation directory.
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5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

You are not prompted for an installation directory.

You are not prompted for the database and encryption setup. The installer uses the 
existing database and encryption settings. As a result, you can move to Step 6, though 
the configuration is disabled. You do not have to perform Step 10 as the screens of it 
do not get displayed.

Click Next.

Perform one of the following steps for choosing the installation location:

Enter the absolute path of the directory where you want to install CA Risk 
Authentication and press  to continue.Enter

Note: The installation directory name that you specify  contain any must not
spaces. If it does, then some CA Risk Authentication scripts and tools may not 
function as intended.

Press  to accept the default directory that is displayed by the installer.Enter

(Applicable only if you are installing on a system that already has an existing Advanced 
Authentication product installed) Select one of the following options, and press Enter:

1: Enter a new path.

2: Use the location at which the existing Advanced Authentication product is installed.

Enter to select the default (Complete) installation that installs all components, and press 1 
Enter.

Enter the number corresponding to your choice of database (  MS SQL Server  Oracle 1. 2.
Database  MySQL), and press Enter.3.

Microsoft SQL Server

Note: If you are using a SQL database, verify that the ODBC Driver version you 
are using is the same as the one mentioned in Preparing for Installation.

Oracle Database

Note: CA Risk Authentication is certified to work with Oracle Real Application 
Clusters (Oracle RAC). To use Oracle RAC on CA Risk Authentication 
Installation, select Oracle Database in this step, perform the next step (Step 7), 
and then perform the steps in Configuring CA Risk Authentication for Oracle 
RAC (W).

MySQL

Based on your database choice the following screens get displayed:

Complete the following information, and press Enter:
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11.  Complete the following information, and press Enter:

Microsoft SQL Server:

ODBC DSN
Defines the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is . arcotdsn

Server
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>
Example: demodatabase
Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>
Example: demodatabase\instance1

User Name
Specifies the database user name. The user must have the create session and DBA 
rights.

 The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.Note:

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name. This password is specified 
by the database administrator.

Database
Specifies the name of the MS SQL database instance.

Port Number
Specifies the port number at which the database listens to the incoming requests.

1433Default Port:

Oracle Server:

ODBC DSN
Specifies the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is .arcotdsn

User Name
Specifies the database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.
The user must have the create session and DBA rights.

The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.Note: 

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID
Specifies the Oracle System Identifier (SID) that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the server.
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11.  

12.  

13.  

Port Number
Specifies the port at which the database listens to the incoming requests..

 1521Default:

Host Name
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Syntax: <server_name>
Example: demodatabase

MySQL Server:

DBC DSN
Specifies the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is .arcotdsn

Server
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>
Example: demodatabase
Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>
Example: demodatabase\instance1

User Name
Specifies the database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.
The user must have the create session and DBA rights.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field. This password is specified by the database administrator

Database
Specifies the name of the MySQL database instance.

Port Number
Specifies the port at which the database listens to the incoming requests.

3306Default: 

For backup database access configuration , perform one of the following steps:

Type  to skip the configuration of the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press n
Enter.

Type  to configure the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press Enter.y

Select the encryption mode and enter the information that is used for encryption.
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13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

Master Key
Specifies the password for the Master Key which is used to encrypt the data stored in 
the database.

MasterKeyDefault Value: 

Note: If you want to change the value of Master Key after the installation, then 
regenerate securestore.enc with a new Master Key value. See Changing 

for more Hardware Security Module Information After the Installation 
information.

Configure HSM
(Optional) Specifies if you will use a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to encrypt the 
sensitive data. If you do not select this option, then, by default, the data is encrypted 
by using the Software Mode.

PIN
Identifies the password to connect to the HSM.

Choose Hardware Module
Specifies one of the following HSMs:

1. Luna HSM

2. nCipher netHSM

HSM Parameters
Set the following HSM information:

 The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to the Shared Library:
HSM.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute path 
and name of the file.

 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data Storage Slot Number:
are available.

For Luna, the default value is 0.

For nCipher netHSM, the default value is 1.

Note: The HSM parameter values are recorded in arcotcommon.ini, which is 
available in <install_location>\Arcot Systems\conf\. To change these values 
after installation, edit this file, as discussed in . Configuration Files and Options
Click Next.

Review the information in the Pre-Installation Summary screen, and press Enter.

Press Enter to begin Installation. If you would like to change a configuration on any of the 
previous screens, click Back until you reach the screen. Make the required changes, and 
press Enter to proceed to continue.

Press . This may take several minutes, because the installer now does the following Enter
tasks:

It copies all the components and their related binaries in the installation directory.
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16.  

17.  

18.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

It copies all the components and their related binaries in the installation directory.

It stores database settings in the arcotcommon.ini file and the password in the 
securestore.enc file.

It writes to the required INI files.

It sets the environment variables such as, JNI_LIBRARY_PATH for Administration 
Console and ODBC_HOME, ODBCINI, ORACLE_HOME, and ORACLE_LIB_PATH in the 
arrfenv file.

It creates or overwrites, as specified in a previous screen, the Primary DSN and Backup 
DSN (if selected and configured) by using the selected ODBC driver in the odbc.ini file.

After the preceding tasks are completed successfully, the Installation . is complete

Press  to exit the installer.Enter
You may have to wait for a few minutes (for the installer to clean up temporary files) until 
the prompt reappears.

Verify that UTF-8 support is enabled. To do so perform the following steps:

Navigate to the /arcot/odbc32v70wf/odbc.ini file.<install_location>

Locate the [ODBC] section.

Ensure that the IANAAppCodePage=106 entry is present in the section.

If you do not find this entry, then add it.

Save and close the file.

After the installation is completed, perform the post-installation tasks that are discussed 
in .Performing Post-Installation Tasks

Tip: Installation Logs

You can access the installation log file (Arcot_RiskFort_Install_ .log) in the <timestamp>
 directory. For example, if you had specified the /opt directory as the <install_location>

installation directory, then the installation log file is created in the /opt directory.

If the installation fails for some reason, then error messages are recorded in this log 
file.

Installation for Windows

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the directory where the CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Windows-Installer.exe file 
is located and double-click the file.

Click Next.
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Read the license agreement, select the  I accept the terms of the License Agreement
option, and click Next.
The installer now checks if other CA products exist on the system.
If the installer detects an existing CA product installation (an existing ARCOT_HOME), 
then:

You are not prompted for an installation directory.

You are not prompted for the database and encryption setup. The installer uses the 
existing database and encryption settings. As a result, you can move to Step 6, though 
the configuration is disabled. You do not have to perform Step 10 as the screens of it 
do not get displayed.

Click Next.

Select and click Next.Complete to Install 

Depending on the type of database you have, select one of the following, and click Next:

Microsoft SQL Server

Note: If you are using a SQL database, verify that the ODBC Driver version you 
are using is the same as the one mentioned in Preparing for Installation.

Oracle Database

Note: CA Risk Authentication is certified to work with Oracle Real Application 
Clusters (Oracle RAC). To use Oracle RAC on CA Risk Authentication 
Installation, select Oracle Database in this step, perform the next step (Step 7), 
and then perform the steps in Configuring CA Risk Authentication for Oracle 
RAC (W).

MySQL

Based on your database choice the following screens appear:

Complete the following information:

Microsoft SQL Server:

ODBC DSN
Defines the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is . arcotdsn

Server
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase
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7.  

Example: demodatabase
Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>
Example: demodatabase\instance1

User Name
Specifies the database user name. The user must have the create session and DBA 
rights.

 The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.Note:

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name. This password is specified 
by the database administrator.

Database
Specifies the name of the MS SQL database instance.

Port Number
Specifies the port number at which the database listens to the incoming requests.

1433Default Port:

Oracle Server:

ODBC DSN
Specifies the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is .arcotdsn

User Name
Specifies the database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.
The user must have the create session and DBA rights.

The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.Note: 

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID
Specifies the Oracle System Identifier (SID) that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the server.

Port Number
Specifies the port at which the database listens to the incoming requests..

 1521Default:

Host Name
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Syntax: <server_name>
Example: demodatabase

MySQL Server:

DBC DSN
Specifies the value by which the installer creates the DSN. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication database. The 
recommended value to enter is .arcotdsn

Server
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7.  

8.  

9.  

Server
Specifies the host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.
Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>
Example: demodatabase
Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>
Example: demodatabase\instance1

User Name
Specifies the database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.
The user must have the create session and DBA rights.

The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.Note: 

Password
Specifies the password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field. This password is specified by the database administrator

Database
Specifies the name of the MySQL database instance.

Port Number
Specifies the port at which the database listens to the incoming requests.

3306Default: 

After you specify the database details, test if you can successfully connect to the database 
by clicking the  button and verify the result of the same in the field Test Data Source
below the button.

Click .Next

Select the encryption mode and enter the information that is used for encryption.

Master Key
Specifies the password for the Master Key which is used to encrypt the data stored in 
the database.

MasterKeyDefault Value: 

Note: If you want to change the value of Master Key after the installation, then 
regenerate securestore.enc with a new Master Key value. See Changing 

for more Hardware Security Module Information After the Installation 
information.

Configure HSM
(Optional) Specifies if you will use a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to encrypt the 
sensitive data. If you do not select this option, then, by default, the data is encrypted 
by using the Software Mode.

PIN
Identifies the password to connect to the HSM.

Choose Hardware Module
Specifies one of the following HSMs:

Luna HSM
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9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

a.  

b.  

14.  

Luna HSM

nCipher netHSM

HSM Parameters
Set the following HSM information:

 The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to the Shared Library:
HSM.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute path 
and name of the file.

 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data Storage Slot Number:
are available.

For Luna, the default value is 0.

For nCipher netHSM, the default value is 1.

Note: The HSM parameter values are recorded in arcotcommon.ini, which is 
available in <install_location>\Arcot Systems\conf\. To change these values 
after installation, edit this file, as discussed in . Configuration Files and Options

Click Next.

Review the information in the Pre-Installation Summary screen, and click Next.

Click  to begin the installation process.Install
The Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup screen appears. This screen 
appears only if the current system where you are installing CA Risk Authentication does 
not have Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86.

On the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup screen, perform the following 
steps:

Select , and click .I have read and accept the license terms Install
The Installation Progress screen appears. This may take a few seconds. After some 
time the Installation Is Complete screen appears.

Click  to close the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup Finish
dialog box and continue with the installation.

The Installing CA Risk Authentication screen appears. After some time the Installation 
Complete screen appears.

Click  to complete the CA Risk Authentication installation.Done
After the installation is completed, perform the post-installation tasks that are discussed 
in .Performing Post-Installation Tasks

Tip: Installation Logs

You can access the installation log file (Arcot_RiskFort_Install_ .log) in the <timestamp>
 directory. For example, if you had specified the /opt directory as the <install_location>

installation directory, then the installation log file is created in the /opt directory.

If the installation fails for some reason, then error messages are recorded in this log 
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If the installation fails for some reason, then error messages are recorded in this log 
file.

Run the Database Scripts
Run the required database scripts to create the database tables.

Follow these steps:

Important! Verify that you are logged in as the same database user that you created in 
.Configure Database Server

Navigate to the following directory:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location dbscripts

Navigate to one of the following subdirectories that are based on the database that you 
are using:

For Oracle: oracle\

For Microsoft SQL: mssql\

For MySQL: mysql\

Run the scripts in the following order:

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! If you have installed CA Strong Authentication, do  run not
arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql.It already ran when CA Strong 
Authentication was installed.

arcot-db-config-for-riskfort-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you must create the 3D Secure Channel) arcot-db-config-for-
3dsecure-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you are using User Behavior Profiling, run the following 
command:

arcot-db-config-for-userprofiling-2.0.sql

Note: Only run the script once.
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Verify the Database Setup
After you run the required database scripts, verify the CA Risk Authentication schema.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Risk Authentication database as the user who installed the database.

Note: If you are following the upgrade path, then log in to the database as the 
user who upgraded the database.

Run the following query:

SELECT SERVERNAME, VERSION FROM ARRFSERVERS;

You must see the following output as a result of the preceding query:

SERVERNAME                   VERSION
-------------------------  ----------------
<rauth>                      8.0
<rauth> CaseManagement       8.0

Log out of the database console.

Prepare an Application Server
The User Data Service (UDS) and Administration Console are Web-based components of CA Risk 
Authentication. Deploy them on any of the supported application servers.

Before you deploy the WAR files for these web applications on the application server, copy the 
files for the UDS and Administration Console to your application server.

Set Java Home
Copy Database Access Files to Application Server
Copy the JDBC JAR Files to Application Server
Create Enterprise Archive Files

Set Java Home

The section provides the setup for Java Home environment.

Follow these steps:

Verify that you set the JAVA_HOME environment variable. The JAVA_HOME must be your 
application server JAVA_HOME.

Add %JAVA_HOME%\bin\ to the PATH variable.

Copy Database Access Files to Application Server

UDS and Administration Console use the following files to access the CA Risk Authentication 
database securely:

arcot-crypto-util.jar available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location java\lib\
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ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location native\win\<32bit-or-64bit>\

Copy these files to the appropriate location on the application server where you have deployed 
the CA Risk Authentication components. The following subsections provide information about 
copying these files for:

Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar  \jre\lib\ \.to <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME> ext

 <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME>
Specifies the JAVA_HOME used by your Apache Tomcat instance.

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll \jre\bin\.to <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME>

Restart the application server.

IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and click Shared Libraries.

From the Scope drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. Include the target server 
or node on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name.
 .Example: ArcotJNI

Enter the Classpath.
This path must point to the location where the arcot-crypto-util.jar file is present 
and must also include the file name.

C:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\java\lib\arcot-crypto-util.jar.Example: 

Enter the JNI Library path.
This path must point to the location where the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll file is 
present.

Click Apply.

Configure the server-level class loaders.

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under Application Servers, access the settings page of the server.

Click Java and Process Management. Click Class Loader.

Click New.
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Select default Classes loaded with parent class loader first, and click OK.

Click the auto-generated Class Loader ID.

Click Shared Library References.

Click Add and select ArcotJNI. Click Apply.

Save the changes.

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your IBM <WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>
WebSphere instance.

Restart the application server.

Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to \jre\bin\.<WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>
Here, <Weblogic_JAVA_HOME> represents the JAVA_HOME used by the Oracle WebLogic 
instance.

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar to <WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>\jre\lib\ext\.

Note: Ensure that you use the appropriate  used by WebLogic.<JAVA_HOME>

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to Deployments.

Enable the Lock and Edit option.

Click Install. Navigate to the directory that contains the arcot-crypto-util.jar file.

Click Next.

Click Next to display the Summary page.

Click Finish.

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.

JBoss Application Server

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <JBoss_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here, <JBoss_JAVA_HO the JAVA_HOME us s Application ME> represents ed by your JBos
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
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Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
) with the following codes:(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">

<resources>

<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 

<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 

</resources>

    <dependencies>

        <module name="javax.api"/>

    </dependencies>

                  </module>

Restart the application server.

Copy the JDBC JAR Files to Application Server

CA Risk Authentication requires the following JDBC JAR files for the supported databases:

Oracle 10g: Oracle JDBC Driver (10.2.0.1.0)

Oracle 11g: Oracle JDBC Driver (11.2.0.2.0)

Microsoft SQL Server: MSSQL JDBC Driver (1.2.2828)

MySQL: MySQL JDBC Driver (5.1.22)

The following sections walk you through the steps for copying the JDBC JAR required for your 
database:

Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where you have downloaded the  file.<Database_JAR>

Copy the  file to the following directory:<Database_JAR>

On Apache Tomcat 5.5.x: \common\lib\<TOMCAT_HOME>

On Apache Tomcat 6.x and 7.x: \lib\<TOMCAT_HOME>

Restart the server.

IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to the WebSphere Administration Console.
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Log in to the WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and click Shared Libraries. Do the following steps:

From the Scope list, select a valid visibility scope. Include the target server or node 
on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name.
JDBCJAR.Example: 

Specify the Classpath.

Important! This path  point to the location where the must
 file is present and  include the file name.<Database_JAR> must

Click Apply.

Configure server-level class loaders, and do the following steps:

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under Application Servers, access the settings page.

Click Java and Process Management. Click Class Loader.

Click New.

Select default Classes loaded with parent class loader first. Click OK.

Click the auto-generated Class Loader ID.

Click Shared Library References.

Click Add, and select JDBCJAR. Click Apply.

Save the changes.

Restart the application server.

Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Note: For Oracle databases, this section. WebLogic supports Oracle databases by skip 
default.
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Copy the  file to \lib\ \.<Database_JAR> <Weblogic_JAVA_HOME> ext
Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your Oracle <WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>
WebLogic instance.

Log in to the WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to Deployments.

Enable the Lock and Edit option.

Click Install and navigate to the directory that contains the required <Database_JAR> file.

Click Next.

Click Next to display the Summary page.

Click Finish.

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.

JBoss Application Server

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <JBoss_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here, <JBoss_JAVA_HO the JAVA_HOME us s Application ME> represents ed by your JBos
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
) with the following codes:(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">

<resources>

<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 

<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 

</resources>

    <dependencies>

        <module name="javax.api"/>

    </dependencies>

                  </module>

Restart the application server.
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Create Enterprise Archive Files

Valid on Oracle WebLogic 10.1

Most enterprise Application Servers support bundling the related JAR or WAR files from one 
vendor (Example: CA) to a single enterprise application (or archive).

As a result, all the related JARs or WARs can be deployed together, and loaded by a class loader. 
This archive also contains an application.xml file, which is generated automatically and describes 
how to deploy each bundled module.

Provide the default WAR files to deploy UDS and Administration Console. You can also change 
the format of these files to Enterprise ARchive (EAR) and then deploy the EAR files.

One of following subsections helps you to either generate separate EAR files for both UDS and 
Administration Console, or to generate a single EAR file that contains both web archives.

To create a separate EAR file each for UDS and Administration Console, do the following steps:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Navigate to the < >\Arcot Systems\tools\common\ \ install_location bundlemanager
directory.

To create the EAR file, run the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar -ear < > -warList < >filename.ear filename.war

The preceding command generates individual EAR files that are available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \ \install_location java webapps

To create a single EAR file that contains UDS and Administration Console Web archives, do the 
following steps:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Navigate to the < >\Arcot Systems\tools\common\ \ install_location bundlemanager
directory.

To create the EAR file, run the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar -ear < > -warList arcotadmin.filename.ear
war arcotuds.war

The preceding command generates a single EAR file that is available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \ \install_location java webapps

Deploy and Log in to Administration Console for CA Risk Authentication

Deploy Administration Console

The Administration Console is a browser-based interface that enables you to customize the 
server configurations and manage the deployed system.
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Note: To deploy the Administration Console on IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5, see the 
appendix, .Deploy Administration Console on IBM WebSphere

To manage CA Risk Authentication by using Administration Console, verify that the 
Administration Console can access the system where the CA Risk Authentication Server is 
installed by its hostname.

For UNIX

Follow these steps:

Change the working directory to:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

Type source arrfenv and press Enter to set the Arcot environment variable.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

 Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at Example: For
<APP_SERVER_HOME>\webapps\.

(For 32-bit WebSphere Only): Configure a reload of the Admin class when the application 
files are updated. Perform the following steps:

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, and then access the Admin 
settings page.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the Admin application.

Restart the application server.

To verify that the console is successfully deployed, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotadmin.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

2.0.3
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2.0.3

Arcot Administration Console Configured Successfully.

Note: These lines indicate that your Administration Console was 
deployed successfully.

Also ensure that the log files  contain any FATAL WARNING messages.do not  and 

Close the file.

For Windows

Follow these steps:

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

 In the case of Apache Tomcat, you must deploy the WAR file at <Example:
>\webapps\.APP_SERVER_HOME

(For 32-bit WebSphere Only): Configure reload of the Admin class when the application 
files are updated. Perform the following steps:

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, and then access the Admin 
settings page.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the Admin application.

Restart the application server.

To verify that the console is successfully deployed, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotadmin.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

2.0.3

Arcot Administration Console Configured Successfully.
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Note: These lines indicate that your Administration Console was 
deployed successfully.

Also ensure that the log files  contain any FATAL WARNING messages.do not  and 

Close the file.

Log in to Administration Console

Use the Master Administrator (MA) credentials to log in to the Administration Console for the 
first time. These credentials are configured automatically in the database during the deployment.

Follow these steps:

Launch the Administration Console on a Web browser window. The default URL for 
Administration Console is:
http://<host>:<appserver_port>/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm

For Apache Tomcat, the default  is localhost and  is 8080.Example:  host port

Log in by using the default Master Administrator account credentials as follows:

User Name: masteradmin

Password: master1234!

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks for the System
Bootstrapping is a wizard-driven process that walks you through these setup tasks. Other 
administrative links are enabled only after you perform these tasks. Before you start using 
Administration Console to manage CA Risk Authentication, perform the following mandatory 
steps to initialize the system:

Change the default Master Administrator password

Configure the Global Key label

Specify the configuration settings for the out-of-the-box organization

When you deploy Administration Console, an organization is created automatically. 
This organization is referred to as  (DEFAULTORG). As a single-Default Organization
organization system, the Default Organization itself can be used without creating any 
organizations.

Follow these steps:

Click Begin to start the process.
The Change Password screen appears.

Specify the Current Password, New Password, Confirm Password, and click Next.
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On the Configure a Global Key Label page do the following steps:

Enter the Global Key Label, and click Next.
CA Risk Authentication enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption of 
your sensitive data. (You can enable hardware-based encryption by using 

file, while software-based encryption is enabled by default.) arcotcommon.ini 
Irrespective of hardware or software encryption,  is used for Global Key Label
encrypting user and organization data.
If you are using hardware encryption, then this label serves only as a pointer to the 
3DES key stored in the HSM device. This label  match the HSM key label. For must
software-based encryption, this label is the key.

Important! After you complete the bootstrapping process, you  update cannot
this key label.

Enter the Storage Type to indicate whether the encryption key is stored in the 
database (Software) or the HSM (Hardware).

Click Next to continue.

Under the Default Organization Configuration section, enter the following parameters:

Display Name
Specifies the descriptive name of the organization. This name appears on all other 
Administration Console pages and reports.

Administrator Authentication Mechanism
Specifies one of the mechanisms that is used to authenticate administrators that 
belong to the Default Organization. Administration Console supports the following 
three types of authentication methods for the administrators:

: If you select this option, then the administrators are LDAP User Password
authenticated by using their credentials that are stored in the directory service.

Note: If this mechanism is used for authenticating administrators, then 
deploy the UDS.

:Basic  The built-in authentication method is used for authenticating the 
administrators.

: The credentials are issued and authenticated by the Strong Authentication Password
CA Strong Authentication Server. The CA Strong Authentication Server is required.

Under the Key Label Configuration section, specify the following values:

Use Global Key
Specifies the default Global Key. Deselect this option if you want to override the 
Global Key Label you specified in the previous step. Specify a new label for encryption.

Key Label
Specifies the new key label, if you deselected the Use Global Key option.
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Storage Type
Identifies whether the encryption key is stored in the database (Software) or the HSM 
(Hardware).

Click Finish to complete the bootstrapping process.

Click Continue to proceed with other configurations by using Administration Console.

Deploy User Data Service USD
CA Risk Authentication accesses user data from a relational database (RDBMS) or an LDAP server 
with the UDS. The UDS is an abstraction layer that provides CA Risk Authentication access to 
third-party data repositories.

Follow these steps:

(UNIX Only) Change the working directory to the following location:

inst ll_location/arcot/sbin/a

(UNIX Only) Type source arrfenv and press Enter to set the required environment 
variables.

Deploy on the application server which is found in the following location:arcotuds.war 

install_location/arcot/java/webapps/

Example: For Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at APP_SERVER_HOME/webapps/.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See the application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

(For WebSphere Only) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are 
updated.

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, UDS Settings.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the application server.

Verify if UDS was deployed successfully:

Note: The arcotuds.log file is used for logging UDS-related information.
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Deploy User Behavior Profiling Application
The User Behavioral Profiling (UBP) model measures the similarity or dissimilarity of the current 
transaction to prior access by the same user. If the data is insufficient for such measurements the 
peer group of the user is substituted instead. CA Risk Authentication communicates with the UBP 
application to get the similarity score and include it in the risk evaluation score.

You need the ca-userprofiling-2.0-application.war file to deploy UBP.

Follow these steps: 

Deploy ca-userprofiling-2.0-application.war on the application server. This file is available 
at the following location:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\java\webapps\ 

Example: For Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at <APP_SERVER_HOME>\webapps\.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. For more information, see documentation.Application Server Vendor 

( ) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are For WebSphere
updated.

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, UDS Settings.

Select the Class loader order, Classes loaded with local class loader first (parent 
last) option.

Select the WAR Class loader policy, Single class loader.

Copy bcprov-jdk15-146 jar file from <ARCOT_HOME>/sdk/java/lib/external to the 
the following location:

<JRE_HOME>/lib/ext folder 

Note: Here, JRE_HOME is the jre installation that is used by the 
WebSphere application server.

Click Apply.

Tip: For WebLogic, refer to WebLogic documentation on how to use third-party 
JDBC drivers.

Restart the application server.

Verify if UDS is deployed successfully:
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Note: The arcotuds.log file is used for logging UDS-related information.

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs\

Open the ubp_logfile.log file and verify that the log files do not contain any FATAL 
and WARNING messages.

Deploy the Sample Application
The Sample Application is used to verify if CA Risk Authentication is installed and configured 
properly.

In addition, it demonstrates the following operations:

The typical CA Risk Authentication workflows

The basic operations (invocation and post-processing) of CA Risk Authentication APIs

Integration of your application with CA Risk Authentication

Important! Do not use the Sample Application in production deployments. We  
recommend that you build your own web application by using Sample Application as a 
code-reference.

Sample Application is automatically installed as a part of Complete installation of CA Risk 
Authentication.

Follow these steps:

Deploy the ca-riskauth-8.0-sample-application.war file from the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\samples\java\install_location

If required, restart the application server.

Access Sample Application on web browser. The following URL is the default URL for 
Sample Application:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/ca-riskauth-8.0-sample-application/index.jsp

Verify the Installation

Verify the Installation for UNIX

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

install_location/arcot/logs/

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in any editor and locate the following command:
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For Solaris: STARTING CA Risk Authentication 8.0

For RHEL: STARTING CA Risk Authentication 8.0

CA Risk Authentication Service READY

Open the arcotriskfortcasemgmtserverstartup.log file in any editor and locate the 
following lines:

For Solaris: STARTING CA Risk Authentication Case Management 8.0

For RHEL: STARTING CA Risk Authentication Case Management 8.0

CA Risk Authentication Case Management Service READY

Note: Also ensure that the log files do not contain any FATAL and WARNING messages.

Verify the Installation for Windows

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

   < >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

STARTING Arcot RiskFort 3.1.01_w

Arcot RiskFort Service READY

Open the arcotriskfortcasemgmtserverstartup.log file in any editor and locate the 
following lines:

STARTING Case Management 3.1.01_w

Case Management Service READY

Note: Ensure that the log files do not contain any FATAL and WARNING messages.

How to Use the Sample Application for Risk Evaluation
This section describes how Sample Application is used for risk-evaluation operations. Each 
operation in Sample Application is designed to run without error when CA Risk Authentication is 
installed and functional.

Sample Application demonstrates the following operations that CA Risk Authentication Server 
can perform.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

Perform Risk Evaluation and Post Evaluation for a First-Time User

Follow these steps:

Verify that the Sample Application is open (on a web browser). The following URL is the 
default one for Sample Application:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/ca-riskauth-8.1-sample-application/index.jsp

Click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following details:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for .Create Users

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Evaluate Risk to open the Risk Evaluation Results page.
This page displays the Risk Score, the associated Risk Advice, and lists the rules for the 
specified organization. For a first-time user, the result is ALERT.
Click Next Step to open the Post Evaluation page and perform post-evaluation on the 
specified user profile.
By using Post evaluation, your application provides feedback to CA Risk Authentication 
Server about the current user and the device. CA Risk Authentication updates user and 
device attributes and the user-device association, and assesses the risk for future 
transactions by the user.

Select the result of secondary authentication by selecting the appropriate option from the 
Result of Secondary Authentication list.

Enter the name for the user name-device association in the Association Name field.

Click Post Evaluate to complete the process, and to display the result in the Post 
Evaluation Results section.

Create Users

Follow these steps:

To create a GA account, do the following steps:

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Ensure that the Users and Administrators tab is active.

On the left-hand-side menu, click the Create Administrator link.

Specify the required information and click Next.

On the Create Administrator page, select Global Administrator.

Enter the Password and Confirm Password.
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f.  

g.  

h.  

i.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

4.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Enter the Password and Confirm Password.

Select the All Organizations option in the Manages section.

Click Create.

Click Logout in the top-right-hand corner of the page to log out as the MA.

Log in to Administration Console as a Global Administrator (GA) or an Organization 
Administrator (OA). The URL is as follows:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm

Follow the instructions that are displayed to change your password.
Activate the Manage Users and Administrators subtab under the Users and Administrators
tab.
Navigate to Manage Users and Administrators (the left menu), and click Create User.

On the Create User page do the following steps:

Enter a unique user name, their organization name, and optionally, other user 
information in the User Details section.

If necessary, enter other user information in the corresponding fields.

Select the required User Status.

Click Create User.

Return to the Sample Application page.

Perform Risk Evaluation and Post Evaluation for a Known User

Follow these steps:

On the Main Page of Sample Application, click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following details:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for Creating Users.

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Evaluate Risk.
The Risk Advice typically is INCREASEAUTH.

Click Store DeviceID to store the specified type of Device ID information.

Click Next Step to perform Post Evaluation as follows:

Select the Result of Secondary Authentication from the list.

Edit the Association Name, if necessary.
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

Click Post Evaluate to display the final advice.

Note: If you repeat Step 1 through Step 5, the  changes to  Risk Advice ALLOW
on the Risk Evaluation Results page.

Edit the Default Profile and Performing Risk Evaluation

Using Sample Application, you can change the following items to simulate various situations:

The Device DNA

The IP address

The Device ID of the computer

Follow these steps:

On the Main Page of Sample Application, click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following information:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for Creating Users.

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Edit Inputs.

Change the values of one or more of the fields, as required from the populated list.

Click Evaluate Risk.

Click Next Step to open the Post Evaluation page and perform post-evaluation on the 
specified user profile.

Select the result of secondary authentication by selecting the appropriate option from the 
Result of Secondary Authentication list.

Click Post Evaluate to complete post-evaluation and display the result of the same.

Important! After you complete all these post-installation tasks, perform the SDK and 
Web services configuration tasks that are discussed in Configure CA Risk Authentication 

.SDKs and Web Services
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Apply the Post-Installation Checklist
Complete the following checklist with the installation and setup information for CA Risk 
Authentication. This information is useful when you perform various administrative tasks.

Your Information Example Entry Your Entry

ARCOT_HOME C:\Program Files\Arcot Systems  

SYSTEM INFORMATION

Host Name my-bank  

User Name administrator  

Password password1234!  

Configured Components CA Risk Authentication Server

Administration Console

User Data Service

 

ADMINISTRATION CONSOLE INFORMATION

Host Name localhost  

Port 8080  

Master Administrator Password mypassword1234!  

USER DATA SERVICE INFORMATION

Host Name localhost  

Port 8080  

Application Context Root arcotuds  

How to Deploy CA Risk Authentication on Distributed 
System

Use the CA Risk Authentication InstallAnywhere Wizard to install the CA Risk Authentication 
components izard supports Complete and Custom installation types. To install and . This W  
configure CA Risk Authentication in a distributed environment, use the Custom option when you 
run the installer.

The following illustration shows the tasks to perform for installing CA Risk Authentication:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Perform the following tasks:

Install CA Risk Authentication on the First System

Run Database Scripts

Prepare the Application Server

Deploy and Log in to the Administration Console

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks

Start CA Risk Authentication Services

Verify CA Risk Authentication Server Installation
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7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

Verify CA Risk Authentication Server Installation

Deploy the User Data Service

Deploy the User Behavior Profiling Application

Install Risk Authentication on the Second System

Deploy the Sample Application on the Second System

Configure Sample Application to Communicate with CA Risk Authentication Server

Use Sample Application for Risk Evaluation Operations

Apply Post-Installation Checklist

Important!

Keep the following points in mind while installing CA Risk Authentication on a single 
system or in a distributed environment:

Ensure that the   any special characters, such as ~ <install_location> does not contain
! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = { }[ ] ’ ".

The MySQL database name should not contain dot(.) characters.

Currently, you cannot modify or repair the CA Risk Authentication components by 
using the installer. You  uninstall the component and then re-install it.must

Do not close the installer window, if the installation is in progress. If at any time 
during the installation ( ), you click the Cancel especially during the last stages
button to abort the installation, then the installer may not remove  the all
directories that it has created so far. You must manually clean up the installation 
directory, < >\Arcot Systems\, and its subdirectories.install_location

If you run the installer on a system that already contains an instance of an existing 
ARCOT_HOME, then:

You are not prompted for an installation directory.

You are not prompted for the database setup. The installer uses the existing 
database.

You are not prompted to set up encryption.

Install CA Risk Authentication on the First System
In a distributed system installation you install the CA Risk Authentication Server on the first 
system.

We recommend to use  for advanced users as it allows selected components Custom Installation
installation.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

For successful installation, the user account that you plan to use for the installation  belong must
to the Administrators group.

Note: Verify that all prerequisite software components are installed and the database 
is set up, as described in .Prepare for Installation

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the directory where the CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Windows-Installer.exe file 
is located and double-click the file.

Click Next to continue.

Select I accept the terms of the License Agreement option.
Click Next.

Note: The installer checks if any other CA product is installed on the computer. 
If it does not find an existing CA product installation, then you are prompted for 
an installation directory.

If the installer detects an existing CA product installation (an existing ARCOT_HOME), 
then:

You are not prompted for an installation directory.

If you are not prompted for the database and encryption setup, the installer uses the 
existing database and encryption settings. As a result, you will see the screen in Step 
8.

Enter the installation directory location and click Next.

Select Custom, and click Next.

Deselect the following components that are not required. By default, all components are 
selected.

: To install CA Risk Authentication Server, Case Management Queuing Server, and Example
Administration Console (  the SDKs and Sample Application), User Behavior without
Profiling Application select the following options:

Risk Evaluation Server

Case Management Queuing Server

Administration Console

User Data Service

User Behavior Profiling Application
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6.  

Note: To install Sample Application, select the CA Risk Authentication SDKs and 
Sample Application options, and then proceed with the installation.

The following table gives the information on the components:

Component Description

Risk Evaluation 
Server

It installs the core Processing engine (CA Risk Authentication Server) that 
serves the following requests from Administration Console:

Risk Evaluation

Configuration

In addition, this component also installs the following Web services that 
have been built into the server:

Risk Evaluation Web Service: Provides the web-based programming 
interface for risk evaluation with CA Risk Authentication Server.

User Management Web Service: Provides the web-based programming 
interface for the creation and management of users.

Administration Web Service: Provides the web-based programming 
interface used by Administration Console.

Case 
Management 
Queuing Server

It installs the core Queuing engine (Case Management Queuing Server) 
that allocates cases to the Customer Support Representatives (CSRs) who 
work on these cases.

Note: At any given point in time,  instances of Administration Console all
can only connect to this single instance of Case Management Queuing 
Server.

CA Risk 
Authentication 
SDKs and 
Sample 
Application

It provides programming interfaces (in form of APIs and Web services) 
that can be invoked by your application to forward risk evaluation 
requests to CA Risk Authentication Server. This package comprises the 
following sub-components:

Risk Evaluation SDK: Provides the Java programming interface for risk 
evaluation with CA Risk Authentication Server.

Sample Application: Demonstrates the usage of CA Risk Authentication 
Java APIs. It can be used to verify if CA Risk Authentication was installed 
successfully, and if it is able to perform risk evaluation requests.

Refer to  for Configuring CA Risk Authentication SDKs and Web Services
more information.

Administration 
Console

This provides the Web-based interface for managing CA Risk 
Authentication Server and risk evaluation-related configurations.

User Data 
Service

It installs UDS that acts as an abstraction layer for accessing different 
types of user repositories, such as relational databases (RDBMSs) and 
directory servers (LDAPs.)

User Behavior 
Profiling
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7.  

8.  

9.  

Component Description

It measures the similarity or dissimilarity of the current transaction to 
prior access by the same user, or that of their peer group in cases of 
insufficient data.

Note: If you did not select the Evaluation Server option on this screen, then 
screens in Step 7 and Step 9 does not appear.

Select Next to continue.

Select the database type from: Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database, or MySQL.
Click Next.

Note: If you are using Microsoft SQL Server database, ensure that the ODBC 
Driver version is the same as the one mentioned in the Configuring Database 

.Server Chapter

Enter the database details on your database selection:

If you selected Microsoft SQL Server, fill in the following details given in the table:

Parameter Description

ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates the DSN by using this value. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the database. The recommended 
value to enter is arcotdsn.

Note: Database Source Name (DSN) specifies the information that is 
required to connect to a database by using an ODBC driver. This 
information includes database name, directory, database driver, User ID, 
and password.

Server The host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.

Default Instance

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Named Instance

Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (MS SQL 
Server, typically, refers to this as login.)

This user  have the create session and DBA rights.must
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Parameter Description

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the MS SQL database instance.

Port 
Number

The port at which the database listens to the incoming requests. The 
default port is 1433. However, if you would like to specify another port, 
enter the port value in this field.

If you selected Oracle Database, fill the following information in the fields:

Parameter Description

ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates the DSN by using this value. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication 
database. The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

Note: Database Source Name (DSN) specifies the information that is 
required to connect to a database by using an ODBC driver. This 
information includes database name, directory, database driver, User ID, 
and password.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (MS SQL 
Server, typically, refers to this as login.)

This user  have the create session and DBA rights.must

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID The Oracle System Identifier (SID) that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the server.

Port 
Number

The port at which the database listens to the incoming requests. The 
default port at which an Oracle database listens is 1521. However, if you 
would like to specify another port, enter the port value in this field.

Host 
Name

The host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

If you selected MySQL, then fill in the following information:

Parameter Description

ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates the DSN by using this value. CA Risk Authentication 
Server then uses this DSN to connect to the CA Risk Authentication 
database. The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.
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10.  

11.  

Parameter Description

Note: Database Source Name (DSN) specifies the information that is 
required to connect to a database by using an ODBC driver. This 
information includes database name, directory, database driver, User ID, 
and password.

Server The host name or IP address of the CA Risk Authentication datastore.

Default Instance

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Named Instance

Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.

This user  have the create session and DBA rights.must

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Risk Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the MySQL database instance.

Port 
Number

The port at which the database listens to the incoming requests. The 
default port at which an MySQL database listens is 3306. However, if you 
would like to specify another port, enter the port value in this field.

To test if you can successfully connect to the database, click the Test Data Source button 
and verify the result.
Click Next to continue.

Specify the following information for encryption setup:

Master Key
Specifies the password for the Master Key, which is stored at <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\conf\securestore.enc and is used to encrypt the data stored in the database. 
By default, this value is set to MasterKey.

Note: If you want to change the value of Master Key after the installation, then 
you must regenerate securestore.enc with a new Master Key value. See 
Changing Hardware Security Module Information After the Installation for 
more information.
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12.  

13.  

14.  

Configure HSM
Identifies if you use a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to encrypt the sensitive data.
If you do not select this option, then by default, the data is encrypted by using the 
Software Mode.

PIN
Specifies the password to connect to the HSM.

Choose Hardware Module
Specifies HSMs that you plan to use between two options, Luna HSM and nCipher 
netHSM.

HSM Parameters
Specifies the following HSM information:

Shared Library: The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute 
path and name of the file.

Storage Slot Number: The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the 
data are available.
For Luna, the default value is 0.
For nCipher netHSM, the default value is 1.

Click Next.

Click Install to begin the installation process.

Note: The Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup screen appears, 
if the current system where you are installing CA Risk Authentication does not 
have Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86.On the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 
Redistributable Setup screen do the following steps:

1. Select the I have read and accept the license terms option, and click Install.
2. Click Finish.
3. Continue with the CA Risk Authentication installation.

Click Done to complete the installation.

Note: After the installation is completed, perform the post-installation tasks that are 
discussed in the following sections.

Tip: Installation Logs
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1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

You can access the installation log file (Arcot_RiskFort_Install_ .log) in the <timestamp>
 directory. For example, if you had specified the /opt directory as the <install_location>

installation directory, then the installation log file is created in the /opt directory.

If the installation fails for some reason, then error messages are recorded in this log 
file.

Run Database Scripts
run the required database scripts to create the database tables.

Follow these steps:

Important! Verify that you are logged in as the same database user that you created in 
.Configure Database Server

Navigate to the following directory:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location dbscripts

Navigate to one of the following subdirectories that are based on the database that you 
are using:

For Oracle: oracle\

For Microsoft SQL: mssql\

For MySQL: mysql\

Run the scripts in the following order:

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! If you have installed Strong Authentication, do  run arcot-not
db-config-for-common-8.0.sql.It already ran when Strong 
Authentication was installed.

arcot-db-config-for-riskfort-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you must create the 3D Secure Channel) arcot-db-config-for-
3dsecure-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you are using User Behavior Profiling, run the following 
command:

arcot-db-config-for-userprofiling-2.0.sql

Note: Only run the script once.
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3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

Note: Only run the script once.

Verify the Database Setup

After you run the required database scripts, verify that the CA Risk Authentication schema are 
working correctly.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Risk Authentication database as the user who installed the database.

Note: If you are following the upgrade path, then log in to the database as the 
user who upgraded the database.

Run the following query:

SELECT SERVERNAME, VERSION FROM ARRFSERVERS;

You must verify the following output as a result:

SERVERNAME                   VERSION
-------------------------  ----------------
RiskFort                      8.0
RiskFortCaseManagement        8.0

Log out from the database console.

Prepare the Application Server
The User Data Service (UDS) and Administration Console are Web-based components of CA Risk 
Authentication. Deploy them on any of the supported application servers.

Before you deploy the WAR files for these web applications on the application server, copy the 
files for the UDS and Administration Console to your application server.

Set Java Home
Copy Database Access Files to Application Server
Copy the JDBC JAR Files to Application Server
Create Enterprise Archive Files

Set Java Home

The section provides the setup for Java Home environment.

Follow these steps:

Verify that you set the JAVA_HOME environment variable. The JAVA_HOME must be your 
application server JAVA_HOME.

Add %JAVA_HOME%\bin\ to th ATH variable.e P
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

3.  

4.  

Copy Database Access Files to Application Server

UDS and Administration Console use the following files to access the CA Risk Authentication 
database securely:

arcot-crypto-util.jar available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location java\lib\

ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location native\win\<32bit-or-64bit>\

Copy these files to the appropriate location on the application server where you have deployed 
the CA Risk Authentication components. The following subsections provide information about 
copying these files for:

Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar  \jre\lib\ \.to <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME> ext

 <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME>
Specifies the JAVA_HOME used by your Apache Tomcat instance.

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll \jre\bin\.to <Tomcat_JAVA_HOME>

Restart the application server.

IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and click Shared Libraries.

From the Scope drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. Include the target server 
or node on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name.
 .Example: ArcotJNI

Enter the Classpath.
This path must point to the location where the arcot-crypto-util.jar file is present 
and must also include the file name.

C:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\java\lib\arcot-crypto-util.jar.Example: 

Enter the JNI Library path.
This path must point to the location where the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll file is 
present.

Click Apply.

Configure the server-level class loaders.
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4.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

g.  

h.  

i.  

5.  

6.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under Application Servers, access the settings page of the server.

Click Java and Process Management. Click Class Loader.

Click New.

Select default Classes loaded with parent class loader first, and click OK.

Click the auto-generated Class Loader ID.

Click Shared Library References.

Click Add and select ArcotJNI. Click Apply.

Save the changes.

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your IBM <WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>
WebSphere instance.

Restart the application server.

Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to \jre\bin\.<WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>
Here, <Weblogic_JAVA_HOME> represents the JAVA_HOME used by the Oracle WebLogic 
instance.

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar to <WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>\jre\lib\ext\.

Note: Ensure that you use the appropriate  used by WebLogic.<JAVA_HOME>

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to Deployments.

Enable the Lock and Edit option.

Click Install. Navigate to the directory that contains the arcot-crypto-util.jar file.

Click Next.

Click Next to display the Summary page.

Click Finish.

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

1.  

2.  

JBoss Application Server

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <JBoss_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here, <JBoss_JAVA_HO the JAVA_HOME us s Application ME> represents ed by your JBos
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
) with the following codes:(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">

<resources>

<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 

<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 

</resources>

    <dependencies>

        <module name="javax.api"/>

    </dependencies>

                  </module>

Restart the application server.

Copy the JDBC JAR Files to Application Server

CA Risk Authentication requires the following JDBC JAR files for the supported databases:

Oracle 10g: Oracle JDBC Driver (10.2.0.1.0)

Oracle 11g: Oracle JDBC Driver (11.2.0.2.0)

Microsoft SQL Server: MSSQL JDBC Driver (1.2.2828)

MySQL: MySQL JDBC Driver (5.1.22)

The following sections walk you through the steps for copying the JDBC JAR required for your 
database:

Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where you have downloaded the  file.<Database_JAR>

Copy the  file to the following directory:<Database_JAR>

On Apache Tomcat 5.5.x: \common\lib\<TOMCAT_HOME>

On Apache Tomcat 6.x and 7.x: \lib\<TOMCAT_HOME>
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On Apache Tomcat 6.x and 7.x: \lib\<TOMCAT_HOME>

Restart the server.

IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to the WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and click Shared Libraries. Do the following steps:

From the Scope list, select a valid visibility scope. Include the target server or node 
on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name.
JDBCJAR.Example: 

Specify the Classpath.

Important! This path  point to the location where the must
 file is present and  include the file name.<Database_JAR> must

Click Apply.

Configure server-level class loaders, and do the following steps:

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under Application Servers, access the settings page.

Click Java and Process Management. Click Class Loader.

Click New.

Select default Classes loaded with parent class loader first. Click OK.

Click the auto-generated Class Loader ID.

Click Shared Library References.

Click Add, and select JDBCJAR. Click Apply.

Save the changes.

Restart the application server.

Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:
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Note: For Oracle databases, this section. WebLogic supports Oracle databases by skip 
default.

Copy the  file to \lib\ \.<Database_JAR> <Weblogic_JAVA_HOME> ext
Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your Oracle <WebLogic_JAVA_HOME>
WebLogic instance.

Log in to the WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to Deployments.

Enable the Lock and Edit option.

Click Install and navigate to the directory that contains the required <Database_JAR> file.

Click Next.

Click Next to display the Summary page.

Click Finish.

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.

JBoss Application Server

Follow these steps:

Copy ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll to <JBoss_JAVA_HOME>\jre\bin\.
Here, <JBoss_JAVA_HO the JAVA_HOME us s Application ME> represents ed by your JBos
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
) with the following codes:(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">

<resources>

<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 

<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 

</resources>

    <dependencies>

        <module name="javax.api"/>

    </dependencies>

                  </module>

Restart the application server.
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Restart the application server.

Create Enterprise Archive Files

Valid on Oracle WebLogic 10.1

Most enterprise Application Servers support bundling the related JAR or WAR files from one 
vendor (Example: CA) to a single enterprise application (or archive).

As a result, all the related JARs or WARs can be deployed together, and loaded by a class loader. 
This archive also contains an application.xml file, which is generated automatically and describes 
how to deploy each bundled module.

Provide the default WAR files to deploy UDS and Administration Console. You can also change 
the format of these files to Enterprise ARchive (EAR) and then deploy the EAR files.

One of following subsections helps you to either generate separate EAR files for both UDS and 
Administration Console, or to generate a single EAR file that contains both web archives.

To create a separate EAR file each for UDS and Administration Console, do the following steps:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Navigate to the < >\Arcot Systems\tools\common\ \ install_location bundlemanager
directory.

To create the EAR file, run the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar -ear < > -warList < >filename.ear filename.war

The preceding command generates individual EAR files that are available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \ \install_location java webapps

To create a single EAR file that contains UDS and Administration Console Web archives, do the 
following steps:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Navigate to the < >\Arcot Systems\tools\common\ \ install_location bundlemanager
directory.

To create the EAR file, run the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar -ear < > -warList arcotadmin.filename.ear
war arcotuds.war

The preceding command generates a single EAR file that is available at:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \ \install_location java webapps

Deploy and Log in to the Administration Console

Deploy Administration Console

The Administration Console is a browser-based interface that enables you to customize the 
server configurations and manage the deployed system.

Note: To deploy the Administration Console on IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5, see the 
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Note: To deploy the Administration Console on IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5, see the 
appendix, .Deploy Administration Console on IBM WebSphere

To manage Risk Authentication by using Administration Console, verify that the Administration 
Console can access the system where the Risk Authentication Server is installed by its hostname.

For UNIX

Follow these steps:

Change the working directory to:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

Type source arrfenv and press Enter to set the Arcot environment variable.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

 Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at <Example: For APP_SERVER_HOME
>\webapps\.

(For 32-bit WebSphere Only): Configure a reload of the Admin class when the application 
files are updated. Perform the following steps:

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, and then access the Admin 
settings page.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the Admin application.

Restart the application server.

To verify that the console is successfully deployed, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotadmin.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

2.0.3

Arcot Administration Console Configured Successfully.
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Arcot Administration Console Configured Successfully.

Note: These lines indicate that your Administration Console was 
deployed successfully.

Also ensure that the log files  contain any FATAL WARNING messages.do not  and 

Close the file.

For Windows

Follow these steps:

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

 In the case of Apache Tomcat, you must deploy the WAR file at <Example:
>\webapps\.APP_SERVER_HOME

(For 32-bit WebSphere Only): Configure reload of the Admin class when the application 
files are updated. Perform the following steps:

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, and then access the Admin 
settings page.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the Admin application.

Restart the application server.

To verify that the console is successfully deployed, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotadmin.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

2.0.3

Arcot Administration Console Configured Successfully.
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Note: These lines indicate that your Administration Console was 
deployed successfully.

Also ensure that the log files  contain any FATAL WARNING messages.do not  and 

Close the file.

Log in to Administration Console

Use the Master Administrator (MA) credentials to log in to the Administration Console for the 
first time. These credentials are configured automatically in the database during the deployment.

Follow these steps:

Launch the Administration Console on a Web browser window. The default URL for 
Administration Console is:
http://<host>:<appserver_port>/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm

For Apache Tomcat, the default  is localhost and  is 8080.Example:  host port

Log in by using the default Master Administrator account credentials as follows:

User Name: masteradmin

Password: master1234!

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks
Bootstrapping is a wizard-driven process that walks you through these setup tasks. Other 
administrative links are enabled only after you perform these tasks. Before you start using 
Administration Console to manage CA Risk Authentication, perform the following mandatory 
steps to initialize the system:

Change the default Master Administrator password

Configure the Global Key label

Specify the configuration settings for the out-of-the-box organization

When you deploy Administration Console, an organization is created automatically. 
This organization is referred to as  (DEFAULTORG). As a single-Default Organization
organization system, the Default Organization itself can be used without creating any 
organizations.

Follow these steps:

Click Begin to start the process.
The Change Password screen appears.

Specify the Current Password, New Password, Confirm Password, and click Next.

On the Configure a Global Key Label page do the following steps:
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Enter the Global Key Label, and click Next.
CA Risk Authentication enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption of 
your sensitive data. (You can enable hardware-based encryption by using 

file, while software-based encryption is enabled by default.) arcotcommon.ini 
Irrespective of hardware or software encryption,  is used for Global Key Label
encrypting user and organization data.
If you are using hardware encryption, then this label serves only as a pointer to the 
3DES key stored in the HSM device. This label  match the HSM key label. For must
software-based encryption, this label is the key.

Important! After you complete the bootstrapping process, you  update cannot
this key label.

Enter the Storage Type to indicate whether the encryption key is stored in the 
database (Software) or the HSM (Hardware).

Click Next to continue.

Under the Default Organization Configuration section, enter the following parameters:

Display Name
Specifies the descriptive name of the organization. This name appears on all other 
Administration Console pages and reports.

Administrator Authentication Mechanism
Specifies one of the mechanisms that is used to authenticate administrators that 
belong to the Default Organization. Administration Console supports the following 
three types of authentication methods for the administrators:

: If you select this option, then the administrators are LDAP User Password
authenticated by using their credentials that are stored in the directory service.

Note: If this mechanism is used for authenticating administrators, then 
deploy the UDS.

:Basic  The built-in authentication method is used for authenticating the 
administrators.

: The credentials are issued and authenticated by the Strong Authentication Password
CA Strong Authentication Server. The CA Strong Authentication Server is required.

Under the Key Label Configuration section, specify the following values:

Use Global Key
Specifies the default Global Key. Deselect this option if you want to override the 
Global Key Label you specified in the previous step. Specify a new label for encryption.

Key Label
Specifies the new key label, if you deselected the Use Global Key option.

Storage Type
Identifies whether the encryption key is stored in the database (Software) or the HSM 
(Hardware).

Click Finish to complete the bootstrapping process.
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Click Finish to complete the bootstrapping process.

Click Continue to proceed with other configurations by using Administration Console.

Start CA Risk Authentication Services

Start Services on UNIX

Follow these steps:

Run the following command:

source  /arcot/sbin/arrfenv<install_location>

In this command, replace  with the path of the directory in which CA <install_location>
Risk Authentication has been installed.

Navigate to the following directory:

install_location/arcot/bin/

Run the following command:

./riskfortserver start

Note: If you want to stop CA Risk Authentication Server, then navigate to the 
bin directory and enter the ./riskfortserver stop command.

Case Management Queuing Service

Follow these steps:

Run the following command:

source  /arcot/sbin/arrfenv<install_location>

In this command, replace  with the path of the directory in which CA <install_location>
Risk Authentication has been installed.

Navigate to the following directory:

install_location/arcot/ /bin

Run the following command

./casemanagementserver start

Note: If you want to stop Case Management Service, then navigate to the bin 
directory and enter the ./casemanagementserver stop command.
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Start Services on Windows

Start the CA Risk Authentication Server Service

Follow these steps:

Click the Start button on your desktop window.

Navigate to Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, .Services

Locate and double-click  .CA Risk Authentication Service

Click  in the service window. Start

Note: If you want to stop CA Risk Authentication Server, then follow the Steps 1 and 3, 
and click  on the service window.Stop

Case Management Queuing Service

Follow these steps:

Click Start - Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, .Services

Double-click the .CA Risk Authentication Case Management Service

Click  on the service window.Start

Note: If you want to stop the CA Risk Authentication Case Management Service, then 
follow the Steps 1 and 3, and click  on the service window.Stop

Verify Risk Authentication Server Installation
To verify if the server started correctly, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

   < >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file on any editor and locate the following lines:

STARTING Arcot RiskFort 3.1.01_w

Arcot RiskFort Service READY

Open the arcotriskfortcasemgmtserverstartup.log file on any editor and locate the 
following lines:

STARTING Arcot RiskFort Case Management 3.1.01_w
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Arcot RiskFort Case Management Service READY

Note: Verify that the log files do not contain any FATAL and WARNING messages.

Deploy the User Data Service
CA Risk Authentication accesses user data from a relational database (RDBMS) or an LDAP server 
with the UDS. The UDS is an abstraction layer that provides CA Risk Authentication access to 
third-party data repositories.

Follow these steps:

(UNIX Only) Change the working directory to the following location:

inst ll_location/arcot/sbin/a

(UNIX Only) Type source arrfenv and press Enter to set the required environment 
variables.

Deploy on the application server which is found in the following location:arcotuds.war 

install_location/arcot/java/webapps/

Example: For Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at APP_SERVER_HOME/webapps/.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See the application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

(For WebSphere Only) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are 
updated.

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, UDS Settings.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.

Restart the application server.

Verify if UDS was deployed successfully:

Note: The arcotuds.log file is used for logging UDS-related information.
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Deploy the User Behavior Profiling Application
The User Behavioral Profiling (UBP) model measures the similarity or dissimilarity of the current 
transaction to prior access by the same user. If the data is insufficient for such measurements the 
peer group of the user is substituted instead. CA Risk Authentication communicates with the UBP 
application to get the similarity score and include it in the risk evaluation score.

You need the ca-userprofiling-2.0-application.war file to deploy UBP.

Follow these steps: 

Deploy ca-userprofiling-2.0-application.war on the application server. This file is available 
at the following location:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\java\webapps\ 

Example: For Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at <APP_SERVER_HOME>\webapps\.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. For more information, see documentation.Application Server Vendor 

( ) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are For WebSphere
updated.

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, UDS Settings.

Select the Class loader order, Classes loaded with local class loader first (parent 
last) option.

Select the WAR Class loader policy, Single class loader.

Copy bcprov-jdk15-146 jar file from <ARCOT_HOME>/sdk/java/lib/external to the 
the following location:

<JRE_HOME>/lib/ext folder 

Note: Here, JRE_HOME is the jre installation that is used by the 
WebSphere application server.

Click Apply.

Tip: For WebLogic, refer to WebLogic documentation on how to use third-party 
JDBC drivers.

Restart the application server.

Verify if UDS is deployed successfully:
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Note: The arcotuds.log file is used for logging UDS-related information.

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs\

Open the ubp_logfile.log file and verify that the log files do not contain any FATAL 
and WARNING messages.

Install Risk Authentication on the Second System
After installing CA Risk Authentication Server and Administration Console, install the other 
remaining components on the second system. The specific components to install are determined 
when you performed your planning explained in .Chapter Plan for Deployment

On UNIX

Follow these steps:

Copy the installer file on the target (second) system:
For Solaris:
CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Solaris-Installer.bin
For Linux:
CA Risk Authentication8.0--Linux-Installer.bin

Verify that you have the permissions required to run the installer. If not, run the following 
command:
For Solaris:
chmod a=rx Arcot-RiskFort-8.0-Solaris-Installer.bin
For Linux:
chmod a=rx Arcot-RiskFort-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Run the installer as follows:
For Solaris:
prompt> sh Arcot-RiskFort-8.0-Solaris-Installer.bin
For Linux:
prompt> sh Arcot-RiskFort-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 in Installing on the First System until you 
reach the Choose Install Set screen.

Select the components.

Note: Typically, install the Java SDKs for Risk Evaluation and Sample Application.

Follow the steps from Step 7 to Step 13 in Install CA Risk Authentication on the First 
 to complete the installation.System

On Windows

Follow these steps:
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Copy the installer file CA Risk Authentication-8.0-Windows-Installer.exe on the second 
system.

Double-click the installer to run it.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 in  until you Installing on the First System
reach the Choose Install Set screen.

Select the components.

Note: Typically, install the Java SDKs for Risk Evaluation and Sample Application.

Follow the steps from Step 7 to Step 13 in  to complete the Installing on the First System
installation.

Deploy the Sample Application on the Second System
Perform the steps to deploy the Sample Application on the second system.This is a post-
installation task where you have installed Java SDKs and web services.

Important! Do not use the Sample Application in a production deployments. We  
recommend that you build your own web application by using Sample Application as a 
code-reference.

Sample Application can be used to verify if CA Risk Authentication is installed and configured 
properly. In addition, it demonstrates:

The typical CA Risk Authentication workflows

The basic operations (invocation and post-processing) of CA Risk Authentication APIs

Integration of your application with CA Risk Authentication

Note: If you did not install Sample Application during the installation, then you can 
install  Sample Application by running the installer again and by selecting the SDKs only
and Sample Application options and proceed with the installation.

Follow these steps::

Deploy the CA Risk Authentication-8.0-sample-application.war file from the following 
location:

< >\Arcot Systems\samples\java\install_location

If necessary, restart the application server.
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Access Sample Application in a Web browser window. The default URL for Sample 
Application is:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/ca-riskauth-8.0-sample-application/index.jsp

Configure Sample Application to Communicate with Risk Authentication Server
The CA Risk Authentication.risk-evaluation.properties file provides the parameters for the Java 
SDK and Sample Application to read CA Risk Authentication Server information. Therefore, after 
deploying Sample Application, you must now configure it to communicate with CA Risk 
Authentication Server. This file is only available  you deploy the CA Risk Authentication after
Sample Application WAR file, CA Risk Authentication-8.0-sample-application.war.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the CA Risk Authentication.risk-evaluation.properties file on your application 
server.
In Apache Tomcat, this file is available at following location:

<App_Home\<rauth>-8.0-sample-application>\WEB-INF\classes\properties\

<App_Home\CA Risk Authentication-8.0-sample-application\> 
Indicates the directory path where you deployed the CA Risk Authentication 
application WAR files.

Open the riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file in an editor window and set the value for 
the following parameters:

HOST.1

PORT.1

A default value is specified for the remaining parameters in the file. You can change these 
values, if necessary.

(Optional) Perform this step only if you configured SSL-based communication in 
Configuring SSL.
Set the following parameters:

TRANSPORT_TYPE=SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

CA_CERT_FILE=< >absolute_path_of_Root_Certificate_in_PEM_FORMAT
For example, specify one of the following values:

CA_CERT_FILE=< >/certs/<ca_cert>.peminstall_location

CA_CERT_FILE=<install_location>\\certs\\<ca_cert>.pem

Important! In the absolute path that you specify, verify that you use \\ or / 
instead of \. This is because the change may not work if you use the 
conventional \ that is used in Microsoft Windows for specifying paths.

Save the changes and close the file.

To ensure that these changes are reflected, restart the application server.
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To ensure that these changes are reflected, restart the application server.

Use Sample Application for Risk Evaluation Operations
This section describes how Sample Application is used for risk-evaluation operations. Each 
operation in Sample Application is designed to run without error when CA Risk Authentication is 
installed and functional.

Sample Application demonstrates the following operations that CA Risk Authentication Server 
can perform.

Perform Risk Evaluation and Post Evaluation for a First-Time User

Follow these steps:

Verify that the Sample Application is open (on a web browser). The following URL is the 
default one for Sample Application:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/ca-riskauth-8.1-sample-application/index.jsp

Click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following details:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for .Create Users

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Evaluate Risk to open the Risk Evaluation Results page.
This page displays the Risk Score, the associated Risk Advice, and lists the rules for the 
specified organization. For a first-time user, the result is ALERT.
Click Next Step to open the Post Evaluation page and perform post-evaluation on the 
specified user profile.
By using Post evaluation, your application provides feedback to CA Risk Authentication 
Server about the current user and the device. CA Risk Authentication updates user and 
device attributes and the user-device association, and assesses the risk for future 
transactions by the user.

Select the result of secondary authentication by selecting the appropriate option from the 
Result of Secondary Authentication list.

Enter the name for the user name-device association in the Association Name field.

Click Post Evaluate to complete the process, and to display the result in the Post 
Evaluation Results section.

Create Users

Follow these steps:

To create a GA account, do the following steps:

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.
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Ensure that the Users and Administrators tab is active.

On the left-hand-side menu, click the Create Administrator link.

Specify the required information and click Next.

On the Create Administrator page, select Global Administrator.

Enter the Password and Confirm Password.

Select the All Organizations option in the Manages section.

Click Create.

Click Logout in the top-right-hand corner of the page to log out as the MA.

Log in to Administration Console as a Global Administrator (GA) or an Organization 
Administrator (OA). The URL is as follows:

http://<host>:<appserver_port>/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm

Follow the instructions that are displayed to change your password.
Activate the Manage Users and Administrators subtab under the Users and Administrators
tab.
Navigate to Manage Users and Administrators (the left menu), and click Create User.

On the Create User page do the following steps:

Enter a unique user name, their organization name, and optionally, other user 
information in the User Details section.

If necessary, enter other user information in the corresponding fields.

Select the required User Status.

Click Create User.

Return to the Sample Application page.

Perform Risk Evaluation and Post Evaluation for a Known User

Follow these steps:

On the Main Page of Sample Application, click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following details:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for Creating Users.

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Evaluate Risk.
The Risk Advice typically is INCREASEAUTH.
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Click Store DeviceID to store the specified type of Device ID information.

Click Next Step to perform Post Evaluation as follows:

Select the Result of Secondary Authentication from the list.

Edit the Association Name, if necessary.

Click Post Evaluate to display the final advice.

Note: If you repeat Step 1 through Step 5, the  changes to  Risk Advice ALLOW
on the Risk Evaluation Results page.

Edit the Default Profile and Performing Risk Evaluation

Using Sample Application, you can change the following items to simulate various situations:

The Device DNA

The IP address

The Device ID of the computer

Follow these steps:

On the Main Page of Sample Application, click Evaluate Risk.

Enter the following information:

User Name
Specifies the name of the user that you created for Creating Users.

User Organization
Specifies the organization to which the user belongs to.

Channel
(Optional) Specifies the Channel from which the transaction originated.

Click Edit Inputs.

Change the values of one or more of the fields, as required from the populated list.

Click Evaluate Risk.

Click Next Step to open the Post Evaluation page and perform post-evaluation on the 
specified user profile.

Select the result of secondary authentication by selecting the appropriate option from the 
Result of Secondary Authentication list.

Click Post Evaluate to complete post-evaluation and display the result of the same.
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Important! After you complete all these post-installation tasks, perform the SDK and 
Web services configuration tasks that are discussed in Configure CA Risk Authentication 

.SDKs and Web Services

Apply Post-Installation Checklist
Complete the following checklist with the installation and setup information for CA Risk 
Authentication. This information is useful when you perform various administrative tasks.

Your Information Example Entry Your Entry

ARCOT_HOME C:\Program Files\Arcot Systems  

SYSTEM INFORMATION

Host Name my-bank  

User Name administrator  

Password password1234!  

Configured Components CA Risk Authentication Server

Administration Console

User Data Service

 

ADMINISTRATION CONSOLE INFORMATION

Host Name localhost  

Port 8080  

Master Administrator Password mypassword1234!  

USER DATA SERVICE INFORMATION

Host Name localhost  

Port 8080  

Application Context Root arcotuds  

How to Run a Silent Mode Installation for CA Risk 
Authentication

After you install a CA Risk Authentication, you can install the components on other server using 
silent installation mode. A silent installation completes the installation without user interaction.

Silent Mode Installation Guidelines
Review the following guidelines before starting a silent installation:

Back up the default properties file before modifying it.

Do not add extra spaces between a parameter name, the equal sign (=), and the parameter 
value.

Save the file after you change it.
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1.  
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Important! Do not use “-r” option with the installer executable to generate a response 
file to be used for silent installation. Only the default properties file that comes with 
initial installation should be used.

How to Perform Silent Installation
Run the silent installation to install the CA Risk Authentication without user interaction.

Follow these steps:

Copy the CA Risk Authentication properties file from the CA Risk Authentication host 
system.

Copy the CA Risk Authentication installation media to the same location as the properties 
file.

Modify the CA Risk Authentication installer properties file.
For more information, see .CA Risk Authentication Default Properties File

Run the CA Risk Authentication installer.
Run the following command from the directory to which you copied the CA Risk 
Authentication installation executable and the properties file:

installation_media -f installer.properties -i silent

Installation_media
Specifies the CA Risk Authentication installation executable.

Note: If the properties file is not in the same directory as the installation media, 
specify its location. Use double quotes if the argument contains spaces.

Example:

installation_media -f /opt/ca/arcot/installer.properties -i silent

The installation begins. The installer uses the parameters that you specified in the 
properties file to install the CA Risk Authentication.

CA Risk Authentication Default Properties File
To modify the parameters in a default properties file, use a text editor. The default parameters 
reflect the information that was entered during the initial installation. The default properties file 
has the parameters that are associated with sensitive information. For example, parameters 
related to database password, Master Key and HSM pin. Fill them with appropriate values.

CA Risk Authentication Property File

The CA Risk Authentication properties file has the following default name and location:

Name
installer.properties

Location
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Location
risk_auth_home\

risk_auth_home
Specifies the CA Risk Authentication installation path

Modify the CA Risk Authentication Installer Properties Files

Modify the CA Risk Authentication installer properties file to define installation variables.

The following default parameters specify the information that you entered during the initial CA 
Risk Authentication installation:

CHOSEN_FEATURE_LIST
Specifies a comma-separated list of features that are installed.
Valid values:

RFSRV - CA Risk Authentication Server
Server that authenticates, provisions, manages configuration and server instance.

RFCASE - Case Management Queuing Server
Serves cases to work on for outbound callers. At any given time, all instances of 
Administration Console connect to one common instance of Case Management Queuing 
Server only.

RFSDK - CA Risk Authentication Java SDK and WS
Java SDK and Web Services that enables issuance, authentication, and configuration 
requests to the CA Risk Authentication Server.

ADMIN - Administration Console
Web-based console for managing server configurations.

UDS: User Data Service
The abstraction layer for accessing different types of user repositories, such as relational 
databases (RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs).

UBP: User Behavioral Profiling
The model that predicts user behavior and promotes security.

USER_INSTALL_DIR_SILENT
Specifies the location of CA Risk Authentication installation

ARCOT_DBTYPE_SILENT
Specifies the type of the database that is configured.

 oracle, mssqlserver, mysqlValid values:

Primary Database Details

Primary Database has the following database related details:

ARCOT_CONFIG_PRIMARY_DB_SILENT
Specifies if the primary database is configured or not.

 true, falseValid values:

ARCOT_PRIMARY_DSN_NAME_SILENT=
Specifies the Data Source Name for the database.
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ARCOT_PRIMARY_DATABASE_SILENT
Specifies the name of the database instance.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_SID_SILENT
Specifies the SID for an Oracle database. For other database types this is left blank.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_TNS_SERVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the TNS Service name for an Oracle database. For other database types this is left 
blank.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_HOST_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the hostname of the Database server

ARCOT_PRIMARY_PORT_SILENT
Specifies the port number of the given database instance

ARCOT_PRIMARY_USER_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the database username

ARCOT_PRIMARY_PASSWORD_SILENT
Specifies the password for the given database username

ARCOT_CONFIG_BACKUP_DB_SILENT
Specifies if the backup database is configured or not.

 true, falseValid values:

Backup Database Details

Backup Database has the following database related details:

ARCOT_BACKUP_DSN_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the Data Source Name for the database.

ARCOT_BACKUP_DATABASE_SILENT
Specifies the name of the database instance.

ARCOT_BACKUP_SID_SILENT
Specifies the SID for an Oracle database. For other database types, this is left blank.

ARCOT_BACKUP_TNS_SERVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the TNS Service name for an Oracle database. For other database types, this is left 
blank.

ARCOT_BACKUP_HOST_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the hostname of the Database server.

ARCOT_BACKUP_PORT_SILENT
Specifies the port number of the given database instance.

ARCOT_BACKUP_USER_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the database username.

ARCOT_BACKUP_PASSWORD_SILENT
Specifies the password for the given database username.
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Encryption Details

The encryption details for the database are as follows:

Encryption method: software/hardware

ARCOT_ENC_TYPE_SILENT
Specifies the method of encryption.
Valid values: software, nfast, chrysalis.

ARCOT_ENC_DEVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the device name for hardware encryption.

ARCOT_KEY_LABEL_SILENT
Specifies the Master Key Label.

ARCOT_HSM_PIN_SILENT
Specifies the HSM pin.

ARCOT_HSM_SHARED_LIBRARY_SILENT
Specifies the full path for HSM shared library.

ARCOT_HSM_STORAGE_SLOT_SILENT
Specifies the Storage Slot Number for HSM.

How to Install and Deploy User Behavioral Profiling
This section describes how a Master Administrator installs, configures and deploys User 
Behavioral Profiling.

CA Risk Authentication detects cases where stronger authentication is required and evaluates 
parameters of the current transaction against customer preset rules. The calling software uses 
the risk score that is provided by the evaluation to decide if additional authentication is required 
before allowing the user to proceed.

User Behavioral Profiling measures the similarity or dissimilarity of the current transaction to 
prior access by the same user, or that of their peer group in cases of insufficient data.

User Behavioral Profiling installation and deployment on CA Advanced Authentication is 
illustrated below:
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To install and deploy User Behavioral Profiling, perform the following steps:

Verify Prerequisites
Before you configure User Behavioral Profiling, verify the following prerequisites:

Hardware and Software requirements

The User Behavioral Profiling implementation requires four servers. The hardware and software 
requirements are:

CA Advanced Authentication User Behavioral Profiling Server

CPU - 2x 2.0-GHz AMD Opteron 6128

Memory - 4 GB

HDD1 - 40 GB

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 SP1

CA Strong Authentication/CA Risk Authentication Server

CPU - 2x 2.0-GHz AMD Opteron 6128

Memory - 4 GB

HDD1 - 40 GB

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 SP1

Active Directory Server
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CPU - 2x 2.0-GHz AMD Opteron 6128

Memory - 3 GB

HDD1 - 40 GB

Microsoft Windows 2008 R2 SP1

Active Directory Domain Service

DNS

Database Server

CPU - 4x 2.0-GHz AMD Opteron 6128

Memory - 6 GB

HDD1 - 32 GB (OS)

HDD2 - 16 GB (SWAP)

HDD3 - 40 GB

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 64-bit

Third-Party Components

Java SDK

Verify the current version of Java is 1.6 or greater on the CA Advanced Authentication User 
Behavioral Profiling.

To upgrade to version 1.7 or to install the Java component, follow the steps that are provided in 
the ORACLE Java download site.

Environment Variables

To execute the application at Java Location set the environment components.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to system properties of the computer.

In the advanced tab click Environment Variables and set the system variables.

To set the New System Variable, set the JAVA_HOME system variable value to \Program 
Files (x86)\Java\jdk1.7.0_51.

Note: The folder name (jdk1.7.0_51 in this example) is different if you 
download a different JDK release. Verify that the variable value represents the 
correct folder.
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To set the Edit System Variable, update the PATH system variable value by adding \%
JAVA_HOME%\jre\bin after the path.

From a command prompt window, type Java then press Enter.

If Java was correctly added to the PATH system variable, you see usage information about 
java.

Note: Server restart is required to update the system variable.

Configure the Database
Before installing, set up a database used for storing user information, server configuration data, 
audit log data, and other information.

CA Risk Authentication supports a primary database and a backup database that can be used 
during failover and fail-back in high-availability deployments. Configure the database connectivity 
in the following ways:

During CA Risk Authentication installation, the database is configured, when the installer 
automatically edits the arcotcommon.ini file with the database information you supply.

There are specific configuration requirements for each supported database:

Important! To protect the database server, use a firewall or any other access control 
mechanism and set to the same time-zone as all dependent products.

Configure Microsoft SQL Server

This section provides the following configuration procedure for SQL Server:

Note: See the SQL Server documentation for detailed information about performing 
the tasks listed in this section.

Follow these steps:

Verify that SQL Server is configured to use the SQL Server and Windows Authentication 
for Server authentication. Right-click the server in the Object Explorer window and mode 

select the Security page.
CA Risk Authentication cannot connect to the database if SQL Server is configured to 

.Windows Authentication Mode

Create a database by the following criteria:

The recommended name is arcotdb.
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The database size must be configured to grow automatically.

Create a DB user (CH4_SQL) by performing the following steps:

In the SQL Server Management Studio, go to  expand the <SQL_Server_Name>;
Security folder, and then click Login.

Note: The  refers to the host name or IP address of <SQL_Server_Name>
the SQL Server where you created your database.

Right-click the Login folder, and click New Login.

Enter the Login name (recommended name is ). arcotuser

Set the parameter to .Authentication to SQL Server Authentication

Specify Password and Confirm password for the login.

Ensure that you specify other password settings on this page according to the 
password policies in your organization.

Make the database (arcotdb) you created as the default database.

Perform the mapping of the users to this login section.

Map the user (SQL 2005) for the default database, to db_owner (in the Database 
role membership for: <db_name> section).

Configure Oracle Server

This section provides the configuration information for creating Oracle database server.

Prerequisites:

Run CA Risk Authentication on Oracle with two table-spaces. The reasons to have two 
table-spaces are as follows:

Use the first table-space for configuration data, audit logs, and user information. This 
table-space can be the default user table-space in the CA Risk Authentication 
database.

Run the reports on the second table-space. We recommend that you use a separate 
table-space to run the reports.

Use CA Risk Authentication Database Configuration Script. The script automatically 
creates the table-space for reports, if the database user running the script has sufficient 
permissions to create a table-space. If the user does not have the required permissions, 
the db administrator must manually create this table-space and delete the section for 
creating reports in the script.

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! The parameters for creating the reports table-space in the arcot-db-
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Important! The parameters for creating the reports table-space in the arcot-db-
config-for-common-8.0.sql database script can be changed according to the 
preferences of the db administrator. However, the table-space name must be 

 to generate reports successfully.ARReports

To create an Oracle server, perform the following steps:

Create a new database that stores information in the UTF-8 character set. This allows CA 
Risk Authentication to use international characters including double-byte languages. To 
enable UTF-8 support for your Oracle database perform the following steps:

Log in to the Oracle database server as SYS or SYSTEM.

Run the following command:

sys.props$ set value$='UTF8' 

(where name='NLS_NCHAR_CHARACTERSET' Or name = 'NLS_CHARACTERSET')

Restart the database and verify whether the character set is configured to UTF-8.

Create a database user:

Create a user (recommended name is ), with a schema in the new  arcotuser
database arcotdb.

Set the quota of user to  5 GB to 10 GB for a development or test at least
deployment.

Note: If the deployment is for the production environment, staging, or 
other intensive testing, see Database Reference to determine the quota 
that is required for a user.

Grant the DBA role to the user.

Configure MySQL Server

This section provides the following configuration information for MySQL.

Follow these steps:

To check whether your MySQL installation supports InnoDB storage engine, use the 
SHOW ENGINES command.

Note: CA Risk Authentication uses the InnoDB storage engine of MySQL. If the 
output of this command shows that InnoDB is not supported, enable support 
for InnoDB. For information to enable support for InnoDB, see the MySQL 

.Documentation
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If you are running MySQL on any non-Windows platform, set the 
lower_case_table_names variable to 1.

Note: For more information, see the .MySQL Documentation

To create a database, perform the following steps:

Open a MySQL command window.

To create the database schema, run the following command:

CREATE SCHEMA ' ' DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8;<schema-name>

To create the database user, run the following command:

CREATE USER ' ' identified by ' ';<user-name> <user-password>

Create a user with the following criteria:

Create a user (recommended name is arcotuser) in the new database arcotdb.

Grant the following privileges to the user:

Object rights:

SELECT

INSERT

UPDATE

DELETE

EXECUTE

DDL rights:

CREATE

ALTER

CREATE ROUTINE

ALTER ROUTINE

DROP

Other rights:

GRANT OPTION

Run the Database Scripts
run the required database scripts to create the database tables.
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Follow these steps:

Important! Verify that you are logged in as the same database user that you created in 
.Configure Database Server

Navigate to the following directory:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location dbscripts

Navigate to one of the following subdirectories that are based on the database that you 
are using:

For Oracle: oracle\

For Microsoft SQL: mssql\

For MySQL: mysql\

Run the scripts in the following order:

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! If you have installed Strong Authentication, do  run arcot-not
db-config-for-common-8.0.sql.It already ran when Strong 
Authentication was installed.

arcot-db-config-for-riskfort-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you must create the 3D Secure Channel) arcot-db-config-for-
3dsecure-8.0.sql

(Optional) only if you are using User Behavior Profiling, run the following 
command:

arcot-db-config-for-userprofiling-2.0.sql

Note: Only run the script once.

Verify the Database Setup
After you run the required database scripts, verify the CA Risk Authentication schema.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Risk Authentication database as a user with SYSDBA privileges.

Run the following query:

SELECT * from dbo.XUBPData
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SELECT * from dbo.XUBPData

You must see the following output as a result of the preceding query:

USERNAME ORGNAME PARAMNAME DATA
-------- ------- --------- ----

Log out of the database console.

Install the User Behavioral Profiling Software
Install the User Behavioral Profiling Software to run on the database. User behavioral Profiling 
can be installed on a single system or a distributed system.

Follow these steps:

Stop the CA Risk Authentication Service.

Stop the application server.

Note: For Installation on a distributed system, during installation select 
'Custom' option and select 'User Behavior Profiling'.

Deploy the Administration Console.

The Administration Console is a browser-based interface that enables you to customize the 
server configurations and manage the deployed system.

To deploy the Administration Console WAR file on your application server and verify if it was 
successfully deployed, follow these steps:

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

 In the case of Apache Tomcat, you must deploy the WAR file at <Example:
>\webapps\.APP_SERVER_HOME

(For 32-bit WebSphere Only): Configure reload of the Admin class when the application 
files are updated. Perform the following steps:

Navigate to Application, Enterprise Applications, and then access the Admin 
settings page.

Under Class loader order, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

Under WAR class loader policy, select the Single class loader for application.

Click Apply.
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Restart the Admin application.

Deploy Administration Console on the Application Server from any of the the following 
environments:

http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-jdk/2.1.1.GA/
http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-spi/2.1.1.GA/
http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-log4j/2.1.1.
GA/

Restart the application server.

To verify that the console is successfully deployed, do the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

Open the arcotadmin.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

2.0.3

CA Advanced Authentication Configured Successfully.

Note: These lines indicate that your Administration Console was 
deployed successfully.

Also ensure that the log files  contain any FATAL WARNING messages.do not  and 

Close the file.

Configure CA Advanced Authentication for User Behavioral Profiling
To use the User Behavioral Profiling you configure the CA Advanced Authentication.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication UI as the Master Administrator.

Click the Services and Server Configuration tab.

Click Model Configuration.

Update the Predictive Model URL (primary: http://<appserver_hostname>:
(appserver_port>/ca-userprofiling-2.0-application/UBPServlet)) to the primary server 
running your User Behavioral Profiling.

Update the Predictive Model URL (backup) to the backup server running User Behavioral 
Profiling, if one exists.

Note: If you are not running a backup instance of User Behavioral Profiling, set 
both URLs the same.

http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-jdk/2.1.1.GA/
http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-spi/2.1.1.GA/
http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-log4j/2.1.1.GA/
http://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/jboss/logging/jboss-logging-log4j/2.1.1.GA/
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Click Upload Model Configuration.

To enable User Behavioral Profiling at the organization level, log out from the 
Administrative UI as Master Administrator and log in as Global Administrator.

Navigate to the Organizations tab.

Click Search and select the organization on which User Behavioral Profiling is 
implemented.

Select CA Risk Authentication tab and select Model Configuration.

Select the Ruleset that is defined for this organization and select the Enable Model 
option.

Click Save.

Move these changes into production and refresh the Server Cache.
You have completed the changes for enabling User Behavioral Profiling into your 
organization.

Configure a Rule to Apply the New User Behavioral Profiling Model
You configure a rule to verify that each transaction is inspected by the User Behavioral Profiling 
Model. If a rule is not defined, transactions go through the User Behavioral Profiling Model but 
the response is invisible. You configure a rule to apply the new User Behavioral Model.

Follow these steps:

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication UI as the Global (or) Organization Administrator.

Click Organizations tab.

Click Search.

Click the organization on which you have implemented the User Behavioral Profiling 
Model.

Navigate to the CA Risk Authentication tab and select Rules and Scoring Management.

Select the Ruleset for your organization.

Click Add a new rule.

Name the rule and give it a Mnemonic (shortest name of a rule) and a Description.

Select the Data Element MODEL_SCORE and click the required Operator.

Note: Set a value when you want the Model Score to trigger a rule and take the 
transaction to secondary authentication. Model score can have any of the 
operators - GREATER_THAN, LESS_THAN, GREATER_OR_EQUAL, 
LESS_OR_EQUAL, EQUAL_TO, NOT_EQUAL_TO, IN_LIST, IN_CATEGORY, for a 
defined value. After the rule is configured, it is fired based upon the operator 
selected.
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Click Add to populate the Rule being developed field.

Click Create after the rule is populated.
You are notified that the new rule is successfully created.

Click enable next to your new rule and set a Risk Score value.

To prioritize this new rule against the other rules in place for this ruleset, set the 
appropriate priority.

Click Save.

Click Migration to Production menu item and select the appropriate ruleset for your 
organization and click Migrate.

Refresh the cache.
You have submitted your rule to engage the newly added User Behavioral Profiling Model 
into your organization. Implementation of User Behavioral Profiling for CA Advanced 
Authentication is complete.

Verify the User Behavioral Profiling Model
To verify that the User Behavioral Profiling Model is functioning as expected, follow the steps:

Log in as Global Administrator.

Navigate to Reports, click Analyze Transaction Report.

Enter the criteria and click Submit.

Under Model Score Attribute the scores are displayed.

As you generate more data for this user, your model score is so adjusted. An increasing model 
score shows that the User Behavioral Profiling Model is working as expected.

Remove User Behavioral Profiling
Removing User Behavioral Profiling involves either disabling or uninstalling the model based on 
the requirement.

Disable the User Behavioral Profiling Model
Uninstall User Behavioral Profiling

Disable the User Behavioral Profiling Model
You can remove the User Behavioral Profiling Model from your environment.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication Console as a Global Administrator.

Click Organizations tab.
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Click Search and select the organization where the User Behavioral Profiling Model is 
implemented.

Navigate to the CA Risk Authentication tab and select Model Configuration.

Select the Ruleset that is defined for this organization.

Click the Enable Model checkbox.

Click Save.

Click Migration to Production menu item and select the appropriate ruleset for your 
organization.

Click Migrate to migrate these new changes into production.

Navigate to the Search Organizations menu and click Search.

Select the organization that you are working on and click Refresh Cache.

Click OK.
You have removed the User Behavioral Profiling Model from your organization’s Ruleset.

Uninstall User Behavioral Profiling
The uninstallation of User Behavioral Profiling Model involves the following steps:

Drop User Behavioral Profiling Schema

Uninstall User Behavioral Profiling

Drop User Behavioral Profiling Schema

Dropping the schema, will have User Behavior Profiling installed but not enabled in the system.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following directory:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location dbscripts

Based on the database type that you use, navigate to one of the following subdirectories:

For Oracle:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\ \install_location oracle

For Microsoft SQL Server:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\ \install_location mssql

For MySQL:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\ \install_location mysql

Run the scripts in the  order to drop all database tables of CA Risk Authentication following
and related components:

Run drop-arcot-db-config-for-userprofiling-2.0.sql.
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Run drop-arcot-db-config-for-userprofiling-2.0.sql.

Uninstall User Behavioral Profiling

Uninstalling User Behavioral Profiling eliminates the model from the system itself.

Follow these steps:

Shut down the following servers:

CA Risk Authentication Server.

CA Risk Authentication Case Management Service.

Any application servers where other CA Risk Authentication components are 
deployed.

Close Administration Console.

Verify that all INI and other CA Risk Authentication configuration files are closed.

Click Start, Settings, Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs to open the Add or Remove 
Programs window.

Select CA Risk Authentication then click Change/Remove.

The Uninstall CA Risk Authentication window appears.

Select Uninstall CA Risk Authentication.exe.

In the uninstall wizard, select Uninstall Specific features.

Click Next and select Only User Behavioral Profiling.

Select Uninstall.

Click Done to complete the process.
User Behavioral Profiling is successfully removed from database.

Configure Risk Authentication SDKs and Web Services
This chapter describes the steps to configure the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and 
web services that are provided by CA Risk Authentication:

Configure CA Risk Authentication API
Configure Java APIs
Configure CA Risk Authentication Web Services
Configure Device ID and DeviceDNA

Configure CA Risk Authentication API
CA Risk Authentication is shipped with a set of Java APIs. Configure CA Risk Authentication APIs 
package enables the following operations:

Evaluate and assess risk
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Generate advice

List user-device associations

Delete associations

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\lib\arcot\install_location

Implement the core JAR i.e. Risk Evaluation SDK:arcot-riskfort-evaluaterisk.jar.
In addition, you can find the following JARs that the core JAR is dependent on:

arcot_core.jar

arcot-pool.jar

arcot-riskfort-mfp.jar

(Optional) You can implement JAR for Issuance SDK from the same location: arcot-riskfort-
issuance.jar

However, this API has been deprecated in this release and only has been 
included for backward compatibility.

 Instead of this API, you can use the . For Note: User Management Web Service
more information, see the CA Risk Authentication Web Services Developer’s 
Guide.

Configure Java APIs
This section provides the procedure to configure the Java APIs so that they can be used with your 
application.

Important! Before you proceed, verify that the JARs required for implementing the 
Java APIs are installed at <install_location>\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\lib\.

Perform the following the steps to configure ava APIs:

Note: The following steps are based on Apache Tomcat Server. The configuration 
process may vary depending on the application server you are using. See the 
Application Server documentation for detailed information about these instructions.

Copy the listed JAR files from the following location:

< on>\Arcot Systems\install_locati
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Enter them in the appropriate location in your < > directory.APP_SERVER_HOME
 For Apache Tomcat this location is < >\WEB-INF\lib\.Example: Application_Home

/sdk/java/lib/arcot/arcot_core.jar

/sdk/java/lib/arcot/arcot-pool.jar

/sdk/java/lib/arcot/arcot-riskfort-evaluaterisk.jar

/sdk/java/lib/arcot/arcot-riskfort-mfp.jar

/sdk/java/lib/external/bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

/sdk/java/lib/external/commons-lang-2.0.jar

/sdk/java/lib/external/commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

Example: On Apache Tomcat 5.5. , you must copy these files to C:\Program Files\Apache x
Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.5.31\webapps\< >\WEB-INF\lib\.Your_Application

Configure the log4j.properties.risk-evaluation and riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties files 
in the following steps:

If the application  a configured log4j.properties.risk-evaluation file, then already has
merge it with the following log configuration files:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\properties\log4j.properties.install_location
risk-evaluation

and

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\properties\riskfort.risk-install_location
evaluation.properties

If the application  the log4j.properties file configured, do the following does not have
steps:

Rename log4j.properties.risk-evaluation to log4j.properties.

Merge riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties with log4j.properties.

Copy the log4j.properties file to:

 < >\WEB-INF\classes\properties\Application_Home

Example: On Apache Tomcat 5.5. , you must copy log4j.properties to C:\Program x
Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.5.31\webapps\<Your_Application>\WEB-
INF\classes\.

Note: To know more about APIs and their initialization, refer to the CA Risk 
Authentication Javadocs at < >\Arcot Systems\docs\riskfort\ Arcot-install_location
RiskFort-8.0-issuance-sdk-javadocs.zip.

Configure CA Risk Authentication Web Services
To use the CA Risk Authentication Web Services, deploy the file.arcotuds.war 
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CA Risk Authentication provides web services for managing users, organizations, administration, 
and for performing risk assessments. The WSDLs for these web services are available at the 
following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\wsdls\install_location

Generate Client Code Using WSDLs

After CA Risk Authentication package installation, generate the client stub in the language you 
want to code in by using the WSDL files that are shipped with CA Risk Authentication. These 
WSDLs enable the web services client to communicate with CA Risk Authentication Server.

Important! Before you proceed with the client code generation, verify that the CA Risk 
Authentication package was installed successfully and that the Server is up and 
running.

Follow these steps:

Stop the application server.

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\wsdls\install_location <required_folder>

Use the required WSDL file (listed in the following table) to generate the client code.

WSDL File Description

admin/
ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl

Used for creating and managing rule
configurations that are typically done by using 
Administration Console.

riskfort/
ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.
wsdl

Used for performing risk evaluation.

uds/ArcotUserRegistryMgmtSvc.wsdl Used for creating and managing organizations in your 
setup.

uds/ArcotConfigRegistrySvc.wsdl Used for creating and managing user account types.

uds/ArcotUserRegistrySvc.wsdl Used for creating and managing users and user accounts.

Restart the application server.

In a browser window, access the end-point URLs (listed in the following table) to verify if 
the client can access the Web Service.

Web Service URL

ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/services/Arcot
RiskFortAdminSvc

The default  here is .port 7777

ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/services/RiskFort
EvaluateRiskSvc
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Web Service URL

The default  here is .port 7778

ArcotUserRegistryMgmtSvc http://<app_server_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotUserRegistrySvc

ArcotConfigRegistrySvc http://<app_server_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotConfigRegistrySvc

ArcotUserRegistrySvc http://<app_server_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotUserRegistryMgmtSvc

Note: For more information about generating the Java client, see the CA Risk 
Authentication Web Services Developer’s Guide.

Configure Device ID and DeviceDNA
CA Risk Authentication uses Device ID and DeviceDNA to register and identify the device that is 
used by a user during transactions. The Device ID is stored on the end user's device. The Device 
ID information is in encrypted format.

The following options are available for storing the Device ID on the end user's device. The plugin 
store is the most persistent storage option.

Plugin store: The plugin store is a permanent store on the end user’s device. A Device ID that 
is placed in the plugin store cannot be deleted by common end-user actions such as clearing 
browser cache and deleting browser cookies. The plugin store is supported from CA Risk 
Authentication Client release 2.1 onward.

Local storage that is provided in HTML5

UserData store: This store is available only in Microsoft Internet Explorer

Cookie store: Typically, on Microsoft Windows, the Device ID is stored in one of the following 
folders:

Internet Explorer on Microsoft Windows 7 or 2008:

C:\Documents and Settings\< >\Application Data\Microsoft\Windows\user_profile
\Cookies

Internet Explorer on Microsoft Windows 2003 or XP:

C:\Documents and Settings\< >\ \user_profile Cookies

Mozilla Firefox:

C:\Documents and Settings\< >\Application Data\Mozilla\Firefox\Pruser_profile
ofiles\< >\random_dirname cookies.sqlite

Safari:

C:\Documents and Settings\< >\Application Data\Apple Computer\Safariuser_name
\cookies.plist
 

Important! From CA Risk Authentication Client version 2.0 onward, the Device ID is not 
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Important! From CA Risk Authentication Client version 2.0 onward, the Device ID is not 
stored as a Flash cookie. If you have existing Flash cookies from an earlier release, then 
these cookies are automatically migrated to one of the stores that is listed earlier in 
this section.

File You Will Need for Device ID and DeviceDNA Collection

When you perform a complete installation or select to install CA Risk Authentication Evaluation 
SDK or Web Service in the Choose Install Set screen, the following file is automatically installed:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\install_location devicedna\riskminder-client.js

This file provides the functions to get and set the Device ID and DeviceDNA.

Enable Device ID and DeviceDNA Collection

To configure for a cookie to be set on the end-user computer, include riskminder-client.js in your 
application pages that get or set the cookies.

Follow these steps:

Copy the entire devicedna directory from \Arcot Systems\sdk\ to the <install_location>
appropriate web application directory. Typically, the web application folder is at the 
following location:

<APP_SERVER_HOME>\<Your_Application_Home>

Include the riskminder-client.js file in the required application pages. We assume that 
these files are located in a folder that is relative to the folder containing index.jsp.

<script type="text/javascript" src="devicedna/riskminder-client.js"><
/script>

Migrate Flash Cookies from Preceding Releases

Flash cookies are not supported any more for storing the Device ID. However, if you have existing 
Flash cookies from an earlier release, then these cookies are automatically migrated to one of the 
supported stores on the end-user device when you complete the tasks described in Collecting 

 in one of the following guides:Device ID and DeviceDNA

CA Risk Authentication Java Developer’s Guide

CA Risk Authentication Web Services Developer’s Guide

Change Hardware Security Module (HSM) Information 
Post Installation

CA Risk Authentication supports Hardware Security Module (HSM) to secure your data. 
If you choose to encrypt the data by using HSM, the data stored in the database is 
encrypted with the key that resides in the HSM.
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Note: Before you proceed with the configurations explained in this section, ensure that you have 
set up the HSM server and client, and generated the 3DES key in the HSM. Refer to (Optional, 

.Only If You are Using HSMs) Requirements for HSM

CA Risk Authentication uses the software ( ) mode to encrypt data. Therefore, you must  S/W
change the mode to hardware (  or ). You do so by using the [arcot/crypto/device] chrysalis nfast
section in arcotcommon.ini.

This file also provides separate sections for configuring the required HSM, which in the current 
release are as follows:

Luna HSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis])

nCipher netHSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast])

Based on the HSM you are configuring, specify the sharedLibrary parameter in the corresponding 
section. After you specify the HSM information, re-create the securestore.enc file with the HSM 
key label, initialize the HSM, and then initialize CA Risk Authentication to use the HSM key.

During the installation process, the CA Risk Authentication installer prompts you to 
specify this HSM-related information. However, if you want to change the HSM 
configurations later, such as changing the data encryption mode and configuring other 
HSM information that is needed by CA Risk Authentication, then perform the following 
steps:

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot System\conf\install_location

Take a backup of securestore.enc.

Delete the existing securestore.enc file from \Arcot System\conf\.<install_location>

To change the data encryption mode from software (S/W) to hardware (chrysalis or 
nfast), and configure the HSM information that CA Risk Authentication needs, do the 
following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot System\conf\install_location

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor.

In the [arcot/crypto/device] section:

Set the HSMDevice parameter to chrysalis for Luna HSM.

or

Set the HSMDevice parameter to nfast for nCipher netHSM.
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Depending on the HSM that you are configuring, set the sharedLibrary parameter 
to the location where the HSM library file is located:

The default location of the Luna HSM library is < >:\Program SYSTEM_DRIVE
Files\LunaSA\cryptoki.dll.

or

The default location of the nCipher netHSM is < >:SYSTEM_DRIVE
\nfast\bin\cknfast.dll.

Note: See arcotcommon.ini for more information about the other HSM 
configuration parameters available in this section.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Navigate to the following location, where the DBUtil tool is available:

< >\Arcot System\tools\platform\install_location

Run the DBUtil tool with the following commands:

Note: The database user (< >) that you specify in the Database_Username
following commands is case-sensitive.

Configure CA Risk Authentication for Oracle RAC
Perform the steps in this section to configure CA Risk Authentication with Oracle RAC.

Update the Database Script
Update the arcotcommon.ini File
Update the Database Connection Details

Update the Database Script
You run database script arcot-db-config-for-common-2.0.sql script post-installation task. Before 
you run this script, modify the script for Oracle RAC.

Follow these steps:

To determine the Oracle RAC shared datafile path, log in to the database and run the 
following command:

SELECT file_name, tablespace_name FROM dba_data_files

The following is sample output of this command:

+DATA\qadb\datafile\users.259.797224649 USERS   
+DATA\qadb\datafile\undotbs1.258.797224649  UNDOTBS1    
+DATA\qadb\datafile\sysaux.257.797224647    SYSAUX  
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Open the arcot-db-config-for-common-2.0.sql file. This file is in the \Arcot install_location
Systems\dbscripts\oracle\ directory.

Search for the following line in the file:

filename varchar2(50) := 'tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char
(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-SS') || '.dat';

Replace that line with the following line:

filename varchar2(100) := '+shared_location/service_name/datafile
/tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-
SS') || '.dat';

In the new line:

Replace shared_location with the shared datafile path that you determined by 
running the command given in the first step.

Replace service_name with the service name of the Oracle RAC installation.

The following is a sample line:

filename varchar2(100) := '+DATA/forwardinc/datafile
/tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-
SS') || '.dat';

Save and close the script file, and then run it.

Update the arcotcommon.ini File
The arcotcommon.ini file contains the parameters for database and instance settings. To use 
Oracle RAC you specify the JDBC URL in the format supported by Oracle RAC in the arcotcommon.
ini file.

Follow these steps:

Open the arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor. This file is in the \Arcot install_location
Systems\conf\ directory.

Specify a value for the URL parameter in the [arcot/db/primarydb] section and, if 
required, in the [arcot/db/backupdb] section of the INI file. Enter the URL in the following 
format:

URL.1=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=host_name)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=service_name)
(SERVER=DEDICATED)))

For example:

URL.1=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=172.30.250.18)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=forwardinc)
(SERVER=DEDICATED)))

Note: If Oracle RAC is client configured, then include all the nodes in this 
format.
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If the database user that you specified while running the CA Strong Authentication 
installer is different from the database user in Oracle RAC, then change the database user 
credentials in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Use the DBUtil utility to change the database user credentials in the securestore.enc file. 
DBUtil is available in the ARCOT_HOME\tools\win directory.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Update the Database Connection Details
To establish a connection between CA Risk Authentication and Oracle RAC, you must create an 
ORA file and define the address for connecting to the RAC.

Follow these steps:

Create a *.ora file on the system on which you have installed CA Risk Authentication. For 
example, C:\Program Files (x86)\tns.ora.

Add the following lines in the new file:

section_name =
  (DESCRIPTION =
    (ADDRESS_LIST =
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST =  )host_name_or_IP_address
(PORT = 1521))
    )
    (CONNECT_DATA =
      (SERVICE_NAME =  )service_name
    )
  )

For example:

fwdincrac =
  (DESCRIPTION =
    (ADDRESS_LIST =
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 172.30.250.18)(PORT = 1521))
    )
    (CONNECT_DATA =
      (SERVICE_NAME = forwardinc)
    )
  )

Note: If Oracle RAC is client configured, then include all the nodes in this 
format.

Save the file.

Modify the DSN that you created during the installation.

For the required DSN, clear all the parameters in the Standard Connection section.
This makes the TNSNames Connection section editable.

Add the following parameters to this section:

TNSNamesFile= \ARCOT_HOME ora_file_name
ServerName=section_name
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For example:

TNSNamesFile= C:\Program Files (x86)\tns.ora
ServerName=fwdincrac
 

Save and close the file.

Application Servers Configuration for Database 
Connection Pooling

Setting up a new connection for each request can lead to an overhead and can bring down the 
performance of the system. By implementing database connection pooling, you can avoid the 
overhead of creating a new database connection every time a CA Risk Authentication component 
deployed on your application server requires access to the database.

This section includes the following topics:
Enable LDAP Connection Pooling
Configure the JBoss Application Server for LDAP Connection Pooling
Enable Apache Tomcat Security Manager
Enable Database Connection Pooling

Enable LDAP Connection Pooling
Follow these steps to enable LDAP connection pooling for the application server that you use.

Follow these steps:

Apache Tomcat

Install the Apache Tomcat application server and test the installation by using the 
following URL:

http://localhost:8080/

Navigate to the following location:

<TOMCAT-HOME>\conf\

Open the catalina.properties file in a text editor.

Add the following entries to the file:

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol=plain ssl

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

Save and close the file.
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Restart the application server.

IBM WebSphere

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere application servers.

Click the Server that you want to configure.

In the Server Infrastructure section, click Java and Process Management.

Click the Process Definition link.

In the Additional Properties section, click Java Virtual Machine.

In the Additional Properties section, click Custom Properties.

Click New to add custom properties.

Add the configurations listed in the following table as name-value pairs in the General 
Properties section. You have to repeat the process for every name-value pair.

Name Value

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize 64

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize 32

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize 8

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout 240000

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol plain ssl

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication simple

Click Apply.

Restart WebSphere.

Oracle WebLogic

Include LDAP Options in Startup Script

This section provides the steps to include the LDAP connection pool parameters in WebLogic 
server startup script:

Log in to the system

Create a backup copy of the WebLogic Server startup script. This script is available at the 
following location:

domain-name\bin\startWebLogic.cmd

Open the script in a text editor.

Add the following entries in the section that is used to start the WebLogic server.

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32
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-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol="plain ssl"

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

The following code snippet shows a sample script with LDAP connection pool parameters:

@REM START WEBLOGIC
echo starting weblogic with Java version:
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java %JAVA_VM% -version
if "%WLS_REDIRECT_LOG%"=="" (
echo Starting WLS with line:
echo %JAVA_HOME%\bin\java %JAVA_VM% %MEM_ARGS% %JAVA_OPTIONS% -Dweblogic.
Name=%SERVER_NAME% -Djava.security.policy=%WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.
policy %PROXY_SETTINGS% %SERVER_CLASS%
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java %JAVA_VM% %MEM_ARGS% %JAVA_OPTIONS% -Dcom.sun.jndi.
ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32 -
Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.
timeout=240000 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol="plain ssl" -Dcom.
sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple -Dweblogic.Name=%
SERVER_NAME% -Djava.security.policy=%WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.policy %
PROXY_SETTINGS% %SERVER_CLASS%
) else (
echo Redirecting output from WLS window to %WLS_REDIRECT_LOG%
%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java %JAVA_VM% %MEM_ARGS% %JAVA_OPTIONS% -Dweblogic.Name=%
SERVER_NAME% -Djava.security.policy=%WL_HOME%\server\lib\weblogic.policy %
PROXY_SETTINGS% %SERVER_CLASS% >"%WLS_REDIRECT_LOG%" 2>&1
)

Save and close the file.

Restart WebLogic Server.

Specify LDAP Pool Options Using Managed Server

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Click the Lock & Edit button, if it is not done.

In the Domain Structure pane, navigate to Environment, Servers.

Click the server you want to configure.

In the right pane, click Server Start.

In the Arguments field, include the following space-separated JVM options:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol=plain ssl

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple
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Click Save and then Activate Changes.

Restart WebLogic Server.

Configure the JBoss Application Server for LDAP Connection Pooling
Perform the following steps to create a LDAP connection pool on JBoss application server.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

<JBOSS_HOME>\standalone\configuration

Open standalone.xml file in a text editor.

Add the following properties:

<system-properties>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol" value="plain ssl"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication" value="
simple"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize" value="64"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize" value="32"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout" value="240000"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize" value="8"/>
<system-properties>

Save and close the file.

Restart JBoss AS.

Enable Apache Tomcat Security Manager
If CA Risk Authentication does not work on Apache Tomcat in case the Java  is Security Manager
enabled, you can enable Tomcat Security Manager to work with CA Risk Authentication:

Navigate to the following Apache Tomcat installation location:

<Tomcat_Home>\bin\

Double-click the  file.tomcat<version>w.exe
The Apache Tomcat Properties dialog box appears.

Activate the  tab.Java

In the  section, add the following entries: Java Options

-Djava.security.manager

-Djava.security.policy= \conf\catalina.policy<Tomcat_Home>

Click  to save the changes.Apply

Click  to close the Apache Tomcat Properties dialog box.OK

Navigate to the following Apache Tomcat location:

<Tomcat_Home>\conf\

Open the catalina.policy file in a text editor of your choice.
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Open the catalina.policy file in a text editor of your choice.

Add the following code in the WEB APPLICATION PERMISSIONS section.

grant {
permission java.io.FilePermission "${catalina.base}${file.separator}
webapps${file.separator}arcotuds${file.separator}-", "read";
permission java.util.PropertyPermission "adb.converterutil", "read";
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessDeclaredMembers";
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "putProviderProperty.BC"; 
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "insertProvider.BC";  
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "putProviderProperty.
SHAProvider";
permission java.io.FilePermission "${arcot.home}${file.separator}-", "read,
write";        
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:1024-65535", "connect,accept,
resolve";
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:1-1023", "connect,resolve";
};

Add the following section to grant permission for Administration Console (arcotadmin) 
and User Data Service (arcotuds).

grant codeBase "file:${catalina.home}/webapps/arcotuds/-" {
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "getenv.ARCOT_HOME", "";
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessClassInPackage.org.
bouncycastle.asn1.*";
permission java.security.AllPermission;
};
grant codeBase "file:${catalina.home}/webapps/arcotadmin/-" {
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "getenv.ARCOT_HOME", "";
permission java.security.AllPermission;
};

Save and close the file.

Restart Apache Tomcat.

Enable Database Connection Pooling
This section walks you through the steps to set up database connection pooling on the 
application server, where you have deployed CA CA Risk Authentication components.

Apache Tomcat

This section provides the steps to enable Apache Tomcat for JNDI-based database operations.

Follow these steps::

Install the Apache Tomcat application server and test the installation by using the 
following URL:

http://localhost:8080/

Open the server.xml file present in the <TOMCAT_HOME>/ / directory.conf

Collect the following information required to define a data source:

JNDI Name
Specifies the JNDI name used by CA Risk Authentication.

Important! This name  match with the AppServerConnection PoolName.  must N
in arcotcommon.ini (  the java:comp/env/ prefix).without
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User ID
Specifies the database user ID.

Password
Specifies the database password.

JDBC Driver Class
Specifies The JDBC driver class name. : oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriverExample

JDBC URL
Specifies the JDBC URL for the database server. For example if you are using the 
Oracle driver, then URL will be:

jdbc:oracle:thin:< >:< >:< >server database_port sid

Add the following entry to define the data source within the <GlobalNamingResources> 
tag:

<Resource name="SampleDS"
        auth="Container"
        type="javax.sql.DataSource"
        factory="org.apache.tomcat.dbcp.dbcp.BasicDataSourceFactory"    
        username="<userid>"
        password="<password>"
        driverClassName="<JDBC driver class>"
        url="<jdbc-url>"
        maxWait="30000"
        maxActive="32"
        maxIdle="8"
        initialSize="4"
        timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis="300000"
        minEvictableIdleTimeMillis="30000"/>

Open the context.xml file available in the \ \ directory.<TOMCAT_HOME> conf

Add the following entry to define the datasource within the <Context> tag:

<ResourceLink global="SampleDS" name="SampleDS" type="javax.sql.DataSource"
/>

To enable database connection pooling, download the following files from the 
corresponding third-party source. Then, copy these files to the following directories:

<TOMCAT_HOME>\common\lib\ folder (on Apache Tomcat 5.x) or 
<TOMCAT_HOME>\lib\ directory (on Apache Tomcat 6.x and 7.x).

commons-dbcp-1.2.2.jar

ojdbc14-10.2.0.1.0.jar (for Oracle database)

sqljdbc.jar (Microsoft JDBC driver for MS SQL Server 2005 - version 1.2.2828)

mysql-connector-java-5.1.22-bin.jar (for MySQL database)

IBM WebSphere

This section provides the steps to enable IBM WebSphere for JNDI-based database operations.

Follow these steps::

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Select Resources and expand the JDBC node.
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Click JDBC Providers.

In the Preferences section, click New to create an appropriate JDBC provider based on the 
database that you are using.

Perform the following tasks to create the JDBC Provider.

Note: For more information, refer to following link:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/wasinfo/v6r1/topic/com.ibm.
websphere.base.iseries.doc/info/iseries/ae/tdat_ccrtprov.html

Specify the Database Type and Provider Type.

Select Connection pool data source from the Implementation Type drop-down list.

Enter a Name for the JDBC provider. You can also enter a Description for the JDBC 
Provider.

Click Next.

Enter the absolute path for the JAR file.

Click Next.

After reviewing the summary of the information that you have entered, click Finish 
to complete the JDBC provider configuration.

Set the CLASSPATH for the JDBC provider that you created in Step 5.

Click Resources and expand the JDBC node.

Click JDBC Providers.

Click the JDBC Provider that you created in Step 5.

Set the Class Path for the JDBC JAR.

Click Apply to save the changes.

Create a Data Source, as follows:

Go to Resources, and then click JDBC.

Under JDBC, open Data Sources and click New. Perform the following steps to 
create a data source:

Specify the Data source name.

Specify the JNDI name.
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Note: This name  match with the value of AppServerConnection must
PoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini.N

Click Next.

Select an existing JDBC provider created in Step 3.

Click Next.

Depending on the database, enter the following information:

For Oracle:
Specify the  for JDBC URL. This URL would be of the following type:Value

   jdbc:oracle:thin:@<server>:<oracle_port>:<sid>
jdbc:sqlserver://<server>:<sql_port>;databaseName=<databasename>;
selectMethod=cursor
jdbc:mysql://< >:< >/< >server port-number database

Select the .Data store helper class name

For MS SQL Server:

For MySQL:

Click Next.

Click Next to view the Summary screen, and then click Finish.

Click the data source created in Step 8.

In the Related Items section, click JAAS - J2C authentication data.

Click New to create a new credential.

Enter login credentials that are used to connect to the database and save the credential.

Click Apply, and then click OK to save the changes made.

Click Data Sources and select the data source that you created in Step 8.

Under Security Settings, Component-managed authentication alias, select the JAAS 
credential that you created in Step 12 and click Apply, and then OK.

Click Data Sources and select the check box for the data source you created in Step 8.

Click Test connection to verify that you have specified the connection correctly.

Note: This test only checks the connection to the database server, not necessarily the 
correct definition of the data source.

Oracle WebLogic

This section walks you through the steps to enable Oracle WebLogic for JNDI-based database 
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This section walks you through the steps to enable Oracle WebLogic for JNDI-based database 
operations.

Follow these steps::

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Click the Lock & Edit button in the Change Center, if it is not already done.

Navigate to Services, JDBC, and the Data Sources.

Under JDBC, open Data Sources and click New.

Set the following JNDI and the database information:

Set Name = ArcotDB

Note: This name  match with the value of AppServerConnection must
PoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini.N

Set JNDI Name = ArcotDB

Select the required Database Type, for example Oracle.

Select the required Database Driver, for example Oracle Thin Driver.

Click Next, retain the default values and click Next again.

In the Connection Properties page that appears, set the database connection details. For 
example, the values for Oracle can be:

Database Name = SID or service name of the database server

Host Name = Host name or the IP address of the database server

Port = 1521 or any other port the database server is running

Database User Name = Database account user name that can create the database 
connections

Password /  = Password for the specified Database User Name Confirm Password

Click Next.

Click Test Configuration to verify the database information that you specified.

Click Next and set the preferred data source target server for the WebLogic server 
instance.

Click Finish.

Click the Activate button in the Change Center to enable the data source settings that you 
configured in the preceding steps.

JBoss Application Server
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JBoss Application Server

This section walks you through the steps to enable JBoss Application Server for JNDI-based 
database operations.

Follow these steps::

Navigate to the location where you have deployed the WAR files, for example:

<JBOSS_HOME>\server\default\deploy\

Create a data source descriptor file called arcotdatabase-ds.xml.

Collect the following information required to define a data source in the arcotdatabase-ds.
xml file:

JNDI Name: The JNDI name used by CA Risk Authentication components. This name 
must match with the AppServerConnection PoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini (  N without
the java:comp/env/ prefix).

User ID: The database user ID.

Password: The database password.

JDBC Driver Class: The JDBC driver class name. For example, oracle.jdbc.driver.
OracleDriver.

JDBC URL: The JDBC URL for the database server.
For example, if you are using Oracle driver, then the URL will be: jdbc:oracle:thin:

: : .<server> <database_port> <sid>

Exception Sorter Class: The class for implementing the org.jboss.resource.adapter.
jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface, which determines whether the exception indicates a 
connection error.
Use this parameter for Oracle database . Set it to org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.only
vendor.OracleExceptionSorter.

Open the arcotdatabase-ds.xml in a text editor.

Add the following content:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<datasources>
<local-tx-datasource>
<jndi-name>SampleDS</jndi-name>
<connection-url> </connection-url><jdbcurl>
<driver-class> </driver-class><JDBC Driver class>
<user-name> </user-name><database_userid>
<password> </password><database_password>
<exception-sorter-class-name> </exception-sorter-<Exception Sorter Class>
class-name>
</local-tx-datasource>
</datasources>

Save and close the file.
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Deploy the Administration Console on IBM WebSphere
If you plan to deploy Administration Console on IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5, you might see an 
HTTPCLIENT error when you access some Administration Console pages, such as Instance 
Management.

Follow these steps:

Access the Administration Console WAR file from \Arcot <install_location>
Systems\java\webapps\.

Copy arcotadmin.war to a temporary directory, say C:\Arcot_temp\.

Extract the arcotadmin.war file contents.
Of the JARs that are extracted to the C:\Arcot_temp\arcotadmin\WEB-INF\lib\ directory, 
the following JARs are used to create the shared library in IBM WebSphere:

axiom-api-1.2.10.jar

axiom-impl-1.2.10.jar

axis2-java2wsdl-1.5.2.jar

backport-util-concurrent-3.1.jar

commons-httpclient-3.1.jar

commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

axiom-dom-1.2.10.jar

axis2-adb-1.5.2.jar

axis2-kernel-1.5.2.jar

commons-codec-1.3.jar

commons-logging-1.1.1.jar

log4j-1.2.16.jar

axis2-transport-http-1.5.2.jar

axis2-transport-local-1.5.2.jar

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and then click Shared Libraries.

From the Scope drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include 
the target server or node on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name. Example: ArcotAdminSharedLibrary.
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Specify the Classpath. Enter the path and file name for all the JAR files extracted in 
Step 3.
Example:

C:/Arcot_temp/arcotadmin/WEB-INF/lib/axiom-api-1.2.10.jar

Click Apply to save the changes made.

Navigate to the location ( \Arcot Systems\java\webapps\) where the <install_location>
Administration Console WAR file is located.

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the application server.

Configure shared library, as follows:

Click Applications, and then click WebSphere enterprise applications.

Click arcotadmin_war.

In the References section, click Shared library references.

Select arcotadmin_war and click Reference shared libraries.

Select the ArcotAdminSharedLibrary from the Available list and move it to the 
Selected list.

Click OK to save the configurations.

Configure the class loader order and policy as follows:

Click Applications, Application Types, and then click WebSphere enterprise 
applications.

Click arcotadmin_war.

Click Class loading and update detection link.

In the Class loader order section, select the Classes loaded with local class loader 
first (parent last) option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application 
option.

Click OK to save the configurations.

Ensure that the application is restarted.

How to Uninstall CA Risk Authentication

Important! If both Strong Authentication and Risk Authentication are installed, 
uninstalling Risk Authentication may remove configuration files required by Strong 
Authentication. Do not uninstall Risk Authentication if you plan to continue using 
Strong Authentication.
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You can uninstall CA Risk Authentication from the Windows Control Panel or run the uninstaller 
file to remove CA Risk Authentication from your system.

After you complete the uninstallation process, perform the post-uninstallation tasks to clean up 
the residual WAR files and entries.

Important! Before you uninstall CA Risk Authentication, first remove its schema, then 
proceed with the uninstallation process.

If you installed both CA Strong Authentication with CA Risk Authentication and you are 
uninstalling only CA Risk Authentication, follow the guidelines given in the following sections. 
These guidelines ensure that you do not remove or modify the common components that are 
also used by CA Strong Authentication.

This section guides you through the steps for uninstalling CA Risk Authentication and its 
components:

Drop the CA Risk Authentication Schema
Uninstall CA Risk Authentication Server

Linux
Windows

Perform Post Uninstall Tasks

Drop the CA Risk Authentication Schema
To drop the CA Risk Authentication, follow these steps:

Shut down the following components gracefully:

CA Risk Authentication Server

Case Management Queuing Server

Any application servers where other CA Risk Authentication components are 
deployed

Close Administration Console, if open.

Ensure that all INI and other files that are related to CA Risk Authentication configuration 
are closed.

Navigate to the following directory:

<ARCOT_HOME>/dbscripts/

Based on the database type that you use, navigate to one of the following subdirectories:

For Oracle:

<ARCOT_HOME>/dbscripts/oracle/

For Microsoft SQL Server:

<ARCOT_HOME>/dbscripts/ /mssql
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For MySQL:

<ARCOT_HOME>/dbscripts/mysql/

Run the scripts in the  order to drop all database tables of CA Risk Authentication following
and related components:

Run drop-riskauth-8.0.sql.

If applicable, run drop-riskauth-3dsecure-8.0.sql.

If you have not installed CA Strong Authentication, run drop-arcot-common-8.0.
sql.

Note: The drop-arcot-common-8.0.sql script is used to remove the 
schema for common components. This schema is used by both CA 
Strong Authentication and CA Risk Authentication. If you have already 
(successfully) installed CA Strong Authentication, do drop this  not
schema. CA Strong Authentication requires the common schema to 
function.

If you have no further use for the database user account that you had created for the CA 
Risk Authentication schema, delete that user account.

Uninstall CA Risk Authentication Server
Uninstalling CA Risk Authentication removes all files, including the scripts required to drop the 
database. If you need to remove the CA Risk Authentication database, see Drop CA Risk 
Authentication Schema before proceeding. 

Important! If you installed CA Risk Authentication first, and then CA Strong 
Authentication, you must first uninstall CA Strong Authentication Server and then 
uninstall CA Risk Authentication Server.

Follow these steps:

Shut down the following components gracefully:

CA Risk Authentication Server

Case Management Queuing Server

Any application servers where other CA Risk Authentication components are deployed

Close Administration Console, if open.

Ensure that all INI and other files that are related to CA Risk Authentication configuration 
are closed.

Follow the following platform-specific instructions.
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Linux

Use the following command to start the uninstallation of CA Risk Authentication:

sh $ARCOT_HOME/"Uninstall_CA Risk Authentication/Uninstall CA Risk 
Authentication"

In the uninstall console, follow these steps:

Specify  to select the  option, 1 1-Completely remove all features and components
which enables you to uninstall  installed components.all

Specify  to select the 2 2-Choose specific features that were installed by 
 option, which enables you to uninstall only the selected components InstallAnywhere

from the current system.

Important! To , follow the reverse sequence of the Uninstall Specific Features
order in which you installed the components. If you installed CA Risk  : Example
Authentication Server and then Administration Console, then uninstall 
Administration Console first. Uninstall CA Risk Authentication Server next.

Press  to confirm and continue with the uninstallation. The uninstallation may take a Enter
few minutes to complete.

If you specified , skip the next step.1

( ) Enter the component numbers, separated For Uninstalling Specific Components Only
by commas, and press . The uninstallation may take a few minutes to complete.Enter

After the uninstallation is complete, the Uninstall Complete screen appears and you are 
returned to the command prompt.

Press  to exit the wizard and complete the uninstallation.Enter

Windows

Initiate the Windows Uninstall wizard from Control Panel, Add or Remove Programs, CA 
Risk Authentication.

In the Uninstall wizard, select either Completely Uninstall or Uninstall Specific Features.

Important! To , follow the reverse sequence of the Uninstall Specific Features
order in which you installed the components. If you installed CA Risk  : Example
Authentication Server and then Administration Console, then uninstall 
Administration Console first. Uninstall CA Risk Authentication Server next.

Click  to confirm and continue with the uninstallation. The uninstallation may take a Next
few minutes to complete.

If you specified , skip the next step.1

( ) Checked components will remain installed. For Uninstalling Specific Components Only
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( ) Checked components will remain installed. For Uninstalling Specific Components Only
Uncheck the components to uninstall and click . The uninstallation may take a Uninstall
few minutes to complete.

After the uninstallation is completed, the Uninstall Complete screen appears.

Click  to exit the wizard.Done

Perform Post Uninstall Tasks
Following are post-uninstall steps that you must perform to ensure that all CA Risk 
Authentication components were removed.

Follow these steps:

Delete the <ARCOT_HOME> directory.

Note: If multiple CA products are installed on this system, then delete this 
directory  CA Risk Authentication is the last product to be uninstalled.only if

Stop the application server.

Uninstall the following WAR files from the appropriate subdirectory in <APP-SERVER-
.HOME>

Note: Here, E represents the directory path where the APP-SERVER-HOM
application server (for example, Apache Tomcat) is installed.

See the application server vendor documentation for detailed information 
about uninstalling the WAR files:

arcotadmin.war: Administration Console

arcotuds.war: User Data Service, if deployed

riskauth-8.0-sample-application.war: Sample Application

riskauth-8.0-sample-callouts.war: Sample Callout

risk-restapi.war: REST API, if installed

If you have a distributed-system deployment, then locate these files on the 
system where you have deployed the particular application.

If you used Oracle Database for the database setup, delete the tabspace_arreports_<
>.dat file from the system running the CA Risk time_database_was_created

Authentication database.
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5.  (Only if you are uninstalling CA Strong Authentication as well as CA Risk Authentication) 
Delete the DSN entry.
(Windows only) To delete this entry, open the Control Panel. Navigate to Administrative 
Tools, Data Sources (ODBC), System DSN, and select the required DSN.
Click Remove.

Installing CA Strong Authentication
This installation guide provides information for planning the deployment of CA Strong 
Authentication based on different solution requirements. Each solution consists of multiple 
components that interact with each other and other systems in an enterprise or multiple-
network systems.

Understanding the Basics
Plan the CA Strong Authentication Deployment
How to Deploy Strong Authentication on a Single System
How to Deploy Strong Authentication on Distributed Systems
How to Run a Silent Mode Installation for CA Strong Authentication
Strong Authentication Configuration for Oracle RAC
Additional Configurations for CA Adapter 2.2.7
Deploy Administrative Console on IBM WebSphere
Changing HSM Configurations
Troubleshooting CA Strong Authentication Errors
Uninstall CA Strong Authentication

Understanding the Basics
With the exponential increase in cases of Internet-based fraud over the last few years, relying on 
user names and passwords for authentication is no longer sufficient. The need for stronger 
authentication can either be to protect end users or to comply with government-mandated 
security requirements, internal policies, or best practices.

However, adding stronger authentication often creates conflict between compliance 
requirements and user convenience. Organizations want to increase the security of their 
authentication processes by reducing complexity.

Organizations also want to reduce the risk of financial losses or brand damage while increasing 
customer and partner access to applications and data.

CA Strong Authentication is a strong authentication service that enables your application to verify 
and protect the identity of your end users by:

Not transmitting passwords (either in clear or encrypted form) over the network.

Enabling you to select the authentication method that best suits the security and 
convenience of different types of users.
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Using CA AuthID® and CA AuthID OTP, which are based on the patented Cryptographic 
Camouflage technique to protect keys.
In , the keys are not encrypted with a password that is too long for Cryptographic Camouflage
exhaustive attacks. Instead, keys are encrypted such that only one password can decrypt it 
correctly, but many passwords can decrypt it to produce a key that looks valid enough to fool 
an attacker. This method protects a user's private key against dictionary attacks and Man-in-
the-Middle (MITM) attacks, as a smartcard does, but entirely in the software format.
See  for more information."How Cryptographic Camouflage Works"

This guide provides information for planning the deployment of CA Strong Authentication based 
on different solution requirements. Each solution consists of multiple components that interact 
with each other and other systems in an enterprise or multiple-network systems.

Note: CA Strong Authentication still contains the terms Arcot and WebFort in some of 
its code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find occurrences of Arcot and 
WebFort in the documentation. In addition, some of the topics in this guide do not 
follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will be fixed in a 
future release.

Strong Authentication as a Versatile Authentication Server
Strong Authentication is a  ( ) due to support of the  Versatile Authentication Server VAS
implementation of a wide range of proprietary and open authentication mechanisms. In addition 
to supporting authentication by using Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and one-time password (OTP
/Activation Code), it is also designed to plug in any existing authentication methods. This enables 
your organization to handle changes to critical systems and partner applications seamlessly.

The VAS functionality of Strong Authentication provides your organization the flexibility to select 
the authentication method that best suits the needs of your end users. You can choose to:

Integrate with a variety of standard authentication interfaces.

Implement standards-based hardware or software authentication methods.

Add new authentication methods, such as CA AuthID, while continuing to support legacy 
technology, such as OTP/Activation Code tokens.

Extend Strong Authentication VAS through plug-ins to perform proprietary authentication.

CA Strong Authentication System Architecture
You can install CA Strong Authentication on a single system or distribute its components across 
multiple systems. However, to ensure maximum security of transactions, we recommended that 
you implement the architecture that is shown in the following figure:
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Web Tier
Application Tier
Data Tier

Web Tier

This layer comprises the static (HTML) content and interacts directly with the user over a network 
or the Internet.

This layer serves the CA AuthID Client (Java, Flash, or Native) to the end user’s browser. CA 
AuthID Client interacts with CA Strong Authentication Server for user authentication. It collects 
the CA AuthID password, signs the challenge, and then sends the signed challenge to the CA 
Strong Authentication Server for verification.

Note: See the   for information about the CA CA CA AuthID Client Reference Guide
AuthID Client.

Application Tier

This layer constitutes CA Strong Authentication Server, your application that use the SDKs and 
the application servers where the Administration Console and the User Data Service (UDS) reside.

Note: All components in this layer can be installed on one system or can be distributed 
across multiple systems.

CA Strong Authentication Server
Server component that processes issuance and authentication requests from your application 
through CA Strong Authentication SDKs.
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Administration Console
Web-based console for configuring server instances, communication mode between CA 
Strong Authentication components, authentication policies, credential profiles, managing 
credentials, and for managing organizations, administrators, and users.

User Data Service
The abstraction layer that provides access to user- and organization-related data from 
different types of user repositories, such as Relational Database Management Systems 
(RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs).

Authentication API
Java APIs that can be invoked by your application to forward authentication requests to CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

Credential Management API
Java APIs that can be invoked by your application to forward issuance requests to CA Strong 
Authentication Server for creating and managing user credentials in CA Strong 
Authentication.

User Management API
Web Services client that can be invoked by your application to forward issuance requests to 
User Data Service for creating and managing users in CA Strong Authentication.

Sample Application
Sample Application demonstrates the use of CA Strong Authentication Java APIs and how 
your application can integrate with CA Strong Authentication.

Data Tier

This tier comprises the RDBMSs that CA Strong Authentication uses to store configurations, 
credential information, and user data if other user repositories are not configured.

If Hardware Security Module (HSM) is used to encrypt the user sensitive data, then it is part of 
this tier.

CA AuthID Key Concepts
This section introduces the key concepts of CA AuthID, which is a prime credential that Strong 
Authentication supports:

Introduction to CA AuthID
CA AuthID File Structure
How Cryptographic Camouflage Works
Support Roaming Download
CA AuthID as a Secure Container (Key Authority)
CA AuthID Client

Introduction to CA AuthID

The CA AuthID offers the same capabilities as a physical smartcard for authentication, digital 
signing, encryption, and decryption for PKI-enabled applications, without requiring any end-user 
hardware. The CA AuthID can authenticate to any web application, even if that application does 

 support PKI-based authentication.not

The following figure illustrates the use cases for CA AuthID:
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AM_7.1--2_ov0004

The CA AuthID is a data file that is saved on an end user's computer, USB drive, or downloaded 
remotely for secure on-demand authentication. Unlike the simple password, an CA AuthID is  not
vulnerable to brute force password attacks. Additionally, the CA AuthID is not vulnerable to man-
in-middle attacks, which, in turn, protects users from phishing attacks.

The CA AuthID can be used for strong authentication with a variety of applications, such as the 
Web or Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).

The CA AuthID is a configurable solution that bridges the gap between simple-but-insecure 
username-password-authentication and expensive-difficult-to-deploy, but very secure smartcard 
and USB token solutions.

The CA AuthID is based on industry standards and CA-patented Cryptographic Camouflage 
technology to provide software-only, strong authentication that is protected against brute force 
attacks.

Although an CA AuthID is protected by a password, it supports the following features to provide 
strong authentication:

Only the correct CA AuthID password can access an CA AuthID.

A plausible response is generated for every CA AuthID password entered, even if it is 
incorrect. As a result, preventing offline identification of the CA AuthID password is not easy.

The CA AuthID authentication is a challenge-response authentication protocol, which ensures 
the user’s password is only used locally and never transmitted or verified at the server end.

Repeated incorrect CA AuthID password entries locks out CA AuthID depending on the 
maximum authentication attempts configured.

Is valid only in the domain that issued the CA AuthID.

CA AuthIDs can only be used online, which means the user  connect to Strong must
Authentication Server to validate their CA AuthID password.
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CA AuthID File Structure

The CA AuthID contains the following main components:

The standard X.509v3 digital certificate with a CA-specific extension.

A second pair of public and private keys that is generated for authenticating to Strong 
Authentication Server. It is not used for general signing or encryption.
The public key is stored in the encrypted format. It is encrypted using the , which Domain Key
is used to create and authenticate CA AuthIDs. You can configure a domain key at the global-
level or at the organization-level. The CA AuthID issued with the organization-specific domain 
key  be used across organizations.cannot
The private key is cryptographically camouflaged by using the CA AuthID password.

A section to store the user’s Open PKI keys and certificates, which they can use for signing, 
encrypting, and decrypting. See  for more "CA AuthID as a Secure Container (Key Authority)"
information.

How Cryptographic Camouflage Works

With the advent of support for public key cryptography in Web browsers, the use of public key 
cryptographic signatures and authentication protocols is becoming more common.

The security of the private key, however, remains a problem. The most basic threat is the theft of 
a private key that is stored on a disk. Usually such a key is stored in a software key container, a 
file, wherein the keys are encrypted by using a password.

An attacker that steals the container can try to guess the password using a dictionary attack.

To overcome such problems, Strong Authentication provides a method for secure storage of 
private keys in software, using cryptographic camouflage, where attacks on the key container are 
inherently supervised.

The key container embeds the user’s private key among spurious private keys. An attacker who 
tries to crack the key container will recover many plausible private keys, but will not be able to 
distinguish the correct private key from the spurious decoys until they use the keys to sign the 
challenge and send it to the Strong Authentication Server. In such cases, Strong Authentication 
Server notices the multiple authentication failures and suspends the user’s access.

Support Roaming Download

CA AuthID can be downloaded by using any device while the user is traveling. This feature is 
known as . Strong Authentication Server offers roaming capabilities to enable the user Roaming
to securely download the CA AuthID and authenticate from any system when the need arises. 
This approach provides instant access to critical data and services whenever required, while 
keeping data safe from unauthorized access.

A roaming user can be authenticated using QnA, OTP/Activation Code, or any customized third-
party solutions.
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CA AuthID as a Secure Container (Key Authority)

In addition to providing strong authentication, CA AuthID can also be used as a secure container 
to store digital certificates and private keys that can be used for different applications or 
operations such as, email signing (S/MIME), document signing, certificate-based authentication 
(open PKI). This process of managing private key storage in the CA AuthID is performed by Key 

 (KA).Authority

An unsigned attribute is created in the CA AuthID to store these credentials and this attribute is 
referred to as  or . The digital certificates are stored in an unencrypted format in Key Bag Key Vault
the Key Bag, but the private keys are encrypted using a key called  key, which is Key Authority
stored in the Strong Authentication database.

To use the private keys that are stored in a Key Bag, the CA AuthID Client (see ) "CA AuthID Client"
makes a request for the KA key to Strong Authentication Server by signing the request with the 
user’s private key. The Strong Authentication Server authenticates the incoming request and 
sends the KA key to the client, which then uses this key to open the Key Bag and access the 
private keys.

The following figure illustrates how to use CA AuthID as an open PKI container:

CA AuthID Client

The CA AuthID Client software is used with Strong Authentication Server. The CA AuthID Client 
enables an end user to use an CA AuthID in a web browser to authenticate to a website, VPN, or 
other online resources.

To support a wide variety of application environments (operating systems, browsers, JVMs), the 
CA AuthID Client is available in a variety of flavors, such as:

Native Client

Flash Client

Java Signed Applet

Java Unsigned Applet

JavaScript Client
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Note: See the  for more information about these CA AuthID Client Reference Guide
client types.

Strong Authentication Plug Ins
CA Strong Authentication provides the following authentication methods out-of-the-box:

CA AuthID
CA AuthID is a CA-proprietary secure software credential that provides two-factor 
authentication. The CA AuthID is a small data file that by itself can be used for strong 
authentication to a variety of clients such as, Web or Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
See  for more information about CA AuthID."CA AuthID Key Concepts"

Password
A regular credential, where the user is issued a username and a password to log in to the 
system.

One-Time Password
One-time password is another credential generated by CA Strong Authentication Server. An 
OTP/Activation Code can be numeric or an alpha-numeric string. It is also possible to 
configure the number of times it can be used.

OATH-Compliant One-Time Password
One-time passwords that are complaint to Open Authentication (OATH) standards. CA Strong 
Authentication supports both counter-based OATH OTP/Activation Codes (HOTPs) and time-
based OATH OTP Tokens (TOTPs).

Question and Answer
Question and Answer (also known as ) is a challenge-response authentication QnA
mechanism. Users authenticate to CA Strong Authentication Server by providing correct 
answers for the questions they are asked. These Questions and Answers are set by the users 
themselves during registration.

CA MobileOTP
CA AuthID OTP is compliant to the OATH, Europay, MasterCard, and VISA (EMV) standards. If 
your application is integrated with CA AuthID OTP, then it accepts the user’s password as an 
input and generates passwords (also known as ) on the users’ device. The user, passcodes
then, submits this generated passcode to authenticate to your Web application. Based on the 
authentication result, the user is granted access to the protected application or denied access.
Passcode generation is an offline process, which means that your application need not be 
connected to CA Strong Authentication for generating passcodes.

LDAP Username-Password
CA Strong Authentication supports LDAP authentication, where the user credentials in the 
directory service are used to authenticate users.

You can issue one or more of these credentials to your users. You can also issue multiple 
credentials of the same type. For example, you can issue two password credentials, an CA AuthID 
credential, and a QnA credential for a single user.

If you want to extend the default authentication mechanisms, then CA Strong Authentication 
provides you the flexibility to do so by writing Plug-Ins.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

User Authentication
A user trying to access the web application protected by CA Strong Authentication can be 
authenticated using any of the out-of-the-box credentials supported by CA Strong 
Authentication.

In all the authentication mechanisms, the client is provided with an authentication token after 
every successful authentication. The token proves the client's authentication to the server and is 
valid for an interval and subject to re-authentication.

All password type credentials namely, password, OTP/Activation Code, CA AuthID OTP, and OATH 
OTP Token are based on the single-step authentication model. The credentials are passed by the 
client to the user and the server verifies the user credentials.

The following figure illustrates the typical authentication workflow:

However, CA AuthID and QnA are based on the challenge-response authentication model. These 
authentication mechanisms include multiple steps to authenticate users.

Challenge-Response Authentication Workflow

Authentication using CA AuthID is a PKI-based challenge-response mechanism. The client obtains 
an authentication token by providing the private key of the user. The client-server interactions 
during authentication are as follows:

Get User Credentials
Your application or the resource that is protected by CA Strong Authentication obtains the 
user credentials. For example, if the user’s CA AuthID is not available on the system.

Get Appropriate Challenge
Your application request for a challenge.
CA Strong Authentication Server prepares a unique challenge and sends it to your 
application to authenticate the user.

Generate Signature
The user enters the correct CA AuthID password to uncover the CA AuthID. The client 
signs this challenge with the user’s private key that is available as a result of uncover. The 
challenge can either be pre-loaded on the client machine or downloaded from the server.

Verify Signed Challenge
The signed challenge is sent to the CA Strong Authentication Server for verification. If the 
signature is verified successfully, the user can login or access your protected resource. For 
every successful transaction, CA Strong Authentication also returns an authentication 
token for a user.
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URLs for CA Strong Authentication Components
Use the URLs listed in the following table to access CA Strong Authentication components after 
installation:

Component or Service URL

Administration Console URL 
for Master Administrator

http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/arcotadmin
/masteradminlogin.htm

Note: Apphost refers to the system where Administration Console 
is deployed.

 refers to the port number of the application App_Server_Port
server on which the Administration Console is deployed.

Administration Console URL 
for other administrators

http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm

Note: Apphost refers to the system where Administration Console 
is deployed.

refers to the port number of the application App_Server_Port 
server on which the Administration Console is deployed.

Organization Management 
Web Service

http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/arcotuds/services
/ArcotUserRegistryMgmtSvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where User Data Service (UDS) 
Console is deployed.

refers to the port number of the application App_Server_Port 
server on which UDS is deployed.

User Management Web 
Services

http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/arcotuds/services
/ArcotUserRegistrySvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where User Data Service (UDS) 
Console is deployed.

refers to the port number of the application App_Server_Port 
server on which UDS is deployed.

Configuration Registry Web 
Service

http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/arcotuds/services
/ArcotConfigRegistrySvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where User Data Service (UDS) 
Console is deployed.

refers to the port number of the application App_Server_Port 
server on which UDS is deployed.

Credential Management 
Web Services

http://<Apphost>:<Protocol_port>/WebFortIssuanceSvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where CA Strong 
Authentication Server is installed.

 refers to the port number of the Transaction Web Protocol Port
Services protocol. By default, this value is 9744.

Administration Web Service http://<Apphost>:<Protocol_port>/ArcotWebFortAdminSvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where CA Strong 
Authentication Server is installed.

 refers to the port number of the Administration Web Protocol Port
Services protocol. By default, this value is 9745.
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Component or Service URL

Authentication Web Services http://<Apphost>:<Protocol_port>/WebFortAuthSvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where CA Strong 
Authentication Server is installed.

 refers to the port number of the Transaction Web Protocol Port
Services protocol. By default, this value is 9744.

Bulk Operation Web Service http://<Apphost>:<Protocol_port>/WebFortBulkOperationsSvc

Note: Apphost refers to the system where CA Strong 
Authentication Server is installed.

 refers to the port number of the Administration Web Protocol Port
Services protocol. By default, this value is 9745.

Sample Application http://<Apphost>:<app_server_port>/webfort-7.1.01-sample-
application/

Note: App_Server_Port refers to the port number of the 
application server on which the Sample Application is deployed.

Plan the CA Strong Authentication Deployment
This process outlines the steps you follow to deploy CA Strong Authentication:

Choose a deployment model that suits your business needs.
See  for more information.Select a Deployment Model

Verify that the system where you plan to install CA Strong Authentication and its 
components meets all hardware requirements and software prerequisites.
For more information, see .Requirements for CA Strong Authentication

Configure the database server.
For more information, see How to Configure the Database Server for Strong 

.Authentication

Install CA Strong Authentication:

Deploying CA Strong Authentication on a Single System for single-system deployment.

Deploying CA Strong Authentication on Distributed Systems for distributed-system 
deployment.

Select a Deployment Model for CA Strong Authentication
As a part of CA Strong Authentication deployment, CA Strong Authentication Server is the 
primary component that you must install. You integrate your application with CA Strong 
Authentication Server by using the Java SDKs or Web Services that are shipped with CA Strong 
Authentication.

CA Strong Authentication also requires an SQL database for storing server configuration data, 
user-specific preferences, and usage data.
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Typically, all CA Strong Authentication components are installed on a single system for 
development and simple testing. However, in production deployments and staging 
environments, CA Strong Authentication Server should be installed on its own system. The 
shipped SDKs or Web Services are installed on a different system or systems that contain the 
application that users log in to.

CA Strong Authentication is also shipped with Sample Application, which can be used to verify 
that CA Strong Authentication is installed properly and is able to perform user authentication. 
Sample Application also serves as a code sample for integrating CA Strong Authentication with 
your existing applications.

The high-level deployment types that are supported by CA Strong Authentication are:

Single-System Deployment - For development or testing

Distributed-System Deployment - For production or staging environments

High-Availability Deployment - For high availability and scalability, production, or staging 
environments

Single System Deployment

In a single-system deployment, all components of CA Strong Authentication and the web 
applications are installed on a single system. This deployment model is typically used for 
development, proof of concept, or initial testing.

It is possible to use both Java SDKs and Web Services in a single-system deployment, see 
"Software Requirements" for the prerequisite software for these components.

To deploy CA Strong Authentication on a single system, select the  option during Complete
installation. See chapter,  for more Deploying CA Strong Authentication on a Single System
information about the installation and post-installation steps.

Component Diagrams

The component diagrams depict a few of the possible deployment options for prerequisite 
software and CA Strong Authentication components. If you perform a Complete install, then both 
Java SDKs and Web Services are installed on the system. You can use any of these methods for 
integrating CA Strong Authentication with your Web application.

Deploying Java SDKs

Deploying Web Services

If you plan to perform a single-system deployment, then decide on the following:

Install a database server on the system which has CA Strong Authentication Server, or use an 
existing database on a separate system.

Use Sample Application or write my own web application.

Important! Sample Application must  be used in production deployments. It is not
recommended that you build your own web application by using Sample Application as 
a code-reference.
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Use Java SDKs or Web Services to integrate with your own web application.

The following sections will help you achieve your deployment decision.

The following figure illustrates deployment of CA Strong Authentication Server and Java SDKs on 
a single system:

Note: The use of a web server to deliver HTML pages for the application server is 
optional and is transparent. In production deployments, this approach is generally used 
to improve Application Server performance and security. See the documentation of 
your Application Server for detailed information.

If you plan to deploy Web Services, the following figure illustrates CA Strong Authentication 
Server and Web Services on a single system.

Note: Because all web services are now built into the CA Strong Authentication Server 
itself, you install the Server on the target system and generate the requisite client 
stubs.
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Distributed Systems Deployment

In a distributed-system deployment, you install the CA Strong Authentication components on 
different systems. This type of deployment increases the security and performance. This model is 
typically used for production deployments or staging environments.

The most common deployment is to install the Server on one system and one or more web 
applications on additional systems. To deploy CA Strong Authentication on distributed systems, 
select the  option during installation. See Custom How to Deploy Strong Authentication on 

 for more information about the installation and post-installation steps.Distributed Systems

Component Diagrams

The diagrams in this section depict several possible options, where prerequisites and CA Strong 
Authentication components you can install on multiple systems:

Deploying Single Application with Java SDKs

Deploying Multiple Applications with Java SDKs

Deploying Single Application with Web Services

Which CA Strong Authentication components will be installed on each system?

The following sections will help you achieve your deployment decision.

The following figure illustrates deployment of CA Strong Authentication using Java SDKs on a 
single application:
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The following figure illustrates CA Strong Authentication deployment using Java SDK with 
multiple applications:

The following figure illustrates CA Strong Authentication deployment using Web Services on a 
single application:
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High Availability Deployment

In a high-availability deployment, CA Strong Authentication components are installed on more 
than one server to provide high availability and scalability.

The basic system architecture is the same as for distributed deployments.

When do I add a new server instance?
Typically, when your transaction rate exceeds the allowable threshold (as decided by your 
organizational policies), then you need to add a new server instance.

How many servers, Administration Console, UDS, and SDK instances can I have?

CA Strong Authentication Servers: Multiple instances are supported. The number 
depends on the transaction rate you want to achieve.

Administration Consoles: Multiple instances are supported. The number depends on the 
number of administrators in the system who log in to the Console at the same time.

UDS Servers: Currently, one is supported. But if you need multiple instances of UDS, only 
put them behind a Load Balancer. However, UDS failover is not supported.

SDKs: Multiple instances are supported. This number depends on the number of your 
application instances that you plan to support.

Requirements for CA Strong Authentication
Hardware Requirements
Software Prerequisites
Requirements for Java-Dependent Components
Configure UTF-8 Support on Client Systems
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Hardware Requirements

Missing Information

Software Prerequisites

Missing Information

Requirements for Java-Dependent Components

Install the components that are required by CA Advanced Authentication, CA Strong 
Authentication Java SDKs, and Web Services:

JDK

Note: If you perform a fresh installation of JDK, then set the JAVA_HOME environment 
variable. The path variable must point to $JAVA_HOME/ /. And ensure that the bin
application server uses the same JAVA_HOME. If you fail to do so, then CA Advanced 
Authentication and other JDK-dependant components may fail to start.

Application Server

UDS

Configure UTF-8 Support on Client Systems

Enable UTF-8 support on the systems where you plan to install the CA Strong Authentication 
components that communicate with the database. For example, CA Strong Authentication Server, 
CA Advanced Authentication, and User Data Service. This section walk you through the steps to 
do so.

To enable UTF-8 support on your UNIX platforms, set the following environment variables:

NLS_LANG=en_US.UTF-8

LC_CTYPE=en_US.UTF-8

How to Configure the Database Server for Strong Authentication
Before you install CA Strong Authentication, set up a database to store user information, server 
configuration data, audit log data, and other information.

CA Strong Authentication supports a primary database and a backup database that can be used 
during failover and failback in high-availability deployments. Database connectivity can be 
configured in either of the following ways:

Automatically during installation, when the Installer edits the arcotcommon.ini file with the 
database information you supply.

Manually by:

Creating the Data Source Name (DSN)

Editing the arcotcommon.ini file.
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Updating securestore.enc using the dbutil tool

There are specific configuration requirements for each supported database. Use the following 
information to set up the database server yourself, or provide this information to your database 
administrator (DBA) when you request a database account.

Note: For JBoss Application Server, follow the below steps while configuring a backup 
database:

Edit module.xml in <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\system\layers\base\sun\jdk\main 
with the following statements:

<path name="com/sun/rowset"/>    

<path name="com/sun/rowset/internal"/>    

<path name="com/sun/rowset/providers"/>

Restart the application server.

Important! To protect the database, it is recommended that you ensure that the 
database server is protected with firewall or other access control mechanisms and is 
set to the same time-zone as all related products.

Configuring Microsoft SQL Server
Configuring Oracle Database
Configuring IBM DB2 Universal Database
Configuring MySQL

Configuring Microsoft SQL Server

This section provides the following configuration information for Microsoft SQL Server.

Important! Verify that Microsoft SQL Server is configured to use the SQL Server 
authentication method.Authentication 

Note: See Microsoft SQL Server documentation for detailed information about 
performing the tasks that are listed in this section.

Use the following criteria to configure the database:

The recommended name is arcotdb.

The database size must be configured to grow automatically.
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a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

Create a Database User

Create a Database User

Perform the following steps to create a database user:

Follow these steps:

In the SQL Server Management Studio, go to , expand the  <SQL_Server_Name> Security
folder, and then click .Logins

Note: The  refers to the host name or IP address of the SQL <SQL_Server_Name>
Server where you created your database.

Right-click the  folder, and click n.Logins New Logi

Enter the Login name. The recommended name is arcotuser.

Set the following parameters:

Authentication to . SQL Server Authentication

Specify  and  for the login.Password Confirm password
Ensure that you specify other password settings on this page according to your 
organization’s password policies.

Default database to the database (arcotdb) you created.

User Mapping for the login (in the ).Users mapped to this login section

User Mapping (SQL 2005) for the default database to db_owner (in the Database 
 section).role membership for: <db_name>

Configuring Oracle Database

This section provides the configuration information for Oracle Database and CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

Note: See the Oracle Database documentation for details about performing the tasks 
that are listed in the following sections.

Running CA Strong Authentication on Oracle requires two tablespaces:

The first tablespace is used for configuration data, audit logs, and user information. This 
tablespace can be the default user tablespace.
See "Creating a New Database" for creating a database. 

The second tablespace is used to run reports. For high performance, it is recommended that 
you use a separate tablespace.

If the database user running the script has sufficient permissions to create a tablespace, the 
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If the database user running the script has sufficient permissions to create a tablespace, the 
database configuration script (arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql) automatically creates the 
reports tablespace. If the user does not have the required permissions, a DBA can manually 
create the reports tablespace and delete the section in this script that creates this tablespace.

If a tablespace with that name already exists, then it is removed and re-created.

Important! The parameters for creating the reports tablespace in the arcot-db-config-
for-common-8.0.sql database script can be changed according to the DBA's 
preferences. However, ensure that the tablespace name is ARReports.

Create a Database

To create a new database follow the respective Oracle DB documentation.

CA supports AL32UTF8 as the default character set in the database. The database set 
up allows CA Strong Authentication to use international characters including double-
byte languages.

Configuring IBM DB2 Universal Database

This section provides the following configuration information for IBM DB2 Universal Database 
(UDB):

Create a database (the recommended name is arcotdb) to store information in the UTF-8 
character set. This allows CA Strong Authentication to use international characters including 
double-byte languages.

Log in to the IBM DB2 UDB database server.

Run the following command to enable UTF-8 support:

create db   using codeset utf-8 territory us;<DB-NAME>

Set the tablespace page size to . Default is 4K.16K
See the vendor documentation for more information about changing the tablespace page 
size.

If your data volume is high, then the default size of the transaction log file may be 
insufficient. Therefore, it is recommended that you increase the log file size.
See the vendor documentation for more information about changing the log file size.

Ensure that the configuration changes have been applied.
If you plan to use an alternate schema, then see appendix, "Configuring Alternate Schema 
for IBM DB2 Universal Database" for more information.

Create a user (recommended name is arcotuser), with a schema in the new database 
arcotdb.

Grant the user the following privileges:
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7.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

CREATE TABLE
CREATE INDEX
CREATE SEQUENCE
CREATE PROCEDURE
CREATE SESSION
DML PRIVILEGES
CONNECT PRIVILEGES
ALTER TABLE
 CREATE TABLESPACE (with AUTORESIZE = yes)
DROP TABLESPACE

Additional privileges for upgrade only:

Additional privileges for working with reports:

Configuring MySQL

This section provides the following configuration information for MySQL database.

CA Strong Authentication uses the InnoDB storage engine of MySQL. To check whether this 
storage engine is supported by your MySQL installation, use the SHOW ENGINES command. If the 
output of this command shows that InnoDB is not supported, enable support for InnoDB.

Note: For information about the procedure to enable support for InnoDB, see MySQL 
documentation.

Open a MySQL command window.

Run the following command to create the database schema:

CREATE SCHEMA ' ' DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8;<schema-name>

Run the following command to create the database user:

CREATE USER ' ' identified by ' ';<user-name> <user-password>

Create a user (recommended name is arcotuser) in the new database arcotdb.

Grant the following privileges to the user:
Objects rights:

SELECT
INSERT
UPDATE
DELETE
EXECUTE

DDL rights:

CREATE
ALTER
CREATE ROUTINE
ALTER ROUTINE
DROP

Other rights:

GRANT OPTION
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Pre-Installation Checklist
It is recommended that you complete this checklist before you proceed with the installation and 
setup of CA Strong Authentication.

Note: The items and values in the following checklist are samples. Before you begin the 
installation procedure, modify this checklist so that it meets the requirements of your 
operating environment.

Your Information Example Entry Your 
Entry

DATABASE

Type Oracle  

Database Name ( )MS SQL and DB2 Only arcotdb  

DSN Name arcotdsn  

Host Name (or Server IP Address) 51.100.25.24  

Port 1521  

Service ID ( )Oracle Databases Only oradb1  

Database User arcotuser  

Database Login Password password1234!  

Configured Privileges:

Note: For all CREATE privileges, the corresponding DROP 
privilege is implied.

  

Oracle Database   

CREATE TABLE   

CREATE INDEX   

CREATE SEQUENCE   

CREATE PROCEDURE   

CREATE SESSION   

DML PRIVILEGES   

RESOURCE PRIVILEGES   

CONNECT PRIVILEGES   

ALTER TABLE

(For Upgrade Only)

  

ALTER EXTENT PARAMETERS   

CREATE TABLESPACE

( )For Reports

  

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE

( Optional)For Reports, 
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DROP TABLESPACE   

Microsoft SQL Server

Note: The user performing these actions must belong to 
the ddladmin role.

  

CREATE TABLE   

CREATE INDEX   

CREATE PROCEDURE   

REFERENCES   

DML PRIVILEGES   

CONNECT PRIVILEGES   

ALTER

(For Upgrade Only)

  

IBM DB2 UDB   

CREATE TABLE   

CREATE INDEX   

CREATE SEQUENCE   

CREATE PROCEDURE   

CREATE SESSION   

DML PRIVILEGES   

CONNECT PRIVILEGES   

ALTER TABLE

(For Upgrade Only)

  

CREATE TABLESPACE (with AUTORESIZE = yes)

(  )For Reports

  

DROP TABLESPACE   

MySQL   

SELECT   

INSERT   

UPDATE   

DELETE   

EXECUTE   

CREATE   

ALTER   

CREATE ROUTINE   

ALTER ROUTINE   

DROP   

GRANT OPTION   
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Your Information Example Entry Your 
Entry

APPLICATION SERVER

Type Apache Tomcat 5.5  

Host Name localhost  

Port 8080  

JDK 1.5.0_10  

DIRECTORY SERVICE (OPTIONAL)

Host Name ds.myldap.com  

Port 389  

Schema Name inetorgperson or user  

Base Distinguished Name dc=myldap,dc=com  

User Name cn=admin,
cn=Administrators,cn=dscc

 

Password mypassword1234!  

WEB SERVER (OPTIONAL)

Type IIS 6  

Host Name mywebserver.com  

Port 443  

How to Deploy Strong Authentication on a Single System
The installation wizard guides you through the installation process. This Wizard supports 

 and  installation types. To install and configure CA Strong Authentication on a Complete Custom
single computer, use the  option when you run the installer.Complete

The following list provides a quick overview of the process:

Run the installer to add CA Strong Authentication components to your file-system and 
configure them to access your SQL database.
See  for install instructions.Performing Complete Installation

Run the database scripts to create schema and database tables. Also ensure that the 
database setup was successful.
For more information, see .Set Up and Verify the Database Schema

Prepare the application server to copy the files that web components use.
For more information, see How to Prepare the Application Server for CA Strong 
Authentication

Deploy Administration Console on the application server, and log in.
For more information, see Deploy and Log In to the Administration Console for CA Strong 

.Authentication

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks for CA Strong Authentication.

Start CA Strong Authentication.
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7.  

8.  

9.  

Verify if the service starts successfully.
For more information, see .Verify the CA Strong Authentication Installation

Deploy User Data Service on the application server and verify the deployment.
For more information, see .Deploy User Data Service

Deploy and use Sample Application to test CA Strong Authentication configuration.

Note: Sample Application is automatically installed as a part of Complete 
installation.

For more information, see .Deploy the Sample Application for CA Strong Authentication

Note the following:

Verify that the   any special characters (such as ~ <install_location> must not contain
! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = { }[ ] ’ ").

Currently, you cannot modify or repair CA Strong Authentication components by 
using the installer. Uninstall the component, and then re-install it.

Do not close the installer window, if the installation is in progress. At any time 
during installation ( ), if you click the  button especially during the last stages Cancel
to abort the installation, then the installer may not remove  the directories it has all
created so far. Manually clean up the installation directory, < >install_location
/arcot/ and its subdirectories.

If you run the installer on a system that already contains an instance of an existing 
$ARCOT_HOME, then:

You are  prompted for an installation directory.not

You are  prompted for the database setup. The Installer uses the existing not
database.

You are also  prompted to set up encryption.not

Perform a Complete Installation of CA Strong Authentication

/*<![CDATA[*/ div.rbtoc1568870340018 {padding: 0px;} div.rbtoc1568870340018 ul {list-style: 
disc;margin-left: 0px;} div.rbtoc1568870340018 li {margin-left: 0px;padding-left: 0px;} /*]]>*/

Install on a UNIX System
Install on a Windows System

Install on a UNIX System

To install all component on a single system, use the  option.Complete

Follow these steps:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

a.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

Follow these steps:

Log in and navigate to the directory where you extracted the installer.

Verify that you have the permission to run the installer. If not, run the following 
command:

chmod a=rx CA-StrongAuthentication-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Run the installer as follows:

sh CA-StrongAuthentication-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Press Enter to continue with the installation.
The License Agreement appears.

Accept the License Agreement:

Enter y to accept the acceptance of License Agreement and to continue with the 
installation.

The Choose Installation Location options appear.

Perform of the following steps:one 

If the installer detects an existing home directory, it displays the path to that 
directory. Press Enter to accept this directory path.

If the installer does not detect an existing home directory, it displays the default 
directory path and prompts you to either accept the default path or specify a new 
path. Press Enter if you want to accept the default path. Alternatively, enter the 
absolute path of the directory where you want to install the product and press Enter 
to continue.

Note: The installation directory name that you specify must not contain 
spaces.

The installation types (Complete and Custom) supported by CA Strong Authentication 
appear.

Enter 1 to select the default (Complete) option and install all components of CA Strong 
Authentication, and press Enter to continue.
The Database Type options appear.

Enter the number corresponding to the database, and press Enter to continue:

1 - Microsoft SQL Server

2 - IBM DB2 (UDB)

3 - Oracle Database

4 - MySQL

The Primary Database Access Configuration options appear.
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8.  

9.  

Note: CA Strong Authentication supports Oracle Real Application Clusters 
(Oracle RAC). To use Oracle RAC , select Oracle Database in this step, perform 
the next step (Step 9), and then perform the steps in Configuring CA Strong 

.Authentication for Oracle RAC

Depending on the database that you use:

Define the information that is listed in the following table if you specified Microsoft 
SQL Server:

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (MS SQL 
Server, typically, refers to this as login.)

Note: It is recommended that you use different user names for the 
primary and backup DSNs.

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Server 
Name

The host name or IP address of the CA Strong Authentication datastore.

Default Instance

Syntax:<server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Named Instance

Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

Example: demodatabase\instance1

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Database The name of the MS SQL database instance.

Define the information that is listed in the following table if you specified IBM DB2 
(UDB):

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.
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Parameter Description

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Host 
Name

The host name or IP address of the CA Strong Authentication datastore.

Default Instance

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Named Instance

Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

Example: demodatabase\instance1

Port 
Number

The port at which the Database listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Database The name of the IBM DB2 database instance.

Define the information that is listed in the following table if you specified Oracle 
Database:

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID The Oracle System Identifier (SID) that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the server.

Port 
Number

The port at which the Database listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Host 
Name

The host name or IP address of the datastore.

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Define the information that is listed in the following table if you specified MySQL:
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9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

Define the information that is listed in the following table if you specified MySQL:

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (MS SQL 
Server, typically, refers to this as login.)

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs  be different.must

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Server 
Name

The host name or IP address of the CA Strong Authentication datastore.

Default Instance

Syntax: <server_name>

Example: demodatabase

Named Instance

Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

Example: demodatabase\instance1

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Database The name of the MS SQL database instance.

The Backup Database Access Configuration options appear.

Perform of the following steps:one 

Type to skip the configuration of the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press N 
Enter to continue.

Type to configure the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press Enter to continue.Y 
For information about the parameters, see the table in the preceding step for the 
database that you are using.

The Encryption Configuration options appear. Use these options to select the encryption 
mode and set the information used for encryption.

Specify the following information:
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12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

Master Key: Enter the master key that will be used to encrypt the data stored in the 
database. By default, the value of master key is set to MasterKey. This key is stored in 
the securestore.enc file, which is located at arcot/conf.<install_location>/
If you want to change the value of the master key after the installation, regenerate 
the securestore.enc file with a new master key. For more information, see the CA 

.Strong Authentication Administration Guide

Enter y if you want to use a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to encrypt the sensitive 
data. Enter  if you want to use the software encryption, in this case you do not have n
to provide the following HSM information.

Note: The following options appear  if you choose to use HSM.only

Enter 1 if you want to use Luna HSM or 2 if you want to use nCipher netHSM.

HSM PIN: Enter the password that is used to connect to the HSM.

Shared Library: The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM.

Note: Enter the absolute path of the  file.libcknfast.so
The HSM parameter values are recorded in the arcotcommon.ini file Note: 

located at /arcot/conf. To change these values after <install_location>
installation, edit the arcotcommon.ini file, as discussed in appendix, 
"Configuration Files and Options".

Press Enter to continue.
The Pre-Installation Summary appears.

Review the product details displayed carefully and press Enter to proceed with the 
installation.
The Installing message appears. This may take several minutes.
After the preceding tasks are completed successfully, the Installation Complete message 
appears.

Press Enter to exit the installer.
You may have to wait for a few minutes (for the installer to clean up temporary files) until 
the prompt reappears.

Verify that UTF-8 support is enabled:

Navigate to the /arcot/odbc32v70wf/odbc.ini file.<install_location>

Locate the [ODBC] section.

Ensure that the IANAAppCodePage=106 entry is present in the section.

If you do not find this entry, then add it.

Save and close the file.

http://libcknfast.so
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Install on a Windows System

To install CA Strong Authentication the user account for installation  belong to the must
Administrators group.

Follow these steps:

Locate the CA Strong Authentication installer CA Strong Authentication-Windows-Installer.
exe file in the installation package.

Double-click the installer file and click Next.

Accept the terms of the license agreement option, and click Next.
The installer checks if any other CA product is installed on the computer.
If it does not find an existing CA product installation, then you are prompted for an 
installation directory. In this case, the Installation Location screen appears.
If the installer detects an existing CA product installation, then you are not prompted for 
an installation directory. The following screen appears when an existing ARCOT_HOME is 
located on the computer.

Accept the default directory specified by the installer to install CA Strong Authentication. 
You can also click Choose to navigate and to specify a different directory.

Click Next to install in the specified directory.

Select the option to install all components and click Next.Complete 
The Database Type screen appears.

Select the database type, and click Next.
The corresponding Database Details screen appears.

Note: CA Strong Authentication supports Oracle Real Application Clusters 
(Oracle RAC). To use Oracle RAC with your CA Strong Authentication 
Installation, select Oracle Database in this step, and then perform the steps in 
Configuring CA Strong Authentication for Oracle RAC.

Enter the following details for the database that you are using:

Field Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication uses 
to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If SQL server is deployed 
in Named Instance mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" followed by the 
instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase
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Field Description

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database (SQL 
Server refers to this as . This name is specified by the database login)
administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. This 
password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

MS SQL database access:
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If SQL server is 
deployed in Named Instance mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" 
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database 
(SQL Server refers to this as . This name is specified by the database login)
administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

IBM DB2 (UDB) Database Details
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IBM DB2 (UDB) Database Details
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If the database is 
deployed in Named Instance mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" 
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Oracle Database Details
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID The Oracle System Identifier that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the Oracle server.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.
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9.  

10.  

Field Description

Host 
Name

The host name or the IP address of the computer where the Oracle server 
is available.

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

MySQL Database Details
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If SQL server is 
deployed in Named Instance mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" 
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database 
(SQL Server refers to this as . This name is specified by the database login)
administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Test for successful database connection by clicking Test Data Source.

Click Next.
The Encryption Configuration screen appears. This screen is used to select the encryption 
mode and set the information used for encryption.

Enter the following information in this screen:
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11.  

12.  

a.  

b.  

Master Key: Enter the master key, which will be used to encrypt the data stored in the 
database. By default, the value of master key is set to MasterKey. This key is stored in 
the securestore.enc file located at \Arcot Systems\conf.<install_location>
If you want to change the value of the master key after the installation, then 
regenerate the securestore.enc file with a new master key value. For more 
information, see the .CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide

Configure HSM: Select this option  if you want to use a Hardware Security Module only
(HSM) to encrypt the sensitive data. Otherwise, the software mode is used by default 
to encrypt the data.

Note: The following options are enabled  if you choose to Configure HSM.only

PIN: Enter the password that is used to connect to the HSM.

Choose Hardware Module: Choose the HSM that you plan to use. Following are the 
HSMs that CA Strong Authentication supports:

Luna HSM

nCipher netHSM

HSM Parameters: Set the following HSM information:

Shared Library: The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute 
path and name of the file.

Storage Slot Number: The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the 
data are present. The default value for Luna is 0, and for nCipher netHSM the 
default value is 1.

Note: The HSM parameter values that you provide here are recorded in the 
arcotcommon.ini file located at \Arcot Systems\conf. To <install_location>
change these values after installation, you must edit the arcotcommon.ini file, 
as discussed in appendix, "Configuration Files and Options".

Click Next to continue.

Click Install.
The Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup screen appears. This screen 
appears only if the current system where you are installing CA Strong Authentication does 
not have Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86.

Select the I have read and accept the license terms option, and click Install.
The Installation Progress screen appears. This might take a few seconds. After 
some time the Installation Is Complete screen appears.

Click Finish to close the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup dialog 
box and continue with CA Strong Authentication installation.
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12.  

13.  

1.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

The Installing CA Strong Authentication screen appears. This might take several minutes. 
After some time the Installation Complete screen appears.

Click Done to exit the installation wizard.

Set Up and Verify the Database Schema

Run the Database Script

Strong Authentication includes with database scripts that create the schema and set initial 
configuration values in the Strong Authentication database.

Follow these steps:

Locate the folder with the scripts for your database type. The default location is:
(for Microsoft SQL Server) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mssqlinstall_location
(for Oracle Database) < >/arcot/dbscripts/oracleinstall_location
(for IBM DB2 UDB) < >/arcot/dbscripts/db2install_location
(for MySQL) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mysqlinstall_location

Run the  by using the database vendor tools:scripts in the following order

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! If you have installed Risk Authentication 8.0, do  run not
arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql script. It already ran when Risk 
Authentication 8.0 was installed.

arcot-db-config-for-webfort-8.0.sql

Note: If you encounter any errors while executing the scripts, see your database 
administrator whether you have the required privileges.

Verify the Database Setup

After you run the database scripts, use the arwfutil tool verify that the schema was seeded 
correctly:

Follow these steps:

Open a command prompt window.

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

At the command prompt enter the following command:

./arwfutil vdb

The preceding command creates the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file in the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The preceding command creates the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file in the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
>/arcot/logs directory.<install_location

Open the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file in a text editor, and search for the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
following items:

ARWF*    FOUND

These lines indicate that your database setup has been successful.

Close the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file.<dd> <mmm> <yy>

How to Prepare the Application Server for CA Strong Authentication
Two components of Strong Authentication, User Data Service (UDS) and CA Advanced 
Authentication, are web-based and run on application servers:

Copy the Strong Authentication files and JDBC JAR file to your application server.

Set Java Home

Verify that you set the JAVA_HOME environment variable. For Apache Tomcat, set JAVA_HOME 
to the Java home directory corresponding to the JDK that you are using.

Include the $JAVA_HOME/bin directory in the PATH environment variable.

Copy Database Access Files to the Application Server

UDS and CA Advanced Authentication use the following files to access the database securely:

libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so available at:

< >/arcot/native/< >/ /install_location platform name <32bit-or-64bit>

arcot-crypto-util.jar available at:

< >/arcot/java/lib/install_location

Copy the files to the application server where you have deployed Strong Authentication.

Copy Database Access Files on Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Copy the  file to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by Apache Tomcat

Copy the arcot-crypto-util.jar file to the following directory:

< >/jre/lib/extJAVA_HOME used by Apache Tomcat

Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the directory where the 
 file is copied.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Restart the application server.

Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to IBM WebSphere Administration Console.

Click  and then click .Environment, Shared Libraries

From the  drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include Scope
the target server/node on which the application is deployed.

Click .New

Enter the , for example, .Name ArcotJNI

Specify the . This path must point to the location where the arcot-crypto-Classpath
util.jar file is present and must also include the file name. For example, <

>/arcot/java/lib/arcot-crypto-util.jar.install_location

Enter the JNI library path. This path must point to the location where the 
 file is present. For example, /arcotlibArcotAccessKeyProvider.so <install_location>

/java/native/linux/ .<32bit-or-64bit>

Click .Apply

Configure server-level class loaders.

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under , access the settings page of the server for which the Application Servers
configuration has been performed.

Click , and then click .Java and Process Management Class Loader

Click . Select default  and click New Classes loaded with parent class loader first OK.

Click the auto-generated .Class Loader ID

In the class loader  page, click .Configuration Shared Library References

Click , select the shared library that you created earlier in this procedure (for Add
example, ArcotJNI), and then click .Apply

Save the changes.

Copy  file to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by IBM WebSphere

Restart the application server.

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Copy  to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance

Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the directory where the 
 file is copied.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar to the < >/jre/libJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance
/ext directory.

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to .Deployments

Enable the  option.Lock and Edit

Click  and navigate to the directory that contains the arcot-crypto-util.jar file.Install

Click .Next
The Application Installation Assistant screen appears.

Click .Next
The Summary page appears.

Click .Finish

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.

Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on JBoss

Follow these steps:

Copy libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so to:

For Solaris: /jre/bin/JBoss_JAVA_HOME

For RHEL: /jre/bin/JBoss_JAVA_HOME

Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your JBoss Application JBoss_JAVA_HOME

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your JBoss Application JBoss_JAVA_HOME
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main) with the following codes:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">
<resources>
<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 
<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 
</resources>
    <dependencies>
        <module name="javax.api"/>
    </dependencies>
                  </module> 

Restart the application server.

Copy JDBC JARs to the Application Server

TheCA Advanced Authentication, UDS, and Sample Application, are the Java-dependent 
components that use JDBC JAR files to connect to the database. Copy these files to the 
application server.

Note: Before proceeding with the steps mentioned in the following sections, verify that 
you have downloaded the JDBC JAR file. See chapter, "Preparing for Installation" for 
more information about the supported JDBC JAR files.

Copy JDBC JARs to Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where you have downloaded the JDBC JAR file.

Copy the JDBC JAR file and paste it in the following directory:

For Apace Tomcat 5.5.x: common\lib<TOMCAT-HOME>\

For Apace Tomcat 6.x and 7.x: lib<TOMCAT-HOME>\

Alternatively, add the path that contains the JDBC JAR file to the  environment Classpath
variable.

Restart Apache Tomcat.

Copy JDBC JARs to IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:
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Log in to IBM WebSphere Administration Console.

Click  and then click .Environment, Shared Libraries

From the  drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include Scope
the target server/node on which the application is deployed.

Click .New

Enter the , for example, .Name JDBCJAR

Specify the . This path must point to the location of the JDBC JAR file and Classpath
include the file name.

Click .Apply

Configure server-level class loaders.

Note: Create a class loader or use the one that you created while performing 
the procedure described in Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

Restart IBM WebSphere.

Copy JDBC JARs to Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Note: For Oracle Databases, this section. Oracle WebLogic Server supports Oracle skip 
Databases by default.

Copy the JDBC JAR file to the following directory:
< >/jre/lib/extJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to .Deployments

Enable the  option.Lock and Edit

Click  and navigate to the directory that contains the JDBC JAR file.Install

Click .Next
The Application Installation Assistant screen appears.

Click .Next
The Summary page appears.

Click .Finish

Activate the changes.
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Activate the changes.

Restart the Oracle WebLogic server.

Copy JDBC JARs to JBoss

Follow these steps::

Download the required JAR from any source, and then navigate to the location where you 
have downloaded it..

Create a folder structure as and copy  <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-jdbc-driver\main 
JD e in this folder location.BC Jar fil

Create a file as ‘  in the same location (module.xml’ <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-jdbc-
) with the following codes:driver\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-jdbc-driver">
<resources>
<resource-root path="<JDBC Jar Name>"/>
</resources>
    <dependencies>
        <module name="javax.api"/>
<module name="javax.transaction.api"/>
    </dependencies>
</module>

Note: Edit the tag ‘<JDBC Jar Name>’with JDBC Jar file name.  sqljdbc.Example:
jar

Restart the application server.

Create Enterprise Archive File

Valid on Weblogic 10.1

Strong Authentication provides WAR files to deploy CA Advanced Authentication and User Data 
Service. You can change the format of these files to EAR and then deploy the EAR file.

Follow these steps:

Open the command prompt window.

Navigate to the < >/arcot/tools/common/bundlemanager directory.install_location

Run the bundlemanager tool to create the EAR file by using the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar  -ear   -warList <filename.ear> <war_file_name>

Note: Replace the  with arcotadmin.war for generating the <war_file_name>
EAR file for CA Advanced Authentication. Replace with arcotuds.war for 
generating the EAR file for UDS.

This command generates the EAR file at < >/arcot/java/webapps.install_location
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This command generates the EAR file at < >/arcot/java/webapps.install_location

Deploy and Log In to the Administration Console for CA Strong Authentication

Deploy Administration Console

Note: To deploy Administration Console on WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 and 8.5, then see the 
instructions, Deploy Administration Console on IBM WebSphere.

You need the file arcotadmin.war to deploy the CA Strong Authentication Administration 
Console. This file is available at:

<install_location>/arcot/java/webapps/

Follow these steps:

Change the working directory to:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

Type source arwfenv and press Enter to set the $ARCOT_HOME environment variable.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.
For example, in case of Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at 
<APP_SERVER_HOME>/webapps/.

Restart the application server.

Log In to the Administration Console

When logging in for the first time, use the Master Administrator credentials created 
automatically during the installation.

Follow these steps:

Start Administration Console in a Web browser window, by using the following URL:

http://<host>:<app_server_port>/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm

Note: Use the host and port of the application server where Administration 
Console is deployed.
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Log in to Administration Console as a Master Administrator with the default Master 
Administrator account credentials. The credentials are:

User Name: masteradmin

Password: master1234!

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks for CA Strong Authentication
Before you can start using CA Advanced Authentication manage Strong Authentication, first 
perform the following steps to initialize the system:

Change the default Master Administrator password

Specify the Global Key label

Specify the authentication mechanism for the Default organization

Bootstrapping is a wizard-driven process that walks you through these setup tasks. Other 
administrative links are enabled after you perform these tasks.

Default Organization

When you deploy CA Advanced Authenticationan organization is created by default. This 
organization is referred to as  ( ). As a single-organization Default Organization DEFAULTORG
system, the Default Organization itself can be used without creating any organizations.

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks

When you first log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the Master Administrator (MA), the 
Summary screen for the Bootstrap wizard screen appears.

To bootstrap the system using the wizard:

Click .Begin
The Change Password screen appears.

Specify the , , , and click Old Password New Password Confirm Password Next.
The Configure Global Key Label screen appears.

Specify the , and click .Global Key Label Next
Strong Authentication enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption for 
your sensitive data. Irrespective of hardware or software encryption, the  Global Key Label
is used for encrypting user and organization data.
With hardware encryption, then this label serves only as a pointer to the actual 3DES key 
stored in the HSM device. The key label  match the HSM key label. For software-must
based encryption, this label acts as the reference to the actual software key in the 
database.

Important! After you complete the bootstrapping process, you cannot update 
this key label.
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The  field indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the database (Storage Type
) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

The Configure Default Organization screen appears.

Under the  section, specify the following parameters Default Organization Configuration
for the Default Organization:

Display Name: The descriptive name of the organization. This name appears on all 
other CA Advanced Authentication pages and reports.

Administrator Authentication Mechanism: The mechanism that is used to 
authenticate administrators belonging to the Default Organization. CA Advanced 
Authentication supports the following types of authentication methods:

Basic
The built in authentication method is used for authenticating the administrators.

LDAP User Password
The administrators are authenticated using their credentials that are stored in the 
directory service.

Note: If this mechanism is used for authenticating administrators, then deploy 
UDS.

Under the  section of the Configure Default Organization screen, Key Label Configuration
specify the following items:

Use Global Key: This option is selected by default. Deselect this option if you want to 
override the Global Key Label you specified in the preceding step. Specify a new 
encryption label.

Key Label: If you deselected the  option, then specify the new key label Use Global Key
that you want to use for the Default Organization.

Storage Type: This field indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the database 
( ) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

Click  to complete the bootstrapping process.Finish
CA Advanced Authentication initialization is completed, as indicated in the Finish screen.

Click  to proceed with other configurations using CA Advanced Authentication.Continue

Start CA Strong Authentication
Perform the following steps to start CA Strong Authentication Server:

For UNIX

Navigate to the following directory:

<install_location>/arcot/bin/

Run the following command:

./webfortserver start
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Note: If you want to stop the server, then run the ./webfortserver stop 
command.

For Windows

On the task bar, click .Start

Click , and then point to , , and Settings Control Panel Administrative Tools Services.

Select .CA Strong Authentication Service

Click .Start

Verify the CA Strong Authentication Installation
You can verify that the CA Strong Authentication Server and the web applications have started 
successfully by performing the following procedures:

Using Log files
Using arwfserver Utility
Checking the Ports

Using Log files

Perform the following steps to verify that CA Strong Authentication Server has started correctly:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

INSTANCE_VER.................................: [8.0]
<sauth> Service READY 

These lines indicate that CA Strong Authentication Server is installed successfully.

Note: Verify that the log files do not contain any FATAL and WARNING messages.

Using arwfserver Utility

The arwfserver tool enables you to check the release of CA Strong Authentication that you have 
installed. For more information about this tool, see the CA Strong Authentication Administration 

.Guide

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\bininstall_location
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Execute arwfserver.exe with the following option to start the tool in interactive mode:

arwfserver -i

Enter version at the prompt.
The webfort-ver-<dd>-<mmm>-<yy>.txt file is created in the < >\Arcot install_location
Systems\logs folder.

Open this file and check for the following lines to ensure that you are using the current 
release:

The version of CA Strong Authentication library files in the bin section is 8.0.

The version of the UDS library file (arwfuds.dll) in the bin section is 2.0.3.

Close the file.

Checking the Ports

To verify if the CA Strong Authentication Server is listening to different protocols on the default 
ports, perform the following steps :

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in any editor and search for the protocol names to 
verify if they are listening on the correct port, as shown in the following snippet.

PROTOCOLNAME : [Administration-WS]
PORTNO : 9745
PROTOCOLID : [Transaction-Native]
PORTNO : 9742
PROTOCOLID : [ServerManagement-WS]
PORTNO : 9743
PROTOCOLID : [Transaction-WS]
PORTNO : 9744

See appendix, "Default Port Numbers and URLs" for information about default ports and 
protocols.

Deploy User Data Service
Strong Authentication can access user data either from a relational database (RDBMS) or directly 
from an LDAP server:

You need the file arcotuds.war to deploy the User Data Service (UDS). This file is available at:

< >/arcot/java/ /install_location webapps

Follow these steps:

Install arcotuds.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.
For example, in the case of Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at <

>/ /.APP_SERVER_HOME webapps
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( ) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are WebSphere Only
updated.

Navigate to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications; 
and access the UDS settings page.

Under , select theClass loader order  Classes loaded with local class loader first 
 option.(parent last)

Under , select the .WAR class loader policy Single class loader for application

Click .Apply

Restart the application server.

Perform the following steps to verify if UDS started correctly:

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Open the arcotuds.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

User Data Service (Version: 2.0.3)  initialized successfully. 

This line indicates that UDS was deployed successfully

Note: Check and resolve if there are any FATAL and ERROR messages, and review all 
the WARNING messages for unexpected conditions.

Deploy the Sample Application for CA Strong Authentication
You can use the Sample Application to verify a successful installation of CA Strong 
Authentication. In addition, Sample Application demonstrates the following features:

The typical workflows

The tasks that you can perform using the Java APIs

Integration of your application with CA Strong Authentication

Important! Do not use Sample Application in production deployments. It is 
recommended that you build your own web application by using Sample Application as 
a code-reference.

Follow these steps:

Deploy the CA Strong Authentication -sample-application.war file from version_number
the following location:

< >/arcot/samples/javainstall_location
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< >/arcot/samples/javainstall_location

Start Sample Application.

Access Sample Application by using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/CA Strong Authentication-version_number-sample-
application/

How to Deploy Strong Authentication on Distributed 
Systems

Use the InstallAnywhere Wizard to install CA Strong Authentication components. This Wizard 
supports  and  installation types. However, to install and configure CA Strong Complete Custom
Authentication in a distributed environment, use the option when you run the installer.Custom 

The following steps provide a quick overview of the process:

Run the CA Strong Authentication installer to install CA Strong Authentication Server and 
Administration Console and to configure them to access your SQL database. You can also 
choose to install the Web Services on the same system.
For more information, see .Install CA Strong Authentication on the First System

Execute the database scripts to create CA Strong Authentication schema and database 
tables. Also ensure that the database setup was successful.
For more information, see .Set Up and Verify Database Schema

Prepare the application server to copy the files that Web components use.
For more information, see Prepare the Application Server for CA Strong Authentication

Deploy Administration Console on the application server and verify the deployments.
For more information, see Deploy and Log In to Administration Console for CA Strong 
Authentication

Perform Bootstrapping Tasks for CA Strong Authentication.

Start the CA Strong Authentication Server.
For more information, see Start the CA Strong Authentication Server

Verify the installation and server.
For more information, see .Verify the Installation of CA Strong Authentication

Deploy User Data Service on the application server and verify the deployment.
For more information, see Deploying User Data Service

Install the Java SDKs and Web Services on one or more systems.
For more information, see How to Deploy Strong Authentication on Additional Servers

Deploy, configure, and use Sample Application to test configuration.

Note: To install the Sample Application , ensure that you select only the only
 option and proceed with the installation.SDKs and Sample Application

For more information, see .Deploy the Sample Application and Configure Communication
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For more information, see .Deploy the Sample Application and Configure Communication

(Optional) To verify secure communication between CA Strong Authentication 
components, you can configure them to support SSL
See the topic titled "Configuring SSL" in  CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide
for more information.

Complete the installation checklist.
See "Post-Installation Checklist " for more information.

Note the following:

Ensure that the   any special characters (such as <install_location> must not contain
~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) _ + = { }[ ] ’ ").

Currently, you cannot modify or repair CA Strong Authentication components by 
using the installer. Uninstall the component, and then re-install it.

Do not close the installer window, if the installation is in progress. If at any time 
during installation ( ), if you click the  button especially during the last stages Cancel
to abort the installation, then the installer may not remove  the directories it has all
created so far. Manually clean up the installation directory, < >/install_location arcot
/ and its subdirectories.

If you run the installer on a system that already contains an instance of an existing 
$ARCOT_HOME, then:

You are  prompted for an installation directory.not

You are  prompted for the database setup. The Installer uses the existing not
database.

You are  prompted to set up encryption.not

Install CA Strong Authentication on the First System
Perform the following steps to install CA Strong Authentication and related components.

Install on a UNIX System
Install on a Windows System

Install on a UNIX System

Follow these steps:

Log in and navigate to the directory where you untarred the installer.

Ensure that you have the permission to run the installer. If you do not have the required 
permission, run the following command:

chmod a=rx CA-StrongAuthentication-8.0-Linux-Installer.bin

Run the installer as follows:

sh CA Strong Authentication-<version_number>-<platform_name>-Installer.bin
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If you are running the installer with root login, then a warning message appears. Enter Y 
to continue, or N to quit the installation. If you exit the installer, then run the installer 
again.
The Welcome message appears.

Press Enter to continue with the installation.

The License Agreement appears.

Accept the License Agreement.
Enter y to accept the acceptance of License Agreement and to continue with the 
installation.
The Choose Installation Location options appear.

Perform one of the following steps:

If the installer detects an existing home directory, then it displays the path to that 
directory. Press Enter to accept this directory path.

If the installer does not detect an existing home directory, it displays the default 
directory path and prompts you to either accept the default path or specify a new 
path. Press Enter if you want to accept the default path. Alternatively, enter the 
absolute path of the directory where you want to install CA Strong Authentication and 
press Enter to continue.

Note: The installation directory name that you specify must not contain 
spaces.

The installation types (Complete and Custom) screen appear.

Select the required option and press Enter to continue with the installation.

Type 2 and press Enter to accept the Custom installation option and to continue with the 
installation.
The Choose Product Features options appear.

Specify a comma-separated list (without any space between the comma and the number) 
of numbers representing the CA Strong Authentication components you want to install.
On the first system, you install the following components:

CA Strong Authentication Authentication Server

Administration Console

User Data Service

The following table describes all components that are installed by the installer and the 
numbers that you must enter to install them:

Option Component Description

1 This option installs the core Processing engine (CA Strong 
Authentication Server) that serves the following requests from 
SDKs, Administration Console, and Web Services:
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Option Component Description

CA Strong 
Authentication 
Authentication 
Server

Credential Issuance Configurations
Credential Authentication Configurations
Server Configurations

In addition, this component also enables you to access the 
following Web Services:

Authentication and Authorization Web Service
Provides the programming interface for authenticating and 
authorizing users.
Issuance SDK and Web Services
Provides the programming interface for creating, reading, and 
updating user credential information in the CA Strong 
Authentication database.
Authentication Web Service
Provides the programming interface for authenticating users.
Credential Management Web Service
Provides the programming interface for creation and 
management of user credentials.
Administration Web Service
Provides the programming interface used by the CA Strong 
Authentication Administration Console.
Bulk Operations Web Service
Provides the programming interface for uploading and 
fetching OATH tokens.

2 Java SDK and 
WS

This option provides programming interfaces (in form of APIs and 
Web Services) that can be invoked by your application to forward 
authentication and user credential issuance requests to the CA 
Strong Authentication Server. This package comprises the 
following sub-components:

Authentication Java SDK and Web Services
Provides the programming interface for authentication with 
CA Strong Authentication Server.
Credential Management Java SDK and Web Services
Provides the programming interface for creation and 
management of user credentials.
Administration Web Service
Provides the programming interface for creating 
configurations.
Bulk Operations Web Service
Provides the programming interface for uploading and 
fetching OATH tokens.

See chapter, "Configuring CA Strong Authentication Java SDKs and 
Web Services" for more information about configuring these 
components.

3 CA Strong 
Authentication 
Sample 
Application

This option provides Web-based interface for demonstrating the 
use of Java APIs and verify if CA Strong Authentication was 
installed successfully, and if it is able to perform credential 
management and authentication requests.

4 Administration 
Console

This option provides the Web-based interface for managing CA 
Strong Authentication Server and authentication-related 
configurations.
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5 User Data 
Service

This option installs UDS that acts as an abstraction layer for 
accessing different types of user repositories, such as relational 
databases (RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs.)

Press Enter to continue.
The database types screen appear.

Specify the number corresponding to the database, and press Enter to continue:

1 - Microsoft SQL Server

2 - IBM DB2 (UDB)

3 - Oracle Database

4 - MySQL

The Primary Database Access Configuration options appear.

Note: CA Strong Authentication Oracle Real Application Clusters (Oracle RAC). 
To use Oracle RAC with your CA Strong Authentication Installation, select Oracle 
Database in this step, perform the next step (Step 12), and then perform the 
steps in Configuring CA Strong Authentication for Oracle RAC.

Depending on the database that you are using:

Specify the information that is listed in the following table if you specified Microsoft 
SQL Server:

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (MS SQL 
Server, typically, refers to this as login.)  The User Name for the Note:
Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Server 
Name

The host name or IP address of the datastore.

Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>

 demodatabaseExample:

Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

 demodatabase\instance1Example:
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Parameter Description

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.
 Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.Note:

Database The name of the MS SQL database instance.

Specify the information that is listed in the following table if you specified IBM DB2 
(UDB):

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Host 
Name

The host name or IP address of the datastore.

Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>

 demodatabaseExample:

Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

 demodatabase\instance1Example:

Port 
Number

The port at which the Database listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Specify the information that is listed in the following table if you specified Oracle 
Database Server:

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authenticationto access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service ID The Oracle System Identifier (SID) that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the server.
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Parameter Description

Port 
Number

The port at which the Database listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Host 
Name

The host name or IP address of the datastore.

Syntax: <server_name>
 demodatabaseExample:

Specify the information that is listed in the following table if you specified MySQL.

Parameter Description

Primary 
ODBC 
DSN

The installer creates an ODBC connection that CA Strong Authentication 
uses to connect to the database.

The recommended value to enter is arcotdsn.

User 
Name

The database user name for CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This name is specified by the database administrator. (Microsoft 
SQL Server, typically, refers to this as login.)

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSNs must be different.

Password The password associated with the User Name you specified in the 
previous field and which is used by CA Strong Authentication to access the 
database. This password is specified by the database administrator.

Server 
Name

The host name or IP address of the datastore.

Default Instance
Syntax: <server_name>

 demodatabaseExample:

Named Instance
Syntax: <server_name>\<instance_name>

 demodatabase\instance1Example:

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Note: Press Enter, if you want to accept the default port.

Database The name of the Microsoft SQL Server database instance.

The Backup Database Access Configuration options appear.

Perform one of the following steps:

Type N to skip the configuration of the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press 
Enter to continue.

Type Y to configure the secondary DSN, when prompted, and press Enter to continue.
For information about the tasks to be performed, see the table in the preceding step.

The Encryption Configuration options appear.

Specify the following information:
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Master Key: Enter the master key, which is used to encrypt the data stored in the 
database. By default, the value of master key is set to MasterKey. This key is stored in 
the securestore.enc file, which is located at <install_location>/arcot/conf.
If you want to change the value of the master key after the installation, then 
regenerate the securestore.enc file with a new master key. For more information, see 
the CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide.

Enter y if you want to use a Hardware Security Module (HSM) to encrypt the 
sensitive data.

Enter n if you want to use the software encryption, in this case you do not have to 
provide the following HSM information:

Enter 1 if you want to use Luna HSM or 2 if you want to use nCipher netHSM.

HSM PIN: Enter the password that is used to connect to the HSM.

Shared Library: The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to the 
HSM.
For Luna (libCryptoki2.so) and for nCipher netHSM (libcknfast.so), enter the absolute 
path and full name of the file.

Storage Slot Number: The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data 
are present. The default value for Luna is 0, and for nCipher netHSM the default value 
is 1.

Note: The HSM parameter values are recorded in the arcotcommon.ini file 
located at <install_location>/arcot/conf. To change these values after 
installation, edit the arcotcommon.ini file, as discussed in appendix, 
"Configuration Files and Options".

Press Enter to continue.
The Pre-Installation Summary appears.

Review the product details displayed carefully and press Enter to proceed.
After the preceding tasks are completed successfully, the Installation Complete message 
appears.

Press Enter to exit the installer.
You may have to wait for a few minutes (for the installer to clean up temporary files) until 
the prompt reappears.

Verify that UTF-8 support is enabled:

Navigate to the <install_location>/arcot/odbc32v70wf/odbc.ini file.

Locate the [ODBC] section.

Ensure that the IANAAppCodePage=106 entry is present in the section.

If you do not find this entry, then add it.

Save and close the file.
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Install on a Windows System

To install CA Strong Authentication the user account that you plan to use for installation  must
belong to the Administrators group.

Follow these steps:

Double-click the installer CA Strong Authentication-<version_number>-Windows-Installer.
exe.

Click the  button to proceed.Next
The License Agreement screen appears. 

Accept the license agreement carefully and click the .Next
The installer now checks if any other CA product is installed on the computer.
If it does not find an existing CA product installation, you are prompted for an installation 
directory. In this case, the Installation Location screen appears.
If the installer detects an existing CA product installation, you are not prompted for an 
installation directory. The Installation Location Screen: Previous Installation Detected 
screen appears when an existing ARCOT_HOME was located on the computer.

Accept the default directory specified by the installer or click  to navigate and to Choose
specify a different directory.
Click  to install in the specified directory.Next
The Installation Type screen appears.

Select the option to install the selected components and click .Custom Next
The Component Selection screen appears.

Deselect the components that are not required. By default, all components are selected 
for installation.
The following table describes all available components:

Component Description

CA Strong 
Authentication 
Server

This option installs the core Processing engine (CA Strong Authentication 
) that serves the following requests from SDKs, CA Advanced Server

Authentication, and web services:

Credential Issuance Configurations

Credential Authentication Configurations

Server Configurations

In addition, this component also enables you to access the following Web 
services:

Authentication and Authorization Web service - Provides the 
programming interface for authenticating and authorizing users.

Issuance SDK and Web Services - Provides the programming interface for 
creating, reading, and updating user credential information in the CA 
Strong Authentication database.

Authentication Web Service - Provides the programming interface for 
authenticating users.
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Component Description

Credential Management Web Service - Provides the programming 
interface for creation and management of user credentials.

Administration Web Service - Provides the programming interface used 
by the CA Strong Authentication Administration Console.

Bulk Operations Web Service: Provides the programming interface for 
uploading and fetching OATH tokens.

Java SDK and 
WS

This option provides programming interfaces (in form of APIs and Web 
Services) that can be invoked by your application to forward 
authentication and user credential issuance requests to the CA Strong 
Authentication Server. This package comprises the following sub-
components:

Authentication Java SDK and Web Services- Provides the programming 
interface for authentication with CA Strong Authentication Server.

Credential Management Java SDK and Web Services - Provides the 
programming interface for creation and management of user credentials.

Administration Web Service - Provides the programming interface for 
creating configurations.

Bulk Operations Web Service: Provides the programming interface for 
uploading and fetching OATH tokens.

Refer to chapter, "Configuring CA Strong Authentication Java SDKs and 
Web Services" for more information on configuring these components.

Sample 
Application

This option provides Web-based interface for demonstrating the usage of 
the Java APIs. In addition it is able to perform credential management 
and authentication requests.

CA Advanced 
Authentication

This option provides the Web-based interface for managing CA Strong 
Authentication Server and authentication-related configurations.

User Data 
Service

This option installs UDS that acts as an abstraction layer for accessing 
different types of user repositories, such as relational databases 
(RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs.)

After you have selected all the desired components for installation, click .Next
The Database Type screen appears.

Select the database type, and then click  to proceed.Next
Depending on the database you selected, the corresponding  screen Database Details
appears.

Note: CA Strong Authentication supports Oracle Real Application Clusters 
(Oracle RAC). To use Oracle RAC select Oracle Database in this step, and then 
perform the steps in Configuring CA Strong Authentication for Oracle RAC.

Depending on the database that you selected, perform one of the following steps:

Microsoft SQL Server Database Details
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Microsoft SQL Server Database Details
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

ODBC 
DSN

CA Strong Authentication Server uses the ODBC DSN to connect to the 
database. The recommended value to enter is The installer arcotdsn. 
creates the DSN using this value.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If SQL server is 
deployed in  mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" Named Instance
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The user account that is used to access the database (SQL Server refers to 
this as . This name is specified by the database administrator.login)

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that that is associated with the user account. This password 
is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the database that.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

IBM DB2 (UDB) Database Details

Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

ODBC 
DSN

CA Strong Authentication Server uses the ODBC DSN to connect to the 
database. The recommended value to enter is The installer arcotdsn. 
creates the DSN using this value.

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If the database is 
deployed in  mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" Named Instance
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance
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Field Description

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The user account that is used to access the database (SQL Server refers to 
this as . This name is specified by the database administrator.login)

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that is associated with the user account. This password is 
specified by the database administrator.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Oracle Database Details

Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

ODBC 
DSN

CA Strong Authentication Server uses the ODBC DSN to connect to the CA 
Strong Authentication database. The recommended value to enter is 

The installer creates the DSN using this value.arcotdsn. 

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This name is specified by the database administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN should be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Service 
ID

The Oracle System Identifier that refers to the instance of the Oracle 
database running on the Oracle server.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Host 
Name

The host name or the IP address of the computer where the Oracle server 
is available.

Syntax: <  or >Host Name IP address

Example: demodatabase

MySQL Database Details
Enter the required information as described in the following table:

Field Description

ODBC 
DSN

CA Strong Authentication Server uses the ODBC DSN to connect to the CA 
Strong Authentication database. The recommended value to enter is 

The installer creates the DSN using this value.arcotdsn. 

Server The host name or IP address of the database server. If SQL server is 
deployed in  mode, then you must also enter a slash "\" Named Instance
followed by the instance name, refer to vendor documentation for more 
information on this.
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Field Description

Default Instance

Syntax: < >Server Name

Example: demodatabase

Named instance

Syntax: < >\< >Server Name instance name

Example: demodatabase\instance1

User 
Name

The User Name that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database 
(SQL Server refers to this as . This name is specified by the database login)
administrator.

Note: The User Name for the Primary and Backup DSN must be different.

Password The password that CA Strong Authentication uses to access the database. 
This password is specified by the database administrator.

Database The name of the database that CA Strong Authentication will access.

Port 
Number

The port on which the database server listens to the incoming requests.

Test for successful database connection by clicking .Test Data Source

After completing the test, click  to proceed.Next
The Encryption Configuration screen appears. This screen is used to select the encryption 
mode and set the information used for encryption.

Enter the following information in this screen:

Master Key: Enter the master key, which will be used to encrypt the data stored in the 
database. By default, the value of master key is set to MasterKey. This key is stored in 
the securestore.enc file located at \Arcot Systems\conf.<install_location>
If you want to change the value of the master key after the installation, then you must 
regenerate the securestore.enc file with a new master key value. For more 
information, see the .CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide

Configure HSM: Select this option  if you want to use a Hardware Security Module only
(HSM) to encrypt the sensitive data. If not selected, the default software mode is used 
to encrypt the data.

Note: The following options are enabled  if you choose to .only Configure HSM

PIN: Enter the password that is used to connect to the HSM.

Choose Hardware Module: Choose the HSM that you plan to use. Following are the 
HSMs that CA Strong Authentication supports:

Luna HSM

nCipher netHSM
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HSM Parameters: Set the following HSM information:

Shared Library: The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute 
path and name of the file.

Storage Slot Number: The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data 
are present. The default value for Luna is 0, and for nCipher netHSM the default value 
is 1.

Click  to continue.Next
The Pre-Installation Summary screen appears.

Click .Install
The Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86 Redistributable Setup screen appears. This screen 
appears only if the current system where you are installing CA Strong Authentication does 
not have Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 x86.

Select the  option, and click .I have read and accept the license terms Install
The Installation Progress screen appears. This might take a few seconds. After some time 
the Installation Is Complete screen appears.

Click .Finish

Click  to exit the installation wizard.Done

Set Up and Verify Database Schema

Run the Database Script

Strong Authentication includes with database scripts that create the schema and set initial 
configuration values in the Strong Authentication database.

Follow these steps:

Locate the folder with the scripts for your database type. The default location is:
(for Microsoft SQL Server) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mssqlinstall_location
(for Oracle Database) < >/arcot/dbscripts/oracleinstall_location
(for IBM DB2 UDB) < >/arcot/dbscripts/db2install_location
(for MySQL) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mysqlinstall_location

Run the  by using the database vendor tools:scripts in the following order

arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql

Important! If you have installed Risk Authentication 8.0, do  run not
arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql script. It already ran when Risk 
Authentication 8.0 was installed.

arcot-db-config-for-webfort-8.0.sql
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Note: If you encounter any errors while executing the scripts, see your database 
administrator whether you have the required privileges.

Verify the Database Setup

After you run the database scripts, use the arwfutil tool verify that the schema was seeded 
correctly:

Follow these steps:

Open a command prompt window.

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

At the command prompt enter the following command:

./arwfutil vdb

The preceding command creates the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file in the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
>/arcot/logs directory.<install_location

Open the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file in a text editor, and search for the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
following items:

ARWF*    FOUND

These lines indicate that your database setup has been successful.

Close the arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt file.<dd> <mmm> <yy>

Prepare the Application Server for CA Strong Authentication
Two components of Strong Authentication, User Data Service (UDS) and CA Advanced 
Authentication, are web-based and run on application servers:

Copy the Strong Authentication files and JDBC JAR file to your application server.

Set Java Home

Verify that you set the JAVA_HOME environment variable. For Apache Tomcat, set JAVA_HOME 
to the Java home directory corresponding to the JDK that you are using.

Include the $JAVA_HOME/bin directory in the PATH environment variable.

Copy Database Access Files to the Application Server

UDS and CA Advanced Authentication use the following files to access the database securely:

libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so available at:

< >/arcot/native/< >/ /install_location platform name <32bit-or-64bit>

arcot-crypto-util.jar available at:

< >/arcot/java/lib/install_location

Copy the files to the application server where you have deployed Strong Authentication.

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Copy Database Access Files on Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Copy the  file to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by Apache Tomcat

Copy the arcot-crypto-util.jar file to the following directory:

< >/jre/lib/extJAVA_HOME used by Apache Tomcat

Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the directory where the 
 file is copied.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Restart the application server.

Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to IBM WebSphere Administration Console.

Click  and then click .Environment, Shared Libraries

From the  drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include Scope
the target server/node on which the application is deployed.

Click .New

Enter the , for example, .Name ArcotJNI

Specify the . This path must point to the location where the arcot-crypto-Classpath
util.jar file is present and must also include the file name. For example, <

>/arcot/java/lib/arcot-crypto-util.jar.install_location

Enter the JNI library path. This path must point to the location where the 
 file is present. For example, /arcotlibArcotAccessKeyProvider.so <install_location>

/java/native/linux/ .<32bit-or-64bit>

Click .Apply

Configure server-level class loaders.

Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.

Under , access the settings page of the server for which the Application Servers
configuration has been performed.

Click , and then click .Java and Process Management Class Loader

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Click . Select default  and click New Classes loaded with parent class loader first OK.

Click the auto-generated .Class Loader ID

In the class loader  page, click .Configuration Shared Library References

Click , select the shared library that you created earlier in this procedure (for Add
example, ArcotJNI), and then click .Apply

Save the changes.

Copy  file to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by IBM WebSphere

Restart the application server.

Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Copy  to the following directory:libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

For RHEL: < >/jre/binJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance

Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the directory where the 
 file is copied.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Copy arcot-crypto-util.jar to the < >/jre/libJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance
/ext directory.

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to .Deployments

Enable the  option.Lock and Edit

Click  and navigate to the directory that contains the arcot-crypto-util.jar file.Install

Click .Next
The Application Installation Assistant screen appears.

Click .Next
The Summary page appears.

Click .Finish

Activate the changes.

Restart the application server.

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Restart the application server.

Note: An application server restart is required as part of some of the remaining 
installation tasks. Restart the server once after performing the last task that 
requires a restart.

Copy Database Access Files on JBoss

Follow these steps:

Copy libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so to:

For Solaris: /jre/bin/JBoss_JAVA_HOME

For RHEL: /jre/bin/JBoss_JAVA_HOME

Here,  represents the JAVA_HOME used by your JBoss Application JBoss_JAVA_HOME
Server instance.

Create a folder structure as  and copy <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main
the following JARs in this folder location:

arcot-crypto-util.jar.

Copy the Bouncy Castle JAR file (bcprov-jdk15-146.jar) from <install_location>\Arcot 
Systems\java\lib\

Create a file with the name  in the same folder location module.xml
(<JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-admin-libs\main) with the following codes:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-admin-libs">
<resources>
<resource-root path="arcot-crypto-util.jar"/> 
<resource-root path="bcprov-jdk15-146.jar"/> 
</resources>
    <dependencies>
        <module name="javax.api"/>
    </dependencies>
                  </module> 

Restart the application server.

Copy JDBC JARs to the Application Server

TheCA Advanced Authentication, UDS, and Sample Application, are the Java-dependent 
components that use JDBC JAR files to connect to the database. Copy these files to the 
application server.

Note: Before proceeding with the steps mentioned in the following sections, verify that 
you have downloaded the JDBC JAR file. See chapter, "Preparing for Installation" for 
more information about the supported JDBC JAR files.
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Copy JDBC JARs to Apache Tomcat

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where you have downloaded the JDBC JAR file.

Copy the JDBC JAR file and paste it in the following directory:

For Apace Tomcat 5.5.x: common\lib<TOMCAT-HOME>\

For Apace Tomcat 6.x and 7.x: lib<TOMCAT-HOME>\

Alternatively, add the path that contains the JDBC JAR file to the  environment Classpath
variable.

Restart Apache Tomcat.

Copy JDBC JARs to IBM WebSphere

Follow these steps:

Log in to IBM WebSphere Administration Console.

Click  and then click .Environment, Shared Libraries

From the  drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include Scope
the target server/node on which the application is deployed.

Click .New

Enter the , for example, .Name JDBCJAR

Specify the . This path must point to the location of the JDBC JAR file and Classpath
include the file name.

Click .Apply

Configure server-level class loaders.

Note: Create a class loader or use the one that you created while performing 
the procedure described in Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

Restart IBM WebSphere.

Copy JDBC JARs to Oracle WebLogic

Follow these steps:

Note: For Oracle Databases, this section. Oracle WebLogic Server supports Oracle skip 
Databases by default.
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Copy the JDBC JAR file to the following directory:
< >/jre/lib/extJAVA_HOME used by Oracle WebLogic instance

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to .Deployments

Enable the  option.Lock and Edit

Click  and navigate to the directory that contains the JDBC JAR file.Install

Click .Next
The Application Installation Assistant screen appears.

Click .Next
The Summary page appears.

Click .Finish

Activate the changes.

Restart the Oracle WebLogic server.

Copy JDBC JARs to JBoss

Follow these steps::

Download the required JAR from any source, and then navigate to the location where you 
have downloaded it..

Create a folder structure as and copy  <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-jdbc-driver\main 
JD e in this folder location.BC Jar fil

Create a file as ‘  in the same location (module.xml’ <JBOSS_HOME>\modules\advauth-jdbc-
) with the following codes:driver\main

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="advauth-jdbc-driver">
<resources>
<resource-root path="<JDBC Jar Name>"/>
</resources>
    <dependencies>
        <module name="javax.api"/>
<module name="javax.transaction.api"/>
    </dependencies>
</module>

Note: Edit the tag ‘<JDBC Jar Name>’with JDBC Jar file name.  sqljdbc.Example:
jar

Restart the application server.

Create Enterprise Archive File

Valid on Weblogic 10.1

Strong Authentication provides WAR files to deploy CA Advanced Authentication and User Data 
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Strong Authentication provides WAR files to deploy CA Advanced Authentication and User Data 
Service. You can change the format of these files to EAR and then deploy the EAR file.

Follow these steps:

Open the command prompt window.

Navigate to the < >/arcot/tools/common/bundlemanager directory.install_location

Run the bundlemanager tool to create the EAR file by using the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar  -ear   -warList <filename.ear> <war_file_name>

Note: Replace the  with arcotadmin.war for generating the <war_file_name>
EAR file for CA Advanced Authentication. Replace with arcotuds.war for 
generating the EAR file for UDS.

This command generates the EAR file at < >/arcot/java/webapps.install_location

Deploy and Log In to Administration Console for CA Strong Authentication

Deploy Administration Console

Note: To deploy Administration Console on WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 and 8.5, then see the 
instructions, Deploy Administration Console on IBM WebSphere.

You need the file arcotadmin.war to deploy the CA Strong Authentication Administration 
Console. This file is available at:

<install_location>/arcot/java/webapps/

Follow these steps:

Change the working directory to:

<install_location>/arcot/sbin

Type source arwfenv and press Enter to set the $ARCOT_HOME environment variable.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Deploy arcotadmin.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.
For example, in case of Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at 
<APP_SERVER_HOME>/webapps/.
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Restart the application server.

Log In to the Administration Console

When logging in for the first time, use the Master Administrator credentials created 
automatically during the installation.

Follow these steps:

Start Administration Console in a Web browser window, by using the following URL:

http://<host>:<app_server_port>/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm

Note: Use the host and port of the application server where Administration 
Console is deployed.

Log in to Administration Console as a Master Administrator with the default Master 
Administrator account credentials. The credentials are:

User Name: masteradmin

Password: master1234!

Perform Bootstrapping Tasks for CA Strong Authentication
Before you can start using CA Advanced Authentication manage Strong Authentication, first 
perform the following steps to initialize the system:

Change the default Master Administrator password

Specify the Global Key label

Specify the authentication mechanism for the Default organization

Bootstrapping is a wizard-driven process that walks you through these setup tasks. Other 
administrative links are enabled after you perform these tasks.

Default Organization

When you deploy CA Advanced Authenticationan organization is created by default. This 
organization is referred to as  ( ). As a single-organization Default Organization DEFAULTORG
system, the Default Organization itself can be used without creating any organizations.

Perform the Bootstrapping Tasks

When you first log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the Master Administrator (MA), the 
Summary screen for the Bootstrap wizard screen appears.

To bootstrap the system using the wizard:

Click .Begin
The Change Password screen appears.
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Specify the , , , and click Old Password New Password Confirm Password Next.
The Configure Global Key Label screen appears.

Specify the , and click .Global Key Label Next
Strong Authentication enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption for 
your sensitive data. Irrespective of hardware or software encryption, the  Global Key Label
is used for encrypting user and organization data.
With hardware encryption, then this label serves only as a pointer to the actual 3DES key 
stored in the HSM device. The key label  match the HSM key label. For software-must
based encryption, this label acts as the reference to the actual software key in the 
database.

Important! After you complete the bootstrapping process, you cannot update 
this key label.

The  field indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the database (Storage Type
) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

The Configure Default Organization screen appears.

Under the  section, specify the following parameters Default Organization Configuration
for the Default Organization:

Display Name: The descriptive name of the organization. This name appears on all 
other CA Advanced Authentication pages and reports.

Administrator Authentication Mechanism: The mechanism that is used to 
authenticate administrators belonging to the Default Organization. CA Advanced 
Authentication supports the following types of authentication methods:

Basic
The built in authentication method is used for authenticating the administrators.

LDAP User Password
The administrators are authenticated using their credentials that are stored in the 
directory service.

Note: If this mechanism is used for authenticating administrators, then deploy 
UDS.

Under the  section of the Configure Default Organization screen, Key Label Configuration
specify the following items:

Use Global Key: This option is selected by default. Deselect this option if you want to 
override the Global Key Label you specified in the preceding step. Specify a new 
encryption label.

Key Label: If you deselected the  option, then specify the new key label Use Global Key
that you want to use for the Default Organization.
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Storage Type: This field indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the database 
( ) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

Click  to complete the bootstrapping process.Finish
CA Advanced Authentication initialization is completed, as indicated in the Finish screen.

Click  to proceed with other configurations using CA Advanced Authentication.Continue

Start the CA Strong Authentication Server
Perform the following steps to start CA Strong Authentication Server:

For UNIX

Navigate to the following directory:

<install_location>/arcot/bin/

Run the following command:

./webfortserver start

Note: If you want to stop the server, then run the ./webfortserver stop 
command.

For Windows

On the task bar, click .Start

Click , and then point to , , and Settings Control Panel Administrative Tools Services.

Select .CA Strong Authentication Service

Click .Start

Verify the Installation of CA Strong Authentication
You can verify that the CA Strong Authentication Server and the web applications have started 
successfully by performing the following procedures:

Using Log files
Using arwfserver Utility
Checking the Ports

Using Log files

Perform the following steps to verify that CA Strong Authentication Server has started correctly:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

INSTANCE_VER.................................: [8.0]
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INSTANCE_VER.................................: [8.0]
<sauth> Service READY 

These lines indicate that CA Strong Authentication Server is installed successfully.

Note: Verify that the log files do not contain any FATAL and WARNING messages.

Using arwfserver Utility

The arwfserver tool enables you to check the release of CA Strong Authentication that you have 
installed. For more information about this tool, see the CA Strong Authentication Administration 

.Guide

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\bininstall_location

Execute arwfserver.exe with the following option to start the tool in interactive mode:

arwfserver -i

Enter version at the prompt.
The webfort-ver-<dd>-<mmm>-<yy>.txt file is created in the < >\Arcot install_location
Systems\logs folder.

Open this file and check for the following lines to ensure that you are using the current 
release:

The version of CA Strong Authentication library files in the bin section is 8.0.

The version of the UDS library file (arwfuds.dll) in the bin section is 2.0.3.

Close the file.

Checking the Ports

To verify if the CA Strong Authentication Server is listening to different protocols on the default 
ports, perform the following steps :

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in any editor and search for the protocol names to 
verify if they are listening on the correct port, as shown in the following snippet.

PROTOCOLNAME : [Administration-WS]
PORTNO : 9745
PROTOCOLID : [Transaction-Native]
PORTNO : 9742
PROTOCOLID : [ServerManagement-WS]
PORTNO : 9743
PROTOCOLID : [Transaction-WS]
PORTNO : 9744
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See appendix, "Default Port Numbers and URLs" for information about default ports and 
protocols.

Deploying User Data Service
Strong Authentication can access user data either from a relational database (RDBMS) or directly 
from an LDAP server:

You need the file arcotuds.war to deploy the User Data Service (UDS). This file is available at:

< >/arcot/java/ /install_location webapps

Follow these steps:

Install arcotuds.war in the appropriate directory on the application server.

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. See your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.
For example, in the case of Apache Tomcat, deploy the WAR file at <

>/ /.APP_SERVER_HOME webapps

( ) Configure to reload the UDS class when the application files are WebSphere Only
updated.

Navigate to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications; 
and access the UDS settings page.

Under , select theClass loader order  Classes loaded with local class loader first 
 option.(parent last)

Under , select the .WAR class loader policy Single class loader for application

Click .Apply

Restart the application server.

Perform the following steps to verify if UDS started correctly:

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Open the arcotuds.log file in any editor and locate the following lines:

User Data Service (Version: 2.0.3)  initialized successfully. 

This line indicates that UDS was deployed successfully

Note: Check and resolve if there are any FATAL and ERROR messages, and review all 
the WARNING messages for unexpected conditions.
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How to Deploy Strong Authentication on Additional Servers
After you install CA Strong Authentication Server and Administration Console you install the 
other components on an additional system in this distributed-system deployment.

Locate the CA Strong Authentication installer Installer.bin file.

Run the installer using the following command:

sh <sauth>- -< >-Installer.binversion_number platform name

The installer starts preparing for the installation.

Complete the steps in the , until you Install CA Strong Authentication on the First System
reach the Choose Product Features screen.

Select the components that you want to install.

Follow steps 12 through 19 to complete the installation.

Deploy the Sample Application and Configure Communication

Deploy Sample Application

You can use the Sample Application to verify a successful installation of CA Strong 
Authentication. In addition, Sample Application demonstrates the following features:

The typical workflows

The tasks that you can perform using the Java APIs

Integration of your application with CA Strong Authentication

Important! Do not use Sample Application in production deployments. It is 
recommended that you build your own web application by using Sample Application as 
a code-reference.

Follow these steps:

Deploy the CA Strong Authentication -sample-application.war file from version_number
the following location:

< >/arcot/samples/javainstall_location

Start Sample Application.

Access Sample Application by using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/CA Strong Authentication-version_number-sample-
application/
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Configure Sample Application Communication Server

If you installed the Sample Application and CA Strong Authentication Server on different systems, 
you must configure the communication settings.

Follow these steps:

Access the Sample Application in a Web browser window.

In the navigation pane, click  ->  to open the CA Strong Setup Server Connectivity
Authentication Server Connectivity page.

Specify the values for the connection parameters that are listed in the following table:

Note: The configurations that are made using these parameters are valid for the 
current session. Set these values again if you restart Sample Application or the 
application server.

Field Default 
Value

Description

IP Address localhost The host name or the IP address where the CA Strong 
Authentication Server is available.

Port 9742 The port on which the Authentication and the Issuance service is 
available.

Maximum Active 
Connections

64 The maximum number of database connections maintained by 
the Sample Application.

Click to save the connection.Set Up 

How to Run a Silent Mode Installation for CA Strong 
Authentication

After you install a CA Strong Authentication, you can install the component again using the silent 
installation method. A silent installation completes the installation without user interaction.

Silent Mode Installation Guidelines
Review the following guidelines before starting a silent installation:

Back up the default properties file before modifying it.

Do not add extra spaces between a parameter name, the equal sign (=), and the parameter 
value.

Save the file after you change it.
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Important! Do not use “-r” option with the installer executable to generate a response 
file to be used for silent installation. Only the default properties file that comes with 
initial installation should be used.

How to Perform Silent Installation
Run a silent installation to install the CA Strong Authentication without user interaction.

Follow these steps:

Copy the CA Strong Authentication properties file from the CA Strong Authentication host 
system.

Copy the CA Strong Authentication installation media to the same location as the 
properties file.

Modify the CA Strong Authentication installer properties file.

Run the CA Strong Authentication installer.
Run the following command from the directory to which you copied the CA Strong 
Authentication installation executable and the properties file:

installation_media -f installer.properties -i silent

Installation_media
Specifies the CA Strong Authentication installation executable.

Note: If the properties file is not in the same directory as the installation 
media, specify its location. Use double quotes if the argument contains spaces.

-i silent
Specifies that the installer run silently.

Example:

installation_media -f /opt/ca/arcot/installer.properties -i silent

The installation begins. The installer uses the parameters that you specified in the 
properties file to install the CA Strong Authentication.

Verify the CA Strong Authentication installation.

CA Strong Authentication Default Properties File
To modify the parameters in a default properties file, use a text editor. The default parameters 
reflect the information that was entered during the initial installation. The default properties file 
has the parameters that are associated with sensitive information. For example, parameters 
related to database password, Master Key and HSM pin. Fill them with appropriate values.

The CA Strong Authentication properties file has the following default name and location:

Name

installer.properties
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Location

strong_auth_home/

strong_auth_home

Specifies the CA Strong Authentication installation path

Modify the CA Strong Authentication installer properties file to define installation variables.

The following default parameters in this file specify the information that you entered during the 
initial CA Strong Authentication installation:

CHOSEN_FEATURE_LIST
Specifies a comma-separated list of features that are installed.

Valid values:

WFSRV - CA Strong Authentication Server
CA Strong Authentication Server - Server that authenticates, provisions, manages 
configuration and server instance.

WFSDK - CA Strong Authentication Java SDK and WS
Java SDK and Web Services that enables issuance, authentication, and configuration requests 
to the CA Strong Authentication Server.

WFAPP - CA Strong Authentication Sample Application
Web-based application that demonstrates the usage of Java SDK.

ADMIN - Administration Console
Web-based console for managing server configurations.

UDS: User Data Service
The abstraction layer for accessing different types of user repositories, such as relational 
databases (RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs).

USER_INSTALL_DIR_SILENT
Specifies the location of CA Strong Authentication installation.

ARCOT_DBTYPE_SILENT
Specifies the type of the database configured.

 Oracle, Mssqlserver, db2, Mysql.Valid values:

Primary Database Details

Primary Database has the following database related details:

ARCOT_CONFIG_PRIMARY_DB_SILENT
Specifies that the primary database is configured or not.

 true, falseValid values:

ARCOT_PRIMARY_DSN_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the Data Source Name for the database.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_DATABASE_SILENT
Specifies the name of the database instance.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_SID_SILENT
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ARCOT_PRIMARY_SID_SILENT
Specifies the SID for an Oracle database. For other database types, leave this blank.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_TNS_SERVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the TNS Service name for an Oracle database. For other database types, leave this 
blank.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_HOST_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the hostname of the Database server.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_PORT_SILENT
Specifies the port number of the given database instance.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_USER_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the database username.

ARCOT_PRIMARY_PASSWORD_SILENT
Specifies the password for the given database username.

ARCOT_CONFIG_BACKUP_DB_SILENT
Specifies that the backup database is configured or not.

true, falseValid values: 

Backup Database Details

Backup Database has the following database related details:

ARCOT_BACKUP_DSN_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the Data Source Name for the database.

ARCOT_BACKUP_DATABASE_SILENT
Specifies the name of the database instance.

ARCOT_BACKUP_SID_SILENT
Specifies the SID for an Oracle database. For other database types, leave this blank.

ARCOT_BACKUP_TNS_SERVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the TNS Service name for an Oracle database. For other database types, leave this 
blank.

ARCOT_BACKUP_HOST_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the hostname of the Database server.

ARCOT_BACKUP_PORT_SILENT
Specifies the port number of the given database instance.

ARCOT_BACKUP_USER_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the database username.

ARCOT_BACKUP_PASSWORD_SILENT
Specifies the password for the given database username.

Encryption Details

The encryption details for the database are as follows:

Encryption method: software/hardware

ARCOT_ENC_TYPE_SILENT
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ARCOT_ENC_TYPE_SILENT
Specifies the method of encryption.

software, nfast, chrysalis.Valid values: 

ARCOT_ENC_DEVICE_NAME_SILENT
Specifies the device name for hardware encryption.

ARCOT_KEY_LABEL_SILENT
Specifies the Master Key Label.

ARCOT_HSM_PIN_SILENT
Specifies the HSM pin.

ARCOT_HSM_SHARED_LIBRARY_SILENT
Specifies the full path for HSM shared library.

ARCOT_HSM_STORAGE_SLOT_SILENT
Specifies the Storage Slot Number for HSM.

Strong Authentication Configuration for Oracle RAC
Perform the steps in this section only if you want to use Oracle RAC with CA Strong 
Authentication:

Modify the Database Script
Configure the JDBC URL
Update the odbc.ini File

Modify the Database Script
You run the database scripts as a post-installation task in the CA Strong Authentication 
installation procedure. Before you run this script, modify it for Oracle RAC.

Follow these steps:

To determine the Oracle RAC shared datafile path, log in to the database and run the 
following command:

SELECT file_name, tablespace_name FROM dba_data_files

The following is sample output of this command:

+DATA/qadb/datafile/users.259.797224649 USERS   
+DATA/qadb/datafile/undotbs1.258.797224649  UNDOTBS1    
+DATA/qadb/datafile/sysaux.257.797224647    SYSAUX  

Open the arcot-db-config-for-common-8.0.sql file. This file is in the install_location/arcot
/dbscripts/oracle/ directory.

Search for the following line in the file:

filename varchar2(50) := 'tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char
(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-SS') || '.dat';

Replace that line with the following line:

filename varchar2(100) := '+shared_location/service_name/datafile
/tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-
SS') || '.dat';
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In the new line:

Replace shared_location with the shared datafile path that you determined by 
running the command given in the first step.

Replace service_name with the service name of the Oracle RAC installation.

The following is a sample line:

filename varchar2(100) := '+DATA/forwardinc/datafile
/tabspace_arreports_'|| to_char(current_timestamp, 'YYYY-MM-DD-HH24-MI-
SS') || '.dat';

Save and close the script file, and then run it.

Configure the JDBC URL
Specify the JDBC URL in the format supported by Oracle RAC in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Follow these steps:

Open the arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor. This file is in the install_location/arcot
/conf/ directory.

Specify a value for the URL parameter in the [arcot/db/primarydb] section and, if 
required, in the [arcot/db/backupdb] section of the INI file. Enter the URL in the following 
format:

URL.1=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=host_name)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=service_name)
(SERVER=DEDICATED)))

For example:

URL.1=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=172.30.250.18)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=forwardinc)
(SERVER=DEDICATED)))

Note: If Oracle RAC is client configured, then include all the nodes in this 
format.

If the database user that you specified while running the CA Strong Authentication 
installer is different from the database user in Oracle RAC, then:

Change the database user credentials in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Use DBUtil to change the database user credentials in the securestore.enc file. 
DBUtil is available in the ARCOT_HOME/tools/  directory. <platform_name>
Instructions on using DBUtil are given in Updating the securestore.enc File and 
Setting the TrustStore Password.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.
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Update the odbc.ini File
The odbc.ini file contains connection parameters. For Oracle RAC, you must specify values 
pertaining to the Oracle RAC installation in the odbc.ini file.

Follow these steps:

Create a *.ora file on the system on which you have installed CA Strong Authentication. 
For example, /var/opt/tns.ora.

Enter the following lines in the file:

section_name =
  (DESCRIPTION =
    (ADDRESS_LIST =
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = host_name_or_IP_address)
(PORT = 1521))
    )
    (CONNECT_DATA =
      (SERVICE_NAME = service_name)
    )
  )

For example:

fwdincrac =
  (DESCRIPTION =
    (ADDRESS_LIST =
      (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 172.30.250.18)(PORT = 1521))
    )
    (CONNECT_DATA =
      (SERVICE_NAME = forwardinc)
    )
  )

Note: If Oracle RAC is client configured, then include all the nodes in this 
format.

Save the file.

Open the /odbc32v60wf/odbc.ini file in a text editor.ARCOT_HOME

For the required DSN sections, comment out the lines containing the following 
parameters:

HostName

PortNumber

SID

For example:

#HostName=172.30.251.251
#PortNumber=1521
#SID=an

Add the following parameters:
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TNSNamesFile=ARCOT_HOME/ora_file_name
ServerName=section_name

For example:

TNSNamesFile=/var/opt/tns.ora
ServerName=fwdincrac

Save and close the file.

Additional Configurations for CA Adapter 2.2.7
To integrate CA Strong Authentication with your Adapter 2.2.7 instance, you must first perform 
certain additional configurations. Perform the steps in this section only after all the CA Strong 
Authentication components are installed and running properly.

This section contains the following topics:
Update the CA Adapter 2.2.7 Instance
LDAP Plugin Registration

Update the CA Adapter 2.2.7 Instance
CA Strong Authentication includes the Arcot-Adpater-2.2.7-Compatibility-Package.zip file. You 
copy the contents of this file to your existing Adapter installation.

Follow these steps:

Extract the contents of the CA Strong Authentication-Adpater-2.2.7-Compatibility-
Package.zip file to a temporary location.
You see the following structure:

arcotsm
    WEB-INF
        lib
            arcot-common.jar
            log4j-1.2.15.jar
arcotafm
    client
        arcotjsclient_jso.js
      vpn
         controller_vpn.jsp 
WEB-INF
        classes
            jspStrings_en.properties
dbscripts
    mssql
        arcot-db-config-for-adapter-statemanager.sql
        drop-adapter-statemanager.sql
    oracle
        arcot-db-config-for-adapter-statemanager.sql
        drop-adapter-statemanager.sql

Update State Manager as follows:

Navigate to the location on the application server where you deployed State 
Manager 2.2.7, and delete the arcot-common-1.0.9.jar file.
For example, in Apache Tomcat this location is /arcotsm/WEB-INFTOMCAT_HOME
/lib.

From the extracted file structure, copy the files arcot-common.jar and log4j-1.2.15.
jar to this location.
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b.  

4.  

a.  

b.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Restart the application server.

Update Authentication Flow Manager as follows:

From the extracted file structure, copy the arcotjsclient_jso.js file to the arcotafm
/client folder on the application server where you deployed Authentication Flow 
Manager 2.2.7.
For example, in Apache Tomcat this location is /arcotafm/client.TOMCAT_HOME

From the extracted file structure, copy the jspStrings_en.properties file to the 
arcotafm/WEB-INF/classes folder on the application server where you deployed 
Authentication Flow Manager 2.2.7. For example, in Apache Tomcat this location 
is /arcotafm/WEB-INF/classes.TOMCAT_HOME

Perform the following steps on the database schema:

If the State Manager and CA Strong Authentication instances are using different 
databases, then drop the table ARCMNDBERRORCODES in the database that is 
used by State Manager.

Run the part of the script that creates ARCMNDBERRORCODES table and inserts 
rows into it.

LDAP Plugin Registration
Perform the steps in this section only in the following scenarios:

You performed a new installation of CA Strong Authentication and want to use it with 
Adapter 2.2.7.

You upgraded from versions 6.2.x to 7.x, did not register the LDAP plugin, and then upgraded.

You upgraded from 6.2.x to 7.1.01, but did not register the LDAP plugin in the previous 
releases.

CA Adapter 2.2.7 uses a plugin to enable LDAP authentication using CA Strong Authentication. To 
verify that the LDAP plugin used in Adapter 2.2.7 works with CA Strong Authentication, you must 
register it.

Register the LDAP Plugin
Configure the Plugin for an Organization

Register the LDAP Plugin

Register the LDAP plugin using CA Advanced Authentication.

Follow these steps:

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as a master administrator.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Strong Authentication subtab, and on the left pane, under Extensible 
Configurations, select Plug-In Registration.
The Register Plug-In screen appears in the right pane.

Provide appropriate values for the following fields:
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3.  
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Name: A name for the plugin.

Handler Path: arwfldapauthplugin.dll.

Configuration template: Select the path to the file ldapauthplugin-config.xml in the file 
system. Typically, this file is located in the /arcot/samples/xmlInstall_Location
/webfort directory.

Move UP_AUTH from the Available Events list to the Supported Events list.

Click the Register button.

Configure the Plugin for an Organization

You can now configure the registered plugin for different organizations.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication as a global administrator.

Click the Organizations tab, and search for the organization for which you want to use the 
plugin.

Note: The organization that you select here must be mapped to LDAP in the 
AFM Wizard.

The Organization information screen appears.

Click the CA Strong Authentication Configuration subtab, and on the left pane, under 
Extensible Configurations, select Plug-In Configurations.
The Configure Plug-In screen appears.

Select the registered LDAP authentication plugin from the Name list.

Move UP_AUTH from the Supported Events list to the Selected Events list.

Click Submit.
A message appears indicating that the plugin was configured successfully.

Deploy Administrative Console on IBM WebSphere
To deploy the CA Advanced Authentication on IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 and 8.5, perform the 
following steps:

Change the working directory to:

< >/arcot/sbininstall_location

Type source arwfenv and press to set the $ARCOT_HOME environment variable.Enter 

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Navigate to the following location where the CA Advanced Authentication WAR file is 
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Navigate to the following location where the CA Advanced Authentication WAR file is 
located:

<install_location>/arcot/java/webapps

Copy the arcotadmin.war file to a temporary directory. For example, opt/arcot_temp.

Extract the arcotadmin.war file contents.
Of the JARs that are extracted to the /opt/arcot_temp/WEB_INF/lib directory, the 
following JARs are used to create the shared library in IBM WebSphere:

axiom-api-1.2.10.jar

axiom-impl-1.2.10.jar

axis2-java2wsdl-1.5.2.jar

backport-util-concurrent-3.1.jar

commons-httpclient-3.1.jar

commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

axiom-dom-1.2.10.jar

axis2-adb-1.5.2.jar

axis2-kernel-1.5.2.jar

commons-codec-1.3.jar

commons-logging-1.1.1.jar

log4j-1.2.16.jar

axis2-transport-http-1.5.2.jar

axis2-transport-local-1.5.2.jar

Log in to IBM WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Environment, and then click Shared Libraries.

From the Scope drop-down, select a valid visibility scope. The scope must include 
the target server/node on which the application is deployed.

Click New.

Enter the Name, for example, ArcotAdminSharedLibrary.

Specify the Classpath. Enter the path and file name for all the JAR files that are 
extracted in Step 3.
For example, /opt/arcot_temp/WEB_INF/lib/axiom-api-1.2.10.jar

Click Apply to save the changes.

Navigate to the following location where CA Advanced Authentication WAR file is located:

<install_location>/arcot/java/webapps
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Deploy arcotadmin.war in the application server.

Configure shared library, as follows:

Click Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications.

Click arcotadmin_war.

In the References section, click Shared library references.

Select arcotadmin_war and click Reference shared libraries.

Select the ArcotAdminSharedLibrary from the Available list and move it to the 
Selected list.

Click OK to save the configurations.

Configure the class loader order and policy as follows:

Click Applications, Application Types, and then click WebSphere enterprise 
applications.

Click arcotadmin_war.

Click Class loading and update detection link.

In the Class loader order section, select the Classes loaded with local class loader 
first (parent last) option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application 
option.

Click OK to save the configurations.

Ensure that the application is restarted.

Changing HSM Configurations
This appendix lists the steps that you must perform, if you want to change the Hardware Security 
Module (HSM) configurations that you have specified during installation.

Note: Before proceeding with the configurations explained in this section, ensure that 
you have set up the HSM server and client, and generated the 3DES key in the HSM. 
Refer to "(Optional, Only If You are Using HSMs) Requirements for HSM" for more 
information.

As mentioned in "Hardware Security Module (HSM) Requirements", CA Strong Authentication 
now supports Hardware Security Module (HSM) to secure your data. If you choose to encrypt the 
data using HSM, then the data that is stored in the database is encrypted with the key that 
resides in the HSM.
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CA Strong Authentication supports Luna and nCipher netHSM for data encryption using 
hardware. The configurations for the HSMs are available in the arcotcommon.ini file. This file 
provides separate sections for configuring the required HSM, which in the current release are:

Luna HSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis])

nCipher netHSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast])

Based on the HSM you are configuring, specify the sharedLibrary parameter in the corresponding 
section. After specifying the HSM information, re-create the securestore.enc file with the HSM 
key label, initialize the HSM, and then initialize CA Strong Authentication to use the HSM key.

To change the HSM information that CA Strong Authentication needs:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot System\confinstall_location

Take a backup of securestore.enc.

Delete the existing securestore.enc file from \Arcot System\conf.<install_location>

To change the HSM information that CA Strong Authentication needs:

Navigate to the following location:

< >\Arcot System\confinstall_location

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor.

Ensure the HSMDevice parameter in the [arcot/crypto/device] section is set to the 
HSM that you plan to use:

chrysalis for Luna HSM.

or

nfast for nCipher netHSM.

Depending on the HSM that you are configuring, set the sharedLibrary parameter 
to the location where the HSM library file is located.
For Luna (cryptoki.dll) and for nCipher netHSM (cknfast.dll), specify the absolute 
path and name of the file.

Note: See "arcotcommon.ini" for more information about the other 
HSM configuration parameters available in this section.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Navigate to the following location, where the DBUtil tool is available:

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\wininstall_location

Run the DBUtil tool with the following commands:

dbutil -init <HSM_key_label>
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dbutil -init <HSM_key_label>

Note: The  corresponds to the 3DES key that resides in <HSM_key_label>
the HSM.

The preceding command creates a securestore.enc file with the specified key 
label. The generated file in stored in the \Arcot System\conf <install_location>
location.

dbutil -i  <HSM_module_name> <HSM_password>

Note: The  is chrysalis for Luna HSM, and nfast for <HSM_module_name>
nCipher netHSM.

The preceding command initializes the HSM.

dbutil -pi   -h  -d <DSN_Name> <Database_password> <HSM_password>
<HSM_module_name>

Note: <DSN_NAME> refers to the ODBC DSN that CA Strong 
Authentication Server uses to connect to the CA Strong Authentication 
database. refers to password used to connect to <Database_password> 
the database.

The preceding command initializes the CA Strong Authentication Server data to be 
encrypted using HSM.

dbutil -pi   -h  -d <Database_Username> <Database_password> <HSM_password>
<HSM_module_name>

Note: <Database_Username> refers to the user name used to connect 
to the CA Strong Authentication database. The database user name is 
case-sensitive, therefore ensure that you provide the correct value. 

refers to password used to connect to the <Database_password> 
database.

The preceding command initializes the CA Advanced Authentication and the User 
Data Service data to be encrypted by using HSM.
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Troubleshooting CA Strong Authentication Errors
This appendix describes the troubleshooting steps, which will help you resolve the errors that 
you may face while using CA Strong Authentication. The troubleshooting topics are classified 
based on different CA Strong Authentication components as follows:

Before you perform any troubleshooting tasks, check the CA Strong Authentication log files to 
see if there were any errors. By default, all the log files are saved in the /arcot<install_location>
/logs/ directory. The following table lists the default log file names of the CA Strong 
Authentication components.

CA Strong 
Authentication 
Component

File Name Description

CA Strong 
Authentication 
Server

arcotwebfortstartup.
log

This file records all the start-up (or boot) actions. The 
information in this file is very useful in identifying the 
source of the problems if the CA Strong Authentication 
service does not start up.

arcotwebfort.log This file records all requests processed by the server.

Administration 
Console

arcotadmin.log This file records the Administration Console operations.

User Data 
Service

arcotuds.log This file records the User Data Service operations.

Note: See the topic titled "CA Strong Authentication Logging" in the CA Strong 
for detailed information about the Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide 

CA Strong Authentication log files.

Uninstall CA Strong Authentication
This procedure guides you through the steps to uninstall CA Strong Authentication and related 
components.

Follow these steps:

Based on the database type you are using, navigate to the folder:

(For Microsoft SQL Server) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mssqlinstall_location

(For Oracle Database) < >/arcot/dbscripts/oracleinstall_location

(For IBM DB2 UDB) < >/arcot/dbscripts/db2install_location

(For MySQL) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mysqlinstall_location

Run the scripts in the following order:

drop-webfort-8.0.sql
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drop-webfort-8.0.sql

Note: (For MYSQL), Safe Updates should be disabled when running drop-
webfort-8.0.sql

drop-arcot-common-8.0.sql
This deletes all the database tables.

Stop CA Strong Authentication Server.

Navigate to the following directory:

sh  /arcot/"Uninstall_<sauth>"/Uninstall <sauth><install_directory>

Run the installer using the following command:

sh Uninstall <sauth>

Select the type of the uninstall:

1-Completely remove all features and components: Select this option if you want to 
uninstall  components from the current system.all

2-Choose specific features that were installed by InstallAnywhere: Select this option 
if you want to uninstall only  components from the current system.selected

Press  to continue.Enter
If you selected to uninstall all components, then proceed to Step 8.
If you selected to uninstall selected components, then the Choose Product Features 
screen appears.

This screen displays the components that are installed on the current system. Enter the 
component numbers (separated by comma) and press .Enter

Important! To uninstall specific features, follow the reverse sequence in which 
you performed the installation. For example, if you have installed CA Strong 
Authentication Authentication Server followed by Administration Console, first 
uninstall Administration Console and then CA Strong Authentication 
Authentication Server.

The Uninstall Complete screen appears at the end of successful uninstallation. 

Press  to exit the wizard.Enter

Post-Uninstallation Steps
The following are the post-uninstallation steps:

Delete the <install_location>/arcot folder.

Uninstall the following web applications from the application server:
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arcotadmin - Administration Console

arcotuds - User Data Service

ca-strongauth-8.0-sample-application - Sample Application

Ensure that the .com.zerog.registry.xml file has been deleted. This hidden file is copied 
during the installation. The location of this file depends on the user account that was used 
to install CA Strong Authentication:

If you had installed CA Strong Authentication as the root user, then this file is located 
in the /var directory.

If you had installed CA Strong Authentication as any other user, then this file is located 
in the user’s HOME directory.

Note: If you have performed distributed-system deployment, then locate these files on 
the system where you have deployed the particular application.

Installing CA Adapter
Introduction to CA Adapter
Planning the Deployment for Adapter
Software Requirements for State Manager on UNIX
Prepare for Installation for Windows
Installing Adapter
Performing Adapter Configuration Using the Wizard
Deploying and Configuring State Manager
Deploying and Configuring Authentication Flow Manager
Configuring Authentication Shim and FCC Pages
Configuring CA SiteMinder Policy Server
Deploying and Configuring SAML Sample Applications
Configuring the Service Provider's Application
Verifying Adapter Integration
Uninstalling Adapter
Adapter File System Structure
Adapter Configuration Files and Options
Deploying and Configuring the Custom Application
Additional Configurations to Support LDAP Repository in AuthMinder

Introduction to CA Adapter
Organizations use various authentication methods to secure access to the resources available in 
their private networks. Basic authentication methods, such as user name and password, expose 
organizations to the risk of identity fraud. Authentication methods that use hardware devices, 
such as  (OTP) tokens, are expensive to deploy and manage. Also, the One-Time Password

increasing number of applications in a network compounds the problem of Identity 
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increasing number of applications in a network compounds the problem of Identity 
Management. Each application requires another username and password to memorize, and 
applications need dedicated resources to store and manage these credentials. Therefore, Single 

(SSO) and multifactor authentication services are crucial for organizations to provide Sign-On 
secure access to protected resources.

CA Adapter provides SSO and multifactor authentication services for multiple web applications. It 
enables organizations to upgrade from the standard user name and password authentication 
mechanism, without changing their users login experience or their critical business processes.

CA Adapter combines a flexible, software-based strong authentication solution, and a risk-based 
adaptive authentication solution to provide a robust and secure solution for accessing web 
applications, such as:

SAML-based web portals

Web Access Management solutions, such as CA Single Sign-On

Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) or SSL-based (VPN) appliancesVirtual Private Network 

This section provides information for installing and configuring CA Adapter on supported 
platforms to integrate with these supported applications. This section discusses the following 
topics:

The high-level architecture of the integration process

Components of CA Adapter

Requirements for installing CA Adapter

Installing and configuring CA Adapter to work with the supported applications

Uninstalling CA Adapter

This chapter introduces you to the basic concepts of CA Adapter and covers the following topics:
Adapter Architecture
Adapter Workflows
Adapter Integration Options

Note: CA Adapter still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort, and RiskFort in some of its 
code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you find occurrences of Arcot, WebFort, 
and RiskFort in all CA Adapter documentation. In addition, some of the topics in this 
section do not follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will be 
fixed in a future release.

Adapter Architecture
The following figure illustrates how Adapter components integrate with the supported 
applications:
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As illustrated in this figure, Adapter includes the following  components:common

Authentication Flow Manager

State Manager

User Data Service

The following components are used for the SiteMinder integration:

Authentication Shim

Form Credential Collector (FCC) Pages

Adapter also uses "VPN Client" for the IPsec VPN integration. In addition, Adapter uses other 
advanced authentication products, which are explained in the section Other CA Products Used 

.with Adapter

Authentication Flow Manager

Authentication Flow Manager (AFM) functions as an interface between users and other 
components of Adapter. For SAML-based portals, AFM can be deployed as an  Identity Provider
(IdP) providing SSO-based federated identity services using SAML 2.0. It also performs the 
function of a state machine that guides the end user through authentication workflows.

AFM provides you the flexibility to create common ready-to-use authentication configurations, 
known as For more information about AFM profiles, see Understanding the AFM AFM profiles. 
Profile.

You can use AFM to configure the following out-of-the-box workflows:

Important! All workflows are capable of enrolling users who do not possess an 
AuthMinder credential.
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Risk Evaluation and ArcotID PKI Authentication: This authentication workflow is a 
combination of the risk evaluation and ArcotID PKI authentication workflows. This workflow 
can also be configured to use QnA, OTP by SMS, OTP by email, or CA Auth ID OTP on mobile 
phones for secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

ArcotID PKI Authentication: This workflow includes ArcotID PKI authentication using CA 
AuthMinder. This workflow can be configured to present QnA, OTP by SMS, OTP by email, or 
CA Auth ID OTP on mobile phones for secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and 
SSL VPN integrations. However, the IPsec VPN integration uses only QnA for secondary 
authentication.

LDAP and ArcotID PKI Authentication: This workflow combines the LDAP or basic SiteMinder 
authentication scheme and ArcotID PKI authentication. In this workflow, the LDAP or basic 
authentication is performed before ArcotID PKI authentication. This workflow can be 
configured to present QnA, OTP by E-Mail, OTP by SMS, or CA Auth ID OTP on mobile phones 
for secondary authentication on a SiteMinder integration.

Risk Evaluation and LDAP Authentication: This authentication workflow is a combination of 
the risk evaluation workflow and LDAP or basic SiteMinder authentication scheme. In this 
workflow, the risk evaluation is performed before the LDAP or basic authentication. This 
workflow can be configured to present QnA, OTP by SMS, OTP by email, or CA Auth ID OTP on 
mobile phones for secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

LDAP Authentication and Risk Evaluation: This authentication workflow combines the LDAP 
or basic SiteMinder authentication scheme and the risk evaluation workflow. In this 
workflow, the LDAP or basic authentication is performed before the risk evaluation. This 
workflow can be configured to present QnA, OTP by SMS, OTP by email, or CA Auth ID OTP on 
mobile phones for secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

OATH-Based Authentication: This workflow includes authentication using OATH-based 
hardware token credentials. You can configure this as a primary authentication mechanism 
for any supported application on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

CA Auth ID OTP-Based Authentication for Mobiles and Other Devices: This workflow 
includes authentication using CA Auth ID OTP. The OTP that is used for authentication is 
generated on your device, which can be a mobile device or the computer where the CA Auth 
ID OTP application is installed.
You can configure this as a primary authentication mechanism for any supported application. 
You can also configure this workflow to present QnA, OTP by E-Mail, or OTP by SMS for 
secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

Risk Evaluation and CA Auth ID OTP-Based Authentication for Browsers: This workflow 
combines risk evaluation and CA Auth ID OTP authentication for browsers. In this workflow, 
risk evaluation is performed before the CA Auth ID OTP authentication. You can also 
configure this workflow to present QnA, OTP by E-Mail, or OTP by SMS for secondary 
authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and SSL VPN integrations.

CA Auth ID OTP-Based Authentication for Browsers: This workflow includes authentication 
using CA Mobile OTP for browsers. You can configure this as a primary authentication 
mechanism for any supported application.You can also configure this workflow to present 
QnA, OTP by E-Mail, or OTP by SMS for secondary authentication on SAML, SiteMinder, and 
SSL VPN integrations.
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Typically, these authentication workflows are rendered as  (JSPs) that collect JavaServer Pages
user information required for authentication. All authentication workflows support user 
migration. For example, if a user is not enrolled for ArcotID PKI authentication, then the user is 
taken through the enrollment workflow to complete the authentication process.

The following JSP file can be used to directly enroll a user for AuthMinder authentication:

masterEnrollment.jsp: The workflow defined in this JSP enrolls the user for the configured 
AuthMinder credentials. This is done after authenticating the user with LDAP, OTP, or both, 
depending on the configuration. If a profile has been configured in the AFM wizard, then to 
enroll the user for the credentials configured in the profile, a request parameter must be sent 
to the masterEnrollment.jsp file in the following format:
arcotafm/masterEnrollment.jsp?profile=profile-name

Note: This enrollment workflow is available at the following location: 
/webapps/arcotafm/application_server_home

The following JSP file can be used to update the user details:

settings.jsp: This JSP is used to enable end users to update their credentials. The workflow 
defined in this JSP updates the credentials of the user. When you integrate this JSP in your 
application, ensure that a link to this JSP is displayed to the end user only after successful 
authentication. Use the following format for the URL that leads to this JSP:
/arcotafm/settings.jsp?profile=profile-name
In the case of SiteMinder integration, this URL must be protected with the same 
authentication mechanism that has been configured for the resource that the user is trying to 
access.

AFM also maintains the state data of the user workflow, conducts AuthMinder authentication, 
and reads or writes RiskMinder Device ID information required by RiskMinder. In addition to 
using the authentication workflows shipped with AFM, you can customize an authentication 
workflow as per your organization’s requirements.

Important! All users enrolled for authentication through any of the authentication 
workflows are assigned some , which are accessible through the Custom Attributes
AuthMinder Administration Console. While fetching the user details in the 
Administration Console, you might see any of the following :Custom Attributes

AOTPXML

PAM_IMAGE

OATH_SYNCHRONIZED

If you find any of the above-mentioned  in the user details, you Custom Attribute must 
 the attribute. Doing so would result in unsuccessful user not edit or delete

authentication or enrollment workflow.

For information about supported authentication mechanisms for the different integration types, 
see the table in Configuring Adapter by Using the Wizard.
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State Manager

State Manager is responsible for creating, maintaining, and tracking the tokens that are used to 
associate the authentication and risk status of a logon session across multiple Adapter 
components, and your application. The tokens, which contain information about the user and the 
session state, enable other Adapter components to remain stateless.

State Manager also provides a token validation mechanism to securely communicate the 
authentication result, the risk result (if configured), and the subsequent action to be performed 
by the IdP or Authentication Shim.

In the case of a SiteMinder integration, State Manager also acts as a proxy to RiskMinder by 
providing risk evaluation services to other authentication components. State Manager receives 
the risk evaluation input parameters from the calling application and passes them to RiskMinder. 
After the risk evaluation is complete, State Manager inserts the risk evaluation result into the 
token for further examination or processing by other components. Based on the implemented 
workflow, risk evaluation can be performed before or after user authentication. If the risk 
evaluation takes place after user authentication, the result of the user authentication is stored in 
the token and then the risk evaluation is performed.

In the case of a SAML integration, State Manager maintains session information of the 
authenticated user in a token.

In the case of an SSL VPN integration, State Manager is required when the primary authentication 
mechanism is CA Auth ID OTP for browsers. If the CA Auth ID OTP is used on multiple devices, 
State Manager is required to keep the CA Auth ID OTP data consistent with the data stored on 
the server.

Adapter provides database failover support for State Manager. If the primary database server is 
unavailable, State Manager can switch over to the secondary database server. To use this 
feature, you need to configure the secondary database server and synchronize it with the 
primary database. This makes the users’ session information available all the time. To enable the 
failover support, a new set of parameters have been introduced in the State Manager properties 
file that you would need to configure. For details on the parameters that you need to configure 
to enable the database failover, see the table on Database Connectivity Parameters in 

.Configuration Files and Options

User Data Service

The abstraction layer that provides access to user- and organization-related data from different 
types of user repositories, such as relational databases (RDBMSs) and directory servers (LDAPs).

Authentication Shim

Authentication Shim, which integrates with SiteMinder, acts as an interface between SiteMinder 
and other Adapter components (State Manager and AFM), and other products (AuthMinder and 
RiskMinder).

The Authentication Shim is an instance of a shared library and resides in the SiteMinder Policy 
Server instance. The Authentication Shim implements the SiteMinder Authentication API.

Form Credential Collector (FCC) Pages

FCC (referred to as FCC later in the guide) pages are static HTML pages used by Authentication 
Shim to collect user inputs during enrollment or basic authentication and to display error 
messages, if any. These pages are deployed on the same Web server where the SiteMinder Web 
Agent resides.
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CA VPN Client

For IPSec VPN integration, Adapter uses the  application. This application is CA VPN Client
installed on the end-user’s system. VPN Client works with AFM and AuthMinder Server to 
authenticate the end users before allowing them access to the resources available on the 
enterprise network. In case of IPSec VPN integration, VPN Client is the only component of 
Adapter that the end users interact with directly.

When a user specifies the ArcotID PKI credentials (user name and password), VPN Client interacts 
with Authentication Flow Manager for the ArcotID PKI authentication through AuthMinder. After 
successful authentication, AFM returns a  (OTT) to VPN Client which, in turn, One-Time-Token
invokes the client application of the VPN appliance and passes the user name along with the OTT 
for further processing.

Other Authentication Products Used with Adapter

This section provides a brief introduction to the following products that are used with Adapter:

CA AuthMinder

CA RiskMinder

Strong Authentication

CA AuthMinder protects users from identity theft and fraud by providing strong, two-factor 
authentication, without changing their familiar user name/password-based sign-on experience. 
As a result, it significantly enhances the varied authentication management capabilities (including 
step-up authentication) of any access manager by adding a transparent layer of strong multi-
factor authentication.

Note: For information on installing and configuring AuthMinder, refer to the 
documentation shipped with that product.

Risk Authentication

RiskMinder provides real-time protection against frauds in online transactions. It gathers data 
during the login process to track suspicious activities and formulates a Risk Score and Advice 
based on the organization’s business rules and security protocols. The Risk Advice then 
determines if the transaction is to be allowed or denied, whether a greater degree of 
authentication is required, or if the customer service or network security personnel need to be 
notified.

Note: For information on installing and configuring RiskMinder, refer to the 
documentation shipped with that product.

Adapter Workflows
This section explains the end-user workflows, as experienced by the end users after they start 
using the integrated solution. This section describes the following workflows:

End User Login Workflow in SAML
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End User Login Workflow in SAML
End User Authentication Workflow in SiteMinder
End User Authentication Workflow in IPSec VPN
End User Authentication Workflow in SSL VPN

End User Login Workflow in SAML

The following steps explain the user authentication procedure when Adapter is integrated with 
any SAML-based Web portal:

The user accesses a Web portal containing links to various resources or applications.

The user clicks a link to access an application (for example, a banking application), which 
is hosted on the  (SP) secure network.Service Provider's

The SP issues a SAML authentication request message, which is sent through the user’s 
browser to the intended IdP using the HTTP Redirect method.

The IdP parses the SAML request and proceeds with user authentication, which could be 
configured to be authentication only or a combination of AuthMinder authentication and 
risk evaluation.

On successful authentication, AFM sends a request to State Manager for token creation. 
State Manager saves the user’s state as a token and securely communicates the token 
information to the IdP.

The IdP securely communicates the authenticated SAML response through the user’s 
browser (using HTTP POST) to the SP.

The SP validates the SAML response by using an appropriate certificate.

The SP grants access to the requested resource.

The user can now access any other application on the Web portal without logging in again.

End User Authentication Workflow in SiteMinder

The following steps explain the user authentication and risk assessment procedure when Adapter 
is integrated with SiteMinder and risk assessment is enabled:

The user accesses a resource that is protected by SiteMinder.

SiteMinder disambiguates the user.

If the authentication has to be performed by Arcot components, then Authentication 
Shim redirects the user to Authentication Flow Manager.

Note: If the user is not enrolled for AuthMinder authentication, AFM can be 
configured to take the user through the enrollment process.

AFM guides the user through the authentication and risk evaluation process, if risk 
assessment is configured.

Depending on the authentication and risk evaluation results, State Manager saves the 
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Depending on the authentication and risk evaluation results, State Manager saves the 
user’s state in a token and securely communicates the user's state along with the 
authentication and risk result to Authentication Shim.

Authentication Shim evaluates and forwards the authentication result to SiteMinder.
If the user is authenticated successfully, the risk result is positive, and the user is 
authorized to access the protected resource, then the user is granted access to the 
protected resource.

End User Authentication Workflow in IPSec VPN

A generic user authentication workflow after integrating Adapter with the Cisco IPSec VPN 
appliance is as follows:

User invokes VPN Client to connect to your enterprise network.

In the VPN Client user interface, user specifies their ArcotID PKI credentials and clicks the 
 button to connect.Login

AFM performs ArcotID PKI authentication and returns an OTT to VPN Client.

VPN Client invokes the Cisco VPN client application, which, in turn, connects to the Cisco 
VPN server with the user’s information and the OTT.

Cisco VPN server validates the OTT with AuthMinder, which is set up as the RADIUS 
server.

On successful authentication, user is logged in to your enterprise network.

End User Authentication Workflow in SSL VPN

A generic user authentication workflow after integrating Adapter with Juniper SSL VPN appliance 
is as follows:

User accesses the VPN login URL.

The user request is intercepted by the Juniper SSL VPN appliance, which, in turn, redirects 
the user request to AFM for authentication.

AFM along with AuthMinder authentication server completes the authentication.

Note: ArcotID PKI and ArcotID PKI PIN that are a part of ArcotID PKI 
authentication are used to extract the private key of the user. This private key is 
then used to sign the challenge. Refer to CA AuthMinder Installation and 

 for more information on ArcotID PKI authentication.Deployment Guide

AFM redirects the generated Authentication OTT to Juniper SSL VPN appliance.

Juniper SSL VPN appliance validates the OTT with AuthMinder, which is set up as the 
RADIUS server.

After successful user authentication, Juniper SSL VPN appliance provides access to the 
network.
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Adapter Integration Options
The adapter integrates with the following applications:

SAML-based web portals

CA Single-Sign On

IPSec or SSL-based VPNs

Adapter for SAML

Integrating the adapter with your applications provides secure Single Sign-On access for all your  
web applications. Users log in once and gain access to all applications using the using Security 
Assertion Markup Language (SAMLv2). Multiple log ins are not necessary. 

When users are enrolled in the Adapter, they receive a credential for authenticating to the 
applications. Subsequent applications can use the same credential that you set up for the first 
application. Changing your password or other authentication credentials within one application 
updates it for all linked applications.

Adapter for CA Single Sign On

CA Single Sign-on provides centralized security management capability that enables secure access 
and delivery of applications data using the web. This integration protects your resources with 
multi–factor and risk-based adaptive authentication.

Adapter for VPN

Organizations provide their employees, contractors, and business partners with secure remote 
access by using VPN over existing internet connections. However, VPNs do not strongly defend 
against unauthorized access to the assets of the organization. Security experts recommend 
strong, two-factor authentication. The Adapter integrates with VPNs to combine flexible, 
software-based strong authentication with a full-featured IPSec, or SSL-based VPN system. The 
login experience of the user does not change. The SSL-based VPN integration leverages the 
supported authentication mechanisms of the product. However, the IPSec VPN integration 
supports only ArcotID PKI (A unique software-based credential).

Planning the Deployment for Adapter
This chapter discusses the various deployment options for Adapter and helps you plan the 
deployment:

Deployment Architecture
Deployment Overview

Deployment Architecture
The following figure depicts a  deployment option for prerequisite software and Adapter possible
components:
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Install and deploy Adapter components as depicted in this figure. Also, it is recommended that 
you use a secured communication channel between all Adapter components. For more 
information about configuring SSL communication, see "Configuring SSL in Apache Tomcat".

Important! As the systems involved in the deployment process must be accessed using 
their  (FQDN) only, make the following changes:Fully Qualified Distinguished Name

Ensure that you have added the Service Provider's IP address and Web server's IP 
address in the Windows  file of the end-user's system.hosts

Ensure that you have added the AFM application server's IP address in the Solaris 
and Linux or Windows  file of the Service Provider's system.hosts

Deployment Overview
The following table serves as a checklist for installing Adapter for different types of integrations.

Integrating 
Adapter 
With

Steps to Complete

SiteMinder 1. Ensure that all the prerequisite software is installed and the database is set up, as 
described in Preparing for Installation.

2. Install Adapter, as described in Installing Adapter.

3. Deploy the Arcot Adapter Wizard application, as described in Deploying the Wizard
.

4. Configure AFM by using the wizard, as described in Configuring Adapter by Using 
the Wizard.

5. Copy the Adapter configuration files, as described in Copying the Adapter 
.Configuration Files
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Integrating 
Adapter 
With

Steps to Complete

6. (Optional) Configure SSL for Apache Tomcat, as described in Configuring SSL in 
Apache Tomcat.

7. Deploy State Manager and configure the database connection pooling, as 
described in Deploying and Configuring State Manager.

8. Deploy Authentication Flow Manager, as described in Deploying and Configuring 
Authentication Flow Manager.

9. Deploy FCC pages and Authentication Shim, as described in Configuring 
.Authentication Shim and FCC Pages

10. Configure CA SiteMinder Policy Server and Web Agent, as described in 
.Configuring CA SiteMinder Policy Server

11. Verify the State Manager configuration, as described in Verifying Adapter 
.Integration

12. Verify the AFM configuration, as described in .Verifying Adapter Integration

13. Verify the Authentication Shim configuration, as described in Verifying Adapter 
.Integration

14. Verify the SiteMinder integration, as described in .Verifying Adapter Integration

SAML 1. Ensure that all the prerequisite software is installed and the database is set up, as 
described in Preparing for Installation.

2. Install Adapter, as described in Installing Adapter.

3. Deploy the Arcot Adapter Wizard application, as described in Deploying the Wizard
.

4. Configure AFM by using the wizard, as described in Configuring Adapter by Using 
the Wizard.

5. Copy the Adapter configuration files, as described in Copying the Adapter 
.Configuration Files

6. Configure SSL for Apache Tomcat, as described in Configuring SSL in Apache 
Tomcat.

7. Deploy State Manager and configure the database connection pooling, as 
described in Deploying and Configuring State Manager.

8. Deploy Authentication Flow Manager, as described in Deploying and Configuring 
Authentication Flow Manager.

9. Deploy the SAML sample application, as described in Deploying the Sample 
Application WAR Files.

10. Verify and configure the SAML sample application deployment, as described in 
.Deploying and Configuring SAML Sample Applications
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Integrating 
Adapter 
With

Steps to Complete

12. Verify the State Manager configuration, as described in Verifying Adapter 
.Integration

13. Verify the AFM configuration, as described in .Verifying Adapter Integration

14. Verify SAML integration, as described in .Verifying Adapter Integration

Juniper 
SSL VPN

1. Ensure that all the prerequisite software is installed and the database is set up, as 
described in Preparing for Installation.

2. Install Adapter, as described in Installing Adapter.

3. Deploy the Arcot Adapter Wizard application, as described in Deploying the Wizard
.

4. Configure AFM by using the wizard, as described in Configuring Adapter by Using 
the Wizard.

5. Copy the Adapter configuration files, as described in Copying the Adapter 
.Configuration Files

6. Configure SSL for Apache Tomcat, as described in Configuring SSL in Apache 
Tomcat.

7. (If Arcot ID OTP on Browser is the authentication mechanism) Deploy State 
Manager and configure the database connection pooling, as described in Deploying 
and Configuring State Manager.

8. Deploy Authentication Flow Manager, as described in Deploying and Configuring 
Authentication Flow Manager.

9. Perform the post-installation configuration and verification tasks described in the 
.CA Adapter for Juniper SSL VPN Configuration Guide

Cisco IPSec 
VPN

1. Ensure that all the prerequisite software is installed and the database is set up, as 
described in Preparing for Installation.

2. Install Adapter, as described in Installing Adapter.

3. Deploy the Arcot Adapter Wizard application, as described in Deploying the Wizard
.

4. Configure AFM by using the wizard, as described in Configuring Adapter by Using 
the Wizard.

5. Copy the Adapter configuration files, as described in Copying the Adapter 
.Configuration Files

6. Configure SSL in Apache Tomcat, as described in Configuring SSL in Apache 
Tomcat.

7. Deploy Authentication Flow Manager, as described in Deploying and Configuring 
Authentication Flow Manager.
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Integrating 
Adapter 
With

Steps to Complete

8. Perform the post-installation configuration and verification tasks described in the 
.CA Adapter for Cisco IPSec VPN Configuration Guide

Software Requirements for State Manager on UNIX

Note: State Manager is required when Adapter is integrated with SAML-based Web 
portal, SiteMinder, or SSL VPN appliances (if the primary authentication mechanism is 
ArcotID OTP on Browser). You  need to perform the instructions in this section if do not
you are integrating Adapter with IPSec VPN appliances.

This section lists the prerequisites for installing State Manager. This section includes the following 
topics:

Minimum Software Requirements
Configuring the Application Server

Minimum Software Requirements
See the  for a list of software requirements.Platform Support Matrix

Configuring the Application Server
State Manager is a Web application that requires a Servlet container for its deployment. Because 
State Manager uses JNDI to connect to the database, you must create a JNDI connection. For 
more information, see .Creating a JNDI Connection

It is recommended that State Manager communicate with other components using SSL mode. To 
configure State Manager for SSL, enable the application server on which State Manager is 
deployed for SSL communication.

Adapter provides sample Keystore and Truststore, which you can use for testing SSL 
communication between the Adapter Components.

Prepare for Installation

For information on hardware and software pre-requisite information, check the Platform Support 
.Matrix

Prepare for Installation for Windows
This chapter lists the requirements for installing Adapter and discusses other prerequisites. For 
more information on hardware and software requirements, specifically for State Manager, Flow 
Manager, Authentication Shim and FCC Pages, refer to .Platform Support Matrix

The following topics are covered in this chapter:

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8190/adv_authentication_platform_support_matrix.pdf
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Configure the Application Server
Checklist for Integration

Configure the Application Server
State Manager is a Web application that requires a Servlet container for its deployment. Because 
State Manager uses JNDI to connect to the database, you must create a JNDI connection. For 
more information, see ."Creating a JNDI Connection"

CA recommends that State Manager communicate with other components using SSL mode. To 
configure State Manager for SSL, enable the application server on which State Manager is 
deployed for SSL communication.

Adapter provides sample Keystore and Truststore, which you can use for testing SSL 
communication between the Adapter Components.

Checklist for Integration
The following requirements must be met before proceeding with the integration:

The following CA products are installed:

CA AuthMinder 7.1.01 is installed on the required operating system.

If risk evaluation support is needed, then CA RiskMinder 3.1.01 is installed on the required 
operating system.

The application server(s) where you intend to deploy Adapter components are independently 
operational.

The Web browser that you intend to use is configured to allow file download, active scripting, 
and scripting of Java applet functions.

Required numbers of database instances are ready with applicable schemas for storing the 
information required by Adapter.

The required number of the IPSec or SSL VPN appliances have been installed and configured.

The following additional requirements are needed for integrating Adapter with SiteMinder:

A SiteMinder Policy Server and a SiteMinder Web Agent are installed and configured.
Refer to the appropriate SiteMinder documentation for installation details.

Create a virtual directory, for example, , on the Web server where you plan to arcotlogin
install the FCC pages.

Note: Note down the virtual directory name as you need this information at the time 
of configuring the FCC virtual directory path in the Arcot Adapter Configuration 
wizard.

Create at least one object of the following types by using the SiteMinder Policy Server User 
Interface (r6.x) or Administrative User Interface (r12.x), as applicable. Refer to the 
appropriate SiteMinder documentation for more information on creating these objects:

Agents
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Agents

Domains

Administrators

Realms

Users

User directories

Rules for the realms

The redistributable package of Microsoft Visual C++ 2005 (x86), , is installed vcredist_x86.exe
on the system(s) where SiteMinder components are available.
If  already installed, then you can install this redistributable package from the Adapter not
package, or download it from the following site:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=14431

Installing Adapter
This chapter walks you through the process of installing Adapter on Solaris and Linux platforms, 
so that you can use credentials based on any AFM profile with SAML, SiteMinder, or VPN 
appliance. Adapter can also be configured to provide risk evaluation feature for SAML and 
SiteMinder integrations.

Important!

It is assumed that you are installing Adapter and its components on a fresh system. 
The system where you plan to deploy Adapter  have any previous must not
installation of Adapter or any of its components.

If you are installing Adapter and other authentication products (AuthMinder or 
RiskMinder) on the same system in the same location, then you must install these 
products  installing Adapter.before

Use the Adapter 2.2.9 installation wizard to install Adapter and its components. This Wizard 
supports Complete and Customize installation types. After performing the installation, you can 
check whether the installation has been performed successfully. This chapter covers the 
following topics:

Installing Adapter in a Distributed Environment
Installing on a Single System
Verifying Adapter Installation

Note: This chapter does not cover the installation procedure for prerequisite software 
that are depicted in the .Planning the Deployment for Adapter

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=14431
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1.  

2.  

Installing Adapter in a Distributed Environment
To install and configure Adapter in a distributed environment, use the  option when Customize
you run the installer. This section describes the steps that you must follow to install Adapter 
components for the following integration types:

For SiteMinder Integration
For SAML Integration
For VPN Integration

Note: Before proceeding with the installation, ensure that all the prerequisite software 
is installed and the database is set up, as described in Preparing for Installation.

For SiteMinder Integration

Before proceeding with the installation, refer to the deployment architecture. This diagram 
illustrates the components that are required for each integration type, and also helps you decide 
how you want to distribute the components. For SiteMinder Integration, you must install the 
components listed in the following table.

Components Description

Authentication Flow Manager and Related Components (see Installing Common Adapter 
)Components

Note: You can install Authentication Flow Manager (AFM), AFM Wizard, and State Manager 
components on a fresh system that hosts your application server.

Authentication 
Flow Manager

Navigates the user through the authentication process, risk evaluation process, 
or both.

AFM Wizard A Web-based application that helps perform basic configurations of other 
Adapter components.

State Manager Generates, maintains, and tracks the tokens that are used to associate the 
authentication and risk status of users’ sessions across Adapter and the 
integrated solution’s components.

Components on SiteMinder Policy Server System (see Installing on SiteMinder Policy Server 
)System

Authentication 
Shim

This is the core component of the integrated solution. It enables interaction 
between Arcot components, SiteMinder, and other authentication schemes.

Components on SiteMinder Web Agent System (see )Installing on SiteMinder Web Agent System

Form 
Credential 
Collector 
Pages

Collects authentication input from the user and sends it for authentication and 
risk evaluation.

Installing Common Adapter Components for UNIX

To install Authentication Flow Manager (AFM), AFM Wizard, and State Manager components:

Log in to the operating system.

Create a temporary directory using the following command:
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  
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Create a temporary directory using the following command:
 mkdir /tmp_installprompt>

Copy the Adapter installer file to the temporary directory that you created in Step 2, using 
the following command:

For Solaris:

prompt> cp   /tmp_installArcot-Adapter-8.1-Solaris.tar.gz

For Linux:

prompt> cp   /tmp_installArcot-Adapter-8.1-RHEL.zip

Unzip the installer file as shown in the following example:

For Solaris:

prompt> cd /tmp_install
 gzip  - d Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Solaris.tar.gzprompt>

For Linux:

prompt> cd /tmp_install
 unzip Arcot-Adapter-8.1-RHEL.zipprompt>

( ) Extract the TAR file, using the following command:For Solaris

prompt> tar  - xvf Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Solaris.tar 

( ) Navigate to the directory where you untarred the installer and run the For Solaris
following command to grant execute permissions to the installer file:

prompt> chmod a+x Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Solaris-Installer.bin

Run the installation wizard by using the following command:

prompt> sh Arcot-Adapter-8.1- -Installer.binplatform name

Note: If you are executing the installer with root login, the following warning 
message opens:

The installer starts preparing for the installation and the Welcome screen opens.

Press  to continue with the installation.Enter
The License Agreement for Adapter opens.

On the License Agreement screen:
Read the text carefully and press  to display the next screen of the license text. You Enter
might have to press  multiple times, until the entire text for License Agreement is Enter
displayed.
At the end of the license agreement, you will be prompted for acceptance of the terms of 
license agreement ( ).DO YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT?

Enter to accept the terms of the license agreement and press to continue with Yory  Enter 
the installation.
The Choose Installation Location screen opens.

As directed on the screen, you can :either
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11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

1.  

As directed on the screen, you can :either

Enter the absolute path of the directory where you want to install Adapter and press 
 to continue.Enter

Note: The installation directory name that you specify  contain any must not
spaces. Else, some Adapter scripts and tools might not function as intended.

Press  to accept the default directory displayed by the installer.Enter

The Choose Install Type screen opens.

Type  and press  to accept the  installation option and to continue with 2 Enter Customize
the installation.
The Choose Product Features screen opens. This screen enables you to select the specific 
components that you wish to install on the system.

Specify a comma-separated list ( ) without any space between the comma and the number
of numbers representing the Adapter components that you  want to install on the do not
current system. Only the following components must be installed.

AFM Wizard

Authentication Flow Manager

State Manager

Press  to continue.Enter
The Pre-Installation Summary screen opens. This screen lists the product details, 
installation directory, type of installation, and components that are to be installed.

Review the product details displayed carefully and press  to proceed with the Enter
installation. If you would like to change a configuration on any of the previous screens, 
type  until you reach the screen, make the required changes, and press  to back Enter
proceed to the next screen.
The Ready to Install screen opens.

Press  to continue.Enter
The Installing screen opens, which would start installing the selected components on your 
system.

Note: The installation process might take some time to complete.

On successful installation, the Installation Complete screen opens.

Press  to exit the installer.Enter

Installing Common Adapter Components for Windows

To install Authentication Flow Manager (AFM), AFM Wizard, and State Manager components:

Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
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Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.
The Welcome screen opens.

Click  to continue.Next
The License Agreement screen opens.

Read the license agreement carefully, select the I accept the terms of the License 
option, and click the  button to accept the agreementAgreement Next .

The installer now checks if any other CA product is installed on the computer.
If it does not find an existing CA product installation, then you will be prompted for an 
installation directory. In this case, the Installation Location screen opens.
By default, the installer creates the  directory in \Program Arcot Systems System_Drive
Files\ and installs in this new folder.
If the installer detects an existing CA installation, then you will not be prompted for an 
installation directory.

If you are prompted for the installation location, you can either accept the default 
directory specified by the installer, or click  to navigate and to specify a different Choose
installation directory.

Click  to install in the specified directory.Next
The Choose Install Type screen opens.

Select  option to install only the  components.Custom selected

Click  to continue.Next
The Choose Product Features screen opens.

Select the following components to install:

AFM Wizard

Authentication Flow Manager

State Manager

By default, all components are selected for installation.  the components that are Deselect
not required.

Click  to continue.Next
The Pre-Installation Summary screen opens.
Review the information on this screen, and if you need to change a previous selection, 
then click  to do so. After making the required changes, click  to come back Previous Next
to the Pre-Installation Summary screen.

Click  to begin the installation process.Install
The Installing Arcot Adapter 8.1 screen opens. The installation process might take some 
time to complete.
On successful installation, the Installation Complete screen opens.

Click  to complete the installation.Done

Installing on SiteMinder Policy Server System for UNIX

To install Adapter components on the system where SiteMinder Policy Server is installed:

Follow the instructions from Step 1 to Step 12, as discussed in  For SiteMinder Integration
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b.  
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Follow the instructions from Step 1 to Step 12, as discussed in  For SiteMinder Integration
section to reach the  screen.Choose Product Features

Install only the  component.Authentication Shim
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and includes the arcot
Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 14 to Step 17, as discussed in  section For SiteMinder Integration
to complete the installation.

Installing on SiteMinder Policy Server System for Windows

To install Adapter components on the system where SiteMinder Policy Server is installed:

Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 to Step 7, as discussed in the For SiteMinder 
 section to reach the  screen.Integration Choose Product Features

Select the  component.Authentication Shim
By default, all components are selected for installation.  the components that are Deselect
not required.
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and Arcot Systems
includes the Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 9 to Step 11, as discussed in the  For SiteMinder Integration
section to complete the installation.

Installing on SiteMinder Web Agent System for UNIX

To install Adapter components on the system where SiteMinder Web Agent is installed:

Follow the step instructions from Step 1 to Step 12, as discussed in For SiteMinder 
 to reach the  screen.Integration Choose Product Features

Install only the  component.Form Credential Collector Pages
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and includes the arcot
Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 14 to Step 17, as discussed in  to For SiteMinder Integration
complete the installation.

Installing on SiteMinder Web Agent System for Windows

To install Adapter components on the system where SiteMinder Web Agent is installed:

Navigate to the directory where the  file Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
is located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 to Step 7, as discussed in the For 
 section to reach the  screen.SiteMinder Integration Choose Product Features
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Select the  component.Form Credential Collector Pages
By default, all components are selected for installation.  the components Deselect
that are not required.
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and Arcot Systems
includes the Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in from Step 9 to Step 11, as discussed in the For SiteMinder 
 section to complete the installation.Integration

For SAML Integration

Before proceeding with the installation, refer to the deployment architecture diagram. That 
diagram illustrates the components that are required for each integration type, and also helps 
you decide how you want to distribute the components.

For SAML Integration, you must install the components listed in the following table.

Components Description

Authentication Flow Manager and Related Components (see Installing Common Adapter 
)Components

Note: You can install Authentication Flow Manager (AFM), AFM Wizard, and State Manager 
components on a fresh system that hosts your application server.

Authentication 
Flow Manager

Navigates the user through the authentication process, risk evaluation process, 
or both.

AFM Wizard A Web-based application that helps perform basic configurations of other 
Adapter components.

State Manager Generates, maintains, and tracks the tokens that are used to associate the 
authentication and risk status of users’ session across Adapter and integrated 
solution’s components.

Components on Service Provider’s System (see )Installing on Service Provider's System

Sample 
Applications

A set of three sample applications that you can use to test the SAML integration.

Installing Common Adapter Components

The instructions for installing AFM, AFM Wizard, and State Manager are the same as those 
discussed in  Installing Common Adapter Components For SiteMinder Integration

Installing on Service Provider’s System for UNIX

To install SAML sample applications on the Service Provider’s system:

Follow the step instructions from Step 1 to Step 12, as discussed in Installing Common 
 to reach the  Adapter ComponentsFor SiteMinder Integration Choose Product Features

screen.

Install only the  component.Sample Applications
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and includes the arcot
Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 14 to Step 17, as discussed in Installing Common Adapter 
 to complete the installation.ComponentsFor SiteMinder Integration
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Installing on Service Provider’s System for Windows

To install SAML sample applications on the Service Provider’s system:

Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 to Step 7, as discussed in Installing Common 
Adapter Components  to reach the  For SiteMinder Integration Choose Product Features
screen.

Select the  component.Sample Applications
By default, all components are selected for installation.  the components that are Deselect
not required.
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and Arcot Systems
includes the Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 9 to Step 11, as discussed in Installing Common Adapter 
Components  to complete the installation.For SiteMinder Integration

For VPN Integration

Before proceeding with the installation, refer to the deployment architecture diagram. That 
diagram illustrates the components that are required for each integration type, and also helps 
you decide how you want to distribute the components.

For VPN Integration, you must install the components listed in the following table.

Components Description

Authentication Flow Manager and Related Components (see Installing Common Adapter 
)Components

Note: You can install Authentication Flow Manager (AFM), AFM Wizard, and State Manager 
components on a fresh system that hosts your application server.

AFM Wizard A Web-based application that helps perform basic configurations of other 
Adapter components.

Authentication 
Flow Manager

Navigates the user through the authentication process, risk evaluation process, 
or both.

Important! State Manager is required only when you are integrating Adapter with an SSL VPN 
solution that you plan to use with the ArcotID OTP on Browser authentication mechanism. You 

 need to configure State Manager for IPsec VPN integration.do not

State Manager Generates, maintains, and tracks the tokens that are used to associate the 
authentication and risk status of users’ session across Adapter and integrated 
solution’s components.

Installing Common Adapter Components for UNIX

To install AFM, AFM Wizard, and State Manager:

Follow the step instructions from Step 1 to Step 12, as discussed in Installing Common 
 to reach the  Adapter ComponentsFor SiteMinder Integration Choose Product Features

screen.
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Specify a comma-separated list ( ) without any space between the comma and the number
of numbers representing the Adapter components you  want to install on the do not
current system. Only the following components must be installed.

AFM Wizard

Authentication Flow Manager

(Optional) State Manager

By default, all components are selected for installation. Deselect the components that are 
not required.
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and includes the arcot
Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 14 to Step 17, as discussed in Installing Common Adapter 
 to complete the installation.ComponentsFor SiteMinder Integration

Installing Common Adapter Components for Windows

To install AFM, AFM Wizard, and State Manager:

Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-8.1-Windows-Installer.exe
located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 to Step 7, as discussed in Installing Common 
Adapter Components  to reach the  For SiteMinder Integration Choose Product Features
screen.

Select the following components for installation:

AFM Wizard

Authentication Flow Manager

(Optional) State Manager

By default, all components are selected for installation.  the components that are Deselect
not required.
The installer creates a folder called  in the installation location, and Arcot Systems
includes the Adapter files in this folder.

Perform the tasks in Step 9 to Step 11, as discussed in Installing Common Adapter 
Components  to complete the installation.For SiteMinder Integration

Installing on a Single System
To install Adapter and its components on a single system, use the  installation type.Complete

Note: The  installation type is applicable  for SiteMinder integration. Complete only Do 
 use this option for other integration types.not
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Install Adapter on UNIX

Follow the step instructions from Step 1 to Step 11 to reach the  Choose Install Type
screen.

Type  and to select the default ( ) installation option.1 Complete

Perform the tasks in Step 14 to Step 17 to complete the installation.

Install Adapter on Windows

Navigate to the directory where the  file is Arcot-Adapter-2.2.9-Windows-Installer.exe
located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.

Follow the installer instructions from Step 2 to Step 5 to reach the  Choose Install Type
screen.

Select  as the installation type, and click .Complete Next

Perform the tasks in Step 9 to Step 11 to complete the installation.

Note: Adapter also includes a Custom Application that can be used to test the 
authentication workflows without the need to integrate Adapter with any application. 
For more information about deploying and testing the workflows using the Custom 
Application, see .Deploying and Configuring the Custom Application

Verifying Adapter Installation
After installation, you can access the installation log file, , Arcot_Adapter_2.2.9_InstallLog.log
from the following directory:

For UNIX

installation_dir/ /logs

Note: installation_dir is the directory where the Adapter is installed. By default, it is 
installed in the /opt/  directory.arcot

For Windows

installation_dir\ \logs

Note: installation_dir is the directory where the Adapter is installed. By default, it is 
installed in the \Program Files\  directory.System_Drive Arcot Systems
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If for some reason, the installation failed, then an error log is available in the same location from 
where you ran the installer.

Also, verify that the files listed in  are available on the system Adapter File System Structure
where you have installed Adapter.

Performing Adapter Configuration Using the Wizard
Arcot Adapter Configuration wizard is a Web-based application used to configure authentication 
and enrollment workflows. By using the Arcot Adapter Configuration wizard, you can generate 
the configuration (.properties and .ini) files, which are used in the integrated solution.

The configurations in the wizard are grouped into two parts. In the first part, you need to create a 
profile, which controls the user’s authentication and enrollment flows. The second part, referred 
to as  enables you to configure the parameters specific to the type of Configure Global Settings
integration option that you selected and the authentication mechanism configured for the 
profile.

The following table lists the sections available in the second part of the configuration wizard. The 
sections that you can access and configure in this part depend on the selected integration type 
and primary authentication mechanism.

Integration 
Type

Configurable Sections

SAML Arcot WebFort and Arcot RiskFort Configuration

Arcot UDS Configuration

Arcot State Manager Configuration

SAML Configuration

SiteMinder Arcot WebFort and Arcot RiskFort Configuration

Arcot UDS Configuration

Arcot State Manager Configuration

SiteMinder Shim Configuration

VPN Arcot WebFort and Arcot RiskFort Configuration

Note: Only in case of SSL VPN integration type and only if Perform Risk Assessment is 
selected, you need to  the RiskMinder Server-related parameters in the configure
Arcot WebFort/Arcot RiskFort Configuration section.
The Perform Risk Assessment option is not available for integration of type IPSec 
VPN.

Arcot UDS Configuration

Arcot State Manager Configuration. This section is available only if AOTP on Browser 
is selected as the primary authentication mechanism in case of SSL VPN only.

All Arcot WebFort and Arcot RiskFort Configuration

Arcot UDS Configuration
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Integration 
Type

Configurable Sections

Arcot State Manager Configuration

SiteMinder Shim Configuration

SAML Configuration

This chapter covers the following topics:
Understanding the AFM Profile
Deploying the Wizard
Configuring the Adapter by Using the Wizard
Copying the Adapter Configuration Files

Understanding the AFM Profile
Each end user in AFM is associated with at least one credential (such as ArcotID PKI, QnA, 
Password, or OTP) that they must use to log in to the application. Every time they log in using 
their credential, their authentication is controlled by a corresponding profile.

The AFM wizard provides you the flexibility to create common ready-to-use authentication 
configurations, known as  that can be shared among multiple organizations and, AFM profiles
thereby, applied to multiple users.AFM Profiles specify authentication configuration properties, 
and credential attributes such as, primary and secondary authentication mechanisms, validity 
period for the chosen credential, and how to enroll a new user.

You can create multiple profiles, each with a unique name. You can then assign one or more 
profiles to an organization, one of which can also be set as default. AFM makes use of these 
configured profiles at the time of authenticating or enrolling users.

Deploying the Wizard
To use the wizard, you first need to deploy the WAR file containing the wizard application

Important! It is assumed that you will be deploying the Adapter components as 
depicted in .Planning the Deployment for Adapter

For UNIX

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh script 
from the  directory and restart your application server.adapter-install-location

Navigate to the directory where the  file is located. By default, this ArcotAFMWizard.war
WAR file is available at the following location:

/AFMWizardafm_wizard_installation_dir

Install ArcotAFMWizard.war on the system where you plan to deploy the AFM application.
For example, on Apache Tomcat, the location to install the WAR file is:

/webappsapplication_server_home
Apache Tomcat automatically deploys the WAR file and creates a folder named 
ArcotAFMWizard under the webapps folder.
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Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions on how deploy on 
other supported application servers.

Access the following URL from the end-user’s system:
/ArcotAFMWizard/http[s]://host_name:port-number

Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port-number
you have deployed the Adapter Wizard application. You should see the Arcot Adapter 
Configuration Wizard page.
You can now use the wizard to create profiles, configure various components, and 
generate the configuration files. The following section guides you through the process of 
configuring the Adapter components by using the wizard.

For Windows

If not already restarted, ensure that you restart your application server before you 
proceed with the next steps.

Navigate to the directory where the  file is located. By default, this ArcotAFMWizard.war
WAR file is available at the following location:

afm_wizard_installation_dir\AFMWizard

Install ArcotAFMWizard.war on the system where you plan to deploy the AFM application.
For example, on Apache Tomcat, the location to install the WAR file is:

application_server_home\webapps

Apache Tomcat automatically deploys the WAR file and creates a folder named 
ArcotAFMWizard under the webapps folder.

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions on how deploy on 
other supported application servers.

Access the following URL from the end-user’s system:
/ArcotAFMWizard/http[s]://host_name:port_number

Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port-number
you have deployed the Adapter Wizard application. You should see the Arcot Adapter 
Configuration Wizard page.
You can now use the wizard to create profiles, configure various components, and 
generate the configuration files. The following section guides you through the process of 
configuring the Adapter components by using the wizard.

Configuring the Adapter by Using the Wizard
Perform the following steps to configure the Adapter components:

From the end-user's system, access the following URL:
http[s]:// : /ArcotAFMWizard/index.htmlhost_name port
The AFM Profiles screen opens.
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Click the  link.Create new Profile
The AFM Profile Configuration screen opens.

Configure the parameters on the AFM Profile Configuration page.
The following table describes the fields available on the AFM Profile Configuration page.

Section Field Description

AFM Profile 
Configuration

AFM Profile 
Name

Specify a name for the AFM profile.

Note: You can enter a maximum of 16-digit alphanumeric 
characters in this field. Ensure that there are no special 
characters and blank space in your profile name.

Integration 
Type

Select the type of integration that this profile should 
handle.

The possible options are:

SiteMinder

SAML

SSL VPN

IPSec VPN

Note: You can select multiple integration types by 
pressing the  key and selecting the required Ctrl
integration type.

Primary 
Authentication 
Configuration

Primary 
Authentication

Select a primary authentication mechanism to use with 
this profile. The primary authentication mechanism you 
can configure depends on the integration type you 
selected in the  field.Integration Type

SiteMinder supports the following types of primary 
authentication mechanisms:
- ArcotID
- LDAP
- CA Mobile OTP on Browser
- CA Mobile OTP on Mobile Device
- OATH
- LDAP + ArcotID

SAML and  supports the following types of SSL VPN
primary authentication mechanisms:
- ArcotID
- LDAP
- ArcotOTP on Browser
- ArcotOTP on Mobile Device
- OATH

IPSec VPN supports  ArcotID as the primary only
authentication mechanism.
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Section Field Description

Note: If you have selected  integration types, then all
ArcotID would become the default primary authentication 
mechanism.

WebFort 
Organization 
Name

WebFort 
Organization 
Name

Specify the AuthMinder organization name. If the 
specified organization does not exist in AuthMinder, then 
you must create it before testing the integrated solution.

Select " " This organization is mapped to enterprise LDAP
option, if the AuthMinder organization you specified is 
configured to use the LDAP repository. See Additional 
Configurations to Support LDAP Repository in AuthMinder 
for information about additional configurations to 
support LDAP repository in AuthMinder.

Click . Next

Note: If you have not specified any organization name in the Organization 
 field, then AuthMinder’s default organization is used with this profile. A Name

prompt appears asking whether the default organization is mapped with LDAP, 
if it is, then you must  the prompt and select "Cancel This organization is 

" option before proceeding.mapped to enterprise LDAP

Depending on the type of the Primary Authentication mechanism you selected in Step 3, 
the wizard will show you the configurable parameters applicable for that authentication 
mechanism. These parameters are grouped under various sections. The following table 
lists the configuration sections that you will see depending on the type of authentication 
mechanism you selected.

Primary Authentication Configurable Section

ArcotID Risk Assessment Configuration

General Configuration

ArcotID Configuration

Secondary Authentication Mechanism

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration

LDAP Risk Assessment Configuration

General Configuration

Secondary Authentication Mechanism

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration
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Primary Authentication Configurable Section

ArcotOTP on Browser Risk Assessment Configuration

General Configuration

ArcotOTP Configuration

Secondary Authentication Mechanism

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration

ArcotOTP on Mobile Device General Configuration

ArcotOTP Configuration

Secondary Authentication Mechanism

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration

OATH General Configuration

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration

LDAP + ArcotID (SiteMinder only) General Configuration

ArcotID Configuration

Secondary Authentication Mechanism

Issuance Profile Configuration

Authentication Policy Configuration

The following table describes the field available in the Risk Assessment Configuration 
section.

Field Description

Perform 
Risk 
Assessment

Select this option to perform the risk assessment along with the selected 
primary authentication mechanism. If selected, then the following two 
options are made available:

Pre-Authentication: If this option is selected, the risk assessment is 
performed before the primary authentication.

Post-Authentication: If this option is selected, the risk assessment is 
performed after the primary authentication.

Note: If ArcotID is selected as the primary authentication mechanism, then 
by default the risk assessment is performed before ArcotID authentication.

The following table describes the fields available in the General Configuration section.
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Field Description

Perform 
enrollment using 
an activation code

This option specifies the mechanism of sending the activation code to 
the user during enrollment. AFM performs enrollment on successful 
authentication of the activation code.

By default this option is selected, you can select the mode of 
communication, which is email or SMS.
This configuration is  if the LDAP organization is selected as optional
the AuthMinder organization.

Note: If you choose to send the activation code through email, then 
you must configure the parameters in the "Email Server 
Configuration" section.

Log user into the 
system after 
successful 
enrollment

If selected, AFM considers the enrollment as authenticated and no 
explicit user authentication is required. If this option is not selected, 
users must authenticate themselves after enrollment.

Collect first name, 
middle name, and 
last name details 
during enrollment

If selected, users must enter their first, middle, and last names during 
enrollment.

This configuration is  if the configured organization is not applicable
an LDAP organization.

Support for user-
defined questions

Select this option to allow the user to add their own question that is 
not available in the existing list of out-of-the-box questions.

Enable email 
notification

If selected, AFM sends a notification email for different scenarios, 
such as successful enrollment, roaming download of ArcotID, 
password change, ArcotOTP on Mobile, ArcotOTP on Browser and 
updates to security questions, user details, and ArcotID password.

Note: If you choose to send the notification email, then you must 
configure the parameters in the Email Server Configuration section.

Prompt user to 
accept cookies

Select this option to ask the user for permission to store cookies on 
their system.

Prompt user to 
enter his personal 
assurance 
message

Select this option to enable the user to enter a personal assurance 
message during enrollment. This message is presented to the user to 
assure them that they are interacting with the correct and legitimate 
server.

Prompt user to 
select personal 
assurance image

Select this option to enable the user to select an image during 
enrollment. This image is presented to the user to assure them that 
they are interacting with the correct and legitimate server.

The following table describes the fields available in the ArcotID Configuration section:

Field Description

Allow 
users to 
be able to 
renew 
their 
ArcotID on 
expiry

Select this option to allow users to renew their impending ArcotID PKI 
credential.
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Field Description

Generate 
new 
ArcotID 
while 
renewal

Select this option if a new ArcotID PKI should be generated instead of 
renewing the existing ArcotID PKI.

ArcotID 
Renewal 
time 
period (in 
months)

Specify the time period for which the issued ArcotID PKI will be valid.

Note: You cannot configure this field if  Generate new ArcotID while renewal
option is selected.

ArcotID 
Client 
Type and 
Preference

Select the ArcotID Client type to be used for authentication. If you select 
more than one option, then you can specify the order of preference for the 
ArcotID Client to be used. For example, if Flash is the first option in the list 
followed by JavaScript, then AFM checks for the availability of Flash in the 
user's browser. If AFM cannot detect Flash, it uses JavaScript as the client 
type for authentication.

Possible options are:

JavaScript

Flash

Native

Note: If you want to select Native as the preferred client type, then 
you must select  in the list and click  to move Native to Native Up
the top of the list.

Click .Next
Depending on the type of primary authentication mechanism you selected, you might see 
any or all of the following configuration sections.
The following table describes the field available in the Secondary Authentication 
Mechanism section.

Section Name Description

Secondary 
Authentication 
Mechanism

Select one or more of the secondary authentication mechanisms, such as 
, , , and  Security Question OTP by Email OTP by SMS ArcotOTP on Mobile

for different scenarios, such as , RiskFort Advice Increase Auth Forgot 
, , and .Your Password ArcotID Expiry ArcotID Roaming

The default secondary authentication method is Security Questions. 
Secondary authentication is performed during roaming download, forgot 
password, and increase authentication scenarios. AFM allows you to 
select multiple secondary authentication mechanisms.
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Section Name Description

Note: If you select the  mechanism for secondary OTP by Email
authentication, then you must configure the parameters in the 
"Email Server Configuration" section.
If you select the  mechanism for secondary OTP by SMS
authentication, then you must configure the parameters in the 
"Clickatell SMS Service Configuration" section.

The following table describes the fields available in the Issuance Profile Configuration 
section:

Field Description

ArcotID Profile 
Name

The name of the ArcotID PKI profile created in AuthMinder that 
should be used at the time of creating or updating user credential.

Security Questions 
Profile Name

The name of the Security Question and Answer profile created in 
AuthMinder that should be used at the time of creating or updating 
the user credential.

OTP Profile Name 
for Secondary 
Authentication

The name of the OTP profile created in AuthMinder that should be 
used at the time of creating or updating the user credential.

ArcotOTP Profile 
Name

The name of the CA Auth ID OTP profile created in AuthMinder that 
should be used at the time of creating or updating the user 
credential.

OTP Profile Name 
for Enrollment 
Activation Code

The name of the OTP profile created in AuthMinder that should be 
used at the time of creating or updating user credential.

The following table describes the fields available in the Authentication Policy 
Configuration section:

Field Description

ArcotID Policy Name The name of the ArcotID PKI policy created in AuthMinder that 
should be used during authentication.

Security Questions Policy 
Name

The name of the Security Question and Answer policy created 
in AuthMinder that should be used during authentication.

OTP Policy Name for 
Secondary 
Authentication

The name of the OTP policy created in AuthMinder that should 
be used during authentication.

ArcotOTP Policy Name The name of the CA Auth ID OTP policy created in AuthMinder 
that should be used during authentication.

OTP Policy Name for 
Enrollment Activation 
Code

The name of the OTP policy created in AuthMinder that should 
be used during authentication.

The following table describes the fields available in the CA Auth ID OTP Configuration 
section:
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Field Description

Allow users to be able to 
renew their ArcotOTP on 
expiry

Select this option to allow users to renew their impending 
CA Auth ID OTP.

Generate new ArcotOTP 
while renewal

Select this option if a new CA Auth ID OTP should be 
generated instead of renewing the existing CA Auth ID 
OTP.

ArcotOTP Renewal time 
period (in months)

Specify the time period for which the issued CA Auth ID 
OTP will be valid.

Click .Create

The new profile details are saved and the profile name appears in the AFM Profiles page.

Click .Configure Global Settings
The WebFort and RiskFort Configuration screen opens.

Note: The RiskFort configuration section is displayed only if you enabled risk 
assessment when configuring the AFM profile.

The following table describes the fields available in the WebFort and RiskFort 
Configuration page:

Section Field Description

WebFort Server 
Configuration

Authentication 
Host Name

Specify the (FQDN) Fully Qualified Distinguished Name 
of AuthMinder Server.

Authentication 
Port

Specify the port at which AuthMinder Server is 
available.

Default value: 9742

Issuance Host 
Name

Specify the FQDN of the server hosting the 
AuthMinder Issuance service.

Issuance Port Specify the port at which the server hosting the 
AuthMinder Issuance service is available.

Default value: 9744

RiskFort Server 
Configuration

DeviceID 
Storage Type

Select a mode to store the user’s device ID 
information. The available options are:

HTTP Cookie

Flash Cookie

Host Name Specify the FQDN of RiskMinder Server.

Port Specify the port at which RiskMinder Server is 
available.

Default value: 7680
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Note: If you are using secondary AuthMinder and RiskMinder servers, then 
specify the secondary servers details in the corresponding fields.

Click .Next
The Arcot UDS Configuration screen opens.
The following table describes the fields available in the Arcot UDS Configuration page:

Section Field Description

Arcot UDS 
Configurations

Protocol Specify the protocol for connecting to 
UDS. The available options are:

HTTP

HTTPS

Host Name Specify the IP address or the FQDN of UDS.

Port Specify the port at which UDS is available.

User Management 
Service URL pattern

Specify the URL pattern for UDS.

Default value: arcotuds/services
/ArcotUserRegistrySvc

Email Server 
Configuration

SMTP Host Name Specify the FQDN or IP address of the 
server hosting the SMTP email service.

SMTP Authentication 
Required

Specify True or False based on the 
requirement of SMTP Authentication.

SMTP Username Specify the user name to access the SMTP 
email service.

SMTP Password/

Confirm SMTP Password

Specify the password to access the SMTP 
email service.

Clickatell SMS 
Service 
Configuration

Clickatell Service URL Specify the URL where Clickatell SMS 
service is available.

Default value: http://api.clickatell.com
?/http/sendmsg

Clickatell API ID Specify the unique identifier of the API 
that handle the SMS request.

Clickatell Username Specify the user name to access the 
Clickatell SMS service.

Clickatell Password/ 
Confirm Clickatell 
Password

Specify the password to access the 
Clickatell SMS service.

Click .Next
The Arcot State Manager Configuration screen opens.
The following table describes the fields available in the Arcot State Manager Configuration 
page:

http://api.clickatell.com/http/sendmsg
http://api.clickatell.com/http/sendmsg
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Section Field Description

Arcot State 
Manager 
Configuration

Protocol Select the protocol for State Manager Server.

Note: If you select HTTPS, then you must configure your 
application server for SSL communication. For more 
information about configuring SSL in Apache Tomcat, see 
Configuring SSL in Apache Tomcat.

Host Name Specify the FQDN of State Manager Server.

Port Specify the port at which the application server hosting

State Manager is available.

Database 
Type

Specify the type of database to use with State Manager. 
Possible options are:

MS SQL Server

MySQL

Oracle

Application 
Server

Select the application server on which State Manager is 
deployed.

Possible options are:

Apache Tomcat

Oracle WebLogic

IBM WebSphere

JBoss

Primary 
JNDI Name

Specify the JNDI name given to the primary database 
connection pool setup for the Sate Manager database.

Secondary 
JNDI Name

Specify the JNDI name given to the secondary database 
connection pool setup for the Sate Manager database.

Click .Next
The SiteMinder Shim Configuration screen opens.
The following table describes the fields available in the SiteMinder Shim Configuration 
page:

Section Field Description

SiteMinder Web 
Agent Configuration

Protocol Select the protocol for the Web server hosting 
SiteMinder Web Agent.

Host 
Name

Specify the FQDN of the Web server where you have 
deployed the FCC pages.

Port Specify the port at which the Web server hosting 
SiteMinder Web Agent is available.

FCC Virtual 
Directory

Specify the virtual directory name (for example, 
) created for deploying the FCC pages.arcotlogin

Protocol
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Section Field Description

Application Server 
Configuration for AFM

Select the protocol for the application server hosting 
the AFM application.

Host 
Name

Specify the FQDN of the application server hosting 
the AFM application.

Port Specify the port at which the application server 
hosting the AFM application is available.

Click .Next
The SAML Configuration screen opens.
The following table describes the fields available in the SAML Configuration page.

Note: In the SAML Request Verification Configuration section, you can 
configure either the  or the  details.Certificate Truststore

Section Field Description

SAML 
Request 
Verification 
Configuration

Certificate 
Location

Specify the absolute path of the X.509 certificate of the Service 
Provider. This is used to verify the signed SAML requests from 
the Service Provider. The corresponding key store must be used 
by the SAML sample application for signing the SAML request.

Note: The certificate must be in .DER format.

Truststore 
Location

Specify the absolute path of the trust store file of the Service 
Provider. This file has a certificate that is used to verify the 
signed SAML requests from the Service Provider. The 
corresponding key store must be used by the SAML sample 
application for signing the SAML request.

Truststore 
Alias

Specify the alias with which the certificate is stored in the 
truststore of the Service Provider.

Truststore 
Password

Specify the password for the truststore of the Service Provider.

SAML 
Response 
Signing 
Configuration

Keystore 
Location

Specify the absolute or relative path of the Identity Provider’s 
keystore file on the file system. This file has both the private 
key and certificate that are used for signing the SAML response.

Note: Ensure that the public-private key pair is generated using 
"RSA" as the key algorithm and "SHA1withRSA" as the signing 
algorithm.

Keystore 
Alias

Specify an alias of the private key and certificate stored in the 
Identity Provider's keystore.

Keystore 
Password

Specify the password for the keystore of the Identity Provider.

Click .Next
The Verify Input screen opens.
Review the information on this screen, and if you need to change a previous selection, 
then click  to do so. After making the required changes, click  to come back Previous Next
to the Verify Input page.

Click Save
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The wizard saves your settings and creates the configuration files at the following 
location:

AFM_HOME/conf/afm

Note: AFM_HOME is the environment variable that stores the Adapter install 
location. By default, Adapter is installed in the /opt/  directory.arcot

The following table lists the files that are generated for different types of integration:

Integration 
Type

Properties Files Generated

SAML arcotafm.properties
Contains the AFM configurations.

saml_config.properties
Contains configurations for the SAML integration.

samlsampleapp.properties
Contains the SAML sample application’s configurations.

arcotsm.properties
Contains the State Manager configurations.

SiteMinder arcotafm.properties
Contains the AFM configurations.

adaptershim.ini
Contains the Authentication Shim-related configurations.

arcotsm.properties
Contains the State Manager configurations.

VPN arcotafm.properties
Contains the AFM configurations.

In addition to the above file, the following file will be created when AOTP on 
 is selected as the primary authentication mechanism:Browser

arcotsm.properties
Contains the State Manager configurations.

All arcotafm.properties
Contains the AFM configurations.

saml_config.properties
Contains configurations for the SAML integration.

samlsampleapp.properties
Contains the SAML sample application configurations and the custom 
application configurations.

adaptershim.ini
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Integration 
Type

Properties Files Generated

Contains the Authentication Shim-related configurations.

arcotsm.properties

Contains the State Manager configurations.

customapp.properties

Contains the custom application-related configurations.

Copying the Adapter Configuration Files
This section describes how to deploy the Adapter properties files for the following integration 
types:

For SiteMinder Integration
For SAML Integration
For VPN Integration

Note: AFM_HOME is the environment variable that stores the Adapter install location.

UNIX Default: /opt/arcot

Windows Default: \Program Files\System_Drive Arcot Systems

For SiteMinder Integration

To deploy the properties files for SiteMinder integration:

Copy adaptershim.ini from /conf/afm folder to the following location on the AFM_HOME
system where SiteMinder Policy Server is hosted: / AFM_HOME conf

Restart the SiteMinder Policy Server.

For SAML Integration

To deploy the properties files for SAML integration:

If you plan to install the SAML sample application on the system where AFM is hosted, 
then  this step. Else, copy the , , skip saml_config.properties samlsampleapp.properties
and from /conf/afm folder to /confsampleapps-log4j.properties AFM_HOME AFM_HOME
/afm on the system where you plan to deploy the SAML sample applications.
For information about deploying the SAML sample application, see Deploying the Sample 
Application WAR Files.

After deploying the SAML sample applications, restart the application server.

For VPN Integration

If the AFM wizard and AFM are deployed on separate systems, then you must copy the arcotafm.
properties file to the AFM_HOME/conf/afm location on the system where AFM is deployed.
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Deploying and Configuring State Manager
This chapter walks you through the process of deploying and configuring the State Manager. It 
covers the following topics:

Running Database Scripts
Copying the JDBC Drivers
Creating a JNDI Connection
Deploying State Manager

Important! State Manager is required when you are integrating Adapter with any of 
the following:

SAML-based Web portal

SiteMinder

SSL VPN that is configured to use the ArcotID OTP on Browser authentication 
mechanism

You  need to configure State Manager for IPsec VPN integration.do not

Running Database Scripts
Adapter is shipped with scripts that are required to create necessary tables in the database. To 
create the required database tables:

Navigate to the following location:
For MS SQL Server:

/dbscripts/mssqlstate_manager_installation_dir
For MySQL:

/dbscripts/mysqlstate_manager_installation_dir
For Oracle:

/dbscripts/oraclestate_manager_installation_dir

Run the  file on the database.arcot-db-config-for-adapter-statemanager-2.2.9.sql
This command creates the  table in your database. This table contains the ARTSTOKENS
token information, such as the token ID, time when the token was issued and last used, 
and the timestamp of communication with the RiskMinder Server.

Copying the JDBC Drivers
State Manager uses  (JDBC) to connect to the database. The Adapter Java Database Connectivity
installation package is shipped with the JDBC drivers required by State Manager. If you are 
deploying State Manager on Oracle WebLogic Server, use the JDBC driver that is shipped with the 
application server. For any other application servers, use the JDBC driver that is shipped with the 
installation package. To successfully deploy State Manager, you need to copy these drivers to the 
application server installation directory and create the JNDI connection between the database 
and State Manager.

Following are the JDBC JAR files that you will need to copy to your application server:
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For MS SQL Server 2005 and 2008:

If the JDK version of the Application Server is 1.5: sqljdbc.jar

If the JDK version of the Application Server is 1.6: sqljdbc4.jar

For MySQL: mysql-connector-java-5.1.22-bin.jar

Note: You can download the JAR file for MySQL from the Internet.

For Oracle: ojdbc14.jar

The following sub-sections walk you through the steps for copying the JDBC JAR required for your 
database to one of the following application servers:

Apache Tomcat
JBoss
(For Microsoft SQL Server) Oracle WebLogic

Apache Tomcat

Perform the following steps to copy the JDBC drivers:

Navigate to the following directory:
For MS SQL Server:

/adapterStateManager/mssqlstate_manager_installation_dir
For MySQL:

/adapterStateManager/mysqlstate_manager_installation_dir
For Oracle:

/adapterStateManager/oraclestate_manager_installation_dir

Copy the JAR file corresponding to the database that you are using to the following 
application server installation directory.
For Apache Tomcat 5.5.x:

/common/libTomcat_root
For Apache Tomcat 6.x and 7.x:

/libTomcat_root

Note: Tomcat_root refers to the Apache Tomcat installation directory.

Restart Apache Tomcat.

JBoss

Perform the following steps to copy JDBC JAR file to JBoss.

Follow these steps:

Copy the JDBC JAR file to the following location in the JBOSS installation directory:
JBOSS_HOME/standalone/deployments
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Note: If your JDBC Driver is NOT JDBC 4-compliant then we can update the 
driver using “jar” utility by adding the in it. META-INF/services/java.sql.Driver 
Do the following steps:

    jar  -uf  YourJdbcDriver.jar  META-INF\services\java.sql.
Driver 

Place the JDBC Driver in the location: 
<JBOSS_HOME>\standalone\deployments.

Restart the application server.

(For Microsoft SQL Server) Oracle WebLogic

If you are using Microsoft SQL Server, perform the following steps to copy the JDBC JAR file to 
Oracle WebLogic:

Note: If you are using Oracle database, do  perform the configurations mentioned not
in this section, because WebLogic supports Oracle database by default. Therefore, you 
can directly proceed with the database connection pooling configurations for Oracle 
WebLogic, as discussed in ."Creating a JNDI Connection"

Copy the  file to the following directory:Database_JAR
/jre/lib/extJAVA_HOME_used_by_Oracle_WebLogic_instance

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Navigate to .Deployments

Enable the  option.Lock and Edit

Click  and navigate to the directory that contains the  file.Install Database_JAR

Click .Next
The Application Installation Assistant screen opens.

Click .Next
The Summary screen opens.

Click .Finish

Activate the changes.

Restart the Oracle WebLogic server.

Creating a JNDI Connection
This section describes how to create the JNDI connection on the following application servers 
that are supported by State Manager:

Apache Tomcat (C7_CJNDI_TOMCAT)
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Apache Tomcat (C7_CJNDI_TOMCAT)
IBM WebSphere
JBoss
Oracle WebLogic

Note: Perform steps in this section to create JNDI connections for the primary 
database server. If database failover support is needed, then you must also specify the 
data sources with JNDI names for the secondary database server.

Apache Tomcat (C7_CJNDI_TOMCAT)

To create a JNDI connection in Apache Tomcat:

Collect the following database-specific information:

JNDI Name
The JNDI name used by the Arcot components.

Note: The value you enter in the JNDI Name field must the exactly match 
"Primary JNDI Name" that you have configured in the AFM wizard.

User ID
The database user ID.

Password
The database password.

JDBC Driver Class
The JDBC driver class name. Depending on the database you are using, this value 
would be one of the following:
For MS SQL Server:
com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
For MySQL:
com.mysql.jdbc.Driver
For Oracle:
oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

JDBC URL
The JDBC URL for the database server. Depending on the database you are using, this 
URL would be one of the following:
For MS SQL Server:
jdbc:sqlserver:// : ;databaseName= ;selectMethod=cursorserver port database_name
For MySQL:
jdbc:mysql:// : /host_name port_number database_name
For Oracle:
URL.1=jdbc:oracle: ( Rthin:@ DESC IPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=host_name)(PORT=1521)))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=service_name)
(SERVER=DEDICATED)))

Take a backup of server.xml file present in the /conf directory.TOMCAT-HOME

Open the server.xml file present in the /conf directory.TOMCAT-HOME
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Open the server.xml file present in the /conf directory.TOMCAT-HOME

Use the information that you collected in Step 1 to add an entry in the following format 
for defining the data source within the  tag:GlobalNamingResources
<Resource name=" " auth="Container" type="javax.sql.DataSource" datasource-name
username=" " password="  driverClassName=" " url="user-id password" JDBC-driver-class

" maxWait="30000" maxActive="32" maxIdle="4" initialSize="4" jdbc-url
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis="600000" minEvictableIdleTimeMillis="600000"/>

Save and close the server.xml file.

Take a backup of the context.xml file present in the /conf directory.TOMCAT-HOME

Open the context.xml file present in the /conf directory. TOMCAT-HOME

Use the information that you entered in Step 4 to add an entry in the following format for 
defining the data source within the Context tag. The data source name that you specify in 
this step must be the same as the data source name that you specify in Step 4.
<ResourceLink global=" " name=" " type="javax.sql.datasource-name datasource-name
DataSource"/>

Save and close the context.xml file.

IBM WebSphere

To create a JNDI connection in IBM WebSphere:

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Click Resources and expand the JDBC node.

Click JDBC Providers.
The JDBC Providers screen opens.

In the Preferences section, click New.
The Create a new JDBC Provider screen opens.

Perform the following steps to create a JDBC provider:

Note: Refer to for more information on JDBC providers.

Set the CLASSPATH for the JDBC provider that you created in Step 5.

Click Resources and expand the JDBC node.

Click JDBC Providers.
The JDBC Providers screen opens.

Click the JDBC provider that you created in Step 5.

Set the Class Path for the JDBC JAR.

Click Apply to save the changes.

Create a Data Source, as follows:
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Create a Data Source, as follows:

Go to Resources, and then click JDBC.

Under JDBC, open Data Sources and click New. Perform the following steps to 
create a data source:

Specify the Data source name.

Specify the JNDI name.

Note: The value you enter in the  field must JNDI name exactly match 
the "Primary JNDI Name" that you have configured in the AFM wizard.

Click Next.

Select an existing JDBC provider created in Step 3.

Click Next.
The Enter database specific properties for the data source screen opens.

Depending on the database, enter the following information:

For MS SQL Server:
Specify the Database name, Port number, and Server name.

For Oracle:
Specify the v  for JDBC URL. This URL would be of the following type:alue
jdbc:oracle:thin:@ : :server port-number sid

Select the . For MySQL, ensure that the data store Data store helper class name
helper class name is .com.ibm.websphere.rsadapter.GenericDataStoreHelper

Click .Next
The Setup Security aliases screen opens.

Click  to view the Summary screen, and then click .Next Finish

Click the data source created in Step 7.

If you are using MS SQL Server or Oracle, perform the following steps:

In the  section, click .Related Items JAAS - J2C authentication data

Click  to create a new credential.New

Enter login credentials that are used to connect to the database and save the 
credential.

Click , and then click  to save the changes made.Apply OK

Click  and select the data source that you created in Step 7.Data Sources
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Under  -> , select the Security Settings Component-managed authentication alias
JAAS credential that you created in Step and click , and then .Apply OK

If you are using MySQL, perform the following steps:

Click the  link.Custom Properties
A screen showing the existing custom properties opens.

Click New, and enter values for the following properties:

databaseName
Enter a value in the ?autoReconnect=true format.dbname

user

password

port
Enter 3306 for MySQL.

serverName

Log in again to WebSphere Administration Console.

Go to , and then click .Resources JDBC

Click  and select the check box for the data source you created in Step 7.Data Sources

Click  to verify that you have specified the connection correctly.Test connection

Note: This test only checks the connection to the database server, not 
necessarily the correct definition of the data source. On MySQL, if you find that 
the connection test fails even though you have specified the correct connection 
parameters, restart the application server and then retry the connection test.

JBoss

To create a JNDI connection in JBoss:

Access the JBOSS AS (Administration Console).

From the left pane, navigate to .Connector, Datasources

Click  button.Add a new resource

Enter the fields, Name and JNDI Name. The JNDI name user by the CA Advanced 
Authentication components.

Note: The value you enter in the JNDI Name field must match the Primary JNDI 
 that you have configured in the AFM Wizard.Name
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Click Next.
The Add JDBC Driver page opens.

Select the JDBC Driver deployed in the server. Enter the following fields:

Connection URL
Specifies the connection URL for the database server. Example: if you are using Oracle 
driver, then URL: jdbc:oracle:thin:server:port_number:sid.

Username
Specifies the database user name.

Password
Specifies the database password.

Click Done.

Oracle WebLogic

This section provides the steps to enable Oracle WebLogic for JNDI-based database operations.

Perform the following steps to create a data source in Oracle WebLogic:

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Click the Lock & Edit button, if it is not done.

Go to Resources, and then click JDBC.

Under JDBC, open Data Sources, and click New to create a new data source.
In case of Oracle WebLogic 11 , navigate to Services, then JDBC, and finally to Data g
Sources.

Set the following JNDI and database information:

Specify the name of the data source in the Name field.

Specify the JNDI name in the JNDI Name field.

Note: The value you enter in the JNDI Name field must exactly match 
the "Primary JNDI Name" that you have configured in the AFM wizard.

Choose a suitable Database Type, for example Oracle.

Select a suitable Database Driver, for example Oracle Thin Driver.

Click Next, retain the default values, and then click Next again.

In the Connection Properties page, set the database details. The values mentioned here 
are for the Oracle database:

Database: SID or service name of the DB server

Hostname: The IP address or host name of the DB server
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Hostname: The IP address or host name of the DB server

Port: 1521 or any other port the DB server is running

Database User Name

Database Password / Confirm Password

Click  to verify that you have specified the correct database Test Configuration
parameters.

Click  and set the data source target to the preferred WebLogic server instance.Next

Click  to return to the data source list page.Finish

Click  to enable the data source settings.Activate

Deploying State Manager

Important! If you are integrating Adapter with SAML or SiteMinder, and you have 
opted to use CA RiskMinder for risk evaluation, then ensure that the RiskMinder Server 
is started and running.

You need the arcotsm.war file to deploy State Manager. This file is available at the following 
location:

If you are using MS SQL database with State Manager:
/adapterStateManager/mssqlstate_manager_installation_dir

If you are using MySQL with State Manager:
/adapterStateManager/mysqlstate_manager_installation_dir

If you are using Oracle database with State Manager:
/adapterStateManager/oraclestate_manager_installation_dir

To deploy State Manager, depending on the database you are using, install the arcotsm.war file 
from one of the preceding locations on your application server. For example, on Apache Tomcat, 
the location to install the WAR file is:

application_server_home/webapps

Apache Tomcat extracts the WAR file and creates a folder named arcotsm under the webapps 
folder.

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions on how to deploy on other 
supported application servers. Also, it is recommended that you use a secured 
communication channel between all Adapter components. For more information about 
configuring SSL communication, see Configuring SSL in Apache Tomcat.
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The following subsections list the additional steps required to deploy State Manager on IBM 
WebSphere application server.

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 6.1

Perform the following steps to deploy WAR file on WebSphere 6.1:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications > Install New Application.

Based on the location of the WAR file, select either Local file system or Remote file 
system.

In the Full path field, enter the absolute path of the WAR file or click Browse to select the 
WAR file location.

Specify arcotsm as the context root.

In the How do you want to install the application section, select the Show me all 
installation options and parameters option.

Click Next.

Click Next on the Preparing for the application installation screen.

Click Continue on the Application Security Warnings screen.

In the Step 1: Select install options screen, select the Precompile JavaServer Pages files 
option.

Click Next.

Click Next on the Step 2: Map modules to servers screen.

In the Step 3: Provide options to compile JSPs screen, enter the value 15 in JDK Source 
level column.

Follow the onscreen instructions and complete the deployment.

Perform the following steps after you deploy the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications > Enterprise Applications > WebSphere enterprise applications.

Click the WAR file link.

Click the Class loading and update detection link.

In the Class loader order section, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application option.

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.1

Perform the following steps after you deploy the WAR file:
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Perform the following steps after you deploy the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications > Application Types > WebSphere enterprise applications.

Click the WAR file link.

Click the Class loading and update detection link.

In the Class loader order section, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application option.

Deploying and Configuring Authentication Flow Manager
This chapter lists the tasks that you must perform to deploy and configure Authentication Flow 
Manager (AFM). It covers the following topics:

Deploy Authentication Flow Manager for UNIX
Deploy Authentication Flow Manager for Windows
Next Steps

Important! Before deploying and configuring AFM, ensure that AuthMinder is installed, 
configured, and running.

Deploy Authentication Flow Manager for UNIX
You need the arcotafm.war file to deploy AFM. This file is available at the following location:

afm_installation_dir/adapterAFM/

To deploy the AFM application, install the arcotafm.war file on your application server. To set the 
$AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh script. This script is located 
in the  directory.adapter-install-location

For example, on Apache Tomcat, the location to install the WAR file is:

application_server_home/webapps

Apache Tomcat extracts the WAR file and creates a folder named arcotafm under the webapps 
folder.

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for deployment instructions on other 
supported application servers. Set the AFM_HOME environment variable  you before
restart the application server.

Depending on the application server that you are using, perform the additional steps described in 
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Depending on the application server that you are using, perform the additional steps described in 
one of the following sections:

Applicable Only for JDK 1.5 on Apache Tomcat

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 6.1

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.1

Applicable Only for Oracle WebLogic

Applicable Only for JDK 1.5 on Apache Tomcat

Important! The additional configurations given in this section are required  when only
you are integrating Adapter with SAML-based web portal.

Perform the following steps to deploy the JAR files on an Apache Tomcat installation that is using 
JDK 1.5:

Browse to the location where the Adapter installer file is unzipped.

Copy the JAR files from the endorsed folder to the location configured for the -Djava.
endorsed.dirs system property.

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh script 
from the  directory.adapter-install-location

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.0

Perform the following steps after you deploy the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications.

Click the WAR file link.

Click the Class loading and update detection link.

In the Class loader order section, select the Classes loaded with local class loader first 
(parent last) option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application option.

Use the admin console of the application server to start AFM and then State Manager.

Applicable Only for Oracle WebLogic

Important! The additional configurations given in this section are required  when only
you are integrating Adapter with SAML-based web portal.
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Perform the following steps:

Stop the WebLogic Server.

Create a directory named endorsed, if it does not already exist, in the /jre/lib JAVA_HOME
directory.

If there is an existing /jre/lib/endorsed directory, take a backup of the JAVA_HOME
following JAR files and then delete them from the /jre/lib/endorsed JAVA_HOME
directory:

resolver

serializer

xalan

xercesImpl

xml-apis

Copy the JAR files that are available in the endorsed directory of the Adapter package to 
the /jre/lib/endorsed directory.JAVA_HOME

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh script 
from the  directory.adapter-install-location

Start the WebLogic server.

Deploy Authentication Flow Manager for Windows
You need the  file to deploy AFM. This file is available at the following location:arcotafm.war

afm_installation_dir\adapterAFM\

To deploy the AFM application, install the arcotafm.war file on your application server. For 
example, on Apache Tomcat, the location to install the WAR file is:

application_server_home\webapps

Apache Tomcat extracts the WAR file and creates a folder named arcotafm under the webapps 
folder.

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for deployment instructions on other 
supported application servers.

Depending on the application server that you are using, perform the additional steps described in 
one of the following sections:

Applicable Only for JDK 1.5 on Apache Tomcat

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 6.1

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.1
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Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.1

Applicable Only for Oracle WebLogic

Applicable Only for JDK 1.5 on Apache Tomcat

Important! The additional configurations given in this section are required  when only
you are integrating Adapter with SAML-based web portal.

Perform the following steps to deploy the JAR files on an Apache Tomcat installation that is using 
JDK 1.5:

Browse to the location where the Adapter installer file is unzipped.

Copy the JAR files from the endorsed folder to the location configured for the -Djava.
endorsed.dirs system property.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5

Perform the following steps to deploy the WAR file on WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 or 8.5:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to  -> .Applications Install New Application

Based on the location of the WAR file, select either  or Local file system Remote file 
.system

In the  field, enter the absolute path of the WAR file or click  to select the Full path Browse
WAR file location.

Specify arcotsm as the context root.

In the section, select the How do you want to install the application Show me all 
 option.installation options and parameters

Click .Next

Click  on the Preparing for the application installation screen.Next

Click  on the Application Security Warnings screen.Continue

In the Step 1: Select install options screen, select the  Precompile JavaServer Pages files
option.

Click .Next

Click on the Step 2: Map modules to servers screen.Next 

In the Step 3: Provide options to compile JSPs screen, enter the value  in 15 JDK Source 
column.level 

Follow the onscreen instructions and complete the deployment.
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Follow the onscreen instructions and complete the deployment.

Perform the following steps after you deploy the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications.

Click the WAR file link.

Click the link. Class loading and update detection 

In the section, select the Class loader order Classes loaded with local class loader first 
option.

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the  Single class loader for application
option.

Use the admin console of the application server to start AFM and then State Manager.

Applicable Only for Oracle WebLogic

Important! The additional configurations given in this section are required  when only
you are integrating Adapter with SAML-based web portal.

Perform the following steps:

Stop the WebLogic Server.

Create a directory named endorsed, if it does not already exist, in the <JAVA_HOME
>\jre\lib directory.

If there is an existing < >\jre\lib\endorsed directory, take a backup of the JAVA_HOME
following JAR files and then delete them from the < >\jre\lib\endorsed JAVA_HOME
directory:

resolver

serializer

xalan

xercesImpl

xml-apis

Copy the JAR files that are available in the endorsed directory of the Adapter package to 
the < >\jre\lib\endorsed directory.JAVA_HOME

Start the WebLogic server.
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Next Steps
Based on your integration type, proceed with the configuration steps that are discussed in this 
section.

For SiteMinder Integration

Complete the Authentication Shim, FCC pages, and SiteMinder configurations, as 
discussed later in this guide.

Verify the integration as discussed in Verifying SiteMinder Integration.

For SAML Integration

Deploy and configure the SAML sample applications, as discussed in Deploying and 
.Configuring SAML Sample Applications

Verify the integration, as discussed in .Verifying Adapter Integration

For Cisco IPSec VPN Integration
Perform the post-installation configuration tasks described in the CA Adapter for Cisco IPSec 

.VPN Configuration Guide

For Juniper SSL VPN Integration
Perform the post-installation configuration tasks described in the CA Adapter for Juniper SSL 

.VPN Configuration Guide

Configuring Authentication Shim and FCC Pages
This chapter describes how to configure the Form Credential Collector (FCC) pages and 
Authentication Shim.

Configure Authentication Shim and FCC Pages for UNIX
Deploying the FCC Pages
Deploying Authentication Shim

Configure Authentication Shim and FCC Pages for Windows
Deploying the FCC Pages
Verifying the FCC Pages Deployment
Deploying Authentication Shim

Configure Authentication Shim and FCC Pages for UNIX

Deploying the FCC Pages

To deploy the FCC pages, copy the complete FCC directory available at the following location to 
the appropriate location on the Server where the Web Agent is installed.

installation_dir/adapterSiteMinder/fcc/

In addition to copying the complete FCC directory, you must also create a virtual directory in the 
Web Server that points to the FCC directory that you copied.
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Deploying Authentication Shim

The files required to deploy Authentication Shim are available at the following location on the 
SiteMinder Policy Server system:

auth_shim_installation_dir/adapterSiteMinder/lib/

To deploy the Authentication Shim:

Ensure that the Authentication Shim library and the log library files are available in the 
system LD_LIBRARY_PATH system variable by doing one of the following:

Copying the  and  files, available in the ArcotSiteMinderAdapter.so ArcotLog2FileSC.so
/adapterSiteMinder/lib directoryauth_shim_installation_dir

to the lib directory of the SiteMinder Policy Server.

Including the /adapterSiteMinder/lib directory in the auth_shim_installation_dir
LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable.

Restart the SiteMinder Policy Server.

Configure Authentication Shim and FCC Pages for Windows

Deploying the FCC Pages

You need to create a virtual directory in IIS Web Server to deploy the FCC pages. To create a 
virtual directory in IIS 7.0 Web Server and deploy the FCC pages, perform the following steps on 
the system where SiteMinder Web Agent is deployed:

Launch the  application.Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager

In the  pane, expand the  node.Connections Sites

Select the Web site and then click .Add Virtual Directory
The Add Virtual Directory dialog box opens.

Enter  in the  field.arcotlogin Alias

Click the  button corresponding to the  field to select the path of the Browse Physical path
FCC pages folder.
By default, the FCC pages are available in the following folder:

<fcc_pages__installation_dir>\adapterSiteMinder\fcc

Click .OK
A virtual directory named  is created under the node.arcotlogin Sites -> Web Site 

Verifying the FCC Pages Deployment

To verify the virtual directory and FCC pages deployment, perform the following steps:

In the IIS Manager, select the arcotlogin virtual directory.

http://ArcotSiteMinderAdapter.so
http://ArcotLog2FileSC.so
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Switch over to the Content View mode.
The arcotlogin directory content is displayed.
You will notice the FCC pages listed in the right pane of the IIS Manager window. You can 
also verify the properties you configured for the virtual directory in the arcotlogin 
Properties window.

Deploying Authentication Shim

The files required to deploy Authentication Shim are available at the following location on the 
SiteMinder Policy Server system:

<auth_shim_installation_dir>\adapterSiteMinder\lib\

To deploy the Authentication Shim:

Ensure that the Authentication Shim library and the log library files are available in the 
system PATH system variable by doing one of the following:

Copying the ArcotSiteMinderAdapter.dll and ArcotLog2FileSC.dll files, available at:

<auth_shim_installation_dir>\adapterSiteMinder\lib

to the bin directory of the SiteMinder Policy Server.
or

Including the < >\adapterSiteMinder\lib directory in the auth_shim_installation_dir
PATH variable.

Ensure that the Microsoft VC++ 2005 SP1 Redistributable package (vcredist_x86.exe) is 
installed.
If not, install it from the following location:

<auth_shim_installation_dir>\adapterSiteMinder\lib\

Restart the SiteMinder Policy Server.

Configuring CA SiteMinder Policy Server
To configure SiteMinder Policy Server to integrate with Adapter, perform the following steps (on 
the system hosting SiteMinder Policy Server). The steps documented here are for SiteMinder 
Policy Server version 12. If you are using a different version of the SiteMinder Policy Server, refer 
to the relevant SiteMinder Policy Server documentation.

Create a new Authentication Scheme in the SiteMinder Policy Server administrative 
interface, as follows:

Open SiteMinder Policy Server Administrative User Interface, click the 
Infrastructure tab, click Authentication, and then click Authentication Scheme.

Click Create Authentication Scheme.

In the Create Authentication Scheme screen, select Create a new object of type 
Authentication Scheme, and click OK.

In the General section of the Create Authentication Scheme screen, do the 
following:
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Specify a name and description for the new authentication scheme in the 
Name and Description fields respectively.

Select Custom Template from the Authentication Scheme Type drop-down list.

Specify a protection level. The protection level is enforced during single sign-
on when the user tries to access resources protected by different 
authentication schemes.

Some authentication scheme types support Password Policies, while others do 
not. Select the Password Policies enabled for this Authentication Scheme 
check box, if you want the authentication scheme to support password 
policies.

In the Scheme Setup section of the Create Authentication Scheme screen, do the 
following:

Enter the Adapter library file name as ArcotSiteMinderAdapter in the Library 
field.

Enter the name of the configured workflow in the Parameter field.

Important! The value you enter in the Parameter field is  case-sensitive
and it must exactly match the "AFM Profile Name" that you have  
configured in the AFM wizard.

Note: You must append the profile name with the installation_directory 
separated by a comma, for example [SectionName],[installation_dir]. 
There should not be any whitespace character between the section 
names and comma. For example, if your profile name is OnePage, then 
the Parameter field must be specified as OnePage,/opt/arcot. In 
addition, SectionName  match the AFM Profile Name that you must
specified using the Wizard.

Click Submit to create the authentication scheme.

Any realm that you wish to protect with Arcot authentication must be configured to use 
the new Authentication Scheme that you created in Step 1. Use SiteMinder Realm Dialog 
to perform this operation.

For SiteMinder Policy Server to work with Adapter, set the parameters from the following 
table in the SiteMinder Agent Configuration Object Dialog screen.

Parameter Value

CssChecking Yes

FCCCompatMode Yes

AgentName Name of the agent.

LogFileName Name of the Web Agent log file.
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Parameter Value

This is not a mandatory setting, but can be used for debugging.

DefaultAgentName Name of the default Web Agent.

DefaultPassword Web Agent password.

LogFileSize Size of the Web Agent log file.

Logfile Yes

RequireCookies Yes

TraceConfigFile Name of the trace configuration file.

This is not a mandatory setting, but can be used for debugging.

TraceFile Yes

TraceFileName Name of the trace file.

TraceFileSize Size of the trace file.

Deploying and Configuring SAML Sample Applications
SAML sample applications can be used to verify if Adapter was successfully installed and 
configured for SAML integration. In addition, it demonstrates:

The typical authentication workflows supported by Adapter

Integration of your application with Adapter

Important! Sample application must not be used in production deployments. The 
sample application is provided to demonstrate the AFM SAML workflows.

This chapter covers the following topics:
Deploy the Sample Application WAR Files for UNIX
Deploy the Sample Application WAR Files for Windows
Verifying the Sample Application Deployment
Configuring Sample Application

Deploy the Sample Application WAR Files for UNIX
The Adapter installation package includes the following SAML sample applications:

samlsampleapp.war: The main sample application.

bankapp.war: The sample bank application.

insuranceapp.war: The sample insurance application.

Using these modules, you can test the authentication workflows available in the SAML 
integration. To deploy sample application:
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Navigate to the following location:
/sampleApplicationssaml_sample_app_installation_dir

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh script. 
This script is located in the  directory.adapter-install-location

Copy the samlsampleapp.war, bankapp.war, and insuranceapp.war files to your 
application server. For example on Apache Tomcat, the location to copy the WAR file is:

/application_server_home webapps
Apache Tomcat automatically deploys the WAR files and creates the following folders 
under the webapps folder:

samlsampleapp

bankapp

insuranceapp

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for deployment instructions on other 
supported application servers. Bear in mind that you must set the $AFM_HOME 
environment variable  you restart the application server.before

( ) Perform the following steps to deploy Applicable Only for JDK 1.5 on Apache Tomcat
the JAR files on an Apache Tomcat installation that is using JDK 1.5:

Browse to the location where the Adapter installer file is unzipped.

Copy the JAR files from the endorsed folder to the location configured for the -
Djava.endorsed.dirs system property.

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh 
script from the  directory.adapter-install-location

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

( ) Perform the following steps after you deploy the Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere
WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to  > > Applications  Applicatons Types WebSphere Enterprise 
.Applications

Click the WAR file link.

Click the link. Class loading and update detection 

In the section, select the Class loader order Classes loaded with local class loader 
 option.first (parent last)

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application
option.

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh 
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To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh 
script from the  directory.adapter-install-location

Restart IBM WebSphere.

( ) Perform the following steps:Applicable only for Oracle WebLogic

Stop the WebLogic Server.

Create a directory named endorsed, if it does not already exist, in the JAVA_HOME
/jre/lib directory.

If there is an existing /jre/lib/endorsed directory, take a backup of the JAVA_HOME
following JAR files and then delete them from the /jre/lib/endorsed JAVA_HOME
directory:

resolver

serializer

xalan

xercesImpl

xml-apis

Copy the JAR files that are available in the endorsed directory of the Adapter 
package to the /jre/lib/endorsed directory.JAVA_HOME

To set the $AFM_HOME environment variable on the system, run the afmenv.sh 
script from the  directory.adapter-install-location

Start the WebLogic server.

Deploy the Sample Application WAR Files for Windows
The Adapter installation package includes the following SAML sample applications:

samlsampleapp.war: The main sample application.

bankapp.war: The sample bank application.

insuranceapp.war: The sample insurance application.

Using these modules, you can test the authentication workflows available in the SAML 
integration. To deploy sample application:

Navigate to the following location:

saml_sample_app_installation_dir\sampleApplications

Copy the samlsampleapp.war, bankapp.war, and insuranceapp.war files to your 
application server. For example on Apache Tomcat, the location to copy the WAR file is:

application_server_home\webapps

Apache Tomcat automatically deploys the WAR files and creates the following folders 
under the webapps folder:
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samlsampleapp

bankapp

insuranceapp

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for deployment instructions on other 
supported application servers.

( ) Perform the following steps to deploy the Applicable Only for JDK on Apache Tomcat
JAR files on an Apache Tomcat installation that is using JDK 1.5:

Browse to the location where the Adapter installer file is unzipped.

Copy the JAR files from the endorsed folder to the location configured for the -
Djava.endorsed.dirs system property.

Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

( ) Perform the following steps after Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.0, 8.0 and 8.5
you deploy the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications.

Click the WAR file link.

Click the link. Class loading and update detection 

In the section, select the Class loader order Classes loaded with local class loader 
 option.first (parent last)

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application
option.

Restart IBM WebSphere.

( ) Perform the following steps:Applicable only for Oracle WebLogic

Stop the WebLogic Server.

Create a directory named endorsed, if it does not already exist, in the <
>\jre\lib directory.JAVA_HOME

If there is an existing < >\jre\lib\endorsed directory, take a backup of JAVA_HOME
the following JAR files and then delete them from the <JAVA_HOME
>\jre\lib\endorsed directory:

resolver

serializer

xalan
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xercesImpl

xml-apis

Copy the JAR files that are available in the endorsed directory of the Adapter 
package to the < >\jre\lib\endorsed directory.JAVA_HOME

Start the WebLogic server.

Verifying the Sample Application Deployment
The webapps folder must now contain the following folders:

samlsampleapp

bankapp

insuranceapp

You can access the following URL from the end-user's system:

http[s]://host_name:port_number/samlsampleapp/

Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where you have host_name port_number
deployed sample application. The main page of sample application opens.

If you see the welcome page of sample application, it indicates that you have successfully 
deployed SAML sample application.

Configuring Sample Application

Important! Ensure that the system time of SAML sample application and the system 
where AFM is deployed is in sync. If the time is not in sync, then SAML sample 
application will throw an authentication failure error.

After deploying sample application, you need to configure it before you can test it. To configure 
sample application, perform the following tasks:

Performing Basic AFM Configurations Using Sample Application
(Optional) Configuring Custom Certificates in Sample Application

Performing Basic AFM Configurations Using Sample Application

Perform the following steps to configure SAML sample application:

From the end-user's system, access sample application in a Web browser window. The 
default URL for sample application is:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/samlsampleapp/
The main page of sample application opens.

Click .Setup
The AFM setup screen opens.

On the AFM setup page, provide the following information:
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On the AFM setup page, provide the following information:

Arcot AFM Protocol: Select a protocol for establishing the communication channel 
with the application server hosting AFM.

Note: If you are using ArcotID PKI Flash client, then you must select the 
 protocol. For more information about ArcotID PKI Flash client, see https

the  available with the CA AuthMinder ArcotID Client Reference Guide
documentation.

(UNIX Only) Arcot AFM Host: Specify the FQDN or IP address of the application 
server hosting AFM.

(UNIX Only) Arcot AFM Port: Specify the port at which the application server 
hosting AFM is available.

(UNIX Only) Flow type: Select an AFM profile from the list of available profiles that 
is displayed in the drop-down list. These profiles would have been created at the 
time of configuring Adapter. For information about creating AFM profiles, see 
Performing Adapter Configuration Using the Wizard.

Click .Submit
The "Setup Successful" message opens.

(Optional) Configuring Custom Certificates in Sample Application

SAML sample application can be configured to use a different set of certificates instead of 
bundled sample certificates. To configure sample application to use different certificates:

Navigate to the location where you have deployed SAML sample application. For example, 
navigate to the following location:

/conf/afmAFM_HOME

Open the samlsampleapp.properties file in a text editor.

Configure the properties, as described in the following table:

Property Description

SamlSigningCertPath Specify the complete path of the X.509 certificate that will be 
used to verify the SAML response. The corresponding key 
store must be used in AFM for signing the SAML response.

Note: The certificate must be in .DER format.

SamlSigningPrivateKeyPath Specify the complete path of the key store file that is used to 
sign the SAML request.

Note: Ensure that the public-private key-pair is generated 
using "RSA" as the key algorithm and "SHA1withRSA" as the 
signing algorithm.

SamlSigningKeyStoreAlias Specify an alias of the private key and certificate stored in 
the key store.

SamlSigningJKSPassword Specify the password for the key store.
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Save and close the samlsampleapp.properties file.

Restart the application server.

Configuring the Service Provider's Application
This chapter provides an overview of how to integrate your SAML enabled applications with AFM. 
The JSPs explained in this chapter are available in the /webappsapplication_server_home
/arcotafm/ directory.

master.jsp: This JSP provides pointers to the JSPs for the individual workflows that are 
configured in the JSPs listed in the "Authentication Flow Manager" section.
To integrate your application with AFM, you need to configure your application to send 
authentication or user migration request to the master.jsp file. You can configure your 
application to send a request in any one of the following ways:

Service Provider Initiated Workflow: In this approach, the Service Provider’s application 
sends the authentication request to AFM. In this approach, the parameters described in 
the following table must be passed in the request.

Parameter Description

SigAlg The algorithm used by your application for signing the request.

Signature The signature of the parameters as explained in the SAML Protocol.

SAMLRequest Base64 encoded SAML request.

RelayState This is an opaque reference to the state on the Service Provider’s side. This is an 
 parameter.optional

Profile This is the AFM profile created from Wizard. This defines the primary and 
secondary authentication mechanisms and other related configurations.

Processreq This is used by AFM.

Identity Provider Initiated Workflow: In this workflow the user can either directly hit the AFM 
URL or the Service Provider can redirect the user’s authentication request to AFM with the 
parameters described in the following table:

Parameter Description

Profile This is the AFM profile created from Wizard. This defines the primary and secondary 
authentication mechanism and other related configurations.

Processreq This used by AFM.

If you are using the second approach (Step ), then you need to configure the 
AssertionConsumerServiceURL property in the saml_config.properties file. This property specifies 
the URL where the SAML response (generated after authentication) has to be posted back.

After user’s authentication request is processed, AFM generates a SAML response and sends it 
back to the Service Provider’s application. The Service Provider’s application needs to verify this 
response. You may need to configure the following properties based on your SAML Service 
Provider implementation:

SignSamlAssertionOnly: Specify whether the complete SAML response or only the assertion 
part of the response needs to be signed.

CanonicalizationMethod: Specify the canonicalization method that is applied to the SAML 
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CanonicalizationMethod: Specify the canonicalization method that is applied to the SAML 
response before signing it.

settings.jsp: This JSP is used to enable end users to update their credentials. The workflow 
defined in this JSP updates the credentials of the user. When you integrate this JSP in your 
application, ensure that a link to this JSP is displayed to the end user only after successful 
authentication. Use the following format for the URL that leads to this JSP:

/arcotafm/settings.jsp?profile=profile-name

This URL must also include a signed SAML request in the query parameter.

masterEnrollment.jsp: The workflow defined in this JSP enrolls the user for the configured 
AuthMinder credentials. This is done after authenticating the user with LDAP, OTP, or both, 
depending on the configuration. If a profile has been configured in the AFM wizard, then to enroll 
the user for the credentials configured in the profile, ensure that a request parameter is sent 
from your application to this JSP in the following format:

arcotafm/masterEnrollment.jsp?profile=profile-name

Verifying Adapter Integration
This chapter covers the following topics:

Verifying the State Manager Configuration for UNIX
Verifying the State Manager Configuration for Windows
Verifying the AFM Configuration
Verifying the Authentication Shim Configuration
Verifying SiteMinder Integration
Verifying SAML Integration

Verifying the State Manager Configuration for UNIX
To test the State Manager configuration:

Run the afmenv.sh script. This script is located in the  directory. It adapter-install-location
sets the $AFM_HOME environment variable.

Restart the application server where State Manager is installed.

Access State Manager by using the following URL:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/arcotsm/index.jsp
Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port_number
you have deployed State Manager. The State Manager Operations page opens.

Click .Create token
A sample token is created.

Open the  file, which is available on the system where State Manager is arcotsm.log
hosted. The default location of this log file is:

/logsAFM_HOME

Search for the following lines in the log file, which indicate that State Manager is 
configured successfully:

Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenCreator starting up
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Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenCreator starting up
...
Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenRemover starting up
...
Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenReader starting up

Verifying the State Manager Configuration for Windows
To test the State Manager configuration:

Restart the application server where State Manager is installed.

Access State Manager by using the following URL:

http[s]://host_name:port_number/arcotsm/index.jsp

Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port_number
you have deployed State Manager. The State Manager Operations page opens.

Click .Create token
A sample token is created.

Open the  file, which is available on the system where State Manager is arcotsm.log
hosted. The default location of this log file is:

AFM_HOME\logs

Search for the following lines in the log file, which indicate that State Manager is 
configured successfully:

Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenCreator starting up
...
Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenRemover starting up
...
Servlet com.arcot.integrations.toksvr.server.TokenReader starting up

Verifying the AFM Configuration
To test the AFM configuration:

Note: If AFM and State Manager are deployed on the same application server and if 
State Manager is started after AFM, then an error message might get recorded in the 
log. You can ignore this error because it does not affect the functioning of AFM or State 
Manager.

Open the arcotafm.log file, which is available on the system hosting the AFM application. 
The default location of this log file is:

/logsAFM_HOME

Search for the following lines in the log file, which indicate that AFM is configured 
successfully.
WebFort 7.1.01 Authentication SDK initialized successfully.
WebFort 7.1.01 Issuance SDK initialized successfully.

Verifying the Authentication Shim Configuration
To test the Authentication Shim configuration:

Open the arcotadaptershim.log log file available in the /logs auth_shim_installation_dir
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Open the arcotadaptershim.log log file available in the /logs auth_shim_installation_dir
directory.

Note: By default, the installer does not create this file. It is generated when the 
Authentication Shim receives the first authentication request.

Search for the following entry in the log file, which indicates that Authentication Shim is 
configured successfully:
Logger initialized
STARTING [Authentication Shim 2.2.9.0 ]

Verifying SiteMinder Integration
To test the SiteMinder integration:

Note: For testing purposes, the protected resource in SiteMinder is configured to use 
the ArcotID PKI workflow. If you have configured the protected resource for any other 
authentication mechanism, then you will not see the same FCC pages described in this 
section.

Restart the application server where AFM is installed.

Restart SiteMinder Policy Server and Web Agent services.

From the end-user's system, access the protected resource that you configured in 
SiteMinder.
The FCC page.

Enter the user name existing in the User Directory configured in SiteMinder.

Click .Continue
If the user is not enrolled for ArcotID PKI authentication, then the AFM User Enrollment 
screen opens.
If you see the AFM page, it indicates that you have successfully configured Adapter with 
SiteMinder.

Verifying SAML Integration
To test the SAML integration by using SAML sample application:

From the end-user's system, launch a new instance of the Web browser and access the 
main page of sample application by using the following URL:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/samlsampleapp/
Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port_number
you have deployed sample application.
The main page of sample application opens.
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Click the  link.Banking Account
The authentication page that opens depends on the authentication workflow that you 
have configured.
If you see the AFM page, it indicates that you have successfully configured Adapter with 
SAML sample application.

Uninstalling Adapter
Before you uninstall Adapter, you should remove its database schema and then proceed with the 
uninstallation process. After you complete the uninstallation, you must perform the post-
uninstallation tasks to clean up the residual WAR files. This section provides information about 
the steps for uninstalling CA Adapter and components. This section covers the following topics:

Dropping the Adapter Schema
Uninstalling Adapter for UNIX
Uninstalling Adapter for Windows
Post-Uninstallation Steps

Dropping the Adapter Schema

Note: If for some reason, you need to retain the database, then  proceed with do not
the instructions in this section. You can start with the uninstallation instructions in .
Uninstalling Adapter v8.1.

Perform the following tasks to uninstall the Adapter database schema:

Based on the database that you are using, navigate to one of the following subdirectories:
For MS SQL Server:

/dbscripts/ /state_manager_installation_dir mssql
For MySQL:

/dbscripts/ /state_manager_installation_dir mysql
For Oracle:

/dbscripts/ /state_manager_installation_dir oracle

Run the  script.drop-adapter-statemanager-8.1.sql

Uninstalling Adapter for UNIX
To uninstall Adapter, you must remove the components installed during the installation process. 
Perform the following steps on the systems where you have installed Adapter components:

Navigate to the following directory:

installation_dir/Uninstall_Arcot Adapter 8.1/

Run the installer using the following command:

prompt>Uninstall_Arcot_Adapter_8.1

The Uninstall Options screen opens.

Enter the enter corresponding to the type of uninstallation you want to perform. The 
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Enter the enter corresponding to the type of uninstallation you want to perform. The 
options are:

1-Completely remove all components... : Select this option if you want to uninstall  all
components of Adapter from the current system.

2-Choose specific components... : Select this option if you want to uninstall only 
 components of Adapter from the current system.selected

Press  to continue.Enter
If you selected to uninstall all components, proceed to Step 7.
If you selected to uninstall selected components, the Choose Product Components screen 
opens.

(For Uninstalling Specific Components Only) This screen displays the Adapter components 
that are installed on the current system. Enter the number of the components (separated 
by a comma) that you want to uninstall from the current system.

Press . The Choose Backup Location screen opens.Enter

If you want to take a backup of important files such as the configuration or log files, 
specify a location where you want to store these files and press  to uninstall Adapter Enter
components.

The Uninstall Complete screen opens at the end of successful uninstallation and the   
system returns to the command prompt.

Uninstalling Adapter for Windows
To uninstall Adapter, you must remove the components installed during the installation process. 
Perform the following steps on the systems where you have installed Adapter components:

Navigate to the following directory:

Installation_dir\Uninstall Arcot Adapter 8.1

Double-click the  file.Uninstall Arcot Adapter 8.1.exe
The Uninstall Options screen opens.

On the Uninstall Options screen, do one of the following:

If you would like to uninstall  components of Adapter from the current system:all

Select .Complete Uninstall

Click  to continue and proceed with Step 6.Next

If you would like to uninstall only the selected components of Adapter from the 
current system:

Select .Uninstall Specific Features

Click  to continue.Next
The Choose Product Features screen is displayed. Go to Step 4.

The Choose Product Features screen displays the Adapter components that are installed 
on the current system.
Check the components you wish to uninstall.
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Click  to proceed.Next

In the Backup Location screen, click  to select the location where you want to back Choose
up the configuration and log files.

Click  to begin the uninstallation process.Uninstall
After the software is uninstalled successfully, the Uninstallation Complete screen opens 
with a success message.

Click  to exit the wizard.Done

Post-Uninstallation Steps
You need to perform the following post-uninstallation steps to ensure that all Adapter 
components are removed:

If the installation directory ( ) exists, delete it.installation_dir

Note: If multiple Arcot products are installed on this system, then delete this 
directory only if Adapter is the last product to be uninstalled.

Uninstall the following WAR files from the appropriate subdirectory in the application 
server installation directory. Refer to the application server vendor documentation for 
detailed information on uninstalling the WAR files.

arcotafm.war: Authentication Flow Manager

arcotsm.war: State Manager

ArcotAFMWizard.war: Arcot Configuration Wizard application

Sample application WAR files:

samlsampleapp.war: The main sample application.

bankapp.war: The sample bank application.

insuranceapp.war: The sample insurance application.

Note: You have to locate these files on the system where you have deployed 
the particular component.

Adapter File System Structure
Adapter installs the directories and files listed in the following table.

Important! In addition to the directories and files discussed in this table, you will also 
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Important! In addition to the directories and files discussed in this table, you will also 
see the adapterkey and arcotkey files in the arcot directory. These files are used by the 
installer to detect any previously installed Arcot product. If these files are deleted, the 
installer will not be able to detect if any Arcot product was previously installed. As a 
result, it will allow new installations to be performed in any location and will not be 
able to ensure the same destination directory for multiple Arcot products. In such 
cases, the products might not work, as expected. However, these files have no impact 
on patches and upgrade.

Component Location Files

Authentication 
Flow Manager

installation_dir/
adapterAFM

Contains the WAR files and the following subdirectory:

certs

Stores the keystore and truststore files that AFM 
requires.

Note: These key store and trust store files are bundled 
with the package for testing purposes only. You can use 
these files to enable two-way SSL communication 
between AFM and State Manager.

installation_dir/
docs

Contains the AFM Java documents.

State Manager installation_dir/
adapterStateManager

Contains the following subdirectories:

certs

Stores the keystore and truststore files that State 
Manager requires.

Note: These key store and trust store files are bundled 
with the package for testing purposes only. You can use 
these files to enable two-way SSL communication 
between State Manager, Authentication Shim, and AFM.

mssql

Store the State Manager’s WAR file and the JDBC drivers 
for MS SQL Server.

mysql

Store the State Manager’s WAR file.

oracle

Store the State Manager’s WAR file and the JDBC driver 
for the Oracle Database server.

installation_dir/
dbscripts

Contains the SQL scripts required to create the State 
Manager schema in the supported database.

Contains the following subdirectories:

mssql
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Stores the SQL scripts for creating and dropping database 
schema in MS SQL Server.

mysql

Stores the SQL scripts for creating and dropping database 
schema in MySQL.

oracle

Stores the SQL scripts for creating and dropping database 
schema in the Oracle Database server.

AFM Wizard installation_dir
/AFMWizard

Contains the ArcotAFMWizard.war file that AFM Wizard 
requires.

Authentication 
Shim

(applicable for 
SiteMinder 
integration)

installation_dir/
adapterSiteMinder/
certs

Contains the default root CA certificate, client certificate, 
and client key files in .PEM format.

Note: These certificates are bundled with the 
package for testing purposes only. You can use 
these files to enable two-way SSL 
communication between Authentication Shim 
and State Manager.

installation_dir/
adapterSiteMinder
/lib

Contains the following files:

ArcotLog2FileSC.so: Log library file

ArcotSiteMinderAdapter.so: Authentication Shim library 
file

installation_dir/
conf

Contains adaptershim.ini that specifies the 
Authentication Shim configuration parameters.

FCC Pages

(applicable for 
SiteMinder 
integration)

installation_dir/
adapterSiteMinder/
fcc

Contains the FCC pages and the following subdirectories:

css

Stores a style sheet file called arcot-enrollment.css.

fonts

Stores the fonts used by the FCC pages.

images

Store the Arcot logo and other image files used by the 
FCC pages.

js

Stores a JavaScript file called ArcotAdapterIntegration.js.

The fcc directory contains the following files:
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shim.fcc

This page accepts the username and LDAP password as 
input for authenticating the user. This FCC page is used in 
One-Page login scenarios.

shim2.fcc

This page accepts the username, which is used for further 
processing. This FCC page is used in Two-Page login 
scenarios. In these scenarios, the LDAP password is 
collected by the shimfinal2.fcc page. In addition, this page 
collects the username when authentication, risk 
evaluation, or both are performed by Authentication 
Shim.

shimerror.fcc

This page is displayed if an error occurs during 
authentication.

shimfinal.fcc

This page is used by AFM to redirect the user back to the 
Policy Server after authentication, risk evaluation, or both 
based on the authentication workflow.

shimfinal2.fcc

This page collects the LDAP password of the user for 
authentication. It is used in the Two-Page login scenarios, 
where the SiteMinder authentication is performed after 
the risk evaluation.

shimunknownuser.fcc

This page is displayed if you access the FCC pages directly 
and  as a result of redirection.not

shimerror.unauth.html

This page is displayed if the user enters incorrect 
credentials and exceeds the maximum number of login 
attempts that SiteMinder allows.

Sample 
Applications

installation_dir
/sampleApplications

Contains the following sample application WAR files:

bankapp.war

insuranceapp.war

samlsampleapp.war

customapp.war

Common Files 
and Directories

installation_dir/
ext-license

Contains the third-party software licenses used by 
Adapter.
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Component Location Files

installation_dir/
logs

Contains the log files.

It also contains the following subdirectory:

backup

Stores the rolled over log files of Authentication Shim.

installation_dir/
Uninstall Arcot 
Adapter 2.2.9

Contains the files required for uninstalling Adapter.

Adapter Configuration Files and Options
This appendix discusses the configuration files that Adapter uses and the parameters that you 
can configure in these files. The following configuration files are available in Adapter:

State Manager Properties File
State Manager Log File
AFM Properties File
AFM Log File
SAML Properties File
Authentication Shim Properties File

Note: When updating any of the configuration files, ensure that you uncomment the 
parameters that you want to configure.

State Manager Properties File
To manually configure the State Manager properties, perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed State 
Manager:

/conf/afm/AFM_HOME

Open the arcotsm.properties file in a text editor.
The properties file contains the RiskMinder parameters, as described in the following 
table.

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

RiskFortHOST.1

RiskFortHOST.2

Required

Optional

SiteMinder Specify the IP address or 
the Fully Qualified 

 Distinguished Name
(FQDN) of RiskMinder 
Server.

RiskFortPORT.1

RiskFortPORT.2

Required

Optional

SiteMinder
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Specify the port where 
RiskMinder Server is 
listening to the incoming 
requests.

Default value: 7680

RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE Optional SiteMinder Specify the protocol for 
RiskMinder Server.

Note: It is recommended 
that the communication 
between State Manager 
and RiskMinder be over 
SSL. Refer to the CA 
RiskMinder Installation 
and Deployment Guide 
for more information on 
how to configure 
RiskMinder for SSL.

Default value: TCP

RiskFortCA_CERT_
FILE

Optional,

Required only if 
RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE=SSL

SiteMinder Specify the complete 
 of the path certification 

CA) certificate authority (
file for RiskMinder 
Server. The file  be must
in.PEM format.

RiskFortCLIENT_P12_FILE Optional,

Required only if 
RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE=SSL

SiteMinder Specify the path of the 
PKCS 12 file that 
contains the key and 
certificate of the client 
that communicates with 
RiskMinder Server. This 
would establish two-way 
SSL between the 
RiskMinder client and 
server.

RiskFortCLIENT_P12_PASSWORD Optional,

Required only if 
RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE=SSL

SiteMinder Specify the password for 
the PKCS 12 file specified 
in the 
RiskFortCLIENT_P12_FILE 
parameter.

RiskFortCONNECTION_TIMEOUT Optional SiteMinder Specify the time (in 
milliseconds) before 
RiskMinder Server is 
considered unreachable.

Default value:  (30 30000
seconds)

RiskFortREAD_TIMEOUT Optional SiteMinder
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Specify the maximum 
time (in milliseconds) 
allowed for a response 
from RiskMinder Server.

Default value: (30 30000 
seconds)

RiskFortCONNECTION_RETRIES Optional SiteMinder Specify the maximum 
number of retries 
allowed to connect to 
the RiskMinder Server.

Default value: 3

RiskFortUSE_CONNECTION_POOLING Optional SiteMinder Specify whether the 
connection pooling with 
RiskMinder Server is 
enabled or disabled.

Possible values are:

1: Enabled

0: Disabled

Default value: 1

RiskFortMAX_ACTIVE Optional SiteMinder Specify the number of 
maximum connections 
that can exist between 
State Manager and 
RiskMinder Server. The 
number of connections 
should not exceed this 
value.

Default value: 32

RiskFortTIME_BETWEEN_CONNECTION_EVICTION Optional SiteMinder Specify the time (in 
milliseconds) after which 
the connection eviction 
thread will be executed 
to check and delete any 
idle RiskMinder Server 
connection.

Default value:  900000
(90 seconds)

RiskFortIDLE_TIME_OF_CONNECTION Optional SiteMinder Specify the time (in 
milliseconds) after which 
an idle RiskMinder 
Server connection will be 
closed.

Default value:  1800000
(3 minutes)
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RiskFortWHEN_EXHAUSTED_ACTION Optional SiteMinder Specify the behavior 
when the maximum 
number of supported 
connections have 
exhausted.

Default value: BLOCK

The following table describes the token-related parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

TokenMaxInactivitySeconds Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the time (in seconds) for which the 
token can be idle after an operation is 
performed on it. If there is no action on 
the token within this period, the token 
becomes unusable.

Default value:  (15 minutes)900

TokenMaxLifetimeSeconds Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the maximum amount of time (in 
seconds) for which the token is accessible 
after it is generated.

Default value:  (15 minutes)900

TokenCleanupIntervalSeconds Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the frequency (in seconds) at which 
the expired tokens are checked and 
deleted from the database.

Default value: 30

TSMClass Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the class implementing the type of 
storage mechanism to be used for State 
Manager. By default, State Manager uses a 
JDBC database.

Default value: com.arcot.integrations.
toksvr.server.tsmimpl.iBatisTSMImpl

The following table describes the database connectivity parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

DbType Required SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the type of database applicable 
to all database connections. Set the 
value of this parameter to mssqlserver, 
mysql, or oracle.

AutoRevert Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify whether or not the system 
attempts to reconnect to the primary 
database after a failover occurs. Set 
AutoRevert=1, if you have a backup 
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

database configured and if you want the 
server to reconnect to the primary 
database after it has switched to the 
backup database.

Default value: 1

AppServerConnectionPoolName.
n

Required SAML

SiteMinder

If the database connection pooling of the 
application server is used, then specify 
the JNDI name used to look up the 
connection pool object. A pool by this 
JNDI name must be created in the 
containing application server, and 
sufficient privileges must be given to 
State Manager for it to use the 
connection pool.

For example, configure this property in 
Apache Tomcat, as shown:

AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=
java:comp/env/jdbc
/ArcotStateManagerDataSource1

For other application servers, specify 
only the JNDI name. For example: 
AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=
jdbc/ArcotStateManagerDataSource1

If Application Server connection pool is 
not required, then leave this 
configuration empty.

Note: To enforce secure communication between State Manager and other 
components, ensure that the parameter RequireSecureConnection is set to true, which 
is also the default value.

State Manager Log File
To configure the log file for State Manager, perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed State 
Manager:

/conf/afm/AFM_HOME

Open the arcotsm-log4j.properties file in a text editor, and set the log information as 
described in the following table:
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Parameter Description

log4j.
appender.
smlog.File

Specify the log file name and the location where the State Manager log files must be 
created. By default, on Apache Tomcat, the State Manager log file name is arcotsm.
log and it is created in the /  directory.AFM_HOME logs

AFM Properties File
To manually configure the AFM properties, perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed AFM:

AFM_HOME\conf\afm\

Open the arcotafm.properties file in a text editor.
The following table describes the State Manager configuration parameters in this 
properties file:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Most Used State Manager Parameters

ArcotSMHostname Required SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the Fully Qualified Distinguished 
 (FQDN) or IP address of State Name

Manager.

ArcotSMPort Required SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the port of the application server 
where State Manager is deployed.

ArcotSMBaseURL Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the URL where State Manager is 
available.

Default value: arcotsm/servlet

ArcotSMSecure
Connection

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify whether AFM communicates with 
State Manager in a secure mode over SSL.

Possible values are:

true

false

Default value: true

ArcotSMTrustStore Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the path where the root SSL 
certificate of State Manager is present.

This parameter is valid if 
ArcotSMSecureConnection is set to true.

Default value: /certs/tsclient.truststore

Note: This setting is ignored if the JRE 
parameters javax.net.ssl.trustStore and javax.
net.ssl.trustStorePassword are set.

ArcotSMTrustStore
Password

Optional SAML Specify the password of the truststore.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

(Required, 
if ArcotSM
TrustStore 
is 
provided.)

SiteMinder This parameter is valid if the SMTrustStore 
path is provided.

Default value: 123456

ArcotSMKeyStore Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the path of the client SSL keystore.

Default value: /certs/tsclient.keystore

This setting is ignored if the JRE parameters 
javax.net.ssl.keyStore and javax.net.ssl.
keyStorePassword are set.

ArcotSMKeyStorePassword Optional

(Required, 
if ArcotSM
KeyStore 
is 
provided.)

SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the password of the keystore.

Default value: 123456

Least Used State Manager Parameters

ArcotAFMLandingURL Optional SiteMinder This parameter is used by Authentication 
Shim or other components that redirect the 
user’s authentication request to AFM to 
verify whether or not the user’s request was 
processed with the redirected URL.

Specify this parameter only if the application 
server does not map the URL to the same 
value as Authentication Shim that is used for 
redirection.

Default value: URL of the Controller JSP that 
receives HTTPRequest.

ArcotSMConnTime
outMS

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the time (in milliseconds) before 
State Manager is considered unreachable 
and the attempt is aborted.

Default value:  (15 seconds)15000

ArcotSMReadTime
outMS

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the maximum time (in milliseconds) 
for which AFM must wait for a response 
from State Manager.

Note: Do  set this parameter to  as the not 0
client will wait for a response indefinitely.

Default value:  (30 seconds)30000

ArcotSMMaxRetries Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the maximum number of retries 
allowed to connect to State Manager.

Default value: (no retries)0 

ArcotSMTestConnAtStartup Optional SAML
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

SiteMinder Specify whether a test token must be 
created when the Web application starts.

Note: If you are using JRE 1.4.2.x and AFM 
starts before State Manager, then AFM 
cannot time-out the connection, and cannot 
start up.

Possible values are:

true

false

Set this to  if AFM and State Manager false
are deployed on the same application server, 
because the application server may hang if 
the test is run before State Manager is 
initialized.

Default value: true

The following table describes the AuthMinder Server’s authentication and issuance-related 
parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Most Used AuthMinder Server Authentication Parameters

WebFortauthentication.
host.1

WebFortauthentication.
host.2

Optional,

Required only if CA 
AuthMinder is used.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the FQDN or IP address of 
AuthMinder Server.

WebFortauthentication.
port.1

WebFortauthentication.
port.2

Optional,

Required only if CA 
AuthMinder is used.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the port at which 
AuthMinder Server is available.

Default value: 9742

WebFortauthentication.
transport.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the protocol for AuthMinder 
Server.

Note: CA recommends that the 
communication between AFM and 
AuthMinder must be over SSL. 
Refer to the CA AuthMinder 

 Installation and Deployment Guide
for more information on how to 
configure AuthMinder for SSL.

Possible values are:

TCP
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

SSL

Default value: TCP

WebFortauthentication.
serverCACert
PEMPath.1

Optional,

Required only if 
WebFortauthentication.
transport.1=SSL and 
AuthMinder Server is 
configured for two-way 
SSL.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the complete path of the 
 (CA) certification authority

certificate file for AuthMinder 
Server. The file must be in .PEM 
format.

WebFortauthentication.
clientCertKey
P12Path.1

Optional,

Required only if 
WebFortauthentication.
transport.1=SSL and 
AuthMinder Server is 
configured for two-way 
SSL.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the path of the p12 file that 
contains the

key and certificate of the client 
communicating with AuthMinder 
Server. This establishes a two-way 
SSL between the AuthMinder client 
and server.

WebFortauthentication.
clientCertKey
Password.1

Optional,

Required only if 
WebFortauthentication.
transport.1=SSL and 
AuthMinder Server is 
configured for two-way 
SSL.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the client key pair password 
to open the p12 file specified in the 
WebFortauthentication.
clientCertKeyP12Path.1 parameter.

WebFortpool.lifo Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Determines whether or not the pool 
returns idle objects in the last-in-
first-out (LIFO) order.

Possible values are:

true: Idle objects are returned in 
the LIFO order

false: Idle objects are not returned 
in the LIFO order

Default: false

WebFortpool.num
PreCreate

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the number of connections 
to be created during pool 
initialization.

Default: 0

WebFortpool.num
ConnectFailuresTo
TriggerFailover

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the number of consecutive 
connection failures required to 
fallback to another pool.

Default: 1

Least Used AuthMinder Server Authentication Parameters
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

WebFortpool.max
active

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum number of 
connections that can exist between 
AFM and AuthMinder Server.

The number of connections should 
not exceed this value.

Default value: 32

WebFortpool.max
Idle

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum number of 
idle connections that can be 
established between SDK and 
AuthMinder Server.

Default value: 16

WebFortpool.max
WaitTimeMillis

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum amount of 
time (in milliseconds) that a request 
waits to establish the connection. 
The default value of -1 indicates 
that the thread will wait 
indefinitely.

Default value: -1

WebFortpool.min
EvictableIdleTime
Millis

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the minimum amount of 
time a connection might be idle in 
the pool before it is evicted by the 
idle connection evictor, if any. The 
default value of -1 indicates that 
the idle connection would not be 
evicted.

Default value: -1

WebFortpool.time
BetweenEviction
RunsMillis

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

The amount of time (in 
milliseconds) to sleep before 
checking the pool to evict the idle 
connections. The default value of -1 
indicates that there would not be 
any connection eviction.

Default value: -1

WebFortauthentication.
connectionTimeout.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the time (in milliseconds) 
before AuthMinder Server is 
considered unreachable.

Default value:  (10 seconds)10000

WebFortauthentication.
readTimeout.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum time (in 
milliseconds) allowed for a 
response from AuthMinder Server.

Default value:  (30 seconds)30000
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Note: A value of  results in the 0
request waiting for a connection 
indefinitely.

Most Used AuthMinder Server Issuance Parameters

WebFortissuance.
host.1

WebFortissuance.
host.2

Optional,

Required only if CA 
AuthMinder is used.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the FQDN or IP address of 
the server hosting the AuthMinder 
Issuance service.

WebFortissuance.
port.1

WebFortissuance.
port.2

Optional,

Required only if CA 
AuthMinderCA 
AuthMinder is used.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the port at which the server 
hosting the AuthMinder Issuance 
service is available.

Default value: 9742

WebFortissuance.
transport.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the protocol for the 
AuthMinder Issuance service.

Note: CA recommends that the 
communication between AFM and 
AuthMinder must be over SSL. 
Refer to the CA AuthMinder 

 Installation and Deployment Guide
for more information on how to 
configure AuthMinder for SSL.

Possible values are:

TCP

SSL

Default value: TCP

WebFortissuance.
serverCACertPEM
Path.1

Optional,

Required only if 
WebFortissuance.
transport.1=SSL

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the complete path of the CA 
certificate file for AuthMinder 
Server. The file  be in .PEM must
format.

WebFortissuance.
clientCertKeyP12
Path.1

Optional,

Required only if 
WebFortissuance.
transport.1=SSL and 
AuthMinder Server is 
configured for two-way 
SSL.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the path of the p12 file that 
contains the key and certificate of 
the client communicating with 
AuthMinder Server. This would 
establish two-way SSL between the 
AuthMinder client and server.

WebFortissuance.
clientCertKeyPass
word.1

Optional, SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the client key pair password 
for the p12 file specified in the 
WebFortissuance.
clientCertKeyP12Path.1 parameter.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Required only if 
WebFortissuance.
transport.1=SSL and 
AuthMinder Server is 
configured for two-way 
SSL

Least Used AuthMinder Server Issuance Parameters

WebFortissaunce.
connectionTimeout.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the time (in milliseconds) 
before AuthMinder Server is 
considered unreachable.

Default value:  (10 seconds)10000

WebFortissuance.
readTimeout.1

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum time (in 
milliseconds) allowed for a 
response from AuthMinder.

Default value:  (30 seconds)30000

The following table describes the User Data Service (UDS) parameters. These settings control 
how AFM communicates with UDS.

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

uds.connection.
pool.count

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum number of 
connections maintained by AFM with 
the UDS Web service at any given time.

Default value: 20

uds.ssl.keystore.
path

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the absolute path to the two-
way SSL keystore for UDS.

uds.ssl.keystore.
password

Optional

Required only if uds.ssl.
keystore.path 
parameter is set.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the password for the UDS 
keystore.

uds.ssl.truststore.
path

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the absolute path to the two-
way SSL truststore for UDS.

uds.ssl.truststore.
password

Optional

Required only if uds.ssl.
truststore.path 
parameter is set.

SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the password for the UDS 
truststore.

UDS Web Services Parameters
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

uds.user.
management.
webservice.
protocol

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the protocol for connecting to 
UDS.

uds.user.
management.
webservice.
host

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the IP address or the FQDN of 
UDS.

uds.user.
management.
webservice.
port

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the port at which UDS is 
available.

uds.user.
management.
webservice.
urlpattern

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the URL pattern for UDS.

The following table describes the SSL VPN parameters. These settings control how AFM 
communicates with an SSL-enabled VPN.

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used 
By

Description

ssl.vpn.
username.
form.
name

Required VPN Specify the form parameter name in which the username 
parameter (collected by AFM) must be passed to the VPN 
gateway.

Default value: username

ssl.vpn.
password.
form.
name

Required VPN Specify the form parameter name in which the password 
parameter (collected by AFM) must be passed to the VPN 
gateway.

Default value: password

ssl.vpn.
mandatory.
form.
names

Optional VPN Specify the form parameter name(s) in which the 
mandatory (or required) request parameters collected from 
the SSL VPN must be posted back by AFM to the VPN 
gateway.

Note: Multiple form parameters can be specified with a 
comma as the delimiter. For example, if you specify the 
value as realm,type, then AFM collects both realm and type 
from the VPN request.

Default value: realm

ssl.vpn.
posturl.
form.
name

Optional VPN Specify the form parameter name in which the posturl 
parameter must be passed to the VPN gateway.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used 
By

Description

Required, if ssl.
vpn.form.post.url 
is specified.

Note: The posturl parameter refers to the URL to which 
AFM posts the authentication response.

Default value: posturl

ssl.vpn.
form.post.
url

Optional

Required, if ssl.
vpn.form.posturl.
form.name is 
specified.

VPN Specify the URL to which the authentication response 
should be posted back.

ssl.vpn.
error
message.
form.
name

Optional VPN Specify the parameter name from which AFM determines an 
error occurred at the VPN-end after successful 
authentication by AFM. In this case, the request is sent back 
to AFM.

Default value: errormessage

The following table describes the RiskMinder Server-related parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used 
By

Description

Most Used RiskMinder Parameters

RiskFortHOST.1

RiskFortHOST.2

Optional,

Required only if RiskMinder is 
used in the integrated solution

SAML Specify the IP address or the FQDN of RiskMinder 
Server.

RiskFortPORT.1

RiskFortPORT.2

Optional,

Required only if RiskMinder is 
used in the integrated solution

SAML Specify the port at which RiskMinder Server is 
available.

Default value: 7680

RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE Optional SAML Specify the protocol to connect to RiskMinder 
Server.

Note: CA recommends that the communication 
between State Manager and RiskMinder must be 
over SSL. Refer to the CA RiskMinder Installation 

 for more information on and Deployment Guide
how to configure RiskMinder for SSL.

Possible values are:

TCP

TLS

Default value: TCP

RiskFortCA_CERT_
FILE

Optional,

Required only if 
RiskFortTRANSPORT_TYPE=TLS

SAML Specify the complete path of the CA certificate 
file for RiskMinder Server. The file  be in.must
PEM format.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used 
By

Description

RiskFortAuthAdditionalInputs_<key> Optional SAML Specify additional inputs to RiskMinder for risk 
evaluation. <key> should be replaced with the 
key name.

Only alphanumeric characters can be passed as 
keys and values for the additional input.

Note: For ISO 8859 Character Sets support, use 
the addRfAuthAdditionalInputs method of the 
AbstractStateData class.

Least Used RiskMinder Parameters

RiskFortCONNECTION_TIMEOUT Optional SAML Specify the time (in milliseconds) before 
RiskMinder Server is considered unreachable.

Default value:  (30 seconds)30000

RiskFortREAD_TIMEOUT Optional SAML Specify the maximum time (in milliseconds) 
allowed for a response from RiskMinder Server.

Default value: (30 seconds)30000 

RiskFortCONNECTION_RETRIES Optional SAML Specify the maximum number of retries allowed 
to connect to RiskMinder Server.

Default value: 3

RiskFortUSE_CONNECTION_POOLING Optional SAML Specify whether the connection pooling with 
RiskMinder Server is enabled or disabled.

Possible values are:

1: Enabled

0: Disabled

Default value: 1

RiskFortMAX_ACTIVE Optional SAML Specify the number of maximum connections that 
can exist between State Manager and RiskMinder 
Server. The number of connections should not 
exceed this value.

Default value: 32

RiskFortTIME_
BETWEEN_CONNECTION_EVICTION

Optional SAML Specify the time (in milliseconds) after which the 
connection eviction thread will be executed to 
check and delete any idle RiskMinder Server 
connection.

Default value:  (90 seconds)900000

RiskFortIDLE_TIME_OF_CONNECTION Optional SAML Specify the time (in milliseconds) after which an 
idle RiskMinder Server connection will be closed.

Default value:  (3 minutes)1800000
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used 
By

Description

Note: Ensure that the value of 
RiskFortTIME_BETWEEN_CONNECTION_EVICTION 
+ RiskFortIDLE_TIME_OF_CONNECTION is less 
than the firewall connection timeout value.

RiskFortWHEN_EXHAUSTED_ACTION Optional SAML Specify the behavior when the maximum number 
of supported connections have exhausted.

Default value: BLOCK

The following table describes the AFM parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

Most Used AFM Parameters

User Browser Resources

DeviceIDType Optional SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the type of cookie that must be stored on the 
end-user’s system. RiskMinder uses Device ID to 
register and identify the device that is used by the 
user during a transaction. The Device ID needs to be 
set as a cookie on the user’s computer. This cookie 
can either be an HTTP cookie or a Flash cookie.

Possible values are:

httpcookie

flashcookie

Default value: httpcookie

User Credential Settings

ArcotUserIDType Optional SiteMinder Specify the user ID to use for the ArcotID PKI 
authentication and risk evaluation.

Possible values are:

LoginID: Indicates that the user ID entered in the 
authentication page is used for risk evaluation and 
ArcotID PKI authentication.

FullDN: Indicates that disambiguated user ID is used 
for risk evaluation and ArcotID PKI authentication.

Default value: LoginID

Lifecycle Settings

MigrationMessage
DisplayTimeLimit

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the time limit in milliseconds for displaying the 
migration success message to the user before it 
proceeds further.

Default value: 6000
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

EnrollSuccess
DisplayTimeLimit

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the time limit in milliseconds for displaying the 
enrollment success message to the user before it 
proceeds further.

Default value: 6000

FailureMessage
DisplayTimeLimit

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the time limit in milliseconds for displaying the 
failure message to the user (in case of any credential 
expiry, locked, or disabled credential) before 
redirecting back to the caller.

Default value: 6000

ProvisionAOTPPage
URL

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the URL to issue ArcotID OTP through a mobile 
device.

Default value: /arcotafm/controller_aotp.jsp

EnrollSuccessPage
URL

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the path of the page that must be displayed 
after successful user enrollment. This parameter is 
valid only when  parameter is not present in returnurl
the request. It is useful when a user is going through 
the registration workflow and not the migration 
workflow. You must specify this parameter for 
SiteMinder direct enrollment.

Default value: /arcotafm/success.jsp

Notification Settings

sms.service.impl Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the implementation class for the SMS Service 
Provider. This class should implement the com.arcot.
integrations.frontend.SMSService interface.

Important! By default, this parameter is set to use the 
ClickATell SMS Service, which is provided for testing 
purposes only. CA recommends you  the not to use
default settings for production deployments.

email.service.impl Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the implementation class for the email Service 
Provider. This class should implement the com.arcot.
integrations.frontend.EmailService interface.

Important! By default, this parameter is set to use the 
ClickATell SMS Service, which is provided for testing 
purposes only. CA recommends you not use the 
default settings for production deployments.

email.from.
address

Required SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the sender’s email ID.

Default value: Do_Not_Reply@arcot.com

email.from.name Required SAML

SiteMinder

Specify the sender’s name.

Default value: Authentication Flow Manager
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1.  

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

VPN

email.smtp.host.
name

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the FQDN or IP address of the server hosting 
the SMTP email service.

email.smtp.user.
name

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the user name to access the SMTP email 
service.

email.smtp.user.
password

Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the password to access the SMTP email 
service.

email.smtp.isauth Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify whether or not user authentication is required 
to send email notification.

The following table describes the Utility parameters:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Used By Description

StopActionMode Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

This option enables you to stop the 
automatic posting or redirecting of the AFM 
pages. The pages include a button that you 
must click to proceed to the next page.

Possible values are:

true

false

Default value: false

MaxStateMachineLoopCount Optional SAML

SiteMinder

VPN

Specify the maximum number of loops 
allowed

in the state machine before an error is 
thrown to indicate an infinite loop 
condition.

Default values: 100

AFM Log File
To configure the log file for AFM, perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed AFM:
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed AFM:
/conf/afm/AFM_HOME

Open the arcotafm-log4j.properties file in a text editor, and set the log information, as 
described in the following table:

Parameter Description

log4j.
appender.
afmout.
File

Specify the log file name and the location where the AFM log files must be created. By 
default, on Apache Tomcat, the AFM log file name is arcotafm.log and it is created in 
the /logs directory.AFM_HOME

SAML Properties File
To manually configure the SAML properties, perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following directory on the system where you have installed AFM:
/conf/afm/AFM_HOME

Open the saml_config.properties file in a text editor.

Make changes in the properties file by setting the parameters, as described in the 
following table:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

SamlIssuer Required Specify an identifier for the Issuer of SAML 
response that is making the claim(s) in the 
assertion. This property would set the 
SAML ISSUER tag. For example, ArcotCSSO.

SamlStartLag Optional Specify the time (in milliseconds) to 
calculate the NotBefore time of an 
assertion. This is used in the condition 
when a valid assertion gets rejected 
because of skew of the time clocks 
between IdP and SP.

Defaults value: 0

SamlResponseValidity Optional Specify the time (in milliseconds) for which 
the SAML response issued by AFM is valid.

Default value:  (5 minutes)300000

SignSamlAssertionOnly Optional Specify whether the complete SAML 
response or only the assertion part of the 
response needs to

be signed.

If the complete response needs to be 
signed, set this property to false.

Default value: (only the SAML true 
assertion would be signed)

CanonicalizationMethod Optional
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Specify the canonicalization method that is 
applied to the SAML response before 
signing it.

Default value: 
ALGO_ID_C14N_EXCL_WITH_COMMENTS

SignatureMethod Optional Specify the signing algorithm used to sign 
the SAML response.

Default value: 
ALGO_ID_SIGNATURE_RSA_SHA1

Audience Optional Specify the comma-separated (,) list of 
identifiers that can use the SAML response 
for taking any access decisions. If not 
specified, then only the issuer is added to 
the audience in the SAML response.

AssertionConsumerServiceURL Optional Specify the URL where the SAML response 
(generated after authentication) has to be 
redirected. If the Service Provider is not 
sending this in the SAML request, then this 
property has to be configured. If the 
incoming SAML request has a value for the 
AssertionConsumerServiceURL, then that 
takes precedence over the configured 
value.

LogoutResponseRedirectURL Optional Specify the URL where the SAML logout 
response is sent after completing the 
logout procedure. This is not required if 
the logout request is processed through 
the Web service.

SamlIDPKeyStore Required Specify the absolute or relative path of the 
Identity Provider’s key store file on the file 
system. This file has both the private key 
and certificate that are used to sign the 
SAML response.

The syntax to specify the relative path is:

/samlcerts/IDP.keystore

SamlIDPKeyStoreAlias Required Specify an alias of the private key and 
certificate stored in the Identity Provider's 
keystore.

Default value: arcotadapter

SamlIDPKeyStorePassword Required Specify the password for the keystore of 
the Identity Provider.

Default value: 123456

SamlSPTrustStore Optional,
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

if 
SamlSPSignVerifyCert 
is configured

Specify the absolute or relative path of the 
trust store file of the Service Provider. This 
file has a certificate that is used to verify 
the signed SAML requests from the Service 
Provider.

The syntax to specify the relative path is:

/samlcerts/SP.truststore

SamlSPTrustStoreAlias Optional,

Required only if 
SamlSPTrustStore is 
configured

Specify the alias with which the certificate 
is stored in the truststore of the Service 
Provider.

Default value: arcotadapter

SamlSPTrustStorePassword Optional,

Required only if 
SamlSPTrustStore is 
configured

Specify the password for the truststore of 
the Service Provider.

Default value: 123456

SamlSPSignVerifyCert Optional,

if SamlSPTrustStore 
is configured

Specify the absolute or relative path of the 
X.509 certificate of the Service Provider. 
This is used to verify the signed SAML 
requests from the Service Provider.

The syntax to specify the relative path is:

/samlcerts/spcert.cer

Authentication Shim Properties File
Contents

Configuring Global Information
Configuring the Log Information

Setting Up Log Parameters

The Authentication Shim configurations are performed in the adaptershim.ini file. This file 
defines the configuration parameters that must be set for Adapter and SiteMinder to 
communicate with each other. The file is available at the following location on the system where 
you have installed Authentication Shim:

installation_dir/conf

The section [arcot/integrations/smadapter/Default] contains the parameters that you need to set 
according to the authentication workflow that you want to use. The following table explains the 
parameters of this section:

Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

PasswdSvcUserAtt Optional Specify a valid LDAP attribute of string type which has 
read-write access. This attribute  be used by must not
any other application.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Note: This parameter is required only for 
authentication workflows using LDAP and when the 
password services are enabled in SiteMinder.

DisambigSchemeLib Optional Specify the DLL library name of an authentication 
scheme to use for user disambiguation.

Note: This parameter does not support the refresh 
option. This means that if you switch to use Adapter 
authentication, then you must restart the SiteMinder 
Policy Server.

DisambigSchemeParam Optional Specify the parameter string to pass to the 
disambiguation authentication scheme. This must be 
structured the same way that the SiteMinder Policy 
Server would build the string from the configuration 
parameters for the scheme.

AuthSchemeLib Optional Specify the library name of an authentication scheme 
to use as a backing scheme for primary authentication.

Note:

This parameter does not support the refresh option. 
This means that if you switch to use Adapter 
authentication, then you must restart the SiteMinder 
Policy Server.

This parameter is not used for the delegated 
authentication scenario.

AuthSchemeParam Optional If you have configured a backing authentication 
scheme, this parameter is passed as the configuration 
string to the backing authentication scheme. This 
parameter must be set to have the same content that 
the SiteMinder Policy Server would set from the 
scheme configuration dialog.

You can determine this by examining the scheme setup 
dialog boxes in the SiteMinder Policy Server 
administration interface. As you change parameters, 
the dialog box shows the parameter that the 
SiteMinder Policy Server would send.

Note: This parameter is not used for the delegated 
authentication scenario.

ArcotSMBaseURL Required Specify the URL where State Manager is available. The 
syntax to specify State Manager URL is:

https:// /arcotsm/servlet/host_name:port_number

ArcotSMRetries Optional Specify the maximum number of retries allowed to 
connect to State Manager.

If this value is 0, it signifies that only one connection 
attempt is allowed.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Default value: 0

ArcotSMResponseWait Required Specify the time period (in seconds) for which 
Authentication Shim will wait for State Manager to 
respond before logging an error.

Default value: 5

ArcotSMTrustedRootPEM Required, 
 HTTPS if

is 
enabled

Specify the location of the certificate of the trusted root 
certificate authority, if State Manager is enabled for 
HTTPS.

The file  be in .PEM format.must

ArcotSMClientSSLCert Required, 
 HTTPS if

is 
enabled

Specify the location of the client-side SSL certificate, if 
State Manager is enabled for HTTPS.

The file  be in .PEM format.must

ArcotSMClientPrivateKey Required, 
 HTTPS if

is 
enabled

Specify the private key of the client in .PEM format, if 
State Manager is enabled for HTTPS.

The file  be in .PEM format.must

ArcotAFMLandingURL Required The controller JSP URL of AFM.

Note: Although you can use multiple sample 
flows, you can configure only one 
ArcotAFMLandingURL per section.

UseCustomizationEngineAuth Optional Specify whether AFM is used to perform 
authentication.

Default value: false

InitialPhasePrimaryAuth Optional Specify whether to perform LDAP authentication before 
risk evaluation or after. This parameter is applicable if 
UseCustomizationEngineAuth is set to false.

Default value: (LDAP authentication is performed true 
before risk evaluation.)

ErrorPageURL Required Specify the URL of the error FCC page. This page is 
displayed to the user in case of an error.

InitialFCCURL Required Specify the URL of the initial FCC page served to the 
user. Authentication Shim reports this URL to 
SiteMinder during initialization. When the user 
attempts to access a protected resource and 
authentication is required, SiteMinder directs the user 
to this page. Depending on the authentication 
workflow, the page can collect information, such as the 
username or username and password.

FinalFCCURL Required Specify the URL that is used by AFM to forward the 
control back to Authentication Shim. AFM retrieves this 
URL from the token.
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Configuring Global Information

The global Authentication Shim configuration parameters are available in the GLOBAL SETUP 
section of the adaptershim.ini file. The following table describes the parameters of the [arcot
/integrations/smadapter] section.

Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

WatchInterval Required Specify the polling interval (in seconds) for 
Authentication Shim to use for monitoring the 
configuration file. Authentication Shim allows 
configuration changes without restarting 
SiteMinder Policy Server. It monitors the 
configuration file at this interval and if the file has 
changed, it reloads the configuration.

Default value: 300

ShimIdentifierString Optional Specify a unique identifier for the Authentication 
Shim instance. The value that you specify is 
appended with the section name to create an 
identifier.

LogSupported Required Specify whether to enable logging for 
Authentication Shim. Set this to  if you want to 1
enable logging, or set this value to  to disable 0
logging.

MultipleUserDirectoriesSupported Optional Specify whether to enable multiple user directory 
support. If this parameter is set to , then multiple 1
user directory support is enabled.

Default value: (disabled)0 

UserStatusFlag Optional Specify the user attribute in the directory server 
used by SiteMinder to store the user’s status.

Note: This parameter is required to 
enable detailed logging of user status in 
SiteMinder audit logs and 
Authentication Shim logs. The value of 
this parameter must match the value 
specified for the  Disabled Flag(RW)
attribute under the User Attributes tab 
in the SiteMinder User Directory Dialog.

SmApiVersion Optional Specify the supported version of the SiteMinder 
API. Supported versions are:

300

400

401

Default value: 400
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Note: If you change this value, restart the Policy 
Server for the changes to take effect.

SMPSLogEnabled Optional Specify whether to enable logging to the 
SiteMinder Policy Server log. Set the value to 1 if 
you want to enable logging to the SiteMinder 
Policy Server log. Set the value to 0 if you do not 
want to enable logging to the SiteMinder Policy 
Server log.

Default value: 1 (enabled) 

SMTraceLogEnabled Optional Specify whether to enable logging to the 
SiteMinder trace log. Set the value to 1 if you want 
to enable logging to the SiteMinder trace log. Set 
the value to 0 if you do not want to enable logging 
to the SiteMinder trace log.

Default value: 1 (enabled) 

Configuring the Log Information

Authentication Shim generates log messages as a part of its operation to support error reporting, 
auditing, and debugging. The level of details logged by Authentication Shim can be configured.

All Authentication Shim log messages, except trace messages, are written to the SiteMinder 
Policy Server log file (smps.log). All trace messages are logged in the files that are configured in 
SiteMinder Policy Server.

All entries that are logged in the smps.log file are also logged in the Adapter log file 
(arcotadaptershim.log). However, the level of message details in the Adapter log file is 
determined by the HandleLevel parameter.

The log-related parameters are in the LOGGING SETUP section of the adaptershim.ini file. The log-
related topics are described in the following subsection.

Setting Up Log Parameters

The following table describes the log parameters defined in the [arcot/integrations/smadapter
/LogLibrary ] section.n

Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

DLLName Optional Specify the name of the library file that performs the 
logging.

Note: Do not specify the suffix of the file name, 
because it is automatically added during run 
time.

Default value: ArcotLog2FileSC

HandleLevel Optional
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Specify the log level, which defines the details that must be 
included in the log messages. Messages with the specified 
severity level and higher levels are logged. For example, if 
the value is set to 2, then the messages of severity level 2 
to 7 are logged.

Supported values are:

1=low

2=info

3=notice

4=warning

5=error

6=alert

7=fatal

Default value: 3

EntryPoint Optional Specify the function within the library that must be called 
to get a handle to the logging object.

Note: This is fixed for a given log handler DLL.

Default value: CreateFileLogHandler

ParamSupported Optional Specify the number of parameters to pass to the logging 
object.

Default value: 4

Param1=LOG_FILE_NAME Optional Specify the name and location of the log file.

Default value:

installation_dir/logs/arcotadaptershim.log

Param2=LOG_FILE_
ROLLOVER_INTERVAL

Optional Specify how often you want to roll over the log file to a 
backup file.

Supported values are:

HOURLY

DAILY

WEEKLY

MONTHLY
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Note: The LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL parameter and 
the MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE parameter (described in the next 
row) are both mutually exclusive. If you set one of these 
parameters, then you must comment the other one. The 
LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL parameter is commented 
by default.

Param2=MAX_LOG_FILE_
SIZE

Optional Specify the maximum size of the log file. This is an 
alternative way to indicate rollover, if the rollover interval 
is not set. The size is expressed in bytes.

For example:

Param3=MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE=10000000

The above value indicates that the size of the log file is 
approximately 10 MB.

Note: If this parameter is set to 0, the log file will continue 
to grow indefinitely. In addition, the MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE 
parameter and the LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL 
parameter (described in the previous row) are both 
mutually exclusive. If you set one of these parameters, 
then you must comment the other one. The 
MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE parameter is enabled by default.

Param3=BACKUP_LOG_
FILE_LOCATION

Optional Specify the complete path where the backup log file is 
stored. The path provided must be valid.

Default value: installation_dir/logs/backup

Param4=LOG_LINE_
FORMAT

Optional Specify the format of the logging string. This indicates the 
attributes that will be logged on each line of the file.

Note: If this parameter is not set, the legacy 
format will be used.

Supported values are:

LTZ=System Timezone, Date, and Time

SEV=Severity

PID=ProcessID

TID=ThreadID

MID=MessageIDNumber

MSG=Log Message Text

LID=LoggingID
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Deploying and Configuring the Custom Application
Adapter is also shipped with a Custom Application, which can be used to verify the user 
enrollment and authentication workflows. The Custom Application is a standalone application 
and does not require you to integrate it with any other non-adapter components.

Important! Custom Application must not be used in production deployments. The 
Custom Application is provided to demonstrate the AFM workflows.

This appendix covers the following topics:

Custom Application Deployment Architecture
Deploying the Custom Application WAR Files
Verifying the Custom Application Deployment
Configuring the Custom Application
Testing the Custom Application

Custom Application Deployment Architecture
The following depicts  deployment option for the Custom Application and the required possible
Adapter components:

Install and deploy Custom Application and Adapter components as depicted in this figure.

Deploying the Custom Application WAR Files
To deploy Custom Application:

Navigate to the following location:
/sampleApplicationssample_app_installation_dir

Copy the customapp.war file to your application server. For example on Apache Tomcat, 
the location to copy the WAR file is:

/application_server_home webapps
Restart Apache Tomcat to extract the WAR file and to create a folder named customapp 
under the webapps folder.

Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions on how deploy on 
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Note: Refer to the vendor documentation for instructions on how deploy on 
other supported application servers.

Copy the  file from the place where you ran the AFM Wizard to the customapp.properties
following location:
AFM_HOME/conf/afm

( ) Perform the following steps to deploy WAR file Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 6.1
on WebSphere 6.1:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to  > .Applications Install New Application

In the section, select the How do you want to install the application Show me all 
 option.installation options and parameters

Click .Next

Click  on the Preparing for the application installation screen.Next

Click  on the Application Security Warnings screen.Continue

In the Step 1: Select install options screen, select the Precompile JavaServer Pages 
 option.files

Click .Next

Click on the Step 2: Map modules to servers screen.Next 

In the Step 3: Provide options to compile JSPs screen, enter the value  in 15 JDK 
column.Source level 

Follow the on-screen instructions and complete the deployment.

( ) Perform the following steps after you deploy Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 6.1
the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to  >  > Applications Enterprise Applications WebSphere enterprise 
.applications

Click the WAR file link.

Click the link. Class loading and update detection 

In the section, select the Class loader order Classes loaded with local class loader 
option.first 

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application
option.

Restart IBM WebSphere.
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( ) Perform the following steps after you deploy Applicable Only for IBM WebSphere 7.0
the WAR file:

Log in to the IBM WebSphere administration console.

Navigate to  >  > Applications Application Types WebSphere enterprise 
.applications

Click the WAR file link.

Click the link. Class loading and update detection 

In the section, select the Class loader order Classes loaded with local class loader 
 option.first (parent last)

In the WAR class loader policy section, select the Single class loader for application
option.

Restart IBM WebSphere.

Verifying the Custom Application Deployment
Access the following URL from the end-user's system:

http(s)://host_name:port_number/customapp/

Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where you have host_name port_number
deployed Custom Application. The main page of Custom Application opens.

If you see the welcome page of Custom Application, it indicates that you have successfully 
deployed Custom Application.

Configuring the Custom Application
After deploying Custom Application, you need to configure it before you can test it. To configure 
Custom Application, perform the following steps:

From the end-user's system, access Custom Application in a Web browser window. The 
default URL for Custom Application is:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/customapp/
The main page of Custom Application opens.

Click .Setup
The Custom Application setup screen opens.

On the setup page, provide the following information:

Arcot AFM Protocol: Select a protocol for establishing the communication channel 
with the application server hosting the AFM.

If you are using ArcotID PKI Flash client, then you must select the  Note: https
protocol. For more information about ArcotID PKI Flash client, see the ArcotID 
Client Reference Guide available with the CA AuthMinder documentation.

Arcot AFM Host: Specify the FQDN or IP address of the application server hosting 
the AFM.

Arcot AFM Port: Specify the port at which the application server hosting the AFM 
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Arcot AFM Port: Specify the port at which the application server hosting the AFM 
is available.

Flow type: Select an AFM profile from the list of available profiles that is displayed 
in the drop-down list. These profiles would have been created at the time of 
configuring Adapter. For information about creating AFM profiles, see Performing 
Adapter Configuration Using the Wizard.

Click .Submit
The "Setup Successful" message opens.

Testing the Custom Application
To test the Custom Application:

From the end-user's system, launch a new instance of the Web browser and access the 
main page of Custom Application by using the following URL:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/customapp/
Replace  and  with the host name and port of the system where host_name port_number
you have deployed Custom Application.
The main page of Custom Application opens.

Click the  link.Custom Application
Depending on the Flow Type you selected, you will be redirected to the AFM page for 
authentication. If you see the AFM page, it indicates that you have successfully configured 
the Custom Application.

Additional Configurations to Support LDAP Repository in 
AuthMinder

This appendix covers the following topics:

Creating Organization in LDAP Repository
Resolving Credential Types for LDAP Organization
Verifying the LDAP Configuration in AuthMinder

Creating Organization in LDAP Repository
You must use Administration Console to support LDAP user directories. You must do this after 
you have successfully configured AuthMinder Server and Administration Console for AuthMinder.

Log in to Administration Console as by using the following URL:Master Administrator 
http[s]://host_name:port_number/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm
In the preceding URL,  indicates the host name or the IP address of the host_name
application server where you configured the Administration Console and  port_number
indicates the port at which the server listens to incoming requests.

Create a Global Administrator account and assign only the  to this DEFAULTORG
administrator.

Log out of Administration Console.
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Access AuthMinder Administration Console for the Global Administrator by using the 
following URL:
http[s]://host_name:port_number/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm

Provide the organization name as DEFAULTORG and the username and password assigned 
to the global user account that you created in Step 2.
You will be prompted to reset your password and login again to the Administration 
Console.

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Create Organization
Create Organization page.

Enter the details of the organization, as described in the following table:

Field Description

Organization Information

Organization 
Name

Enter a unique ID for the organization that you want to create. Ensure 
that you specify this organization name in the Name (Mapped to LDAP) 
field described in the table in Configuring Adapter by Using the Wizard.

Note: You can use Administration Console to log in to this organization, 
by specifying this value, not the Display Name of the organization.

Display Name Enter a descriptive name for the organization.

Note: This name appears on all other Administration Console pages and 
reports.

Description Provide a description for the administrators who will manage this 
organization.

Note: You can provide additional details for later reference for the 
organization by using this field.

Administrator 
Authentication 
Mechanism

Select the  mechanism to authenticate Basic User Password
administrators belonging to this organization.

User Data Location

Repository 
Type

Select . By specifying this option, the user and Enterprise LDAP
administrator details for the new organization will be stored in the LDAP 
repository that you will specify on the next page.

Click Next.
The Create Organization page to collect the LDAP repository details opens.

Enter the details, listed in the following table, to connect to the LDAP repository:

Field Description

Host Name Enter the host name of the system where the LDAP repository is available.

Port Number Enter the port number on which the LDAP repository service is listening.

Schema 
Name
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10.  

Field Description

Specify the LDAP schema used by the LDAP repository. This schema 
specifies the types of objects that an LDAP repository can contain, and 
specifies the mandatory and optional attributes of each object type.

Typically, the schema name for Active Directory is user and for SunOne 
Directory server it is inetorgperson.

Base 
Distinguished 
Name

Enter the base Distinguished Name of the LDAP repository. This value 
indicates the starting node in the LDAP hierarchy to search in the LDAP 
repository.

For example, for SunOne Directory server to search or retrieve a user with 
a DN of cn=rob laurie, dc=Test,dc=Pvt, you must specify the Base 
Distinguished Name as:

dc=Test,dc=Pvt

Note: Typically, this field is case sensitive and searches all sub-nodes under 
the provided base DN.

Redirect 
Schema 
Name

Specify the name of the schema that provides the definition of the 
"member" attribute.

You can search for users in the LDAP repository using the Base DN defined 
for an organization. But this search only returns users belonging to the 
specific Organization Unit (OU). An LDAP administrator might want to 
create a group of users belonging to different Organization Units for 
controlling access to an entire group, and might want to search for users 
from different groups. When the administrator creates groups, user node 
DNs are stored in a "member" attribute within the group node. By default, 
UDS does not allow search and DN resolution based on attribute values. 
Redirection enables you to search for users belonging to different groups 
within LDAP, based on specific attribute values for a particular node.

Typically, the redirect schema name for Active Directory is group and for 
SunOne directory it is groupofuniquenames.

Connection 
Type

Select the type of connection that you want to use between Administration 
Console and the LDAP repository. Supported types are:

TCP

One-way SSL

Two-way SSL

Login Name Enter the complete distinguished name of the LDAP repository user who 
has the privilege to log into the repository server and manage the Base 
Distinguished Name. The following example shows how to specify the 
Login Name for SunOne Directory server:

cn=Directory Manager

Login 
Password

Enter the password of the user provided in the Login Name.

Server 
Trusted Root 
Certificate

Enter the path for the trusted root certificate who issued the SSL certificate 
to the  server by using the  button, if the required SSL option LDAP Browse
is selected.
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Client Key 
Store Path

Enter the path for the key store that contains the client certificate and the 
corresponding key by using the Browse button, if the required SSL option is 
selected.

Note: You must upload either PKCS#12 or JKS key store type.

Client Key 
Store 
Password

Enter the password for the client key store, if the required SSL option is 
selected.

Click  to proceed.Next
The page to map the repository attributes opens.

On this page:

Select an attribute from the  list, then select the Arcot Database Attributes
appropriate attribute from the  list that needs to be Enterprise LDAP Attributes
mapped with the Arcot attribute, and click .Map

Important! Mapping of the USERNAME, EMAILADDR, and 
TELEPHONENUMBER attributes is compulsory. If you are using SunOne 
Directory, then map USERNAME to uid, EMAILADDR to mail, and 
TELEPHONENUMBER to telephoneNumber.

Repeat the process to map multiple attributes, until you finish mapping all the 
required attributes.

Note: You do not need to map all the attributes in the Arcot Database 
 list. You only need to map the attributes that you will use.Attributes

The attributes that you have mapped will be moved to the  list.Mapped Attributes
If required, you can unmap the attributes. If you want to unmap a single attribute 
at a time, then select the attribute and click . However, if you want to clear Unmap
the  list, then click  to unmap all the mapped attributes.Mapped Attribute Reset

Click  to proceed.Next
The Select Attribute(s) for Encryption screen opens.

Select the attributes that you want to encrypt, and click .Next
The Add Administrators screen opens.

Note: This page is  displayed, if all the administrators currently present in not
the system have scope to manage all organizations.
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From the  list, select the administrators who will manage the Available Administrators
organization and click the  button to add the administrator to the > Managing 

 list.Administrators

Note: Assigning organization to administrators can be done at any time by 
updating the scope of existing administrators or by creating new administrators 
to manage the organization.

The  list displays all the administrators who can manage the new Available Administrators
organization.

Note: If some administrators have scope to manage all organizations in the 
system, then you will not see the corresponding entries for those 
administrators in this list.

The  list displays the administrators that you have selected to Managing Administrators
manage this organization.

Click  to proceed.Next
The Activate Organization screen opens.

Note: The username attribute  be changed or updated after the cannot
organization is activated.

Click  to activate the new organization.Enable
The message box opens.

Click  to complete the process.OK

Refresh the AuthMinder cache for changes to take effect.
Now if you perform a search for organizations, in the search result, you will see the LDAP-
based organization you created.

Create a user in this organization.

Search for the user created in the preceding step and promote that user to Global 
Administrator (GA).

Note: Refer to the Promoting Users to Administrators section in the CA 
AuthMinder Administration Guide for more information.
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You will need the details of this GA to resolve the credential types for the LDAP-based 
organization. See Resolving Credential Types for LDAP Organization for more information.

Log out of the Administration Console.

Resolving Credential Types for LDAP Organization
The authentication requests that are presented to the AuthMinder Server must specify the type 
of credential that has to be used to process the request. If the input requests are presented with 
the unknown credential type, then such requests are resolved to any password-based 
mechanism supported by AuthMinder.

To resolve the credential types for the LDAP-based organization created in Creating Organization 
in LDAP Repository:

Ensure that you are logged in as the Global Administrator (GA) created in Creating 
Organization in LDAP Repository.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the WebFort tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Miscellaneous Configurations section, click the Credential Type Resolution link 
to display the Credential Type Resolution Configuration page.

In this page:

Create a new configuration with the name, for example, LDAPResolution.

In the Resolve Plain to field, select LDAP Password.

Save the configuration.

Apply this configuration using the Assign Default Configurations page.

Note: Refer to the Assigning Default Configurations section in the CA AuthMinder 
Administration Guide for more information.

Verifying the LDAP Configuration in AuthMinder
To verify the LDAP organization and user configuration:

Log in to AuthMinder Sample Application by using the following URL:
http[s]://host:port/webfort-7.1.01-sample-application/

In the left pane, click Password > Authentication > Complete Password to open the 
Password Authentication page.

Enter the LDAP user name, organization, and password.
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4.  Click Authenticate.
The Authentication Response Details screen opens.
If you see the details of the LDAP user, it indicates that you have successfully configured 
LDAP support in AuthMinder.

Installing CA AuthID OTP Client
The ArcotID OTP Desktop Client is software that enables users to use ArcotID OTP credentials. 
The users can generate all purpose secure software passcodes using the ArcotID OTP Desktop 
Client, and then use the generated passcodes for authentication. ArcotID OTP credentials are 
compliant to OATH standards and support both counter-based (HOTP) and time-based (TOTP). 
ArcotID OTP also supports the Transaction Signing feature in the Sign mode of passcode 
generation. This feature conforms to the OATH Challenge-Response Algorithm (OCRA) defined by 
RFC 6287.

To generate the passcode, the user has to first add the account and set the password or the PIN 
for the ArcotID OTP credential using the ArcotID OTP Desktop Client. A user can have one or 
multiple accounts corresponding to the applications that they have access to. See "User Self-

 for more information on using the Service Operations Using the ArcotID OTP Desktop Client"
ArcotID OTP Desktop Client.

Note: In this guide, the words device and desktop have been used to mean the 
computer that is running an operating system supported by the ArcotID OTP Desktop 
Client. To get a better understanding of how to integrate the SDK with your client 
application, see the sample application shipped with the client package described in 
this guide.

This guide provides information about installing, deploying and using CA ArcotID OTP Desktop 
Client (later referred to as ArcotID OTP Desktop Client). This guide is intended for administrators, 
system operators, and other users.

Note: CA ArcotID OTP Desktop Client still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort and CA 
Mobile OTP in some of its code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find 
occurrences of Arcot, WebFort and CA Mobile OTP in all CA ArcotID OTP Desktop Client 
documentation. In addition, some of the topics in this guide do not follow the standard 
formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will be fixed in a future release.

Preparing to Install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client

Installing CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client
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User Self-Service Operations Using the CA Auth ID OTP 
Desktop Client

Using Advanced Features

Uninstalling the CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client

Customizing the Installer

Preparing to Install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client
This section lists the information about the software requirements to install CA Auth ID OTP OTP 
Desktop Client and the configurations that must be performed in the middleware to use CA Auth 
ID OTP OTP Desktop Client. This section covers the following topics:

Software Requirements
Adding JSONP Support

Software Requirements
For information about supported operating system versions, see the .Platform Support Matrix

Adding JSONP Support
The provisioning application that issues CA Auth ID OTP OTP credentials to the end user must 
support JavaScript Object Notation with Padding (JSONP) responses. If you are using Arcot 
Authentication Flow Manager (AFM) 2.2.8 in your middleware, then this feature is supported by 
default. Otherwise, you must add JSONP support in your middleware, as discussed in this section.

The CA Auth ID OTP OTP Desktop Client in its HTTP requests indicates that a JSONP format 
response is required by including the jsonp parameter in the query string. The value of jsonp is 
the callback name used in the JSONP response. If jsonp is used, then the data must be returned in 
JSONP format, instead of standard XML.

A typical JSONP response is as follows:

callback({"XML": "xml"});

In the snippet above:

callback is the jsonp parameter value.

xml is the typical XML response. If you have any quotes in the response, then ensure that you 
escape them appropriately.

Sample Request

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
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https://otp.arcot.com/otp/cprov?jsonp=jsonpCallback&reqtype=softsync&version=2.
0&uid=HOTP&uids=00&language=en&device=desktop&ctr=8&opt=134642&_=1335205997302

Sample Response

jsonpCallback({"XML": "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\" ?
><response xmlns=\"http://xs.arcot.com/ArcotOTPProtocolSvc/2.0\"><status>success<
/status><syncvalue>0000</syncvalue></response>"});

Installing CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client
This chapter guides you through the steps for installing CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client on the 
supported platforms.

Note: Before proceeding with the installation, ensure that your system meets the 
prerequisite software described in .Preparing to Install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client

Install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client
Performing the Silent Mode Installation
Directory Structure

Install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client
This section provides the steps for installing CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client on the following 
supported platforms:

On Microsoft Windows
On Ubuntu Linux
On Apple Macintosh

On Microsoft Windows

Note: The Shared ArcotID feature is available only if the installation is performed from 
an administrator account. Installation performed from a standard user account will not 
show the option for enabling this feature.

To install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client on Microsoft Windows:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location. 
For example, /temp.<%System_Drive%>

Navigate to /temp directory where the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-<%System_Drive%>
windows-installer.exe file is available.

Double-click the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe installer file.

Note: If you have  logged in using the Administrator Account, then a warning not
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Note: If you have  logged in using the Administrator Account, then a warning not
message appears indicating that the software application will be available for 
the logged in account . Click Yes to continue.only

The Welcome screen appears.

Click Next to proceed.
The License Agreement screen appears.

Read the license agreement carefully, select the I accept the agreement option, and click 
Next to accept the agreement.
The Installation Directory screen appears.

As directed on the screen, you can either:

Accept the default directory displayed by the installer. The default location where the 
client is installed depends on the account that you use to run the installer.

For an Administrator Account, the client is installed in %PROGRAMFILES%
\CA\arcot.

For a Non-Administrator Account, the client is installed in %USERPROFILE%
\CA\arcot.

or

Click the Browse Folder icon to navigate to and specify a different directory.

Note: The installation directory name that you specify must not contain any 
spaces. Else, the installer might not function as intended.

Click Next to install in the specified directory.
The Shared ArcotID Support screen appears.

Click Yes if you want to use the Shared ArcotID feature or click No to return to the install 
screen, and then click Next to continue.
The Ready to Install screen appears.

Click Next to begin the installation.
The Installing screen appears. This might take a few seconds. The Finish screen appears 
after the installation is complete.

Select View Readme File to view the Read Me file and click Finish to exit the installer.

On Ubuntu Linux

Note: The Shared ArcotID feature is available only if the installation is performed from 
an administrator account. Installation performed from a standard user account will not 
show the option for enabling this feature.
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To install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client on Ubuntu Linux:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location. 
For example, /tmp.

Open a command-line session.

Change your working directory to the location where you extracted the OTPDesktop-Web-
1.0.4-package.zip file, for example, /tmp.

(For 32-bit) OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-installer.run 

(For 64-bit) OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-x64-installer.run 

Ensure that you have the permissions that are required to run the installer. If not, you 
must run the following command:

(For 32-bit) chmod a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-installer.run 

(For 64-bit) chmod a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-x64-installer.run 

Run the installer by typing the following command and then pressing Enter:

(For 32-bit) ./OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-installer.run

(For 64-bit) ./OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-x64-installer.run 

Note: If you have  logged in using the Administrator Account, then a warning not
message appears indicating that the software application will be available for 
the logged in account .only

Click Yes to continue with the installation for the current account or click No to exit the 
installer.
The Welcome screen appears.

Click Forward to continue.
The License Agreement screen appears.

Read the license agreement carefully, select the I accept the agreement option, and click 
Forward to accept the agreement.
The screen to specify the install location appears.

As directed on the screen, you can either:

Specify the absolute path of the directory where you want to install the CA Auth ID 
OTP Desktop Client and click Forward to continue.

Note: The installation directory name that you specify must not contain any 
spaces. Else, the installer might not function as intended.

or
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Click Forward to accept the default directory displayed by the installer. The default 
location where the client is installed depends on the account that you use to run the 
installer.

For an Administrator Account, the client is installed in /usr/lib/CA/arcot.

For a Non-Administrator Account, the client is installed in /CA<login_account>
/arcot.

The Ready to Install screen appears.

Click Yes if you want to use the Shared ArcotID feature or click No to return to the install 
screen, and then click Next to continue.
The Ready to Install screen appears.

Click Forward to continue with the installation.
The installer displays the screen to confirm that the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client has 
been successfully installed.

Select View Readme File to view the Read Me file and click Finish to exit the installer.

On Apple Macintosh

Note: The Shared ArcotID feature is available only if the installation is performed from an 
administrator account. Installation performed from a standard user account will not show the 
option for enabling this feature.

To install CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client on Apple Macintosh:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location.

Navigate to the location where you have unzipped the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip 
file.

Untar the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.tar file.

If you are performing the installation as an administrator, then run the following 
command to start the installer:

sudo OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app/Contents/MacOS/installbuilder.sh

The Welcome screen appears.

If you are not using an administrator account to perform the installation, then:

Ensure that you have the permissions that are required to run the installer file, 
OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app. If not, you must run the following 
command:

chmod  - R a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app

Double-click the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app file.

Note: If you have  logged in using the Administrator Account, then a not
warning message appears indicating that the software application will 
be available for the logged in account . Click Yes to continue.only
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The Welcome screen appears.

Click Next to proceed.
The License Agreement screen appears.

Read the license agreement carefully, select the I accept the agreement option, and click 
Next to accept the agreement.
The Installation Directory screen appears.

As directed on the screen, you can either:

Accept the default directory displayed by the installer. The default location where the 
client is installed depends on the account that you use to run the installer.

For an Administrator Account, the client is installed in /Applications/CA/arcot.

For a Non-Administrator Account, the client is installed in /Library<login_account>
/CA/arcot.

or

Click the Browse Folder icon to navigate to and specify a different directory.

Note: The installation directory name that you specify must not contain any 
spaces. Else, the installer might not function as intended.

Click Next to install in the specified directory.
The Shared ArcotID Support screen appears.

Click Yes if you want to use the Shared ArcotID feature or click No to return to the install 
screen, and then click Next to continue.
The Ready to Install screen appears.

Click Next to begin the installation.
The Installing screen appears. This might take a few seconds. After some time the Finish 
screen appears.

Select View Readme File to view the Read Me file and click Finish to exit the installer.

Performing the Silent Mode Installation
The Mobile OTP Desktop Client installer can be run in the silent mode, which does not require 
any user interaction to install the application. To run the installer in the silent mode, you must 
invoke the installer from the command line interface.

Silent Installation on Microsoft Windows
Silent Installation on Ubuntu Linux
Silent Installation on Apple Macintosh

The following table lists the options that you must use to run the Mobile OTP Desktop Client in 
the silent mode:
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Command Mandatory/
Optional

Description

--mode 
unattended

Mandatory This option runs the installer in the silent mode. The installer 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) is not displayed to the user.

Usage:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe --mode 
unattended

--installdir 
<install_location>

Optional This option specifies the location where the Mobile OTP 
Desktop Client has to be installed.

This is an optional parameter. If you do not specify this option, 
the client is installed in the default location. See "Directory 

 for the default installation directory.Structure"

Usage:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe --mode 
unattended --installdir <installation directory>

--
unattendedmodeui 
<value>

Optional This option controls whether a minimal progress window 
should be displayed during the silent mode installation. The 
value attribute determines whether the progress window is 
displayed or not. The possible values are:

none: Indicates that the installation is completely in silent-
mode and the installer GUI is  displayed during installation. not

minimal: Indicates that the minimal progress window is 
displayed during installation.

Usage:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe --mode 
unattended --unattendedmodeui minimal

--sharedArcotID 
<value>

Optional This option controls the installation of the Shared ArcotID 
feature during silent mode installation. If you want to enable 
this feature, set the value of this option to true. Otherwise, set 
the value to false.

Usage:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe --mode 
unattended --sharedArcotID true

Silent Installation on Microsoft Windows

To perform the silent mode installation on Microsoft Windows:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location. 
For example, /temp.<%System_Drive%>

Open the command prompt window.

Change your working directory to /temp where the OTPDesktop-Web-<%System_Drive%>
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Change your working directory to /temp where the OTPDesktop-Web-<%System_Drive%>
2.2-windows-installer.exe file is available.

At the prompt, enter the following command:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-windows-installer.exe --mode unattended --installdir <ins
tall_location>

Note: If you are using a Microsoft Windows version that is User Account Control 
(UAC)-enabled, then it is strongly recommended that you use the Administrator 
account to run the silent-mode installation. Otherwise, you will see the 
following error:Do you want to allow the following program to make changes to 
this computer?

The preceding command installs the Mobile OTP Desktop Client in the specified location. 
See the table in  for information on additional Performing the Silent Mode Installation
silent mode install options.

Silent Installation on Ubuntu Linux

To perform silent mode installation on Ubuntu Linux:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location. 
For example, /tmp.

Open a command-line session.

Change your working directory to /tmp where the following Ubuntu Linux installer files 
are available:

(For 32-bit) OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-installer.run

(For 64-bit) OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-x64-installer.run

Ensure that you have the permissions that are required to run the installer. If not, you 
must run the following command:

(For 32-bit) chmod a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-installer.run 

(For 64-bit) chmod a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-linux-x64-installer.run 

At the prompt, enter the following command:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2.0.4-linux-installer.run --mode unattended --installdir <i
nstall_location>

The preceding command installs the Mobile OTP Desktop Client in the specified location. 
See the table in  for information on additional Performing the Silent Mode Installation
options.

Silent Installation on Apple Macintosh

To perform silent mode installation on Apple Macintosh:

Extract the contents of the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip file to a temporary location.

Start the Terminal application.
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Start the Terminal application.

Navigate to the location where you have unzipped the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-package.zip 
file.

Untar the OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.tar file.

Ensure that you have the permissions that are required to run the installer file, 
OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app. If not, you must run the following command:

chmod  - R a=rx OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app

If you want to run the installation as an administrator, enter the following command:

sudo OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app/Contents/MacOS/installbuilder.
sh --mode unattended --installdir <install_location>

If you want to run the installation as a user (not an administrator), enter the following 
command:

OTPDesktop-Web-2.2-osx-installer.app/Contents/MacOS/installbuilder.sh --
mode unattended --installdir <install_location>

The preceding command installs the Mobile OTP Desktop Client in the specified location. 
See the table in  for information on additional Performing the Silent Mode Installation
options.

Directory Structure
The following table lists the location of the files that are installed by CA Auth ID OTP Desktop 
Client:

Operating System and 
Installation Type

Default Directory Directory and Files

On Microsoft Windows using 
Administrator account

%
PROGRAMFILES%
\CA\arcot

OTPDesktop
Contains the files required to launch the CA 
Auth ID OTP Desktop Client Web application.

Plugins
Contains the following files:

domains.txt and hosts.txt: Files that contain the 
data supplied during installation.

npAuthMinder.dll: The AuthMinder plug-in 
library file.

broker.exe: The broker image used by External 
Programs.

installation properties: Contains the client 
version information.

uninstall.exe: File for uninstalling the CA Auth 
ID OTP Desktop Client.

On Microsoft Windows using  
Non-Administrator account

%USERPROFILE%
\CA\arcot

 

On Ubuntu Linux using  
Administrator account

/usr/lib/CA/arcot

On Ubuntu Linux using Non- 
Administrator account

<login_account>
/CA/arcot

 

On Apple Macintosh using  
Administrator account

/Applications/CA
/arcot

On Apple Macintosh using  
Non-Administrator account

<login_account>
/Library/CA
/arcot
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User Self-Service Operations Using the CA Auth ID OTP 
Desktop Client

The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client enables end users to create new user accounts, edit their 
accounts, and generate passcodes. This chapter explains the operations that users can perform 
when CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client is installed on their system:

Adding New User Accounts
Generating Passcodes with CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client
Generating Passcodes by Using Different Modes
Editing User Accounts
Deleting User Accounts

Adding New User Accounts
To access the applications or resources that are protected by using Mobile OTP credentials, the 
accounts must first be created for the users in the application. The application must then 
communicate the user account information to the users. The users will use this information to 
add their accounts using Mobile OTP Desktop Client. After successfully adding the accounts, the 
users can then generate the passcode using the Mobile OTP Desktop Client and use this passcode 
to authenticate to the protected applications.

A user can have multiple accounts, which indicates that the user has access to multiple protected 
resources. For example, a user JSmith can have access to MyBank.com and Acme.com 
applications, and use the  Mobile OTP Desktop Client to maintain both the accounts.same

Important! Adding an account is an online process, which means that the user must be 
connected to the Internet to add a new account.

The user must perform the following steps to add a new account:

Ensure that they are connected to the Internet.

Launch the Mobile OTP Desktop Client application by using any of the following methods:

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA Mobile OTP Desktop Client, and then CA OTP.
or

Double-click the CA OTP shortcut that is placed on the desktop.

The Web browser opens the Accounts screen to add new accounts.

Click the Add button in the top-right corner to add a new account.
The Add Account screen opens.

Enter the following information in this screen:
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Note: The user must have received this information from the protected 
application that they will be accessing.

Click Save.
Based on the configuration, the screen to set the password or PIN for the Mobile OTP 
opens.

Enter the new password or the PIN for the Mobile OTP credential that is used to generate 
passcodes in the  and  fields.Enter PIN Confirm PIN

Click OK.
The Success screen opens.

Click OK.
The Account screen with the newly added account opens.

The Mobile OTP credential is now downloaded and locked to the user’s system. This indicates 
that the credential will not work if it is copied to another system.

Generating Passcodes with CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client
To access the protected resource, the user must generate a passcode by using CA Auth ID OTP 
Desktop Client and use this generated passcode for authenticating to the protected resource.

The user must perform the following steps to generate passcodes:

Launch the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client application by using any of the following 
methods:

Navigates to Start, Programs, CA CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client, and then CA OTP.
or

Double-clicks the CA OTP shortcut that is placed on the desktop.

The Web browser opens the Accounts screen.

Click the account for which the passcode has to be generated.
The passcode generator screen opens.

Enter the CA Auth ID OTP PIN in the PIN field.

Click Generate Passcode.
The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client generates the passcode.

Save the passcode and click Done to return to the passcode generator screen.

Generating Passcodes by Using Different Modes
The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client supports different modes for generating passcodes, which 
depends on the type of authentication. For example, you can generate the passcodes for plain 
authentication or for signing the challenge.

The user has to perform the following steps to generate the passcode for different modes:
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Launch the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client application by using any of the following 
methods:

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client, CA OTP.
or

Double-click the CA OTP shortcut that is placed on the desktop.

The Web browser open the Accounts screen.

Click the account for which the passcode has to be generated.
The passcode generator screen opens.

Click the Mode button in the top-right corner.
Based on the CA Auth ID OTP type, the Mode Selection screen opens.

Click the mode that you want to use for generating the passcode:

Identify: This mode is used for generating the passcode that will be used for plain 
password authentication.

Sign: This mode is used for generating the passcode that will be used for signing the 
challenge in the challenge-response-based authentication.

The passcode generator screen opens.

Enter the CA Auth ID OTP PIN in the PIN field.

(Applicable for Sign mode only) Enter the authentication challenge in the Challenge field.

Click Generate Passcode to generate a passcode for the selected mode.
The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client generates the passcode.

Save the passcode and click Done to return to the passcode generator screen.

Editing User Accounts
The user must perform the following steps to update the account name:

Launch the Mobile OTP Desktop Client application by using any of the following methods:

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA Mobile OTP Desktop Client, and then CA OTP.
or

Double-click the CA OTP shortcut that is placed on the desktop.

The Web browser opens the Accounts screen.

Click the account that has to be edited.
The passcode generator screen opens.

Click the Settings button in the top-right corner.
The screen displays the account details.

Enter a new name for the account in the Display Name field. 

Click Save to save the new changes.
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Click Save to save the new changes.
If the account is saved successfully, then the "Account settings saved" message appears.

Click OK to return to the passcode generator screen.

Deleting User Accounts
The user must perform the following steps to delete the accounts that they are not using any 
longer:

Launch the Mobile OTP Desktop Client application by using any of the following methods:

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA Mobile OTP Desktop Client, and then CA OTP.
or

Double-click the CA OTP shortcut that is placed on the desktop.

The Web browser opens the Accounts screen.

Click Delete in the top-right corner.
The Delete Accounts screen opens.

Select the check box corresponding to the account that they want to delete. User can 
select multiple accounts.

Click Delete to delete the selected accounts.
The Confirm screen appears and prompts the user to confirm the account deletion.

Click OK to delete the account.
The Accounts screen opens.

Using Advanced Features
The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client ships with the component that enables Authminder plug-in 
you extend the capabilities of CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client. This chapter explains the additional 
features that you can build into CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client using this plug-in:

Managing External Programs
Reading Remote Server Updates
Invoking External Programs From Your Code
AuthMinder Plug-In Files
Device Locking With Extended Attributes

Managing External Programs
External Programs is a feature that enables you to build custom functionality and integrate them 
with CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client. These programs can be invoked through the user interface 
(UI) of CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client. For example, you can build the VPN login flow by 
forwarding the passcode generated by CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client to the VPN Client, which 
then authenticates the users based on the passcode forwarded.

Management of the External Programs includes:

Configuring External Programs
Security Considerations

Using External Programs
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Using External Programs

Configuring External Programs

You must perform the following operations to integrate CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client with 
External Programs:

Setting Up the XML File
Creating the Script File
Script File Example

Setting Up the XML File

The External Programs, which are available to the users through their CA Auth ID OTP Desktop 
Client must be defined in the ExternalPrograms.xml file. This file contains the declaration of 
External Programs and the configuration settings that must be applied to the External Programs.

The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client provides a default ExternalProgramsSample.xml file located in 
the directory that contains the shared files listed in the " " Default Location for Shared Files
section. You can use this default file as a template to define the External Programs that you plan 
to implement.

Important! After you change or modify the ExternalPrograms.xml file, you  restart must
the browser for the changes to take effect.

For the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client to read the External Programs, the elements of the 
External Program must be defined in the specific sections of the ExternalPrograms.xml file. For 
example, the name of the External Program must be defined using the <name> XML tag, and it 
must be within a <program> section. The following table lists the sections that you must use to 
define the External Programs:

XML Tags Parent Tag Required? Description

<programs> NA Mandatory Specifies the root element and contains zero or more 
External Programs (<program>).

<program> <programs> Mandatory Contains the definition of an External Program.

<name> <program> Mandatory Specifies the name by which the External Program is 
identified. This name appears on the OTP Generator 
screen.

<file> <program> Mandatory Specifies the name of the script file. See "Creating the 
 for more information.Script File"

Note: Do  include the path of the file.not

<hidden> <program> Optional Controls whether the window is visible or hidden.

By default, this value is set to FALSE, which means the 
script is rendered using the UI.

Note: This command is always run from a terminal 
window.

<confirm> <program> Optional Controls whether the user is prompted to accept the 
External Program before running it.
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XML Tags Parent Tag Required? Description

By default, this value is set to TRUE, which means the user 
is prompted to accept the External Program before running 
it.

<domains> <program> Mandatory Contains a list of <domain> tags.

<domain> <domains> Mandatory Specifies a domain from where the program can be run. 
You can provide HTTPS and FILE schemes. If the scheme is 
omitted then the value is considered as HTTPS.

Note: The URL of the CA Auth ID OTP Generator page  must
match the <domain> tag, else the External Programs 
cannot be executed.

Creating the Script File

The defines an External Program that can be executed by using CA Auth ID OTP Desktop script file 
Client. You must include these files in the directory where the ExternalPrograms.xml file is 
located.

The script file is defined with the .bat extension on Microsoft Windows and as a shell script on 
Apple Macintosh and Ubuntu Linux. The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client provides a sample script 
(ExternalProgramsSample), and it is available in the directory that contains the shared files.

When you invoke the script file, it is passed as the environment variables, as discussed in the 
following table:

Environment Variable Dependent XML 
tag in the 
externalprogram.
xml file

Description

CA_AUTH_CONFIRM <confirm> Prompts the user to accept the External Programs 
before they run them. If CA_AUTH_CONFIRM is 
defined, then CA_AUTH_PROP_confirm is used to 
define the confirmation string.

The CA_AUTH_CONFIRM variable is set if the 
<confirm> value in the externalprograms.xml file is 
set to TRUE.

CA_AUTH_HIDDEN <hidden> Used if the script is executed in the hidden mode 
without the GUI or a display window.

CA_AUTH_PROGRAM <file> Defines the file name of the script that contains 
the External Program to be invoked.

CA_AUTH_PROP_account NA Defines the name of the CA Auth ID OTP account 
that must be used to invoke External Programs.

CA_AUTH_PROP_cmdname <name> Defines the name of the External Program to be 
invoked.

CA_AUTH_PROP_confirm NA Defines the confirmation message that is 
displayed to the user if CA_AUTH_CONFIRM 
variable is TRUE.

CA_AUTH_PROP_password NA Defines the generated CA Auth ID OTP that has to 
be used by the External Program.
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The result of the script file is returned to CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client, and then displayed to 
the user through a pop-up dialog box.

Script File Example

The following sample code snippet demonstrates how to pass the CA Auth ID OTP account name 
and the password of a user to log them in to the VPN Client.

REM
REM Invoke the VPN client.
REM
"C:\Program Files\Cisco Systems\VPN Client\vpnclient" ^
connect OurProfile ^
user %CA_AUTH_PROP_account% ^
pwd %CA_AUTH_PROP_password%
REM
REM 200 means success
REM if %errorlevel% equ 200 exit 0
exit

Security Considerations

This section lists the security points that you must consider when External Programs are invoked 
by users through CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client installed on their systems:

Only the pre-defined External Programs on the user’s system can be invoked. The user should 
not be able to invoke an arbitrary command or program through the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop 
Client.

By default, CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client does not permit any External Programs. They must 
be added to the configuration file before they can be used.

The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client must invoke the scripts stored in a specific location. It 
 invoke any script file located anywhere on the user’s system.cannot

The script files must be associated with the list of domains from where the script can be 
executed. For example, if VPN.BAT script file is associated with the www.acme.com domain, 
then only the web pages loaded from the www.acme.com domain can invoke the VPN.BAT 
script.

Optionally, prompt the user to confirm if they want to run the External Programs.

(For Microsoft Windows Vista and Later Versions Only) If Internet Explorer is used to run the 
External Programs, then External Programs will run in Low Integrity mode. Therefore, a 
broker mechanism is used to enable External Programs to run in normal medium integrity 
mode.
See for more information.

Using External Programs

The AuthMinder plug-in component of CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client provides the External 
Programs functionality. Therefore, to use External Programs, the AuthMinder plug-in must be 
successfully installed on the end user’s system.

The External Programs are available to your users through CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client. To 
access the External Programs, the users have to click the External Programs buttons that are 
displayed on the Generator screen after the  button. The text labels used for Generate Passcode
the External Programs buttons are derived from <name> tags in the ExternalPrograms.xml file.
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Reading Remote Server Updates
The list of authorized domains that the AuthMinder plug-in must contact to are defined during 
the installation. If this list changes, then the AuthMinder plug-in must update the list for the 
current environment by contacting the remote servers.

It also fetches the version information of the Mobile OTP Desktop Client and the AuthMinder 
plug-in from the remote servers. This information is used by the Mobile OTP Desktop Client to 
inform users about the latest updates.

The remote servers that the AuthMinder plug-in can contact are configured in the hosts.dat file. 
See the table in the " " section for the location of the hosts.dat file. The hosts.dat file Shared Files
contains a one-line entry per remote server, as follows:

serverURL filename

In the preceding entry:

serverURL: Specifies the partial or the complete URL of the host from where the remote data 
has to be obtained. If you specify the partial URL, such as , then the www.remoteserver.com
URL is resolved to  to create an absolute URL.https://remoteserver.com/aid/authdomain.txt

Note: It is  that you specify the server name. Other objects of the URL are mandatory
optional.

filename: Specifies the file name in which the data received from serverURL is recorded. The 
file is always stored in the User Data Area, therefore you must specify  the file name and only
not the complete path. See the " " section for the default Location for User-Specific Files
location of the User Data Area.

Return Data Format

This section discusses the formats in which the remote servers return data to the AuthMinder 
plug-in. The AuthMinder plug-in supports the return data in the following two formats:

Version 1.0
Version 1.1

Version 1.0

The following code snippet provides the format for Version 1.0:

dataFormatVersion contentRevison updateFrequency
domain1
domain2
-
-
domainN

The following are the parameters used in the preceding code:

dataFormatVersion: Specifies the version number of the data format. This value is 1.0.
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contentRevision: Specifies the revision number of the content. When the AuthMinder plug-in 
receives the data, it compares this revision number with the revision number of the data that 
is already stored on the system for the specified remote server. If the revision number of the 
latest data is higher, then the data is written to the system.

updateFrequency: Specifies the time interval (in seconds) at which the AuthMinder plug-in 
must contact the remote server to download the data.
After the data is downloaded to the system, the updateFrequency parameter is replaced with 
nextUpdateTime. The nextUpdateTime parameter specifies the time (in seconds) when the 
next update must be performed. It is derived by adding updateFrequency to the current time.

domain : Specifies the authorized domains.<n>

Version 1.0 Example

1.0 3 259200
domain1.com
domain2.com

Version 1.1

The following code snippet provides the format for Version 1.1:

dataFormatVersion contentRevison updateFrequency
pluginVersion pluginURL
clientVersion clientURL
domain1
domain2
-
-
domainN

The data format for the version 1.1 is same as 1.0, except for the dataFormatVersion, which is 1.1 
and for the following additional parameters:

pluginVersion: Specifies the version number of the latest AuthMinder plug-in that is available 
for download. If the updates are not available, then the pluginVersion is 0.

pluginURL: Specifies the URL from where the latest AuthMinder plug-in can be downloaded. If 
there are no updates, then the pluginURL parameter is ignored.

clientVersion: Specifies the version number of the latest Mobile OTP Desktop Client that is 
available for download.

clientURL: Specifies the URL from where the latest Mobile OTP Desktop Client can be 
downloaded. If there are no updates, then the clientURL parameter is ignored.

Version 1.1 Example

1.1 5 259200
1.3.2 http://somehost.com/newPlugin.html
1.3.6 http://somehost.com/newClient.html
domain1.com
domain3.com

Invoking External Programs From Your Code
This section provides the commands that you must use to access the plug-in and invoke the 
External Programs:

Accessing the AuthMinder Plug-In

Obtaining the External Programs
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Obtaining the External Programs
Invoking an External Program

Accessing the AuthMinder Plug-In

You must use the getPlugin command to access the AuthMinder plug-in. Invoke the command as 
follows:

var otpobj = new OTP();
var plugin = otpobj.getPlugin();

Obtaining the External Programs

You must use the GetExternalCommandList command to obtain a list of External Programs that 
are available to the current user. Invoke the command as follows:

var commands = plugin.GetExternalCommandList();

Invoking an External Program

You must use the InvokeExternalCommand command to invoke an External Program. The 
following code snippet provides a sample to invoke the External Program:

// Define callback to be invoked upon completion of
// External Program.
function cb(status, props) {
if (status != "0") {
// Something failed, check status for specifics
}
};
// Credentials are passed via the properties argument.
var props = {
account: "fred",
password: "flintstone"
};
// Invoke the VPN External Program.
var status = plugin.InvokeExternalCommand("VPN", props, cb);
if (status == 1000) {
// Program started. cb will be called when program completes.
}
else {
// Failed to initiate command, check status for specifics.
}

AuthMinder Plug-In Files
The files that are used for invoking and using the AuthMinder plug-in can be broadly classified 
into two categories based on access rights and usage. Some files are shared across users and 
some are user-specific files.

Default Location for Shared Files
Shared Files
Location for User-Specific Files
User-Specific Files
Default Location for Storing Device-Specific Credentials

Default Location for Shared Files

The following table lists the default location for the shared files that are used by the AuthMinder 
plug-in.
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Operating System Installation Type External Programs Folders

Microsoft Windows Vista 
and later

Using Administrator 
Account

%PROGRAMDATA%\CA\arcot

Microsoft Windows Vista 
and later

Using Non-Administrator 
Account

%USERPROFILE%
\AppData\LocalLow\CA\arcot

Microsoft Windows XP 
and earlier

Using Administrator 
Account

%ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Application 
Data\CA\arcot

Microsoft Windows XP 
and earlier

Using Non-Administrator 
Account

%USERPROFILE%\Local 
Settings\Application Data\CA\arcot

Apple Macintosh and 
Ubuntu Linux

Using Administrator 
Account

/usr/lib/CA/arcot

Apple Macintosh and 
Ubuntu Linux

Using Non-Administrator 
Account

~/CA/arcot

Shared Files

The following table lists the files that are shared across users:

File Description

domains.dat Defines the list of domains that the AuthMinder plug-in 
can access.

(For Microsoft Windows) 
ExternalProgramsSample.bat

(For Apple Macintosh and Ubuntu 
Linux) ExternalProgramsSample.sh

A sample template file that demonstrates invoking 
External Programs through Mobile OTP Desktop Client.

ExternalProgramsSample.xml A sample template file that demonstrates External 
Program declaration.

hosts.dat Defines the list of remote servers, which the AuthMinder 
plug-in contacts to fetch the updates.

Location for User-Specific Files

The following table lists the location for the user-specific files that are used by the AuthMinder 
plug-in:

Operating System External Programs Folders

Microsoft Windows Vista and later %USERPROFILE%\AppData\LocalLow\CA\arcot

Microsoft Windows XP and earlier %USERPROFILE%\Local Settings\Application Data\CA\arcot

Apple Macintosh and Linux ~/CA/arcot

User-Specific Files

The following table lists the files that are specific to a user:

File Description

keys.dat
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File Description

This file is the data store for the AuthMinder plug-in Application Programming 
Interface (API). The data that is accessed by the AuthMinder plug-in API is sourced 
from this file.

hosts_SHA1.
dat

This file contains the information downloaded from a remote server (see "Reading 
).Remote Server Updates"

If the hosts.dat file contains more than one entry, then a corresponding hosts_SHA1.
dat file is created for every entry in the hosts.bat file.

Default Location for Storing Device-Specific Credentials

The following table lists the default location for storing device-specific credentials on supported 
operating systems:

Operating System Default Location

Microsoft Windows XP and earlier %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Application Data\CA\ArcotLow\

Microsoft Windows Vista and later %PUBLIC%\CA\ArcotLow\

Ubuntu Linux /usr/local/CA/arcot/Shared

Apple Macintosh /Applications/CA/arcot/Shared

Device Locking With Extended Attributes
The device locking mechanism uses several configurable attributes to lock the OTP/PKI credential 
for the end-user device.

Note: This mechanism is alternatively referred to as Extended Attributes (EA) device 
locking. The enhancement is available from OTP Desktop Client 2.2 Release.

The device locking comprises of a MachineID generation phase, which computes a 
cryptographic key using device-specific hardware or firmware attributes. The 
MachineID is used for re-encrypt (double camouflage) user credential keys (OTP/PKI) 
before storing in the disk. The legacy device locking mechanism (pre Desktop OTP 
Client 2.1) used a single, non-configurable, device attribute(the primary MAC ID of the 
device) to derive a device-specific key for the device locking.

This MachineID generation mechanism is implemented at the AuthMinder Plugin layer and 
supports Internet Explorer 64-bit version. This mechanism is a native layer. It has ready access to 
system calls that return the required information for all the device attributes under 
consideration.

Additionally, the OTP Desktop Client migrate pre-existing credentials on user devices for a new 
scheme of device locking.

The enhanced Device Locking is supported on all the platforms which support OTP Desktop 
Client.

Prerequisites for Device Locking With Extended Attributes
Supporting Machine Attributes

Supporting Configuration
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Prerequisites for Device Locking With Extended Attributes

Before you run device locking mechanism, check the browser requirement:

Mac 10.7 or later

Internet Explorer 7 or later

Firefox 18 or later

Chrome 21 or later

Supporting Machine Attributes

For OTP Desktop Client, the following machine attributes can be used for device locking:

More Information: For descriptions on attributes, see Client Reference Guide 7.1
.(Chapter 4: Machine PIN for Native Client)

Attribute Description

mem Displays physical memory size.

vol Displays boot partition volume ID.

bios Displays BIOS information such as, serial number and manufacturer name. This 
information is not always present.

mac Displays the MAC address of the primary network interface card.

moth Displays the motherboard information such as, the serial number and manufacturer 
name. This information is not always present.

hd Displays Hard Disk (HD) information such as, model # and manufacturer name. The 
removable HDs such as external USB, memory cards, are not included. Only the fixed 
HDs are included.

proc Displays Main Central Processing Unit (CPU) information such as, model and clock 
speed. For, a multiprocessor machine the information from all CPUs is included.

encl Displays for some computers, such as those manufactured by Dell, have their service 
tag that is encoded in the enclosure information.

Important! All attributes that are listed under machine attributes are not supported on 
all platforms. Here is the attribute list for each platform:

Platform Supporting Attribute

Windows mem_vol_mac_moth_bios_hd_proc_encl

Mac mem_vol_mac_moth_hd_pro

Linux mem_vol_mac_moth_bios_proc
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1.  

Note: We recommend that you do NOT specify devlock attributes; instead allow the 
following defaults:

Platform Default Attribute

Windows vol_mac_moth_bios_encl

Mac vol_mac_moth_proc

Linux vol_mac_moth_bios_proc

We have selected the default that is set on each platform based on the performance 
and likelihood of the attribute, to remain constant.

Note: The Windows gathering information on hd and proc can be slow. Therefore we 
do not recommend this process.

Supporting Configuration

DLAT Attribute

Define your own custom attribute settings via the DLAT and DLRQ card string attributes for OTP 
credentials, if you do not want to use the default attributes.

For example, this attribute is used in the following format:

                DLAT=vol_mac_moth   

To make use of all the supported attributes, set DLAT to “ALL”.

Note: By default the device locking is enabled. To turn off the device locking, set 
DLRQ=false in the OTP card string.

Uninstalling the CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client
This chapter guides you through the steps for uninstalling CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client. The 
chapter covers the following sections:

Uninstalling on Microsoft Windows
Uninstalling on Ubuntu Linux
Uninstalling on Apple Macintosh

Uninstalling on Microsoft Windows
To uninstall CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client on Microsoft Windows:

Access the uninstaller file by using any of the following methods:

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client, and then Uninstall CA 
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Navigate to Start, Programs, CA CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client, and then Uninstall CA 
CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client.
or

Based on the operating system version that you are using, navigate to the install 
location. See  for more information on the default install location.Directory Structure

The pop-up dialog appears to confirm uninstallation.

Click Yes to proceed with the uninstallation.
After successful uninstallation, the "Uninstallation completed" message appears.

Uninstalling on Ubuntu Linux
To uninstall CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client on Ubuntu Linux:

Change your working directory to the location where you have installed CA AuthID OTP 
Desktop Client. See  for more information on the default install Directory Structure
location.

At the prompt, enter the following command:

./uninstall

The installer prompts you to confirm the uninstallation.

Click Yes to continue with the uninstallation.
After successful uninstallation, the "Uninstallation completed" message appears.

Uninstalling on Apple Macintosh
To uninstall CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client on Microsoft Windows:

Navigate to the install location where you have installed CA AuthID OTP Desktop Client. 
See  for more information on the default install location.Directory Structure

Double-click the uninstaller.
The pop-up dialog appears to confirm uninstallation.

Click Yes to proceed with the uninstallation.
After successful uninstallation, the "Uninstallation completed" message appears.

Customizing the Installer
This chapter discusses topics which you should consider before deploying the Desktop Client in 
your environment. It includes the following:

Setting Up the Provisioning URL

Multi-Byte Character Support

Encoding Settings into the Installer File Name
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Setting Up the Provisioning URL
The provisioning URL is where the Mobile OTP authentication service is hosted. The user must 
specify this URL while adding ArcotID OTP accounts. The user authentication requests are 
processed based on the URL that is configured for a specific account.

It is recommended that you consider the following points while setting up the provisioning URL:

The provisioning URL  be in HTTPS scheme format.must

To relieve users from typing the provisioning URL path, it is recommended of using the 
default path of /otp/cprov. That way user has to enter the server name in the Server URL 
field.

If the preceding points are not considered while setting up the provisioning URL, then the 
following processing is performed on the provisioning URL that you specify:

If the URL scheme is not specified, then the default HTTPS value is applied to the URL.

If the server name is followed by at least one forward slash (/), then the URL is used as it is; 
otherwise the /otp/cprov string is appended. For example, if the user enters  as www.foo.com
the provisioning server URL, then the  URL is used as the https://www.foo.com/otp/cprov
actual provisioning server URL.

Multi-Byte Character Support
The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client supports UTF-8, which is the variable width 8-bit encoding 
format of the universal Unicode encoding scheme. However, to run the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop 
Client in the UTF-8 mode, the middleware applications that interact with the CA Auth ID OTP 
Desktop Client must also support UTF-8 in the provisioning protocol messages.

The CA Auth ID OTP Desktop Client does the URL encoding of the Unicode characters when it 
sends the provisioning request to middleware applications, for example, Authentication Flow 
Manager, and the application must respond with the correct response, as follows:

The server must include charset=UTF-8 in the Content type header if the XML content is UTF-
8 encoded.

Use of encoding=UTF-8 attribute in the XML header is optional, the CA Auth ID OTP Desktop 
Client ignores this attribute.

The UTF-8 encoding in the XML must be a true UTF-8 encoding. For example, %C3%A9 is two 
bytes and not six.

Encoding Settings into the Installer File Name
Some of the Mobile OTP Desktop Client settings and the AuthMinder plug-in component settings 
are customer-specific and can vary from customer to customer. For example, the AuthMinder 
plug-in requires a list of domains that are allowed to use its features. For example, the permitted 
domain list for ABCCorp might include the  domain and the list for ACME might www.abccorp.com
include the  domain. To handle such settings, Mobile OTP Desktop Client enables www.acme.com
you to create customized properties or settings and ship them with the Mobile OTP Desktop 
Client to your end users.
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However, if the installer file is digitally signed, then the content cannot be modified, which is the 
case with the Microsoft Windows Mobile OTP Desktop Client installer. To resolve such problems, 
you can encode such settings in the installer file name. During installation, the installer decodes 
these settings and saves them to the configuration files.

You can customize the following settings into the installer file name:

The authorized domain list containing the set of domains, which are allowed to use the 
AuthMinder plug-in for storing the credentials.

The remote server, which is used to update the authorized domain list and to obtain the 
information about new versions of the Mobile OTP Desktop Client and AuthMinder plug-in.

The setting that you want to encode must be appended to the file name as a name-value pair in 
the base-64 encoded format. Each name-value pair is separated using the underscore character 
to enable the installer to locate and parse them.

The format of each name-value pair must be as follows:

_name_b64value_

The following steps describe the process of appending the name-value pairs to the installer file 
name:

Convert the value into the base-64 encoded format. You can use any open source 
encoders, such as  to perform http://www.motobit.com/util/base64-decoder-encoder.asp
this operation. For example, if you want to append a setting named foo with the value 
bar, then convert bar into the base-64 encoded format, which will be YmFy.

Construct the name-value pair. For example, _foo_YmFy_.

Append the installer file name with the name-value pair. For example, if you append 
_foo_YmFy_ to the Microsoft Windows installer file name, then the file will be 
OTPDesktop-Web-1.0.4-windows-installer_foo_YmFy_.exe.

Note: If you plan to encode multiple settings, then you must concatenate the base-64 
encoded name-value pairs.

The following table lists the settings that you can encode:

Setting Name Value

Domain 
Name 
List

d Specifies the domain names that the AuthMinder plug-in can access.

The domain names must be separated with a comma. If there are any whitespace 
characters in between the domain names, then they are ignored.

Action:

The installer writes the authorized domains to the domains.dat file that is stored 
in the Shared Data Area.

Host h Specifies the URL of the remote host servers.
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Setting Name Value

If you specify the partial URL, such as , then the URL is resolved towww.foo.com  
 to create an absolute URL.https://foo.com/aid/authdomain.txt

Note: It is  that you specify the server name. Other objects of the URL mandatory
are optional.

Action:

The URL is included in the hosts.dat file stored in the Shared Data Area during 
installation. AuthMinder plug-in connects to the hosts.dat file to fetch the URL of 
remote servers. See  for more information on "Reading Remote Server Updates"
remote servers.
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Administrating

Administrating CA Risk Authentication
Getting Started
Working with Custom Roles
CA Risk Authentication Server Instances
Configure SSL
CA Risk Authentication Rule Basics
Custom Rules
Global Configurations
Managing Global Rule Configurations
Organizations
Organization-specific CA Risk Authentication Configurations
Administrators
User Administration
Administration Tools
Case Management
Reports
Logs
Geolocation and Anonymizer Data
Add Custom Actions

Getting Started
This topic describes logging in to CA Advanced Authentication as Master Administrator and 
configuring the basic information. Verify that the following tasks are completed :first

CA Risk Authentication is installed.

The Console is deployed.

The Console is bootstrapped.

Note: See the  for more CA Risk Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide
information about the previous tasks.

After the previous tasks are completed, perform the following tasks:
Access the Admin Console
Change Password and Profile Information
Configuring Global Settings
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Access the Admin Console
The default Master Administrator (MA) account is used to log in to CA Advanced Authentication 
for the first time. Use the following credentials to log in to the Console:

User Name: masteradmin

Password: < >password set during bootstrap

Follow these steps:

Open a Web browser, and then enter the following URL: The default CA Advanced 
Authentication URL is:
http://<hostname>:CA Portal/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htm
In the preceding URL:

Replace the  with the host name or the IP address of the system running the hostname
product. Replace the port with the port number at which the Console listens.

If you change the default application context (arcotadmin), then replace it with the 
new value.

In the  field, enter the password that you set during bootstrap, and click Password Log In.

Security Recommendations While Using CA Advanced Authentication

To protect the product from malicious attacks through the browser session, observe the 
following precautions while using the product:

Do not share browser session with other applications.

Do not open any other site while working with the Console.

Enforce strict password restrictions for CA Advanced Authentication.

Always log out after using CA Advanced Authentication.

Close the browser window after the session is over.

Assign roles to administrators that correspond only to the tasks they perform.

Change Password and Profile Information
We recommend changing your Master Administrator password regularly. This habit helps 
prevent unauthorized persons from gaining access to the product with the MA credentials.

Use the My Profile page to change your current password and your preferences. These 
preferences apply to all administrator-related and user-related tasks that you perform in the 
future.

Follow these steps:

Verify that you are logged in as the MA.

Click the MASTERADMIN link in the Console header.

In the Change Password section, specify the following items:
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b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

5.  

The Current Password.

The New Password.

The new password again in the Confirm Password field.

In the Administrator Preferences section, specify the following items:

Whether you would like to Enable Preferred Organization.
This organization is selected by default in the "Organization" field for all future 
administrator-related and user-related tasks. For example, searches for 
administrators occur in the preferred organization.

The Preferred Organization that is selected by default in the "Organization" field.

The preferred Date Time Format.
This Date Time Format is shown for all future date-related fields. The report 
criteria page, user deactivate dialog, and the administrator credential lock section, 
require manual updates.

The preferred Locale for your login of CA Advanced Authentication.
See "Configuring Custom Locales" for more information about how to configure 
locales. The default locale is English (United States).

The preferred Time Zone.
This Time Zone is shown from now on in all the date-related fields of the product.
The default Time Zone is GMT.

Click Save.

Configuring Global Settings
We recommend configuring the global settings for the product first, before configuring other 
product settings. The global settings are in the following list:

Updating UDS Configurations
Cached Data and Cache Refreshes
Attribute Encryption
Custom Locales
Setting the Default Organization
Configuring the Account Type
Basic Authentication Policy Mechanisms
Specifying Master Administrator Authentication Policy Settings
Configuring Web Services Authentication and Authorization

Updating UDS Configurations

Updating UDS Connectivity Configuration
Updating the UDS Parameters
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The User Data Service (UDS) enables access to the third-party data repositories in your 
organization. The UDS enables CA Risk Authentication Server and CA Advanced Authentication to 
access your existing data and leverage end-user information. Your data repository is  not
duplicated in the respective CA product.

CA Risk Authentication can access user data either from a relational database (RDBMS) or directly 
from an LDAP server.

For relational databases, seed the database with CA Risk Authentication schema as a part of 
the post-installation configurations.

For LDAP directory serves, deploy the User Data Service as a part of the post-installation  
configurations.

Updating UDS Connectivity Configuration

Use the UDS Connectivity Configuration page to update the default UDS connectivity settings.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the  option on the submenu of the tab.CA Advanced Authentication

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the System Configuration UDS Connectivity 
 link to display the page.Configuration

Specify the parameters, explained in the following table, on the page. All the enabled 
parameters on this page are mandatory.

Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Protocol TCP The protocol to connect to the UDS service by using CA Advanced 
Authentication. The available options are:

TCP: Implements unencrypted information exchange between UDS and 
CA Advanced Authentication, CA Risk Authentication Server, and the CA 
Risk Authentication Database.

One-Way SSL: Implements SSL communication between UDS and CA Risk 
Authentication components. The CA Risk Authentication components 
must present their certificates when accessing UDS.

Two-Way SSL: If you want to implement SSL communication between 
UDS and CA Risk Authentication components, and both UDS and CA Risk 
Authentication components must present their certificates during 
information exchange.

Host localhost The IP address or host name where the UDS service is available.

Port 8080 The port at which the UDS service is available.

Application 
Context 
Root

arcotuds The application context that is specified when UDS is deployed on the 
application server.
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Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Connection 
Timeout (in 
milliseconds)

30000 Maximum time in milliseconds before the UDS service is considered 
unreachable.

Read 
Timeout (in 
milliseconds)

10000 The maximum time in milliseconds to wait for a response from UDS.

Idle Timeout 
(in 
milliseconds)

30000 The number of milliseconds after which an idle connection is closed.

Server Root 
Certificate

 The path to the Certificate Authority (CA) certificate file of the UDS 
server. The file must be in PEM format.

Note: This field is disabled if you selected the  option in the Protocol TCP
field.

Client 
Certificate

 The path to the CA certificate file of CA Advanced Authentication. The 
file must be in PEM format.

Note: This field is disabled if you selected the  or  TCP One-Way SSL
option in the Protocol field.

Client 
Private Key

 The location of the file that contains the CA's private key. The path can 
be an absolute path or relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Note: This field is disabled if you selected the  or  TCP One-Way SSL
option in the Protocol field.

Minimum 
Connections

4 The minimum number of connections that created between CA Risk 
Authentication Server and the UDS server.

Maximum 
Connections

32 The maximum number of connections created between CA Risk 
Authentication Server and the UDS server.

Click  to save the changes you made.Save

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See Refreshing the Cache for more information.

Updating the UDS Parameters

Use the UDS Configuration page to update the UDS parameters.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the  option on the submenu of the tab.CA Advanced Authentication

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the  UDS Configuration UDS Configuration
link to display the page.

Specify the parameters from the following table:
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Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Search Configuration

Maximum Search 
Return Count

500 The maximum number of records that are returned for all 
 operations in CA Advanced Authentication.Search

LDAP Configuration

Note: These fields cannot be edited using CA Advanced Authentication. For information 
about configuring these parameters, see the CA Risk Authentication Installation and 

.Deployment Guide

LDAP Connection 
Pool Initial Size

NA The initial number of connections between UDS and LDAP 
that are created in the pool.

LDAP Connection 
Pool Maximum Size

NA The maximum number of connections that are allowed 
between UDS and LDAP.

LDAP Connection 
Pool Preferred Size

NA The preferred number of connections between UDS and 
LDAP.

LDAP Connection 
Pool Timeout

(in milliseconds)

NA The period for which UDS waits for a response from LDAP, 
when a new connection is requested.

Authentication and Authorization Token Validity Configuration

Purge Interval (in 
seconds)

3600 The maximum interval after which an authentication token 
is purged from the database,  the token expires.after

Validity Period (in 
seconds)

86400 The maximum period (default is one day) after which an 
issued authentication token expires.

Click  to save the changes you made.Save

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See Refreshing the Cache for instructions.

Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

This product caches certain data, which serves frequently accessed Console pages and UDS data 
faster. Typically, organizations and roles are cached. The product maintains cached data at the 
system level and at the organization level.

Data Cached at the System Level

The following data is cached at the system level:

All system-level configurations

UDS configuration and UDS connectivity

LDAP connection pool details

List of organizations

Global key label

Account type details
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Custom roles

Global data

Encryption sets

Localization configuration

Email and Telephone types

Authentication and Authorization configuration

Resources applicable to all organizations
Global account types that are applicable to all organizations

Data Cached at the Organization Level

The following data is cached at the organization level:

Data that is applicable to individual organizations
Configurations that do not refer to global data, such as encryption set, localization 
configuration, and email and telephone types

Resources applicable to a set of organizations
Organization-specific account types

Rules

Important! When data configuration changes involve both system-level and 
organization-level, the system cache is refreshed first, then the organization cache. 
Changing this sequence could produce inconsistent behavior.

Cache Refresh Order Example

Account type details and global account types are cached at the system level. Whenever you 
create a new account type (global or organization-specific), refresh the system cache. If the 
account type is organization-specific, refresh the cache of all the organizations that are involved 
in the scope. For more information about account types, see Configuring the Account Type.

Refresh the Cache

If you have made any configuration changes, refresh the cache of the affected server instances 
for the changes to take effect. The CA Risk Authentication product now provides an Integrated 

feature that enables administrators to refresh the cache of all server instances Cache Refresh 
from CA Advanced Authentication.

Note: The Master Administrator (MA) and Global Administrator (GA) can refresh the 
cache of CA Advanced Authentication and all instances of CA Risk Authentication 
Server and Case Management Queuing Server. The MA, GA, and Organization 
Administrator (OA) can refresh the cache of the organizations within their scope.
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Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the System Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Refresh Cache 
link to display the page.

Select any of the following items:

Select Refresh System Configuration to refresh the cache configuration of the 
following components:

CA Advanced Authentication

User Data Service

All CA Risk Authentication Server instances

All Case Management Queuing Server instances

Select Refresh Organization Configuration to refresh the cache configuration of all 
organizations in your purview.

Click OK.

Click OK in the confirmation dialog that appears.
A message with a Request ID for the current cache refresh request is displayed.

Viewing the Status of Cache Refresh Requests

To view the status of your cache refresh request:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the System Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Check Cache 
Refresh Status link to display the page.

Enter a Request ID or select a Status and click Search to verify the status of the cache 
refresh request.
The cache refresh details are displayed. You can see the status of the cache refresh 
operation for the different server instances.
The search result lists the following items:

The unique identifier of the cache refresh request

Organizations affected by cache refresh request

Time when the request was received

The event type
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The event type

CA Risk Authentication Server instances (see the following table) affected by cache 
refresh request

Parameter Description

Resource The CA Risk Authentication resource that was refreshed. Possible values are:

CA Advanced Authentication
For CA Advanced Authentication and User Data Service

CA Risk Authentication
For CA Risk Authentication Server

Server 
Instance 
ID

Specifies the unique identifier of the server instance that was refreshed.

For CA Advanced Authentication and User Data Server, this value is fetched from the 
InstanceID parameter set in arcotcommon.ini file.

For CA Risk Authentication Server, it is the instance name of CA Risk Authentication 
Server. By default, it is a combination of host name and a unique identifier.

Server 
Instance 
Name

Specifies the instance name of the CA Risk Authentication component that was 
refreshed. Possible values are:

CA Advanced Authentication

User Data Service

Instance name of CA Risk Authentication Server

Host 
Name

Specifies the name of the system on which the refreshed component is installed.

Status Specifies the status of the cache refresh request.

Attribute Encryption

The product stores the user-related data in plain format in the database tables that you seed 
during installation. Use the Attribute Encryption Set Configuration page and select the user 
attributes that you want to encrypt. See " " for Multi-Byte Character and Encrypted Parameters
the list of attributes that support encryption.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Click the Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the System Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Attribute 
Encryption Configuration link to display the page.
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Note: To encrypt the User Identifier attribute, all the following attributes that 
help in uniquely identifying the user are also encrypted:
- User ID
\*E2\*80\*93 Account ID
- Account ID attributes

In the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption section, select the attributes that you want from 
the Available Attributes for encryption list to the Attributes Selected for encryption list.
Click the > or < buttons to move selected attributes to the desired list. You can also click 
the >> or << buttons to move all attributes to the desired lists.

In the Data Masking Configuration section, specify the parameters that are described in 
the following table.

Note: Data masking is the process of hiding specific elements within the actual 
data string. Masking ensures that sensitive data is replaced with some data 
other than the real one.

Parameter Description

Type Select an option from the drop-down list to Mask or Unmask the attributes that 
are configured for encryption.

Start Length The number of characters to be masked or unmasked from the start of the actual 
data string.

End Length The number of characters to be masked or unmasked from the end of the actual 
data string.

Masking 
Character

The character that is used to mask (hide) the actual data.

Click to save your changes.Save 

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Examples of Masking and Unmasking

To mask a user name that has been configured for encryption and the , , Start Length End Length
and  are 2, 2, and *, then the user name "mparker" is masked as "**ark**".Masking Character

To unmask a user name that has been configured for encryption and the , Start Length End Length
, and  are 2, 2, and *, then the user name "mparker" is unmasked as Masking Character
"mp***er".

Custom Locales

CA Risk Authentication supports This process adapts internationalized software for a localization. 
region or language of your choice. Locale-specific components are added and the text is 
translated. You can use the Localization Configuration page in CA Advanced Authentication to 
configure the locales that CA Risk Authentication supports.

Before you configure the available locales, you can add more locales. See "Preparing for 

https://docops.ca.com/display/CARA/Preparing+for+Localization
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Before you configure the available locales, you can add more locales. See "Preparing for 
" for more information.Localization

To configure custom locales and set the default locale and date time format:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the System Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Localization 
Configuration link to display the page.

In the Configure Supported Locales section, select the locales that you want to add from 
the Available list. Or use the > or < buttons to move them to the Selected list.
You can also click the >> or << buttons to move all locales to the desired lists.

In the Configure Default Locale section, select the Default Locale from the drop-down list.

In the Configure Default Date Time Format section, specify the Date Time Format you 
want to use.
Move your cursor over the question mark icon to determine the Date Time Format you 
want to use.

Note: The Administrator can change the Locale and Date Time Format at the 
organization level or on the My Profile page.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Setting the Default Organization

When you deploy CA Advanced Authentication, an organization is created by default with the MA 
account. This default organization is named  (DEFAULTORG).Default Organization

As a single-organization system, you can use the Default Organization. You do not need to create 
any new organizations. You can configure the Default Organization settings, change its Display 
Name, and then continue to use it for administering purposes. With multiple organizations, you 
can use either of the following methods:

Rename the Display Name of the Default Organization, configure its settings, and continue to 
use it as the default

Create a new organization and can set it as the Default Organization.

Note: Typically when you create administrators or enroll users  specifying their without
organization, then they are created in the Default Organization.

https://docops.ca.com/display/CARA/Preparing+for+Localization
https://docops.ca.com/display/CARA/Preparing+for+Localization
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To specify the Default Organization:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the UDS Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Set Default 
Organization link to display the page.

Under Default Organization, select the organization that you want to set as the Default 
Organization from the Organization Name list.

Click Save to save the changes you made on this page.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Configuring the Account Type

All CA Risk Authentication users are identified in the system by a unique user name. CA Risk 
Authentication supports the concept of an  or , which is an alternate ID to account account ID
identify the user in addition to the user name. A user can have none or one or more accounts or 
account IDs.

For example, consider a banking institution that uses the ID from the Customer Information File 
(CIF), to identify the customer Robert Laurie. In addition, Robert uses his account number to 
transact with the bank for his fixed deposits and a different account ID for online banking. So, 
Robert has the following account IDs:

User name: BNG02132457678

Account ID for fixed deposits: 000203876544

Account ID for online banking: rlaurie

An  is an attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional context account type
about the usage of the account ID. An account ID uniquely identifies a user for the given account 
type.

For example, you can create an account type called FIXED_DEPOSITS for the 000203876544 
account ID, and another account type called ONLINE_BANKING for the account ID rlaurie.

Now, Robert can log in to the system and can be identified by using any of the following:

BNG02132457678

FIXED_DEPOSITS/000203876544

ONLINE_BANKING/rlaurie

You must first create an account type in CA Advanced Authentication before you can create 
account IDs. You can configure the account type to be available to specific organizations only or 
to all organizations, including those that will be created in the future. At the organization level, 
each organization can choose to support a set of account types.
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Note: No two users in a given organization can have the same account ID for an 
account type. At any given point of time, the following combinations are unique:
- Organization name, account type, and account ID
- Organization name, user name

Creating a New Account Type

To create a new account type:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the UDS Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Configure Account 
Type link to display the page.

(If this is the first account type you are adding) In the Add New Account Type section:

Enter the Name of the account type.

Enter a Display Name for the account type.

If required, expand the Custom Attributes section by clicking the + sign and specify 
the Name and Value of any custom attributes that you want to add for this 
account type.

In the Assign to Organizations section:

Select Apply to all Organizations if you want to use this account type for all existing 
organizations and any organizations that might be created in future.

Note: Such accounts appear under Global Accounts on the Configure Account 
Type page at the organization level.

or

Select the organization to which you want to assign the account type from the 
Available list and move it to the Selected list.

Note: The accounts assigned to specific organizations appear under 
 on the Configure Account Type page at the Organization-Specific Accounts

organization level.

Click the > or < buttons to move selected organizations to the desired list. You can also 
click the >> or << buttons to move all organizations to the desired lists.

Click Create to create the account type.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
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Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions.

Updating an Account Type

To update an existing account type:

Select the account type from the Select Account Type drop-down list.

Modify the required fields, and click Update.

Note: Once you have created an account type, you cannot change the Name of 
the account type.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Deleting an Account Type

To delete an existing account type:

Select the account type from the Select Account Type drop-down list.

Click Delete.

Important! You cannot delete an account type if you have created user 
accounts for that type.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Configuring Email and Telephone Type

CA Risk Authentication allows you to specify multiple email addresses and telephone numbers 
while creating users and administrators. The MA can configure multiple email and telephone 
types at the global level, which automatically become available to all organizations. The MA can 
also specify certain email and telephone types as mandatory and others as optional. When you 
create users and administrators in an organization, you will be prompted to enter values for the 
email and telephone types that the MA has configured. You can choose to override the global 
configuration by configuring different email and telephone types while creating organizations.

Note: Email and telephone type attributes configured at the organization level take 
precedence over the values configured at the global level.

Email and Telephone Type Example
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Assume that the MA has configured the following email and telephone types that all 
organizations must use:

(Mandatory) Email type: Work Email

(Optional) Email type: Personal Email

(Mandatory) Telephone type: Work Phone

(Optional) Telephone type: Home Phone

Now, when a GA creates an administrator for an organization that uses the global Org1 
configuration, the GA  provide values for Work Email and Work Phone. The GA can add must
additional email and telephone types, if required, but cannot delete the global configurations for 
email and telephone types.

To configure the email and telephone type attributes:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the UDS Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Email/Telephone 
Type Configuration link to display the page.

In the Configure Email Type section, specify:

Priority of the Email Type if more than one Email Type has been configured. Use the 
up and down icons to change the priority. Priority defines the order in which Email 
Types are displayed on the screen when multiple Email Types have been configured.

Type of email that you want to configure, for example, work or personal.

Display Name of the Email Type.

Whether the Email Type is Mandatory.

For example, you can configure work email with a higher priority than your personal email 
so that work email gets displayed first.

In the Configure Telephone Type section, specify:

Priority of the Telephone Type if more than one Telephone Type has been configured. 
Use the up and down icons to change the priority. Priority defines the order in which 
Telephone Types are displayed on the screen when multiple Telephone Types have 
been configured.

Type of phone number that you want to configure, for example, home or work.

Display Name of the Telephone Type.

Whether the Telephone Type is Mandatory.
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Note: You can add multiple Email and Telephone types by clicking the  icon.+

Click Save to save your changes.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Basic Authentication Policy Mechanisms

Administrators logging in to CA Advanced Authentication use one of the following mechanisms:

Basic Authentication Policy

LDAP Authentication Policy

WebFort User-Password

The mechanism the option that you selected while creating the organization:depends upon 

If you select the  option while creating an organization, then you can use Basic User Password 
the default authentication policy (for a global level).

If you select the  option, the administrator uses the password that is LDAP User Password
stored in the LDAP directory. The authentication policy is defined in the LDAP directory.

If you select the  option, verify that CA Strong Authentication is WebFort User Password
deployed and accessible.

Configuring the Basic Authentication Policy Settings

The  method enables administrators to log in to the Console with a user ID Basic Authentication
and password.

Use the Basic Authentication Policy page to strengthen the password policy by enforcing the 
following restrictions:

The password length.

The number of special characters.

The number of failed login attempts allowed before the account is locked.

To configure the Basic Authentication policy:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the Authentication section on the side-bar menu, click the Basic Authentication 
Policy link to display the corresponding page.

Specify the parameters explained in the following table in the Password Policy 
Configuration section. All the parameters on this page are mandatory.
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Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Minimum 
Password 
Length

6 The minimum number of characters that the password must contain. 
You can set a value from 6 through 32 characters.

Maximum 
Password 
Length

25 The maximum number of characters that the password can contain. 
You can set a value from 6 through 32 characters.

Maximum Failed 
Attempts

5 The maximum consecutive number of times an administrator can 
specify the password incorrectly, after which the credential is locked. 
You can set a value from 3 through 10.

Minimum 
Numeric 
Characters

1 The least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the 
password must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 
characters.

Maximum 
Password 
History Count

3 The maximum number of previously used passwords that cannot be 
reused.

Validity Period 180 
days

The maximum number of days for which a password is valid.

Allow Multi-Byte 
Characters

The following options 
are disabled if you select 
this check box.

Select this option if you want to allow multi-byte characters in the 
password.

Minimum 
Alphabetic 
Characters

4 The least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the 
password must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 
characters.

Minimum 
Special 
Characters

1 The least number of Allowed Special Characters that the password 
must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 characters.

Allowed Special 
Characters

(optional)

!@#$%
^&*()
_+

The list of special characters that the password can contain.

Click .Save

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes 

Specifying Master Administrator Authentication Policy Settings

The Master Administrator follows the  method of logging in to the Console Basic Authentication
with a user ID password.

Use the Master Administrator Authentication Policy page to strengthen the password policy of 
the MA by enforcing the following restrictions:

The Password length.

The number of special characters.
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The number of special characters.

The number of failed login attempts allowed before the account is locked.

To configure the Master Administrator Authentication policy:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the  option on the submenu of the tab.CA Advanced Authentication

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Authentication Master Administrator 
link to display the corresponding page.Authentication Policy 

Specify the parameters explained in the following table in the Password Policy 
 section. All the parameters on this page are mandatory.Configuration

Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Minimum 
Password 
Length

6 The minimum number of characters that the password must contain. 
You can set a value from 6 through 32 characters.

Maximum 
Password 
Length

25 The maximum number of characters that the password can contain. 
You can set a value from 6 through 32 characters.

Maximum Failed 
Attempts

5 The maximum consecutive number of times an administrator can 
specify the password incorrectly, after which the credential is locked. 
You can set a value from 3 through 10.

Minimum 
Numeric 
Characters

1 The least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the 
password must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 
characters.

Maximum 
Password 
History Count

3 The maximum number of previously used passwords that cannot be 
reused.

Validity Period 180 
days

The maximum number of days for which a password is valid.

Allow Multi-Byte 
Characters

The following options 
are disabled if you select 
this check box.

Select this option if you want to allow multi-byte characters in the 
password.

Minimum 
Alphabetic 
Characters

4 The least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the 
password must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 
characters.

Minimum 
Special 
Characters

1 The least number of Allowed Special Characters that the password 
must contain. You can set a value from 0 through 32 characters.

Allowed Special 
Characters

(optional)

!@#$%
^&*()
_+

The list of special characters that the password can contain.
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Click .Save

Configuring Web Services Authentication and Authorization

CA Risk Authentication provides web services to perform the operations that CA Advanced 
Authentication supports programmatically. Secure these web services calls by enabling 
authentication and authorization. Use CA Advanced Authentication to select the web services for 
which you want to enable authentication and authorization.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the Web Services section on the side-bar menu, click the Authentication and 
Authorization link to display the page.

In the Web Services section, select and move the web services from the Disabled list to 
the Enabled list.
Click the > or < buttons to move selected web services to the desired list. You can also 
click the >> or << buttons to move all web services to the desired lists.

Click Save to save your changes.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Working with Custom Roles

Important! Only Master Administrators can perform the role management tasks in this 
topic.

CA Risk Authentication is shipped with out-of-the-box roles that are associated with pre-defined 
privileges. See  for more information. CA Risk Authentication also provides you Supported Roles
the capability to manipulate these pre-defined roles if:

The default roles do not meet the requirements of your organization.

You want to manage a role information that is different from the one provided by CA Risk 
Authentication.

Understanding Custom Roles
MAs can create  that inherit a subset of privileges from one of the following administrative roles
pre–defined parent roles:

Global Administrator

Organization Administrator
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Organization Administrator

User Administrator

These roles are named These roles are derived by  some of the default custom roles.  disabling
privileges that are associated with the parent role. For example, to disable the right to create 
organizations for a GA, create a custom role by disabling this right. Then assign the same right to 
the GA.

When you create a custom role, it becomes available as a role option when you create or update 
an administrator. In addition to creating custom roles, you can update and delete them.

Custom Role Considerations
Only the MA can create custom roles.

A custom role can inherit the subset of privileges only from a single role. In other words, a 
custom role  inherit privileges from two different roles.cannot
For example, you  create a custom UA role that has privileges to manage users (UA cannot
permission) and create organizations (OA permission.)

You cannot assign new privileges to a custom role, if the parent role does not have these 
privileges.
For example, if the pre–defined OA role does not have the permission to create an 
organization, then the custom role–based on this OA role cannot have that permission either.

When you create a custom role, a task representing one or more privileges remains, as long 
as at least one of the privileges is  available.still
For example, the  link appears if the Update permission is still available, Search Organizations
even though the Activate, Deactivate, and Delete privileges are disabled.

A new custom role is available to other instances of CA Advanced Authentication  only after
refreshing the CA Advanced Authentication server cache.

Pre–Defined Custom Roles
In addition to the custom roles, CA Risk Authentication has three pre–defined custom roles that 
are required for Case Management. These roles include:

QM: The Queue Manager role has the required privileges to supervise cases. This role is 
derived from the default Organization Administrator role.

CSR: The Customer Support Representative role has the required privileges to work on cases 
and handle end-user calls. This role is derived from the default User Administrator role.

FA: The Fraud Analyst role has the required privileges to analyze cases to find hidden trends 
and patterns. This role is also derived from the default User Administrator role.

See "Managing Cases" for detailed information about Case Management and the 
Queue Manager, Customer Support Representative, and Fraud Analyst roles.

You can see these out-of-the-box custom roles on the Update Custom Role page.
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Updating Custom Role Information
To update an existing custom role definition:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Users and Administrators tab.

Click the Manage Roles link on the submenu of the tab.

Under the Manage Roles section, click the Update Custom Role link.
The Update Custom Role page appears.

Select the Role Name that you want to update.

In the Role Details section, change the Role Display Name and Role Description, if 
required.

In the Set Privileges section, if required, specify the list of privileges that will not be 
available to the role:

In the Available Privileges list, select all the privileges that you need to disable for 
the new role.
This list displays all the privileges available to the administrative role that you 
selected in the Role Based On field.

Click the > button to move the selected privileges to the Unavailable Privileges list.

In the Set Privileges section, if required, specify the list of privileges that will be available 
to the role:

In the Unavailable Privileges list, select the privileges that you want to enable for 
the new role.
This list displays all the privileges that are not available to the administrative role 
that you selected in the Role Based On field.

Click the < button to move the selected privileges to the Available Privileges list.

Click Update to update the Custom role definition.

Refresh all deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.

Creating Custom Roles
Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the Users and Administrators tab.

Click the Manage Roles link on the submenu of the tab.

Under the Manage Roles section, click the Create Custom Role link. The Create Custom 
Role page appears.

In the Role Details section, specify the following information:
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Role Name: The unique name to identify the new role. CA Risk Authentication uses 
this name internally by authenticating and authorizing this new role.

Role Display Name: The descriptive name of the role that appears on all other CA 
Advanced Authentication pages and reports.

Role Description: The useful information that is related to the role for later reference.

Role Based On: The pre-existing role from which this custom role is derived.

In the Set Privileges section, specify the roles to exclude to the new role:

In the Available Privileges list, select all the privileges that you want disable for the 
custom role.
This list displays all the privileges available to the administrative role that you 
selected in the Role Based On field.

Click the > button to move the selected privileges to the Unavailable Privileges list.

Click  to create the custom role.Create

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Deleting Custom Roles

Important! To delete a custom role that is currently assigned to an administrator, 
change the role of all administrators who have been assigned this role. Use the Update 
Administrator page to do this task, then use the following instructions:

To delete a custom role:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Click the link on the submenu of the tab.Manage Roles 

Under the  section, click the  link.Manage Roles Delete Custom Role
The Delete Custom Role page appears.

In the  section, select the custom role that you want to delete from the Role Details Role 
 list.Name

Click  to delete the selected custom role.Delete

Refresh  deployed RiskMinder Server instances.all
See  for instructions.Cached Data and Cache Refreshes

Summary of Administrative Privileges
The following table summarizes the privileges available to the three supported levels of 
administrators using which you create a custom role.
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The column name acronyms that are used in the table are:

Global Administrator --> GA

Organization Administrator--> OA

User Administrator --> UA

Note: The + sign indicates the actions (or privileges) that are available to the specified 
level of administrator.

Privilege GA OA UA

Organization Management Privileges

See "Managing Organizations" for more information about the tasks that are related to these 
privileges.

Create Organization + * *

Update Organization + + *

Update Organization Status + + *

List Organizations + + +

Retrieve Default Organization + + +

Delete Organization + + *

Account Type Management Privileges

See "Configuring the Account Type" for more information about the tasks that are related to 
these privileges.

Create Account Type + * *

Update Account Type + + *

Delete Account Type + * *

Administrator Management Privileges

See "Managing Administrators" for more information about the tasks that are related to these 
privileges.

Create Administrator + + *

Update Administrator + + +

Delete Administrator + + *

User Management Privileges

See "Managing Users" for more information about the tasks that are related to these privileges.

Create User + + +

Update User + + +

Update User Status + + +

List Users + + +

List Users for Account + + +
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Privilege GA OA UA

Get User Status + + +

Set User Custom Attributes + + +

Search Users + + +

Get User Details + + +

Get PAM + + +

Set PAM + + +

Delete User + + +

User Account Management Privileges

Create User Account + + +

Update User Account + + +

List User Accounts + + +

Retrieve User Account + + +

Delete User Account + + +

Cache Management Privileges

See "Refreshing the Cache" for more information about the tasks that are related to these 
privileges.

Refresh System Cache + * *

Refresh Organization Cache + + *

View Global Cache Refresh Request + * *

View Organizational Cache Refresh Request + + *

Email and Telephone Type Privileges

See "Configuring Email and Telephone Type" for more information about the tasks that are 
related to these privileges.

Add Email/Telephone Types + + *

Update Email/Telephone Types + + *

List Email Types + + +

List Telephone Types + + +

Basic Authentication Privileges

See "Specifying Basic Authentication Policy Settings" for more information about the tasks that 
are related to these privileges.

Update Global Basic Authentication Policy + * *

Update Organization Basic Authentication Policy + + *

Encryption Privileges

See "Configuring Attribute Encryption" for more information about the tasks that are related to 
these privileges.

Configure the Encryption Set Selected + + *

List Configured Attributes for Encryption + + *

Case Management Privileges
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Privilege GA OA UA

See  for more information about the tasks that are related to these privileges."Managing Cases"

Manage Queues + + *

Rebuild Queues + + *

View Queue Status + + *

Work on Cases + + +

Manage Inbound Calls + + +

Analyze Transactions + + +

CA Risk Authentication Configurations

See  and "Managing Organization-Specific CA Risk "Managing Global Configurations"
Authentication Configurations" for more information about the tasks that are related to these 
privileges.

Create Ruleset + + *

Assign Ruleset + + *

Assign Channel and Configure Default Account Types + * *

Manage Miscellaneous Configurations (global level) + * *

Manage Miscellaneous Configurations (organization level) + + *

Model Configuration (global level) + * *

Model Configuration (organization level) + * *

Configure CA Risk Authentication Callouts + + *

Migrate to Production + + *

Rule Management Privileges

See  for more information about the tasks that are related to "Managing Global Configurations"
these privileges.

Evaluate Risk + + +

List User Device Associations + + +

Delete User-Device Associations + + +

Manage List Data and Category Mappings + + *

Rules and Scoring Management + + *

Post Evaluate + + +

Other Privileges

Get QnA Attributes + + +

Get QnA Values + + +

List Arcot Attributes + + *

List Repository Attributes + + *

Perform QnA Verification + + +

Bulk Upload + + *

View Bulk Upload Requests + + *

Report Privileges
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Privilege GA OA UA

See  and "Managing Reports" for more information "Generating Case Management Reports"
about the tasks that are related to these privileges.

View My Activity Report + + +

View User Activity Report + + +

View User Creation Report + + +

View Organization Report + + *

View Administrator Activity Report + + +

Risk Detail Activity Report + + +

View Advice Summary Report + + +

View Exception User Report + + +

View Rules Configuration Report + + *

View Rules Data Report and Category Mappings + + *

Case Activity Report + + *

Average Case Life Report + + *

False Positives Report + + +

View Fraud Statistics Report + + +

Rule Effectiveness Report + + +

Reports Summary + + +

Update Custom Role Information
Perform this procedure to update an existing custom role definition.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab. Users and Administrators

From the submenu, click the link.Manage Roles 

From the Tasks menu, click the link.Update Custom Role 
The Update Custom Role page appears.

Select the that you want to update.Role Name 

Make the required changes to one or all of the fields in the section.Role Details 

In the section, perform one of the following steps:Set Privileges 

In the list, select all the permissions that you want to  Available Privileges disable
for this role.
This list displays all the permissions available to the administrative role that you 
selected in the field.Role Based On 
Alternatively, in the list, select the permissions that you Unavailable Privileges 
want to  for this role.enable
This list displays all the permissions that are not available to the administrative 
role that you selected in the field.Role Based On 
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Note: You can hold the key to select more than one permission at a Ctrl 
time.

Click the  button to move the selected permissions to the > Unavailable Privileges 
list.

Click Update.

Refresh the cache. See Refreshing the Cache for more information.

CA Risk Authentication Server Instances

Important! Only the  can perform the tasks in this sectionMaster Administrator .

As a Master Administrator, configure the connectivity parameters to a server instance before 
managing that instance locally.

Configuring Server Connectivity
CA Risk Authentication comprises two server components:

CA Risk Authentication Server, which is the core engine for risk evaluations.

Case Management Queuing Server, which is responsible for building, prioritizing, and 
dispatching cases to administrators according to the Queue definitions.

The following table lists the sections on the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page. The table 
also describes the components that you can connect using each section.

Configuration 
Section

Description

Server Management 
Connectivity

Used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to the CA Risk 
Authentication Server Management port. For example, cache refresh and 
shutdown requests to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Case Management 
Queuing Server 
Management 
Connectivity

Used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to the Case Management 
Queuing Server Management port. For example, cache refresh and 
shutdown requests to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Administration 
Connectivity

Used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to the CA Risk 
Authentication Server Administration web service port. For example, the 
Rules and Scoring Management screen and Model Configuration screen.

Case Management 
Queuing Server 
Connectivity

Used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to the Case Management 
Queuing Server instance. For example, to issue Queue rebuild requests and 
to fetch the next case in the Queue.
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CA Risk Authentication Server Management Connectivity

Use the CA Risk Authentication Server Management Connectivity section to configure the 
connection settings. The CA Advanced Authentication uses these settings to connect to your CA 
Risk Authentication Server Management instance.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the link on the submenu of the tab.CA Risk Authentication 

If not already displayed, click the link in the tasks CA Risk Authentication Connectivity  
pane to display the corresponding page.

Use the information in the following table to configure the CA Risk Authentication 
connectivity parameters.

Field Description

Server Enter the IP address or host name of the system hosting the CA Risk 
Authentication Server Management instance.

Note: Ensure that the system where CA Risk Authentication Server is 
installed is accessible by its hostname on the network.

Server 
Management 
Port

Enter the port on which the Risk Evaluation service is exposed.

Transport Specify the transport mode (  or ) for the following components: TCP SSL
The transport mode connect to the specified CA Risk Authentication 
Server Management instance:

Server Management Web Services

Administration Web Services

Transaction Web Services

Authentication Native

Server CA Root 
Certificate

Browse to and upload the server CA root certificate.

Note: This server certificate must be in PEM format.

Client 
Certificate-Key 
Pair in 
PKCS#12

Browse to and upload the PKCS#12 Store that contains the client 
certificate and the private key.

Client PKCS#12 
Password

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 Store of the client.

Click .Save
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Case Management Queuing Server Management

Use the Case Management Queuing Server Management Connectivity section to configure the 
connection settings. The CA Advanced Authentication system uses these settings to connect to 
your Case Management Queuing Server Management instance.

To specify the connectivity parameters that are used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect 
to the Case Management Queuing Server Management instance:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the link on the submenu of the tab.CA Risk Authentication 

If not already displayed, click the link in the tasks CA Risk Authentication Connectivity  
pane to display the corresponding page.

Use the information in the following table to configure the CA Risk Authentication 
connectivity parameters.

Field Description

Server Enter the IP address or host name of the system that hosts the Case 
Management Queuing Server Management instance.

Server 
Management 
Port

Enter the port on which the Case Management service is exposed.

Transport Specify the transport mode (  or ). The connection to the TCP SSL
specified Case Management Queuing Server Management instance 
uses this mode.

Server Management Web Services

Administration Web Services

Transaction Web Services

Authentication Native

Server CA Root 
Certificate

Browse to and upload the server CA root certificate.

Note: This server certificate must be in PEM format.

Client Certificate-
Key Pair in 
PKCS#12

Browse to and upload the PKCS#12 Store that contains the client 
certificate and the private key.

Client PKCS#12 
Password

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 Store of the client.

Click .Save
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CA Risk Authentication Administration Connectivity

You must use the CA Risk Authentication Administration Connectivity section to configure the 
connection settings that will be used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to your CA Risk 
Authentication Server Administration instance.

To specify the connectivity parameters used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to the CA 
Risk Authentication Server Administration instance:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the link on the submenu of the tab.CA Risk Authentication 

If not already displayed, click the link in the tasks CA Risk Authentication Connectivity  
pane to display the corresponding page.

Use the information in the following table to configure the CA Risk Authentication 
connectivity parameters.

Field Description

Server Enter the IP address or host name of the system where you installed 
the required CA Risk Authentication Server Administration instance.

Note: Ensure that the system where CA Risk Authentication Server is 
installed is accessible by its hostname on the network.

Server 
Management 
Port

Enter the port on which the Risk Evaluation service is exposed.

Transport Specify the transport mode (  or ) for the following components TCP SSL
to connect to the specified CA Risk Authentication Server 
Administration instance:

Server Management Web Services

Administration Web Services

Transaction Web Services

Authentication Native

Server CA Root 
Certificate

Browse to and upload the server CA root certificate.

Note: This server certificate must be in PEM format.

Client Certificate-
Key Pair in 
PKCS#12

Browse to and upload the PKCS#12 Store that contains the client 
certificate and the private key.

Client PKCS#12 
Password

Enter the password for the client’s PKCS#12 Store.

Click  to save the configurations that you have set.Save
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Case Management Queuing Server Connectivity

You must use the Case Management Queuing Server Connectivity section to configure the 
connection settings that will be used by CA Advanced Authentication to connect to your Case 
Management Queuing Server instance.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the link on the submenu of the tab.CA Risk Authentication 

If not already displayed, click the link in the tasks CA Risk Authentication Connectivity  
pane to display the corresponding page.

Use the information in the following table to configure the CA Risk Authentication 
connectivity parameters.

Field Description

Host Enter the IP address or host name of the system where you installed 
the Queuing Server instance.

Note: Ensure that the system where Queuing Server is installed is 
accessible by its hostname on the network.

Backup Host If installed, enter the IP address of the system where the backup 
Queuing Server instance is available.

Important! You must configure this  parameter  Backup Host before
you start the backup Case Management Queuing Server.

Port Enter the port on which the Case Management service is exposed.

Transport Specify the transport mode (  or ) for the corresponding TCP SSL
component to connect to the specified Case Management instance:

Server Management Web Services

Administration Web Services

Transaction Web Services

Authentication Native

Server CA Root 
Certificate

Browse to and upload the server CA root certificate.

Note: This server certificate must be in PEM format.

Client Certificate-
Key Pair in 
PKCS#12

Browse to and upload the PKCS#12 Store that contains the client 
certificate and the private key.

Client PKCS#12 
Password

Enter the password for the client’s PKCS#12 Store.

Click .Save
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Creating Trust Stores
trust store to Trust stores contain trusted Certificate Authority root certificates. Create a 

authenticate CA Risk Authentication components (such as clients, CA Advanced Authentication, 
and Java SDKs) to a CA Risk Authentication Server instance. The CA Risk Authentication Server 
and the Case Management Queuing Server instances use these certificates to connect over SSL.

Use the Trusted Certificate Authorities page to create trust stores. Then add new root certificates 
to your trust stores.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu. Ensure that the Services and Server Configurations CA 
 tab in the submenu is active.Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
display the Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

In the field, enter the name for the new trust store.Name 

Click the corresponding  buttons to upload one or more root certificates of the Browse
trusted CAs. You can click  to display more fields for uploading certificates.Add More

Click .Save

Configuring Communication Protocols
Use the Protocol Configuration page to configure communication protocols for the following 
items:

The CA Risk Authentication Server instance.

The Case Management Queuing Server instance.

Configure the protocols that CA Advanced Authentication, SDKs, and Web Services use to 
communicate with your CA Risk Authentication Server instance. You can also specify a port 
number or transport protocol (such as TCP or SSL). For SSL connections, specify a trusted 
certificate of the client component certificate and the related private key.

The following table describes the  and default port numbers for the CA Risk List of Protocols 
Authentication Server instance.

Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

Native (TCP) 7680 This protocol enables communication between the CA Risk 
Authentication Server instance and the CA Risk Authentication Java 
SDKs. which include Risk Evaluation and Issuance (deprecated).

Note: The Web service interface is available for Issuance as part of the 
user management Web Service Definition Language (WSDL).
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Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

Administration 
Web Service

7777 Communications between CA Risk Authentication Server and the 
Administration Web services use this protocol.

CA Risk Authentication Server listens to the Administration Web service 
calls on this port.

Note: These calls do  include the CA Risk Authentication Issuance not
(deprecated) or Risk Evaluation calls.

Transaction 
Web Service

7778 The Risk Evaluation and the Issuance (deprecated) web services connect 
to the CA Risk Authentication Server instance with this protocol. This 
protocol receives web services requests sent by the Authentication and 
Issuance Web services.

Note: These calls do  include the Administration service calls.not

Native (SSL) 7681 This binary protocol enables SSL communication between the CA Risk 
Authentication Server instance and the CA Risk Authentication Java 
SDKs. These components include Risk Evaluation and Issuance 
(deprecated).

Server 
Management

7980 The arrfclient tool communicates with the CA Risk Authentication Server 
instance for server management activities (graceful shutdown and 
server cache refresh) by using this protocol.

Configure the protocols that CA Advanced Authentication and the Case Management Queuing 
Server use to communicate with your CA Risk Authentication Server instance. You can also 
specify a port number or transport protocol (such as TCP or SSL). For SSL connections, specify a 
trusted certificate of the client component certificate and the related private key.

The following table describes the  and default port numbers for the Case List of Protocols
Management Queuing Server instance.

Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

Case Management 
Queuing Server

7779 The Queuing Server module listens to the Case Management 
requests (at the server end) with this protocol.

Case Management 
Queuing 
Administration

7780 Communications between the CA Risk Authentication Server 
and the Case Management Queuing Server use this protocol.

CA Risk Authentication Server listens to the Case Management 
Web service calls on this port.

To configure CA Risk Authentication Server and the Case Management Queuing Server network 
protocols:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu, and ensure that Services and Server Configurations
the  tab in the submenu is displayed.CA Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.
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Select the CA Risk Authentication Server instance or Case Management Queuing Server 
instance from the drop-down list.
The  appears.List of Protocols

In the  table, click the link corresponding to the protocol that you want to List of Protocols
configure.
The corresponding Protocol page appears.

Edit the fields on the page, as required. The following table explains these fields.

Column Action Description

Change 
Protocol 
Status

Select this check box to enable the  drop-down list and change the Action
status

of the protocol.

Action Select  to enable the required protocols.Enable

See the previous two tables for more information about the supported 
protocols.

Port Enter the port number where the corresponding service is available. The 
default port numbers for CA Risk Authentication protocols are in the following 
list:

CA Risk Authentication Native (TCP): 7680

CA Risk Authentication Native (SSL): 7681

Administration Web Services: 7777

Transaction Web Services: 7778

Queuing Server: 7779

Queuing Administration: 7780

Server Management: 7980

Minimum 
Threads

Minimum number of threads that are processed on the port.

Maximum 
Threads

Maximum number of threads that are processed on the port.

Transport Specify one of the following modes that are supported for data transfer:

TCP: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) mode is the default mode for both 
CA Risk Authentication protocols. Data is sent .unencrypted

SSL: Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) provides higher security for transactions, 
because it encrypts and decrypts data that is transmitted.

Key in 
HSM

Select this check box if the private key for the SSL communication resides in 
the HSM device. The CA Risk Authentication Server and Case Management 
Queuing Server locates the private key using the certificate chain.

This checkbox is enabled only if you select  in "Transport".SSL
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Column Action Description

Server 
Certificate 
Chain

Specify the certificate chain that the SSL transport security mode uses. Use the 
 button to upload the .Browse Server Certificate Chain

Important! Ensure that the certificates in the chain that you upload here use 
the following hierarchy:

Leaf certificate --> Intermediate CA certificates --> Root certificate.

The certificate and the key must be in PEM format.

Server 
Private 
Key

Use the  button to upload the .Browse Server Private Key

Note: This field is enabled only if the  check box is clear.Key in HSM

Select 
Client 
Store

Select the trust store that contains the root certificates of the trusted 
Certificate Authorities.

Click .Save

Refreshing a Server Instance
Refresh CA Risk Authentication Server and the Case Management Queuing Server instances using 
one of the following methods:

CA Advanced Authentication

The arrfclient tool.

Using CA Advanced Authentication to Refresh Server Instances

Refresh specific CA Risk Authentication Server and the Case Management Queuing Server 
instances by selecting the instance on the Instance Management page.

To refresh server instances:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu. and ensure that Services and Server Configurations
the  tab in the submenu is displayed.CA Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Instance Management
the page.
The following table describes the columns on the Instance Management page.

Column Description

Instance Name Name of CA Risk Authentication Server or the Case Management 
Queuing Server instance.

Last Startup Time The time the instance was last started.

Last Shut Down 
Time

The time the instance was last shutdown.

Last Refresh Time The time the instance was last refreshed.

Uptime The duration for which the instance has been running.

Status The status of the instance.
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Organization List To 
Refresh

The list of organizations to refresh.

Choose  in the drop-down list to select the organizations that Select
you want to refresh.

or

Select  in the drop-down list to refresh all organizations.All

System Cache 
Refresh

Select this check box to refresh the system cache.

In the  section:CA Risk Authentication Instances

Select the instance of CA Risk Authentication Server that you want to refresh.

Select the organizations to refresh from the  drop-Organization List to Refresh
down list.

Select  if you want to refresh the system cache System Cache Refresh
configuration.

Click .Refresh

In the  section:Case Management Instances

Select the instance of the Case Management Queuing Server that you want to 
refresh.

Select the organizations to refresh from the  drop-Organization List to Refresh
down list.

Select  if you want to refresh the system cache System Cache Refresh
configuration.

Click .Refresh

Using the arrfclient Tool to Refresh Server Instances

You can use the arrfclient tool to refresh both CA Risk Authentication Server and the Case 
Management Queuing Server instances.

Important! Before running the arrfclient tool for CA Risk Authentication Server, set the Host and 
Port values in riskfortadminclient.ini.

On Windows

Run the arrfclient tool to refresh the CA Risk Authentication Server cache as follows:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Navigate to the following directory:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\bin\

Run the following command to refresh:

CA Risk Authentication Server instance:
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CA Risk Authentication Server instance:

arrfclient -cr

Case Management Queuing Server instance:

arrfclient < > < > -crhost_name port

On UNIX-Based Platforms

Run the arrfclient tool to refresh the CA Risk Authentication Server cache as follows:

Open the terminal window.

Navigate to the following directory:

< >/arcot/bin/install_location

Run the following command to refresh:

CA Risk Authentication Server instance:

arrfclient -cr

Case Management Queuing Server instance:

arrfclient < > < > -crhost_name port

Update Server Instance Configurations
You can update the following items for your CA Risk Authentication Server and Case 
Management Queuing Server instances:

instance attributes

logging configurations

database configurations

To update instance-specific configurations:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu. Ensure that the Services and Server Configurations CA 
 tab in the submenu is active.Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Instance Management
the page.

Click the link corresponding to the instance whose configuration you want to update.
The page to update the instance-specific configuration appears.

In the  section:Instance Attributes

Select the check box to  of your server instance.Change the Instance Name

Specify a name for the instance in the field.New Instance Name 

In the  section, specify values as described in the following table. Logging Configuration
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Field Description

Transaction 
Log 
Directory

The directory to store the transaction log files. The path can be an absolute 
path or relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Roll over 
After (in 
Bytes)

The maximum number of bytes the log file can contain. When the log files 
reach this size, a new file with the specified name is created. The old file is 
moved to the backup directory.

Transaction 
Log Backup 
Directory

The backup directory to store the older transaction log files. The path can be 
an absolute path or relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Log Level The severity level of the logged entry. Fatal, WARNING, INFO, and DETAIL 
are the supported levels in decreasing order of severity.

See "Supported Severity Levels" in appendix for more information.

Log 
Timestamps 
in GMT

Select this option if you want to use GMT for the timestamps.

CA Risk Authentication enables you to either use the local time zone or GMT 
to timestamp the logged information.

Enable 
Trace 
Logging

An additional logging flag that logs the Entering and Exiting log for each 
function that is called during processing. By default, this flag is disabled. 
Enabling this flag logs huge amount of data for debugging. Do  enable not
this flag in production systems unless advised to by CA Support.

In the  section, specify values as described in the following table.Database Configurations

Field Description

Minimum 
Connections

The minimum number of connections that are created between CA Risk 
Authentication Server and the database.

Maximum 
Connections

The maximum number of connections that can be created between CA 
Risk Authentication Server and the database.

Increment 
Connections by

The value by which to increase the connections when all database 
connections in the pool are used.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time (in 
Seconds)

The time interval after which the database monitor thread polls the 
database to verify if the database is active.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time in 
Fault Conditions 
(in Seconds)

Same as Monitor Thread Sleep Time. But this value is used only when 
the database monitor thread detects any failure. This value  be less must
than the Monitor Thread Sleep Time. Polling must be done at frequent 
intervals in the case of any failure.

Log Query 
Details

When enabled, this option logs all the Oracle, MS SQL, or MySQL 
database queries that are executed by the Server. This option is 
disabled by default. Enable it  when debugging is required as in the only
case of Enable Trace Logging.

Monitor 
Database 
Connectivity

If this option is enabled, the Server creates the database monitor 
thread. Else, database monitoring is disabled.

Auto-Revert to 
Primary

When the connection to the primary database fails, the Server falls back 
to the backup database. If this option is enabled, the Server 
automatically reverts to the primary database when it is up and running.
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Click .Save

Refresh or restart your server instance depending on the parameters that you have 
updated.

Restarting a Server Instance
The following sections explain restarting the CA Risk Authentication Server and the Case 
Management Queuing Server instance.

Windows

To start a server instance on Windows:

Log in to the computer where the instance has stopped.

Click the  button on the desktop.Start

Navigate to  >  .Settings Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services

To restart:

CA Risk Authentication Server instance: Double-click  CA Risk Authentication Service
from the listed services.

Case Management Queuing Server instance: Double-click Case Management 
 from the listed services.Queuing Service

Click  to start the service.Start

UNIX-Based Platforms

To start a server instance on UNIX-based platforms:

Log in to the computer where the instance must be started.

Navigate to the following directory:

< >/arcot/ /install_location bin

Run the following command to restart:

CA Risk Authentication Server instance:

./riskfortserver start

Case Management Queuing Server instance:

./casemanagementserver start

Shutting Down a Server Instance
To shut down a CA Risk Authentication Server or Case Management Queuing Server instance:

Note: When a CA Risk Authentication Server receives a shutdown request, all the 
ongoing transactions are processed first before the shutdown request.
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Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu. Ensure that the CA Services and Server Configurations
Risk Authentication tab in the submenu appears.

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Instance Management
the page.

Select the CA Risk Authentication Server instance or a Case Management Queuing Server 
instance that you want to shut down.

Click .Shut Down

Configure SSL
CA Risk Authentication components use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) for communication. 
To ensure secure communications between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk 
Authentication Server and between SDKs and CA Risk Authentication Server, configure the CA 
Risk Authentication Native and Server Management protocols to support SSL (Secure Socket 
Layer). SSL ensures secure communication between applications across insecure media.

The steps to set up SSL between different components of CA Risk Authentication include:

Note: Follow the steps in the order shown. We recommend testing whether each 
connection has been set successfully after every step.

Prepare for SSL Communication

Enable SSL Between CA Risk Authentication Server and User Data Service

Enable SSL Between Case Management Queuing Server and User Data Service

Enable SSL Between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication Server

Enable SSL Between CA Advanced Authentication and Case Management Queuing Server

Enable SSL Between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server

Enable SSL Communication Between Risk Evaluation Web Service and CA Risk 
Authentication Server

Enable SSL Communication Between Administration Web Service and CA Risk 
Authentication Server

Enable One-Way SSL Between CA Risk Authentication Components and Database
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CA Risk Authentication Components and Their Communication Modes
The following figure illustrates the possible communication modes that are supported between 
CA Risk Authentication and its components.

 
RM_3.1--6_ss0001

As shown in the figure, the  mode of communication between components is TCP. The CA default
Risk Authentication Server supports SSL communication (one-way or two-way) with the following 
components:

Case Management Queuing Server

CA Risk Authentication Database

User Data Service

CA Risk Authentication SDKs (Risk Evaluation)

Sample Application

Evaluation Callout

Scoring Callout

RiskMinder also supports one-way and two-way SSL communication between components.

Prepare for SSL Communication
To enable the SSL communications between the CA Risk Authentication components, obtain 
server and client certificates first. Obtain these certificates by using one of the following 
methods:

Obtain Certificates Directly Through a Certificate Authority (CA)

Generate Certificate Requests by Using a Utility
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Generate Certificate Requests by Using a Utility

When a Certificate Authority generates a certificate for you, they also generate the private key 
for the certificate. As a result, the private key could possibly less secure as when it is generated 
locally. If you do not a key generated by a Certificate Authority, follow the steps in "Generate 
Certificate Requests by Using a Utility".

Obtain Certificates Directly Though a Certificate Authority (CA)

The steps that are explained in this section are specific to . If Microsoft Certificate Authority 2008
you are using any other Certificate Authority, see the documentation of that Certificate 
Authority.

To generate a CA-issued certificate:

Access the link to the Certificate Authority of your choice. For a Microsoft Certificate 
Authority, it is as follows:
http://<IP_Address_of_the_CA>/certsrv/

Navigate to the link to create and submit the certificate request.

For the click the following items:MSCA, 

Locate the  section.Select a task

Click .Request a certificate

Click .advanced certificate request

Click .Create and submit a request to this CA

Specify the details on the certificate request form that appears. Use the values in the 
following table as a guide.

Certificate 
Attribute

Required Information

Common 
Name

(Name)

The fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of your server.

Important! When prompted for Common Name, specify the Fully Qualified 
Domain Name (FQDN) of the server that you want to protect.
For example, an SSL certificate that is issued for login.example.com does not 
work for online.example.com.

Email Address The email ID of the contact person in your organization.

Note: The email address of the certificate administrator or an administrator in 
the IT department.

Organization

(Company)

The name of your organization.

Important! Ensure that this entry is  abbreviated. Ensure that you do not not
specify any suffixes, such as Inc., Corp., or LLC.

Organizational 
Unit

(Department)

The division (for example, IT) of your Organization handling the certificate.

City The city (for example, Brisbane) where your Organizational Unit is located.
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Certificate 
Attribute

Required Information

(Locality)

State The state or region (for example, Queensland) where your Organizational Unit is 
located.

Important! Ensure that this entry is not abbreviated.

Country

(Region)

The ISO code (for example, AU) for the country where your organization is 
headquartered.

The details of the certificate. Consider the details that are specified in the following table while 
specifying these certificate details.

Certificate Attribute Required Information

Certificate Type Server Authentication Certificate, if you are generating a server certificate

Client Authentication Certificate, if you are generating a client certificate

CSP CSP of your choice

Key Usage Exchange

Key Size The key size in bytes.

Key Exportability Mark keys as exportable

Export keys to file

Full path name (*.pvk)

Request Format PKCS#12 File

Click .Submit

Click .Install the Certificate

Download the Certificates

The certificates that you requested through Microsoft Certificate Authority 2008 are installed in 
the browser store.Download them to your respective systems. The format in which you have to 
download the certificate depends on the encryption mode:

If software encryption is used, then certificates must be In PKCS#12 Format.

If hardware encryption is used, then certificates must be In PEM Format.

PKCS#12 Format

To download the certificate and private key to a PKCS#12 file by using Microsoft CA 2008:

Open an Internet Explorer window.

Navigate to  and then .Tools Internet Options
The Internet Options dialog appears.

Activate the  tab, in the Certificates section click .Content Certificates
The Certificates dialog appears.
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Select the certificate that you want to download and click .Export
The Certificate Export Wizard appears.

Click  on the Welcome screen.Next

Choose option, and click .Yes, export the private key Next

Ensure that the  option is selected.Personal Information Exchange - PKCS # 12 (.PFX)

Click , and click .Enable Strong Protection Next

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 (.PFX) file in the  and  Password Confirm password
fields, and click .Next

Enter the  with which you want to download the PKCS#12 (.PFX) file and click File name
.Next

Click  to complete the wizard.Finish
The certificate and private key are now available on your system in the specified location.

PEM Format

You cannot directly export the certificate in .PEM format from the browser certificate store. 
Download it in .DER format first (with the Microsoft Certificate Authority 2008) and then convert 
to .PEM as follows:

Open an Internet Explorer window.

Navigate to  and then .Tools Internet Options
The Internet Options dialog appears.

Activate the  tab, in the Certificates section click .Content Certificates
The Certificates dialog appears.

Select the certificate that you want to download and click .Export
The Certificate Export Wizard appears.

Click  on the Welcome screen.Next

Choose option and then .No, do not export the private key Next

Ensure that the  option is selected.DER encoded binary X.509 (.CER)

Click .Next

Enter the  with which you want to download the certificate, and click .File name Next

Click  to complete the wizard.Finish
The certificate is now available on your system in the specified location.

Convert DER to PEM format.
To convert the certificate from DER to PEM format, you can use open source tools such as 
OpenSSL. Use the following command to convert using OpenSSL tool:

openssl x509 -inform der -in  .cer -out  .pem<certificate> <certificate>
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Generate Certificate Requests by Using a Utility

You can also generate a certificate by using any utility or tool of your choice. The keytool utility 
(which is available with JDK) has been used for the following operations:

Generate the keystore.
The keytool utility stores the keys and certificates in a file termed a This file is a keystore. 
repository of certificates that identify a client or a server. Typically, a keystore is specific 
to one client or one server. The default keystore implementation implements the 
keystore as a file. The keystore protects private keys by using a password. The keystores 
are created in the directory from which you run the keytool utility.
Use the following command to generate the keystore:

$%JAVA_HOME%/\bin/\keytool -genkey -keyalg RSA -alias < > -server/or/client
keystore < >.jks -storetype JKS -storepass < > -keystore_name password
keysize 1024 -validity < >validity_period_in_days

Generate the Certificate Signing Request (CSR).
A CSR is encrypted identification text (see the first table in Obtaining Certificates Directly 
Through a Certificate Authority (CA)), and must be generated on the system where the 
certificate is used. A private key is created simultaneously when you create the CSR.
Use the following command to generate the CSR:

$%JAVA_HOME%/\bin/\keytool -certreq -v -alias < > -keystore <server/or/client
>.jks -storepass < > -file < >certreq.csrkeystore_name password server/or/client

Generate the certificate by submitting the CSR generated in the preceding step to a CA.

Access the link to the CA of your choice.
For example, if you are using , then the link is similar to:MSCA
http://<IP_Address_of_the_CA>/certsrv/

Navigate to the link to create and submit the certificate request.
If you are using , then under  section, click the MSCA Select a task Request a 

 option, then  option, and then the certificate advanced certificate request Submit 
 option (or a certificate request by using a base-64-encoded CMC or PKCS #10 file

if you are renewing the certificate, then submit a renewal request by using a base-
64-encoded PKCS #7 file). Finally, copy and paste the contents of <server/or/client
>clientcertreq.csr in the  field and click Base-64-encoded certificate request Submit
.

Download the following files in the Base-64-encoded format:

The Signed certificate as clientcert.cer

The Complete certficate chain as clientcertchain.p7b

The CA certficate as clientcacert.cer

Import the certificate chain in to keystore.
Use the following command to do so:

$%JAVA_HOME%/\bin/\keytool -import -keystore < >keystore.server/or/client
jks -storepass < > -file < >certchain.p7b -alias <password server/or/client serv

>er/or/client

Convert the certificates or keystore to the required formats:

From DER Format

To convert DER format to PEM, use the following command:
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To convert DER format to PEM, use the following command:

openssl x509 -inform der -in <server/or/client>cert.cer -out <server/or
/client>cert.pem
openssl pkcs12 -export -out  cert.pfx -inkey privateKey.<server/or/client>
key -in  cert.cer -certfile  cacert.cer<server/or/client> <server/or/client>

To convert DER format to PKCS#12, first convert DER to PEM using the preceding 
command. Then convert PEM to PKCS#12 use the following command:

From P7B Format

To convert P7B format to PEM, use the following command:

openssl pkcs7 -print_certs -in <server/or/client>cert.p7b -out <server/or
/client>cert.cer
openssl pkcs12 -export -in <server/or/client>cert.cer -inkey privateKey.
key -out <server/or/client>cert.pfx -certfile <server/or/client>cacert.
cer

To convert P7B format to PKCS#12, first convert P7B to PEM using the preceding 
command. Then convert PEM to PKCS#12 use the following command:

Enable SSL Between CA Risk Authentication Server and User Data Service
To set up SSL between CA Risk Authentication Server and User Data Service (UDS), upload the 
UDS Server certificates. Use the  page of CA User Data Service Connectivity Configuration
Advanced Authentication. For two-way SSL, also upload the CA Risk Authentication Server client 
certificate. Use the  page.User Data Service Connectivity Configuration

One-way SSL

To set up one-way SSL communication between the CA Risk Authentication Server and the UDS:

Enable the application server where User Data Service (UDS) is deployed for SSL 
communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about this.

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the Master Administrator (MA).

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Activate the  subtab to display the User Data Service CA Advanced Authentication
Connectivity Configuration page.

From the  list, select .Protocol One-Way SSL

Set the  value to default SSL port.Port

Click the  button next to the  field to navigate to and select Browse Server Root Certificate
the UDS root certificate.

Click .Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:
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On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Two-way SSL

To set up two-way SSL between the CA Risk Authentication Server and the User Data Service 
(UDS):

Enable the application server where User Data Service (UDS) is deployed for SSL 
communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about this.

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Activate the  subtab to display the User Data Service CA Advanced Authentication
Connectivity Configuration page.

From the  list, select .Protocol Two-Way SSL

Set the  value to the default SSL port.Port

Click the  button next to the  field to navigate to and select Browse Server Root Certificate
the UDS root certificate.

Click the  button next to the  field to navigate to select the CA Browse Client Certificate
Risk Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button next to the  field to select the CA Risk Browse Client Private Key
Authentication Server private key.

Click .Save

Restart the CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Enable SSL Between Case Management Queuing and User Data Service
To set up SSL between the Case Management Queuing Server and the User Data Service (UDS), 
upload the UDS Server certificates. Use the  page of User Data Service Connectivity Configuration
CA Advanced Authentication. For two-way SSL, also upload the Case Management Queuing 
Server client certificate. Use the  page.User Data Service Connectivity Configuration
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One-way SSL

Follow these steps:

Enable the application server where User Data Service (UDS) is deployed for SSL 
communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about this.

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the Master Administrator (MA).

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Activate the  subtab to display the User Data Service CA Advanced Authentication
Connectivity Configuration page.

From the  list, select .Protocol One-Way SSL

Set the  value to default SSL port.Port

Click the  button next to the  field to navigate to and select Browse Server Root Certificate
the UDS root certificate.

Click .Save

Restart the Case Management Queuing Server instance:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Case 

 from the listed services.Management Queuing Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Two-way SSL

To set up two-way SSL between Case Management Queuing Server and User Data Service (UDS):

Enable the application server where User Data Service (UDS) is deployed for SSL 
communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about this.

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Activate the  subtab to display the User Data Service CA Advanced Authentication
Connectivity Configuration page.

From the  list, select .Protocol Two-Way SSL

Set the  value to default SSL port.Port
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Click the  button next to the  field to navigate to and select Browse Server Root Certificate
the UDS root certificate.

Click the  button next to the  field. Navigate to select the Case Browse Client Certificate
Management Queuing Server root certificate.

Click the  button next to the  field to select the Case Browse Client Private Key
Management Queuing Server private key.

Click .Save

Restart the Case Management Queuing Server instance:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Case 

 from the listed services.Management Queuing Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Enable SSL Between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication 
Server

This section describes the steps for configuring SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and CA 
Risk Authentication Server.

Enable SSL for Server Management Activities

The CA Risk Authentication Server listens on port 7980 for the following management requests:

Graceful shutdown

Server cache refresh

Instance management

To set up SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication Server for the 
server management activities, configure the Server Management port (7980) for SSL. Provide the 
corresponding Server Root Certificate Authority Certificate on the CA Risk Authentication 
Connectivity page. For two-way SSL, upload the  file on the Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12
CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page. Then select the appropriate trust store on the Protocol 
Configuration page for this port.

One-way SSL

To set up one-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk 
Authentication Server for server management activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  subtab is activated.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
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Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Server Management 
The page to configure the Server Management protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

In the  section:CA Risk Authentication Server Management Connectivity

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of CA Risk Authentication Server is 
correctly set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the CA Risk Server ManagementPort
Authentication Server port that is open to Server Management requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the CA Risk Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
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On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  Administrative Tools Services Arcot CA Risk Authentication Service

from the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Two-way SSL

To set up two-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk 
Authentication Server for server management activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where CA Advanced Authentication is 
deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Server Management 
The page to configure the Server Management protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
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(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Select Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

On the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page:

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of CA Risk Authentication Server is 
correctly set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the CA Risk Server ManagementPort
Authentication Server port that is open to Server Management requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the CA Risk Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to Browse Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12
navigate to and select the root certificate of the application server where CA 
Advanced Authentication is deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the  field.Client PKCS#12 Password

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Verify that CA Risk Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing 
the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.
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Check for the following line:

Started listener for [Server Management] [7980] [SSL] [srvmgrwsprotoco
l]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

Enable SSL for Rule Configurations

CA Risk Authentication Server listens to rules configuration requests (such as, adding a user to 
Exception User List or deleting a user from Exception User List and viewing user profile or 
connection information) from CA Advanced Authentication by using the Administration Web 
Service port (7777).

To set up SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication Server for the 
rule configuration activities, you must configure the Administration Web Service port (7777) for 
SSL and provide the corresponding Server Root CA Certificate on the CA Risk Authentication 
Connectivity page. Additionally, if two-way SSL is required, you must upload the Client Certificate-

 file on the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page and select the Key Pair in PKCS#12
appropriate trust store on the Protocol Configuration page for this port.

One-way SSL

To set up one-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk 
Authentication Server for administrative activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  subtab is activated.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service 
The page to configure the Administration Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.
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(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

Scroll down to the  section.CA Risk Authentication Administration Connectivity

In the  section:CA Risk Authentication Administration Connectivity

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of CA Risk Authentication Server is 
correctly set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the CA Risk Server ManagementPort
Authentication Server port that is open to Administration Web Service requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the CA Risk Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services  CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication

Two-way SSL

To set up two-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server, you 
must first upload the root certificates for the CAs trusted by CA Risk Authentication, then 
configure the CA Risk Authentication  protocol by using CA Advanced Authentication, Native (SSL)
and finally configure the riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

To configure two-way SSL between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server:

Enable the application server where Java SDKs are deployed for SSL communication.
Refer to your application server vendor documentation for detailed information.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication using a Master Administrator account.
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Log in to CA Advanced Authentication using a Master Administrator account.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where Java SDKs are deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  protocol link to display the page for List of Protocols Native (SSL)
configuring the protocol.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Select the that you created in Step 7.Client Store 

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
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On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Navigate to the following location:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\ \install_location properties

Unix-Based Platforms:

< >/arcot/sdk/java/ /install_location properties

Open the riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file in an editor window of your choice.

Note: Refer to appendix, "Configuration Files and Options" in CA CA Risk 
for more information on the Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide 

riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

Important! In the absolute path that you specify, ensure that you use \\ or / 
instead of \. This is because the change might not work, if you use the 
conventional \ that is used in Windows for specifying paths.

Restart the application server where your Java SDK is deployed.

Verify that CA Risk Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing 
the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [RiskFort Native (SSL)] [7681] [SSL] [RiskFort]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

Enable SSL Between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server
To enable CA Risk Authentication Java SDK for SSL, configure your client that accesses the SDK 
first. Then configure the  protocol by using CA Advanced Authentication.Native (SSL)

Configure One-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation SDK and the Risk Authentication Server

To set up one-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server, you 
must first configure the CA Risk Authentication  protocol by using CA Advanced Native (SSL)
Authentication and then configure the riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

To configure one-way SSL between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server:
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To configure one-way SSL between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  protocol link to display the page for List of Protocols Native (SSL)
configuring the protocol.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select CA Risk Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Navigate to the following location:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\ \install_location properties

Unix-Based Platforms:

< >/arcot/sdk/java/ /install_location properties

Open the riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file in an editor window of your choice.

Note: Refer to appendix, "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA CA Risk 
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Note: Refer to appendix, "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA CA Risk 
for more information on the Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide 

riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

Restart the application server where your Java SDK is deployed.

Configure Two-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation SDK and the Risk Authentication Server

To set up two-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation SDK and Risk minder Server, you must first 
upload the root certificates for the CAs trusted by Risk Authentication, then configure the Risk 
Authentication Native (SSL) protocol by using Administration Console, and finally configure the 
riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

To configure two-way SSL between Java SDK and CA Risk Authentication Server:

Enable the application server where Java SDKs are deployed for SSL communication.
Refer to your application server vendor documentation for detailed information.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication using a Master Administrator account.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Ensure that the Risk Authentication tab is active.

Under the Instance Configuration section, click the Protocol Configuration link to display 
the Protocol Configuration page.

Under System Configuration, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to display the CA 
Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the Name field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the first Root CAs field and navigate to and select 
the root certificate of the application server where Java SDKs are deployed.

Click the Save button.

Under the Instance Configuration section, click the Protocol Configuration link to display 
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the SSL.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Native (SSL) protocol link to display the page for 
configuring the protocol.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the Protocol Status is Enabled.

If not, then select the Change Protocol Status option and then from the Action list, 
select Enable.

Ensure that the Port is set to the correct SSL port value.

Select SSL from the Transport list.
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Select SSL from the Transport list.

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the Key in HSM option.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server Certificate Chain field to select the 
CA Risk AuthenticationServer root certificate.

(Only if you did not select the Key in HSM option) Click the Browse button adjacent 
to the Server Private Key field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private 
key.

Select the Client Store that you created in Step 7.

Click the Save button.

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:
On Windows: Click the Start button, navigate to Settings, Control Panel, Administrative 
Tools, and Services. Double-click Risk Authentication Service from the listed services.
On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to <install_location>/arcot/bin/ and specify the .
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Navigate to the following location:
Windows:
<install_location>\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\properties\
Unix-Based Platforms:
<install_location>/arcot/sdk/java/properties/

Open the Risk Authentication.risk-evaluation.properties file in an editor window of your 
choice.

Note: Refer to appendix, "Configuration Files and Options" in CA Risk 
Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide for more information on the 
riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file.

Set the following parameters:

TRANSPORT_TYPE= SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

CA_CERT_FILE= <absolute_path_to_Server_root_certificate_in_PEM_format>
For example, you can specify one of the following:

CA_CERT_FILE=<install_location>/certs/<ca_cert>.pem

CA_CERT_FILE=<install_location>\\certs\\<ca_cert>.pem
For example, you can specify CA_CERT_FILE= <install_location>/certs/<ca_cert>.pem.

Important! In the absolute path that you specify, ensure that you use \\ or / 
instead of \. This is because the change might not work, if you use the 
conventional \ that is used in Windows for specifying paths.

Save the changes and close the file.

Restart the application server where your Java SDK is deployed.
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Restart the application server where your Java SDK is deployed.

Verify that CA Risk Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing 
the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:
Started listener for [Risk Authentication Native (SSL)] [7681] [SSL] [Risk 
Authentication]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

To enable SSL between the Administration Web service and CA Risk Authentication 
Server

To enable SSL for the Administration Web service, configure your client that accesses the web 
services for SSL. Next, configure the Administration Web Service protocol by using CA Advanced 
Authentication.

One-way SSL

To set up one-way SSL between the Administration Web service and CA Risk Authentication 
Server:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the CA Risk Authentication tab in the sub menu is active.

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service
The page to configure Administration Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM
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Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click CA Risk Authentication  from Administrative Tools Services  Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Two-way SSL

To enable two-way SSL communication mode between the Administration Web Service and CA 
Risk Authentication Server:

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the sub menu is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where your Web services client is 
deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service
The page to configure Administration Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port
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Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Select the  that you created in Step 5.Client Store

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Verify that CA Risk Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing 
the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [RiskFort Admin WS] [7777] [SSL] [aradminwsprotoc
ol]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

Enable SSL Between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication Case 
Management Server

This section describes configuring an SSL connection between CA Advanced Authentication and 
CA Risk Authentication Case Management Server.

For Server Refresh and Restart Activities

Case Management Queuing Server listens to server management activities such as, graceful 
shutdown and server cache refresh from CA Advanced Authentication by using the Case 
Management Queuing Administration port (7780).

To set up SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and Case Management Queuing Server for 
the server management activities, you must configure the Server Management port (7780) for 
SSL and provide the corresponding Server Root CA Certificate on the CA Risk Authentication 
Connectivity page. Additionally, if two-way SSL is required, you must upload the Client Certificate-

 file on the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page and select the Key Pair in PKCS#12
appropriate trust store on the Protocol Configuration page for this port.
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One Way SSL

To set up one-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and Case 
Management Queuing Server for server management activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  subtab is activated.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Case Management Queuing Administration 
The page to configure the Case Management Queuing Administration protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Case Management Queuing Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the Case Management Queuing Server private Server Private Key
key.

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

In the  section:Case Management Queuing Server Management Connectivity
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Ensure that the IP address or the host name of Case Management Server is correctly 
set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the   is also set to point the Case Management Server Management Port
Server port that is open to server management requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the Case Management Server root certificate.

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Two-Way SSL

To set up two-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and Case 
Management Queuing Server for server management activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where CA Advanced Authentication is 
deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance
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In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Case Management Queuing Administration 
The page to configure the Case Management Queuing Administration protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Case Management Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the Case Management Server private key.Server Private Key

Select Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

On the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page:

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of Case Management Server is correctly 
set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the Case Management Server ManagementPort
Server port that is open to Server Management requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the Case Management Server root certificate.

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to Browse Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12
navigate to and select the root certificate of the application server where CA 
Advanced Authentication is deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the  field.Client PKCS#12 Password

Click the  button.Save
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Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Verify that Case Management Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing the 
following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortcasemgmtserverstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [Case Management Admin] [7780] [SSL] [srvmgrwspro
tocol]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

For Fetching Cases

Case Management Queuing Server listens to requests to fetch the next case from CA Advanced 
Authentication by using the Case Management Queuing Server port (7779).

To set up SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and Case Management Queuing Server, you 
must configure the Case Management Queuing Server port (7779) for SSL and provide the 
corresponding Server Root CA Certificate on the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page. 
Additionally, if two-way SSL is required, you must upload the Client Certificate-Key Pair in 

 file on the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page and select the appropriate trust PKCS#12
store on the Protocol Configuration page for this port.

One-Way SSL

To set up one-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and Case 
Management Queuing Server for displaying the next case in the queue:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  subtab is activated.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance
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In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Case Management Queuing Server 
The page to configure the Case Management Queuing Server protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

Scroll down to the  section.Case Management Queuing Server Connectivity

In the  section:Case Management Queuing Server Connectivity

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of Case Management Server is correctly 
set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the Case Management Server ManagementPort
Server port that is open to console requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the CA Risk Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service
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On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Two-Way SSL

To set up two-way SSL communication between CA Advanced Authentication and Case 
Management Server for case activities:

Access CA Advanced Authentication in a Web browser window.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where CA Advanced Authentication is 
deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the link.List of Protocols Case Management Queuing Server 
The page to configure the Case Management Queuing Server protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Select Client Store that you created in Step 6.
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Select Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Under , click the  link to display System Configuration CA Risk Authentication Connectivity
the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page.

On the CA Risk Authentication Connectivity page, under the Case Management Queuing 
 section:Server Connectivity

Ensure that the IP address or the host name of Case Management Server is correctly 
set in the  field.Server

Ensure that the  is also set to point the Case Management Server port that is open Port
to case requests.

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to navigate to Browse Server CA Root Certificate
and select the Case Management Server root certificate.

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to Browse Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12
navigate to and select the root certificate of the application server where CA 
Advanced Authentication is deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the  field.Client PKCS#12 Password

Click the  button.Save

Restart Case Management Queuing Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click Administrative Tools Services Arcot Case Management Queuing 

 from the listed services.Service

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/casemanagementserver start command in the console window.

Restart CA Advanced Authentication.

Verify that Case Management Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing the 
following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [Case Management Server] [7779] [SSL] [RiskFortCa
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Started listener for [Case Management Server] [7779] [SSL] [RiskFortCa
seManagement]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

Enable SSL between the Risk Evaluation Web Service and the CA Risk 
Authentication Server

To enable SSL for the CA Risk Authentication Web services, configure your client that accesses 
the Web service first. Then configure the Transaction Web Service protocol by using CA Advanced 
Authentication.

One-way SSL

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the CA Risk Authentication tab in the sub menu is active.

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service

The page to configure Administration Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled

If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:
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On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click CA Risk Authentication  from Administrative Tools Services Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Two-way SSL

Follow these steps:

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the sub menu is active.CA Risk Authentication

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
CA Risk Authentication Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where your Web services client is 
deployed.

Click the  button.Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service

The page to configure Administration Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled

If not, then select the  option and then from the  list, Change Protocol Status Action
select .Enable

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the CA Browse Server Certificate Chain 
Risk Authentication Server root certificate.
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(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the CA Risk Authentication Server private key.Server Private Key

Select the  that you created in Step 5.Client Store

Click the  button.Save

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server:

On Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from Administrative Tools Services CA Risk Authentication Service

the listed services.

On UNIX Platforms: Navigate to < /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location>
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Verify that CA Risk Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing 
the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [RiskFort Admin WS] [7777] [SSL] [aradminwsprotocol]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set successfully.

Close the file.

Enable One-Way SSL Between the CA Risk Authentication Components and the 
Database

Use the following steps to set up one-way SSL communication between CA Risk Authentication 
components and CA Risk Authentication database:

Configure SSL Between the CA Risk Authentication Server and the Database

CA Risk Authentication uses DataDirect driver to connect to the database. Configure one-way and 
two-way SSL between a CA Risk Authentication Server instance and Oracle database:

On Windows

To enable one-way SSL between CA Risk Authentication Server and the Oracle database, perform 
the following configurations:

On the system where you have installed CA Risk Authentication Server, open Control 
, navigate to , , .Panel Administrative Tools Data Sources (ODBC) System DSN

Select the data source that you specified during CA Risk Authentication installation, and 
click .Configure
The ODBC Oracle Wire Protocol Driver Setup dialog box appears.

In the  section, select  from the  list.Encryption 1-SSL Auto Encryption Method

Set  to the location to the truststore file that contains a list of the valid Truststore
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Set  to the location to the truststore file that contains a list of the valid Truststore
Certificate Authorities (CAs) that are trusted by CA Risk Authentication.

Specify the password for the truststore in the  field.Truststore Password

Set the  fields to the host name of the system where your Host Name in Certificate
database server is installed.
Refer to your database vendor documentation for this parameter.

Click  to save the configurations.OK

On UNIX based Platforms

To enable SSL between CA Risk Authentication and the database on UNIX platforms, you need to 
update the odbc.ini file with the required DataDirect driver information. To configure this odbc.
ini file:

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/odbc32v60wf

Open the odbc.ini file in a file editor of your choice.

In the [  Wire Protocol] section that corresponds to the database you <Database_name>
are using, edit the parameters required for SSL connection, as listed in the following table.

Parameter Description

EncryptionMethod Specifies the method the driver uses to encrypt data sent 
between the driver and the database server.

Set this parameter to 1 to encrypt the data using SSL.

Truststore Specifies the location of the trust store file, which contains a list 
of the valid Certificate Authorities (CAs) that are trusted by the 
client machine for SSL server authentication.

TrustStorePassword Specifies the password required to access the trust store.

ValidateServerCertificate Validates the security certificate of the server as part of the

SSL authentication handshake.

Set this parameter to 1 to validate the certificate sent by

the database server.

Save and close the odbc.ini file.

Configure SSL Between the CA Advanced Authentication and the Database

CA Advanced Authentication uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the database. 
To enable SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and the database:

Configure the application server where CA Advanced Authentication is deployed for SSL.

Configure the TrustStorePath.  and HostNameInCertificate.  parameters in the N N
arcotcommon.ini file.
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Configure SSL Between the UDS and the Database

The UDS also uses JDBC to connect to the database. To enable SSL between the UDS and the 
database:

Configure the application server where UDS is deployed for SSL.

Configure the TrustStorePath.  and HostNameInCertificate.  parameters in the N N
arcotcommon.ini file.

CA Risk Authentication Rule Basics

Important! Most of the tasks related to the concepts discussed in this section can  only
be performed by   . However, Global Administrators and Organization Administrators
this section is useful for anyone who wants to understand the basics of rules used by 
CA Risk Authentication.

CA Risk Authentication uses rules to evaluate the risk associated with each transaction. These 
rules can be broadly categorized into the following categories:

Evaluation Rules

Scoring Engine

Irrespective of the category the rule belongs to, every rule in CA Risk Authentication has three 
specific characteristics that govern how the rule is processed:

Ruleset: Each rule  belong to a Ruleset. This choice of the Ruleset determines the options must
that are available for a rule. For more information on working with Rulesets, see "Creating 
Rulesets".

Rule Implementation (at global or organization level): This determines whether the rule is 
applicable at the global level (available as a template to organizations) or at the level of 
individual organizations.
See "Managing Global Configurations" and "Managing Organization-Specific CA Risk 
Authentication Configurations" for implementing rules at global and organization levels, 
respectively.

Rule Type: This determines the capability and scope of the rule, and is closely associated with 
New Rules Added Using the Rule Builder.
The following figure is a schematic representation of CA Risk Authentication rules and their 
scoring order.
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The rules are run in the following phases:

Execution Phase

CA Risk Authentication Server does a first parse of all the rules in the active ruleset. In this phase, 
the Server:

Executes all the rules in the list in the order of execution priority.
This execution priority is internal, and is defined by the Server.

Generates an individual risk score and advice for each rule it executes.

Scoring Phase

CA Risk Authentication Server now does the second parse of the rules. In this phase, the Server:

Uses the result for each rule in the first parse, and parses the rules in the ruleset based on 
the scoring priority.
The scoring priority is configured by the Global Administrator (GA) through CA Advanced 
Authentication.

Stops the scoring at the first matched rule.

Returns the score and advice of the rule that matched as final.

Note: Depending on when the first rule matched, the second parse may not be run 
completely.
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Evaluation Rules
Each  is a pre-configured logic that returns a boolean value. For a risk evaluation Evaluation rule
request from your application, this logic is applied to the incoming transaction data in the 
request. Each rule returns TRUE if the rule matched, and FALSE, if it did not.

Important! During scoring, Evaluation rules are scored in the order of priority until a 
match is detected.

CA Risk Authentication provides the following types of Evaluation rules:

Out-of-the-Box Rules

New Rules Added Using the Rule Builder

Evaluation Callout

Out-of-Box Rules
These are . In other words, if any Evaluation rule matches (returns True) during terminating rules
scoring, then the Risk Engine stops scoring the following rules in this category and generates a 
Risk Score corresponding to the matched rule.

The out-of-the-box rules can be categorized as:

Configurable Rules

Non-Configurable Rules

Configurable Rules
The following table lists the out-of-the-box rules that are installed and deployed by default when 
you install CA Risk Authentication.

Rule Name
(Display 
Name)

Rule Mnemonic
(Short Name)

Rule Description

Exception 
User Check

EXCEPTION An organization may choose to temporarily exclude a user 
from risk evaluation for a specified time interval. For example, 
a user might need to travel to a Negative Country. Such users 
are added to the , and are referred to as Exception User List

.exception users
If found in the Exception User List, by default, CA Risk 
Authentication returns a low Score and the ALLOW advice for 
the transactions originating from exception users.

Untrusted 
IP Check

UNTRUSTEDIP See  for more information.Configuring Untrusted IP Addresses

Negative 
Country 
Check

NEGATIVECOUNTRY See  for more information.Configuring Negative Country List

https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Uploading+Rule+List+Data+v8.0
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Uploading+Rule+List+Data+v8.0
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Rule Name
(Display 
Name)

Rule Mnemonic
(Short Name)

Rule Description

Trusted IP
/Aggregator 
Check

TRUSTEDIP See  and Configuring Trusted IP Addresses Configuring Trusted 
 for more information.Aggregators

Device MFP 
Not Match

MFPMISMATCH Checks if the match percentage between the input signature 
and the corresponding stored signature is LESSER_OR_EQUAL 
to a specified Signature Pass Threshold and Reverse Lookup 
Threshold.

User 
Velocity 
Check

USERVELOCITY See Create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations 
 for more information.Rule

Device 
Velocity 
Check

DEVICEVELOCITY See Create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations 
 for more information.Rule

Zone 
Hopping 
Check

ZONEHOPPING See Create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations 
 for more information.Rule

Non-configurable Rules
In addition to the preceding configurable rules, CA Risk Authentication also provides the 
following non-configurable rules:

Unknown User (UNKNOWNUSER): If the user does not exist in the CA Risk Authentication 
database, then CA Risk Authentication returns ALERT. Your application can either call the CA 
Risk Authentication API to create the user in CA Risk Authentication, or take an appropriate 
action.

Unknown DeviceID (UNKNOWNDEVICEID): Checks if a device (whose transaction is being 
evaluated) exists in the CA Risk Authentication database. This information is used for Machine 
FingerPrint match.

User Not Associated with DeviceID (USERDEVICENOTASSOCIATED): Checks if a 
corresponding User-Device association exists.

New Rules Added using the Rule Builder
The out-of-the-box rules in CA Risk Authentication are generic and are configured for evaluating 
risk based on the rules that are applicable to all. If you need custom or industry-specific rules that 
are significantly different from those that CA Risk Authentication provides out-of-the-box, then 
you need to deploy your own rules by using the .Rule Builder

Unlike the out-of-the-box rules, these rules are installed, but not deployed automatically.

See  for detailed information on adding new rules by using the Rule Adding New Rules
Builder wizard.

https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Uploading+Rule+List+Data+v8.0
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Uploading+Rule+List+Data+v8.0
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Uploading+Rule+List+Data+v8.0
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Create+the+High+User+Velocity+from+Unexpected+Locations+Rule
https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/Adding+New+Rules
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Custom Rules
This scenario illustrates an example of how a global administrator can build a new rule to 
determine transactions with a high user velocity from unusual locations. This rule is in turn 
dependent on another custom rule that is used to determine transactions from countries that are 
considered unsafe. A high user velocity indicates multiple transactions by the same user within a 
short (configurable) interval.

Create the Safe Countries Rule
Upload Data for the Safe Countries Rule
Create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations Rule
Deploy the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations Rule
Migrate Rules to Production
Refresh the Cache

Create the Safe Countries Rule
To create the Safe Countries rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Rules Management section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules and Scoring 
Management link.
The Rules and Scoring Management page opens.

From the Select a Ruleset list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click Add a New Rule.
The RiskFort Rule Builder page opens.

Enter the following basic information for the rule:

Name: Safe Countries

Mnemonic: SAFECOUNTRIES

Description: This rule contains a list of countries that are considered to be the origin 
of safe transfers

Select Default Channel and All Actions.

Note: Each rule must be associated with one or more Channels and Actions. By 
default, a rule is associated with All Channels and All Actions.

Build the rule fragment as follows:

From the Select Data Element(s) list, select COUNTRY from GeoLocation Elements.

To edit the rule that you are creating, select the IN_LIST operator from the Select 
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To edit the rule that you are creating, select the IN_LIST operator from the Select 
Operator list.

Provide an identifier for the list, such as, SAFE_COUNTRY_LIST.

Click Add to add the rule fragment to the rule being developed.

Click Create.
The Safe Countries rule is created.

Upload Data for the Safe Countries Rule
The Safe Countries rule that you deploy requires more data in the form of a list. This list must 
contain the names of countries that are considered to be the origin of safe transfers.

To upload the data for the Safe Countries rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a Global Administrator.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Rules Management section on the side-bar menu, click the Manage List Data 
and Category Mappings link.
The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page opens.

From the Select Existing Ruleset list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is 
applicable.

Select the Manage List Data option.

From the Select List Type list, select Other Lists.

From the Select List drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while 
creating the corresponding list. In this case, the list identifier is SAFE_COUNTRY_LIST.
The updated page opens.

In the Upload File Or Enter Data section, select the appropriate mode for writing data:

Append
This option appends the data that you are uploading to a list or data set.

Replace
This option overwrites the existing data in the specified list or data set.

Perform either of the following steps:

Click Browse to navigate to the data file that contains the list of entries (separated by 
a newline character.)

Type the entries in the Enter Data field, if a data file does not exist.

Click Upload to complete the task.
A list of safe countries is uploaded to SAFE_COUNTRY_LIST.

Create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations Rule
To create the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations rule:
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Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Rules Management section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules and Scoring 
Management link.
The Rules and Scoring Management page opens.

From the Select a Ruleset list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click Add a New Rule.
The RiskFort Rule Builder page opens.

Enter the following basic information for the rule:

Name: High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations

Mnemonic: HIGH_USER_VEL_UNSAFE

Description: Rule to determine transactions with a high user velocity from unusual 
locations

Select the Default Channel and All Actions for which this rule is applicable.

From the Saved Rules list, select the out-of-the-box USERVELOCITY rule and the custom 
SAFECOUNTRIES rule that you created, and build your rule as follows:

USERVELOCITY AND NOT SAFE_COUNTRIES

Click Create.
The High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations rule is created.

Deploy the High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations Rule
To deploy the custom High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations rule that you created:

Ensure that you are logged in as a Global Administrator.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Rules Management section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules and Scoring 
Management link.
The Rules and Scoring Management page opens.

From the Select a Ruleset list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Select the Enable option in the Rules and Scoring Management page to enable the High 
User Velocity from Unexpected Locations rule and the Safe Countries rule that you 
deployed.

Click Save to save your changes.
The new rules that you deployed are not yet active and are not available to your end 
users. To make the new rules active, migrate them to the production environment.
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Migrate Rules to Production
At any point in time, CA Risk Authentication Servers work with Active data configurations . only
Active data is versioned to track the changes that were made to the CA Risk Authentication 
configuration data. Every time the Proposed data is migrated to production, unique data versions 
are created for the new set of Active configuration data.

To make the new rules active, migrate them to the production environment.

To migrate changes, follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as a Global Administrator.

Select the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Migrate to Production section on the side-bar menu, click the Migrate to 
Production link.
The Migrate to Production page opens.

From the Select Ruleset(s) list, select the rulesets that contain the new rules.

Click Migrate.
The page to confirm the action is displayed.

On the confirmation page, click Confirm to start the migration process.

Note: Based on the volume of data that you are migrating to the production 
environment, the migration process may take a few minutes.

After the migration is completed, a success message appears.

Now refresh the CA Risk Authentication Server cache. This task is described in the topic that 
follows.

Refresh the Cache
If you made any configuration changes, refresh the cache of the affected server instances for the 
changes to take effect. CA Risk Authentication now provides an feature Integrated Cache Refresh 
that enables administrators to refresh the cache of all server instances from CA Advanced 
Authentication.

To refresh the cache:

Ensure that you are logged in as a Global Administrator.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Click the CA Advanced Authentication option on the submenu of the tab.

Under the System Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Refresh Cache 
link to display the page.

Select one or both of the following options:
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Select Refresh System Configuration to refresh the cache configuration of CA 
Advanced Authentication, User Data Service, and all CA Risk Authentication Server and 
Case Management Queuing Server instances.

Select Refresh Organization Configuration to refresh the cache configuration of all 
organizations in your purview.

Click OK.

Click OK in the confirmation dialog that appears.
A message with a Request ID for the current cache refresh request is displayed.

The new rule is ready for consumption.

Global Configurations

Important! All the configurations and tasks discussed in this section can  be only
performed by .Global Administrators

RiskMinder configurations made at the global level are of two types:

System-level configurations: These configurations are made under the Services and Server 
tab. They are applicable to  organizations, unless overridden for a specific Configurations all

organization by configuring the same under the  tab. Any change made under Organizations
the tab is available to all organizations.Services and Server Configurations 

Configurations that can be used by all organizations but not automatically available to all 
organizations: An example of this type of configuration is a Ruleset template created at the 
global level. The rulesets can optionally be used as a starting point when creating a ruleset for 
an organizations.

Logging In as a Global Administrator
The first GA account  be created by the MA. To log in as a GA and proceed with further must
configurations, you must obtain the account details from the MA.

Before logging in, ensure that you have received your ID and the password that you will need to 
use to log in to your account for the first time. If for some reason you lose this password, then 
you must contact your administrator to regenerate it and send it to you again.

To log in to CA Advanced Authentication as a GA by using the basic user name-password 
credentials:

Open a Web browser window.

Enter the URL to access CA Advanced Authentication. The default CA Advanced 
Authentication URL is:
http://<hostname>:CA Portal/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm
Replace  and  in the preceding URL respectively with the host name or the hostname port
IP address of the system where you have deployed CA Advanced Authentication and the 
port at which the Console is listening.
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Note: It is recommended that you bookmark this URL to access CA Advanced 
Authentication. Any GA, OA, or UA can use this URL to log in to CA Advanced 
Authentication by using their User Name and Password.

The Administrator Login page appears.

Enter the Organization Name that you want to log in to.

Important! Do not enter the Display Name of the organization. You must enter 
the unique ID of the organization (as defined by the Organization Name.) For 
example, if you want to log in to the Default Organization whose Display Name 
is Arcot Systems, then you must enter defaultorg, which is the (default) unique 
ID of this organization. You must not specify Arcot Systems here.

Click Log In.
The Login page appears.

Specify the administrator ID in the User Name field, enter the corresponding password 
that you received in the Password field, and click Log In.
If you are logging in for the first time, you will be prompted to change the password.

Specify the New Password, Confirm Password, and then click Log In.
You will be redirected to the login page.

Specify the Password again and click Log In.
The landing page of CA Advanced Authentication appears.

Logging Out of CA Advanced Authentication
To log out of CA Advanced Authentication, click the  link in the Console header area, which Logout
is located at the top-right corner.

Security Recommendations While Using CA Advanced Authentication
When you access CA Advanced Authentication, ensure that you follow the best practices listed 
below:

Do not share the browser session with other applications.

Do not open any other site while working with the Console.

Do not open any other site in other browser tabs.

Enforce strict password restrictions for CA Advanced Authentication.

Always log out after using CA Advanced Authentication.

Close the browser window after the session is over.

Assign proper roles to users according to the tasks they need to perform.
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Configuring Channels and Accounts Associations
CA Risk Authentication supports risk evaluation requests coming from multiple channels. CA Risk 
Authentication evaluates transactions from different channels and generates a risk score based 
on several factors. For example, a home banking login from USA and a 3D Secure transaction 
done from India in quick succession would indicate possible fraud. The following table describes 
the channels that are available out-of-the-box in CA Risk Authentication.

Channel Description

DEFAULT Transactions that are initiated using a Web browser. This may be either a computer, 
smart phone, tablet, or set-top box. The default channel is the Web channel.

3D 
Secure

Online transactions initiated using credit card or debit card.

To assign channels and configure the account type for each channel:

Note: Configuring channels is expected to be a one-time configuration. If you want to 
change these settings in a production environment, contact CA Support to understand 
the implications. You can add a channel to your existing deployment, but removing 
support for a channel or account type and changing the default channel or default 
account type requires careful consideration.

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button.Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section, click the General CA Risk Authentication Configurations Assign 
link.Channels and Configure Default Account Types 

The Assign Channels and Configure Default Account Types page appears.

Select the channels that are supported by the organization by selecting the Select 
 check box.Channels to Associate

Select the default account type for each channel:

Select  as  if requests from the calling application on User Name Default Account Type
the specific channel send the username in the Risk Evaluation APIs.
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If requests from the calling application contain the account IDs in the user name field, 
select the relevant <  for the channel.Default Account Type>

Select the option under  to make the channel the default one to be Select Default Channel
used for risk evaluation purposes.

Click  to save your changes.Save

Configuring CA Risk Authentication Properties
To configure CA Risk Authentication properties:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button.Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section, click the General CA Risk Authentication Configurations
link. The Miscellaneous Configurations page appears.Miscellaneous Configurations 

From the list, select the channel for which you want to configure these Select Channel 
parameters.

Specify values for the parameters, as described in the following table.

Parameter Default 
Value

Description

User Enrollment Mode Implicit The mode in which the user is created in the CA Risk 
Authentication database:

Implicit: If you select , then you do not need to Implicit
invoke the createUser() Web service for creating users 
in CA Risk Authentication. In this case, when you call the 
evaluateRisk()API for a transaction, CA Risk 
Authentication will automatically create users (if not 
already present) in CA Risk Authentication.

Explicit: If you select , you would need to Explicit
explicitly call the createUser()Web service to create the 
users in CA Risk Authentication before you can do a risk 
evaluation (by calling the evaluateRisk()API) for their 
transactions.

Base Currency Code USD
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Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Currency Code in which the organization does business. 
This parameter is used for amount-based rules and for 
display purposes in Case Management.

Enable Reverse Lookup 
for Device Identification

No Enable Reverse Lookup to identify the device. Select  No
if this parameter is not applicable for the channel, for 
example, ATM.

Use IP Address for 
Reverse Lookup

No Use the IP address for reverse lookup method of device 
identification.

Inactivity Period Before 
Case is Automatically 
Closed (in Hours)

48 Period for which the case remains inactive before the 
case is closed automatically.

Number of Case Notes 
to Display When 
Working on Cases

1 Number of case notes to display when the CSR views 
the case on the Case Management screen.

Additional Number of 
Case Notes to Display 
on Clicking "More"

3 Number of case notes to display when the CSR clicks the 
 link under Case Notes.More

Default Number of Days 
a User Gets Added to 
Exception List Through 
Case Management 
Screen

10 The number of days for which a user is added to the 
Exception List through the Case Management screen.

Default Transaction 
Display Duration (in 
Days)

30 Duration for which transactions are displayed to the 
CSR on the Case Management screen by default.

Maximum Duration for 
Which the Case is 
Exclusively Assigned to 
a CSR Before it is 
Available for 
Reassignment (in 
Seconds)

3600 The maximum duration for which a case remains 
exclusively assigned to a CSR viewing the case in the 
Console.

Number of Records on 
Each Page of Analyze 
Transactions Screen

10 Number of records to display on each page of the 
Analyze Transactions screen in Case Management.

Generate Cases For 
Advice(s)

DENY
ALERT

The CA Risk Authentication advice(s) for which cases are 
to be generated. The possible values are:

NONE

DENY

ALERT

INCREASEAUTH

ALLOW

Click  to save your changes.Update

Refresh the organization cache.
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Refresh the organization cache.

Configuring CA Risk Authentication Properties at the System Level

In addition to the organization-specific CA Risk Authentication configurations, a GA can configure 
certain parameters at the system level.

To configure CA Risk Authentication properties at the system level:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the  option on the submenu of the tabCA Risk Authentication

Under section on the side-bar menu, click General CA Risk Authentication Configurations 
the link to display the page.Miscellaneous Configurations 

Specify the parameters that the GA can configure at the system level, as described in the 
following table.

Parameter Default 
Value

Description

Next Action Date Cut-Off 
for Including a Case in 
Queue Rebuild (in Seconds)

1800 The duration before a case is added to the Queue 
rebuild.

Number of Records to Be 
Fetched in One Chunk From 
Database When Exporting 
Analyze Transactions 
Report (Configure this 
according to the maximum 
heap memory available on 
the application server.)

5000 If the number of records to export is very high, The 
CA Risk Authentication application fetches datasets 
in chunks of small sizes to ensure that the 
application server does not run out of memory. If 
the application server has sufficient heap memory 
available, you can increase this value so that the CA 
Risk Authentication application makes fewer 
number of queries to the database. This results in 
improved performance.

Maximum Duration for 
Search on Analyze 
Transaction Screen (in 
Days)

180 Maximum duration for which search is allowed in 
the Analyze Transaction screen.

Frequency of Automatic 
Queue Rebuild Schedule (in 
Seconds)

1800 Frequency at which the case scheduler 
automatically rebuilds Queues.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Enabling the CA Risk Authentication Model
To enable the CA Risk Authentication Model for your organization:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.
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Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button.Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section, click the  link.Rules Management Model Configuration

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The Model Configuration information appears.

Select to enable the model.Enable Model 

Click  to save your changes.Save

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Managing Global Rule Configurations
Managing global rule configurations is a key part of CA Risk Authentication management and 
optimization, and a key responsibility of GAs.

Note: The changes you make to the configuration globally or at the organization level 
are  applied automatically. You need to refresh all server instances to apply these not
configuration changes.

You can manage CA Risk Authentication rule configurations at two levels:

Global level, available to all organizations

Note: Although these rules are available to all organizations, they cannot be used as-is 
at the organization level. For example, even if you configure a Untrusted IP Check rule 
at the global level, individual organizations need to configure this rule either by 
copying from the global rule.

Organization level, available to individual organizations
These configurations apply  to the specific organization where they were set.only
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Note: Although you can change the default rule configurations individually for every 
organization in the system, most of the organizations might be using the same 
configuration settings repeatedly. Also, setting rule configurations for individual 
organizations can be a cumbersome task if a large number of organizations are 
configured. In this case, you might want to set the global configurations for the rules 
so that Organization Administrators (OAs) do not need to specify the same setting 
every time.

This section discusses the configurations that GAs can set as a "template" for  current and all
future organizations in the system. These configurations include:

Configuring Rulesets

Configuring the CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model

Configuring Out-of-the-Box Rules

Adding New Rules

Deploying a New Rule

Deploying New Device-Based Rules

Editing Rule Definitions Using the Rule Builder

Note: These configurations are applicable for all organizations that are in the purview 
of the GA setting them. If you want to configure individual organizations, then you 
must log in as the Global Administrator (GA) or as the Organization Administrator (OA) 
of the target organization to do so.

See "Managing Organization-Specific CA Risk Authentication Configurations" for more 
information.

In addition to these tasks, GAs can also:

Refresh the system and organization-level cache configuration (see "Refreshing the Cache" 
for information on how to do this.)

Configure the account type for organizations in their purview (see "Configuring the Account 
Type" for information on how to do this.)

Configure the basic authentication policy (see "Specifying Basic Authentication Policy 
Settings" for information on how to do this.)

Change the profile information (see "Changing Password and Profile Information" for 
information on how to do this.)
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Understanding CA Risk Authentication Scoring
For each risk evaluation request from your application, CA Risk Authentication executes 
Evaluation Rules to generate a  (or ). This Score is typically a value from  through Risk Score Score 0

 that maps to a recommended  (or .) CA Risk Authentication then uses the 100 Risk Advice Advice
Scoring Engine to generate the final Score and the corresponding Advice.

The following table explains the mapping between the pre-defined score value ranges and the 
corresponding Advice.

Note: A score of 0 is assigned to rules that must be executed but not used for scoring. 
If the score is set to 0, the Advice generated is SILENT.

Score 
Value 
(From)

Score 
Value 
(To)

Advice Default Recommended Action

1 30 ALLOW Allow the transaction to proceed.

31 50 ALERT Take an appropriate action.

For example, if the user name is currently unknown, then on 
getting an alert you can either redirect it to a CSR or you can 
create a user in CA Risk Authentication.

51 70 INCREASEAUTH Perform additional authentication before proceeding any 
further.

71 100 DENY Deny the transaction.

You can configure CA Risk Authentication scoring to meet your business requirements by using 
the Rules and Scoring Management page. For more information, see "Configuring Out-of-the-Box 

.Rules"

Configuring the CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model

Note: The CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model is an optional component. If you 
are interested in using a predictive model, contact your Account Manager and initiate a 
statement of work.

CA Risk Authentication offers an advanced fraud modeling capability. Based on the historical 
data, this modelling capability can be built and created in CA Risk Authentication. By using the 
available transaction data and system data, the model generates a score that describes the 
extent to which the model suspects a transaction’s genuineness. This score typically ranges from 
0 through 100, where the higher the number, the greater the possibility of fraud. CA Risk 
Authentication can be configured to send different responses to your calling application based on 
this model score.

The model score is available as a part of the system parameters (as Score) while configuring out-
of-the-box rules. This score can be used in conjunction with other data elements to arrive at a 
risk advice.
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You can configure the URL and timeout parameters for the CA Risk Authentication Predictive 
Model using CA Advanced Authentication.

To configure the CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Model Configuration Model 
 link.Configuration

The Model Configuration page appears.

In the  column, specify the parameters as described in the following table.Proposed Value

Parameter Description

Predictive Model URL 
(primary)

The primary URL of the CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model.

Predictive Model URL 
(backup)

The backup URL of the CA Risk Authentication Predictive Model.

Connection Timeout (in 
milliseconds)

The time in which connection between CA Risk Authentication Server 
and the Predictive Model will expire.

Read Timeout (in 
milliseconds)

The time in which CA Risk Authentication Server expects a response 
back from the Predictive Model.

Minimum Connections The minimum number of connections in the connection pool to connect 
to the Model Server.

Maximum Connections The maximum number of connections in the connection pool to 
connect to the Model Server.

Click to save the changes.Upload Model Configuration 
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Configuring Out-of-the-Box Rules
Use the Rule Configuration page for:

Enabling or disabling the out-of-the-box rules

Configuring the risk score and priority of the out-of-the-box rules

To enable or disable rules and to configure the risk score and priority of the out-of-the-box rules:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication
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Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Configuration page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

For each rule, in the  column of the displayed table:PROPOSED

Select (to enable the rule) or clear (to disable the rule) the option.Enable 

Specify the required .Risk Score

Select a priority for the rule from the list.Priority 

In the  column for (the second table on the page), specify the PROPOSED Default Score 
required Risk Score.

Note: CA Risk Authentication uses this value to generate the final Risk Score 
and Advice if none of the rules in the preceding table match. The minimum 
value that you can set for the default score is 1.

Click to save the changes you made on this screen.Save 
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Adding New Rules
The Evaluation Rules included in the product are generic and are configured to evaluate the risk 
for typical transactions.

Use the Rule Builder to combine the rules or your uploaded lists with the following types of 
elements:

Transactions

Devices

Geolocation elements

Mathematical operators

Boolean functions

Use these elements to create rules to identify fraudulent transactions.
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Data Elements and Operators Used for Building New Rules

You need the following elements to build a new rule:

Data Elements

Operators

Data Elements

Depending on the rule that you want to create, you can select from the following data elements:

Transaction Elements: Enable you to create a rule to identify suspicious transaction patterns 
on all channels.

Device Elements: Enable you to create a rule to identify the risk that is associated with a 
particular device.

Geolocation Elements: Enable you to create a rule to analyze the geolocation data of the user 
from where the transaction was performed.

Model Elements: Enable you to create a rule to analyze a transaction that is based on the 
Model score.

Custom Elements: Enable you to create your own data element, which is not available in the 
list of pre–configured data elements. For a list of element names that you can use for custom 
elements, see "CA Risk Authentication Rule Tags".

Operators

Operators that you use to create rules can be grouped into the following categories:

Expression: These operators are used to combine the rule fragments to build a rule.
Use the following operators:

AND

OR

NOT

(

)

Match Type: Used by the IN_CATEGORY and IN_LIST operators. Possible operators include 
the following:

EXACT: If the list value matches the input value exactly, then the rule is triggered.

PARTIAL: If any value in the list is a partial subset of the input value, then the rule is 
triggered

Lookup Type: Possible operators include IN_LIST, IN_TRUSTED_LIST, and IN_NEGATIVE_LIST.
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Operator: These operators are used for numeric comparison of data elements.
Possible operators include EQUAL_TO (=), NOT_EQUAL_TO (!=), GREATER_OR_EQUAL (>=), 
LESS_OR_EQUAL (<=), GREATER_THAN (>), and LESS_THAN (<).

The following table describes the transaction elements and the corresponding operators.

Data Element When to Use Operator Description

ACTION To track 
whether one 
or more 
predefined 
actions are 
available in a 
list or 
performed 
during a 
particular 
duration.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the action performed is available in a 
simple look-up list. Only exact match is allowed. You can view the 
list and upload data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading 
Rule List Data.

VELOCITY: Checks whether the frequency of transactions of the 
specified set of actions have met or exceeded a pre–defined 
threshold. Then and returns true when this condition is met. This 
rule is useful to detect situations where a prior password change 
makes the current transaction risky. For example, to verify if a 
money transfer occurred before a password reset in the last 24 
hours, set this rule  for the Greater Or Equal To 1 In last 24 Hours
FORGOT_PWD action in the  list.For Set of Actions

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the action that is performed in a table 
in the mapping data set. Then compares the associated derived 
value of the input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed.

USERNAME To verify 
whether a 
particular 
user performs 
the 
transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the user is in a simple look-up list. Exact 
and partial matches are allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

VELOCITY: Checks whether the number of transactions for a 
particular user exceeds the limits set by the specified duration 
and frequency.

ZONE_HOP: Checks for transactions that originate from the same 
user from large distances within a short interval.

UNKNOWN: Checks whether the user is already registered in the 
CA Risk Authentication database.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the user in a table in the mapping data 
set, and then compares the associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

CURRENTTIME To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the time the 
transaction 
occurred.

Compares the  when the transaction was CURRENTTIME
performed with the specified  by using the following Time
operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL
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IN_LIST: Checks whether  is in a simple look-up list. CURRENTTIME
Exact and partial matches are allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category 
Mappings page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List 
Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the CURRENTTIME
mapping data set, and then compares the associated derived 
value of the input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed.

Note: The format of  is HHMM.CURRENTTIME

DATE To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the date the 
transaction 
occurred.

IN_LIST: Checks whether  is in a simple look-up list. Only DATE
exact match is allowed. You can view the list and upload data to 
this list in the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

Compares the transaction  with the specified  by using DATE Date
the following operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the mapping data DATE
set, and then compares the associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

Note: The format of  is YYYYMMDD.DATE

DAYOFMONTH To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the day of the 
month when 
the 
transaction 
occurred.

IN_LIST: Checks whether  is in a simple look-up list. DAYOFMONTH
Only exact match is allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

Compares the  when the transaction was DAYOFMONTH
performed with the selected by using the following Day of Month 
operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the DAYOFMONTH
mapping data set, and then compares the associated derived 
value of the input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed.

Note: DAYOFMONTH is a 2-digit number where 01=January, 
02=February, and so on.

DAYOFWEEK
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To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the day of the 
week when 
the 
transaction 
occurred.

IN_LIST: Checks whether  is in a simple look-up list. DAYOFWEEK
Only exact match is allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the mapping DAYOFWEEK
data set, and then compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

Note: Permitted values for  are SUNDAY, MONDAY, DAYOFWEEK
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY.

MONTH To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the month 
the 
transaction 
was 
performed.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the transaction  is in a simple MONTH
look-up list. Only exact match is allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category 
Mappings page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List 
Data.

Compares the transaction  with the specified  MONTH Month
using the following operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the mapping data MONTH
set, and then compares the associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

Note: The format of  is MM.MONTH

YEAR To identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns that 
are based on 
the year the 
transaction 
was 
performed.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the transaction  is in a simple look-YEAR
up list. Only exact match is allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage List Data and Category 
Mappings page. For instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List 
Data.

Compares the transaction  with the specified  using the YEAR Year
following operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
\xE2\x80\x93 GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table in the mapping data YEAR
set, and then compares the associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

Note: The format of  is YYYY.YEAR

The following table describes the transaction elements that are specific to the 3D Secure channel.
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ACQ_BIN To check the acquirer BIN of the 
merchant where the transaction was 
made.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the Acquirer 
BIN is in a simple look-up list. Exact 
and partial matches are allowed. You 
can view the list and upload data to 
this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading 
Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for Acquirer 
BIN in a table in the mapping data set. 
Then compares the associated 
derived value of the input in a list 
data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

AMOUNT To track transactions against a 
threshold amount in the specified 
currency.

You can configure your rule to 
support automatic currency 
conversion. If this is enabled, then 
you need to only specify the 
threshold amount in your base 
currency. You may specify thresholds 
in additional currencies where you 
want to override the automatic 
conversion.

For more information about the 
currency conversion table, see 
appendix, "Currency Conversion".

Compares the transaction  AMOUNT
with the specified amount using the 
following operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_LIST: Checks whether the AMOUNT
is in a simple look-up list. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed. You can 
view the list and upload data to this 
list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading 
Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
 in a table in the mapping AMOUNT

data set, and then compares the 
associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial 
matches are allowed.

CURRCODE If your rule needs to check the 3-digit 
numeric code used for the 
transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the currency 
code is in a simple look-up list. Only 
exact match is allowed. You can view 
the list and upload data to this list in 
the Manage List Data and Category 
Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
currency code in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares 
the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

MERCHANT_ID
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If your rule needs to identify 
suspicious transaction patterns based 
on the unique identifier of the 
merchant involved in the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether merchant ID 
is in a simple look-up list. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed. You can 
view the list and upload data to this 
list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading 
Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
merchant ID in a table in the mapping 
data set, and then compares the 
associated derived value of the input 
in a list data set. Exact and partial 
matches are allowed.

MERCHANT_NAME If your rule needs to identify 
suspicious transaction patterns based 
on the name of the merchant 
involved in the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether merchant 
name is in a simple look-up list. Exact 
and partial matches are allowed. You 
can view the list and upload data to 
this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading 
Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
merchant name in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares 
the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

MERCHANT_URL If your rule needs to identify 
suspicious transaction patterns based 
on the URL of the merchant involved 
in the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the 
merchant URL is in a simple look-up 
list. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage 
List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see 
Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
merchant URL in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares 
the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

MERCH_CAT If your rule needs to identify 
suspicious transaction patterns based 
on the category of the merchant 
involved in the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether merchant 
category is in a simple look-up list. 
Exact and partial matches are 
allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage 
List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see 
Uploading Rule List Data.
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IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
merchant category in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares 
the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

MERCH_COUN If your rule needs to identify 
suspicious transaction patterns based 
on the country code of the merchant 
where the purchase is being made. 
MERCH_COUN is 3-digit ISO country 
code.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the 
merchant country is in a simple look-
up list. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage 
List Data and Category Mappings 
page. For instructions to do so, see 
Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the 
merchant country in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares 
the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

PREVTXNDATA If your rule wants to check whether 
the previous transaction matches any 
of the selected actions in the 
specified number of hours.

The rule returns True if a previous 
transaction type was the same as the 
selected type for this user in the 
specified time frame.

CHECK: Checks whether the type of 
the previous transaction performed in 
the specified duration for the given 
user matches one or more of the 
selected actions. The transaction 
types are:

REGULAR: Regular purchase 
transaction.

ATTEMPTS: Attempts transaction 
(user is not enrolled and the bank is 
permitted to notify the merchant that 
the bank attempted to authenticate 
the user).

AE_WITH_PWD: Auto enrollment 
where all card holders have a valid 
password.

AE_WITHOUT_PWD: Auto enrollment 
where some of the card holders may 
have empty passwords.

FORGOT_PWD: Forgot password 
transaction.

SEC_CH: Secondary Cardholder 
Addition (An additional card holder 
(username/password) was added to 
an existing card number).
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FORGOT_PWD_MULTI_CH: Forgot 
password transaction in a multiple 
cardholder scenario.

FORGOT_PWD_SINGLE_CH: Forgot 
password transaction in a single 
cardholder scenario (This is the same 
as ).FORGOT_PWD

ABRIDGED_ADS: Activation during 
shopping with a temporary password.

SEC_CH_ABRIDGED: Secondary 
cardholder through abridged 
registration.

UNKNOWN: Unknown transaction 
type (this is an exceptional situation).

The following table describes the Device elements and the corresponding operators.

Data Element When to Use Operator Description

BROWSER If your rule 
needs to check 
the browser 
from which the 
transaction 
originated.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the browser name is in a simple 
look-up list. Exact and partial matches are allowed. You 
can view the list and upload data to this list in the Manage 
List Data and Category Mappings page. For instructions to 
do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the browser name in a table in 
the mapping data set, and then compares the associated 
derived value of the input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

Note: Supported browsers are Mobile Safari, Android 
Webkit, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Firefox, Epiphany, K-
Meleon, Konqueror, Minimo, Mozilla, SeaMonkey, 
Netscape, NetPositive, Novarra, OmniWeb, Opera, Safari, 
Camino, Shiira, Lynx, w3m, Chrome, CrMo, CriOS, Avant 
Browser, PSP, ELinks, Links, and OffByOne.

DEVICEID If your rule 
needs to 
identify 
suspicious 
transaction 
patterns based 
on the ID of 
the device 
involved in the 
transaction.

VELOCITY: Checks whether the number of transactions 
performed by one or more users from a specific device 
exceeds the limits set by the duration and frequency.

UNKNOWN: Checks whether the device is a recognized 
device.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the Device ID is in a simple look-
up list. Exact and partial matches are allowed. You can 
view the list and upload data to this list in the Manage List 
Data and Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.
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IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the Device ID in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares the associated 
derived value of the input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

VELOCITY_DISTINCT_USER: Counts the number of  n
distinct users who have done a transaction in the 
configured duration from the specific device. For more 
information, see "Creating the Device User Velocity Rule".

DEVICETYPE If your rule 
needs to check 
for the type of 
device involved 
in the 
transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the device type is in a simple 
look-up list. Exact and partial matches are allowed. You 
can view the list and upload data to this list in the Manage 
List Data and Category Mappings page. For instructions to 
do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the device type in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares the associated 
derived value of the input in a list data set. Exact and 
partial matches are allowed.

Note: Supported device types are PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone, 
Kindle, Android, Linux, BlackBerry, Nokia, iPod, PlayBook, 
Web OS, HP Tablet, Sony, PlayStation, and Nintendo Wii.

MFPMATCHPERCENT If your rule 
needs to check 
for the 
Machine 
FingerPrint 
match.

Checks if the match percentage between the input device 
signature and the corresponding stored device signature is 

 to the following thresholds:LESSER_OR_EQUAL

Signature Match Threshold: Threshold against which 
match percentage is checked in cases where the 
transaction has a valid Device ID and the input signature is 
matched against the signature of the previous transaction.

Reverse Lookup Threshold: Threshold against which 
match percentage is checked in cases where the Device ID 
is obtained by matching the input device signature against 
the device signatures that were successfully associated 
with the user.

OS If your rule 
needs to check 
for the 
operating 
system used by 
the device 
involved in the 
transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the operating system is in a 
simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches are allowed. 
You can view the list and upload data to this list in the 
Manage List Data and Category Mappings page. For 
instructions to do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the operating system value in a 
table in the mapping data set, and then compares the 
associated derived value of the input in a list data set. 
Exact and partial matches are allowed.

Note: Supported OSs are Windows 98, Windows 95, 
Windows NT 4.0, Windows NT 3.51,Windows NT, 
Windows CE, Windows, PPC Mac OS X Mach-O, PPC Mac 
OS X, Intel Mac OS X, PPC Mac OS, Intel Mac OS, Mac OS, 
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Macintosh, Linux, FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, Debian, 
Gentoo, Red Hat Linux, SUSE, CentOS, Fedora, Mandriva, 
PCLinuxOS, Ubuntu, OS/2, SunOS, PalmOS, Symbian, 
Darwin, J2ME/MIDP, PSP, iOS, and Android.

The following table describes the Geolocation elements and the corresponding operators.

Data Element When to Use Operator Description

CITY If your rule needs to check 
for the city from which the 
transaction originated.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the city of origin is in a 
simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the city of origin in a 
table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

You can upload data to the data list and manage 
category mappings in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

CLIENTIPADDRESS If your rule needs to check 
for the client IP address 
used to perform the 
transaction.

IN_TRUSTED_LIST: Checks whether the IP 
address of the client is in a pre-defined list of 
trusted IP addresses.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the IP address is in a 
simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

VELOCITY: Checks whether the number of 
transactions from this IP address exceeds the 
limits set by the duration and frequency.

IN_NEGATIVE_LIST: Checks for anonymizing 
proxies.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the IP address in a 
table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

CONNECTIONTYPE If your rule needs to check 
the type of connection used 
to perform the transaction. 

 CONNECTIONTYPE
indicates the type of 
connection to the Internet 
provider.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the  CONNECTIONTYPE
is in a simple look-up list. Exact and partial 
matches are allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage List Data 
and Category Mappings page. For instructions to 
do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.
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IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in CONNECTIONTYPE
a table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

For a list of possible values, see "Connection 
Type".

CONTINENT If your rule needs to check 
for the continent from 
which the transaction 
originated.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the continent from 
which the transaction originated is in a simple 
look-up list. Exact and partial matches are 
allowed. CA Risk Authentication derives the 
country information based on the input IP 
address.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the continent from 
which the transaction originated in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares the 
associated derived value of the input in a list 
data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

You can upload data to the data list and manage 
category mappings in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.
For a list of continents, see "Continent".

COUNTRY If your rule needs to check 
for the country from which 
the transaction originated.

IN_NEGATIVE_LIST: Checks whether the country 
of origin is in a pre-defined list of "negative" 
countries.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the country of origin is 
in a simple look-up list. Exact and partial 
matches are allowed. CA Risk Authentication 
derives the country information based on the 
input IP address.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the country of origin 
in a table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

You can upload data to the data list and manage 
category mappings in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IP_ROUTINGTYPE If your rule needs to check 
for the IP routing type of 
the connection used to 
perform the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the  IP_ROUTINGTYPE
is in a simple look-up list. Exact and partial 
matches are allowed. You can view the list and 
upload data to this list in the Manage List Data 
and Category Mappings page. For instructions to 
do so, see Uploading Rule List Data.
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IP_ROUTINGTYPE is an 
attribute of the IP address 
that helps assess the 
accuracy of the location.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a IP_ROUTINGTYPE
table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

For a list of possible values, see "IP Routing 
Type" in appendix.

LINESPEED If your rule needs to check 
for the speed of the user’s 
internet connection used to 
perform the transaction.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the  is in a LINESPEED
simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for  in a table LINESPEED
in the mapping data set,and then compares the 
associated derived value of the input in a list 
data set. Exact and partial matches are allowed.

For a list of possible values, see "Line Speed".

REGION If your rule needs to check 
for the state from which 
the transaction originated.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the state of origin is in 
a simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the state of origin in a 
table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

You can upload data to the data list and manage 
category mappings in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

For a list of possible values, see "Region".

STATE If your rule needs to check 
for the state from which 
the transaction originated.

IN_LIST: Checks whether the state of origin is in 
a simple look-up list. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed. You can view the list and upload 
data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the state of origin in a 
table in the mapping data set, and then 
compares the associated derived value of the 
input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.
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You can upload data to the data list and manage 
category mappings in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do 
so, see Uploading Rule List Data.

The following table describes the Model Element and the corresponding operators.

Data Element When to Use Operator Description

MODEL_SCORE If your rule 
needs to check 
for the resulting 
score from the 
model evaluation

Compares the model score with the specified value using the 
following operators:
- EQUAL_TO
- NOT_EQUAL_TO
- GREATER_THAN
- LESS_THAN
- GREATER_OR_EQUAL
- LESS_OR_EQUAL

IN_LIST: Checks whether the model score is in a simple look-
up list. Exact and partial matches are allowed. You can view 
the list and upload data to this list in the Manage List Data and 
Category Mappings page. For instructions to do so, see 
Uploading Rule List Data.

IN_CATEGORY: Checks for the model score in a table in the 
mapping data set, and then compares the associated derived 
value of the input in a list data set. Exact and partial matches 
are allowed.

Examples of Using New Rules

The following subsections illustrate how you can combine out-of-the-box CA Risk Authentication 
rules and your rules to define custom combination rules by using multiple factors and conditions:

High Amount Check

High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations

High Device Velocity from Unexpected Locations

Wire Transfers from Unexpected Locations

Note: The rule (for example, SAFE_COUNTRIES) that you see in the following examples 
represent a simple list rule that uses a list of countries that are considered to be the 
origin of safe transfers.

High Amount Check

Consider the following details for an AMOUNT_CHECK rule that must check for transaction 
amounts more than $500:

Rule Mnemonic: HIGHAMTCHK
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Rule Mnemonic: HIGHAMTCHK

Rule Display Name: High Amount Check

Description: This rule checks for high transaction amounts that exceed $500.

Amount: 500

This example rule performs the following:

Parses the AdditionalInput string (say Amount=750) that is passed in the evaluateRisk() 
API call by the tag named Amount, and extract the value of this tag in a variable, say 
ActualAmount.

Note: Refer to the Javadocs for details on parsing the AdditionalInput elements.

Extracts the parameter value (500) for the rule, and store it in a variable, say 
ParameterAmount.

Returns Matched because ActualAmount(750), in this case, is greater than 
ParameterAmount (500).

High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations

Consider that the SAFE_COUNTRIES refers to a simple list rule (where some of the elements are 
US,CA, UK, DE), then you can define a new rule to determine transactions with high User Velocity 
from unusual locations as:

USERVELOCITY     SAFE_COUNTRIESAND NOT

High Device Velocity from Unexpected Locations

Similar to "High User Velocity from Unexpected Locations", you can define a new rule to 
determine transactions with high Device Velocity from unusual locations as:

DEVICEVELOCITY     SAFE_COUNTRIESAND NOT

Wire Transfers from Unexpected Locations

Consider that you have created a rule called HIGHAMTCHK (as discussed in "High Amount 
Check".) Also, if the SAFE_COUNTRIES rule uses a list of countries considered to be origin of safe 
transfers, then you can define a rule to track low-value or high-amount wire transfers from 
unusual locations as:

(HIGHAMTCHK   Amount   20)   SAFE_COUNTRIESOR < AND NOT

Deploying a New Rule
To deploy a new rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 
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Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is applicable.Select a Ruleset
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click .Add a New Rule
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page is displayed.

Enter the basic information for the rule, as described in the following table.

Field Description

Name The display name for the rule that you want to create.

Mnemonic A short name for the rule that is used for logging purposes and in APIs. The 
maximum length of the mnemonic is 15 characters and no spaces are allowed.

Description A short description of the rule being created.

Select the  and  for which this rule is applicable.Channels Actions
If you want to select all the channels and all the actions, select the  and All Channels All 

check boxes.Actions 

Note: Each rule must be associated with one or more Channels and Actions. By 
default, a rule is associated with  and .All Channels All Actions

Build the rule fragment, as follows:

From the  list, select from the following elements:Select Data Element(s)

Transaction

Device

Geolocation

Model

Custom

For more information on elements, see "Data Elements".

Select the operator from the list to edit the rule that you are Select Operator 
creating.
For more information on operators, see "Operators".

Click  to add the rule fragment to the  area.Add Rule being developed

Build your complete rule by using the available logical operators, your rule fragment, and 
the rules in the list.Saved Rules 

Click  to create your rule.Create
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Select  in the Rules and Scoring Management page to enable the new rule that you Enable
deployed.
The new rule you just deployed is not yet active and is not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Deploying a New Rule Without Scoring
In some cases, you might want to just observe how a rule runs, but not want to include the rule 
score in the final advice. This release of CA Risk Authentication allows you to define a new rule 
and observe how it runs without enabling it for scoring. To deploy a new rule without scoring:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is applicable.Select a Ruleset
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click .Add a New Rule
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page is displayed.

Enter the basic information for the rule, as described in the following table.

Field Description

Name The display name for the rule that you want to create.

Mnemonic A short name for the rule that is used for logging purposes and in APIs. The 
maximum length of the mnemonic is 15 characters and no spaces are allowed.

Description A short description of the rule being created.

Select the  and  for which this rule is applicable.Channels Actions
If you want to select all the channels and all the actions, select the  and All Channels All 

check boxes.Actions 

Note: Each rule must be associated with one or more Channels and Actions. By 
default, a rule is associated with  and .All Channels All Actions

Build the rule fragment, as follows:

From the  list, select from the following elements:Select Data Element(s)

Transaction

Device
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Device

Geolocation

Model

Custom

For more information on elements, see "Data Elements".

Select the operator from the list to edit the rule that you are Select Operator 
creating.
For more information on operators, see "Operators".

Click  to add the rule fragment to the  area.Add Rule being developed

Build your complete rule by using the available logical operators, your rule fragment, and 
the rules in the list.Saved Rules 

Click  to create your rule.Create

Select  in the Rules and Scoring Management page to enable the new rule that you Enable
deployed.
The new rule you just deployed is not yet active and is not available to your end users.

Specify the as 0.Risk Score 
Setting the risk score to 0 ensures that this rule is not taken into account for risk scoring.

From the list, set the priority for this rule to 1.Priority 
Setting the rule priority to 1 ensures that this is the first rule to be executed.

Click Save to save your changes.
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Creating the Device User Velocity Rule
The existing Device Velocity Check rule checks if there are frequent transactions by one or more 
users from a particular device, exceeding a defined velocity. This can result in inaccurate results 
in cases where a single device is shared by many users. The new  rule allows Device User Velocity
a device to be used by  distinct users in any configured duration. If the device is used by more n
than  distinct users in the configured duration, then it indicates fraudulent activity.n

It is based on the following parameters:

Number of Distinct Users Allowed Per Device
Denotes the number of distinct users performing transactions using a specified device, 
irrespective of whether the risk evaluation resulted in success or failure.
The default value for this parameter is .5
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Time Interval
Denotes the time period in which the number of transactions are tracked.
The default value for this parameter is .60

Unit for Time Interval
Denotes the unit in which the time period is measured.
The default value for this parameter is .Minutes

For example, consider a configuration of 5 transactions per device in 60 minutes. This rule is not 
triggered when User1 performs five transactions per hour from Device1. But if there are 
transactions from five different users using Device1 in one hour, then this rule is triggered.

To create the Device User Velocity rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click .Add a New Rule
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Enter the , , and  of the rule that you want to create.Name Mnemonic Description

Select the  and  for which this rule is applicable.Channels Actions

Build the rule fragment, as follows:

From the list, select .Device Elements DEVICEID

Select  from the list.VELOCITY_DISTINCT_USER Select Operator 

Specify the number of distinct users performing transactions from the device in 
the field.Greater than 

Specify the time interval.
This value denotes the maximum number of transactions (within the specified 
time interval) that is considered safe for a device for  distinct users. If the actual n
number of transactions within the specified time exceeds this number, then CA 
Risk Authentication tracks the transaction as a risk, which results in the matching 
of the Device User Velocity rule.

Select the unit for the time interval from the drop-down list.

Click  to build the rule fragment.Add

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to create the rule.Create
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
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To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Creating the Device User Maturity Rule
The  rule evaluates transactions by checking the association User Not Associated with DeviceID
between the user and the device, irrespective of the time the association was created. If the user-
device association exists, then the transactions receive a low risk score. There might be cases 
where fraudsters can reset a user's password and associate themselves with the device. In such 
cases, evaluating the transaction based only on the User-Device association might not be 
sufficient to rule out fraudulent activity.

The  rule enables setting a level of trust in the device. For example, a User-Device User Maturity
Device association that has existed for a month, assuming that there has been no fraudulent 
activity identified for that user or device, should be more trusted than a User-Device association 
that has been established recently.

It is based on the following parameters:

Number of Successful Transactions per User-Device Association
Denotes the number of successful transactions identified by CA Risk Authentication for a 
specified User-Device association.

First Successful Transaction
Denotes the time (in days) before which the first successful transaction was identified.

These parameters determine the strength of the User-Device association. The Device User 
Maturity rule returns True if the user has used the device for at least the specified number of 
days and the number of successful transactions is greater than or equal to the configured value.

To create the Device User Maturity rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Click .Add a New Rule
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Enter the , , and  of the rule that you want to create.Name Mnemonic Description

Select the  and  for which this rule is applicable.Channels Actions

Build the rule fragment, as follows:

From the list, select .Transaction Elements USERNAME
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Hold the  key, and select from the list. CTRL DEVICEID  Device Elements 

Select  from the list.MATURITY Select Operator 

Specify the number of successful transactions.

Specify the number of days before which the first successful transaction took 
place.

Click  to build the rule fragment.Add

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to create the rule.Create
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Editing Rule Definitions Using the Rule Builder
This section describes how you can use the Rule Builder to make changes to the following rule 
definitions:

Untrusted IP Check

User Velocity Check

Device Velocity Check

Zone Hopping Check

Device MFP Not Match

Configuring Untrusted IP Types

CA Risk Authentication uses the IP address of the user’s computer as one of the input parameters 
to assess the risk of each transaction. CA Risk Authentication evaluates the incoming transaction 
and checks if it originated from an IP address marked as . Such transactions are typically untrusted
denied. The different categories of untrusted IP types are:

Negative
IP addresses with this designation have been sources of fraudulent transactions in the past.

Important! Use this option, if you manually configured an IP addresses as negative, as 
discussed in "Configuring Untrusted IP Addresses".

Active
IP addresses with this designation allegedly are anonymizing proxies that have been sources 
of fraudulent transactions and have been active in the last six months.

Suspect
IP addresses with this designation allegedly are anonymizing proxies that have been active 
over the last two years, but not for the last six months.
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Private
IP addresses with this designation allegedly are anonymizing proxies that are not publicly 
accessible. These addresses typically belong to commercial ventures that sell anonymity 
services to the public.

Inactive
IP addresses with this designation allegedly have been sources of fraudulent transactions, but 
have been found inactive in the last two years.

Unknown
IP addresses with this designation allegedly are anonymizing proxies for which no positive 
results are currently available.

Note: The Active, Suspect, Private, Inactive, and Unknown negative type categories 
are derived from the Quova data.

To configure the types of untrusted IP addresses applicable to your organization:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

In the column, click the link.RULENAME Untrusted IP Check 
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

In the  section, select the applicable types of negative IP Negative IP Types Configuration
address categories, and click .Update

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to save the changes.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Configuring User Velocity

The  keeps a check on the number of transactions from a user within a User Velocity Check rule
specified period of time. It is based on the following parameters:

Number of Risk Evaluations per User
Denotes the number of transactions ( ) performed by CA Risk Authentication for a specified N
user, irrespective of the Advice or Risk Score.
The default value for this parameter is .5
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Time Interval
Denotes the time period ( ) in which the number of transactions are tracked.T
The default value for this parameter is .60

Unit for Time Interval
Denotes the unit in which the time period ( ) is measured.T
The default value for this parameter is .Minutes

To configure the User Velocity Check rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

In the column, click the link.RULENAME User Velocity Check 
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Specify a value for the number of risk evaluations per user in the field.Greater than 

Specify the time interval.
This value denotes the maximum number of transactions (within the specified time 
interval) that is considered safe for a user. If the actual number of transactions within the 
specified time exceeds this number, then CA Risk Authentication will track it as a risk, 
which will result in the matching of the User Velocity rule.

Select the unit for the time interval from the drop-down list.

Click to build the rule fragment.Update 

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to save the changes.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Configuring Device Velocity

The  keeps a check on the number of transactions from a device within Device Velocity Check rule
a specified period of time. It is based on the following parameters:

Number of Risk Evaluations per Device
Denotes the number of transaction ( ) performed by CA Risk Authentication for a specified M
device, irrespective of whether the risk evaluation resulted in success or failure.
The default value for this parameter is .10
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Time Interval
Denotes the time period ( ) in which the number of transactions are tracked.T
The default value for this parameter is .60

Unit for Time Interval
Denotes the unit in which the time period ( ) is measured.T
The default value for this parameter is .Minutes

To configure the Device Velocity Check rule, perform the following steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

In the column, click the link.RULENAME Device Velocity Check 
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Specify the number of risk evaluations per device in the field.Greater than 

Specify the time interval.
This value denotes the maximum number of transactions (within the specified time 
interval) that is considered safe for a device. If the actual number of transactions within 
the specified time exceeds this number, then CA Risk Authentication tracks the 
transaction as a risk, which results in the matching of the Device Velocity rule.

Select the unit for the time interval from the drop-down list.

Click  to build the rule fragment.Update

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to save the changes.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Configuring Zone Hopping

Zone hopping tracks successive transactions from the same user that occur at distant locations 
(separated by large distances) at a speed beyond what is reasonably possible within a short time 
span. For example, if Bob logs in from New York at 9 AM (GMT) and again from London at 10 AM 
(GMT), then the Zone Hopping Check rule will track the latter transaction as risky.

The Zone Hopping Check rule is based on the following parameters:
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Maximum Speed at which a User can Travel
Denotes the maximum speed ( , in miles per hour) at which a user can physically travel using S
conventional transport, such as airplanes, cars, and trains.
If the speed at which a user appears to have moved (in the time frame between two 
successive transactions) exceeds this pre-configured threshold speed (S), then CA Risk 
Authentication considers it as a case of zone hopping.
By default this value is 500 miles, but you can configure it by setting the value of the 

 field in the CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder Maximum Speed at which a User can Travel
page.

Maximum Number of Users Sharing the Same User ID
Sometimes, multiple users (for example, husband and wife) can use the same user name 
because they might be located in different zones. In such cases, CA Risk Authentication must 
not consider this as a case of Zone hopping. For example, if husband logs in from New York at 
10 AM (GMT) and wife from London at 11 AM (GMT), then CA Risk Authentication will not 
mark these transactions as risky.
By default this value is 1, but you can configure it to 2 by editing the Maximum Number of 

 field in the CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page.Users Sharing the Same Username

Maximum Distance Tolerance for IP Address Locations
Because of variation in location of the IP address provided by ISPs, a user's physical location 
(geographic latitude and longitude) cannot be determined to a high level of precision by using 
their public IP address. To address this, CA Risk Authentication uses an uncertainty offset ( , U
in miles) to accommodate the variation in the physical location of the IP address from which 
the transaction originated.
By default this variation is about 50 miles, but you can configure it by setting the value of 

 field in the CA Risk Authentication Maximum Distance Tolerance for IP Address Location
Rule Builder page.

To configure the Zone Hopping Check rule, perform the following steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

In the column, click the link.RULENAME Zone Hopping Check 
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Specify a value for the parameter.Maximum Speed at Which the User Can Travel 

Specify a value for the  parameter.Maximum Number of Users Sharing the Same User ID

Specify a value for the  parameter.Maximum Distance Tolerance for IP Address Location

Click .Update

Click at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to save the changes.Update 
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.
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To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Configuring Machine FingerPrint (MFP) Match Percentage

The  rule checks if the match percentage between the input device  Device MFP Not Match
signature and the corresponding stored device signature is lesser than or equal to a specified 
Signature Pass Threshold and Reverse Lookup Threshold.

To configure the Device MFP Not Match rule:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
 link.Management

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

In the column, click the link.RULENAME Device MFP Not Match 
The CA Risk Authentication Rule Builder page appears.

Enter a value for the and , and Signature Match Threshold  Reverse Lookup Threshold
click .Update

Click  at the bottom of the Rule Builder page to save the changes.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Deleting a Rule

Important! You can delete only the new rules that you have created and deployed. You 
cannot delete the out-of-the-box rules shipped with CA Risk Authentication.

To delete a deployed rule, perform the following steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the tab.Organizations 

Click the button on the page to display the list of organizations.Search 

Under , click the link with the organization’s name for Select Organizations to Modify
which you want to delete the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration
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Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Rules and Scoring 
link.Management 

The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

From the list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select the Ruleset 
applicable.
The Rules and Scoring Management page appears.

Expand the rule that you want to delete by clicking the [+] sign.

Click .Delete this Rule
You get a message.

Click to complete the task.OK 
You get the confirmation message.

Click .OK
A message stating that the rule is deleted is displayed in the proposed configuration area. 
In addition, the rule continue to be listed in the  column because it is still active in Active
the production environment.

To delete the rule from the production environment, you must migrate your configuration 
changes to production.
See  for instructions to do so."Migrating to Production"

Refresh all deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.
The rule is deleted.
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Uploading Rule List Data
If any rule that you deployed requires additional data in the form of a list, then you must perform 
the tasks in this section. You can add, modify, or delete list data by using the Manage List Data 
and Category Mappings page in CA Advanced Authentication.

Important! All the configurations and tasks discussed in this section should primarily 
be performed by Organization Administrators. See “Accessing Organization-Specific CA 
Risk Authentication Configurations” for more information to access the task page for 
performing the organization-specific configurations.
If required, these steps can also be performed by Global Administrators. However, they 
must be performed at the organization level (through the Organizations tab).

Configuring Negative Country List

Negative Country list comprises all countries from which fraudulent or malicious transactions are 
known to have originated in the past. Enterprises may also maintain this list in line with the 
regulations of their country.

CA Risk Authentication derives the country information based on the input IP address. It, then, 
uses this data to score the potential for fraud for online transactions originating from such 
countries. For this purpose, CA Risk Authentication also integrates with Quova, which enhances 
the analysis by providing detailed geographic information for each IP address by mapping it to a 
region.
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For more information about Quova see:

http://www.quova.com

CA Risk Authentication evaluates the incoming transactions and checks if these transactions 
originated from an IP address that belongs to a country marked as negative. Such transactions 
are typically denied.

Use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page to add a country to the Negative Country 
list or remove a country from the list.

To update the Negative Country list:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under , click the  link.Manage Organizations Search Organization

Click the button on the Search Organization page to display the list of Search 
organizations.

Under , click the link with the organization’s name to Select Organizations to Modify
which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
 link.and Category Mappings

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page is displayed.

From the  list, select the ruleset that for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.

Select the option.Manage List Data 

From the  list, select .Select List Type Negative Country Lists

From the  drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while Select List  
creating the corresponding list.

Select Negative Countries that you want to add to the list.

Click the > or < button to move selected countries to the desired list.
You can also click the  or  buttons to move all countries to the desired lists. >> <<

Click  to save the changes.Save
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Configuring Untrusted IP Addresses

The  is a collection of IP addresses that have been the origin of known Untrusted IP address list
anonymizer proxies or fraudulent and malicious transactions in the past. This list is the source of 
the Negative category discussed in the "Configuring Untrusted IP Types" section.

Use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page to configure the untrusted IP address 

http://www.quova.com
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Use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page to configure the untrusted IP address 
ranges for your organization.

Adding or Deleting IP Address Ranges

To add or delete untrusted IP addresses and ranges for your organization:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under , click the  link.Manage Organizations Search Organization

Click the button on the Search Organization page to display the list of Search 
organizations.

Under , click the link with the organization’s name to Select Organizations to Modify
which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
 link.and Category Mappings

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page is displayed.

From the  list, select the ruleset that for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.
The ruleset configuration information is displayed.

Select the  option.Manage List Data

From the  list, select .Select List Type Untrusted IP Lists

From the  drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while Select List  
creating the corresponding list.

In the  section, select the appropriate mode for writing data:Upload Untrusted IP Ranges

Append: This option appends the data that you are uploading to a list or dataset.

Note: You must select this option if the list does not exist.

Replace: This option overwrites the existing data in the specified list or dataset.

Click  to navigate to the data file that contains the list of entries.Browse

Click  to complete the task.Upload

In the sectionAdd/Delete Untrusted IP Range :

Enter the starting IP address in the  field.IP Address

Select one of the following options:
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Subnet Mask: If you want to specify a range of IP addresses based on the 
subnet mask to be added to the Untrusted IP Address List.

End IP Address: If you want to specify a simple range of IP addresses to be 
added to the Untrusted IP Address List.

Specify the  (or vendor) of the untrusted IP address range.Information Source

Click one of the following buttons, as required:

Add Range: To add the specified IP address or range to the database.

Delete Range: To delete the specified IP address or range from the database.

The appropriate message is displayed.
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Configuring Trusted IP Addresses

In CA Risk Authentication, transactions that either originate from or are routed through IP 
addresses and ranges that belong to the  are considered low risk. As a Trusted IP address list
result, CA Risk Authentication bypasses these transactions from risk evaluations and assigns them 
a low Score and the ALLOW Advice.

Use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page to perform the following tasks related to 
trusted IP addresses and ranges:

Adding a Trusted IP Address Range

Updating a Trusted IP Address Range

Deleting a Trusted IP Address Range

Adding a Trusted IP Address Range

To add a trusted IP address or range, perform the following tasks:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under , click the  link.Manage Organizations Search Organization

Click the button on the Search Organization page to display the list of Search 
organizations.

Under , click the link with the organization’s name to Select Organizations to Modify
which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
 link.and Category Mappings

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page is displayed.
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From the  list, select the ruleset that for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.
The ruleset configuration information is displayed.

Select the  option.Manage List Data

From the  list, select .Select List Type Trusted IP Lists

From the  drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while Select List  
creating the corresponding list.

Specify the required  that will be added to the Trusted IP List.IP Address

Specify one of the following:

Subnet Mask: If you want to specify a range of IP addresses based on the subnet mask 
to be added to the Trusted IP List.

End IP Address: If you want to specify a simple range of IP addresses to be added to 
the Trusted IP List.

Click  to add the IP addresses or ranges to the Trusted IP List.Add Range
The Trusted IP List table with the range that you just added appears at the end of the 
page.

Click  to save the changes.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Updating a Trusted IP Address Range

To update a trusted IP address or range:

Perform the tasks listed from Step 1 through Step 11 in "Adding a Trusted IP Address 
Range" to display the table.Trusted IP List 

Make the required changes in the table.Trusted IP List 

Select all the affected IP address range(s) in the  table.Trusted IP List

Click  to update the changes that you made.Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Deleting a Trusted IP Address Range

To delete a trusted IP address or range, perform the following tasks:

Perform the tasks listed from Step 1 through Step 11in "Adding a Trusted IP Address 
Range" to display the table.Trusted IP List 

In the able, select the required IP address range(s) that you want to  Trusted IP List t
delete.

Click  to delete the ranges that you selected.Delete
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To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Configuring Trusted Aggregators

Aggregators are third-party vendors who provide account aggregation services by collating login 
information of users across multiple enterprises. The originating IP addresses when users log in 
from a protected portal versus when they come in through such aggregators are different. Many 
enterprises use the services of these account and data aggregation service providers to expand 
their online reach.

Transactions originating from (or routed through) aggregators "trusted" to the organization are 
considered low-risk. For this purpose, CA Risk Authentication provides the ability to configure a 
list of these aggregators so that all transactions originating from the aggregators’ IP addresses 
are assigned a low Score, and the ALLOW Advice.

CA Risk Authentication uniquely identifies an aggregator by combining their IP address range and 
a unique Aggregator ID. This Aggregator ID must also be sent to CA Risk Authentication along 
with the transaction.

CA Risk Authentication also enables you to specify up to  unique IDs for each aggregator at three
any time. This allows for the periodical rotation of the ID for the purpose of enhanced security. 
During this rotation, CA Risk Authentication continues to recognize the previous ID in addition to 
the new ID to allow updates to the aggregator at a later time.

Adding a Trusted Aggregator

To add a trusted aggregator, perform the following tasks:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under , click the  link.Manage Organizations Search Organization

Click the button on the Search Organization page to display the list of Search 
organizations.

Under , click the link with the organization’s name to Select Organizations to Modify
which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
 link.and Category Mappings

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page is displayed.

From the  list, select the ruleset that for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.
The ruleset configuration information is displayed.

Select the  option.Manage List Data

From the  list, select .Select List Type Trusted Aggregator Lists

From the  drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while Select List  
creating the corresponding list.

Specify the name of the new aggregator in the  field and click Add New Aggregator Create.
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Specify the name of the new aggregator in the  field and click Add New Aggregator Create.
The updated Trusted Aggregator Configuration page appears.

Select the that you want to configure from the drop-down list.Aggregator 

Enter the starting IP Address in the  field.IP Address

Select one of the following options:

Subnet Mask: If you want to specify a range of IP addresses based on the subnet mask 
to be added to the Trusted Aggregator List.

End IP Address: If you want to specify a simple range of IP addresses to be added to 
the Trusted Aggregator List.

Click to add this IP address or range to the database.Add Range 
The Trusted IP List table with the range that you just added for the aggregator appears at 
the end of the page.
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Updating a Trusted Aggregator

CA Risk Authentication enables you to update the Aggregator IDs. The periodic update of these 
IDs is referred to as .rotation of Aggregator IDs

Important! Periodic rotation or change of the Aggregator IDs is recommended for 
security purposes. You can decide this rotation duration according to your business 
rules.

After an ID is updated, you must ensure that the latest Aggregator ID is conveyed to the 
aggregator. There might be a delay in propagating the Aggregator IDs. In this duration, CA Risk 
Authentication recognizes the old, as well as the new Aggregator ID associated with the IP 
address.

Note: The transactions originating from the aggregator-end must contain this 
aggregator ID in the form specified by CA Risk Authentication APIs.

To update an aggregator ID:

Complete Step 1 through Step 11 in "Adding a Trusted Aggregator" to display the Trusted 
Aggregator Configuration information.

Select an existing aggregator from the list. Aggregator 
The Trusted Aggregator Configuration information with the Aggregator ID(s) for the 
selected aggregator appears.
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Click  to generate a new Aggregator ID.Update Aggregator ID
The updated Aggregator ID(s) for the aggregator appears, and the next empty Aggregator 
ID is displayed.

In the  table, select the aggregator IP addresses or ranges you want to Trusted IP List
update.

Make the required changes and click .Update
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Deleting a Trusted Aggregator

To delete a trusted aggregator, perform the following tasks:

Complete Step 1 through Step 11 in "Adding a Trusted Aggregator" to display the Trusted 
Aggregator Configuration information.

Select an existing aggregator from the list. Aggregator 
The Trusted Aggregator Configuration information appears.

In the  table, select the aggregator IP addresses or ranges you want to Trusted IP List
delete.

Click  to delete the selected information.Delete
The changes are not yet active and are not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.

Uploading List Data

To upload the data for a rule that uses IN_LIST operator:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under , click the  link.Manage Organizations Search Organization

Click the  button on the Search Organization page to display the list of Search
organizations.

Under the  section, click the link with the organization’s Select Organizations to Modify
name to which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
linkand Category Mappings .

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page appears.

From the list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset 
applicable.

Select the  option.Manage List Data
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From the  list, select .Select List Type Other Lists

From the  drop-down list, select the list identifier that you specified while Select List
creating the corresponding list.
The updated page appears.

In the  section, select the appropriate mode for writing data:Upload File Or Enter Data

Append: This option appends the data that you are uploading to a list or dataset.

Note: You must select this option if the list does not exist.

Replace: This option overwrites the existing data in the specified list or dataset.

Do  of the following:one

Click  to navigate to the data file that contains the list of entries (separated by Browse
a newline character.)
or

Type in the entries in the  field, if a data file does not exist.Enter Data

Important! Ensure that the entries are separated by a newline character 
(ENTER).

Click  to complete the task.Upload

Uploading Category Mappings Data

To upload the data for a rule that uses IN_CATEGORY operator:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Click the  button on the page to display the list of organizations.Search

Under the  section, click the link with the organization’s Select Organizations to Modify
name to which you want to apply the rule.

Click the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Manage List Data 
linkand Category Mappings .

The Manage List Data and Category Mappings page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.
The configuration information for the specified ruleset appears.

Select the  option.Manage Category Mappings
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From the  list, select the mapping set identifier that you Select Category Mapping
specified while creating the corresponding list.
The updated page appears.

In the  section, select the appropriate mode for Upload File Or Enter Classification Data
writing data:

Append: This option appends the data that you are uploading to a list or dataset.

Note: You must select this option if the list does not exist.

Replace: This option overwrites the existing data in the specified list or dataset.

Perform  of the following:one

Click  to navigate to the data file that contains the list of entries (separated by Browse
a newline character.)
or

Type in the entries in the  field, if a data file does not exist.Enter Data

Important! Ensure that the entries are separated by a newline character 
(ENTER).

Click  to complete the task.Upload

Migrating Rules to Production
CA Risk Authentication is shipped with  settings for the following rules and configurations:default

Trusted IP Address and Aggregators

Untrusted IP Address

Negative Country List

Exception User

Unknown User

Device MFP Not Match

User Velocity

Unknown DeviceID

User Not Associated with DeviceID

Device Velocity

Zone Hopping
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Miscellaneous Rule Configurations

Scoring

In addition, you can also configure:

New rules

Callouts

When the data related to the preceding lists is configured, it is referred to as . This Proposed data
data can be created over a period of time by using several administrative sessions. While you 
configure this data, it is stored in the  area and is reflected in the Proposed Configuration

 column on respective configuration page. As a result, any changes that you make to Proposed
the  column affect this data.Proposed

When all data is configured according to your requirements, then the Proposed data can be 
converted to  (the  column on respective configuration page) by migrating it to Active data Active
production and refreshing the CA Risk Authentication Server cache. See "arrfclient: Server 
Refresh and Shutdown Tool" tool for more information.

Note: At any point in time, CA Risk Authentication Servers work with Active data 
configurations .only

After the Proposed data has been migrated to Active data, if you configure the data again, a copy 
of the Active data is created in the Proposed configuration area. Further additions or deletions 
can be done to the Proposed data until configurations are ready to be migrated to production. All 
modifications are reflected only in the Proposed data. However, Reports can be viewed as Active 
or Proposed configurations.

Note: Active data is versioned to keep track of the changes made to the CA Risk 
Authentication configuration data. Every time the Proposed data is migrated to 
production, unique data versions are created for the new set of Active configuration 
data.

To migrate changes from Proposed configuration area to the Active data area:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA or as an OA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Migrate to Production Migrate to 
 link.Production

The Migrate to Production page appears.

On the page, either:

Select the  option, if you want to migrate all the changes that you Select All Rulesets
made to all the configured rulesets.
or
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Select a specific ruleset from the  list to migrate the changes that you Select Ruleset(s)
made to this ruleset.

Click .Migrate
The page to confirm the action is displayed.

On the confirmation page, click  to start the .Confirm migration process

Note: Based on the volume of data that you are migrating to production, the 
migration process might take a few minutes.

After the migration is completed, the "The proposed data has been successfully migrated 
to Production." message is displayed.

Refresh the CA Risk Authentication Server cache. See "Refreshing the Cache" for 
instructions on how to do this.

Organizations

Note: Most of the tasks in this section can be performed by a Global Administrator 
(GA) or an Organization Administrator (OA) if they have the required scope to the 
organization.

In the CA Advanced Authentication, an  can either map to a complete enterprise (or organization
a company) or a specific division, department, or other entities within the enterprise. The 
organization structure provided by CA Advanced Authentication is flat. In other words, 
organizational hierarchy (in the form of parent and child organizations) is  supported, and all not
organizations are created at the same level as the Default Organization. For more information on 
Default Organization, see "Setting the Default Organization".

The larger the enterprise, the more complex its organization structure. As a result, management 
of organizations is a critical part of administration. The organization management operations 
supported by CA Risk Authentication include:

Creating and Activating Organizations

Searching for Organizations

Updating Organization Information

Uploading Users and User Accounts in Bulk

Viewing the Status of the Bulk Data Upload Request

Refreshing Organization Cache

Deactivating Organizations

Activating Organizations
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Activating Organizations

Activating Organizations in Initial State

Deleting Organizations

Note: In addition to the preceding list of tasks related to organization management, 
OAs can also manage organization-specific configurations. For more information, see 
"Managing Organization-Specific CA Risk Authentication Configurations".

Creating and Activating Organizations
You can create an organization either in the CA Risk Authentication repository or in your existing 
LDAP-based directory server implementations, such as Microsoft Active Directory, SunOne 
Directory Server, or CA Directory Server.

Note: In case of a small deployment, you can rename the Default Organization, instead 
of creating a new organization.

Based on your implementation, this section guides you through the procedure used for:

Creating Organizations in CA Risk Authentication Repository

Creating Organizations in LDAP Repository

Privileges Required

To create and activate an organization, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges 
to do so. Only MA and GAs can create and activate all organizations.

Creating Organizations in the CA Risk Authentication Repository

To create an organization in the CA Risk Authentication repository:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to create the organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Create Organization
Create Organization page.

Enter the details of the organization, as discussed in the following table.

Field Description

Organization Information

Organization 
Name

Enter the unique ID for the organization that you want to create.

Note: You have to specify this value to log in to this organization,  the not
Display Name of the organization.
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Field Description

Display Name Enter a unique descriptive name for the organization.

Note: This name appears on all other CA Advanced Authentication pages 
and reports.

Description Provide a description for the administrators who will manage this 
organization.

Note: You can provide additional details for later reference for the 
organization by using this field.

Administrator 
Authentication 
Mechanism

Select the mechanism that will be used to authenticate administrators 
who belong to this organization.

CA Advanced Authentication supports the following types of 
authentication mechanisms:

Basic User Password
This is the in-built authentication mechanism provided by CA Advanced 
Authentication. If you select this option, then administrators can log in to 
the Console by specifying their user ID and password.

LDAP User Password
This mechanism is applicable only for LDAP organizations. The 
authentication policy is defined in the LDAP directory service. If you select 
this option, then administrators must use the credentials stored in LDAP 
to log in to the Console.

WebFort User Password
This is the Strong Authentication user name-password authentication 
method. If you select this option, then the administrator credentials are 
issued and authenticated by the Strong Authentication Server.
To use this mechanism, you must have CA Strong Authentication installed 
and configured. For more information, see the CA Strong Authentication 

.Installation and Deployment Guide

Key Label Configuration

CA Risk Authentication enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption of 
your sensitive data. You can choose the encryption mode by using the arcotcommon.ini 
configuration file. For more information, see the topic titled "HSM Encryption Settings" in 
the .CA CA Risk Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide

Irrespective of hardware or software encryption, Strong Authentication and CA Risk 
Authentication use Global Key Label for encrypting user and organization data.
If you are using hardware encryption, then this label serves only as a reference (or 
pointer) to the actual 3DES key stored in the HSM device. In this case, the key label that 
you specify must match the HSM key label. However, in the case of software-based 
encryption, this label acts as the key.

Use Global 
Key

This option is selected by default. Deselect this option if you want to 
override the Global Key Label you specified in the bootstrap process and 
specify a new key label that will be used for encrypting organization-
specific data.

Key Label If you deselected the  option, then specify the new key Use Global Key
label that you want to use for the organization.

Storage Type
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Field Description

This option indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the 
database ( ) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

Localization Configuration

Use Global 
Configuration

Select this option to use the localization parameters that are configured 
at the global level.

Date Time 
Format

If you deselected the  option, then specify the Use Global Configuration
Date Time format that you want to use for this organization.

Preferred 
Locale

If you deselected the  option, then select a Use Global Configuration
preferred locale for this organization.

User Data Location

Repository 
Type

Select . By specifying this option, the user and Arcot Database
administrator details for the new organization will be stored in the 
RDBMS repository supported by CA Risk Authentication.

Custom Attributes

Use this section to provide additional information specific to the organization you are 
creating.

Name Name of the custom attribute.

Value Value of the custom attribute.

Click Next.

The Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page appears.

In the  section, do one of the following:Attribute(s) for Encryption

Select  if you want to use the global settings for your Use Global Configuration
attribute encryption set configuration.
or

Select the attributes that you want to encrypt from the Available Attributes for 
 list and move them to the  list.Encryption Attributes Selected for Encryption

Click the > or < buttons to move selected attributes to the desired list. You can 
also click the >> or << buttons to move all attributes to the desired lists.

Click .Next
The Add Administrators page appears.

Note: This page is  displayed, if all the administrators currently present in not
the system have the scope to manage all organizations.

From the  list, select the administrators who will manage the Available Administrators
organization and click the  button to add the administrator to the > Managing 

 list.Administrators
The  list displays all the administrators who can manage the new Available Administrators
organization.
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Note: If some administrators have scope to manage all organizations in the 
system, then you will not see the corresponding entries for those 
administrators in this list.

The  list displays the administrators that you have selected to Managing Administrators
manage this organization.

Click to proceed.Next 
The Configure Account Type page appears.

Note: That:
- This page is not displayed if you have not created any account types.
- Global account types will be selected by default.

In the  section, select account types from the  list and click Assign Account Types  Available
the > button to move them to the  list. Selected

Click to proceed.Next 
The Configure Account Custom Attributes page appears.

Note: This page is not displayed if you did not select any account types on the 
previous page.

Provide  for your , and click .Custom Attributes Account Type Next
The Configure Email/Telephone Type page appears.

Specify the mandatory and optional email address and telephone numbers the user must 
provide.

Click  to use the email and telephone types configured at the system level and move Skip
to the next page, or click  to save your changes.Save
The Activate Organization page appears.

Click  to activate the new organization.Enable
A message box appears.

Click  to complete the process.OK

Note: If you do not choose to activate the organization, the organization is 
created in Initial state. You can activate the organization later. For instructions 
to do so, see "Activating Organizations in Initial State".

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
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Caution: If you have configured the attribute encryption set, account types, and 
email and telephone types while creating the organization, ensure that you 
refresh the system configuration and the organization cache. If you do not both 
refresh the organization-level cache, the system gets into an unrecoverable 
state.

Creating Organizations in an LDAP Repository

Create an organization in the LDAP repository. Then map the CA Risk Authentication database 
attributes to the LDAP attributes.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Create Organization
Create Organization page.

Enter the details of the organization, as discussed in the following table.

Field Description

Organization Information

Organization 
Name

Enter the unique ID for the organization that you want to create.

Note: CA Advanced Authentication logs in to this organization using this 
value. he Display Name of the organization is  used.T not

Display Name Enter a unique descriptive name for the organization.

Note: This name appears on all other CA Advanced Authentication pages 
and reports.

Description Provide a description for the administrators who manage this 
organization.

Note: You can provide more details for later reference for the 
organization by using this field.

Administrator 
Authentication 
Mechanism

Select the mechanism that is used to authenticate administrators who 
belong to this organization.

CA Advanced Authentication supports the following two types of 
authentication mechanisms:

Basic User Password
The built-in method of CA Advanced Authentication. Administrators can 
log in to the Console by specifying their ID and plain text password when 
this option is selected.
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Field Description

LDAP User Password
This mechanism is applicable only for LDAP organizations. The 
authentication policy is defined in the LDAP directory service. 
Administrators must use the credentials that are stored in LDAP to log in 
to the Console with this option.

WebFort User Password
The Strong Authentication user name-password authentication method. 
The Strong Authentication Server issues and authenticates the 
administrator credentials.
To use this mechanism, you must install and configure the Strong 
Authentication product.

Key Label Configuration

Use Global 
Key

This option is selected by default. Clear this option if you want to override 
the Global Key Label you specified in the bootstrap process. Specify a new 
key label to encrypt organization-specific data.

Key Label Specify the new key label that you want to use for the organization.

Storage Type This option indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the 
database ( ) or the HSM ( ).Software Hardware

Localization Configuration

Use Global 
Configuration

Select this option to use the localization parameters that are configured 
at the global level.

Date Time 
Format

Specify the Date Time format that you want to use for this organization.

Preferred 
Locale

Select a preferred locale for this organization.

User Data Location

Repository 
Type

Select . The user details for the new organization will be Enterprise LDAP
stored in the LDAP repository that you will specify on the next page.

Custom Attributes

Name Name of the custom attribute.

Value Value of the custom attribute.

Click Next.
The Create Organization page to collect the LDAP repository details appears.

Enter the details, described in the following table, to connect to the LDAP repository.

Field Description

Host Name Enter the host name of the system where the LDAP repository is available.

Port Number Enter the port number on which the LDAP repository service is listening.

Schema 
Name

Specify the LDAP schema that is used by the LDAP repository. This schema 
specifies the types of objects that an LDAP repository can contain, and 
their attributes.

Typically, the schema name for Active Directory is user and for SunOne 
Directory and CA Directory Server, it is inetorgperson.
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Field Description

Base 
Distinguished 
Name

Enter the base Distinguished Name of the LDAP repository. This value 
indicates the starting node in the LDAP hierarchy to search in the LDAP 
repository.

For example, to search or retrieve a user with a DN of cn=rob laurie, 
ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us, you must specify the base DN as the 
following:

ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us

Note: Typically, this field is case-sensitive and searches all subnodes under 
the provided base DN.

Redirect 
Schema 
Name

Specify the name of the schema that provides the definition of the "
" attribute.member

You can search for users in the LDAP repository by using the Base DN 
defined for an organization. This search returns only the users who belong 
to a specific Organization Unit (OU). When the administrator creates 
groups, user node DNs are stored in a "member" attribute within the group 
node. By default, UDS does not allow search and DN resolution that is 
based on attribute values. Redirection allows searches for users who 
belong to different groups based on the specific attribute values for a 
particular node.

Typically, the redirect schema names are as follows:

Active Directory: group

SunOne Directory: groupofuniquenames

CA Directory Server: groupOfUniqueNames

Connection 
Type

Select the type of connection that you want to use between CA Advanced 
Authentication and the LDAP repository. Supported types are:

TCP

One-way SSL

Two-way SSL

Login Name Enter the complete distinguished name of the LDAP repository user who 
has the permission to log in to repository server and manage the Base 
Distinguished Name.

For example,

uid=gt,dc=arcot,dc=com

Login 
Password

Enter the password of the user associated with the Login Name.

Server 
Trusted Root 
Certificate

Enter the path for the trusted root certificate who issued the SSL certificate 
to the  server. Use the  button, if  or LDAP Browse One-way SSL Two-way SSL
: option is selected.

Client Key 
Store Path

Enter the path for the key store that contains the client certificate and the 
corresponding key. Use the  button, if the  option is Browse Two-way SSL
selected.
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Field Description

Note: Upload either a PKCS#12 or a JKS key store type.

Client Key 
Store 
Password

Enter the password for the client key store, if the  option is Two-way SSL
selected.

Click  to proceed.Next
The page to map the repository attributes appears.

On this page:

Select an attribute from the list. Select the appropriate Arcot Database Attributes 
attribute from the list to be mapped with the CA Risk  Enterprise LDAP Attributes 
Authentication database attribute. Click .Map

Important! Mapping of the UserName attribute is compulsory. Ensure 
that you map the UserName attribute to an LDAP attribute that 
uniquely identifies the user. If you are using Active Directory, then map 

 to sAMAccountName. If you are using SunOne Directory UserName
Server, then map  to uid. If you are using CA Directory Server, UserName
then map  to cn.UserName

For Active Directory, map STATUS to userAccountControl.

Repeat the process to map multiple attributes, until you finish mapping all the 
required attributes.

Note: You do not need to map all the attributes in the Arcot Database 
list. Only map the attributes that you use.Attributes 

The attributes that you have mapped are moved to the  list.Mapped Attributes
If necessary, you can unmap the attributes. If you want to unmap a single attribute 
at a time, then select the attribute and click . However, if you want to clear Unmap
the  list, then click  to unmap all the mapped attributes. Mapped Attribute Reset
You cannot unmap the UserName attribute after you have activated the 
organization.

If you specified the  in the previous page, select the search Redirect Schema Name
attribute from the list.Redirect Search Attribute
Typically, the attributes are as follows:

Active Directory: member

SunOne Directory: uniquemember

CA Directory Server: uniqueMember

Click  to proceed.Next

In the  section, do  of the following tasks:Attribute(s) for Encryption one
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In the  section, do  of the following tasks:Attribute(s) for Encryption one

Select  if you want to use the global settings for your Use Global Configuration
attribute encryption set configuration.

Select the attributes that you want to encrypt from the Attributes Available for 
 list. Move them to the list. Then Click encryption Attributes Selected for encryption 

.Next

From the  list, select the administrators who manage the Available Administrators
organization and click the  button to add the administrator to the > Managing 

list.Administrators

Note: Assigning organization to administrators can be done at any time. Update 
the scope of existing administrators or by creating new administrators to 
manage the organization.

The  list displays all the administrators who can manage the new Available Administrators
organization.

Note: Administrators who can manage all organizations in the system do  not
appear.

The  list displays the administrators that you have selected to Managing Administrators
manage this organization.

Click  to proceed.Next

In the  section, select account types from the  list. Click the Assign Account Types  Available
> button to move them to the list. Selected

Click to proceed.Next 

Provide  for your , and click .Custom Attributes Account Type Next

Note: The UserName mapping  be changed or updated after the cannot
organization is activated.

Click  to activate the new organization.Enable

Click  to complete the process.OK

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Caution: refresh the system configuration and the organization cache if both 
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Caution: refresh the system configuration and the organization cache if both 
you have configured the attribute encryption set, account types, and email and 
telephone types while creating the organization.

Searching for Organizations
As long as you do not need to update, activate, or deactivate an organization, you do not need 
privileges to search. However, you  have the scope over the organizations that you are must
searching. For example, an OA can search for a target organization  that organization is in their if
purview.

Searching Organizations

You can search for organizations by their display name and status. To search for one or more 
organizations:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the partial or complete information of the required organization. You can select the 
following options to broaden your search:

Note: In the  field, you must enter the partial or complete display Organization
name of the organization and  the actual organization name.not

Click  to display the page with all the matches for the specified criteria.Search

Updating Organization Information
By using CA Advanced Authentication, you can update the following information for an 
organization:

Organization information that includes organization display name, description, and status, 
the administrators that manage the organization, account types assigned to the organization, 
email/telephone types configured, and attribute encryption set ("Updating the Basic 
Organization Information")

CA Risk Authentication-specific configurations for the organization that include credential 
profiles, authentication policies, extensible configurations, and the assigned default 
configurations ("Updating CA Risk Authentication-Specific Configurations")

Privileges Required

To update an organization, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and scope. 
The MA can update all organizations. GAs and OAs can update the information for all 
organizations in their scope.
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Updating the Basic Organization Information

To update the basic organization information:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button.Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

In the  section, edit the required fields ( and Organization Details Display Name 
).Description

Edit the , if required.Administrator Authentication Mechanism
You can edit the authentication mechanism only if there no administrators exist for this 
organization.

In the section, you can:Localization Configuration 

Choose to .Use Global Configuration

or

Edit the and .Date Time Format Preferred Locale

In the section, edit the  and  fields, if required.Custom Attributes Name Value

Click  to proceed with additional configurations:Next

If the organization was created in the , then do the following: Arcot Repository

On the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page,  if you want Use Global Configuration
to use the global settings for your attribute encryption set configuration, or select the 
attributes that you want to encrypt from the  list Available Attributes for Encryption
to the  list, and click .Attributes Selected for Encryption Next
You cannot update attributes if users have already been created in the organization.

On the Update Administrators page, update the administrators who will manage the 
organization, and click .Next

On the Configure Account Type page, configure the account types by moving them 
from the list to the  list and click .Available  Selected Next
You cannot deselect global account types.

On the Configure Account Custom Attributes page, add custom attributes for the 
accounts and click .Next
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On the Configure Email/Telephone Type page, configure the mandatory and optional 
Email address and Telephone Type for the users, and click  to complete the Save
process.

If the organization was created , then Edit Organization page in the LDAP repository
appears. To update the organization details:

Use the information in Creating Organizations in LDAP Repository to update the fields, 
as required, and click  to display the page to edit the Repository Attribute Next
Mappings.

Except for the UserName mapping, you can edit the other mappings. Click  to Next
display the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page.

On the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page,  if you want Use Global Configuration
to use the global settings for your attribute encryption set configuration, or select the 
attributes that you want to encrypt from the  list Available Attributes for Encryption
to the  list, and click .Attributes Selected for encryption Next

You cannot update the attributes if users have already been created in the 
organization. In the case of LDAP, even a simple search operation for users in the 
LDAP repository registers the users in the database. So, you cannot update the 
attributes if you have searched for users in the LDAP repository.

On the Update Administrators page, update the administrators who will manage the 
organization and click Next.

On the Configure Account Type page, configure the account types by moving them 
from the list to the  list and click to save your changes and Available  Selected Update 
complete the process.
You cannot deselect global account types.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all

Updating CA Risk Authentication Specific Configurations

To update the CA Risk Authentication configurations of an organization:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button to display a list of organizations matching the search criteria.Search

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization to display the Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab to display the links for CA Risk CA Risk Authentication Configuration
Authentication configurations in the task panel.
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Uploading Users and User Accounts in Bulk
CA Risk Authentication now allows you to upload users and user accounts in bulk through CA 
Advanced Authentication. You need a comma-separated value (CSV) input file to upload 
information for multiple users and user accounts.

Uploading Users in Bulk

The first line in the CSV input file to upload users must be as follows:

#UserID,fName,mName,lName,status,pam,pamURL,EmailAddr,telephoneNumber,INFOLIST#

Caution: The preceding first (template) line is required. If you do not specify always 
this line, then the bulk user upload operation will fail.

Note the following when you create the csv input file to upload users:

The csv file should have one header starting and ending with #. All the other field names 
should be provided between these # symbols.

Only the UserID entry is mandatory. The other entries are optional.

If the user you are trying to upload already exists, the user details are updated.

You can provide up to five email addresses and five telephone numbers. In this case, you 
must specify the header, as follows:

#UserID,fName,mName,lName,status,pam,pamURL,EmailAddr,EMAIL.2,EMAIL.3,EMAIL.4,
EMAIL.5,telephoneNumber,PHONE.2,PHONE.3,PHONE.4,PHONE.5,INFOLIST#

The entries in the file are described in the following table.

Entry Description

UserID The unique ID of the user.

fName The first name of the user.

mName The middle name of the user.

lName The last name of the user.

status The status of the user. Possible values are:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

pam The personal authentication message

pamURL The URL where the user’s personal authentication message image is available

EmailAddr The contact email ID of the user.

telephoneNumber The complete phone number of the user with the international code. For 
example, US phone numbers should start with 1.

INFOLIST Additional information about the user. Values must be separated by semi-
colons. For example:

age=25;favsport=cricket
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A sample file, for example, can contain:

#UserID,fName,lName,status,EmailAddr,telephoneNumber,PHONE.2,INFOLIST#
mparker,martin,parker,ACTIVE,mparker@ca.com,12345,9999,age=29;favsport=cricket
jhume,john,hume,ACTIVE,jhume@ca.com,3939292,203939393,age=32;favbook=fiction
fantony,francis,antony,ACTIVE,fantony@ca.com,130203,29888,age=25;favfood=pizza#

Uploading User Accounts in Bulk

The first line in the CSV input file to upload user accounts must be as follows:

#UserID,accountType,accountID,status,accountIDAttribute1,accountIDAttribute2,
accountIDAttribute3,customAttr1,customAttr2,customAttr3,customAttr4,customAttr5,
customAttr6,customAttr7,customAttr8,customAttr9,customAttr10#

Caution: The preceding first (template) line is required. If you do not specify always 
this line, then the bulk user account upload operation will fail.

Note the following when you create the csv input file to upload user accounts:

Only the UserID, accountType, and accountID entries are mandatory. The other entries are 
optional.

You must have created the user in the system.

You must have created the account type and assigned it to the organization.

You must have created custom attributes for the account type.

You can provide up to 10 custom attributes for an account type.

The entries in the file are described in the following table.

Entry Description

UserID The unique ID of the user.

accountType The account type associated with the accountID.

accountID The alternate ID of the user.

status The status of the account ID. Possible values are:

[0-9]: INITIAL

[10-19]: ACTIVE

[20-29]: INACTIVE

accountIDAttribute1 Attribute of the accountID.

You can provide up to a maximum of three account ID attributes.

customAttr1 Custom attribute for the user account.

A sample file, for example, can contain:

#UserID,accountType,accountID,status,accountIDAttribute1,accountIDAttribute2,
accountIDAttribute3,customAttr1,customAttr2#

prush,ONLINE_BANKING,OB_ID1,10,login,password,image,chicago,music
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prush,ONLINE_BANKING,OB_ID1,10,login,password,image,chicago,music
jhume,SAVINGS,SA_ID1,10,interest,deposit,check,florida,soccer

To create multiple users and user accounts in the CA Risk Authentication database:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select the organization to which you want to upload users and user accounts in bulk.

Under the  section, click the  link to display Basic Organization Information Bulk Upload
the Bulk Data Upload page.

In the section:Bulk Upload 

Select  or  from the  Upload User Accounts Upload Users Bulk Upload Operation
drop-down list.

Click  to navigate to the required csv file that contains the user account or Browse
user entries.

Provide a  for the operation.Description

Click  to upload user accounts or users in bulk.Upload

After the operation completes, you will see a Request ID in the message.

( ) Carefully note the Request ID.IMPORTANT
You will need it to view the status of the bulk data upload operation.

Viewing the Status of the Bulk Data Upload Request
To view the status of the bulk data upload request:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to perform this 
operation.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select the organization for which you want to view the status of the bulk upload request.
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Under the  section, click the  link to Basic Organization Information View Bulk Requests
display the Search Bulk Requests page.

In the Search Bulk Requests page:

Enter the Request ID that you noted down earlier in Step 10 in "Uploading Users 
and User Accounts in Bulk".
or

Select a  based on which you want to view the bulk request.Status
or

Select an , depending on whether you want to view  or Operation Upload Users
requests.Upload User Accounts 

Click  to display the table.Search

In case of failure, click the  link to get more information on the bulk request.Request ID

Click the link to view the reason why the operation failed.No. of failed operations 

In the case of failed operations for a request, the  button is enabled. Click Export Failures Export 
 to export all the failed operations to a csv file. You can then correct the errors in the Failures

exported file, and resubmit the file for bulk upload.

Refreshing Organization Cache
Organization configurations that do not refer to the global configuration, such as attribute 
encryption set, localization configuration, and email and telephone types are cached at the 
organization level. Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect, when you make 
changes to these configurations at the organization level.

The MA can refresh the cache of all organizations. The GA and OA can refresh the 
cache of all organizations within their scope.

To refresh the organization cache:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to refresh the 
organization cache.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select the organizations whose cache you want to refresh.

Click .Refresh Cache

Click  in the dialog to confirm your cache refresh request.OK
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Click  in the dialog to confirm your cache refresh request.OK
A message with a Request ID for the current cache refresh request is displayed. You can 
check the status of your cache refresh request by clicking the  Check Cache Refresh Status
link and selecting this .Request ID

Refreshing the cache of one organization does not affect the response time of 
transactions going on at that time for other organizations.

Deactivating Organizations
When you want to prevent all administrators of an organization from logging in to CA Advanced 
Authentication and end users of the organization from authenticating to your application by 
using CA Risk Authentication mechanisms, you deactivate the organization.

Privileges Required

To deactivate an organization, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and 
scope. The MA can deactivate all organizations. GAs and OAs can deactivate all organizations in 
their scope.

Deactivating Organizations

To deactivate one or more organizations:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to deactivate the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to deactivate.

Click  to disable the selected organizations.Deactivate
A message box appears.

Click to confirm the deactivation.OK 

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Activating Organizations

You might need to activate a deactivated organization. In this case, you must select the  Inactive
option while specifying the search criteria on the Search Organization page.

Privileges Required
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To activate an organization, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and scope. 
The MA can activate all organizations. GAs and OAs can activate all organizations in their scope.

Activating Organizations

To activate a deactivated organization:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to activate the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to activate again.

Click  to activate the selected organizations.Activate
A message appears.

Click to confirm the activation.OK 

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Activating Organizations in Initial Stage
Sometimes you might start creating an organization, but not activate it. For example, you might 
specify the  and  on the Create Organization page, Organization Information User Data Location
but not specify the details of the LDAP repository or the administrators who will manage the 
organization. In such cases, the organization is created, but is not active and is not typically 
visible in searches (unless you search by selecting the  option).Initial

Such organizations remain in the Initial state in the system, unless you activate them. Later, if you 
try to create a new organization with the same details as an organization in Initial state, the 
system does not allow you to, because the organization exists.

Privileges Required

To activate an organization in Initial state, you must ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope. MA can activate all organizations. GAs and OAs can activate all 
organizations in their scope.

Activating Organizations in Initial State

To activate an organization that is in the  state:Initial

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
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Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the partial or complete information of the required organization and select the 
 option.Initial

Click  to display the page, with all the matches for the specified criteria.Search

Select the organizations that you want to activate.

Click  to enable the selected organizations. A message appears.Activate

Click to confirm the activation.OK 

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Deleting Organizations
After an organization is deleted, the administrators associated with the organization can no 
longer log in to it by using CA Advanced Authentication and the end users who belong to this 
organization cannot authenticate. However, the information related to the organization is still 
maintained in the system. The administrator who has scope on the deleted organization can read 
the organization details.

Privileges Required

To delete an organization, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and scope. 
The MA can delete all organizations. GAs and OAs can delete all organizations in their scope.

Deleting Organizations

To delete an organization:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to delete the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to delete, and click .Delete
A message appears.

Click to confirm the deletion.OK 
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Organization-specific CA Risk Authentication 
Configurations

Note: To manage the configurations of an organization, you (Organization 
) must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and scope.Administrator

A   manage any organization-specific configurations. GAs Master Administrator cannot
and OAs can manage the configurations for all organizations in their scope.

Although you can create a copy of the 'templated' rule settings that are configured by the Global 
Administrators (GAs) (as discussed in Managing Global Configurations), you might want to 
override them to meet the specific business requirements of the organizations in your purview.

When you set rule configurations at the level of an organization, the changes are restricted to the 
specific organization where they were set. Also, the changes you make to the configurations are 

 applied automatically. Refresh all server instances to apply these configuration changes.not

As an OA, if you have the scope on the given organizations, then you can perform the following 
tasks:

Accessing Organization-Specific CA Risk Authentication Configurations

Creating Rulesets

Assigning Rulesets

Using Global Rule Configurations

Configuring CA Risk Authentication for An Organization

Accessing Organization Specific CA Risk Authentication Configurations
The organization-specific configurations are similar to the global configurations, but the 
navigation paths in the interface differ. To access the task page for performing the organization-
specific configurations:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the 
organization.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the  button.Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.
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Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration 
The organization-specific configuration links are displayed in the tasks pane.

Configure the required rulesets and risk evaluation rules.

Creating Rulesets
As discussed in "Understanding Rulesets", a ruleset is a collection of rules that are configured by 
a Global Administrator (GA) or an Organization Administrator (OA).

Important! If created by a GA, a ruleset is only available for copying for individual 
. Therefore, an OA must either create a new ruleset by copying the global organizations

ruleset, or must re-create the ruleset again at the organization level.

See "Creating Rulesets" for detailed information about how to create a ruleset.

Important! After you create a ruleset, ensure you  it to production for it to be migrate
available for activation.

Assigning Rules
After an OA creates a ruleset for their organization and migrates it to production, you must 
activate this ruleset for an organization within your scope for it to take effect. To assign an 
existing ruleset to the current organization:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to assign rulesets.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section, click the  link.Ruleset Assign Ruleset
The Assign Ruleset page appears.
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Select the ruleset that you want to activate from the  list.Select Ruleset to assign

Click  to make the specified ruleset active for the current organization.Save

Deleting Rulesets
This release of CA Risk Authentication allows you to delete rulesets that are not currently 
assigned to an organization. To delete a ruleset:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to delete rulesets.

Activate the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the  column, click the < > link for the required Organization ORGANIZATION_NAME
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the  tab.CA Risk Authentication Configuration

Under the  section, click the  link.Ruleset Delete Ruleset
The Delete Ruleset page appears.

Select the Ruleset that you want to delete.

Click .Delete

Click in the confirmation message box to complete the task.OK 
The ruleset is deleted.

Using Global Rule Configurations
Although you can change the rule configurations individually for every organization in your scope, 
it is possible most of your organizations are using the same configuration settings repeatedly. 
Also, setting rule configurations for individual organizations can be a cumbersome task if a large 
number of organizations are configured. In this case, you might want to tweak the global 
configurations set by a GA for the rules so that you do not need to specify the same setting every 
time.

When a GA, who has scope to your organizations, sets rule configurations at the global level, all 
your organizations inherit these settings. You can use these settings .by creating a copy

Use the  section that you see on the Create Ruleset page. The section is Advanced Option
collapsed, and click on the  sign to expand the section and see the available option.+

You have the option to copy the configuration from an existing Ruleset.

Select the  option, and then select the name of the ruleset whose Copy from an Existing Ruleset
configuration you want to copy from the drop-down list.
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Configuring CA Risk Authentication for an Organization
In addition to creating and assigning rulesets, as an Organization Administrator (OA), you can 
perform most of the tasks mentioned in "Managing Global Configurations". These include:

Configuring the out-of-the-box rules for the organizations in your scope.
See "Configuring Out-of-the-Box Rules" for detailed steps.

Deploying new rules for the organizations in your scope.
See "Adding New Rules" for detailed steps.

Configuring Callouts for the organizations in your scope.
See "Configuring Callouts" for detailed steps.

Migrating configurations to production for the organizations in your scope.
See "Migrating to Production" for detailed steps.

Understanding Rulesets
A  is a collection of one or more CA Risk Authentication rules ("Evaluation Rules" as well as ruleset
"Scoring Engine") that you have configured, along with their execution order and scoring priority. 
Each ruleset can be different from the other in terms of:

Set of configured rules

Score and priority for each rule in the set

Enabling or disabling of rules in the set

Configured parameters and data for each rule

As a GA, you can configure multiple global rulesets that are available to all the organizations. 
These rulesets can then be used by other GAs or OAs of these organizations to create new 
rulesets simply by "copying from" an existing ruleset. In addition, the "copied" rules within a 
ruleset can also be edited. This not only significantly saves the time and effort required for 
individually configuring each rule again for organizations, but also reduces the number of errors.

Important! CA Risk Authentication is shipped with an out-of-the-box global ruleset 
called .DEFAULT

Administrators
The types of administrators and their roles and responsibilities depend on the size of your 
deployment. A small, single-organization deployment can have simply one Master Administrator 
(MA) and a Global Administrator (GA) who administers the organization for end users. On the 
other hand, a large multiorganization deployment can find it necessary to have multiple GAs 
who, based on the complexity of the deployment and the number of end users, can further 
delegate their organization and user management duties among several Organization 
Administrators (OAs) and User Administrators (UAs).

See "Supported Roles" for information about supported administrative roles. This section covers 
the following administrator management operations:
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Creating Administrators

Changing Profile Information for Administrators

Searching Administrators

Updating Administrator Information

Changing Administrator Role to User

Configuring Account IDs for Administrators

Deactivating Administrators

Deactivating Administrators Temporarily

Activating Administrators

Deleting Administrators

Note: In addition to the operations discussed in this section, the Master Administrator 
has the right to create "Custom Roles" that are derived from the existing default roles 
that are supported by CA Risk Authentication.

Creating Administrators
An administrator can create other administrators who belong to the same level or to the lower 
levels in the administrative hierarchy and can have the same or lesser scope. For example:

The MA can create all other types of administrators.

GAs can create the following  their scope:within

Other GAs

OAs

UAs

OAs can create the following  their scope:within

Other OAs

UAs

To create an administrator in an organization that is configured for a Basic Username-Password 
credential:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create the 
administrative user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators
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Under the  section, click the  link Manage Users and Administrators Create Administrator
to display the Create Administrator page.

In the  section, enter the details of the administrator. The following Administrator Details
table explains the fields on this page.

Input Description

User Name The unique user name for the administrator.

Organization The display name of the organization to which the administrator belongs.

Note: This is  the organization that this administrator manages.not

First Name The first name of the administrator.

Middle Name

(optional)

The middle name, if any, of the administrator.

Last Name The last name of the administrator.

In the  section, enter the email address of the administrator for the  Email Address(es)
email types that are configured for the organization.

In the section, enter the phone number to contact the Telephone Number(s) 
administrator.
If multiple telephone types are configured, ensure you enter values for all the mandatory 
telephone types.

In the  section, enter the  and  of any attributes you want Custom Attributes Name Value
to add, such as office location.

Click  to proceed.Next
The next page appears.

On this page:

Specify the role of the new administrator from the  drop-down list.Role

In the  section, set and confirm the password for the administrator.Set Password

In the  section, select the organizations that the administrator will have Manages
scope on, and will perform one of the following:

Select the  option, if you want the administrator to manage all All Organizations
current and future organizations in the system.
Or

Select the required organizations from the  list and click Available Organizations
the  button to add these organizations to the  list.> Selected Organizations

The  list displays  the organizations that are available in the Available Organizations all
scope of the administrator creating this account. The  displays Selected Organizations
the list of organizations that you have selected for the administrator to manage.

Click  to save the changes, create the account, and activate it.Create

Communicate the new password to the administrator.
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Changing Profile Information for Administrators
The profile information for an account includes:

Personal information (first, middle, and last names and contact information).

Password for the account.

Administrator preferences, such as Preferred Organization (the organization that will be 
selected by default in the  fields for all administrator-related tasks that you Organization
might perform in future), date time format, locale, and timezone information.

Note: An administrator can change their account’s profile information at any time. To 
change the information for any other administrative account, see "Updating 
Administrator Information".

To change the administrator profile information for your account, if it was created with basic 
Username-Password credential:

Ensure that you are logged in to your account.

In the  frame, click the <ADMINISTRATORNAME> link to display the My Profile Header
page.

Edit the required settings in the sections on this page:

Edit the fields in the  section, as needed.Personal Information

If you want to change the current password, then in the  section, Change Password
enter the  and specify a new password in the  Current Password, New Password
and  fields.Confirm Password

In the  section:Administrator Preferences

Select the  option, and select an organization Enable Preferred Organization
from the  list. This organization will be selected for all Preferred Organization
administrator-related tasks that you perform from now on.

Specify the preferred .Date Time Format

Select the preferred  for your instance of CA Advanced Authentication.Locale

Select the required option from the  list.Time Zone

Click  to change the profile information.Save
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Searching Administrators

Note: As long as you do not need to update, activate, or deactivate an administrative 
account, you do not need privileges to search. However, you  have the scope over must
the organizations that the administrator belongs to. For example, a UA can search for 
administrators in the target organization  that organization is in their purview.if

To search for administrators with the specified criteria:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Specify the search criteria to display the list of administrators. You can:

Search for administrators by specifying the partial or complete information of the 
administrator in the fields on this page.

Search for administrators by specifying the Display Name of the organization.

Search for administrators by not specifying any criteria and simply clicking .Search

Click the  link to display the Advanced Search page to search for the Advanced Search
required administrators by specifying their Status or Role.

Note: In the section, you can search for  based on the User Status Current Users
user status (Active, Inactive, or Initial) or you can search for .Deleted Users

Select  if you want to search for administrators who are based Enable search by Accounts
on account IDs also.

Specify the required details of the administrators and click .Search
A list of administrators matching the search criteria appears.

Updating Administrator Information

Note: To update administrator information, ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope. The MA can update any administrator. The GAs can update all the 
administrators (including other GAs) in their scope,  the MA account. The OAs except
can update all other OAs and UAs in their purview, while UAs can only update their 
peers within their scope.
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To update the basic details of an administrator (such as first, middle, and last names, contact 
information) and their administrative role, password, and management scope:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to update the administrative 
user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the corresponding page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the administrator whose account you want 
to update (as discussed in the preceding section) and click .Search
A list of administrators matching the search criteria appears.

Click the < > link of the administrator whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: This page also displays the  ( , User Account Information Account Type
, and ) if any account type was configured.AccountID Status

Click  to change the administrator information about this page.Edit

In the  section, edit the required fields ( , , and User Details First Name Middle Name Last 
)Name .

In the section, edit the email addresses for the email types that are Email Address(es)  
configured for the organization.

In the  section, edit the telephone numbers for the telephone types  Telephone Number(s)
that are configured for the organization.

In the  section, edit the  and  of the custom attributes.Custom Attributes Name Value

You can either click  to save the changes that are made and return to the User Save
Information page,  you can click  to proceed with more configurations.or Next

Note: If you do not see a  button, it means that no account type has been Next
configured for the organization. In this case, click Update Administrator Details 
and go to Step 14.

If you click , then the User Account page appears.Next

In the  section: User Account

Edit the  and  fields.Account Type Status

Expand  to add  for the account ID.Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes
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Note: If this is the first account ID you are creating, you must click to add Add 
an account ID before you can update it. For more information about adding an 
account ID, see "Creating Account IDs".

Click  .Update Administrator Details
The  page appears.Update Administrator

In the  section on this page, change the role of the administrator by using the  Role Role
drop-down list.

In the  section:Set Password

Set the  and for the administrator. Password Confirm Password 

Select  to lock the credentials of the administrator for the , Lock Credential Lock Period
which you can specify in the  and  fields.From To

In the  section, select the organizations that the administrator manages.Manages
You can also remove the organization from the scope of the administrator by moving the 
specific organization from  to .Selected Organizations Available Organizations

Click  to save the updates.Save

Changing Administrator Role to User
You can change the role of an administrator to an user. For example, an administrator in the IT 
department might have moved to the Engineering department. In this case, we would want to 
retain the user details, but remove the administrative privileges for the user.

To change the role of an administrator to user:

Perform Step 1 to Step 13, as described in the preceding section, "Updating Administrator 
Information".
The Update Administrator page appears.

On the Update Administrator page, click  .Change Role to User

Click  in the confirmation dialog box that appears.OK

You get the following message:
Successfully demoted the administrator to user.

Configuring Account IDs for Administrators
An account ID is an alternate ID to identify the user, in addition to the user name. After you have 
configured the account types that your organization will use, you can associate one account ID 
per user for any of these account types. For more information on account types, see "Configuring 
the Account Type".
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Note: To configure an account ID for an account type, you must ensure that you have 
the appropriate privileges and scope to update the user account. The MA can update 
any user account. The GAs can update all user accounts in their scope. The OAs and 
UAs can update the user accounts in their purview.

Deactivating Administrators
To prevent an administrator from logging in to their account for security reasons, you can 
deactivate them instead of deleting them. If you deactivate an administrator, the administrator is 
locked out of their account, and cannot log in unless the account is re-activated again.

Note: To deactivate an administrator, you must ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope. The MA can deactivate any administrator, while GAs can 
deactivate all administrators (including other GAs) in their scope,  the MA except
account. The OAs can deactivate all other OAs and the UAs in their purview, while UAs 
can only deactivate their peers within their scope.

To deactivate an administrator:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to deactivate the administrator.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the administrator whose account you want 
to deactivate and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more administrators you want to deactivate.

Click  to deactivate the selected administrator.Deactivate

Deactivating Administrators Temporarily
Temporarily deactivating the administrator differs from  the administrator (see deactivating
"Deactivating Administrators"). When you temporarily deactivate the administrator, the 
administrator is automatically activated when the end of the lock period is reached. But when 
you deactivate an administrator, you must manually activate them again whenever you want to 
provide access to them.

To temporarily deactivate an administrator, you must specify the  and Start Lock Date End Lock 
 for the period that you want the administrator to be locked. When the  is Date End Lock Date

reached, the administrator is automatically activated.

To temporarily deactivate an administrator:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to deactivate the administrator.
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Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to deactivate the administrator.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the administrator whose account you want 
to deactivate and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more administrators you want to deactivate temporarily.

Click .Deactivate Temporarily
The Deactivate User Temporarily dialog box appears.

In the  section, select the start lock  and the .Starting From Date Time

In the  section, select the end lock  and the .To  Date Time

Click  to save your changes.Save

Note: If you do not specify any value for the fields, the account is Starting From 
locked from the current time. If you do not specify an end lock , the  Date
account is locked forever.

Activating Administrators
You might need to activate a deactivated administrator. For example, you might deactivate an 
administrator if the administrator is on long vacation. This helps prevent unauthorized access to 
that administrator information.

You cannot search directly for the deactivated administrators by specifying the search criteria 
and clicking the  button on the Search Users and Administrators page. You  perform Search must
an  for such administrators and use the  option in the Advanced Search Inactive Current Users 
section to search.

Note: To activate an administrator, you must ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope. The MA can activate any administrator, while the GAs can 
activate all administrators (including other GAs) in their scope,  the MA. The OAs except
can activate all other OAs and UAs in their purview, while the UAs can only activate 
their peers within their scope.

To activate a deactivated administrator:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to activate the administrator.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators
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Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Click the  link to search for  based on their status (active or Advanced Search Current Users
inactive).
The Advanced Search page appears.

Enter the partial or complete information of the administrator in the  section.User Details

In the  section, for , select the  and options to User Status Current Users Inactive Initial 
search for all inactive or initial administrators.

Click  to display the list of all administrators matching the search criteria.Search

Select the administrators you want to activate.

Click  to activate the administrator.Activate

Deleting Administrators
Administrator information in CA Risk Authentication includes personal information (first name, 
middle name, last name, email address, and telephone number), credentials, and accounts. 
When you delete an administrator from CA Advanced Authentication, the credential and account 
information must also be deleted along with the personal information. CA Risk Authentication 
supports the cascaded user deletion feature by which all credential, account, and risk-related 
information for an administrator is also deleted when the administrator is deleted.

If you create a new administrator with the same name as a previously deleted administrator, 
then the new administrator  automatically assume the privileges of the previously does not
deleted administrator. If you need to duplicate a deleted administrator, then you must manually 
re-create all privileges.

Note: To delete an administrator, you must ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope. The MA can delete any administrator, while the GAs can delete all 
administrators (including other GAs) in their scope,  the MA account. The OAs except
can delete all other OAs and UAs in their purview.

However, the UAs  delete their peers within their scope.cannot

To delete an administrator:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to delete the administrator.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the administrator you want to delete and 
click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active, inactive, or initial) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more administrators you want to delete.
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Select one or more administrators you want to delete.

Click .Delete

Note: Even though you have deleted the administrator, their account 
information is still maintained in the database.

User Administration
CA Risk Authentication works with your application to manage strong authentication for 
administrators and end users. CA Risk Authentication allows you to create users directly through 
Administration ConsoleCA Advanced Authentication. Managing user information is a critical part 
of maintaining a secure system. The end user management operations supported by CA Risk 
Authentication for this purpose include:

Creating Users

Searching Users

Updating User Information

Promoting Users to Administrators

Configuring Account IDs for Users

Deactivating Users

Deactivating Users Temporarily

Activating Users

Deleting Users

Creating Users
Every end user of your online application system is referred to as a user in Administration 
Console. Global Administrators (GAs), Organization Administrators (OAs), and User 
Administrators (UAs) can create users for organizations within their scope.

To create a user:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create the user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the  link to display Manage Users and Administrators Create User
the Create User page.

In the  section, enter the details of the user. The following table explains the User Details
fields on this page.
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Field Description

User Name The unique user name.

Organization The display name of the organization to which the user belongs.

First Name (optional) The first name of the user.

Middle Name

(optional)

The middle name, if any, of the user.

Last Name

(optional)

The last name of the user.

In the  section, enter the email address of the user. Email Address(es)

In the section, enter the phone number to contact the user.Telephone Number(s) 

Select whether you want the user to be in the  state or you want to make the user Initial
.Active

In the  section, enter the  and  of any attributes you want Custom Attributes Name Value
to add, such as office location.

Click to create the user.Create User 

Searching Users

Note: As long as you do not need to create, update, activate, or deactivate a user, you 
do not need privileges to search. However, you  have the scope over the must
organization that the target user belongs to. For example, a GA from one organization 
can search for users in another organization,  that organization is in their purview.if

To search for users with the specified criteria:

Ensure that you are logged in with the appropriate scope.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Specify the search criteria to display the list of users. You can:

Search for users by specifying the partial or complete information of the user in the 
fields on this page.

Note: Specifying partial information in the fields works only if the fields are  not
marked for encryption. If any of the fields on this page have been marked for 
encryption, then you  specify the complete value for the search to must
function properly.
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Search for users by specifying the organization's Display Name.

Search for users by not specifying any criteria and just clicking .Search

Click the  link to display the Advanced Search page to search for Advanced Search
users by specifying their Status or Role.

Specify the required details of the users and click .Search
A list of users matching the search criteria appears.

Updating User Information

Note: To update a user’s account settings, you must ensure that you have the 
appropriate privileges and scope. The MA can update information of any user. The GAs 
can update all users in their scope. The OAs and UAs can update information for users 
in their purview.

To update a user’s basic details (such as first, middle, and last names, contact information):

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the user 
information.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user whose account you want to update 
(as discussed in the preceding section) and click .Search
A list of administrators matching the search criteria appears.

Click the < > link of the user whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: The Basic User Information page also displays the User Account 
 ( , , and ) if any account type was Information Account Type AccountID Status

configured.

Click  to change the user information on this page.Edit

In the section, edit the required fields ( , , User Details First Name Middle Name Last Name
).

In the  section, edit the email addresses for the email types configured Email Address(es)  
for the organization.

In the  section, edit the telephone numbers for the telephone types  Telephone Number(s)
configured for the organization.

Update the , if required.User Status
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Edit the and of if required.Name Value Custom Attributes, 

You can either click  to save the changes made and return to the User Information Save
page,  you can click  to proceed with additional configurations.or Next

Note: The button is available only if you have configured accounts for the Next 
organization.

If you click , then the User Account page appears.Next

In the  section: User Account

Edit the , if required.Status

Expand  to add  and for Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes Custom Attributes 
the account ID.

Note: If this is the first account ID you are creating, you must click to add Add 
an account ID before you can update it. For more information on adding an 
account ID, see "Creating Account IDs".

Click to save your changes.Update 

Promoting Users to Administrators

Note: To promote a user to an administrator, you must ensure that you have the 
appropriate privileges and scope. The MA can promote any user. The GAs can promote 
users to OA, UA, or GA for organizations within their administrative purview. The OAs 
can promote users to OA or UA for organizations within their administrative purview. 
The not promote users to administrators.UAs can

To update a user’s administrative role, password, and management scope:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to create 
administrators and update the user information.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user whose account you want to update 
(as discussed in the preceding section) and click .Search
A list of users matching the search criteria appears.
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Click the < > link of the user whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Click  to open the Update User page.Edit

If the user’s , ,  are not First Name Last Name Email address(es), Telephone Number(s)
specified, enter the same. These attributes are mandatory for administrators.

Click to display the User Account page.Next 

Note: If no account type is configured for the user’s organization, then the 
 button is displayed in the Update User page Change Role to Administrator

itself.

On the User Account page, click to display the Create Change Role to Administrator 
Administrator page.

On this page:

Specify the role of the new administrator from the  drop-down list.Role

Enter the password for the administrator in the  and  Password Confirm Password
fields.

In the  section, select the organizations that the administrator will have Manages
scope on, and perform the following:

Select the  option, if you want the administrator to manage all All Organizations
current and future organizations in the system.
or

Select the required organizations from the  list and click Available Organizations
the  button to add these organization to the  list.> Selected Organizations

The  list displays  the organizations that are available in the Available Organizations all
scope of the logged in administrator. The  displays the list of Selected Organizations
organizations that you have selected for the administrator to manage.

Click  to save the changes and create and activate the administrator.Create

Configuring Account IDs for Users
An account ID is an alternate ID to identify the user, in addition to the user name. After you have 
configured the account types that your organization will use, you can associate one account ID 
per user for any of these account types. For more information on account types, see "Configuring 
the Account Type".
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Note: To configure an account ID for an account type, you must ensure that you have 
the appropriate privileges and scope to update the user. The MA can update any user. 
The GAs can update all users in their scope. The OAs and UAs can update the users in 
their purview.

Creating Account IDs

To create an account ID:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to update the user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user for whom you want to create the 
account ID, and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Click the < > link of the user whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: This page also displays the  ( , User Account Information Account Type
, and ) for the account types configured.AccountID Status

Click  to open the Update User page.Edit

Click to display the User Account page.Next 

Select the  for which you want to add the account ID.Account Type

Specify the unique  in the text box.AccountID
This combination of account type and account ID will be used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. You must ensure that the account type and account ID 
combination is unique for a particular organization.

Select the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

If required, expand the section, and do the following:Advanced Attributes 

Provide  for the account ID.AccountID Attributes

Note: You can specify up to a maximum of three attributes for any account ID.

Click  to add the account ID.Add
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Updating Account IDs

Note: You cannot change the account ID once it is created. You can only change the 
status of the user account and add account ID attributes.

To update an account ID:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in "Creating Account IDs" to display the User Account  
page.

Select the  for which you want to update the account ID.Account Type

If required, change the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

If required, expand the section, and provide  Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes
and  for the account ID you are updating.Custom Attributes

Click .Update

Deleting Account IDs

To delete an account ID:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in Creating Account IDs to display the User Account page.

Select the  for which you want to delete the account ID.Account Type

Click .Delete

Deactivating Users
To prevent a user from logging in to their account for security reasons, you can deactivate them 
instead of deleting them. If you deactivate users, then they are locked out of their account, and 
cannot log in unless they are activated again.

Note: To deactivate a user, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges 
and scope. The MA can deactivate any user, while the GAs can deactivate all users 
(including other GAs) within their scope. The OAs and UAs can deactivate all users in 
their purview.

To deactivate a user:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to deactivate the 
user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

https://wiki.ca.com/display/AA/.Configuring+Account+IDs+for+Users+v8.0
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Enter the partial or complete information of the user whose account you want to disable 
and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more users to deactivate.

Click  to deactivate the selected user.Deactivate

Deactivating Users Temporarily
Temporarily deactivating the user differs from  the user (see ). deactivating "Deactivating Users"
When you temporarily deactivate the user, the user is automatically activated when the end of 
the lock period is reached. But when you deactivate a user, you must manually activate them 
again whenever you want to provide access to the user.

To temporarily deactivate a user, you specify the  and  for which Start Lock Date End Lock Date
the user is locked. When the  is reached, the user is automatically activated.End Lock Date

To temporarily deactivate a user:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges and scope to deactivate the 
user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user to deactivate and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more users to deactivate temporarily.

Click .Deactivate Temporarily

The Deactivate User Temporarily page appears.

In the  section, select the start lock  and .Starting From Date Time

In the  section, select the end lock  and .To  Date Time

Click  to save your changes.Save

Note: If you do not specify any value for the fields, the user is Starting From 
locked from the current time. If you do not specify an end lock , the user is  Date
locked forever.
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Activating Users
You might need to activate a deactivated user. For example, you might deactivate an 
administrator if the administrator is on long vacation. This helps to prevent unauthorized access 
to that administrator’s information.

You cannot search directly for deactivated users by specifying the search criteria and clicking the 
 button on the Search Users and Administrators page. You must perform an Search Advanced 
 for such users and use the  option in the section to search.Search Inactive Current Users 

Note: To activate a user, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and 
scope. The MA can activate any user, while the GAs can activate all users within their 
scope. The OAs and UAs can activate all users in their purview.

To activate a locked-out user:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to activate the user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Click the  link to search for  based on their status (active or Advanced Search Current Users
inactive).
The Advanced Search page appears.

Enter the partial or complete information of the user in  section.User Details

In the  section, for , select the  and options to User Status Current Users Inactive Initial 
search for all inactive or initial users.

Click  to display the list of all users matching the search criteria.Search

Select the users you want to activate.

Click  to activate the user.Activate

Deleting Users
User information in RiskMinder includes personal information (first name, middle name, last 
name, email address, and telephone number), credentials, and accounts. When you delete a user 
from Administration Console, the credential and account information must also be deleted along 
with the personal information. RiskMinder supports the cascaded user deletion feature by which 
all credential, account, and risk-related information for a user is also deleted when the user is 
deleted.

If you create a new user with the same name as a previously deleted user, then the new user 
 automatically assume the privileges of the previously deleted user. If you need to does not

duplicate a deleted user, then you must manually re-create all privileges.

Note: To delete a user, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and 
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Note: To delete a user, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges and 
scope. The MA can delete any user, while the GAs can delete all users (including other 
GAs),  the MA account, within their scope. The OAs and UAs can delete all users except
in their purview.

To delete a user:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges to delete the user.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user you want to delete and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for users based on their status Advanced Search
(active, inactive, or initial) or their roles (User).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more users you want to delete.

Click .Delete

Note: After you delete a user, the user information is deleted from the 
database. However, the user history is archived for billing purposes.

Administration Tools
The following table shows the location of each tool:

Tool Location

DBUtil On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\wininstall_location

On UNIX Platforms:

< >/arcot/tools/< >install_location platform_name

arrfversion On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\bin\install_location

On UNIX Platforms:

< >/arcot/bin/install_location

arrfclient

arrfserver

arrfupload
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DBUtil
During RiskMinder installation, the installer collects the information to connect to the RiskMinder 
database. After the installation is completed, this information is stored in an encrypted format in 
a file named securestore.enc. This file stores the following encrypted information for connecting 
to the RiskMinder database:

Database user name and password (Used by RiskMinder Server to connect to the database.)

Master key (Used for encrypting the database user name and password that is stored in 
securestore.enc.)

RiskMinder supports both software and hardware modes to protect the data. The DBUtil tool can 
be used to perform database operations for both the modes.

To add a new database user name, password, or DSN or change the master key value any time 
 installation, use the DBUtil tool to perform these tasks.after

DBUtil Options

The following table lists the options for dbutil. In this table,  pair refers to either DSN, key-value
password, or database username/password pair. The CA Risk Authentication Server uses the DSN
/password. The user name/password is used by CA Advanced Authentication and User Data 
Service.

Option Description

-h Displays the Help for the tool.

Syntax:

dbutil -h

-init Creates a securestore.enc with the new master key that you specify, as discussed in 
"Updating the Master Key".

Syntax:

dbutil -init key

For example:

dbutil -init MasterKeyNew

dbutil -init RiskFortDatabaseMKNew

Important! This command succeeds only if there is no securestore.enc in the conf 
directory.

-pi Inserts an extra key-value pair into securestore.enc.

Syntax:

dbutil -pi <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

-h HSMPin is required if  is protected by HSM cryptography.securestore.enc
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Option Description

-d HSMModule is optional when  is present. It defaults to "nfast"-h
(NCipher).

For example:

dbutil -pi RiskFortBackupDSN dbapassword

dbutil -pi Jack userpassword

dbutil -pi Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis

Important! Each key can have only one value. If you have already inserted a key-value 
pair, then you cannot insert another value for the same key.

-pu Updates the value for an existing key-value pair in securestore.enc. Use this to update the 
database password.

Syntax:

dbutil -pu <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

For example:

dbutil -pu RiskFortDatabaseDSN newPassword

dbutil -pu Jack userPassword

dbutil -pu Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis

-pd Deletes the specified key-value pair from securestore.enc.

Syntax:

dbutil -pd <key> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

For example:

dbutil -pd RiskFortDatabaseDSNOld

dbutil -pd Jack

-i Inserts the specified primary name-value pair in securestore.enc, if hardware-based 
encryption is used to secure the data in this file. This is used during server startup to 
provide HSM initialization information.

Syntax:

dbutil -i <primeKey> <HSMPin>

where is the name of the HSM module.primeKey 

For example:

dbutil -i chrysalis hsmpassword

-u Updates the specified primary name-value pair in securestore.enc, if hardware-based 
encryption is used to secure the data in this file.
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Option Description

Syntax:

dbutil -u <primeKey> <HSMPin>

where is the name of the HSM module.primeKey 

For example:

dbutil -u chrysalis newhsmpassword

-d Deletes the specified primary name-value pair from securestore.enc, if hardware-based 
encryption is used to secure the data in this file.

Syntax:

dbutil -d <primeKey>

where is the name of the HSM module.primeKey 

For example:

dbutil -d chrysalis

Updating the Master Key

Note: Because the master key is used for encrypting sensitive information, for security 
reasons, the DBUtil tool  provide any option to view the key value.does not

Specified during the installation, the  is used to encrypt the values in the securestore.master key
enc file. It also encrypts all encryption keys that the product uses. These keys are stored in the CA 
Risk Authentication database.

To change the master key value in securestore.enc, then:

Back up the current securestore.enc file.
The current securestore.enc is available at:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\confinstall_location

On UNIX-based Platforms

< >/arcot/confinstall_location

Delete the securestore.enc in ARCOT_HOME\conf.

Navigate to the following location where DBUtil is available:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\wininstall_location

On UNIX-based Platforms

< >/arcot/tools/< >install_location platform_name
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< >/arcot/tools/< >install_location platform_name

Run the following command:

(For software mode) dbutil -init < >master_key_name
(For hardware mode) dbutil -init < >HSM_Key_Label

The tool re-creates securestore.enc with the master key name that you specify.

Important! If the master key setup fails, contact CA Support for help.

Update the database information in the securestore.enc file.
The CA Risk Authentication installer automatically configures the database username
/password and database DSN/password information in securestore.enc. However, after 
creating a new securestore.enc file, you must manually insert this information in the new 
file. You need to use the dbutil -pi option to do so.
To insert the supplied database values in securestore.enc, use the following commands:

(For software mode) dbutil -pi <  <dbUser> dbPassword>

(For hardware mode) dbutil -pi -h -d<dbUser> <dbPassword> [  HSMPin [  HSMModule]]
In the preceding commands, dbUser is the database user name and dbPassword is the 
password that is associated with the specified user name. For example:
dbutil -pi arcotuser welcome123

Note: The user name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.
The DSN name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.Note: 

If you have performed distributed deployment of CA Risk Authentication, copy the new 
securestore.enc file to all the systems where CA Risk Authentication components are 
installed.

arrfversion
The arrfversion tool enables you to check and display the versions of RiskMinder Rule and Plugin 

 (.dll files on Windows and .so on UNIX-based platforms) that are available at the modules
following directories (relative to ARCOT_HOME):

/ /bin

/plugin/ /rules

/plugin/rules/ /addon

When you contact CA Support for problems that are related to deployment and operation, make 
it a practice to specify the version of the deployed modules. The version helps in faster 
identification and resolution of a problem.

Syntax:

The syntax to use the tool is:

arrfversion   [  ...]<library1_path> <library2_path>
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arrfversion   [  ...]<library1_path> <library2_path>

In the preceding syntax, the < > string specifies the name of an individual module, libraryN_path
such as:

aradminprotocol.dll on Windows

libaradminprotocol.so on UNIX-based platforms

If you do not specify the absolute path of the library module, then the specified module is looked 
up in the folders that are specified by the standard environment variables. For example:

%PATH% for Windows

$LD_LIBRARY_PATH for UNIX-based platforms

Examples:

Windows:

arrfversion ScoreEngine.dll

UNIX-Based Platforms:

arrfversion /opt/arcot/plugins/rules/libaradminprotocol.so

arrfserver
The arrfserver tool enables you to troubleshoot RiskMinder Server connection errors (for 
example, if it is not coming up) and allows you to configure the following setting from the 
command line in interactive mode:

The authentication and authorization settings for RiskMinder Web services.

The RiskMinder settings that are either used rarely or are needed only under certain 
deployment scenarios.

The RiskMinder configurations that are not exposed through Administration Console.

Interactive Mode

The tool provides the -i option to run it in the interactive mode. In this mode all the server 
configurations are done in a similar fashion as that in the service mode, except that the listeners 
are not started.

When run in this mode, the server starts its own console prompt (#). To run the arrfserver tool:

Navigate to the location where the tool is available:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location bin

On UNIX-based platforms:

< >/arcot/ /install_location bin

Run the following command:

arrfserver -i

The tool starts in interactive mode.
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The tool starts in interactive mode.

Specify the options listed in the following table to perform the required task.

Option Description

? Lists the commands for the  the options supported by arrfserver.all

?? Searches the commands that are based on the pattern you provide.

For example, if you enter ?? conf, then all the tool options that match the pattern are 
displayed.

help Explains the specified command in more detail.

For example, if you enter help setsaconf, then the usage of the command is briefly 
explained.

setsaconf Enables you to configure the Web Services APIs that are provided by RiskMinder 
Server for authentication and authorization.

Note: Do use this option.This option was used in the previous release to configure not 
the Web services for authentication and authorization. For more information about 
enabling Web Services for authentication and authorization, see "Configuring Web 
Services Authentication and Authorization".

q Closes the interactive mode.

arrfupload
RiskMinder uses Quova data to identify the geolocation information of a user by using the IP 
address of the system from which the transaction originated. It then uses this data to evaluate 
Negative Country, Negative IP, and Zone Hopping rules.

See "Configuring Untrusted IP Types", "Uploading List Data", and "Configuring Zone Hopping" for 
more information. Also, see "Geolocation and Anonymizer Data" for information about how IP 
geolocation data is used in RiskMinder.

To know more about Quova and their services, go to:

Note: You must download the Quova data regularly. Data files for information related 
to geolocation must be downloaded every week, while the data files related to 
Anonymizer must be downloaded every month. Contact CA Support for the details 
about the download procedure.

The  (arrfupload) is a command-line utility that enables you to Arcot RiskMinder Data Upload Tool
upload the geolocation data from Quova files to the RiskMinder database.

Before You Use the Tool

The riskfortdataupload.ini file controls the behavior of the CA Risk Authentication Data Upload 
tool. It is available at the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location conf

On UNIX Platforms:
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On UNIX Platforms:

< >/arcot/ /install_location conf

Configure the parameters in this file (described in the following table) before you can use the 
tool.

Parameter Default Description

Tables Do 
Not 
Load

The tables that the user can work with.

Possible values are:

GeoPoint

Anonymizer

Load 0 The indicator whether to upload the data to the table or not.

Possible values are:

0 (Do not load)

1 (Load)

Swap 0 The indicator whether to switch CA Risk Authentication configuration to start 
using the table where GeoPoint or GeoAnonymizer data has only been 
uploaded.

Important! The CA Risk Authentication Server cache must be refreshed after 
this change.

Possible values are:

0 (Do not swap)

1 (Swap)

Filename -- The name of the file from which the Quova data has to be loaded.

Important! Mention the absolute path to the file, with the file name.

Note: If both, Load and Swap are set to 1, the table is first loaded and then swapped.

Case Management
Case Management provides your User Administrators (UAs) and Fraud Analysts (FAs) with a 
single unified view of the data related to cases. This enables them to analyze the data more 
efficiently and take faster, better-informed decisions towards resolving the cases. In addition, 
analysts can also constantly track the status and progress of their cases and maintain complete 
case histories with instant access to all related information.
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Important! In this section, some tasks (Case Management Overview) can be performed 
by Customer Support Representatives, some (Fraud Analysis) only by Fraud Analysts, 
and some (New Queue Creation) by Queue Managers. However, an Organization 
Administrator (OA) and a Global Administrator (GA) have all the privileges to handle 
these tasks for the organization(s) in their purview.

This feature enables you to:

Efficiently manage customer service and support

Manage large numbers of cases and investigations

Create actions and tasks with due dates

Assign actions with due dates

Record investigation notes and the resolution provided to the user

Handle cases and tasks more efficiently

Keep clear audit trail or history of actions on a case

Analyze trends

Generate fraud-related reports

Case Management Overview
The Case Management feature enables you to investigate transactions, and intuitively and 
effectively manage the transactions that are marked suspicious. This feature simplifies the 
challenge of recording and documenting every phase of an investigation, creating a clear and 
comprehensive trail of activity. This feature also saves time by automatically creating a report of 
the findings, including a detailed listing of reason, recommendation, geolocation information, 
connection details, and risk assessment details.

Case Basics
The following is a gist of managed cases in CA Advanced Authentication:

All transactions (login, wire transfer, or any transaction that your application is evaluating risk 
for) for a user that result in the  or  advice in the CA Advanced Authentication Deny Alert
system are considered a .case
Meaning, one case can comprise multiple suspicious transactions for a user.

Every case provides information related to the user, transactions details, and case history.
There is a strict 1:1 mapping between a user and open cases. As a result if a case is already 
open for the user, then a new suspicious transaction is added to the existing case. A new case 
is  created if a user already has a case open.not

At any time, a user can only have one open case in the system.

At any time, a view into the case from Administration Console shows all the transactions 
within the case that have not been handled by an administrator and, therefore, their Fraud 
status is still undetermined.

After a case is created in the system, it is not allowed to be closed as long as  the all
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After a case is created in the system, it is not allowed to be closed as long as  the all
transactions within the case are not handled (marked as Fraud or Not A Fraud).
When a Customer Support Representative (CSR) handles all these transactions, they must 
close the case explicitly. Only then the case is considered to be closed.

If a case is closed, then any new warnings or suspect transactions for a given user result in the 
creation of a new case in the system. All new and future transactions are assigned to this new 
case.

Case Management Components
The components of the Case Management module include:

Case Queues

Queue Server

Queue Monitor Thread

Case Dispatcher Module

Expiry Monitor Thread

The following figure illustrates how these components work together.

 
RM_3.1--15_c0001
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Case Queues

A  (or simply a ) is a list of cases that are grouped based on criteria, such as Case Queue Queue
, , , and . CA Date Created  Date Updated  Number of Open Transactions Next Action Date

Advanced Authentication supports multiple Queues for each organization in the system.

The following figure depicts what a typical Queue looks like:

 
RM_3.1--15_c0002

Queues are managed by , and are associated with a Queue Name, Case Order Queue Managers
criteria in the Queue, and Case Priority. Queue Managers can define a new queue. New cases 
that are generated are added to the Queue when a Queue rebuild happens. By default, Queue 
rebuild happens every 30 minutes. The GA can configure this frequency on the Miscellaneous 
Configuration screen. The Queue Manager for an organization can also issue a Queue rebuild 
request from Administration Console. Cases that do not fit into any individual Queue are assigned 
to the DEFAULT queue.

The Queue Manager can assign Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) to work on each Queue, 
depending upon the skill of the CSR or other organization policies.

Note: More than one CSR can be allocated to a Queue in an organization. Also, if there 
are multiple organizations in a CSR’s purview, the CSR can be allocated to multiple 
Queues.
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Queue Server

The  is responsible for:Queue Server

Caching  and Queue-to-Administrator mapping with the help of the Case Queues Queue 
.Monitor Thread

Dispatching the cases in the  to the active Administration Console instances with Case Queues
the help of .Case Dispatcher Module

Maintaining the updated list of expired cases with the help of .Expiry Monitor Thread

Queue Monitor Thread

The  (referred to as ) thread runs at the -end and is Queue Monitor Scheduler Queue Server
responsible for creating the Case Schedule, populating the  with cases, and prepares Case Queues
the Queues for .Case Dispatcher Module

This thread works as follows:

It wakes up at a pre-defined interval and fetches the list of all the latest cases from the 
database where:

At least one transaction shows the Fraud Status as .Undetermined

and

The case has not expired.

Caches the Queues with cases.

Based on the case state and other criteria (such as , Transaction Date Transaction Amount
, or ), the thread assigns the cases into the .Next Action Date Case Queues

For more information on case states, see ."Case States"

When a case is assigned to the Queue, an in-memory list is created for the Queue.

On completion of the case assignment to a Queue, the state of all the assigned cases is 
changed to OPEN.

When the  (CSRs) click the  or Customer Service Representatives Save and Go to Next Case
the  button:Go to Next Case

A request to fetch the next case in the Queue is sent to the  Queue Monitor Thread
via .Queue Server

In response, the  picks the case from the memory queue Case Dispatcher Module
and returns its Case ID to the Administration Console instance from where the 
request originated.

The state of the case is then changed to IN PROGRESS, and the CSRs can work on the case.

On receiving the Case ID, the Administration Console instance fetches all the transactions 
for the case from the database and displays the same to the CSR.
Based on the case review process, the case state can change. See  for more "Case States"
information.
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How the Case Dispatcher Module Works

The  (referred to as ) listens to the case requests from the Case Dispatcher Module Dispatcher
individual CSRs at the -end and "pushes" the cases (as per their order in the Queue) Queue Server
from the  to the individual Administration Console instances on demand.Case Queues

This module works as follows:

When CSR logs in, the Dispatcher receives a request to fetch the next case.

The Dispatcher fetches the next case from the Queue(s) assigned to this CSR.

The Dispatcher acquires a lock on the selected case in the CA Advanced Authentication 
database.

The Dispatcher changes the status of the case from OPEN to INPROGRESS.

The Dispatcher updates the affected table with the name of the CSR from whose 
Administration Console instance the request originated.

The Dispatcher sends the case details back to the Administration Console instance, which 
then fetches the transactions for the case and displays them on the screen for the CSR.

The Administration Console instance also sets a Timeout for the displayed case details.
This prevents the CSR from opening a case page and then not working on it within the pre-
defined time interval. If the current case allocation to the CSR times out, an appropriate 
message is displayed to the CSR. The case subsequently times out and its status is 
changed to OPEN.

If the currently displayed case does  timeout and the CSR moves to the next case in the not
Queue, the case status is changed from INPROGRESS back to OPEN.
The CSR can view the next case by clicking the  button on their screen.Go To Next Case

How the Expiry Monitor Thread Works

The  thread is responsible for marking all the cases that have expired since the last Expiry Monitor
time the thread ran. It wakes up at a much lesser frequency than the .Queue Monitor Thread

This thread works as follows:

At a pre-defined interval the Expiry Monitor fetches a list of all cases:

That are in the OPEN or NEW state.

and

For which the case update time is more than the configured expiration time.

The Expiry Monitor looks for cases that have not been worked upon and for which no new 
alerts have been generated.

Next, the thread updates the status of all cases identified in the preceding step as 
EXPIRED in the CA Advanced Authentication database.

The thread goes back to sleep.
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Case Roles
The Case Management feature supports the following broad categories of roles:

Customer Service Representatives

Queue Managers

Fraud Analysts

Subsection, , summarizes the privileges available to these roles."Case Role Privilege Summary"

The following figure shows the different case roles and the tasks performed by each role.

 
RM_3.1--15_c0003

Customer Service Representatives

Customer Support Representatives (CSRs) are your organization’s interface with the end user.

Customer Calls

At times, the CSRs also handle incoming calls from the end users. In other words, they attend 
customer calls. For example, a customer might call the Call Center because they see transactions 
that they did not perform. In such cases, these operators record the input from the customer, if a 
case for the specified user already exists. If a case does not exist for the customer, then a case is 
generated automatically.

Note: The input collected by CSRs is used by the Fraud Analyst for analyses.

In this case, the CSRs:

Handle user calls.
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Handle user calls.

Record user inputs.
They can take appropriate notes in a free-form field to capture the progress of the 
investigation.

View recent activities of the user.

Add users to the  for a specified duration, based on the user input.Exception User List
The default duration is 10 days, but they can change it as required.

Search for the transactions by the user in the given time period.

Workflow of Cases

They typically review cases that are automatically allocated to them and work on these cases. 
When they start working on a case, the case is marked with their name. As a result, the case will 
not show in another CSR’s screen. However, the  can reassign the case to Queue Managers
another CSR by assigning another CSR to the Queue.

CSRs can also call end users to confirm the authenticity of a suspect transaction. Their main 
activities include:

If required, call the end users to verify if a transaction is fraudulent or not.

Add users to the  for a specified duration, based on the user input.Exception User List
The default duration is 10 days, but they can change it as required.

After reviewing a case, CSRs can update the case. As a result of which, they can change the 
case status from  to one of the following:In Progress

On Hold

Closed

They can also take appropriate notes in a free-form field to capture the progress of the 
investigation.

Queue Managers

Queue Managers (or simply, Supervisors) determine the order in which cases are assigned to the 
Queue. They can:

Create new Queues and assign cases to one of several Queues for their organization.
See " " for more information on how to create a Queue.New Queue Creation

Manage the Queues for all organizations in their scope.
See , for more information on Queues."Case Queues"

Rebuild a Queue.
See " " for more information.Rebuild a Queue

Assign and reassign CSRs to the Queues in their scope.
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Note: By default, Queue Managers  perform the tasks of a Fraud Analyst. cannot
However, you can use  to create a new role based on Queue Manager Custom Roles
and assign the FA privileges to this role.

Fraud Analysts

Fraud Analysts (FAs) research and analyze fraud patterns in transactions to define anti-fraud 
strategies. They analyze the trends in transactions by using the truth data collected by other CSRs 

 the available filters, such as:and

Transactions by the same user in the given time period.

Transactions from the same user device in the given time period.

Transactions from the same IP address in the given time period.

Based on their analyses, FAs can then advise the system administrators on fine-tuning CA 
Advanced Authentication. In addition, if they suspect a transaction to be suspicious, they can 
raise a request for CSRs to call the end user and find more details related to the suspect 
transactions, even if the system had not suspected those transactions previously.

The following list describes the main functions performed by Fraud Analysts:

They can log in and view the list of transactions in real time.

They can set a combination of filter conditions to view transactions for all users over a period 
of time for those matching specific risk status values.

As part of the investigation, the FA can also search for similar transactions. They can define 
the filter to detect similarity based on:

Transactions by the same user in the given time period.

Transactions from the same user device in the given time period.

Transactions from the same IP address in the given time period.

If the transaction set is large, they can also export the data offline and then analyze it.

If they locate suspicious patterns, they can raise alerts on those transactions for further 
investigation by the CSRs. The "alerted" transactions are automatically added to the case for 
the user in question.

Note: Fraud Analysts  update any cases.cannot

Case Role Privilege Summary

The following table summarizes the privileges (Y represents Yes, N represents No) available to the 
case roles discussed in the preceding sections.
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Privilege CSR Queue Manager Fraud Analyst

Manage Inbound Calls Y N N

Work on Cases Y N N

Manage Queues N Y N

Rebuild Queues N Y N

View Queue Status N Y N

Analyze Transactions N N Y

Case States
During its lifecycle, a case can progress through many states.

This section contains the following topics:

New

Open

In Progress

On Hold

Expired

Closed

New

When a user transaction results in  or  advice, then a new case is created for the user, Alert Deny
if a corresponding case does not already exist.

The case remains in the  state until a CSR opens it or the case expires.New

Open

When a CSR opens a new case assigned to them, the case is activated and its state changes to 
. When a case is in the  state, new transactions or events can be added to the case.Open Open

Unless the case state is either  or , every case remains in the  state.On Hold Closed Open

In Progress

While a CSR is working on a case, the case state remains . In other words, when they In Progress
click the  button for the current case or click the  button to move to the Cancel Go To Next Case
next case assigned to them, the currently open case state changes to , or to the state that Open
they explicitly changed the case to.

Note: A CSR and Queue Manager can change the status of a case from  to On Hold In 
.Progress
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On Hold

When a CSR postpones the further investigation of a case by specifying the  for Next Action Date
an  case, the case state changes to .In Progress On Hold

Note: All events that are generated within the time frame of  are Next Action Date
appended to the case.

When the specified  arrives, the case state automatically changes to .Next Action Date Open

Expired

When no CSR works on a  case within a pre-defined number of days, the case state changes New
to .Expired

Note: The time the last transaction was added to the case or was updated is 
considered as the  for the case. The case  is calculated as Starting Date Expiration Date
the Starting Date +  days, where  is a configurable value. The default value for  is N N N

.10 days

New transactions cannot be added to an expired case. A new case (and therefore a new Case ID) 
is created, and the new transactions or events are added to this new case.

Closed

When a CSR resolves an  case and explicitly marks it as , the case state changes to Open Closed
.Closed

The following figure illustrates how the states of a case change.
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RM_3.1--15_c0004

Case Management Workflows
This section contains the following topics:

Case Generation

Case Queuing

Case Assignment

Case Handling

Case Expiry

Fraud Analysis

Case Generation

Typically, cases are created automatically by the system. However, if a case operator manually 
flags a suspicious transaction for a user, or a Fraud Analyst discovers a suspicious pattern in user 
transactions, then they can add the suspicious transactions to the case.

A case is generated when:

The advice for the risk evaluation for a transaction is either  or .Alert Deny

Note: If a case is already open for the user, then this transaction is added to the 
existing case. You can configure this on the Miscellaneous Configurations page.
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A user contacts your Call Center to dispute a transaction.
In this case, the case operator can either refer the disputed transactions for further 
investigation or can mark the transaction as a fraud. In both the cases, the transaction is 
automatically added to a case.

A Fraud Analyst suspects some transactions to be fraudulent (typically, based on patterns 
detected earlier) and marks them for further investigation.

Note: These transactions are then added to the existing case.

Case Queuing

When a case is created and transactions are added to the case, the cases need to be assigned to 
the Queue that belongs to the organization. In addition, CSRs who can work on these cases must 
also be assigned to each Queue. The  plays the pivotal role in this case.Queue Monitor Thread

See  for detailed information on how this thread queues cases."Queue Monitor Thread"

Case Assignment

After a case has been queued, it then needs to be dispatched to each CSR’s screen. The Case 
 plays the pivotal role in this case.Dispatcher Module

See  for detailed information on how this thread dispatches cases."Case Dispatcher Module"

Notes Related to Case Assignment

Some points to remember on this topic are:

A new case is assigned to a CSR from the organization to which the case belongs.

The cases are assigned based on their order in the Case Queue. The order criteria can include:

Next Contact/Action Date

Number of open transactions in the case

Age of the case (Date Created)

How long ago the case was last updated

Every case is eventually handled by a CSR in an organization.

Case Handling

Cases are handled by the CSRs as follows:

A new transaction flagged by the FA or a Deny or Increase Authentication advice generated 
for a transaction creates a new case. The status of the case  the  before Queue Monitor Thread
schedules it is . The  changes it to , and when a CSR finally NEW Queue Monitor Thread OPEN
views the case, the case status is changed to .INPROGRESS

Note: Even before the case is handled by a CSR, more flagged transactions might be 
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Note: Even before the case is handled by a CSR, more flagged transactions might be 
added to the case.

A CSR is automatically assigned to work on the case.

Contact the user out of band, say by sending an email or by calling them on the specified 
contact number.

Based on the ongoing investigation and the results of contacting the end user, the CSR can 
update the case, as it develops:

Search for transactions based on a specific time interval.

During the user interaction, add previously unsuspected transactions to the case.

Choose resolutions for one or more of the transactions in the case.

Mark the case for follow up and set the .Next Action Date
Typically, the of such cases is then updated to either  or Case Status INPROGRESS ONHOLD
, and the user is contacted by a CSR later.

Based on user input, add the user to the  for a specified period of time.Exception User List

Resolve the case and change the  to .Case Status CLOSED

The  can also reopen an expired case, if required.Queue Managers

Case Expiry

A case can expire if all of its transactions are not handled within the stipulated amount of time or 
if there is no activity on the case for a pre-defined time period.

Note: The default case expiry time is 48 hours.

See  for detailed information on how this thread manages expired cases."Expiry Monitor Thread"

Fraud Analysis

The gist of the fraud analysis workflow for transactions by  is as follows:Fraud Analysts

FAs can search for transactions based on criteria, such as Transaction Date, Secondary 
Authentication Status, Transaction type, Risk Advice and Case Status.

All transactions are initially shown in the Transaction Summary view.

Initially, all transactions have the Case Status of .New

The list of transactions can be exported to a .csv file for processing in Microsoft Excel.

The FAs can click a case to view its details.

The FAs can also search for all transactions that are similar to a case.

If they find suspect transactions and potential fraud patterns during their analyses, FAs can 
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If they find suspect transactions and potential fraud patterns during their analyses, FAs can 
mark the transactions for further investigations by CSRs.

New Queue Creation

Important! Only a GA, an OA, or a Queue Manager (QM) can perform the tasks (for the 
organizations that are in their scope) described in this section. The MA, UAs, FAs, and 
CSRs  perform these tasks.cannot

A Queue Manager can create a new Queue by specifying the name, description, criteria, and 
priority for the queue. The Queue Manager also assigns administrators to a Queue. An 
administrator can be assigned to multiple Queues, and multiple administrators can be assigned 
to the same Queue.

To create a new Queue:

Log in to Administration Console as a GA, an OA, or a QM.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management Manage Queues
Manage Queues page.

From the  list, specify the Organization for which you want to create a Select Organization
Queue.

The updated page appears.

Click .Create New Queue
The updated page appears.

Specify the .Queue Name

Specify a  for the queue.Display Name

Specify the , if required.Queue Description

In the section:Assign Administrators 

From the  list, select the required administrators that you want to Administrators
assign to the queue.

Click the  button to move the selected administrators to the > Selected 
 list.Administrators

Note: If you want to move all the  to the Administrators Selected 
 list, then click the  button to do so.Administrators >>

In the section:Criteria 

Define the criteria (  or ) to determine which cases are Risk Advice Matched Rule
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Define the criteria (  or ) to determine which cases are Risk Advice Matched Rule
added to the queue.

Select the operator and value from the corresponding drop-down lists.

Click  to add the expression to the expression area.Add

Use the AND, OR, (, or ) operators to combine fragments and build the final criteria 
expression.
Cases that match this expression will be assigned to the queue you create.

In the section:Order By 

Specify the element by which you want to sort the Queue. The options available 
are:

Next Contact Date

Date Created

Date Updated

Number of Open Transactions

Risk Advice

Risk Score

Specify the order by which you want to order the corresponding element. The 
options available are:

Ascending

Descending

Click  to save the updates you made on the screen and create the Queue.Save

Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Case Queue Management

Important! Only OAs, GAs, or Queue Managers (QMs) can perform the tasks (for the 
organizations that are in their scope) in this section. The MA, UAs, FAs, and CSRs cannot
perform these tasks.

This section contains the following topics:

View Status of the Queue

Update Status of the Queue

Disable the Queue

Enable the Queue
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Delete the Queue

View Status of the Queue

On the Queue Status page, you can view the latest statistics related to the  Queue. The DEFAULT
statistics you can view are:

Total Open Cases

Total Diarized Cases

In-Progress Cases

Total Cases

Number of Administrators Assigned

It also shows the details of the .Cases Handled in Last 8 Hours

To view the Queue Status:

Log in to Administration Console with the necessary privileges to manage Queues.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management View Queue Status
Queue Status page.

From the  list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want Select Organization
to view.
The page with the updated Queue details appears.

Note: Diarized cases (not in queue) appear separately along with Inbound Cases (In-
.Progress)

Update Status of the Queue

You can update the status of the Queue by using any one of the following methods:

By clicking the  link to display the corresponding page, and then clicking View Queue Status
the link in the column corresponding to the queue you want to update.Queue Name 

By using the  link under the  section.Manage Queues Queue Management

To update the status of the Queue by using the latter option:

Log in to Administration Console with the necessary privileges to manage Queues.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management Manage Queues
Manage Queues page.

From the  list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want Select Organization
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From the  list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want Select Organization
to update.

From the list, select the name of the queue you want to manage.Queue Name 
The updated page appears.

Specify the , if required.Queue Description

In the section:Assign Administrators 

From the  list, select the required administrators that you want to Administrators
assign to the queue.

Note: To select more than one administrator, press the SHIFT key and 
click the required administrators.

Click the  button to move the selected administrators to the > Selected 
 list.Administrators

Note: If you want to move all the  to the Administrators Selected 
 list, then click the  button to do so.Administrators >>

(If you chose a Queue other than DEFAULT Queue) In the section:Criteria 

Define the criteria (  or ) to determine which cases are Risk Advice Matched Rule
added to the queue.

Select the data item, operator, and value from the corresponding drop-down lists 
to define the criteria.

In the section:Order By 

Specify the element by which you want to sort the Queue. The options available 
are:

Next Contact Date

Date Created

Date Updated

Number of Open Transactions

Risk Advice

Risk Score

Specify the order (  or ) by which you want to order the Ascending Descending
corresponding element.

Click  to save the updates you made on the screen.Save
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Click  to save the updates you made on the screen.Save

Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Disable the Queue

Note: To be able to disable a Queue, you must ensure that you have the appropriate 
privileges and scope to do so. Only GAs, OAs, and QMs can disable Queues.

To disable a Queue:

Log in as a GA, an OA, or a QM.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management Manage Queues
Manage Queues page.

From the  list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want Select Organization
to update.

From the list, select the name of the queue you want to disable.Queue Name 
The updated page appears.

Click  to disable the queue.Disable This Queue

Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Important! You cannot disable the DEFAULT Queue.

Enable the Queue

Note: To enable a Queue, you must ensure that you have the appropriate privileges 
and scope. Only the GAs, OAs, and QMs can enable Queues.

To enable a Queue:

Log in as a GA, an OA, or a QM.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management Manage Queues
Manage Queues page.

From the  list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want Select Organization
to update.

From the list, select the name of the queue you want to enable.Queue Name 
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From the list, select the name of the queue you want to enable.Queue Name 
The updated page appears.

Click  to enable the queue.Enable This Queue

Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Delete the Queue

Note: Before you delete a Queue, it is highly recommended that you edit the Queue 
definition such that no cases are present in this Queue, refresh the cache, rebuild the 
Queue, and then delete this queue. This ensures that cases, which were in this queue, 
are not lost.

Log in as an OA or a QM.

Activate the Case Management tab.

Under the Queue Management section, click the Manage Queues link to display the 
Manage Queues page.

From the Select Organization list, select the Organization whose Queue Status you want 
to update.

From the Queue Name list, select the name of the queue you want to delete.
The updated page appears.

Click Delete This Queue to delete the Queue.

Refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Important! You cannot delete the DEFAULT Queue.

Rebuild a Queue
The Case Management Queuing Server rebuilds the Queues at pre-configured intervals. The 
default value is 1800 seconds. The GA can change this value at the global level for all 
organizations by configuring the Frequency of Automatic Queue Rebuild Schedule (in Seconds) 
parameter in the Miscellaneous Configurations page.

There may be a need to rebuild a Queue before the automatic rebuild time in the following 
cases:

A new Queue is defined.

One or more Queue definitions have changed.

When a Queue has been enabled, disabled, or deleted.

In such cases, the Queue Manager can rebuild the queue using the Rebuild Queues page.
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To rebuild a Queue:

Log in as a GA, an OA, or a QM.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Queue Management Rebuild Queues
Rebuild Queues page.

Do one of the following:

Select  if you want the QM to rebuild the queues for all organizations All Organizations
in their purview.
or

Select the required organizations from the  list and click the  Available Organizations >
button to add these organization to the  list.Selected Organizations
The list displays all the organizations that are available in the Available Organizations 
scope of the logged in administrator. The  displays the list of Selected Organizations
organizations that you have selected for the administrator to manage.

Click  to rebuild the Queue for the selected organizations.Rebuild

Handle Cases

Important! Only the OAs and CSRs can work on cases that belong to the organizations 
that are in their scope. The MA, GAs, UAs, and FAs  perform these tasks.cannot

This section contains the following topics:

Work on Cases (CSRs)

Manage Inbound Customer Calls (CSRs)

Work on Cases (CSRs)

When CA Advanced Authentication marks a transaction as suspect or an FA marks a transaction 
for further investigation, the case  appears in the CSR’s case list.automatically

To work on the cases in your list:

Log in as a CSR.

Activate the  tab.Case Management
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3.  Under the  section, click the   link.Case Management Work On Cases
The first case (in the order of the priority assigned to your cases) appears.
The fields in the page are explained in the following table.

Field Description

User Name The name of the user who is calling in.

Next Action 
Date

The date when the user must be contacted the next time.

Case History The latest case Notes and Additional Notes entered by the previous call handler.

If you want to review all the previous notes in this field, then click the  link More...
to do so.

Alerts on This Case

Mark 
Selected As

The Fraud Status of the transaction. The possible values in this field are:

Undetermined

Confirmed Fraud

Confirmed Genuine

Assumed Fraud

Assumed Genuine

If you have more than one alerted transaction that need your attention  after and
talking to the user you determine that all of their Fraud Status is the same (say 
Confirmed Fraud or Confirmed Genuine), then you can use this drop-down list to 
set the same in one action.

Fraud Status Based on the previous entry in the Mark Selected As field, this field can have one of 
the following statuses:

Undetermined

Confirmed Fraud

Confirmed Genuine

Assumed Fraud

Assumed Genuine

Country Based on the IP Address, the country from which the transaction was performed.

IP Address The IP address of the system or device used for the user transaction.

Merchant The merchant involved in the transaction.

Currency The currency used in the transaction.

Amount The total transaction amount.

Matched 
Rule

The rule that matched and for which CA Advanced Authentication flagged the 
transaction as risky.

Transaction 
Date

The timestamp when the given transaction was performed.
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Field Description

Risk Advice The action suggested by CA Advanced Authentication after evaluating the Risk 
Score of the given transaction. The possible actions are:

ALLOW

ALERT

DENY

INCREASE AUTHENTICATION

Model Score The risk score returned by the Model for the transaction.

Secondary 
Auth Status

If the Risk Advice is INCREASE AUTHENTICATION, then this column specifies the 
result of the additional authentication that your application returned as feedback 
to CA Advanced Authentication.

Transaction 
Status

Status of the transaction.

Device Type The type of device involved in the transaction

Transaction 
ID

The unique system-generated identifier for the user transaction.

Note: If required, you can click the Transaction ID to view its details.

OS The operating system on the device that was used to perform the transaction.

Browser The browser that was used to perform the transaction.

Device ID 
Status

The status of the Device ID:

READ: The Device ID was read from the device.

NEW: The Device ID was assigned to the device.

REVERSE LOOKUP: The Device ID was determined by matching the input device 
signature against the device signatures that were successfully associated with the 
user.

Action The type of transaction performed by the user, which can be:

Login

Wire Transfer

Any other value that you specify through your application

Channel The channel on which the transaction was performed.

From

To

The pre-defined date range using which you want to filter the data.

Show 
Transactions

The button to display the alerted transactions based on the preceding From and To 
fields.

Hide 
Transactions

The link to hide the displayed alerted transactions.

Case Status The current status of the case. The possible values are:

INPROGRESS
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Field Description

ONHOLD

CLOSED

Queue The Queue to which this case has been assigned.

Note The pre-determined reason for the update.

Additional 
Note

Any additional information (in addition to the preceding Note) that describes the 
reason for the change in the case status or any of the fields before.

Important! This field  accept more than 250 characters.cannot

Next Action 
Date (GMT)

The date when the user must be contacted the next time for additional follow-up.

Add User to 
Exception 
List

If based on user inputs, you want to temporarily exclude a user from risk evaluation 
for a specified time interval.

For example, a user is travelling to a Negative Country and you do not want the 
user to be denied any transaction for the same. In this case, you can add the user 
to the Exception User List. If the user is found in the Exception User List, then by 
default CA Advanced Authentication returns a low Score and the ALLOW advice for 
transactions originating from these users.

From

To

The date range for which you want the user to be exempted from CA Advanced 
Authentication risk evaluation.

Reason The reason for which the user is being added to the Exception User List.

Perform the required actions to capture the user inputs by using the fields explained in 
the table in the previous step.

When done, click one of the following buttons on the page:

Save to update your changes to the case.

Save and Go To Next Case to update your changes to the case and go to the next case 
assigned to you.

Go To Next Case to go to the next case assigned to you without saving the changes.

Cancel to cancel any changes you just made on the page.

Manage Inbound Customer Calls (CSRs)

When an end user calls your Customer Support Center to dispute a transaction, then the 
attending CSR must use the Manage Inbound Calls page to capture the information provided by 
the user and make the required changes to the case based on this information.

To make the required changes to the case by using the Manage Inbound Calls page:

Log in as a CSR.

Activate the  tab.Case Management

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Case Management Manage Inbound Calls
Manage Inbound Calls page.

From the  list, select the required organization.Select Organization
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From the  list, select the required organization.Select Organization
The updated Manage Inbound Calls page appears.

Enter User Identification and click .Submit
If you have configured accounts for the organization, you will be prompted to enter the 
user identifier. You can filter based on user name or the account type from the drop-
down list.
The Manage Inbound Calls page is refreshed with the specified user’s case information.
The fields in the page are explained in the table in Workflow of Cases (CSRs).

Perform the required actions to capture the user inputs by using the fields explained in 
the table in Workflow of Cases (CSRs).

When done, click  to update your changes to the case.Save
If you do not want to save the changes you just made, click .Cancel

Case Management Reports Generation
The Case Management module supports the reports explained in the following table.

Report Description Case Roles Who 
Can Generate 
the Report

Case 
Activity 
Report

Displays the cumulative count of all cases that were opened, closed, 
or were acted upon (any other activity that was performed on cases) 
in a specified period of time.

Note: This report is sorted by the Queues to which the individual 
cases belong, and by the CSR who worked on the cases.

Global 
Administrators

Organization 
Administrators

Queue 
Managers

Average 
Case Life 
Report

Displays the statistics related to how long an average case lives in 
the system. In other words, it summarizes how much activity a case 
worker expends on a typical case.

This report also displays how many cases were closed automatically 
because they timed out.

Global 
Administrators

Organization 
Administrators

Queue Manager

The following subsections explain the fields in these reports and walk you through the steps to 
generate these reports.

Case Activity Report

Average Case Life Report

Case Management Report Generation

Case Activity Report

The Case Activity Report displays information related to the overall activity on cases in the 
system, as explained in the following table.
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Field Description

Cases 
Handled 
Through

Specifies the Queue to which the case belongs. Typically, these cases are handled 
by Customer Service Representatives Workflow of Cases.

The entries in the  row summarize the activity details for cases that Inbound Calls
were handled by Customer Service Representatives Customer Calls.

Period Indicates the period for which the report was generated. This report can be 
generated for the following periods:

By Month

Last 7 Days

Yesterday

By Date Range

Note: You can see the day-to-day activity details for the period you specified by 

clicking the  button.

Cases 
Opened

Indicates the total number of new cases that were opened in the specified Period.

Cases 
Closed

Indicates the total number of existing cases that were closed in the specified 
Period.

Case 
Activity 
Count

Indicates the total number of activities that were performed on the cases in the 
specified Period.

Average Case Life Report

The Average Case Life Report displays information related to the average time it takes for a case 
to close in the system, as explained in the following table. These cases are grouped based on the 
fact whether the cases were closed manually (by a case worker) or automatically, through aging.

Field Description

Cases Handled 
Through

Specifies the Queue to which the case belongs. Typically, these cases are 
closed:

By Customer Service Representatives

or

Automatically, because they timed out

The entries in the  row summarize the activity details for cases Inbound Calls
that were handled by Customer Service Representatives Customer Calls.

Period Indicates the period for which the report was generated. This report can be 
generated for the following periods:

By Month

Last 7 Days
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Field Description

By Date Range

Cases Closed Indicates the total number of existing cases that were closed in the 
specified Period.

Case Activity Count Indicates the total number of activities that were performed on the cases in 
the specified Period.

Average Time 
Required for Case 
Closure

Indicates the average time taken to close the cases in the system.

Case Management Report Generation

Important! Only GAs, OAs, and Fraud Analysts (FAs) can generate this report for the 
organizations that are in their scope. The MA, UAs, and CSRs  generate this cannot
report.

To generate a Case Management report:

Ensure that you are logged in with proper credentials. See the table in Generating Case 
 for a summary of the case roles who can generate the Management Reports Generation

corresponding reports.

Activate the tab in the main menu.Case Management 

Under the  section, click the required link:Case Management

Case Activity Report

Average Case Life Report

Select the required organization for which you want to generate this report from the 
 list.Organization Name

Depending on the report, additionally you might have to specify the following criteria, as 
applicable, to view the report:

The  from the drop-down list.Date Range
or

A pre-defined date range in the  and  fields.From To

Click  to view the generated report.Display Report
The required report appears.

Click  to save the report to a file or click  to generate a new report by Export New Report
specifying different criteria.
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Reports
Reports provide the business intelligence that you need to manage your end users and research 
high-risk events. If you use CA Risk Authentication Case Management, reports help you manage 
your fraud agents and case activity. "Summary of Reports Available to Administrators" provides 
an at-a-glance summary of all reports that are available to the different administrators in a 
tabular format. The sections following the table in Summary of Reports Available to 
Administrators explain these reports:

Administrator Reports

CA Risk Authentication Reports

Case Management Reports

Reports available through the Administration Console are generated based on the parameters (or 
filters) that you specify. As a result, you can control the output of a report based on values that 
you set when you run the reports. The parameters that you can use to filter data include:

Date Range

Administrator Name

Organizations

User Name

"Generating Reports" walks you through the generic process to generate activity reports for 
administrators and CA Risk Authentication-specific reports.

You can also export all generated reports to a local file. See "Exporting Reports" for instructions 
to do so.

Summary of Reports Available to Administrators
The following table summarizes the reports in all categories (Administrator Reports, RiskFort 
Reports, and Case Management Reports) that are available to all administrators in the system. 
These reports are then covered in detail in the following sections.

Administrator Report Category

Administrator 
Reports

RiskFort Reports Case Management 
Reports

Master Administrator My Activity Report Instance Management 
ReportAdministrator 

Activity Report

Organization Report

Global Administrators My Activity Report Analyze Transactions 
Report

Case Activity 
Report

Administrator 
Activity Report

Risk Evaluation Detail 
Activity Report

Average Case Life 
Report
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Administrator Report Category

User Activity Report Risk Advice Summary 
Report

User Creation 
Report

Fraud Statistics Report

Organization Report Rule Effectiveness Report

False Positives Report

Device Summary Report

Exception User Report

Rule Configurations 
Report

Rules Data Report

Organization 
Administrators

My Activity Report Analyze Transactions 
Report

Case Activity 
Report

Administrator 
Activity Report

Risk Evaluation Detail 
Activity Report

Average Case Life 
Report

User Activity Report Risk Advice Summary 
Report

User Creation 
Report

Fraud Statistics Report

Organization Report Rule Effectiveness Report

False Positives Report

Device Summary Report

Exception User Report

Rule Configurations 
Report

Rules Data Report

User Administrators My Activity Report Analyze Transactions 
Report

Administrator 
Activity Report

Risk Evaluation Detail 
Activity Report

User Activity Report Risk Advice Summary 
Report

User Creation 
Report

Fraud Statistics Report

Rule Effectiveness Report

False Positives Report

Exception User Report

Fraud Analysts My Activity Report Fraud Statistics Report

User Creation 
Report

Rule Effectiveness Report

False Positives Report

Customer Support 
Representatives

My Activity Report Exception User Report

User Creation 
Report
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The following sections explain these reports in detail.

Administrator Reports
In CA Risk Authentication terminology, an  is someone who has the ability to log in administrator
to the Administration Console. Administrators then use reports to audit the activities they 
perform and the administrators in their purview perform. You access these reports from the 

 submenu under the  main menu.Administrator Reports Reports

Note: See "Elements of the Administration Console" to understand the layout of 
Administration Console, and how you access this main menu and the submenus under 
it.

All Administrator reports available in this category include:

My Activity Report

Administrator Activity Report

User Activity Report

User Creation Report

Organization Report

My Activity Report

This report lists all operations performed by the current administrator. You use this report to list 
the actions and operations you have performed for the defined data range.

The following table explains the fields of this report.

Report Field Description

Date The date and time when the event was performed.

Administrator 
ID

The name of the administrator who is generating the report.

Administrator 
Organization

The name of the organization to which you are currently logged in as an 
administrator.

Transaction 
ID

The unique numerical identifier created each time you submit a transaction (such 
as, administrator login, view records, and update user and organization 
information) to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Note: You can use this ID to isolate information about a specific transaction in the 
log files.

Event Type The type of administrator activity (such as, administrator login, view records, and 
update user and organization information) that you performed.

Some possible event types are:

Search Users
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Report Field Description

Search Organization

Admin Login

Update AdminProfile

Set Preferred Locale

Create Organization

Create Ruleset

Create AccountType

Get AccountType Details

System and Organization Cache Refresh

Migrating to Production

View Report: <report name>

Export Transaction Summary

Update Global Password Policy

Session Expired

View Queue Status

Status The status of the transaction:

Success: If the action was completed successfully.

Failure: If the administrator failed to complete the action.

Reason The reason why the transaction failed.

User ID If the transaction involved modification of user attributes, then this field specifies 
the name of the user whose attributes were updated or modified.

Target 
Organization

The name of the organization on which the activity was performed.

Component The system resource that was used to perform the task. The column values can 
be:

Administration Console

RiskFort ResourcePack

Session ID The unique numerical identifier created each time you log in to Administration 
Console. This session lasts until you log out.

Instance ID If there are multiple instances of CA Risk Authentication Server are running, then 
this field uniquely identifies the instance that you logged in to.

Note: This data is used by CA Support personnel to diagnose problems.
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Administrator Activity Report

This report lists all activities performed by a specified administrator, or by all administrators from 
a specified organization. Typically, Global Administrators use this report to monitor activity 
across organizations, while Organization Administrators use this report to monitor the activity 
with in their organizations.

By using this report, administrators can view the activity in its entirety or drill down to a single 
administrator.

This report is most useful for Organization Administrators in managing the activity of their 
administrative team. It includes information, such as administrator login and logout timestamps, 
organization search, administrator account updates, and related details.

The fields of this report are the same as those of My Activity Report. See the table in My Activity 
Report for more information on the field details.

User Activity Report

A  is a generic term for an end user if CA Risk Authentication is assessing risk in an Enterprise, user
eBanking, or ePortal application, or for a card holder in the case of an eCommerce and 3D Secure 
application.

The User Activity Report specializes in the reporting of activities performed on user attributes, 
which include creating users, updating users, setting Personal Assurance Messages (PAMs), 
deleting users, updating user status, and authenticating users.

The report contains details, such as user name, status of the user, type of operations performed, 
and also the IP address of the user system. Therefore, it is most applicable in the Enterprise or 
ePortal applications, where users are explicitly created by administrators before they are allowed 
access to protected resources. It is less applicable in case of eCommerce applications, where 
users are typically auto-created. Although it reports the type of activity, it gives you an idea of 
the rate of first-time transactions from cardholders.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The .Date Range

(Optional) The .User Name

The required .Organization Name

The following table explains the fields of this report.

Report Field Description

Date The date and time when the event was performed.

User ID The name of the user whose attributes were updated or modified.

Account 
Type

The account type associated with the organization to which the user belongs.

Account ID The account ID of the user.

Event Type The type of administrator activity (such as, administrator login, view records, and 
update user and organization information) that you performed.

Organization The organization name to which the user belongs.
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Report Field Description

Status The status of the operation:

Success: If the operation was completed successfully.

Failure: If the user failed to complete the operation.

Transaction 
ID

The unique numerical identifier created each time you submit a transaction (such 
as, administrator login, view records, and update user and organization 
information) to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Note: You can use this ID to isolate information about a specific transaction in the 
log files.

Reason The reason why the Operation failed.

Client IP 
Address

The IP address of the end user’s system.

Caller ID The unique identifier set by the calling application.

Note: The Caller ID can be blank if the calling application did not set the value.

User Creation Report

The User Creation Report displays details of the users created in the RiskMinder system.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The .Date Range

(Optional) The .User Name

The required .Organization Name

The following table explains the fields of this report.

Report Field Description

Date Created The date and time when the user was created.

User ID The name of the user who was created.

Organization The organization name to which the user belongs.

User Status The status of the user:

Active: If the user is an active user.

Inactive: If the user is deactivated.

Initial: If the user is created, but not yet activated.

First Name First name of the user.

Middle Name Middle name of the user.

Last Name Last name of the user.

Email Address Email address of the user.

Telephone Number Phone number of the user.
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Organization Report

This report provides the details of all operations performed on the specified organization. 
Irrespective of any rules and configurations, this report displays  the activities in the all
organization under the administrator’s purview.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The .Date Range

The .Organization Name

The following table explains the fields of this report.

Report Field Description

Date The date and time when the activity was performed.

Administrator 
ID

The name of the administrator who performed the activity.

Administrator 
Organization

The name of the organization to which the administrator belongs.

Transaction 
ID

The unique numerical identifier created each time you submit a transaction (such 
as, administrator login, view records, and update user and organization 
information) to CA Risk Authentication Server.

Note: You can use this ID to isolate information about a specific transaction in the 
log files.

Event Type The type of administrator activity (such as, administrator login, view records, and 
update user and organization information) that you performed.

Status The status of the action taken:

Success: If the action was completed successfully.

Failure: If the administrator failed to complete the action.

Reason The reason why the operation failed.

User ID If the transaction involved modification of user attributes, then this field specifies 
the name of the user whose attributes were updated or modified.

Target 
Organization

The organization to which the user belongs.

Component The resource that was used to perform the task. The column values are:

Administration Console (Admin Console)

RiskFort (RiskFortResourcePack)

Session ID The unique numerical identifier created each time you log in to Administration 
Console. This session lasts until you log out.

Instance ID In case there are multiple instances of CA Risk Authentication Server are running, 
then this field uniquely identifies the instance that you logged in to.

Note: This data is used by CA Support personnel to diagnose problems.
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CA Risk Authentication Reports
All the CA Risk Authentication configuration-related reports available in the system include:

Instance Management Report

Analyze Transactions Report

Risk Evaluation Detail Activity Report

Risk Advice Summary Report

Fraud Statistics Report

Rule Effectiveness Report

False Positives Report

Device Summary Report

Exception User Report

Rule Configurations Report

Rules Data Report

Instance Management Report

This report is available only to the MA. This report displays the details of the Instance 
Management activities for any or all of the following events:

System Cache Refresh

Update Instance Configuration

Start Up

Cache Refresh

Shut Down

The following table lists the information included in an Instance Management Report.

Fields Description

Instance Name The name of CA Risk Authentication Server or Case Management Queuing Server 
instance.

Server Type The server type (CA Risk Authentication Server or Case Management Queuing 
Server) on which the activity was performed.

Activity Type The type of activity performed.

Activity Time The time the activity was performed.

Instance 
Configuration

Used for troubleshooting purposes by CA Support personnel.

Organizations 
Refreshed

The organizations whose cache was refreshed.
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Analyze Transactions Report

Important! Only GAs, OAs, and Fraud Analysts (FAs) can analyze the user transactions 
for the organizations that are in their scope. The MA, UAs, and CSRs  perform cannot
this task.

Viewing the Analyze Transactions report is a multi-step process.

While looking at all the transactions based on the criteria that you specified in the Transactions 
Summary page, if you locate one or more suspect transactions, then you can further look into the 
details of these transactions (Step 2: Viewing Case Details). You can further locate a pattern by 
viewing similar transactions (Step 3: Viewing Similar Transactions). After you have analyzed the 
details and discovered patterns, you can mark suspect transactions for further investigation by 
the CSRs (Step 4: Marking Transactions for Further Investigation.)

Step 1 Viewing Transaction Summary

To view the Transactions Summary, perform the following steps:

Ensure that you are logged in with proper credentials.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Reports

Click the  submenu.Reports
The corresponding links for the report type appear in the left-handle task panel.

Click the link.Analyze Transactions Report 

From the  list, select the organization whose data you want to filter in Select Organization
the report.
The Select Transactions page appears.

From the  drop-down list, select the channel for which you want to view Select Channel
the transactions.

Enter User Identification for the user whose transactions you want to view.
You can search based on either the user name or the account type. If you do not have any 
accounts configured for the organization, you will be prompted to enter the user name.

Note: If you do not specify any user details, then all the transactions for the 
specified  are displayed.Organization

To filter the transactions based on one of following criteria:

Select the pre-defined date range based on which you want to filter the transaction 
data in the  and  fields.Transaction Date From To

or

Select the  option and then select the time interval (in minutes) for Last Transactions
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Select the  option and then select the time interval (in minutes) for Last Transactions
which you want to see the latest transactions that were performed.

From the  list, select the advices based on which you would like to filter the Risk Advice
data.

From the  list, select the statuses based on which you Secondary Authentication Status
would like to filter the data.

From the  list, select the statuses based on which you would like to filter the Fraud Status
data.

From the  list, select the rule based on which you would like to filter the transaction Rule
data.

Note: If you want to see the transactions for all rules that matched, then ensure 
that the default  option is selected.All Rules

(Only for 3D Secure) Enter the merchant name in the  field, and select the Merchant
criteria ( , , , ) based on which you want to filter the Exact Starts with Ends with Contains
transaction data.

Enter the  of the device for which you would like to filter the transaction data.Device ID

Select  if you want to display the data in clear text.Decrypt Sensitive Information

Click  to generate the Transactions Summary page.Submit
You can export the information directly to a CSV file by clicking the  button.Export

Note: You can view transactions specific to a channel by clicking the  or Default
tabs.3D Secure 

The following table describes the fields listed in the Transactions Summary page.

Fields Description

Details Click the link to look into the details of the transaction.detail 

User Name The name of the user performing the transaction.

Fraud 
Status

The fraud status of the case. This field can have one of the following statuses:

Assumed Fraud

Assumed Genuine

Confirmed Fraud

Confirmed Genuine

Undetermined
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Fields Description

Country Based on the IP Address, the country from which the transaction was performed.

IP Address The IP address of the system or device used for the purchase transaction.

Matched 
Rule

The rule that matched and for which CA Risk Authentication flagged the transaction 
as risky.

Transaction 
Date

The timestamp when the transaction was performed.

Risk Score The overall risk score returned by CA Risk Authentication for the corresponding 
transaction. This is a value between 0 and 100.

Risk Advice The action suggested by CA Risk Authentication after evaluating the Risk Score of 
the transaction. The possible actions are:

ALLOW

ALERT

DENY

INCREASE AUTHENTICATION

Device ID The ID of the device used for the transaction.

Model 
Score

The risk score returned by the Model for the transaction. This is a value between 0 
and 100.

Secondary 
Auth Status

If the Risk Advice is , then this column specifies the INCREASE AUTHENTICATION
result of the additional authentication that your application returned as feedback to 
CA Risk Authentication.

Account 
Type

The account type associated with the transaction.

This column is displayed only if you have configured account types for the 
organization.

Rule 
Results

The result of all the rules for the transaction. The result is  or .Y N

Account ID If there is an account ID associated with the user, then this column specifies the 
account ID that was used to perform the transaction.

Device 
Type

The type of device involved in the transaction.

Transaction 
ID

The unique ID generated for each user transaction.

OS The operating system on the device that was used to perform the transaction.

Browser The browser that was used to perform the transaction.

Device ID 
Status

The status of the Device ID:

READ: The Device ID was read from the device.

NEW: The Device ID was assigned to the device.

REVERSE LOOKUP: The Device ID was determined by matching the input device 
signature against the device signatures that were successfully associated with the 
user.

Action The type of transaction performed by the user, which can be:
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Fields Description

Login

Wire Transfer

Any other value that you specify through your application

Step 2 Viewing Case Details

The Transactions Summary page can also be used to view details of any specific transaction or 
case. To view details of a specific case:

In the Transactions Summary page, click the required  link in the corresponding detail
 column.Details

The transaction details are displayed on the page. This page lists the details of the 
selected transaction, and also allows you to further filter transactions on the basis of 
available parameters.
The following table describes the fields listed in the Transaction Details page.

Fields Description

Basic Transaction Details  

Transaction 
ID

The unique identifier of the transaction.

Transaction 
Date

The timestamp when the transaction was performed.

Action The type of transaction performed by the user, which can be:

Login

Wire Transfer

Any other value that you specify through your application

User Name The name of the user who performed the transaction.

Fraud 
Status

The current status of the fraud. Possible values are:

Undetermined

Assumed Fraud

Assumed Genuine

Confirmed Fraud

Confirmed Genuine

Device ID The ID of the device used for the transaction.

Risk Advice An action suggested by the Risk Assessment module after evaluating the risk 
score of the selected transaction. The possible actions are:

ALLOW

ALERT

DENY
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Fields Description

INCREASEAUTH

Matched 
Rule

The rule that matched and for which CA Risk Authentication flagged the 
transaction as risky.

Secondary 
Auth Status

If the Risk Advice is , then this column specifies the INCREASE AUTHENTICATION
result of the additional authentication that your application returned as 
feedback to CA Risk Authentication. The possible values are Success and Failure.

Account 
Type

The account type associated with the transaction.

Account ID The account ID of the user who performed the transaction.

Model 
Score

The risk score returned by the Model for the transaction.

Risk Score The overall risk score returned by CA Risk Authentication for the corresponding 
transaction. This is a value from 0 through 100.

Location Details

IP Address The IP address of the system or device used for the purchase transaction.

City The city where the transaction was performed by the user.

State The state to which the user belongs.

Country The country to which the user belongs.

Connection 
Type

The connection type between the user’s device and their Internet Service 
Provider. The possible values are:

Satellite

OCX

Frame Relay

TX

Dialup

Cable

DSL

ISDN

Fixed Wireless

Mobile Wireless

Line Speed The speed of the user’s internet connection. This is based on the Connection 
Type.

IP Routing 
Type

The IP routing method used for the connection. The possible values are:

Fixed: Cable, DSL, OCX

AOL: AOL users

POP: Dial up to regional ISP
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Fields Description

Super POP: Dial up to multi-state ISP

Cache Proxy: Accelerator proxy, content distribution service

Regional Proxy: Proxy for multiple states in a country

Anonymizer: Anonymizing proxy

Satellite: Consumer satellite or backbone satellite ISP

International Proxy: Proxy funneling international traffic

Mobile Gateway: Mobile device gateway to Internet

Unknown: Cannot currently be determined

Anonymizer 
Type

The type of anonymizer, if any, used for the connection. The possible values are:

Private: Anonymous proxies that are not publicly accessible. These type of 
anonymizers typically belong to commercial ventures.

Active: Anonymous proxies that tested positive within the last six months.

Suspect: Anonymous proxies that tested positive within the last two years, but 
not the last six months.

Inactive: Anonymous proxies that did not test positive in the last two years.

Unknown: Anonymous proxies for which no positive test results are currently 
available.

Risk Assessment Details

MFP Match 
%

The match percentage of the incoming Machine FingerPrint (MFP) with the 
value stored in the CA Risk Authentication database.

This is a numeric value.

Unknown 
User

Whether the Unknown User rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Exception 
User Check

Whether the Exception User Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Negative 
Country

Check

Whether the Negative Country Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.
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Fields Description

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Device MFP 
Not Match

Whether the Device MFP Not Match rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Trusted IP
/Aggregator 
Check

Whether the Trusted IP/Aggregator Check rule matched. The possible values 
are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Untrusted 
IP Check

Whether the Untrusted IP Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

User 
Velocity 
Check

Whether the User Velocity Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Unknown 
DeviceID

Whether the Unknown DeviceID rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Device 
Velocity 
Check

Whether the Device Velocity Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Zone 
Hopping 
Check

Whether the Zone Hopping Check rule matched. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.
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1.  

Fields Description

User Not 
Associated 
with 
DeviceID

Whether the User-Device Association was found in the CA Risk Authentication 
database. The possible values are:

Yes: If the rule matched.

No: If the rule did not match.

N/A: If the information was not available during risk evaluation.

Device Details

Device Type Type of device involved in the transaction.

OS The operating system on the device that was used to perform the transaction.

Browser The browser that was used to perform the transaction.

Device ID 
Status

The status of the Device ID:

READ: The Device ID was read from the device.

NEW: The Device ID was assigned to the device.

REVERSE LOOKUP: The Device ID was determined by matching the input device 
signature against the device signatures that were successfully associated with 
the user.

Step 3 Viewing Similar Transactions

The small table at the end of the transaction details enables you to specify filter criteria to extract 
fine-grained data for similar transactions from the database.

Transactions can be further filtered on the basis of the following parameters:

Same User Name: By selecting this option, you can extract all transactions that belong to the 
same user whose data you are currently viewing.

Same Device ID: By selecting this option, you can extract all transactions done by using the 
same device that is used for the current transaction details that you are viewing.

Same IP Address: By selecting this option, you can extract all transactions that have the same 
IP address as the current transaction details that you are viewing.

Transaction Date: By specifying a date range (using the  and  fields), you can further From To
filter all transactions that were performed in the specified time period.
or

Last Transactions: By selecting the required time interval (in minutes), you can further filter 
all the latest transactions that were performed in the specified interval.

Viewing Related Transactions

To view the related transactions:

In the Transaction Details page, select any or all of the following options:

Same User Name

Same Device ID
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1.  

2.  

a.  

a.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Same IP Address

Either:

Enter a date range in the  and  fields.Transaction Date From To

or

Select the  option and then select latest time interval for which Last Transactions
you want to see the related transactions.

Click .Show
The Transactions Summary page appears, displaying the records that matched the 
criteria.

Step 4 Marking Transactions for Further Investigation

After you have analyzed the details of suspect transactions or discovered patterns, you can mark 
suspect transactions for further investigation by the CSRs. To do so:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required privileges.

Display the Transactions Summary page, as discussed in "Step 1: Viewing Transactions 
Summary".

Review the transactions that are displayed based on the criteria that you specified.
See "Step 2: Viewing Case Details".

If you want to display similar patterns, follow the steps in "Step 3: Viewing Similar 
Transactions".

Scroll back to the Transactions Summary table.

Select the transactions that you suspect by selecting the check boxes corresponding to 
the transaction in the table.

Click the  button to generate cases for the transactions you marked.Mark for Investigation
These cases will now appear in the case lists for the CSRs to work on.

Risk Evaluation Detail Activity Report

This report displays  transactions performed by CA Risk Authentication Server.all

To generate this report, you must specify:

The .Organization Name

The Channel.

The , if required.User Identification
This can be based on either the user name or account type.

The .Date Range

The following table lists the information included in a Risk Evaluation Detail Activity.
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Fields Description

Date Logged The timestamp when risk evaluation was performed for the user.

User Name The unique ID of the user who performed the risk-evaluation activity.

Organization 
Name

The organization to which the user belongs.

Transaction 
Type

The type of risk-evaluation activity that was performed by CA Risk Authentication 
Server. These activities include:

Evaluate Risk

Update Attributes

Create Associations

Delete Associations

Status The status of the event action taken and can be:

Success: CA Risk Authentication was able to perform the risk evaluation activity 
successfully.

Failure: CA Risk Authentication was not able to perform the risk evaluation 
activity successfully.

Score The score generated for the given transaction.

Advice ID The advice generated by CA Risk Authentication, depending on the score 
generated. The advice can be one of the following:

Allow

Deny

Alert

Increase Authentication

Matched Rule The rule that matched.

Secondary 
Authentication 
Result

The result of secondary authentication that was returned to CA Risk 
Authentication by your application, if the  generated by CA Risk Risk Advice
Authentication was "Increase Authentication".

Transaction 
Status

The status of the transaction.

Configuration 
Name

The ruleset configured for the organization to which the user belongs.

Action The corresponding action (for example, Login) that was performed for the 
current Event.

Caller ID A unique identifier passed to the CA Risk Authentication APIs by your calling 
application.

Note: Caller ID can be blank, if your calling application does not set the value.

Transaction ID The unique numerical identifier created each time you submit a transaction (such 
as, administrator login, view records, and update user and organization 
information) to CA Risk Authentication Server.
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Fields Description

Note: You can use this ID to isolate information about a specific transaction in 
the log files.

Session ID The unique numerical identifier created each time you log in to Administration 
Console. This session lasts until you log out.

Instance ID If there are multiple instances of CA Risk Authentication Server are running, then 
this field uniquely identifies the instance that you logged in to.

Note: This data is used by CA Support personnel to diagnose problems.

Country The country where the transaction originated.

Note: This is derived from the  value.Client IP Address

Client IP 
Address

The IP address of the end user’s system.

Incoming 
DeviceID

The incoming DeviceID string.

Outgoing 
DeviceID

The corresponding Device ID that was generated during the transaction, if this is 
the first transaction from the end user’s system.

Device Type The type of device involved in the transaction.

Device ID 
Status

The status of the Device ID:

READ: The Device ID was read from the device.

NEW: The Device ID was assigned to the device.

REVERSE LOOKUP: The Device ID was determined by matching the input device 
signature against the device signatures that were successfully associated with 
the user.

All Rules 
Result

The result of all rules applied.

If a rule was applied, then the result (  or ) indicates whether the rule Yes No
returned a match or not.

Account Type The account type configured for the organization.

Account ID The account ID of the user who performed the risk-evaluation activity.

Risk Advice Summary Report

The Advice Summary Report provides an overall summary of advices that were returned by CA 
Risk Authentication over the specified period of time. It also displays a separate table with the 
detailed summary of all the secondary authentication results.

Note: CA Risk Authentication returns a risk advice for every transaction attempted by the user. 
Depending on the advice sent by CA Risk Authentication, your application may allow the user to 
complete a transaction or deny the transaction.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The Date Range.

The Channel

The Organization Name, if required.
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The Organization Name, if required.

The following table lists the information included in a CA Risk Authentication Advice Summary 
Report:

Field Description

Channel The channel on which the transaction was performed.

Allow The total number of transactions for which CA Risk Authentication generated 
the Allow advice.

Increase 
Authentication

The total number of transactions for which CA Risk Authentication generated 
the Increase Authentication advice, and your application prompted the user 
for an additional authentication.

Alert The total number of transactions for which CA Risk Authentication generated 
the Alert advice

Deny The total number of transactions for which CA Risk Authentication generated 
the Deny advice.

Total The total number of risk advices generated.

The following table lists the information included in a Secondary Authentication Results Summary 
Report:

Field Description

Channel The channel on which the transaction was performed.

Success The total number of all secondary authentication attempts that were 
successful.

Failure The total number of all failed secondary authentication attempts by the user.

Undetermined The total number of all instances when the result of the secondary 
authentication was not forwarded by your application to CA Risk 
Authentication.

Total The total number of secondary authentications performed, irrespective of the 
result generated.

Fraud Statistics Report

As explained in the following table, the Fraud Statics report displays statistics for each Risk Advice 
generated by CA Risk Authentication in the specified time period. Along with the Rule 
Effectiveness Report and the False Positives Report, this report helps the Fraud Analysts track the 
performance of their rule set as a function of time.

Parameter Description

Risk Advice Specifies the action suggested by CA Risk Authentication after evaluating the 
risk of each transaction.

The generated risk advice can be one of the following:

Alert

Increase Authentication

Allow
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Parameter Description

Secondary Channel

Deny

Fraud Specifies the total number and percentage of all transactions that were 
reported by CA Risk Authentication as fraudulent.

Genuine Specifies the total number and percentage of all transactions that were 
considered genuine by CA Risk Authentication.

Undetermined Specifies the total number and percentage of all transactions for which CA 
Risk Authentication did not have sufficient data to generate a risk advice.

Total Specifies the total for all transactions for each "Risk Advice". It also specifies 
the overall .Total

Rule Effetiveness Report

Rule efficacy changes, and generally degrades with time. Fraudsters find new avenues of attack 
that circumvent the rules. The business evolves, opening new paths of access or commerce 
previously unprotected. System changes modify the meaning of data creating subtle downstream 
effects. For all these reasons, Fraud Analysts find that a major part of their job is the monitoring 
of the existing rule set. They can use this report to assess the effectiveness of the configured 
rules and their scores.

The Rule Effectiveness Report tabulates which rules established the outcome for the risk 
evaluation, as explained in the following table.

Parameter Description

Rule Name Lists the rules currently configured in the system.

Advice Specifies the action suggested by CA Risk Authentication after evaluating the risk 
of each transaction. The generated risk advice can be one of the following:

Increase Authentication

Alert

Deny

Yesterday 
Transaction 
Count

Specifies the total number of times the corresponding Rule Name was triggered 
in the last 24 hours of the report generation.

Last 7 Days

Transaction 
Count

Specifies the total number of times the corresponding Rule Name was triggered 
in the last 7 days of report generation.

Last 7 Days

Daily Average

Specifies the average number of times the corresponding Rule Name was 
triggered in the last 7 days of report generation.

Last 30 Days 
Transaction 
Count

Specifies the total number of times the corresponding Rule Name was triggered 
in the last 30 days of report generation.

Last 30 Days

Daily Average

Specifies the average number of times the corresponding Rule Name was 
triggered in the last 30 days of report generation.
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False Positives Report

The False Positives Report tabulates which rules established the outcome for the risk evaluation, 
as explained in the following table.

Parameter Description

Rule Name Lists the rules currently configured in the system.

Advice Specifies the action suggested by CA Risk Authentication after evaluating the risk 
of each transaction. The generated risk advice can be one of the following:

Increase Authentication

Alert

Deny

Transaction 
Count

Specifies the total number of times the corresponding Rule Name was triggered 
in the specified time period.

Fraud Specifies the total number of all transactions for which the corresponding Rule 
Name generated a false positive result on fraudulent transactions.

Genuine Specifies the total number of all transactions for which the corresponding Rule 
Name generated a false positive result on genuine transactions.

Undetermined Specifies the total number of all transactions for which the corresponding Rule 
Name did not have sufficient data to generate a risk advice.

Device Summary Report

This report displays the total number of transactions by device type and method of device ID 
determination.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The required .Organization Name

The .Channel

The .Date Range

The following table lists the information included in a Device Summary Report.

Fields Description

Device Type The type of device from which the transaction originated.

DeviceID 
Read

Number of transactions where the Device ID was read from the device involved in 
the transaction.

New Device Number of transactions where the Device ID was assigned to the device involved in 
the transaction.

Reverse 
Lookup

Number of transactions where the Device ID was recovered using the Reverse 
Lookup mechanism.

Total Total number of transactions generated from a specific Device Type.
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Exception User Report

This report displays the list of all Exception users configured in the CA Risk Authentication 
system.

To generate this report, you must specify:

The .Date Range

The required .Organization Name

The .User Name

The following table lists the information included in a CA Risk Authentication Exception Users 
Report:

Fields Description

Start Date The date and time from which the user is considered an exception user in the 
system.

End Date The date and time when the user stops being an Exception User in the system.

User The unique user name.

Reason The reason for making the user an Exception User in the system.

Organization The organization to which the administrator belongs.

Rule Configurations Report

The Rule Configurations Report displays the overall summary of all the rules deployed for an 
organization. To generate this report, you must specify:

The required .Organization Name

The required .Ruleset Name

The  of the target information.Status

The following table lists the information included in a Rule Configurations Report.

Fields Description

Rule Name The name of the rule.

Enabled Indicates whether the rule is enabled or not.

Priority The priority of the rule.

Score The score generated for the given transaction.

Advice The advice generated by RiskMinder, depending on the score generated. The advice 
can be one of the following:

Allow

Deny

Alert
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Fields Description

Increase Authentication

Rule 
Expression

The rule expression that is evaluated.

Channels The channel for which the rule is deployed.

Actions The actions that are permissible for the rule.

Rule 
Mnemonic

The short name of the rule.

Description The description of the rule.

Rules Data Report

The Rules Data Report displays the summarized data for the selected list that has been uploaded 
for an organization. (See  for detailed information on list data and how Uploading Rule List Data
to upload a list to be used by a rule.)

To generate this report, you must specify:

The required .Organization Name

The required .Ruleset Name

The Rulelist Type.

The uploaded  name.List

The  of the target information.Status

Case Management Reports
See "Generating Case Management Reports" for detailed information on the reports available in 
this category.

Exporting Reports
CA Advanced Authentication provides the ability to export reports to a file. By exporting a report, 
you can save a local copy of the report, which enables you to track trends. You can also work with 
the saved report data in another application.

The exported reports are generated in the comma-separated value (CSV) format that can be 
viewed by using text editors and spreadsheet applications, such as Microsoft Excel. The export 
option is available through the  button, which appears at the top-right of every rendered Export
report.

To export a report to a local file:

Generate the required report. See "Generating Reports" for detailed instructions to do so. 
The report opens.

Click .Export
You are prompted to save or open the report.
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3.  Click  ( ) or  ( ). If you choose to save the report, then you must specify Open with Save file
the download location.
This file can later be viewed by using the appropriate application.

arreporttool Report Download Tool

The arreporttool enables you to export data for any CA Strong Authentication orCA Risk 
Authenticationreport to a CSV file.

Important! The report-id and the report-url parameters must be correct for the report 
which you are trying to export.

You can then view these reports by using text editors and spreadsheet applications, such as 
Microsoft Excel.

Using the Tool

The arreporttool.jar file is available at the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\common\arreporttoolinstall_location

On UNIX Platforms:

< >/arcot/tools/common/arreporttoolinstall_location

Syntax:

Run the following command to see the help associated with the tool:

java -jar arreporttool.jar --help

Run the following command to use the tool:

java -jar arreporttool.jar  - -protocol < > --host   protocol <host>
--port   --admin-orgid   <port> <admin-organization>
--admin-id   --admin-password   <admin-user-id> <password>
[--report-type hour | day | month [duration] | range] 
--report-id   --reporturl   <Report ID> <Url of the report>
--is-filter-req <true | false> --data-type   <Data Type>
--reportdata   --start-date-time   [--end-date-time [Report Data] <date-and-time> <dat

] [--logfile  ] e-andtime> <logfile>
[--log-level  ][log-file-max-size]  ] [--organizations <loglevel> <logfilesize> <targe

] [--userName  ] [--output-file  .CSV] [--t orgNames> <User/Admin Name> <output-file>
is-url-encoded [true|false]]
 

The following table describes the options supported by the tool.

Option Description

protocol The protocol that is used for communication. The possible values are http and 
https.The default protocol is http.

host The host name or the IP address of the system where you have deployed 
Administration Console.

port The port at which the Console is listening.
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Option Description

admin-orgid The organization to which the administrator belongs.

admin-id The unique administrator ID.

admin-
password

The administrator password.

report-type Specify hour, day, month, or range.

Hour, day, month can be followed by a numeric number. For example, --report-
type day 2 indicates two days of records from the start-date-time is specified.

Range: If range is specified, end-date-time is mandatory.

report-id Identifier of the report to be fetched. See  for the list of "List of Report Identifiers"
report identifiers that you can use.

reporturl Administrator URL of the report. See  for the list of report "List of Report URLs"
URLs that you can use.

is-filter-req This is true by default. Set this value to false for reports that do not have a filter 
page, for example, RiskFort reports.

data-type This is applicable only for RiskFort reports. This option specifies whether data type 
is ACTIVE or STAGING.

reportdata In addition to start and end dates, certain reports need additional filters. These 
additional filters can be specified as report data. The report data must be in the 
'key=value' format. You can use a semicolon to separate multiple key-value pairs.
The report data must be URL-encoded if it contains ; or =. Ensure that you set the 
is-url-encoded parameter to true if an URL-encoded value is passed.

start-date-
time

Specify the data or time after which report content must be fetched.

Format:

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss

Hour (HH) and Minutes (mm) are optional and are used only for hourly reports. 
For daily and monthly reports, only the date part is used.

Example:

03/21/2010 09:10:20

end-date-
time

[Optional] Specify the end date and time till which report content should be 
selected.

logfile [Optional] Specify the location of the log file. If no log file is specified, the file is 
automatically created in the current directory.

log-level [Optional] Specify the log level. Default log level is INFO.

log-file-max-
size

[Optional] Specify the maximum size of the log file. The default value is 10 MB.

organizations [Optional] Specify semicolon-separated target organization names for the report. 
You specify this value for reports that have organizations as a mandatory must 
parameter. The value must be URL-encoded if the organization name contains a 
semicolon(;).
Ensure that you set the is-url-encoded parameter to true if a URL-encoded value is 
passed.

userName [Optional] Specify the user or administrator name.
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Option Description

output-file [Optional] Specify the output file where the report content must be written. 
<reporttype>-

timestamp.CSV is used.

is-url-
encoded

[Optional] Set this value to true or false depending on whether your report data 
and organizations contain URL-encoded information. The default value is false.

List of Report Identifiers

The following table lists the report identifiers that you can use for the report-id argument.

Report Report ID

My Activity Report AAC.ViewMyActivityReport

Administrator Activity Report AAC.ViewActivityReport

User Activity Report AAC.ViewUserActivityReport

Organization Report AAC.ViewOrgActivityReport

User Creation Report AAC.ViewUserCreationReport

List of Report URLs

The following table lists the report URLs that you can use for the reporturl argument.

Report Report URL

My Activity Report /Ac_AdminMyActivity/view.htm

Administrator Activity Report /Ac_Adminreport/view.htm

User Activity Report /Ac_AdminUserActivity/view.htm

Organization Report /Ac_AdminOrgActivity/view.htm

User Creation Report /Ac_AdminUserCreation/view.htm

Examples of Using the Tool

To download the User Activity Report:

java  - jar arreporttool.jar --protocol http --host localhost --port 8080  arcot --
admin-id ga --admin-password ga123 --report-id AAC.ViewUserActivityReport --report-
url /Ac_AdminUserActivity/view.htm --startdate-time "01/01/2012" --end-date-
time "01/30/2012" --log-file C:/tool.log ARCOT  - -userName ua
 

To download the Organization Report:

java -jar arreporttool.jar --protocol http --host localhost --port 8080  arcot --
admin-id ga --admin-password ga123 --report-id AAC.ViewOrgActivityReport  - report-
url /Ac_AdminOrgActivity/view.htm --start-date-time "01/01/2012" --end-date-
time "01/30/2012" --log-file C:/tool.log --organizations ARCOT;TEST

Logs
To effectively manage the communication between CA Risk Authentication Server and your 
application, it is necessary to get information about the activity and performance of the Server 
and other components, as well as any problems that might have occurred.
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This appendix describes the log files supported by CA Risk Authentication, the severity levels that 
you will see in these files, and the formats of these log files. It covers the following topics:

About the Log Files

Format of CA Risk Authentication Server and Case Management Server Log Files

Format of the UDS and Administration Console Log Files

Supported Severity Levels

About the Log Files
The CA Risk Authentication log files can be categorized as:

Installation Log File

Startup Log Files

Transaction Log Files

CA Advanced Authentication Log File

UDS Log File

The parameters that control logging in these files can be configured either by using the relevant 
INI files (as is the case with the UDS and CA Advanced Authentication log files) or by using CA 
Advanced Authentication itself (as is the case with the CA Risk Authentication and Case 
Management Queuing Server log file.) The typical logging configuration options that you can 
change in these files include:

Specifying the log file name and path: CA Risk Authentication enables you to specify the 
directory for writing the log files and storing the backup log files. Specifying the diagnostic 
logging directory allows administrators to manage system and network resources.

Specifying the log file size: You can specify the maximum number of bytes that the log file 
can contain. When the log files reach this size, a new file with the specified name is created 
and the old file is moved to the backup directory.

Using log file archiving: As CA Risk Authentication components run and generate diagnostic 
messages, the size of the log files increases. If you allow the log files to keep increasing in 
size, then the administrator must monitor and clean up the log files manually. CA Risk 
Authentication enables you to specify configuration options that limit how much log file data 
is collected and saved. CA Risk Authentication allows you to specify the configuration option 
to control the size of diagnostic logging files. This helps you determine a maximum size for 
the log files. When the maximum size is reached, older log information is moved to the 
backup file before the newer log information is saved.

Setting logging levels: CA Risk Authentication also allows you to configure logging levels. By 
configuring logging levels, the number of messages saved to diagnostic log files can be 
reduced. For example, you can set the logging level so that the system only reports and saves 
critical messages. See "Supported Severity Levels" for more information on the supported log 
levels.

Specifying time zone information: CA Risk Authentication enables you to use either the local 
time zone or GMT for time stamping the logged information.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Installation Log File

When you install CA Risk Authentication, the installer records in the Arcot_RiskFort_Install
.log file all the information that you provide during the installation and the actions <timestamp>

that it performs, such as creating the Arcot directory structure and making registry entries. The 
information in this file is very useful in identifying the source of problems if the CA Risk 
Authentication installation did not complete successfully.

The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\ >install_location <log_file_name

UNIX-Based:

< >/ >install_location <log_file_name

Startup Log Files

Because CA Risk Authentication comprises two server modules, CA Risk Authentication Server 
and Case Management Queuing Server, you will see two startup log files:

CA Risk Authentication Server Startup Log File

Case Management Queuing Server Startup Log File

The default location of these files is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location

CA Risk Authentication Server Startup Log File

When you start CA Risk Authentication Server, it records all startup (or boot) actions in the 
arcotriskfortstartup.log file. The information in this file is very useful in identifying the source of 
problems if the CA Risk Authentication service does not start up.

In this file, all logging-related parameters specified under the [arcot/riskfort/logger] section are 
controlled by Administration Console. To configure these logging parameters, you must use the 
instance-specific configuration page that you can access by clicking the required instance in the 

 page.Instance Management

Changing CA Risk Authentication Startup Logging Parameters

To change the logging parameters that you see when CA Risk Authentication Server starts up:

Navigate to the conf directory in ARCOT_HOME.

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor of your choice.

Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/riskfort/startup]
LogDir=logs
LogFileSize=2097152

BackupLogFileDir=logs/backup
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3.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

BackupLogFileDir=logs/backup
LogLevel=2
LogTimeGMT=0
LogTrace=0

The following table provides details about these parameters.

Parameter Default Description

LogDir logs The location of the default log directory.

Note: This path is relative to ARCOT_HOME (Windows:<
>\Arcot Systemsinstall_location

Linux:< >/arcot/).install_location

LogFileSize 10485760 The maximum number of  the log file can contain. When a log bytes
file reaches this size, a new file is created and the old file is moved 
to the location specified for BackupLogFileDir.

BackupLogFileDir logs
/backup

The location of the directory where backup log files are maintained, 
after the current file exceeds LogFileSize bytes.

Note: This path is relative to ARCOT_HOME (Windows:<
>\Arcot Systemsinstall_location

Linux:< >/arcot/).install_location

LogLevel 1 The default logging level for the server, unless an override is 
specified.

The possible values are:

0 FATAL

1 WARNING

2 INFO

3 DETAIL

LogTimeGMT 0 The parameter that indicates the time zone of the time stamp in the 
log files.

The possible values are:

0 Local Time

1 GMT

Set the required values for the parameters that you want to change.

Save and close the file.

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server.

Case Management Queuing Server Startup Logging Parameter

To change the logging parameters that you see when Case Management Queuing Server starts 
up:

Navigate to the conf directory in ARCOT_HOME.

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor of your choice.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor of your choice.

Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/riskfortcasemgmtserver/startup]
LogDir=logs
LogFileSize=2097152
BackupLogFileDir=logs/backup
LogLevel=2
LogTimeGMT=0
LogTrace=0

See the table in CA Risk Authentication Server Startup Log File for details of these 
parameters

Set the required values for the parameters that you want to change.

Save and close the file.

Restart Case Management Queuing Server.

Start Up Log Entries used with SSL

By default, CA Advanced Authentication uses Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) to 
communicate with CA Risk Authentication Server. However, TCP is vulnerable to spoofing and 
man-in-the-middle attacks. By using CA Advanced Authentication, you can configure SSL to 
ensure secure communication.

If you have configured SSL, you can see the corresponding entries in the startup log files. The 
following table lists those log file entries:

Protocol Entry in Log File

CA Risk Authentication

Server Management Started listener for [Server Management] [7980] [SSL] [srvmgrwsprotocol]

Transaction Web 
Service

Started listener for [RiskFort Trans WS] [7778] [SSL] [transwsprotocol]

Administration web

Service

Started listener for [RiskFort Admin WS] [7777] [SSL] [aradminwsprotocol]

Native (SSL) Started listener for [RiskFort Native (SSL)] [7681] [SSL] [RiskFort]

Case Management Queuing Server

Case Management

Queuing 
Administration

Started listener for [Case Management Admin] [7780] [SSL] 
[srvmgrwsprotocol]

Case Management

Queuing Server

Started listener for [Case Management Server] [7779] [SSL] 
[RiskFortCaseManagement]

CA Advanced Authentication Log File

When you deploy CA Advanced Authentication and subsequently start it, the details of all its 
actions and processed requests are recorded in the arcotadmin.log file. This information includes:

Database connectivity information

Database configuration information
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Database configuration information

Instance information and the actions performed by this instance

UDS configuration information

Other Administration Console information specified by the Master Administrator, such as 
cache refresh

The information in this file helps you identify the source of the problems if Administration 
Console does not start up. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/ /install_location logs

The parameters that control logging in these files can be configured by using the adminserver.ini 
file, which is available in the conf folder in ARCOT_HOME.

In addition to the logging level, log file name and path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), log 
file archiving information, you can control the layout of the logging pattern for the Console by 
specifying the appropriate values for log4j.appender.debuglog.layout.ConversionPattern.

See "Format of the UDS and Administration Console Log Files" for details of the default format 
used in the file.

UDS Log File

Important! This file is generated only if you deployed the arcotuds.war file to enable 
LDAP connectivity.

All User Data Service (UDS) information and actions are recorded in the arcotuds.log file. This 
information includes:

UDS database connectivity information

UDS database configuration information

UDS instance information and the actions performed by this instance

The information in this file is useful in identifying the source of problems if CA Advanced 
Authentication could not connect to the UDS instance. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/ /install_location logs
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The parameters that control logging in this files can be configured by using the udsserver.ini file, 
which is available in the conf folder in ARCOT_HOME.

In addition to the logging level, log file name and path, the maximum file size (in bytes), and 
archiving information, you can control the layout of the logging pattern for UDS by specifying the 
appropriate values for log4j.appender.debuglog.layout.ConversionPattern.

See "Format of the UDS and CA Advanced Authentication Log Files" for details of the default 
format used in the file.

Format of CA Risk Authentication Server and Case Management Server Log og Files

The following table describes the format of the entries in the CA Risk Authentication log file, 
arcotriskfort.log, as discussed in "CA Risk Authentication Server Log".

Column Description

Time Stamp The time the entry was logged and translated to the specified time zone.

The format of logging this information is:

www mmm dd HH:MM:SS.mis yy z

In the preceding format:

www represents weekday.

mis represents milliseconds.

z represents the time zone you specified in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Log Level

(or Severity)

The severity level of the logged entry.

See "Supported Severity Levels" for detailed information.

Process ID 
(pid)

The ID of the process that logged the entry.

Thread ID 
(tid)

The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Transaction 
ID

The ID of the transaction that logged the entry.

Message The message logged by the Server in the free-flowing format.

Note: The granularity of this message depends on the Log Level that you set in 
arcotcommon.ini.

Format of the UDS and CA Advanced Authentication Log Files

The following table describes the format of the entries in the following log files:

arcotuds.log (UDS Log File)

arcotadmin.log (CA Advanced Authentication Log File)
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Column Associated Pattern
(In the Log File)

Description

Time 
Stamp

%d{yyyy-MM-dd 
hh:mm:ss,SSS z} :

The time when the entry was logged. This entry uses the 
application server time zone. The format of logging this 
information is:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss,mis z

Here:

mis represents milliseconds.

z represents the time zone.

Thread 
ID

[%t] : The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Log 
Level

(or 
Severity)

%-5p : The severity level of the logged entry.

See "Supported Severity Levels" for more information.

Logger 
Class

%-5c{3}(%L) : The name of the logger that made the log request.

Message %m%n : The message logged by the Server in the log file in the free-flowing 
format.

Note: The granularity of the message depends on the Log Level 
that you set in the log file.

Refer to the following URL for customizing the PatternLayout parameter in the UDS and 
Administration Console log files:

Supported Severity Levels

Log File Examples
Server Log File Severity Levels
CA Advanced Authentication and UDS Log File Severity Levels

A  (or ) enables you to specify the level of detail that is captured in the CA log level severity level
Risk Authentication logs. This level also controls the rate at which the log grows.

Log File Examples

The following subsections show a few sample entries (based on the Log Level) in the CA Risk 
Authentication log files.

FATAL

May 27 18:31:
01.585 2010 GMT FATAL: pid 4756 tid 5152: 0: 0: Cannot continue due to ARRF_LIB_in
it failure, SHUTTING DOWN

WARNING

May 24 14:47:
39.756 2010 GMT WARNING: pid 5232 tid 5576: 0: 110000: EVALHTTPCALLOUT : Transport
 Exception : create: No Transports Available
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INFO

May 24 14:41:
43.758 2010 GMT INFO: pid 3492 tid 4904: 0: 109002: Error in ArPFExtRuleSetEval::
evaluate Could not get user context (two parallel requests)

May 25 10:01:
28.131 2010 GMT WARNING: pid 1048 tid 3104: 8: 0: Error in ArRFCaseStatus::
startInit: No data found

DETAIL

May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : Ente
ring USERRISKEVALVELOCITY Rule Evaluation function
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE: VELOC
ITY_DURATION=[60], VELOCITY_DURATION_UNIT=
[MINUTES],                 VELOCITY_TRANSACTION_COUNT=[5]
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : Ente
ring UserRiskEvalVelocityRule durationToTimeConvertor
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : Exit
ing ArUserRiskEvalVelocityDBO::decisionLogicForUserVelocity
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : Exit
ing UserRiskEvalVelocityRule callUserEvalVelocityRule
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : USER
RISKEVALVELOCITY.RESULT=[0]
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : USER
RISKEVALVELOCITY.DETAIL=[RESULT=0;TCOUNT=2; ACT=mection]
 
May 24 14:52:
01.219 2010 GMT LOW: pid 2132 tid 1356: 0: 111004: USERRISKEVALVELOCITYRULE : Exit
ing USERRISKEVALVELOCITY Rule Evaluation function

Server Log File Severity Levels

The following table describes the log levels that you see in server log files, in the  order decreasing
of severity.

Log Level Description

0 FATAL Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause the abrupt 
termination of the CA Risk Authentication service.

At the FATAL level, only situations which indicate a fatal problem will be logged.

1 WARNING Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful 
situations, and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

2 INFO Use this log level for capturing information on run-time events.

In other words, this information highlights the progress of the application, which 
might include changes in:

Server state, such as start, stop, and restart.

Server properties.
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Log Level Description

State of services.

State of processes on the Server.

For example, there are some logs that will always be printed to indicate that 
requests are being received and that they are being processed. These logs appear 
at the INFO level.

3 LOW

DETAIL

Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This 
might include process tracing and changes in Server states.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of  higher
significance are reported as well. For example, if the LogLevel is specified as 3, then 
messages with log levels of FATAL, WARNING, and INFO are also captured.

CA Advanced Authentication and UDS Log File Severity Levels

The following table describes the format of the entries in the following log files:

arcotuds.log (UDS Log File)

arcotadmin.log (CA Advanced Authentication Log File)

Column Associated Pattern
(In the Log File)

Description

Time 
Stamp

%d{yyyy-MM-dd 
hh:mm:ss,SSS z} :

The time when the entry was logged. This entry uses the 
application server time zone. The format of logging this 
information is:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss,mis z

Here:

mis represents milliseconds.

z represents the time zone.

Thread 
ID

[%t] : The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Log 
Level

(or 
Severity)

%-5p : The severity level of the logged entry.

See "Supported Severity Levels" for more information.

Logger 
Class

%-5c{3}(%L) : The name of the logger that made the log request.

Message %m%n : The message logged by the Server in the log file in the free-flowing 
format.
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Column Associated Pattern
(In the Log File)

Description

Note: The granularity of the message depends on the Log Level 
that you set in the log file.

Refer to the following URL for customizing the PatternLayout parameter in the UDS and 
Administration Console log files:

CA Risk Authentication Server Log

CA Risk Authentication records all requests processed by the server and related actions in the 
arcotriskfort.log file. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/ /install_location logs

Note: You cannot use the CA Risk Authentication logger to configure your application’s 
logs. You can access these logs by using the tool used by the third-party application 
server, such as Apache Tomcat or IBM Websphere, which is hosting your application.

All logging-related parameters can be configured by using Administration Console. To do so, you 
must use the instance-specific configuration page that you can access by clicking the required 
instance in the  page.Instance Management

In addition to the log file path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), backup directory, logging 
level, and timestamp information, you can control whether you want to enable trace logging. See 
"Format of CA Risk Authentication Server and Case Management Server Log Files" for details of 
the default format used in the file.

Case Management Server Log File

When you deploy the Case Management Server module and subsequently start it, the details of 
all its actions and processed requests are recorded in the arcotriskfortcasemgmtserver.log file. 
The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/ /install_location logs

All logging-related parameters (specified under the [arcot/riskfortcasemgmtserver/logger] 
section) can be configured by using Administration Console. To do so, you must use the instance-
specific configuration page that you can access by clicking the required instance in the Instance 

 page.Management
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In addition to the log file path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), backup directory, logging 
level, and timestamp information, you can control whether you want to enable trace logging. See 
"Format of CA Risk Authentication Server and Case Management Server Log Files" for the details 
of the default format used in the file.

Geolocation and Anonymizer Data
RiskMinder uses geolocation and IP checking in close conjunction to prevent high risk activity. 
These capabilities use the IP address of end users to:

Verify that they are not accessing from a country or region that you have blacklisted.

Verify that they are not moving faster than is actually possible.

Verify that they are not hiding their location.

Verify that they are not coming from an IP address that you have blacklisted.

You can decide the mitigating action that you want to choose, which may range from alerting 
your fraud or security team of possible compromise, automatically requiring additional 
authentication from the end user, or simply denying access.

This appendix discusses the use of IP geolocation data and Negative IP checks in RiskMinder. 
Together, these two capabilities provide one of the major components of RiskMinder fraud and 
high risk access detection. They support the following checks that are provided as part of the 
RiskMinder out-of-the-box rule settings:

Geolocation (Negative Country List)

End user change in access location (Zone hopping)

Anonymizer data (Negative IP Types)

Administrator-defined negative IPs (Negative IP Address List)

This appendix covers the following topics:

Understanding Geolocation and Anonymizer Data

Using Geolocation Data in RiskMinder Rules

Using Anonymizer Data

Using the Negative IP Address List

Understanding Geolocation and Anonymizer Data
Quova Inc., an industry leading provider of geolocation information, provides RiskMinder 
geolocation and anonymizer data. Quova provides the following types of data to RiskMinder:

Geolocation data. This data classifies each IP by latitude, longitude, continent, country, and 
city. By default, the data is used in the Negative Country Check rule and in calculating the 
distance for the Zone Hopping Check rule. You can also use this data for any rules that you 
create by using the Rule Builder. The Country and City elements are both useful for checks on 
the point of access.
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Connection information. Each IP is classified by routing type, connection type, and line 
speed. This information, especially routing type, is useful in assessing the validity of the 
geolocation information. For example, if the connection type is Satellite, then the user’s 
location is not reliable. In practice, you can ignore this information for geolocation purposes. 
However, fixed connection types such as cable, DSL, and OCX are less likely to be origins of 
fraud because their locations are more easily backtracked to Internet accounts. You can use 
this data to evaluate fraud.

Anonymizer data. Quova performs rigorous testing of IP addresses to determine if their 
location information is reliable. As part of this testing, Quova identifies some IP addresses as 
"Anonymizers". IP addresses with this status have tested positive as anonymous proxies that 
are used to hide the true location of the end user. While this does not necessarily indicate 
that the intent is fraudulent, it does clearly indicate that the user is hiding their location, and 
therefore represents a high risk access potential.

Using Geolocation Data in Rules
You can use the following geolocation data in rules:

Negative Country Check

You can use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page in Administration Console to 
configure the Negative Country List by adding or removing countries that you consider high risk. 
Typically, you can define this to be a list of countries where access is always verified using some 
form of Increased Authentication. However, you can also use this as a Deny rule and list only a 
small set of countries in the Negative Country List. For financial transactions, you can combine 
the Negative Country Check rule with an amount-based rule to reduce the number of cases. For 
general access control, the rule is defined as an Increase Authentication risk advice to trigger a 
more stringent login process. In these situations, cases are not created.

Zone Hopping Check

The location latitude and longitude are used in the Zone Hopping Check rule. This rule checks the 
required speed of physical travel required for the user to make successive transactions from the 
IP addresses they used for access. If the users are traveling too fast, then you must conclude that 
either two people were accessing the account or the user did something, either intentionally or 
inadvertently, to mask their true location. CA suggests that you start by setting the values of the 
Zone Hopping Check rule to the default values provided. Based on performance, you can tune the 
settings of this rule to meet the requirements of your particular user base. In its default settings, 
you should expect the rule to fire about 0.02% of the time. The false positive rate for this rule is 
good at under 10:1.

IP Routing Type

IP Routing Type is an attribute of the IP address that determines the likelihood that the user’s 
location matches the location of the IP address. The following table describes the possible values 
that you can use for IP Routing Type.

IP Routing 
Type

Description

fixed User IP is at the same location as the user.

anonymizer User IP is located within a network block that has tested positive for anonymizer 
activity. This means the user is potentially hiding their true location by using a 
service that deliberately proxies all user traffic.

aol:
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IP Routing 
Type

Description

aol pop

aol dialup

aol proxy

User is a member of the AOL service; Quova can identify the user country in most 
cases; any regional info more granular than country is not possible. Please note 
that in GeoPoint AOL IPs are denoted by a simple Y/N (Yes/No).

pop User is dialing into a regional ISP and is likely to be near the IP location; the user 
could be dialing across geographical boundaries.

superpop User is dialing into a multi-state or multi-national ISP and is not likely to be near 
the IP location; the user could be dialing across geographical boundaries.

satellite A user connecting to the Internet through a consumer satellite or a user 
connecting to the Internet with a backbone satellite provider where no 
information about the terrestrial connection is available. In both cases, the user 
can be anywhere within the beam pattern of the satellite, which typically spans a 
continent or more.

cache proxy User is proxied through either an Internet accelerator or content distribution 
service; user could be in any location.

international 
proxy

A proxy that contains traffic from multiple countries.

regional 
proxy

A proxy (not anonymizer) that contains traffic from multiple states within a single 
country.

mobile 
gateway

A gateway to connect mobile devices to the public internet. For example, WAP is a 
gateway used by mobile phone providers.

unknown Routing method is not known or is not identifiable in the above descriptions.

Connection Type

Connection Type indicates the data connection between a device or private LAN to the public 
Internet provider. The following table describes the possible values that you can use for 
Connection Type.

Connection 
Type

Description

ocx This represents OC-3 circuits, OC-48 circuits, etc. which are used primarily by large 
backbone carriers.

tx This includes T-3 circuits and T-1 circuits still used by many small and medium 
companies.

satellite This represents high-speed or broadband links between a consumer and a 
geosynchronous or low earth orbiting satellite.

framerelay Frame relay circuits may range from low to high speed and are used as a backup or 
alternative to T-1. Most often they are high-speed links, so GeoPoint classifies them 
as such.

dsl Digital Subscriber Line broadband circuits, which include aDSL, iDSL, and sDSL. In 
general, ranges in speed from 256k to 20MB per second.

cable Cable Modem broadband circuits, offered by cable TV companies. Speeds range 
from 128k to 36MB per second, and vary with the load placed on a given cable 
modem switch.

isdn
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Connection 
Type

Description

Integrated Services Digital Network high-speed copper-wire technology, support 
128K per second speed, with ISDN modems and switches offering 1MB per second 
and greater speed.

dialup This category represents the consumer dialup modem space, which operates at 56k 
per second. Providers include Earthlink, AOL, and Netzero.

fixed 
wireless

Represents fixed wireless connections where the location of the receiver is fixed. 
Category includes WDSL providers, such as Sprint Broadband Direct, as well as 
emerging WiMax providers.

mobile 
wireless

Represents cellular network providers such as Cingular, Sprint, and Verizon Wireless 
who employ CDMA, EDGE, EV-DO technologies. Speeds vary from 19.2k per second 
to 3MB per second.

unknown GeoPoint was unable to obtain any connection type or the connection type is not 
identifiable in the above descriptions.Line Speed

Line Speed

The speed of the Connection Type between the device or private LAN and the public Internet 
provider. The following table describes the possible values that you can use for Line Speed for 
each of the Connection Types.

Line Speed Corresponding Connection Type

high OCX, TX, and Framerelay

medium Satellite, DSL, Cable, Fixed Wireless, and ISDN.

low Dialup and Mobile Wireless.

unknown Quova was unable to obtain any line speed information.

Region

For convenience, Quova has divided the U.S. into ten geographical regions:

Northeast

Mid Atlantic

Southeast

Great Lakes

Midwest

South Central\

Mountain

Northwest

Pacific

Southwest
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A complete listing can be found under Reference Data, in the  section of the Quova Download
Extranet. Refer to these text files for the latest information.

Continent

Quova recognizes eight continents:

Africa

Antarctica

Asia

Australia

Europe

North America

Oceania (Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia)

South America

Using Anonymizer Data
IP addresses can also be classified with an anonymizer status. You can control the types of 
anonymizer IPs that you include in the rule. The different categories of negative IP types are:

Negative

Active

Suspect

Private

Inactive

Unknown

It is recommended that you either set the rule to the defaults listed or that you clear Suspect IPs. 
While the use of an anonymizer does not necessarily indicate intent to commit a crime, it is 
highly suspicious because the user is masking their location. For example, users may be 
participating in marginal activities such as accessing gaming from a country where it is not 
allowed or accessing video or music content from a region that is not licensed. The hit rate for 
this rule is highly variable by customer because it is influenced by the portfolio of end users. 
However, the approximate review rate based on Anonymizers is 0.1% (one in 1000 transactions). 
False positive rates tend to vary greatly from as low as 20:1 for US and European users to as high 
as 100:1 for less developed regions.

Using the Negative IP Address List
The Negative IP Check Rule performs two functions within a single rule:

The rule checks the IP addresses of end users against the list of known anonymizer proxies.
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1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The rule consults the Negative IP address list that you define to verify whether the IP is in one 
of the ranges defined in your table.

You can use the Manage List Data and Category Mappings page in Administration Console to add 
IP Addresses to the Negative IP address list. The rule performance for blacklisted IP addresses 
depends on how you manage your list. Typically, you add IPs to the list when you see fraudulent 
or risky access that you want to stop and you remove IPs from the list when a legitimate user 
requests for the same.

Note: You can review the transaction report to determine why an end user was 
blocked or challenged.

Add Custom Actions
Each channel in CA Risk Authentication has a set of actions that are associated with it. An action, 
in turn, has data elements that are associated with it. A rule is a specific combination of the 
elements that are associated with an action for one or more channels.

This section describes the procedure to add a custom action. Specify the channel with which the 
custom action must be associated. The elements that are associated with the other actions 
defined for that channel are automatically associated with the new action. You can use these 
elements to build rules for the new action.

Note: To build rules for actions that are available in all channels, add the action in each 
channel.

Follow these steps:

(Optional) Perform the following steps if you do not know the name of the channel with 
which you want to associate a new action:

Log in to the Administration Console as a GA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Under the Rules Management section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules and 
Scoring Management link.

Select any ruleset from the Select a Ruleset list.

Click Add a New Rule.

Note down the name of the channels for which you want to add new actions.

Ensure that you have the database privileges that are listed in Configuring the Database 
.Server

Log in to the database.

Run the following command to determine the ID of the channel to which you want to add 
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4.  

5.  
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7.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

Run the following command to determine the ID of the channel to which you want to add 
the action:

select channelid from arrfchannel where channelname=' ';<channel-name>

In this command, replace  with the name of the channel.<channel-name>

Run one of the following commands:

Note: In the command that you run, replace  with the channel ID <channel-id>
that you determine by running the previous step. Similarly, replace <action-

 with the name of the channel. The action name can contain name>
alphanumeric characters and the underscore character. No other character can 
be used in the action name.

Refresh the cache.

Verify that the action has been successfully added as follows:

Log in to the administration console.

Navigate to the Rules and Scoring Management screen.

Click Add a new rule.

Check whether the newly added action is displayed in the Actions list.

After you verify that the action has been added, you can start using it to build new rules.

Administrating CA Strong Authentication
Administration Console Overview
Getting Started with CA Strong Authentication
Server Instances
Managing Global CA Strong Authentication Configurations
Organizations Management
Managing Organization-Specific CA Strong Authentication Configurations
How to Configure CA Strong Authentication for RADIUS
Managing Users and Credentials
System Administrators Utilities
CA Strong Authentication Logging
Configuring SSL
Alternate Schema Configuration for IBM DB2 Universal Database
Using the Sample Application
Application Server Configuration
CA Strong Authentication Java SDKs and Web Services Configuration
Changing Administrator Profile Information
Create Organization in LDAP Repository

Update the Basic Organization Information
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Update the Basic Organization Information

Administration Console Overview
CA Advanced Authentication Administration Console (referred to as "Administration Console" 
later in the guide) is a web-based operation and system management tool, which provides a 
consistent, unified interface for managing CA Advanced Authentication.

This Console offers true  architecture that enables you to use a single instance of the multi-tenant
Console to administer multiple organizations or business units within an enterprise. In this 
model, you setup each organization or business unit individually with its own configuration. The 
Administration Console also provides the ability to inherit configuration data from the system 
level and build specific configurations for each organization, if necessary.

This guide provides information for setting up and managing CA AuthMinder using the 
Administration Console. This guide covers information for both Windows and UNIX-based 
platforms that are supported by CA AuthMinder.

This section introduces you to the Administration Console interface and the supported 
administrator hierarchy.

Note: The recommended desktop screen resolution is the optimal resolution of the 
system that is used to access the Administration Console.

Important! This documentation contains the terms Arcot, WebFort , RiskFort, WebFort, 
RiskMinder, and AuthMinder in some of its code objects and other artifacts. The term 
ArcotID is now called as CA Auth ID. In addition, some of the topics in this guide do not 
follow the standard formatting guidelines.

About the Administration Console
The Administration Console is a browser-based, graphical user interface. The Console enables 
you to manage all deployed CA AuthMinder instances, where an  represents a CA instance
AuthMinder Server that is installed on a system.

You use the Administration Console to configure CA AuthMinder Server, create users, 
administrative roles, and perform other administrative operations and configuration tasks, such 
as:

Configure and refresh server instances

Configure communication parameters between the server and other CA AuthMinder 
components

Manage organizations, administrators, organizations that are mapped to LDAP, and users and 
their credentials

Configure plug-ins

Set authentication policies
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Set authentication policies

Set credential profiles

Generate administration, transaction, and configuration reports

The tasks that you are authorized to perform are displayed on the Administration Console 
through various tabs. These tasks are based on the user group (or role) that you belong and the 
administrative permissions that are granted to your role.

Supported Roles
Roles enable you to specify which operations and permissions are assigned to a user or a set of 
users who share similar responsibilities. When a user is assigned a role, the set of functions called 

 are associated to that role become available to the user. As a result, administrators can tasks
exercise fine-grain control on the tasks that are assigned to each user in the system.

The Administration Console provides the flexibility to set up your administration hierarchy and 
assign rights to the administrators. You can create different levels of administrators, each with 
varying degrees of control. You can also create administrators who can, in turn, delegate 
administration tasks to other users.

The Administration Console supports the following types of roles:

Users

Default Administrative Roles

Custom Roles

Users

Every end user of your online application system is referred to as a  in Administration user
Console. This user can exist in your LDAP repository, such as Active Directory or in the CA 
AuthMinder database.

If the user already exists in your LDAP system, then map the LDAP attributes to CA AuthMinder 
supported attributes. For more information, see .Creating Organization in LDAP Repository

To enroll the users in the CA AuthMinder database, select the organization whose repository type 
is Arcot Database. For more information, see .Creating Organization in LDAP Repository

Scope of an Administrative Role

The  of an administrative role in the Administration Console consists of:scope

All the organizations that an administrator with a specific role can manage.

The permissions associated with the role.

Notes About Scope

While creating an administrative role, remember that:

The scope of the  is , and this administrator manages Master Administrator All Organizations all
existing and organizations that will be created in the future.

An administrator ( , , or ) Global Administrator Organization Administrator User Administrator
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An administrator ( , , or ) Global Administrator Organization Administrator User Administrator
can manage their peers and the roles with fewer permissions, provided they have scope on 
the organization to which the administrators belong.
For example, a Global Administrator can manage other Global Administrators, Organization 
Administrators and User Administrators. However, they  manage Master cannot
Administrator.

The scope of a  role  be defined as All Organizations, in which case Global Administrator can
this administrator can manage all existing and future organizations.

An  or a  can be limited to manage only specific Organization Administrator User Administrator
organizations.

If the administrator is derived by using , then the derived administrator belongs Custom Roles
to the same level as that of the parent level.
For example, if you derive the MyGlobalAdmin administrator from Global Administrator, then 
MyGlobalAdmin is considered to be a Global Administrator. This is true even though you may 
have assigned MyGlobalAdmin fewer permissions compared to an Organization Administrator 
or User Administrator.

Note: An or a role  be Organization Administrator User Administrator should not
defined with the scope as All Organizations.

Default Administrative Roles

The out-of-the-box administrator,  can perform high-level configurations. Master Administrator
You can assign users to administrative roles to administer the CA Advanced Authentication 
system or to access your business data. An administrative role typically comprises a set of 
permissions that are based on a job function profile and the scope in which these permissions are 
applicable. The users with administrative permissions are referred to as .administrative user

Note: See  for a comprehensive list of Summary of Administrative Permissions
permissions available to each administrative role.

The Administration Console supports the following predefined administrative roles:

Master Administrator

Global Administrator

Organization Administrator

User Administrator

In addition, you can also create .Custom Roles

Note: The administrators are also considered as users of the system.

The following figure depicts these administrative roles and the relationships between the 
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The following figure depicts these administrative roles and the relationships between the 
permissions available to these roles. The sections following the figure discuss the supported 
administrator levels in detail.

 
AM_7.1--2_ov0003

Note: The hierarchical distribution of permissions does not allow the administrators to 
access features beyond their fixed boundaries. Each level has a predefined permission 
or role.

Master Administrator

The Master Administrator (MA) is the super user of the system, who has unrestricted access to 
the whole system. The scope of an MA is All Organizations, as a result of which they can manage 
all existing organizations and the organizations that will be created by them or any other 
administrator in the future.

The primary responsibilities of an MA are to:

Initialize (Bootstrap) the system after installation.

Configure the UDS connection parameters.

Configure the global settings for organizations and cache refresh settings for the 
Administration Console and for User Data Service.

Configure custom locales.

Set the Default organization.
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Enable authentication and authorization for Web Services.

Configure the CA AuthMinder Server communication parameters.

Configure and manage CA AuthMinder Server instances.

Configure the CA AuthMinder Server protocol settings.

Configure the authentication mechanism for the Administration Console and Server 
components and other miscellaneous settings.

Register plug-ins, if you want to extend the feature offering from CA AuthMinder using 
custom plug-ins.

Note: For more information about how to register a plug-in, see Registering and 
. For more information about configuring the plug-in, see Updating Plug-Ins

Configuring Plug-Ins.

Create and manage organizations.

Create and manage administrators of any role (Global, Organization, or User Administrator), 
as required.

Create and Manage .Custom Roles

Generate instance statistics.

After successful deployment of Administration Console, log in for the first time as an MA. The MA 
account ( ) is shipped with a default password (master1234!). We recommend that masteradmin
you change this password after you log in for the first time.

To track and analyze data, an MA can generate a comprehensive report of all the administrator 
activities. Also generate a report for the activities of other administrators in the system. In 
addition, they can also generate reports for all organizations and reports for all server 
configurations.

Reset the Master Administrator Password

Use the following procedure if your MA account password is locked because of multiple failed 
password attempts.

Run the script to reset your password. This script is arcot-masteradmin-password-reset-2.0.sql 
available in the  folder. After you run the script, the MA <INSTALL_HOME>\dbscripts\<database>\
must log in to Administration Console using the default password and must reset the password.

Global Administrator

The Global Administrator (GA) is the second level in the administrative hierarchy. These 
administrators can perform few of the tasks of an MA.

GA has scope on all organizations present in the system by default. If you want the GA to manage 
only specific organizations, then specify it while creating the GA accounts.

The main tasks of a GA are to:

Create and manage other Global, Organization, or User Administrators, as required.
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Create and manage other Global, Organization, or User Administrators, as required.

Configure the authentication policy for the Administration Console.

Configure cache refresh settings for the Administration Console.

Create and manage organizations, as required.

Note: This includes editing the organization details.

Create and manage users, as required.

Configure Adobe Signature Service Protocol (ASSP) and Secure Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML).

Manage user credentials.

Configure CA AuthMinder Profiles and Policies for supported authentication mechanisms.

Assign configurations globally or to an organization.

Configure registered plug-ins.

Configure RADIUS clients and RADIUS proxy server.

To track and analyze available information, GAs can generate and view all administrative 
activities, configuration, and credential management reports for the organizations under their 
administrative purview. They can also view the reports for all the Organization, User 
Administrators, and Users that are assigned to them.

Organization Administrator

The Organization Administrator (OA) is the third level in the administrative hierarchy. These 
administrators can perform all the tasks related to management of the organizations that are 
assigned to them by the MA or a GA and the users that belong to the organizations.

The main tasks of an OA are to:

Create and manage other Organization Administrators or User Administrators, as required.

Create and manage the users that belong to the organizations in their purview.

Manage organizations in their purview.

Refresh the cache of organizations in their purview.

Configure the authentication policy for organizations.

Manage (update) organization-specific configurations.

When you create an OA, you specify the scope of their administration. Unless you do so, the OA 
cannot manage any organization.
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OAs can generate and view administrative activity, configuration, and transaction reports for the 
organizations under their administrative purview. They can also view the reports for all the User 
Administrators and Users that are assigned to them.

User Administrator

The User Administrator (UA) role is the lowest level in the administrative hierarchy. These 
administrators can perform all the tasks related to user management for the organizations that 
are assigned to them either by the MA or a GA. These include:

Manage other UAs, as required.

Create and Manage end users, as required.

Note: This includes editing the user details.

Manage user credentials.

When you create a UA, you specify the scope of their administration. Unless you do so, they 
cannot manage any organization.

UAs can generate and view user and UA activity reports for the organizations under their 
administrative purview.

Custom Roles

As an MA, you can also create new administrative roles that inherit a subset of permissions from 
one of the following predefined parent roles:

Global Administrator

Organization Administrator

User Administrator

These roles are called , and are derived by some of the default permissions custom roles disabling 
that are associated with the parent role. For example, if you want to disable the Organization 

for a GA, then create a custom role by disabling this permission.Creation Permission 

If you create a custom role, then it becomes available as a role option when you create or update 
an administrative role. In addition to creating custom roles, you can also update and delete them.

Getting Started with CA Strong Authentication
This chapter walks you through the steps to log in to the Administration Console as Master 

and initializing the system, after you have successfully installed CA Strong Administrator 
Authentication and have deployed the Administration Console.

Configuring Administration Console Settings
Before you configure the CA Strong Authentication-specific settings, we recommended that you 
configure the global configurations for the Administration Console.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Note: Verify that you are logged in as the MA for all the following administration 
console settings.

Update UDS Connectivity

User Data Service (UDS) is a user virtualization layer that enables access to the third-party data 
repositories (such as, LDAP directory servers) deployed by your organization. UDS enables CA 
Strong Authentication and the Administration Console to seamlessly access your existing data 
and leverage end-user information, without having to duplicate it in the standard CA Strong 
Authentication SQL database tables.

CA Strong Authentication can access user data either from a relational database (RDBMS) or 
directly from an LDAP server:

If you are using a relational database, seed the database with the CA Strong Authentication 
schema as a part of the post-installation configurations.

If you are using an LDAP directory server and you want CA Strong Authentication Server and 
Administration Console to seamlessly access it, then you must have deployed UDS as part of 
the post-installation configurations.

To update the default UDS connectivity settings, use the User Data Service Connectivity 
Configuration page.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 
The page opens.UDS Connectivity Configuration 

Specify the parameters that are listed in the following table in the User Data Service 
section. Most of the parameters on this page are mandatory.Connectivity Configuration 

Protocol
The protocol to connect to the UDS service using the Administration Console. The 
available options are:

TCP

One-Way SSL

Two-Way SSL

Default Value: TCP

Host
The IP address or host name of the system where the UDS is available. The default 
value of localhost will not work.

localhostDefault Value: 
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3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Port
The port at which the UDS is available.

8080Default Value: 

Application Context Root
Application context that is specified when UDS is deployed in the application server.

arcotudsDefault Value: 

Read Timeout (in milliseconds)
The maximum time in milliseconds to wait for a response from UDS.

10000Default Value: 

Idle Timeout (in milliseconds)
The time (in milliseconds) after which an idle connection not serving requests will be 
closed.

30000Default Value: 

Server Root Certificate
The path to the CA certificate file of UDS server. The file must be in PEM format.

Client Certificate
The path to the CA certificate file of the Administration Console. The file must be in 
PEM format.

Client Private Key
The location of file that contains the CA's private key. The path can be an absolute 
path or relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Minimum Connections
The minimum number of connections that will be created between the CA Strong 
Authentication Server and the UDS server.

4Default Value: 

Maximum Connections
The maximum number of connections that can be created between the CA Strong 
Authentication Server and the UDS server.

32Default Value: 

Connection Timeout (in milliseconds)
Maximum time in milliseconds before the UDS service is considered unreachable.

30000Default Value: 

Click .Save

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

Update UDS Parameters

When you want to update the UDS parameters, use the UDS Configuration page.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the UDS Configuration UDS Configuration 
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

1.  

2.  

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the UDS Configuration UDS Configuration 
link to display the page.

Specify the parameters, explained in the following table, on the page. All the parameters 
on this page are mandatory.

Search Configuration

Maximum Search Return Count
The maximum number of records that will be returned for all Search operations in 
the Administration Console.

 500Default Value:

LDAP Configuration
Note: These fields cannot be edited using Administration Console.

LDAP Connection Pool Initial Size
The initial number of connections between UDS and LDAP that will be created in 
the pool.

LDAP Connection Pool Maximum Size
The maximum number of connections allowed between UDS and LDAP.

LDAP Connection Pool Preferred Size
The preferred number of connections between UDS and LDAP.

LDAP Connection Pool Timeout (in milliseconds)
The period for which UDS waits for a response from the LDAP, when a new 
connection is requested.

Authentication Token Configuration

Purge Interval (in seconds)
The maximum interval after which an authentication token is purged from the 
database, after the token expires.

3600Default Value: 

Validity Period (in seconds)
The maximum period (default is one day) after which an issued authentication 
token expires.

86400Default Value: 

Click .Save

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

View the Status of Cache Refresh Requests

Using Administration Console, you can view the details of the cache refresh requests. The Check 
Cache Refresh Status page enables you to view the cache refresh requests based on its unique 
identifier or on the status of the request.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 
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3.  

4.  

5.  

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the  System Configuration Check Cache 
link to display the page.Refresh Status 

Provide the details of the cache refresh request by using any of the following fields:

Request ID
Define the unique identifier of the cache refresh request.

Status
Select the status based on which you want to view the cache refresh request details. A 
cache refresh request can be in any of the following states:

All: Lists all the cache refresh requests received.

In Progress: Lists the cache refresh requests that are currently being processed.

Failure: Lists the cache refresh requests that failed.

Successful: Lists the cache refresh requests that were processed successfully.

Click to view the cache refresh requests.Search 
The search result lists the following:

The unique identifier of the cache refresh request

Time when the request was received

Organizations that were affected by cache refresh request

The event type

CA Strong Authentication components that were affected by cache refresh request.

Resource
Specifies the CA Strong Authentication resource that was refreshed. Possible 
values are:

AdminConsole
For Administration Console and User Data Service

WebFort
For CA Strong Authentication Server

Server Instance ID
Specifies the unique identifier of the server instance that was refreshed.

For Administration Console and User Data Server, this value is fetched from the 
InstanceID parameter that is set in the arcotcommon.ini file.

For CA Strong Authentication Server, it is the instance name of the CA Strong 
Authentication Server. By default, it is a combination of host name and a unique 
identifier.

Server Instance Name
Specifies the instance name of the CA Strong Authentication component that was 
refreshed. Possible values are:

Arcot Administration Console
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5.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Arcot Administration Console

User Data Service

Instance name of the CA Strong Authentication Server. By default, it is a 
combination of host name and a unique identifier.

Host Name
Specifies the name of the system on which the refreshed component is installed.

Status
Specifies the status of the cache refresh request.

Configure Attribute Encryption

CA Strong Authentication stores the user-related data in plain format in the database tables that 
you seed during installation by default.

Note: To encrypt the data, you use the Attribute Encryption Set Configuration page 
and select the user attributes that you want to encrypt. See Multi-Byte Characters and 

 for the list of attributes that can be stored in an encrypted Encrypted Parameters
format.

Follow these steps:

Activate the tab. Services and Server Configurations 

Click the  option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console
Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the System Configuration Attribute 

 link to display the page.Encryption Configuration

Note: If you choose to encrypt the User Identifier attribute, all the following 
attributes that help in uniquely identifying the user are also encrypted:

In the section, select the attributes that you want to Select Attribute(s) for Encryption 
encrypt from the list to the Available Attributes for encryption Attributes Selected for 

list.encryption 
Click the > button to move selected attributes to the desired list. You can also click the >> 
button to move all attributes to the desired lists.

Note: Hold the key to select more than one attribute at a time.Ctrl 

The list displays all the attributes that will be stored in Attributes Selected for encryption 
an encrypted format.

In the section, specify the parameters that are described in Data Masking Configuration 
the following table:
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Type
Select an option from the drop-down list to Mask or Unmask the attributes configured 
for encryption.

Start Length
The number of characters to be masked or unmasked from the start of the actual data 
string.

End Length
The number of characters to be masked or unmasked from the end of the actual data 
string.

Masking Character
The character that will be used to mask (hide) the actual data.

For example, if you want to mask a user name that has been configured for encryption, 
and the and are 2, 2, and x, then the user Start Length, End Length, Masking Character 
name "mparker" is masked as "xxarkxx", and vice-versa for unmasking.

Click  to save the changes that you have made.Save

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances. See  for all Refresh the Cache
instructions on how to refresh the system cache.

Configure Custom Locales

CA Strong Authentication supports You can configure the supported locales in the  localization. 
Localization Configuration page.

Note: Before you configure custom locales, you can add languages that will appear in 
the list for you to choose. See  in the Available Preparing for Localization CA Strong 

.Authentication Installation Guide

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the System Configuration Localization 
link to display the page.Configuration 

In the section, select the locales that you want to add from Configure Supported Locales 
the list to the list.Available Selected 
Click the > button to move selected locales to the desired list. You can also click the >> 
button to move all locales to the desired lists.

Note: Hold the key to select more than one locale at a time.Ctrl 

In the section, select the from the drop-down list.Configure Default Locale Default Locale 
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In the section, select the from the drop-down list.Configure Default Locale Default Locale 

In the section, specify the you Configure Default Date Time Format Date Time Format 
want to use.

Note: The Administrator can change the Locale and Date Time Format on the 
My Profile page.

Click to save your changes.Save 

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

Set the Default Organization

When you deploy the Administration Console, an organization is created by default with the MA 
account. This out-of-the-box organization is referred to as  (DEFAULTORG).Default Organization

As a single-organization system, the Default Organization is useful because you do not need to 
create organizations. You can configure the Default Organization settings, change its Display 
Name (see ), and then continue to use it for Updating the Basic Organization Information
administering purposes. In case of a multi-organization system, however, you can either rename 
the Display Name of the Default Organization, configure its settings, and continue to use it as the 
default, or you can create an organization and set it as the Default Organization.

Note: Typically, when you perform an operation  specifying the organization, without
then that operation is carried on the Default Organization. For example, if you create 
administrators without specifying the organization, then the administrators are created 
in the Default Organization.

The Set Default Organization page enables you to select the organization that will be used as the 
Default Organization.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the  option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console

In the left pane, under the section, click the UDS Configuration Set Default Organization 
link to display the Set Default Organization page.

Under , select the organization that you want to set as the Default Default Organization
Organization from the list.Organization Name 

Click Save.
The "Default organization set successfully" message appears.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances. See  for all Refresh the Cache
instructions on how to refresh the system cache.
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4.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

5.  

Configure the Account Type

All CA Strong Authentication users are identified in the system by a unique user name. CA Strong 
Authentication  or  used to identify the user in addition to the user name. A account account ID
user can have none or one or more accounts or account IDs.

For example, consider a banking institution that uses the ID from the Customer.

Note: No two users in a given organization can have the same account ID. At any given 
time, the following combinations are unique:

Organization name, account type, and account ID

Organization name and user name

Create a New Account Type

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the UDS Configuration Configure Account 
link to display the page.Type 

(If this is the first account type you are adding) In the section:Add New Account Type 

Enter the of the account type.Name 

Enter a for the account type.Display Name 

If required, expand the section by clicking the + sign and specify Custom Attributes 
the and of any custom attributes that you want to add for this Name Value 
account type.

In the section:Assign to Organizations 

Select if you want to use this account type for all existing Apply to all organizations 
organizations and any organizations that may be created in future.

Note: Such accounts appear under on the Global Accounts Configure Account 
page at the organization level.Type 

or

Select the organization to which you want to assign the account type from the 
list to the list.Available Selected 
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5.  

6.  

7.  

Note: Such accounts appear under on the Organization Specific Accounts 
page at the organization level.Configure Account Type 

Click the > button to move selected organizations to the desired list. You can also click 
the >> button to move all organizations to the desired lists.

Note: Hold the key to select more than one organization at a time.Ctrl 

Click .Create

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances. See  for all Refresh the Cache
instructions on how to refresh the system cache.

Delete an Account Type

To delete an existing account type, select the account type that you want to delete from the 
 drop-down list and click .Select Account Type Delete

Note: Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances after modifying all
or deleting an account type. See  for instructions on how to refresh Refresh the Cache
the system cache.

Note: You  delete an account type if you have created user accounts for that cannot
type.

Configure E-mail and Telephone Types

CA Strong Authentication allows you to specify multiple email addresses and telephone numbers 
while creating users and administrators. The MA can configure multiple email and telephone 
types at the global level, which automatically become available to all organizations. The MA can 
also specify certain email and telephone types as mandatory and others as optional. When you 
create users and administrators in an organization, you are prompted to enter values for the 
email and telephone types that the MA has configured. You can choose to override the global 
configuration by configuring different email and telephone types while creating organizations.

Note: Email and telephone type attributes configured at the organization level override 
and take precedence over the values that are configured at the global level.

Example:
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Assume that the MA has configured the following email and telephone types that all 
organizations must use:

(Mandatory) Email type: Work Email

(Optional) Email type: Personal Email

(Mandatory) Telephone type: Work Phone

(Optional) Telephone type: Home Phone

When a GA creates an administrator for an organization that uses the global configuration, Org1 
the GA  provide values for Work Email and Work Phone. The GA can add additional email must
and telephone types, if required, but cannot delete the global configurations for email and 
telephone types.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

In the left pane, under the section, click the UDS Configuration Email/Telephone Type 
link to display the page.Configuration 

In the section, specify:Configure Email Type 

Priority of the Email Type if more than one Email Type has been configured. Use the 
up and down icons to change the priority. Priority defines the order in which Email 
Types are displayed on the screen when multiple Email Types have been configured.

Type of email being configured, for example, work or personal.

Display Name of the Email Type.

Whether the Email Type is .Mandatory

In the section, specify:Configure Telephone Type 

Priority of the Telephone Type if more than one Telephone Type has been configured. 
Use the up and down icons to change the priority. Priority defines the order in which 
Telephone Types are displayed on the screen when multiple Telephone Types have 
been configured.

Type of phone number being configured, for example, home or work.

Display Name of the Telephone Type.

Whether the Telephone Type is .Mandatory

Note: You can add more Email and Telephone types by clicking the  icon.+

Click .Save
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Click .Save

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances. See  for all Refresh the Cache
instructions on how to refresh the system cache.

Specifying Basic Authentication Settings

Administrators are authenticated by using the or Basic User Password, LDAP User-Password, 
mechanism. The option you select while creating the organization is used as WebFort Password 

the mechanism.

If you selected the  option, then you can either use the default Basic User Password
authentication settings, or set new configurations as discussed in the Configuring the Basic 
Authentication Password Policy.

If you selected the option, the password that is stored in LDAP is used by LDAP User Password 
the administrator to log in. The authentication policy is defined in the LDAP system.

If you selected the option, then you first specify the connection WebFort Password 
information to the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Configure the Basic Authentication Password Policy

The Basic Authentication method enables you to log in to the Console by using a user ID.

You can use the Basic Authentication Policy page to strengthen the password policy by enforcing 
restrictions, such as password length, allowed number of special characters, and the number of 
failed login attempts allowed before locking the user’s access to the system.

Follow these steps:

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

In the left pane, under the section click the link Authentication Basic Authentication Policy 
to display the corresponding page.

Specify the parameters that are listed in the following table in the Password Policy 
section. All the parameters on this page are mandatory.Configuration 

Minimum Password Length
The least number of characters that the password must contain. You can set a value 
between 6 and 32 characters.

 6Default Value:

Maximum Password Length
The most number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a value 
between 6 and 32 characters.

25Default Value: 

Maximum Failed Attempts
The maximum consecutive number of times an administrator can specify the 
password incorrectly, after which the credential will be locked. You can set a value 
between 3 and 10.

5Default Value: 

Minimum Numeric Characters
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Minimum Numeric Characters
The least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the password must 
contain. You can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.

1Default Value: 

Maximum Password History Count
The number of previous passwords that cannot be reused.

3Default Value: 

Validity Period
The maximum number of days for which a password is valid. If you want the password 
not to expire, then choose the Never Expires option.

180 daysDefault Value: 

Allow Multi-Byte Characters
Enable this option if you want to store the parameters in multi-byte character format. 
Note: If you select this option, then the next three fields will be disabled.

DisabledDefault Value: 

Minimum Alphabetic Characters
The least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the password must 
contain. You can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.

4Default Value: 

Minimum Special Characters
The least number of Allowed Special Characters that the password must contain. You 
can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.

1Default Value: 

Allowed Special Characters (optional)
The list of special characters that the password can contain.

!@#$%^&*()_+Default Value: 

Click .Save

Specify Master Administrator Authentication Policy Settings

The Master Administrator use the  method.Basic Authentication

You can strengthen the MA password policy by enforcing restrictions, such as password length, 
allowed number of special characters, and the number of failed login attempts allowed before 
locking the MA access to the system.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

In the left pane, under the section, click the Authentication Master Administrator 
link to display the corresponding page.Authentication Policy 

Specify the parameters explained in the following table in the Password Policy 
section. All the parameters on this page are mandatory.Configuration 
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Minimum Password Length
The least number of characters that the password must contain. You can set a value 
between 6 and 32 characters.
Default Value: 6

Maximum Password Length
The most number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a value 
between 6 and 32 characters.
Default Value: 25

Maximum Failed Attempts
The maximum consecutive number of times an administrator can specify the 
password incorrectly, after which the credential will be locked. You can set a value 
between 3 and 10.
Default Value: 5

Minimum Numeric Characters
The least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the password must 
contain. You can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.
Default Value: 1

Maximum Password History Count
The maximum number of previously used passwords that cannot be reused.
Default Value: 3

Validity Period
The maximum number of days for which a password is valid.
Default Value: 180 days

Allow Multi-Byte Characters
Enable this option if you want to store the parameters in multi-byte character format.
Note: If you select this option, then the next three fields are disabled.
Default Value: Disabled

Minimum Alphabetic Characters
The least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the password must 
contain. You can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.
Default Value: 4

Minimum Special Characters
The least number of Allowed Special Characters that the password must contain. You 
can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.
Default Value: 1

Allowed Special Characters (optional)
The list of special characters that the password can contain.
Default Value: !@#$%^&*()_+

Click Save.

Enable Web Services Authentication and Authorization

CA Strong Authentication provides Web Services to programmatically perform credential 
issuance, user authentication, and administration operations. You can secure these Web Services 
calls by enabling authentication and authorization. You can use the Administration Console to 
select the Web Services for which you want to enable authentication and authorization.
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Note: See "Managing Web Services Security" in the CA Strong AuthenticationWeb 
 for more information.Services Developer’s Guide

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Click the option on the submenu of the tab.Administration Console 

Under the section on the side-bar menu, click the Web Services Authentication and 
link to display the page.Authorization 

In the Web Services section, select the Web Services from the Disabled list to the Enabled 
list.
Click the > button to move selected Web Services to the desired list. You can also click the 
>> button to move all Web Services to the desired lists.

Note: Hold the Ctrl key to select more than one Web Service at a time.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

Next Steps for a Default Deployment
The simplest implementation of CA Strong Authentication typically provides strong 
authentication internally for a small user base. It consists of all the CA Strong Authentication 
components and web applications installed on a single system. The database can be on the same 
system where CA Strong Authentication is installed, or on a different system.

For information about this type of deployment, see  in the Planning the Deployment Strong 
Authentication Installation Guide.

The following table summarizes the typical characteristics of this deployment type:

Characteristic Details

Deployment Type Development, proof of concept, initial testing, or initial pilot

Small to medium businesses (SMBs)

Regional deployment within an enterprise

Geographic Expanse Typically restricted to a single location

Deployment Requirements Ease of implementation and management

In the case of small deployments, most of the default settings will work out-of-the-box. Because 
this is a single-organization system, you can use the Default Organization, which is created 
automatically, when you initialize the system instead of setting up a new organization. As a 
result, you may not need OAs either. You, then, only need to create the required GAs and UAs.
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A quick overview of the steps to set up and start managing strong authentication for your users 
is:

Verify that CA Strong Authentication is installed and configured properly and that you 
have deployed the WAR files for the Administration Console and User Data Service.

Note: For more information about installing CA Strong Authentication, 
deploying the WAR files, and performing other post-installation tasks, see 
"Deploying CA Strong Authentication on a Single System" in the Strong 
Authentication Installation Guide.

Log in to the Administration Console as MA and follow the steps in the Bootstrap wizard 
to initialize the system.

Note: For more information, see  in the Bootstrapping the System Strong 
Authentication Installation Guide.

Create the required GAs and UAs.
For more information, see .Creating Administrators

Create appropriate , and assign these Credential Profiles and Authentication Policies
configurations.
For more information, see .Managing Global CA Strong Authentication Configurations

Enroll users with CA Strong Authentication.
For more information, see .Creating Users

You can now manage the system ( ), Managing CA Strong Authentication Server Instances
administrators ( ), and users ( ).Administrators Managing Users and Credentials

Next Steps for a Complex Deployment
Use this implementation type for larger enterprises where you implement CA Strong 
Authentication in a complex and high availability environment. This deployment provides strong 
authentication for the large user base, and administrators who manage the system. In these 
deployments, CA Strong Authentication components are installed on different servers. This 
deployment ensures security, performance, high availability, and/or to enable multiple 
applications to use the strong-authentication capability.

For information on this type of deployments, see in the CA Planning the Deployment 
Strong Authentication Installation section.

The following table summarizes the typical characteristics of this deployment type:
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Characteristic Details

Deployment Type Complex medium to large businesses

Enterprise deployments

Staging deployments

Geographic Expanse Distributed across the globe

Deployment Requirements Ease of implementation and management

Global availability

High availability

The quick overview of the steps to set up and start managing strong authentication for your users 
is:

Verify that CA Strong Authentication is installed and configured properly and that you 
have deployed the WAR files for the Administration Console and User Data Service.

Note: See the  for more information Strong Authentication Installation Guide
about installing CA Strong Authentication, deploying the WAR files, and 
performing other post-installation tasks.

Log in to the Administration Console as MA (see Accessing the Administration Console) 
and follow the steps in the Bootstrap wizard to initialize the system.

For more information, see in the Bootstrapping the System Strong 
Authentication Installation Guide.

Configure the Administration Console settings, which include UDS settings, global 
organization settings, Administration Console cache settings, and the basic username-
password authentication for logging in to the Console.

Set up CA Strong Authentication Server instances on different systems.

Configure the protocols that Administration Console, SDKs, and Web Services use to 
communicate to CA Strong Authentication Server.

Plan and create organizations. The organization architecture is flat and each organization 
that you create can map to a business unit in your enterprise.

Plan and create the administrators (see Creating Administrators) and custom roles (see 
Working with Custom Roles), if required.

Create appropriate Credential Profiles and Authentication Policies, and assign these 
configurations.

Enroll users with CA Strong Authentication.
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If required, configure the SAML token settings, RADIUS clients, and ASSP settings.

If required, configure SSL-based communication between CA Strong Authentication Server 
and its clients.
.

If required, configure the miscellaneous settings (such as token validity and challenge 
validity settings.)
.

If you are planning to extend the CA Strong Authentication functionality by the use of 
plug-ins, then register and configure these.

Note: See Registering and Updating Plug-Ins for more information about how to 
register a plug-in, Configuring Plug-Ins on how to configure a plug-in.

You can now manage the system, administrators and users.

Server Instances
Each system that you installed CA Strong Authentication Server and configured is referred to as 
an .instance

Important! All the configurations and tasks that are discussed in this chapter can only 
be performed by Master Administrator

As a Master Administrator, you can manage each CA Strong Authentication instance locally or 
remotely. Before you can manage a Server instance, you configure the connectivity parameters 
to connect to the instance. (See , for Configuring CA Strong Authentication Connectivity
information about how the procedure.)

After you have configured one instance’s connectivity parameters, you can manage the other CA 
Strong Authentication Server instances.

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA for managing CA Strong Authentication Server instances.

Note: Some of these tasks can be performed by using system tools, as discussed in 
.System Administrators Utilities
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Configure Connectivity Settings
You can install multiple instances of CA Strong Authentication Server. However, you can use the 
Administration Console to configure the connection details to only one of these instances. This 
configured instance obtains the data of other instances for performing multi-instance 
management and failover from one instance to other for operations such as, configuration 
creation and credential issuance performed using Administration Console.

Note: In most cases of single-system deployments, you do not need to configure the 
instance. The default values will work out-of-the-box.

When you configure the two-way SSL transport mode to connect CA Strong 
Authentication Server instance in the WebFort Connectivity on the WebSphere 
application server, you get the error message, "SDK failed to initialize. Configuration is 
invalid". You must download the Unrestricted JCE policy files -- local_policy.jar and 
US_export_policy.jar -- from IBM website, and copy to the following locations:

<WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>\lib\security (Create the security directory if it does not exist.)

<WebSphere_JAVA_HOME>\jre\lib\security

Follow these steps:

Click the tab.Services and Server Configurations 

Verify that the option on the submenu is selected.CA Strong Authentication 

If not already displayed, click in the tasks pane to CA Strong Authentication Connectivity 
display the corresponding page.

Use the information in the following table to edit the fields on the CA Strong 
AuthenticationConnectivity page:

IP Address of the AuthMinder Server
Define the IP address of the system where you installed the required CA Strong 
Authentication Server instance.

Verify that the systems where you installed CA Strong Authentication Note: 
components are accessible to each other by their host name on the network.

localhostDefault: 

Port
Define the port on which the Server Management web Service protocol service is 
exposed.

 This field is valid only for Server Management Web Services protocol because it Note:
has to fetch information about other CA Strong Authentication instances.

9743Default: 
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Transport
Specify the transport mode for the corresponding component (Server Management 
Web Services, Administration Web Services, Transaction Web Services, and 
Authentication Native) to connect to the specified CA Strong Authentication Server 
instance.
The supported values are:

One-way Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used to encrypt and decrypt data SSL(1-Way): 
under transmission.

Two-way SSL is used to encrypt and decrypt data under transmission.SSL(2-Way): 
 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) mode is used to encrypt and decrypt data TCP:

under transmission.
TCPDefault: 

Server CA Certificate in PEM
Upload the server certificate chain by using the respective Browse button in the 
corresponding field.

This field is applicable if SSL(1-Way) or SSL(2-Way) is selected in the Transport Note: 
field.

Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12
Upload the public and private key pair of the client certificate by using the respective 
Browse button in the corresponding field.

This field is applicable if SSL(2-Way) is selected in the Transport field.Note: 

Client PKCS#12 Password
The password corresponding to the P12 file.

This field is applicable if SSL(2-Way) is selected in the Transport field.Note: 

Advanced Configurations Section

Maximum Active Connections
The maximum active connections that can be maintained between the client and 
the CA Strong Authentication Server.

32Default: 

Maximum Idle Connection
The maximum number of idle connections that can be maintained with the CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

8Default: 

Maximum Wait Time (in Milliseconds)
The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) the client must wait (when there 
are no available connections) for a connection to become available, before timing 
out.

-1Default: 

Minimum Wait Time for Eviction (in Milliseconds)
The minimum amount of time (in milliseconds) a connection might be idle in the 
pool before it is evicted by the idle connection evictor (if any).

300000Default: 

Time Between Eviction Runs (in Milliseconds)
The amount of time (in milliseconds) to wait before checking the pool to evict the 
idle connections.

600000Default: 

Connection Timeout
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Connection Timeout
The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) before the CA Strong 
Authentication Server is considered unreachable.

10000Default: 

Read Timeout
The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) allowed for a response from CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

30000Default: 

Click  to save the configurations that you have set.Save

Note: If you add a new CA Strong Authentication Server instance, before 
proceeding with the instance-specific configurations, click on this page. Save 
This verifies that the Administration Console receives the details of the newly 
added instance and the instance management functions will work smoothly for 
the newly added instance.

Set Up Server Instances
The CA Strong Authentication Instances page lists all the configured CA Strong Authentication 
Server instances that share the same CA Strong Authentication database as the Administration 
Console. The server instance that you configured earlier by using the WebFort Connectivity page 
polls the required information related to all other instances and passes it to the Administration 
Console, which in turn displays it on this page.

After you deploy an instance of CA Strong Authentication Server, you may need to update the 
instance details. The CA Strong Authentication Instances page enables you to refresh the server 
cache or shut down the specified instance. However to change instance-specific attributes, 
database connection parameters, log file details, or statistical data log parameters, click the 
instance name and then make the required changes on the instance’s page.

Typical instance management operations include:

Refresh a Server Instance

Change the CA Strong Authentication Instance Name

Manage CA Strong Authentication Server Logging Configurations

Configure Database Parameters

Reading Instance Timestamp Details

Shutting Down a Server Instance

Restart a Server Instance

Note: You can also perform most of the operations that are discussed in this section by 
using the arwfutil command-line tool. See  for more information.arwfutil: A Utility Tool
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Refresh a Server Instance

Refresh CA Strong Authentication Server instances using  of the following methods:one

The Administration Console

The arwfutil tool

Refresh Using the Administration Console

You can refresh a specific CA Strong Authentication Server instance by selecting the instance on 
the Instance Management page.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Instance Management link to display 
the Strong Authentication Instances page.

In the Select column, select the server instances whose status you want to change.

Click Refresh to refresh the selected instances.

Refresh Using the arwfutil Tool

Follow these steps:

Log in to the system where the arwfutil tool is available.

Navigate to the following directory:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\bin\install_location

On UNIX-based Platforms:

< >/arcot/sbin/install_location

Run the tool, as follows:

On Windows:

arwfutil cr

On UNIX-based Platforms:

./arwfutil cr

Change the CA Strong Authentication Instance Name

Based on the host on which the instance is running and the timestamp of the first startup, CA 
Strong Authentication Server generates a unique name for each instance. This name is used in 
reports and is logged in audit logs. To enable easy identification of an instance, provide an 
appropriate name for each instance.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.
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Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Instance Management link to display 
the Instances page.

Click the required instance link in the Instance Name column.
The Instance name: <selected_instance> page appears.

In the Instance Attributes section, enable the Change the Instance Name option.

Enter the new name in the New Instance Name field.

Click Save to save the changes.

Refresh the CA Strong Authentication Server instance for which you made the preceding 
changes. See  for instructions about the procedure.Refresh a Server Instance

Manage CA Strong Authentication Server Logging Configurations

CA Strong Authentication provides extensive logging capability and provides the following log 
files:

CA Strong Authentication log file (arcotwebfort.log)

CA Strong Authentication Startup log file (arcotwebfortstartup.log)

Administration Console log file (arcotadmin.log)

UDS log file (arcotuds.log)

Note: See  for detailed information about the CA Strong Authentication Logging
location of these log files, the severity levels that you see in these log files, and the 
formats of these log files.

By using an instance-specific page, you can control logging configurations for the CA Strong 
Authentication log file for the instance.

Follow these steps:

Note: See  for information about how to control Reading Instance Timestamp Details
the configurations in the CA Strong Authentication Statistics log file by using the 
Administration Console.

Click the tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 

Verify that the tab in the submenu is active.CA Strong Authentication 

Under the section, click the link to display Instance Configurations Instance Management 
the Instances page.
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Click the required instance link in the  column.Instance Name
The Instance name: < > page appears.selected_instance

Edit the fields in the  section, as required. The following table Logging Configurations
describes the fields of this section:

Transaction Log Directory
Specify the directory where the log files have to be created.
You can either enter the absolute path or the path relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Rollover After (in Bytes)
Enter the maximum size for the log file.
After the log file reaches this size, the log content is moved to a backup file.

Transaction Log Backup Directory
Specify the directory where the backup files will be stored.
You can either enter the absolute path or the path relative to ARCOT_HOME.

Log Level
Specify the level of detail of the information to be logged. The possible values are:

FATAL

WARNING

INFO

DETAIL

Log Timestamps in GMT
Enable this option if you want the CA Strong Authentication Server instance to log all 
the messages in GMT time zone format.

Enable Trace Logging
Enable this option if you want the CA Strong Authentication Server instance to 
generate logs for the functional flow for every transaction.
This is useful while debugging any flow issues.

Click .Save

Refresh the CA Strong Authentication Server instance for which you made the preceding 
changes. See  for instructions about the procedure.Refresh a Server Instance

Configure Database Parameters

CA Strong Authentication uses , to avoid the overhead of establishing a new  connection pooling
database connection each time the server requires access to the database. By using the instance-
specific page, you can configure these connection pooling parameters for the instance. The data 
that is displayed on the Instance Statistics page depends on the parameters that are configured 
on this page.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.
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Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Instance Management link to display 
the Instances page.

Click the required instance link in the Instance Name column.
The Instance name: <selected_instance> page appears.

Edit the fields in the Database Configurations section, as required. The following table 
describes the fields of this section:

Minimum Connections
Define the minimum number of supported connections between CA Strong 
Authentication Server and the database when the server starts up.

Maximum Connections
Define the maximum number of supported connections between the CA Strong 
Authentication Server and the database.

You set this value depending on the maximum connections that the database Note: 
supports, because this parameter overrides the MaxConnections parameter. See your 
database vendor documentation for more information.

Increment Connections by
Define the number of connections that will be added to the existing connections at a 
time,.

The total number of connections cannot exceed the maximum number of Important! 
connections.

Monitor Thread Sleep Time (in Seconds)
Specify the time for which the monitoring thread will sleep between successive 
heartbeat checks for all databases.

Monitor Thread Sleep Time in Fault Conditions (in Seconds)
Specify the interval at which the database monitor thread will check the health of the 
connection pool in case of faulty database connections.

Log Query Details
Enable this option if you want to log the details for all database queries.

Monitor Database Connectivity
Enable checking of the pools proactively in the database monitor thread.

Auto-Revert to Primary
Enable this option if you want the CA Strong Authentication Server to switch from the 
backup database to the primary database when the primary database becomes 
available again after a failover condition.

Click Save.

Refresh the CA Strong Authentication Server instance for which you made the preceding 
changes.

Reading Instance Timestamp Details

The instance-specific page provides the timestamp details for each server instance in the Server 
 section. The following table explains these details:Timestamp Details

Last Startup Time
The timestamp when the server instance was restarted last time.
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Last Shutdown Time
The timestamp when the server instance was last shut down.

Last Refresh Time
The timestamp when the server instance was last refreshed.

Server Uptime
The duration for which the server instance has been running.

Shut Down a CA Strong Authentication Server Instance

Shut down any CA Strong Authentication Server instances using one of the following methods:

The Administration Console

The arwfutil tool

Shut Down Using the Administration Console

You can shut down a specific CA Strong Authentication Server instance by selecting the instance 
on the Instance Management page.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Instance Management link to display 
the Instances page.

In the Select column, select the server instances whose status you want to change.

Click Shut Down to shut down the selected instances.

Shut Down Using the arwfutil Tool

Follow these steps:

Log in to the system where the arwfutil tool is available.

Navigate to the following directory:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\bin\install_location

On UNIX-based Platforms:

< >/arcot/sbin/install_location

Run the tool, as follows:

On Windows:

arwfutil sd

On UNIX-based Platforms:

./arwfutil sd
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Restart a Server Instance

If you shut down a CA Strong Authentication Server instance, then start it by following the 
procedure that is described in this section.

Follow these steps:

On Windows:

Log in to the computer where the instance has stopped.

Click the  button on the desktop.Start

Navigate to , , , and .Settings Control Panel Administrative Tools Services

Select  from the listed services.Arcot WebFort Authentication Service

Click  to start the service.Start

On UNIX-Based Platforms:

Log in to the system where the instance has stopped.

Navigate to the following directory:

< >/arcot/bin/install_location

Run the following command:

./  startwebfortserver

Create Trust Stores
You create a trust store to authenticate CA Strong Authentication components or other clients to 
an CA Strong Authentication Server instance during SSL-based communications. A  trust store
contains the CA root certificates that are trusted by CA Strong Authentication Server.

You can configure each of your CA Strong Authentication Server instances to use different 
certificates by using different trust stores. You can use the Trusted Certificate Authorities page to 
create trust stores and to add new root certificates to your trust stores.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to 
display the Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Enter the name for the trust store that you want to create in the Name field.

Click the corresponding Browse buttons to upload the root certificate of the trusted CAs 
in PEM format. You can click Add More to display additional fields for uploading 
certificates.

Click Save when you finish uploading all required certificates.
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Configure Communication Protocols
You can configure the protocols that Administration Console, SDKs, and Web Services use to 
communicate with a CA Strong Authentication Server instance for credential management, 
authentication, and administration purposes

The following table explains the protocols that are listed on the Protocol Configuration page and 
gives their default port numbers:

Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

Administration 
Web Services

9745 This protocol is used to manage SAML, ASSP, profile and policy 
configurations.

ASSP 9741 Adobe Signature Service Protocol (ASSP) is used with Adobe Reader and 
Adobe Acrobat to authenticate users for server-side digital signing of 
the PDF documents.

RADIUS 1812 This is a RADIUS listener protocol that is used to extend CA Strong 
Authentication capability to support the Remote Authentication Dial In 
User Service (RADIUS) protocol.

Note: When configured to support RADIUS, CA Strong Authentication 
Server acts as a RADIUS server.

Server 
Management 
Web Services

9743 The Administration Console and the arwfutil tool communicate to the 
CA Strong Authentication Server instance for server management 
activities by using this protocol.

Transaction 
HTTP

9746 This protocol receives HTTP data. It is used for CA Auth ID OTP 
provisioning and CA Auth ID PKI key bag management operations.

Note: This protocol does not expose other generic CA Strong 
Authentication operations.

Transaction 
Native

9742 This is a binary CA Strong Authentication protocol for issuance and 
authentication. This protocol is used by Issuance and Authentication 
Java SDKs.

Transaction 
Web Services

9744 This protocol receives Web services requests that are sent by 
Authentication and Issuance Web services.

Follow these steps:

Note: The data that is displayed in the Instance Statistics (see Monitoring Instance 
) page depends on the parameters that are configured on this page.Statistics

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Ensure that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.
Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Protocol Management link to display 
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the protocol that you want to configure.
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In the List of Protocols section, click the protocol that you want to configure.
The page to configure the specific protocol appears.

Edit the fields on the page, as required. The following table explains these fields:

Protocol Status
Indicates whether the protocol is Enabled or Disabled.

Change Protocol Status Action
Select this option to enable the Action list and then select the new status from the 
Action drop-down list.

 The Server Management protocol cannot be disabled. Therefore, these options Note:
are not displayed for this protocol.

Port
Define the port number where the protocol service will be available.

Maximum Allowed Request Size (in KB)
Define the maximum size of the request that you can send to the CA Strong 
Authentication Server. If the input size exceeds this value, then the request is not 
processed by the CA Strong Authentication Server.
Note: By default, there is no limit on the input request size.

Minimum
Define the minimum number of threads that the client and the CA Strong 
Authentication Server can maintain.

Maximum Threads
Specify the maximum number of threads that can exist between the client and the CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

Note: The following fields are not applicable for RADIUS protocol.

Thread Threshold
Specify the maximum number of threads in percentage. Any additional requests over 
the threshold percentage of maximum threads will be closed immediately after 
serving the request.
For example, Maximum Threads by default is 128 and Thread Threshold is 90%, this 
indicates that the threads that are established beyond 115 will be served and closed 
immediately.

Client Idle Timeout (in Seconds)
Specify the interval, in seconds, for which the CA Strong Authentication Server waits 
for a request from the client before closing the connection.

Connection Keep Alive
Enable this option if you want the client to retain the connection even after the 
request is processed.
The connection is closed when the connection duration is equal to Client Idle Timeout 
(in Seconds) period.

Transport
Specify the mode for data transfer.
The supported values are:

One-way Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used to encrypt and decrypt data SSL(1-Way): 
under transmission.

Two-way SSL is used to encrypt and decrypt data under transmission.SSL(2-Way): 
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Two-way SSL is used to encrypt and decrypt data under transmission.SSL(2-Way): 
This option is available only if you have configured the trust store.Note: 

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) mode is used to encrypt and decrypt data TCP: 
under transmission.

Key in HSM
Enable this check box if the private key for the SSL communication is stored on the 
HSM device. The CA Strong Authentication Server will find the private key based on 
the certificate chain provided.

Certificate Chain (in PEM Format)
Upload the server certificate chain by using the respective Browse button in the 
corresponding field.

 This field is available only if you select the Key in HSM option.Note:

P12 File Containing Key Pair
The password corresponding to the P12 file.

P12 File Password Select Client Store
Select the trust store that contains the root certificates of the trusted CAs.
See  for more information about how to configure a trust store.Creating Trust Stores

This field is applicable only for two-way SSL communication.Note: 

Click Save.

Note: Configure each protocol individually.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server instance for which you made the preceding 
changes.

Monitor Instance Statistics
The WebFort Statistics page of the Administration Console enables you to monitor the 
connectivity status and details for CA AuthMinder database, UDS, and the configured CA 
AuthMinder protocols for each server instance. You can tweak your various configuration 
parameters (as discussed in the preceding sections) for better performance.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Instance Statistics link to display the 
WebFort Statistics page.

Select the instance whose details you want to monitor from the Select Instance list.
The following instance details are displayed:

Database Connectivity

Server Protocols

Thread Statistics
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User Data Service Connectivity

Database Connectivity Settings

The following table lists the database connection settings information:

Field Description

Connection Details

Data Source The data source name (DSN) configured for the selected CA AuthMinder Server 
instance.

Type Indicates whether the database that the server instance is using is primary or 
backup.

Minimum 
Connections

Indicates the minimum number of database connections that are configured for 
the CA AuthMinder Server instance.

Maximum 
Connections

Indicates the maximum number of database connections that are configured for 
the CA AuthMinder Server instance.

Current Footing

Status Indicates whether the pool is active or not.

Connections 
Used

Indicates the number of database connections that are currently used by the 
server instance.

Connections 
Idle

Indicates the number of database connections that are unused by the server 
instance.

Pool Size Indicates the total number of database connections that are currently available 
in the connection pool.

Failed Queries Indicates the number of queries that failed to return records that matched the 
specified criteria.

Server Protocols

The following table lists the request, response, and the processing details for each configured CA 
Strong Authentication protocol:

Field Description

Processing Numbers

Name Specifies the name of the configured protocol.

Requests The number of requests that are handled by the server instance.

Responses The number of responses sent by the server instance.

Successful The number of requests that were successfully processed by the server instance.

Failed The number of requests that the server instance failed to process.

Internal 
Errors

The number of errors that occurred because of some internal error. Internal errors 
can happen because of several reasons, for example, database is unreachable, token 
is not generated, transaction ID is not generated, or the module is not loaded 
properly.

Processing Time (Milliseconds)

Minimum The minimum time taken by the server instance to process a request.

Maximum The maximum time taken by the server instance to process a request.

The total time taken by the server instance to process requests.
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Field Description

Total 
(Seconds)

Average The average time taken by the server instance to process requests.

Last 
Request

The time taken by the server instance to process the latest request.

Timestamps

Last 
Request 
Received

The timestamp when the last request was received by the server instance.

Last 
Response 
Sent

The timestamp when the last response was sent by the server instance.

Thread Statistics

The following table lists the details of threads per protocol. It displays the configured values and 
the current state per protocol:

Field Description

Configured Data

Name The name of the protocol that is used by the client to communicate with CA 
AuthMinder Server.

Minimum The minimum configured threads for the listed protocol.

Maximum The maximum threads allowed for the listed protocol.

Threshold Threshold value of the maximum threads for the listed protocol. By default, this value 
is 115.

Current Footing

Current The current number of active threads established between the listed protocol and the 
CA AuthMinder Server.

User Data Service Connectivity

The following table lists the details for the connections between the CA AuthMinder Server 
instance and the UDS:

Field Description

Processing Time (Milliseconds)

Minimum The minimum time taken by the UDS to process a request sent by the server 
instance.

Maximum The maximum time taken by the UDS to process a request sent by the server 
instance.

Total (Seconds) The total time taken by the UDS to process all requests from server instance.

Average The average time taken by the UDS to process all server instance requests.

Total Calls Made The total number of requests sent to UDS by CA AuthMinder Server.

Connection Details
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Field Description

This section is applicable for requests sent by CA AuthMinder Server to the UDS Web service for 
operations such as, Web service authentication and authorization, and LDAP authentication.

Minimum 
Connections

The minimum number of connections that exist between the server instance 
and the UDS.

Maximum 
Connections

The maximum number of connections that exist between the server instance 
and the UDS.

Active 
Connections

The number of connections that are active between the server instance and 
the UDS.

Inactive 
Connections

The number of idle connections between the server instance and the UDS.

Web Service 
Timeouts

The total number of requests that timed-out before a response from UDS 
was received.

Registering and Updating Plug-Ins
Plug-ins are custom server-side components that enable you to extend the functionality of CA 
Strong Authentication Server. Plug-ins are loaded by the CA Strong Authentication Server process 
and are implemented as a custom event handler library.

After you write a plug-in, you register it to a published set of events, so that the plug-in is invoked 
when the specified event occurs. You use the Register Plug-In page to do so. You can also use this 
page to update an existing plug-in. Plug-in-related configurations that you set by using this screen 
are available to  organizations configured in the system, and  be restricted to a specific all cannot
instance.

Registering Plug-Ins

Follow these steps:

Click the tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Extensible Configurations section, click the Plug-In Registration link to display 
the Register Plug-In page.

Select the Create option.

Specify the plug-in Name.

Specify the Handler Path to the library file of the plug-in. The handler file contains the 
plug-in library that you have written and that must be exposed to CA Strong 
Authentication.
For UNIX, if this file is available in the path that is specified by LD_LIBRARY_PATH, then 
you do not need to provide the absolute path to the handler file. You can simply specify 
the name of the file without the extension. However, if this handler file is not available in 
the path that is specified by LD_LIBRARY_PATH, then specify the absolute path to it.
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Click Browse available next to Configuration Template and navigate to the location of the 
plug-in configuration template file.
The configuration template file defines the type of data that is used to configure the plug-
in and the default values for the parameters that are used by the plug-in. This information 
is also used to render the Administration Console screen for plug-in configuration.

Select the events that you want to associate with the plug-in from the Available Events 
list, and click the > button to add these events to the Supported Events list.

Note: The Available Events list displays all the events that are exposed by CA 
Strong Authentication, while the Supported Events list displays the events that 
will be available for the new plug-in that you are registering.

Click Register to register the plug-in with  instances of CA Strong Authentication.all

Restart  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

Configure Miscellaneous Settings
The Miscellaneous Configurations settings enables you to change the following:

Length of One-Time Token (OTT) and its validity

Validity of authentication tokens

Enable or disable an authentication mechanism

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Miscellaneous Configurations section, click the Miscellaneous Configurations 
link to display the corresponding page.

Edit the fields on the page, as required. The following table describes the fields of this 
page:
General

One-Time Token Length
Specify the length of the One-Time Token (OTT) that is issued to the users after 
successful authentication.
Default: 6

Token Validity (in Seconds)
Specify the interval for which an OTT issued by CA AuthMinder will be valid.
Default: 300

Authentication Token Validity (in Seconds)
Specify the interval for which an authentication token issued by CA AuthMinder will 
be valid.
Default: 300
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Change Authentication Mechanism Status

CA Auth ID
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to provide the CA Auth ID PKI 
authentication capability.

EnabledDefault: 

QnA
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to provide QnA authentication.

EnabledDefault: 
Password
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to provide the basic password authentication 
functionality.

EnabledDefault: 
OTP/Activation Code
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to support OTP-based authentication.

EnabledDefault: 
OATH OTP Token
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to support OATH OTP Token-based 
authentication.

EnabledDefault: 
Kerberos
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to support Kerberos-based authentication.

 Kerberos authentication is supported only for Adobe Signature Service Protocol Note:
(see ).Configuring ASSP

EnabledDefault: 
CA Mobile OTP (ArcotOTP-OATH)CA Mobile OTP (ArcotOTP-OATH)
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to support ArcotOTP credentials that are OATH 
compliant.

EnabledDefault: 
<arotp>
Specify whether you want CA AuthMinder to support ArcotOTP credentials that are EMV 
compliant.

EnabledDefault: 

Click to save the changes.Update 

If you have changed the configurations, then refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder General all
Server instances. However, restart the CA AuthMinder Server if you change the 
authentication mechanism status. See  for instructions about the Refresh a Server Instance
procedure.

Managing Global CA Strong Authentication Configurations
You can manage CA Strong Authentication configurations at two levels:

Global, applicable to all organizations

Organization-level, applicable to individual organization

When you set global configurations at the system level, all organizations in the system can inherit 
them. You can also override these global settings at the organization level, and they apply only to 
the specific organization where they were set. The changes that you make to the configuration 
globally or at the organization-level are  applied automatically.not
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Important! All the configurations and tasks that are discussed in this chapter can  only
be performed by .Global Administrators

Note: These configurations are applicable to all organizations that are in the purview of 
the GA setting them. If you want to configure individual organizations, log in as the 
Global Administrator (GA) or as the Organization Administrator (OA) of the target 
organization. See Updating Organization Information for more information.

In addition to these tasks, GAs can also configure the Basic Authentication Policy at the global 
level. See Configuring the Basic Authentication Password Policy for information about the 
procedure.

Understanding CA Strong Authentication Profiles and Policies
Each end user in CA Strong Authentication is associated with at least one credential (such as CA 
Auth ID, QnA, Password, or OTP) that they must use to log in to the application. Every time they 
log in using their credential, their authentication is controlled by a corresponding policy.

Credential Profiles

With a large number of end users enrolled with CA Strong Authentication, you may find that the 
same credential template can be applied as-is. In such cases, CA Strong Authentication provides 
the flexibility to create ready-to-use credential configurations, known as  that credential profiles
you can share among multiple organizations and, thereby, applied to multiple users. As a result, 
credential profiles simplify the management of credential issuance.

Credential Profiles specify issuance configuration properties, and credential attributes such as, 
validity period, key strengths, and details that are related to password strength.

CA Strong Authentication ships a default profile for each credential,  CA Mobile OTP (CA except
Mobile OTP-EMV) credential. You can also create multiple profiles, each with a unique name, for 
all credential types. You can then set one profile as default. CA Strong Authentication uses these 
configured profiles at the time of issuing credentials to users.

Authentication Policies

CA Strong Authentication supports multiple authentication mechanisms. Each time an end user 
attempts to authenticate against CA Strong Authentication, the authentication process is 
controlled by a set of rules (or checks) referred to as . For example, these authentication policies
rules can be configured to track the number of failed authentication attempts allowed before 
credential lockout, and user status before authentication.

CA Strong Authentication can generate the following types of tokens:

Native Tokens: CA Strong Authentication tokens, can be used multiple times before they 
expire.

One-Time Tokens: Can be used  once before they expire.only

SAML Tokens: Can be interpreted by any other authentication system. CA Strong 
Authentication supports versions 1.1 and 2.0 of Secure Assertion Markup Language (SAML.)
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As in case of credential profiles, CA Strong Authentication is also shipped with a default policy for 
each credential. You can also create multiple profiles, each with a unique name, for all credential 
types. You can then set one profile as the default.

Log in as a Global Administrator
The first GA  be created by the MA. To log in as a GA and proceed with further must
configurations, obtain your login credential details from the MA. The GA can log in either by 

 or by .Using Strong Authentication Password Using Basic User Password

Using Strong Authentication Password

If the MA created your account with Strong Authentication Password credentials, verify that you 
have the ID and activation code (one-time password), that you use as your password when you 
log in for the first time.

Follow these steps:

Using a web browser, enter the URL to access Administration Console. The default 
Administration Console URL is:
http:// : /arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm<hostname> <app_server_port>

Specify the Organization Name that you want to log in to.

Important! Do not enter the Display Name of the organization. Enter the 
unique ID of the organization (as defined by the Organization Name.) For 
example, if you want to log in to the Default Organization, whose Display Name 
is CA, then enter defaultorg, which is the (default) unique ID of this 
organization. Do not specify CA here.

Click Log In.

Specify the user ID in User Name field, enter the corresponding activation code that you 
received in the Password field, and click Log In.

If you are logging in for the first time, you aree prompted to change the password.

Specify the New Password, Confirm Password, and then click Log In.
You are redirected to the login page.

Specify the Password again and click Log In.
The landing page of the Administration Console appears.

Forgot Password Flow

Follow these steps:

Using a web browser, enter the URL to access Administration Console. The default 
Administration Console URL is::
http:// : /arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm<hostname> <app_server_port>

Enter the Organization Name that you want to log in to, and click Log In.

Enter the User Name.
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Enter the User Name.

Click the Forgot Password? link.

In the User Name field, specify your user ID, and click Log In.
The page that displays the questions that you set in your Profile Information (See 

 for instructions on how to set this QnA Changing Administrator Profile Information
information) appears.

Specify the corresponding answers to the questions that you see and click Log In.
The Reset Password page appears.

Specify the new password in New Password and Confirm Password fields.

Click Log In.
The Login page appears.

Specify the Password again and click Log In.
The landing page of the Administration Console appears.

Log in Using Basic User Password

To log in to the Administration Console as a GA by using basic user password credentials.

Follow these steps:

Using a Web browser enter the URL to access Administration Console. The default 
Administration Console URL is:
http:// : /arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm<hostname> <app_server_port>

Enter the Organization Name that you want to log in to.

Important! Do not enter the Display Name of the organization. Enter the unique 
ID of the organization (as defined by the Organization Name.) For example, if 
you want to log in to the Default Organization, whose Display Name is CA, then 
enter defaultorg, which is the (default) unique ID of this organization. Do not 
specify CA here.

Click Log In.

Note: This page does  show the Forgot Password? link that is available when not
you log in by using WebFort Password credentials.

Specify the user ID in User Name field, enter the corresponding password in the Password 
field, and click Log In.
If you are logging in for the first time, you will be prompted to change the password.

Specify the New Password, Confirm Password, and then click Log In.
You are redirected to the login page.

Specify the  again and click .Password Log In
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Specify the  again and click .Password Log In
The landing page of the Administration Console appears.

Configuring Profiles and Policies
This section walks you through configuring profiles and policies for credentials that are supported 
by CA Strong Authentication

Important! (For JBoss EAP 6.2 application server) If the number of policies are more 
than 500 or an exception occurred on the request parameters for a single request in 
the Administrative Console, add t e <extensions> he following system properties after th
tag in the standalone.xml, located in the  <JBOSS_HOME>\standalone\configuration
folder.

<system-properties>

<property name="org.apache.tomcat.util.http.Parameters.MAX_COUNT" value="2000"
/>

</system-properties>

Configuring CA Auth ID PKI Settings

Note: Ensure that you are logged in as a Global Administrator (GA) to perform all the 
tasks in this section.

Configure the CA Auth ID PKI Credential Profile

You can use a CA Auth ID PKI profile to define the following attributes:

Key strength: The size (in bits) of the key to be used in CA Auth ID PKI’s Cryptographic 
Camouflage algorithm.

Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID PKI credential is valid.

Password strength: The effectiveness of password, which is determined by a combination of 
the length of the password and number of alphabets, numerals, and special characters in it.

By configuring an CA Auth ID PKI profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you can 
control the characteristics of CA Auth ID PKIs that are issued to users of those organizations.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab on the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the CA Auth ID section, click the Issuance link to display the CA Auth ID Profiles 
page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required:
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4.  Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required:

Profile Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Key Length (in Bits)
Specify the size of the key (in bits) to be used for encryption. The default value is 1024 
bits.

Validity Start Date
Specify the date from which the issued CA Auth ID PKI credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when the CA Auth ID PKI is created or you 
can specify a specific date.

Validity End Date
Specify the date when the CA Auth ID PKI will expire.
You can either specify the duration for the credential’s expiration or you can specify 
the specific date.

Password Strength:

Minimum Characters
Specify the least number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a 
value between 4 and 64 characters.

Maximum Characters
Specify the most number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a 
value between 4 and 64 characters.

Minimum Alphabetic Characters
Specify the least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the password can 
contain.
This value must be lesser than or equal to the value specified in the Minimum 
Characters field.

Minimum Numeric Characters
Specify the least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the password can 
contain.

Minimum Special Characters
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Minimum Special Characters
Specify the least number of special characters that the password can contain. By 
default, all the special characters excluding ASCII (0-31) characters are allowed.

Expand the  section.Advanced Configurations

In the  section, specify any extra information (unsigned attributes) Additional Attributes
that you pass for the CA Auth ID PKI credential in the -  pair format.Name Value
For example, if you want to lock the CA Auth ID PKI to a specific device, say the end user’s 
system, then you use this section to send this extra information as listed:

devlock_required
Value: yes

devlock_type
Value: hd

Note: See the for more information about CA Auth ID Client Reference Guide 
what extra information you can specify here.

If you want to specify more attributes, click  to display extra fields, one at a Add More
time.

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status
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User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: The User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the CA Auth ID PKI is used in the field. For example, a user can have Usage Type 
a temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for this 
credential can be .temporary

The  section enables you to enforce users to not reuse the old CA Auth History Validation
ID PKI passwords. You can select any of the following options:

Last <N> Passwords: Select this option, if you want the current CA Auth ID PKI 
password to be different from the last  passwords.<n>

Password Created in Last: Select this option, if you want the current CA Auth ID PKI 
password to be different from the passwords that are used in the specified duration.

Click  to create or update the CA Auth ID PKI profile.Save

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication instances.all

Configure the CA Auth ID PKI Authentication Policy

You can use a CA Auth ID PKI policy to specify the following attributes related to CA Auth ID PKI-
based authentication:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credentials are locked 
out.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked CA Auth ID PKI credential can be 
used to log in again. This feature can drastically reduce the number of requests for resetting 
the credential.

Using expired CA Auth ID PKI: The number of days a user is allowed to authenticate 
successfully with their expired CA Auth ID PKI credential.

Expiry warning settings: The number of days before the warning is sent to the calling 
application about the user’s impending CA Auth ID PKI credential expiration.
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Note: Exercise caution while using these options.

Follow these steps::

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the ArcotID section, click the Authentication link to display the CA Auth ID 
Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Policy Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the user credential will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Advanced Configurations:

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending CA Auth ID PKI credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired CA Auth ID PKI 
credential to successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
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Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want a locked credential to be automatically unlocked after 
the time you specify in the Unlock After field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Challenge Validity (in Seconds)
Specify the duration for which the CA Auth ID PKI challenge has to be valid.

Multiple Credential Options:

Usage Type for Verification
If you want users to authenticate with the particular CA Auth ID PKI, then enter the 
name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default CA 
Auth ID PKI authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication instances.all

Configure QnA Settings

This section describes:

Configure QnA Issuance Profile

Configure QnA Authentication Policy

Configure a QnA Issuance Profile

You can use a QnA profile to specify the following attributes related to a QnA credential:

Number of questions:

Minimum number of questions and answers the user must set during issuance.

Maximum number of questions and answers the user can set during issuance

Validity period: The period for which a QnA credential is valid.

Case-sensitive Answers: Decides whether the answers entered by the users must be case-
sensitive or not.

Question Bank: The users will use these pre-configured questions in the question bank for 
setting up their QnA credential.

By configuring a QnA profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you can control the 
characteristics of QnA credentials that are issued to users of those organizations. Use the 
Questions and Answers Profiles page for creating QnA credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the tab on the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 
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Click the tab on the main menu.Services and Server Configurations 

Ensure that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the QnA section, click the Issuance link to display the Questions and Answers 
Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Profile Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to update 
from the Select Configuration list that appears.
Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from an 
existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that you Note: 
have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Minimum Questions and Answers

Specify the minimum number of questions and answers that have to be set by users.

For example, if you set 3 here and 5 in the Maximum Questions and Answers field, then the users 
will be prompted for at least three questions during authentication out of the five they set.

Maximum Questions and Answers

Specify the maximum number of questions and answers that can be set by users.

Answers Case-Sensitive
Specify whether the answers that the users specify must match the case that they used to set 
the QnA.
Validity Start Date

Set the date from which the issued QnA credential will be valid.

The validity can start from either the date when the QnA is created or you can specify a specific 
date.

Validity End Date

Set the date when the QnA credential will expire.

You can either specify the duration for the credential’s expiration or you can specify a specific 
date.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]
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Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute matches User Attribute
certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: The User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization level.

Set the following in the Question Bank for QnA Issuance section:

In the Question Return Mode, specify how the questions must be selected for the users to 
set their answers. The supported modes are:

Static - A fixed set of questions is selected from the configured set and presented to 
the users.

Random - The questions are selected randomly from the configured set and presented 
to the users.

In the Questions Bank table, enter the questions, which will be configured at the global-
level. You can overwrite these questions at the organization-level.
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In the Multiple Credential Options section, enter the description to identify the purpose for 
which the QnA is used in the Usage Type field. For example, a user can have a temporary 
credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for this credential can be 
temporary.

Click Save to create or update the QnA profile.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configure QnA Authentication Policy

A QnA policy can be used to specify the following attributes related to a QnA-based 
authentication:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Number of questions:

CA AuthMinder must ask the users during authentication process.

For which correct answers are required during authentication.

Caller Verification: The answers are verified by a third party and the result is then sent to CA 
AuthMinder Server.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked 
out.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked QnA credential can be used to 
log in again.

Question Selection Mode: The questions are selected either randomly or alternately, which 
means a new set of questions is asked based on the  option.Change Question Set

Change Question Set: The questions are changed either after every attempt or after 
successful authentication.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the QnA section, click the Authentication link to display the QnA Authentication 
Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Policy Configuration:

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:
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Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Number of Questions to Challenge
Set the number of questions that users will be prompted to answer during 
authentication.

Number of Correct Answers Required
Specify the number of correct answers that users must provide to authenticate 
successfully.
For example, if you set 3 here and set 5 in the Number of Questions to Challenge field, 
then users must answer at least three questions correctly out of the five they will be 
prompted to answer.

Enable Caller Verification
If you enable this option, then during authentication the answers are collected and 
verified by a Customer Support Representative (CSR) or a similar facility, and the 
verification result is sent to the CA AuthMinder Server.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the user credential will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Advanced Configurations:

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.
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Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the locked credential to be automatically unlocked after 
the time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Question Selection Mode
Specify how the questions are selected for the challenge. The supported values are:

Random - The questions are selected randomly from the configured set.

Alternate - A new set of questions is selected from the configured set, which 
means the questions that were asked in the last authentication prompt are 
skipped.

Change Question Set
Specify when the CA AuthMinder Server must select a new set of questions to 
challenge. The supported options are:

Only on Successful Authentication - A new set of questions that are based on the 
Question Selection Mode is selected after the user authenticates successfully.

For Every Attempt - A new set of questions that are based on the Question 
Selection Mode is selected after every authentication attempt, irrespective of the 
authentication result.

Challenge Validity (in Seconds)
Specify the duration for which the QnA challenge has to be valid.

Multiple Credential Options:

Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular QnA credential, then enter 
the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default 
QnA authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configure Password Settings

This section describes:

Configure Password Issuance Profile

Configure Password Authentication Policy
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Configure Password Issuance Profile

A Password profile can be used to specify the following attributes related to a password 
credential:

Password strength: The effectiveness of password, which is determined by the length of the 
password and number of alphabets, numerals, and special characters in it.

Validity period: The period for which the password credential is valid.

Auto-generate password: The password is generated by the CA AuthMinder Server.

Usage count: Number of times the password can be used.

Usage type and password uniqueness: Based on the usage requirement, a user can have 
multiple password credentials. For example, a temporary password and a permanent 
password. These passwords can be same or unique.

By configuring a Password profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you can control 
the characteristics of password credentials that are issued to users of those organizations. Use 
the Password Profiles page for creating password credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Password section, click the Issuance link to display the Password Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Profile Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.
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Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued password credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you can 
specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the password will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration

Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the password to not expire at all.

Password Strength Options:

Minimum Characters
Specify the least number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a 
value between 4 and 64 characters.
The default value is 6.

Maximum Characters
Specify the most number of characters that the password can contain. You can set a 
value between 4 and 64 characters.
The default value is 10.

Minimum Alphabetic Characters
Specify the least number of alphabetic characters (a-z and A-Z) that the password can 
contain.
This value must be lesser than or equal to the value specified in the Minimum 
Characters field.

Minimum Numeric Characters
Specify the least number of numeric characters (0 through 9) that the password can 
contain. You can set a value between 0 and 32 characters.

Minimum Special Characters
Specify the least number of special characters that the password can contain. By 
default, all the special characters excluding ASCII (0-31) characters are allowed.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential
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Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: The User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

Set the following in the  section:Additional Password Options

Enable option if you want the CA AuthMinder Server to Auto-Generate Password 
generate the user passwords. This feature can be used in scenarios where a user 
forgets their password, the Server can auto-generate a new password and the user 
can use this new password for the next login.

In the  option, select  if you want the password to be valid until Usage Count Unlimited
it expires. If you want to limit the number of times the password has to be used, then 
enter the number of times in the second option.

Set the following in the  section:Multiple Credential Options

Enter the description to identify the purpose for which the password is used in the 
 field. For example, a user can have a temporary password to perform a Usage Type

remote login to the network, the usage type for this password can be .temporary

Enable  option if the passwords of different Password Unique Across Usage Types
usage types must be unique.

The  section enables you to enforce the users to not reuse the old History Validation
passwords. You can select any of the following options:

Last <N> Passwords: Select this option, if you want the current password to be 
different from the last  passwords.<n>

Password Created in Last: Select this option, if you want the current password to be 
different from the passwords that are used in the specified duration.

Click Save.
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Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configure Password Authentication Policy

A Password policy can be used to specify the following attributes related to password-based 
authentication:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked 
out.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked user password credential can be 
used to log in again.

Partial password options: Number of password characters to challenge.
When CA AuthMinder Server receives the partial password authentication request, the user 
will be challenged with the number of characters from their password at various positions. 
For example, if the password is welcome1 and the Number of Password Characters to 

 field is set to 4. The challenge might look like "Enter the characters at positions 2, Challenge
4, and 7". If the user enters ece, then the authentication will be successful.

Multi-password options: Specifies whether the user is allowed to enter any of their 
passwords or a password with the specific usage type.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Password section, click the Authentication link to display the Password 
Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Policy Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.
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Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the user credential will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required:

Additional Password Options:

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Challenge Validity (in Seconds)
Specify the duration for which the password challenge has to be valid.

Partial Password Options:

Number of Password Characters to Challenge
Specify the total number of password characters that have to be challenged. The 
number of random positions challenged by CA AuthMinder Server is equal to this 
value.

Alternate Processing Options:

Alternate Processing Options
The CA AuthMinder Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication requests to 
other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
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User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
AuthMinder database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA AuthMinder database, then the request is 
passed to the other server.

See "Configuring CA AuthMinder as RADIUS Proxy Server" for more information to 
enable this feature.

Multiple Credential Options:

Usage Type for Verification
Choose the Any Usage Type option if you want to authenticate users with any of their 
passwords. For example, if the user has two passwords, welcome123 with usage type 
as permanent and hello123 with usage type as temporary, then the user will be 
authenticated if they provide either of the passwords.
If you want the user to authenticate with the particular password, then enter the 
name of its usage type in the UsageType field.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configure OTP Settings

This section describes:

Configuring an OTP Issuance Profile

Configuring OTP Authentication Policy

Configure an OTP Issuance Profile

An OTP profile can be used to specify the following attributes related to a One-Time Password 
credential:

OTP strength: The type (numeric or alphanumeric) and length of the OTP.

Validity period: The period for which an OTP is valid.

Usage: The number of times an OTP can be reused for authentication.

By configuring an OTP profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you can control the 
characteristics of OTP credentials that are issued to users of those organizations. Use the One-
Time Password Profiles page for creating OTP credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OTP section, click the Issuance link to display the One Time Password Profiles 
page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Profile Configurations:
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Profile Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Type
Specify whether you want to issue numeric or alphanumeric OTPs to users.
The default value is Numeric.

Length
Set the length of an OTP.
The minimum length of the OTP can be 5 (which is also the default value) and the 
maximum length can be up to 32 characters.

Validity Period
Set the interval for which the issued OTP credential will be valid.
You can specify this time in seconds, minutes, hours, and days, and even in months 
and years.

Allow Multiple Use
Select this option if you would like the OTP to be used more than once.

Use
Specify the total number of times an OTP can be used, if you selected the Allow 
Multiple Use option.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential
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Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the OTP is used in the  field. For example, a user can have a Usage Type
temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for this 
credential can be .temporary

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configure an OTP Authentication Policy

An OTP policy can be used to specify the following attributes related to OTP-based 
authentication:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state will result in a failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential will be 
locked.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.
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Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OTP section, click the Authentication link to display the OTP Authentication 
Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Policy Configurations:

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the OTP will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required. The following table describes the fields of this 
section:

Advanced Configurations:

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.
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Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options:

Alternate Processing Options
The CA AuthMinder Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication requests to 
other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
AuthMinder database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA AuthMinder database, then the request is 
passed to the other server.

See "Configuring CA AuthMinder as RADIUS Proxy Server" for more information to 
enable this feature.

Multiple Credential Options:

Usage Type for Verification
If you want users to authenticate with the particular OTP credential, then enter the 
name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default 
OTP authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configuring OATH OTP Settings

This page describes:

Configuring OATH OTP Issuance Profile

Configuring OATH OTP Authentication Policy

Managing OATH OTP Tokens

Configuring an OATH OTP Issuance Profile

An OATH OTP profile can be used to specify the following attribute related to an OATH One-Time 
Password (OATH OTP Token) credential:

Validity period: The period for which an OATH OTP Token is valid.

By configuring an OATH OTP profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you can 
control the characteristics of OATH OTP Token credentials that are issued to users of those 
organizations. Use the OATH OTP Profiles page to create OATH OTP Token credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab on the main menu.Services and Server Configurations
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Click the  tab on the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OATH OTP Token section, click the  link to display the OATH One Time Issuance
Password Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the  section, as required.Profile Configurations

Profile Configurations

Create
If you choose to create a profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
To update an existing profile, select the profile that you want to update from the 
Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option to create the profile by copying the configurations from an 
existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations Note: 
that you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued OATH OTP Token credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you 
can specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the OATH OTP Token will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration

Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the OATH OTP Token to not expire at all.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential
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Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the OATH OTP Token is used in the  field. For example, a user can Usage Type
have a temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for 
this credential can be .temporary

Click .Save

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all

Configuring an OATH OTP Authentication Policy

An OATH OTP Token authentication policy can be used to specify the following attributes related 
to OATH OTP-based authentication:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential are locked.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again.

Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OATH OTP Token section, click the Authentication link to display the OATH OTP 
Token Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.
Policy Configurations

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Authentication Look Ahead Count
Specify the number of times the OATH OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server is 
increased to verify the OATH OTP entered by the user. The OATH OTP entered by the 
user is compared with all the OATH OTPs that are generated from current count - 
Authentication Look Back Count to current count + Authentication Look Ahead Count 
on the server, and if the OATH OTP entered by the user matches, then the user is 
authenticated.

If the client and server OATH OTP matches, then that count is set as the current Note: 
count on the server.

Authentication Look Back Count
Specify the number of times the OATH OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server is 
decreased to verify the OATH OTP entered by the user.
The OATH OTP entered by the user is compared with all the OATH OTPs that are 
generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the OATH OTP entered by the 
user matches, then the user is authenticated.

 If the client and server OATH OTP matches, then that count is set as the current Note:
count on the server.

Synchronization Look Ahead Count
Specify the number of times the OATH OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server is 
increased to synchronize with the OATH OTP counter on the client device.
To synchronize the client and the server OATH OTPs, the user has to provide two 

consecutive OATH OTPs and if these OATH OTPs match with the consecutive server 
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consecutive OATH OTPs and if these OATH OTPs match with the consecutive server 
OATH OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count to current 
count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is synchronized 
with the count corresponding to the second OATH OTP entered by the user.

Synchronization Look Back Count
Specify the number of times the OATH OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server is 
decreased to synchronize with the OATH OTP counter on the client device.
To synchronize the client and the server OATH OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive OATH OTPs and if these OATH OTPs match with the consecutive server 
OATH OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count to current 
count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is synchronized 
with the count corresponding to the second OATH OTP entered by the user.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the OATH OTP will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.
Advanced Configurations
Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about the 
user’s impending credential expiration.
Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.
Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the time 
you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.
Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options
The CA AuthMinder Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication requests to 
other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA AuthMinder 
database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to authenticate is 
not present in the CA AuthMinder database, then the request is passed to the other 
server.

See "Configuring CA AuthMinder as RADIUS Proxy Server" for more information to enable 
this feature.
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Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular OATH OTP credential, then enter 
the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default OATH 
OTP authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Managing the OATH OTP Tokens

You can use the Administration Console to bulk-upload OATH tokens or to bulk-fetch OATH 
tokens that are assigned at the global- or organization-level.

Fetching OATH OTP Tokens

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OATH OTP section, click the Token Management link to display the OATH OTP 
Token Management page.

Edit the fields in the Fetch Tokens section, as required.

Token Status
Select the status to fetch the tokens. The possible statuses are:

Free: Indicates that the token is not assigned to a user.

Assigned: Indicates that the token is assigned to a user.

Abandoned: Indicates that the user for whom the token was assigned is no longer 
associated with the token.
For example, an employee who has obtained a new token or an employee who 
has left the organization.
Abandoned tokens can be assigned to other users.

Failed: Indicates the tokens that failed during the upload operation.

Batch ID
The identifier that denotes the batch in which the OATH token is manufactured.

Token ID
Specify the unique identifier of the token.
You can also include wild characters such as, * (asterisk), . (period), and \ (backslash) 
in your search criteria. You can use these characters as explained in the following 
example.
If you have the following tokens in the database:

12

123

1234
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1234

123*4

If you enter the token ID as 12*, then all the tokens listed above will be fetched. If you 
enter the token ID as 12., then the token 123 will be fetched. If you enter 123\*4, 
then the token 123*4 will be fetched.

Fetch Tokens Available at Global Level
Select this option if you want to fetch the tokens that are assigned at the global level.

Fetch Tokens Assigned to Organizations
Select the organizations for which the tokens have been assigned. The tokens that are 
assigned to the selected organizations will be fetched.

Click to fetch the tokens.Fetch 

Uploading OATH OTP Tokens

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the OATH OTP section, click the Token Management link to display the OATH OTP 
Token Management page.

Click the Browse button corresponding to the XML File Containing OATH OTP Tokens to 
upload the XML file that defines the key container for OTPs that have to be issued by the 
CA AuthMinder Server.

Note: CA AuthMinder provides a sample XML file oath-token-upload.xml to 
upload OATH tokens to the users. This file creates OATH tokens for predefined 
users. It is available at the following location:

: \Arcot Systems\samples\xml\webfortOn Windows <install_location>

: /arcot/samples/xml/webfortOn UNIX <install_location>

Click Upload.

Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (OATH-Compliant) Settings

This page describes configuring the OTP (OATH-Compliant) settings.

Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (OATH-Compliant) Issuance Profile

An CA Auth ID OTP-OATH profile can be used to specify the following attributes related to CA 
Auth ID OTPs that are complaint to OATH standards.

Length: The length of the CA Auth ID OTP.

Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID OTP is valid.
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Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID OTP is valid.

By configuring an CA Auth ID OTP-OATH profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you 
can control the characteristics of CA Auth ID OTP credentials that are issued to users of those 
organizations. Use the CA MobileOTP Profiles page to create CA MobileOTP credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the CA Mobile OTP-OATH section, click the Issuance link to display the CA Mobile 
OTP-OATH Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Token Type
Select the type of CA Auth ID OTP that must be created for the user. HOTP represents 
counter-based tokens and TOTP represents time-based tokens.

Length
Set the length of an CA Auth ID OTP.
The minimum length of the CA Auth ID OTP can be 6 (which is also the default value) 
and the maximum length can be up to 8 characters.

Time Step
The time interval, in seconds, during which the OTP generated by the client is the 
same as the OTP generated by the server. A larger time step allows the two OTPs to 
match for a longer period. In other words, a larger time step can accommodate a 
longer delay in receipt of the OTP from the client.
You can enter any value from 1 to 300. The default is 30.

This option is applicable only for OTP-based CA Auth ID OTPs.Note: 

Logo URL
Enter the URL that contains the logo, which will be displayed on your client device that 
uses CA Auth ID OTP for authenticating to CA AuthMinder-protected applications.

Display Name
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Display Name
Enter the name that is used to display the CA Auth ID OTP on the client device. You 
can either enter a fixed string or pass the following user variables as $$(<variable>)$$:

user name (userName)

organization name (orgName)

credential custom attributes

user custom attributes

Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued CA Auth ID OTP credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you can 
specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the CA Auth ID OTP will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration

Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the CA Auth ID OTP to not expire at all.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

In the  section, specify the additional information that you want Custom Card Attributes
to add to the CA Auth ID OTP-OATH card. These custom attributes will be available as part 
of the card string.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name
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First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the CA Auth ID OTP is used in the  field. For example, a user can Usage Type
have a temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for 
this credential can be .temporary

Click  to create or update the CA Auth ID OTP profile.Save

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication instances.all

Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (OATH-Compliant) Authentication Policy

An CA Auth ID OTP-OATH policy can be used to specify the following authentication-related 
attributes for CA Auth ID OTPs that are OATH-compliant:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the CA Mobile OTP-OATH section, click the Authentication link to display the CA 
Mobile OTP-OATH Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.
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Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

: You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Authentication Look Ahead Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is increased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user. The CA Auth ID 
OTP entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID OTPs that are generated 
from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Authentication Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server 
is decreased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user.
The CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID OTPs that 
are generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Synchronization Look Ahead Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is increased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user.

Synchronization Look Back Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is decreased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user.

Lockout Credential After
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Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the CA Auth ID OTP will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication 
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options
The CA Advanced Authentication Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication 
requests to other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
Advanced Authentication database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA Advanced Authentication database, then the 
request is passed to the other server.

For more information on how to enable this feature, See Configuring CA AuthMinder 
as RADIUS Proxy Server.

Multiple Credential Options

Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular CA Auth ID OTP credential, 
then enter the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default CA 
Auth ID OTP authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication Server instances.all
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Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (OATH-Compliant) Issuance Profile

An CA Auth ID OTP-OATH profile can be used to specify the following attributes related to CA 
Auth ID OTPs that are complaint to OATH standards.

Length: The length of the CA Auth ID OTP.

Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID OTP is valid.

By configuring an CA Auth ID OTP-OATH profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you 
can control the characteristics of CA Auth ID OTP credentials that are issued to users of those 
organizations. Use the CA MobileOTP Profiles page to create CA MobileOTP credential profiles.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the ArcotOTP-OATH section, click the Issuance link to display the ArcotOTP-OATH 
Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Token Type
Select the type of CA Auth ID OTP that must be created for the user. HOTP represents 
counter-based tokens and TOTP represents time-based tokens.

Length
Set the length of an CA Auth ID OTP.
The minimum length of the CA Auth ID OTP can be 6 (which is also the default value) 
and the maximum length can be up to 8 characters.

Time Step
The time interval, in seconds, during which the OTP generated by the client is the 
same as the OTP generated by the server. A larger time step allows the two OTPs to 
match for a longer period. In other words, a larger time step can accommodate a 
longer delay in receipt of the OTP from the client.
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longer delay in receipt of the OTP from the client.
You can enter any value from 1 to 300. The default is 30.

This option is applicable only for OTP-based CA Auth ID OTPs.Note: 

Logo URL
Enter the URL that contains the logo, which will be displayed on your client device that 
uses CA Auth ID OTP for authenticating to CA AuthMinder-protected applications.

Display Name
Enter the name that is used to display the CA Auth ID OTP on the client device. You 
can either enter a fixed string or pass the following user variables as $$(<variable>)$$:

user name (userName)

organization name (orgName)

credential custom attributes

user custom attributes

Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued CA Auth ID OTP credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you can 
specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the CA Auth ID OTP will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration

Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the CA Auth ID OTP to not expire at all.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

In the  section, specify the additional information that you want Custom Card Attributes
to add to the CA Auth ID OTP-OATH card. These custom attributes will be available as part 
of the card string.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential
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Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the CA Auth ID OTP is used in the  field. For example, a user can Usage Type
have a temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for 
this credential can be .temporary

Click  to create or update the ArcotID OTP profile.Save

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication instances. See  for all Refresh a Server Instance
instructions about how to perform this procedure.

Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (OATH-Compliant) Authentication Policy

An CA Auth ID OTP-OATH policy can be used to specify the following authentication-related 
attributes for CA Auth ID OTPs that are OATH-compliant:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.
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Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the ArcotOTP-OATH section, click the Authentication link to display the ArcotOTP-
OATH Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

: You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Authentication Look Ahead Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is increased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user. The CA Auth ID 
OTP entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID OTPs that are generated 
from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Authentication Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the CA AuthMinder Server 
is decreased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user.
The CA Auth ID OTP entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID OTPs that 
are generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Synchronization Look Ahead Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is increased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user.

Synchronization Look Back Count 
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Synchronization Look Back Count 
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the Strong Authentication 
Server is decreased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP entered by 
the user.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the CA Auth ID OTP will be locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication 
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options
The CA Advanced Authentication Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication 
requests to other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
Advanced Authentication database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA Advanced Authentication database, then the 
request is passed to the other server.

For more information on how to enable this feature, See Configuring CA AuthMinder 
as RADIUS Proxy Server.

Multiple Credential Options
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Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular CA Auth ID OTP credential, 
then enter the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default CA 
Auth ID OTP authentication policy is used.

Click Save.

Refresh  deployed Strong Authentication Server instances. See all Refresh a Server Instance
for instructions about the procedure.

Configuring CA AuthID OTP (EMV-Compliant) Settings

This page describes configuring the AroctID OTP (EMV-Compliant) settings.

Configuring CA AuthID OTP (EMV-Compliant) Issuance Profile

An CA Auth ID OTP-EMV profile can be used to specify the following attribute related to CA Auth 
ID OTPs that are complaint with Europay, MasterCard, and VISA (EMV) protocol.

Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID OTP-EMV is valid.

By configuring an CA Auth ID OTP-EMV profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you 
can control the characteristics of CA Auth ID OTP-EMV credentials that are issued to users of 
those organizations. Use the CA Mobile OTP-EMV Profiles page to create CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
credential profiles.

Note: To configure an CA AuthID OTP-EMV profile, you first create account types.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the CA AuthID OTP-EMV section, click the Issuance link to display the CA AuthID 
OTP-EMV Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.
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Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

: You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Account Type
Specify the account type that has to used for creating CA AuthID OTP-EMV credential.

Attribute For PAN Sequence
Specify the Primary Account Number (PAN) sequence that helps to differentiate two 
cards with the same PAN. For example, a card that is reissued after the expiry might 
have the same PAN but a different sequence number.
To add PAN sequence, you need to add custom attributes while configuring account 
types. See "Configuring the Account Type".
To assign PAN sequence to a user in the organization, you need to edit the user 
account to add values for custom attribute. See "Creating Account IDs". This value will 
be included in the card string. The custom attribute value is not mandatory, if not 
provided, then 00 is used by default.

Logo URL
Enter the URL that contains the logo, which will be displayed on the client device that 
uses EMV OTP for authenticating to CA AuthMinder-protected applications.

Display Name
Enter the name that is used to display the EMV OTP on the client device. You can 
either enter a fixed string or pass the following user variables as $$(<variable>)$$:

user name (userName)

organization name (orgName)

credential custom attributes

user custom attributes

Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued CA Auth ID OTP credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you can 
specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the CA Auth ID OTP will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration

Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the CA Auth ID OTP to not expire at all.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
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In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

In the  section, specify the additional information that you want Custom Card Attributes
to add to the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV card.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the EMV OTP is used in the  field. For example, a user can have a Usage Type
temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for this 
credential can be .temporary

Click  to create or update the EMV OTP profile.Save

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all
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Configuring CA Auth ID OTP (EMV-Compliant) Authentication Policy

An CA Auth ID OTP-EMV policy can be used to specify the following authentication-related 
attributes for CA Auth ID OTPs that are EMV-compliant:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the CA Mobile OTP-EMV section, click the Authentication link to display the CA 
Mobile OTP-EMV Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Authentication Look Ahead Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is increased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV entered by the user. The CA 
Auth ID OTP-EMV entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID OTPs that 
are generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
entered by the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP-EMV matches, then that count is set as Note
the current count on the server.
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Authentication Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is decreased to verify the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV entered by the user.
The CA Auth ID OTP-EMV entered by the user is compared with all the CA Auth ID 
OTPs that are generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to 
current count + Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the CA Auth ID 
OTP-EMV entered by the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server CA Auth ID OTP-EMV matches, then that count is set as Note
the current count on the server.

Synchronization Look Ahead Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is increased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
entered by the user.

Synchronization Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is decreased to synchronize with the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server CA Auth ID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive CA Auth ID OTPs and if these CA Auth ID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server CA Auth ID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count 
to current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
entered by the user.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV will be 
locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.

Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.
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Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options
The CA AuthMinder Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication requests to 
other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
AuthMinder database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA AuthMinder database, then the request is 
passed to the other server.

See "Configuring CA AuthMinder as RADIUS Proxy Server" for more information to 
enable this feature.

Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
credential, then enter the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default CA 
Auth ID OTP-EMV authentication policy is used.

Click Save
Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Configuring ArcotID OTP (EMV-Compliant) Issuance Profile

An CA Auth ID OTP-EMV profile can be used to specify the following attribute related to CA Auth 
ID OTPs that are complaint with Europay, MasterCard, and VISA (EMV) protocol.

Validity period: The period for which an CA Auth ID OTP-EMV is valid.

By configuring an CA Auth ID OTP-EMV profile and assigning it to one or more organizations, you 
can control the characteristics of CA Auth ID OTP-EMV credentials that are issued to users of 
those organizations. Use the ArcotOTP-EMV Profiles page to create CA Auth ID OTP-EMV 
credential profiles.

Note: To configure an ArcotID OTP-EMV profile, you first create account types.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the ArcotOTP-EMV section, click the Issuance link to display the ArcotOTP-EMV 
Profiles page.

Edit the fields in the Profile Configurations section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new profile, then:
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Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new profile in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing profile, then select the profile that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the profile by copying the configurations from 
an existing profile.

: You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the profile from which the configurations will be copied.

Account Type
Specify the account type that has to used for creating ArcotID OTP-EMV credential.

Attribute For PAN Sequence
Specify the Primary Account Number (PAN) sequence that helps to differentiate two 
cards with the same PAN. For example, a card that is reissued after the expiry might 
have the same PAN but a different sequence number.
To add PAN sequence, you need to add custom attributes while configuring account 
types. See "Configuring the Account Type".
To assign PAN sequence to a user in the organization, you need to edit the user 
account to add values for custom attribute. See "Creating Account IDs". This value will 
be included in the card string. The custom attribute value is not mandatory, if not 
provided, then 00 is used by default.

Logo URL
Enter the URL that contains the logo, which will be displayed on the client device that 
uses EMV OTP for authenticating to CA AuthMinder-protected applications.

Display Name
Enter the name that is used to display the EMV OTP on the client device. You can 
either enter a fixed string or pass the following user variables as $$(<variable>)$$:

user name (userName)

organization name (orgName)

credential custom attributes

user custom attributes

Validity Start Date
Set the date from when the issued ArcotID OTP credential will be valid.
The validity can start from either the date when this credential is created or you can 
specify a custom date.

Validity End Date
Set the date when the ArcotID OTP will expire.
You can choose any of the following options to set the expiration date:

Specify the duration
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Specify a custom date

Choose Never Expires option if you want the ArcotID OTP to not expire at all.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

In the  section, specify any extra information in the -  pair  Custom Attributes Name Value
format. For example, the organization information that can be used by plug-ins.

In the  section, specify the additional information that you want Custom Card Attributes
to add to the ArcotID OTP-EMV card.

Set the following in the  section:User Validations

Select the  option if you want to verify the user status for the following User Active
operations involving the current credential:

Create credential

Re-issue credential

Reset credential

Reset validity of the credential

Select the  option if you want to verify whether the user attribute User Attribute
matches certain values. You can set the value for the following user attributes:

Date when the user was created

Date when the user details were modified

Email address

First name

Middle name

Last name

User status

Telephone number

Unique user identifier

Note: User attribute check feature is available  if you are performing only
configurations at the organization-level.

In the  section, enter the description to identify the purpose Multiple Credential Options
for which the EMV OTP is used in the  field. For example, a user can have a Usage Type
temporary credential to perform a remote login to the network, the usage type for this 
credential can be .temporary

Click  to create or update the EMV OTP profile.Save
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Click  to create or update the EMV OTP profile.Save

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances. See  for all Refresh a Server Instance
instructions about the procedure.

Configuring ArcotID OTP (EMV-Compliant) Authentication Policy

An ArcotID OTP-EMV policy can be used to specify the following authentication-related attributes 
for ArcotID OTPs that are EMV-compliant:

User status: The status of the user, which can be active or inactive.

Note: If the user status check is enabled, then the authentication for users in inactive 
state results in failure.

Lockout criteria: The number of failed attempts after which the user’s credential is locked.

Unlocking criteria: The number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the ArcotOTP-EMV section, click the Authentication link to display the ArcotOTP-
EMV Authentication Policy page.

Edit the fields in the Policy Configuration section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new policy, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new policy in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing policy, then select the policy that you want to 
update from the Select Configuration list that appears.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create the policy by copying the configurations from 
an existing policy.

You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note: 
you have scope on.

Available Configurations
Select the policy from which the configurations will be copied.

Authentication Look Ahead Count
Enter the number of times the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is increased to verify the ArcotID OTP-EMV entered by the user. The ArcotID 
OTP-EMV entered by the user is compared with all the ArcotID OTPs that are 
generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 

Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the ArcotID OTP-EMV entered 
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Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the ArcotID OTP-EMV entered 
by the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server ArcotID OTP-EMV matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Authentication Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is decreased to verify the ArcotID OTP-EMV entered by the user.
The ArcotID OTP-EMV entered by the user is compared with all the ArcotID OTPs that 
are generated from current count - Authentication Look Back Count to current count + 
Authentication Look Ahead Count on the server, and if the ArcotID OTP-EMV entered 
by the user matches, then the user is authenticated.

: If the client and server ArcotID OTP-EMV matches, then that count is set as the Note
current count on the server.

Synchronization Look Ahead Count
Enter the number of times the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is increased to synchronize with the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server ArcotID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive ArcotID OTPs and if these ArcotID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server ArcotID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count to 
current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second ArcotID OTP-EMV entered 
by the user.

Synchronization Look Back Count
Enter the number of times the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the CA AuthMinder 
Server is decreased to synchronize with the ArcotID OTP-EMV counter on the client 
device.
To synchronize the client and the server ArcotID OTPs, the user has to provide two 
consecutive ArcotID OTPs and if these ArcotID OTPs match with the consecutive 
server ArcotID OTPs in the lookup range (count - Synchronization Look Back Count to 
current count + Synchronization Look Ahead Count), then the server counter is 
synchronized with the count corresponding to the second ArcotID OTP-EMV entered 
by the user.

Lockout Credential After
Specify the number of failed attempts after which the ArcotID OTP-EMV will be 
locked.

Check User Status Before Authentication
Select this option if you want to verify whether the user status is active, before 
authenticating them.

Expand the  section by clicking the  sign.Advanced Configurations [+]

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Issue Warning
Specify the number of days before the warning is sent to the calling application about 
the user’s impending credential expiration.

Allow Successful Authentication
Specify the number of days for which the users can use an expired credential to 
successfully log in.
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Enable Automatic Credential Unlock
Select this option if you want the credential to be automatically unlocked after the 
time you specify in the following field.
This field is valid only if you specify the corresponding value in the Lockout Credential 
After field.

Unlock After
Specify the number of hours after which a locked credential can be used again for 
authentication.

Alternate Processing Options
The CA AuthMinder Server acts as a proxy and passes the authentication requests to 
other authentication servers, based on the following conditions:

User Not Found: If the user trying to authenticate is not present in the CA 
AuthMinder database, then the request is passed to the other server.

Credential Not Found: If the credential with which the user is trying to 
authenticate is not present in the CA AuthMinder database, then the request is 
passed to the other server.

See "Configuring CA AuthMinder as RADIUS Proxy Server" for more information to 
enable this feature.

Usage Type for Verification
If you want the users to authenticate with the particular ArcotID OTP-EMV credential, 
then enter the name of its usage type in this field.
If you do not specify the usage type, then the usage type mentioned in the default 
ArcotID OTP-EMV authentication policy is used.

Click Save
Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances. See  for all Refresh a Server Instance
instructions about the procedure.

Configure Credential Management Keys
You can use  are used to protect the shared secret that is used to generate and authenticate Keys
credentials, which include CA Auth ID PKI, OATH OTP, CA Auth ID OTP-OATH, and CA Auth ID OTP-
EMV. The key that are used to create and manage the ArcotID PKI is called the  The Domain Key.
keys that are used to create and manage other credentials are called Master Keys.

When the user attempts to authenticate using their credential, CA Strong Authentication checks 
if the right key is used to protect the credential. If the key is valid, then the user is authenticated 
on providing the correct credential. Else, the user authentication fails.

A key configuration is created when the CA Strong Authentication Server is started for the first 
time by default. You can use this default configuration or create your own configuration using the 
Credential Key Management page. You can create multiple key configurations, but only the 
configuration that is assigned to the credential type is used for creating credentials and 
authenticating those configurations. The other active configurations are used for authentication 

.only

Create Keys

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.
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Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Key Management section, click the Credential Key Management link to display 
the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

Click the Create button to display the Setup Key page.

Specify the name for the key configuration in the Configuration Name field.

Specify the label that is to be used to store the key in the Key Label field.

If you want to store the key in the Hardware Security Module (HSM), then select the Key 
in HSM option.

Note: You can use the Check button to verify that the key label exists in the 
HSM. This button is enabled only when you select the Key in HSM check box.

Set the expiry date for the key in the Validity End Date field. You can either specify the 
duration for which the key must be valid or you can specify a specific date.

Click Create to generate the key.

Note: After you create a key configuration, assign this configuration to the 
credential by using the Assign Default Configuration page. See Configuring CA 

 for more information.AuthMinder for RADIUS

Update Key Validity
You can update the key validity period. When the key expires, the credentials issued with 
that key are no longer valid. You must create new credentials and issue them to the users. 
Extending the validity of the key avoids creating the credentials again with the new key 
and distributing them to the users.

If the key has already expired, you can also extend the validity of the expired key, and 
therefore continue to use the existing credentials.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Key Management section, click the Credential Key Management link to 
display the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

You can update an active or expired key.

To update an active key:
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To update an active key:
In the Active Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link of the 
key, whose validity you want to extend.

To update an expired key:
In the Retired and Expired Configurations section, click the <Configuration 
Name> link of the expired key, whose validity you want to extend.
The Credential Key Management Configuration page appears.

Choose the Update option.

Set the new expiry date for the key in the Validity End Date field. You can either 
specify the duration for the key expiration or you can specify a specific date.

Click Update.

Retire Keys

Retiring or revoking a key means the key will no longer be valid after this operation, and the 
credentials that are associated with that key will expire.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Key Management section, click the Credential Key Management link to display 
the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

You can retire an active or expired key.

To retire an active key:
In the Active Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link of the key, 
whose validity you want to extend.

To retire an expired key:
In the Retired and Expired Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link 
of the expired key, whose validity you want to extend.

The Credential Key Management Configuration page appears.

Choose the Retire option.

Click Retire.

Update Key Validity

You can update the key validity period. When the key expires, the credentials issued with that 
key are no longer valid. You must create new credentials and issue them to the users. Extending 
the validity of the key avoids creating the credentials again with the new key and distributing 
them to the users.

If the key has already expired, you can also extend the validity of the expired key, and therefore 
continue to use the existing credentials.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.
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Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Key Management section, click the Credential Key Management link to display 
the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

You can update an active or expired key.

To update an active key:
In the Active Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link of the key, 
whose validity you want to extend.

To update an expired key:
In the Retired and Expired Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link 
of the expired key, whose validity you want to extend.
The Credential Key Management Configuration page appears.

Choose the Update option.

Set the new expiry date for the key in the Validity End Date field. You can either specify 
the duration for the key expiration or you can specify a specific date.

Click Update.

Retire Keys

Retiring or revoking a key means the key will no longer be valid after this operation, and the 
credentials that are associated with that key will expire.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Key Management section, click the Credential Key Management link to display 
the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

You can retire an active or expired key.

To retire an active key:
In the Active Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link of the key, 
whose validity you want to extend.

To retire an expired key:
In the Retired and Expired Configurations section, click the <Configuration Name> link 
of the expired key, whose validity you want to extend.

The Credential Key Management Configuration page appears.

Choose the Retire option.

Click Retire.
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Configure SAML Tokens
On successful authentication, CA Strong Authentication returns an authentication token. CA 
Strong Authentication supports several types of authentication tokens, and Secure Assertion 
Markup Language ( ) tokens are one among them (in addition to Native, OTT, and Custom SAML
token types.)

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under SAML, click the SAML Token Configuration link to display the SAML Token 
Configuration page.

Select from one of the following options:

If you want to create a configuration, then enter the configuration name in the 
Configuration Name field.

If you want to update an existing configuration, then select the configuration that you 
want to update from the Select Configuration list.

Select the SAML Signing Key in HSM option if you want to store the keys that are used for 
signing SAML assertions in Hardware Security Module (HSM). Otherwise, the keys are 
stored in the database.

(HSM Onlyl) Click Browse against the SAML Signing Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field 
to upload the certificate that is used by the CA Strong Authentication Server to issue the 
SAML token.

Click Browse against the P12 File Containing SAML Signing Key Pair field to upload the 
PKCS#12 file containing the certificate that is used by the CA Strong Authentication Server 
to issue the SAML token.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 file in the P12 File Password field.

In the Digest Method field, specify the algorithm (such as SHA1, SHA256, SHA384, 
SHA512, or RIPEMD 160) to use for hashing the SAML tokens.

Enter the name of the Issuer who will provide the SAML token generated by CA Strong 
Authentication.
For example, if company XYZ is using CA Strong Authentication to generate SAML tokens, 
then you can enter XYZ in this field.

In the Subject Format Specifier (SAML 1.1) field, specify the format of the SAML subject 
for SAML 1.1.

In the Subject Format Specifier (SAML 2.0) field, specify the format of the SAML subject 
for SAML 2.0.

Enable the Single-Use Token option, if you want the SAML token to be used only once for 
authentication.
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In the Token Validity (in Seconds) field, enter the duration after which the SAML token 
cannot be used.

If required, set the additional attributes for SAML token generation in the Additional 
Token Attributes section.
Click Add More to add more attributes, if needed.

In the Audience section and table, enter the details of the audience who can use the 
SAML token.
Click Add More if you want to add more audiences.

Click Save to save the SAML token configuration.

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances. See all Refresh a Server 
 for instructions about the procedure.Instance

Configure Adobe Signature Service Protocol (ASSP)
Adobe Signature Service Protocol ( ) is used to sign PDF documents by using CA SignFort. ASSP
Before signing, users are authenticated using CA Strong Authentication authentication methods. 
A SAML token is returned to the user after successful authentication. This token is then verified 
by the SignFort Server.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under ASSP, click the ASSP Configuration link to display the ASSP Configuration page.

Select one of the following options:

If you want to create a configuration, then enter the configuration name in the 
Configuration Name field.

If you want to update an existing configuration, then select the configuration that you 
want to update from the Select Configuration list.

Specify the CA Auth ID Roaming URL that will be used to download CA Auth ID PKIs in case 
of CA Auth ID PKI Roaming Download.
In the case of CA Auth ID PKI authentication, if the user does not have their CA Auth ID PKI 
present on their current system, then the CA Auth ID Roaming URL is used to authenticate 
to the CA Strong Authentication Server and download the user’s CA Auth ID PKI.

From Authentication Mechanism(s) to Enable, select the authentication method that will 
be used to authenticate the user before signing.
If you enable CA Auth ID authentication method, then select QnA because the QnA 
authentication method is used for roaming download of CA Auth ID PKI.

If you enable Kerberos authentication method in the preceding step, then set the 
parameters required for Kerberos authentication in Kerberos Configurations section. 
Perform of the following steps:one 

Select the Use Windows Logon Credential option, if you want to use the Kerberos 
token of the CA Strong Authentication Server process.
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Specify new credentials in the User Name, Password, and Domain Name fields for 
Kerberos authentication.

In the SAML section:

Select the SAML Signing Key in HSM option if you want to store the keys that are 
used for signing SAML assertions in Hardware Security Module (HSM). Else, the 
keys will be stored in the database.

(HSM Only) Click Browse to upload the certificate that is used by the CA Strong 
Authentication Server to issue the SAML token.

Click Browse to upload the PKCS#12 file containing the key and the certificate that 
is used by the CA Strong Authentication Server to issue the SAML token.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 file in the P12 File Password field.

Enter the URL of the CA Strong Authentication Server in the Issuer field.

Enable the Single-Use Token option, if you want the SAML token to be used only 
once for authentication.

In the Token Validity (in Seconds) field, enter the duration after which the SAML 
token cannot be used.

In the Audience table, enter the details of the audience who can use the SAML 
token.
Click Add More to add more audiences.

Click Save to save the ASSP configuration.

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions about the procedure.Refresh a Server Instance

Configuring CA Strong Authentication for RADIUS
CA Strong Authentication can serve as a RADIUS Server to the configured Network Access Server 
(NAS) or the RADIUS clients.

Add RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the RADIUS section, click the RADIUS Client link to display the corresponding page.

Click Add to set up a RADIUS client configuration.

Provide the following information in the respective fields:

RADIUS Client IP Address: Specify the IP Address of the RADIUS client through which 
users authenticate to CA AuthMinder Server.
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Shared Secret Key: Specify the secret key that is shared between the RADIUS client 
and the CA AuthMinder Server.

Note: The minimum length of key is  and the maximum is  characters.1 512

Description: Enter a string to describe the RADIUS client. The description helps to 
identify the RADIUS client, if multiple clients are configured.

Authentication Type: Select the authentication mechanism for VPN authentication:

RADIUS OTP: The default authentication mechanism that is used to authenticate 
RADIUS requests.

In-Band Password: Use this option in the following scenarios:
To resolve credential type
If you want to authenticate users with the credential that is configured using 
credential type resolution (see ). By default, password Resolving Credential Types
authentication mechanism is used.
(Optional, applicable for Global Configurations Only) To specify the organization 
name
In a RADIUS request, organization information can be sent with a password in the 
<orgname>\n<password> format. CA AuthMinder can extract the organization 
name from a password that is specified in this format. To enable the use of this 
feature, associate organizations with the RADIUS client as follows:
a. Use the > button to move the required organizations from the Available 
Organizations list to the Supported Organizations list.
b. Specify the Default Organization for the RADIUS client. If organization 
information is not presented in a RADIUS request, then this default organization is 
considered in the authentication to resolve user details.

EAP: This option is not currently supported. Do not select it.

In the  section, specify the following:RADIUS Retry Handling

Select the Enable Retry option if you want the RADIUS client to try sending the 
request to CA AuthMinder Server if it does not receive any response.

In the Retry Window field, enter the duration in seconds within which the client can 
retry to connect to the CA AuthMinder Server if it does not receive any response. 
After this period, the retry is considered invalid. Ensure that the retry window period 
is greater than the client timeout period.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the CA AuthMinder Server to include in the response sent to the RADIUS client.

Attribute ID: Enter a unique attribute identifier in this column. For example, 26.

Attribute Value: Enter the value corresponding to the attribute ID. You can pass static 
values or variables such as, user attributes or custom attributes, or a combination of 
static values and variables. For example, for the user JSmith, if the custom user 
attribute key-value pair is Employee ID=150, then you can include the employee ID in 
the RADIUS response, as follows:
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JSmith = $$Employee ID$$
This returns JSmith = 150.

Click Add More to add more attributes.

In the RADIUS Packet Drop Options section, select the options when the CA AuthMinder 
Server must not process RADIUS packets.
Following are the supported options to drop the RADIUS packets:

User not Found

Credential not Found

Invalid Request

Internal Error

Click Add to add the new RADIUS client.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.all

Update RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

In the Configured RADIUS Clients section, click the IP address of the client you want to 
update.

Update any of the columns for the selected client (see "Configuring RADIUS Clients" for 
details) and click Update.

Refresh all deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.

Delete RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

In the Configured RADIUS Clients section, click the IP address of the client you want to 
delete.

Click Delete.

Refresh all deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.

Configure CA Strong Authentication as RADIUS Proxy Server

You can configure CA Strong Authentication as a proxy server to pass any password-based 
authentication requests to other servers that work on RADIUS protocol.

Note: Verify that the policy that is being used for authentication has either User Not 
Found or Credential Not Found selected in the Alternate Processing Options section.

Follow these steps:
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Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the RADIUS section, click the RADIUS Proxy link to display the corresponding page.

Select the Enable Proxy option.

Select the Use Global Configuration option if you want to use the configurations available 
at the global level.

Note: This option is available  if you are performing organization-specific only
configuration.

Enter the details of the RADIUS server that processes the request in the Primary Proxy 
Server Details section, as follows:

IP Address: Specify the IP Address of the RADIUS server.

RADIUS Port: Specify the port number on which the RADIUS server is listening.

Shared Secret Key: Define the secret key shared between the RADIUS client and the 
RADIUS server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is  and the maximum is  characters.1 512

Description: Enter a string to describe the RADIUS server. The description helps to 
identify the RADIUS server, if multiple servers are configured.

Read Timeout: Specify the maximum time in milliseconds to wait for a response from 
the RADIUS server.

Retry Count: Specify the number of times the CA Strong Authentication Server should 
attempt to send the request to RADIUS server, if it does not receive the response.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the CA Strong Authentication Server to include in the request that it sends to the 
RADIUS server.

: Enter a unique attribute identifier in this column. For example, 26.Attribute ID
: Enter the value corresponding to the attribute ID. For example, value Attribute Value

corresponding to attribute identifier 26.

Click Add More to add more attributes.

If you want to configure an additional RADIUS server, then provide the details of that 
server in the Backup Proxy Server Details section.

Click Update.
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Configure RADIUS Clients

If configured,CA Strong Authentication can serve as a RADIUS Server to the configured Network 
Access Server (NAS) or the RADIUS clients.

Add RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the RADIUS section, click the RADIUS Client link to display the corresponding page.

Click Add to set up a RADIUS client configuration.

Provide the following information in the respective fields:

RADIUS Client IP Address: Specify the IP Address of the RADIUS client through which 
users authenticate to CA AuthMinder Server.

Shared Secret Key: Specify the secret key that is shared between the RADIUS client 
and the CA AuthMinder Server.

Note: The minimum length of key is  and the maximum is  characters.1 512

Description: Enter a string to describe the RADIUS client. The description helps to 
identify the RADIUS client, if multiple clients are configured.

Authentication Type: Select the authentication mechanism for VPN authentication:

RADIUS OTP: The default authentication mechanism that is used to authenticate 
RADIUS requests.

In-Band Password: Use this option in the following scenarios:
To resolve credential type
If you want to authenticate users with the credential that is configured using 
credential type resolution (see ). By default, password Resolving Credential Types
authentication mechanism is used.
(Optional, applicable for Global Configurations Only) To specify the organization 
name
In a RADIUS request, organization information can be sent with a password in the 
<orgname>\n<password> format. CA AuthMinder can extract the organization 
name from a password that is specified in this format. To enable the use of this 
feature, associate organizations with the RADIUS client as follows:
a. Use the > button to move the required organizations from the Available 
Organizations list to the Supported Organizations list.
b. Specify the Default Organization for the RADIUS client. If organization 
information is not presented in a RADIUS request, then this default organization is 
considered in the authentication to resolve user details.

EAP: This option is not currently supported. Do not select it.

In the  section, specify the following:RADIUS Retry Handling
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In the  section, specify the following:RADIUS Retry Handling

Select the Enable Retry option if you want the RADIUS client to try sending the 
request to CA AuthMinder Server if it does not receive any response.

In the Retry Window field, enter the duration in seconds within which the client can 
retry to connect to the CA AuthMinder Server if it does not receive any response. 
After this period, the retry is considered invalid. Ensure that the retry window period 
is greater than the client timeout period.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the CA AuthMinder Server to include in the response sent to the RADIUS client.

Attribute ID: Enter a unique attribute identifier in this column. For example, 26.

Attribute Value: Enter the value corresponding to the attribute ID. You can pass static 
values or variables such as, user attributes or custom attributes, or a combination of 
static values and variables. For example, for the user JSmith, if the custom user 
attribute key-value pair is Employee ID=150, then you can include the employee ID in 
the RADIUS response, as follows:

JSmith = $$Employee ID$$
This returns JSmith = 150.

Click Add More to add more attributes.

In the RADIUS Packet Drop Options section, select the options when the CA AuthMinder 
Server must not process RADIUS packets.
Following are the supported options to drop the RADIUS packets:

User not Found

Credential not Found

Invalid Request

Internal Error

Click Add to add the new RADIUS client.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances. See  for all Refresh a Server Instance
instructions about the procedure.

Update RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

In the Configured RADIUS Clients section, click the IP address of the client you want to 
update.

Update any of the columns for the selected client (see "Configuring RADIUS Clients" for 
details) and click Update.

Refresh all deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.
See  for instructions on how to do this.Refresh a Server Instance
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Delete RADIUS Clients

Follow these steps:

In the Configured RADIUS Clients section, click the IP address of the client you want to 
delete.

Click Delete.

Refresh all deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances.
See  for instructions about how to perform this procedure.Refresh a Server Instance

Configure CA Strong Authentication as RADIUS Proxy Server

You can configure CA Strong Authentication as a proxy server to pass any password-based 
authentication requests to other servers that work on RADIUS protocol.

Note: Verify that the policy that is being used for authentication has either User Not 
Found or Credential Not Found selected in the Alternate Processing Options section.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the RADIUS section, click the RADIUS Proxy link to display the corresponding page.

Select the Enable Proxy option.

Select the Use Global Configuration option if you want to use the configurations available 
at the global level.

Note: This option is available  if you are performing organization-specific only
configuration.

Enter the details of the RADIUS server that processes the request in the Primary Proxy 
Server Details section, as follows:

IP Address: Specify the IP Address of the RADIUS server.

RADIUS Port: Specify the port number on which the RADIUS server is listening.

Shared Secret Key: Define the secret key shared between the RADIUS client and the 
RADIUS server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is  and the maximum is  characters.1 512
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Description: Enter a string to describe the RADIUS server. The description helps to 
identify the RADIUS server, if multiple servers are configured.

Read Timeout: Specify the maximum time in milliseconds to wait for a response from 
the RADIUS server.

Retry Count: Specify the number of times the CA Strong Authentication Server should 
attempt to send the request to RADIUS server, if it does not receive the response.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the CA Strong Authentication Server to include in the request that it sends to the 
RADIUS server.

: Enter a unique attribute identifier in this column. For example, 26.Attribute ID
: Enter the value corresponding to the attribute ID. For example, value Attribute Value

corresponding to attribute identifier 26.

Click Add More to add more attributes.

If you want to configure an additional RADIUS server, then provide the details of that 
server in the Backup Proxy Server Details section.

Click Update.

Configure Plug-Ins
A plug-in registered by a Master Administrator must be configured (  by a GA) to work with only
the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under Extensible Configurations, click the Plug-In Configurations link to display the 
Configure Plug-in page.

From the Name drop-down list, select the plug-in that you want to configure.
The configuration information displayed on this screen is rendered by the Handler file 
that the MA has uploaded while registering the plug-in.

Enter the plug-in configuration details.

Select the events that you want the plug-in to support.

Click Submit to configure the plug-in and save the changes.

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.all
See  for instructions about how to perform this procedure.Refresh a Server Instance
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Resolve Credential Types
The authentication requests that are presented to the CA Strong Authentication Server must 
specify the type of credential that has to be used to process the request. In case of RADIUS and 
ASSP authentication requests, the input requests do not have the provision to specify the 
credential type, and therefore RADIUS uses One-Time Password and ASSP uses password as a 
default credential for authentication.

To support any password-based authentication mechanisms for RADIUS and ASSP, or to use the 
verifyPlain authentication function, you must create the  configuration. Credential Type Resolution
You can map the input request to any of the following password type credentials that CA Strong 
Authentication supports:

Password

One-Time Password

OATH OTP

CA Auth ID OTP-OATH

CA Auth ID OTP-EMV

RADIUS OTP

LDAP Password

Native Token

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Miscellaneous Configurations section, click the Credential Type Resolution link 
to display the corresponding page.

Edit the fields in the section, as required.

Create
If you choose to create a new configuration, then:

Select the Create option.

Specify the Configuration Name of the new configuration in the field that appears.

Update
If you choose to update an existing configuration, then select the configuration that 
you want to update from the Select Configuration list.

Copy Configuration
Enable this option if you want to create or update the configuration by copying the 
existing configurations.

: You can also copy from configurations that belong to other organizations that Note
you have scope on.
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Available Configurations
Select the configuration from which the settings will be copied.

Resolve Plain to
Choose the authentication mechanism that you want to map the incoming password 
type credential to.

User Custom Attribute for Credential Type
The custom attribute of the user that defines the credential type to be used to 
authenticate the user.

The user attributes that you provide here must match the attributes that you Note: 
have specified for the user during user creation. FirstName, LastName, and 
TelNumber are examples of the user attribute that you can use.

Click .Save

Assign Default Configurations
After you have created the required configurations such as, credential profiles and authentication 
policies, ASSP, and SAML, you must assign them globally (as a GA) or to a specific organization (as 
a Organization Administrator). You use the same page for assigning configurations at both the 
levels, however the approach to the task page is different.

This section explains how to apply configurations at the global level. For assigning the 
configurations to the organization, see .Managing Organization-Specific Configurations

Note: If the Organization Administrator (OA) does not specify profiles and policies at 
their organization level, then these profiles and policies are used by default. On the 
other hand, if a GA or an OA overwrites these configurations at their individual 
organization level, then those configurations are applicable for the organization.

Follow these steps:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Assign Configurations section, click the Assign Default Configurations link to 
display the corresponding page.

Select the configurations that you want to use from the corresponding drop-down lists.
You can assign the following using this page:

Profiles and policies for all supported credentials

Domain key configuration for ArcotID

Master key configuration for OATH-OTP Token, CA Auth ID OTP-OATH, and CA Auth ID 
OTP-EMV

SAML token configuration

ASSP configuration

The configuration to resolve authentication requests, if the credential type is 
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The configuration to resolve authentication requests, if the credential type is 
unknown

The configuration to identify the credential type that has to be used to process ASSP 
authentication requests

The configuration to identify the credential type that has to be used to process 
RADIUS authentication requests

Click Save.

Note: These configurations can be overridden at organization-level.

Refresh all deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances.

Organizations Management
An  can map to a complete enterprise (or a company) or a specific division, organization
department, or other entities within the enterprise. The organization structure that is provided 
by the Administration Console is flat hierarchy (in the form of parent and child organizations) is 

 supported, and all organizations are created at the same level as the Default Organization.not

Note: Most of the tasks in this chapter can be performed by a Global Administrator (GA) or an 
Organization Administrator (OA), if they have the required scope to the organization.

The organization management operations that are supported by CA Strong Authentication 
include:

Creating and Activating Organizations

Updating Organization Information

Uploading Users and User Accounts in Bulk

View the Status of the Bulk Data Upload Request

Refresh Organization Cache

Deactivate Organizations

Activate Organizations

Deleting Organizations

Search for Organizations
Required Permissions

As long as you do not need to update, activate, or deactivate an organization, you do not need 
permissions to search. However, you  have the scope over the organizations that you are must
searching. For example, an OA can search for a target organization  that organization is in their if
purview.
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Search an Organization

You can search for organizations by their name and status.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the partial or complete information of the required organization. You can select the 
following options to broaden your search:

Note: In the  field, enter the partial or complete display name of Organization
the organization and  the actual organization name.not

Click  to display the page, with all the matches for the specified criteria.Search

View the Status of the Bulk Data Upload Request
Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select the organization for which you want to view the status of the bulk upload request.

Under the  section, click the  link to Basic Organization Information View Bulk Requests
display the Search Bulk Requests page.

In the Search Bulk Requests page:

Enter the Request ID that you noted down earlier (Step 11 in Uploading Users and 
).User Accounts in Bulk

or

Select a  based on which you want to view the bulk request.Status
or

Select an , depending on whether you want to view  or Operation Upload Users
requests.Upload User Accounts 

Click  to display the search results.Search

Click the  link to get more information about the bulk request.Request ID

Click the link to view the reason why the operation failed.No. of failed operations 
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Click the link to view the reason why the operation failed.No. of failed operations 

Note: In the case of failed operations for a request, the  button Export Failures
is enabled. You can click  to export all the failed operations to a Export Failures
csv file. You can then correct the errors in the exported file, and resubmit the 
file for bulk upload.

Refresh Organization Cache
Organization configurations that do not refer to the global configuration, such as attribute 
encryption set, localization configuration, and email and telephone types are cached at the 
organization level. When you make changes to these configurations at the organization level, 
refresh the organization cache for the changes to take effect.

Required Permissions

The MA can refresh the cache of all organizations. The GA and OA can refresh the cache of all 
organizations within their scope.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search for and 
click .Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select the organizations whose cache you want to refresh.

Click .Refresh Cache

Click  in the dialog to confirm your cache refresh request.OK
You can check the status of your cache refresh request by clicking the Check Cache 

 link and selecting this .Refresh Status Request ID
Refreshing the cache of one organization does not affect the response time of Note: 

transactions going on at that time for other organizations.

Deactivate Organizations
When you want to prevent all administrators of an organization from logging in to the 
Administration Console and end users of the organization from authenticating to your application 
by using CA Strong Authentication mechanisms, you deactivate the organization.

Required Permission

Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do so. The MA can disable all 
organizations. GAs and OAs can disable all organizations in their scope.

Follow these steps:

Click the Organizations tab.
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Click the Organizations tab.

Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Search Organization link to display the 
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search for and 
click Search.
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to deactivate.

Click Deactivate to disable the selected organizations.
A message box asking you to confirm that you want to deactivate the organization 
appears.

Click OK.

Activate Organizations
You may need to activate a deactivated organization. In this case, select the  option while Inactive
specifying the search criteria on the Search Organization page.

Required Permission

To be able to enable an organization, ensure that you have the appropriate permissions and 
scope to do so. The MA can enable all organizations. GAs and OAs can enable all organizations in 
their scope.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search for and 
click .Search
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to enable again.

Click  to activate the selected organizations.Activate
A message asking you to confirm activation of the organization appears.

Click OK.

Delete Organizations
After an organization is deleted, the associated administrators can no longer log in to it by using 
the Administration Console and the end users who belong to this organization cannot 
authenticate themselves. However, the information that is related to the organization is still 
maintained in the system. The administrator who has scope on the deleted organization can read 
the organization details.

Required Permissions
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Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do so. The MA can delete all 
organizations. GAs and OAs can delete all organizations in their scope.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Organizations

Under the  section, click the  link to display the Manage Organizations Search Organization
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
.Search

A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Select one or more organizations that you want to delete.

Click  to delete the selected organizations.Delete
A message box appears asking you to confirm that you want to delete the organization.

Click OK.

Managing Organization-Specific CA Strong Authentication 
Configurations

Although you can use the "templatized" profiles, policies, and other configurations that are set by 
the Global Administrators (GAs), you may want to modify them or create new ones to meet the 
specific business requirements of the organizations in your purview.

When you set configurations at the organization-level, the changes are restricted to the specific 
organization where they were set. Also, the changes you make to the configurations are  not
applied automatically. You refresh all server instances to apply these configuration changes.

Note: To be able to manage the configurations of an organization, you (Organization 
Administrator) must ensure that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do 
so. A Master Administrator cannot manage any organization-specific configurations. 
GAs and OAs can manage the configurations for all organizations in their scope.

As an OA or GA, if you have the scope on the given organizations, then you can perform the 
following tasks:

Assign Organization-Specific CA Strong Authentication Configurations

Setting Other CA Strong Authentication Configurations for An Organization

Assign Organization-Specific CA Strong Authentication Configurations
The organization-specific configurations are similar to the global configurations, but navigation 
path to their task pages is different.

Follow these steps:

Click the Organizations tab.
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Click the Organizations tab.

Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Search Organization link to display the 
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search for and 
click the Search button.
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the Organization column, click the link for the required organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

Activate the CA Strong Authentication Configuration tab.
The organization-specific configuration links are displayed in the tasks pane.

Configure and assign the credential profiles and authentication policies.
See  for detailed information Managing Global CA Strong Authentication Configurations
about how to configure the required profiles and policies and assign them, as needed. The 
operations that are discussed in  are for Managing Global CA AuthMinder Configurations
the global level. However, the configurations discussed in this chapter are for the 
organization level. Although the approach to access the task page is different, the 
configurations for both levels are the same.

Set up Other CA Strong Authentication Configurations for An Organization
As a Global Administrator (GA) or as an Organization Administrator (OA), you can set the 
following configurations for an organization:

Condifure the profiles and policies for the organizations in your scope.
See Condifure Profiles and Policies for detailed steps.

Condifure the OATH Token.
See Managing OATH OTP Tokens for detailed steps.

Note: This configuration is  available for an OA.not

Creating and managing Keys that are used to issue and authenticate credentials.
See Configure Credential Management Keys for detailed steps.

Note: This configuration is  available for an OA.not

Condifure SAML tokens that are returned to the user after successful authentication.
See Configure SAML Tokens for detailed steps.

Condifure Adobe Signature Service Protocol (ASSP) that is used for signing PDF documents.
See Condifure ASSP for detailed steps.

Condifure RADIUS clients for the CA Strong Authentication Server and CA Strong 
Authentication Server as a proxy for RADIUS requests.
See Condifure CA Strong Authentication for RADIUS for detailed steps.
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Assigning configurations. You can assign the default configurations that are available out-of-
the-box or your custom configurations.
See Assign Default Configurations for detailed steps.

Condifure plug-ins to extend the functionality of CA Strong Authentication Server.
See Configure Plug-Ins for detailed steps.

Resolving unknown password type credentials.
See Resolve Credential Types for detailed steps.

Update CA Strong Authentication-Specific Configurations
Follow these steps:

Click the Organizations tab.

Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Search Organization link to display the 
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search for and 
click the Search button to display a list of organizations matching the search criteria.

Under the Organization column, click the <ORGANIZATION_NAME> link for the required 
organization to display the Organization Information page.

Activate the CA Strong Authentication Configuration tab to display the links for CA Strong 
Authentication configurations in the task pane.

How to Configure CA Strong Authentication for RADIUS
As an administrator, you can configure CA Strong Authentication for one of the following roles:

As a RADIUS server that processes authentication requests from RADIUS clients
The following steps summarize the process that occurs when you configure CA Strong 
Authentication as a RADIUS server:

A RADIUS client sends an authentication request to CA Strong Authentication.

CA Strong Authentication authenticates the user and sends the authentication response.

As a proxy server that passes authentication requests to an existing RADIUS server
The following steps summarize the process that occurs when you configure CA Strong 
Authentication as a proxy server for a RADIUS server:

A RADIUS client sends an authentication request to CA Strong Authentication.

Based on the authentication policy configured in CA Strong Authentication, the request 
is forwarded to the RADIUS server. For example, you can configure CA Strong 
Authentication to forward authentication requests to the RADIUS server when the user 
or user’s credential is not found in the CA Strong Authentication database.

In some scenarios, you configure CA Strong Authentication as a RADIUS server and as a proxy to a 
RADIUS server. For example, if you have recently installed CA Strong Authentication. Some users 
were migrated to CA Strong Authentication, and the remaining users are still on the existing 
RADIUS solution. In this case, you configure CA Strong Authentication as both a RADIUS server 
and as a proxy to a RADIUS server. The RADIUS authentication requests from users that are 
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and as a proxy to a RADIUS server. The RADIUS authentication requests from users that are 
migrated to CA Strong Authentication are handled by CA Strong Authentication. For all other 
users, CA Strong Authentication forwards the RADIUS authentication requests to the existing 
RADIUS server because the users or users’ credentials are not found in the CA Strong 
Authentication database.

This scenario explains the procedure to configure CA Strong Authentication for RADIUS. The 
following diagram outlines the steps of this procedure:

 
AR_8.0--Configuring CA AuthMinder for RADIUS

Follow these steps:

Add RADIUS clients.
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C  If you configure CA Strong onfigure CA Strong Authentication as the proxy server
Authentication as a proxy for a RADIUS server.

(Optional) Create a credential type resolution configuration.

Assign a default RADIUS credential type resolution configuration.

C  If you configure CA Strong Authentication as a onfigure the default authentication policy
proxy for a RADIUS server.

Refresh cache.

Add the RADIUS Clients
A single RADIUS client can be configured in CA Strong Authentication. If you want to configure 
multiple organizations in CA Strong Authentication to use the same RADIUS client, then add the 
RADIUS client at the global level. Otherwise, for a single organization, add the RADIUS client for 
that organization.

Follow these steps:

Log in to the Administration Console.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the CA Strong Authentication tab is selected.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the organization level:

Click the Organizations tab.

Search for the organization.

Select the organization from the search results.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab.

Click RADIUS Client in the left pane.

Click Add.

Enter the following information:

RADIUS Client IP Address
Specifies the IP Address of the RADIUS client through which users authenticate to CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

Shared Secret Key
Specifies the secret key shared between the RADIUS client and the CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is 1 character, and the maximum length 
is 512 characters.
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Description
Specifies a short description of the RADIUS client. If you configure multiple clients, the 
description of each client helps distinguish between clients.

Authentication Type
Indicates the authentication mechanism that will be used for RADIUS-based access. 
Select one of the following authentication mechanisms:

RADIUS OTP
Specifies the default authentication mechanism that is used to authenticate 
RADIUS requests. A One-Time Token (OTT) is used as the password for 
authentication.

In-Band Password
Specifies that any password or OTP can be used for authentication. Typically, the 
In-Band Password option is used in the following scenarios:
To resolve the credential type
Use the In-Band Password option if you want to authenticate users with 
credentials that are set using credential type resolution.

 You configure credential type resolution to map an input request that has Note:
an unknown credential type with a particular password-based authentication 
mechanism or to support any password-based authentication mechanism for 
RADIUS.
(Optional, applicable for global configurations only) To specify the organization 
name
In a RADIUS request, organization information can be sent with a password in the 
<orgname>\n<password> format. AuthMinder can extract the organization name 
from a password specified in this format. To enable the use of this feature, 
associate organizations with the RADIUS client as follows:
a. Use the > button to move the required organizations from the Available 
Organizations list to the Supported Organizations list.
b. Specify the default organization for the RADIUS client. If organization 
information is not sent with the password, then this default organization is 
considered in the authentication to resolve user details.

EAP: This option is not currently supported. Do not select it.

In the RADIUS Retry Handling section, specify the following:

Select the Enable Retry option if you want the RADIUS client to retry sending the 
request to AuthMinder Server if it does not receive a response.

In the Retry Window field, enter the duration in seconds within which the client can 
retry connecting to the AuthMinder Server if it does not receive a response. After this 
period, the retry is considered invalid. Ensure that the retry window period is greater 
than the client timeout period.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the AuthMinder Server to include in the response sent to the RADIUS client after 
successful authentication:

Attribute ID
Specifies a unique attribute identifier.
Example: 26
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Attribute Value
Specifies the value corresponding to the attribute ID. You can pass static values, 
variables such as user attributes or custom attributes, or a combination of static 
values and variables. For example, for the user JSmith, if the custom user attribute key-
value pair is Employee ID=150, then you can include the employee ID in the RADIUS 
response as follows:

JSmith = $$Employee ID$$

This setting returns JSmith = 150.

In the RADIUS Packet Drop Options section, select the events for which the AuthMinder 
Server must drop RADIUS packets. You can select any combination of the following 
events:

User not Found

Credential not Found

Invalid Request

Internal Error

Click Add.
The RADIUS client is added. This configuration will take effect after you refresh the cache.

Assign a Default RADIUS Credential Type Resolution Configuration
Perform the procedure described in this section only if you set the In-Band Password option as 
the authentication type while adding a RADIUS client.

Set the credential type resolution configuration as the default configuration for authentication 
requests sent by RADIUS clients.

Follow these steps:

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the CA Strong Authentication tab is selected.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the organization level:

Click the Organizations tab.

Search for the organization.

Select the organization from the search results.

Click the CA Strong Authentication Configuration tab.

Click Assign Default Configurations in the left pane.

From the RADIUS Credential Type Resolution Configuration drop-down list, select the 
credential type resolution configuration that you want to use for processing in-band 
passwords.
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Click Save.
The default RADIUS credential type resolution configuration is assigned.

Configure an Authentication Policy
If you are configuring CA Strong Authentication as a RADIUS proxy, then create or update an 
authentication policy for the credential type for which you are configuring CA Strong 
Authentication as a RADIUS proxy. Set this policy as the default authentication policy for that 
credential type. In the authentication policy, specify the conditions under which authentication 
requests must be forwarded by CA Strong Authentication to the RADIUS server.

Note: Perform the procedure described in this section only if you want to configure CA 
Strong Authentication as a RADIUS proxy. Do not perform this procedure when you 
configure CA Strong Authentication as a RADIUS server.

Follow these steps:

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the CA Strong Authentication tab is selected.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the organization level:

Click the Organizations tab.

Search for the organization.

Select the organization from the search results.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab.

In the left pane, click the link for the credential type for which you are Authentication 
configuring CA Strong Authentication as a RADIUS proxy server.
The Password Authentication Policy screen opens.

Click Create if you want to create a policy configuration. Alternatively, click Update if you 
want to update an existing policy configuration.

Enter the required data in the remaining fields of the Policy Configuration section.

Note: For detailed information about the fields of the Policy Configuration 
section, see the .CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide

Expand Advanced Configurations.

Select one or both of the following options:
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User not Found
Specifies that the authentication request must be forwarded to the RADIUS server if 
the user does not exist in the CA Strong Authentication database.

Credential not Found
Specifies that the authentication request must be forwarded to the RADIUS server if 
the credential with which the user is trying to authenticate does not exist in the CA 
Strong Authentication database.

Enter the required data in the remaining fields of the Advanced Configurations section.

Click Save.
The authentication policy is configured.

Refresh the CA Strong Authentication Cache
Refresh the cache for all the configurations to take effect.

Follow these steps:

Select Services and Server Configurations, Administration Console, Refresh Cache in the 
System Configuration section.
The Refresh Cache screen opens.

Select any one or both of the following options depending on whether you have 
configured CA Strong Authentication as a RADIUS server for a single organization or 
multiple organizations:

Refresh System Configuration

Refresh Organization Configuration

Click OK.
A message stating that the request was submitted successfully opens.

Select Services and Server Configurations, Administration Console, Check Cache Refresh 
Status.
The Search Cache Refresh Request screen opens.

Select the request ID of the refresh request, and then click Search.
The status of the refresh request is displayed. The SUCCESS message in the Status column 
indicates that the configuration has taken effect.

Configure CA Strong Authentication as the Proxy Server
Configure CA Strong Authentication as the proxy server for a RADIUS server.

Note: Perform the procedure described in this section only if you want to configure CA 
Strong Authentication as a RADIUS proxy.

Follow these steps:

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:
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Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the CA Strong Authentication tab is selected.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the organization level:

Click the Organizations tab.

Search for the organization.

Select the organization from the search results.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab.

Click RADIUS Proxy in the left pane.

Select Enable Proxy.

If you want multiple organizations to use CA Strong Authentication as the proxy server for 
RADIUS, then select the Use Global Configuration check box.

Enter the following details of the RADIUS server in the Primary Proxy Server Details 
section:

IP Address
Specifies the IP address of the RADIUS server.

RADIUS Port
Specifies the port number on which the RADIUS server is listening.

Shared Secret Key
Specifies the secret key shared between the CA Strong Authentication Server and the 
RADIUS server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is 1, and the maximum is 512 characters.

Description
Specifies a string to describe the RADIUS server. The description helps to identify the 
RADIUS server, if multiple servers are configured.

Read Timeout
Specifies the maximum time in milliseconds for which the CA Strong Authentication 
must wait for a response from the RADIUS server.

Retry Count
Specifies the number of times the CA Strong Authentication Server must attempt to 
send the request to RADIUS server, if it does not receive a response.

In the Additional RADIUS Response Attributes section, specify the attributes that you 
want the CA Strong Authentication Server to include in the request that it sends to the 
RADIUS server after successful authentication.
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Attribute ID
Specifies a unique attribute identifier in this column. For example, 26.

Attribute Value
Specifies the value corresponding to the attribute ID. For example, a value 
corresponding to attribute identifier 26.

(Optional) Click Add More if you want to add more attributes.

(Optional) If you have configured an additional RADIUS server, then provide the details of 
that RADIUS server in the Backup Proxy Server Details section.
CA Strong Authentication forwards RADIUS authentication requests to this backup 
RADIUS server after the retry count (configured earlier) is exhausted.

Click Update to save the configuration.
CA Strong Authentication is configured as a proxy server for a RADIUS server.

Create or Update a Credential Type Resolution Configuration
Perform the procedure described in this section only if you set the In-Band Password option as 
the authentication type while adding a RADIUS client.

You can configure credential type resolution for mapping an in-band password to any one of the 
following authentication types:

Password

CA Mobile OTP (CA Mobile OTP-OATH)

OATH OTP Token

OTP/Activation Code

CA Mobile OTP (CA Mobile OTP-EMV)

RADIUS OTP

LDAP Password

Native Token

The following predefined credential type resolutions are available in CA AuthMinder:

VerifyCA Mobile OTP-EMV

VerifyCA Mobile OTP-OATH

VerifyLDAPPassword

VerifyNativeToken

VerifyOATH

VerifyOTP

VerifyOTT
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1.  

a.  

b.  

2.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

a.  

b.  

7.  

8.  

VerifyPassword

If any of these predefined credential type resolution configurations meet your requirements for 
processing in-band passwords, then you need not perform the procedure described in this 
section. Perform the procedure only if none of these predefined configurations meet your 
requirements.

You assign credential type resolution as the default for the organization. You can also configure 
credential type resolution per user by configuring a custom user attribute that specifies the 
mechanism to be used for each user. This custom user attribute is part of the credential type 
resolution configuration.

Follow these steps:

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the global level:

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab on the main menu.

Ensure that the Strong Authentication tab is selected.

Perform the following steps if you want to add RADIUS clients at the organization level:

Click the Organizations tab.

Search for the organization.

Select the organization from the search results.

Click the Strong Authentication tab.

Click Credential Type Resolution in the left pane.
The Credential Type Resolution Configuration screen opens.

Click Create.

Enter a name for the configuration.

When you want to copy an existing configuration:

Select the Copy Configuration check box.

From the Available Configurations drop-down list, select the configuration that 
you want to copy.

From the Resolve plain to drop-down list, select the credential type to which you want to 
map the incoming password type credential.

(Optional) If you have created a custom user attribute for specifying the credential type, 
then specify the name of that custom attribute in the User Custom Attribute For 
Credential Type field.
When a RADIUS authentication request is received, the credential type specified in this 
custom user attribute overrides the credential type that you configure in the preceding 
step. If the credential type is not specified in the custom user attribute, then the 
credential type that you configure in the preceding step is used as the default credential 
type.
While a user is being created, ensure that the value for the custom user attribute is set to 
one of the following integer values:
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8.  

9.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Password: 1

CA Mobile OTP (CA Mobile OTP-OATH): 8

OATH OTP Token: 7

OTP/Activation Code: 4

CA Mobile OTP (ArcotOTP-EMV): 8

RADIUS OTP: 5

LDAP Password: 10

Native Token: 11

For example, if you want the custom user attribute to specify OATH OTP Token as the 
credential type, then ensure that 7 is set as the value of the custom user attribute.

Click Save.
The credential type resolution configuration is saved.

Managing Users and Credentials
CA Strong Authentication works with your application to manage strong authentication for 
administrators and end users. CA Strong Authentication allows you to create the end users 
directly through the Administration Console. This process of creating users in CA Strong 
Authentication is known as .migration

Note: See "Enrollment Workflows" in the CA Strong Authentication Web Services 
to understand the workflows for user enrollment.Developer’s Guide 

Managing user information is a critical part of maintaining a secure system.

Create Users
Global Administrators (GAs), Organization Administrators (OAs), and User Administrators (UAs) 
can create users for organizations within their scope.

To creates users, it is not mandatory to specify the first name and last name of the users.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the  link to display Manage Users and Administrators Create User
the Create User page.

In the  section, enter the details of the user.User Details
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3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

User Name
The unique user name.

Organization
The display name of the organization to which the user will belong.

First Name
The first name of the user.

Middle Name
The middle name, if any, of the user.

Last Name
The last name of the user.

In the  section, enter the  address of the user. Email Address(es) Email

In the section, enter the  to contact the user.Telephone Number(s) Phone Number

Select whether you want the user to be in the  state or in the state.Initial Active 

In the  section, enter the  and  of any attributes you want Custom Attributes Name Value
to add, such as personal email address or home phone number.

Click to create the user.Create User 

Searching for Users
Required Permissions

As long as you do not need to create, update, activate, or deactivate a user, you do not need 
permissions to search. However, you  have the scope over the organization that the target must
user belongs to. For example, a GA from one organization can search for users in another 
organization,  that organization is in their purview.if

Search For Users

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Specify the search criteria to display the list of users. You can:

Search for users by specifying the partial or complete information of the user in the 
fields on this page.

Note: Specifying partial information in the fields works only if the fields are not 
marked for encryption. If any of the fields on this page have been marked for 
encryption, then specify the complete value for the search to function correctly.

Specify the required details of the users and click .Search
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

Specify the required details of the users and click .Search
A list of users matching the search criteria appears.

Update User Information
To be able to update a user’s information, ensure that you have the appropriate permissions and 
scope to do so. The MA can update any user. GAs can update all users in their scope. The OAs 
and UAs can update the users in their purview.

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user whose information you want to 
update (as discussed in the preceding section) and click .Search
A list of administrators and users matching the search criteria appears.

Click the < > link of the user whose information you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: This page also displays the  ( , User Account Information Account Type
, and ) if any account type was configured.AccountID Status

Click  to change the user information about this page.Edit

In the section, edit the required fields ( , , User Details First Name Middle Name Last Name
).

In the  section, edit the email addresses for the email types that are Email Address(es)  
configured for the organization.

In the  section, edit the telephone numbers for the telephone types  Telephone Number(s)
that are configured for the organization.

(Optional) Update the .User Status

(Optional) Edit the and of .Name Value Custom Attributes

Click  to save the changes and return to the User Information page. Alternatively, Save
click  to proceed with additional configurations.Next
If you click , then the User Account page appears.Next

In the  section: User Account

(Optional) Select the and edit the .Account Type, Status

Expand  to add  and for Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes Custom Attributes 
the account ID.

Note: If this is the first account ID you are creating, click  to add an account Add
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

Note: If this is the first account ID you are creating, click  to add an account Add
ID before you can update it.

Elevating Users to Administrators
Required Permissions

Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do so. The MA can promote any 
user. GAs can promote users to OA, UA, or GA for organizations within their administrative 
purview. OAs can promote users to OA or UA for organizations within their administrative 
purview. UAs  promote users to administrators.cannot

Elevate Users to Administrator

Follow these steps:

Click the Users and Administrators tab.

Under the Manage Users and Administrators section, click the Search Users and 
Administrators link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.

Enter the partial or complete information of the user who you want to promote (as 
discussed in the preceding section) and click Search.
A list of administrators and users matching the search criteria appears.

Click the <user name> link of the user who you want to promote.
The Basic User Information page appears.

Click Edit to open the User Information page.

If the user’s First Name, Last Name, Email address(es), Telephone Number(s) are not 
specified, enter the same. These attributes are mandatory for administrators.

If the user’s Email is not specified, enter the same. This attribute is mandatory for 
administrators.

Click Next to display the User Account page.

Note: If no account type is configured for the user’s organization, then the 
Change Role to Administrator button is displayed on the Update User page 
itself.

On the User Account page, click Change Role to Administrator to display the Create 
Administrator page.

On this page:

Specify the role of the new administrator from the Role drop-down list.

Enter the password for the administrator in the Password and Confirm Password 
fields.
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10.  

11.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

Note: If the organization is configured for CA AuthMinder User Password 
authentication, these fields are not displayed.

Click Create to save the changes and create and activate the administrator.

Note: If the user being promoted is in the organization that uses CA 
AuthMinder User Password authentication, then an Activation Code is 
generated after you click Create. This is used by the promoted administrator to 
log in to the Administration Console.

Configure Account IDs for Users
An account ID (also known as ) is an alternate ID to identify the user, in addition to the account
user name. After you have configured the account types that your organization will use, you can 
associate one account ID per user for any of these account types.

Required Permissions

Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to update the user information. MA 
can update any user. GAs can update all users in their scope. The OAs and UAs can update users 
in their purview.

Create Accounts

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user for whom you want to create the 
account ID, and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Click the < > link of the user whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: This page also displays the  ( , User Account Information Account Type
, and ) for the account types configured.AccountID Status

Click  to open the Update User page.Edit

Click to display the User Account page.Next 

Select the  for which you want to add the account ID.Account Type
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8.  

9.  

10.  

a.  

b.  

11.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

Specify the unique  in the text box.AccountID
This combination of account type and account ID is used to identify the user in addition to 
the user name. Ensure that the account type and account ID combination is unique for a 
particular organization.

Select the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

(Optional) Expand the section, and perform the following steps:Advanced Attributes 

Enter attribute values for the account ID that you are creating.

Note: You can specify up to a maximum of three attributes for any 
account ID.

Enter values for any  that are configured for the account type.Custom Attributes

Click  to add the account ID.Add

Update Accounts

You cannot change the account ID after the account has been created. You can only change the 
status of the user account and add or delete account ID and custom attributes.

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in Create Accounts to display the User Account page.

Select the  for which you want to update the account ID.Account Type

(Optional) Change the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

(Optional) Expand the  section, and provide  Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes
and  for the account ID you are updating.Custom Attributes

Click to save your changes.Update 

Delete Accounts

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in Create Accounts to display the User Account page.

Select the  for which you want to delete the account ID.Account Type

Click  to delete the account ID.Delete

Create Accounts

Follow these steps:

Click the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
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3.  
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5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

a.  

b.  

11.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user for whom you want to create the 
account ID, and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Click the < > link of the user whose account you want to edit.user name
The Basic User Information page appears.

Note: This page also displays the  ( , User Account Information Account Type
, and ) for the account types configured.AccountID Status

Click  to open the Update User page.Edit

Click to display the User Account page.Next 

Select the  for which you want to add the account ID.Account Type

Specify the unique  in the text box.AccountID
This combination of account type and account ID is used to identify the user in addition to 
the user name. Ensure that the account type and account ID combination is unique for a 
particular organization.

Select the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

(Optional) Expand the section, and perform the following steps:Advanced Attributes 

Enter attribute values for the account ID that you are creating.

Note: You can specify up to a maximum of three attributes for any 
account ID.

Enter values for any  that are configured for the account type.Custom Attributes

Click  to add the account ID.Add

Update Accounts

You cannot change the account ID after the account has been created. You can only change the 
status of the user account and add or delete account ID and custom attributes.

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in  to display the User Account page.Create Accounts

Select the  for which you want to update the account ID.Account Type

(Optional) Change the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status
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1.  

2.  
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1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

4.  

a.  

(Optional) Change the  of the user account from the drop-down list.Status

(Optional) Expand the  section, and provide  Advanced Attributes AccountID Attributes
and  for the account ID you are updating.Custom Attributes

Click to save your changes.Update 

Delete Accounts

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 1 through Step 7 in  to display the User Account page.Create Accounts

Select the  for which you want to delete the account ID.Account Type

Click  to delete the account ID.Delete

Update User Credential Information
Users use credentials to authenticate to the system.

Note: To update the credentials of a user, verify that you have the appropriate 
permissions and scope to do so. MA  manage any credentials. GAs can manage cannot
the credentials for all users (including other GAs) within their scope. The OAs and UAs 
can manage credentials for all users in their purview.

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 2 through Step 5 in .Update User Information

Click the Manage Authentication Credentials tab to display the Credential Details page.

To set all the credentials of the selected user to the same status, you can use the All 
Credentials section to achieve this. Perform the following steps:

Expand the All Credentials section by clicking the arrow sign preceding it.

Choose any of the following options:

Note: These statuses are not applicable for an OTP if the credential is in 
the Verified state.

Click the Save button corresponding to this section.

If you want to apply different configurations for different credentials, then perform the 
following steps:

Expand the required credential section by clicking the arrow sign preceding it.
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a.  

b.  

c.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Note: If the user has multiple credentials of the same type, then a 
separate section ( <(Usage Type)>) is shown for each <Credential Type> 
of these credentials.

Change the settings of the required credentials. You can change the following 
credential settings by using this page:

Status of the credential

Extend the credential validity

Add or change the existing credential custom attributes

Note: For OATH OTP Token credentials, you can reuse abandoned 
tokens, assign new tokens, deassign tokens, associate the vendor token 
ID with the OATH OTP Token that is generated by the CA Strong 
Authentication Server, and synchronize the OATH OTP Token.

Click the Save button corresponding to the credential you have changed.

Deactivate Users
To prevent a user from logging in to the system for security reasons, you can deactivate their 
access instead of deleting it. If you deactivate the user, then they are locked out of the system, 
and cannot log in unless they are activated again.

Required Permissions

Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do so. MA can deactivate any 
user, while GAs can deactivate all users (including other GAs) within their scope. The OAs and 
UAs can deactivate all users in their purview.

Deactivate Users

Follow these steps:

Click the Users and Administrators tab.

Under the Manage Users and Administrators section, click the Search Users and 
Administrators link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.

Enter the partial or complete information of the user who you want to deactivate and 
click Search.
You can also click the Advanced Search link to search for users based on their status 
(active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more users who you want to deactivate.

Click Deactivate to deactivate the selected user.
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Deactivate Users Temporarily
Temporarily deactivating the users differs from  the users (see ) in deactivating Deactivating Users
that you manually activate it again whenever you want to provide access to the system.

In temporary deactivation, the user is automatically activated when the end of the lock period is 
reached.

Follow these steps:

Ensure that you are logged in with the required permissions and scope to temporarily 
deactivate users.

Activate the  tab.Users and Administrators

Under the  section, click the Manage Users and Administrators Search Users and 
 link to display the Search Users and Administrators page.Administrators

Enter the partial or complete information of the user who you want to temporarily 
deactivate and click .Search
You can also click the  link to search for  based on their Advanced Search Current Users
status (active or inactive) or their roles (GA, OA, or UA).
The Search Results page appears, with all the matches for the specified criteria.

Select one or more users who you want to deactivate temporarily.

Click . The Deactivate User Temporarily dialog appears.Deactivate Temporarily

In the  section, select the start lock  and the .Starting From Date Time

In the  section, select the end lock  and the .To Date Time

Click  to save your changes.Save

Note: If you do not specify any value for the , the access is Start Lock Date
locked from the Current Time. If you do not specify an , the End Lock Date
access is locked forever.

Create Administrators with Strong Authentication Password Credential
Follow these steps:

Click the Users and Administrators tab.

Under the Manage Users and Administrators section, click the Create Administrator link 
to display the Create Administrator page.

In the Administrator Details section, enter the details of the administrator.

User Name
The unique user name for the administrator.
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5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

Organization
The display name of the organization to which the administrator will belong.
You have to select the organization that is configured for the WebFort User Password 
authentication mechanism. See "Creating and Activating Organizations" for more 
information.

Note: This is not the organization that this administrator will manage.

First Name
The first name of the administrator.

Middle Name
The middle name, if any, of the administrator.

(Optional) Last Name
The last name of the administrator.

In the Email Address(es) section, enter the email address of the administrator for the 
email types that are configured for the organization.

In the Telephone Number(s) section, enter the phone number to contact the 
administrator.
If multiple telephone types are configured, enter values for all the mandatory telephone 
types.

In the Custom Attributes section, enter the Name and Value of any attributes you want to 
add, such as personal email address or home phone number.

Click Next to proceed.
The next page to Create Administrator appears.

On this page:

Specify the role of the new administrator from the Role drop-down list.

In the Manages section, select the organizations that fall within the scope of the 
administrator by performing one of the following steps:

Select the All Organizations option, if you want the administrator to manage all 
current and future organizations in the system.

Select the required organizations from the Available Organizations list and click 
the > button to add these organizations to the Selected Organizations list.
The Available Organizations list displays all the organizations that are available in 
the scope of the administrator creating this administrator. The Selected 
Organizations displays the list of organizations that you have selected for the 
administrator to manage.

Click Create to save the changes, create the administrator.
A success message appears indicating that the administrator was created successfully. 
This message also includes the activation code that the new administrator can use to log 
in for the first time. The following is a sample message:

"Successfully created the administrator. The activation code for first login
 for this administrator is 03768672."
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Note down the numeric activation code that you see as a part of the success message and 
communicate it to the administrator.

Updating Administrator Credentials
Administrators must use credentials to authenticate to the system. CA Strong Authentication 
supports QnA, Password, and OTP credentials out-of-the-box for administrators. You use the 
Credential Details page to update the credentials of an administrator. Through this page, you can 
enable or disable the credential, or extend its validity.

Required Permissions

Verify that you have the appropriate permissions and scope to do so. MA  manage any cannot
credentials. GAs can manage the credentials for all administrators (including other GAs),  except
for MA, in their scope. The OAs can manage the credentials of all other OAs and UAs in their 
purview. UAs can manage only the credentials of the peers within their scope.

Update Administrator Credential

Follow these steps:

Activate the  tab to display the Credential Details Manage Authentication Credentials
page.

Expand the required credential section by clicking the arrow sign preceding it.

Change the settings of the required credentials. You can change the following credential 
settings by using this page:

Status of the credential

Extend the credential validity

Click the  button corresponding to the credential you have changed.Save

System Administrators Utilities
This section discusses the command-line tools in the Administration Console for CA Strong 
Authentication that you can use to perform system management tasks. It provides a quick 
overview of functions and useful options for the tools that are available with CA Strong 
Authentication and can be useful to administrators.

DBUtil CA Strong Authentication Database Utility
During CA Strong Authentication installation, the installer collects information to connect to the 
CA Strong Authentication database. After the installation is completed, this information is stored 
in encrypted format in the securestore.enc file.

This file stores the following encrypted information that is required to connect to the CA Strong 
Authentication database:

Database user name and password (Used by the CA Strong Authentication Server to connect 
to the database.)
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Master key (Used for encrypting the database user name and password that is stored in 
securestore.enc.)

CA Strong Authentication supports both software and hardware modes to protect the data. The 
DBUtil tool can be used to perform database operations for both the modes.

If you want to add a new database user name, password, or DSN or change the master key value 
at any time  installation, then use DBUtil.after

Note: Because the master key is used for encrypting sensitive information, for security 
reasons, the DBUtil tool  provide any option to view the key value.does not

The DBUtil Utility Options

The options for DBUtil is listed in the following table. In this table,  pair refers to either key-value
DSN, password, or database user name/password pair. The DSN/password is used by CA Strong 
Authentication Server, while user name/password is used by Administration Console and User 
Data Service.

Option Description

-h Displays the Help for the tool.

Syntax:

dbutil -h

-init Creates a new securestore.enc with the new master key that you specify, as discussed in 
Update the Master Key.

Syntax:

dbutil -init key

Example:

dbutil -init MasterKeyNew

dbutil -init WebFortDatabaseMKNew

Note: This command succeeds only if there is no securestore.enc in the conf directory.

-pi Inserts an additional key-value pair into securestore.enc, as discussed in Update the 
Master Key.

Syntax:

dbutil -pi <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]
  -h HSMPin is required if securestore.enc is protected by HSM cryptography.
  -d HSMModule is optional when -h is present. It defaults to "nfast" 
  (NCipher).

Example:

dbutil -pi WebFortBackupDSN dbapassword
dbutil -pi Jack userpassword
dbutil -pi Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis
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Option Description

Note: Each key can only have one value. If you have already inserted a key-value pair, 
then you cannot insert another value for the same key.

-pu Updates the value for an existing key-value pair in securestore.enc. This feature can be 
used when you need to update the database password.

Syntax:

dbutil -pu <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

Example:

dbutil -pu WebFortDatabaseDSN newPassword
dbutil -pu Jack userPassword
dbutil -pu Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis

-pd Deletes the specified key-value pair from securestore.enc.

Syntax:

dbutil -pd <key> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

Example:

 dbutil -pd WebFortDatabaseDSNOld
 dbutil -pd Jack

-i Inserts the specified primary name-value pair in the securestore.enc file, if hardware-
based encryption is used to secure the data in this file. This is used during server startup 
to provide HSM initialization information.

Syntax:

 dbutil -i <primeKey> <HSMPin>
where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

 dbutil -i chrysalis pin

-u Updates the specified primary name-value pair in the securestore.enc file, if hardware-
based encryption is used to secure the data in this file.

Syntax:

 dbutil -u <primeKey> <HSMPin>
where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

 dbutil -u chrysalis newHSMpin

-d Deletes the specified primary name-value pair, if hardware-based encryption is used to 
secure the data in this file.

Syntax:

 dbutil -d <primeKey>

where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

dbutil -d chrysalis
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Update the Master Key

The  is used to encrypt the values in the securestore.enc file. It also encrypts all master key
encryption keys that are used by the product and are stored in the CA Strong Authentication 
database.

Follow these steps:

Back up the current securestore.enc file.
The current securestore.enc is available at:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location conf

On UNIX

< >/arcot/ /install_location conf

Delete the securestore.enc file that is available in the directory that is mentioned in the 
preceding step.

Open the Command Prompt Window.

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

For Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\wininstall_location

For UNIX:

< >/arcot/tools/install_location <platform_name>

Run the following command:
(For software mode) dbutil -init <master_key>
(For hardware mode) dbutil -init <master_Key_Label>
The tool re-creates securestore.enc with the master key name that you specify.

Important! If the master key setup fails, then contact CA Support for help.

Update the database information in the securestore.enc file.
The CA Advanced Authentication installer automatically configures the database username
/password and database DSN/password information in securestore.enc. However, after 
creating a securestore.enc file, manually insert this information in the new file by using 
the dbutil -pi option.
To insert the supplied database values in securestore.enc, enter the following command:

(For software mode) dbutil -pi <  <dbUser> dbPassword>

(For hardware mode) dbutil -pi -h -d<dbUser> <dbPassword> [  HSMPin [  HSMModule]]
In the preceding command, dbUser is the database user name and dbPassword is the 
password that is associated with the specified user name. For example:

dbutil -pi arcotuser welcome123  
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Note: The user name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.

(For software mode) dbutil -pi <  <dsn> dbPassword>

Note:  is the password of the database user.<dbPassword>

(For hardware mode) dbutil -pi -h -d<dsn> <dbPassword> [  HSMPin [  HSMModule]]
In the preceding command, dsn is the data source name and dbPassword is the 
database password. For example:

dbutil -pi arcotdsn welcome123 

Note: The DSN name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.

If you have performed distributed deployment of CA Strong Authentication, then copy the 
new securestore.enc file to all the systems where CA Strong Authentication components 
are installed.

The DBUtil Utility Options

The options for DBUtil is listed in the following table. In this table,  pair refers to either key-value
DSN, password, or database user name/password pair. The DSN/password is used by CA Strong 
Authentication Server, while user name/password is used by Administration Console and User 
Data Service.

Option Description

-h Displays the Help for the tool.

Syntax:

dbutil -h

-init Creates a new securestore.enc with the new master key that you specify, as discussed in 
.Update the Master Key

Syntax:

dbutil -init key

Example:

dbutil -init MasterKeyNew

dbutil -init WebFortDatabaseMKNew

Note: This command succeeds only if there is no securestore.enc in the conf directory.

-pi Inserts an additional key-value pair into securestore.enc, as discussed in Update the 
.Master Key

Syntax:
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Option Description

dbutil -pi <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]
  -h HSMPin is required if securestore.enc is protected by HSM cryptography.
  -d HSMModule is optional when -h is present. It defaults to "nfast" 
  (NCipher).

Example:

dbutil -pi WebFortBackupDSN dbapassword
dbutil -pi Jack userpassword
dbutil -pi Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis

Note: Each key can only have one value. If you have already inserted a key-value pair, 
then you cannot insert another value for the same key.

-pu Updates the value for an existing key-value pair in securestore.enc. This feature can be 
used when you need to update the database password.

Syntax:

dbutil -pu <key> <value> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

Example:

dbutil -pu WebFortDatabaseDSN newPassword
dbutil -pu Jack userPassword
dbutil -pu Jack userpassword -h hsmpassword -d chrysalis

-pd Deletes the specified key-value pair from securestore.enc.

Syntax:

dbutil -pd <key> [-h HSMPin [-d HSMModule]]

Example:

 dbutil -pd WebFortDatabaseDSNOld
 dbutil -pd Jack

-i Inserts the specified primary name-value pair in the securestore.enc file, if hardware-
based encryption is used to secure the data in this file. This is used during server startup 
to provide HSM initialization information.

Syntax:

 dbutil -i <primeKey> <HSMPin>
where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

 dbutil -i chrysalis pin

-u Updates the specified primary name-value pair in the securestore.enc file, if hardware-
based encryption is used to secure the data in this file.

Syntax:

 dbutil -u <primeKey> <HSMPin>
where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

 dbutil -u chrysalis newHSMpin

-d
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Option Description

Deletes the specified primary name-value pair, if hardware-based encryption is used to 
secure the data in this file.

Syntax:

 dbutil -d <primeKey>

where primeKey is the name of the HSM module

Example:

dbutil -d chrysalis

Update the Master Key

The  is used to encrypt the values in the securestore.enc file. It also encrypts all master key
encryption keys that are used by the product and are stored in the CA Strong Authentication 
database.

Follow these steps:

Back up the current securestore.enc file.
The current securestore.enc is available at:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location conf

On UNIX

< >/arcot/ /install_location conf

Delete the securestore.enc file that is available in the directory that is mentioned in the 
preceding step.

Open the Command Prompt Window.

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

For Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\tools\wininstall_location

For UNIX:

< >/arcot/tools/install_location <platform_name>

Run the following command:
(For software mode) dbutil -init <master_key>
(For hardware mode) dbutil -init <master_Key_Label>
The tool re-creates securestore.enc with the master key name that you specify.

Important! If the master key setup fails, then contact CA Support for help.
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Update the database information in the securestore.enc file.
The CA Advanced Authentication installer automatically configures the database username
/password and database DSN/password information in securestore.enc. However, after 
creating a securestore.enc file, manually insert this information in the new file by using 
the dbutil -pi option.
To insert the supplied database values in securestore.enc, enter the following command:

(For software mode) dbutil -pi <  <dbUser> dbPassword>

(For hardware mode) dbutil -pi -h -d<dbUser> <dbPassword> [  HSMPin [  HSMModule]]
In the preceding command, dbUser is the database user name and dbPassword is the 
password that is associated with the specified user name. For example:

dbutil -pi arcotuser welcome123  

Note: The user name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.

(For software mode) dbutil -pi <  <dsn> dbPassword>

Note:  is the password of the database user.<dbPassword>

(For hardware mode) dbutil -pi -h -d<dsn> <dbPassword> [  HSMPin [  HSMModule]]
In the preceding command, dsn is the data source name and dbPassword is the 
database password. For example:

dbutil -pi arcotdsn welcome123 

Note: The DSN name that you specify in this command is case-sensitive.

If you have performed distributed deployment of CA Strong Authentication, then copy the 
new securestore.enc file to all the systems where CA Strong Authentication components 
are installed.

The arwfserver Server Management Tool
The arwfserver utility is an interactive utility that you can use to manage CA Strong 
Authentication Server configurations and troubleshoot connection errors. For example, 
Administration Console uses the Server Management protocol for managing CA Strong 
Authentication Server instance, and the default port number of this protocol is 9743. If this port 
is already in use by some other application, then you can use arwfserver tool to set the protocol 
on a different port.

In addition to server configuration management, the arwfserver tool also enables you to 
configure CA Strong Authentication settings that are either used rarely (authentication and 
authorization for Web Service APIs) or are needed only in certain deployment scenarios (enable 
or disable plug-ins).

Run the arwfserver Utility in Interactive Mode
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You can run the utility in the interactive mode. In this mode, all server configurations are 
performed in a manner that is similar to how it is done in service mode, except that the listeners 
are not started.

When run in this mode, the arwfserver tool starts its own console prompt (wf>) and generates 
the startup logs in /logs/arcotwebfortstartupcmd.log and the transaction logs <install_location>
in /logs/arcotwebfortcmd.log.<install_location>

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where the tool is available:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\bin\install_location

On UNIX-based Platforms

< >/arcot/bin/install_location

Run the following command:

On Windows

arwfserver -i

On UNIX-based Platforms

./webfortserver -i

The tool starts in interactive mode.

Specify the options that are listed in the following table to perform the required task:

Option Description

Display Message Operations

ddn Enables you to download display names to a file. You must enter the context 
name of the application whose display names you want to download, and the 
path where the file must be downloaded.

Syntax:

ddn  <application_context> <file_location>

Example:

ddn Admin ARCOT_HOME>/logs

dmsg Enables you to download the display messages to a file. You must enter the 
application context and path where the file must be downloaded.

Syntax:

dmsg  <application_context> <file_location>

Example:

dmsg Admin ARCOT_HOME>/logs
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Option Description

udn Enables you to upload the file containing the customized display names to the 
database.

Syntax:

udn <file_path>

umsg Enables you to upload the file containing the customized display messages to 
the database.

Syntax:

umsg <file_path>

Plug-In Configurations

getmodconf Fetches the configuration for the current modules. For example, credential 
modules and plug-ins.

Syntax:

getmodconf

upluginstatus Updates the status of the plug-in. Following are the supported states:

0: Indicates that the plug-in is DISABLED.

1: Indicates that the plug-in is ACTIVE.

2: Indicates that the plug-in is NOT_LOADED.

Syntax:

upluginstatus

Protocol Operations

getprotoconf Fetches the configurations for all protocols.

Syntax:

getprotoconf

setsvrmgmtport Allows you to change the port number of the Server Management protocol.

If you have enabled CA Strong Authentication Server for SSL, then this tool also 
provides you an option to change the transport mode from SSL to TCP.

Syntax:

setsvrmgmtconf  TCP<Server Management port>

Example:

setsvrmgmtconf 9743 TCP

Server Management Operations

version Generates a file called arcotwebfort-ver- - - .txt, which lists the <dd> <mmm> <yy>
version of all CA Strong Authentication library files.
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Option Description

This file is available in the following directory:

Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Syntax:

version

Utility Operations

?? Searches the commands based on the pattern you provide.

Syntax:

?? <search text>

Example:

?? conf

All the options that set or get configurations are displayed. For example:

getmodconf

getprotoconf

? Lists the commands supported by arwfserver. If you provide the command 
name along with this option, then the tool provides help on command usage.

Syntax:

?
Lists all the supported commands

? <command_option>
Provides help on the command usage.

Example:

? setsvrmgmtport

Explains the usage of set server management port command.

help Provides the help on the command usage.

Syntax:

help <command_option>
Provides help on the command usage.

Example:

help setsvrmgmtport

Explains the usage of set server management port command.
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Option Description

log2c Allows you to write the logs to the Console.

Enter Y to write the logs to the Console or N to write the logs to the file.

Syntax:

log2c <option>

Example:

log2c n

q Closes the interactive mode.

The arwfutil Utility
You can use the arwfutil tool to manage server cache, refresh the server, shut down the server, 
and read server configuration information, such as protocol configurations and server statistics.

You can run the tool in interactive mode or directly access the commands.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where the tool is available:

On Windows

< >\Arcot Systems\bin\install_location

On UNIX

< >/arcot/sbin/install_location

You can run the tool in one of the following modes:

In the interactive mode, as follows:

On Windows

arwfutil -i
./arwfutil -i

On UNIX

The tool starts in interactive mode. Now, run the commands that are listed in the 
following table.

By entering the commands directly, as follows:

On Windows

arwfutil <command_option>
./arwfutil <command_option>

On UNIX

The following table lists the command options that are provided by the arwfutil utility:
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Option Description

Server Management Operations

cr Refreshes the cache of the CA Strong Authentication Server instance. You  enter the must
instance IP and the server management port number.

After successful operation, the message "The operation was successful" is displayed and 
a transaction ID is returned.

Syntax:

arwfutil cr  <<AuthMinder Server IP> Server Management port>

Example:

arwfutil cr localhost 9743

dc Downloads the server configuration cache to a file called arcotwebfortcache-<transaction 
.log.ID>

This file is available in the following directory:

For Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

For UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Every time you download the server configuration cache, a new file will be created with 
the unique transaction identifier.

Syntax:

arwfutil dc
Prompts whether to download the complete or partial cache. Enter 1 for complete cache 
or 0 for partial cache.

arwfutil dc AuthMinder  <  Server IP> <Server Management port>
Downloads the complete cache.

Example:

arwfutil dc localhost 9743

gss Generates a file called wf-server-stats- - - .xml, which lists the server <dd> <mmm> <yy>
statistics.

This file is available in the following directory:

For Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

For UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

The statistics file includes the following information for each protocol:

Number of requests received

Number of successful transactions

Number of failed transactions
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Minimum time that is taken to process requests

Maximum time that is taken to process requests

Total time that is taken to process all requests

Average time that is required to process a request

After successful operation, the message "The operation was successful" is displayed and 
the transaction details are returned.

Syntax:

arwfutil gss

sd Shuts down the CA Strong Authentication Server instance. You  enter the instance IP must
and the server management port number.

After successful operation, the message "The operation was successful" is displayed and 
the transaction details are returned.

Syntax:

arwfutil sd

arwfutil sd  <AuthMinder Server IP> <Server Management port>

Example:

arwfutil sd localhost 9743

ssc Sets the CA Strong Authentication Server configuration. You need to provide the IP 
address of the CA Strong Authentication Server and port number of the Server 
Management protocol.

Syntax:

arwfutil -i

ssc  <AuthMinder Server IP> <Server Management port>

Example:

arwfutil -i

ssc localhost 9743

Note: It is recommended that you run this command in interactive mode. Otherwise, the 
server configurations that are set using this command cannot be used by the other 
commands.

Setup Validator Operations

vah Validates the ARCOT_HOME by computing hex-encoded MD5 of CA Strong 
Authentication Server files.

This command generates a file called arcotwebfort-vah- - - .txt, which <dd> <mmm> <yy>
lists the MD5 of CA Strong Authentication files.
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Option Description

This file is available in the following directory:

For Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

For UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Syntax:

arwfutil vah

vdb Validates the CA Strong Authentication database tables. This command generates a file 
called arcotwebfort-vdb- - - .txt, which lists the CA Strong Authentication <dd> <mmm> <yy>
database tables.

This file is available in the following directory:

For Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

For UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Syntax:

arwfutil vdb

vsetup Validates the ARCOT_HOME by computing hex-encoded MD5 of CA Strong 
Authentication Server files and the CA Strong Authentication database tables.

This command generates a file called arcotwebfort-setup- - - .txt, which <dd> <mmm> <yy>
lists the MD5 of CA Strong Authentication files and the database tables.

This file is available in the following directory:

For Windows: < >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

For UNIX-Based Platforms: < >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Syntax:

arwfutil vdb

Utility Operations

?? Searches the commands based on the pattern you provide.

For example, if you enter ?? ss, then all the commands that contain ss in their names are 
displayed.

Syntax:

arwfutil ?? <seach text>

Example:

arwfutil ?? SS

The preceding command fetches the following options:

gss
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Option Description

ssc

? Lists the commands supported by arwfserver. If you provide the command name along 
with this option, then the tool provides the help on command usage.

Syntax:

arwfutil ?
Lists all the supported commands

arwfutil ? <command_option>
Provides help on the command usage.

Example:

arwfutil ? ssc

Explains the usage of Set Server Configuration (SSC) command.

help Provides the help on the command usage.

Syntax:

help <command_option>
Provides help on the command usage.

Example:

arwfutil help ssc

Explains the usage of Set Server Configuration (SSC) command.

q Closes the interactive mode.

rai Reads the additional input that you want to include when you invoke other commands. 
Before you run this command, you must add the additional input name-value pairs as 
follows:

1. Navigate to the following location:
: \Arcot Systems\confOn Windows <install_location>

: /confOn UNIX Platforms <install_location>

2. Open the arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor.

3. Add a section called [arcot/webfort/tool/additionalInputs].

4. Include the name-value pairs in the section that you added in the preceding step.

5. Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Syntax:

rai
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CA Strong Authentication Logging
Log files provide information about the activity and performance of the CA Strong authentication 
server. Log files also help diagnose problems.

The parameters that control logging in these files can be configured either by using the relevant 
INI files (as is the case with Administration Console, UDS, and CA Strong Authentication Server 
startup log files) or by using the Administration Console itself (as is the case with CA Strong 
Authentication log file.) The typical logging configuration options that you can change in these 
files include:

Specifying log file name and path: CA Strong Authentication enables you to specify the 
directory for writing the log files and storing the backup log files. Specifying the diagnostic 
logging directory allows administrators to manage system and network resources.

Log file size: The maximum number of bytes the log file can contain. When the log files reach 
this size, a new file is created and the old file is moved to the backup directory.

Using log file archiving: As CA Strong Authentication components run and generate 
diagnostic messages, the size of the log files increases. If you allow the log files to keep 
increasing in size, then the administrator must monitor and clean up the log files manually. 
CA Strong Authentication enables you to specify configuration options that limit how much 
log file data is collected and saved. CA Strong Authentication lets you specify the 
configuration option to control the size of diagnostic logging files. This lets you determine a 
maximum size for the log files. When the maximum size is reached, older log information is 
moved to the backup file before the newer log information is saved.

Setting logging levels: CA Strong Authentication also allows you to configure logging levels. 
By configuring logging levels, the number of messages that are saved to diagnostic log files 
can be reduced or increased. For example, you can set the logging level so that the system 
only reports and saves critical messages. See  for more information Supported Severity Levels
about the supported log levels.

Specifying time zone information: CA Strong Authentication enables you to either use the 
local time zone for time stamping the logged information or use GMT for the same.

Server Startup Log File
When you start the CA Strong Authentication Server, it records all start-up (or boot) actions in 
the arcotwebfortstartup.log file. The information in this file is useful in identifying the source of 
the issue if the CA Strong Authentication service does not start up.

The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
 

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location
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Server Startup Log File
When you start the CA Strong Authentication Server, it records all start-up (or boot) actions in 
the arcotwebfortstartup.log file. The information in this file is useful in identifying the source of 
the issue if the CA Strong Authentication service does not start up.

The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
 

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location

CA Strong Authentication Server Log File
When you perform CA Strong Authentication Server configurations, for example, protocol 
configurations and profile configurations, such configurations are written to the arcotwebfort.log 
file. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
 

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location
 

The parameters that control logging in this file can be configured by using the Administration 
Console. To do so, use the instance-specific configuration sub-screen that you can access by 
clicking the required instance in the  screen.Instance Management

In addition to the log file path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), backup directory, logging 
level, and timestamp information, you can also control whether you want to enable trace logging.

Administration Console Log File
When you deploy the Administration Console and then start it, the details of all its actions and 
processed requests are recorded in the arcotadmin.log file. This information includes:

Database connectivity information

Database configuration information

Instance information and the actions that are performed by this instance

UDS configuration information

Other Administration Console information that is specified by the Master Administrator, such 
as cache refresh

The information in this file is very useful in identifying the source of the problems if the 
Administration Console does not start up. The default location of this file is:

Windows:
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Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location

The parameters that control logging in this file can be configured by using the adminserver.ini 
file, which is available in the conf folder in ARCOT_HOME.

In addition to the logging level, log file name and path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), and 
log file archiving information, you can also control the layout of the logging pattern for the 
Console by specifying the appropriate values for log4j.appender.debuglog.layout.
ConversionPattern.

Format of the CA Strong Authentication Log Files
The following table describes the format of the entries in the following CA Strong Authentication 
log files:

arcotwebfort.log (CA Strong Authentication Server Log File)

arcotwebfortstartup.log (CA Strong AuthenticationServer Startup Log File)

Column Description

Time Stamp The time when the entry was logged, translated to the time zone you 
configured. The format of logging this information is:

mm/dd/yy HH:MM:SS.mis

Here, mis represents milliseconds.

Log Level (LEVEL)

(or Severity)

The severity level of the logged entry. See  for Supported Severity Levels
more information.

Note: CA Strong Authentication also provides trace logging, which contains 
the flow details. The trace logs are logged in the arcotwebfort.log file. The 
entries for the trace messages start with TRACE.

Protocol Name

(PROTOCOLNAME)

The protocol used for the transaction. Possible values are:

TXN_NATIVE

ADMIN_WS

ASSP_WS

RADIUS

SVRMGMT_WS

TXN_WS

In case the server is starting up, shutting down, or is in the monitoring mode, 
then no protocol is used and the following values are displayed, respectively:

STARTUP
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Column Description

SHUTDOWN

MONITOR

Thread ID 
(THREADID)

The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Transaction ID 
(000TXNID)

The ID of the transaction that logged the entry.

Message The message logged by the Server in the log file in the free-flowing format.

Note: The granularity of the message depends on the  that you set Log Level
in the log file.

UDS and Administration Console Log Files Format
The following table describes the format of the entries in the following loggers:

arcotuds.log (UDS Log File)

arcotadmin.log (Administration Console Log File)

Column Associated 
Pattern
(In the Log File)

Description

Time 
Stamp

%d{yyyy-MM-dd 
hh:mm:ss,SSS z} :

The time when the entry was logged. This entry uses the 
application server time zone. The format of logging this 
information is:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss,SSS z

Here, SSS represents milliseconds.

Thread ID [%t] : The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Log Level 
(or 
Severity)

%-5p : The severity level of the logged entry.

See  for more information.Supported Severity Levels

Logger 
Class

%-5c{3}(%L) : The name of the logger that made the log request.

Message %m%n : The message logged by the Server in the log file in the free-
flowing format.

NOTE: The granularity of the message depends on the  Log Level
that you set in the log file.

See the following URL for customizing the  parameter in the UDS and PatternLayout
Administration Console log files:

http://logging.apache.org/log4j/1.2/apidocs/org/apache/log4j/PatternLayout.html
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Supported Log Severity Levels
A  (or ) enables you to specify the level of detail of the information that is log level severity level
stored in the CA Strong Authentication logs. This also enables you to control the rate at which the 
log file grows.

Log (or  control the level of detail that is recorded in the CA Strong Authentication  severity) levels
logs. Logging more information makes the log files grow faster.

Server Log File Severity Levels

For the CA Strong Authentication Server (arcotwebfort.log), you can set logging to any of these 
levels and also enable TRACE logging to capture flow details. The following table describes the log 
levels that you see in all log files, in  order of severity:decreasing

Log Level Description

0 FATAL Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause the abrupt 
termination of the CA Strong Authentication service.

1 WARNING Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful 
situations, and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

2 INFO Use this log level for capturing information about run-time events.

In other words, this information highlights the progress of the application, which 
might include changes in:

Server state, such as start, stop, and restart.

Server properties.

State of services.

State of processes on the Server.

3 DEBUG Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This 
might include process tracing and changes in Server states.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of  higher
significance are also reported. For example, if the LogLevel is specified as 3, then 
messages with log levels of FATAL, WARNING, and INFO level are also captured.

Administration Console and UDS Log File Severity Levels

The following table describes the log levels that you see in Administration Console and UDS log 
files, in  order of severity.decreasing

Log Level Description

0 OFF Use this level to disable all logging.

1 FATAL Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause the abrupt 
termination of Administration Console or UDS.

2 WARNING
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Log Level Description

Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful 
situations, and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

3 ERROR Use this log level for recording error events that might still allow the application to 
continue running.

4 INFO Use this log level for capturing information about run-time events. In other words, 
this information highlights the progress of the application, which might include 
changes in:

Server state, such as start, stop, and restart.

Server properties.

State of services.

State of processes on the Server.

5 TRACE Use this log level for capturing finer-grained informational events than DEBUG.

6 DEBUG Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This 
might include process tracing and changes in Server states.

7 ALL Use this log level to enable all logging.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of  higher
significance are also reported. For example, if the LogLevel is specified as 4, then 
messages with log levels of FATAL, WARNING, ERROR, and INFO are also captured.

Server Log File Security Levels

The following table describes the log levels that you see in all log files, in  order of decreasing
severity:

Log Level Description

0 FATAL Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause the abrupt 
termination of the CA Strong Authentication service.

1 WARNING Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful 
situations, and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

2 INFO Use this log level for capturing information about run-time events.

In other words, this information highlights the progress of the application, which 
might include changes in:

Server state, such as start, stop, and restart.

Server properties.

State of services.

State of processes on the Server.

3 DEBUG Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This 
might include process tracing and changes in Server states.
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Note: For CA Strong Authentication Server (arcotwebfort.log), you can set logging to 
any of these levels and also enable TRACE logging to capture flow details.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of  higher
significance are also reported. For example, if the LogLevel is specified as 3, then 
messages with log levels of FATAL, WARNING, and INFO level are also captured.

Administration Console and UDS Log File Severity Levels

The following table describes the log levels that you see in Administration Console and UDS log 
files, in  order of severity.decreasing

Log Level Description

0 OFF Use this level to disable all logging.

1 FATAL Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause the abrupt 
termination of Administration Console or UDS.

2 WARNING Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful 
situations, and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

3 ERROR Use this log level for recording error events that might still allow the application to 
continue running.

4 INFO Use this log level for capturing information about run-time events. In other words, 
this information highlights the progress of the application, which might include 
changes in:

Server state, such as start, stop, and restart.

Server properties.

State of services.

State of processes on the Server.

5 TRACE Use this log level for capturing finer-grained informational events than DEBUG.

6 DEBUG Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This 
might include process tracing and changes in Server states.

7 ALL Use this log level to enable all logging.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of  higher
significance are also reported. For example, if the LogLevel is specified as 4, then 
messages with log levels of FATAL, WARNING, ERROR, and INFO are also captured.
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About Log Files
The parameters that control logging in these files can be configured either by using the relevant 
INI files (as is the case with Administration Console, UDS, and CA Strong Authentication Server 
startup log files) or by using the Administration Console itself (as is the case with CA Strong 
Authentication log file.) The typical logging configuration options that you can change in these 
files include:

Specifying log file name and path: CA Strong Authentication enables you to specify the 
directory for writing the log files and storing the backup log files. Specifying the diagnostic 
logging directory allows administrators to manage system and network resources.

Log file size: The maximum number of bytes the log file can contain. When the log files reach 
this size, a new file is created and the old file is moved to the backup directory.

Using log file archiving: As CA Strong Authentication components run and generate 
diagnostic messages, the size of the log files increases. If you allow the log files to keep 
increasing in size, then the administrator must monitor and clean up the log files manually. 
CA Strong Authentication enables you to specify configuration options that limit how much 
log file data is collected and saved. CA Strong Authentication lets you specify the 
configuration option to control the size of diagnostic logging files. This lets you determine a 
maximum size for the log files. When the maximum size is reached, older log information is 
moved to the backup file before the newer log information is saved.

Setting logging levels: CA Strong Authentication also allows you to configure logging levels. 
By configuring logging levels, the number of messages that are saved to diagnostic log files 
can be reduced or increased. For example, you can set the logging level so that the system 
only reports and saves critical messages. See  for more information Supported Severity Levels
about the supported log levels.

Specifying time zone information: CA Strong Authentication enables you to either use the 
local time zone for time stamping the logged information or use GMT for the same.

Server Startup Log File

When you start the CA Strong Authentication Server, it records all start-up (or boot) actions in 
the arcotwebfortstartup.log file. The information in this file is useful in identifying the source of 
the issue if the CA Strong Authentication service does not start up.

The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
 

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location

CA Strong Authentication Server Log File

When you perform CA Strong Authentication Server configurations, for example, protocol 
configurations and profile configurations, such configurations are written to the arcotwebfort.log 
file. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
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< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location
 

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location
 

The parameters that control logging in this file can be configured by using the Administration 
Console. To do so, use the instance-specific configuration sub-screen that you can access by 
clicking the required instance in the  screen.Instance Management

In addition to the log file path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), backup directory, logging 
level, and timestamp information, you can also control whether you want to enable trace logging. 
See  for information about the default format Format of the CA Strong Authentication Log Files
that is used in the file.

Administration Console Log File

When you deploy the Administration Console and then start it, the details of all its actions and 
processed requests are recorded in the arcotadmin.log file. This information includes:

Database connectivity information

Database configuration information

Instance information and the actions that are performed by this instance

UDS configuration information

Other Administration Console information that is specified by the Master Administrator, such 
as cache refresh

The information in this file is very useful in identifying the source of the problems if the 
Administration Console does not start up. The default location of this file is:

Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location

UNIX:

< >/arcot/logs/install_location

The parameters that control logging in this file can be configured by using the adminserver.ini 
file, which is available in the conf folder in ARCOT_HOME.

In addition to the logging level, log file name and path, the maximum log file size (in bytes), and 
log file archiving information, you can also control the layout of the logging pattern for the 
Console by specifying the appropriate values for log4j.appender.debuglog.layout.
ConversionPattern. See  for information Format of UDS and Administration Console Log Files
about the default format used in the file.

Configuring SSL
CA Strong Authentication components use TCP to communicate with each other. You can 
configure Server Management and Transaction Native protocols to support SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer), to secure communication between applications across insecure media.
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CA Strong Authentication Components and Communication Modes
The following figure illustrates the possible communication modes that are supported between 
CA Strong Authentication and its components.

 
AM_7.1--16_a0001

The default mode of communication between components is TCP. CA Strong Authentication 
Server supports SSL communication (two-way and one-way) with the following components to 
ensure integrity and confidentiality of the data being exchanged during a transaction:

Administration Console

User Data Service

CA Strong Authentication Database (One-way )only

CA Strong Authentication Java SDKs (Authentication and Issuance)

CA Strong Authentication Web Services (Authentication and Issuance)

Enable Secure Communication between CA Strong Authentication Server and User 
Data Service

When you set up one-way SSL between CA Strong Authentication Server and User Data Service 
(UDS), you must upload the UDS Server certificates required for SSL communication by using the 
User Data Service Connectivity Configuration page of the Administration Console. In case of two-
way SSL, you must also upload the CA Strong Authentication Server client certificate by using the 
User Data Service Connectivity Configuration page.

Note: In SSL based communication, the CA Strong Authentication is the client and UDS 
is the server.

Enable One-Way SSL Communication Between CA Strong Authentication and UDS

Follow these steps:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

Click the application server where UDS is deployed for SSL communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about how to do 
this.

Log in to Administration Console as the Master Administrator (MA).

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the Administration Console tab in the submenu is active.

Under System Configuration, click the UDS Connectivity Configuration link to display the 
corresponding page.

In the Protocol field, select One-Way SSL.

Set the Port value to default SSL port.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server Root Certificate field to select the UDS 
root certificate.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Enable Two-Way SSL Communication Between CA Strong Authentication and UDS

Follow these steps:

Click the application server where User Data Service (UDS) is deployed for SSL 
communication.
See your application server vendor documentation for more information about how to do 
this.

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Ensure that the Administration Console tab in the submenu is active.

Under Administration Console, click the UDS Connectivity Configuration link to display the 
corresponding page.

In the Protocol field, select Two-Way SSL.

Set the Port value to default SSL port.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server Root CA field to select the UDS root 
certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Client Certificate field to select the CA Strong 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Client Private Key field to select the CA Strong 
Authentication private key.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication instance.
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12.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

Restart the CA Strong Authentication instance.

Enable Secured Communication between the Administration Console and the CA 
Strong Authentication Server

Wehn you set up one-way SSL between Administration Console and CA Strong Authentication 
Server, you upload the CA Strong Authentication Server root certificate using the Protocol 
Management (Server Management Web Services) and WebFort Connectivity (Server 
Management Web Services) pages of the Administration Console.

In case of two-way SSL, you must create the client store using the Trusted Certificates Authorities 
page, configure the client store using the Protocol Management (Server Management Web 
Services) page, and configure the client certificates using the WebFort Connectivity (Server 
Management Web Services) page of the Administration Console.

Configure One-Way SSL Communication Between CA Strong Authentication and the 
Administration Console

Follow these steps:

Access the Administration Console in a Web browser.

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Protocol Management link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Server Management Web Services link.
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the protocol is enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (1-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Strong 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Strong Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.

Click the Save button.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server instance.
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11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Activate the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under System Configuration, click the WebFort Connectivity link to display the 
corresponding page.
The WebFort Connectivity page appears.

Set the following for the Server Management Web Services protocol:

Ensure that the IP Address and Port number of the CA Strong Authentication Server is 
set appropriately.

In the Transport field, select SSL(1-Way).

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server CA Certificate in PEM field to select the 
CA Strong Authentication root certificate.

Click .Save

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line in the [ArWFProtocolConfiguration] section of the 
Server Management Web Services protocol ([ServerManagement-WS]):

PORTTYPE : [SSL]

Close the file.

Configure Two-Way SSL Communication Between CA Strong Authentication and the 
Administration Console

Follow these steps:

Click the application server where Administration Console is deployed for SSL 
communication. See your application server vendor documentation for more information 
about how to do this.

Log in to Administration Console using a Master Administrator account.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Activate the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Trusted Certificate Authorities page appears.

Set the following information:

In the Name field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.
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6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

Click the Browse button to select the root certificate of the application server where 
Administration Console is deployed.

Click the Save button.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Protocol Management link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Server Management Web Services link.
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the protocol is enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (2-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Strong 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Strong Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.

Select the Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server instance.

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Activate the WebFort tab in the submenu.

Under System Configuration, click the WebFort Connectivity link to display the 
corresponding page.
The WebFort Connectivity page appears.

Set the following for the Server Management Web Services protocol:

Ensure that the IP Address and Port number of the CA Strong Authentication Server is 
set appropriately.

In the Transport field, select SSL(2-Way).

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server CA Certificate in PEM field to select the 
CA Strong Authentication root certificate.
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17.  

18.  

19.  

20.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12 field to 
select the PKCS#12 file that contains the root certificate of the application server 
where Administration Console is deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the Client PKCS#12 Password field.

Click the Save button.

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server instance. See  for Restarting a Server Instance
instructions on how to restart the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs
< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

On UNIX:

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Search for the following section:
Listing : [Successful listeners(Type-Port-FD)]

In this section, you must find the following line:

ServerManagement-WS............................... : [SSL-9743-<Intern
-[subject [ ] issuer [al_listener_identifier> <cert_subject> <cert_issuer

] sn [ ] device [ ]]]> <cert_serial_number> <device_name>

Close the file.

Enable SSL Communication between the CA Advanced Authentication and Java 
SDKs

When you set up one-way SSL between Java SDKs (Authentication and Issuance) and CA 
Advanced Authentication Server, you must first configure the Transaction Native protocol by 
using the Protocol Management page of the Administration Console and then configure the 
webfort.authentication.properties and webfort.issuance.properties files.

In case of two-way SSL, you must create the client store using the Trusted Certificates Authorities 
page, configure the client store using the Protocol Management (Transaction Native) page, 
configure the client certificates using the WebFort Connectivity (Transaction Native) page of the 
Administration Console, and then configure the webfort.authentication.properties and webfort.
issuance.properties files.

Note: If you want to enable SSL between Administration Web Service and CA Advanced 
Authentication Server, then you need to follow the steps mentioned in this section.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

a.  

Note: In this communication, your application integrated with the Java SDKs is the 
client and CA Advanced Authentication Server is the server.

Enable One-Way SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and Java SDKs

Follow these steps:

Access the Administration Console in a Web browser.

Verify that you are logged in as the MA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Protocol Management link to display 
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Transaction Native protocol link
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the Protocol Status is Enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (1-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Advanced 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.

Click the Save button.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance.

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\client\java\propertiesinstall_location

On UNIX:

< >/arcot/sdk/client/java/propertiesinstall_location

Open the webfort.authentication.properties file in an editor window.

Set the following parameters:
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12.  

a.  

b.  

13.  

a.  

b.  

14.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Set the following parameters:

authentication.transport = 1SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

authentication.serverCACertPEMPath = <
>absolute_path_of_Root_Certificate_in_PEM_FORMAT

For example, you can specify authentication.serverCACertPEMPath = 
<install_location>/certs/<ca_cert>.pem.

Note: See "Configuration Files and Options" the in CA Advanced 
for more information about the Authentication Installation Guide 

webfort.authentication.properties file.

Save the changes and close the file.

Open the webfort.issuance.properties file in an editor window.

Set the following parameters:

issuance.transport = SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

issaunce.serverCACertPEMPath = <
>absolute_path_of_Root_Certificate_in_PEM_FORMAT

For example, you can specify issuance.serverCACertPEMPath = <install_location>
/certs/<ca_cert>.pem.

Note: See "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA Advanced 
for more information about the Authentication Installation Guide 

webfort.issuance.properties file.

Save the changes and close the file.

Restart the application server where Java SDKs are deployed.

Enable Two-Way SSL Between CA Advanced Authentication and Java SDKs

Follow these steps:

Enable the application server where Java SDKs are deployed for SSL communication. See 
your application server vendor documentation for more information about how to do 
this.

Access the Administration Console in a Web browser.

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.
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5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

17.  

18.  

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Trusted Certificate Authorities page appears.

Set the following information:

In the Name field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.

Click the Browse button to select the root certificate of the application server where 
Java SDKs are deployed.

Click Save.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Protocol Management link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Transaction Native link.
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the protocol is enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (2-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Advanced 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.

Select the Client Store that you created in Step 7.

Click the Save button.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance. See  Restarting a Server Instance
for instructions on how to restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under System Configuration, click the WebFort Connectivity link to display the 
corresponding page.
The WebFort Connectivity page appears.

Set the following for the Transaction Native protocol:

Ensure that the IP Address and Port number of the CA Advanced Authentication 
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18.  

19.  

20.  

21.  

22.  

a.  

b.  

23.  

a.  

Ensure that the IP Address and Port number of the CA Advanced Authentication 
Server is set appropriately.

In the Transport field, select SSL(2-Way).

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server CA Certificate in PEM field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12 field to 
select the PKCS#12 file that contains the root certificate of the application server 
where Java SDKs are deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the Client PKCS#12 Password field.

Click the Save button.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance. See  Restarting a Server Instance
for instructions on how to restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\client\java\propertiesinstall_location

On UNIX:

< >/arcot/sdk/client/java/propertiesinstall_location

Open the webfort.authentication.properties file in an editor window.

Set the following parameters:

authentication.transport = 2SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

authentication.serverCACertPEMPath = <
>absolute_path_of_Root_Certificate_in_PEM_FORMAT

For example, you can specify authentication.serverCACertPEMPath = 
<install_location>/certs/<ca_cert>.pem.

authentication.clientCertKeyP12Path = <
>absolute_path_of_Client_Certificate_in_P12_FORMAT

authentication.clientCertKeyPassword = Password for the client PKCS#12 file.

Note: See "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA Advanced 
for more information about the Authentication Installation Guide 

webfort.authentication.properties file.

Save the changes and close the file.

Open the webfort.issuance.properties file in an editor window.

Set the following parameters:
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issuance.transport = SSL (By default, this parameter is set to TCP.)

issaunce.serverCACertPEMPath = <
>absolute_path_of_Root_Certificate_in_PEM_FORMAT

For example, you can specify issuance.serverCACertPEMPath = <install_location>
/certs/<ca_cert>.pem.

issuance.clientCertKeyP12Path = <
>absolute_path_of_Client_Certificate_in_P12_FORMAT

issuance.clientCertKeyPassword = Password for the client PKCS#12 file.

Note: See "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA Advanced 
for more information about the Authentication Installation Guide 

webfort.issuance.properties file.

Save the changes and close the file.

Restart the application server where your Java SDKs are deployed.

Verify that the CA Advanced Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\logsinstall_location

On UNIX-Based Platforms:

< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Search for the following section:
Listing : [Successful listeners(Type-Port-FD)]

In this section, you must find the following line:

Transaction-Native............................... : [SSL-9742-<Interna
-[subject [ ] issuer [l_listener_identifier> <cert_subject> <cert_issuer>

] sn [ ] device [ ]]]<cert_serial_number> <device_name>

Close the file.
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Enable Secured Communication between CA Advanced Authentication and the 
Transaction Web Services

When you set up one-way SSL between Transaction Web services (used for credential issuance 
and authentication) and CA Advanced Authentication Server, you must first configure the 
Transaction Web Services protocol by using the Protocol Management page of the 
Administration Console.

In case of two-way SSL, you must create the client store using the Trusted Certificates Authorities 
page, configure the client store using the Protocol Management (Transaction Web Services) page, 
and configure the client certificates using the WebFort Connectivity (Transaction Web Services) 
page of the Administration Console.

Note: In this communication, your application integrated with Web services is the 
client and CA Advanced Authentication Server is the server.

Enable One-Way SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the Transaction 
Web Services

Follow these steps:

Access the Administration Console in a Web browser.

Log in to Administration Console as the Master Administrator (MA).

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Verify that the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu is active.

Under the Instance Configurations section, click the Protocol Management link to display 
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Transaction Web Services protocol link
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Verify that the Protocol Status is Enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (1-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Advanced 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.
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Click Save.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance.

Enable Two-Way SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the Transaction 
Web Services

Follow these steps:

Enable the application server where your client integrated with Web services is deployed 
for SSL communication. See your application server vendor documentation for more 
information about how to do this.

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Trusted Certificate Authorities page appears.

Set the following information:

In the Name field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.

Click the Browse button to select the root certificate of the application server where 
Web services client is deployed.

Click Save.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Protocol Management link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Transaction Web Services link.
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Verify that the protocol is enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (2-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.

(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Advanced 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.
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Select the Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance. See  Restarting a Server Instance
for instructions on how to restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under System Configuration, click the WebFort Connectivity link to display the 
corresponding page.
The WebFort Connectivity page appears.

Set the following for the Transaction Web Services protocol:

Ensure that the IP Address and Port number of the CA Advanced Authentication 
Server is set appropriately.

In the Transport field, select SSL(2-Way).

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Server CA Certificate in PEM field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the Client Certificate-Key Pair in PKCS#12 field to 
select the PKCS#12 file that contains the root certificate of the application server 
where Java SDKs are deployed.

Enter the PKCS#12 file password in the Client PKCS#12 Password field.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance.

Verify that the CA Advanced Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs
< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

On UNIX:

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Search for the following section:
Listing : [Successful listeners(Type-Port-FD)]

In this section, you must find the following line:

Transaction-WS............................... : [SSL-9744-<Internal_li
-[subject [ ] issuer [ ] snstener_identifier> <cert_subject> <cert_issuer>

 [ ] device [ ]]]<cert_serial_number> <device_name>

Close the file.
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Enable Secured Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the 
arwfutil Utility

When you set up one-way SSL between the arwfutil utility and CA Advanced Authentication 
Server, you first upload the CA Advanced Authentication Server root certificate using the Protocol 
Management (Server Management Web Services) page of the Administration Console, and then 
edit the arcotcommon.ini file to set the transport mode and server certificate.

In case of two-way SSL, create the client store using the Trusted Certificates Authorities page, 
configure the client store using the Protocol Management (Server Management Web Services) 
page of the Administration Console, and edit the arcotcommon.ini file to set the transport mode, 
server and client certificates.

Enable One-Way SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the arwfutil 
Utility

Follow these steps:

Access the Administration Console in a Web browser.

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Click the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configurations Protocol Management
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the  for which you want to configure the protocols.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Server Management Web Services
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the protocol is enabled.

In the  field, select .Transport SSL (1-Way)

Select  if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.Key in HSM

(  if you selected in the preceding step) Click the  button Only Key in HSM Browse
adjacent to the field to select the CA Advanced Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the  button adjacent to the  field to select Browse P12 File Containing Key Pair
the CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the  field.P12 File Password

Click .Save

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance.

Navigate to the following location:
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On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\confinstall_location

On UNIX:

< >/arcot/confinstall_location

Open the arcotcommon.ini file in an editor window to add the SSL configuration 
parameters.

Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/webfort/wfutil]
Transport=
ReadTimeOut=
ServerRootPEM=
ClientP12=
ClientP12PwdKey=
ClientPEM=

The following section explains these parameters:

Transport
The communication mode between the arwfutil utility and the CA Advanced 
Authentication Server. Following are the supported values:

TCP

1SSL

2SSL
TCPDefault: 

ReadTimeout
The maximum time in milliseconds allowed for a response from CA Advanced 
Authentication Server.

No default.Default: 

ServerRootPEM
Provide the complete path for the CA certificate file of the server. The file must 
be in PEM format.
For example:
server.CACertPEMPath=<%SystemDrive%>/certs/webfort_ca.pem

No default.Default: 

(For software encryption) ClientP12
Provide the path for the client certificate, which is in p12 format.

 No default.Default:

(For software encryption) ClientP12PwdKey
Enter the key label that is used to access the client P12 password stored in the 
securestore.enc file.

No default.Default: 

(For hardware encryption) ClientPEM
Provide the complete path for the CA certificate file of the client. The file must 
be in PEM format.

No default.Default: 

Save the changes and close the file.
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Save the changes and close the file.

Verify that the CA Advanced Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line in the [ArWFProtocolConfiguration] section of the 
Server Management Web Services protocol ([ServerManagement-WS]):

PORTTYPE : [SSL]

Close the file.

Enable Two-Way SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the arwfutil 
Utility

Follow these steps:

Log in to Administration Console using a Master Administrator account.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab in the main menu.

Click the CA Strong Authentication tab in the submenu.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Trusted Certificate Authorities link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Trusted Certificate Authorities page appears.

Set the following information:

In the Name field, enter the name for the SSL trust store.

Click the Browse button to select the root certificate used by arwfutil.

Click Save.

Under Instance Configurations, click the Protocol Management link to display the 
corresponding page.
The Protocol Configuration page appears.

Select the Server Instance for which you want to configure the protocols.

In the List of Protocols section, click the Server Management Web Services link.
The page to configure the protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the protocol is enabled.

In the Transport field, select SSL (2-Way).

Select Key in HSM if you want to store the SSL key in HSM.
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(Only if you selected Key in HSM in the preceding step) Click the Browse button 
adjacent to the Certificate Chain (in PEM Format) field to select the CA Advanced 
Authentication root certificate.

Click the Browse button adjacent to the P12 File Containing Key Pair field to select the 
CA Advanced Authentication root certificate.

Enter the password for the PKCS#12 store in the P12 File Password field.

Select the Client Store that you created in Step 6.

Click Save.

Restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server instance. See  Restarting a Server Instance
for instructions on how to restart the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\confinstall_location

On UNIX:

< >/arcot/confinstall_location

Open the arcotcommon.ini file in an editor window to add the SSL configuration 
parameters.

Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/webfort/wfutil]
Transport=
ReadTimeOut=
ServerRootPEM=
ClientP12=
ClientP12PwdKey=
ClientPEM=

The following section explains these parameters:

Transport
The communication mode between the arwfutil utility and the CA Advanced 
Authentication Server. Following are the supported values:

TCP

1SSL

2SSL
TCPDefault: 

ReadTimeout
The maximum time in milliseconds allowed for a response from CA Advanced 
Authentication Server.

No DefaultDefault: 

ServerRootPEM
Provide the complete path for the CA certificate file of the server. The file must 
be in PEM format.
For example:
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For example:
server.CACertPEMPath=<%SystemDrive%>/certs/webfort_ca.pem

No DefaultDefault: 

(For software encryption) ClientP12
Provide the path for the client certificate, which is in p12 format.

No DefaultDefault: 

(For software encryption) ClientP12PwdKey
Enter the key label that is used to access the client P12 password stored in the 
securestore.enc file.

No DefaultDefault: 

(For hardware encryption) ClientPEM
Provide the complete path for the CA certificate file of the client. The file must 
be in PEM format.

 No DefaultDefault:

Save the changes and close the file.

Verify that the CA Advanced Authentication Server is enabled for SSL communication by 
performing the following steps:

Navigate to the following location:

On Windows:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs
< >/arcot/logsinstall_location

On UNIX:

Open the arcotwebfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Search for the following section:
Listing : [Successful listeners(Type-Port-FD)]

In this section, you must find the following line:

ServerManagement-WS............................... : [SSL-9743-<Intern
-[subject [ ] issuer [al_listener_identifier> <cert_subject> <cert_issuer

] sn [ ] device [ ]]]> <cert_serial_number> <device_name>

Close the file.

Enable One-Way Secure Communication between CA Advanced Authentication 
and the Database

This section walks you through the steps to set up one-way SSL communication between CA 
Advanced Authentication and the database.

Note: Before proceeding with the configurations explained in this section, verify that 
you have enabled the database server for SSL communication. See your database 
vendor documentation for more information about how to do this.
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CA Advanced Authentication Server and Database Configurations

CA Advanced Authentication uses DataDirect driver to connect to the database. This section 
walks you through the configurations that you must perform on the system where you have 
installed the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

On Windows

Follow these steps:

Log in to the system where you have installed the CA Advanced Authentication Server.

Open the ODBC Data Source Manager.

Click the System DSN tab.

Select the data source that is used by CA Advanced Authentication to configure for SSL.

Click Configure.
The ODBC Oracle Wire Protocol Driver Setup dialog appears.

In the Encryption section, select 1-SSL Auto in the Encryption Method drop down list.

Set Truststore to the location where the trust store file containing a list of the valid 
Certificate Authorities (CAs) that are trusted by the CA Advanced Authentication is 
available.

Specify the password for the trust store in the Truststore Password field.

Set the Host Name in Certificate fields to the host name of the system where the 
database server is installed. See your database vendor documentation for this parameter.

Click OK to save the configurations.

On UNIX

If you want to enable SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and the database on UNIX 
platforms, then you need to edit the odbc.ini file to configure the DataDirect driver.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/odbc32v70wf

Open the odbc.ini file in a file editor.

In the [  Wire Protocol] section that corresponds to the database you <Database_name>
are using, you must edit the parameters required for SSL connection.

EncryptionMethod
Specifies the method the driver uses to encrypt data sent between the driver and the 
database server.
Set this parameter to 1 to encrypt the data using SSL.
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Truststore
Specifies the location of the trust store file, which contains a list of the valid Certificate 
Authorities (CAs) that are trusted by the client machine for SSL server authentication.

TrustStorePassword
Specifies the password required to access the trust store.

ValidateServerCertificate
Validates the security certificate of the server as part of the SSL authentication 
handshake.
Set this parameter to 1 to validate the certificate sent by the database server.

Save and close the odbc.ini file.

Enable SSL Communication Between CA Advanced Authentication and the Database On UNIX

If you want to enable SSL between CA Advanced Authentication and the database on UNIX 
platforms, you edit the odbc.ini file to configure the DataDirect driver.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/odbc32v70wf

Open the odbc.ini file in a file editor.

In the [  Wire Protocol] section that corresponds to the database you <Database_name>
are using, you must edit the parameters required for SSL connection as listed:

EncryptionMethod
Specifies the method the driver uses to encrypt data sent between the driver and the 
database server.
Set this parameter to 1 to encrypt the data using SSL.

Truststore
Specifies the location of the trust store file, which contains a list of the valid Certificate 
Authorities (CAs) that are trusted by the client machine for SSL server authentication.

TrustStorePassword
Specifies the password required to access the trust store.

ValidateServerCertificate
Validates the security certificate of the server as part of the SSL authentication 
handshake.
Set this parameter to 1 to validate the certificate sent by the database server.

Save and close the odbc.ini file.

Administration Console and Database

Administration Console uses Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to connect to the database.

Follow these steps:

Configure the application server where the Administration Console is deployed for SSL.

Configure the TrustStorePath.  and HostNameInCertificate.  parameters in the <N> <N>
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Configure the TrustStorePath.  and HostNameInCertificate.  parameters in the <N> <N>
arcotcommon.ini file.

Note: See  in the Configuration Files and Options CA AuthMinder Installation 
for more information about the arcotcommon.ini parameters.Guide 

User Data Service and Database

UDS uses JDBC to connect to the database.

Follow these steps:

Configure the application server where UDS is deployed for SSL.

Configure the TrustStorePath.  and HostNameInCertificate.  parameters in the <N> <N>
arcotcommon.ini file.

Note: See  in the for Configuration Files and Options CA AuthMinder Installation Guide 
more information about the arcotcommon.ini parameters.

Alternate Schema Configuration for IBM DB2 Universal 
Database

IBM DB2 Universal Database (UDB) enables you to use a different schema other than the default 
schema. This schema is referred to as alternate schema. This appendix explains the steps that 
you must perform to set up and use the alternate schema. It covers the following topics:

Create a Schema

Editing Configuration File

Configure the ODBC DSN

Create a Schema
Perform the following steps to set up the alternate schema:

Log in to IBM DB2 UDB database.
If the login name is arcotuser, then the default schema for this user is arcotuser.

Create an alternate schema.
For example, the alternate schema can be arcotalternateuser.

Note: See IBM DB2 UDB database documentation for more information how to 
create the alternate schema.
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Run the following queries to set up the alternate schema (arcotalternateuser):

set current schema ARCOTALTERNATEUSER
set current path ARCOTALTERNATEUSER  

Note: The alternate schema  be specified in upper case.must

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/dbscripts/db2install_location

Run the :scripts in the following order

arcot-db-config-for-common-2.0.sql

arcot-db-config-for-webfort-7.1.01.sql

Note: If you encounter any error while executing the scripts, then check with 
your database administrator whether you have the required privileges.

Verify that the database user name (arcotuser)and the corresponding password are set in 
the securestore.enc file. You can use the DBUtil tool to insert the database user name and 
password.

Editing Configuration File
If you plan to use alternate schema for IBM DB2 UDB, then edit the arcotcommon.ini file to 
configure these settings.

Perform the following steps:

Navigate to the following locations:

<install_location>/arcot/conf

Open the arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor.

In the [arcot/db/primarydb] and [arcot/db/backupdb] sections, set the following 
parameters:

URL.1: Set this parameter to the JDBC data source, as follows:

jdbc:db2:// : / :currentSchema=<server> <database_port> <database> <alternateID
;currentFunctionPath="SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","SYSIBMADM","> <alternate
";ID>

For example

jdbc:db2://db2server:50000/arcotdb:currentSchema=ARCOTALTERNATEUSER;
currentFunctionPath="SYSIBM","SYSFUN","SYSPROC","SYSIBMADM","
ARCOTALTERNATEUSER";

Username.1: Set this parameter to the user name that is used to access the database. 
For example, arcotuser.
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For example, arcotuser.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Configure the ODBC DSN
CA Strong Authentication Server uses the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) to connect to the 
database. Edit the ODBC settings for CA Strong Authentication Server to connect to the database 
using the alternate schema.

Perform the following steps to edit the ODBC settings:

Navigate to the following location:
/arcot/odbc32v70wf<install_location>

Open the odbc.ini file in a file editor.

In the [ ] section that corresponds to the database you are using, edit <Database_name>
the parameters that are listed in the following table:

Parameter Description

AlternateID The alternate schema created in Step 2.

CurrentFuncPath Set this field to SYSIBM, SYSFUN, SYSPROC, SYSIBMADM, .<Alternate_ID>

For example, SYSIBM, SYSFUN, SYSPROC, SYSIBMADM, 
ARCOTALTERNATEUSER.

Save and close the odbc.ini file.

Using the Sample Application
The Sample Application enables you to issue and authenticate the credentials that CA Strong 
Authentication Supports. You can use the Sample Application to perform these operations to test 
whether the CA Strong Authentication installation has been successful.

This section covers the following tasks:

Creating Users

Set Up ArcotID PKI Client

Create ArcotID PKI Credential

Download ArcotID PKI

Authenticate Using ArcotID PKI

Set Up ArcotID PKI Client
Set up the ArcotID PKI Client to communicate with the CA Strong Authentication Server for 
authenticating users with their ArcotID PKI.

Follow these steps:
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Access the Sample Application using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/webfort-7.1.01-sample-application/

In the left pane, click  >  to open ArcotID Client Settings page.Setup ArcotID Client

In the  section, select the type of client to be used for Choose ArcotID Client
authenticating the ArcotID PKI.

In the  section, select the location where you want to Choose ArcotID Download Type
store the ArcotID PKI.

In the section, select the mode Choose Where & When to Obtain the ArcotID Challenge 
of obtaining the ArcotID PKI challenge.

Click  to save the settings.Select
The "The operation was successful" message appears if the ArcotID PKI Client 
configuration was performed successfully.

Create ArcotID PKI Credential
To create ArcotID PKI credential for users:

Access the Sample Application using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/webfort-7.1.01-sample-application/

In the left pane, click  >  >  to open Create ArcotID page.ArcotID Issuance Create

Specify the name of the user you created in the  field.User Name

(Optional) Specify the user’s organization in the  field.Organization

Specify the password to be used for authentication in the  field.ArcotID Password

(Optional) Specify the profile to be used for issuing ArcotID in the  field.Profile Name

(Optional) Specify the name-value pairs of the . These attributes are Unsigned Attributes
set in the unsigned portion of the ArcotID PKI.

(Optional) Specify the  to be used for creating the ArcotID PKI.Custom Attributes

(Optional) Specify the  that you want to pass to the CA Strong Additional Input
Authentication Server.

(Optional) Pass the following :Transaction Logging Parameters

In the field, select the logging level. Log Level 

Select if you want to capture flow details.Enable Trace Logging 

Select if you want to log the database activities.Enable DB Logging 

Select  if you want to log the sensitive data.Enable Sensitive Data Logging

Click  to create the credential.Create
The "The operation was successful" message appears if the ArcotID PKI was created 
successfully for the user.
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Download ArcotID PKI
To download the ArcotID PKI:

Access the Sample Application using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/webfort-7.1.01-sample-application/

In the left pane, click  >  >  to open the Download ArcotID page.ArcotID Issuance Download

Specify the name of the user you created in the  field.User Name

(Optional) Specify the user’s organization in the  field.Organization

(Optional) Specify the profile that has been used to issue ArcotID PKI in the  Profile Name
field.

(Optional) Specify the  that you want to pass to the CA Strong Additional Input
Authentication Server.

(Optional) Pass the following :Transaction Logging Parameters

In the field, select the logging level. Log Level 

Select if you want to capture flow details.Enable Trace Logging 

Select if you want to log the database activities.Enable DB Logging 

Select  if you want to log the sensitive data.Enable Sensitive Data Logging

Click  to download the user's ArcotID PKI.Download

Authenticate Using ArcotID PKI
To authenticate using the ArcotID PKI:

Access the Sample Application using the following URL:
http://<host>:<app_server_port>/webfort-7.1.01-sample-application/

In the left pane, click  > >  to open the ArcotID ArcotID Authentication Authenticate
Authentication page.

Specify the name of the user you created in the  field.User Name

Specify the user’s organization in the  field.Organization

Specify the user’s ArcotID PKI password in the  field.ArcotID Password

If you are using aliases to identify the users, then specify the  based Application Context
on the alias of the user that you want to authenticate.

(Optional) Select the  to be returned to the user after successful Token Type
authentication.
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Note: See the chapter, "Authenticating Users" in the CA CA Strong 
 for more information about the token Authentication Java Developer’s Guide

types.

(Optional) Specify the  that is to be used for authenticating Authentication Policy Name
users.

If you have selected SAML as the token type, then specify the  to be SAML Policy Name
used.

(Optional) Specify the  that you want to pass to the CA Strong Additional Input
Authentication Server.

(Optional) Pass the following :Transaction Logging Parameters

In the field, select the logging level. Log Level 

Select if you want to capture flow details.Enable Trace Logging 

Select if you want to log the database activities.Enable DB Logging 

Select  if you want to log the sensitive data.Enable Sensitive Data Logging

Click  to verify the user’s ArcotID PKI.Authenticate

Application Server Configuration
This appendix covers the following topics:

Enable Database Connection Pooling

Enable LDAP Connection Pooling

Enable Apache Tomcat Security Manager

Database Connection Pooling Configuration
Typically, accessing the database may not be a bottleneck, but setting up a new connection for 
each request can be an overhead and can reduce the performance of the system. By creating a 
database connection pool, you can avoid potential bottlenecks. This is because connection 
pooling helps you avoid the overhead of making a new database connection every time a CA 
Strong Authentication component that is deployed on the application server requires access to 
the database.

This section covers the configuration steps for the following application servers:

Create a JNDI connection in Apache Tomcat

Create a JNDI-based Database operations in IBM WebSphere

Oracle WebLogic Application Server

Configure the JBoss Application Server for LDAP Connection Pooling
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Create a JNDI connection in Apache Tomcat

This section provides the steps to enable Apache Tomcat for JNDI-based database operations.

Follow these steps:

Install Apache Tomcat, and test the installation using the following URL:
http://localhost:8080/
The preceding URL must open the Apache Tomcat home page.

Open the server.xml file present in the /conf directory.<TOMCAT-HOME>

Collect the following information for defining a data source:

JNDI Name
The JNDI name that is used by the product components. This name must match with 
the AppServerConnectionPoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini (without the java:compN
/env/ prefix).

User ID
The database user ID.

Password
The database password.

JDBC Driver Class
The JDBC driver class name. For example, oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver.

JDBC URL
The JDBC URL for the database server. For example, if you are using Oracle driver, 
then URL would be: jdbc:oracle:thin:@ : : .<server> <database_port> <sid>

Add the following entry to define the datasource within the < > GlobalNamingResources
tag:

<Resource name="SampleDS"
auth="Container"
type="javax.sql.DataSource"
factory="org.apache.tomcat.dbcp.dbcp.BasicDataSourceFactory"
username="< >"userid
password="< >"password
driverClassName="< >"JDBC driver class
url="< >"jdbc-url
maxWait="30000"
maxActive="32"
maxIdle="8"
initialSize="4"
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis="300000"
minEvictableIdleTimeMillis="30000"/>

Open the context.xml file present in the /conf directory. <TOMCAT-HOME>

Add the following entry to define the datasource within the <Context> tag:

<ResourceLink global="SampleDS" name="SampleDS" type="javax.sql.DataSource"
/>

Copy the following database connection pooling (DBCP) dependencies to <TOMCAT-
/common/  directory.HOME> lib

commons-dbcp-1.2.2.jar

ojdbc14-10.2.0.1.0.jar (for Oracle Database)
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ojdbc14-10.2.0.1.0.jar (for Oracle Database)

sqljdbc.jar (Microsoft JDBC driver for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 - version 1.2.2828)

db2jcc-9.5.jar (for IBM DB2 UDB)

mysql-connector-java-5.1.22-bin.jar (for MySQL)

Create a JNDI-based Database operations in IBM WebSphere

This section provides the steps to enable IBM WebSphere for JNDI-based database operations:

Follow these steps:

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Click  and expand the  node.Resources JDBC

Click .JDBC Providers
The JDBC Providers page appears.

In the  section, click .Preferences New
The Create a new JDBC Provider page appears.

Perform the following steps to create a JDBC provider:

Note: See for more information about JDBC providers.

Set the CLASSPATH for the JDBC provider that you created in Step 5.

Click  and expand the  node.Resources JDBC

Click .JDBC Providers
The JDBC Providers page appears.

Click the JDBC provider that you created in Step 5.

Set the  for the JDBC JAR.Class Path

Click  to save the changes.Apply

Create a Data Source, as follows:

Go to , and then click .Resources JDBC

Under , open  and click . Perform the following steps to JDBC Data Sources New
create a data source:

Specify the .Data source name

Specify the . This name must match with the JNDI name
AppServerConnectionPoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini.N

Click Next.
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Select the JDBC provider that you created in Step 3.

Click Next.
The Enter database specific properties for the data source screen appears.

Depending on the database, enter the following information:

For Oracle:
Specify the  for JDBC URL. This URL would be of the following type:Value

   jdbc:oracle:thin:@<server>:<oracle_port>:<sid>
jdbc:sqlserver://<server>:<sql_port>;databaseName=<databasename>;
selectMethod=cursor
jdbc:db2://<server>:<db2_port>/<database>
jdbc:mysql://< >:< >/< >server mysql_port database

Select the .Data store helper class name

For Microsoft SQL Server:

For IBM DB2:

For MySQL:

Click .Next
The Setup Security aliases screen appears.

Click  to view the Summary screen, and then click .Next Finish

Click the data source that you created in Step 7.

In the  section, click .Related Items JAAS - J2C authentication data

Click  to create a credential.New

Enter login credentials that are used to connect to the database and save the credential.

Click , and then click  to save the changes.Apply OK

Click  and select the data source that you created in Step 7.Data Sources

Under  -> , select the JAAS Security Settings Component-managed authentication alias
credential that you created in Step 11 and click , and then .Apply OK

Click  and select the check box for the data source you created in Step 7.Data Sources

Click  to verify that you have specified the connection correctly.Test connection

Note: This test only checks the connection to the database server, not necessarily the 
correct definition of the data source.

Configure JNDI-Based Database Operations for Oracle WebLogic

This section provides the steps to enable Oracle WebLogic for JNDI-based database operations.

Follow these steps:
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Follow these steps:

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Click the  button, if it is not done.Lock & Edit

Go to , and then click .Resources JDBC

Under , open  and click  to create a data source. Perform the JDBC Data Sources New
following steps to create a data source.

Set the following JNDI and the database information:

Set  = ArcotDB.Name

Set  = ArcotDB.JNDI Name

Choose a suitable , for example, Oracle.Database Type

Select a suitable , for example, Oracle Thin Driver.Database Driver

Click , retain the default values, and click .Next Next

In the Connection Properties page, set the database details. The following values are for 
Oracle Database:

Database: SID or service name of the DB server

Hostname: The DB server's IP address or host name

Port: 1521 or any other port the DB server is running

Database User Name

Database Password / Confirm Password

Click  to verify that you have specified the correct database Test Configuration
parameters.

Click  and set the data source target to the preferred WebLogic server instance.Next

Click  to return to the data source list page.Finish

Click  to enable the data source settings.Activate

Configure the JBoss Application Server for JNDI-Based Database Operations

This section provides the steps to enable JBoss Application Server for JNDI-based database 
operations.

Follow these steps:

Navigate to the location where you have deployed the WAR files. For example:

<JBOSS_HOME>/server/default/deploy

Create a data source descriptor file called arcotdatabase-ds.xml.

Collect the following information for defining a data source in the arcotdatabase-ds.xml 
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Collect the following information for defining a data source in the arcotdatabase-ds.xml 
file:

JNDI Name
The JNDI name that is used by the Arcot components. This name must match with the 
AppServerConnectionPoolName.  in arcotcommon.ini (without the java:comp/env/ N
prefix).

User ID
The database user ID.

Password
The database password.

JDBC Driver Class
The JDBC driver class name. For example, oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver.

JDBC URL
The JDBC URL for the database server. For example, if you are using Oracle driver, 
then URL would be: jdbc:oracle:thin: : : .<server> <database_port> <sid>

Exception Sorter Class
Class that implements the org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.ExceptionSorter interface, 
which determines whether the exception indicates a connection error.
Use this parameter for Oracle Database . Set it to org.jboss.resource.adapter.jdbc.only
vendor.OracleExceptionSorter.

Open the arcotdatabase-ds.xml in a text editor.

Add the following content:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<datasources>
<local-tx-datasource>
<jndi-name>SampleDS</jndi-name>
<connection-url> </connection-url><jdbcurl>
<driver-class> </driver-class><JDBC Driver class>
<user-name> </user-name><database_userid>
<password> </password><database_password>
<exception-sorter-class-name> </exception-sorter-<Exception Sorter Class>
class-name>
</local-tx-datasource>
</datasources>

Save and close the file.

LDAP Connection Pooling Enabling
This section covers the configuration steps for enabling LDAP connection pool for the following 
application servers:

Apache Tomcat

IBM WebSphere Application Server

Oracle WebLogic Server

Configure the JBoss Application Server for LDAP Connection Pooling
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Enable LDAP Connection Pooling on Apache Tomcat

Perform the following steps to create an LDAP connection pool.

Follow these steps:

Install the Apache Tomcat application server and test the installation using the following 
URL:
http://localhost:8080/
The preceding URL must open the Apache Tomcat home page.

Navigate to the following location:

<TOMCAT-HOME>/conf

Open the catalina.properties file in a text editor.

Add the following entries to the file:

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol=plain ssl

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

Save and close the file.

Restart the application server.

Enable LDAP Connection Pooling on IBM WebSphere

Perform the following steps to create an LDAP connection pool.

Follow these steps:

Log in to WebSphere Administration Console.

Navigate to  >  > .Servers Server Types WebSphere application servers

The Application servers page appears.

Click the Server that you want to configure.

In the  section, click .Server Infrastructure Java and Process Management

Click the  link.Process Definition

In the  section, click .Additional Properties Java Virtual Machine

In the  section, click Additional Properties Custom Properties.

Click  to add custom properties.New
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Click  to add custom properties.New
The  section appears.General Properties

Add the configurations that are listed in the following table as name-value pairs in the 
 section. Repeat the process for every name-value pair:General Properties

Name Value

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize 64

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize 32

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize 8

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout 240000

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol plain ssl

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication simple

Click .Apply

Restart WebSphere.

LDAP Connection Pooling for Oracle WebLogic

This section covers the following topics for enabling an LDAP connection pool for Oracle 
WebLogic Server:

Include LDAP Options in Startup Script

Specifying LDAP Pool Options Using Managed Server

Include LDAP Options in Startup Script

This section provides the steps to include the LDAP connection pool parameters in WebLogic 
server startup script:

Log in to the system

Create a backup copy of the WebLogic Server startup script. This script is available at the 
following location:

domain-name/bin/startWebLogic.sh

Open the script in a text editor.

Add the following entries in the section that is used to start the WebLogic server.

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol="plain ssl"

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

The following code snippet shows a sample script with LDAP connection pool parameters:
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The following code snippet shows a sample script with LDAP connection pool parameters:

# START WEBLOGIC
echo "starting weblogic with Java version:"
${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java ${JAVA_VM} -version
if [ "${WLS_REDIRECT_LOG}" = "" ] ; then
echo "Starting WLS with line:"
echo "${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java ${JAVA_VM} ${MEM_ARGS} ${JAVA_OPTIONS} -
Dweblogic.Name=${SERVER_NAME} -Djava.security.poli
cy=${WL_HOME}/server/lib/weblogic.policy ${PROXY_SETTINGS} ${SERVER_CLASS}"
${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java ${JAVA_VM} ${MEM_ARGS} ${JAVA_OPTIONS} -Dcom.sun.jndi.
ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32 -
Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.
timeout=240000 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple -Dcom.
sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol="plain ssl" -Dweblogic.
Name=${SERVER_NAME} -Djava.security.policy=${WL_HOME}/server/lib/weblogic.
policy ${PROXY_SETTINGS} ${SERVER_CLASS}
else
echo "Redirecting output from WLS window to ${WLS_REDIRECT_LOG}"
${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java ${JAVA_VM} ${MEM_ARGS} ${JAVA_OPTIONS} -Dweblogic.
Name=${SERVER_NAME} -Djava.security.policy=${WL_HOME}/server/lib/weblogic.
policy ${PROXY_SETTINGS} ${SERVER_CLASS} >"${WLS_REDIRECT_LOG}" 2>&1
fi

Save and close the file.

Restart Oracle WebLogic Server.

Specifying LDAP Pool Options Using Managed Server

Log in to WebLogic Administration Console.

Click the  button.Lock & Edit

In the  pane, navigate to  > .Domain Structure Environment Servers

Click the server that you want to configure.

In the right pane, click .Server Start

In the  field, include the following JVM options:Arguments

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol="plain ssl"

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

Click  and then .Save Activate Changes

Restart Oracle WebLogic Server.

Configure JBoss for LDAP Connection Pooling

Perform the following steps to create an LDAP connection pool:

Navigate to the following location:

<JBOSS_HOME>/server/ /deploy/<Profile>
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<JBOSS_HOME>/server/ /deploy/<Profile>

Open properties-service.xml file in a text editor.

Add the following properties to the <attribute name="Properties"> section:

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol=plain ssl

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication=simple

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=64

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=32

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=240000

com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=8

Save and close the file.

Restart JBoss Application Server.

JBoss

Perform the following steps to create a LDAP connection pool:

Navigate to the following location:

<JBOSS_HOME>\standalone\configuration

Open standalone.xml file in a text editor.

Add the following properties:

<system-properties>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.protocol" value="plain ssl"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.authentication" value="
simple"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize" value="64"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize" value="32"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout" value="240000"/>
<property name="com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize" value="8"/>
<system-properties>

Save and close the file.

Restart JBoss AS.

Enable the Apache Tomcat Security Manager
Perform the following steps to enable Tomcat Security Manager:

Add the security manager entries to the  environment variable, as follows:JAVA_OPTS

export CATALINA_OPTS="-Djava.security.manager -Djava.security.policy=<Tomcat
/conf/catalina.policy"_Home>

Navigate to the following Apache Tomcat installation location:

<Tomcat_Home>/conf/

Open catalina.policy file in a text editor.
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Add the following code in the  section.WEB APPLICATION PERMISSIONS

grant {
permission java.io.FilePermission "${catalina.base}${file.separator}
webapps${file.separator}arcotuds${file.separator}-", "read";
permission java.util.PropertyPermission "adb.converterutil", "read";
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessDeclaredMembers";
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "putProviderProperty.BC"; 
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "insertProvider.BC";  
permission java.security.SecurityPermission "putProviderProperty.
SHAProvider";
permission java.io.FilePermission "${arcot.home}${file.separator}-", "read,
write";        
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:1024-65535", "connect,accept,
resolve";
permission java.net.SocketPermission "*:1-1023", "connect,resolve";
};

Add the following section to grant permissions for Administration Console (arcotadmin) 
and User Data Service (arcotuds).

grant codeBase "file:${catalina.home}/webapps/arcotuds/-" {
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "getenv.ARCOT_HOME", "";
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessClassInPackage.org.
bouncycastle.asn1.*";
permission java.security.AllPermission;
};
grant codeBase "file:${catalina.home}/webapps/arcotadmin/-" {
permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "getenv.ARCOT_HOME", "";
permission java.security.AllPermission;
};

Save and close the file.

Restart Apache Tomcat.

CA Strong Authentication Java SDKs and Web Services 
Configuration

This chapter describes the steps to configure the Java Software Development Kit (SDK) and Web 
Services provided by CA Strong Authentication.

The chapter covers the following topics:

CA Strong Authentication APIs

Java SDKs Configuration

Working With CA Strong Authentication Web Services

Enabling SSL Communication

CA Strong Authentication APIs
CA Strong Authentication includes a set of Java APIs that are available as JAR files at the following 
location:

<install_location>/arcot/sdk/client/java/lib/arcot/

The following JAR files are located in this directory:
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arcot-webfort-authentication.jar
The JAR file that you need to implement the CA Strong Authentication Authentication SDK. 
This file consists the Java package that contains the logic for user authentication. Operations 
that this package enables include:

Authenticate users using credentials that CA Strong Authentication supports

Authenticate custom credentials

arcot-webfort-common.jar
This file consists the Java package that contains the classes that are common for 
Authentication and Credential Management (Issuance) operations. This package is used for 
the following operations:

Pass additional information to the CA Strong Authentication Server

Specify the One-Time Password type

Specify the User and Credential Status

arcot-webfort-issuance.jar
The JAR file that you need to implement the WebFort Credential Management SDK. This file 
consists the Java package that contains the logic for managing credentials. Operations that 
this package enables include:

Create and manage credentials

Manage ArcotID PKI key bag

Java SDKs Configuration
This section provides the procedure to configure the Authentication and Credential Management 
Java SDKs so that they can be integrated with your existing application.

Configure Authentication Java SDK

Configure Credential Management Java SDK

Note: Before proceeding with the configuration steps in this section, ensure that the 
JAR file that is required to implement the Java APIs are installed in the 

/arcot/  location.<install_location> sdk/client/java/lib/

Configure the Authentication Java SDK

Before you can use the Authentication SDK for use in a J2EE Application, you must configure it.

Follow these steps:

Copy the listed JAR files from the following location:

< >/arcotinstall_location
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to the appropriate location in your  directory. For example, on <APP_SERVER_HOME>
Apache Tomcat this location is /WEB-INF/lib.<Application_Home>

sdk/client/java/lib/arcot/arcot-webfort-authentication.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/arcot/arcot-webfort-common.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/external/bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/external/commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

Copy the webfort.authentication.properties configuration file containing the server 
connection parameters from:

< >/arcot/sdk/client/java/propertiesinstall_location

to the appropriate location in your <APP_SERVER_HOME> directory. For example, on 
Apache Tomcat this location is <Application_Home>/WEB-INF/classes/properties.

Note: To know more about APIs and their initialization, see CA AuthMinder Java 
 and the AuthMinder Javadocs at < >/arcot/docsDeveloper’s Guide install_location

/webfort/Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-authentication-sdk-javadocs.zip.

Configure the Credential Management Java SDK

To configure Credential Management SDK for using in a J2EE Application:

Copy the listed JAR files from the following location:

< >/arcotinstall_location

to the appropriate location in your  directory. For example, on <APP_SERVER_HOME>
Apache Tomcat this location is /WEB-INF/lib<Application_Home>

sdk/client/java/lib/arcot/arcot-webfort-common.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/arcot/arcot-webfort-issuance.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/external/bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

sdk/client/java/lib/external/commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

Copy the webfort.issuance.properties configuration file containing the server connection 
parameters from:

< >/arcot/sdk/client/java/propertiesinstall_location

to the appropriate location in your <APP_SERVER_HOME> directory. For example, on 
Apache Tomcat this location is <Application_Home>/WEB-INF/classes/properties.
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Note: To know more about Java APIs and their initialization, see CA Strong 
Authentication  and the CA Strong Authentication Javadocs at < Java Developer’s Guide

>/arcot/docs/webfort/Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-issuance-sdk-javadocs.zip.install_location

Working With CA Strong Authentication Web Services
This section covers the following topics:

Introduction to CA Strong Authentication Web Services

Generating Client Code

Introduction to CA Strong Authentication Web Services

CA Strong Authentication provides Web Services for managing users, organizations, and user 
credentials, and authenticating users and performing bulk operations.

The following table lists the WSDL documents that you can use to generate the Web Services 
client code to communicate with the CA Strong Authentication Server. These WSDLs are available 
at the following location:

< >/arcot/wsdls/install_location

WSDL File Description

uds/
ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.
wsdl

Used to create and manage organizations in your setup.

uds/ArcotConfigManagementSvc.
wsdl

Used to create and manage user account types.

uds/ArcotUserManagementSvc.
wsdl

Used to create and manage users and user accounts.

webfort/ArcotWebFortAdminSvc.
wsdl

Used to define CA Strong Authentication configurations.

webfort/ArcotWebFortIssuanceSvc.
wsdl

Used to manage user credentials.

webfort/ArcotWebFortAuthSvc.
wsdl

Used to authenticate users.

webfort/
ArcotWebFortBulkOperationsSvc.
wsdl

Used to perform bulk operations such as, creating 
credentials, assigning and fetching OATH tokens that are 
available to the organizations.

Generating Client Code

Perform the following steps to generate the client code:

Stop the application server.

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/wsdls/install_location <required_folder>

Use the WSDL file to generate the client code.

Restart the application server.
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Restart the application server.

In a browser window, access the end-point URLs to verify whether the client can access 
the Web Service.

Note: See the  for more information CA AuthMinder Web Services Developer’s Guide
about how to access the end-point URLs.

Enabling SSL Communication
CA Strong Authentication supports Secure Socket Layer (SSL) between the CA Strong 
Authentication Server and Java SDKs. The topic titled "Configuring SSL" in CA Strong 

 describes how to set the transport mode as SSL between Authentication Administration Guide
the CA Strong Authentication Server and its clients.

Changing Administrator Profile Information
The profile information for an administrator includes:

Personal information (first, middle, and last names and contact information)

Password for the administrator

Administrator preferences, such as Preferred Organization (the organization that will be 
selected by default in the  fields for all administrator-related tasks that you may Organization
perform in future), date time format, locale, and time zone information

Note: An administrator can change their profile information at any time. To change the 
information for any other administrator, see .Updating Administrator Information

For Administrators Using Strong Authentication Password Credential
Follow these steps:

Log in to the Administration Console.

In the Header frame, click the <ADMINISTRATORNAME> link to display the My Profile 
page.

Edit the required settings in the sections on this page:

Edit the fields in the Personal Information section, as needed.

If you want to change the current password, then in the Change Password section 
enter the Current Password and specify a new password in the New Password and 
Confirm Password fields.
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In the Configure Questions and Answers section, set the questions that you are 
prompted to answer for resetting your password, for example, In Case You Forgot 
Your Password. Specify a distinct Question and its corresponding Answer.

Important! All the questions in this section  be set. You  must cannot
repeat a question or any of the answers. Also, any question in the 
section  match with any of the answers that you set in this must not
section.

In the Administrator Preferences section:

Select the Enable Preferred Organization option, and select an organization 
from the Preferred Organization list. This organization is selected for all 
administrator-related tasks that you perform from now on.

Specify the preferred Date Time Format.

Select the preferred Locale for your instance of Administration Console

Select the required option from the Time Zone list. This timestamp is shown in 
the Last Login information in the Console header and all reports from now on.

Click Save to change the profile information.

For Administrators Using Basic User Password Credential
Follow these steps:

Log in to Administration Console.

In the  frame, click the  link to display the My Profile Header <ADMINISTRATORNAME>
page.

Edit the required settings in the sections on this page:

Edit the fields in the  section, as needed.Personal Information

If you want to change the current password, then in the  section Change Password
enter the  and specify a new password in the  Current Password New Password
and  fields.Confirm Password

In the  section:Administrator Preferences

Select the  option, and select an organization Enable Preferred Organization
from the  list. This organization is selected for all Preferred Organization
administrator-related tasks that you perform from now on.

Specify the preferred .Date Time Format

Select the preferred  for your instance of Administration Console.Locale
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Select the required option from the  list. This timestamp is shown in the Time Zone
time-related fields. For example,  information in the Console header and Last Login
all reports.

Click Save.

Create Organization in LDAP Repository
To support LDAP user directories, create an organization in CA Strong Authentication repository 
and then map the CA Strong Authentication attributes with the LDAP attributes.

Follow these steps:

Click the Organizations tab.

Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Create Organization link to display the 
Create Organization page.

Enter the details of the organization.

Organization Information:

Organization Name
Enter the unique ID for the organization that you want to create.

: You can use the Administration Console to log in to this organization, by Note
specifying this value, not the Display Name of the organization.

Display Name
Enter a unique descriptive name for the organization.

: This name appears on all other Administration Console pages and reports.Note

Description
Provide a description for the administrators who will manage this organization.

: You can provide additional details for later reference for the organization by Note
using this field.

Administrator Authentication Mechanism
Select the mechanism that will be used to authenticate administrators belonging to 
this organization.
Administration Console supports the following three types of authentication 
mechanisms:
Basic User Password
This is the in-built authentication mechanism that is provided by Administration 
Console. If you select this option, then administrators log in to the Console by 
specifying their ID and plain text password.
LDAP User Password
The authentication policy is defined in the LDAP directory service. If you select this 
option, then administrators must use the credentials that are stored in LDAP to log in 
to the Console.
WebFort Password
This is the WebFort password authentication method. If you select this option, then 
the administrator credentials are issued and authenticated by CA AuthMinder Server.

Key Label Configuration:

Use Global Key
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Use Global Key
This option is selected by default. Deselect this option if you want to override the 
Global Key Label you specified in the bootstrap process and specify a new label for 
software-based encryption.

Key Label
If you deselected the Use Global Key option, then specify the new key label that you 
want to use for the organization.

Storage Type
Indicates whether the encryption key is stored in the database (Software) or the HSM 
(Hardware).

Localization Configuration:

Use Global Configuration
Select this option to use the localization parameters that are configured at the global 
level.

Date Time Format
If you deselected the Use Global Configuration option, then specify the Date Time 
format that you want to use.

Preferred Locale
If you deselected the Use Global Configuration option, then select a preferred locale.

User Data Location:

Repository Type
Select Enterprise LDAP. By specifying this option, the user and administrator details 
for the new organization will be stored in the CA AuthMinder repository.

Custom Attributes:

Name
Name of the custom attribute.

Value
Value of the custom attribute.

Click Next.
The Create Organization page to collect the LDAP repository details appears.

Specify the details:

Host Name 
Enter the host name of the system where the LDAP repository is available.

Port Number 
Enter the port number on which the LDAP repository service is listening.

Schema Name
Specify the LDAP schema used by the LDAP repository. This schema specifies the types 
of objects that an LDAP repository can contain, and specifies the mandatory and 
optional attributes of each object type.
Typically, the schema name for Active Directory is user and for SunOne Directory it is 
user and inetorgperson.

Base Distinguished Name
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Base Distinguished Name
Enter the base Distinguished Name of the LDAP repository. This value indicates the 
starting node in the LDAP hierarchy to search in the LDAP repository.
For example, to search or retrieve a user with a DN of cn=rob laurie, ou=sunnyvale, 
o=arcot, c=us, you must specify the base DN as the following:
ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us

: Typically, this field is case-sensitive and searches all sub-nodes under the Note
provided base DN.

Redirect Schema Name
Specify the name of the schema that provides the definition of the "member" 
attribute.
This is an optional field.
You can search for users in the LDAP repository using the Base DN defined for an 
organization. But this search only returns users belonging to the specific Organization 
Unit (OU). An LDAP administrator might want to create a group of users belonging to 
different Organization Units for controlling access to an entire group, and might want 
to search for users from different groups. When the administrator creates groups, 
user node DNs are stored in a "member" attribute within the group node. By default, 
UDS does not allow search and DN resolution based on attribute values. Redirection 
enables you to search for users belonging to different groups within LDAP, based on 
specific attribute values for a particular node.
Typically, the redirect schema name for Active Directory is group and for SunOne 
directory it is groupofuniquenames.

Connection Type
Select the type of connection that you want to use between the Administration 
Console and the LDAP repository. Supported types are:

TCP

One-way SSL

Two-way SSL

Login Name
Enter the complete distinguished name of the LDAP repository user who has the 
permission to log in to the repository server and manage the Base Distinguished 
Name.
For example, uid=gt,dc=arcot,dc=com

Login Password
Enter the password of the user provided in the Login Name.

Server Trusted Root Certificate
Enter the path for the trusted root certificate who issued the SSL certificate to the 
LDAP server, by using the Browse button.
This field is applicable if you selected One-way SSL or Two-way SSL in the Connection 
Type field.

Client Key Store Path
Enter the path for the key store that contains the client certificate and the 
corresponding key by using the Browse button.
This field is applicable only if you selected Two-way SSL in the Connection Type field.

: Upload either PKCS#12 or JKS key store type.Note
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Client Key Store Password
Enter the password for the client key store, if the required SSL option is selected.
This field is applicable only if you selected Two-way SSL in the Connection Type field.

Click Next to proceed.
The page to map the repository attributes appears.

On this page:

Select an attribute from the Arcot Database Attributes list, then select the 
appropriate attribute from the Enterprise LDAP Attributes list that must be 
mapped with the Arcot attribute, and click Map.

Important! Mapping of the UserName attribute is compulsory. If you 
are using Active Directory, then map UserName to sAMAccountName. If 
you are using SunOne Directory, then map UserName to uid.
For Active Directory, you must map STATUS to userAccountControl.

Repeat the process to map multiple attributes, until you finish mapping all the 
required attributes.

Note: You do not need to map all the attributes in the Arcot Database 
Attributes list. Map only the attributes that you will use.

The attributes that you have mapped are moved to the Mapped Attributes list.
If required, you can unmap the attributes. If you want to unmap a single attribute 
at a time, then select the attribute and click Unmap. However, if you want to clear 
the Mapped Attribute list, then click Reset to unmap all the mapped attributes.

If you specified the Redirect Schema Name in the previous page, select the search 
attribute from the Redirect Search Attribute list.
Typically, the attribute for Active Directory is member and for SunOne directory, it 
is uniquemember.

Click Next to proceed.
The Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page appears.

In the Attribute(s) for Encryption section, perform one of the following:

Select Use Global Configuration if you want to use the global settings for your 
attribute encryption set configuration.

Select the attributes that you want to encrypt from the Available Attributes for 
encryption list to add them to the Attributes Selected for encryption list.
Click the > button to move selected attributes to the desired list. You can also click the 
>> button to move all attributes to the desired lists.

Note: Hold the Ctrl key to select more than one attribute at a time.
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Click Next.
The Add Administrators page appears.

Note: This page is  displayed, if all the administrators currently present in not
the system have scope to manage all organizations.

From the Available Administrators list, select the administrators who will manage the 
organization and click the > button to add the administrator to the Managing 
Administrators list.
The Available Administrators list displays all the administrators who can manage the new 
organization.

Note: If some administrators have scope to manage all organizations in the 
system, then the corresponding entries for those administrators are not 
displayed in this list.

The Managing Administrators list displays the administrators that you have selected to 
manage this organization.

Click Next to proceed.
The Configure Account Type page appears only if the logged-in administrator has account 
types to manage. If the logged-in administrator does not have any account types to 
manage, then the Configure Email/Telephone Type page appears.

In the Assign Account Types section, select account types from the Available list 
and click the > button to move them to the Selected list.
The Configure Account Custom Attributes page appears.

Specify one or more attributes for the account.

Click Next to proceed.
The Activate Organization page appears.

Click Enable to activate the new organization.
A warning message appears.

Click OK.

Refresh  deployed CA AuthMinder Server instances. See  for all Refresh a Server Instance
instructions about how to perform this procedure.

Information! If you have configured the attribute encryption set, account types, and 
email and telephone types while creating the organization, ensure that you refresh 

 the system configuration and organization cache. If you do not refresh the both
organization-level cache, the system gets into an unrecoverable state.
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Update the Basic Organization Information
Follow these steps:

Click the Organizations tab.

Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Search Organization link to display the 
Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search and click 
the Search button.
A list of organizations matching the search criteria appears.

Under the Organization column, click the <ORGANIZATION_NAME> link for the required 
organization.
The Organization Information page appears.

In the Organization Details section, edit the required fields (Display Name and 
Description).
You can change the Administrator Authentication Mechanism if there are no 
administrators in the organization.

In the Localization Configuration section, perform one of the following steps:

Select the Use Global Configuration.

Edit the Date Time Format and Preferred Locale.

In the Custom Attributes section, edit the Name and Value fields, if required.

Click Next to proceed with additional configurations:

If the organization was created in the CA Strong Authentication Repository and if the 
administrators in the organization have scope to manage organizations in the system, 
then do the following:

On the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page, Use Global Configuration if you 
want to use the global settings for your attribute encryption set configuration or 
select the attributes that you want to encrypt from the Available Attributes for 
encryption list and add them to the Attributes Selected for encryption list, and 
click Next.
You cannot update the attributes if users have already been created in the 
organization.

On the Update Administrators page, update the administrators who will manage 
the organization and click Next.

On the Configure Account Type page, configure the account types by moving 
them from the Available list to the Selected list and click Next. This page is 
displayed only if there are account types applicable to the organization that you 
are updating.

You cannot clear global account types.
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On the Configure Account Custom Attributes page, configure one or more 
custom attributes for the accounts in your organization and click Next. This page 
is displayed only if there are account types applicable to the organization that 
you are updating.

On the Configure Email/Telephone Type page, configure the mandatory and 
optional Email address and Telephone Type for the users, and click Save to 
complete the process.

If the organization was created in the LDAP repository, then the Edit Organization 
page appears:

Use the information in the  section to Create Organization in LDAP Repository
update the fields, as required, and click Next to display the page to edit the 
Repository Attribute Mappings.

You cannot update the user name mapping. You can map unmapped attributes, 
if any, in this flow. Click Next to display the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption 
page.

On the Select Attribute(s) for Encryption page, Use Global Configuration if you 
want to use the global settings for your attribute encryption set configuration or 
select the attributes that you want to encrypt from the Available Attributes for 
encryption list to add them to the Chosen Attributes for encryption list, and click 
Next.

: You cannot update the attributes if users have already been created in the Note
organization. In the case of LDAP, even a simple search operation for users in the 
LDAP repository registers the users in the database. So, you cannot update the 
attributes if you have searched for users in the LDAP repository.

On the Update Administrators page, update the administrators who will manage 
the organization and click Next.

On the Configure Account Type page, configure the account types by moving 
them from the Available list to the Selected list and click Next.

You cannot clear global account types.

On the Configure Account Custom Attributes page, configure one or more 
custom attributes for the accounts in your organization and click Update to save 
your changes and complete the process.

Refresh  deployed CA Strong Authentication Server instances. See all Refresh a Server 
 for instructions about how to perform this procedure.Instance
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Building
CA Auth ID PKI Mobile Authentication Developer's Guide
CA Mobile OTP Authentication Developer's Guide
CA Auth ID OTP Java Library Developer's Guide
CA Risk Authentication Web Services Developer Information

CA Auth ID PKI Mobile Authentication 
Developer's Guide

Mobile phones now are not just used for wireless communication, they have also become a 
medium for home banking and performing financial transactions. As these transactions involve 
sensitive user data, relying just on user name for authentication is not sufficient.

To secure the mobile transactions from Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) or other related attacks, CA 
provides mobile applications, which must be downloaded to the user’s mobile. CA mobile 
applications are based on ArcotID PKI and ArcotID OTP credentials, which are software 
credentials that provide two-factor authentication. These credentials use CA-patented 

 technique for securely storing keys.Cryptographic Camouflage

In Cryptographic Camouflage, the keys are not encrypted with a password that is too long for 
exhaustive attacks. Instead, keys are encrypted such that only one password will decrypt it 
correctly, but many passwords will decrypt it to produce a key that looks valid enough to fool an 
attacker. As a result, this method protects a user's private key against fraudulent attacks, as a 
smart card does, but entirely in software.

To integrate ArcotID PKI mobile authentication with your application, you can either choose the 
ready-to-use  available in the mobile vendor’s store or build your own ArcotID PKI Application
applications by using the Software Development Kit (SDK) that is shipped with the ArcotID PKI 
mobile authentication.

The  is designed to be a reference manual  ArcotID PKI Mobile Authentication Developer’s Guide
for you as you create mobile-based custom applications that use ArcotID PKI for authentication.

Notes:

ArcotID PKI SDK is available in Java, JavaScript, and Objective C programming 
languages. The SDK format for all the supported programming languages is similar.

This guide explains  Java SDK functions. If you are planning to use other SDKs, only
then you can use this guide as a reference.

To get a better understanding of how to integrate the SDK with your client 
application, see the sample application shipped with the client package described 
in this guide.

Note: CA ArcotID PKI Mobile still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort and ArcotID in 
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Note: CA ArcotID PKI Mobile still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort and ArcotID in 
some of its code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find occurrences of 
Arcot, WebFort and ArcotID in all CA ArcotID PKI Mobile documentation. In addition, 
some of the topics in this guide do not follow the standard formatting guidelines. 
These inconsistencies will be fixed in a future release.

ArcotID PKI Overview
ArcotID PKI is a secure software credential that provides two-factor authentication. An ArcotID 
PKI is a small data file that by itself can be used for strong authentication to a variety of clients 
such as Web or Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). ArcotID PKI is not vulnerable to "Brute Force" 
password attacks or "Man-in-the-Middle" attacks.

ArcotID PKI is a challenge-response type of authentication method, where AuthMinder Server 
sends the challenge to user, the client application that you build by using ArcotID PKI SDK signs 
the challenge by using user’s Personal Identification Number (PIN) and then sends it to the 
AuthMinder Server. The user is authenticated after verifying the signed challenge.

Preparing for Integration
Before you start writing your code to integrate your application with ArcotID PKI SDK, ensure 
that:

A release of CA AuthMinder that is supported by this release of the ArcotID PKI mobile 
application is installed and running.

The ArcotID PKI profile is set by using the Administration Console.

Note: The lifecycle management of ArcotID PKI credential is handled by AuthMinder. 
By default, these credentials have default settings, which will be used during issuance. 
If you want to change these settings, then configure the credential profiles by using 
Administration Console. Refer to  for more CA AuthMinder Administration Guide
information.

You understand the AuthMinder Server SDK to be able to integrate it with the ArcotID PKI 
client SDK.

Note: Refer to and CA AuthMinder Java Developer's Guide CA AuthMinder Web 
for more information.Services Developer's Guide 

For information about supported operating system versions and other details, see Platform 
.Support Matrix

Understanding ArcotID PKI APIs

ArcotID PKI SDK Exceptions and Error Codes

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
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Understanding ArcotID PKI APIs
This chapter discusses the ArcotID PKI Software Development Kit (SDK) that you can use for 
building mobile applications for authenticating users by using their ArcotID PKI. The most 
common tasks performed using this SDK are provisioning the ArcotID PKI account to the user’s 
mobile and authenticating using that account. Other tasks that you can perform using the SDK 
include fetching and deleting the accounts from default location, storing accounts in a custom 
location, locking account to the device by using device parameters of your choice, and checking 
library version.

The chapter first introduces you to the interfaces and classes that you will be using for different 
tasks mentioned in the preceding paragraph, and later explains the usage in detail.

Provisioning (Downloading) ArcotID PKI Accounts
To perform ArcotID PKI authentication, you need to first create an account for the user that 
contains the ArcotID PKI information and save it on their mobile. The Provisioning ArcotID PKI 

 section discusses the provisionAccount method in AID class that you need to use to Accounts
create ArcotID PKI accounts.

Authenticating Using ArcotID PKI
The  section discusses the AID class that you need to use for Authenticating Using Account
signing the challenge.

Managing Accounts
The  section discusses the methods of AID class that you need to use for Managing Accounts
reading and deleting ArcotID PKI accounts stored in the default location.
If you choose to store the accounts in a custom location, then you have to implement Store 
interface. Refer to the  section. To store the accounts in Choosing Custom Storage Medium
the mobile memory, use MemoryStore class. Refer to the  Storing Accounts in Memory
section.

Device Locking
Depending on the mobile that is being used, ArcotID PKI library supports default parameters 
for locking the account to the device. If you want to lock an account to the mobile by using 
the device parameters of your choice, then implement the DeviceLock interface, as discussed 
in the  section.Device Locking

Reading ArcotID PKI Details
The  section discusses the Account class fields that hold Reading ArcotID PKI Account Details
the ArcotID PKI details such as, unique identifier for the account, ArcotID PKI of the user, and 
friendly name for the account. It also discusses the classes that are used to set and get 
additional ArcotID PKI attributes.

Checking ArcotID PKI SDK Version
The  section discusses the getVersion method in AID class that you Checking Library Version
need to use if you want to check the version of ArcotID PKI SDK.

Authenticating Using Account
ArcotID PKI is a challenge-response type of authentication. The challenge is posted by the 
AuthMinder Server to the user who is trying to authenticate. The client signs this challenge by 
using the user’s ArcotID PKI PIN.

To sign the challenge, you need use signWithAccount() method in the AID class.
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API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the signWithAccount()method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

b64chall The base64-encoded challenge sent by the AuthMinder Server.

id The unique identifier of the account.

pwd ArcotID PKI PIN.

If you are using Objective C programming language, then the password is a mutable 
string that can be changed later. For Java programming language, the password is a 
character array.

After the API is used, the password parameter is filled with random data or zeros.

Output Parameters

Digital signature in base64-encoded format.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while signing the challenge. See "ArcotID PKI
" for more information on the exception class and errors SDK Exceptions and Error Codes

returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Managing Accounts for Mobile Authentication
This section discusses the APIs that you need to use for managing the accounts in default storage:

Fetching Accounts
Deleting Accounts

Fetching Accounts

To fetch the accounts from the default storage, you need to use the AID class. This class provides 
different options to read accounts as mentioned in the following table:

Method Description

getAccount() Fetches the accounts based on the account identifier that is passed as an 
input.

getAllAccounts() Fetches all the accounts that are present on the mobile.

Note: You can also fetch the accounts based on the ArcotID PKI namespace. 
For this, you have to pass namespace as an input parameter to the 
getAllAccounts() method.

This method fetches all the accounts that belong to a particular namespace 
and also the accounts that belong to other namespaces, which contain the 
search string in their name.

For example, if you want to fetch the accounts that belong to ARCOT.COM 
domain, then the API returns the accounts belonging to ARCOT.COM, A.
ARCOT.COM, and B.ARCOT.COM.
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API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be fetched.

Output Parameters

account The account of the user.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

account An array of all the accounts present in the storage.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method, which 
takes namespace as the input:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

ns The namespace of the ArcotID PKI.

Output Parameters

account Array of accounts belonging to a specified namespace (domain) and also accounts 
from other namespaces that contain the search string in their name.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while reading the account from the storage 
location. See  for more information on the "ArcotID PKI SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
exception class and errors returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Deleting Accounts

To delete the accounts from the default storage, you need to invoke the deleteAccount() method 
in the AID class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the deleteAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be deleted.

Output Parameters

Deletes the account from the default storage location.
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1.  

2.  

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while deleting the account from the storage 
location. See "ArcotID PKI " for more information on the  SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
exception class and errors returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Device Locking for Mobile Authentication
Device locking enables an account to be locked to a specific mobile, so that the account is 
unusable if it is copied to another mobile. The account is locked to the system when it is 
downloaded to the user's mobile. By default, the device locking feature is enabled.

Based on the mobile operating system, ArcotID PKI SDK supports different parameters to derive 
the unique identifier of the device for locking the account. If you want to use other mobile 
parameters for device locking, then see the  Device Locking by Using Non-Default Parameters
section for more information.

Note: You can disable this feature by passing a NULL value to the setDeviceLock() 
method.

Device Locking by Using Non-Default Parameters

To lock an account to a mobile by using parameters other than the default parameters supported 
by ArcotID PKI SDK:

Implement the getKey() method in the DeviceLock interface.
The getKey() method returns the unique identifier of the mobile that you have requested 
for.

Invoke the setDeviceLock() method in the AID class.
The setDeviceLock() method locks the account to the mobile by using the parameters that 
are fetched by the getKey() method.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of getKey() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

The unique identifier of the mobile that has to be fetched.

Note: For devices using Apple iOS operating system, the unique identifier used for device locking 
is a string that is generated for each application using CFUUIDCreateString. These generated 
strings are stored in the key chain.

Output Parameters

device identifier The unique identifier of the mobile.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of setDevicelock() method:
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Parameter Description

Input Parameters

lock The unique identifier of the mobile.

Output Parameters

Locks the account to the mobile.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while locking the account to the device See 
 for more information on the exception class and "ArcotID PKI SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"

errors returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Choosing Custom Storage Medium for Mobile Authentication
ArcotID PKI library enables you to store the accounts in a location of your choice, for this you 
have to implement the Store interface to define the storage medium, and then set that as 
default.

Perform the following steps to set up a custom storage:

Implement the Store interface to use the custom storage.

Invoke the setStore() method in the AID class to initialize the storage medium.

Storing Accounts in Memory for Mobile Authentication
As an example for storing accounts in a location other than default storage, ArcotID PKI library 
provides methods to store the accounts in the mobile memory.

To store accounts in memory, invoke the setStore() method and pass the MemoryStore class as 
an object.

Provisioning ArcotID PKI Accounts
To create an account for the users and save the account on their mobile, you must invoke the 
provisionAccount() method in the AID class. The location where the account is saved depends on 
the mobile where the account is being downloaded to. The following table lists the default 
storage location for different mobiles that ArcotID PKI SDK supports:

Mobiles Parameter Used

Google Android-based 
mobiles

Database

Apple iOS-based 
mobiles

Database

RIM BlackBerry-based 
mobiles

Record Management Store (RMS)

JavaScript-based 
mobiles

Web browser local storage

Note: If the Web browser does not support local storage, then Accounts 
are stored in a Cookie.
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Notes:

Other than the default location, accounts can  be stored in a custom location. also
Refer to  for more information on how to store Choosing Custom Storage Medium
accounts in a custom location.

ArcotID PKI SDK also provides built-in functions to store accounts in the mobile 
memory, see  for more information.Storing Accounts in Memory

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the provisionAccount()method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

b64aid The base64-encoded format of the ArcotID PKI.

provUrl The URL of the AuthMinder Server that issued ArcotID PKI for the user.

Output Parameters

Account Object containing the ArcotID PKI.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while executing the provisionAccount() 
method. See "ArcotID PKI " for more information on the  SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
exception class and errors returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Reading ArcotID PKI Account Details
This section walks you through the following topics related to Account class:

ArcotID PKI Details
Fetching ArcotID PKI Details
Managing Additional ArcotID PKI Attributes
Saving Additional ArcotID PKI Attributes

ArcotID PKI Details

The following table lists the fields of the Account class that hold the ArcotID PKI information:

Field Description

accountId The unique identifier of the account.

logoUrl The URL of the logo image, this image is displayed on the application.

Note: This field is for future use.

name A user friendly name for the account.

ns The namespace of the ArcotID PKI. It is typically the domain name to which the 
ArcotID PKI belongs.

org The organization to which the user for whom the account is being created belongs.

provUrl The URL of the AuthMinder Server.
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Fetching ArcotID PKI Details

The following table lists the methods that are used to fetch the ArcotID PKI information:

Method Description

getBase64Aid This method is used to fetch the ArcotID PKI in the base64-encoded format.

Input Parameters:

None.

Output Parameters:

ArcotID PKI in the base64-encoded format.

getId() This method is used to fetch the unique identifier of the ArcotID PKI account.

Input Parameters:

None.

Output Parameters:

Identifier of the ArcotID PKI account.

Managing Additional ArcotID PKI Attributes

To set the ArcotID PKI information that cannot be passed by using the fields listed in the "ArcotID 
" section, you need to use the setAttribute() method and pass that information as PKI Details

name-value pairs, and to read that information use getAttribute() method. The following table 
explains these methods:

Method Description

setAttribute() This method is used to set the ArcotID PKI information that cannot be passed by 
using the fields listed in the " " section. The additional ArcotID PKI Details
information is passed as name-value pairs.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute. For example, if you want to display your organization 
copyright information along with the user details on the mobile application, then 
you can set a new attribute called .Copyright

Output Parameters:

The value (in string format) that has to be set for the attribute.

getAttribute() This method is used to read the value of ArcotID PKI attributes.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute, whose value has to be fetched.

Output Parameters:
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Method Description

Attribute value in the string format.

Saving Additional ArcotID PKI Attributes

After you set a new ArcotID PKI attribute or change any existing ArcotID PKI attribute, you need 
to save these changes by invoking the saveAccount() method in the AID class.

Perform the following steps to save the changes made to accounts:

Prepare an instance of the Account object that has to be saved.

Invoke the saveAccount() method of the AID class to save the account.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the saveAccount() method

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

acc The account that has to be saved.

Output Parameters

Saves the changes made to the ArcotID PKI account.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while storing the account. See "ArcotID PKI 
" for more information on the exception class and errors SDK Exceptions and Error Codes

returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.

Checking Library Version
To check the version of the ArcotID PKI library that you are using, you need to use the 
getVersion() method in the AID class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getVersion() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

Returns the version number of the ArcotID PKI library.

Exception

The AIDException class is returned if there any errors while resetting the ArcotID PKI PIN. See 
"ArcotID PKI " for more information on the exception class and  SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
errors returned by ArcotID PKI SDK.
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ArcotID PKI SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
This chapter lists all exceptions and error codes that are returned by ArcotID PKI SDK. It covers 
the following topics:

Exceptions
Error Codes

Exceptions
If there are any errors while processing the ArcotID PKI APIs, then the AIDException class is 
returned. This class provide an constructor class AIDException, which takes error code, error 
message, and throwable as input.

To fetch the error code for a particular error, the AIDException class provides getcode() method, 
which returns the error code.

Error Codes
The following table lists the error codes returned by ArcotID PKI APIs:

Code Code Message Description

Default Errors

1 E_UNKNOWN Internal error.

Storage Errors (10-19)

11 E_STORE_WRITE There was an error while saving the account.

12 E_STORE_READ There was an error while reading the account.

13 E_STORE_DELETE There was an error while deleting the account.

14 E_STORE_ACCESS There was an error while accessing the account.

User Input Errors

31 E_BAD_NS The namespace is invalid.

32 E_BAD_B64AID The base64-encoded ArcotID PKI is invalid.

33 E_BAD_ID The user identifier is invalid.

34 E_BAD_ACCOUNT The URL of AuthMinder Server is not configured correctly.

35 E_BAD_PIN The ArcotID PKI PIN entered by the user is invalid.

36 E_BAD_B64CHALL The base64-encoded challenge sent by the AuthMinder Server is 
invalid.

Processing Errors

41 E_PROC_DEVLOCK There was an error while locking the ArcotID PKI to the device.

42 E_PROC_CRYPTO There was an error while performing the cryptographic operation.

43 E_ASN_READ There was an Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN) error while reading the 
data.

44 E_ASN_WRITE There was an ASN error while writing the data.
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CA Mobile OTP Authentication Developer's Guide
To secure online transactions from Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) and other related attacks, CA 
Strong Authentication provides client applications that are based on CA AuthID PKI and CA 
Mobile OTP credentials. These software credentials provide two-factor authentication and are 
based on the patented Cryptographic Camouflage technique for securely storing keys.

You can develop your own client application by using the Software Development Kit (SDK) that is 
described in this guide.

CA Mobile OTP SDK is available in Java, JavaScript, and Objective C programming languages. The 
SDK format for all the supported programming languages is similar. This guide explains Java SDK 
functions only. If you plan to use other SDKs, you can use this guide as a reference. See the 
sample application shipped with the client package described in this guide.

Important! This guide contains the terms Arcot, WebFort , RiskFort, WebFort, 
RiskMinder and AuthMinder in some of its code objects and other artifacts. The term 
ArcotID is now called as CA AuthID. In addition, some of the topics in this guide do not 
follow the standard formatting guidelines.

Mobile OTP Overview
Mobile OTP is a One-Time Password compliant to OATH standards. Once the user's account is 
provisioned, the client application that you build by using Mobile OTP SDK takes the user’s PIN as 
an input and generates passcodes on the user’s device. The user uses this generated passcode at 
the Web application that is protected by Mobile OTP authentication. Based on the authentication 
result, the user is granted access to the protected application.

Mobile OTP also supports the Transaction Signing feature in the Sign mode of passcode 
generation. This feature conforms to the OATH Challenge-Response Algorithm (OCRA) defined by 
RFC 6287.

Passcode generation is an offline process, which means the client application need not connect 
to the authentication server for generating passcodes.

Mobile OTP library supports industry-standard passcode generation methods such as counter-
based passwords (HOTP), time-based passwords (TOTP), MasterCard Chip Authentication 
Program (CAP), and VISA Dynamic Passcode Authentication (DPA).

Preparing for Integration
Before you start writing your code to integrate your application with Mobile OTP SDK, ensure 
that:

A release of CA AuthMinder that is supported by this release of Mobile OTP Client is installed 
and running on the required operating system.

The Mobile OTP profile is set using the Administration Console.
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Note: The lifecycle management of Mobile OTP credential is handled by AuthMinder. 
By default, these credentials have default settings, which are used during issuance. If 
you want to change these settings, configure the credential profiles by using 
Administration Console. Refer to  for more CA AuthMinder Administration Guide
information.

The application you are integrating with supports the operating systems listed in Platform 
.Support Matrix

Understanding CA AuthID OTP APIs

CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes

Understanding CA AuthID OTP APIs
This chapter discusses the CA AuthID OTP Software Development Kit (SDK) that you can use to 
build client applications for authenticating users by using their CA AuthID OTP. The most common 
tasks performed using this SDK are provisioning the CA AuthID OTP account to the user’s device 
and generating passcodes. Other tasks are outlined in the following list:

The chapter introduces you to the interfaces and classes that you will be using for different tasks 
and later explains the usage in detail.

Provisioning (Downloading) CA AuthID OTP Accounts
To perform CA AuthID OTP authentication, you need to first create an account for the user 
that contains the CA AuthID OTP information and save it on their device. The Provisioning CA 

 section discusses the provisionAccount() method in the API class that AuthID OTP Accounts
you use to create CA AuthID OTP accounts.

Generating Passcodes
To perform CA AuthID OTP authentication, the users have to first generate a passcode for 
authentication. The  section discusses the generateOTP() method in the Generating Passcodes
API class that you use to generate passcodes.

Resetting CA AuthID OTP PIN
The  section discusses the resetPin() method in OTP class that Resetting CA AuthID OTP PIN
you use to change the user’s CA AuthID OTP PIN.

Managing Accounts
The  section discusses the methods of the API class that you use for Managing Accounts
reading and deleting CA AuthID OTP accounts stored in the default location.
If you choose to store the accounts in a custom location, then you have to implement the 
Store interface. Refer to the  section. To store the accounts Choosing Custom Storage Medium
in memory, use MemoryStore class. Refer to the  section.Storing Accounts in Memory

Device Locking
Depending on the device that is being used, CA AuthID OTP library supports default 
parameters for locking the account to the device. If you want to lock an account to the device 
by using the parameters of your choice, then implement the DeviceLock interface, as 
discussed in the  section.Device Locking

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
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Reading CA AuthID OTP Details
The  section discusses the API class fields that hold Reading CA AuthID OTP Account Details
the CA AuthID OTP details such as, unique identifier for the account, timestamp when the 
account was used, number of times the account was used, and friendly name for the account. 
It also discusses the classes that are used to set and get additional CA AuthID OTP attributes.

Checking CA AuthID OTP SDK Version
The  section discusses the getVersion() method in OTP class that you Checking Library Version
need to use if you want to check the version of CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Provisioning CA AuthID OTP Accounts
To create and store the CA AuthID OTP account on the user's device, you must invoke the 
provisionAccount() method in the API class. The location where the account is saved depends on 
the device to which the account is being downloaded. The following table lists the default storage 
location for different mobiles that CA AuthID OTP SDK supports.

Mobiles Parameter Used

Google Android-Based 
Mobiles

Database

Apple iOS-Based 
Mobiles

Database

RIM BlackBerry-Based 
Mobiles

Record Management Store (RMS)

J2ME-Based Mobiles RMS

JavaScript-Based 
Mobiles

Web browser local storage

Note: If the Web browser does not support local storage, then Accounts 
are stored in a .Cookie

On a computer, the default storage location is whichever of the following is available (in this 
order of priority):

CA AuthMinder plugin store

userData store

HTML5 local storage

Cookie store

Note: Other than the default location, accounts can  be stored in a custom also
location. Refer to  for more information on how to Choosing Custom Storage Medium
store accounts in a location of your choice. CA AuthID OTP SDK also provides built-in 
functions to store accounts in memory, see  for more Storing Accounts in Memory
information.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the provisionAccount() method:
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Parameter Description

Input Parameters

xml The user information that is required to create an account. This information is 
obtained from the AuthMinder Server.

provUrl The URL of the AuthMinder Server that issued CA AuthID OTP for the user.

code The one-time activation code that authenticates the user before provisioning the 
account for them. The one-time activation code that authenticates the user before 
provisioning the account for them. This activation code is obtained from the 
AuthMinder Server.

pin The PIN that is to be used to protect the account. The same PIN will have to be 
provided when calling the generateOTP() method.

Output Parameters

Account Object containing the CA AuthID OTP.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while executing the provisionAccount() 
method. See chapter,  for more information on "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Generating Passcodes
To perform ArcotID OTP authentication, users have to generate a passcode on their device and 
then submit it at the authenticating website to access the protected source. To generate the 
passcode, use the generateOTP() method in the API class.

ArcotID OTP SDK supports major industry-standard One-Time Password (OTP) generation 
algorithms. Based on the algorithm that you are using, you must prepare the input data. The 
following table lists the fields that hold the input data required for generating passcodes.

Note: MasterCard Chip Authentication Program (CAP) and VISA Dynamic Passcode 
Authentication (DPA) algorithms support different modes for generating passcodes. 
Refer to the vendor documentation for more information on these modes.

Field Description

CAP and DPA Password Fields

P_MODE Specifies that modes are being used for generating passcodes. The possible values 
for this parameter are:

M_1

M_2

M_2_TDS

M_3

M_1
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Field Description

Specifies that Mode 1 is being used for generating passcodes. If you are using this 
mode, then you have to collect the following information:

P_AA

P_TRCC

P_UN

M_2 Specifies that Mode 2 is being used for generating passcodes. This mode does  not
require any other additional information.

M_2_TDS Specifies that Mode 2 with TDS is being used for generating passcodes. This mode 
supports10 entries for passing any additional information.

M_3 Specifies that Mode 3 is being used for generating passcodes. If you are using this 
mode, then you have to collect P_UN.

P_AA Specifies the amount that is used in the transaction.

P_TRCC Specifies the type of currency that is used in the transaction.

P_UN Specifies the challenge data for the OCRA Transaction Signing feature.

P_DATA This field is used to pass additional information that is required by M_2_TDS mode.

Time-Based OTP Password Fields

A_TIMELEFT This is an output parameter. It specifies the time in seconds for which the TOTP is 
valid.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the generateOTP() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account.

Note: Use the getId() method to fetch this identifier.

pwd ArcotID OTP PIN. This is the PIN that was associated with the account when the 
provisionAccount() method was called.

params The parameters required for generating passcodes. You need to set the parameters 
based on the type of OTP to be generated. For example:

HOTP
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");

TOTP
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_TIME, "123456789");
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");

 As mentioned in the previous table, the P_TIME value needs to be provided Note:
only if an OTP is being generated for a time other than the current time.

CAP or DPA Mode 1
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_1); params.put(OTP.P_AA, "123.45");
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");
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Parameter Description

CAP or DPA Mode 2 with TDS
Hashtable params = new Hashtable(); params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_2_TDS);
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "0", "123");
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "1", "456");
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "2", "789");

CAP or DPA Mode 3
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_3);
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");

Output Parameters

params params.get(A_TIMELEFT)

Here, the value of the A_TIMELEFT parameter is the time interval in seconds for 
which the TOTP is valid.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while signing the challenge. See chapter, 
 for more information on the exception class and "ArcotID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"

errors returned by ArcotID OTP SDK.

Resetting CA AuthID OTP PIN
The CA AuthID OTP SDK provides functions that you can use to reset the user’s CA AuthID OTP 
PIN. Before resetting the PIN, you should prompt the users to perform secondary authentication 
to prove their identity. Typically, Security Questions and Answers or One-Time Passwords are 
used as secondary authentication mechanisms.

To reset the PIN, you need to use the resetPin() method in the API class.

Important! The current PIN cannot be verified. When a user is resetting a PIN, if an 
incorrect current PIN is passed to the resetPin() method, the account will become 
unusable. Therefore, do not use the resetPin() method in a context in which the user 
has forgotten the PIN.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the resetPin() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account.

oldPin User’s current CA AuthID OTP PIN.

newPin New PIN that the user wants to set.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception
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Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while resetting the CA AuthID OTP PIN. See 
chapter,  for more information on the exception "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Managing Accounts
This section discusses the APIs that you need to use for managing the accounts in default storage:

Fetching Accounts
Deleting Accounts

Fetching Accounts

To fetch the accounts from the default storage, you need to use the API class. This class provides 
different options to read accounts as mentioned in the following table:

Method Description

getAccount() Fetches the account based on the account identifier that is passed as an 
input.

Use the getId() method to fetch the account identifier. This method is 
described later in this document.

getAllAccounts() Fetches all the accounts that are present on the device.

Note: You can also fetch accounts based on the CA Auth ID OTP namespace. 
To do this, pass the namespace as an input parameter to the 
getAllAccounts() method.

This method fetches all the accounts whose domains match the namespace 
passed to the method. For example, if you pass ARCOT.COM as a namespace 
to the method, then it returns accounts belonging to ARCOT.COM, A.ARCOT.
COM, B.ARCOT.COM, and so on.

 

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be fetched.

Output Parameters

account The requested account.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters
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Parameter Description

account An array of all the accounts present in the store.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method when a 
namespace is passed as input:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

ns The namespace of the requested accounts.

Output Parameters

account Array of accounts belonging to the specified namespace (domain) and also accounts 
from other namespaces that contain the search string in their name.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while reading the account from the storage 
location. See chapter,  for more information on "CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
the exception class and errors returned by CA Auth ID OTP SDK.

Deleting Accounts

To delete accounts, use the deleteAccount() method in the API class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the deleteAccount() method.

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be deleted.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while deleting the account from the 
storage location. See chapter,  for more "CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
information on the exception class and errors returned by CA Auth ID OTP SDK.

Device Locking
Device locking enables an account to be locked to a specific device, so that the account is 
unusable if it is copied to another device. It is done at the time when an account is stored on the 
user's device. By default, the device locking feature is enabled.

Based on the operating system, CA Auth ID OTP SDK supports different parameters to derive the 
unique identifier of the device for locking the account. For example, for iOS mobiles, the CFUUID 
parameter is used to lock the device.
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

Note: You can disable this feature by passing a NULL value to the setDeviceLock() 
method.

Device Locking Using Non-Default Parameters

To lock an account to a device by using parameters other than the default parameters supported 
by CA Auth ID OTP SDK, implement custom logic as explained in the following steps:

Implement the DeviceLock interface to use the custom device locking parameters.

Invoke the setDeviceLock() method in the API class.
The setDeviceLock() method locks the account to the device by using the parameters that 
are fetched by the getKey() method.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getKey() method of the 
DeviceLock interface:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

device identifier The unique identifier of the device.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the setDevicelock() method of the 
API class:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

lock The unique identifier of the device.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there are any errors while locking the account to the device. 
See chapter,  for more information on the "CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
exception class and errors returned by the CA Auth ID OTP SDK.

Choosing Custom Storage Medium
Mobile OTP library enables you to store the accounts in a location of your choice. For this you 
have to implement the Store interface to define the storage medium, and then set that as 
default.

Perform the following steps to set up a custom storage:

Implement the Store interface to use the custom storage.

Invoke the setStore() method in the API class to initialize the storage medium.
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Storing Accounts in Memory
Mobile OTP library provides a sample implementation for storing the accounts in device memory.

Note: The sample implementations that are provided with the Mobile OTP library must 
be used for reference only.

Perform the following steps to store accounts in memory:

Invoke the MemoryStore class to use memory as a storage medium.

Invoke the setStore() method in the OTP class to initialize the storage medium.

Reading CA AuthID OTP Account Details
This section walks you through the following topics related to Account class:

CA AuthID OTP Details
Fetching CA AuthID OTP Details
Managing Additional CA Auth ID OTP Attributes
Saving Additional CA Auth ID OTP Attributes

CA AuthID OTP Details

The following table lists the attributes that hold the basic CA Auth ID OTP account information. 
Use the getAttribute() method to use any of these attributes.

Field Description

A_DLTA Specifies the time difference between the client and the AuthMinder Server. 
This attribute is used in the case of time-based OTPs.

A_IAF_AA Specifies whether the amount is required to perform transaction.

A_IAF_TRCC Specifies whether currency is required to perform transaction.

A_IAF_UN Specifies whether challenge is required to perform transaction.

A_MPL Specifies the minimum length of the CA AuthID OTP PIN.

A_PROTOCOLVER Specifies the version of the protocol that is used between the client and the 
AuthMinder Server.

A_RESETSUPPORT Specifies whether the AuthMinder Server supports re-synchronization if the 
client and server clocks are out of synchronization. This attribute is used in 
case of time-based OTPs.

The following table lists the fields that hold basic CA AuthID OTP account information:

Field Description

accountId The account identifier of the CA AuthID OTP account.

algo The algorithm that is used generate passcodes.

creationTime The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account was created.
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Field Description

expiryTime The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account expires.

lastUsed The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account was last used.

logoUrl The URL of the logo image, this image is displayed on the application.

name A user friendly name for the account.

ns The namespace of the CA AuthID OTP. It is typically the domain name to which the 
CA AuthID OTP belongs.

org The organization to which the user for whom the account is being created belongs.

provUrl The URL of the AuthMinder authentication server.

uses The number of times CA AuthID OTP has been used.

Fetching CA AuthID OTP Details

Use the getId() method to fetch the identifier of the CA Auth ID OTP account. You can then use 
this identifier to fetch other information about the account:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

Identifier of the CA Auth ID OTP account.

Managing Additional CA Auth ID OTP Attributes

To set CA Auth ID OTP information that cannot be passed by using the fields listed in CA Auth ID 
, you need to use the setAttribute() method and pass that information as name-value OTP Details

pairs, and to read that information use getAttribute() method. The following table explains these 
methods:

Method Description

setAttribute() This method is used to set the CA Auth ID OTP information that cannot be passed 
by using the fields listed in . The additional information is CA Auth ID OTP Details
passed as name-value pairs.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute. For example, if you want to display your organization 
copyright information along with the user details on the client application, then 
you can set a new attribute called .Copyright

The value (in string format) that has to be set for the attribute.

getAttribute() This method is used to read the value of CA Auth ID OTP attributes.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute, whose value has to be fetched.

Output Parameters:

Attribute value in string format.
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Saving Additional CA Auth ID OTP Attributes

After you set a new CA Auth ID OTP attribute or change any existing CA Auth ID OTP attribute, 
you need to save these changes by invoking the saveAccount() method in the API class.

Perform the following steps to save the changes made to accounts:

Prepare an instance of the Account object that has to be saved.

Invoke the saveAccount() method of the API class to save the account.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the saveAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

acc The account that has to be saved.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while checking the library version. See 
chapter,  for more information on the "CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes"
exception class and errors returned by CA Auth ID OTP SDK.

Fetching Library Version
To fetch the version of the CA Auth ID OTP library that you are using, use the getVersion() 
method in the API class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getVersion() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

Fetches the version number of the CA Auth ID OTP library.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while checking the library version. For 
more information about the exception class and errors returned by CA Auth ID OTP SDK, see CA 

.Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
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CA Auth ID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
This page lists all exceptions and error codes that are returned by CA Auth ID OTP SDK. It covers 
the following topics:

Exceptions
Error Codes

Exceptions
If there are any errors while processing the CA Auth ID OTP APIs, then the OTPException class is 
returned. This class provide an constructor class OTPException, which takes error code, error 
message, and throwable as input.

To fetch the error code for a particular error, the OTPException class provides getcode() method, 
which returns the error code.

Error Codes
The following table lists the error codes returned by CA Auth ID OTP APIs:

Code Code Message Description

Default Errors

1 E_UNKNOWN Internal error.

Storage Errors (10-19)

11 E_STORE_WRITE There was an error while saving the account.

12 E_STORE_READ There was an error while reading the account.

13 E_STORE_DELETE There was an error while deleting the account.

14 E_STORE_ACCESS There was an error while accessing the account.

User Input Errors

31 E_BAD_NS The namespace is invalid.

32 E_BAD_XML The XML response from the server is invalid.

33 E_BAD_ID The user identifier is invalid.

34 E_BAD_ACCOUNT The account is invalid.

35 E_BAD_PIN The format of the PIN is invalid.

36 E_BAD_ALGO The algorithm used for generating passcode is invalid.

37 E_BAD_CS The CA Auth ID OTP card string is invalid.

38 E_BAD_ATTR The attributes of the CA Auth ID OTP card passed are invalid or 
reserved attributes are being set.

Processing Errors

41 E_PROC_SERVER The AuthMinder Server returned an error.

42 E_PROC_XML There was an error while processing the input XML.

43 E_PROC_DEVLOCK There was an error while locking the CA Auth ID OTP to the device.

CA Auth ID OTP Card Errors

51 E_TOTP_TIME The timestamp passed for OTP generation is invalid.
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52 E_CAP_MODE The Client Authentication Program (CAP) mode used for generating 
passcode is invalid.

53 E_CAP_AA The amount key is either not passed or the key length is incorrect.

54 E_CAP_TDS The key to specify Mode2TDS mode is either not passed or the key 
length is incorrect.

55 E_CAP_TRCC The currency challenge key is either not passed or the key length is 
incorrect.

56 E_CAP_UN The challenge key is either not passed or the key length is incorrect.

CA Auth ID OTP Java Library Developer's Guide
Prepare for Integration
CA AuthID OTP APIs
CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes

Prepare for Integration
Before you start writing your code to integrate your application with CA AuthID OTP SDK, ensure 
that:

A release of Strong Authentication that is supported by this release of CA AuthID OTP Client is 
installed and running on a publically accessible system.

The CA AuthID OTP profile is set by using the Administration Console.

Note: The lifecycle management of CA AuthID OTP credential is handled by Strong 
Authentication. By default, these credentials have default settings, which will be used 
during issuance. If you want to change these settings, then configure the credential 
profiles by using Administration Console. Refer to Strong Authentication 

 for more information.Administration Guide

The application you are integrating with supports the operating systems listed in the 
Integration Requirements.

Integration Requirements
The following software is required to integrate the CA AuthID OTP platform-independent Java 
library with your application:

Operating System

Any operating system that runs Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 6.0 or later.
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CA AuthID OTP APIs
This chapter discusses the CA AuthID OTP Software Development Kit (SDK) that you can use to 
build client applications for authenticating users by using their CA AuthID OTP. The most common 
tasks performed using this SDK are  to the user’s device provisioning the CA AuthID OTP account
and . Other tasks that you can perform using the SDK include resetting CA generating passcodes
AuthID OTP PIN, fetching and deleting the accounts from default location, storing accounts in a 
custom location, locking account to the device by using device parameters of your choice, and 
checking library version.

The chapter first introduces you to the interfaces and classes that you will be using for different 
tasks mentioned in the preceding paragraph, and later explains the usage in detail.

Provisioning (Downloading) CA AuthID OTP Accounts
To perform CA AuthID OTP authentication, you need to first create an account for the user 
that contains the CA AuthID OTP information and save it on their device. The Provisioning CA 
AuthID OTP Accounts section discusses the provisionRequest() method in the OTP class that 
you need to use to create CA AuthID OTP accounts.

Storing Accounts
After an account has been provisioned, it must be stored on the user’s device. The Choosing 
Custom Storage Medium section provides information about storing accounts. The Storing 
Accounts in Memory section describes a sample implementation for using memory as the 
storage location.

Generating Passcodes
To perform CA AuthID OTP authentication, the users have to first generate passcode, which is 
required during authentication. The Generating Passcodes section discusses the 
generateOTP() method in OTP class that you need to use to generate passcodes.

Resetting CA AuthID OTP PIN
The Resetting CA AuthID OTP PIN section discusses the resetPin method in the OTP class that 
you can use to change the user’s CA AuthID OTP PIN.

Managing Accounts
The Managing Accounts section discusses the methods of OTP class that you need to use for 
reading and deleting CA AuthID OTP accounts stored in the default location.

Device Locking
Depending on the device that is being used, CA AuthID OTP library supports default 
parameters for locking the account to the device. If you want to lock an account to the device 
by using the device parameters of your choice, then implement the DeviceLock interface, as 
discussed in the Device Locking section.

Reading CA AuthID OTP Account Details
The Reading CA AuthID OTP Account Details section discusses the OTP class fields that hold 
the CA AuthID OTP details such as, unique identifier for the account, timestamp when the 
account was used, number of times the account was used, and friendly name for the account. 
It also discusses the classes that are used to set and get additional CA AuthID OTP attributes.

Synchronizing the Client and Server
The Synchronizing the Client and Server section discusses how to use the syncRequest() 
method to construct and send a synchronization request to the server.
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Checking CA AuthID OTP SDK Version
The Checking Library Version section discusses the getVersion() method in the OTP class for 
checking the version of the CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Converting the CA AuthID OTP
The Converting the CA AuthID OTP section discusses the provisionRequest() method and 
callback() method for converting the CA AuthID OTP into a string and back into an account 
object.

Provision CA AuthID OTP
The provisionRequest() method is used to construct and send an account provisioning request to 
the server. The callback() method is invoked after the request is sent to the server. In an 
asynchronous implementation, typically, the provisionRequest() method and callback() method 
are invoked multiple times until the success status is received in the callback() method.

Note: The provisionRequest() method replaces the provisionAccount() method in the 
SDK. The provisionAccount() method has been retained in the SDK only for backward 
compatibility purposes.

API Details
How a Provisioning Request Works
Exception

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the provisionRequest() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

args Map containing name-value pairs.

For the initial provisionRequest call, the following name-value pairs are populated in 
the map:

URL: Request URL string

ACCOUNTID: User identifier string

ACTCODE: Activation code to validate the request.

CONN_OBJECT: (Optional) Network connection object

Refer to JavaDocs for more information on the other supported name-value pairs.

Output Parameters

None.
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How a Provisioning Request Works

This section explains the sequence of events that take place when a provisioning request is sent 
to the server. Apply this information while using the provisionRequest() method and callback() 
method in your implementation.

The following events take place when a provisioning request is sent to the server:

When the provisionRequest() method is invoked the first time, it sends the provisioning 
request to the server. This request contains the following parameters:

URL

ACCOUNTID

ACTCODE

CONN_OBJECT (optional)

The callback() method is invoked. The parameters returned by this method depend on 
what happens next:

Note: The client application must free up the parameters map after each 
provisionRequest() call and the corresponding callback() call.

The provisionRequest() method is invoked again. The parameters passed by this method 
depend on the state returned by the callback() method. For the PINREQUIRED state of the 
callback() method, the following are the parameters (with some sample values) sent by 
the provisionRequest() method. Note that the original set of parameters are included in 
the request again.

URL

ACCOUNTID

ACTCODE

CONN_OBJECT (only if this parameter was sent in the initial request)

REQUESTTYPE=”provisioning”

PINTYPE

MINPINLENGTH

XML

DLTA

STATE=PINREQUIRED

PINVALUE

After the request is processed by the server, the parameters returned by the callback() 
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4.  
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After the request is processed by the server, the parameters returned by the callback() 
method depend on whether the request has succeeded or failed:

If the request was successfully processed, then the callback() method returns the 
following parameter values:

URL

ACCOUNTID

ACTCODE

CONN_OBJECT (only if this parameter was sent in the initial request)

REQUESTTYPE=\xE2\x80\x9Dprovisioning”

ACCOUNT_KEY=<newly-created-account-key>

PINVALUE=<masked-newly-created-PIN>

STATE=DONE

If the request fails, then the callback() method returns the following parameter values:

URL

ACCOUNTID

ACTCODE

CONN_OBJECT (only if this parameter was sent in the initial request)

REQUESTTYPE=”provisioning”

ERR_CODE=<error-code>

ERR_MSG=<error-message>

PLATFORM_MSG=<error-message-returned-by-the-underlying-platform>

Exception

ArcotOTPCommException is returned if any errors are encountered while processing a 
provisioning request. See chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more 
information on the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Custom Storage Medium Selection
CA AuthID OTP library enables you to store accounts in the storage medium of your choice. You 
implement the Store interface to define the storage medium, and then set that as the default.

Perform the following steps to set up a custom storage:

Implement the Store interface to use the custom storage.

Invoke the setStore() method in the OTP class to initialize the storage medium.
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The ProxyStore class is a basic implementation of the Store interface. Each method of this class 
throws RuntimeException to indicate that it is just a sample and that it must be replaced.

Store Accounts in Memory
CA AuthID OTP library provides a sample implementation for storing the accounts in device 
memory.

Note:

If you exit the application, then the data stored in the memory will be lost.

The sample implementations that are provided with the CA AuthID OTP library 
must be used for reference only.

Perform the following steps to store accounts in memory:

Invoke the MemoryStore class to use memory as a storage medium.

Invoke the setStore() method in the OTP class to initialize the storage medium.

Generate Passcodes
To perform CA AuthID OTP authentication, users have to first generate a passcode on their 
device and then submit it at the authenticating website to access the protected source. To 
generate the passcode, use the generateOTP() method in the API class.

CA AuthID OTP SDK supports major industry-standard One-Time Password (OTP) generation 
algorithms. Based on the algorithm that you are using, you must prepare the input data and hash 
this data. The following table lists the fields that hold the input data required for generating 
passcodes.

Note: MasterCard Chip Authentication Program (CAP) and VISA Dynamic Passcode 
Authentication (DPA) algorithms support different modes for generating passcodes. 
Refer to the vendor documentation for more information on these modes.

Field Description

CAP and DPA Password Fields

P_MODE Specifies that modes are being used for generating passcodes. The possible values for 
this parameter are:

M_1

M_2

M_2_TDS

M_3
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Field Description

M_1 Specifies that Mode 1 is being used for generating passcodes. If you are using this 
mode, then you have to collect the following information:

P_AA

P_TRCC

P_UN

M_2 Specifies that Mode 2 is being used for generating passcodes. This mode does  not
require any other additional information.

M_2_TDS Specifies that Mode 2 with TDS is being used for generating passcodes. This mode 
supports10 entries for passing any additional information.

M_3 Specifies that Mode 3 is being used for generating passcodes. If you are using this 
mode, then you have to collect P_UN.

P_AA Specifies the amount that is used in the transaction.

P_TRCC Specifies the type of currency that is used in the transaction.

P_UN Specifies the challenge that is used in the transaction.

P_DATA This field is used to pass additional information that is required by M_2_TDS mode.

Time-Based OTP Password Fields

P_TIME Specifies the time for which the OTP is valid.

Note: This value needs to be provided only if an OTP is being generated for a time 
other than the current time.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the generateOTP() method.

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

Id The unique identifier of the account.

pwd CA AuthID OTP PIN.

params The parameters that are required for generating passcodes. You need to set the 
parameters based on the type of OTP to be generated. For example:

TOTP
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_TIME, "123456789");

 As mentioned in the previous table, the P_TIME value needs to be provided Note:
only if an OTP is being generated for a time other than the current time.

CAP or DPA Mode 1
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_1); params.put(OTP.P_AA, "123.45");
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");
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Parameter Description

CAP or DPA Mode 2 with TDS
Hashtable params = new Hashtable(); params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_2_TDS);
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "0", "123");
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "1", "456");
params.put(OTP.P_DATA + "2", "789");

CAP or DPA Mode 3
Hashtable params = new Hashtable();
params.put(OTP.P_MODE, OTP.M_3);
params.put(OTP.P_UN, "0123456789");

Output Parameters

The generated passcode.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while signing the challenge. See chapter, 
"CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on the exception class 
and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Reset CA AuthID OTP PIN
The CA AuthID OTP SDK provides functions that you can use to reset the user’s CA AuthID OTP 
PIN. The user might be prompted to reset their PIN, if they forget their current PIN. Before 
resetting the PIN, you must prompt the users need to perform secondary authentication to prove 
their identity. Typically, Security Questions and Answers or One-Time Passwords are used as 
secondary authentication mechanisms.

To reset the PIN, you need to use the resetPin() method in the OTP class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the resetPin() method.

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account.

oldPin User’s current CA AuthID OTP PIN.

newPin New PIN that the user wants to set.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while executing the provisionAccount() 
method. See chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on 
the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Managing Accounts for Java Library
This section discusses the APIs that you need to use for managing the accounts in default storage:
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Fetch Accounts
Delete Accounts

Fetch Accounts

To fetch the accounts from the default storage, you need to use the API class. This class provides 
different options to read accounts as mentioned in the following table:

Method Description

getAccount() Fetches the account based on the account identifier that is passed as an input.

getAllAccounts() Fetches all the accounts that are present on the device.

Note: You can also fetch accounts based on the CA AuthID OTP namespace. To 
do this, pass the namespace as an input parameter to the getAllAccounts() 
method.

This method fetches all the accounts whose domains match the namespace 
passed to the method. For example, if you pass ARCOT.COM as a namespace to 
the method, then it returns accounts belonging to ARCOT.COM, A.ARCOT.COM, 
B.ARCOT.COM, and so on.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be fetched.

Output Parameters

account The requested account.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

account An array of all the accounts present in the storage.

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getAllAccounts() method when a 
namespace is passed as input:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

ns The namespace of the requested accounts.

Output Parameters

account Array of accounts belonging to the specified namespace (domain) and also accounts 
from other namespaces that contain the search string in their name.
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Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while reading the account from the storage 
location. See chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on 
the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Delete Accounts

To delete accounts, use the deleteAccount() method in the API class.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the deleteAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

id The unique identifier of the account that has to be deleted.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while deleting the account from the 
storage location. See chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more 
information on the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Device Locking for Java Library
Device locking enables an account to be locked to a specific device, so that the account is 
unusable if it is copied to another account to be locked to a specific device. A device is locked at 
the time when an account is stored on the device. By default, this feature is enabled.

Based on the operating system, CA AuthID OTP SDK supports different parameters to derive the 
unique identifier of the device for locking the account. If you want to use other device 
parameters for device locking, then see Device Locking Using Non-Default Parameters for more 
information.

The SystemDeviceLock class is a basic implementation of the DeviceLock interface. This class is an 
extension of the ProxyDeviceLock class, and it is intended for use as a sample. To use the Device 
Locking feature, extend the ProxyDeviceLock class.

Note: You can disable the Device Locking feature by passing a NULL value to the 
setDeviceLock() method.

How to Perform Device Locking Using Custom Parameters

To lock an account to a device by using attributes other than the default attributes supported by 
CA AuthID OTP SDK:

Implement the getKey() method in the DeviceLock interface.
The getKey() method returns the unique identifier of the device that you have requested.

Invoke the setDeviceLock() method in the OTP class.
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2.  Invoke the setDeviceLock() method in the OTP class.
The setDeviceLock() method locks the account to the device by using the parameters that 
are fetched by the getKey() method.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of getKey() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

device identifier The unique identifier of the device.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while locking the account to the device See 
chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on the exception 
class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Read CA AuthIDOTP Account Details
This section walks you through the following topics related to Account class:

CA AuthID OTP Details
Fetch CA AuthID OTP Details
Manage Additional CA AuthID OTP Attributes
Save Additional CA AuthID OTP Attributes

CA AuthID OTP Details

The following table lists the fields that hold the basic CA AuthID OTP information:

Field Description

A_DLTA The time difference between the client and the server.

A_IAF_AA The attribute that specifies whether the amount is required to 
perform transaction.

A_IAF_TRCC The attribute that specifies whether currency is required to 
perform transaction.

A_IAF_UN The attribute that specifies whether challenge is required to 
perform transaction.

A_MPL The attribute that holds the Minimum PIN Length of the account.

A_PINTYPE_ALPHANUMERIC The attribute that specifies the possible PIN types for the account.

A_PINTYPE_NUMERIC The attribute that specifies the possible PIN types for the account.

A_PINTYPE_NUMERIC and A_PINTYPE_ALPHANUMERIC attributes 
are the possible values returned by getPINType().

A_PROTOCOLVER The version of the protocol that is used for communication 
between the client and server.

A_RESETSUPPORT The attribute for specifying whether reset is supported.
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Field Description

accountId The unique identifier of the CA AuthID OTP account.

algo The algorithm that is used to generate passcodes.

creationTime The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account was created.

expiryTime The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account expires.

lastUsed The timestamp when the CA AuthID OTP account was last used.

logoUrl The URL of the logo image, this image is displayed on the 
application.

Note: This field is for future use.

name A user friendly name for the account.

ns The namespace of the CA AuthID OTP. It is typically the domain 
name to which the CA AuthID OTP belongs to.

org The organization to which the user for whom the account is being 
created belongs.

provisioningURL This field is deprecated. Use the provUrl field.

provUrl The URL of the Strong Authentication authentication server.

uses The number of times CA AuthID OTP has been used.

Fetch CA AuthID OTP Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getId() method that is used to 
fetch the CA AuthID OTP information:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

Identifier of the CA AuthID OTP account.

Manage Additional CA AuthID OTP Attributes

To set the CA AuthID OTP information that cannot be passed by using the fields listed in CA 
AuthID OTP Details, you need to use the setAttribute() method and pass that information as 
name-value pairs, and to read that information use getAttribute() method. The following table 
explains these methods:

Method Description

setAttribute() This method is used to set the CA AuthID OTP information that cannot be 
passed by using the fields listed in CA AuthID OTP Details. The additional 
information is passed as name-value pairs.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute. For example, if you want to display your 
organization copyright information along with the user details on the 
application, then you can set a new attribute called .Copyright

Output Parameters:
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Method Description

The value (in string format) that has to be set for the attribute.

getAttribute() This method is used to read the value of CA AuthID OTP attributes.

Input Parameters:

The name of the attribute, whose value has to be fetched.

Output Parameters:

Attribute value in string format.

getMinPINLength() This method is used to get the minimum PIN length that must be used for the 
account.

getPINType() This method is used to get the PIN type of the account. 
A_PINTYPE_ALPHA_NUMERIC and A_PINTYPE_NUMERIC are examples of the 
PIN types.

Save Additional CA AuthID OTP Attributes

After you set a new CA AuthID OTP attribute or change any existing CA AuthID OTP attribute, you 
need to save these changes by invoking the saveAccount() method in the API class.

Perform the following steps to save the changes made to accounts:

Prepare an instance of the Account object that has to be saved.

Invoke the saveAccount() method to save the account.

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the saveAccount() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

acc The account that has to be saved.

Output Parameters

None.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while checking the library version. See 
chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on the exception 
class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Synchronize the Client and Server
The CA AuthID OTP account details on the client must be in synchronization with the server. 
Otherwise, authentication will fail. If the account details are not in synchronization, then use the 
syncRequest() method in the Account class to re-synchronize them. The syncRequest() method is 
used to construct and send a synchronization request for fetching the OTP counter or timestamp 
synchronization value from the server. If the request is successful, the client receives the success 
status in the callback() method.

API Details
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1.  

2.  

API Details
How a Synchronization Request Works
Exception

API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the syncRequest() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

args Map containing the following name-value pairs:

ACCOUNT: Account object

CONN_OBJECT: (Optional) Network connection object

Output Parameters

None.

How a Synchronization Request Works

This section explains the sequence of events that take place when a synchronization request is 
sent to the server. Apply this information while using the syncRequest() method and callback() 
method in your implementation.

The following events take place when a synchronization request is sent to the server:

When the syncRequest() method is invoked the first time, it sends the synchronization 
request to the server. This request contains the following parameters:

ACCOUNT_OBJ

CONN_OBJECT (optional)

The callback() method is invoked. The parameters returned by this method depend on 
what happens next:

Note: The client application must free up the parameters map after each 
provisionRequest() call and the corresponding callback() call.

Exception

ArcotOTPCommException is returned if any errors are encountered while sending a 
synchronization request. See chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more 
information on the exception class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Fetching Library Version for Java Library
To fetch the version of the CA AuthID OTP library that you are using, you need to use the 
getVersion() method in the API class.
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API Details

The following table lists the input and output parameters of the getVersion() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

The version number of the CA AuthID OTP library.

Exception

The OTPException class is returned if there any errors while checking the library version. See 
chapter, "CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes" for more information on the exception 
class and errors returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK.

Serialize and Deserialize an Account Object
The AccountFormat class provides methods for converting an CA AuthID OTP account object into 
a string and for converting the string representation of an CA AuthID OTP into an account object.

API Details

The parse() method converts the string representation of an CA AuthID OTP into an account 
object. The following table lists the input and output parameters of the parse() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

s String representation of an CA AuthID OTP account object.

Output Parameters

CA AuthID OTP account object.

The format() method converts an CA AuthID OTP account object into a string. The following table 
lists the input and output parameters of the format() method:

Parameter Description

Input Parameters

Account CA AuthID OTP account object.

Output Parameters

String representation of the CA AuthID OTP account object.

CA AuthID OTP SDK Exceptions and Error Codes
This chapter lists all exceptions and error codes that are returned by CA AuthID OTP SDK. It 
covers the following topics:

Exceptions
Error Codes
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Exceptions
If there are any errors while processing the CA AuthID OTP APIs, then the OTPException class is 
returned. This class provide an constructor class OTPException, which takes error code, error 
message, and throwable as input.

To fetch the error code for a particular error, the OTPException class provides getcode() method, 
which returns the error code.

Error Codes
The following table lists the error codes returned by CA AuthID OTP APIs:

Code Code Message Description

Default Errors

1 E_UNKNOWN Internal error.

Storage Errors (10-19)

11 E_STORE_WRITE There was an error while saving the account.

12 E_STORE_READ There was an error while reading the account.

13 E_STORE_DELETE There was an error while deleting the account.

14 E_STORE_ACCESS There was an error while accessing the account.

User Input Errors

31 E_BAD_NS The One-Time Password (OTP) algorithm is invalid.

32 E_BAD_XML The Activation Code provided by the user is invalid.

33 E_BAD_ID The user identifier is invalid.

34 E_BAD_ACCOUNT The URL of Strong Authentication Server is not configured correctly.

35 E_BAD_PIN The CA AuthID OTP passcode entered by the user is invalid.

36 E_BAD_ALGO The algorithm used for generating passcode is invalid.

37 E_BAD_CS The CA AuthID OTP card string is invalid.

38 E_BAD_ATTR The attributes of the CA AuthID OTP card passed are invalid.

Processing Errors

41 E_PROC_SERVER The Strong Authentication Server returned an error.

42 E_PROC_XML There was an error while processing the input XML.

43 E_PROC_DEVLOCK There was an error while locking the CA AuthID OTP to the device.

CA AuthID OTP Card Errors

51 E_TOTP_TIME The time period for which the TOTP is valid has elapsed.

52 E_CAP_MODE The Client Authentication Program (CAP) mode used for generating 
passcode is invalid.

53 E_CAP_AA The amount key is either not passed or the key length is incorrect.

54 E_CAP_TDS The key to specify Mode2TDS mode is either not passed or the key 
length is incorrect.

55 E_CAP_TRCC The currency challenge key is either not passed or the key length is 
incorrect.

56 E_CAP_UN The challenge key is either not passed or the key length is incorrect.
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CA Risk Authentication Web Services Developer 
Information

This section provides information about how to use CA RiskMinder (referred to as RiskMinder  
later in the section) Web services to enable your online application to programmatically perform 
risk evaluation and related tasks. This document describes the Web services implementation of 
RiskMinder.

RiskMinder is an adaptive authentication solution that evaluates each online transaction in real 
time by examining a wide range of collected data against the configured rules. It then assigns 
each transaction a risk score and advice. The higher the risk score, the greater is the possibility of 
a fraud, the negative is the advice. Based on your business policies, your application can then use 
this risk score and advice to approve or decline a transaction, ask for additional authentication, or 
alert a customer service representative.

RiskMinder offers you the flexibility to modify the configuration parameters of any of the risk 
evaluation rules in keeping with your policies and risk-mitigation requirements. It also gives you 
the flexibility to modify the default scoring configurations, scoring priorities, and risk score for 
any rule and selectively enable or disable the execution of one or more rules.

Besides pre-configured out-of-the-box rules, RiskMinder’s field-programmable custom rules 
capability allows for industry-specific rules to be selectively deployed and augmented based on 
your requirements.

Note: See "Understanding RiskMinder Basics" in the CA RiskMinder Installation and 
section to understand the basic concepts of RiskMinder and its Deployment  

architecture.

This section discusses the Web services provided by RiskMinder, the checks that you must 
perform before implementing the Web services, and steps to generate Java client stubs. It covers 
the following topics:

Introduction to the RiskMinder Web Services
RiskMinder Web Services Features
Before You Begin with CA Risk Authentication
Using RiskMinder WSDL Files
Quick Summary to Prepare Your Environment for RiskMinder
Understanding RiskMinder Workflows
Managing Web Services Security
Managing Organizations for RiskMinder
Managing Additional User Configurations
Managing Users and Accounts
Collecting Device ID and DeviceDNA
Performing Risk Evaluation and Managing Associations
Performing Selected Administration Tasks
Additional Configurations
Web Services Reference
Exceptions and Error Codes

Input Data Validations
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Input Data Validations
RiskMinder Logging

Note: CA RiskMinder still contains the terms Arcot and RiskFort in some of its code 
objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find occurrences of Arcot and RiskFort 
in all CA RiskMinder documentation. In addition, some of the topics in this section do 
not follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will be fixed in a 
future release.

Introduction to the RiskMinder Web Services
RiskMinder provides a programmatic interface that you can use to integrate your application 
with RiskMinder. The RiskMinder Web services are broadly classified, as follows:

Risk Evaluation Web Service
Administration Web Service
Organization Management Web Service
User Management Web Service
Configuration Management Web Service

Risk Evaluation Web Service
The Risk Evaluation Web service (evaluateRisk in ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.wsdl) is the 
interface to RiskMinder Server. This Web service provides the logic for evaluating the risk 
associated with a transaction and returning an appropriate advice. Based on various factors 
collected from the user’s system and the result of configured rules that are triggered, this Web 
service returns a score and a corresponding advice, in addition to other related details.

If RiskMinder recommends additional authentication (which must be performed by your 
application), the Post Evaluation Web service (postEvaluate in ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.
wsdl) returns a final advice based on the feedback of this secondary authentication received from 
your application.

During risk evaluation, a Device ID is passed to the Web service, which is then used by RiskMinder 
Server to form a user-device association in the database. The Device ID is stored on the end 
user's device.

This  (or device binding) helps identify the risk for transactions originating from the association
user’s system for a transaction. Users who are not bound are more likely to be challenged before 
they are authenticated. You can list and delete these associations by using the listAssociations 
and deleteAssociation Web services (in ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.wsdl), respectively.

Note: Users can be bound to more than one device (for example, someone using a 
work and home computer) and a single device can be bound to more than one user 
(for example, a family sharing a computer).

Refer to  for more information on how "Performing Risk Evaluation and Managing Associations"
to use the Risk Evaluation Web service.
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Administration Web Service
The RiskMinder Administration Web service (ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService in 
ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl) provides a limited number of administrative operations 
that you can perform either by using Administration Console or by using this Web service. The 
operations that you can perform using this Web service are:

Add a user to Exception User List (addUserToExceptionList)

Remove a user from Exception User List (deleteUserFromExceptionList)

Fetch user profile information (getUserProfile)

Fetch location and connection information for an IP address (getLocationAndConnectionInfo)

Refer to  for more information on how to use the "Performing Selected Administration Tasks"
Administration Web service.

Organization Management Web Service
Organization is a RiskMinder unit that can either map to a complete enterprise (or a company) or 
a specific division, department, or other entities within the enterprise. The Organization 
Management Web service enables you to programmatically create and manage these 
organizations. You can perform the following operations by using this Web service:

Create organizations

Fetch organization information

Fetch default organization

Update organization information

Update organization status

Refresh organization cache

Fetch user attributes that RiskMinder supports

Fetch user attributes that the directory service supports

Refer to " " for more information on how to use the Organization Managing Organizations
Management Web service.

User Management Web Service
The User Management Web service enables you to manage users, user accounts, Personal 
Assurance Message (PAM), and authentication operations for LDAP users. You can perform the 
following operations by using this Web service:

Create users and user accounts

Search users

Fetch users and user accounts

Update user information
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Update user information

Update user account information

Fetch and update user status

Authenticate administrators (username-password and QnA authentication mechanisms )only

Set and fetch PAM

Refer to  for more information on how to use the User "Managing Users and Accounts"
Management Web service.

Configuration Management Web Service
The Configuration Management Web service can be used to perform the following operations:

Create account types

Update account types

Fetch account types

Fetch email ID and telephone number types configured at the global level

Fetch the user attributes that are configured to be stored in the encrypted format

Refer to  for more information on how to use the "Managing Additional User Configurations"
Configuration Management Web service.

RiskMinder Web Services Features
This section discusses the salient features of CA Risk Authentication Web services:

Web Services Authentication and Authorization
RiskMinder Web services are protected from rogue requests through authentication and 
authorization of all Web service requests. Authentication ensures that the incoming request 
to the Web service has valid credentials to access the Web service, while authorization 
ensures that the authenticated request has appropriate privileges to access the Web service.
See  for more information."Managing Web Services Security"

A Master Administrator (MA) can also enable Web services authentication and authorization 
by using the Authentication and Authorization page in Administration Console.

Support for Additional Parameters 
In addition to the mandatory inputs, Web services accept additional input that can be passed 
as a name-value pair. This input can include information, such as locale, calling application 
details, or profile.

Before You Begin with CA Risk Authentication
Before you integrate your application with CA Risk Authentication, you must install and configure 
CA Risk Authentication, ensuring that:

The systems on which you plan to install CA Risk Authentication meet the system 
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The systems on which you plan to install CA Risk Authentication meet the system 
requirements.

Refer to "System Requirements" in the CA Risk Authentication Installation and 
for a complete list of installation prerequisites.Deployment Guide 

You have completed the configuration and planning-related information:

You have installed and configured the required number of CA Risk Authentication 
database instances.

See "Configuring Database Server" and "Database-Related Post-Installation Tasks" 
in the  for detailed CA Risk Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide
instructions.

You have installed the applicable version of JDK on the system where you plan to install 
CA Risk Authentication components that use JDK.

You have also installed the required application server.

See "Requirements for Java-Dependent Components" in the CA Risk 
.Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide

In the case of  of CA Risk Authentication, ensure that all the single-system deployment
components are up and running.

See "Deploying CA Risk Authentication on a Single System" in the CA Risk 
 for more information.Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide

In the case of  of CA Risk Authentication, ensure that the distributed-system deployment
connection is established between all the components and that they successfully communicate 
with each other.

See "Deploying CA Risk Authentication on a Distributed System" in the CA Risk 
 for more informationAuthentication Installation and Deployment Guide

Using RiskMinder WSDL Files
To generate client applications, you must use the WSDL documents that are shipped with 
RiskMinder. These documents define the request and response messages that are exchanged 
between your application and RiskMinder Server to perform an operation.

The following table lists the WSDL documents that RiskMinder provides. These WSDLs are 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The following table lists the WSDL documents that RiskMinder provides. These WSDLs are 
available at the following location:

On Microsoft Windows: install_location\Arcot Systems\wsdls\

On UNIX-Based platforms: install_location/arcot/wsdls/

You can use any tool of your choice, such as Apache Axis or .NET SOAP Framework, to generate 
client stub classes by using the WSDL files listed in the following table. You can then use the 
generated stub classes to build your application and access the required Web services.

WSDL File Description

riskfort/ArcotRiskFortEvaluate
RiskService.wsdl

Used to perform risk evaluation and post evaluation.

riskfort/ArcotRiskFortAdminWeb
Service.wsdl

Used to manage a few administrative operations.

uds/ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.
wsdl

Used to create and manage organizations in your 
setup.

uds/ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl Used to create and manage user account types.

uds/ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl Used to create and manage users and user accounts.

Important! If you are using .NET SOAP Framework to generate the client stubs, then 
you must include the following line in your code  you invoke the RiskMinder before
operations (ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc and RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc):

ServicePointManager.Expect100Continue = false; // which is available in 
System.Net;

If you do not include this line, you might see errors.

Quick Summary to Prepare Your Environment for 
RiskMinder

The following steps provide a quick recap of the steps that you must perform to set up your 
environment to use RiskMinder Web service:

Access the WSDL by navigating to the following location:
\Arcot Systems\wsdls\On Microsoft Windows: install_location

/arcot/wsdls/On UNIX-Based platforms: install_location

Generate the client stub classes by using the WSDL files.
You can use a SOAP Framework, such as Apache Axis or Microsoft.NET, to generate client 
stub classes from a WSDL file.

Create the client application by using the stub classes generated in Step 2.
Depending on the software that you choose, refer to the respective vendor 
documentation for more information on writing the client and the files required for the 
client to connect to the RiskMinder Web service.
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4.  Connect the client to the RiskMinder Web service end point by using the default URLs 
listed in the following table.

Note: The following table lists the default URLs on which the Web services 
listen for client requests. If you change the service end point URL, then ensure 
that you connect your client to the new location that you have configured.

Web Service URL

Organization 
Management Web 
Service

http://Apphost:Port/arcotuds/services/Arcot
UserRegistryMgmtSvc

Apphost: Host name or the IP address of the system where User Data 
Service (UDS) is deployed.

Port: The port number at which the application server (on which UDS is 
deployed) is listening.

User Management Web 
Service

http://Apphost:Port/arcotuds/services/Arcot
UserRegistrySvc

Apphost: Host name or the IP address of the system where UDS is 
deployed.

Port: The port number at which the application server (on which UDS is 
deployed) is listening.

Configuration 
Management Web 
Service

http://Apphost:Port/arcotuds/services/Arcot
ConfigRegistrySvc

Apphost: Host name or the IP address of the system where User Data 
Service (UDS) is deployed.

Port: The port number at which the application server (on which UDS is 
deployed) is listening.

Risk Evaluation Web 
Service

http://Apphost:Port/services/RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc

Apphost: Host name or the IP address of the system where RiskMinder 
Server is installed.

Port: The port number at which the Transaction Web Services protocol 
is listening. By default, this is .7778

Administration Web 
Service

http://Apphost:Port/services/ArcotRiskFort
AdminSvc

Apphost: Host name or the IP address of the system where RiskMinder 
Server is installed.

Port: The port number at which the Administration Web Services 
protocol is listening. By default, this is .7777

Note: To secure the connection using SSL, enable the Web Services protocols for SSL 
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Note: To secure the connection using SSL, enable the Web Services protocols for SSL 
connection. See appendix,  for detailed instructions."Additional Configurations"

Send the requests to the RiskMinder Web service through the client.
The RiskMinder Web service processes the request and returns the message, response code, 
reason code, and transaction ID in the response.

Understanding RiskMinder Workflows
RiskMinder provides many workflows that can be integrated and used by your online application. 
Based on your organizational requirements, you can integrate these workflows, without changing 
the existing online experience for your users in most cases, except when RiskMinder generates 
the INCREASEAUTH advice.

This section describes the RiskMinder workflows and provides an overview of each workflow so 
that you can understand the different processes involved. This section covers the following 
topics:

Enrollment Workflows
Risk Evaluation Workflows
Workflow Summary

Enrollment Workflows
Every time your application forwards a request for risk analysis, RiskMinder uses the Unknown 

rule to determine if the user details exist in the RiskMinder database. If this User Check 
information is not found, then RiskMinder treats the incoming request as a first-time (or 
unknown) user request and recommends the ALERT advice. In such cases, you must enroll the 
user so that they do not see the same advice the next time they undergo risk evaluation.

Enrollment is the process of creating a new user in the RiskMinder database. As discussed in the 
following subsections, you can enroll the user  by calling the createUserRequest message explicitly
in the ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service from your application. After user enrollment, you must 
perform risk evaluation (as discussed in )."Risk Evaluation Workflows"

You can also  create the user by setting the as  in the implicitly User Enrollment Mode Implicit
Miscellaneous Configurations page of Administration Console. If you enable this option, then 
every time you perform risk evaluation for an unknown user, the user is automatically created in 
the system.

However, if the user is not registered with your application (in other words, the user is unknown 
to  application), then you must take action according to your organizational policies.your

Contents

Explicit Enrollment
Scenario 1
Scenario 2

Implicit Enrollment
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Explicit Enrollment

In the case of , you must explicitly call RiskMinder’s createUserRequest explicit enrollment
message in the ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service from your application to create a user in the 
RiskMinder database. You can call this operation either  ( ) or  ( ) before Scenario 1 after Scenario 2
you perform risk evaluation (by using the evaluateRisk call.)

Scenario 1

If you call the createUserRequest message in the ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service  the before
evaluateRisk operation, then the steps for the explicit enrollment workflow are:

User logs in to your online application.
Your system validates if the user exists in the system. If the user name is not valid, then 
your application must take appropriate action.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s createUserRequest message.
Your application must make an explicit call to the createUserRequest message in the 
ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service. In this call, you must pass all relevant user details, 
such as the user’s first name, last name, organization, email, and their personal assurance 
message (PAM) to RiskMinder.

Book: See "Managing Users and Accounts" in the CA RiskMinder Web Services 
 for detailed information about the createUserRequest Developer’s Guide

message.

RiskMinder creates the user in the database.
If the createUserRequest call was successful, then RiskMinder creates the user record in 
the RiskMinder database. With this, user is enrolled with RiskMinder.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder.
Your application collects the following information from the user’s system that will be 
used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.

Transaction information that includes the name of the channel being used by the 
user, a numeric identifier for the transaction, and some other information about the 
transaction.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.
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5.  

6.  

7.  

1.  

2.  

You application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk for risk analysis.
In this case, because you enrolled the user  performing risk analysis, the RiskMinder before
system "knows" the user and does not generate the ALERT advice. Refer to "Risk 

 for more information.Evaluation Workflows"

RiskMinder performs risk analysis.
RiskMinder generates a risk score and an advice.

Your application stores the Device ID on the end-user’s system.
Your application must store the Device ID returned by evaluateRisk as a cookie on the 
device that the end user is using for the current transaction.

The following figure illustrates the explicit enrollment workflow when you call the 
createUserRequest message before the evaluateRisk call:

Scenario 2

If you call the CreateUserRequest message  the evaluateRisk operation, the steps for the after
explicit enrollment workflow are:

User logs in to your online application.
Your system validates if the user exists in the system. If the user name is not valid, then 
your application must take appropriate action.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder.
Your application collects the following information from the user’s system that will be 
used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.

Transaction information that includes the name of the channel being used by the 
user, a numeric identifier for the transaction, and some other information about the 
transaction.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must pass all the user and device information that you collected in Step 2 to 
RiskMinder.

You application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk for risk analysis.
RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user and generates an advice. In this case, 
because the user is not yet "known" to the RiskMinder system, the ALERT advice is 
generated.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s createUserRequest message.
Your application must make an explicit call to the createUserRequest message in the 
ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service. In this call, you must pass all relevant user details, 
such as the user’s first name, last name, organization, email, and their personal assurance 
message (PAM) to RiskMinder.

Book: See "Managing Users and Accounts" in the CA RiskMinder Web Services 
 for detailed information about the createUserRequest Developer’s Guide

message.

RiskMinder creates the user in the database.
If the createUserRequest call was successful, then RiskMinder creates the user record in 
the RiskMinder database. With this, the user is enrolled with RiskMinder.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation again.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must ensure that you pass all the user and device information that you collected 
in Step 2 to RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
In this case, RiskMinder executes the rules and generates the risk score and the advice.

Your application stores the Device ID on the end-user’s system.
Your application must store the Device ID returned by evaluateRisk as a cookie on the 
device that the end user is using for the current transaction.

The following figure illustrates the explicit enrollment workflow when you call the 
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1.  

2.  

The following figure illustrates the explicit enrollment workflow when you call the 
createUserRequest message before the evaluateRisk call:

Implicit Enrollment

In the case of , you do not need to call RiskMinder’s createUserRequest implicit enrollment
message explicitly from your application’s code to create a user in the RiskMinder database. 
Instead, when RiskMinder generates the ALERT advice for an "unknown user", it automatically 
calls the operation to enroll the user.

For this enrollment to work, it is important that you first set the value of  User Enrollment Mode
field in the Miscellaneous Configurations page of Administration Console to .Implicit

The steps for the implicit enrollment workflow are:

User logs in to your online application.
Your system validates if the user exists in the system. If the user name is not valid, then 
your application must take appropriate action.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder.
Your application collects the following information from the user’s system that will be 
used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must pass all the user and device information that you collected in Step 2 to 
RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
In this case, because the user is not yet "known" to the RiskMinder system, the default 
ALERT advice is generated.

RiskMinder creates the user in the database.
For every ALERT advice that is generated, RiskMinder automatically uses the 
createUserRequest message in the ArcotUserRegistrySvc Web service to create the user 
record in the RiskMinder database. With this, the user is enrolled with RiskMinder.

Book: See "Managing Users and Accounts" in the CA RiskMinder Web Services 
 for detailed information about the createUserRequest Developer’s Guide

message.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation again.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must ensure that you pass all the user and device information that you collected 
in Step 2 to RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
In this case, RiskMinder executes the rules and generates the risk score and the advice.

Your application stores the Device ID on the end-user’s system.
After the user has been created, your application must store the Device ID returned by 
evaluateRisk as a cookie on the device that the end user is using for the current 
transaction.

The following figure illustrates the implicit enrollment workflow when RiskMinder automatically 
creates the user:
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Risk Evaluation Workflows
The risk evaluation workflows enable your online application to determine if the incoming user 
request is potentially risky or not:

If the risk is low, the user is allowed to access your online application.

If the risk is high, the user is denied access to your online application.

If the transaction is tagged as suspicious, this workflow also prompts your application to 
challenge users for additional authentication to prove their identity.
If the user fails this additional authentication, then it is strongly recommended that you do 
not allow the user to access the protected resource(s).

You can implement RiskMinder’s risk analysis capability either  the user logs in to your before
online application or  they have successfully logged in and are performing a transaction. after
Depending on when you call RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation, the following workflows are 
possible:

Pre-Login Risk Evaluation Workflow
Post-Login Risk Evaluation Workflow
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Pre-Login Risk Evaluation Workflow

When a user accesses your online application, you can assess them for potential risk even before 
they log in, by implementing this workflow. This workflow only uses inputs related to device 
identification and location information (such as IP address, Device ID, and DeviceDNA) and rules 
that do not require user-specific information as the criterion for risk evaluation.

If you call RiskMinder’s risk analysis capability even before a user logs in to your online 
application, then the risk evaluation workflow is as follows:

User accesses your online application.
When a user accesses your online application, you can assess them for potential risk even 
before they log in.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder. 
Your application collects the following information from the user’s system that will be 
used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which can be stored on the end user's 
device.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must pass the information that you collected in Step 2 to RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
RiskMinder generates the appropriate risk score and advice based on the user inputs and 
configured rules.

Your application validates the user.
Based on risk advice generated by RiskMinder, your application can allow the user to 
proceed with the login process or can deny access to your system.

The following figure illustrates the pre-login risk evaluation workflow:
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1.  

2.  

Post-Login Risk Evaluation Workflow

When a user accesses your online application, you can first log them in and then 
comprehensively assess them for potential risks by implementing this workflow. This workflow 
uses device identification information and other factors, such as network information, user 
information, and (if implemented) transaction information to evaluate users.

Based on the result of the evaluateRisk operation, RiskMinder determines whether to create an 
association and update the attributes during the postEvaluate operation:

In the case of ALLOW, the user-device association information is updated.

In the case of ALERT and DENY, the user-device association information is  updated at all.not

In the case of INCREASEAUTH, the user-device association information is updated, but the 
user association information is created  the result of the additional authentication (only if

) was successful."Secondary Authentication Workflow"

If you call RiskMinder’s risk analysis capability after you authenticate a user in to your online 
application, then the risk evaluation workflow is as follows:

User logs in to your online application. 
Your system validates if the user exists in the system. If the user is not valid, then your 
application must take appropriate action.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder.
Your application collects the following information from the user’s system that will be 
used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must pass all the user and device information that you collected in Step 2 to 
RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
RiskMinder evaluates the risk using the incoming inputs and the configured rules. Based 
on the result of rules that were executed and whether the information matched, 
RiskMinder generates:

ALERT, if the information for the user does not exist in the RiskMinder database.

ALLOW, if the risk score is low.

DENY, if the risk score is high.

INCREASEAUTH, if the incoming information is suspicious.

If the advice is INCREASEAUTH, then refer to  for "Secondary Authentication Workflow"
more information on how to proceed.

Your application takes the appropriate action by using RiskMinder’s recommendation.
Based on the result of the evaluateRisk call, your application either allows the user to 
continue with the transaction, denies them access to the protected resource, or performs 
secondary authentication.
See  for more information."Secondary Authentication Workflow"

Your application calls RiskMinder’s postEvaluate operation.
At this stage, your application must call the postEvaluate operation in 
RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. Based on the output generated by the evaluateRisk call, this call 
helps RiskMinder generate the final advice and update the device and association 
information.
In this call, you must pass the risk score and advice from the evaluateRisk call, the result 
of secondary authentication (if the advice in the previous step was INCREASEAUTH), and 
any association name, if the user specified one.

RiskMinder updates the device and association information.
If any change is detected in the incoming data, RiskMinder updates the data and 
association information in the RiskMinder database.

The following figure illustrates the post-login risk evaluation workflow.
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1.  

2.  

 

Secondary Authentication Workflow

When RiskMinder generates the INCREASEAUTH advice, it transfers the control back to your 
application temporarily for secondary authentication. In this case, your application must 
implement some mechanism for performing additional authentication. For example, your 
application can display industry-standard security (or challenge) questions to the user (such as 
mother’s maiden name and date of birth) or make them undergo out-of-band phone 
authentication.

After you determine whether the user authenticated successfully or not, you must forward the 
result to RiskMinder, which uses this feedback to generate the final advice, update device 
information, create association information, and store the feedback to use for risk analysis of 
future transactions.

The risk evaluation workflow in the case of secondary authentication is as follows:

User logs in to your online application.
Your system validates if the user exists in the system. If the user is not valid, then your 
application must take appropriate action.

Your application collects information required by RiskMinder.
Your application collects the following information from the user\xE2\x80\x99s system 
that will be used by RiskMinder for analyzing the risk:

User system information that includes operating system, platform, browser 
information (such as browser language, HTTP header information), locale, and screen 
settings. Your application uses RiskMinder's Utility Script called riskminder-client.js to 
collect this information.

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

Device information that includes Device ID, which is stored on the end user's device.

Location information that includes the IP address and Internet Service Provider 
related information.

( )  that are Optionally, if you are using additional information Additional Inputs
specific to custom rules or the channel selected.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s evaluateRisk operation.
Your application must call the evaluateRisk operation in RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this 
call, you must pass all the user and device information that you collected in Step 2 to 
RiskMinder.

RiskMinder performs risk analysis for the user.
If RiskMinder flags the transaction as suspicious, it generates the INCREASEAUTH advice. 
This implies that extra credentials are required to further authenticate the user.

Your application performs secondary authentication.
Based on the secondary authentication mechanism that you are using, your application 
displays the appropriate pages to the user. For example, you can prompt the user to:

Answer the security questions that they selected while enrolling with your application.

Perform One-Time Password (OTP) authentication.

Perform out-of-band phone authentication.

After receiving the user input, your application determines the outcome of the additional 
authentication.

Your application calls RiskMinder’s postEvaluate operation and forwards the result of 
the secondary authentication to RiskMinder.
Irrespective of whether the user failed or cleared the secondary authentication, your 
application  pass the result back to RiskMinder. This information helps RiskMinder must
build an up-to-date and accurate user history.
To do so, your application must call the postEvaluate operation in 
RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc. In this call, you must pass the risk score and advice from the 
evaluateRisk call, the result of secondary authentication, and any association name, if the 
user specified one.

RiskMinder generates the final advice.
By using your application’s feedback regarding the secondary authentication, RiskMinder 
generates the final advice.

RiskMinder updates the device information and creates the association information.
Based on the result of the postEvaluate call, RiskMinder also updates the device attributes 
and creates the association information in the RiskMinder database.

Your application takes the appropriate action.
Based on the result of the postEvaluate call, your application either allows the user to 
continue with the transaction or denies them access to the protected resource.

The following figure illustrates the secondary authentication risk evaluation workflow.
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Workflow Summary
The following table provides a brief summary of the workflows provided by RiskMinder.

Note: All these workflows, except for the secondary authentication workflow, are 
implemented "behind the scenes" and do not change the user experience.

Workflow Sub-Type of 
the Workflow

Description Dependant 
Workflows

Enrollment
Explicit Scenario 1: Creates a user in the RiskMinder 

database, when you call the createUserRequest 
message  evaluateRisk.before

In this case, the end user never gets an ALERT 
advice.

Post-Login 
Risk 
Evaluation

Scenario 2: Creates a user in the RiskMinder 
database, when you call the createUserRequest 
message  evaluateRisk.after

Post-Login 
Risk 
Evaluation
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1.  

2.  

3.  

the Workflow Workflows

Implicit RiskMinder  creates a user in the automatically
RiskMinder database, without you having to call the 
createUserRequest message.

Post-Login 
Risk 
Evaluation

Risk 
Evaluation

Pre-Login Analyzes the risk of a transaction  the user before
logs in to your online application system.

None

Post-Login Analyzes the risk of a transaction  the user logs after
in to your online application system.

Also updates user information and device 
association information.

Enrollment

Secondary 
Authentication

In case of 
Secondary 
Authentication

Provides the final advice if your application 
performed secondary authentication after 
RiskMinder recommended INCREASEAUTH.

Also updates user information and device 
association information.

Post-Login 
Risk 
Evaluation

Managing Web Services Security
RiskMinder Web services are protected from rogue requests through authentication and 
authorization of all Web service requests. Authentication ensures that the incoming request to 
the Web service has valid credentials to access the Web service, while authorization ensures that 
the authenticated request has appropriate privileges to access the Web service. To enable the 
authentication and authorization feature, you must ensure that your calling application includes 
the required details in the incoming call header.

The Web services authentication and authorization works as follows:

The calling application authenticates to the RiskMinder Web services by including the 
required credentials in the call header.

The RiskMinder Web services authenticate these credentials and, if valid, provide your 
calling application with an authentication token.

The calling application includes the authentication token and the authorization elements 
in the header of the subsequent calls.

This section covers the following information:

Authentication Header Elements
Authorization Header Elements
SOAP Header Namespace

Authentication Header Elements
The following table lists the elements that have to be included in the call header for 
authentication.

Element Mandatory Description

userID Yes The unique identifier of the user whose account has to be authenticated.
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Element Mandatory Description

orgName Yes The organization name to which the authenticating user belongs.

credential Yes The credential of the user that is to be used for authentication.

Authorization Header Elements
The following table lists the elements that you must pass in the call header for authorization.

Element Mandatory Description

authToken Yes The authentication token that is returned after successful user 
verification. This token indicates that the user is already authenticated, 
and thereby eliminates the need for user credentials for successive 
authentication attempts.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Note: You can set any  of the following elements.one

targetorg No The organization to which your calling application must authorize 
before performing any operation.

Note: If you want to enable authorization for more than one 
organization, then repeat this entry for every organization.

targetAllOrgs No Indicates whether authorization is required before operations on all 
organizations can be performed. Set the value of this element to TRUE 
to enable authorization for all organizations.

globalEntity No Indicates whether authorization is required for performing global 
configurations. Set this value to TRUE if you want to enable 
authorization for the global configuration operations, such as fetching 
attributes for users and fetching UDS attributes.

SOAP Header Namespace
The authentication and authorization header elements explained in the previous two sections 
must use the namespace, as mentioned in the following table.

Web Service Namespace

User Data Service Web Services

User Management

User Registry Management

Configuration Registry

http://ws.arcot.com/UDSTransaction/1.0

RiskMinder Web Services

Risk Evaluation http://ws.arcot.com/RiskFortEvaluateRiskAPI/2.0/wsdl

Administration http://ws.arcot.com/ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc/1.0/wsdl

http://ws.arcot.com/UDSTransaction/1.0
http://ws.arcot.com/RiskFortEvaluateRiskAPI/2.0/wsdl
http://ws.arcot.com/ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc/1.0/wsdl
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Managing Organizations for RiskMinder

Important! To use the Web service operations that are discussed in this section, you 
 deploy the User Data Service ( ) file.must arcotuds.war

See "Deploying User Data Service" in the CA RiskMinder Installation and Deployment 
 for more information.Guide

In RiskMinder, an  can either map to a complete enterprise (or a company) or a organization
specific division, department, or other entities within the enterprise. The organization structure 
provided by RiskMinder is flat. In other words, organizational hierarchy (in the form of parent and 
child organizations) is  supported, and all organizations are created at the same level as the not
Default Organization.

This section discusses the following Web service operations that RiskMinder provides to create 
and manage organizations:

Creating Organizations
Updating Organizations
Updating Organization Status
Refreshing the Organization Cache
Fetching Default Organization Details
Fetching Organization Details
Searching Organizations
Fetching RiskMinder Database Attributes
Fetching Directory Service Attributes

You must use the ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.wsdl file to perform the operations 
discussed in this section.

Creating Organizations
When you deploy Administration Console, an organization is created by default. This out-of-the-
box organization is referred to as  (DEFAULTORG). For a single organization Default Organization
setup, instead of creating an organization you can rename this default organization, change its 
configurations, and then continue to use it.

For a multi-organization setup, you must create additional organizations. You can do this either 
by using Administration Console or by using Web services.

This section walks you through the following steps for creating organization:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message
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Note: After you create an organization, you  refresh the system cache for the new must
organization to take effect. See  for more "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
information on how to refresh the cache.

Preparing the Request Message

The createOrgRequest message is used to create organizations in the RiskMinder database. The 
following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName Yes The unique name of the organization that you want to 
create. This name will be used to log in to 
Administration Console.

displayName Yes A descriptive name for the organization.

keyLabel No The label for the key used to encrypt the sensitive 
organization data.

Setting the key label is a one-time operation. After you 
set this value, you  modify it.cannot

Note: If this value is not specified, then the Master Key 
is used as the key label.

repositoryType No The repository where the accounts of the users who 
belong to the organization will reside. This repository 
can be one of the following:

ARUSER:
Indicates that the user accounts will be created in a 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS). 
RiskMinder supports MS SQL, MySQL, and Oracle 
Database.

LDAP:
Indicates that the user accounts existing in your 
directory service will be used.

: If you choose this option, then ensure that you Note
have successfully deployed User Data Service (UDS) and 
configured it to connect to your directory service.

ldapDetails No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The details of the directory service where the user 
information is available:

host
The host name of the system where your directory 
service is available.

port
The port number at which the directory service is 
listening.

schemaName
The LDAP schema used by the directory service. This 
schema specifies the types of objects that a directory 
service can contain, and specifies the mandatory and 
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Element Mandatory Description

optional attributes of each object type.
Typically, the schema name for Active Directory is user 
and for SunOne Directory, it is inetorgperson.

baseDN
The name-value key pairs of the base Distinguished 

 (DN) of the directory service. This value indicates Name
the starting node in the LDAP hierarchy to search in the 
directory service.
For example, to search or retrieve a user with a DN of 
cn=rob laurie, ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us, you must 
specify the base DN as the following:
ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us
Typically, these values are case sensitive and search all 
sub-nodes under the specified base DN.

connectionCredential No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The information required to connect to the directory 
service:

ssl
The type of connection to be established with the 
directory service:
- : Indicates that the directory service will listen to TCP
incoming requests over TCP.
- : Indicates that the directory service will listen to 1WAY
incoming requests over one-way SSL.
- : Indicates that the directory service will listen to 2WAY
incoming requests over two-way SSL.

loginName
The complete distinguished name of the LDAP 
repository user who has the privilege to log in to the 
repository sever and manage the base DN.
For example,
uid=gt,dc=arcot,dc=com

loginPassword
The password of the user provided in loginName.

(Optional) serverTrustCert
The base64-encoded trusted root certificate of the 
server that issued the SSL certificate to the directory 
service.
This parameter is required  if ssl is set to 1WAY or only
2WAY.

(Optional) clientKeyStore
The password for the client key store and the base64-
encoded root certificate of UDS.
This parameter is required  if ssl is set to 2WAY.only

redirectSearchSchema No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The schema to be used when searching for values 
whose attributes are in a different node.
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Element Mandatory Description

redirectSearchAttribute No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The value of the attribute to be searched in 
redirectSearchSchema.

repositoryattribute No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The user attribute in the directory service that has to be 
mapped to the RiskMinder attribute. Based on this 
mapping, UDS searches for the user in the directory 
service.

arcotattribute No

Required  only
if 
repositoryType 
=LDAP

The RiskMinder attribute to which the directory service 
attribute must be mapped.

For example, you can map the UID attribute in the 
directory service to the USERNAME RiskMinder 
attribute.

status No The status of the organization in the database:

INITIAL
Indicates that the organization is not yet activated and 

 be used for any operations.cannot

ACTIVE
Indicates that the organization has been successfully 
created and activated. You can perform any supported 
operation on the organization.

INACTIVE
Indicates that the organization has been deactivated. To 
perform any further operation, you must first activate 
the organization.

DELETED
Indicates that the organization has been deleted and 
cannot be used anymore.

Note: If you do not set the status element for the 
organization, then the organization is created with the 
INITIAL state.

description No A description for the organization that helps the 
administrators managing the organization to easily 
identify the organization.

customAttribute No Name-value pairs that you can use to set any additional 
user or organization information.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To create organizations:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
createOrg operation.
See  for more information on the header elements."Managing Web Services Security"

Use the createOrgRequest elements to set the organization information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the createOrgRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the createOrg operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to create the 
organization.
This operation returns the createOrgResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, createOrgResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table.

The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed successfully. If there 
are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix,  "Exceptions and Error Codes"
for more information on the SOAP error messages

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Updating Organizations
The updateOrg operation enables you to update the following organization information:

Display name

Description

Custom attributes

Note: In addition to the elements that are required to perform these tasks, 
updateOrgRequest contains other elements for repository (directory service or 
RiskMinder database) configuration and user attribute mapping. After you create an 
organization, nnot change the repository type and the related settings. you ca
Therefore, these elements are  applicable when you update an organization. Even if not
you set these elements, they will  be considered.not
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

This section walks you through the following steps for updating organizations:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: After you update an organization, you  refresh the system cache for the must
changes to take effect. See  for more information "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
on how to refresh the system cache.

Preparing the Request Message 

The updateOrgRequest message is used to update organizations in the RiskMinder database. The 
following table lists the elements of this request message.

Note: The following table lists  the elements that you can use to update the only
organization information. You can ignore other additional updateOrgRequest 
elements, such as repository type (repositoryDetails) configuration, user attribute 
mapping (mappingDetails) configuration, and status.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName Yes The name of the organization that has to be updated.

displayName No The descriptive name of the organization.

description No A description for the organization that will help the administrators 
managing the organization.

customAttribute No The name-value pairs that you can use to set any additional user or 
organization information.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To update an organization:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateOrg operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the upateOrgRequest elements to update the organization information, as listed in 
the table.

Use the upateOrgRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.
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4.  Invoke the updateOrg operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to update the 
organization.
This operation returns the updateOrgResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, updateOrgResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Updating Organization Status
The updateOrgStatus operation is used to update the status of the organization in the RiskMinder 
database.

This section walks you through the following steps for updating the organization status:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: After you update the organization status, you  refresh the system cache for must
the changes to take effect. See  for more "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
information on how to refresh the system cache.

Preparing the Request Message 

The updateOrgStatusRequest message is used to update the organization status. The following 
table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

status Yes The status of the organization in the database:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

INITIAL
Indicates that the organization is not yet activated and  be used for cannot
any operations.

ACTIVE
Indicates that the organization has been successfully created and 
activated. You can perform any operation on the organization.

INACTIVE
Indicates that the organization has been deactivated. To perform any 
further operation, you must  activate the organization.first

DELETED
Indicates that the organization has been deleted and cannot be used 
anymore.

OrgName Yes The unique name with which the organization is identified.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To update the organization status:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateOrgStatus operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the upateOrgStatusRequest elements to update the organization status, as listed in 
the table.

Use the upateOrgStatusRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the updateOrgStatus operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to 
update the organization status.
This operation returns the updateOrgStatusResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, updateOrgStatusResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.
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Element Description

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Refreshing the Organization Cache
The refreshCache operation is used to refresh the organization configurations that are stored in 
the cache. This section walks you through the following steps for refreshing the organization 
cache:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message 

The refreshCacheRequest message is used to refresh the organization cache. The following table 
lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

systemCache No Specifies whether you want to refresh the system cache:

True: Indicates that the system cache will be refreshed.

False: Indicates that the system cache will not be refreshed.

Note: You can set any  of the following elements.one

allOrganizations No Specifies whether the cache of all organizations has to be refreshed. 
Set the value of this element to TRUE to refresh the cache of all 
organizations.

OrgName Yes The unique name with which the organization is identified.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To refresh the organization cache:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
refreshCache operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the refreshCacheRequest elements for updating the organization configurations, as 
listed in the table.

Use the refreshCacheRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the refreshCache operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to refresh 
the organization cache.
This operation returns the refreshCacheResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.
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Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, refreshCacheResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching Default Organization Details
The Master Administrator (MA) sets the default organization details in the system. Typically, 
when you create administrators or enroll users without specifying their organization, they are 
created in this default organization. The retrieveDefaultOrg operation is used to fetch the details 
of the default organization.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the details of the default 
organization:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message 

The retrieveDefaultOrgRequest message is used to fetch the default organization information. 
The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the default organization information:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
retrieveDefaultOrg operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the retrieveDefaultOrgRequest elements for fetching the default organization 
information, as listed in the table.

Use the retrieveDefaultOrgRequest message and construct the input message by using 
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Use the retrieveDefaultOrgRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the retrieveDefaultOrg operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to 
fetch the default organization details.
This operation returns the retrieveDefaultOrgResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and default organization details. See the 
following section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, retrieveDefaultOrgResponse, returns the transaction identifier, 
authentication token, and other details in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes 
the default organization details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error 
condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

orgName The unique name of the organization.

displayName The descriptive name of the organization.

repositoryDetails The repository where the accounts of the users who belong to the 
organization reside:

ARUSER

LDAP

dateCreated The timestamp when the organization was created.

dateModified The timestamp when the organization configuration was last modified.

description The description for the organization that helps the administrators managing 
the organization.

status The status of the default organization in the database:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

preferredLocale
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Element Description

The locale configured for the organization. If you do not specify the locale, 
then the default locale is set to en-US.

customAttribute The name-value pairs of the custom attributes that have been set for the 
organization.

Fetching Organization Details
The retrieveOrg operation is used to read the details of an organization.

Note: If you want to fetch details of multiple organizations at the same time, then use 
the listOrgs operation. See  for more information on how to "Searching Organizations"
use this.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the details of an organization:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message 

The retrieveOrgRequest is used to fetch the details of an organization. The following table lists 
the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName Yes The unique name with which the organization is identified.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the organization details:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
retrieveOrg operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the retrieveOrgRequest elements for fetching the organization details, as listed in the 
table.

Use the retrieveOrgRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the retrieveOrg operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to fetch the 
organization details.
This operation returns the retrieveOrgResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and organization details. See the following section for 
more information on the response message.
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Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, retrieveOrgResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the organization 
details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the second table in  for more information on the Fetching Default Organization Details
elements returned for a successful transaction. Refer to appendix,  "Exceptions and Error Codes"
if there are any errors.

Searching Organizations
The listOrgs operation is used to simultaneously read the details of multiple organizations. You 
can search organizations by their organization name, status, and partial or complete display 
name.

This section walks you through the following steps for searching organizations:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message 

The listOrgsRequest operation is used to fetch the details of multiple organizations. The following 
table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

namePattern No The search pattern that you want to use to search organizations. You 
can enter the partial or complete display name of an organization. If 
you enter the partial name, then all organizations with the display 
name matching the search pattern will be fetched.

orgName No The unique name with which the organization is identified.

Note: If you want to search for more than one organization, then 
repeat this element for different organizations.

OrgStatus No The status of the organization in the database:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To search multiple organizations:
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4.  

1.  

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listOrgs operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the listOrgsRequest elements for fetching the organization details, as listed in the 
table.

Use the listOrgsRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listOrgs operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to fetch the 
organization details.
This operation returns the listOrgsResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and organization details. See the following section for 
more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listOrgsResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the organization 
details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the second table in  for more information on the Fetching Default Organization Details
elements returned for a successful transaction. Refer to appendix,  "Exceptions and Error Codes"
if there are any errors.

Fetching RiskMinder Database Attributes
The listArcotAttributes operation is used to fetch the user attributes that are used to store the 
user information in the RiskMinder database.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the user attributes supported by 
the RiskMinder database:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message 

The listArcotAttributesRequest message is used to fetch the user attributes. The following table 
lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the RiskMinder database attributes:
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(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listArcotAttributes operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the listArcotAttributesRequest elements to fetch the user attributes, as listed in the 
table.

Use the listArcotAttributesRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listArcotAttributes operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to 
fetch the user attributes supported by the RiskMinder database.
This operation returns the listArcotAttributesResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user attributes. See the following section 
for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listArcotAttributesResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user attributes 
for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for 
you to present the authentication credential for successive access to the 
Web service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you one
need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

DATECREATED The timestamp when the user account was created.

DATEMODIFIED The timestamp when the user account was last modified.

EMAILADDR The email address of the user.

FNAME The first name of the user.

IMAGE The personal assurance image that the user selected.

LNAME The last name of the user.

MNAME The middle name of the user.

PAM The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) that is displayed when the user 
tries to access any resource protected by RiskMinder.

PAM is the text string that serves as server verification to the client and is 
set by the user during enrollment.

PAMURL The URL that lists the images, which can be used by the user to select their 
personal assurance image.
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Element Description

STATUS The status of the user in the database:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

TELEPHONENUMBER The telephone number of the user.

USERID The unique identifier for the user.

Fetching Directory Service Attributes
The listRepositoryAttributes operation is used to fetch the directory service user attributes that 
are mapped to RiskMinder-supported user attributes.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the user attributes that the 
directory service supports:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The listRepositoryAttributesRequest message is used to fetch directory service user attributes 
that are mapped to RiskMinder-supported user attributes. The following table lists the elements 
of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

repositoryType Yes The directory service where the user information resides:

ARUSER: For organizations that are created in the 
RiskMinder database.

LDAP: For organizations that are mapped with LDAP 
repository.

ldapDetails No The details of the directory service where the user 
information is available:

host
The host name of the system where your directory service is 
available.

port
The port number at which the directory service is listening.

schemaName
The LDAP schema used by the directory service. This schema 
specifies the types of objects that a directory service can 
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Element Mandatory Description

contain, and specifies the mandatory and optional attributes 
of each object type.
Typically, the schema name for Active Directory is user and 
for SunOne Directory, it is inetorgperson.

baseDN
The name-value key pairs of the base Distinguished Name 
(DN) of the directory service. This value indicates the 
starting node in the LDAP hierarchy to search in the 
directory service.
For example, to search or retrieve a user with a DN of 
cn=rob laurie, ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us, you must 
specify the base DN as the following:
ou=sunnyvale, o=arcot, c=us
Typically, these values are case sensitive and search all sub-
nodes under the specified base DN.

connectionCredential No The information required to connect to the directory 
service:

ssl
The type of connection that has to be established with the 
directory service:
- : Indicates that the directory service will listen to TCP
incoming requests on TCP.
\xE2\x80\x93 : Indicates that the directory service will 1WAY
listen to incoming requests on one-way SSL.
- : Indicates that the directory service will listen to 2WAY
incoming requests on two-way SSL.

loginName
The complete distinguished name of the LDAP repository 
user who has the privilege to log in to the repository sever 
and manage the base DN.
For example,
uid=gt,dc=arcot,dc=com

loginPassword
The password of the user provided in loginName.

(Optional) serverTrustCert
The base64-encoded trusted root certificate of the server 
that issued the SSL certificate to the directory service.
This parameter is required  if ssl is set to 1WAY or only
2WAY.

(Optional) clientKeyStore
The password for the client key store and the base64-
encoded root certificate of UDS.
This parameter required  if ssl is set to 2WAY.only

redirectSearchSchema No The schema to be used to search for the values whose 
attributes are in a different node.

redirectSearchAttribute No The value of the attribute to be searched in the 
redirectSearchSchema.

clientTxId No
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Element Mandatory Description

Unique transaction identifier that your calling application 
can include. This identifier helps in tracking the related 
transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the user attributes:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listRepositoryAttributes operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the listRepositoryAttributesRequest elements to set the directory service 
information, as listed in the table.

Use the listRepositoryAttributesRequest message and construct the input message by 
using the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listRepositoryAttributes operation of the ArcorUserRegistryMgmtSvc service to 
fetch the user attributes.
This operation returns the listRepositoryAttributesResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user attributes. See the following section 
for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listRepositoryAttributesResponse, returns the transaction identifier and 
the authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user 
attributes for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

The user attributes used to store user information.
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Managing Additional User Configurations

Important! To use the Web service operations that are discussed in this section, you 
 deploy the User Data Service ( ) file.must arcotuds.war

See "Deploying User Data Service" in the CA RiskMinder Installation and Deployment 
 for more information.Guide

This section describes the operations that are used to manage account types, fetch the email and 
telephone types configured for the users, and fetch the user attributes that are configured for 
encryption. This section covers the following topics:

Managing Account Types
Fetching Email and Telephone Types
Fetching User Attributes Configured for Encryption

You must use the ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl file to perform the operations discussed in 
this section.

Managing Account Types
All RiskMinder users are identified in the system by a unique user name. RiskMinder now 
supports the concept of an account or account ID, which is an alternate ID to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. A user can have none or one or more accounts or account IDs.

An account type is an attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional context 
about the usage of the account ID. To assign multiple accounts to a user, you must first create an 
account type, and then create an account for each account type.

For example, consider a financial institution that identifies the customers by their unique 
customer identifier. If the customer enhances their portfolio with a fixed deposit, then the 
financial institution can create an account type called  and create an account in FIXED_DEPOSIT
this account type with the fixed deposit number, for example 000203876544.

Now the customer can log in either with their unique customer identifier or the account type and 
account ID (FIXED_DEPOSIT and 000203876544) combination.

You can configure the account type to be available to specific organizations only or to all 
organizations, including those that will be created in the future. At the organization level, each 
organization can choose to support a set of account types.

This section covers the following operations related to account type:

Creating Account Types
Updating Account Types
Fetching Account Types
Deleting Account Types

Creating Account Types

This section walks you through the steps for creating account types:

Preparing the Request Message
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Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: After you create an account type, you  refresh the system cache for the new must
account type to take effect. See  for more "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
information on how to refresh the cache.

Preparing the Request Message

The createAccountTypeRequest message is used to create account types in the RiskMinder 
database. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

accountType
/name

Yes The name of the account type that you want to create.

accountType
/displayName

Yes A descriptive name for the account type.

accountType
/customAttribute

No Name-value pairs that you can use to specify additional 
information related to account types.

targetAllOrgs No Indicates whether the account type should be assigned to all 
organizations:

true: Account type is assigned to all organizations.

false: Account type is assigned only to the organizations that are 
listed in the ListOfOrganizations element.

Note: By default, the value of this element is set to false.

ListofOrganizations
/Organization/

orgName

No The name of the organization to which the account type must be 
assigned.

ListofOrganizations
/Organization/

customAttribute

No The custom attribute that you have set for the organization to 
which you want to assign the account type.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To create account types:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
createAccountType operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the createAccountTypeRequest elements to set the account information, as listed in 
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Use the createAccountTypeRequest elements to set the account information, as listed in 
the table.

Use the createAccountTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the createAccountType operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to create 
the account type.
This operation returns the createAccountTypeResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, createAccountTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Updating Account Types

The updateAccountType operation is used to update the account type information and the list of 
organizations to which the account type belongs.

This section walks you through the following steps for updating existing account types:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: After you update an account type, you  refresh the system cache for the must
new account type to take effect. See  for more "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
information on how to refresh the cache.

Preparing the Request Message

The updateAccountTypeRequest message is used to update account types in the RiskMinder 
database. The following table lists the elements of this request message.
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Element Mandatory Description

name Yes The name of the account type that you want to update.

displayName No The descriptive name of the account type.

customAttribute No Name-value pairs that you can use to specify additional 
user or organization information.

removeCustomAttribute No The name of the account type custom attribute that you 
want to delete.

targetAllOrgs No Indicates whether the updated account type should be 
assigned to all organizations:

true: Updated account type is assigned to all organizations.

false: Updated account type is assigned only to the 
organizations that are listed in the ListOfOrganizations 
element.

Note: By default, the value of this element is set to false.

ListofOrganizations
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the account type 
must be assigned.

ListofOrganizations
/customAttribute

No The custom attribute that you have specified for the 
organization.

RemoveOrganizations
/orgName

No The name of the organization that you want to disassociate 
with the account type.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application 
can include. This identifier helps in tracking the related 
transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To update account types:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateAccountType operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the updateAccountTypeRequest elements to set the account information, as listed in 
the table.

Use the updateAccountTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the updateAccountType operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to update 
the account type.
This operation returns the updateAccountTypeResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message
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The response message, updateAccountTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching Account Types

The listAccountTypes operation is used to fetch the account types that are associated with an 
organization.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the account types:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The listAccountTypeRequest message is used to fetch account types that are associated with an 
organization. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

targetAllOrgs Yes Indicates whether to fetch the account types assigned to all 
organizations:

true: Account types assigned to all organizations are fetched.

false: Account types assigned to the organizations that are listed in the 
orgName element are fetched.

orgName No The name of the organization to which the account types to be fetched 
belongs.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To list the account types of an organization:
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(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listAccountTypes operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the listAccountTypeRequest elements to set the account information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the listAccountTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listAccountTypes operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to update 
the account type.
This operation returns the listAccountTypeResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and the account types associated with an 
organization. See the following section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listAccountTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the account type 
details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

AccountType
/name

The name of the account type.

AccountType
/displayName

The descriptive name of the account type.

AccountType
/customAttribute

Name-value pairs that are used to specify additional account type information.

Deleting Account Types

The deleteAccountType operation is used to delete the account types that are associated with an 
organization.

This section walks you through the following steps for deleting account types:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: After you delete an account type, you  refresh the system cache for the new must
account type to take effect. See  for more "Refreshing the Organization Cache"
information on how to refresh the cache.

Preparing the Request Message

The deleteAccountTypeRequest message is used to delete account types in the RiskMinder 
database. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

accountType Yes The name of the account type that you want to delete.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To delete account types:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
deleteAccountType operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the deleteAccountTypeRequest elements to get the account type that has to be 
deleted, as listed in the table.

Use the deleteAccountTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the deleteAccountType operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to delete 
the account type.
This operation returns the deleteAccountTypeResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, deleteAccountTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Element Description

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching Email and Telephone Types
RiskMinder enables you to specify multiple email addresses and telephone numbers while 
creating users in an organization. Email and telephone types are used to define multiple email 
addresses and telephone numbers. These types can be defined globally or can be specific to an 
organization. If the email address or telephone number types are mandatory for an organization, 
then you must provide these values while you create users in that organization.

This section covers the following topics that discuss how to fetch the email and telephone types 
that are configured for an organization:

Fetching Email Types
Fetching Telephone Types

Fetching Email Types

The listEmailTypes operation is used to fetch the email address types that are configured for an 
organization.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the email address types 
configured for an organization:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The listEmailTypeRequest message is used to fetch email address types that are configured for 
the organization. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName No The name of the organization for which the email address types have to 
be fetched.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch email address types:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listEmailTypes operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the listEmailTypeRequest elements to get the organization name, as listed in the 
table.
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3.  

4.  

Use the listEmailTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listEmailTypes operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to fetch the 
email address types.
This operation returns the listEmailTypeResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and email address types. See the following section for 
more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listEmailTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the email address 
types for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

isGlobal Specifies whether the email type is configured at the global level:

True: Indicates that the email type is configured at the global level.

False: Indicates that the email type is configured at the organization level.

emailType/name The name of the email address type.

emailType
/displayName

The display name of the email address type.

emailType
/priority

The priority of the email type if more than one email type has been 
configured.

emailType
/isMandatory

Indicates whether the email type is mandatory.

Fetching Telephone Types

The listTelephoneTypes operation is used to fetch the telephone types that are configured for an 
organization.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the telephone types configured 
for an organization:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The listTelephoneTypeRequest message is used to fetch the telephone types that are configured 
for the organization. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName No The name of the organization for which the telephone address types have 
to be fetched.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch telephone types:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listTelephoneTypes operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the listTelephoneTypeRequest elements to get the organization name, as listed in the 
table.

Use the listTelephoneTypeRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listTelephoneTypes operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc service to fetch 
the telephone types.
This operation returns the listTelephoneTypeResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and telephone types. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listTelephoneTypeResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the telephone types 
for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Element Description

Body Elements

isGlobal Specifies whether the telephone type is configured at the global level:

True: Indicates that the telephone type is configured at the global level.

False: Indicates that the telephone type is configured at the organization level.

TelephoneType
/name

The name of the telephone type.

TelephoneType
/displayName

The display name of the telephone type.

TelephoneType
/priority

The priority of the telephone type if more than one telephone type has been 
configured.

TelephoneType
/isMandatory

Indicates whether the telephone type is mandatory.

Fetching User Attributes Configured for Encryption
The administrators of an organization can choose to store the user attributes in an encrypted 
format. To fetch such attributes that are configured to be stored in encrypted format, you need 
to use the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryption operation.

This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the user attributes that are 
configured for encryption:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionRequest message is used to fetch the user attributes 
that are configured for encryption. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName No The name of the organization for which the user attributes have to be 
fetched.

clientTxId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch user attributes configured for encryption:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listConfiguredAttributesForEncryption operation. See  "Managing Web Services Security"
for more information on the header elements.

Use the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionRequest elements to get the organization 
name, as listed in the table.

Use the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionRequest message and construct the input 
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3.  

4.  

Use the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionRequest message and construct the input 
message by using the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryption operation of the ArcotConfigRegistrySvc 
service to fetch the user attributes.
This operation returns the listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionResponse message that 
includes the transaction identifier, authentication token, and user attributes. See the 
following section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listConfiguredAttributesForEncryptionResponse, returns the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes 
the user attributes for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

isGlobal Specifies whether the user attributes are configured for encryption at the 
global level:

True: Indicates that the user attributes are configured for encryption at the 
global level.

False: Indicates that the user attributes are configured for encryption at the 
organization level.

attribute The name of the user attribute.

Managing Users and Accounts

Important! To use the Web service operations that are discussed in this section, you 
 deploy the User Data Service ( ) file.must arcotuds.war

See "Deploying User Data Service" in the CA RiskMinder Installation and Deployment 
 for more information.Guide

For RiskMinder to authenticate users, users have to be created in the database, which is a one-
time process. The user can either be created in the RiskMinder database or RiskMinder can be 
configured to connect to LDAP for user information.
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This section discusses the Web service operations that are used to create and manage users, 
create and manager user accounts, and authenticate LDAP users. This section covers the 
following topics:

Before You Proceed
Performing User Operations
Performing User Account Operations
Setting the Personal Assurance Message
Fetching the Personal Assurance Message
Setting Custom User Attributes
Authenticating LDAP Users

You must use the ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl file to perform the operations discussed in this 
section.

Before You Proceed
This section lists the supported user states, transitions supported between the user states, and 
the user operations that are possible on a particular organization and user status combination. 
Before you proceed with the user and user account operations that are discussed in this section, 
read this section to understand whether the operation can be performed based on the 
organization and user status.

The following topics are covered in this section:

User States
Supported User State Transitions
User Operations and States
User Account Operations and States

User States

RiskMinder supports the following states for users in the system:

INITIAL
Indicates that the user has been created in the system, but cannot perform any operation. To 
create a user in this state, you need to specify the status in the createUser operation.

ACTIVE
Indicates that the user can perform any operation in the system. This is the default status of 
the user when you create a user in the system.

INACTIVE
Indicates that the user has been deactivated and cannot perform any operation. You can 
deactivate a user permanently or for a specific period. You might need to deactivate the user 
for a specified period in situations where an employee goes for a long vacation and you want 
to disable their logins during this period to prevent any unauthorized access.
To deactivate the user for a specific period, you must specify the startLockTime and 
endLockTime elements. If you do not specify these values, then the user will be permanently 
deactivated.

DELETED
Indicates that the user no longer exists in the system.
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Supported User State Transitions

The following table lists the transitions possible between the supported user states.

Current State Change State to

INITIAL ACTIVE INACTIVE (Temporary) INACTIVE (Permanent) DELETED

INITIAL Yes Yes No No Yes

ACTIVE No Yes Yes Yes Yes

INACTIVE No Yes Yes Yes Yes

DELETED No No No No Yes

User Operations and States

The following table lists the user operations and whether each operation is allowed on a specific 
combination of the organization and user status.

User Operation Organization Status User Status Allowed

Create User INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE NA Yes

INACTIVE NA No

DELETED NA No

Update User INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE Any User State Yes

INACTIVE Any User State Yes

DELETED Any User State Yes

Update User Status INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Yes

INACTIVE INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Yes

DELETED Any User State No

Delete User INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE INITIAL

ACTIVE

Yes
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User Operation Organization Status User Status Allowed

INACTIVE

INACTIVE INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

Yes

DELETED Any User State No

User Account Operations and States

The following table lists the user account operations and whether each operation is allowed on a 
specific combination of the organization and user status.

User Account Operation Organization Status User Status Allowed

Add User Account INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE/INACTIVE INITIAL Yes

ACTIVE Yes

INACTIVE Yes

DELETED No

DELETED Any User State No

Update User Account INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE/INACTIVE INITIAL Yes

ACTIVE Yes

INACTIVE Yes

DELETED No

DELETED Any User State No

Update User Account INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE/INACTIVE INITIAL Yes

ACTIVE Yes

INACTIVE Yes

DELETED No

DELETED Any User State No

Delete User Account INITIAL NA No

ACTIVE/INACTIVE INITIAL Yes

ACTIVE Yes

INACTIVE Yes

DELETED No

DELETED Any User State No

Performing User Operations
This section covers the following operations:

Creating Users

Updating Users
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Updating Users
Fetching User Details
Searching Users by Using Pagination
Searching All Users
Checking the User Status
Updating the User Status
Deleting Users

Creating Users

This section walks you through the following steps for creating users:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The createUserRequest message is used to create users in the RiskMinder database. The 
following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId/orgName No The name of the organization to which the user must 
belong.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the 
Default Organization is used for the operation.

userID/userName Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in 
the system.

userId/userRefId No The unique identifier assigned to the user when they are 
created. This identifier is used as a reference to track 
different operations performed by a user.

dateCreated No The timestamp when the user was created in the system.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

dateModified No The timestamp when the user details were last modified.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

emailId Yes The email ID of the user that has to be registered. The 
default qualifier is EMAILID.

Note: You can repeat this entry if you want to configure 
multiple email IDs for a user, and accordingly use the 
qualifier based on the email types configured using 
Administration Console.

telephoneNumber Yes The telephone number of the user that has to be 
registered. The default qualifier is TELEPHONE.
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Element Mandatory Description

Note: You can repeat this entry if you want to configure 
multiple telephone numbers for a user, and accordingly 
use the qualifier based on the telephone types configured 
using Administration Console.

firstName No The first name of the user.

middleName No The middle name of the user.

lastName No The last name of the user.

pam No The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the 
user, when they try to access a resource protected by 
RiskMinder.

pamImageURL No The URL that contains the image displayed to the user, 
when they try to access a resource protected by 
RiskMinder.

image No The picture that the user wants to upload to identify 
themselves.

status No The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Note: If you do not pass a value, then by default the 
status is set as ACTIVE.

customAttribute No The additional user information that you want to pass as 
name-value pair.

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

startLockTime No The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.

endLockTime No The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be 
activated.

account/accountType Yes

Only if the 
account 
element is 
defined.

The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. The account ID is also known 
as account.

account/accountStatus No The status of the account:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the 
system.

Note: You  pass more than three account ID cannot
attributes for a user.

account/dateCreated No The timestamp when the account ID was created.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

account/dateModified No The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

No The additional account information that you want to pass 
as a name-value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To create users in the RiskMinder database:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
createUser operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the createUserRequest elements to provide the user information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the createUserRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the createUser operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to create users.
This operation returns the createUserResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message
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The response message, createUserResponse, returns the transaction identifier and 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Updating Users

This section walks you through the following steps for updating the user information:

Preparing the Request Message

Interpreting the Response Message

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The updateUserRequest message is used to update the user information in the RiskMinder 
database. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId/orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the 
Default Organization is used for the operation.

userID/userName Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in 
the system.

userId/userRefId No The identifier used as a reference to track different 
operations performed by a user.

dateCreated No The timestamp when the user was created in the 
system.

dateModified No The timestamp when the user details were last modified.

emailId No The email ID of the user that has to be registered. The 
default qualifier is EMAILID.

Note: You can repeat this entry if you want to configure 
multiple email IDs for a user, and accordingly use the 
qualifier based on the configured email types.

telephoneNumber No The telephone number of the user that has to be 
registered. The default qualifier is TELEPHONE.
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Element Mandatory Description

Note: You can repeat this entry if you want to configure 
multiple telephone numbers for a user, and accordingly 
use the qualifier based on the configured telephone 
types.

firstName No The first name of the user.

middleName No The middle name of the user.

lastName No The last name of the user.

pam No The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the 
user, when they try to access a resource protected by 
RiskMinder.

pamImageURL No The URL that contains the image displayed to the user 
when they try to access a resource protected by 
RiskMinder.

image No The picture that the user wants to upload to identify 
themselves.

status No The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

customAttribute No The additional user information that you want to pass as 
a name-value pair.

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

startLockTime No The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.

endLockTime No The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be 
activated.

account/accountType Yes

Only if the 
account 
element is 
defined.

The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. The account ID is also known 
as account.

account/accountStatus No The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE 
state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the 
system.

Note: You  pass more than three account ID cannot
attributes for a user.

account/dateCreated No The timestamp when the account ID was created.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

account/dateModified No The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

Note: Not applicable for the createUser operation.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

No The additional account information that you want to 
pass as name-value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

updateUserFlags
/updateImage

No The flag to indicate whether the user image can be 
changed. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the image cannot be changed.

1: Indicates that the image can be changed.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To update users in the RiskMinder database:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateUser operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the updateUserRequest elements to update the user information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the updateUserRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.
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4.  Invoke the updateUser operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to update the user 
information.
This operation returns the updateUserResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, updateUserResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See "Exceptions and 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages.Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching User Details

The retrieveUser operation is used to search the details of a particular user.

This section walks you through the following steps for reading the user details:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the retrieveUserRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

userIdentifier Yes The unique identifier (user name) with which the user is identified 
in the system.

orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

accountType No The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

filter
/includeImage

No The flag to indicate whether the user image has to be retrieved or 
not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the image must not be retrieved.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

1: Indicates that the image must be retrieved.

filter
/includeAccounts

No The flag to indicate whether the user accounts have to be 
retrieved or not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the user accounts must not be retrieved.

1: Indicates that the user accounts must be retrieved.

filter
/deepSearch

No The flag to indicate whether the user must be searched based on 
more than one parameters. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the users will be searched based on their user 
names .only

1: Indicates that the users will be searched using the following 
details:
First search attribute: User name
Second search attribute: Account ID
Third search attribute: Account ID attribute

If the user details are not found using the first search attribute, 
then the second attribute is used. If both the first and second 
attributes fail to fetch the user details, then the third attribute is 
used to search the user details.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To retrieve the details of a user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
retrieveUser operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the retrieveUserRequest elements to collect the user details, as listed in the table.

Use the retrieveUserRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the retrieveUser operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the user 
details.
This operation returns the retrieveUserResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, retrieveUserResponse returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user details for a 
successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"
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Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification 
to access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the 
need for you to present the authentication credential for successive 
access to the Web service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

userId/orgName The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

userId/userName The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId/userRefId The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

dateCreated The timestamp when the user was created in the system.

dateModified The timestamp when the user details were last modified.

emailId The email ID of the user that has been registered. If multiple email IDs 
are configured for the user, then all email IDs are fetched.

telephoneNumber The telephone number of the user that has been registered. If 
multiple telephone numbers are configured for the user, then all 
numbers are fetched.

firstName The first name of the user.

middleName The middle name of the user.

lastName The last name of the user.

pam The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the user, when 
they try to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

pamImageURL The URL which contains the image displayed to the user, when they 
try to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

image The picture that the user wants to upload to identify themselves.

status The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Note: If you do not pass a value, then by default the status is set as 
ACTIVE.

customAttribute The additional user information in name-value pairs.

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.
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Element Description

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

startLockTime The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.

endLockTime The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be activated.

account/accountType The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID The alternate identifier used to identify the user in addition to the 
user name. The account ID is also known as account.

account/accountStatus The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the system.

account/dateCreated The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

The additional account information that you want to pass as a name-
value pair.

attributename
Indicates the name of the custom attribute.

attributevalue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

Searching Users by Using Pagination

When you search for users in the RiskMinder database or directory service, the information is 
fetched and displayed in the alphabetical order of the user names. If you have a large setup with 
many users, then you will have to navigate through the search result to search for a particular 
user. To increase the search efficiency in such cases, you can search the users by specifying the 
start and end index range.

Note: If you are searching for the users in the LDAP organization, then ensure that the 
LDAP supports pagination search.

This section walks you through the following steps for searching the active users based on the 
search index:

Preparing the Request Message
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the listUsersRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

startIndex Yes The index entry starting from which the user information has to be 
fetched.

For example, if the complete search fetches 60 results and if the 
startIndex is set to 45, then the user information from search result entry 
45 is returned.

endIndex Yes The index page where the user search must end.

For example, if the complete search fetches 60 results and if the 
startIndex is set to 45 and endIndex is set to 55, then the user information 
from the search result entry 45 to 55 is returned.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To search for users based on pagination:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listUsers operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the listUsersRequest elements to collect the start and end index, as listed in the table.

Use the listUsersRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listUsers operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the user 
details for the specified start and end index.
This operation returns the listUsersResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and user details. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listUsersResponse, returns the transaction identifier and authentication 
token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user details and status for a 
successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.
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See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

count The total number of users returned in the search result.

userId/orgName The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

userId/userName The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId/userRefId The identifier used as a reference to track different operations performed by 
a user.

dateCreated The timestamp when the user was created in the system.

dateModified The timestamp when the user details were last modified.

emailId The email ID of the user that has been registered. If multiple email IDs are 
configured for the user, then all email IDs are fetched.

telephoneNumber The telephone number of the user that has been registered. If multiple 
telephone numbers are configured for the user, then all numbers are fetched.

firstName The first name of the user.

middleName The middle name of the user.

lastName The last name of the user.

pam The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the user when they try 
to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

pamImageURL The URL which contains the image displayed to the user, when they try to 
access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

image The picture that the user wants to upload to identify themselves.

status The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

customAttribute The additional user information that you want to pass as a name-value pair.

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.
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Element Description

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

startLockTime The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.

endLockTime The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be activated.

Searching All Users

You must use the searchUsers operation to search for all users in the system.

This section walks you through the following steps for searching the users:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the searchUsers message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgPattern No The pattern used to search the organizations.

orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the 
Default Organization is used for the operation.

searchExpression Yes The search expression to use to search for users.

count No If the search result exceeds this value, then only the 
search results equal to this value are fetched.

filter/includeImage No The flag to indicate whether the user image has to be 
retrieved or not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the image must not be retrieved.

1: Indicates that the image must be retrieved.

filter/includeAccounts No The flag to indicate whether the user accounts have to be 
retrieved or not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the user accounts must not be retrieved.

1: Indicates that the user accounts must be retrieved.

filter/deepSearch No The flag to indicate whether the user must be searched 
based on more than one parameter. Supported values 
are:

0: Indicates that the users will be searched based on their 
user names .only
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Element Mandatory Description

1: Indicates that the users will be searched using the 
following details:

: User nameFirst search attribute
: Account IDSecond search attribute

: Account ID attributesThird search attribute

If the user details are not found using the first search 
attribute, then the second attribute is used. If both the 
first and second attributes fail to fetch the user details, 
then the third attribute is used to search the user details.

status No The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Note: If you do not pass the value, then by default the 
status is set as ACTIVE.

account/accountType Yes

Only if the 
account 
element is 
defined.

The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. The account ID is also known 
as account.

account/accountStatus No The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the 
system.

Note: You  pass more than three account ID cannot
attributes for a user.

account/dateCreated No The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified No The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

No The additional account information that you want to pass 
as a name-value pair.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

RepositoryUserAttributes
/attributeName

No The name of the user attribute used to store the user 
information. For example, First Name or Email Address.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To search users:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
searchUsers operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the searchUsersRequest elements to collect the user information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the searchUsersRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the searchUsers operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the 
information of all users.
This operation returns the searchUsersResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and user details. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, searchUsersResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user details and 
status for a successful transaction, and the Fault response for an error condition.

The elements returned for searchUsersResponse are the same as those for 
retrieveUserResponse. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Checking the User Status

You must use the getUserStatus operation to know the current status of the user in the database.

This section walks you through the following steps for checking the user status:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the getUserStatusRequest message.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The following table lists the elements of the getUserStatusRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

userId
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId
/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To check the user status:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getUserStatus operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the getUserStatusRequest elements to collect the user details, as listed in the table.

Use the getUserStatusRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the getUserStatus operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to check the user 
status.
This operation returns the getUserStatusResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and user details and status. See the following section for 
more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, getUserstatusResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user details and 
status for a successful transaction, and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements
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Element Description

userId/orgName The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

userId
/userName

The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId/userRefId The identifier used as a reference to track different operations performed by a 
user.

status The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

Updating the User Status

You must use the updateUserStatus operation to change the current status of the user in the 
database.

This section walks you through the following steps for updating the user status:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the updateUserStatusRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

userId
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId
/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

status Yes The status that you want to assign to the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

Note: If the current status of the user is DELETED, then you cannot 
update the status of that user.

startLockTime No The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

endLockTime No The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be activated.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To update the user status:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateUserStatus operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the updateUserStatusRequest elements to collect the user details, as listed in the 
table.

Use the updateUserStatusRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the updateUserStatus operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to check the 
user status.
This operation returns the updateUserStatusResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, updateUserStatusResponse returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Deleting Users

This section walks you through the following steps for deleting users:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The deleteUserRequest message is used to delete users in the RiskMinder database. The 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The deleteUserRequest message is used to delete users in the RiskMinder database. The 
following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

userID
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId
/userRefId

No The unique identifier assigned to the user when they are created. This 
identifier is used as a reference to track different operations performed 
by a user.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To delete users in the RiskMinder database:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
deleteUser operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the deleteUserRequest elements to provide the user information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the deleteUserRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the deleteUser operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to delete users.
This operation returns the deleteUserResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more information on 
the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, deleteUserResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.
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Performing User Account Operations
In addition to the user name, which is the unique user identifier, users can be identified by their 
accounts (also known as account ID A user can have multiple accounts. To define an account for ). 
the user, an account type has to be first configured for the organization to which the user 
belongs.

An account type provides additional context about the usage of the account. An account type can 
have only  account ID. If you want to assign multiple account IDs for a user, then you need to one
first configure the account type for each account ID that you plan to create for the user.

This section covers the following steps related to user account operations:

Adding User Accounts
Updating User Accounts
Fetching All Accounts of a User
Fetch User Account Details
Fetching User Details Using Accounts
Deleting User Accounts

Note: Accounts are dependent on user name and account type. Before adding user 
accounts, you must ensure that the user has already been created in the system, as 
discussed in , and that the account type has been "Performing User Operations"
defined for the organization to which the user belongs, as discussed in "Managing 

.Additional User Configurations"

Adding User Accounts

You must use the addUserAccount operation to add accounts for users. This section walks you 
through the following steps for adding user accounts.

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the addUserAccountRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId/orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the 
Default Organization is used for the operation.

userId/userName Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in 
the system.

userId/userRefId No The identifier used as a reference to track different 
operations performed by a user.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

account/accountType Yes The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. The account ID is also known 
as account.

account/accountStatus No The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the 
system.

Note: You  pass more than three account ID cannot
attributes for a user.

account/dateCreated No The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified No The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

No The additional account information that you want to pass 
as a name-value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To add user accounts:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
addUserAccount operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the addUserAccountRequest elements to collect the user details, as listed in the 
following table.

Use the addUserAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.
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3.  
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Invoke the addUserAccount operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to add 
accounts for the user.
This operation returns the addUserAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user account details. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, addUserAccountResponse, returns the transaction identifier and 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Updating User Accounts

You must use the updateUserAccount operation to update the existing accounts of users. This 
section walks you through the steps for updating the user accounts.

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The updateUserAccountRequest message elements are the same as those for 
addUserAccountRequest. See the first table in  for more information.Adding User Accounts

Invoking the Web Service

To update user accounts:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
updateUserAccount operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the updateUserAccountRequest elements to collect the user account details, as listed 
in .Adding User Accounts

Use the updateUserAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.
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4.  

1.  

Invoke the updateUserAccount operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to update 
accounts of the user.
This operation returns the updateUserAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user account details. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, updateUserAccountResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header, these elements are explained in the following 
table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed successfully. If 
there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, "Exceptions and Error 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages.Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching All Accounts of a User

To fetch the details of all accounts that are created for a user, you must use the listUserAccounts 
operation. This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the accounts of a user.

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Note: If you want to fetch details of a particular account, then use the 
retrieveUserAccount operation. See  for more "Fetch User Account Details"
information.

Preparing the Request Message

The listUserAccountRequest message elements are same as those for addUserAccountRequest. 
See the first table in  for more information.Adding User Accounts

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch user accounts:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listUserAccounts operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.
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2.  
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4.  

Use the listUserAccountRequest elements to collect the user account details, as listed in 
.Adding User Accounts

Use the listUserAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listUserAccounts operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to update 
accounts of the user.
This operation returns the listUserAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user account details. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, listUserAccountResponse returns the transaction identifier and 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user account 
details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification 
to access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the 
need for you to present the authentication credential for successive 
access to the Web service.

The authentication token by default is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

account/accountType The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID The alternate identifier used to identify the user in addition to the 
user name. The account ID is also known as account.

account/accountStatus The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the system.

account/dateCreated The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.
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Element Description

account
/accountCustomAttribute

The additional account information that you want to pass as a name-
value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

Fetch User Account Details

You must use the retrieveUserAccount operation to fetch the details of a particular user account.

This section walks you through the following steps to fetch the details of a single user account:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the retrieveUserAccountRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

userId/orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the 
Default Organization is used for the operation.

userId/userName Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in 
the system.

userId/userRefId No The identifier used as a reference to track different 
operations performed by a user.

account/accountType Yes The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in 
addition to the user name. The account ID is also known 
as account.

account/accountStatus No The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the 
system.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

Note: You  pass more than three account ID cannot
attributes for a user.

account/dateCreated No The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified No The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

No The additional account information that you want to pass 
as a name-value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to 
create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling 
application can include. This identifier helps in tracking 
the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch user account details:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
retrieveUserAccount operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the retrieveUserAccountRequest elements to collect the user and account details, as 
listed in the table.

Use the retrieveUserAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the retrieveUserAccount operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch 
the user details based on the account information.
This operation returns the retrieveUserAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user account details. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, retrieveUserAccountResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user account 
details for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken
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Element Description

The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification 
to access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the 
need for you to present the authentication credential for successive 
access to the Web service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

account/accountType The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID The alternate identifier used to identify the user in addition to the 
user name. The account ID is also known as account.

account/accountStatus The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the system.

account/dateCreated The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

The additional account information that you want to pass as a name-
value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

Fetching User Details Using Accounts

To fetch the user details using their account information, you must use the listUsersForAccount 
operation. This section walks you through the following steps for fetching the user information 
based on the user accounts:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the listUsersForAccountRequest message.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

orgName No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

accountType No The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides 
additional context about the usage of the account ID.

Note: The accountID and accountIDAttribute elements are optional, but you must pass at least 
one element.

accountID No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in addition to 
the user name. The account ID is also known as account.

accountIDAttribute No The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the system.

Note: You  pass more than three account ID attributes for cannot
a user.

filter/includeImage No The flag to indicate whether the user image has to be retrieved 
or not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the image must not be retrieved.

1: Indicates that the image must be retrieved.

filter
/includeAccounts

No The flag to indicate whether the user accounts have to be 
retrieved or not. Supported values are:

0: Indicates that the user accounts must not be retrieved.

1: Indicates that the user accounts must be retrieved.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application 
can include. This identifier helps in tracking the related 
transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the user details using their account information:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listUsersForAccount operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the listUsersForAccountRequest elements to collect the user account information, as 
listed in the table.

Use the listUsersForAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the listUsersForAccount operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the 
user details based on the account information.
This operation returns the listUsersForAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user details. See the following section for 
more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message
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The response message, listUsersForAccountResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user details for a 
successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification 
to access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the 
need for you to present the authentication credential for successive 
access to the Web service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

userId/orgName The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

userId/userName The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

userId/userRefId The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

dateCreated The timestamp when the user was created in the system.

dateModified The timestamp when the user details were last modified.

emailId The email ID of the user that has been registered. If multiple email IDs 
are configured for the user, then all email IDs are fetched.

telephoneNumber The telephone number of the user that has been registered. If 
multiple telephone numbers are configured for the user, then all 
numbers are fetched.

firstName The first name of the user.

middleName The middle name of the user.

lastName The last name of the user.

pam The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the user, when 
they try to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

pamImageURL The URL that contains the image displayed to the user when they try 
to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

image The picture that the user wants to upload to identify themselves.

status The status of the user:

INITIAL

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

DELETED

customAttribute The additional user information that you want to pass as a name-value 
pair.
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Element Description

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

startLockTime The timestamp when the user has to be deactivated.

endLockTime The timestamp when the deactivated user has to be activated.

account/accountType The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

account/accountID The alternate identifier used to identify the user in addition to the 
user name. The account ID is also known as account.

account/accountStatus The status of the account:

0-9: Indicates that the account is in the INITIAL state.

10-19: Indicates that the account is in the ACTIVE state.

20-29: Indicates that the account is in the INACTIVE state.

30-39: Indicates that the account is in the DELETED state.

>39: Indicates that the account status is UNKNOWN.

account
/accountIDAttribute

The alternate identifier used to identify the user in the system.

account/dateCreated The timestamp when the account ID was created.

account/dateModified The timestamp when the account ID was last modified.

account
/accountCustomAttribute

The additional account information that you want to pass as a name-
value pair.

attributeName
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.

attributeValue
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

Deleting User Accounts

You must use the deleteUserAccount operation to delete accounts for users. This section walks 
you through the following steps for deleting user accounts:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the deleteUserAccountRequest message.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

accountType Yes The attribute that qualifies the account ID and provides additional 
context about the usage of the account ID.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To delete user accounts:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
deleteUserAccount operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the deleteUserAccountRequest elements to collect the user details, as listed in the 
table.

Use the deleteUserAccountRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the deleteUserAccount operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to delete 
accounts for the user.
This operation returns the deleteUserAccountResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and user account details. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, deleteUserAccountResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Setting the Personal Assurance Message
The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) is a text string that is displayed to the user, when they 
try to access a resource protected by RiskMinder. This string assures the user that they are 
connected to the genuine network or resource.

To set the PAM for a user, you must use the setPAM operation. This section walks you through 
the following steps for setting the PAM for the users:

Preparing the Request Message
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the setPAMRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

UserId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

UserId
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

UserId
/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

PAM No The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the user, when 
they try to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

Note: If you do not pass the PAM element, then an empty value is set 
as PAM.

pamImageURL No The URL that contains the image displayed to the user when they try 
to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To set the PAM for a user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
setPAM operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the setPAMRequest elements to collect the user information, as listed in the table.

Use the setPAMRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the setPAM operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to set the PAM for the 
user.
This operation returns the setPAMResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier and authentication token. See the following section for more information on the 
response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, setPAMResponse returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Fetching the Personal Assurance Message
To read the PAM that is set for a user, you must use the getPAM operation. This section walks 
you through the following steps for fetching the PAM of the users:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the getPAMRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

UserId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

UserId
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

UserId
/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the PAM of a user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getPAM operation. See  for more information on the "Managing Web Services Security"
header elements.

Use the getPAMRequest elements to collect the user information, as listed in the table.

Use the getPAMRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.
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4.  Invoke the getPAM operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to get the PAM for the 
user.
This operation returns the getPAMResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and PAM. See the following section for more information 
on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, getPAMResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the PAM for a 
successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

UserId/orgName The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

UserId
/userName

The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

UserId/userRefId The identifier used as a reference to track different operations performed by a 
user.

PAM The Personal Assurance Message (PAM) displayed to the user, when they try 
to access a resource protected by RiskMinder.

pamImageURL The URL that contains the image displayed to the user when they try to access 
a resource protected by RiskMinder.

Setting Custom User Attributes
In addition to the standard user information that RiskMinder supports, you can set additional 
user information by using custom attributes. You must pass the additional information as name-
value pairs.

To set the custom user attributes, you must use the setCustomAttributes operation. This section 
walks you through the following steps for setting custom attributes:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

The following table lists the elements of the setCustomAttributesRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

UserId
/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

UserId
/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the system.

UserId
/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

customAttribute No The additional user information that you want to pass as a name-
value pair.

name
Indicates the name of the attribute that you want to create.

value
Indicates the corresponding value for the name.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To set additional information for a user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
setCustomAttributes operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the setCustomAttributesRequest elements to collect the user information, as listed in 
the table.

Use the setCustomAttributesRequest message and construct the input message by using 
the details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the setCustomAttributes operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to set the 
user information.
This operation returns the setCustomAttributesResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, setCustomAttributesResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the Fault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken
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Element Description

The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Authenticating LDAP Users
This section discusses the operations used for authenticating users whose accounts are present 
in the directory service. It covers the following topics:

Using the LDAP Password
Using Directory Service Attributes

Important! The operations discussed in this section are applicable  for only
organizations with repository type as .LDAP

Using the LDAP Password

Administration Console uses the LDAP authentication mechanism to authenticate the users 
whose accounts are available in the LDAP repository. In this case, users log in to the Console by 
specifying their LDAP user name and password.

To use the LDAP authentication mechanism to authenticate users, you must use the 
authenticateUser operation. This section walks you through the following steps for 
authenticating users using the LDAP authentication mechanism:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the authenticateUserRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

UserCredential
/userId/orgName

No The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

Note: If the organization name is not passed, then the Default 
Organization is used for the operation.

UserCredential
/userId/userName

Yes The unique identifier with which the user is identified in the 
system.

UserCredential
/userId/userRefId

No The identifier used as a reference to track different operations 
performed by a user.

Yes The credential that has to be used to authenticate the user. You 
must set the type as password.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

UserCredential
/userCredential
/type

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To authenticate users using the LDAP authentication mechanism:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
authenticateUser operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the authenticateUserRequest elements to collect the user and credential information, 
as listed in the table.

Use the authenticateUserRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the authenticateUser operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to set the user 
information.
This operation returns the authenticateUserResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier and the authentication token. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, authenticateUserResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the authentication 
status for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors.Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

AuthResult
/status

The authentication status of the user in the LDAP. Possible values are:

SUCCESS

FAILURE
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Using Directory Service Attributes

This section discusses the following operations that are used to authenticate users using their 
directory service attributes:

Fetching User Attributes
Fetching User Attribute Values
Verifying User Attributes

Fetching User Attributes

The attributes that are used to store the user information in the directory service can be read 
using the getQnAAttributes operation. This section walks you through the following steps related 
to this operation:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the QnAAttributesRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

orgName Yes The name of the LDAP organization to which the user attributes that you 
want to fetch belong.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the user attributes:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getQnAAttributes operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the getQnAAttributesRequest elements to collect the organization information, as 
listed in the table.

Use the QnAAttributesRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the getQnAAttributes operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the 
user attributes of the LDAP organization.
This operation returns the QnAAttributesResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and user attributes. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, QnAAttributesResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user attributes 
for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token by default is valid for  day, after which one
you need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

The user attributes configured in the LDAP.

Fetching User Attribute Values

The getQnAValues operation is used to read the values that are set for the user attributes 
present in the directory service. You can fetch the values for one or more attributes. This section 
walks you through the following steps related to this operation:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the QnAValuesRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

username Yes The unique identity of the user whose attribute values you want to fetch.

orgname Yes The name of the LDAP organization to which the user attribute values 
that you want to fetch belong.

attributes
/attribute

Yes The name of the attributes whose value you want to fetch.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To fetch the values of user attributes:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getQnAValues operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the getQnAValuesRequest elements to collect the user, organization, and attribute 
information, as listed in the table.

Use the QnAValuesRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
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Use the QnAValuesRequest message and construct the input message by using the details 
specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the getQnAValues operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch the 
values of the user attributes that are stored in directory service.
This operation returns the QnAValuesResponse message that includes the transaction 
identifier, authentication token, and attribute values. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, QnAValuesResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the user attribute 
values for a successful transaction and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for you 
to present the authentication credential for successive access to the Web 
service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you need one
to authenticate again.

Body Elements

The values for the user attributes that are configured in the directory service.

Verifying User Attributes

You can authenticate the users of an organization (mapped to LDAP repository) by using their 
LDAP attributes. You must use the performQnAVerification operation to perform this 
authentication. This section walks you through the following steps related to this operation:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

The following table lists the elements of the QnAVerificationRequest message.

Element Mandatory Description

username Yes The unique identifier of the user whose attributes you want to verify.

orgname Yes The name of the LDAP organization to which the user belongs.

attributes
/attribute

Yes The name (attrName) and value (attrValue) of the attribute that has to 
be verified.

ignorecase Yes
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Element Mandatory Description

Specifies whether the case of the attribute values passed in the input 
must match the case of the values stored in the directory service:

0: Indicates that the case must match.

1: Indicates that the case of the input values will be ignored.

clientTxId No The unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking the related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To authenticate users with their LDAP attributes:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
performQnAVerification operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the performQnAVerificationRequest elements to collect the user, organization, and 
attribute information, as listed in the table.

Use the QnAVerificationRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the performQnAVerification operation of the ArcorUserRegistrySvc service to fetch 
the values of the user attributes that are stored in directory service.
This operation returns the QnAVerificationResponse message that includes the 
transaction identifier, authentication token, and verification result. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, QnAAVerificationResponse, returns the transaction identifier and the 
authentication token in the SOAP envelope header. The SOAP body includes the verification 
result for each attribute and the Fault response for an error condition.

See the following table for more information on the elements returned for a successful 
transaction. Refer to appendix,  if there are any errors."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Header Elements

udsTransactionID The unique identifier of the transaction performed by using UDS.

authToken The authentication token that is returned if the credential verification to 
access the Web service was successful. This token eliminates the need for 
you to present the authentication credential for successive access to the 
Web service.

By default, the authentication token is valid for  day, after which you one
need to authenticate again.

Body Elements

QnAResponseAttribute
/name

The name of the attribute that was verified.

The result of the verification:
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Element Description

QnAResponseAttribute
/result

MATCHED

NOT_MATCHED

NOT_VERIFIED

NOT_FOUND

Collecting Device ID and DeviceDNA

Important! If you are an existing customer of RiskMinder and have integrated your 
application with a previous release of RiskMinder, then it is strongly recommended 
that you use the new APIs to leverage the full benefit of enhanced Device ID and 
DeviceDNA. In addition, the older APIs will be deprecated soon.

RiskMinder uses user-device (desktop computers, laptops, and notebooks) information as one of 
the parameters to determine the risk associated with a login attempt or a transaction. As a result, 
the verification of the online identity of the end user is a challenge. RiskMinder also uses Device 
ID and DeviceDNA technologies (in addition to other inputs, as discussed in "Understanding 

) for this purpose. These technologies enable RiskMinder to build the user RiskMinder Workflows"
profile and to transparently provide accurate results by using the hardware that users already 
possess, without changing the end-user experience significantly.

This section provides detailed information on how to get and set Device ID and collect the 
DeviceDNA data from the end user’s device and pass it to RiskMinder. It covers the following 
topics:

End-User Device Identification Basics
File that You Will Need
Configuring Device ID and DeviceDNA
Sample Code Reference
Collecting the IP Address

End-User Device Identification Basics
This section introduces you to the techniques RiskMinder uses to gather the end-user device 
identification information.

Contents

Device ID
Machine FingerPrint (MFP)
DeviceDNA

Device ID

The  is a device identifier string that RiskMinder generates on the end user’s device to Device ID
identify and track the device that the end user uses for logging into your online application and 
performing transactions. The Device ID information is in encrypted format.

The following are the options for storing the Device ID on the end user's device. The plugin store 
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The following are the options for storing the Device ID on the end user's device. The plugin store 
is the most persistent storage option.

Plugin store: The plugin store is a permanent store on the end user’s device. A Device ID that 
is placed in the plugin store cannot be deleted by common end user actions such as clearing 
browser cache and deleting browser cookies. The plugin store is supported from CA 
RiskMinder Client release 2.1 onward.

Local storage provided in HTML5

UserData store: This store is available only in Microsoft Internet Explorer

Cookie store: Typically, on Microsoft Windows, the Device ID is stored in one of the following 
folders:

Internet Explorer on Microsoft Windows 7 or 2008:

C:\Documents and Settings\ \Application Data\Microsoft\Windows\user_profile Co
\okies

Internet Explorer on Microsoft Windows 2003 or XP:

C:\Documents and Settings\ \ \user_profile Cookies

Mozilla Firefox:

C:\Documents and Settings\ \Application Data\Mozilla\Firefox\Profuser_profile
iles\ \random_dirname cookies.sqlite

Safari:

C:\Documents and Settings\ \Application Data\Apple Computer\Safari\user_name c
ookies.plist
 

Important! From CA RiskMinder Client version 2.0 onward, the Device ID is not stored 
as a Flash cookie. If you have existing Flash cookies from an earlier release, then these 
cookies are automatically migrated to one of the stores listed earlier in this section.

Machine FingerPrint (MFP)

Machine FingerPrint (also referred to as Device fingerprinting or PC fingerprinting in industry 
terms) represents the browser information and device identification attributes (such as operating  
system, installed software applications, screen display settings, multimedia components, and 
other attributes) that are gathered from the end user’s system and are analyzed to generate a 
risk profile of a device in real time. Some of the attributes that are collected from the end user’s 
device include:

Browser information (such as name, UserAgent, major version, minor version, JavaScript 
version, HTTP headers)

Operating system name and version

Screen settings (such as height, width, color depth)

System information (such as time zone, language, system locale)

For every transaction performed by the end user, RiskMinder matches the corresponding MFP 
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For every transaction performed by the end user, RiskMinder matches the corresponding MFP 
stored in its database with the incoming information. If this match percentage (%) is equal to or 
more than the value specified for the Device-MFP Match rule in Administration Console, then it is 
considered "safe".

DeviceDNA

DeviceDNA is a device identification and analytics technique that uses both Machine FingerPrint 
 and  for more accurate information analyses. For accuracy, more information is (MFP) Device ID

collected than in case of MFP. For example:

Additional system information (such as platform, CPU, MEP, system fonts, camera, and 
speaker information)

Additional browser information (such as vendor, VendorSubID, BuildID)

Additional screen settings (such as buffer depth, pixel depth, DeviceXDPI, DeviceYDPI)

Plug-in information (such as QuickTime, Flash, Microsoft Windows Media Player, ShockWave, 
Internet Explorer plug-ins)

Network information (such as connection type)

File that You Will Need
You will need the file listed in the following table, available when you install RiskMinder, to 
collect the Device ID and DeviceDNA information from the end user’s device.

Location File Name Description

Microsoft 
Windows: 

\install_location
RiskMinder 
Systems\ \sdk

\devicedna

Solaris: 
install_location
/RiskMinder/ /sdk

/devicedna

riskminder-
client.js

This file contains the functions to gather the Device ID- and 
DeviceDNA-related information from the end user’s device and to 
generate the single-encoded String with all the DeviceDNA 
values.

Note: In the same location as riskminder-client.js, you will also see a file called 
riskminder-client.swf. This latter file is internally used by riskminder-client.js. So, you 
will not need to explicitly use this file.

However, riskminder-client.swf  always be present in the same location as must
riskminder-client.js, when you include it.

Configuring Device ID and DeviceDNA
To implement the functionality of the DeviceDNA and Device ID collection, you must implement 
corresponding code snippets into each page of your application that contains an event that 
requires risk assessment. For example, for risk assessment of a login event, your application must 
implement the required JavaScript files and code snippets into the login page. Similarly for a pre-
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implement the required JavaScript files and code snippets into the login page. Similarly for a pre-
login event, the steps discussed in this section must trigger when a user accesses the first page of 
your online application.

The steps to build the DeviceDNA and collect the Device ID from the end user’s device are:

Step 1 Include the Javascript File
Step 2 Initialize Device ID and DeviceDNA Collection
Step 3 Collect the Device ID and DeviceDNA
Step 4 Collect the IP Address

You can implement these steps either in a single page of your online application, or across 
multiple pages (depending on how many pages you show during the login process)  you before
call the evaluateRisk method.

Step 1 Include the Javascript File

You will need to modify the appropriate Web pages, such as the login or index page (say, index.
jsp or login.jsp) to enable them to gather MFP and DeviceDNA-related information, and collect 
the Device ID (cookie) from the end user’s computer.

Note: See  for more information on when and how RiskMinder "Enrollment Workflows"
sets the Device ID on the end user’s device.

To implement the script codes:

Copy the entire  directory  the following location  the appropriate Web devicedna from to
application folder (say, / / /):APP_SERVER_HOME Your_Application_Home devicedna

On Microsoft Windows

install_locatio>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

On UNIX-Based Platforms
install_location/Arcot Systems/ /sdk

Include the  file in the required application pages. We assume that riskminder-client.js
these files are located in a folder that is relative to the folder containing .index.jsp

<script type="text/javascript" src="devicedna/riskminder-client.js"><
/script>

Step 2 Initialize Device ID and DeviceDNA Collection

Note: Refer to the code in the  section to understand this "Sample Code Reference"
step better.

To implement the Device ID and DeviceDNA collection, include (declare) the following 
parameters in your HTML code  processing anything related to DeviceDNA:before

<html>
 

<script type="text/javascript" src="devicedna/riskminder-client.js"></script>
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<script type="text/javascript" src="devicedna/riskminder-client.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
 
var client;
 
window.onload = function()
{
    init();
 
}
 
function init(){
    client = new ca.rm.Client();
    var contextPath = "<%=request.getContextPath()%>";
 
    client.setProperty("baseurl", contextPath);
 
    client.loadFlash(readyCallback);
}
 
function readyCallback(flag)
{
 
    // set desired configurations...
    configureClient();
    client.processDNA();
 
 
}
 
function configureClient() {
 
    // set the desired name for the cookie
    client.setProperty("didname", "rmclient");
 
    // turn off flash
    client.setProperty("noFlash", true);
 
    /// configure MESC values
    client.setProperty("mescmaxIterations", 2);
    client.setProperty("mesccalibrationduration", 150);
    client.setProperty("mescintervaldelay", 45);
    // etc...
    //Refer to the setProperty()
 API description in section, " for the complete list of configuration parameters t
hat you can use according to your requirements.
}
 
<body>
 
  //Your HTML code here
 
</body>
 
</html>
}
 

Note: Refer to the setProperty() API description in  for the setProperty(key,val)
complete list of configuration parameters that you can use.

Sample Application Reference

You can also refer to index.jsp, which is a part of the RiskMinder Sample Application. This file 
showcases the collection of DeviceDNA and other required information and sets these 
parameters for the session. After you deploy the Sample Application, this file is available at:

< >\RISKFORT_SAMPLEAPP_HOME index.jsp

For example, if you are using Apache Tomcat 5.5, then the location of index.jsp will be <
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For example, if you are using Apache Tomcat 5.5, then the location of index.jsp will be <
>\webapps\riskfort-3.1.01-sample-application\index.jsp.Tomcat_Home

Step 3 Collect the Device ID and DeviceDNA

You must now ensure that you now get the Device ID along with the DeviceDNA, as follows:

Ensure that on click of the  (or ) button on the page, the following code Login Submit
snippet is called:

<input type="button" value="Login" onClick=" ;">collectSystemInfo()

Ensure that you have defined the collectSystemInfo() function. For example, you can use 
the following code snippet:

function collectSystemInfo()
{
  client.processDNA();
 
  var json = client.getDNA();
  var did = client.getDID();
 
  document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.DDNA = json;
  document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.DeviceID = did ;
 
  //post to server, both the DeviceDNA and Device ID values for risk eval
 
}

After you have collected the DeviceDNA and the Device ID, as required, you must pass 
this collected information as input to evaluateRisk() method.
See  for more information."Performing Risk Evaluation and Managing Associations"

Step 4 Collect the IP Address

RiskMinder does not provide any mechanism to collect the IP address of the end-user device. As 
a result, you must implement your own logic to do so.

See  for recommendations."Collecting the IP Address"

Sample Code Reference
The following sample code illustrates how to implement RiskMinder’s DeviceDNA and Device ID 
collection mechanism. It showcases the collection logic in one file (say, index.jsp). However, you 
can implement appropriate code snippets in different pages, depending on the number of pages 
you show  you call the evaluateRisk() method.before

<%@ page language="java" contentType="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1"
    pageEncoding="ISO-8859-1"%>
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">
 
<script type="text/javascript" src="<%=request.getContextPath()%>/devicedna
/riskminder-client.js"></script>
<script language="javascript">
 
var client;
 
 function init(){
try{
client = new ca.rm.Client();
var contextPath = "<%=request.getContextPath()%>";
client.setProperty("baseurl", contextPath);
client.loadFlash(readyCallback);
}catch(e){

alert(e.message);
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alert(e.message);
}
}
 
 function collectingSystemInfo() {
try{
client.setProperty("externalip", "<%=request.getRemoteHost()%>");
computeDDNA();
}catch(e){
alert(e);
}
}
 
 function readyCallback(flag){
 configureClient();
 client.processDNA();
 }
 
 function configureClient(flag){
 //configure the client properties.
 client.setProperty("format", "json");
 client.setProperty("didname", "RISKFORT_COOKIE");
 }
 
 function computeDDNA() {
 
client.processDNA();
 
var dna = client.getDNA();
var did = client.getDID();
 
//forward this info to appropriate servlet to perform risk eval
document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.IpAddress.value = '<%=request.getRemoteHost()%>';
document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.CallerID.value = "MyCallerID";
document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.DeviceID.value = did;
document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.MFP.value = dna;
 
document.CollectMFPToEvaluate.submit();
 } 
 </script>
</head>
 
<body onload="init()">
<form name="CollectMFPToEvaluate" method="POST" action="ArRFMFPCollectionServlet">
<input type="hidden" name="MFP" value="">
<input type="hidden" name="IpAddress">
<input type="hidden" name="CallerID">
<input type="hidden" name="DeviceID">
<h1 align="center">Arcot RiskFort Sample Application</h1>
<input type="button" style="width: 150px" name="Login" value="Login"  onclick="
collectingSystemInfo();"/>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Understanding the APIs for Retrieving DeviceDNA in the Sample Code

The RiskMinder Client runs on the client browser and collects the device signature and Device ID. 
All the client-side controls for RiskMinder are provided in the RiskMinder Client Javascript API. 
This API allows you to program the functionality of the client using JavaScript.

This section describes the RiskMinder Client APIs that are used to retrieve the DeviceDNA.

ca.rm.Client()
getVersion()
setProperty(key,val)
getProperty(key)
loadFlash(callback)
processDNA()
getDNA()
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getTimeTaken()
setDID(value)
getDID()
deleteDID()

ca.rm.Client()

Main JavaScript class that exposes all the published APIs of the RiskMinder Client.

getVersion()

Returns a String that specifies the version of the RiskMinder Client. The current supported 
version is 2.1.

setProperty(key,val)

Specifies the configuration values for the RiskMinder Client. The following table describes the 
properties that you can set for this method.

Property Key Description

baseurl The context path of the Web application that is using DeviceDNA.

This value  be set immediately after creating an instance of ca.rm.must
Client JavaScript object.

No default value is supported.

didname The cookie or local storage item name. Device ID cookie is set by using 
this name. The value should be a string.

flashdatastorename The name of the Flash local store where the Flash Device ID was stored 
(in the previous releases).

flashPath Not being used currently. This property is reserved for future use.

format The format in which DeviceDNA results should be returned. The value 
should be one of the following a strings:

HTML

JSON

jobs Not being used currently. This property is reserved for future use.

store The storage area for Device ID. The value should be one of the 
following strings:

cookie

localstorage

plugin

default

externalIP The IP address of the system from which the page containing the Client 
was served.

noFlash
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Property Key Description

The indication whether the Flash movie bundled with the Client should 
be used for gathering additional attributes for DeviceDNA. The value 
should be boolean - true or false. By default, noFlash is set to false, 
which implies that the Flash movie will be used.

 

MESC-Related Configurations

MESC stands for Machine Effective Speed Calculations. An attempt is made to estimate 
processor speed by executing several runs of batched arithmetic operations. In our case, it is 
integer addition for specified intervals of time.

mescmaxIterations Specifies how many runs of the batched arithmetic operations should 
be executed. Default value is 2.

mesccalibrationDuration Specifies the duration for which each batch of arithmetic operations 
should run. The value is specified in milliseconds. The default value is 
200ms.

mescintervalDelay Specifies the delay (in number of milliseconds) between successive 
runs. The value is specified in milliseconds. The default value is 50ms.

getProperty(key)

This API returns the currently defined value for the property represented by the . Key values key
are same as for setProperty(). See  for more information.setProperty(key,val)

loadFlash(callback)

This API loads the flash movie that is part of the RiskMinder Client and initializes it. The Callback 
function should be a JavaScript function taking a boolean flag as parameter and defined in the 
Web page that is calling this method.

At the end of initialization, the Callback function is invoked with parameter set to true, if the 
Flash movie initialization was successful. Else, the Callback function is invoked with parameter set 
to false.

processDNA()

This is the main API of the RiskMinder Client. It retrieves a number of system attributes from the 
end-user system and from the software installed on this system. It then computes the 
corresponding DeviceDNA using these values.

All the configuration settings are taken into consideration by the processDNA function while 
computing the DeviceDNA.

getDNA()

This API returns a string that represents the end-user system’s DeviceDNA, as computed by the 
RiskMinder Client. The DeviceDNA string can either be in the HTML format or JSON format. This is 
controlled by the value that is specified for the format property.

getTimeTaken()

This API returns the time taken (in milliseconds) by the processDNA() call to compute the end-
user system’s DeviceDNA.
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setDID(value)

This function stores the Device ID on the end user's device. The Device ID string must be specified 
in the value parameter of the function.

getDID()

This function returns the Device ID that has been stored on the end user's device. This function 
also migrates older Flash cookie with the same cookie name (if present) to one of the supported 
stores.

deleteDID()

This function deletes the Device ID that has been set on the end user's device by the RiskMinder 
Client.

Collecting the IP Address
The end user accessing your online application might be a home user or might be accessing it 
from their corporate network. In case of latter category of users, chances are that they might be 
"hidden" behind a proxy server. As a result, the way you will collect the IP address of an end user 
who is accessing your online application from behind a proxy will be different from the user who 
accesses it directly from home.

If the End User is Accessing Your Application Directly

If the end user is accessing your application directly, then you can use the getRemoteAddr() 
method of the HttpServletRequest interface in your JSP. This method returns a string that 
contains the IP address of the client that sent the request.

Performing Risk Evaluation and Managing Associations
When a user accesses your online application, the application forwards the request to 
RiskMinder for risk analysis. RiskMinder evaluates the risk for all users, irrespective of whether 
they are first-time users (and therefore not "known" to RiskMinder) or they are already enrolled 
with the RiskMinder system.

The Risk Evaluation Web service enables you to send risk evaluation requests to RiskMinder 
Server. This Web service creates a request message and sends it to RiskMinder Server, receives 
the response back from the Server, and packages it as return structures to be read by the client.

This section provides an overview of how to use the Risk Evaluation Web service to perform risk 
evaluation, post-evaluation, and association management operations that the Web service 
implements. It covers the following topics:

Deleting Associations
Evaluating Risk
Listing Associations
Performing Post Evaluation

To perform the operations discussed in this section, you must use the 
 file. This service represents the client-side interface to ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.wsdl

RiskMinder Server’s risk evaluation functionality and exposes the supported operations for risk 
evaluation workflows.
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Deleting Associations
RiskMinder also enables you to delete user-device associations. However internally, RiskMinder 
does not remove the association entry. It merely sets this value to 0 for the given association.

This section walks you through the following tasks for deleting stored user-device associations for 
a specified user:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the deleteAssociationRequest message to delete the specified associations for a 
user. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

User Context Elements

userContext No The user details, as described by orgName and userName.

userContext/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the end user belongs.

userContext/
userName

Yes The name of the user who performed the transaction.

Association Element

associationName Yes The name of the association that you want to delete.

Administration Context Type Elements

adminContextType No The administrator details, as described by orgName, 
adminName, and locale, who initiated the Web service call.

adminContextType/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the administrator who 
initiated the Web service call belongs.

adminContextType/
adminName

No The name of the administrator who initiated the Web service 
call.

adminContextType/
locale

No The locale used by the administrator. The output message is 
converted to this locale.

Additional Input Elements

additionalInput No Enables you to set additional inputs if you want to augment 
RiskMinder’s risk evaluation capability by specifying additional 
information. In such cases, you need to set the extra information 
in  pairs.name-value

name: The name with which you want to create the key pair.

value: The corresponding value for name.

Note: You can add more than one of these elements.
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Invoking the Web Service

To delete the listed associations for a specified user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
deleteAssociation operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the deleteAssociationRequest elements to set the required information, as listed in 
the table.

Use the deleteAssociationRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the deleteAssociation operation of the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc service to delete 
an association.
This operation returns the deleteAssociationResponse message that includes the details 
about deleted association(s) and the success result. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, deleteAssociationResponse, returns the list and details of all deleted 
associations for the specified user in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in 
the following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the riskfortFault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Association Elements

associationName The name of device association that was deleted for the specified user.

creationDate The date and time when the association was created.

deviceID The corresponding Device ID(s) extracted from the Device ID store on the end 
user's device.

status The status of the association:

0: Indicates that the association is not valid any more and has been deleted.

1: Indicates that the association is valid and active.

RiskFort Success Elements

successMessage Contains the string that indicates whether the operation was successful or not.

transactionID The unique identifier of the transaction.

Evaluating Risk
To evaluate the risk associated with a transaction, you need to use the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc 
service (available through ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.wsdl.)

This section walks you through the following topics:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service
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Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the evaluateRiskRequest message to evaluate the risk associated with a 
transaction. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

Device Context Elements

deviceContext No The end-user device details, as described by aggregatorID, 
deviceIDs, deviceSignature, and shortDeviceSignature.

deviceContext/
aggregatorID

No The unique ID of the third-party vendor who provides account 
aggregation services by collating specified information of users 
across multiple enterprises.

deviceContext/
deviceIDs

No Defined by the DeviceIDItem element, this element describes 
the unique identifier information to identify and track the 
device that the end user uses to log in to your online 
application and perform transactions:

deviceIDType: The string that identifies the storage type used 
to store the Device ID.

DeviceIDValue: The corresponding value for deviceIDType.

Note: You can add more than one DeviceIDItem element, with 
deviceIDType and DeviceIDValue pairs.

deviceContext/
deviceSignature

No The Machine FingerPrint (MFP) that RiskMinder’s MFP 
Collector builds this on the client side. This signature contains 
information related to the end-user’s device, such as browser 
details, system details, plug-in details, and screen width.

deviceContext/
shortDeviceSignature

No The short form of the deviceSignature.

Location Context Elements

locationContext No The transaction location details, as described by 
clientIPAddress, longitude, latitude, continent, country, 
countryISO2, region, state, city, connectionType, and 
lineSpeed.

locationContext/
clientIPAddress

No The Internet Protocol (IP) address of the end-user system in 
the public address space.

locationContext/
longitude

No A floating point number, with positive numbers representing 
East and negative numbers representing West.

locationContext/
latitude

No A floating point number, with positive numbers representing 
North and negative numbers representing South.

locationContext/
continent

No The continent from where the transaction originated:

Africa

Antarctica
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Element Mandatory Description

Asia

Australia

Europe

North America

Oceania (Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia)

South America

locationContext/
country

No The country from where the transaction originated.

locationContext/
countryISO2

No The two-letter country code (as defined in ISO 3166-1) from 
where the transaction originated.

locationContext/
region

No The district or territory from where the transaction originated.

locationContext/
state

No The first-level administrative division within each country (if 
one exists) from where the transaction originated.

locationContext/
city

No The city from where the transaction originated.

locationContext/
connectionType

No The type of data connection between the end-user’s device 
and their Internet Service Provider (ISP):

Satellite: High-speed broadband links between a user and a 
geosynchronous satellite.

OCX: The OC-3 circuits and OC-48 circuits that are used by 
large backbone carriers.

TX: Old links of type T-3 circuits and T-1 circuits.

Frame Relay: High-speed alternatives to TX.

Dialup: Modems that operate at 56kbps.

Cable: Cable modem broadband circuits, primarily offered by 
cable TV companies.

DSL: Digital Subscriber Line broadband circuits that include 
aDSL, iDSL, and sDSL.

ISDN: High-speed Integrated Services Digital Network 
technology with specialized modems and switches.

Fixed Wireless: Wireless connections where the location of 
the receiver is fixed.

Mobile Wireless: Wireless connections where the location of 
the receiver is mobile.

locationContext/
lineSpeed

No The speed of the user’s Internet connection. This is based on 
connectionType.
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Element Mandatory Description

User Context Elements

userContext No The user details, as described by orgName and userName.

userContext/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the end user belongs.

userContext/
userName

Yes The name of the user who performed the transaction.

Transaction Context Elements

transactionContext No The transaction details, as described by action and channel.

transactionContext/
action

No The type of transaction performed by the user, which can be:

Login

Wire Transfer

Any other value that you specify through your application

transactionContext/
channel

No The channel from which the transaction originated:

Web: Transactions initiated through a Web browser. The 
originator may be a computer, smart phone, tablet, or set-top 
box.

SMS: Transactions initiated through SMS messaging.

App: Transactions initiated through smart phone, tablet 
application, or set-top box embedded applications.

3DSecure: Online transactions initiated using credit card or 
debit card.

ATM: Transactions initiated through an Automated Teller 
Machine.

PoS: Transactions initiated at physical point of sale.

Administration Context Type Elements

adminContextType No The administrator details, as described by orgName, 
adminName, and locale, who initiated the Web service call.

adminContextType/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the administrator who 
initiated the Web service call belongs.

adminContextType/
adminName

No The name of the administrator who initiated the Web service 
call.

adminContextType/
locale

No The locale used by the administrator. The output message will 
be converted to this locale.

Additional Input Elements

additionalInput No Enables you to set additional inputs if you want to augment 
RiskMinder’s risk evaluation capability by specifying additional 
information. In such cases, you must set the extra information 
in  pairs.name-value

name: The name with which you want to create the key pair.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

value: The corresponding value for name.

Note: You can add more than one of these elements.

Invoking the Web Service

To evaluate the risk associated with a transaction:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
evaluateRisk operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the evaluateRiskRequest elements to set the required information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the evaluateRiskRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the evaluateRisk operation of the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc service to perform risk 
evaluation.
This operation returns the evaluateRiskResponse message that includes the risk 
assessment elements and the success result. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, evaluateRiskResponse, returns the risk assessment elements and the 
success result in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the following table. 
The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed successfully. If there 
are any errors, then the riskfortFault response is returned. See appendix, "Exceptions and Error 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages.Codes"

Element Description

Risk Assessment Elements

riskAssessment Contains the following details of the transaction:

advice
An action (ALERT, ALLOW, DENY, INCREASEAUTH) suggested by the Risk 
Assessment module after evaluating the score of the transaction.

outputDeviceID
The Device ID (cookie) information for the device.

score
The score generated based on device details, location details, and user details.

matchedRuleMnemonic
The rules that matched and for which RiskMinder flagged the transaction as 
risky.

ruleAnnotation
The result of execution of all rules (or the reason for score and advice).
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Element Description

transactionID
The unique identifier of the transaction.

deviceContext
The gathered Machine FingerPrint (MFP) of the end-user’s device.

locationContext
The gathered location details where the device was used to perform the 
transaction.

userContext
The gathered details of the user who performed the transaction.

RiskFort Success Elements

riskFortSuccess Contains the following information related to the result of the operation:

successMessage
A string that defines the status of the operation.

transactionID
The unique transaction identifier.

Listing Associations
RiskMinder uniquely identifies a user as a valid user of your system by automatically associating 
(or binding) a user to the device that they use to access your application. This is referred to as an 

 (or device binding) in RiskMinder terminology. Users who are not bound are more association
likely to be challenged in order to be authenticated.

RiskMinder also allows users to be bound to more than one device. For example, a user can use a 
work computer and a home computer to access your application. Similarly, you can bind a single 
device to more than one user. For example, members of a family can use one computer to access 
your application.

Important! It is recommended that you discourage users from creating associations 
with publicly shared devices, such as systems in an Internet cafe or kiosk.

This section walks you through the following tasks for listing stored user-device associations for a 
specified user:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the listAssociationsRequest message to view all known associations for the 
specified user. The following table lists the elements of this request message.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can 
include. This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

User Context Elements

userContext No The user details, as described by orgName and userName.

userContext/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the end user belongs.

userContext/
userName

Yes The name of the user who performed the transaction.

Administration Context Type Elements

adminContextType No The administrator details, as described by orgName, 
adminName, and locale, who initiated the Web service call.

adminContextType/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the administrator who 
initiated the Web service call belongs.

adminContextType/
adminName

No The name of the administrator who initiated the Web service 
call.

adminContextType/
locale

No The locale used by the administrator. The output message is 
converted to this locale.

Additional Input Elements

additionalInput No Enables you to set additional inputs if you want to augment 
RiskMinder’s risk evaluation capability by specifying additional 
information. In such cases, you need to set the extra information 
in  pairs.name-value

name: The name with which you want to create the key pair.

value: The corresponding value for name.

Note: You can add more than one of these elements.

Invoking the Web Service

To list all the stored associations for a specified user:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
listAssociations operation. See  for more information "Managing Web Services Security"
on the header elements.

Use the listAssociationsRequest elements to set the required information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the listAssociationsRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the listAssociations operation of the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc service to list all 
associations for the given user.
This operation returns the listAssociationsResponse message that includes the association 
details and the success result. See the following section for more information on the 
response message.

Interpreting the Response Message
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The response message, listAssociationsResponse, returns the list and details of all known 
associations for the specified user in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in 
the following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the riskfortFault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

Association Elements

associationName The name(s) of device association(s) found for the specified user.

creationDate The date and time when the association was created.

deviceID The corresponding Device ID(s) extracted from the Device ID store on the end 
user's computer.

status The status of the association:

1: Indicates that the association is valid and active.

0: Indicates that the association is not valid any more and has been deleted.

RiskFort Success Elements

successMessage Contains the string that indicates whether the operation was successful or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

Performing Post Evaluation
The Post Evaluation operation accepts input from the Risk Evaluation operation and updates the 
device signature and other information for the specified user, if it changed. This operation also 
creates or updates user-device associations, if required.

To perform the subsequent post-evaluation  you have completed the risk evaluation of a after
transaction, you must use the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc service (available through 
ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.wsdl). This service represents the client-side interface to 
RiskMinder Server’s post-evaluation functionality and exposes the supported operations.

This section walks you through the following topics:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the postEvaluateRequest message to perform post-evaluation tasks. The following 
table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application 
can include. This identifier helps in tracking related 
transactions.

Risk Assessment Elements

advice Yes
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Element Mandatory Description

An action (ALERT, ALLOW, DENY, INCREASEAUTH) obtained 
from the riskAssessment element of the 
evaluateRiskResponse message.

outputDeviceID Yes The Device ID (cookie) obtained from the riskAssessment 
element of the evaluateRiskResponse message.

score Yes The score obtained from the riskAssessment element of 
the evaluateRiskResponse message.

matchedRuleMnemonic Yes Obtained from the riskAssessment element of the 
evaluateRiskResponse message, the rules that matched 
and for which RiskMinder flagged the transaction as risky.

ruleAnnotation Yes The result of execution of all rules (or the reason for score 
and advice), as obtained from the riskAssessment element 
of the evaluateRiskResponse message.

transactionID Yes Unique transaction identifier received from the 
riskFortSuccess element of evaluateRiskResponse message. 
Your application can include this identifier for tracking 
purposes.

deviceContext No The MFP details of the end-user’s device obtained from the 
riskAssessment element of the evaluateRiskResponse 
message. This element is further described by the following 
attributes:

aggregatorID
The unique ID of the third-party vendor who provides 
account aggregation services by collating specified 
information of users across multiple enterprises.

deviceIDs
Defined by the DeviceIDItem element, this element 
describes the unique identifier information to identify and 
track the device that the end user uses to log in to your 
online application and perform transactions:
- deviceIDType: The string that identifies the storage type 
that is used to store the Device ID.

-- DeviceIDValue: The corresponding value for 
deviceIDType.

Note: You can add more than one DeviceIDItem element, 
with deviceIDType and DeviceIDValue pairs.

deviceSignature
The Machine FingerPrint (MFP) that RiskMinder’s MFP 
Collector builds this on the client-side. This signature 
contains information related to the end-user’s device, such 
as browser details, system details, plug-in details, and 
screen width.

shortDeviceSignature
The short form of the deviceSignature.

locationContext No
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Element Mandatory Description

The transaction location details, obtained from the 
riskAssessment element of the evaluateRiskResponse 
message. This element is further described by the following 
attributes:

clientIPAddress
The Internet Protocol (IP) address of the end-user system 
in the public address space. Not mandatory.

longitude
A floating point number, with positive numbers 
representing East and negative numbers representing 
West. Not mandatory.

latitude
A floating point number, with positive numbers 
representing North and negative numbers representing 
South. Not mandatory.

continent
The continent from where the transaction originated:
- Africa
- Antarctica
- Asia
- Australia
- Europe
- North America
- Oceania (Melanesia, Micronesia, Polynesia)
- South America

country
The country from where the transaction originated. Not 
mandatory.

countryISO2
The two-letter country code (as defined in ISO 3166-1) 
from where the transaction originated. Not mandatory.

region
The district or territory from where the transaction 
originated. Not mandatory.

state
The first-level administrative division within each country 
(if one exists) from where the transaction originated. Not 
mandatory.

city
The city from where the transaction originated. Not 
mandatory.

connectionType
The type of data connection between the end-user’s device 
and their Internet Service Provider (ISP):
- High-speed broadband links between a user and Satellite: 
a geosynchronous satellite.
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Element Mandatory Description

-  The OC-3 circuits and OC-48 circuits that are used by OCX:
large backbone carriers.
- Old links of type T-3 circuits and T-1 circuits.TX: 
-  High-speed alternatives to TX.Frame Relay:
-  Modems that operate at 56kbps.Dialup:
-  Cable modem broadband circuits, primarily offered Cable:
by cable TV companies.
- Digital Subscriber Line broadband circuits that DSL: 
include aDSL, iDSL, and sDSL.
-  High-speed Integrated Services Digital Network ISDN:
technology with specialized modems and switches.
-  Wireless connections where the location Fixed Wireless:
of the receiver is fixed.
-  Wireless connections where the Mobile Wireless:
location of the receiver is mobile.

lineSpeed
The speed of the user’s Internet connection. This is based 
on connectionType.

userContext Yes

(userName 
is 
mandatory)

The user details, obtained from the riskAssessment 
element of the evaluateRiskResponse message. This 
element is further described by the following attributes:

orgName
The name of the organization to which the end user 
belongs. This attribute is optional.

userName
The name of the user who performed the transaction. This 
attribute is mandatory.

transactionContext No The transaction details, obtained from the riskAssessment 
element of the evaluateRiskResponse message. This 
element is further described by the following attributes:

action
The type of transaction performed by the user, which can 
be:
- Login
- Wire Transfer
- Any other value that you specify through your application

channel
The channel from which the transaction originated:
-  Transactions initiated through a Web browser. The Web:
originator may be a computer, smart phone, tablet, or set-
top box.
-  Transactions initiated through SMS messaging.SMS:
-  Transactions initiated through smart phone, tablet App:
application, or set-top box embedded applications.
-  Online transactions initiated using credit card 3DSecure:
or debit card.
-  Transactions initiated through an Automated Teller ATM:
Machine.
-  Transactions initiated at physical point of sale.PoS:
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1.  

Element Mandatory Description

additionalOutput No Enables you to set additional outputs that you got from 
RiskMinder’s risk evaluation request. In such cases, you 
need to set the extra information in  pairs.name-value

name: The name with which you want to create the key 
pair.

value: The corresponding value for name.

Note: You can add more than one of these elements.

Secondary Authentication Status Element

secondaryAuthenti
cationStatus

Yes The result of the additional authentication that your 
application might have performed based on the advice 
obtained from the riskAssessment element of 
evaluateRiskResponse:

0: Indicates that your application denied the transaction.

1: Indicates that the transaction was allowed.

Association Element

associationName No The string identifier for the user-to-device association in 
the system.

Administration Context Type Elements

adminContextType No The administrator details, as described by orgName, 
adminName, and locale, who initiated the Web service call.

adminContextType/
orgName

No The name of the organization to which the administrator 
who initiated the Web service call belongs.

adminContextType/
adminName

No The name of the administrator who initiated the Web 
service call.

adminContextType/
locale

No The locale used by the administrator.

Additional Input Elements

additionalInput No Enables you to set additional inputs if you want to augment 
RiskMinder’s post-evaluation capability by specifying 
additional information. In such cases, you need to set the 
extra information in  pairs.name-value

name (The name with which you want to create the key 
pair.)

value (The corresponding value for name.)

Note: You can add more than one of these elements.

Invoking the Web Service

To perform post-evaluation tasks:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
postEvaluate operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

Use postEvaluateRequest elements to set the required information, as listed in the table.

Use the postEvaluateRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in the preceding step.

Invoke the postEvaluate operation of the RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc service for post 
evaluation of a transaction.
This operation returns the postEvaluateResponse message that includes the final risk 
advice, indicating whether the result was updated successfully, and the transactionID. See 
the following section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, postEvaluateResponse, returns the final risk advice, indicating whether 
the result was updated successfully, and the transactionID in the SOAP envelope header. These 
elements are explained in the following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the 
operation was performed successfully. If there are any errors, then the riskfortFault response is 
returned. See appendix,  for more information on the SOAP error "Exceptions and Error Codes"
messages.

Element Description

isAllowAdvised Contains the final risk advice, generated as a result of post evaluation:

true: Indicates the final advice was ALLOW.

false: Indicates the final advice was DENY.

RiskFort Success Elements

riskFortSuccess Contains the string that indicates whether the information was successfully 
updated in the database or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

Performing Selected Administration Tasks
This section provides an overview of how to use the RiskMinder Administration Web service to 
perform the following tasks:

Adding a User to Exception List
Deleting a User from Exception List
Fetching User Profile Information
Fetching Location and Connection Information

To perform the operations discussed in this section, you must use the 
 file. This service provides a limited client-side interface to ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl

Administration Console functionality and exposes the supported operations for risk evaluation 
workflows.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Adding a User to Exception List
You might want to temporarily exclude a user in your organization from risk evaluation during a 
specific time interval. For example, if a user travels to a country that is configured as negative in 
RiskMinder, then for the specified interval while they are there, RiskMinder’s advice will always 
be DENY. To prevent that, their status can be changed to an . In this case, if they exception user
perform a transaction during this interval, despite their IP address being negative, RiskMinder will 
return a low risk score and the advice will typically be ALLOW.

Book: You can also perform this operation by using the Case page in Administration 
Console. See  for detailed instructions to do so.CA RiskMinder Administration Guide

To add a user to Exception User List, you must use the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service (available 
through ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl) for:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the addUserToExceptionListRequest message to add a user to the Exception User 
List. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

userName Yes The name of the user who you want to add to the Exception User List.

groupName Yes The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

startDate Yes The date (in - -  format) and time from which you want the yyyy mm dd
user to be exempted from RiskMinder risk evaluation.

For example: 2012-10-04+05:30

endDate Yes The date (in - -  format) and time till which you want the user yyyy mm dd
to be exempted from RiskMinder risk evaluation.

reason Yes The reason for which the user is being added to the Exception User List.

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To add a user to the Exception User List:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
addUserToExceptionList operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the addUserToExceptionListRequest elements to set the required information, as 
listed in the table.

Use the addUserToExceptionListRequest message and construct the input message by 
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3.  

4.  

Use the addUserToExceptionListRequest message and construct the input message by 
using the details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the addUserToExceptionList operation of the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service to 
add the user to the list.
This operation returns the addUserToExceptionListResponse message that includes the 
status of the operation and success result. See the following section for more information 
on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, addUserToExceptionListResponse, returns the status of the operation 
and the success result in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the AdminFault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

code The status of the operation:

0: Indicates that the user was successfully added to the Exception User List.

1: Indicates that the operation failed.

message Contains the string that indicates whether the information was successfully 
updated in the database or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

Deleting a User from Exception List
To delete a user from the Exception User List, you must use the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service 
(available through ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl). This section walks you through the 
following topics:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the deleteUserFromExceptionListRequest message to remove a user from the 
Exception User List. The following table lists the elements of this request message.

Element Mandatory Description

userName Yes The name of the user who you want to delete from the Exception User 
List.

groupName Yes The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

moveReason Yes The reason for which the user is being deleted from the Exception User 
List.

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Invoking the Web Service

To delete a user from the Exception User List:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
deleteUserFromExceptionList operation. See  for more "Managing Web Services Security"
information on the header elements.

Use the deleteUserFromExceptionListRequest elements to set the required information, 
as listed in the table.

Use the deleteUserFromExceptionListRequest message and construct the input message 
by using the details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the deleteUserFromExceptionList operation of the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service 
to add the user to the list.
This operation returns the deleteUserFromExceptionListResponse message that includes 
the status of the operation and success result. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, deleteUserFromExceptionListResponse, returns the status of the 
operation and the success result in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in 
the following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the AdminFault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

code The status of the operation:

0: Indicates that the user was successfully removed from the Exception User List.

1: Indicates that the operation failed.

message Contains the string that indicates whether the information was successfully 
updated in the database or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

Fetching User Profile Information
To view the details of a specified user, you must use the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service (available 
through ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl). This section covers the following topics:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the getUserProfileRequest message to view detailed information about the 
specified user. The following table lists the elements of this request message.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Element Mandatory Description

userName Yes The name of the user whose details you want to see.

groupName Yes The name of the organization to which the user belongs.

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. 
This identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To view a user’s information:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getUserProfile operation. See  for more information on "Managing Web Services Security"
the header elements.

Use the getUserProfileRequest elements to set the required information, as listed in the 
table.

Use the getUserProfileRequest message and construct the input message by using the 
details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the getUserProfile operation of the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service to fetch the 
user information.
This operation returns the getUserProfileResponse message that includes the status of 
the operation, user details, and success result. See the following section for more 
information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, getUserProfileResponse, returns the status of the operation, user details, 
and the success result in the SOAP envelope header. These elements are explained in the 
following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation was performed 
successfully. If there are any errors, then the AdminFault response is returned. See appendix, 

 for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description

code The status of the operation:

0: Indicates that the user details were successfully fetched from the database.

1: Indicates that the operation failed.

message Contains the string that indicates whether the information was successfully 
retrieved from the database or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

userName The name of the specified user.

firstName The first name of the specified user.

lastName The last name of the specified user.

emailAddress The email ID of the specified user.

isExceptionUser Indicates whether the user is an exception user or not:

true: The user is an exception user.
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1.  
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4.  

Element Description

false: The user is not an exception user.

Fetching Location and Connection Information
To view the connection details by using the specified IP address, you must use the 
ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc service (available through ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.wsdl). This 
section covers the following topics:

Preparing the Request Message

Invoking the Web Service

Interpreting the Response Message

Preparing the Request Message

You must use the getLocationAndConnectionInfoRequest message to view the detailed 
connection information for the specified IP address. The following table lists the elements of this 
request message.

Element Mandatory Description

ip Yes The IP address of the user whose details you want to see.

callerId No Unique transaction identifier that your calling application can include. This 
identifier helps in tracking related transactions.

Invoking the Web Service

To view the connection information for the specified IP address:

(Optional) Include the authentication and authorization details in the header of the 
getLocationAndConnectionInfo operation. See  for "Managing Web Services Security"
more information on the header elements.

Use the getLocationAndConnectionInfoRequest elements to set the IP address 
information, as listed in the table.

Use the getLocationAndConnectionInfoRequest message and construct the input message 
by using the details specified in preceding step.

Invoke the getLocationAndConnectionInfo operation of the ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc 
service to view the connection information.
This operation returns the getLocationAndConnectionInfoResponse message that includes 
the status of the operation, connection details, and success result. See the following 
section for more information on the response message.

Interpreting the Response Message

The response message, getLocationAndConnectionInfoResponse, returns the status of the 
operation, connection details, and success result in the SOAP envelope header. These elements 
are explained in the following table. The SOAP body returns a success message if the operation 
was performed successfully. If there are any errors, then the AdminFault response is returned. 
See appendix,  for more information on the SOAP error messages."Exceptions and Error Codes"

Element Description
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code The status of the operation:

0: Indicates that the connection details were successfully fetched from the 
database.

1: Indicates that the operation failed.

message Contains the string that indicates whether the information was successfully 
retrieved from the database or not.

transactionID The unique transaction identifier.

locationContext The connection and location details, as described by city, cityCF, state, stateCF, 
country, countryCF, countryISOCode, postalCode, timeZone, longitude, latitude, 
aolFlag, connectionType, routingType, and lineSpeed.

locationContext/
city

The city from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
cityCF

The city code from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
state

The first-level administrative division within each country (if one exists) from 
where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
stateCF

The state code from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
country

The country from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
countryCF

The country code from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
countryISOCode

The two-letter country code (as defined in ISO 3166-1) from where the IP 
address originated.

locationContext/
postalCode

The postal (ZIP) code of the location from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
timeZone

The timezone of the location from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
longitude

A floating point number (with positive numbers representing East and negative 
numbers representing West) from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
latitude

A floating point number (with positive numbers representing North and 
negative numbers representing South) from where the IP address originated.

locationContext/
aolFlag

The indication whether the specified IP is part of the AOL network:

Y: The user with the specified IP address is a member of the AOL service.

N: The user with the specified IP address is not a member of the AOL service.

locationContext/
connectionType

The type of data connection between the end-user’s device and their Internet 
Service Provider (ISP):

Satellite: High-speed broadband links between a user and a geosynchronous 
satellite.

OCX: The OC-3 circuits, OC-48 circuits that are used by large backbone carriers.

TX: Old links of type T-3 circuits and T-1 circuits.
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Element Description

Frame Relay: High-speed alternatives to TX.

Dialup: Modems that operate at 56kbps.

Cable: Cable modem broadband circuits, primarily offered by cable TV 
companies.

DSL: Digital Subscriber Line broadband circuits that include aDSL, iDSL, and 
sDSL.

ISDN: High-speed Integrated Services Digital Network technology with 
specialized modems and switches.

Fixed Wireless: Wireless connections where the location of the receiver is fixed.

Mobile Wireless: Wireless connections where the location of the receiver is 
mobile.

locationContext/
routingType

The IP routing method used for the connection:

Fixed: Cable, DSL, OCX

AOL: AOL users

POP: Dial up to regional ISP

Super POP: Dial up to multi-state ISP

Cache Proxy: Accelerator proxy, content distribution service

Regional Proxy: Proxy for multiple states in a country

Anonymizer: Anonymizing proxy

Satellite: Consumer satellite or backbone satellite ISP

International Proxy: Proxy funneling international traffic

Mobile Gateway: Mobile device gateway to Internet

Unknown: Cannot currently be determined

locationContext/
lineSpeed

The speed of the user’s Internet connection. This is based on connectionType.

Additional Configurations
This appendix discusses the following miscellaneous topics:

SSL Communication Between RiskMinder Components
Setting Up SSL Communication Between Risk Evaluation Web Service and RiskMinder Server
Setting Up SSL Communication Between Administration Web Service and RiskMinder Server
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SSL Communication Between RiskMinder Components
In addition to supporting TCP-based communication between RiskMinder Server and the SDKs, 
RiskMinder supports Secure Socket Layer (SSL) for secure communication between these 
components. RiskMinder can be configured for one-way Secure Socket Layer (SSL) with server-
side certificates or two-way SSL with server-side and client-side certificates between the Server 
and SDKs, as shown in the following figure.

 

Although the default mode of communication is TCP, RiskMinder Server supports SSL 
communication (two-way as well as one-way) with the following components to ensure integrity 
and confidentiality of the data being exchanged during a transaction:

Case Management Queuing Server

RiskMinder Database

User Data Service

RiskMinder Risk Evaluation SDK

Sample Application

Evaluation Callout

Scoring Callout
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6.  

7.  

8.  

Note: RiskMinder enables you to write your own custom Evaluation rule, based on 
your business requirements. This custom rule is called . Similarly, Evaluation Callout
RiskMinder also enables you to write your own custom Scoring logic called Scoring 

.Callout

Refer to  for more information on these Callouts.CA RiskMinder Administration Guide

Setting Up SSL Communication Between Risk Evaluation Web Service and 
RiskMinder Server

To enable RiskMinder Web services for SSL communication, you must first configure your client 
that accesses the Web service for SSL communication, and then configure the Transaction Web 
Service protocol by using Administration Console. This section describes how to set up the 
following between the Risk Evaluation Web service and RiskMinder Server:

One-Way SSL
Two-Way SSL

One-Way SSL

To set up one-way SSL between the Risk Evaluation Web service and RiskMinder Server:

Ensure that you are logged in as the Master Administrator (MA).

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the submenu is active.RiskFort

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Transaction Web Service
The page to configure the Transaction Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and select from the Change Protocol Status Enable 

 list.Action

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
RiskMinder Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the RiskMinder Server private key.Server Private Key

Click .Save
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8.  

9.  

10.  

Click .Save

Restart RiskMinder Server:

On Microsoft Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from the listed Administrative Tools Services Arcot RiskFort Service

services.

On UNIX-Based Platforms: Navigate to /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Two-Way SSL

To enable two-way SSL communication between the Risk Evaluation Web service and RiskMinder 
Server:

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the submenu is active.RiskFort

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
Riskfort Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where your Web services client is 
deployed.

Click .Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Transaction Web Service
The page to configure the Transaction Web Service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and select from the Change Protocol Status Enable 

 list.Action

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
RiskMinder Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
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(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the RiskMinder Server private key.Server Private Key

Select the  that you created in Step 5.Client Store

Click .Save

Restart RiskMinder Server:

On Microsoft Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from the listed Administrative Tools Services Arcot RiskFort Service

services.

On UNIX-Based Platforms: Navigate to /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Verify that RiskMinder Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing the 
following steps:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [RiskFort Trans WS] [7778] [SSL] [transwsprotocol
]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set up successfully.

Close the file.

Setting Up SSL Communication Between Administration Web Service and 
RiskMinder Server

To enable Administration Web service for SSL communication, you must first configure your 
client that accesses the Web services for SSL communication, and then configure the 
Administration Web service protocol by using Administration Console. This section describes how 
to set up the following between the Administration Web service and RiskMinder Server:

One-Way SSL
Two-Way SSL

One-Way SSL

To set up one-way SSL between the Administration Web service and RiskMinder Server:

Ensure that you are logged in as the MA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the submenu is active.RiskFort

Under the  section, click the  link to display Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
the Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance

In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service
The page to configure the Administration Web service protocol appears.
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Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and select from the Change Protocol Status Enable 

 list.Action

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
RiskMinder Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the RiskMinder Server private key.Server Private Key

Click .Save

Restart RiskMinder Server:

On Microsoft Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from the listed Administrative Tools Services Arcot RiskFort Service

services.

On UNIX-Based Platforms: Navigate to /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Two-Way SSL

To enable two-way SSL communication mode between the Administration Web service and 
RiskMinder Server:

Log in to Administration Console as the MA.

Activate the  tab in the main menu.Services and Server Configurations

Ensure that the  tab in the submenu is active.RiskFort

Under , click the  link to display the System Configuration Trusted Certificate Authorities
Riskfort Server Trusted Certificate Authorities page.

Set the following information on the page:

In the  field, enter the name for the SSL truststore.Name

Click the  button adjacent to the first  field and navigate to and select Browse Root CAs
the root certificate of the application server where your Web services client is 
deployed.

Click .Save

Under , click the  link to display the Instance Configuration Protocol Configuration
Protocol Configuration page.

Select the  for which you want to configure the SSL communication.Server Instance
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In the  section, click the  link.List of Protocols Administration Web Service
The page to configure the Administration Web service protocol appears.

Configure the following fields:

Ensure that the  is .Protocol Status Enabled
If not, then select the  option and select from the Change Protocol Status Enable 

 list.Action

Ensure that the  is set to the correct SSL port value.Port

Select from the  list.SSL Transport

If you want to store the SSL key on an HSM, then select the  option.Key in HSM

Click the  button adjacent to the field to select the Browse Server Certificate Chain 
RiskMinder Server root certificate.

(  if you did not select the option) Click the  button adjacent to Only Key in HSM Browse
the  field to select the RiskMinder Server private key.Server Private Key

Select the  that you created in Step 5.Client Store

Click the  button.Save

Restart RiskMinder Server:

On Microsoft Windows: Click the  button navigate to , , Start , Settings Control Panel
, and . Double-click  from the listed Administrative Tools Services Arcot RiskFort Service

services.

On UNIX-Based Platforms: Navigate to /arcot/bin/ and specify the .install_location
/riskfortserver start command in the console window.

Verify that RiskMinder Server is enabled for SSL communication by performing the 
following steps:

Open the arcotriskfortstartup.log file in a text editor.

Check for the following line:

Started listener for [RiskFort Admin WS] [7777] [SSL] [aradminwsprotoc
ol]

If you located this line, then two-way SSL was set up successfully.

Close the file.

Web Services Reference
RiskMinder provides a set of Web services that your online application can use to 
programmatically integrate with RiskMinder, irrespective of the coding technology you use. 
RiskMinder consists of the following Web services components:

The Risk Evaluation Web services

The Administration Console Web services for Risk Evaluation
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The Administration Console Web services for Risk Evaluation

The UDS Web services

WSDLDoc information for the associated Web services

Contents

Accessing the WSDL Documentation
Risk Evaluation Web Services
User Data Service (UDS) Web Services

Accessing the WSDL Documentation
You can use the WSDLDoc information provided with the RiskMinder Web services along with 
this guide and other Web services reference materials, to add RiskMinder Risk Evaluation services 
to new or existing applications.

If you are updating an existing RiskMinder application, then you must consult the Release Notes 
and WSDLDoc documentation for deprecated APIs before making any changes.

You can access the latest WSDLDocs by installing RiskMinder and copying the WSDLDocs from the 
docs directory. (You can then copy the WSDLDocs to another location on your development 
system.) Alternatively, you can also access the WSDLDocs directly from the Documentation 
directory in the RiskMinder installation package, without having to install RiskMinder.

See the tables in the next two sections for the installation locations of the RiskMinder and 
associated WSDLDocs.

Risk Evaluation Web Services
The following table lists the files that are installed as a part of the Risk Evaluation Web services 
component. The base location for these files is:

Microsoft Windows

install_location\Arcot Systems\

UNIX-Based Platforms

install_location/arcot/

Location File Name Description

docs\
\riskfort

(Microsoft 
Windows)

docs/
/riskfort

(UNIX 
Platforms)

Arcot-RiskFort-3.1.01-
AdminWebService-wsdl
docs.zip

or

Arcot-RiskFort-3.1.01-
AdminWebService-wsdl
docs.tar.gz

WSDL documentation for the Administration Web 
service.

Arcot-RiskFort-3.1.01-risk-
evaluation-wsdl
docs.zip

WSDL documentation for the Risk Evaluation Web 
service.
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Location File Name Description

or

Arcot-RiskFort-3.1.01-risk-
evaluation-wsdl
docs.tar.gz

wsdls\
\admin

(Microsoft 
Windows)

wsdls/
/admin

(UNIX 
Platforms)

ArcotRiskFortAdminWebService.
wsdl

This WSDL describes the Administration Web 
services and how to access them.

wsdls\
\riskfort

(Microsoft 
Windows)

wsdls/
/riskfort

(UNIX 
Platforms)

ArcotRiskFortEvaluateRiskService.
wsdl

This WSDL describes the Risk Evaluation Web 
services and how to access them.

sdk\
devicedna
\

(Microsoft 
Windows)

sdk/
devicedna
/

(UNIX 
Platforms)

riskminder-client.js This file contains the functions to gather the Device 
ID- and DeviceDNA-related information from the 
end user’s device and to generate the single-
encoded String with all the DeviceDNA values.

User Data Service (UDS) Web Services
The following table lists the files that are installed as a part of the UDS Web services component. 
The base location for these files is:

Microsoft Windows

install_location\Arcot Systems\

UNIX-Based Platforms
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install_location/arcot/

Location File Name Description

docs\ \uds

(Microsoft 
Windows)

docs/ /uds

(UNIX 
Platforms)

arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.zip

or

arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.tar.gz

WSDL documentation for the User Data Service 
(UDS) Web service.

This WSDL describes the UDS Web services and 
how to access them.

wsdls\uds
\

(Microsoft 
Windows)

wsdls/uds
/

(UNIX 
Platforms)

ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl This WSDL describes the UDS Configuration 
management Web services and how to access 
them.

These Web services are used to create and 
manage user account types.

ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.
wsdl

This WSDL describes the UDS Organization 
management Web services and how to access 
them.

These Web services are used to create and 
manage organizations in the system.

ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl This WSDL describes the UDS User management 
Web services and how to access them.

These Web services are used to create and 
manage users in the system.

ArcotUserSchema.xsd This is the XML Schema Definition that serves as 
the reference library that can be uses by your 
code for working with the preceding three UDS 
Web services.

Exceptions and Error Codes
This appendix lists the following error codes thrown by the RiskMinder Web services:

User Data Service (UDS) Error Codes
RiskMinder Response Codes

User Data Service (UDS) Error Codes
The following table lists the  error codes and messages that are returned by the Web AdminFault
services used to manage organizations, users, and account types.

Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

31201 Unable to process the database 
query, {0}.

Note: This is a critical error.

Possible Causes:

Invalid input parameter was specified.

Error occurred during encryption.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Database is down.

Solution:

1. Verify that the database information in 
arcotcommon.ini is correct.

2. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

3. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31002 UDS is not initialized.

Note: This is a critical error, and is 
typically seen when UDS or 
Administration Console are restarted.

Possible Causes:

ARCOT_HOME is not correctly set.

Database is down.

Hardware encryption initialization failed.

Solution:

1. Verify that the database information in 
arcotcommon.ini is correct.

2. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

3. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31003 Fatal error, restart UDS.

This error is expected when the UDS 
application has encountered an 
unexpected error.

Possible Causes:

UDS did not start up correctly.

Database is down.

Hardware encryption initialization failed.

Solution:

1. Verify that the database information in 
arcotcommon.ini is correct.

2. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

3. Restart UDS.

31006 Configuration parameter, {0} not 
found.

Possible Causes:

Database was manually updated.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

This error occurs if the specified UDS 
configuration was not found in the 
ARUDSCONFIG table.

Information in database tables was not correctly 
populated.

Solution:

1. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31007 Invalid configuration parameter value, 
{0} for parameter name, {1}.

This error occurs if the specified UDS 
configuration contains invalid value
(s).

Possible Causes:

Database was manually updated.

Information in database tables was not correctly 
populated.

Solution:

1. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31008 Unknown error.

This message appears if an 
unexpected internal error occurred.

Possible Cause:

Unexpected internal error.

Solution:

1. See the arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log files 
and take corrective action.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31009 General error: {0}.

This message appears if an 
unexpected internal error occurred.

Possible Cause:

Unexpected internal error.

Solution:

1. See the arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log files 
and take corrective action.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

35100 Error communicating with data store. Possible Causes:

The database is down.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Note: This is a critical error that 
occurs either when the connectivity 
with the database server is lost or 
when processing a database query.

There was an error during encryption or 
decryption of data.

Solution:

1. See the arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log files 
and take corrective action.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

35101 Error while loading configuration file, 
{0}.

Note: This is a critical error and occurs 
while reading configuration files in the 
conf directory of ARCOT_HOME.

Possible Cause:

The configuration files are corrupted.

Solution:

1. Ensure that the configuration files contain the 
required details.

2. Retry reading from the files.

35102 Configuration file, {0} not found. Possible Causes:

1. ARCOT_HOME is not set.

2. The required configuration files are not found in 
the conf directory of ARCOT_HOME.

Solution:

1. Verify if ARCOT_HOME points to the right 
location.

2. Verify if the required configuration files exist in 
the conf directory of ARCOT_HOME.

35103 ARCOT_HOME environment variable 
is not set.

Possible Cause:

ARCOT_HOME is not set.

Solution:

Set the ARCOT_HOME to point to your installation 
directory.

35105 Invalid input parameter. Possible Cause:

The input value provided for the specified 
parameter is not valid.

Solution:

Refer to the section, "User Data Service 
 in appendix for valid input set.Validations"

35106 Missing input parameter, {0}. Possible Cause:
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

The specified input parameter is missing in the API 
request.

Solution:

Provide the required parameter.

35107 Cannot update global chosen 
encryption set, because the 
organization already contains users.

Possible Cause:

One or more organizations refer to the global 
encryption set, but users have already been 
created in these organizations.

Solution:

Global encryption set cannot be updated when 
there are users in the referring organizations.

35108 Error while audit logging. Possible Causes:

1. Connection to the database is lost.

2. Invalid input provided for the audit logs.

Solution:

See the arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log files and 
take corrective action.

35109 Field, {0} exceeded maximum length, 
{1}.

Possible Cause:

The specified field exceeded the allowed length.

Solution:

Provide a value within the expected range. Refer 
to the section,  in "User Data Service Validations"
appendix for the allowed length of input fields.

35110 Field, {0} contains invalid characters. Possible Causes:

The value provided for the specified field contains 
unsupported characters.

Solution:

Retry with valid inputs. Refer to the section, "User 
 in appendix for the Data Service Validations"

allowed character set for different fields.

31125 User, {0} not found. Possible Causes:

1. The user identifier specified in the request is 
not valid.

2. The user does not exist in the system.

3. The user has been deleted.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Solution:

1. Provide valid user details.

2. Search for deleted users to verify whether the 
user has been deleted.

31126 User, {0} not unique. More than one 
user found.

Possible Cause:

The specified user is not unique in the system. As 
a result, more than one user is returned for the 
given UserID.

Solution:

1. Ensure that the UserID is unique.

2. Check whether the UserID mapping attribute 
exists in the LDAP organization.

3. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31118 Search field, {0} not permitted. Possible Cause:

User search is not permitted on the specified field. 
For example, searching for an unmapped LDAP 
attribute is not allowed.

Solution:

1. Search based on other fields.

2. Ensure that the required attributes are correctly 
mapped.

31127 Operation, {0} not supported. Invalid 
current state {1} of User, {2}.

Possible Causes:

The current operation is not supported for the 
given user status.

The status of the specified user is either INITIAL or 
INACTIVE.
For example, authentication operations are not 
supported for INACTIVE users.

Solution:

Update the user status to a valid status and then 
perform the operation. Refer to the section, "User 

 in appendix for valid Data Service Validations"
user status for operations.

31104 Operation, {0} not supported for 
repository.

Possible Cause:
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

The current operation is not supported for the 
repository. For example, Write operations are not 
supported for LDAP repository.

Solution:

Unsupported operations must be independently 
performed on the repository and must not go 
through RiskMinder flows.

For example, users must be created in LDAP 
through LDAP user interface or APIs.

31128 User, {0} already exists.

Note: The createUser API throws this 
error.

Possible Cause:

The specified user already exists in the system. 
You cannot create another user with the same 
UserID.

Solution:

UserID must be unique in an organization. Create 
an user with a different UserID.

31119 User identifier, {0} is mandatory. Possible Cause:

API was called without providing the user 
identifier, which is mandatory for the given API 
call.

Solution:

Provide a valid user identifier in the API request.

31129 PAM is not set.

This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

1. Specified user was not found.

2. Connection to the database is lost.

Solution:

1. See the arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log files 
and take corrective action.

2.If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

31131 Invalid authentication token.

Note: This error is observed when the 
Web service is enabled for 
authentication and authorization.

Possible Causes:

1. The authentication token is not provided in the 
request.

2. The specified authentication token is not valid 
or has been tampered with.
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Solution:

Provide a valid authentication token, if the API is 
enabled for authentication and authorization.

31132 Invalid authentication request.

Note: This error is observed when the 
Web service is enabled for 
authentication and authorization.

Possible Causes:

1. The authentication token provided in the 
request has expired.

2. The SOAP request is invalid.

Solution:

1. Provide a valid authentication token in the 
request.

2. Obtain a new authentication token, if required.

31135 Hashing of authentication token 
failed.

Note: This error is observed when the 
Web service is enabled for 
authentication and authorization.

Possible Causes:

1. The authentication token provided in the 
request is invalid or has been tampered with.

2. The token could not be processed.

3. The securestore.enc file is not found in the conf 
directory of ARCOT_HOME.

Solution:

1. Provide a valid authentication token.

2. Re-create securestore.enc.

Book: See  for CA RiskMinder Administration Guide
more information on how to create this file.

3. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

70611 Authentication failed. Possible Causes:

1. Incorrect username or password has been 
specified in the request.

2. The administrator status is not valid.

3. The account is locked.

4. The account has expired.

Solution:

Retry with valid password or contact the 
administrator to unlock or activate the account.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

70300 Administrator {0} (organization: {1}) 
does not have the privilege to 
perform

administration operations for 
organization, {2}.

Note: This error is observed when the 
Web service is enabled for 
authentication and authorization.

Possible Cause:

The administrator performing the operation has a 
limited scope, and does not have the required 
permissions to perform the current task.

Solution:

1. Contact an administrator at a higher level for 
the required permissions.

31136 Delete operation for product {0} 
failed.

Note: This error is seen when the 
Cascade Delete feature is enabled.

Possible Cause:

A database error occurred during a delete 
operation.

Solution:

1. Retry the operation.

2.If the error persists, then you must contact CA 
Support.

31137 Invalid search expression.

Note: This error is thrown by the 
searchUsers API.

Possible Cause:

The search expression that you provided is not 
valid.

Solution:

Provide valid search expressions. Refer to the 
WSDL documentation to know more about valid 
search expressions.

31138 Invalid start ({0}) or end ({1}) index 
specified.

Note: This error is thrown by the 
listUsers API.

Possible Causes:

1. The start or end index that you provided is not 
valid (probably a a negative integer).

2. End index is less than the start index.

Solution:

Provide valid positive integers for the start and 
end indexes.

31139 Page size, {0} exceeded the 
configured default search count, {1}.

Note: This error is thrown by the 
listUsers API.

Possible Cause:

Number of users that you are trying to retrieve 
exceeds the configured search count.

Solution:

Limit the number of users within the search count. 
Or, increase the search count.

31151 Start lock time and End lock time are 
not allowed for ACTIVE user status.

Possible Cause:
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You have provided Start lock time and End lock 
time as inputs along with the user status, ACTIVE.

Note: User status cannot be updated to ACTIVE if 
Start lock time and End lock time are also 
specified in the request.

Solution:

Do not provide Start lock and End lock dates for 
ACTIVE user status. These inputs are valid only if 
the user status is INACTIVE.

31152 Invalid lock period. Start lock time 
must be before End lock time.

Possible Cause:

Start lock time is greater than the End lock time.

Solution:

Ensure that the Start lock time is always less than 
the End lock time.

31153 Invalid lock Period. Start lock time 
cannot be before current time.

Possible Cause:

Start lock time is less than the current time.

Solution:

Ensure that the Start lock time is always greater 
than the current time.

36100 Invalid input parameter: name, {0} 
value, {1}.

Possible Cause:

The input value provided for the given parameter 
name is not valid. For example, the specified email 
contains multi-byte characters.

Solution:

Provide valid input values. Refer to the section, 
in appendix for "User Data Service Validations" 

the set of allowed inputs for fields.

36101 Unsupported encoding exception: {0}. Possible Cause:

Error while encoding or decoding user or 
organization custom attributes. Invalid custom 
attributes.

Solution:

Retry with valid inputs.

36102 Parser exception: {0}. Possible Cause:

Error occurred while parsing user details from 
datastore.
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For example, the error occurred while retrieving 
information from the LDAP Date field.

Solution:

1. Retry the operation.

2.If the error persists, then you must contact CA 
Support

36103 {0}. Possible Causes:

Error occurred while encrypting or decrypting user 
data, because:

HSM is not reachable

Invalid Key Label is provided in the input.

Server Cache has not been updated.

Solution:

1. Retry after refreshing the cache.

2. Verify if the specified Key Label exists in the 
HSM.

3. Ensure that you can successfully connect to the 
HSM.

36106 User {0} not updated. Possible Causes:

1. Specified user not found.

2. Connection to the database is lost.

Solution:

1. Retry the operation.

2. See if there are any database-related errors in 
arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log and take 
corrective action.

3. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

36107 Provided image size, {0} KB, exceeds 
the maximum supported size, {1} KB.

Possible Cause:

The user image has exceeded the supported size.

Solution:

Ensure that the image size is within the supported 
range. Refer to the section, "User Data Service 

 in appendix for more information.Validations"
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36108 Invalid image format, {0}. Supported 
image formats are JPEG, GIF, BMP, 
and PNG only.

Possible Cause:

The format of the user image provided in the 
request is not valid.

Solution:

Ensure that the image format you are using is 
supported by UDS. Refer to the section, "User 

 in appendix for the Data Service Validations"
supported image formats.

31134 Invalid input parameter. {0} is not an 
enterprise LDAP organization.

Possible Cause:

You passed non-LDAP organization details to the 
LDAP-only API, such as 
API=performQnaVerification.

Solution:

Ensure that you use the correct non-LDAP APIs.

31108 Invalid input parameter: name, {0} 
and value, {1}.

Possible Cause:

The value provided for the specified parameter is 
not valid.

Solution:

Provide valid inputs. Refer to the section, "User 
 in appendix for the Data Service Validations"

supported input set.

31109 Organization with name {0} already 
exists.

Possible Cause:

Organization with the specified name already 
exists. As a result, another organization with the 
same name cannot be created.

Solution:

Provide a unique organization name.

31110 Organization with the display name 
{0} already exists.

Possible Cause:

Organization with the specified display name 
already exists. As a result, another organization 
with the same display name cannot be created.

Solution:

Provide a unique display name for the 
organization.

31114 Operation, {0} is not supported for 
organization {1} with status {2}.

Possible Cause:
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The specified operation is not supported for the 
given status of an organization. For example, 
setting an INACTIVE organization as default is not 
allowed.

Solution:

Update the organization status and then perform 
the operation.

31115 Organization, {0} with status, {1} does 
not exist.

Possible Cause:

The specified organization with the given status 
does not exist.

Solution:

Verify if the organization exists and check if its 
status has changed.

31116 Organization {0} is already deleted. Possible Cause:

The organization that you are trying to delete 
cannot be deleted, because it has already been 
deleted.

Solution:

Ensure that you specify the correct organization 
details.

31117 Unable to connect to the repository, 
{0}.

Possible Causes:

Repository is down.

Specified repository connection details are not 
correct.

Solution:

Check the repository connection details and retry.

31121 Invalid organization status, {0}. Possible Cause:

The organization status is not valid for the given 
operation. For example, the organization cannot 
be created with status INACTIVE.

Solution:

Update the organization status to a valid one.

31122 Operation, {0} not supported for 
default organization {1}.

Possible Cause:

The specified operation is not supported on 
Default organization. For example, you cannot 
delete the Default organization.
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31124 Organization, {0} does not exist. Possible Causes:

The organization name provided as input is not 
valid.

The Server cache has not been updated.

The organization with the specified name does not 
exist.

Solution:

Retry the operation after refreshing the cache.

31140 Attribute encryption failed. Possible Causes:

The organization display name provided as input is 
not valid.

The Server cache has not been updated.

The organization with the specified display name 
does not exist.

Solution:

Retry the operation after refreshing the cache.

31142 Invalid key label. No key with alias, {0} 
exists.

Note: This error is thrown if the 
system is configured for hardware 
encryption.

Possible Causes:

The Key Label specified in the operation does not 
exist in the HSM.

The HSM connection failed.

Solution:

1. Check the HSM connectivity.

2. Verify if the Key Label is present in the HSM.

31143 Organization {0} exist with the same 
LDAP configuration.

Note: The createOrg APIs throw this 
error.

Possible Cause:

An LDAP organization with the same configuration 
already exists.

Solution:

LDAP organizations must have unique 
configurations. Update the existing organization 
or create a new organization with different 
details.

31146 Error saving custom attributes for 
user {0}.

Possible Causes:

The specified user was not found.
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Note: This error is thrown while 
updating users’ custom attributes.

The database connection failed.

Solution:

1. Retry the operation.

2. If the issue is not resolved, then you must 
contact CA Support.

38100 Resource, {0} of type, {1} does not 
exist.

Note: This error is thrown when the 
processing of an account type fails.

Possible Causes:

The specified account type does not exist.

The Server cache has not been updated.

Solution:

Refresh the cache and retry.

38101 Unknown or unexpected error. Possible Cause:

A critical internal error occurred.

Solution:

Contact CA Support.

39100 User account, {0} not found for 
account type, {1}.

Possible Causes:

The specified user account was not found for the 
given account type, because:

The specified user does not have an account.

The account has been deleted.

Solution:

Verify if the input account ID is valid.

39101 The custom attribute, {0} is invalid for 
account type, {1}.

Possible Cause:

The specified account custom attribute does not 
exist for the account type.

The Server cache has not been refreshed.

Solution:

1. Ensure that you provide a valid input.

2. Refresh the cache and retry.

39102 User identifier, {0} not found for 
organization, {1}.

Possible Cause:
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The user identifier was not found for the 
organization during deep search. In other words, 
the specified identifier did  match any of the not
userid, accountid, and accountid attributes.

Solution:

Provide a valid user identifier.

39103 Account(s) creation failed for user 
identifier, {0} belonging to the 
organization, {1}.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

The connection to the database failed.

An unexpected error occurred while creating 
account(s).

Solution:

1. See if there are any related errors in arcotadmin.
log and arcotuds.log and take corrective action.

2. Retry the operation.

39104 The specified user account already 
exists for user {0}.

Possible Cause:

The specified user account already exists.

Solution:

Ensure that you specify a unique account name.

39105 Account types do not exist for 
organization, {0}.

Possible Causes:

The specified account type is not available for the 
organization.

The Server cache has not been refreshed.

Solution:

1. Ensure that you specify the correct account 
type name.

2. Add the organization to the account type scope.

3. Retry after refreshing the cache.

39106 Account type already exists.

Note: The APIs for creating and 
updating account types throw this 
error.

Possible Cause:

The specified account type exists in the system. As 
a result, another account type with the same 
name or display name cannot be created.

Solution:
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Create an account type with a unique name or 
display name.

39107 Account ID, {0} already created for the 
account type, {1}.

Possible Cause:

The specified user account has already been 
created for the given account type.

Solution:

The account ID must be unique for a given 
account type for an organization. Provide a 
different account ID and retry.

39201 SOAP action is null. Possible Cause:

The incoming SOAP request is not valid.

Solution:

1. Provide a valid SOAP request.

2. If problem persists, then contact CA Support.

55000 Invalid input parameter, {0}. Possible Cause:

The input value provided for the given parameter 
is not valid.

Solution:

Refer to the section, "User Data Service 
 in appendix for valid input set.Validations"

55001 Missing input parameter, {0}. Possible Cause:

The required parameter is missing from the API 
request.

Solution:

Provide the required parameter.

55002 Insufficient input parameters.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Cause:

The API inputs are incomplete.

Solution:

Provide all the required inputs.

55003 Resource bundles not found.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

ARCOT_HOME is not set.
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The required properties files are missing from the 
resourcebundles subdirectory in the conf 
directory.

Solution:

Ensure that the ARCOT_HOME environment 
variable is set correctly.

55004 Database error.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

The connection to the database failed.

An unexpected error occurred while writing to or 
reading from the database.

Solution:

1. Refer to arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log for 
more information.

2. Retry the connection.

55010 Error while encrypting the data.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

The connection to the HSM failed.

An unexpected error occurred.

The Server cache has not been refreshed.

Solution:

1. Refer to arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log for 
more information.

2. Check HSM connection details.

3. Refresh the Server cache.

55011 Error while decrypting the data.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

The connection to the HSM failed.

An unexpected error occurred.

The Server cache has not been refreshed.

Solution:

1. Refer to arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log for 
more information.

2. Check HSM connection details.

3. Refresh the Server cache.
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55012 Internal error occurred.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Cause:

An unexpected error occurred.

Solution:

Refer to arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log for more 
information.

55100 Error while retrieving organization 
configuration data.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Causes:

The specified organization was not found in the 
system.

The connection to the database failed.

The Server cache has not been refreshed.

Solution:

1. Refer to arcotadmin.log and arcotuds.log for 
more information.

2. Check the database connection details.

3. Refresh the Server cache.

50030 Search size limit exceeded the 
maximum value.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Cause:

Search returned more than the maximum 
configured limit.

Solution:

Refine your search criteria.

50031 Search base node context needs to be 
bound.

Possible Causes:

The connection to the LDAP organization failed.

The specified LDAP connection details are not 
valid.

Solution:

Ensure that the LDAP connection details are 
correct and then retry.

50032 Search is not expected to return more 
than set limit values.

Note: This error is thrown by the 
retrieveUser API in context of LDAP 
organizations.

Possible Causes:

1. The user you specified is not unique in the 
system (LDAP). As a result, more than one user 
details were returned for the given UserID.

2. The UserID attribute is not mapped to the 
correct LDAP attribute.
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Solution:

Ensure that the UserID is unique. Also, verify the 
UserID attribute mappings.

50033 Search criteria is not valid.

Note: This is a C++ error code.

Possible Cause:

The search input that you provided is not valid.

Solution:

Provide valid search inputs.

50034 Unable to get supporting data access 
class.

Possible Cause:

The connection to the LDAP organization failed.

The specified LDAP connection details are not 
valid.

Solution:

Ensure that the LDAP connection details are 
correct and then retry.

50035 LDAP node has to be created before 
referencing.

Possible Cause:

The connection to the LDAP organization failed.

The specified LDAP connection details are not 
valid.

Solution:

Ensure that the LDAP connection details are 
correct and then retry.

50036 LDAP repository has to be initialized. Possible Cause:

The connection to the LDAP organization failed.

The specified LDAP connection details are not 
valid.

Solution:

Ensure that the LDAP connection details are 
correct and then retry.

50037 Context is not bound or cannot be 
created.

Possible Cause:

The connection to the LDAP organization failed.

The specified LDAP connection details are not 
valid.

Solution:
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Error 
Code

Error Message Possible Cause for Failure

Ensure that the LDAP connection details are 
correct and then retry.

RiskMinder Response Codes
The following table lists the  response codes, reason codes, the possible cause for riskfortFault
the failure, and solution wherever applicable.

Response 
Code

Reason 
Code

Description Possible Cause for Failure

0 0 The operation was successful. NA.

1000 2002 There was an internal error. Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

1050 0 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation is invalid.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API is invalid.

For example, the allowed values for user 
status are 0 and 1. If you set this value as 5, 
then you will get this error.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

1050 2050 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation is empty.

Possible Cause:
The parameter passed to the API is empty.

Solution:
Provide a non-empty value for the 
parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

1050 2051 The length of one of the 
parameters used in the 
operation has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Note: Length here refers to 
length of the parameter, for 
example password length.

Possible Cause:
The length of the parameter passed to the 
API has exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Provide the parameter such that its length 
is less than or equal to the maximum 
allowed value.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

2052 The length of one of the 
parameters used in the 
operation is less than minimum 
allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the parameter passed to the 
API is less than the minimum value.
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Solution:
Provide the parameter such that the length 
of the parameter is greater than or equal to 
the minimum allowed value. See appendix, 

 for the supported "Input Data Validations"
parameter values.

2053 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation exceeded 
the maximum allowed value.

Note: Value here refers to the 
value of the parameter.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API has exceeded the maximum allowed 
value.

Solution:
Provide the parameter such that the value 
of the parameter is less than or equal to 
the maximum allowed value.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

1050 2054 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation is less than 
the minimum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API is less than the minimum allowed 
value.

Solution:
Provide the parameter such that the value 
of the parameter is greater than or equal to 
the minimum allowed value.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

2055 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation is invalid.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API is invalid.

For example, the allowed values for user 
status are 0 and 1. If you set this value as 5, 
then you will get this error.

Solution:
Provide valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

2056 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation contains 
invalid characters.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
contains invalid characters.

Solution:
Provide valid characters for the parameter 
that is specified by ParameterKey.

2057
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Code
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One of the parameters used in 
the operation does not meet the 
formatting requirements.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
has an invalid format.

Solution:
Provide a valid format for the parameter 
that is specified by ParameterKey.

1050 2061 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation is not 
allowed.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
has an invalid format.

Solution:
Provide a valid format for the parameter 
that is specified by ParameterKey.

8104 The specified Callout URL is not 
valid.

Possible Cause:
The specified URL is incorrect.

Solution:
Provide the valid URL.

8105 The specified duration is not 
valid.

Possible Cause:
The Start Date is greater than the End Date.

The specified value for Start Date and/or 
the End Date is in the past.

Solution:
The Start Date must be greater than the 
End Date and these should be the current 
or future dates (as this is the duration for 
the exception user).

7000 0 The operation was successful. NA.

8000

7001 0 There was an internal error. Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

8000 There was an internal error. Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

8108 There was an internal error. Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

8122 There was an internal error. Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

7501 0 The current operation on the 
database failed.

Possible Cause:
Database is not running.

Solution:
Start the database.

Possible Cause:
Connection between the Server and 
database is not complete.
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Code

Reason 
Code

Description Possible Cause for Failure

Solution:
Establish the connection between the 
Server and database again.

Possible Cause:
The operation failed because of an internal 
error.

Solution:
Check the database logs for details and 
ensure appropriate action is taken based 
on these logs.

7502 An exception occurred because 
of an unexpected internal error.

Possible Cause:
Internal error because of unexpected 
Server behavior.

Solution:
Most likely cause might be Server or 
database failure. Check the Server 
transaction and database logs for details 
and ensure appropriate action is taken 
based on the Server logs.

7503 The time could not be 
successfully fetched.

Possible Cause:
The database settings are not set correctly 
in arcotcommon.ini.

Solution:
Verify and correct the database- related 
parameters in the file.

7511 8000 The received Device Signature is 
not valid.

Possible Cause:
The Server cannot parse the Device 
Signature. Either the packet was corrupted 
or there was an issue while building the 
signature.

Solution:
Ensure that the Device Signature is 
correctly built.

7601 0 Value of one of the parameters 
used in the operation does not 
exist.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API does not exist.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7602 The name specified for the new 
ruleset already exists.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API already exists.
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Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7603 No Active ruleset of the specified 
name was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7604 No Proposed ruleset of the 
specified name was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7605 0 The name specified for the 
ruleset (Active or Proposed) does 
not exist.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7606 8101 The  sharing type refers to data
another ruleset. Therefore, the 
addition operation is not 
allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data cannot be 
added to the other ruleset.

7607 0 The  sharing type refers to data
another ruleset. Therefore, the 
operation to set the value(s) is 
not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data cannot be set 
to another ruleset.

7608 The  sharing type refers to data
another ruleset. Therefore, the 
delete operation is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data cannot be 
deleted from the other ruleset.

7609 The  sharing type refers to data
another ruleset. Therefore, the 
update operation is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data cannot be 
updated.

7610
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The  sharing type refers to data
another ruleset. Therefore, the 
value rotation is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data values cannot 
be rotated.

7611 The  sharing type parameter
refers to another ruleset. 
Therefore, the operation to set 
the value(s) is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset. Therefore, the data cannot be set 
to another ruleset.

7612 0 No Active or Proposed data was 
found for the specified Negative 
Country.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFNEGATIVECOUNTRYLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter.

See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7613 No Active or Proposed data was 
found for the specified Negative 
IP address.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7614 No Active or Proposed data was 
found for the specified Trusted IP 
address.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7615 0 No Active or Proposed 
parameters were found for the 
specified rule.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
contains invalid characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid characters for the 
parameter that is specified by 
ParameterKey.
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7616 No Proposed data was found for 
the specified Trusted IP address.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7617 No Proposed data was found for 
the specified Negative IP 
address.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7618 No Active or Proposed data was 
found for the specified Scoring 
configuration.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7619 0 No Active or Proposed data was 
found for the specified Execution 
configuration.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7620 The value of the configuration 
state parameter used in the 
operation is invalid.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7621 The ruleset cannot be created 
because the specified 
parameters and their values for 
the rule do not match.

Possible Cause:
The parameters and their corresponding 
values passed to the API are invalid.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix, D  for "Input ata Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7622
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Code
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No Active ruleset parameters 
found for the specified 
otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName.

Possible Cause:
The value of the otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName parameters passed to 
the API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7623 No Active ruleset found for the 
specified data for otherOrgName 
and otherConfigName 
parameters.

Possible Cause:
The value of the otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName parameters passed to 
the API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7624 0 The update is not allowed 
because it will create a cyclic 
dependency.

Possible Cause:
The rule or the ruleset refers to another 
ruleset.

Solution:
Change the ruleset(s) that have not yet 
been migrated, so that the cyclic 
dependency is eliminated.

7625 No Active ruleset found for the 
specified otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName parameters. 
Therefore, the update operation 
is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The value of the otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName parameters passed to 
the API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7626 No Active ruleset found for the 
specified data for otherOrgName 
and otherConfigName 
parameters. Therefore, the 
update operation is not allowed.

Possible Cause:
The value of the otherOrgName and 
otherConfigName parameters passed to 
the API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7627 8102 The specified country cannot be 
deleted because no 
corresponding Proposed data 
was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix, V  for "Input Data alidations"
the supported parameter values.
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7628 The specified IP range cannot be 
deleted because no 
corresponding Proposed data 
was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7629 0 The specified IP range cannot be 
deleted from the Trusted 
Aggregator list because no 
corresponding Proposed data 
was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7630 The specified IP or range cannot 
be deleted for the Trusted 
Aggregator because no 
corresponding Proposed data 
was found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7631 The specified IP range does not 
exist in the Negative IP Address 
list.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7632 No Active or Proposed data for 
Trusted Aggregator was found 
for the specified Trusted IP 
address.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7633 No Proposed data for the 
specified Trusted Aggregator was 
found.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found in the 
ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST table.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7634 0
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Code
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The specified Trusted Aggregator 
does not exist in the Trusted 
Aggregators list.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7635 The specified Trusted Aggregator 
cannot be added, because it 
already exists in the Trusted 
Aggregators list.

Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7636 The specified Aggregator ID 
could not be generated because 
of an internal Server error.

Possible Cause:
Aggregator ID generation failed due to an 
internal error in the Server.

Solution:
Most likely cause might be because of 
database failure. Check the Server 
transaction logs for details and ensure 
appropriate action is taken based on the 
Server logs.

7637 The specified encryption key was 
not found in the database.

Possible Cause:
The encryption key does not exist.

Solution:
Ensure that the key that you are using is 
correct.

7638 0 The supported port types could 
not be tokenized.

Possible Cause:
Server host, port, or both might not be 
configured correctly.

Solution:
Provide the correct host and port number.

Possible Cause:
Server might not be running.

Solution:
Start the Server.

Possible Cause:
If SSL is configured, then certificates might 
not be configured correctly.

Solution:
Configure the TLS certificates correctly.

7639 The specified SSL Trust Store 
does not exist.
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Possible Cause:
The value of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

Possible Cause:
The specified Trust Store name is not valid.

Solution:
You must provide a valid Trust Store name.

Possible Cause:
The specified organization name is not 
valid.

Solution:
You must provide a valid organization 
name.

7640 0 The specified score ranges were 
not found.

Possible Cause:
No Score ranges or Advice were found in 
the ARRFADVICECONFIG and 
ARRFADVICECODE tables. The RiskMinder 
database scripts were not run properly.

Solution:
Contact CA Support to resolve this issue.

7641 The Scoring Callout does not 
have the highest execution 
priority.

Possible Cause:
The priority set in the Web service call is 
higher than the existing highest execution 
priority in the RiskMinder database.

Solution:
Set the priority in the Web service call 
correctly.

7642 The Score does not have the 
highest execution priority.

Possible Cause:
The priority set in the Web service call is 
higher than the existing highest execution 
priority in the RiskMinder database.

Solution:
Set the priority in the Web service call 
correctly.

7643 8103 The required custom rule details 
were not specified. Therefore, 
the rule was not added.

Possible Cause:
The custom rule details were not specified 
correctly in the Web service call.

Solution:
Set the Web service call input parameters 
correctly.
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7644 0 The specified rule type does not 
exist or is not valid.

Possible Cause:
The specified rule type is either not present 
in the ARRFADDONRULETYPE table or is an 
invalid rule type.

Solution:
You must provide a valid rule type.

7645 0 The custom rule was not added 
because it will create a cyclic 
dependency of .data

Possible Cause:
The creation of the custom rule referring to 
another rule creates a cyclic dependency 
for the data that you added. Therefore, this 
is not allowed.

Solution:
Change the required rule such that the 
cyclic dependency is eliminated.

7646 The custom rule was not added 
because it will create a cyclic 
dependency of .parameters

Possible Cause:
The creation of the custom rule referring to 
another rule creates a cyclic dependency 
for the parameters that you added. 
Therefore, this is not allowed.

Solution:
Change the required rule such that the 
cyclic dependency is eliminated.

7647 The rule that you specified is not 
available in the ruleset.

Possible Cause:
The value of the rule passed to the API was 
not found in the specified ruleset.

Solution:
Provide a valid rule for the parameter. See 
appendix,  for the "Input Data Validations"
supported parameter values.

7648 Error occurred while fetching the 
parameters.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
contains invalid characters.

Solution:
Provide valid characters for the parameter 
that is specified by ParameterKey.

7649 Other rules are dependant on 
this rule. Therefore, this rule 
cannot be deleted.

Possible Cause:
Rules in another ruleset are currently 
referring to this rule. Therefore, you cannot 
delete this rule.

Solution:
If required, delete the depending rulesets 
before you delete this rule.

7650 0 The TypeName input is not 
specified in the call.

Possible Cause:
The TypeName has not been specified in 
the Web service call.
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Solution: 
Specify the correct input value for 
TypeName in the input.

7651 Specified TypeName already 
exists.

Possible Cause:
The TypeName in the input is already 
present in the system.

Solution:
Specify a different TypeName in the input.

7652 A cyclic redundancy is created 
with this update. Therefore, the 
update is not allowed. Also, 
because of this action only some 
rulesets were migrated.

Possible Cause:
A cyclic dependency will be created after 
the migration of  the required rulesets. all
As a result, only a few rulesets have been 
migrated.

Solution:
Change the ruleset(s) that have not yet 
been migrated, so that the cyclic 
dependency is eliminated.

7653 A cyclic redundancy is created 
with this update. Hence this 
update is not allowed. No 
rulesets have been migrated.

Possible Cause:
A cyclic dependency will be created after 
the migration of  the required rulesets.all

Solution:
Change the required ruleset(s) such that 
the cyclic dependency is eliminated.

7654 0 The database operation failed 
while migrating to production. 
Some rulesets were migrated

Possible Cause:
A cyclic dependency was found during 
migration of a ruleset. Therefore, only a 
few rulesets have been migrated. Some 
ruleset(s), including the failed ruleset, have 
not been migrated.

Solution:
Check the RiskMinder logs for details and 
ensure that appropriate action is taken 
based on these logs.

Remove the cyclic dependency of the failed 
ruleset and migrate it.

Migrate the remaining rulesets that were 
not migrated because of the failed ruleset.

7655 The value could not be converted 
to uppercase.

Possible Cause:
The input given cannot be converted to 
uppercase.

Solution:
Check the input.

7656 The User Profile information 
could not be retrieved.

Possible Cause:
UDS is not up and running.
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Solution:
Check if UDS is deployed properly and is up 
and running.

Book: See the CA RiskMinder Installation 
 for more and Deployment Guide

information to do so.

Possible Cause:
The user does not exist in the RiskMinder 
system.

Solution:
Add the user to the RiskMinder system.

7656 8116 The User Profile information 
could not be retrieved because 
the user status is currently 
disabled.

Possible Cause:
The user account is disabled.

Solution:
Activate the user.

7656 8117 The User Profile information 
could not be retrieved because 
the user account has been 
deleted.

Possible Cause:
The user does not exist in the RiskMinder 
system.

Solution:
Add the user to the RiskMinder system.

7656 8118 The User Profile information 
could not be retrieved because 
the user does not exist.

Possible Cause:
The user does not exist in the RiskMinder 
system.

Solution:
Add the user to the RiskMinder system.

7657 0 The Location and Connection 
information was not found in the 
database.

Possible Cause:
The Quova data has not been uploaded in 
the RiskMinder database.

Solution:
Upload the Quova data into the RiskMinder 
database by using the arrfupload.exe tool.

Book: See the CA RiskMinder 
 for more information Administration Guide

on this.

7658 0 The Exception User does not 
exist in the system.

Possible Cause:
The user does not exist in the RiskMinder 
system.

Solution:
Add the user to the RiskMinder system.

Possible Cause:
The specified user is not an Exception User.
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Solution:
Ensure that you have provided the correct 
details for the user, or add the user to the 
Exception User List before proceeding.

7659 The custom rule will create cyclic 
dependency. Therefore, the rule 
cannot be added.

Possible Cause:
A cyclic dependency will be created when 
you create the custom rule.

Solution:
Change the rule such that the cyclic 
dependency is eliminated.

7660 Other rules have cyclic 
dependency on the custom rule. 
Therefore, the rule cannot be 
deleted.

Possible Cause:
Other rules have cyclic dependency on the 
custom rule you are trying to delete.

Solution:
Change the rule such that the cyclic 
dependency is eliminated.

7661 8000 The XML input is invalid. Possible Cause:
Value of one or more of the parameters 
used in the operation is invalid.

Solution:
Provide a valid input for the parameter. See 
appendix,  for the "Input Data Validations"
supported parameter values.

7662 0 The specified version of the 
parameter used in the operation 
is not Active.

Possible Cause:
The version of the parameter passed to the 
API was not found.

Solution:
Provide a valid input for the parameter. See 
appendix,  for the "Input Data Validations"
supported parameter values.

7663 The operation to refresh the 
specified configuration failed.

Possible Cause:
The specified configuration does not exist.

Solution:
Ensure that the configuration exists or that 
you have specified the correct details.

7664 8000 There was an internal error in 
the operation.

Possible Cause:
Unexpected internal error.

Solution:
Most likely cause might be Server or 
database failure. Check the Server 
transaction and database logs for details 
and ensure that appropriate action is taken 
based on the Server logs.

7664 8122 The Device ID could not be 
generated.
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Possible Cause:
This could be because of a possible internal 
error at the server end or because of 
corrupted data.

7664 8207 There was an internal error 
because the Server is shutting 
down.

Possible Cause:
The Server shutdown is in progress.

Solution:
Wait for sometime for the Server to come 
up again and then try performing the 
operation.

7666 8000 The length of one of the 
parameters used in the 
operation has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the specified parameter has 
exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Provide a valid input for the parameter. See 
appendix,  for the "Input Data Validations"
supported parameter values.

7666 8113 No Association Name parameter 
was not found in the request.

Possible Cause:
The Association Name parameter is missing 
from the request.

Solution:
Ensure that the request contains a valid Tag 
Name.

7666 8114 The value of one of the 
parameters used in the 
operation is not valid.

Possible Cause:
The parameter specified by ParameterKey 
has an invalid value.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter that is specified by 
ParameterKey.

7666 8135 The Device ID used in the 
operation is not valid.

Possible Cause:
The specified Device ID is not valid.

Solution:
Ensure that you provide a valid value for 
the Device ID.

7667 8000 The length of one of the 
parameters used in the 
operation has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the parameter passed to the 
API has exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Provide a valid value for the parameter. 
See appendix,  for "Input Data Validations"
the supported parameter values.

7667 8140 The length of the User Name 
parameter has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the User Name parameter 
has exceeded the maximum value.
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Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8144 The length of the Association 
Name parameter has exceeded 
the maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the Association Name 
parameter has exceeded the maximum 
value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix,"Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8146 The length of the Transaction 
Type Name parameter has 
exceeded the maximum allowed 
value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the Transaction Type Name 
parameter has exceeded the maximum 
value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix,"Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8148 The length of the First Name 
parameter has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the First Name parameter has 
exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8150 The length of the Last Name 
parameter has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the Last Name parameter has 
exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8152 The length of the PAM 
parameter has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the PAM parameter has 
exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.
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7667 8154 The length of the Email ID 
parameter has exceeded the 
maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the Email ID parameter has 
exceeded the maximum value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7667 8156 The length of the Organization 
Name parameter has exceeded 
the maximum allowed value.

Possible Cause:
The length of the Organization Name 
parameter has exceeded the maximum 
value.

Solution:
Ensure that the parameter is of valid 
length. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8000 One of the parameters specified 
for the operation contains 
prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
A specified parameter contains prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter that is specified. See appendix,

 for the supported "Input Data Validations"
parameter values.

7668 8141 The User Name parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The User Name parameter has prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8145 The Association Name parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The Association Name parameter has 
prohibited characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8147 The Transaction Type parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The Transaction Type parameter has 
prohibited characters.
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Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8149 The First Name parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The First Name parameter has prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8151 The Last Name parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The Last Name parameter has prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8153 The PAM (Personal Assurance 
Message) parameter contains 
prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The PAM parameter has prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7668 8155 The EMAIL ID parameter 
contains prohibited characters.

Possible Cause:
The EMAIL ID parameter has prohibited 
characters.

Solution:
Provide a valid format and value for the 
parameter. See appendix, "Input Data 

 for the supported parameter Validations"
values.

7669 8158 The EMAIL ID parameter used in 
the operation does not meet the 
formatting requirements.

Possible Cause:
The EMAIL ID parameter specified by 
ParameterKey has invalid format.

Solution:
Provide a valid format for the parameter.

7670 8000 The value of one of the 
configurations used in the 
operation does not exist.

Possible Cause:
The specified configuration for the 
organization is not correct.
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Solution:
Ensure that the specified organization 
configuration is correct.

Possible Cause:
There is no configured ruleset for the 
specified transaction.

Solution:
Ensure that the specified ruleset exists or 
that you specify the correct ruleset 
information.

7670 8120 The value of ruleset 
configuration used in the 
operation does not exist for the 
specified Channel.

Possible Cause:
The specified configuration for the 
organization and/or channel is not correct.

Solution:
Ensure that the configuration information 
that you specify is correct.

Possible Cause:
There is no ruleset configured for the 
specified channel of the organization.

Solution:
Ensure that the specified ruleset exists or 
that you specify correct ruleset 
information.

7670 8121 The value of ruleset 
configuration used in the 
operation does not exist.

Possible Cause:
The specified configuration for the 
organization is not correct.

Solution:
Ensure that the specified organization 
configuration is correct.

Possible Cause:
There is no configured ruleset for the 
specified transaction.

Solution:
Ensure that the specified ruleset exists or 
that you specify correct ruleset 
information.

7671 8000 There was a failure in creating 
the association.

Possible Cause:
The specified information is not valid.

Solution:
Ensure that the inputs you specify are 
correct.

7671 8109 There was a failure in deleting 
the association.

Possible Cause:
The specified association does not exist.
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Response 
Code

Reason 
Code

Description Possible Cause for Failure

Solution:
Ensure that the specified association exists.

7672 8115 The details for the Organization 
Name that you specified for the  
operation is not active.

Possible Cause:
The specified organization has been 
deactivated.

Solution:
Ensure that the organization is valid and 
active.

7672 8139 The details for the Organization 
Name that you specified for the  
operation were not found.

Possible Cause:
The specified organization is unknown and 
was not found in the system.

Solution:
Ensure that the organization is valid and 
active.

7673 8000 The specified input is not valid. Possible Cause:
The specified input is not valid.

Solution:
You must provide a valid input in the 
required format.

7673 8184 The specified input is not valid. Possible Cause:
The user information is not provided.

Solution:
Ensure that you provide the required 
information for a valid and active user.

7678 8000 The Organization Name that you  
specified for the operation was 
not found.

Possible Cause:
The specified organization does not exist.

Solution:
You must provide a valid organization 
name.

7679 8000 The Organization Name that you  
specified for the operation is not 
valid.

Possible Cause:
The specified input is not valid.

Solution:
You must provide a valid input in the 
required format.

7681 8000 The User Name that you  
specified for the operation was 
not found.

Possible Cause:
The specified user does not exist.

Solution:
You must provide a valid user name.

7683 8000 The User Name that you  
specified for the operation 
already exists.

Possible Cause:
The specified user already exists in the 
system.

Solution:
You must provide a distinct user name.
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Response 
Code

Reason 
Code

Description Possible Cause for Failure

7684 8000 The user account for the 
corresponding User Name that  
you specified for the operation 
has been disabled.

Possible Cause:
The specified user account has been 
deactivated.

Solution:
Ensure that the user is active.

7690 8000 The user account for the User 
Name that you specified for the  
operation already exists.

Possible Cause:
The specified user account already exists in 
the system.

Solution:
You must provide a distinct user account 
name.

7691 8000 Web Service authentication or 
authorization failed.

Possible Cause:
Sent to the client if one of the following 
Web Services is enabled for Authentication 
and Authorization (AnA), and the supplied 
credential is not valid:

getUserProfile

addUserToExceptionList

deleteUserFromExceptionList

getLocationAndConnectionInfo

Solution: 
Ensure that you send the correct credential 
or authorization token while making the 
Web Service call.

Input Data Validations
To ensure that the system does not process invalid data, to enforce business rules, and to ensure 
that user input is compatible with internal structures and schemas, RiskMinder validates the data 
that it receives from the APIs.These validations can be grouped as:

User Data Service Validations
RiskMinder Validations

User Data Service Validations
The following table explains the criteria that the User Data Service (UDS) uses to validate the 
input data.

Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

User Name UserName Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 256 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

First Name FirstName Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 32 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Middle Name MiddleName Length is between 0 and 32 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Last Name LastName Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 32 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Email Email Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters. All default regular 
expressions are allowed.

Telephone 
Number

TelephoneNumber Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Personal 
Assurance 
Message

PAM Length is between 0 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Personal 
Assurance 
Message URL

PAM URL Length is between 0 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters, although alphabets, 
number, and + / \ \ # $ % & - _ : . are allowed.

Image Image Size is between 0 and 1024 KB.

Is of one of the following formats:

JPEG

JPG

GIF

BMP

PNG

Account ID AccountID Length is between 0 and 256 characters.

Is non-empty if the AccountType attribute is enabled.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Account ID 
Attribute1

AccountIDAttribute1 Length is between 0 and 256 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Account ID 
Attribute2

AccountIDAttribute2 Length is between 0 and 256 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Account ID 
Attribute3

AccountIDAttribute3 Length is between 0 and 256 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

User Custom 
Attributes

User Custom 
Attributes--
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

Maximum supported database column size for the field is 
2000 KB. The maximum length is dependent on number of 
custom attributes, multi-byte character support, and 
encryption.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Organization 
Name

OrgName Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 64 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters.

Note: All keyboard characters are supported.

Display Name DisplayName Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Description Description Length is between 1 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Account Type AccountType Length is between 0 and 64 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters.

Note: All keyboard characters are supported.

Account Type 
Display
Name

AccountType-
DisplayName

Is non-empty if the AccountType attribute is enabled.

Length is between 0 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Organization 
Custom 
Attributes

Org Custom 
Attributes

Length is between 0 and (2000 -(2 * No of custom attributes 
- 1)) characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Account Type 
Custom 
Attribute

Account Type 
Custom Attribute

Length is between 0 and (2000 -(2 * No of custom attributes 
- 1)) characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

User Account 
Custom 
Attributes - 
Name

User Account 
Custom Attributes -
Name

Length is between 0 and 64 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

User Account 
Custom 
Attributes - 
Value

User Account 
Custom Attributes - 
Value

Length is between 0 and 128 characters.

Does not contain invalid characters (ASCII 0-31).

Key Label Key Label Is non-empty.

Does not contain invalid characters.

Note: All keyboard characters are supported.

RiskMinder Validations
The following table explains the criteria that RiskMinder Server uses to validate this input data.
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Note: Attribute length mentioned in the following table corresponds to the character 
length. Attribute ID is referred to as paramName in the Java APIs.

Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

User Name USER_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 256 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Organization Name ORG_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Display Organization 
Name

DISPLAY_ORG_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 1024 
characters.

Machine Fingerprint DEVICESIGNATURE No validation, except that 
RiskMinder Server must be able to 
parse it.

Action ACTION Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 32 
characters.

Does not contain whitespace 
characters.

DeviceID DEVICEIDVALUE Is generated by RiskMinder Server, 
so that the Server is able to parse 
it.

Device Type DEVICEIDTYPE Has one of the following values:

HTTP

Rule Annotation RULEANNOTATION No validation, except that 
RiskMinder Server must be able to 
parse it.

Start Time START_TIME Is non-empty.

End Time END_TIME Is non-empty.

Create Time CREATE_TIME Is non-empty.

Is less than or equal to the current 
time.

Last Modified Time LAST_MODIFIED_TIME Is non-empty.

Is less than or equal to the current 
time.

Configuration Name CONFIG_NAME Configuration name is non-empty.
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Channel Name CHANNEL_NAME Channel name is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Configuration State CONFIG_STATE Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 2 
characters.

Configuration State for 
Administration Web 
Service

CONFIG_STATE_WS Is non-empty.

Length is not more than 5 
characters.

Country Name COUNTRY_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 50 
characters.

Does not contain invalid characters 
(ASCII 0-31), although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Country Code COUNTRY_CODE Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 2 
characters.

Can contain numbers, alphabets, 
underscore, and dot.

Start IP START_IP Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 
4294967295 characters.

Follows the IP address format.

End IP END_IP Length is between 0 and 
4294967295 characters.

Follows the IP address format.

Mask MASK Length is between 0 and 
4294967295 characters.

Follows the IP address format.

Start IP START_IP_STR Is non-empty.

Length is between 7 and 15 
characters.

Follows the IP address format.

End IP END_IP_STR Length is between 7 and 15 
characters.

Follows the IP address format.
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

Mask MASK_STR Length is between 7 and 15 
characters.

Follows the IP address format.

Type TYPE --

Start IP Filter START_IP_FILTER Is non-empty.

Length is between 7 and 15 
characters.

Follows the IP address format.

Source IP Filter SOURCE_IP_FILTER Is non-empty.

Length is between 7 and 15 
characters.

Follows the IP address format.

Rule Name RULE_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 128 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Rule Mnemonic RULE_MNEMONIC Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 25 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although numbers, 
alphabets, underscore (_), and 
hyphen (-) are allowed.

Rule Description Name RULE_DESCR_NAME Length is between 1 and 128 
characters.

Rule Description RULE_DESCRIPTION Length is between 1 and 1024 
characters.

Rule Library Name RULE_LIB Is non-empty.

Parameter Name RULE_PARAM_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Parameter Value RULE_PARAM_VALUE_STR Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 512 
characters.

Parameter Value RULE_PARAM_VALUE_BIN Is non-empty.

Parameter Type RULE_PARAM_TYPE Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 4 
characters.

Aggregator Name AGGREGATOR_NAME Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Aggregator ID AGGREGATOR_ID Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 128 
characters.

Combination Rule 
Name1

COMBINATION_RULE_
NAME1

Is non-empty.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Combination Rule 
Name2

COMBINATION_RULE_
NAME2

Is non-empty.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Combination Rule 
Match1

COMBINATION_RULE_
MATCH1

Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 1 
characters.

Combination Rule 
Match2

COMBINATION_RULE_
MATCH2

Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 1 
characters.

Advice ADVICE Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Score SCORE Value is between 1 and 100.

Scoring Priority SCORING_PRIORITY Value is between 1 and 
2147483647.

Execution Enabled EXECUTIONENABLED Value must either be 0 or 1.

Scoring Enabled SCORINGENABLED Value must either be 0 or 1.

Other Organization 
Name

OTHERORGNAME Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Other Configuration 
Name

OTHERCONFIGNAME Length is between 1 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Sharing Type SHARINGTYPE Is non-empty.

Value is between 1 and 3.

Callout Type CALLOUT_TYPE Value is between 0 and 2.

Callout URL CALLOUT_URL Is non-empty.

Length is between 0 and 150 
characters.
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Attribute Attribute ID Validation Criteria

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although alphabets, 
number, and + / \ \ # $ % & - _ : . 
are allowed.

Callout Timeout CALLOUT_TIMEOUT Value is between 0 and 1000000.

Instance Name INSTANCE_NAME Length is between 0 and 32 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Protocol Module Name PROTOCOL_MODULE_NAME Length is between 0 and 128 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Client SSL TrustStore 
Name

CLIENT_SSL_TRUST_STORE_NAME Length is between 0 and 64 
characters.

Does not contain invalid 
characters, although ASCII 32-127 
are allowed.

Connection Timeout CONNECTION_TIMEOUT Value is between 0 and 1000000.

Client Certificate CLIENT_CERT --

Client Key CLIENT_KEY --

Server Root CA 
Certificate

SERVER_ROOT_CA_CERT --

Server Private Key SERVER_PRIVATE_KEY --

Read Timeout READ_TIMEOUT --

Minimum Connections MIN_CONNECTION --

Maximum Connections MAX_CONNECTION --

Full Distinguished Name 
of the Certificate

CERT_SUBJECT --

Issuer Name ISSUER_NAME --

Server SSL 
Authentication

SERVER_AUTH_SSL --

Client SSL Authentication CLIENT_AUTH_SSL --

Action TRANS_ACTION Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 32 
characters.

Does not contain invalid characters 
(ASCII 0-31).

Association Name ASSOC_NAME Is non-empty.

Length is between 1 and 32 
characters.

Does not contain invalid characters 
(ASCII 0-31).
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RiskMinder Logging
To effectively manage the communication between RiskMinder Server and your application, it is 
necessary to get information about the activity and performance of the Server and other 
components, as well as any problems that might have occurred.

This appendix describes the various log files supported by RiskMinder, the severity levels that you 
will see in these files, and the formats of these log files. It covers the following topics:

Format of the RiskMinder Server and Case Management Server Log Files
Format of UDS and Administration Console Log Files

Format of the RiskMinder Server and Case Management Server Log Files
The following table describes the format of the entries in the RiskMinder logger, arcotriskfort.log 
and arcotriskfortcasemgmtserver.log, as discussed in the section, .Transaction Log Files

Column Description

Time Stamp The time the entry was logged, translated to the specified time zone.

The format of logging this information is:

www mmm dd HH:MM:SS.mis yy z

In the preceding format:

www represents weekday.

mis represents milliseconds.

z represents the time zone you specified in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Log Level

(or Severity)

The severity level of the logged entry.

See  for detailed information.Supported Severity Levels

Process ID 
(pid)

The ID of the process that logged the entry.

Thread ID 
(tid)

The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Transaction 
ID

The ID of the transaction that logged the entry.

Message The message logged by the Server in the free-flowing format.

Note: The granularity of this message depends on the Log Level that you set in 
arcotcommon.ini.

Format of UDS and Administration Console Log Files
The following table describes the format of the entries in the following log files:

arcotuds.log ( )UDS Log File

arcotadmin.log ( )Administration Console Log File
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Column Associated 
Pattern
(In the Log File)

Description

Time 
Stamp

%d{yyyy-MM-dd 
hh:mm:ss,SSS z} :

The time when the entry was logged. This entry uses the 
application server time zone. The format of logging this 
information is:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm:ss,mis z

Here:

mis represents milliseconds.

z represents the time zone.

Thread ID [%t] : The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Log Level 
(or 
Severity)

%-5p : The severity level of the logged entry.

See  for more information."Supported Severity Levels"

Logger 
Class

%-5c{3}(%L) : The name of the logger that made the log request.

Message %m%n : The message logged by the Server in the log file in the free-
flowing format.

Note: The granularity of the message depends on the Log Level 
that you set in the log file.

Refer to the following URL for customizing the PatternLayout parameter in the UDS and 
Administration Console log files:
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Client Guides
CA Adapter VPN Client User Guide
Configuring CA Adapter for Cisco IPSec VPN
Configuring CA Adapter Juniper SSL VPN

CA Adapter VPN Client User Guide
Installing and Using VPN Client
Uninstalling VPN Client

Installing and Using VPN Client
The CA VPN Client User Guide walks you through the process of installing, configuring, running, 
and uninstalling CA VPN Client on the Windows 32-bit operating system.

This guide is intended for end users who want to install and configure CA VPN Client on their 
computer.

This topic walks you through the process of installing and using CA VPN Client that integrates 
with the Cisco VPN client application to provide secure access to applications and data available 
on your enterprise network. VPN Client provides an additional layer of security through ArcotID 
authentication, which authenticates end users before granting them access to their enterprise 
network. This chapter covers the following sections:

VPN Client Features
Installing VPN Client
Using VPN Client
Configuring VPN Client to Work With a Proxy Server

Note: CA Adapter still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort, and RiskFort in some of its 
code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find occurrences of Arcot, 
WebFort, and RiskFort in all CA Adapter documentation. In addition, some of the topics 
in this guide do not follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies 
will be fixed in a future release.

VPN Client Features
This section lists the following key features of VPN Client:

Configurable Parameter to Terminate the VPN Client Application
An administrator can configure the VPN Client application to terminate when the ArcotID 
authentication succeeds. On successful authentication, the VPN Client application passes 
control to the Cisco VPN client application installed on your computer.
The administrator can configure the VPN Client application to run in one of the following 
modes:

The VPN Client application terminates and the Cisco VPN client application icon appears in 
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1.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

The VPN Client application terminates and the Cisco VPN client application icon appears in 
the system tray.

The VPN Client application minimizes to the system tray and the Cisco VPN client 
application icon does not appear in the system tray.

Pop-Up Menu for Text Fields
When you right-click any of the text fields in the VPN Client user interface, a pop-up menu is 
displayed with the following options:

Cut

Copy

Paste

Select All

If a text field is not editable, then you can only perform Copy and Select All operations.

Auto Copy Selected Text to Clipboard
An administrator can configure VPN Client to automatically copy selected text to the system 
Clipboard. For example, when you select the content in a text field, the contents of the text 
field are automatically copied to the system Clipboard.

Support for Proxy Server
An administrative user can configure VPN Client to submit the user’s authentication request 
through a proxy server. To set up proxy server support in VPN Client, select one of the 
following options in the VPN Client proxy server settings screen:

Use System Settings (Internet Options)

Proxy Required

For more information about configuring proxy server settings in VPN Client, see Configuring 
.VPN Client to Work With a Proxy Sever

Using Internet Explorer Settings for Proxy Detection
VPN Client can now detect proxy settings based on configurations that you specify in the 
Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box of Internet Explorer. You can enable this feature 
by selecting Use System Settings (Internet Options) in the VPN Client proxy settings window.
To access the Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box from Internet Explorer 7 and 8, do 
the following:

From the Tools menu, select Internet Options.
The Internet Options dialog box opens.

Click the Connections tab, and then click LAN Settings.
The Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box opens.

You can also access the Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box directly from your 
Windows operating system. To access this dialog box through the Classic Start menu of 
Windows XP, do the following:

Browse to Start > Settings > Control Panel > Internet Options.
The Internet Properties dialog box opens.
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2.  Click the Connections tab, and then click LAN Settings.
The Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box opens.

Note: Depending on the version of your Windows operating system, the procedure to 
access this dialog box might differ.

In the Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box, depending on your requirement, you can 
select the following options:

Automatically detect settings

Use automatic configuration script

Use a proxy server for your LAN

Keyboard Shortcut to Access the Proxy Server Screen
You can use the Ctrl+Alt+P keyboard combination to access the proxy server configuration 
screen of the VPN Client application.

Installing VPN Client
Contents

Before You Begin
Install VPN Client

Before You Begin

Before installing VPN Client, ensure that the following requirements are met:

You have the Cisco VPN client application installed and configured on your system.

Note: Refer to the Cisco VPN documentation for more information on installing and 
configuring the Cisco VPN client application.

You are able to successfully establish a connection to your Cisco VPN server.

Note: Refer to the Cisco VPN documentation for more information on establishing a 
connection with your Cisco VPN server.

You have authentication credentials (ArcotID) to log in to the VPN Client application.

Note: Contact your system administrator to obtain your credentials to log in to the 
VPN Client application.

At least one profile is configured in the Cisco VPN client.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

Note: Refer to the Cisco VPN documentation for more information on this.

You have removed any previous version of the VPN Client application from your system.

If you are using SSL to communicate with AFM, then ensure that the required root certificates 
are available on your system.

Install VPN Client

To install VPN Client:

Navigate to the directory where the CA-Arcot-VPN-Client-1.0.2.2-Windows-Installer.exe 
file is located and double-click the file to run the installation wizard.
The Welcome screen opens.

Click Next to continue.
The License Agreement screen opens.

Read the license agreement carefully, select the I accept the terms of the License 
Agreement option, and click Next.
The installer checks if any VPN Client installation already exists on your computer. If no 
VPN Client installations are found, skip to Step 5.

If the installer detects an existing installation of the VPN Client application on your 
system, the Pre-Installation Installation Found opens.
You cannot proceed with the installation. Click Cancel to quit the installer.

Note: To install VPN Client 1.0.2.2, you must first uninstall the pre-existing 
installation, and then restart the installation process.

The installer checks if any other Arcot product is installed on your computer.
One of the following scenarios is possible:

If the installer does not find an existing Arcot product on your computer, then you will 
be prompted for an installation folder.
On the Installation Location screen, you can either accept the default folder specified 
by the installer to install the VPN Client application or you can choose to browse and 
specify a different installation folder.

If the installer detects an existing Arcot product installation, then you will not be 
prompted for an installation folder. The existing Arcot Systems folder is used for 
installation.

Click Next to install VPN Client in the specified folder.
The Create Desktop Shortcut screen opens.

Select the Create a desktop shortcut option to create a shortcut for VPN Client on your 
desktop.

Click Next to continue.
The Pre-Installation Summary screen opens.
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9.  

10.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Review the information on this screen, and do one of the following:

Click Previous to move to a previous screen and change a selection that you made 
earlier.
or

Click Install to begin the installation process.
The Installing Arcot VPN Client 1.0.2.2 screen opens.

The installation process might take a few minutes to complete. After some time, the 
Installation Complete screen opens.

Click Done to complete the VPN Client installation process.
On successful completion of the installation process, the installer creates an entry named 
Arcot Systems in the Windows Programs menu. Also, if you chose to create a shortcut for 
the VPN Client application, then a shortcut named Arcot VPN Client is created on the 
desktop.

Using VPN Client
After you have installed VPN Client successfully, you are ready to connect to your VPN server 
using the VPN Client application.

To authenticate using the VPN Client user interface:

Open the VPN Client user interface.
You can choose one of the following methods to access the VPN Client application:

Click Start, Programs, Arcot Systems, and then select CA Arcot VPN Client.

If available, double-click the CA Arcot VPN Client shortcut on your desktop.

Note: If you see errors while accessing the VPN Client application, then contact your 
system administrators.

Specify your ArcotID credentials to authenticate with VPN Client.

Select the VPN Profile.

Select the Connection Entry.
Your system administrator would have configured a VPN Profile and a Connection Note: 

Entry profile that you need to select in the respective fields. If you do not see any profile 
entry in these drop-down lists, then contact your system administrator.

Click Login.

On successful authentication, the VPN Client application passes control to the Cisco VPN client 
application installed on your computer. Using the Cisco VPN client application, the Cisco VPN 
server provides access to only those resources that you are authorized to use.

One of the following actions happens after you have been successfully authenticated by VPN 
Client:

The VPN Client application terminates and the Cisco VPN client application icon appears in 
the system tray.

Note: Using the Cisco VPN client application icon, you can disconnect an active 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

Note: Using the Cisco VPN client application icon, you can disconnect an active 
connection to the Cisco VPN server. In this case, you must relaunch the VPN Client 
application and complete the ArcotID authentication process to establish a new 
connection with the Cisco VPN server.

The VPN Client application minimizes to the system tray. In this case, the Cisco VPN client 
application icon does not appear in the system tray.

If the VPN Client icon appears in the system tray, then you can perform the following actions by 
right-clicking the icon:

Connect: Selecting this option relaunches the VPN Client application. This option is available 
only when VPN Client is disconnected.

Disconnect: Selecting this option disconnects an active connection to the Cisco VPN server. 
This option is available only when VPN Client is connected.

Refresh: Selecting this option refreshes the VPN Client application and updates the current 
status (connected or disconnected) of the application.

Exit: Selecting this option disconnects any active connection to the Cisco VPN server and 
closes the VPN Client application.

Configuring VPN Client to Work With a Proxy Server
VPN Client provides an option to submit authentication requests to the server either with or 
without a proxy server. If a proxy server is configured, then you might also be required to 
authenticate with the proxy server before sending the request to the authentication server.

To enable and configure the proxy server in VPN Client:

Click Start, Programs, Arcot Systems, and then Arcot VPN Client.
The Arcot VPN Client application window opens.

Select Proxy Settings from the Tools menu or use the keyboard combination of Ctrl+Alt+P.
The Arcot VPN Client screen with the proxy server settings is displayed.

You can select one of the following options in the VPN Client proxy server settings screen:

Direct Connection (No proxy): Select this option if the VPN Client authentication 
request is not routed through a proxy server.

Use System Settings (Internet Options): Select this option to allow VPN Client to 
detect and use the proxy settings configured in Internet Explorer.
Depending on the option that you selected for the LAN Setting in Internet 
Explorer, you might be asked to provide the user name and password to 
authenticate with your proxy server. To specify the username and password, you 
need to select the Authentication Required option in the VPN Client proxy server 
settings screen and provide the user name and password in the Username and 
Password fields.

Proxy Required: Select this option when the VPN Client authentication request is 
routed through a proxy server. Specify the proxy server Host and Port information 
in the respective fields.
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5.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Note: Selecting one of the following options enables the Authentication 
Required field on the VPN Client screen:

Use System Settings (Internet Options)

Proxy Required

If your proxy server requires user authentication, then you must check the Authentication 
Required field and provide the user name and password in the Username and Password 
fields.

Click OK to save the proxy server settings.

Uninstalling VPN Client
This topic guides you through the process of uninstalling VPN Client from your computer.

Important! Before starting the uninstallation procedure, make sure that you have 
logged out of the Cisco VPN server and have closed any active instance of the VPN 
Client application.

To uninstall VPN Client and its components:

Navigate to the following directory:
\Uninstall CA Arcot VPN Client 1.0.2.2installation_directory

Double-click the Uninstall CA Arcot VPN Client 1.0.2.2.exe file.
The Uninstall Arcot VPN Client 1.0.2.2 screen opens.

Click Uninstall to begin the uninstallation process.

Note: If you do not wish to uninstall VPN Client, then click Cancel to exit.

The uninstaller starts removing the installed components of VPN Client.
The Uninstall Complete screen opens after the uninstaller has removed all components of   
the VPN Client application.

Typically, the uninstaller removes all VPN Client components and files installed by Note: 
the installer. However, if the VPN Client installation directory  is still installation_directory
present on your computer after running the uninstallation wizard, then you must delete 
the installation directory manually.

Click Done to complete the uninstallation process.
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Configuring CA Adapter for Cisco IPSec VPN
Performing Post-Installation Tasks
Configuring VPN Client
Customizing the VPN Client Interface
Creating the Final Package

Performing Post-Installation Tasks
This document describes the configurations that are required to integrate CA Adapter with the 
Cisco IPSec VPN appliance to provide secure access to resources.

Note: Before you configure AuthMinder, ensure that Adapter is installed and configured. For 
information about installing and configuring Adapter, see CA Adapter Installation and 

.Configuration Guide

Authentication Flow Manager (AFM) functions as a proxy between CA AuthMinder and VPN 
Client. After you install and configure AFM, you must configure AuthMinder to communicate with 
your VPN server. This section walks you through the process of configuring AuthMinder.

Cisco IPSec VPN uses the  ( ) protocol for Remote Authentication Dial In User Service RADIUS
centralized access, authorization, and accounting management. To enable AuthMinder Server for 
the RADIUS protocol support, perform the following tasks:

Enable RADIUS Protocol Support in AuthMinder Server

Create a RADIUS Client

For complete information about working with the RADIUS protocol in AuthMinder, see CA 
.AuthMinder Installation and Deployment Guide

Note: CA Adapter still contains the terms Arcot, WebFort, and RiskFort in some of its 
code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, the CA Adapter documentation also 
contains occurrences of Arcot, WebFort, and RiskFort. In addition, some of the topics in 
this guide do not follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will 
be fixed in a future release.

Enable RADIUS Protocol Support in AuthMinder Server
By default, AuthMinder is enabled to process RADIUS requests. You can use Administration 
Console to verify the RADIUS protocol status.

Before proceeding with the steps mentioned in this section, ensure that AuthMinder Server  and
Administration Console are successfully installed and configured.

To verify RADIUS protocol support in AuthMinder Server:
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a.  

Log in to Administration Console as a by using the following URL:Master Administrator 
http:// : /arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htmApp_Server_Host_Name Port_Number
In the preceding URL,  indicates the host name or the IP address App_Server_Host_Name
of the application server where you configured Administration Console and  Port_Number
indicates the port at which the server listens to incoming requests.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab. 

Activate the WebFort tab.

Under the Instance Configuration section on the side-bar menu, click the Protocol 
Management link.
The Protocol Configuration page opens.

In the List of Protocols table, click RADIUS.
The RADIUS page opens.

Ensure that the Protocol Status field is set to Enabled.
If the protocol is not enabled, then perform the following steps.

Select the Change Protocol Status check box.

From the Action drop-down list, select Enable.

Click Save to save your changes.

Restart AuthMinder Server.

You have enabled RADIUS protocol support in AuthMinder Server.

Create a RADIUS Client
You can use Administration Console to create a RADIUS client.

To create a RADIUS client:

Log in to Administration Console as a by using the following URL:Global Administrator 
http:// : /arcotadmin/adminlogin.htmApp_Server_Host_Name Port_Number
In this URL,  indicates the host name or the IP address of the App_Server_Host_Name
application server where you configured Administration Console.  indicates Port_Number
the port at which the server listens to incoming requests.

You can add the RADIUS client at the global level or at an organization level. The page to 
add the client is the same, but the navigation to the page differs.

To add a client at the global level:

Activate the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Activate the WebFort tab.

In the left pane, click RADIUS Client.

To add a client at the organization level:

Activate the Organizations tab.
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Under the Manage Organizations section, click the Search Organization link to  
display the Search Organization page.

Enter the complete or partial information of the organization you want to search 
and click the Search button. 

A list of organizations matching the search criteria is displayed.

Under the Organization column, click the  link for the Organization_Name
required organization.

The Organization Information page opens.

Activate the WebFort Configuration tab.

The organization-specific configuration links are displayed in the tasks pane.

In the left pane, click RADIUS Client.

The RADIUS Configuration page opens. 

Click Add.

The page to add a RADIUS configuration opens. Provide information to add a RADIUS  
configuration, as described in the following table.

Parameter Description

RADIUS Client 
IP Address

The IP Address of the RADIUS client using which users authenticate to CA 
AuthMinder RADIUS Server.

Shared Secret 
Key

The secret key that is shared between the RADIUS client and CA 
AuthMinder Server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is 1 and the maximum length is 512 
characters.

Description A brief description of the RADIUS client. The description helps identify the 
RADIUS client, when multiple clients are configured.

Authentication 
Type

Select  as the type of authentication that is used with VPNs.RADIUS OTP

Click  to add the IP address of the new RADIUS client.Add

Note: The RADIUS Configuration page also displays the Existing RADIUS Clients 
table, using which you can update or delete the RADIUS client IP addresses.

You have created a RADIUS client.
For the changes to take effect, refresh the AuthMinder Server instance.
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Important! After you configure AuthMinder Server, you must configure the 
Cisco IPSec VPN appliance to use AuthMinder as an authentication server over 
RADIUS. See the appropriate Cisco documentation for configuration details.

Configuring VPN Client
VPN Client is an end-user application that is shipped with Adapter. VPN Client must be installed 
on the end user's system to enable them to access your VPN server. Users can install VPN Client 
by using the Arcot-VPN-Client-1.0.2.2-Windows.zip package that contains the client installer file 
and other configuration files required to connect to your enterprise network.

Before installing VPN Client, you must configure the .properties and .xml files used by the client 
application. To reduce errors while editing these files, CA strongly recommends that the 
administrator modifies these files  distributing them to the end users. This section covers before
the following topics:

Editing the arcotvpnclient.properties File
Editing the arcotvpnclienterrors.properties File
Editing the avcstrings.properties File
Editing the CopyFiles.xml File
Exploring the VPN Client Package File

Note: Ensure that the Cisco VPN Client is installed and configured with a profile to 
communicate with the VPN Gateway on the system where the VPN Client will be 
installed and used.

Editing the arcotvpnclient.properties File
The arcotvpnclient.properties file specifies:

The default and failover URLs to connect to the AFM server, which is also referred to as Arcot 
 (AAP).Authentication Proxy

The mapping between VPN Profile and AAP.

The network timeout settings to specify the connection timeout and read timeout.

The network proxy server settings.

The Cisco VPN client commands that are used to connect, disconnect, and refresh a 
connection to the Cisco VPN server.

The connection status messages.

The location of the image files used in the VPN Client user interface.

The following table describes the various parameters of the arcotvpnclient.properties file that 
you must configure. The table is divided into parts that correspond to various sections in the 
properties file.
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Important! In addition to the parameters described in the following table, the 
arcotvpnclient.properties file contains other parameters. However, you should  not
modify them for the VPN integration.

Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

Cisco VPN Client Profile to AAP URL Mapping

This section defines the Cisco VPN server parameters.

aap.profile.serverurl.
mapping.Profile_Name

Optional If your Cisco VPN client configuration supports multiple 
VPN server connections, you need to specify them in 
the aap.profile.serverurl.mapping.  Profile_Name
parameter. The connection details are stored as a VPN 
Profile at the client end, with each profile representing 
one VPN server.

In the file, uncomment this parameter and specify the 
mapping. You can create as many profile-to-AAP 
mapping sections as required.

Note: If the profile name contains any white space 
characters, then the profile mapping can be specified 
by escaping the white space characters with backslash "
". For example, if the profile name is " ", the \ profile 1

profile mapping entry should be specified as:app.profile.
serverurl.mapping.profile\ 1= https://Host_IP:
Port_Number/arcotafm/vpn/master_vpn.jsp

aap.default.serverurl Required This AFM URL is used for the profiles that are  not
mapped to any AAP.

In the file, uncomment the aap.default.serverurl 
parameter and specify the AFM URL.

By default, the URL is in HTTPS format. If the 
application server is enabled for HTTPS and if its 
certificate is not trusted by the JRE used by VPN Client, 
then include that certificate in the trust store of the 
JRE. For example, if the application server is using a self-
signed certificate.

Note: You can specify multiple (AAP mapping or URL) 
using comma as the delimiter, as show in the following 
example: https://Host:Port_Number/arcotafm/vpn
/master_vpn.jsp, https://Host:Port_Number/arcotafm
/vpn/master_vpn.jsp

aap.monitoring.jsp Required VPN Client sends a request to the JSP file specified in 
this parameter to check whether AAP is running or not. 
By default, this parameter is set to arcotauthuiMonitor.
jsp file.

Note: Do not change the value of this parameter.

Network Timeouts
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

This section defines the connection timeout and read timeout values between VPN Client and 
AFM.

vpnclient.connection.
timeout

Optional The connection timeout parameteAVCr is used to 
specify the time interval (in milliseconds) for which VPN 
Client waits for AFM’s response to a new connection 
request. If VPN Client receives a valid response from 
AFM within the specified time frame, the connection is 
establiAVCshed. Else, VPN Client terminates the 
connection request.

By default, this parameter is set to 30000 milliseconds. 
If you need to specify a different value, uncomment 
this parameter and specify the required time interval.

vpnclient.read.timeout Optional In case of a successful client-server connection, the VPN 
Client read timeout parameter specifies the time 
intervaAVCl (in milliseconds) for which VPN Client waits 
for AFM’s response to a request sent by VPN Client. If 
AFM fails to respond back in the specified time frame, 
the connection to AFM is dropped.

By default, this parameter is set to 30000 milliseconds. 
If you need to specify a different value, uncomment 
this parameter and specify the required time interval.

SSL-Related Settings

This section defines the protocol used for the SSL communication.

vpnclient.sslProtocol.
Version

Optional This parameter specifies which version of SSL should be 
enabled in VPN Client while communicating with the 
SSL-enabled servers. The possible values are:

SSLv3

TLSv1

SSLv2Hello,SSLv3

SSLv2Hello,TLSv1

SSLv2Hello,TLSv1,SSLv3

TLSv1,SSLv3

Default value: SSLv3

verifyHostName Optional This parameter specifies whether the host name in the 
SSL certificate is verified by the VPN Client application 
or not.

By default, this parameter is set to true, which indicates 
that the host name in the SSL certificate is verified by 
the VPN Client application. If this parameter is set to 
true and there is a mismatch in the host name, then the 
VPN Client application displays an error message.
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

If you do not want the VPN Client application to verify 
the host name, set the value of this parameter to false.

Note: If verifyHostName is set to true, then ensure that 
the certificate used by AFM matches the domain where 
it is installed.

Network Proxy Settings

The parameters defined in this section are applicable when the end user accesses your 
enterprise network using a proxy. CA recommends that you  edit these parameters do not
manually, as they are configured through the proxy server settings screen of the VPN Client 
application. For more information about configuring proxy server settings in VPN Client, refer to 
the section "Configuring VPN Client to Work With a Proxy Server" in the CA VPN Client User Guide
.

proxyHost Optional The host name of the proxy server.

proxyPort Optional The port number of the proxy server.

Default value: 80

proxyAuthenticationRequired Optional Determines whether end users are required to 
authenticate with the proxy server. Possible values are 
true and false.

Default value: true

proxyUser Required The username that the end user uses to authenticate 
with the proxy server.

proxyPassword Required The password that the end user uses to authenticate 
with the proxy server.

Note: The proxyUser and proxyPassword parameters 
cannot be configured through the arcotvpnclient.
properties file as they are configured through the VPN 
Client proxy server settings screen. These parameters 
should never be commented and should be specified in 
the Base64 format only.

last.used.proxy.setting Optional This parameter specifies the last proxy setting used in 
VPN Client. Possible values are:

direct

system

manual

Default value:direct

Note: These parameters can also be configured using 
the VPN Client proxy server settings screen. The 
parameter configurations made in the arcotvpnclient.
properties file can be overridden by changes made 
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

subsequently through the VPN Client proxy server 
settings screen. CA recommends that you configure 
these parameters by using the VPN Client proxy server 
settings screen.

Cisco VPN Client Commands

This section specifies the Cisco VPN client commands that are used to establish a connection 
with the VPN server, check the connection status, and disconnect from the VPN server. 
Additionally, you can specify pre- and post-connection commands, if applicable.

vpnclient.connect.command Required This parameter specifies the command to establish a 
connection with the VPN server. For example, the 
default value of this parameter is as follows:

vpnclient.connect.command={base.vpn.client.directory}
\\vpngui.exe  -user "#username#" -pwd -sc
"#password#" "#profile#"

Note:
- In the preceding command, the {base.vpn.client.
directory} variable and the #profile#, #username#, and 
#password# parameters are replaced by the VPN Client 
installer, at the time of installation, with the actual 
values.

If you want to display an icon of the Cisco VPN client - 
application in the system tray, then you must set the 
value of systray.display to false and specify the  connect
command as:

vpnclient.connect.command={base.vpn.client.directory}
\\vpngui.exe -c -user "#username#" -pwd "#password#" 
"#profile#"

For more information on this feature, see Enabling 
.Automatic Termination of the VPN Client Application

vpnclient.preconnect.
command

Optional This parameter specifies any command that needs to 
be run before establishing a connection with the VPN 
server.

vpnclient.postconnect.
command

Optional This parameter specifies any command that needs to 
be run after a connection with the VPN server has been 
established.

vpn.cmd.check.status Required This parameter specifies the command to update the 
connection status. For example, the default value of 
this parameter is as follows:

vpn.cmd.check.status={base.vpn.client.directory}
\\vpnclient.exe stat traffic

Note: In the preceding command, the {base.vpn.client.
directory} variable is replaced by the VPN Client 
installer, at the time of installation, with the actual 
value.

vpn.cmd.disconnect Required
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

This parameter specifies the command to disconnect an 
active VPN server connection. The default value of this 
parameter is as follows:

vpn.cmd.disconnect={base.vpn.client.directory}
\\vpnclient.exe disconnect

Note: In the preceding command, the {base.vpn.client.
directory} variable is replaced by the VPN Client 
installer, at the time of installation, with the actual 
value.

profile.directory.
location

Required This parameter specifies the location of the Cisco VPN 
client profiles on the end-user’s system. For example, 
the default value of this parameter is as follows:

profile.directory.location={base.vpn.client.directory}
\\Profiles

Note: In the preceding command, the {base.vpn.client.
directory} variable is replaced by the VPN Client 
installer, at the time of installation, with the actual 
value.

line.to.grep.for.
notconnected

Required This parameter specifies messages that are returned by 
the status check command in case of no active 
connection. For example, the default value of this 
parameter is as follows:

line.to.grep.for.notconnected=No connections exists; 
Your VPN connection is not active

Note: You can specify multiple messages by separating 
them with a semicolon ( ).;

line.to.grep.for.connected Required This parameter specifies messages that are returned by 
the status check command if an active connection is 
found. For example, the default value of this parameter 
is as follows:

line.to.grep.for.connected=Time connected

VPN Client Images Location

This section specifies the location of image files used in the VPN Client user interface. You can 
replace these default images by specifying the path of the image files that you intend to use.

image.appicon Required This parameter specifies the location of the image used 
in the title bar of the VPN Client user interface.

By default, it shows the Arcot logo (appicon.gif).

image.connected Required This parameter specifies the location of the image file 
shown in the status bar for an active connection.

By default, it is set to display the Arcot logo with green 
background color (ArcotTrayIconC.gif).

image.disconnected Required
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Parameter Required/
Optional

Description

This parameter specifies the location of the image file 
shown in the status bar for an inactive connection.

By default, it is set to display the Arcot logo with red 
background color (ArcotTrayIconDC.gif).

Editing the arcotvpnclienterrors.properties File
The arcotvpnclienterrors.properties file specifies the error messages that are displayed to the 
end user while working with the VPN Client application. A snippet of the arcotvpnclienterrors.
properties file is as follows:

##### Client side error messages #####
# This file contains error messages that are used by screens on the client system.
...
# Error messages for client configuration errors.
profilenotfound=No existing vpn profile found.
...
# Error messages for server communication failures.
allaapserversdown=The proxy server or the VPN server is not available. Please try 
after some time.
communicationfailure=Communication failure, please try again.
...
# Error messages for proxy server issues.
proxyserverauthfailure=The username or password you entered for the proxy server a
uthentication is invalid. Please try again.
proxydetailsincomplete=Username field is required.
...
# Error message on failure to launch browser
browserFailed=The browser failed to launch.

# Error message when communication with current server fails in
# middle of a flow, and the client restarts the flow
failovererror=Communication with server failed. Please retry.

# Error message when tried to launch application when one instance is running
applicationalreadyrunning=Another instance of application is already running. Exit
 already running instance to relaunch.

# Error message when underlying VPN already connected
underlyingvpnalreadyconnected=You are already connected to the VPN network!

# Error while parsing error xml
error.parsing.
errorxml= Internal error in parsing XML. Please contact administrator.

# Error message on failure to receive OTT with in time
error.ott.timeout=Arcot VPN Client was not able to get your credentials from A-
OK in time. Please try again.

# Messages for System Proxy setting problems.
systemsettingsunavailable=Error occurred while detecting system settings. Direct c
onnection will be used.
...

The arcotvpnclienterrors.properties file uses the following pattern:

<ParameterName>=<Value>

You can customize an error message by modifying the Value field of the respective parameter. 
However, you the ParameterName.must not change 

Editing the avcstrings.properties File
The avcstrings.properties file is used to customize the following elements of the VPN Client user 
interface:
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The version and copyright information in the footer.

Note: If you do not want to display the version and copyright information in the footer, 
you can turn these parameters off by either commenting the footer parameters 
(window.footer.version and window.footer.copyright) or leaving them blank.

The application title.

The field names displayed in the proxy server settings screen.

The action button names and their shortcut keys.

The label for the drop-down list for selecting a profile.

The main menu and pop-up menu labels.

The system tray messages.

A snippet of the avcstrings.properties file is as follows:

##### Client side screen messages #####
# This file contains messages that are used by screens on the client system.
# If you want to build up locale-specific support, you need to create
# avcstrings_<language>_<country>.properties inside this folder.
########################################

# Version and copyright information
window.footer.version=Version 1.0.2.2
window.footer.copyright=Copyright 2012, Arcot Systems, Inc.

# Window title
application.title=Arcot VPN Client

# Title displayed inside client body
application.labels.title=Arcot VPN Client

# Proxy Authentication
proxyauth.form.instruction=Proxy server requires authentication
proxyauth.form.USERNAME=Username:
proxyauth.form.PASSWORD=Password:
proxyauth.form.REMEMBER=Remember credentials

# Proxy Settings Field names
proxysettings.form.USERNAME=Username:
proxysettings.form.PASSWORD=Password:
proxysettings.radio.PROXY_ENABLE=Proxy Required:
proxysettings.radio.PROXY_DISABLE=Direct Connection (No proxy)
proxysettings.radio.SYSTEMSETTINGS_ENABLE=Use System Settings (Internet Options)
proxysettings.checkbox.AUTHENTICATE=Authentication Required
proxysettings.form.PROXYHOST=Host
proxysettings.form.PROXYPORT=Port
proxysettings.checkbox.AUTODETECT_PROXY=Auto Detect Proxy

# Proxy setting window instruction
proxy.settings.instruction=Please Configure proxy details.

# buttons used in screens together with hokeys (shortcuts) to invoke them
application.buttons.OK=OK
application.buttons.OKHOTKEY=O
application.buttons.SUBMIT=Submit
application.buttons.SUBMITHOTKEY=S
application.buttons.CANCEL=Cancel
application.buttons.CANCELHOTKEY=C

# select profile dropdown box in case of profile url mappings

select.profile.label=Connection Entry:
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select.profile.label=Connection Entry:

# Menu names.
tools.menu=Tools
tools.menuitem.enableproxysettings=Enable Proxy
tools.menuitem.changeproxysettings=Proxy Settings

# TextField Menu Items.
textField.Copy=Copy
textField.Cut=Cut
textField.Paste=Paste
textField.Select=Select All

# system tray messages
systray.connected=Connected to VPN.
systray.disconnected=Disconnected from VPN.

Editing the CopyFiles.xml File
The VPN Client installer can copy extra files that might be required by VPN Client or the Cisco 
VPN client application to work successfully. These files could include the profile configuration or 
other system files that might be required for successfully running the client application.

The CopyFiles.xml file is used to specify the location where these extra files need to be copied on 
the end-user’s system. To distribute these extra files with the VPN Client installer, perform the 
following tasks:

Copy the files that need to be distributed with the installer to the \resources\add-ons 
directory.

In the CopyFiles.xml file, specify the location on the end-user’s system where these files 
need to be copied.
A sample CopyFiles.xml file is as follows:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!--
- <B>How it works</B>
-<B> Install</B>
-Document element
-   <B>OS</B>
-    To perform OS Specific install actions
-<B>PostInstall</B>
-All the children of this tag should be executed in PostInstall phase only.
-Each of the above can contain either of these only.
- <I>COPY</I>,
-<B>1. COPY</B>
-<I>from_location</I> location from where to copy, This need to be either
-absolute location or some IA variable.
-
-<I>to_location<
/I>  is the location where the copying will done. This need to be either
-absolute location or some IA variable.
-
-
-<I>type</I> is  to denote if the command to be applied is on directory.
-
-
-
-->

<!DOCTYPE Install [
  <!ELEMENT Install(OS+)>
  <!ELEMENT OS (PostInstall)>
 
  <!ELEMENT PostInstall(COPY)+>
  <!ELEMENT Object(#PCDATA)>
  <!ELEMENT COPY(Object+)>

  <!ATTLIST OS name CDATA #REQUIRED>
  <!ATTLIST COPYfrom_location CDATA #REQUIRED>
  <!ATTLIST COPYto_location CDATA #REQUIRED>

  <!ATTLIST COPYtype CDATA #REQUIRED>
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  <!ATTLIST COPYtype CDATA #REQUIRED>

  <!ATTLIST Objectname CDATA #REQUIRED>
 

]>

<Install>
<OS name="windows">
<PostInstall>
<!--
USER_INSTALL_DIR : Location of Arcot VPN Client installation (ARCOT HOME dir
ectory)
VPN_CLIENT_INSTALL_LOCATION : Location of VPN client (e.
g. Cisco VPNClient) installation (already installed)
EXTRACTOR_DIR : Directory containing Arcot-VPN-Client-*.*-Windows-Installer.
exe
-->

<!-- Example for copying a directory -->
<!--
<COPY to_location="$VPN_CLIENT_INSTALL_LOCATION$+$/$"
from_location="$EXTRACTOR_DIR$+$/$+resources+$/$+add-ons+$/$" type="
directory">
<Object name="Directory Name"/>
</COPY>
-->

<!-- Example for copying a file -->
<!--
<COPY to_location="$VPN_CLIENT_INSTALL_LOCATION$+$/$"
from_location="$EXTRACTOR_DIR$+$/$+resources+$/$+add-ons+$/$" type="file">
<Object name="File Name"/>
</COPY>
-->
</PostInstall>
</OS>
</Install>

The following table describes the XML tags and the variable names that are used in the 
CopyFiles.xml file.

Element Description

to_location Specifies the path where the add-on files need to be 
copied on the end-user’s system.

$VPN_CLIENT_INSTALL_LOCATION$+$
/$

Contains the location of the VPN client installed on the 
end-user’s system. Typically, this variable should not be 
changed. However, if you want to store the add-on files 
on a location other than the VPN client installer, then 
replace this variable with the required location. For 
example, C:\Program Files\Profiles.

$USER_INSTALL_DIR$+$/$ Contains the install location of the VPN Client on the end-
user’s system.

from_location Specifies the path from where the add-on files need to be 
picked up for copying. By default, this is set to the 
\resources\add-ons directory that is extracted from the 
VPN Client zip file.

$EXTRACTOR_DIR$+$/$+resources+$
/$+add-ons+$/$

Contains the location of the add-ons directory that is 
extracted from the VPN Client zip file.

type Specifies the type of object being copied. It can be 
assigned one of the following values:
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Element Description

directory: the object that needs to be copied is a 
directory.

file: the object that needs to be copied is a file.

Object name Specifies the name of the object (directory name or file 
name) that needs to be copied.

Note: You can now either customize the VPN Client interface, as discussed in 
, or directly proceed to "Customizing the VPN Client Interface" "Creating the Final 

.Package"

Exploring the VPN Client Package File
The CA-Arcot-VPN-Client-1.0.2.2-Windows-32bit.zip package contains the VPN Client installer (CA-
Arcot-VPN-Client-1.0.2.2-Windows-Installer.exe) and the resources directory, which contains the 
following files and subdirectories:

The arcotvpnclient.properties file, which contains the configurable parameters that are used 
by the VPN Client application.

The properties subdirectory, which contains the following files:

arcotvpnclienterrors.properties: Used to customize the error messages displayed by the 
VPN Client application.

avcstrings.properties: Used to customize the element text displayed on the VPN Client 
user interface.

log4j.properties: Used to define the log file location and the level of logging to be done for 
the VPN Client application.

The images subdirectory contains the CA logo, which is used while rendering the workflow 
screens to the end users.

The screens subdirectory contains XML files, which are used for rendering the VPN Client user 
interface.

The add-ons subdirectory contains the CopyFiles.xml file, which is used for specifying the add-
on files that need to be copied to the end-user’s system.

The following sections describe the contents of these configuration files and explain how to 
customize these files according to your system requirements.

Note: In the following sections, wherever you need to make a change in the default 
configuration value, you must first uncomment the respective parameter by removing "

" before the parameter entry.#
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Customizing the VPN Client Interface
This section explains optional customization for the VPN Client application to enable or disable 
some of its features. It includes information on performing the following customizations:

Enabling Automatic Termination of the VPN Client Application
Enabling Auto Copy for Selected Text to Clipboard
Customizing Splash Screen
Enabling Default Button for the VPN Client User Interface
Disabling Fields on the VPN Client User Interface
Enabling Multiple Organization Support
Enabling Automatic Saving and Retrieval of User Information on the Client Side
Customizing the Height and Width of the VPN Client User Interface
Invoking the Default Web Browser Through VPN Client
Customizing the Time Interval Between Connection Status Checks

Enabling Automatic Termination of the VPN Client Application
By default, VPN Client is configured to run in the background and the application icon appears in 
the system tray. In this case, the Cisco VPN client application icon does not appear in the system 
tray. To change this behavior, you need to make the following changes in the arcotvpnclient.
properties file:

Set the value of systray.display parameter to False.

Set the value of vpnclient.connect.command parameter, as shown below:

{base.vpn.client.directory}\\vpngui.exe   -user "#username#" --c
pwd "#password#" "#profile#".

Making these changes in the arcotvpnclient.properties file configures the VPN Client application 
to automatically terminate once the user is successfully authenticated by AFM, and the control 
passes to the Cisco VPN Client application. In addition, the Cisco VPN Client application icon 
appears in the system tray.

Enabling Auto Copy for Selected Text to Clipboard
To enable the auto copy feature for a text field on the VPN Client user interface, you need to add 
autoCopy in the field declaration. The following example shows how you can add this attribute in 
a text field declaration:

<textField name="<%= strProps.getString("aidauth.form.USERID") %>" colspan="
2"    value="<%= StringEscapeUtils.escapeXml(sd.getLoginID()) %>" focus="<%= !
loginidpresent %>" autoCopy="true" />

Customizing Splash Screen
The Splash screen is stored as vpnsplashscreen.png in the resources\images folder of the VPN 
Client package. You can replace the Splash screen by overwriting the vpnsplashscreen.png image 
file with a new image of your choice. You need to make sure that the new image file is stored 
with the same name, vpnsplashscreen, and is in the .png format.
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Enabling Default Button for the VPN Client User Interface
You can assign a default action button for every screen of the VPN Client application. This 
functionality can be achieved by editing the XML or JSP file used to render the user interface and 
setting the default parameter to true for the desired button. As a result, when a user presses the 

 key on that screen, the action defined for the default button gets executed. The following Enter
example shows how you can add this parameter to a button named :Login

<button name="Login" actionName="submitPage" padding-left="10" padding-right="
10" hotkey="L" default="true"/>

Disabling Fields on the VPN Client User Interface
By default, when a user submits a login form, various controls on the login form are disabled. This 
behavior can be customized by adding the following attributes in the respective XML or JSP file:

disableFormOnSubmit: This parameter disables all form controls, such as text fields or drop-
down lists, present on a form. You must specify this parameter in the actionName attribute of 
a button control. When a user clicks a button with actionName attribute set to 
disableFormOnSubmit, then all fields present on that form are disabled.
The following code snippet shows the usage of the disableFormOnSubmit attribute.

<button name="<%= strProps.getString("application.button.LOGIN") %>" actionName
=" ,signChallenge,rememberUsername,storeRemember Fields,disableFormOnSubmit
submitPage" colspan="1" padding-left="10" padding-right="20" hotkey="<%
= strProps.getString("application.button.LOGINHOTKEY") %>" changedName="<%
= strProps.getString("aidauth.button.changedname.LOGIN") %>" default="true"/>

disableOnSubmit: This parameter is used to specify whether a control would get disabled or 
not if the disableFormOnSubmit parameter is specified for a button. By default, all fields on a 
form are set to be disabled when the button with the disableFormOnSubmit parameter is 
clicked. However, you can change this behavior by setting disableOnSubmit attribute to false 
for any form field that you do not want to disable when the disableFormOnSubmit method 
runs.
The following code snippet shows the usage of the disableOnSubmit attribute.

<button name="<%= strProps.getString("application.button.CANCEL") %
>" actionName="closeApplication" colspan="1" padding-left="0" padding-right="
10" hotkey="<%=strProps.getString("application.button.CANCELHOTKEY") %>" disabl

/>eOnSubmit="false"

changedName: This parameter is used to specify a new label or text for a form button after a 
user has clicked the button. For example, if you want the text on the  button to change Login
to  after a user has clicked the  button, you can use the changedName Connecting Login
attribute to achieve this.
The following code snippet shows the usage of the changedName attribute.

<button name="<%= strProps.getString("application.button.LOGIN") %
>"     actionName="disableFormOnSubmit,signChallenge,rememberUsername,
storeRememberFields,submitPage" colspan="1" padding-left="10" padding-right="
20" hotkey="<%= strProps.getString("application.button.LOGINHOTKEY") %>" change

 default="dName="<%= strProps.getString("aidauth.button.changedname.LOGIN") %>"
true"/>

Enabling Multiple Organization Support
VPN Client and AFM can be customized to authenticate users from different AuthMinder 
organizations that are configured in AuthMinder Server. The users are shown a list of 
organizations on the login screen of the VPN Client application. If multiple organizations are 
defined in the aidauth.jsp file, then a drop-down list appears with the list of organizations. This 
list can be customized by editing the following line in the aidauth.jsp file.
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String orgnamelist = "DEFAULTORG,GROUPA,GROUPB"

Note: On Apache Tomcat, the aidauth.jsp file is available in the 
/webapps/arcotafm/vpn directory. If you are using other <Application_Server_Home>

application servers, then refer to the application server vendor documentation for the 
corresponding path.

In the above example, organization names are separated by a comma ( ), which is also the default ,
delimiter. To change the default delimiter, you must make the following changes:

Add a new parameter named orglistDelimiter in the arcotvpnclient.properties file, and 
specify the new delimiter. In the following example, the delimiter is changed to a 
semicolon:

=orglistDelimiter ;

Save the arcotvpnclient.properties file.

Enabling Automatic Saving and Retrieval of User Information on the Client Side
To configure the VPN Client application to automatically save and load user information on the 
client side, you must set the value of the remember parameter of a form field to true in the 
aidauth.jsp file. Configuring the remember parameter allows the field value to be stored in and 
retrieved from the local file system.

To auto-load user information, in addition to setting the remember parameter, you must include 
the loadRememberFields parameter in the onLoad attribute of a document tag. This means that 
as soon as the UI is rendered, the fields configured with the remember=true parameter are 
populated with the locally stored values.

Similarly, to store the values entered in the fields with remember parameter, call the client-side 
method, storeRememberFields. This method, which reads and stores values of the configured 
fields in the local file system, must be called when the form’s  button is clicked.Submit

Additionally, to store the values entered in the fields with remember parameter, you must 
include the storeRememberFields parameter in the actionName attribute of a button. When you 
click this button, the values are stored in the fields with the remember parameter.

The following example shows how to configure the information entered in the user ID and profile 
fields so that they can be stored and retrieved automatically:

<document  ="populateProfiles, " width="300" height="onLoad loadRememberFields
350" xmlns="http://integrations.arcot.com/vpn/client/XMLSchema/1.0">
<body bgcolor="255,255,0">

<form actionUrl="controller_vpn.jsp">
<textField name=" " colspan="2"focus="true"  "/>userid remember="true
<select name=" " colspan="2"  ><font name="Arial" size="12"/><profile remember="true"
/select>
<button name=" " actionName=" ,signChallenge,Login storeRememberFields
submitPage" padding-left="10" padding-right="20" hotkey="L" default="true"/>
<button name="Cancel" actionName="closeApplication" colspan="1" padding-left="
0" padding-right="10" hotkey="C"/>

</form></body></document>
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Customizing the Height and Width of the VPN Client User Interface
You can customize the height and width of the VPN Client user interface by changing the height 
and width attributes in the document tag of the XML or JSP file used to render the user interface. 
The following example shows how you can customize the height and width of the VPN Client user 
interface:

<document onLoad="populateProfiles,loadRememberFields"     xmlwidth="300" height="350"
ns="http://integrations.arcot.com/vpn/client/XMLSchema/1.0">

Invoking the Default Web Browser Through VPN Client
The VPN Client application can be configured to open a specific Web page in the default Web 
browser of the user’s system. To add this functionality, you need to add the following code in the 
XML or JSP file used to render the user interface:

<textField hidden="true" name="targetURI"  />value="http://www.arcot.com"
<button name="<%= strProps.getString("application.button.BROWSE") %>" actionName="
invokeBrowser" disableOnClick="false" hotkey="<%= strProps.getString("application.
button.BROWSEHOTKEY") %>"/>

The first line of code adds a hidden text field that stores the URL of the Web page that opens in 
the Web browser. In the example, the value attribute of the text field is set to http://www.arcot.

. You can change this attribute to a desired value.com

The second line of code adds a button named Browse on the user interface. When a user clicks 
the Browse button, the default browser is invoked and the Arcot home page is displayed.

Customizing the Time Interval Between Connection Status Checks
By default, VPN Client checks the connection status through the Cisco VPN client application 
every five seconds. You can change the default time interval by including the vpn.status.check.
snooze.time parameter in the Cisco VPN Client Commands section of the arcotvpnclient.
properties file and setting it to a desired value. Only positive integers are acceptable as valid 
values and this command works only when VPN Client is running in the .system tray

In the following example, the time interval to check the connection status is set to 1 second:

vpn.status.check.snooze.time=1

Creating the Final Package
After you have performed the configurations that are discussed in the topics Configuring VPN 

 and , create the final VPN Client package file for your Client Customizing the VPN Client Interface
end users to include the configuration changes:

Replace the default .properties and .xml files in the resources directory with the newer  
files that you created by using the procedures described earlier in this section.

Create an installer.properties file with the following data:
VPN_CLIENT_INSTALL_TYPE=CISCO
Ensure that the Arcot-VPN-Client-1.0.2.2-Windows-Installer.exe and installer.properties 
files are available in the same location.

Re-create the final installation package file along with the installer.properties file.
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Configuring CA Adapter Juniper SSL VPN
The CA Adapter for Juniper SSL VPN Configuration Guide walks you through the process to 
configure CA Adapter to work with the Juniper SSL VPN appliance.

This guide requires that you be familiar with CA AuthMinder and Juniper SSL VPN appliance being 
used for the integration.

Note: This guide assumes that CA Adapter, Juniper SSL VPN appliance, and CA 
AuthMinder are installed and are independently operational.

The Adapter and Juniper SSL VPN integration enables VPN users to leverage CA’s unique software-
based credential, CA ArcotID PKI, to provide authenticated access to the network resources.

After installing and configuring Adapter 2.2.9, you must configure CA AuthMinder to 
communicate with the Juniper SSL VPN appliance. This chapter describes how you can configure 
CA AuthMinder and Juniper SSL VPN appliance to integrate with your primary authentication 
mechanism.

This chapter covers the following topics:
Configuring AuthMinder
Configuring Juniper SSL VPN
Verifying Juniper SSL VPN Integration

Before proceeding with the instructions given in this chapter, ensure that Adapter is installed and 
configured. For information on installing and configuring Adapter, see the CA Adapter Installation 

.and Configuration Guide

Note: CA Adapter still contains the terms Arcot, RiskFort and WebFort in some of its 
code objects and other artifacts. Therefore, you will find occurrences of Arcot, RiskFort 
and WebFort in all CA Adapter documentation. In addition, some of the topics in this 
guide do not follow the standard formatting guidelines. These inconsistencies will be 
fixed in a future release.

Configuring AuthMinder
Perform the following tasks to configure RADIUS protocol support in AuthMinder:

Enabling RADIUS Protocol Support in AuthMinder Server
Creating RADIUS Clients

Note: For complete information about working with the RADIUS protocol in 
AuthMinder, see the .CA AuthMinder Installation and Deployment Guide
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Enabling RADIUS Protocol Support in AuthMinder Server
You must use the AuthMinder Administration Console to enable RADIUS protocol support. You 
must do this after you have successfully configured AuthMinder Server and the AuthMinder 
Administration Console.

To enable RADIUS protocol support in AuthMinder Server:

Log in to AuthMinder Administration Console as by using the Master Administrator 
following URL:
http:// : /arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.htmhost_name port_number
In the preceding URL,  indicates the host name or the IP address of the host_name
application server where you configured Administration Console and  port_number
indicates the port at which the server listens to incoming requests.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Activate the WebFort tab.

Under Instance Configurations in the side-bar menu, click Protocol Management.
The Protocol Configuration page opens.

In the List of Protocols table, click RADIUS.
The RADIUS page opens.

Select the Change Protocol Status check box.

From the Action drop-down list, select Enable.

Click Save to save your changes.
You have enabled RADIUS protocol support in AuthMinder Server.

Creating RADIUS Clients
To create RADIUS clients:

Log in to Administration Console as by using the following URL:Global Administrator 
http:// : /arcotadmin/adminlogin.htmhost_name port_number
In the preceding URL,  indicates the host name or the IP address of the host_name
application server where you configured Administration Console and  port_number
indicates the port at which the server listens to incoming requests.

Click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

Activate the WebFort tab.

In the left pane, click RADIUS Client.
The RADIUS Configuration page opens.

Click Add.
The page to add a new RADIUS Configuration page opens.

Provide information to add a new RADIUS configuration, as described in the following 
table:
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Parameter Description

RADIUS Client 
IP Address

The IP Address of the RADIUS client, which is the Juniper Secure Access 
gateway IP.

Shared Secret 
Key

The secret key that is shared between the RADIUS client and AuthMinder 
Server.

Note: The minimum length of the key is 1 and the maximum length is 512 
characters.

Description A brief description of the RADIUS client. The description helps identify the 
RADIUS client, when multiple clients are configured.

Authentication 
Type

Select  as the type of authentication that is used with VPNs.RADIUS OTP

Click the Add button to add the IP address of the new RADIUS client.

Note: The RADIUS Configuration page also displays the Existing RADIUS Clients 
table, using which you can update or delete the RADIUS client IP addresses.

Restart the AuthMinder Server.
You have created an AuthMinder RADIUS client.

Configuring Juniper SSL VPN
You must configure the Juniper SSL VPN appliance after you have successfully configured the 
RADIUS protocol support and added a RADIUS client in AuthMinder.

To configure the Juniper SSL VPN appliance:

Log in to Juniper SSL VPN Administration Console.
The login screen of the Juniper SSL VPN Administration Console opens.
On successful authentication, the Juniper SSL VPN appliance grants access to the user.

Add an authentication server for the RADIUS-based authentication, as follows:

In the left pane, click Auth Servers in the Authentication section.
The Authentication Servers page opens.

From the New drop-down list, select Radius Server and then click New Server.
The New Radius Server page opens.

Use the information provided in the following table to enter the fields in the first 
section of this page.

Field Name Required/
Optional

Description

Name Required Specify a name for the RADIUS Server.

NAS-Identifier Specify the Fully Qualified Distinguished Name (FQDN) of the 
client to identify itself to the RADIUS server.
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Field Name Required/
Optional

Description

Optional,  if
NAS-IP-
Address is 
specified

Radius Server Required Specify the FQDN or IP address of RADIUS Server.

Authentication 
Port

Required Specify the port at which RADIUS Server is available.

Default value: 1812

Shared Secret Required The shared secret that you specify here must match the Shared 
Secret Key value that you specified on the RADIUS Configuration 
page while configuring AuthMinder.

Accounting 
Port

Required Specify the port at which the RADIUS accounting service is 
available.

Default value: 1813

NAS-IP-
Address

Optional,  if
NAS-Identifier 
is specified

Specify the IP address of the client to identify itself to the 
RADIUS server.

Timeout Required Specify the time (in seconds) before the system times out.

Retries Required Specify the number of times a user is allowed to try to 
authenticate.

Select the Users authenticate using tokens or one-time passwords check box.

Similarly, refer to the preceding table to specify information for the Backup server 
section.

(Optional) Specify the information in the Radius accounting section, if you are using an 
authorization server.

(Optional) Specify the information in the Custom Radius Rules section, if required.

Click Save Changes to add the new server to the list.

Define a user realm for the new authentication server that you added in Step 2.

In the Users section, point to User Realms, and then click New User Realm.
The New Authentication Realm page opens.

On the New Authentication Realm page, enter the following information:

Name: Enter the name of the new realm that you are creating.

Note: Ensure that the realm name you specify clearly describes the user 
community so that users can identify the realm correctly.

Click Save Changes to add the new realm.

Define a role mapping rule for the realm that you created in Step 3.
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Define a role mapping rule for the realm that you created in Step 3.

In the Users section, point to User Realms, point to the realm created in Step 3, and then 
click Role Mapping.
The Role Mapping Rule page opens.

Click New Rule.
The new Role Mapping Rule page opens.

On the Role Mapping Rule page, enter the following information:

Rule based on: Select Username from the drop-down list.

Name: Enter the name of the new rule that you are creating.

Rule: If username: Select is from the drop-down list and enter * in the text box, which 
indicates that rule will be applied to all users.

To assign this rule to a role, select the role in the Available Roles list and click the Add 
button to add the selected role to the Selected Roles list. For example, add Users role 
to the Selected Roles list.

Click Save Changes to add the new role mapping rule.

Change the user's network connect client type.

In the Users section, point to User Roles, and then click Users (the role selected in substep 
c in the preceding step ).
The Users role page opens.

Under Network Connect, select the Network Connect option.

Click Save Changes to change the network connect client type.

Upload custom sign-in pages.

In the Authentication section, point to Signing In, and then click Sign-in Pages.
The Signing In page opens.

Click Upload Custom Pages.
The Upload Custom Sign-In Pages screen opens.

In the right pane, under the Sample Template Files section, click Sample to download the 
Sample.zip file.

Extract the contents of the sample.zip file.

Locate the LoginPage.thtml file shipped with the sample application, and open it in a text 
editor.

Locate the JavaScript function deletepreauth() and include the following code before the 
ending script tag (/script):

function delegateAuthentication(){
var toberemoved = document.getElementsByTagName("input");
var loginAction = document.frmLogin.action;
var browserUrl = window.location;
for (var i=0; i < toberemoved.length; i++) {
var name = toberemoved[i].getAttribute("name");
if (name == "username") {
var parentNode = toberemoved[i].parentNode;
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var parentNode = toberemoved[i].parentNode;
parentNode.removeChild(toberemoved[i]);
}
}
document.getElementById("posturl").value = loginAction;
document.getElementById("browserurl").value = browserUrl;
document.frmLogin.action =
"https:// : /arcotafm/master.jsp?profile= ";host_name port arcotidrisk
document.frmLogin.submit();
}

Note: In the preceding code, replace  and  with the host name hostname port
and port of the server hosting Authentication Flow Manager (arcotafm). In 
addition,  represents the AFM profile created by using the Wizard arcotidrisk
and supports SSL VPN integration.

Replace the code within the <form> and </form> tags with the following code:

Note: In the following code, replace the form’s action parameter with the 
complete URL of the login.cgi file hosted on the Juniper SSL VPN appliance. 
Contact Juniper SSL VPN administrator to get the complete URL assigned to the 
login.cgi page.

<form name="frmLogin"   method="POST" autocomplete=offaction=login.cgi
onsubmit="return Login(<% setcookies %>)">
<input type="hidden" name="tz_offset">
<input type="hidden" name="vpn" value="true">
<input type="hidden" name="type" value="juniper_lite">
<input id="posturl" type="hidden" name="posturl" value="">
<input id="browserurl" type="hidden" name="browserurl" value="">
<input id="errormessage" type="hidden" name="errormessage" value="
<% LoginPageErrorMessage %>">
<table border="0" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0">
<tr>
<td nowrap colspan="3"><b><% welcome FILTER verbatim %></b></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td nowrap colspan="3"><span class="cssLarge"><b><% portal FILTER
verbatim %></b></span></td></tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3">&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
<% IF LoginPageErrorMessage %>
<tr>
<td colspan=3>
<table cellpadding=1 bgcolor=#cccc99><tr><td>
<table cellpadding=2 bgcolor=#FFFFCC><tr><td>
<% LoginPageErrorMessage %>
</td></tr></table>
</td></tr></table>
</td>
</tr>
<% END %>
<tr>
<td valign="top">
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
<%IF !AnonymousAuthentication && !CertificateAuthentication &&
!SAMLAuthentication%>
<% FOREACH prompt = prompts %>
<%NEXT IF !prompt.required %>
<% END %>
<tr>

<% IF RealmList.size == 0 %>
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7.  

8.  

<% IF RealmList.size == 0 %>
<td><% realm %></td><td>&nbsp;</td><td>
<input type="text" name="realm" value="" size="20">
</td>
<% ELSIF RealmList.size == 1 %>
<input type="hidden" name="realm" value="<% RealmList.0 %>">
<script type="text/javascript">
delegateAuthentication();
</script>
<% ELSE %>
<td><% realm %></td><td>&nbsp;</td><td>
<select size="1" name="realm">
<% FOREACH r = RealmList %>
<option value="<% r %>" ><% r %></option>
<% END %>
</select>
</td>
<% END %>
</tr>
<%ELSE%>
<tr>
<input type="hidden" name="realm" value="<% RealmList.0 %>">
<script type="text/javascript">
delegateAuthentication();
</script>
</tr>
<%END%>
<tr>
<td colspan="3">&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td>&nbsp;</td>
<td><input type="button" value="Continue" name="btnSubmit"
onclick="javascript: delegateAuthentication()">&nbsp;
<% IF help_on %>
<input type='submit' name='help' value="<% help %>"
onclick='window.open("welcome.cgi?p=help", "wndHelp",
"height=400,width=500,resizeable=yes,scrollbars=yes"); return false;'>
<% END %>
</td>
</tr>
<% IF admin %>
<tr>
<td colspan="3">&nbsp;</td>

</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan="3" align="center">
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="1" width="220">
<tr>
<td width="220" bgcolor="#CCCC99">
<table border="0" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="0" width="220">
<tr>
<td bgcolor="#FFFFCC">Note: This is the <br><b>Administrator Sign-In
Page</b>.
<br><br>If you don't want to sign in as an Administrator, return to the
<a href="<% enduserSigninURL %>">standard Sign-In Page</a>.
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
</table>
</td>
</tr>
<% END %>
</table>
</td>
<td valign="top">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</td>
<td valign="top"><TABLE border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="2">
<tr><td>Please select a Realm and continue</tr></td></table></td>
</tr>
</table> </form>

Save and close the LoginPage.thtml file.
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9.  

10.  

11.  

12.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

1.  

2.  

Update the LoginPage.thtml file in Sample.zip with the LoginPage.thtml file that you 
edited in the preceding step.

On the Upload Custom Sign-In Pages screen, enter the name (for example, Adapter Sign-
in Page) that you will use to reference the custom sign-in pages in the Name field.

In the Templates File field, click Browse to navigate to the location of custom templates 
(updated Sample.zip, see step i above).

Click Upload Custom Pages to use the sign-in page provided by CA.
The "Successfully created new Custom Sign-In page." message opens.

Define a user URL that would be used for authentication.

In the Authentication section, point to Signing In, and then click Sign-in Policies.
The Signing In page opens.

Click New URL.
The New Sign-in Policy page opens.

On the New Sign-in Policy page, specify the following information:

User type: Select Users.

Sign-in URL: Specify the URL that will be used to access the custom login page that you 
created. For example, specify the afmlogin URL.

Sign-in page: Select the Sign-in page that you created (AFM Sign-in Page).

In the Authentication realm section, specify the following:

Select User picks from a list of authentication realms to allow the user to select the 
realm to log in.

Select the realm that you created in the Available realms list and click Add to add the 
selected realm to the Selected realms list.

Click Save Changes to save the changes you made.

Verifying Juniper SSL VPN Integration
To test the Juniper VPN integration:

Restart the application server where AFM is installed.

From the end-user's system, launch a new instance of the Web browser and access the 
URL configured for VPN, as shown:
http[s]:// /host_name sign_in_URL
In the preceding URL syntax,  points to the VPN to which you redirected the host_name
user requests and  points to the URL that you configured for the Arcot realm, sign_in_URL
which is afmlogin. You should see the AFM login page.

If you see the AFM page, it indicates that you have successfully configured Adapter with Juniper 
SSL VPN.
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Reference

CA Risk Authentication Reference Materials

CA Risk Authentication Database Reference
The CA Risk Authentication database contains a number of tables, some of which grow with 
increased usage. Some tables grow in direct relation to the number of users, while others grow in 
direct relation to the usage of the product. Also, a user accessing the system multiple times 
causes the tables to grow. Because of restricted disk space, as a database administrator 
managing the CA Risk Authentication deployments, you may not want these tables to grow 
indefinitely. In this case, you can use the information in this appendix to trim some tables to 
manage your disk space and improve the database performance.

Trim only the tables that capture transaction details, such as audit log information.  trim Do not
tables that capture user information, which is necessary to assess the risk evaluation.

Note: We recommend that you make appropriate adjustments to the SQL databases 
based on the configuration and the need for reporting data. Example: Deleting a large 
volume of data adversely impacts performance during the delete process. Depending 
on the size of the rollback segments, this deletion may even cause the system to fail. It 
is also strongly recommended that you archive older records and not delete them 
completely.

This section discusses the recommendations on database table replication, how to calculate the 
database size while you are planning to set up the database for CA Risk Authentication, and lists 
all tables used by CA Risk Authentication, with some trimming recommendations:

CA Risk Authentication Database Tables

Database Sizing Calculations

Database Tables Replication Advice

Database Tables Archival Recommendations

Database Connection Tuning Parameters

CA Risk Authentication Database Tables
This section briefly explains all the database tables. They are as follows:

Used by CA Risk Authentication

The following table lists all CA Risk Authentication database tables and their description.
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Table Name Description

ARQGEOANONYMIZER1 Stores the known IP addresses of the anonymizers that do 
not propagate the end-user IP addresses. This is the primary 
table.

Note: While reloading data to this table, CA Risk 
Authentication Server refers to ARQGeoAnonymizer2.

ARQGEOANONYMIZER2 Stores the known IP addresses of the anonymizers that do 
not propagate the end-user IP addresses. This is the 
secondary table.

Note: While reloading data to this table, CA Risk 
Authentication Server refers to ARQGeoAnonymizer1.

ARQGEOPOINT1 Stores the geo-location information for different ranges of 
IP addresses. This information is obtained from Quova.

Note: While reloading data to this table, CA Risk 
Authentication Server refers to ARQGEOPOINT2.

ARQGEOPOINT2 Stores the geo-location information for different ranges of 
IP addresses. This information is obtained from Quova.

Note: While reloading data to this table, CA Risk 
Authentication Server refers to ARQGEOPOINT1.

ARQUOVAVERSION Tracks the files from Quova that were uploaded to ARQ* 
tables.

ARRF_CASE_TXN Contains the Case-to-Transaction mapping and related 
details of the default Channel.

If you define a specific Channel for your deployment, then 
another database table is created with the Channel name 
appended to the default table, for example, 
ARRF_CASE_TXN_ .<channel_name>

ARRF_CMA Contains the repeated transactions of the same 
combination of Cardholder-Merchant-Amount (CMA).

Note: If the rule is not used, then the table is empty.

ARRF_IMA Contains the repeated transactions of the same 
combination of IP-Merchant-Amount.

Note: If the rule is not used, the table is empty.

ARRFADDONEXPOSEDPARAMS Stores the parameter details used by the custom rules you 
deploy. This table also stores the information whether 
specific parameters can be modified by a custom rule during 
processing.

Note: It is recommended that you consult CA Support 
before modifying any parameters.

ARRFADDONRULELISTDATA Contains list data and corresponding dataset version. This is 
used by rules or rule fragments that use IN_LIST and 
IN_CATEGORY operators.

ARRFADDONRULEMAPPINGDATA
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Table Name Description

Contains mapping of the elements and the category to 
which it belongs to. This data is used by rules that use the 
IN_CATEGORY operator to store the DATA-to-Category 
mapping. For example, Merchant rules in a 3-D Secure 
deployment.

ARRFADDONRULETYPE Stores the detailed configuration information for custom 
rules implemented for each organization in the system.

ARRFADVICECODE Stores the list of available risk advices.

ARRFADVICECONFIG Stores mapping of risk score ranges and corresponding 
advice.

Note: Currently, this mapping is same for all the 
organizations.

ARRFBASECHANNELELEMENTS Stores the mapping of all common elements and their 
configurations across channels.

ARRFBUCKETCONFIG Stores the details of all categories used for signature 
matching by MFP and DeviceDNA.

In other words, this table contains the master list of all 
classifications, and their details, such as attributes and 
relative weight that is used in the DeviceDNA algorithm.

ARRFBUCKETELEMENTCONFIG Stores the configuration details for all elements in all 
categories used for signature matching by DeviceDNA. In 
addition, this table contains the classification for these 
elements.

ARRFCASEAUDITLOG Stores the case details and other case-related activities that 
are logged.

ARRFCASEQUEUES Stores the definitions of each case queue.

ARRFCASES Stores the details of all the open cases in the system, 
irrespective of the queue they belong to.

ARRFCHANNEL Stores the basic definition (such as, case transaction table 
name and audit log table name) of all Channels that exist in 
the system.

ARRFCHANNELDETAILCATEGORY Stores the details on various categories that GUI display 
elements belong to, for each channel.

ARRFCHANNELELEMENTS Stores the details of all Channel elements.

ARRFCHANNELMSGPROPERTIES Stores channel-specific localization information, such as 
channel display names and keys.

Note: Localization is not supported in the current release.

ARRFCHANNELTXNTYPE Stores the mapping details of all transactions supported for 
each channel in the system.

ARRFCHANNELTXNTYPEELEMENTS Stores the channel-wise details of all possible element types 
that can come as a part of the request.In other words, this 
table stores the mapping of channel elements to action.

ARRFCLIENTCERTSANDKEYS Stores SSL keys and certificates required for communicating 
with a de-tokenization service.
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Table Name Description

Note: Currently, this table is applicable only for TransFort-
CA Risk Authentication integration deployments.

ARRFCLIENTSSLROOTCAS Stores the client trust stores and the corresponding root CA 
certificates for two-way SSL authentication.

ARRFCONFIGURATION Stores global- and organization-level miscellaneous CA Risk 
Authentication configurations. This includes the information 
related to case details and other case-related activities that 
are logged.

ARRFCOUNTRY Stores the list of all countries and their ISO codes.

ARRFCOUNTRYLIST Stores the list of all countries as listed in Quova data.

ARRFCURRCONVRATES Stores the list of all supported currencies and their 
corresponding conversion rates.

ARRFCURRENCY Stores the details of all currencies, their ISO codes, and 
exponents for each.

ARRFCURRENTCMSCHEDULE Stores the case schedules created by Case Management 
Queuing Server.

ARRFCURRENTORGCONFIG Stores the current configuration for all organizations in the 
system.

ARRFDATAVERSIONMAPPING Stores all configured CA Risk Authentication configuration 
information. The information in this table contains version 
information, and therefore can contain multiple entries per 
configuration.

ARRFDBERRORCODES Contains all database error codes that indicate a possible 
communication failure.

Note: It is recommended that you consult CA Support 
before editing this table.

ARRFDEVICECONTEXT Stores the context information (such as device status, 
timestamp of the transaction, and the requested action) for 
each incoming transaction from a user device.

Note: This information is used for Device Velocity checks.

ARRFDEVICEINFO Stores detailed information for all devices used for user 
transactions.

ARRFDEVICEINFOHIST Stores the history of all user devices registered with the 
system.

ARRFDEVICETYPE Stores the master list of all supported desktop and hand-
held devices.

ARRFDEVUSERASSO Stores all information related to user-device mapping.

ARRFDEVUSERASSO_ARCHIVE Stores all archived information related to user-device 
mapping.

ARRFDISPLAYNAMES Stores all variable strings (for DISPLAYNAMEKEY) that are 
used by Administration Console labels (ARRFMESSAGES).

ARRFELEMENTSSUPPORTEDVALUES Stores the Case Management layout details for viewing 
transaction details.

ARRFELEMOPREGIONMAP
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Table Name Description

Stores the detailed mapping for all elements-to-operations 
that you can use while using the Rules Builder to create 
custom rules.

In other words, this table stores the metadata used for 
organizing the Rule Builder screen.

ARRFEXCEPTIONUSER Stores the list of users marked as Exception Users.

ARRFEXCPUSERHIST Stores the history of all users who were marked as 
exception users.

ARRFINSTANCEAUDITLOG Stores all details related to all instances configured in the 
system along with all activities (such as restart, update, 
refresh, and shutdown) that were performed on the 
instance.

In other words, this table stores the audit trail of all 
management activities for each instance in the system.

ARRFINSTANCES Stores the details of all server instances configured in the 
system. These instances can either be CA Risk 
Authentication Server instances or Case Management 
Queuing Server instances.

ARRFIPCONTEXT Stores the IP context that is used by the IP velocity rule.

Note: This table is for future use.

ARRFLIBRARYTOTYPEMAPPING Stores the mapping of all supported custom rule types with 
the corresponding library name.

Note: This table is for future use.

ARRFLOCALE Stores information related to all supported locales.

ARRFMESSAGES Stores the Response and Reason Codes messages.

ARRFNEGATIVECOUNTRYLIST Stores the list of all negative countries.

ARRFOPERATORS Stores the list of all operators (used for creating rules by 
using Rule Builder) supported by CA Risk Authentication.

ARRFORGCHANNEL Stores the list of all supported Channels for each 
organization.

ARRFORGQUEUES Stores the list and basic details of all queues that belong to 
an organization and Channel.

ARRFOTHERELEMENTS Stores detailed information for all non-channel elements 
(such as system time) using which you can write custom 
rules.

In other words, this table stores the list of elements that are 
not passed during a transaction, but are used or displayed in 
the Rule Builder screen.

ARRFPROTOCOLREGISTRY Stores configuration of each listener port of CA Risk 
Authentication Server.

ARRFQUEUEADMIN Stores the Queue-to-Administrator mapping details.

ARRFRULEDEPENDENCY Stores the details of what other rules a rule is dependent 
on.

ARRFSERVERS
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Table Name Description

Stores the mapping of available CA Risk Authentication 
Server instances.

ARRFSITES Stores site details for each de-tokenization service.

Note: Currently, this table is applicable only for TransFort-
CA Risk Authentication integration deployments. This table 
will soon be deprecated.

ARRFSYSAUDITLOG Stores all details related to all transactions (risk evaluation 
and other activities) that are logged.

If you configure additional Channels for your deployment, 
then corresponding tables are created and named with the 
Channel name appended to the default table name, for 
example, ARRFSYSAUDITLOG_<c .hannel_name>

ARRFSYSORGCONFIG Stores all versions of configurations available for all 
organizations in the system.

Note: This table stores both history and the changes made 
by the administrator.

ARRFSYSPARAMSCONFIG Contains detailed information about all CA Risk 
Authentication system parameters that are configurable by 
using Administration Console.

Note: This table stores both history and the changes that 
are made by the administrator.

ARRFSYSRULEEXECCONFIG Stores the configuration information for all rules. This 
information includes version and configuration for each 
rule.

Note: This table stores both history and the changes that 
are made by the administrator.

ARRFSYSTERMRULESCORECONFIG Stores configuration information for each rule and the 
corresponding result that impacts the risk score.

ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST Stores the information for all trusted aggregators, IP 
addresses, and ranges.

ARRFTXNTYPE Stores the master list of all transaction types supported in 
the system.

ARRFUAOSLIST Stores the master list of all User-Agent OS strings-to-actual-
Operating System-and-Version mappings. This information 
is used for logical upgrades for Windows.

ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST Stores the details of all negative IP addresses.

ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST_
ARCHIVE

Stores the archived information for the 
ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST table. In other words, this table 
serves as an archive of details related to all deleted negative 
IP addresses.

ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPTYPE Stores the mapping for all supported negative IP types.

ARRFUPLOADAUDITLOG Stores the details of the operations performed on the 
GeoPoint and GeoAnonymizer tables.

ARRFUSERCONTEXT
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Table Name Description

Stores the context information (such as user status, 
timestamp of the transaction, and the requested action) for 
each incoming transaction from a user.

Note: This information is used for User Velocity checks.

ARRFUSERCONTEXT_ARCHIVE Stores the archived information for the ARRFUSERCONTEXT 
table. In other words, this table serves as an archive for user 
context information for deleted users.

Used by Administration Console

The following table lists all database tables that are used by Administration Console.

Table Name Description

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL Stores administrator activity audit.

ARADMINAUTHTOKEN Stores the tokens that Administration Console uses for 
pluggable authentication.

Every time you log in to Administration Console by using 
your password, a token is internally generated after 
password match and stored in this table.

ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY Stores the last  occurrences of password of all n
administrators in all organizations that use Basic 
Authentication (for administrators) to log in to 
Administration Console. This information is stored to 
prevent password reuse.

ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER Stores the basic authentication credentials of all 
administrators in all organizations that use Basic 
Authentication (for administrators) to log in to 
Administration Console.

ARADMINCONFIG Stores Administration Console configurations.

ARADMINCUSTOMROLE Stores the configurations for all custom-defined roles.

ARADMINMANAGEROLE Stores the list of roles that a specified role can manage.

ARADMINMAP Stores the information of the CA Risk Authentication Server 
instance, which is entered as a key-value pair.

ARADMINPAFCONFIG Stores the authentication configurations for all 
administrators in all organizations in the system.

ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE Stores the role information for all supported administrators.

ARADMINPWDPOLICY Stores the details of password policies for all administrators 
in all organizations.

ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE Stores the mapping of all administrative actions (or tasks) 
supported by Administration Console, the scope of each 
task, and which role can perform the task.

ARADMINSCOPE Stores the list of organizations over which each 
administrator has control (scope).

ARADMINSCOPEALL Stores the list of all administrators who have control (scope) 
over  the existing organizations in the system.all

ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH
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Table Name Description

Stores the information about all supported authentication 
mechanisms to log in to Administration Console.

ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE Stores the list of all available time zones that do not change 
after you install CA Risk Authentication or any other 
dependent product.

Note: This table is an internal table.

ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE Stores the list of all privileges that are not available for the 
given custom role.

ARADMINTXID Stores information required to generate a unique ID for 
each transaction.

ARADMINUITAB Stores information about the tabs that are available and the 
order in which they are available in Administration Console.

ARADMINUITASK Stores information about all the tasks that are available and 
the order in which they are available through 
Administration Console.

ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES Stores details of the tasks that are displayed, when the first-
level and the second-level tabs in Administration Console 
are clicked. These tasks are referred to as landing pages.

ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER Stores information related to available . A task containers
task container can either be a second-level tab ID or the 
task group in Administration Console.

ARADMINUSER Stores detailed information (such as organization to which 
they belong, current status, timezone, locale, last login 
time) of all existing administrators.

ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE Stores information related to all deleted users.

ARADMINWIZARDTASK Stores information about all the tasks that can be 
performed by using the Bootstrap Wizard.

ARCMNBULKOPERATION Stores information related to all supported bulk operations 
that include uploading users and uploading user accounts.

ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE Stores attributes for all bulk operations in the 
ARCMNBULKOPERATION table.

ARCMNBULKREQUEST Stores details (such as organization name, Request ID, 
status of the request, data uploaded, and operation) for 
each bulk-upload request.

ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM Stores the name and the value of each attribute for each 
task supported in the system.

ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK Stores the status of each task for every bulk-upload request.

ARCMNCACHEREFRESH Stores cache-related housekeeping information that 
indicates whether Administration Console needs to be 
refreshed or not.

ARCMNCONFIG Stores common Administration Console configuration 
information. Some of these include whether Bootstrap is 
complete, whether the cache refresh is automatic or 
manual, whether attribute encryption is enabled, and 
whether the bulk upload feature is enabled or not.

ARCMNDBERRORCODES
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Table Name Description

Stores vendor-specific database error codes and SQL state 
values that signify whether the database is down or non-
responsive. This information is used by the system to decide 
if database should be failed over, in case a backup database 
is configured.

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE Stores CA Risk Authentication-specific information or its 
dependent products' information that Administration 
Console uses for rendering the console pages.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT Stores details of all cache refresh events for all instances in 
the system.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE Stores information about all organizations that will be 
affected if a server cache refresh event occurs.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS Stores the status of each cache refresh event for every 
instance for which it was triggered.

ARPFCMNINSTANCE Stores detailed information for all CA Risk Authentication 
Server instances configured in the system. This also includes 
the last time the instance was refreshed.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA Stores configuration details for each organization. This 
includes global configurations that can be, typically, 
overridden at the organization-level.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE Stores the status of each assigned configuration from the 
ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA table.

ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING Stores the details of each privilege available through 
Administration Console.

ARSEQUENCETABLE Used only by MS SQL Server, this table simulates sequences 
using stored procedures.

ARREPORTTABLES Contains the metadata of other Administration Console and 
UDS tables.

Used by User Data Service (UDS)

The following table explains the database tables that are used by UDS.

Table Name Description

ARCMNKEY Stores all global-level and organization-level key labels.

ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE Stores details of all account types that are configured in the 
system.

ARUDSATTRMAP Stores the configuration details that describe the field names 
of custom attributes for accounts, specific to each 
organization.

ARUDSAUTHSESSION Stores authentication session details for currently active 
sessions. If this table is not replicated, then active 
authentication sessions can be lost.

ARUDSCALLOUT Stores user-specific Callout configurations. These Callouts are 
called, if configured, for specific events, such as user creation 
and update.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL
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Table Name Description

Stores configuration information (SDK method to be 
invoked), for Callouts when a delete event with cascade 
effect is triggered or enabled.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS Stores details, such as parameters and types specific to 
internal Callouts.

ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM Stores details, such as parameters and types specific to 
external Callouts.

ARUDSCONFIG Stores UDS configuration parameters and their values.

ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG Stores audit log information for the User Data Source (UDS) 
operations and their return status.

ARUDSCONTACTTYPE Stores additional contact information (such as secondary 
email and telephone number) that can be configured at the 
organization or global level.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT Stores additional user account custom attributes.

By default, up to 10 user account custom attributes are 
stored in the ARUDSUSERACCOUNT table. Any additional 
attributes (after the first 10) are stored in this table.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE Stores archived information related to user account custom 
attributes when a user account is deleted.

ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG Stores LDAP Repository configurations, such as LDAP host 
and port details.

ARUDSORGANIZATION Stores organization definitions, their attributes and 
repository connectivity details.

ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG Stores detailed organization-specific UDS audit logging 
information.

ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES Stores organization-specific repository mapping information.

For example, if you are using LDAP as the user repository, 
then a CA Risk Authentication attribute (say FNAME) might 
be mapped to a corresponding LDAP attribute (say 
GIVENNAME).

ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores organization-specific attributes that need to be 
encrypted, such as Personal Identification Information (PII) 
fields.

Note: You can also configure these attributes by using 
Administration Console.

ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS Stores status of temporary cloning of user information from 
an external repository (such as LDAP) to the 
ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER table.

ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES Stores definitions of all repositories supported by UDS.

ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER Temporarily stores user information from an external 
repository (such as LDAP) to increase performance.

This is typically done when user data for a large number of 
users must be retrieved from the external repository.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE Stores resource-to-organization mapping.
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Table Name Description

In other words, this table specifies which resource is 
applicable for which organizations. For example, specific 
account types might be applicable only for specific 
organizations.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL Stores resource-to-organization mapping. However, it is 
different from the ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE table, because it 
specifies which resource is applicable for  organizations.all

ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores information related to all attributes (such as fields 
that store PII) that need to be encrypted.

Note: You can also configure these attributes by using 
Administration Console.

ARUDSUSER Stores user details and attributes of all users who belong to 
the organization.

ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE Stores user details for all user accounts that have been 
deleted from the system.

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT Stores user account information for specific users.

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE Stores user account information for all user accounts that 
have been deleted from the system.

ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE Stores all user attribute definitions. This table is expected to 
change rarely, only when new user attributes are added by 
individual products.

ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG Stores user operation-specific detailed audit logging 
information.

ARUDSUSERCONTACT Stores secondary contact information (such as email or 
telephone numbers) for users.

ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE Stores secondary contact information (such as email or 
telephone numbers) for the user accounts that have been 
deleted from the system.

Used by User Behavior Profiling Application

The following information is used by UBP before Database Sizing Calculations.

Table 
Name 

Description

XUBPData Stores the behavioral parameters for a user. Updates based on the transaction data 
for each user

Database Sizing Calculations
This section helps database administrators to calculate the approximate size of the database that 
must be set up for CA Risk Authentication.

Denotations Used in Sample Calculations

The following denotations are used in the sample calculation:

Number of users = N

Average number of devices per user = O
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Average number of devices per user = O

Average number of user-device associations = A

Average number of transactions per day = T

Number of entries in the Quova Data Feed = Q

Computation time frame (in days) = D

Value Assumptions Made

The following assumptions have been made for calculation purposes:

Number of users ( ) = 1,000,000 (one million)N

Average number of devices per user ( ) = 2O

Average number of user-device associations ( ) = 2A

Average number of transactions per day ( ) = 24,000T

Number of entries in the Quova Data Feed ( ) = 10,000,000 (ten million)Q

Computation time frames ( ) = 90 daysD

Sample Calculations Based on Assumptions Made

Considering the figures that were assumed in the preceding section, the final requirement must 
be as follows:

Based on the , the database size = (10 * ) KBtotal number of users N
In this calculation, the value 10 KB per user has been arrived at as follows: 

ARRFUSERCONTEXT: 3 KB per record

ARUDSUSER: 3.5 KB per record

ARUDSAUDITLOG: 3 KB per record

Based on the , the database size = (6 *  * ) KBtotal number of devices O N
In this calculation, the value 6 KB per user has been arrived at as follows: 

ARRFDEVICECONTEXT: 2 KB per record

ARRFDEVICEINFO: 4 KB per record

In this calculation, based on the assumption that were made in the previous section:

O: 2

Based on the , the database size = (5 *  * ) KBtotal number of user-device associations A N
In this calculation, the value 5 KB per user has been arrived at as follows: 

DEVICEUSERASSOCIATION: 1 KB per record

DEVICEINFO: 4 KB per record
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In this calculation, based on the assumption that were made in the previous section:

A: 2

Based on the  the database size = (  *  * 20) KBdaily activity, T D

Based on the  the database size = ( * 2) KBsize of Quova Data Feed, Q 

Database Tables Replication Advice
This section provides information about how frequently the tables must be replicated between 
the primary and the backup databases. This section covers the following topics:

Tables That Need Real-Time Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that need real-time synchronization between the 
primary and the backup databases. This category mainly includes the tables that contain user-
related information. As this data is required for authentication, you must perform real-time 
synchronization of these tables.

Component Table

Administration Console ARADMINAUDITTRAIL

ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER

ARADMINSCOPE

ARADMINSCOPEALL

ARADMINUSER

ARSEQUENCETABLE

ARADMINTXID

 

UDS
ARCMNKEY

ARUDSORGANIZATION

ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES

ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES

ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG

ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL

ARUDSATTRMAP

ARUDSCONTACTTYPE

ARUDSUSER

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT

ARUDSAUTHSESSION

ARUDSUSERCONTACT

ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER
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Component Table

ARPFCMNINSTANCE

 

CA Risk Authentication
ARRF_CMA

ARRF_IMA

ARRF_CASE_TXN

ARRFCURRENTCMSCHEDULE

ARRFADDONRULELISTDATA

ARRFADDONRULEMAPPINGDATA

ARRFCASEAUDITLOG

ARRFCLIENTSSLROOTCAS

ARRFCURRENTORGCONFIG

ARRFDATAVERSIONMAPPING

ARRFDEVICECONTEXT

ARRFDEVICEINFO

ARRFDEVUSERASSO

ARRFEXCEPTIONUSER

ARRFINSTANCEAUDITLOG

ARRFINSTANCES

ARRFIPCONTEXT

ARRFNEGATIVECOUNTRYLIST

CA Risk Authentication
ARRFSYSPARAMSCONFIG

ARUDSAUDITLOG

ARRFSYSAUDITLOG

ARRFSYSORGCONFIG

ARRFSYSRULEEXECCONFIG

ARRFSYSTERMRULESCORECONFIG

ARRFTRUSTEDIPLIST

ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPLIST

ARRFUSERCONTEXT

ARRFORGQUEUES

ARRFQUEUEADMIN

ARRFUPLOADAUDITLOG

ARRFCASEQUEUES

Tables That Need Periodic Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that need periodic synchronization between the 
primary and the backup databases. These database tables are synchronized when there is any 
change in the configurations.

Component Table
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Administration Console
ARADMINCONFIG

ARADMINCUSTOMROLE

ARADMINMAP

ARADMINPAFCONFIG

ARADMINPWDPOLICY

ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY

Administration Console
ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE

ARADMINCACHEREFRESH

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL

ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE

ARADMINMANAGEROLE

ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE

 

UDS
ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG

ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG

ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG

ARUDSCONFIG

ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES

ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE

ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE

ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE

ARCMNCONFIG

ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS

ARUDSCALLOUT

ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM

ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM

ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK

ARCMNBULKREQUEST

ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE

ARCMNBULKOPERATION
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CA Risk Authentication
ARRFCHANNEL

ARRFCHANNELDETAILCATEGORY

ARRFCHANNELELEMENTS

ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE

ARQGEOANONYMIZER1

ARQGEOANONYMIZER2

ARQGEOPOINT1

ARQGEOPOINT2

ARQUOVAVERSION

ARRFADDONRULETYPE

ARRFADVICECONFIG

ARRFBASECHANNELELEMENTS

ARRFBUCKETELEMENTCONFIG

ARRFBUCKETCONFIG

ARRFCONFIGURATION

ARRFCOUNTRY

ARRFCOUNTRYLIST

ARRFCHANNELMSGPROPERTIES

ARRFCHANNELTXNTYPE

ARRFCHANNELTXNTYPEELEMENTS

ARRFCLIENTCERTSANDKEYS

ARRFCONFIGURATION

ARRFCURRCONVRATES

ARRFDEVICEINFOHIST

ARRFELEMOPREGIONMAP

ARRFELEMENTSSUPPORTEDVALUES

ARRFEXCPUSERHIST

ARRFLIBRARYTOTYPEMAPPING

ARRFOPERATORS

ARRFOTHERELEMENTS

ARRFORGCHANNEL

ARRFPROTOCOLREGISTRY

ARRFSERVERS

ARRFSITES

ARRFTXNTYPE

ARRFUNTRUSTEDIPTYPE

ARRFUSERCONTEXT_ARCHIVE

Tables That Do Not Need Synchronization

The following table lists the database tables that do not need any synchronization between the 
primary and the backup databases.
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Component Table

Administration Console
ARADMINAUTHTOKEN

ARCMNDBERRORCODES

ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE

ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH

Administration Console
ARADMINUITAB

ARADMINUITASK

ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES

ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER

ARADMINWIZARDTASK

ARREPORTTABLES

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE

ARCMNCACHEREFRESH

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE

ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING

ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE

 

UDS ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES

 

CA Risk Authentication
ARRFADVICECODE

ARRFADDONEXPOSEDPARAMS

ARRFCOUNTRYLIST

ARRFCURRENCY

ARRFDBERRORCODES

ARRFDISPLAYNAMES

ARRFLOCALE

ARRFMESSAGES

Database Tables Archival Recommendations
This section walks you through the recommendations for the following tables.

Important! We recommend that you only trim the tables that capture transaction details, such as 
audit log information. Do  trim tables that capture user information, which is necessary to  not
assess the risk evaluation.

Tables that Grow Rapidly

The following table types grow rapidly with every transaction, and must be archived or purged 
according to the archival policy of your organization:

Tables that store , such as:audit data

ARADMINAUDITLOG
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1.  

2.  

3.  

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL

ARRFINSTANCEAUDITLOG

ARRFUPLOADAUDITLOG

ARUDSAUDITLOG

Tables that store , such as:transaction data

ARRFCASEAUDITLOG

ARRFSYSAUDITLOG

ARRFSYSAUDITLOG_< >channel

ARRF_CASE_TXN

ARRF_CASE_TXN_< >channel

ARRFUSERCONTEXT

Tables that store  and , such as:reports data device data

ARREPORTS

ARRFDEVICECONTEXT

ARRFDEVICEINFO

ARRFDEVUSERASSO

ARRFUSERCONTEXT

ARRF_IMA

ARRF_CMA

Tables that store , such as:configuration data

ARRFCURRENTCMSCHEDULE

ARRFADVICECONFIG

ARRFCURRENTORGCONFIG

ARRFSYSORGCONFIG

When you archive data in these categories of rapidly growing tables; we recommend the 
following procedure:

Archive from the backup database.
This action does not affect transactions, but only reports.

Clean up the backup database.

To use the backup database, failover the servers.
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4.  

5.  

Clean up the primary database.

Revert to the primary database.

Tables that Grow Moderately

The following tables grow moderately, depending on how the Case Management feature is used. 
Therefore, these tables can be archived or purged at a lower frequency according to the archival 
policy of your organization:

ARRFCASES

ARUDSUSER

Note: Each entry in ARUDSUSER represents an enrolled user. User record enters in to 
this table through the User Management Web service. However, in some cases, you 
can choose to archive user data in the ARUDSUSER table. For example, you may want 
to archive information for users who have not accessed the application for a specified 
duration. In such cases, you can treat the returning user as a new user and can provide 
risk scores consistent with that classification.
If your organization is interested in such optimizations, then it is recommended that 
you work with the CA Support team for the same.

Database Connection Tuning Parameters
The parameters that you can use to tune the connection between CA Risk Authentication Server 
and the database are configured by using the Instance Management page in Administration 
Console. To access this console page, you must be logged in as Master Administrator (MA). The 
following table lists the (common) parameters that you can use to tune the connection between 
CA Risk Authentication Server and the database.

Field Description

Minimum 
Connections

The minimum number of connections to initially create between the CA 
Risk Authentication Server and the database.

Maximum 
Connections

The maximum number of connections that can be created between the CA 
Risk Authentication Server and the database.

Note: Set this value depending on the maximum connections that the 
database supports, because this value overrides the MaxConnections 
parameter. See your database vendor documentation for more 
information.

Increment 
Connections By

The number of connections that will be added to the existing connections, 
when the need arises. The total number of connections cannot exceed the 
maximum number of connections.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time (in 
Seconds)

The amount of time the monitoring thread sleeps between heartbeat 
checks on all the databases.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time in Fault 
Conditions (in 
Seconds)

The interval at which the database monitor thread checks the health of the 
connection pool in case of faulty database connections.
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Field Description

Log Query Details Enables you to log all the database queries.

Monitor Database 
Connectivity

The option to enable checking of the pools proactively in the database 
monitor thread.

Auto-Revert to 
Primary

Enables the server to switch from the backup to primary database when 
the primary database becomes functional.

Note: See "Managing CA Risk Authentication Server Instances" in the CA Risk 
.Authentication Administration Guide

Parameters Used by Administration Console and User Data Service
The following table describes the database setting parameters in the arcotcommon.ini file:

Parameter Default Description

Common Database Parameters in[arcot/db/dbconfig] Section

DbType No 
default

The type of database applicable to all database 
connections. The supported values are:

oracle

mssqlserver

db2

mysql

Driver No 
default

The fully-qualified name of the JDBC driver class that is 
supplied by the JDBC driver vendor. Consult your JDBC 
vendor documentation for the right driver name.

For Oracle Database - oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

For Microsoft SQL Server - com.microsoft.sqlserver.
jdbc.SQLServerDriver

For IBM DB2 UDB - jcom.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver

For MySQL - com.mysql.jdbc.Driver

MinConnections 4 The minimum number of connections to initially create 
between AuthMinder components and the database.

MaxConnections 32 The maximum number of connections that can be 
created between AuthMinder components and the 
database.

IncConnections 2 The number of connections that are created when a 
new connection is needed between AuthMinder 
components and the database.

MaxIdleConnections 4 The maximum number of idle database connections 
that server can maintain.
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Parameter Default Description

MaxWaitTimeForConnection 30000 Maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) the Server 
must wait (when there are no available connections) 
for a connection to become available, before timing 
out.

AutoRevert 1 Specifies whether or not the system attempts to 
connect to the primary database after a failover occurs.

Set AutoRevert=1 if you have a backup database 
configured and if you want the server to try to connect 
to the primary database after a failover occurs.

MaxTries 3 The number of times the server will attempt to connect 
to the database before aborting the connection.

ConnRetrySleepTime 100 The number of  to delay between attempts milliseconds
to connect to the database.

MonitorSleepTime 50 The amount of time in  the Monitoring Thread seconds
sleeps between heartbeat checks on all databases.

Profiling 0 Specifies whether to log the database messages.

Set the value to 1 if you want to enable logging of 
database messages.

EnableBrandLicensing 0 Specifies whether a branded ODBC driver is in use.

BrandLicenseFile IVWF.
LIC

The license file name when you use a branded ODBC 
driver. This parameter is required if the value of 
EnableBrandLicensing is 1. Otherwise it is ignored.

If present, this value must  be edited.not

MaxTransactionRetries 3 The maximum number of times the transaction is 
retried with a database instance for pre-defined error 
conditions.

TransactionRetrySleepTime 10 The interval in  between two consecutive milliseconds
transaction retries.

Primary and Backup Database Connection Parameters in [arcot/db/primarydb] and [arcot/db
/backupdb] Sections

Datasource.N The name of the ODBC System Data Source Name 
(DSN) pointing to the primary database hosting the 
server data.

AppServerConnectionPoolName.
N

No 
default

The JNDI name used to look up the connection pool 
object, if the database connection pooling feature of 
the application server is being used.

A pool by this JNDI name should be created in the 
containing application server, and sufficient access 
right must be given to AuthMinder Web applications 
for it to use the connection pool:

If the JNDI name is configured in , then Apache Tomcat
use a fully qualified JNDI name. For example:
AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=java:comp/env
/SampleDS
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Parameter Default Description

For , specify only the JNDI other application servers
name. For example:
AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=SampleDS

See appendix, "Configuring Application Server" for 
more information.

If the application server connection pool is  not
required, then leave this configuration empty.

URL.N No 
default

The name of the JDBC data source.

For Oracle Database - jdbc:oracle:thin:@< >:<server
>:< >oracle_port sid

For Microsoft SQL Server - jdbc:sqlserver://< >:<server
>;databaseName=< >;sql_port databasename

selectMethod=cursor

For IBM DB2 UDB - jdbc:db2://< >:< >/<server db2_port
>database

For MySQL -
jdbc:mysql://< >:< >/< >server mysql_port database

Username.N No 
default

The User Name used by the server to access the 
database.

TrustStorePath.N No 
default

The SSL certificate truststore path corresponding to 
Datasource. .N

The path (including the filename) refers to the 
certificate truststore file, which contains the list of 
certificates that the client trusts.

Note: The password corresponding to TrustStore Path.N
must to be securely stored in securestore.enc with 
value of TrustStorePath.  as the key by using DBUtil N
tool. See  for more CA AuthMinder Administration Guide
information about this tool.

KeyStorePath.N No 
default

Note: This attribute is used only for MySQL.

If you want to configure one-way SSL between 
RiskMinder and a MySQL Database, this is one of the 
parameters for which you must specify a value. This 
parameter holds the SSL Certificate Keystore Path 
corresponding to Datasource. . The path (including the N
filename) refers to the certificate keystore file. The 
password corresponding to KeyStorePath.  must be N
securely stored in securestore.enc with the value of 
KeyStorePath.  as the key.N

HostNameInCertificate.N No 
default

The value of Common Name (CN) in the subject 
Distinguished Name (DN) of Datasource.  SSL N
certificate in truststore.
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Parameter Default Description

Note: This parameter is required  if you are using only
Microsoft SQL Server.

Encryption Mode Setting Parameter in [arcot/crypto/device] Section

HSMDevice s/w The mode that sets whether the information must be 
encrypted with a key stored in the database or with 
one in a Hardware Security Module (HSM).

Supported values are:

s/w: Indicates that the data will be encrypted with the 
key label stored in database.

chrysalis: Indicates the Chrysalis (Luna) HSM will be 
used to encrypt the data.

nfast: Indicates nFast (nCipher netHSM) will be used to 
encrypt the data.

Chrysalis (Luna) HSM Configuration Parameters in [crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis] Section

sharedLibrary No 
Default

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library 
corresponding to the HSM. The default value for 
Chrysalis (Luna) is:

/usr/lunasa/lib/libCryptoki2.so

storageSlot 0 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting 
the data are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by Arcot.

sessionCount 20 The maximum number of sessions that can be 
established with the HSM device.

nFast (nCipher netHSM) HSM Configuration Parameters in [crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast] 
Section

sharedLibrary No 
Default

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library 
corresponding to the HSM. The default value for nFast 
(nCipher netHSM) is:

/opt/nfast/toolkits/pkcs11/libcknfast.so

storageSlot 1 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting 
the data are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by Arcot.

sessionCount 200 The maximum number of sessions that can be 
established with the HSM device.

Instance ID Configuration Parameter in [arcot/system] Section

InstanceId 1 A parameter that can be used to identify 
Administration Console or User Data Service instance. 
It is mandatory that you provide unique values for 
every instance of the server.

The instance ID is also displayed in the transaction 
reports.

You must specify an integer value for this parameter.
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Tables That Do Not Need Synchronization
The following table lists the database tables that do not need any synchronization between the 
primary and backup databases:

Component Table

Administration Console ARCMNDBERRORCODES

ARADMINAUTHTOKEN

ARADMINMANAGEROLE

ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE

ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH

ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE

ARADMINUITAB

ARADMINUITASK

ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES

ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER

ARADMINWIZARDTASK

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE

ARCMNCACHEREFRESH

ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING

ARREPORTTABLES

User Data Service ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES

WebFort ARWFDBERRORCODES

ARWFDBQUERIES

ARWFDISPLAYNAMES

ARWFMESSAGES

Tables That Need Periodic Synchronization
The following table lists the database tables that need periodic synchronization between the 
primary and the backup databases. These database tables are synchronized when there is any 
change in the configurations.

Component Table

Administration Console ARADMINCONFIG

ARADMINCUSTOMROLE

ARADMINMAP

ARADMINPAFCONFIG

ARADMINPWDPOLICY

ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY

ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE

ARADMINCACHEREFRESH

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL
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Component Table

ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE

ARADMINMANAGEROLE

ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE

ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM

ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK

ARCMNBULKREQUEST

ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE

ARCMNBULKOPERATION

UDS ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG

ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG

ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG

ARUDSCONFIG

ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES

ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE

ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE

ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE

ARCMNCONFIG

ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS

ARUDSCALLOUT

ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM

WebFort ARWFADMINAUDITLOG

ARWFARCOTEMVHISTORY

ARWFARCOTIDHISTORY

ARWFARCOTOTPHISTORY

ARWFAUTHAUDITLOG

ARWFCONFIG

ARWFGENERICCREDHISTORY

ARWFISSUANCEAUDITLOG

ARWFMODULEREGISTRY

ARWFOATHHISTORY
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Component Table

ARWFOATHTOKENREGISTRY

ARWFORGACTIVECONFIG

ARWFORGCONFIG

ARWFPASSWORDHISTORY

ARWFPROTOCOLCONFIGURATION

ARWFQNAHISTORY

ARWFSEQUENCE

ARWFSSLTRUSTSTORE

ARWFSVRMGMTAUDITLOG

ARWFUNIQUEFIELDS

Currency Conversion
This appendix provides an overview of currency conversion and describes the schema of the 
ARRFCURRCONVRATES table. It includes the following topics:

Understanding Currency Conversion

Currency Conversion Table

Understanding Currency Conversion
You can use the Rule Builder to configure a rule that compares the transaction amount against a 
threshold amount specified in the rule. You can specify the threshold amount in the base 
currency set for the organization. If the transaction currency and the base currency are different, 
then the transaction amount is automatically converted from the transaction currency to the 
base currency of the organization.

A few rule operators in specific channels allow you to specify the threshold amount in multiple 
currencies, in addition to specifying it in the base currency of the organization. When such a rule 
is executed, the transaction currency is compared with the currencies in which the threshold 
amount has been specified. If a match is found, then the transaction amount is directly compared 
with the threshold amount in that currency. In this case, no currency conversion is required. 
However, if a match is not found, then the transaction amount is first converted to the base 
currency and then compared with the threshold set in the base currency.

Important! Setting one of the threshold amounts in base currency is mandatory.

The following examples illustrate how this feature works:

Example 1

You have configured a rule with threshold amounts in USD, JPY, and AUD, while the organization 
base currency is USD. The following scenarios explain how currency conversion takes place during 
various types of transactions:

Scenario 1: A transaction is being conducted in USD. Because the transaction currency is the 
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Scenario 1: A transaction is being conducted in USD. Because the transaction currency is the 
same as the organization's base currency, the specified threshold is used without any need 
for currency conversion.

Scenario 2: A transaction is being conducted in JPY. Because JPY is one of the currencies in 
which the threshold amount has been specified, the transaction amount is directly compared 
with the threshold amount in JPY. No currency conversion is required in this scenario.

Scenario 3: A transaction is being conducted in EUR. Because EUR is  one of the currencies not
in which the threshold amount has been specified, the transaction currency is first converted 
from EUR to USD. The threshold value specified in USD is used for the comparison.

Example 2

You have configured a rule with threshold amounts in GBP, JPY, and AUD, while the organization 
base currency is GBP. The following scenarios explain how currency conversion takes place during 
various types of transactions:

Scenario 1: A transaction is being conducted in GBP. Because the transaction currency is the 
same as the organization's base currency, the specified threshold is used without any need 
for currency conversion.

Scenario 2: A transaction is being conducted in JPY. Because JPY is one of the currencies in 
which the threshold amount has been specified, the transaction amount is directly compared 
with the threshold amount in JPY. No currency conversion is required in this scenario.

Scenario 3: A transaction is being conducted in EUR. Because EUR is  one of the currencies not
in which the threshold amount has been specified, the transaction currency is first converted 
from EUR to USD and then from USD to GBP. The threshold value specified in GBP is used for 
the comparison.

Currency Conversion Table
The conversion data for all supported currencies is stored in the ARRFCURRCONVRATES table. 
The ARRFCURRCONVRATES table contains the currency conversion data that is used to compare 
Amount field values when the transaction currency and the base currency of the organization 
differ. The following table describes the columns in the ARRFCURRCONVRATES table.

Column Description Format

VERSION Rate Version Integer with a value of 
1.

CURR_FROM The 3-digit ISO currency code for the 
transaction currency from which Amount is 
converted.

Integer with values 
between 0 and 1000.

CURR_FROM_STR The 3-character ISO currency code for the 
transaction currency from which Amount is 
converted.

String with exactly 
three characters.

CURR_TO The 3-digit ISO currency code for the 
currency to which Amount is converted.

Integer with values 
between 0 and 1000.

CURR_TO_STR The 3-character ISO currency code for the 
currency to which Amount is converted.

String with a 
maximum length of 
three characters.

CONV_RATE Real number.
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Column Description Format

The rate of conversion between CURR_FROM 
and CURR_TO or CURR_FROM_STR and 
CURR_TO_STR.

DTCREATED Date and time when the CONV_RATE value 
was created.

CURR_NAME_AND_NOTES Additional notes.

Guidelines for Using the ARRFCURRCONVRATES Table

Apply the following guidelines when you use the ARRFCURRCONVRATES table:

By default, there is no data in the ARRFCURRCONVRATES table. You must populate this table 
with values after deploying RiskMinder.

The currency conversion rates should be specified as the conversion value for one unit of the 
specified CURR_FROM or CURR_FROM_STR and CURR_TO or CURR_TO_STR.

The conversion rates in the ARRFCURRCONVRATES table should be loaded with the CURR_TO 
or CURR_TO_STR as USD only.

If a particular currency conversion is required, for example from EUR to JPY, then the Amount 
would be first converted from EUR to USD using the conversion rate from EUR to USD, and 
then the reverse of the USD to JPY conversion rate would be applied to get the Amount in 
JPY.

Default Port Numbers and URLs
This appendix lists the default port numbers and URLs that CA Risk Authentication uses. It 
contains the following sections:

Default Port Numbers

During installation, the installer checks if the required default port number is in use. If the port 
number is not in use, then the installer assigns it to the CA Risk Authentication component. 
However, if the default port number is already in use by a dependent product or by any other 
application, then you must specify the port number manually by using the Protocol Setup screen 
in Administration Console.

The following table lists the default port numbers used by <rauths>.

Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

CA Risk Authentication Server

Native (TCP) 7680 This is a proprietary protocol used by CA Risk Authentication for the 
purpose of risk evaluation. This port is used for communication between 
the CA Risk Authentication Server instance and the CA Risk 
Authentication Java SDKs (which include Risk Evaluation.)

Native (SSL) 7681 This is a proprietary protocol to enable SSL-based communication 
between the CA Risk Authentication Server instance and the CA Risk 
Authentication Java SDKs (which include Risk Evaluation.)
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Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Description

Administration 
Web Service

7777 This protocol is used for communication between CA Risk 
Authentication Server and Administration Web services, and is used to 
create and manage rule configurations.

Note: These calls do  include the Risk Evaluation or User and not
Organization Management calls.

Transaction 
Web Service

7778 This protocol is used by the Risk Evaluation Web service to connect to 
the CA Risk Authentication Server instance.

Note: These calls do  include the Administration service calls.not

Server 
Management

7980 This protocol is used by Administration Console to communicate with 
the CA Risk Authentication Server instance for server management 
activities (such as, graceful shutdown, server cache refresh, instance 
management, and protocol management).

Case Management Queuing Server

Book: See  for detailed information on Case CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
Management.

Case 
Management 
Queueing 
Server

7779 This protocol is used by the Case Management Queuing Server module 
to listen to the Case Management requests (at the server end) on the 
specified port.

Case 
Management 
Queueing 
Administration

7780 This protocol is used by Administration Console to communicate with 
the Case Management Queuing Server instance for server management 
activities (such as, graceful shutdown, server cache refresh, instance 
management, and protocol management).

Important! If another service is already running on the default ports that CA Risk 
Authentication uses, then you must set a new port for the protocols.
To set new port number for the protocols, use the  page in Protocol Configuration
Administration Console. See "Managing CA Risk Authentication Server Instances" in CA 

.Risk Authentication Administration Guide

URLs for CA Risk Authentication Components

Use the URLs listed in the following table to access CA Risk Authentication components after 
installation. The URLs in the table use the default ports.

Component or Service URL

Administration Console

(For Master Administrator 
(MA)

http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/arcotadmin/masteradminlogin.
htm

Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port.

Administration Console http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/arcotadmin/adminlogin.htm
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Component or Service URL

(For Other Administrators) Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port.

Sample Application http://<rf_hostname>:<appserver_port>/ca-riskauth-8.0-sample-
application/index.jsp

Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port.

Risk Evaluation Web Service http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/services/RiskFortEvaluateRiskSvc

Note: The default port here is 7778.

CA Risk Authentication 
Administration Web Service

http://<rf_hostname>:<rf_port>/services/ArcotRiskFortAdminSvc

Note: The default port here is 7777.

User Management Web 
Service

http://<appserver_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotUserRegistrySvc

Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port where UDS has been deployed.

User Behavior Profiling 
Applicatoin

http://<appserver_hostname>:<appserver_port>/ca-userprofiling-
2.0-application/UBPServlet

Organization Management 
Web Service

http://<appserver_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotUserRegistryMgmtSvc

Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port where UDS has been deployed.

Configuration Registry Web 
Service

http://<appserver_hostname>:<appserver_port>/arcotuds
/services/ArcotConfigRegistrySvc

Note: The port that you must specify here is your application 
server port where UDS has been deployed.

INI Files Details
The plain-text INI files that are used for configuring CA Risk Authentication. They are as follows:

adminserver.ini

arcotcommon.ini

riskfortdataupload.ini

udsserver.ini

All CA Risk Authentication configuration files are available at the following default location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location conf

adminserver.ini
The adminserver.ini file contains the parameters to set the Administration Console log 
information.
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Logging Configurations

The following table lists the log file information that is used by Administration Console. The 
common log-level values that can be set in this file are:

FATAL

WARNING

INFO

DEBUG

Note: See  for more information about the CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
log levels.

Parameter Default Value Description

log4j.
rootCategory

ERROR, roothandle

Important! roothandle is the 
name of the Administration 
Console log handle and  be must
specified.

The root logger that resides at the top of 
the logger hierarchy. All children loggers 
inherit this value, if no value is specified.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.euds

INFO The log level for writing the User Data 
Service (UDS) information.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.admin

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the Administration Console logs.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.admin.
framework

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the Administration Console Framework 
logs.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.
adminconsole

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the Administration Console logs.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
cache

INFO The log level for writing the cache-related 
information.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
crypto

INFO The log level for writing the information 
related to HSM.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.crypto.impl.
SecureStoreUtil

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the logs, if you are using a hardware-
based or software-based HSM.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
database

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the database information.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
ldap

INFO The log level that must be used to write 
the LDAP information.
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Parameter Default Value Description

log4j.appender.
roothandle

org.apache.log4j.
RollingFileAppender

The root logger that resides at the top of 
the logger hierarchy. All children loggers 
inherit this value, if no value is specified.

log4j.appender.
roothandle.
Encoding

UTF-8 The encoding to use when writing the 
entries in the log file.

log4j.appender.
roothandle.File

${arcot.home} /logs/arcotadmin.
log

The log file name and the location where 
the Administration Console logs will be 
created.

By default, the Administration Console log 
file name is arcotadmin.log and is created 
in the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location logs

log4j.appender.
roothandle.
MaxFileSize

10 MB The maximum allowed file size of the log 
file.

log4j.appender.
roothandle.
MaxBackupIndex

100 The maximum number of backup files that 
can be created.

When the number of backup files reaches 
this number, then the application starts to 
overwrite from the first log file.

log4j.appender.
roothandle.layout

org.apache.log4j.
PatternLayout

The output format, as specified by 
ConversionPattern.

log4j.appender.
roothandle.layout.
ConversionPattern

%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss,SSS z} 
: [%t] : %-5p : %-5c{3} : %m%n

The format in which the Administration 
Console log file entries are written:

Time Stamp (%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss,
SSS z} :)

Thread ID ([%t] :)

Log Level (or Severity) (%-5p :)

Logger Class (%-5c{3} :)

Message (%m%n)

Note: This pattern is similar to the C 
language printf function.

arcotcommon.ini
The arcotcommon.ini file contains the parameters for database and instance settings for CA Risk 
Authentication Sever and other components (Administration Console, User Data Service and User 
Behavior Profiling). Typically, you must edit the following sections in this file:

Database Settings

HSM Encryption Settings
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Instance Settings

You can also change the default startup logging settings for CA Risk Authentication Server and 
Case Management Queuing Server by using arcotcommon.ini. For more information, see 

s.Changing Server Startup Logging Parameter

Database Settings

The database settings in arcotcommon.ini allow you to identify the database to which the server 
connects and the backup database to use for failover. These settings also enable you to configure 
database communications resources available between the server and the database.

Note: For notes and recommendations for database settings, refer to the Chapter 
Preparing for Installation.

You must edit the following sections, which are related to database settings in the arcotcommon.
ini file:

[arcot/db/dbconfig]

[arcot/db/primarydb]

[arcot/db/backupdb]

[arcot/db/dbconfig]

This section enables you to specify the type of database and generic information about this 
database type. The following table lists the database setting parameters in the [arcot/db
/dbconfig] section.

Parameter Default Description

DbType -- The type of database applicable to all database connections. The 
supported values are:

oracle

mssqlserver

mysql

Driver -- The fully-qualified name of the database driver class that is 
supplied by the JDBC driver vendor.

Note: Consult your JDBC vendor documentation for the right 
driver name. For example:
- oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriverOracle: 
-  com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.Microsoft SQL Server:
SQLServerDriver

- : com.mysql.jdbc.DriverMySQL

MinConnections 4 The minimum number of connections to initially create between 
the server and the database.
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Parameter Default Description

MaxConnections 64 The maximum number of connections that will be created 
between the server and the database.

Note: There is a limit to how many connections a database 
allows and that limit may limit the server from creating the 
MaxConnections number of connections. See your database 
driver documentation for more information about the limit on 
the number of inbound connections.

IncConnections 2 The number of connections that will be created when a new 
connection is needed between the CA Risk Authentication 
components and the database.

MaxIdleConnections 64 The maximum number of idle database connections that the 
server can maintain.

MaxWaitTimeFor
Connection

30000 The maximum time (in ) the server must wait for a milliseconds
connection to become available (when there are no available 
connections) before timing out.

AutoRevert 1 Whether or not the system will attempt to connect to the 
primary database after a failover occurs.

Set AutoRevert=1, if you have a backup database configured and 
if you want the server to try to connect back to the primary 
database after a failover occurs.

MaxTries 3 The number of times the server will attempt to connect to the 
database before aborting the connection.

ConnRetrySleep
Time

100 The number of  to delay between attempts to milliseconds
connect to the database.

MonitorSleepTime 50 The amount of time in  the Monitoring Thread sleeps seconds
between heartbeats checks on all databases.

Profiling 0 Whether the database messages are being logged.

Set the value to 1 if you want to enable logging of database 
messages.

EnableBrandLicensing 1 Whether a branded ODBC driver is in use.

BrandLicenseFile IVWF.
LIC

The license file name when you use a branded ODBC driver. This 
parameter is required if the value of EnableBrandLicensing is 1. 
Otherwise it is ignored.

Important! If present, this value must  be edited.not

MaxTransactionRetries 3 The maximum number of times the transaction is retried with a 
database instance for pre-defined error conditions.

TransactionRetrySleep
Time

10 The interval in milliseconds between two consecutive transaction 
retries.

[arcot/db/primarydb]

This section enables you to specify the primary database to which CA Risk Authentication Server 
is connected. You can configure more than one primary database by specifying the required 
number,  in the following parameters:N

Datasource.N
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AppServerConnectionPoolName.N

URL.N

Username.N

TrustStorePath.N

KeyStorePath.N

HostNameInCertificate.N

The following table lists the database setting parameters in the [arcot/db/primarydb] section.

Parameter Default Description

Datasource.N No 
default

The name of the ODBC System Data Source Name (DSN) pointing 
to the primary database hosting the server data.

AppServerConnection
PoolName.N

No 
default

The JNDI name used to look up the connection pool object, if the 
database connection pooling feature of the application server is 
being used.

A pool by this JNDI name should be created in the containing 
application server, and sufficient access right must be given to 
Web applications for it to use the connection pool.

If the JNDI name is configured in , then use a fully Apache Tomcat
qualified JNDI name. For example:

AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=java:comp/env/SampleDS

For , specify only the JNDI name. For other application servers
example:

AppServerConnectionPoolName.1=SampleDS

See appendix, "Configuring Application Server for Database 
Connection Pooling" for more information.

If the application server connection pool is  required, then not
leave this configuration empty.

URL.N No 
default

The name of the JDBC data source. For

Oracle -> jdbc:oracle:thin:< >:< >:< >server database_port sid

Microsoft SQLServer -> jdbc:sqlserver://< >:<server database_port
>;databaseName=< >;selectMethod=cursordatabasename

MySQLServer -> jdbc:mysql:// : /<server> <database_port>
<database>

Username.N No 
default

The user ID used by the server to access the database.

TrustStorePath.N No 
default

The SSL Certificate Truststore Path corresponding to Datasource.
. The path (including the filename) refers to the certificate N

Truststore file, which contains the list of certificates that the 
client trusts.
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Parameter Default Description

Note: To be used only 
if you have SSL 
configured between 
CA Risk Authentication 
and the database.

Important! The password corresponding to TrustStorePath.  N
must be securely stored in securestore.enc, with the value of 
TrustStorePath.  as the key. The DBUtil tool is used to achieve N
this.

Note: See the  for CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
more information about DBUtil.

KeyStorePath.N  Note: This attribute is used only for MySQL.

If you want to configure one-way SSL between CA Risk 
Authentication and a MySQL Database, this is one of the 
parameters for which you must specify a value. This parameter 
holds the SSL Certificate Keystore Path corresponding to 
Datasource. . The path (including the filename) refers to the N
certificate keystore file. The password corresponding to 
KeyStorePath.  must be securely stored in securestore.enc with N
the value of KeyStorePath.  as the key.N

HostNameInCertificate.
N

Note: To be used only 
if you have SSL 
configured between 
CA Risk Authentication 
and the database.

No 
default

The value of Common Name (CN) in the subject Distinguished 
Name (DN) of Datasource.  SSL Certificate in Truststore.N

[arcot/db/backupdb]

This section [arcot/db/backupdb] enables you to specify the backup database to use for failover. 
You can configure more than one failover database by specifying the required number,  in the N
following parameters:

Datasource.N

AppServerConnectionPoolName.N

URL.N

Username.N

TrustStorePath.N

KeyStorePath.N

HostNameInCertificate.N

HSM Encryption Settings

The arcotcommon.ini file enables you to specify the configurations for your Hardware Security 
Module (HSM). As a result, you can store the Private Keys that are used for CA Risk 
Authentication in an encrypted format. The following HSMs are supported:

Chrysalis-ITS Luna SA

Thales nFast (nCipher netHSM)
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Thales nFast (nCipher netHSM)

The following table lists the common configurations for secure storage, as specified in the [arcot
/crypto/device] section.

Parameter Default Description

HSMDevice S/W The mode that sets whether the CA Risk Authentication information must be 
encrypted with a key stored in database or with the one in stored the HSM.

Supported values are:

S/W: Indicates that the data is encrypted with the key label that is stored in 
database.

chrysalis: Indicates that the Chrysalis (Luna) HSM is used to encrypt the data.

nfast: Indicates nFast (nCipher netHSM) is used to encrypt the data.

The following table lists the configuration parameters for Chrysalis-ITS Luna SA, as specified in 
the [crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis] section.

Parameter Default Description

sharedLibrary <location/to
.dll>/cryptoki

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM. The default value for Chrysalis (Luna) is:

C:\Program Files\LunaSA\cryptoki.dll

storageSlot 0 The HSM slot where the encryption keys (symmetric as well as 
asymmetric) are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by CA.

sessionCount 20 The maximum number of sessions that can be established with the 
HSM device.

The following table lists the configuration parameters for nCipher netHSM, as specified in the 
[crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast] section.

Parameter Default Description

sharedLibrary <location/to
.dll>/ccknfast

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding to 
the HSM. The default value for nFast (nCipher netHSM) is:

C:\nfast\bin\cknfast.dll

storageSlot 1 The HSM slot where the encryption keys (symmetric as well as 
asymmetric) are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by CA.

sessionCount 200 The maximum number of sessions that can be established with the 
HSM device.

Instance Settings

In a farm of servers, it is recommended that every instance of the server has its own unique 
identification. CA Risk Authentication supports a parameter to set and identify every instance of 
the servers. This section enables you to configure these system-wide settings for unique 
instances. The following table lists the instance setting parameters in the [arcot/system] section.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Parameter Default Description

InstanceId 1 The parameter that can be used to identify any server instance.

Important! It is mandatory that you provide unique values for every instance 
of the server.

The server instance is also displayed in the transaction reports, making it 
easier to trace the server instance to the transaction.

Change Server Startup Login Parameters

If you want to change the logging parameters that you see when CA Risk Authentication Server or 
Case Management Queuing Server starts up, Follow these steps::

Navigate to the conf directory in ARCOT_HOME.

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor.

(For CA Risk Authentication Server) Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/riskfort/startup]
LogFile=
LogFileSize=10485760
BackupLogFileDir=
LogLevel=
LogTimeGMT=0

The following table explains these parameters.

Parameter Default Description

LogFile  The file path to the default directory and the file name of the log 
file.

Note: This path is relative to ARCOT_HOME (<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\).

LogFileSize 10485760 The maximum number of  the log file can contain. When a log bytes
file reaches this size, a new file is started and the old file is moved 
to the location specified for BackupLogFileDir.

BackupLogFileDir  The location of the directory where backup log files are maintained, 
after the current file exceeds LogFileSize bytes.

Note: This path is relative to ARCOT_HOME (<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\).

LogLevel  The default logging level for the server, unless an override is 
specified.

The possible values are:

0: FATAL

1: WARNING

2: INFO

3: DETAIL

LogTimeGMT 0
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Parameter Default Description

The parameter which indicates the time zone of the time stamp in 
the log files.

The possible values are:

0: Local Time

1: GMT

(For Case Management Queuing Server) Add the following section at the end of the file:

[arcot/riskfortcasemgmtserver/startup]
LogFile=
LogFileSize=10485760
BackupLogFileDir=
LogLevel=
LogTimeGMT=0

Note: The table in the previous step explains these parameters.

Set the required values for the parameters.

Save and close the file.

Restart CA Risk Authentication Server.

riskfortdataupload.ini
CA Risk Authentication uses Quova data to identify the geolocation of a user by using the IP 
address of the system from which the transaction originated. It then uses this data to evaluate 
Negative Country, Negative IP, and Zone Hopping rules.

CA Risk Authentication is shipped with the CA Risk Authentication  (arrfupload)  Data Upload Tool
to enable you to upload the geolocation data from Quova files to the CA Risk Authentication 
database. The riskfortdataupload.ini file controls the behavior of the CA Risk Authentication Data 
Upload tool and is available at the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\ \install_location conf

The following table lists the configuration parameters in this file.

Parameter Default Description

Tables Do Not Load The tables that the user can work with.

Possible values are:

GeoPoint

Anonymizer

Load 0 The indicator whether to upload the data to the table or not.

Possible values are:
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Parameter Default Description

0: Do not load)

1: (Load)

Swap 0 The indicator whether to swap the tables or not.

Possible values are:

0: (Do not swap)

1: (Swap)

Filename -- The name of the file from which the Quova data has to be loaded.

Important! Specify the absolute path to the file, with the file name.

Note: If both, Load and Swap are set to 1, then the table is loaded and then swapped.

udsserver.ini
The udsserver.ini file contains the parameters to set the User Data Service (UDS) log information. 
The following table provides information about parameters that you must configure for CA Risk 
Authentication.

The common log-level values that can be set in this file are:

FATAL

WARNING

INFO

DEBUG

Book: See  for more information about the CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
log levels.

Parameter Default Value Description

log4j.
rootCategory

ERROR, debuglog The root logger that resides at the top of the logger 
hierarchy. All children loggers inherit this value, if no 
value is specified.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.euds

INFO The log level that must be used to write the UDS 
information.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.crypto.impl.
SecureStoreUtil

INFO The log level that must be used to write the logs, if 
you are using a hardware-based or software-based 
HSM.

INFO
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Parameter Default Value Description

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
database

The log level that must be used to write the database 
information.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.common.
cache

INFO The log level that must be used to write the UDS cache 
information.

log4j.appender.
debuglog

org.apache.log4j.
RollingFileAppender

The name of the UDS log handle that specifies the 
mode in which the log file is opened and the offset 
pointer where the next operation will begin.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.File

${arcot.home} /logs
/arcotuds.log

The log file name and the location where the UDS logs 
will be created.

By default, the UDS log file name is arcotuds.log and is 
created in the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\logs\install_location

log4j.appender.
debuglog.
MaxFileSize

10MB The maximum allowed file size of the log file.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.
MaxBackupIndex

100 The maximum number of backup files that can be 
created. When the number of backup files reaches this 
number, then the application starts to overwrite from 
the first log file.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.layout

org.apache.log4j.
PatternLayout

The output format, as specified by the 
ConversionPattern parameter.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.
Encoding

UTF-8 The encoding to use when writing the entries in the 
log file.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.layout.
ConversionPattern

%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:
mm:ss,SSS z} : [%t] : %
-5p : %-5c{3} : %m%n

The format in which the UDS log file entries are 
written:

Time Stamp (%d{yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss,SSS z} :)

Thread ID ([%t] :)

Log Level (or Severity) (%-5p :)

Logger Class (%-5c{3} :)

Message (%m%n)

Note: This pattern is similar to the C language printf 
function.

Multi-Byte Character and Encrypted Parameters
RiskMinder supports UTF-8, which is the variable width 8-bit encoding format of the universal 
Unicode encoding scheme. Variable-width encoding enables you to use varying number of bytes 
to encode a character set For information on configuring UTF-8, see the topic titled "Preparing 
for Installation" in the .CA RiskMinder Installation and Deployment Guide
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RiskMinder also enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption of your sensitive 
data.You can choose to encrypt sensitive parameters and also decide whether you want to 
display clear text data or encrypted data in Reports. The following table lists the parameters that 
can be selected for encryption and multi-byte character encoding. It also lists the keys used for 
the parameter and the level at which the key is applicable.

Parameter IsEncrypted HSM Support KeyLevel Key Type IsMultiByte

UserName Optional Yes Organization OrgKey Yes

User attributes Optional Yes Organization OrgKey Yes

Configurations

Action No No None None No

OrgName No No None None No

DeviceID No No Global Fixed - Internal Yes

Device Signature No No None None Yes

CALLERID No No None None Yes

CONFIGNAME No No None None No

CHANNELNAME No No None None No

CLIENTIPADDRESS No No None None No

AGGREGATORNAME No No None None No

ASSOCIATIONNAME No No None None No

ACCOUNTTYPE No No None None No

MATCHEDRULE No No None None No

LINESPEED No No None None No

CONNECTIONTYPE No No None None No

ANONYMIZERTYPE No No None None No

IP_ROUTINGTYPE No No None None No

Rule Mnemonic No No None None No

Rule Name No No None None Yes

Rule Description No No None None Yes

ACCOUNTID No No None None Yes

PARENTUSERID No No None None Yes

ERROR MESSAGE No No None None Yes

QUEUE NAME No No None None No

QUEUE DESCRIPTION No No None None Yes

CASENOTE No No None None Yes

3DSecure Elements

ACQ_BIN No No None None No

MERCHANT_NAME No No None None Yes

MERCHANT_ID No No None None No

MERCH_COUN No No None None No

MERCHANT_URL No No None None No

XID No No None None No
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PURCHASE_DESCRIPTION No No None None Yes

PAN No No None None No

EXPIRY No No None None No

MERCH_CAT No No None None No

TERM_URL No No None None No

PREVTXNDATA No No None None No

The following table describes whether the parameter is case-insensitive and whether it is 
displayed in reports.

Parameter Case Insensitive Displayed in Reports

UserName Yes Yes

User attributes Yes Yes

Configurations

Action No Yes

OrgName No Yes

DeviceID No Yes

Device Signature No No

CALLERID No No

CONFIGNAME No Yes

CHANNELNAME No Yes

CLIENTIPADDRESS No Yes

AGGREGATORNAME No Yes

ASSOCIATIONNAME No

ACCOUNTTYPE No Yes

MATCHEDRULE No Yes

LINESPEED No

CONNECTIONTYPE No

ANONYMIZERTYPE No Yes

IP_ROUTINGTYPE No

Rule Mnemonic No Yes

Rule Name No Yes

Rule Description No Yes

ACCOUNTID No Yes

ERROR MESSAGE No No

QUEUE NAME No Yes

QUEUE DESCRIPTION No Yes

CASENOTE No Yes

3DSecure elements

ACQ_BIN No Yes
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Parameter Case Insensitive Displayed in Reports

MERCHANT_NAME No Yes

MERCHANT_ID No Yes

MERCH_COUN No Yes

MERCHANT_URL No Yes

XID No No

PURCHASE_DESCRIPTION No No

PAN No No

EXPIRY No No

MERCH_CAT No No

TERM_URL No No

PREVTXNDATA No No

Properties Files Details
CA Risk Authentication primarily uses the properties files that are discussed in the following 
sections.

These files are available in the following location:

< >\Arcot Systems\sdk\java\ \install_location properties

riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties

The riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties file provides the parameters for the CA Risk Authentication 
Risk Evaluation Java SDK and Sample Application to read CA Risk Authentication Server 
information. The following table lists the configuration parameters that are used in this file.

Parameter Default Description

HOST.1 localhost IP address of CA Risk Authentication 
Server.

PORT.1 7680 Port number where CA Risk 
Authentication Server is listening to 
incoming requests.

CONNECTION_TIMEOUT 10000 Time in  before CA Risk milliseconds
Authentication Server is considered 
unreachable.

CONNECTION_RETRIES 3 Maximum number of retries allowed with 
CA Risk Authentication Server.

READ_TIMEOUT 30000 Maximum time in  allowed milliseconds
for a response from CA Risk 
Authentication Server.

USE_CONNECTION_POOLING 1 Parameter for enabling or disabling 
connection pooling to CA Risk 
Authentication Server:

0: Disabled
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Parameter Default Description

1: Enabled

MAX_ACTIVE 128 Maximum number of active connections 
(from the pool) allowed with CA Risk 
Authentication Server.

It controls the maximum number of 
connections that can be borrowed from 
the pool at one time. When negative, 
there is no limit on the number of objects 
that might be active at a time.

TIME_BETWEEN_CONNECTION_EVICTION 900000

(15 
minutes)

Time in  between milliseconds
consecutive runs of the Idle Connection 
Evictor thread.

Note: If this parameter is set to -1, then 
connections are not evicted.

Important! Ensure that 
TIME_BETWEEN_CONNECTION_EVICTION 
+ IDLE_TIME_OF_CONNECTION is less 
than the connection timeout of your 
firewall (between SDK and CA Risk 
Authentication Server.) This ensures that 
no connection is abruptly dropped by the 
firewall because of idle time, which 
ensures smooth functioning of the 
system.

IDLE_TIME_OF_CONNECTION 1800000

(30 
minutes)

Idle time (in ) after which a milliseconds
connection will be closed.

Note: If this parameter is set to -1, then 
connections are not evicted.

WHEN_EXHAUSTED_ACTION BLOCK The SDK behavior when all connections 
are exhausted:

BLOCK: The SDK waits for a connection to 
be free. This behavior is the default 
behavior.

FAIL: The transaction is considered as 
failed.

GROW: The SDK can increase the pool.

TRANSPORT_TYPE TCP Default value for CA Risk Authentication 
Server to start up is TCP.

Set this parameter to SSL, if CA Risk 
Authentication Native protocol is set to 
SSL. In other words, set this parameter to 
SSL, if you want to enable SSL-based 
secure communication between 
Administration Console and CA Risk 
Authentication Server.
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Parameter Default Description

Note: Restart CA Risk Authentication 
Server, if you change the value to SSL.

CA_CERT_FILE Path for the CA certificate file of the 
server. The file  be in .PEM format.must

Provide the complete path for the file.

For example:

< >/certs/ca.peminstall_location

or

< >\\certs\\ca.peminstall_location

Note:

- Use CLIENT_P12_FILE for the client 
PKCS#12 file (which contains the Client 
key and the Certificate pair.)

- Use CLIENT_P12_PASSWORD for the 
password of the specified PKCS#12 file.

LIFO false Indication whether or not the connection 
pool returns idle objects in Last-In-First-
Out order.

Set it to false to ensure that each 
connection is used in a round-robin 
manner and is not idle.

For high-load deployments, the 
recommended value is false.

NUM_PRE_CREATE 32 Number of connections that must be 
created during the initialization of the 
pool.

NUM_CONNECT_FAILURES_TO_TRIGGER_FAILOVER 2 Number of consecutive connection 
failures that will trigger the failover to 
another pool.

MAX_IDLE -1 The maximum number of idle 
connections from the SDK to a given 
server instance allowed in the pool.

MAX_WAIT_TIME_MILLIS 3000 The maximum time ( ), a in milliseconds
connection request will wait for a 
connection from the pool.

Note: If this parameter is set to -1, the 
request waits indefinitely.

log4j.properties.risk-evaluation
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The log4j.properties.risk-evaluation file specifies the logging behavior of CA Risk Authentication 
and its Risk Evaluation components. The following table provides information about the 
parameters that you may need to change for Risk Evaluation.

Parameter Default 
Value

Description

log4j.rootLogger INFO, 
debuglog

Specify the log level that must be used to write the logs. The 
supported log levels are:

FATAL

WARNING

INFO

DEBUG

Book: See  for more CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
information about the log levels.

log4j.logger.com.
arcot

INFO

log4j.logger.com.
arcot.riskfortAPI

DEBUG

log4j.appender.
debuglog.File

arcot-
riskfort-
evaluaterisk.
log

The name of the log file. Possible values for this parameter are:

riskfortsdk.log (for CA Risk Authentication Java SDK)

arriskfortws.log (for CA Risk Authentication Web Service)

log4j.appender.
debuglog.
MaxFileSize

1MB The maximum allowed file size of the log file.

log4j.appender.
debuglog.
MaxBackupIndex

3 The maximum number of backup files that can be created. When 
the number of backup files reaches this number, then the 
application starts to overwrite from the first log file.

Summary of Server Refresh and Restart Tasks
Many configuration changes that you make might need the server to be restarted. For example, 
all .ini file changes need the server to be restarted. Also, some changes that you make by using 
Administration Console also require the server to be either restarted or refreshed. In such cases, 
Administration Console prompts you to refresh or restart, as applicable.

Note: The refresh option ensures that the server does not take any down time. Very 
few configuration changes need the server to be restarted.

The following table lists the server tasks that either need to be refreshed or restarted after you 
have made any configuration changes. Y represents 'Yes'.

Task Refresh Restart

Configure UDS Connectivity Y  

Configure UDS Y  
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Task Refresh Restart

Configure Attribute Encryption Y  

Configure Custom Locales Y  

Set Default Organization Y  

Add Account Type Y  

Update Account Type Y  

Delete Account Type Y  

Add Custom Attributes for Account Type Y  

Configure Email/Telephone Type Y  

Configure Basic Authentication Policy Y  

Enable Authentication and Authorization For Web Services Y  

On the Instance Configuration page, updates to:

Logging Configuration: , , Transaction Log Directory Rollover After (in Bytes)
, Transaction Log Backup Directory Log Timestamps in GMT

Database Configurations: , , Minimum Connections Maximum Connections
Increment Connections by

 Y

On the Instance Configuration page, updates to:

Instance Attributes

Logging Configuration: , Log Level Enable Trace Logging

Database Configurations ( , except Minimum Connections Maximum Connections
, )Increment Connections By

Y  

RiskMinder Connectivity Y  

Trusted Certificate Authorities Y  

Protocol Configurations  Y

Assign Channel and Default Account Type configurations Y  

Create Ruleset Y  

Add New Rules  Y

Update Rules Y  

Delete Rules Y  

Miscellaneous Configurations Y  

Model Configuration Y  

Callout Configuration Y  

Migrate to Production Y  

Create Organization Y  

Update Organization Y  

Create New Queue Y  

Update Queue Y  

Delete Queue Y  
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1.  

2.  

Understanding Callouts
Based on your business requirements, you can write your own custom Evaluation logic and 
Scoring logic, which if implemented, will run at your application-end, independent of CA Risk 
Authentication Server. These custom Evaluation or Scoring programs are known as  that Callouts
can also be implemented to interact with your application’s back-end system.

Note: CA Risk Authentication is shipped with a basic Sample Callouts WAR file (riskfort-
8.0-sample-callouts.war) that demonstrates how you can write and implement simple 
Evaluation and Scoring Callouts. See "Working with the Sample Callout" for more 
information on deploying and configuring this file.

For example, in addition to tracking the origin of each transaction, a banking institution would 
also like to assess the risk of regular bank transactions and wire transfers based on the 
transaction amount. Say, the bank would like to evaluate all transactions more than $30,000 for 
risk, irrespective of whether they are regular transactions or wire transfers. In this case, in 
addition to using CA Risk Authentication’s Negative Country, Untrusted IP, Zone Hopping, and 
Velocity checks, the institution can write an Evaluation Callout (within the scope of their 
application) to track this behavior.

Note: After a Callout is deployed, you enable it by using the Callout Configuration must 
page for it to take effect.

Callout Implementation

Note: Implementation of Callouts is optional.

If you have implemented a Callout, then CA Risk Authentication Server reads all configurations 
related to the Callout from the database and caches the information on startup. During a 
transaction:

CA Risk Authentication Server calls the Callout framework  executing all pre-defined after
and new rules (in case of Evaluation Callout) or the standard Scoring Engine (in case of 
Scoring Callout.)

Note: The Callout framework is a part of CA Risk Authentication Server and just 
like any other CA Risk Authentication Evaluation rule, is loaded during the 
Server startup. It is implemented as a .dll or .so file.

Depending on the type of Callout (  or ), the framework collects all the Evaluation Scoring
required data from CA Risk Authentication Server and prepares the HTTP or HTTPS data.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Note: CA Risk Authentication supports both one-way and two-way SSL-based 
connections between CA Risk Authentication Server and your Callout in case of 
HTTPS data.

This data is then posted (HTTP or HTTPS) to the (configured) URL of your Callout.
The Callout framework now waits for a response from the Callout.
If the response from your Evaluation Callout is received within a specified time-out 
period, then the framework parses the response and sends the result to CA Risk 
Authentication Server.
If the response is not received within the specified time-out period, then the framework 
returns FAILURE as the rule result and empty strings ("") for the modifier and annotation.

Note: The time-out period can be configured by using CA Advanced 
Authentication.

Your Callout processes the data by using custom logic.

Your Callout then returns an appropriate response to the Callout framework, which 
forwards the same to CA Risk Authentication Server.

CA Risk Authentication Server logs all the information returned by the framework for 
reporting and auditing purposes.

The following figure illustrates the interaction between CA Risk Authentication Server, Callout 
Framework, and your Callout.

 
RM_3.1--9_ca0001
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

Note: If you are implementing an Evaluation as well as a Scoring Callout, then you can 
either implement them on the same server or on separate servers.

Types of Callouts
CA Risk Authentication supports the following types of Callouts:

Evaluation Callout

Scoring Callout

Evaluation Callout 1

An Evaluation Callout is executed as part of risk evaluation. If an Evaluation Callout is 
implemented, then:

CA Risk Authentication executes all Standalone and Combination rules and invokes the 
Callout framework.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework formats the data in XML format.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework performs an HTTP or HTTPS POST of the 
following information to your Evaluation Callout:

Context information (such as User name, IP address, and Device ID) that is passed to 
each CA Risk Authentication Evaluation rule.

Rule results for each Evaluation rule that was executed.

Additional Inputs, if any, that are provided by the CA Risk Authentication SDK to CA 
Risk Authentication Server as input data.

Your Callout uses the data passed by CA Risk Authentication to process its custom logic.

Your Callout then returns the following information to CA Risk Authentication:

Rule result in the form of Y (SUCCESS) or N (FAILURE).

Modifier string with additional information, if any, to be used by the Scoring Callout 
(if implemented.)

Note: CA Risk Authentication Server does not process the modifier string at all. 
If a Scoring Callout also has been implemented, then CA Risk Authentication 
Server POSTs this data to the Scoring Callout.

This information is used for logging (in the database), reporting, and Note: 
auditing purposes.

CA Risk Authentication Server logs the information returned by your Callout.
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Scoring Callout

A  is executed  the standard CA Risk Authentication Scoring logic has Scoring Callout after
executed. If a Scoring Callout is implemented, then:

CA Risk Authentication Server executes the standard Scoring program and invokes the 
Callout framework.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework formats the data in XML format.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework performs an HTTP or HTTPS POST of the 
following information to your Scoring Callout:

Overall Score computed by the standard CA Risk Authentication built-in Scoring 
Engine.

Rule results for each Evaluation rule that was executed.

Additional Inputs, if any, that are provided by the calling application as part of the 
evaluateRisk() API call.

Modifier string originally returned by the Evaluation Callout.

Your Callout uses the data passed by CA Risk Authentication to process its custom logic.

Your Callout then returns the following information to CA Risk Authentication:

Final Score in the form of an integer in the range [0 - 100].

Note: The score returned by the Scoring Callout always overrides the Score 
computed by the CA Risk Authentication Scoring Engine. If you want to retain 
the score computed by CA Risk Authentication's standard Scoring Engine, then 
you will need to pass that same Score as the return value in your response.

This information is used for logging (in the database), reporting, and Note: 
auditing purposes.

CA Risk Authentication Server logs the information returned by your Callout.

Configuring Callouts 1
Use the Callout Configuration page for:

Configuring Evaluation Callout

Configuring Scoring Callout

Note: CA Risk Authentication is shipped with a basic Sample Callouts WAR file that 
demonstrates how you can write and implement Evaluation and Scoring Callouts. See 
Working with the Sample Callout for more information on deploying and configuring 
this file.
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a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

f.  

Configuring Evaluation Callout

To configure an Evaluation Callout, perform the following steps:

Ensure that you are logged in as a GA.

Activate the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Under the  section on the side-bar menu, click the Rules Management Callout 
 link.Configuration

The Callout Configuration page appears.

Ensure that the  option is selected and click .Evaluation Callout Next
The Evaluation Callout Configuration page appears.

From the  list, select the ruleset for which this configuration is Select Existing Ruleset
applicable.
The updated Evaluation Callout Configuration page is displayed. 

In the table, under the  column:Proposed

Select the appropriate SSL option for .Server Authentication SSL

Important! If you want to configure SSL-based communication between 
CA Risk Authentication Server and your Callout, then you must select YES
.

Select the appropriate SSL option for .Client Authentication SSL

Note: The client here is your Callout.

Specify the URL at which the Callout is available against .Callout URL

If  is set to    is set to Server Authentication SSL YES or Client Authentication SSL
, then the URL of Evaluation Callout  begin with .YES must https://

If both  is set to    is Server Authentication SSL NO and Client Authentication SSL
set to , then the URL of Evaluation Callout  begin with .NO must http://

Specify the value of  in milliseconds.Connection Timeout
 indicates the time in which connection between CA Risk Connection Timeout

Authentication Server and your Callout will expire.

Specify the value of  in milliseconds.Read Timeout
 indicates the time in which CA Risk Authentication Server expects a Read Timeout

response back from your Callout.
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6.  
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g.  

h.  

7.  
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9.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

Click  to navigate to the location where the  Browse Callout Server Root Certificate
is located.

Note: That:
- If  is set to YES   Server Authentication SSL or Client Authentication SSL
is set to YES, then you  specify the .must Callout Server Root Certificate

-   be in PEM (Base64-encoded) Callout Server Root Certificate must
format.

Click  to navigate to the location where the Browse CA Risk Authentication Server 
 are located.Certificate and Private Key

Note: That:
- If  is set to YES, then you  specify the Client Authentication SSL must

 and Callout Server Root Certificate CA Risk Authentication Server 
.Certificate and Private Key

-   be in CA Risk Authentication Server Certificate and Private Key must
PEM (Base64-encoded) format.

Specify useful details about the Callout against .Callout Description

Click  to save the changes that you just made.Save
The changes are not yet active, and not available to your end users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.

Refresh  deployed CA Risk Authentication Server instances.all
See "Refreshing the Cache" for instructions on how to do this.

Scoring Callout 1

A  is executed  the standard CA Risk Authentication Scoring logic has Scoring Callout after
executed. If a Scoring Callout is implemented, then:

CA Risk Authentication Server executes the standard Scoring program and invokes the 
Callout framework.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework formats the data in XML format.

The CA Risk Authentication Callout framework performs an HTTP or HTTPS POST of the 
following information to your Scoring Callout:

Overall Score computed by the standard CA Risk Authentication built-in Scoring 
Engine.

Rule results for each Evaluation rule that was executed.
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Additional Inputs, if any, that are provided by the calling application as part of the 
evaluateRisk() API call.

Modifier string originally returned by the Evaluation Callout.

Your Callout uses the data passed by CA Risk Authentication to process its custom logic.

Your Callout then returns the following information to CA Risk Authentication:

Final Score in the form of an integer in the range [0 - 100].

Note: The score returned by the Scoring Callout always overrides the Score 
computed by the CA Risk Authentication Scoring Engine. If you want to retain 
the score computed by CA Risk Authentication's standard Scoring Engine, then 
you will need to pass that same Score as the return value in your response.

This information is used for logging (in the database), reporting, and Note: 
auditing purposes.

CA Risk Authentication Server logs the information returned by your Callout.

Working with the Sample Callout
CA Risk Authentication 8.0 is shipped with a basic and non-GUI Sample Callouts WAR file (CA Risk 
Authentication-3.1.01-sample-callouts.war) that demonstrates:

The basic operations (invocation and post-processing) of CA Risk Authentication Server from 
your custom program.

The integration of your Callout with CA Risk Authentication.

This Sample Callouts WAR file is automatically installed as a part of  installation of CA Complete
Risk Authentication. As a part of  installation, you  select the Custom must CA Risk Authentication 

 component to access this WAR file.Server

Important! Sample Callouts  be deployed on the same application server where must
CA Risk Authentication Server is installed.

This section covers:

Deploying Sample Callouts

Configuring CA Risk Authentication Server to Communicate With Sample Callouts

Deploying Sample Callouts

This section walks you through the steps for deploying Sample Callouts:

On Windows

On UNIX-Based Platforms
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2.  

a.  

b.  

On Windows

To deploy the Sample Callouts shipped with CA Risk Authentication on your application server:

Navigate to Settings > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services.

Stop the application server services.

Deploy the riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callouts.war file from the following location:

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\samples\java\

Note: Although you will also see riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callouts.war in the 
package, it is recommended that you deploy the Sample Application WAR file 
from the preceding location.

Navigate to Settings > Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services.

Restart the application server services.

On UNIX-Based Platforms

To deploy the Sample Callouts shipped with CA Risk Authentication on your application server:

Stop the application server services.

Deploy the riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callout.war file from the following location:

<install_location>/arcot/samples/java/

Restart the application server services.

Configuring CA Risk Authentication Server to Communicate with Sample Callouts

Note: The XSD for the request and response XML is available in the <install_location
>\Arcot Systems\docs\riskfort\Arcot-Riskfort-3.1.01-CallOutInterface-xsds.zip file.

To configure the Sample Callouts, perform the following steps:

Perform the tasks listed from Step 1 through Step 5 in "Configuring Evaluation Callout" to 
display the  page.Evaluation Callout Configuration

Under the  column of the table:Proposed

Select  for .NO Server Authentication SSL

Select  for NO Client Authentication SSL

Note: The client here is the Sample Callout.
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Specify the following against the  option:Callout URL
http://<host>:CA Portal/riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callouts/SampleEvalCalloutServlet
Here,  refers to the host name or IP address of the server where your <host>
Callouts WAR is deployed and  refers to the port on which this server is CA Portal
available.

Specify the value of  in milliseconds. The default value is Connection Timeout
30000 milliseconds.

Specify the value of  in milliseconds. The default value is 30000 Read Timeout
milliseconds.

Specify useful details about the Callout against .Callout Description

Click  to save the changes that you just made.Save

Perform the tasks listed from Step 1 through Step 5 in "Configuring Scoring Callout" to 
display the  table.Scoring Callout Configuration

Under the  column of the table:Proposed

Select  for .NO Server Authentication SSL

Select NO for Client Authentication SSL.

Note: The client here is the Sample Callout.

Specify the following against the  option:Callout URL
http://<host>:CA Portal/riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callouts
/SampleScoringCalloutServlet
Here,  refers to the host name or IP address of the server where your <host>
Callouts WAR is deployed and  refers to the port on which this server is CA Portal
available.

Specify the value of  in milliseconds. The default value is Connection Timeout
30000 milliseconds.

Specify the value of  in milliseconds. The default value is 30000 Read Timeout
milliseconds.

Specify useful details about the Callout against .Callout Description

Click  to save the changes that you just made.Save

All the changes that you made until now are not yet active, and not available to your end 
users.

To make the changes active, you must migrate them to production.
See "Migrating to Production" for instructions to do so.
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XML Configuration Files Details
User Behavior Profiling uses XML files for logging configuration.

ubp_logging.xml file

ubp_logging xml file provides configuration for logging of User Behavior Profiling model. The 
parameters are described in the following table.

Tag Default Description

ubp_logging 
xml file

ARCOT_HOME\logs\ubp_logfile.
log

Specifies the location and the name of the log file.

MaxFileSize 5MB Specifies the file size after which the file has to be 
rolled over.

Level ERROR Specifies the level of logging done the classes in 
the package provided in "name" attribute of the 
logger tag.

Accessibility Features
This section lists the location of all files that are installed with the CA Risk Authentication 
product. It covers the following information:

Risk Evaluation Java SDK Files

CA Risk Authentication WSDL Files

Risk Evaluation Java SDK Files
The following table lists the main directories, files, and JARs that are created by the CA Risk 
Authentication installer. The table also describes specific subdirectories and files that have been 
referred to in this guide.

In addition to the files and directories that are discussed in the table, you also see a 
blank file named CA Risk Authenticationkey in the installation directory. This file is used 
by the installer to detect previously installed CA products. If you delete this file, then 
the installer cannot detect previously installed CA products, and allows new 
installations to be performed in any location. As a result, the installer cannot ensure 
the same destination directory for multiple CA products and components, in which 
case, the products (or components) may not work, as expected. This file has no impact 
on patches and upgrade.

Directory Used By File Names and Description

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\bin

Contains the following executables used by 
CA Risk Authentication Server:
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

Book: See CA Risk Authentication 
 for more Administration Guide

details on these tools.

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Case 
Management 
Queuing 
Server

arrfcasemgmtserver.exe (Tool for refreshing 
and gracefully shutting down the Case 
Management Queuing Server.)

arrfclient.exe (Tool for refreshing and 
gracefully shutting down CA Risk 
Authentication Server.)

arrfserver.exe (Tool for setting the server 
management port and other server-related 
operations.)

arrfupload.exe (Tool for uploading Quova 
data to the CA Risk Authentication 
database.)

arrfversion.exe (Tool for determining the 
version of the library files that are provided 
by CA.)

Also contains the following library files used 
by CA Risk Authentication Server:

aradminprotocol.dll

aradminwsprotocol.dll

arrfuds.dll

arrfudswrapper.dll

arRiskEngine.dll

NameValueXref.dll

srvmgrwsprotocol.dll

transwsprotocol.dll

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\conf

Note: See Configuration Files and 
 for more details on the Options

configuration files that you see in 
this directory.

Administration 
Console

Contains the following configuration files 
used by Administration Console:

adminserver.ini (Used for reading 
Administration Console logging 
configurations.)

arcotcommon.ini (Used for connecting to CA 
Risk Authentication database, CA Risk 
Authentication instances, and Hardware 
Security Module (HSM), if configured.)

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains the following configuration files for 
use by CA Risk Authentication Server and 
other CA Risk Authentication components:
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

arcotcommon.ini(Used for connecting to CA 
Risk Authentication database, CA Risk 
Authentication instances, and Hardware 
Security Module (HSM), if configured.)

riskfortdataupload.ini (Used for uploading 
Quova data to the CA Risk Authentication 
database.)

securestore.enc(Used for storing the 
encrypted information that is required to 
connect to the CA Risk Authentication 
database.)

UDS Contains the udsserver.ini file for use by UDS 
for reading UDS logging configurations.

UDS

Administration 
Console

The resourcebundles directory contains the 
properties files for common errors thrown 
by Administration Console and UDS.

User Behavior 
Profiling

arcotcommon.ini (Used for connecting to CA 
Risk Authentication database, CA Risk 
Authentication instances, and Hardware 
Security Module (HSM), if configured.)

ubp_logging.xml (Used by UBP for reading 
UBP logging configuration)

securestore.enc(Used for storing the 
encrypted information that is required to 
connect to the CA Risk Authentication 
database.)

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\dbscripts

Administration 
Console

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

UDS

User Behavior 
Profiling

Contains the database scripts to create and 
drop CA Risk Authentication schemas for the 
Database Type that you specified during 
installation.

< >\Arcot install_location
Systems\docs\ \riskfort

Administration 
Console

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains the following zipped WSDLdoc:

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-AdminWeb
Service-wsdldocs.zip (The WSDLDocs for the 
Admin Web Service.)

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains the following zip and XSD files for 
writing Callouts, and the Javadocs and 
WSDLdocs for Risk Evaluation SDKs:
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-CallOutInterface-
xsds.zip (The Evaluation and Scoring Request 
and Response files that are required for 
writing a Callout.)

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-risk-evaluation-
sdk-javadocs.zip

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-risk-evaluation-
wsdldocs.zip

< >\Arcot install_location
Systems\docs\ \uds

UDS Contains the following zipped WSDLdoc:

arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.zip (The WSDLDocs 
for UDS Web Services.)

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\ \java lib

Administration 
Console

Contains an empty directory called  and sdk
the following WAR and JAR files required by 
the Administration Console Framework and 
UDS:

adminframework.jar

adminframework.war

arcot-common.jar

arcot-crypto-util.jar

arcot-euds.jar

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

udsframework.war

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\ \java webapps

Administration 
Console

Contains the following WAR file required by 
Administration Console:

arcotadmin.war (The WAR file that is 
required to deploy Administration Console.)

UDS Contains the arcotuds.war file required to 
deploy UDS for:

LDAP connectivity

Access to UDS web services

Authentication and Authorization for web 
services

UBP Contains ca-userprofiling-2.0-application.war 
file, required for the user for accessing User 
behavior profiling functionality.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\logs

Contains the log files used by Administration 
Console, Case Management, CA Risk 
Authentication, and UDS.
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

Book: See "CA Risk Authentication 
Logging" in the CA Risk 
Authentication Administration 

 for detailed information Guide
about these log files.

You can use the  subdirectory to backup
store the older logs, if available.

Administration 
Console

arcotadmin.log

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

arcotriskfort.log

arcotriskfortstartup.log

Case 
Management 
Queuing 
Server

arcotriskfortcasemgmtserver.
log

arcotriskfortcasemgmtstartup.log

UDS arcotuds.log

Note: This log appears only if you deployed 
the UDS WAR file (arcotuds.war) for LDAP 
connectivity.

UBP ubp_logfile.log

Note: This log appears only after UBP war 
file is deployed.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\native

Administration 
Console

UDS

UBP

Contains ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll (in 
appropriate subdirectories) used for reading 
the contents of securestore.enc for your 32-
bit or 64-bit OS platform (RHEL, Solaris 
SPARC, or Microsoft Windows).

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\odbc32v70wf

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains the CA Risk Authentication-branded 
DataDirect ODBC libraries for all the 
databases supported by CA Risk 
Authentication.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\ \plugins rules

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains DLL (library binary) files to support 
all out-of-box CA Risk Authentication rules, 
and Scoring.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\resourcepacks

Administration 
Console

UDS

Contains the required Administration 
Console and product pack bundles:

bundle_adminconsole.zip

bundle_riskfort.zip

Also contains the  subdirectory, which is i18n
where you will store the required files for 
internationalization.

Note: See  for Preparing for Localization
more information about how to localize CA 
Risk Authentication.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\ \samples java

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

The  subdirectory contains the sample java
WAR files for:
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Risk 
Evaluation 
SDK

riskfort-3.1.01-sample-application.war to 
deploy the CA Risk Authentication Sample 
Application.

riskfort-3.1.01-sample-callouts.war to deploy 
the CA Risk Authentication Sample Callout.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\sdk

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Risk 
Evaluation 
SDK

Contains SDKs and dependent files 
supported by CA Risk Authentication in the , c

, and the  flavors.devicedna java

The  subdirectory contains the devicedna
accompanying JavaScripts and Flash files that 
are used by these SDKs and the MFP and 
DeviceDNA modules.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\tools

Administration 
Console

The  subdirectory contains the common
following subdirectories:

The  subdirectory contains the arreporttool
report command-line utility that enables you 
to export (or download) reports.

The  subdirectory contains bundlemanager
the files that are required by Administration 
Console Resourcepack.

The  subdirectory contains the uds-monitor
script for checking the health of UDS.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\ \tools <platform>

The < > can be: linux, platform
solsparc, and win.

Administration 
Console

User Data 
Service (UDS)

Contains the DBUtil.exe tool for your OS 
platform (RHEL, Solaris SPARC, or Microsoft 
Windows).

This tool is required for editing securestore.
enc, which stores the encrypted information 
needed by CA Risk Authentication Server to 
connect to the CA Risk Authentication 
database.

< >\Arcot Systems\install_location
\Uninstall_Arcot RiskFort

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

Contains the files required to uninstall CA 
Risk Authentication. In addition,

The  subdirectory contains all files that are jre
required for Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 
support:
- Java Virtual Machine
- Runtime Class Libraries
- Java Application Launcher

The  directory contains all files that resource
are required by the installer for the 
uninstallation of CA Risk Authentication.

< \Arcot Systems \install_location>
\wsdls

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server
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Directory Used By File Names and Description

Contains the WSDL files required by 
Administration Console (the  admin
subdirectory), CA Risk Authentication (the 
CA Risk Authentication subdirectory), and 
UDS (the  subdirectory).uds

The following table lists the directory location of the files that are used by Risk Evaluation Java 
SDK.

Directory File Description

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \docs

\riskfort

Contains the CA Risk Authentication-8.0-risk-evaluation-sdk-
javadocs.zip file, which contains the Javadocs for Risk Evaluation SDK.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\

\ \samples java

Contains the following:

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-sample-application.war (For deploying 
Sample Application.)

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-sample-callouts.war (For deploying the 
Sample Callout Server shipped with the product.)

Book: See  for more  CA Risk Authentication Administration Guide
information about deploying and use this Sample Callout.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

Contains SDKs and dependent files supported by CA Risk 
Authentication.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \ \sdk c

Contains the library and included files required for C SDK.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\devicedna

The directory contains:

riskminder-client.js, which is required for collecting DeviceDNA 
information at the client-end.

riskminder-client.swf, which is required for migrating Flash-based 
cookies from the preceding releases to the Browser (HTTP) cookie store 
that this release supports.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\flash

The directory contains:

arcot-devicedna.swf, which manages the Device ID Flash object.

crossdomain.txt, which specifies the list of domains that can access the 
Flash object.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\java

The  subdirectory contains the CA-supplied and third-party JAR files lib
that are used by the product.

Book: See the Third-Party Software Licenses document in the package 
for the licensing information of these third-party JARs.

The  directory contains the property files that are required properties
for configuration of CA Risk Authentication.

Contains the following JAR files used by Risk Evaluation Java SDK.

arcot_core.jar
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Directory File Description

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\ \java lib
\arcot

arcot-pool.jar

arcot-riskfort-evaluaterisk.jar

arcot-riskfort-issuance.jar

arcot-riskfort-mfp.jar

Note: The Issuance API has been deprecated in this release. However, 
CA Risk Authentication-issuance.jar ensures backward compatibility 
with the preceding releases.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\ \java lib
\external

Contains the third-party JAR files required by the Risk Evaluation Java 
SDK.

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

commons-lang-2.0.jar

commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \sdk

\ \java properties

Contains the following files:

log4j.properties.risk-evaluation

riskfort.risk-evaluation.properties

CA Risk Authentication WSDL Files
The following table lists the directory location of the files that are used by Risk EvaluationWSDLs.

Directory File Description

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \docs

\riskfort

Contains the zipped WSDLdocs for CA Risk Authentication Risk Evaluation 
and Administration Console:

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-AdminWebService-wsdldocs.zip

CA Risk Authentication-8.0-risk-evaluation-wsdldocs.zip

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\ \docs

\uds

Contains the arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.zip file required by UDS.

This WSDL describes the UDS Web services and how to access them.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\wsdls
\ \admin

Contains the CA Risk AuthenticationAdminWebService.wsdl file required 
by Administration Console.

This WSDL describes the CA Risk Authentication Administration Web 
services and how to access them. In addition, it can be used to add 
Exception Users.

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\wsdls
\ \riskfort

Contains the following file required by CA Risk Authentication:

CA Risk AuthenticationEvaluateRiskService.wsdl
The WSDLdoc describes the Risk Evaluation Web Service and how to 
access it.

Contains the WSDLs and XML Schema files required by UDS. These 
WSDLs describe the UDS Web services and how to access them:
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Directory File Description

<install_location
>\Arcot Systems\wsdls
\ \uds

ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl (WSDL for creating and managing user 
account types.)

ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.wsdl (WSDL for creating and 
managing organizations.)

ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl (WSDL for creating and managing users 
and user accounts.)

ArcotUserSchema.xsd (XML Schema Definition that serves as the 
reference library that can be uses by your code for working with the UDS 
web services.)

CA AuthID PKI Client Reference
Supported Operating Environments
ArcotID PKI Client Types
ArcotID PKI Client Features
Invoking the ArcotID PKI Client
ArcotID PKI Client API Reference
Deploying the ArcotID PKI Client
ArcotID PKI As a Software Smartcard
ArcotID PKI As a Software Smartcard End User Experience
ArcotID PKI Client Tools
ArcotID PKI Client Compatibility
Source Code Samples

Supported Operating Environments
For information about supported operating system versions, see the .Platform Support Matrix

ArcotID PKI Client Types
To support a wide variety of application environments, the ArcotID PKI Client is available in a 
variety of deployment types. These include:

Flash Client

Unsigned Java Applet

Signed Java Applet

Native Client for Windows and Mac OS X

Embedded Client in Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat

https://support.ca.com/phpdocs/7/8189/8189_8190_compmatrix.pdf
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Flash Client
The Flash client is an implementation of the ArcotID PKI Client that can run in a Web browser that 
has the Adobe Flash Player (version 9 or higher). The Flash client can be used only for strong 
authentication to Web applications or SSL VPNs. An ArcotID PKI downloaded by using the ArcotID 
PKI Flash client can be stored persistently. However, they cannot be accessed by other ArcotID 
PKI client types.

Unsigned Java Applet
The unsigned Java applet is an implementation of the ArcotID PKI Client that can run in any Web 
browser that contains a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) from Sun Microsystems or Microsoft. ArcotID 
PKIs downloaded by using the unsigned Java applet cannot be stored persistently. ArcotID PKIs 
can only be downloaded temporarily into memory for the duration of the browser session.

Signed Java Applet
The signed Java applet is an implementation of the ArcotID Client that can run in any Web 
browser that contains a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) from Sun Microsystems or Microsoft. When 
using the CA signed Java applet, the user will be presented a security message that requires the 
user to accept the signed applet before it is invoked. ArcotIDs downloaded by using the signed 
Java applet can be stored persistently. ArcotIDs downloaded by using the signed Java applet can 
also be accessed by the Native client for Windows.

A pop-up window is displayed when the signed Java applet is invoked for the first time. Click  Yes
on the window to continue using Java applet client.

Native Client for Windows and Mac OS X
The native client for windows is an install package that includes the Arcot browser plug-in, Arcot 
Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP), and Arcot PKCS#11 module. The native client offers more 
functionality that the other clients. When installing the native client, the user is presented with a 
security message that requires the user to accept the installation of the client software.

Native client is available on Mac OS X platform in the form of Netscape Plug-ins for Mozilla 
Firefox and Apple Safari browsers.

Embedded Client in Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat
ArcotID PKI Client functionality is embedded in the shipping versions of Acrobat 8 (and higher) 
and Adobe Reader 8 (and higher). This functionality enables ArcotID PKIs to be used for 
authentication to digitally sign PDF files by using a Roaming Digital ID. This functionality is 
dependent on another CA product, SignFort (available separately). ArcotID PKIs downloaded for 
use with SignFort are fully compatible with ArcotID PKI Native Client and Signed Java applet, and 
can be used for other non-Adobe ArcotID PKI client functionality.

ArcotID PKI Client Features
This chapter discusses the following ArcotID PKI Client features in detail:

ArcotID PKI Storage

ArcotID PKI Authentication

JavaScript APIs
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

JavaScript APIs

DNS Restrictions

Device Locking

Client Logging

Customizing ArcotID PKI Client Behavior

Precedence Logic

Partial Hash

ArcotID PKI Storage
The download of an ArcotID PKI can be done either for the current session or permanently. This 
is identified by the storage medium that will be selected while downloading the ArcotID PKI. This 
section lists the storage medium supported by ArcotID PKI Clients.

ArcotID PKI Native Client

Java Applet

Flash Client

JavaScript Client

ArcotID PKI Native Client

The ArcotID PKI Native Client supports three different locations to save the ArcotID PKI. You can 
choose the storage location during the ArcotID PKI download. The following are the storage 
locations supported by the Native Client:

Storing on the Hard Disk

Storing in the Memory

Storing in the Universal Serial Bus (USB)

Storing on the Hard Disk

The ArcotID PKI is directly downloaded to the user’s hard disk. By default, the ArcotID PKI is 
downloaded to the %APPDATA%\arcot\ids folder.

ArcotID PKI Native Client also enables you to store ArcotID PKIs in a custom location. To 
download and store ArcotID PKIs in a custom location:

Navigate to the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot Shared\conf 
folder.

Open the WebClient.ini file in a text editor.

Set the ArcotIDLocation parameter to the location where you want to download the 
ArcotID PKI.

Save and close the WebClient.ini file.
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Note: If there is any error while storing the ArcotID PKI in a custom storage location, 
then the OnErrorStoreInDefaultLocation parameter is checked. If the value of this 
parameter is set to TRUE, then the ArcotID PKI is stored in the default location. 
Otherwise, an error is returned.

Storing in the Memory

The ArcotID PKI is downloaded to memory, and this is available only for the current session. The 
user has to re-download the ArcotID PKI if required for the successive sessions.

Storing in the Universal Serial Bus (USB)

The ArcotID PKI is downloaded to the USB that is plugged to the system. If the ArcotID PKI Client 
detects more than one device, then a pop-up window appears, which lists all the available 
external storage medium. The user has to select a device from the list.

If the machine is not connected to any external device, then the user will be displayed with 
appropriate message.

Java Applet

ArcotID PKI Java Applet client enables you to download the ArcotID PKI to your file system or 
store it in the browser memory.

Refer to  and  for more information on the "Storing on the Hard Disk" "Storing in the Memory"
storage methods supported by Java Applet.

Flash Client 1

The Flash client stores the ArcotID in the %APPDATA%\Macromedia\Flash 
Player\#SharedObjects\ \  folder. The ArcotID folder name is <unique_number> <domain_name>
same as the domain name from where the ArcotID Flash client movie is downloaded.

JavaScript Client

JavaScript ArcotID PKI Client supports the following types of storage medium:

In Memory Storage

Permanent Browser Storage

In Memory Storage

The ArcotID PKI is downloaded to memory, and this is available only for the current session. The 
user has to re-download the ArcotID PKI if required for successive sessions.

Permanent Browser Storage

The ArcotID PKI JavaScript Client supports HTML5 standard to store ArcotID PKIs in the Web 
browser. According to this standard, the ArcotID PKI is stored permanently in the Web browser 
and is available across sessions.

Note: If an older version of the Web browser that does not support HTML5 standard is 
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Note: If an older version of the Web browser that does not support HTML5 standard is 
used to download the ArcotID PKI, then the ArcotID PKI is stored as a permanent 
browser cookie. In such cases, there is a restriction on cookie size, therefore a user can 
store  one ArcotID PKI on their system.only

ArcotID PKI Authentication
The ArcotID PKI authentication process begins when a user connects to a Web page that requires 
authentication. The ArcotID PKI authentication process is done in the following steps:

Send Appropriate Challenge

Generate Signature

Verify Response

Verify Authentication Token

The ArcotID PKI Client collects the user password for ArcotID PKI to access the application or the 
resource that is protected by CA AuthMinder. An ATM GUI is provided to collect the ArcotID PKI 
password. The password can either be entered by using keyboard or the pin-pad. See "Issuer 

 for more information on the PIN input method.Preferences"

The text of the ATM GUI can be localized to different languages. ArcotID PKI Native Client 
currently supports the following international languages:

American English

German

Danish

Swedish

Dutch

Portuguese

Spanish

French

Japanese

Russian

Italian

Turkish

JavaScript APIs
ArcotID PKI client provides a rich set of APIs for customizing the ArcotID PKI display and behavior. 
See chapter,  for more information on Java APIs."The ArcotID PKI Client API Reference"

Note that the following methods are currently  for the  client:not supported Signed Java Applet
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1.  

2.  

SignChallenge

RegisterCSPCertificates

SignChallengeNonBlocking

DNS Restrictions
When an ArcotID PKI is downloaded, the primary DNS domain where it was downloaded from is 
recorded in the ArcotID PKI. The user will not be permitted to use that ArcotID PKI in any other 
primary DNS domain.

For example, if an ArcotID PKI is downloaded from A.ARCOT.COM, then it can be used for 
authentication at B.ARCOT.COM and C.ARCOT.COM, or any server in the ARCOT.COM domain. 
However, it cannot be used at Web servers in other primary domains, for example, A.
ARCOTSYSTEMS.COM.

Device Locking 4
The Device Locking feature enables an ArcotID PKI to be  to a specific machine, so that the locked
ArcotID PKI is not usable if it is copied to another machine.

The feature works by camouflaging (protecting) an ArcotID PKI using a password made of two 
components.

The password selected by the user when the ArcotID PKI is issued.

A new Machine PIN, which is derived from unique machine-specific information derived 
from the hardware characteristics of the client machine.

When device locking is enabled, the ArcotID PKI is cryptographically camouflaged twice, once 
with the user password and once with the Machine PIN.

The device locking is done at the time when an ArcotID PKI is downloaded to the user's machine. 
After an ArcotID PKI is locked to the user's machine, it is not usable if you copy it to another 
machine.

Typically when device locking is enabled, the server will not enable Roaming of the ArcotID PKI, 
so that the user will not be able to download the ArcotID PKI to another machine. To enable both 
roaming on the server and device locking, the ArcotID PKI is device locked separately to each 
machine on which it is downloaded.

Machine PIN for Native Client

The Machine PIN is derived from the computer-specific information. Not all the information type 
is present on all the computers. For example, the motherboard serial number is not present on 
all motherboards. The ArcotID PKI Client uses such machine characteristics available on the 
computer.

The following are the set of categories that are considered for generating the Machine PIN:

mem
Physical memory size.

vol
Boot partition volume ID.

bios
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bios
BIOS information such as, serial number and manufacturer name. This information is not 
always present.

mac
MAC addresses of all fixed Network Interface Cards (NIC). NICs that are not fixed, for 
example, PCMCIA, USB, docking station and NIC that is virtual, for example, VPN adapters are 
skipped. All other NICs are included. Adding or removing a NIC will cause Machine ID to 
change.

moth
Motherboard information such as, the serial number and manufacturer name. This 
information is not always present.

hd
Hard Disk (HD) information such as, model number and manufacturer’s name. This is not HD 
serial number and therefore it would be same for all identical HDs. The removable HDs such 
as external USB, memory cards, are not included. Only the fixed HDs are included and 
therefore adding or removing a HD will cause Machine ID to change.

proc
Main Central Processing Unit (CPU) information such as, model and clock speed. For 
multiprocessor machine the information from all CPUs is included. This is not the CPU serial 
number.

encl
Some computers, such as those manufactured by Dell, have their service tag encoded in the 
enclosure information.

Machine PIN for Signed Java Applet Client

The client currently uses vol and lhname for generating the Machine PIN. It Signed Java Applet 
tries to obtain the information for both attributes to construct the Machine PIN. If that fails, then 
it uses the machine characteristics available on the computer. If none of the attributes are 
available, then download of ArcotID PKI will fail.

vol
The volume ID of the Boot partition.

lhname
The local host name of the system to which the ArcotID PKI will be downloaded.

Note: To specify both categories for device locking, set the devlock_type parameter to 
vol_lhname.

Client Logging
ArcotID PKI Native Client supports logging for all the user actions. It also supports file logging for 
the server and other component logs. Logging can be done in multiple steps with a fine-grain 
configuration during startup and system management.

This section covers the following topics:

Enabling Logging

Supported Log Levels
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Supported Log Levels

Log File Configurations

Enabling Logging

Perform the following steps to enable logging:

Copy the ArcotLog2FileSC.dll file to the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\system32\ directory.

Note: ArcotLog2FileSC.dll is not a part of the standard client package. It is only 
required for advanced troubleshooting purposes and is not required for most 
users. To obtain this DLL, please contact Arcot Technical Support.

Navigate to the following directory:

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot Shared\conf

Open WebClient.ini file in the text editor.

In the arcot/WebClient section, set the LogSupported parameter to the number of loggers 
to send messages to.
By default, this parameter is set to 1.

Create the [arcot/WebClient/LogLibrary ] sections based on the number to which the <n>
LogSupported parameter is set to. For example, if LogSupported is set to 2, then you must 
have [arcot/WebClient/LogLibrary1] and [arcot/WebClient/LogLibrary2] entries.
The [arcot/WebClient/LogLibrary ] section must have the following entries.<n>

DLLName
The name and path of the shared library that enables logging. If you do not provide 
the full path, then the PATH variable is used to search the file.

Note: The file name suffix is added automatically, therefore you need  not
provide the suffix.

HandleType
Defines the type of messages that must be logged. See  for "Supported Log Types"
more information.

HandleLevel
Defines the level of information detail stored in the log file. See "Supported Log Levels"
for more information.

EntryPoint
The function that is used to get a handle to the logging object. This is fixed for a log 
handler library.

ParamSupported
Indicates the number of objects to be passed to the log handler. See "Log File 

 for more information.Configurations"

Param<n>
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5.  

6.  

Param<n>
Log name-value pair declaration based on the value of the ParamSupported 
parameter. See  for more information."Log File Configurations"

Save and close the file.

Supported Log Types

The HandleType parameter in the WebClient.ini file describes the type of log messages that have 
to be logged. The following table lists the log types that the HandleType parameter supports: 

Log Type Description

ALL All the requests processed by the ArcotID PKI Client are logged.

APPLICATION The information specific to the ArcotID PKI Native Client. For example, if CSP or 
PKCS#11 APIs are not implemented, if unsupported PKCS data format is parsed, or 
if there is an error in the other important steps in application functionality.

SYSTEM This type is used for system events. For example, failure in writing to the memory. 
Logs of this type are currently  generated by the ArcotID PKI Native Client.not

AUDIT The type is used to record the user transactions.

Logs of this type are currently  generated by the ArcotID PKI Native Client.not

STATUS The requests that are related to ArcotID PKI Client status checks are logged.

TRACE ArcotID PKI Client also provides trace logging, which contains the flow details. The 
trace logs, which are logged in the configured log file help during troubleshooting. 
The entries for the trace messages start with TRACE:.

Supported Log Levels

A  (or ) enables you to specify the level of detail of the information handle level severity level
stored in the log file. This also enables you to control the rate at which the log file will grow.

You need to use the HandleLevel parameter in the WebClient.ini file to set the log levels in the 
log file. The following table describes the values that the HandleLevel parameter supports:

Log Level Description

1 debug Use this log level for logging detailed information for debugging purposes. This might 
include process tracing and changes in Server states.

2 info Use this log level for capturing information on run-time events.

In other words, this information highlights the progress of the application, which 
might include:

Changes in the ArcotID PKI file

Import new certificates to the Windows certificate store.

3 notice Use this log level for checking the ArcotID PKI Client status and version.

4 warning Use this log level for undesirable run-time exceptions, potentially harmful situations, 
and recoverable problems that are not yet FATAL.

5 error Use this log level get information about failures in functionality that occur due to the 
data in unsupported format. For example, parsing corrupt ArcotID PKI files, or corrupt 
key and certificate data.
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Log Level Description

6 alert Logs of this level are currently  generated by the ArcotID PKI Native Client.not

7 fatal Use this log level for serious, non-recoverable errors that can cause abrupt 
termination of the AuthMinder service.

Note: When you specify a log level, messages from all other levels of higher 
significance are reported as well. For example if the HandleLevel is specified as 3, then 
messages with log levels of debug, info, and notice level are also captured.

Log File Configurations

To set the ArcotID PKI Client log file configurations, you need to use the [arcot/WebClient
/LogLibrary ] section of the WebClient.ini file. This file is available at the following location:<n>

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot Shared\conf

The log parameters are defined as name-value pairs. Set the ParamSupported parameter to the 
number of the name-value pairs that you plan to define. By default, the value of ParamSupported 
is set to 4, which means four logging parameters can be configured.

The following table lists the default logging parameters and their values that the ArcotID PKI 
Client supports:

Parameter Name Description

Param1 LOG_FILE_NAME Specify the log file name and the location 
where the ArcotID PKI Client logs must be 
written to.

By default, the ArcotID PKI Client log file 
name is ArcotClientLog.txt and is created 
in the

<%SYSTEM_DRIVE%>\windows\system32\ 
folder.

Param2 LOG_FILE_ROLLOVER_INTERVAL Specify the duration after which the log 
file contents must be moved to the 
backup file. Supported values are:

HOURLY

DAILY

WEEKLY

MONTHLY

By default, the rollover interval is set to 
DAILY, which indicates that the rollover 
happens when the first messaged is 
logged after the midnight.
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Parameter Name Description

Note: If you do not set any value for this 
parameter, then the log rollover happens 
when the log file size is equal to 
MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE.

Param3 MAX_LOG_FILE_SIZE Specify the maximum size of the log file.

By default, the maximum log file size is 10 
MB.

Param4 BACKUP_LOG_FILE_LOCATION Specify the location where the backup log 
file must be saved.

By default, the ArcotID PKI Client backup 
log file is created in the

<%SYSTEM_DRIVE%>\windows\system32\ 
folder.

Param5

Note: By default, 
this parameter is not
enabled.

LOG_LINE_FORMAT Specify the attributes that should be 
logged on each log line. Following 
attributes are supported:

Time stamp (TS1L)
The time and date when the entry was 
logged, translated to the local time zone. 
The format of logging this information is 
as follows:
day month date HH:MM:SS.mis year.
Here, mis represents milliseconds.

Log level (SEV)
The severity level of the logged entry. See 

 for more "Supported Log Levels"
information.

Process ID (PID)
The ID of the process that logged the 
entry.

Thread ID (TID)
The ID of the thread that logged the entry.

Message ID (MID)
The unique identifier of the message.

Message (MSG)
The log message.

Logging ID (LID)
The ID of the logger.

Note: This attribute is currently  not
supported.
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Customizing ArcotID PKI Client Behavior
The ArcotID PKI Client provides the following three tiers of preferences for customizing the 
behavior of the ArcotID PKI Client application:

Issuer Preferences

Application Preferences

User Preferences

Issuer Preferences

Issuer preferences are name-value pairs stored in an ArcotID PKI. These preferences are also 
referred to as ArcotID PKI attributes. The supported attributes in the ArcotID PKI Client include:

url_main

URL of the ArcotID PKI issuer (for informational purposes only.)

Banner

Binary data of the logo image present on ArcotID PKI.

url_help

URL where the user can look for help related to this ArcotID PKI.

input_method

Determines the way how the ArcotID PKI password can be received by the ATM-style GUI. 
Possible values include:

mouse
Input can only be entered by using the mouse. Pin-pad is visible but password edit box is 
disabled.

keyboard
Input can only be entered by using the keyboard. Pin-pad is hidden and password edit box is 
enabled.

dual
Both mouse and keyboard can be used for entering the input. Pin-pad is visible and password 
edit box is enabled.

not set
Required to be set. If not set, an undefined error appears.

userID

User ID of the ArcotID PKI. The User ID and the card name of the ArcotID PKI are stored in an 
extension in the Arcot certificate.

Org

Organization name of ArcotID PKI.
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Domain

Domain name of DNS domain where the ArcotID PKI was downloaded. This attribute is set by the 
client software at the time when the ArcotID is downloaded, for example, arcot.com.

Key Store

The binary value of the . Additional application keys protected by using the Key Authority key bag
features of AuthMinder.

KeyFortURL

The URL of the AuthMinder Key Authority (optional).

KeyFortUseWinInet

Determines whether or not native WinInet or WinHTTP, or both the libraries should be used for 
HTTP communication for Key Authority.

KeyFortSecret

It can be used to have an additional secret to protect the keybag, beyond the normal process.

scrstyle

Determines how often the pin-pad should be scrambled in the ATM GUI. This is ignored if 
input_method is set to keyboard. Possible values include:

never
Pin-pad is never scrambled.

once
Scramble the pin-pad only once, when pin-pad is initially displayed.

always
Scramble the pin-pad every time a pin-pad key is clicked or pressed.

not set
The default value  will be set.once

scrorder

Determines the manner in which the pin-pad is scrambled. This attribute is ignored if 
input_method is set to keyboard or if scrstyle is set to never. Possible values include:

random
Scrambling is done randomly. For example, "7253081496".

sequential
Scrambling is sequential. For example, "4567890123". The sequences "9012345678", 
"0123456789" are not allowed because the values are not scrambled completely.

not set
The default value random is set.
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storage_type

Configures allowable storage medium for the ArcotID. Possible values include hd_usb_memory, 
or any combination of hd, usb, and memory delimited by the an  character. The underscore
default behavior is any. See  for more information."ArcotID Storage"

devlock_required

Configures whether the device locking feature is required for the ArcotID PKI. Possible values are 
yes and no. The default value for the devlock_required attribute (if it is not present or holds an 
invalid setting) is no.

Note: If the value is set to no, then the device locking can still be enabled by JavaScript 
using SetAttribute (DeviceLocking) because of the higher precedence.

devlock_type

A sequence of parameters delimited by underscores. For example, moth_bios_hd. The value all 
means all parameters are included for device locking. If no valid attribute is provided, then the 
default value all is used (assuming device locking is required or enabled by Application 
preferences).

Note: A value of no does not rule out the use of device locking if the application 
JavaScript sets a preference using SetAttribute(DeviceLocking).

Application Preferences

Application preference enables a Web application to customize the behavior of the ArcotID PKI 
Client at run-time within the application. Application preferences are set using the SetAttribute()  
JavaScript API function. See  for more information about the API and the "SetAttribute()"
supported attributes.

User Preferences

The ArcotID PKI native plugin client currently supports two user preferences. The user 
preferences are supported only in the native client.

Set default credential

In the  dialog, the user can select the default credential that Arcot Digital Identity Plugin Options
is selected in the ATM GUI. This feature is for user convenience only.

Show all ArcotID PKIs

In the Arcot Digital Identity Plugin Options dialog of the native plugin, the user can select the 
Show all ArcotID PKIs option to display all the ArcotID PKIs, even if they belong to different 
domain or filtering options.
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Precedence Logic
The ArcotID PKI Client behavior is determined by the settings that can be configured in four main 
ways:

By the client itself

Inside an ArcotID PKI

From a Web page through the JavaScript API

Through choices made by the user at runtime

The precedence logic feature formalizes the precedence rules of how the run-time value of each 
setting is determined from the four sources of configuration information.

Note: The precedence rules themselves cannot be customized.

In general, the highest priority preferences are the issuer preferences. The issuer preferences 
specify the allowable behaviors for the ArcotID PKI. If an issuer preference is not set, then the 
preference is for the application preferences and then the user preferences.

The precedence rules are described in the following table:

Features Client 
Configuration

Issuer 
Preferences

Application Preferences User 
Preferences

Storage type for 
ArcotID PKI storage 
during download

Default 
values

Allowable 
values

Refinement of allowable or 
default values. Decider if no 
settings on ArcotID PKI

Refinement 
of 
allowable 
values.

Location of ArcotID 
PKI (during usage)

Default value Overrides default value using 
credential filtering attributes

Temporary or 
Permanent Download 
during Roaming

Permanent 
allowed only 
on some 
clients

Allowable 
values

Refinement of allowable or 
default values. Decider if no 
settings on ArcotID PKI

Refinement 
of 
allowable 
values

Device Locking Enabled on 
some clients 
only

Allowable 
mechanisms 
for device 
locking

Refinement of allowable or 
default values.

Decider if no settings on ArcotID 
PKI

N/A*

ArcotID PKI Image 
displayed (applicable 
only when ATM GUI is 
used)

Default value Overrides 
default 
value when 
present

N/A* N/A*

PIN PAD scramble 
method

Default value Overrides 
default 
value

Overrides ArcotID PKI values, but 
only within the set of possible 
values allowed inside the 
ArcotID PKI
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*The feature is not applicable.

Partial Hash
Within the ASN.1 structure of an ArcotID PKI (not in the ArcotID PKI attributes), an ArcotID PKI 
may store a partial hash of the password. This is an optional feature and it is controlled by the 
server that creates the ArcotID PKI.

The presence of the partial hash enables a portion of the invalid password to be tested on the 
client-side. This prevents user lockouts due to typos. However, systematic attempts like brute-
force attack on the password will still be prevented.

The size of the partial hash is also configurable when the partial hash is stored in the ASN.1 
structure. Configuring the size of the partial hash can help balance the trade-off between 
convenience (less user lockouts) and security (preventing attackers who are attempting to guess 
the password.)

Note: The partial hash functionality may be deprecated in the future release.

Invoking the ArcotID PKI Client
This chapter describes invocation process for different ArcotID PKI Client from a Web page.

Invoking ArcotID PKI Client on Web Page
Contents

To invoke the ArcotID Client from a Web page

This section describes the process of invoking ArcotID PKI Client on a Web page. Refer to the 
appendix,  appendix for the working sample code that is implemented by "Source Code Samples"
using these instructions.

To invoke the ArcotID Client from a Web page

Include arcotclient.js in your page using the SCRIPT tag as follows:

<SCRIPT type="text/javascript"
src="arcotclient.js"></SCRIPT>

Create a DIV tag inside the body of your page.
This identifies where dynamically generated code will be inserted. Depending on the type of 
client invoked (Native, Java), different code may be generated in JavaScript. The code that is 
generated will be automatically inserted at the location of this DIV tag.
The DIV tag needs to include a unique identifier such as ArcotIDClient. This unique identifier is 
used in the next step.
The DIV tag is coded as follows:

<div id="ArcotIDClient"></div>
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Add JavaScript initialization method. Create a JavaScript method that initializes the ArcotID 
PKI Client when the page loads. For example:

var arcotClient;
function initClient() {
arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
arcotClient.setAttribute("clientBaseURL", "client");     
arcotClient.write("ArcotIDClient");
   }

In the preceding example, clientBaseURL is an optional attribute. The full list of optional client 
invocation attributes are listed in the following table:

Attribute Possible 
Values

Description Default Value

clientType ActiveX

Applet

Sets which client should be used. Can be invoked 
several times to specify an order of preference 
for which client should be used. For example, if it 
is called first with Flash and then with Applet, 
then when write() is invoked, the library will first 
try to use the Flash version and if a Flash player is 
not available (or not the right version of Flash), it 
will instead use the Applet.

The default 
behavior is 
that the 
library detects 
the most 
appropriate 
client for the 
user's browser 
and OS 
combination.

clientBaseURL Any URL 
(relative 
or 
absolute). 
If 
absolute, 
it must 
start with 
http:// or 
https://

Sets the URL of the directory where the different 
ArcotID PKI Client package files (.cab, .jar, .swf, .
js) can be found.

The default 
value is "", 
which means 
the client files 
are expected 
to be found at 
the same 
directory level 
as the 
invoking Web 
page.

clientReadyCallback The name 
of a 
JavaScript 
method 
on the 
current 
page.

This defines a JavaScript callback method that is 
invoked when the ArcotID PKI Client is fully 
initialized and ready to process API calls such as 
SignChallenge() and GetGlobalAttribute(). This 
callback can be used to ensure login buttons are 
disabled on a Web page until after the client 
loads. This is especially useful for the Java applet 
because the JVM can take time to initialize during 
the first invocation of the applet. It is strongly 
recommended to use this callback to avoid errors 
that result if ArcotID PKI Client API functions are 
invoked before the client is initialized and ready.

None

flashInstallURL URL 
(relative 
or 
absolute). 
If 
absolute, 

URL where the user is redirected if Flash is not 
installed in the user's browser.

http://www.
macromedia.
com/go
/getflashplayer
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1.  

Attribute Possible 
Values

Description Default Value

it must 
start with 
http:// or 
https://

flashUpdateURL URL 
(relative 
or 
absolute). 
If 
absolute, 
it must 
start with 
http:// or 
https://

URL the user is redirected to if Flash is available 
in the user's browser but is not the required 
version

http://www.
adobe.com
/products
/flash/about/

javaInstallURL URL 
(relative 
or 
absolute). 
If 
absolute, 
it must 
start with 
http:// or 
https://

URL the user is redirected to if Java is not 
available in the user's browser

http://www.
java.com/en
/download/

signedApplet true or 
false

Whether the signed applet should be used 
instead of the unsigned applet.

true

ActiveXMinVersion A version 
string in 
the 
following 
format:
5,0,0,0

Sets the minimum version of the ArcotID PKI 
ActiveX plugin that is required by the Web page. 
If the user has an older version of the ActiveX 
plugin, then the user will be prompted to 
upgrade to the newest version.

5,0,0,0

Add onload event.
Add a call to the initClient method (created in Step 3) to the onload event of the body tag 
as follows:

 <body onload="initClient();">

The onload event only happens after all the resources of the pages have been loaded. 
Pages that have large images might take more time to load, causing the client to be 
instantiated only after that extra delay. An alternative to speed-up the loading process is 
to instead use the ready event (which is triggered as soon as the page structure is 
available). Because of browser incompatibilities, Arcot suggests you to use a third-party 
package such as . Using jquery, you can replace the onload event with the following 
JavaScript lines:

$(document).ready(function(){
arcotClientInit();
}
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ArcotID PKI Client API Reference
This chapter contains reference material for the client-side development with AuthMinder. All of 
the client-side controls for AuthMinder are provided in the ArcotID PKI Client Javascript API. This 
API allows you to program the functionality of the client using various Web programming 
languages including Java and JavaScript.

ArcotID PKI Client Javascript APIs
The ArcotID PKI Client Javascript API controls all the client-side functions related to managing and 
authenticating ArcotID PKIs. These APIs are common for both ArcotID PKI Client browser plug-in 
and ArcotID PKI Client Applet. These include signing challenges and managing error messages. 
Before the API can be accessed by the client, the AuthMinder browser plug-in must be installed 
on the client system.

Methods Description

AddCurrentCardToWallet() Adds the current ArcotCard to the ArcotID PKI.

AttachCertToCurrentCard() Attaches the new certificate to the ArcotCard.

CreateOfflineKeyBag() Creates an offline key bag for the user and stores it in their 
ArcotID PKI.

GetErrorCode() Returns an error code for the last unsuccessful call to the 
browser plug-in.

GetErrorMessage() Returns a readable string that describes the last error 
encountered.

GetVersion() Requests the version number of the currently loaded plug-in or 
applet.

GetVersionEx() Gets the extended version information of the native client or 
the applet.

GetGlobalAttribute() Requests a previously set plug-in attribute value.

SetAttribute() Sets the value of predefined plug-in attributes and creates new 
plug-in attributes.

SignChallenge() Signs a challenge previously obtained from the authentication 
server.

SignChallengeEx() Signs a challenge previously obtained from the authentication 
server.

SetCurrentCardByIndex() Sets the current card to be the one with the given index in the 
current wallet.

SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding() Sets the current wallet to be the one that is passed in as a 
string parameter.

ImportArcotID() Downloads the ArcotID PKI.

IsArcotIDAvailable() Checks if the ArcotID PKI of the user is present on the system.

IsArcotIDAvailableEx() Checks if the ArcotID PKI of the user is present based on the 
lookup mode.

RemoveArcotID() Removes the ArcotID PKI.

RegisterCSPCertificates() Registers the certificates with Microsoft CAPI.

SignChallengeNonBlocking()
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Methods Description

Enables to support the ATM GUI applet on Mac OS X. The API 
call receives callback functions for success and error handling.

RefreshArcotIDs() Instructs the ArcotID PKI client to re-read the storage areas for 
ArcotID PKIs.

SignChallengeEx2() Signs a challenge based on the lookup mode.

RemoveArcotIDEx() Deletes the ArcotID PKI of the user based on the lookup mode.

UpdateOfflineKeyBag() Updates the offline key bag of the user.

AddCurrentCardToWallet()

This method adds the current Arcot card to the named wallet stored in the client machine. If the 
mentioned file is not present, a new one is created.

Note: This is a deprecated function, use  instead.ImportArcotID()

Syntax

boolean AddCurrentCardToWallet( )WalletName

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

WalletName string File name for the new wallet file (without the .wlt extension.)

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var walletnameString = "GuestUser";

if (arcotClient.AddCurrentCardToWallet(walletnameString))
{
    document.write("<P>Card added to wallet successfully</P>");
}
else
{
    document.write("<P>Failed to add card to wallet</P>");
}

AttachCertToCurrentCard()

This method is used as part of the client-side key generation. AttachCertToCurrentCard() is used 
to attach the newly generated certificate to the card, where the keys were generated from 

. GetErrorCode()

After this method,  needs to be invoked to add the new card to a AddCurrentCardToWallet()
wallet and store the wallet to the user's machine.
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Syntax

string AttachCertToCurrentCard(certificateEncoding)

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

certificateEncoding string Base-64 encoded certificate you wish to attach to the current card.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var b64certString = "MIIFeQIBAAwHcGlucGFkMTCCBWcwggVjAgEBDAR
                     jYXJkoIHFMB8GCmCGSAGG+UYJAQEwEQQAAgEBAg
                     ILAgICAegCAgMYBIGhMIGeAgEAMA4GCmCGSAGG+
                     UYJAgAFAASBiDCBhQJBAM4mHRH5WMYDjDPUZD16...";

if (arcotClient.AttachCertToCurrentCard(b64certString))
{
    document.write("<P> AttachCertToCurrentCard succeeded</P>");
}
else
{
    document.write("<P> AttachCertToCurrentCard failed</P>");
}

CreateOfflineKeyBag()

This method is used to create an offline key bag and store it in the user’s ArcotID PKI. The offline 
key bag contains a copy of user’s certificates, which help users to access their protected data 
offline.

Syntax

boolean CreateOfflineKeyBag(w )alletName, orgName, onlinePIN, offlinePIN

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletName string Wallet name of an ArcotID PKI for which the offline key bag has to be 
created.

orgName string The organization name to which the user belongs to.

onlinePIN string The ArcotID PKI password that is used to authenticate to the Key Authority 
server and fetch the latest key bag.

offlinePIN string The password that the user needs to use to access their certificates offline.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.
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Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var  userIDStr  = "johnsmith";
var orgName = "Acme Vendor";
var onlinePINStr = "12345^";
var offlinePINStr = "123456"
var response = arcotClient.CreateOfflineKeyBag
(userIDStr, orgName, onlinePINStr, offlinePINStr);

GetErrorCode()

Retrieves the error code for the last error encountered by the SDK.

Syntax

int GetErrorCode()

Returns

An error code.

Discussion

Possible values include:

Error Code Description

ERR_NONE (0)

ERR_BAD_PIN (1) The user entered an invalid PIN.

ERR_GUI_CANCEL (2) The user cancelled authentication before it completed.

ERR_MISSING_WALLET (3) The specified Arcot card was not found.

ERR_MISSING_CARD (4) The specified card was not found.

ERR_GUI_RENEW (5) The user choose to renew instead of authentication.

ERR_BAD_WALLET (6) The Arcot card is invalid.

ERR_INVALID_PUBLIC_KEY (7) The public key you are attempting to use is invalid.

ERR_MISSING_SERVER_NAME (8) The authentication server could not be found.

ERR_INITCONN (9) The connection between the client and the application server 
failed to initialize.

ERR_CONNECT (10) The client failed to connect to the authentication server.

ERR_CREATE_SYSTEM_ CONTEXT 
(11)

Could not create an Arcot system context.

ERR_CREATE_CONTEXT (12) Could not create an Arcot context.

ERR_PROTOCOL (13) An Arcot authentication protocol error.

ERR_AAPLIB (14) An Arcot authentication library error.

ERR_AUTHENTICATE (15) The authentication failed.

ERR_COOKIE (16) The cookie placed in the browser failed to authenticate.

ERR_ILLEGAL_CHALLENGE (17) The challenge sent to the authentication server failed.

ERR_UNKNOWN (18) An unknown error occurred during the authentication 
process.

ERR_BAD_WALLET_FOLDER (19) Error in the folder containing the wallet.
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Error Code Description

ERR_ILLEGAL_DOMAIN_ACCESS 
(20)

An error occurred while accessing the domain.

ERR_INVALID_CREDENTIAL_FILTER 
(21)

The user credential was invalid after the filtering result.

ERR_BAD_APPCTX (22) The application context is invalid.

ERR_BAD_ALIAS (23) The alias is invalid.

ERR_BAD_WALLET_OR_ALIAS (24) The alias or the wallet name is invalid.

ERR_INVALID_STORAGE (30) Storage medium mentioned is invalid.

ERR_STORAGE_UNAVAILABLE (31) Storage mentioned is not available.

ERR_STORAGE_ERROR (32) Error occurred while storing the ArcotID PKI.

ERR_NO_SUCH_WALLET_ERROR 
(33)

Mentioned wallet does not exist.

Example

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Authentication Failure</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<H2>Authentication Failure!</H2>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var errorcode = arcotClient.GetErrorCode();
if (errorcode == 1)
{
    document.write("<P>Invalid PIN</P>");
}
if (errorcode == 3)
{
    document.write("<P>Invalid User Name</P>");
}

GetErrorMessage()

Returns a text string that describes the last error encountered.

Syntax

string GetErrorMessage()

Returns

A readable string that describes the last error encountered.

Example

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Authentication Failure</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<BODY>
<H2>Authentication Failure!</H2>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();

var reason = arcotclient.GetErrorMessage();
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var reason = arcotclient.GetErrorMessage();
document.write("<P>" + reason + "</P>");

GetVersion()

Gets the version number of the currently loaded Arcot plug-in or applet. This function can be 
used to check if the installed plug-in is latest or old.

Syntax

string GetVersion()

Returns

The version of the Arcot browser plug-in installed on the client system. For example, 4.6.0.0.

Example

<HTML>
<HEAD>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var version = arcotClient.GetVersion();

GetGlobalAttribute()

Retrieves attribute values from the plug-in, applet, or from a specific ArcotID PKI. Not all ArcotID 
PKI attributes can be retrieved by using this API.

Syntax

string GetGlobalAttribute( )attributeName

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

attributeName string The attribute you are requesting.

Returns

If successful, then it returns the Arcot card attribute you requested.

Discussion

Attributes allow you to set information that will persist in the plug-in till the browser session is 
closed. You can create your own attributes by using SetAttribute() or you can use special pre-
defined attributes to obtain specific information about Arcot wallets and cards. Pre-defined 
attributes include:

Attribute Description

walletn:count Indicates the number of ArcotID PKIs present on the client.

walletn:x:name Indicates the name of specific wallet.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
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var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var i = 0;
var walletname;

// Get the number of wallets
var walletcount = arcotClient.GetGlobalAttribute("walletn.count");

// Print out the names of all the wallets
for (i = 0; i < walletcount; i++)
{
    walletname = arcotClient.GetGlobalAttribute("walletn:" + i + ":name");
    document.write("<P>" + walletname + "</P>");
}

SetAttribute()

Sets an attribute that will persist in the plug-in or applet till the browser session is closed. This 
function is used to set the .Application Preferences

Syntax 1
boolean SetAttribute( ,  )attributename attributeValue

Parameters

The following are the attributes that can be set by using this API function, all the attributes are of 
 type.string

WalletInMemory

StorageType

CredentialFilter

AID_LOOKUP_MODE

DeviceLocking

ScrambleStyle

ScrambleOrder

WalletInMemory

WalletInMemory is an attribute that instructs the client to download the ArcotID PKI to memory 
only if set to yes, or to disk (permanent) if set to no.

Note: If the old APIs are used, then use this attribute is used to store the wallet in 
memory or in the hard disk.

Note: This is a deprecated attribute, use StorageType instead.

StorageType
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This attribute specifies the storage location for the subsequent downloaded ArcotID PKIs. A user 
interface is also provided for choosing the storage location. If the user specifies any option other 
than MEMORY, then the WalletInMemory attribute will be deprecated.

The following are the possible values or the combination of any:

HD
Stores the ArcotID PKI in the hard disk.

USB
Stores the ArcotID PKI in the USB flash drive.

MEMORY
Stores the ArcotID PKI in the memory for the current browser session.

CredentialFilter

This specifies how the clients should filter the credentials while querying an ArcotID PKI, during 
authentication or during any other use of an ArcotID PKI. Filtering criteria can include parameters 
such as, storage medium or issuing CA.

A credential filter is a set of expressions containing . Each <attribute><operator><value>
expression is separated by an Ampersand (&).

For example, CertSubject=~OU%3DTesting&storagetype==hd is a credential filter, which displays 
only ArcotID PKIs that are stored in hard disk and containing the substring OU=Testing. Equal (=) 
signs that appear in the values need to be encoded as %3D.

There are four supported operators:

== exact string match 

!= not exact string match 

=~ substring match

!~ not substring match

The case-sensitivity of the match is controlled by the case of the < >. If it is all lower-case  attribute
then the match is case-insensitive. Therefore in the example, the CertSubject match is case-
sensitive while the storage type value is not.

The supported < > values are:attribute

userid ArcotID PKI attribute

org ArcotID PKI attribute

alias ArcotID PKI attribute

input_method ArcotID PKI attribute

scrstyle ArcotID PKI attribute

scrorder ArcotID PKI attribute

ShowPinKeys Y/N - derived: input_method != keyboard
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ShowPinKeys Y/N - derived: input_method != keyboard

ScramblePinPad Y/N (Y when scrstyle=once or always, N when scrstyle=never)

ScrambleAlways Y/N (Y when scrstyle=always)

ScrambleRandom Y/N (Y when scrorder=random)

banner ArcotID PKI attribute

bannerURL ArcotID PKI attribute

domain ArcotID PKI attribute

url_main ArcotID PKI attribute

url_help ArcotID PKI attribute

name same as the card name

CardName name of card

WalletName name of wallet

CertSubject Arcot certificate attribute

CertIssuerSubject Arcot certificate attribute

CertSerialNumber Arcot certificate attribute

CertNotBefore Arcot certificate attribute

CertNotAfter Arcot certificate attribute

KeyTypeCode key type of Arcot private key, for example, Arcot/RSA.

cardImage base64-encoded ArcotID PKI attribute

label ArcotID PKI attribute

KeyFortEnabled Y/N (Y when ArcotID PKI attribute KeyFortURL is present)

StorageType wallet attribute - device of locally stored ArcotID PKI - value domain (hd, mem, 
usb, cdrom)

storage_type

serialnumber ArcotID PKI attribute

The value portion of the expression should be URL-encoded if it contains any of the following 
special characters:

'~', '!', '=', '&','<', '>'

AID_LOOKUP_MODE
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This attribute specifies how the clients should search the ArcotID PKI of the users in the database. 
The ArcotID PKIs are searched using username, orgname, alias, or a combination of these 
parameters.

Note: ArcotID PKI username aliases are stored as unsigned attributes inside the ArcotID 
PKI. These unsigned attributes are of the format Alias.<Application Context>=<alias>. 
For example, Alias.safebank-online=jdoe-sb.

The following lookup modes are supported:

USERNAME_ONLY_MODE
Clients searches the ArcotID PKI of the user by their username and orgname.

ALIAS_ONLY_MODE
Client searches the ArcotID PKI of the user by their alias and orgname.

USERNAME_AND_ALIAS_MODE
In this mode, the client first searches the ArcotID PKI of the user by their username and 
orgname. If a matching ArcotID PKI is not found, then it searches the ArcotID PKI based on the 
orgname and alias.

Note: This is also the default mode.

DeviceLocking

This attribute configures the device locking mechanism in various ways. If no valid attributes are 
provided, then the default value all is used. Attributes are delimited by Underscore, when two or 
more are used.

The following are the possible values for this attribute:

all
Uses all the below mentioned device locking techniques.

mem
Physical memory size of the client’s machine.

vol
Identifies the partition that houses the volume to be locked. The volume is identified by the 
volume identifier.

mac
The distinctive address that identifies a Network Interface Card (NIC)is called the Media 
Access Control (MAC) address.
A MAC address is a unique character string that identifies a specific physical device, which 
means one individual NIC. Therefore, the MAC address does not change for the life of the 
NIC. Because your NIC's MAC address is permanent, it is often referred to as the real or 
physical address of a computer.

moth
Mother board serial number and manufacturer name. This information is not always present.
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bios
BIOS serial number and manufacturer name. This information is not always present.

hd
Hard Disk model number and manufacturer name. Only fixed hard disks are included but not 
the removable hard disks such as external USB or memory card. Changing or removing the 
hard disk will change the machine identifier.

proc
CPU information such as model number or clock speed. If the machine in use is a 
multiprocessor machine then the information from all the CPUs is included.

enc
Enclosure information is an unique information provided by the manufacturer, such as 
Service Tag provided by Dell for all its computers.

ScrambleStyle

This attribute facilitates the scrambling of pin pad, which is used to enter the ArcotID PKI 
password. The following are the different values used to set the frequency of scrambling:

Never
The pin pad is never scrambled.

Once
The pin pad is scrambled only once, when it is initially displayed. This is the default option.

Always
Pin pad is scrambled every time a key is clicked or pressed.

ScrambleOrder

This attribute defines the order in which the pin pad is scrambled. It is ignored if the password is 
entered using keyboard or the "ScrambleStyle" is set to Never. Following are the different values 
for this attribute:

random
Scrambling is done in random manner. For example, 8403172695

sequential
Scrambling is done in sequential fashion. For example, 4567890123

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns a TRUE.

Example
var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();

// Set the PinPad scrambling order to SEQUENTIAL scrambling (shifting)
arcotClient.SetAttribute("ScrambleOrder", "sequential");

// Set the PinPad scrambling style to ALWAYS scramble
arcotClient.SetAttribute("ScrambleStyle", "always");
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SetCurrentCardByIndex()

The client sets the current card to be the one with the given index in the current wallet.

Note: This is a deprecated function use  instead.ImportArcotID()

Syntax

boolean SetCurrentCardByIndex( )index

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

index integer The index number of the card you wish to set. Usually "0" since there is only 
one card in a wallet.

Returns

If the method is successful, it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, it returns FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var walletnameString = "GuestUser";
var b64walletString  = "MII0yAIBAAwHY3Rnb29kMTCCNDcwgjQzAgEBDAR
                        jYXJkoIHFMB8GCmCGSAGG+UYJAQEwEQQAAgEBAg
                        ILAgICAegCAgMYBIGhMIGeAgEAMA4GCmCGSA GG+
                    UYJAgAFAASBiDCBhQJBAMzNUdGcaBZsiAt/88Dk9...";

// Wallet will be saved to either hard disk or USB
arcotClient.SetAttribute("WalletInMemory", false);

// Set the current wallet
arcotClient.SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding(b64walletString);

// Set the card at index 0 as the current (and only) card in the wallet
var returnValue = arcotClient.SetCurrentCardByIndex(0);
if (returnValue)
{
    if (arcotClient.AddCurrentCardToWallet(walletnameString))
    {
        document.write("<P>Card added to wallet successfully</P>");
    }
    else
    {
        document.write("<P>Failed to add card to wallet</P>");
    }
}

SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding()

Sets the current wallet to be the wallet passed in as a string parameter. This function is typically 
called before calling AddCurrentCardToWallet() during a roaming download.

Note: This is a deprecated function use  instead.ImportArcotID()
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Syntax

boolean SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding(wallet )Encoding

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletEncoding string A base-64 encoded string of the wallet you wish to set.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var walletnameString = "GuestUser";
var b64walletString  = "MII0yAIBAAwHY3Rnb29kMTCCNDcwgjQzAgEBDAR
                        jYXJkoIHFMB8GCmCGSAGG+UYJAQEwEQQAAgEBAg
                        ILAgICAegCAgMYBIGhMIGeAgEAMA4GCmCGSA GG+
                   UYJAgAFAASBiDCBhQJBAMzNUdGcaBZsiAt/88Dk9... ";

// Wallet will be saved to either hard disk or USB
arcotClient.SetAttribute("WalletInMemory", false);

// Set the current wallet
arcotClient.SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding(b64walletString);

// Set the card at index 0 as the current (and only) card in the wallet
var returnValue = arcotClient.SetCurrentCardByIndex(0);
if (returnValue)
{
    if (arcotClient.AddCurrentCardToWallet(walletnameString))
    {
        document.write("<P>Card added to wallet successfully</P>");
    }
    else
    {
        document.write("<P>Failed to add card to wallet</P>");
    }
}

AddCurrentCardToWallet() 1

This method adds the current card to the named wallet.

Syntax

boolean AddCurrentCardToWallet( )data

Parameters

This method uses the following parameters:

Parameter Type Description

data string Name of wallet.

Returns

If the method is successful, it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, it returns FALSE.
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If the method is successful, it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, it returns FALSE.

SignChallenge()

Important! This method is currently  supported for Signed Java Applet client.not

Triggers the ArcotID PKI plug-in or applet to sign the challenge from the authentication server. 
User is provided with an interface to select the ArcotID PKI and enter the password.

Syntax

string SignChallenge( )challenge

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

challenge string Base-64 encoded challenge string that is to be signed.

Returns

Base-64 encoded string that includes the digital signature and the Arcot certificate, which 
contains the encrypted public key.

Discussion

When a client sends a signed challenge to AuthMinder, it is authenticated by the authentication 
server. If the server authenticates the challenge a response is generated.

The SignChallenge() method checks for this response. If a response is generated, then the 
method passes this response back to the client.

You obtain the challenge that is passed to this function by using one of the server-side APIs that 
are available for this purpose.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var challengeString = "gCcBwHe/XkIxMjM0";

var response = arcotClient.SignChallenge(challengeString);

SignChallengeEx()

Triggers the plug-in or applet to sign a challenge string. The name of the ArcotID PKI and the 
password are passed in as parameters. The plug-in or applet does not present a GUI for this 
function.

Syntax

string SignChallengeEx( ,  ,  ,  )challenge userID cardname PIN, orgName

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:
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Parameter Type Description

challenge string The encoded challenge string.

userID string The unique user identifier associated with the Arcot card.

cardname string The card name associated with the Arcot card.

PIN string The ArcotID PKI password.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

Returns

Base-64 encoded string that includes the digital signature and the Arcot certificate, which 
contains the encrypted public key.

Discussion

Use this method if you are creating a custom UI.

You obtain the challenge that is passed to this function by using one of the server-side APIs that 
are available for this purpose.

Example

var arcotClient     = new ArcotClient();
var challengeString = "gCcBwHe/XkIxMjM0";
var useridString    = "GuestUser";
var cardnameString  = "card";
var pinString       = "123456";
var orgName         = "Acme Vendor";
// Wallet will be saved to either hard disk or USB
var response = arcotClient.SignChallengeEx(challengeString,
                                           useridString,
                                           cardnameString,
                                           pinString, orgName);

ImportArcotID()

This method is used to download the ArcotID PKI from the server. The wallet name will be 
generated based on the internal wallet name of the ArcotID PKI. If the internal wallet name is not 
present, then the wallet’s User ID will be used as the wallet name. 

This single API call replaces the previous sequence of:

Javascript call to SetAttribute("WalletInMemory", true | false). This indicates if the download 
will be temporary (memory only) or permanent (ArcotID PKI saved to disk).

Javascript call to SetCurrentWalletFromEncoding(walletEncoding). This function takes the 
wallet encoding as a base-64 encoded string and saves it to memory as the current wallet.

Javascript function, SetCurrentCardByIndex(0). This sets the "current card" to be the first card 
in the current wallet.

Javascript function, AddCurrentCardToWallet(walletName). This stores the previously 
specified "current card" to a new wallet stored on the hard disk or memory. The parameter 
walletName is used as part of the file name for a wallet that is stored to disk.

In ArcotID PKI Javascript Client 6.0.4.3:
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To indicate to the API that the ArcotID PKI must be stored in the central device store, set the 
value of the StorageMode property to Shared in the props object that is passed to the API.

To indicate that the ArcotID PKI must be stored in the user store, set the value of the 
StorageMode property to User.

Syntax for ArcotID PKI Javascript Client 6.0.4.3

boolean ImportArcotID( ,  )walletEncoding StorageType, userName, propertyObject

Syntax for the Other Clients

boolean ImportArcotID( ,  )walletEncoding StorageType, userName

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletEncoding string Base-64 encoded string of the wallet to import.

StorageType string Specifies the medium, where the ArcotID PKI is stored. See 
"StorageType" for more information.

userName string User name and alias, which are the unique user identifier associated 
with the Arcot card.

Note: The alias is obtained from the user and stored in the ArcotID PKI 
as an attribute with the specified application context.

propertyObject property 
object

Contains the StorageMode property. The value of this property is set 
to either Shared or User to indicate that the ArcotID PKI must be 
stored in the central device store or the user store, respectively. If this 
property is not set, the user store is used as the default.

Note: This parameter is available only in ArcotID PKI Javascript Client 
6.0.4.3. It will be ignored by the other clients.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example for ArcotID PKI Javascript Client 6.0.4.3

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var b64wallet = "MII0yAIBAAwHY3Rnb29kMTCCNDcwgjQzAgEBDAR
                 jYXJkoIHFMB8GCmCGSAGG+UYJAQEwEQQAAgEBAg
                 ILAgICAegCAgMYBIGhMIGeAgEAMA4GCmCGSA GG+
                 UYJAgAFAASBiDCBhQJBAMzNUdGcaBZsiAt/88Dk9... ";
var user = "jdoe-sb";
var props = {StorageMode:"Shared"};
// Import wallet and allow it to be saved on hard disk or memory only
var returnValue = arcotClient.ImportArcotID(b64wallet, "hd_memory", user, props);

Example for the Other Clients

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var b64wallet = "MII0yAIBAAwHY3Rnb29kMTCCNDcwgjQzAgEBDAR
                 jYXJkoIHFMB8GCmCGSAGG+UYJAQEwEQQAAgEBAg
                 ILAgICAegCAgMYBIGhMIGeAgEAMA4GCmCGSA GG+
                 UYJAgAFAASBiDCBhQJBAMzNUdGcaBZsiAt/88Dk9... ";
var user = "jdoe-sb";
// Import wallet and allow it to be saved on hard disk or memory only
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// Import wallet and allow it to be saved on hard disk or memory only
var returnValue = arcotClient.ImportArcotID(b64wallet, "hd_memory", user);

IsArcotIDAvailable()

This API checks whether the ArcotID PKI for the specified user is present.

Syntax

IsArcotIDAvailable(   );userName, orgname

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

userName string User name and the alias, which are the unique user identifier associated with 
the Arcot card.

Note: The alias is obtained from the user and stored in the ArcotID PKI as an 
attribute with the specified application context.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var orgName = "safebank";

var userName = "jdoe-sb";

var response = arcotClient.IsArcotIDAvailable(userName, orgName);

IsArcotIDAvailableEx()

This API checks whether the ArcotID PKI for the specified user is present. The ArcotID PKI is 
searched based on the AID_LOOKUP_MODE attribute. The following table explains how the input 
parameters (userNameOrAlias, appctx, orgname) are interpreted and used by the 3 lookup 
modes:

Lookup Mode Input Parameter Interpretation

USERNAME_ONLY_MODE The userNameOrAlias is treated as username and the appctx is 
ignored. The ArcotID PKI is searched based on username and 
orgname.

ALIAS_ONLY_MODE All three parameters are used to search an ArcotID PKI and the 
userNameOrAlias is treated as alias. If no matching ArcotID PKI 
is found, then an error code is returned.

If orgname is NULL, then this parameter is ignored and the 
other two parameters are used to find a matching ArcotID PKI.

USERNAME_AND_ALIAS_MODE The search is first based on USERNAME_ONLY_MODE, if the 
ArcotID PKI is not found then ALIAS_ONLY_MODE is used.

Syntax

isArcotIDAvailableEx(userNameOrAlias, appctx, orgname);
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Parameters

Parameter Type Description

userNameorAliasID string User name and the alias, which are the unique user identifier 
associated with the Arcot card.

Note: The alias is obtained from the user and stored in the ArcotID PKI 
as an attribute with the specified application context.

appctx string The name of the application context to which the user is logging in to. 
For example, the user with a single ArcotID PKI can access different 
portals (savings account, insurance, and credit card) of a bank 
account.

Application context is supplied by the ArcotID Issuance application 
during ArcotID PKI issuance.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var orgName = "safebank";
var appctx = "safebank-online";

var userAlias" = "jdoe-sb";

var response = arcotClient.isArcotIDAvailableEx(userAlias, appctx, orgName);

RemoveArcotID()

This method removes the ArcotID PKI with the specified wallet name and storage types. The 
function does a domain check of the calling Web page to ensure it matches the domain attribute 
stored in the ArcotID PKI. For the ArcotID PKI browser plug-in, this function will also un-register 
any key bag certificates that were registered in CAPI.

Syntax

boolean RemoveArcotID( ,  )walletname StorageType, orgName

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletname string The name of the wallet to be removed.

StorageType string Specifies the medium, where the ArcotID PKI is stored. See "StorageType" for 
more information.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

Returns

None.
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Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var walletname  = "GuestUser";
var orgName     = "Acme Vendor";

// Remove the ArcotID
var returnValue = arcotClient.RemoveArcotID(walletname, "hd", orgName);

// Reload all the ArcotIDs
arcotClient.RefreshArcotIDs();

// Get the number of wallets
var walletcount = arcotClient.GetGlobalAttribute("walletn.count");

RegisterCSPCertificates()

Important! This method is currently  supported for Signed Java Applet client.not

For each ArcotID PKI, any key vault certificates will be registered into Microsoft CAPI (Crypto API) 
so that they can be used by Internet Explorer, Microsoft Outlook, and any other application that 
supports CAPI.

If ImportArcotID() was used to download the ArcotID PKI by using the Native Client, it is not 
necessary to invoke , because ImportArcotID() registers any key vault RegisterCSPCertificates()
certificates if it has the permission to do so.

On the other hand, if an ArcotID PKI is imported to a machine using a USB token, 
RegisterCSPCertificates() needs to be invoked to ensure the key vault certificates are made 
available to CAPI.

Syntax

string RegisterCSPCertificates( )walletname

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletname string Wallet name of an ArcotID PKI whose certificates have to be registered.

Returns

None.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var walletname = "GuestUser";

// Register the certificates in this ArcotID into MS CAPI
arcotClient.RegisterCSPCertificates(walletname);
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SignChallengeNonBlocking()

Important! This method is currently  supported for Signed Java Applet client.not

This function resolves GUI issues related to the Arcot applet, and enables to support the ATM GUI 
applet on Mac OS X. The API call receives callback functions for success and error handling.

Note: This function is not implemented in the native plugin. If called on the native 
plugin, the native plugin will return the error code 
ERR_FUNCTION_NOT_IMPLEMENTED.

Syntax

SignChallengeNonBlocking( )challenge, browser, onComplete, onFailure

Parameters

The following are parameters of the method:

Parameter Description

challenge The challenge that has to be signed.

browser This option decides on where the callback functions should be invoked. This is an 
optional parameter.

If set, the functions are invoked on a different window. If the value is null, the 
current browser is used.

onComplete This is a JavaScript function that is invoked after the challenge has been successfully 
signed. The parameters passed are challenge and the signed challenge.

onFailure A Javascript function that is invoked when the signing has failed. The parameters 
passed are challenge and the error message.

Example

arcotClient.SignChallengeNonBlocking(challenge, document, challengeSigned,

// Here we inline the error method, we could have called an external function inst
ead

function (challenge, error) {
alert("Failed to sign the challenge, error: " + error);});

function challengeSigned(challenge, signedChallenge) {
// Set the signed challenge in the form
document.getElementByID("SignedChallenge").value = signedChallenge;
// Submit the form
document.getElementByID("LoginForm").submit();
}
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GetVersionEx()

Gets the extended version information of the currently loaded Arcot plug-in or applet. In addition 
to the client version number, this function will also return the build number that is based on the 
current date. For example: "6.0 (200905211523)".

Syntax

string GetVersionEx()

Returns

The version of the ArcotID PKI Client installed on the client system.

Example

<HTML>
<HEAD>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var versionEx = arcotClient.GetVersionEx();

RefreshArcotIDs()

This API call will instruct the ArcotID PKI Client to re-read the storage areas for ArcotID PKIs. This 
is very useful for ArcotID PKIs stored on removable USB flash drives.

Syntax

RefreshArcotIDs()

Returns

None

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();

// Reload all the ArcotIDs
arcotClient.RefreshArcotIDs();

// Get the number of wallets
var walletcount = arcotClient.GetGlobalAttribute("walletn.count");

SignChallengeEx2()

This API selects an ArcotID PKI from a list of ArcotID PKIs available to it, based on the input 
parameters (userNameOrAlias, appctxName, orgName) and uses it to sign the incoming 
challenge. ArcotID PKI selection is based on the lookup mode that is set, see the "

" section.IsArcotIDAvailableEx()

Note: The content and format of the signed challenge returned by SignChallengeEx2() 
is same as that returned by SignChallengeEx(). If you want to use the appctx and alias 
for logging, then you must pass this information to AuthMinder.

Syntax
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SignChallengeEx2(challenge, PIN, userNameOrAlias, appctxName, orgName)

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

challenge string The encoded challenge string.

PIN string The ArcotID PKI password.

userNameorAlias string User name and the alias, which are the unique user identifier associated 
with the Arcot card.

Note: The alias is obtained from the user and stored in the ArcotID PKI 
as an attribute with the specified application context.

appctxName string The name of the application context to which the user is logging in to.

Application context is supplied by the ArcotID PKI Issuance application 
during ArcotID PKI issuance.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

Returns

Base-64 encoded string that includes the digital signature and the Arcot certificate, which 
contains the encrypted public key.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var orgName = "safebank";
var appctx = "safebank-online";
var challengeString = "gCcBwHe/XkIxMjM0";
var userAlias" = "jdoe-sb";
var pinString = "123456";

var response = arcotClient.SignChallengeEx2
(challengeString, pinString, userAlias, appctx, orgName);

UpdateOfflineKeyBag()

This method is used to update the offline key bag of the user.

Syntax

boolean UpdateOfflineKeyBag(w )alletName, orgName, onlinePIN, offlinePIN

Parameters

The following are the parameters of this method:

Parameter Type Description

walletName string Wallet name of an ArcotID PKI for which the offline key bag has to be 
updated.

orgName string The organization name to which the user belongs to.

onlinePIN string The ArcotID PKI password that is used to authenticate to the Key Authority 
server and fetch the latest key bag.

offlinePIN string The password that the user needs to use to access their certificates offline.

Returns
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If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var  userIDStr  = "johnsmith";
var orgName = "Acme Vendor";
var onlinePINStr = "12345^";
var offlinePINStr = "123456"
var response = arcotClient.UpateOfflineKeyBag
(userIDStr, orgName, onlinePINStr, offlinePINStr);

RemoveArcotIDEx()

This API selects an ArcotID PKI from a list of ArcotID PKIs available to it, based on the input 
parameters (userNameOrAlias, appctxName, orgName) and deletes it. ArcotID PKI selection is 
based on the lookup mode that is set, see the  section. After the ArcotID IsArcotIDAvailableEx()
PKI is deleted it is not available for authentication.

Syntax

RemoveArcotIDEx(userNameOrAlias, appctx, orgname, storageType)

Parameters

Parameter Type Description

userNameorAlias string User name and the alias, which are the unique user identifier associated 
with the Arcot card.

Note: The alias is obtained from the user and stored in the ArcotID PKI 
as an attribute with the specified application context.

appctx string The name of the application context to which the user is logging in.

Application context is supplied by the ArcotID Issuance application 
during ArcotID PKI issuance.

orgName string The name of the AuthMinder organization to which the user belongs.

storageType string Specifies the medium, where the ArcotID PKI is stored. See 
"StorageType" for more information.

Returns

If the method is successful, then it returns TRUE. If the method is unsuccessful, then it returns 
FALSE.

Example

var arcotClient = new ArcotClient();
var orgName = "safebank";
var appctx = "safebank-online";

var userAlias" = "jdoe-sb";

var storageType="hd";

var response = arcotClient.RemoveArcotIDEx
(userAlias, appctx, orgName, storageType);
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Deploying the ArcotID PKI Client
This chapter describes the installation process for the ArcotID PKI Clients. The following topics are 
included in this chapter.

Deploying Flash Client

Deploying Java Client

Deploying Native Plugin

Deploying JavaScript Client

Upgrading ArcotID PKI Clients

Uninstalling the Native Plug-In

Installation Directory

Registry Changes

Note: Check for the supported operating environment, before performing the client 
installation. See "Operating Environment" for more information.

Deploying Flash Client
The ArcotID PKI flash client is in the ArcotIDClient.swf file. This file must be stored on a Web 
server or application server.

Place the ArcotIDClient.swf file in a directory anywhere on the Web server or application server. 
The URL of this directory must be added as the clientBaseURL attribute in the JavaScript that 
instantiates the client on the Web page.

Deploying Java Client
The following are the files for deploying different ArcotID PKI Java applets:

ArcotApplet.jar.pack.gz
Signed and packed applet

ArcotApplet.jar
Signed, unpacked applet

ArcotAppletRaw.jar.pack.gz
Unsigned and packed applet

ArcotAppletRaw.jar
Unsigned, unpacked applet

Perform the following steps to deploy these files:

Copy the above files in a directory anywhere on the Web server or application server.

Deploy the Pack200Servlet.class function that is supplied with the ArcotID PKI Client 
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Deploy the Pack200Servlet.class function that is supplied with the ArcotID PKI Client 
distribution package on the server where JARs are deployed.

Update the web.xml file of the Web application to redirect the applet request URLS to the 
servlet.
The servlet analyses these requests, and based on the requesting client capabilities serves 
out either the packed jar or the unpacked jar.

Deploying Native Plugin
This section discusses the process to install ArcotID PKI browser plug-in on Windows and Mac 
operating systems.

Deploying on Windows

Deploying on Mac OS X

Deploying on Windows

The following two types of installation are covered for Windows:

Web-Based Installation of Native Plug-In on Internet Explorer

Local Installation of Native Plug-In on Internet Explorer

Web-Based Installation of Native Plug-In on Mozilla Firefox

Web-Based Installation of Native Plug-In on Internet Explorer

The arcotplugin_win32.cab file contains the ArcotID PKI native client. This file must be stored on 
a Web server or application server.

Place the arcotplugin_win32.cab file in a directory anywhere on the Web server or application 
server. The URL of this directory must be added as the clientBaseURL attribute in the JavaScript 
that instantiates the client on the Web page.

Local Installation of Native Plug-In on Internet Explorer

Contents
To install the ArcotID PKI Client on Windows

The ArcotID PKI native client is also packaged as an EXE file that can be installed directly on a 
user's Windows operating system.

To install the ArcotID PKI Client on Windows

Navigate to the appropriate directory and double-click the arcotplugin_win32.exe file.

The Welcome to the ArcotID Client 6.2 Setup screen appears. 

Click Next to proceed with the installation.

The License Agreement screen appears.

Read the agreement carefully and select the I accept the terms in the license agreement option 
and click Install.
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The Installing ArcotID Client 6.2 screen appears and installs the software on the client’s machine 
with required settings and files, see  for more information on the files."Installation Directory"

After the successful installation, Installation Complete screen appears.

Click Finish on this screen to exit the Wizard.

The ArcotID Client Installer Information dialog appears.

Select Yes to restart the system.

Web-Based Installation of Native Plug-In on Mozilla Firefox

The arcotplugin.xpi file contains the ArcotID PKI native client. This file must be stored on a Web 
server or application server. Place the arcotplugin.xpi file in a directory anywhere on the Web 
server or application server. The URL of this directory must be added as the clientBaseURL 
attribute in the JavaScript that instantiates the client on the Web page.

When the user browses to the application pages, the arcotiplugin.xpi is automatically 
downloaded by the browser and opened for installation on the user machine.

Perform the following steps to install the ArcotID PKI Native Client plug-in on your system:

Click to install the new plug-in detected by the application.
The Plugin Finder Service screen appears.

This dialog lists the ArcotID Client plug-in as x-arcotid-client. Click Manual Install to install 
the plug-in.
The Software Installation screen appears.

Click Install Now in the Software Installation dialog.
After successful installation, the Add-ons screen appears and lists the Arcot WebFort 
Client 6.2.

Click the Restart Firefox button to restart the Web browser.

Deploying on Mac OS X

Contents
Web-Based Installation of Native Plugin

Web-Based Installation of Native Plugin

The arcotplugin.dmg file contains the ArcotID native client. This file must be stored on a Web 
server or application server.

Place the arcotplugin.dmg file in a directory anywhere on the Web server or application server. 
The URL of this directory must be added as the clientBaseURL attribute in the JavaScript that 
instantiates the client on the Web page.

Installing the Native Plugin

When the user browses to the application pages, the arcotiplugin.dmg is automatically 
downloaded by the browser and opened for installation on the user machine.

Perform the following steps to install the ArcotID Native Client plug-in on your system:
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Open the arcotplugin.dmg file to start the installation.
The License Agreement screen.

Click the Agree button to accept the terms and proceed further.

The ArcotIDPluginClient drag-and-drop screen.

Drag the ArcotIDClientPlugin.plugin file and drop it in the Internet Plug-Ins directory by 
following the on-screen instructions.
The ArcotID PKI Client plug-in is installed successfully.

Deploying JavaScript Client
The ArcotID PKI JavaScript client is in the arcotjsclient-jso.js file. This file must be stored on a Web 
server or application server.

Place the arcotjsclient-jso.js file in a directory anywhere on the Web server or application server. 
The URL of this directory must be added as the clientBaseURL attribute in the JavaScript that 
instantiates the client on the Web page.

Upgrading ArcotID PKI Clients
Flash Client

To upgrade the Flash client, you need to replace the ArcotIDClient.swf file available in the Web 
server or the application server with the latest ArcotIDClient.swf file.

Java Client

Upgrading is not necessary on a user's computer for the Java applet since the latest Java applet is 
downloaded to a user's computer each time they are invoked.

Native Client

To upgrade the ArcotID PKI native client, install the latest version of the native client. The 
installer for the new version will automatically remove the old client and installs the new client.

JavaScript Client

To upgrade the JavaScript client, you need to replace the arcotclient.js file available in the Web 
server or the application server with the latest arcotjsclient-jso.js file.

Uninstalling the Native Plug-In
This section lists the steps to uninstall ArcotID PKI Client:

Uninstalling on Windows

Uninstalling on Mac OS X

Note: The uninstallation process does not delete the ArcotID PKIs from the local 
machine. The user has to manually delete the .aid files.
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Uninstalling on Windows

Contents
To uninstall the ArcotID PKI Client

To uninstall the ArcotID PKI Client

Navigate to the appropriate directory and double-click the arcotplugin_win32.exe file.

The ArcotID Client Application Maintenance screen appears.

Click Next on the this screen to proceed with the uninstallation.

The Program Maintenance screen appears.

Select the Remove option and click Next.

The Remove the Program screen appears.

Click Back to change any of the settings or Remove to uninstall the software.

After the software is uninstalled, the Installation Complete screen appears with a success 
message.

Click Finish to exit the wizard.

Uninstalling on Mac OS X

To uninstall the ArcotID PKI Client:

Navigate to the /Library/Internet Plugins folder.

Drag the ArcotIDPluginClient folder and drop it in the Trash folder.

Installation Directory
The ArcotID PKI Client software creates and modifies files on a user's computer. This section lists 
the files for Windows and Mac operating systems.

Windows Installation Directory

The following table lists the files in the ArcotID PKI Client directory for Windows:

Destination Client Type Files

< >:%SYSTEMDRIVE%
\Program Files\Arcot 
Systems\ArcotID 
Client

Native 
Client

LICENSE.txt
License information for the ArcotID PKI Client.

ArcotCSPInstall.exe
Program that is used to register the Arcot CSP.

ArcotClient.sig
Signature file that is used when the Arcot CSP is registered.

ArcotClient.dll
DLL containing both the Arcot plug-in and Arcot CSP.

Folders,
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Destination Client Type Files

< >:%SYSTEMDRIVE%
\Program 
Files\Common 
Files\Arcot Shared

Native 
Client

conf
Default configuration information for the Arcot client.

i18n
Contains folders for the supported international languages. 
Each of these folders contains anc.i18n file, which contains 
the localized data for the respective language.

images
Image files used by ArcotID PKI Client.

Windows\System32 Native 
Client

ArcotATMGUI.dll
DLL used by the ArcotID PKI Client.

ArcotCardMgrGUI.dll
DLL used by the ArcotID PKI Client.

ArcotOfflineTool.exe
Executable file of Arcot Offline Tool.

ArcotPK11.dll
Arcot PKCS#11 module.

ArcotProgressGUI.dll
DLL used by the ArcotID PKI Client.

%APPDATA%\arcot\ Native 
Client and 
Signed Java 
Applet

In each user's "%APPDATA%" directory arcot directory is 
created. It contains:

conf/WebClient.ini
Contains the user preferences.

ids
Directory where ArcotID PKI files (.aid files) are stored.

Mac OS X Installation Directory

The following table lists the files in the ArcotID PKI Client directory for Mac OS X:

Destination Client 
Type

Files

/library/Internet Plug-Ins
/ArcotIDPluginClient/contents

Native 
Client

MACOS/ARcotIDClientPlugin
File containing the Arcot plug-in.

Resources

info
This file is read by the Web browser to collect the 
display information.

Registry Changes
The Arcot Native client software modifies the register on user's computer. The following new 
registry keys are created.
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HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Arcot Systems, which is used to store the user-specific 
settings.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Arcot Systems, which is used to store the settings that 
apply to all users.

ArcotID PKI As a Software Smartcard
In addition to being used for strong addition, ArcotID PKI can also be used to securely store the 
Open PKI keys and certificates. These keys are typically used for different applications or 
operations such as, email signing (S/MIME), document signing, and certificate-based 
authentication (open PKI).

The location where the open PKI keys and certificates are stored in the ArcotID PKI is called key 
 or . The key to access the secure key bag is referred to as Key Authority Key (KA Key) bag key vault

and is stored in the AuthMinder database.

To use the private keys that are stored in the key bag, the ArcotID PKI Client makes a request for 
the KA Key to the AuthMinder Server by signing the request with the camouflaged ArcotID PKI 
password. The AuthMinder Server authenticates the request, and then sends the KA Key to the 
client, which uses this key to open the key bag and access the private keys. This mode of 
accessing the private keys is known as accessing keys .Online

From this release, ArcotID PKI Client enables users to access their private keys , which offline
means, to access the private keys, the ArcotID PKI Client need not connect to the AuthMinder 
Server to authenticate users. This feature helps users to use their private keys even if they do  not
have access to the network. For example, a roaming user with no connectivity to their corporate 
network.

To support this feature, the ArcotID PKI Native Client is shipped with the Arcot Offline Tool, which 
is a utility that is used for accessing the private keys offline. This tool is installed as part of ArcotID 
PKI Native Client installation, and is available in the system tray of the user’s computer.

This chapter contains the following topics:

How It Works

Key Features

Support for Open Standards

How It Works
The process of accessing the private keys offline is almost similar to accessing the keys when you 
are connected to the network. To enable the offline access, the user will have to set a new 
password (known as ) by using the Arcot Offline Tool. After registering the offline offline password
password, the Arcot Offline Tool creates a copy of the user’s key bag (offline key bag) and stores 
it in the ArcotID PKI.

Offline password enables secure access for you users to the network even if the application 
cannot access the network server.

After this initial setup, the users can use their private keys stored in the offline key bag.
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Note: This workflow assumes that the ArcotID PKI credential has already been issued 
for the user.

The following workflow provides an overview of steps involved in accessing the keys offline:

The user connects to your network and installs the ArcotID PKI Native Client on their 
system.

Note: The Arcot Offline Tool is  installed on the user’s system.also

The user downloads the ArcotID PKI to their system by following your corporate policies.

The user starts the Arcot Offline Tool and provides the following information:

Enters the ArcotID PKI password.

Sets the offline password for accessing keys offline.

Re-confirms the offline password.

The Arcot Offline Tool authenticates the user.
If the authentication was successful, then the Arcot Offline Tool unencrypts the key bag 
with the shared secret, encrypts it with the offline password, and then updates the 
ArcotID PKI with the key bag that is encrypted with offline password.

The user’s ArcotID PKI is embedded with the offline key bag that contains their private keys.

Key Features
This section lists the key features of offline access mode:

Configurable Access Mode

Device Locking

N-Strikes

Configurable Password Format

Configurable Validity Period

Expiry Notification

Password Caching

Customizable User Interface

The key features that are discussed in this section are set by using the ArcotID PKI attributes. To 
enable these features, you have to set the ArcotID PKI attributes as name-value pairs in the 
ArcotID PKI profile configuration supported by the AuthMinder Server.
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Note: Refer to the "Configuring ArcotID PKI Credential Profile" section in the CA 
 for more information on how to set the ArcotID PKI AuthMinder Administration Guide

attributes in the ArcotID PKI profile.

Configurable Access Mode

The private keys can be accessed online or offline, the mode that is used to access these keys is 
determined by the AllowOfflineUseOfKeyBag ArcotID PKI attribute. This attribute determines 
whether the user is permitted offline access to their key bag. If the value of this attribute is set to 
True, then user can register their offline password, create an offline key bag, and then can access 
their keys and certificates offline.

The following table lists the values that are supported by the AllowOfflineUseOfKeyBag attribute:

Value Description

TRUE Specify this value if you want to enable the user to have offline access to their signing and 
encryption keys. If AllowOfflineUseOfKeyBag is set to TRUE, then the users must set their 
offline password by using the Arcot Offline Tool, and use this password to access the 
offline key bag.

Note: By default, offline access is enabled.

FALSE Specify this value if you do not want to enable offline access to users, which means users 
must be online (connected to the server) to access their signing and encryption keys. If 
AllowOfflineUseOfKeyBag is set to FALSE, then the user has to perform the regular 
ArcotID PKI authentication for accessing keys.

Device Locking 5

The Device Locking feature enables an offline key bag to be  to a specific machine, so that locked
the offline ArcotID PKI is not usable if it is copied to another machine.

The feature works by camouflaging (protecting) an offline key bag using a password made of two 
components.

The offline password selected by the user for the offline ArcotID PKI.

A new Machine PIN, which is derived from unique machine-specific information derived 
from the hardware characteristics of the client machine. Refer to the  "Device Locking"
section for more information on the machine parameters that are used for deriving 
machine PIN.

The device locking is done at the time of offline password registration during offline key bag 
creation. After an offline ArcotID PKI is locked to the user's machine, it is not usable if you copy it 
to another machine.

The offline_devlock_required ArcotID PKI attribute specifies whether the offline ArcotID PKI has 
to be locked to the device.

The following table lists the values that are supported by the offline_devlock_required attribute:

Value Description

Yes Specify this value if you want to lock the user’s offline ArcotID PKI to their system.
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Value Description

No Specify this value if you want to permit the users to copy their offline ArcotID PKI to 
another system and authenticate using the copied offline ArcotID PKI.

Note: This value is selected by default.

If you enable device locking, then you have to use the offline_devlock_type attribute to specify 
the locking parameters. You have to pass the device locking parameters in a string format.

The supported parameters and the specification format are same as that of the devlock_type 
attribute used for locking the online ArcotID PKI. Refer  for more information."Device Locking"

N-Strikes

You can configure the number of times a user is permitted to enter the offline password 
incorrectly to access their offline ArcotID PKI. If the user provides the wrong password for the 
configured number of times, then their account is locked and the offline key bag is disabled. To 
re-enable the key bag, the user has to synchronize the offline key bag by using the Arcot Offline 
Tool.

The SuccessiveFailedOfflineLoginAttempts ArcotID PKI attribute specifies the number of times 
the user can provide incorrect offline password. Set the value of this attribute to the number of 
times the user is allowed to enter incorrect password.

Note: This feature is disabled by default.

Configurable Password Format

You can also enforce whether the offline password must be different from the online ArcotID PKI 
password. The EnforceDifferentOfflinePasword ArcotID PKI attribute specifies this feature.

The following table lists the values supported by the EnforceDifferentOfflinePassword attribute:

Value Description

True Specify this value if you want the offline password to be different from the online ArcotID 
PKI password.

False Specify this value if you do not want to restrict the offline password to be different from 
the online ArcotID PKI password.

Note: This value is selected by default.

To configure the offline password format, you need to use the OfflinePasswordProfile ArcotID PKI 
attribute. The effectiveness of password is determined by a combination of the length of the 
password, and number of numerals and special characters in it.

The following table lists the options that the OfflinePasswordProfile ArcotID PKI attribute 
provides to specify the offline ArcotID PKI password characteristics:

Format Default 
Value

Description

minlen 4 Specifies the minimum length of the password.
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Format Default 
Value

Description

maxlen 8 Specifies the maximum length of the password.

minsplchars 0 Specifies the minimum number of special characters required in the 
password.

Note: All special characters excluding ASCII characters (0-31) are 
supported.

minnumchars 0 Specifies the minimum number of numerals required in the 
password.

You have to specify the password characteristics in a string format as shown below:

"minlen= ;maxlen= ;minsplchars= ;minnumericchars= "<n> <n> <n> <n>

Note: If you specify the format names incorrectly or provide non-numeric values, then 
the default values are used.

Configurable Validity Period

You can configure the validity period of an offline key bag by using the OfflineKeyBagExpiryDays 
attribute. Set the value of this attribute to the number of days for which the offline key bag must 
be valid.

The offline key bag is blocked at the completion of the validity period. To unblock the key bag, 
the user has to synchronize the offline key bag by using the Arcot Offline Tool.

Expiry Notification

If the user’s offline ArcotID PKI key bag is about to expire, then you can notify the user regarding 
their impending offline ArcotID PKI expiry, and enforce them to register for the offline access 
again. The new ArcotID PKI is downloaded to the location that is configured using the 
ArcotIDLocation parameter in the WebClient.ini file.

The OfflineKeyBagExpiryWarningDays ArcotID PKI attribute specifies the number of days before 
the user receives the offline key bag expiry warning. You have to set the value of this attribute to 
the number of days before key bag expiry from when the user starts to receive the expiry 
warning. The warning message is delivered to the user through the Arcot Offline Tool.

For the Arcot Offline Tool to display the ArcotID PKI expiry warning balloon, you need to 
configure the OfflineKeyBagExpiryWarningInterval parameter in the [arcot/WebClient/AOT] 
section of WebClient.ini file. The OfflineKeyBagExpiryWarningInterval parameter defines the 
interval at which the expiry warning balloon appears on the user’s system. If 
OfflineKeyBagExpiryWarningInterval is set to 2, then the balloon appears once every two hours. 
By default, OfflineKeyBagExpiryWarningInterval is set to 1.

To reactivate the expired key bag, the user has to synchronize the offline key bag by using the 
Arcot Offline Tool.

Password Caching

By default, the online and offline passwords are cached so that the user need not enter the 
password for every security operation. This cached password can be used any number of times.
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You can configure the period and the maximum number of times the cached password can be 
used. After the validity period expires or the cached password is used for the maximum number 
of times configured, the password stored in the cache is deleted. For any subsequent operations 
related to the key bag access, the users will be prompted for their password.

The following table lists the ArcotID PKI cache attributes for online and offline passwords:

Attribute Description

OnlinePasswordCacheExpiryMinutes This ArcotID PKI attribute specifies the minutes for which 
the cached password can be used. You have to set the 
value of this attribute to the period that you want to use 
the cached value.

Supported Values:

<n>: Indicates the minutes for which the cached password 
can be used.

OfflinePasswordCacheExpiryMinutes

OnlinePasswordCacheNumberOfUse This ArcotID PKI attribute specifies the number of times the 
cached password can be used. You have to set the value of 
this attribute to the number of times you want your users 
to perform key bag-related operations without entering 
their password.

Supported Values:

<n>: Indicates the number of times the cached password 
can be used.

0: Indicates that the cached password can be used any 
number of times.

-1: Indicates that the password  be cached, and the cannot
user must enter their password for every key bag-related 
operation.

OfflinePasswordCacheNumberOfUse

Customizable User Interface

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the Arcot Offline Tool can be completely customized. All GUI 
elements such as, button headings, labels, success and error messages can be customized 
according to your requirement.

Customizing the GUI

Perform the following steps to customize the GUI elements:

Navigate to the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot Shared\conf 
folder.

Open the WebClient.ini file in a text editor.

Configure the parameters in the [arcot/WebClient/AOT] section, as explained in the 
following table:

Parameter Description

EnableDescriptionInDialog
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Parameter Description

Indicates that a description can be included in the Arcot 
Offline Tool dialogs.

By default, the value of this parameter is set to False.

BackgroundColor Indicates the background color (in RGB format) that is used in 
the Arcot Offline Tool dialogs.

By default, the value of this parameter is set to R=212;G=208;
B=200.

CombineChangePasswordAndFYP Indicates that instead of having  and Change Password Forgot 
 dialogs separately, you can have only one Your Password

dialog.

By default, the value of this parameter is set to False.

ArcotOfflineToolIcon Indicates the file corresponding to the Arcot Offline Tool icon 
that appears in the Windows System Tray. This file must be in .
ico format, and the file dimensions must be 16 pixels along the 
X- and Y-axis.

You need to include this file in the following folder:

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot 
Shared\images

ArcotOfflineToolLogo Indicates the logo that appears in the Arcot Offline Tool 
dialogs. The dimensions of this file must be 55 pixels along the 
X-axis and 59 pixels along the Y-axis.

You need to include this file in the following folder:

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot 
Shared\images

4. Save and close the file.

Customizing the Text

The Arcot Offline Tool sources all the GUI text from the anc.i18n file. Perform the following steps 
to change the GUI labels stored in this file:

Navigate to the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Common Files\Arcot Shared\i18n\
 folder.<Locale_name>

Open the anc.i18n file in a text editor.

Make the necessary changes.

Save and close the anc.i18n file.

Support for Open Standards
The ArcotID PKI Client supports standard Microsoft Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) APIs and 
PKCS#11 to securely use the Open PKI keys stored in the ArcotID PKI. This section lists the CSP 
and PKCS#11 files related to this operation:

Cryptographic Service Provider
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Cryptographic Service Provider

PKCS#11 Module

Cryptographic Service Provider

The ArcotClient.dll file available in the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\ArcotID 
Client folder provides the Arcot CSP functionality. This library file is signed by Microsoft as a CSP 
that is trusted by the Windows operating system.

If the user performing the installation has appropriate permission, then the Arcot CSP is 
registered by the Arcot Client installer automatically. If the Arcot CSP is not registered during 
installation, then use the ArcotCSPInstall.exe tool available in the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program 
Files\Arcot Systems\ArcotID Client to register the CSP at a later time.

PKCS 11 Module

The ArcotPK11.dll library file available in the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\WINDOWS\system32 folder 
provides the Arcot PKCS#11 functionality. This file is recognized by most applications that support 
PKCS#11 modules. For example, Mozilla Firefox, Adobe Reader, and Adobe Acrobat.

The Arcot PKCS#11 module conforms to PKCS#11 version 2.01. The Arcot PKCS#11 module does 
not support all PKCS#11 API functions. Below is the list of PKCS#11 functions that are supported 
by the Arcot module:

C_Initialize

C_Finalize

C_GetInfo

C_GetFunctionList

C_GetSlotList

C_GetSlotInfo

C_GetMechanismList

C_GetTokenInfo

C_GetMechanismInfo

C_OpenSession

C_CloseSession

C_CloseAllSessions

C_GetSessionInfo

C_Login

C_Logout

C_CreateObject

C_GetAttributeValue
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C_SetAttributeValue

C_FindObjectsInit

C_FindObjects

C_FindObjectsFinal

C_DecryptInit

C_Decrypt

C_SignInit

C_Sign

C_Verify

C_VerifyInit

C_GenerateKey

C_GenerateKeyPair

The following PKCS#11 functions are not supported by the Arcot module:

C_InitToken

C_InitPIN

C_SetPIN

C_GetOperationState

C_SetOperationState

C_CopyObject

C_DestroyObject

C_GetObjectSize

C_EncryptInit

C_Encrypt

C_EncryptUpdate

C_EncryptFinal

C_DecryptUpdate

C_DecryptFinal

C_DigestInit

C_Digest
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C_DigestUpdate

C_DigestKey

C_DigestFinal

C_SignUpdate

C_SignFinal

C_SignRecoverInit

C_SignRecover

C_VerifyFinal

C_VerifyUpdate

C_VerifyRecoverInit

C_VerifyRecover

C_DigestEncryptUpdate

C_DecryptDigestUpdate

C_SignEncryptUpdate

C_DecryptVerifyUpdate

C_WrapKey

C_UnwrapKey

C_DeriveKey

C_SeedRandom

C_GenerateRandom

C_GetFunctionStatus

C_CancelFunction

C_WaitForSlotEvent

Arcot has defined vendor-specific codes as permitted in the PKCS#11 standard. These codes are 
used in the Arcot PKCS#11 module.

Vendor-Specific PKCS 11 Mechanisms

Contents
CKM_ARCOT_SIGN_CHALL 0x87000000

CKM_ARCOT_SIGN_CHALL 0x87000000

This mechanism is:
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Returned by C_GetMechanismList

Supported by C_GetMechanismInfo

Used as argument to C_SignInit to request an Arcot proprietary-format signature by using the 
Arcot Private Key. The returned signature format is the DER encoding of SEQUENCE{ version, 
Certificate, X509Signature}.

Vendor-Specific PKCS 11 Attributes

The below attributes are supported by C_GetAttributeValue():

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_IMAGE 0x87000000

CKA_ARCOT_WALLET_NAME 0x87000001

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_NAME 0x87000002

CKA_ARCOT_WALLET_PATH 0x87000003

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_DOMAIN 0x87000005

The below attribute is only supported when the object is an internal Arcot certificate:

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_DOMAIN: card attribute domain

The below attributes are only supported when the object is a key vault certificate stored in an 
ArcotID PKI:

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_IMAGE: card attribute banner

CKA_ARCOT_WALLET_NAME: ArcotID PKI name

CKA_ARCOT_CARD_NAME: ArcotID PKI card name

CKA_ARCOT_WALLET_PATH: Configuration value for the folder where ArcotID PKIs are stored 
by default.

Vendor-Specific Flags

The following are the vendor specific flags used by Arcot PKCS#11 module:

CKF_ARCOT_NO_KEY_AUTHORITY_SESSION 0x01000000
Supported as an argument to C_OpenSession. Indicates that no attempt to login to the key 
authority server should be made. This means the slot can be used for functions with the Arcot 
Certificate only, and the certificates in the card's key vault (if any) will not be visible.

CKF_ARCOT_ONLY_KEY_AUTHORITY_SESSION 0x02000000
Supported as an argument to C_OpenSession. Indicates that operations in the session will 
only refer to certificates in the card's key bag. The Arcot Certificate will not be visible. This 
flag is ignored if CKF_ARCOT_NO_KEY_AUTHORITY_SESSION is present.

CKF_ARCOT_TOKEN_KEYFORT_ENABLED 0x04000000
Returned by C_GetTokenInfo for a given slot when the slot represents and ArcotID PKI that 
contains a Key Store.
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ArcotID PKI As a Software Smartcard End User Experience
ArcotID PKI is a software smartcard that your users can use to securely store their Open PKI keys 
and certificates. These keys are typically used for different applications or operations such as, 
email signing (S/MIME), document signing, and certificate-based authentication (open PKI).

Depending on the security settings defined by you (credential provider), your users will be 
allowed to access their certificates either by connecting to the network and authenticating to a 
network server (also known as ) or your users will be allowed to access them after online access
providing an offline password that gets verified locally (this is also known as ). offline access
Offline Access is typically required by travelling employees, remote workers, and field personnel.

The Arcot Offline Tool utility can be used to register the offline password for offline access. This 
utility is installed on users system as part of ArcotID PKI Native Client installation.

This chapter covers the following topics:

Installing ArcotID PKI Native Client

Working With Arcot PKI Offline Tool

Working With Microsoft Outlook Emails

Working With Adobe PDF Documents

Installing ArcotID PKI Native Client
End users need to perform the following steps to install the ArcotID PKI Native Client:

Navigate to the appropriate directory and double-click the arcotplugin_win32.exe file.
The Welcome to the ArcotID Client 6.2 Setup screen appears. 

Click Next to proceed with the installation.
The License Agreement screen appears.

Read the agreement carefully and select the I accept the terms in the license agreement 
option and click Install.
The Installing ArcotID Client 6.2 screen appears and installs the software on the client’s 
machine with required settings and files.
After the successful installation, Installation Complete screen appears.

Click Finish on this screen to exit the Wizard.
The ArcotID Client Installer Information dialog appears.

Select Yes to restart the system.

The ArcotID Native Client installer installs the Arcot Offline Tool on the user’s system. This tool 
will be available in their system tray with the Arcot Offline Tool entry.

If the tool is not available in the system tray, then the user can navigate to the <%SYSTEMDRIVE%
>:\WINDOWS\system32 folder and double-click ArcotOfflineTool.exe to include it in the system 
tray.
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Working With Arcot Offline Tool
This section provides an overview of tasks that users can perform by using the Arcot Offline Tool. 
Following topics are covered in this section:

Registering for Offline Access

Synchronizing ArcotID PKI Content

Changing Offline Password

Forgot Your Password

Deleting Offline Password

Checking the Access Mode

Checking the Arcot Offline Tool Version

Registering for Offline Access

To use the private keys offline, users need to first set up their offline password. This password 
provides them offline access to their certificate and keys.

End users need to perform the following steps to set up the offline password:

Right-click the Arcot Offline Tool available in the system tray.

Select the Register Offline Password option.
The Register Offline Password for ArcotID dialog appears.

Enter the following information in this dialog:

Online Password: ArcotID PKI password.

New Offline Password: The password that will be used to access the ArcotID PKI 
offline.

Confirm Offline Password: Re-enter the offline password. This value must be same as 
that entered in the New Offline Password field.

Click OK to set the Offline password.
If the offline password registration was successful, then the dialog with the "Offline 
password registration was successful" message appears.

Note: If the user enters a wrong online password or different offline passwords 
in Step 3, then an appropriate error message appears. In this case, the user 
must repeat Step 1 to Step 4.

Click OK to continue.
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If the registration was successful, then it indicates that the offline access setup was successful. 
Based on the security settings as configured by you, your users might be prompted for the offline 
password any time they perform security operations, such as email signing, email decryption, or 
PDF document signing.

Refer to the  and "Working With Microsoft Outlook Emails" "Working With Adobe PDF 
 sections for more information on how to use the private keys and certificates stored Documents"

in the ArcotID PKI for opening encrypted emails and signing PDF documents.

Synchronizing ArcotID PKI Content

If user’s certificates are renewed or new certificates are issued to them, then you must notify 
them to synchronize their credentials for offline access.

Users need to perform the following steps to synchronize their credentials for offline access:

Right-click the Arcot Offline Tool available in the system tray.

Select the Synchronize Offline Credentials option.
The Synchronize Offline Credentials dialog appears.

Enter the following information in this dialog:

Online Password: ArcotID PKI password.

Offline Password: The password that is used to access the ArcotID PKI offline.

Click OK to synchronize the ArcotID PKI.
If the password synchronization was successful, then "Credentials synchronization was 
successful" message appears.

Note: If the user enters a wrong online or offline password in Step 3, then an 
appropriate error message appears. In this case, the user must repeat Step 1 to 
Step 4.

Click OK to continue.
After successful synchronization, the latest certificates and keys are available on the user’
s system for their use.

Changing Offline Password

Users need to perform the following steps to change their offline password:

Right-click the available in the system tray.Arcot Offline Tool 

Select the  option.Change Password
The Change Offline Password dialog appears.

Enter the following information in this dialog:

Online Password: The current password used for the online access.

New Offline Password: The new password to be set for offline access.
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Confirm Offline Password: Re-enter the new offline password. This value must be 
same as that entered in the  field.New Offline Password

Click  to change the offline password.OK
If the password change was successful, then "Change Offline password was successful" 
message appears.

Note: If the user enters a wrong offline password in Step 3, then an appropriate 
error message appears. In this case, the user must repeat Step 1 to Step 4.

Clicks  to continue.OK

Forgot Your Password

If the users forget their offline password, then they can set a new offline password by using the 
Arcot Offline Tool.

Users need to perform the following steps to reset their offline password:

Right-click the Arcot Offline Tool available in the system tray.

Select the Forgot Your Password? option.
The Forgot Your Password dialog appears.

Enter the following information in this dialog:

Online Password: ArcotID PKI password.

New Offline Password: The password that is used for offline access.

Confirm Offline Password: Re-enter the new offline password. This value must be 
same as that entered in the Confirm Offline Password field.

Click OK to reset the offline password.
If the password reset was successful, then "Offline password registration was successful" 
message appears.

Note: If the user enters a wrong online password in Step 3, then an appropriate 
error message appears. In this case, the user must repeat Step 1 to Step 4.

Click OK to continue.

Deleting Offline Password

Arcot Offline Tool provides an option to delete the offline credentials that have been created on 
the user’s system. Users need to perform the following steps to delete their offline password:

Right-click the Arcot Offline Tool available in the system tray.
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Select the Delete Offline Credentials option.
The confirmation dialog appears.

Click OK to delete the ArcotID PKI offline password.

Checking the Access Mode

Arcot Offline Tool provides an option for your users to know the access mode that is in effect for 
them, and the password that they are required to use to access their certificates.

Users need to perform the following steps to check their access mode:

Right-click the available in the system tray.Arcot Offline Tool 

Select the  option.Status
Based on your corporate security policies and the access mode that is configured for you, 
the dialog that appears indicates one of the following:

You have online access to your credentials. You are prompted for online password 
when you perform security operations.

You have offline access to your credentials. You are prompted for offline password 
when you perform security operations.

Click  to continue.OK

Checking the Arcot Offline Tool Version

Users need to perform the following steps to check the version of the Arcot Offline Tool installed 
on their system:

Right-click the available in the system tray.Arcot Offline Tool 

Select the  option.About Arcot Offline Tool
The About AOT dialog indicating the Arcot Offline Tool version appears.

Click  to continue.OK

Working With Microsoft Outlook Emails
This section describes how to use the private keys and certificates stored in ArcotID PKI to sign, 
and encrypt and decrypt Microsoft Office Outlook emails. It covers the following topics:

Signing Emails

Encrypting Emails

Opening Encrypted Emails

Signing Emails

Users need to perform the following steps to sign a Microsoft Office Outlook 2010 email by using 
their certificates stored in ArcotID PKI:

Note: The following steps are applicable to Microsoft Office Outlook 2010 . Refer only
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Note: The following steps are applicable to Microsoft Office Outlook 2010 . Refer only
to vendor documentation for information on how to perform these tasks using other 
versions.

Start Microsoft Office Outlook.

Activate the Home tab.

Click the New E-mail option.
The email message appears.

In the Options tab, in the More Options group, click the Message Options Dialog Box 
Launcher.
The Properties dialog appears.

Click Security Settings.
The Security Properties dialog appears.

Select the Add digital signature to this message check box, and in the Security Settings 
section click Change Settings.
The Change Security Settings dialog appears.

In the Certificates and Algorithms section, click the Choose button against the Signing 
Certificate field.
The Select a Certificate dialog appears.

Select the certificate that must be used for signing, and click OK.
The certificate is now configured for digital signing.

Click OK in the Change Security Settings dialog.

Click OK in the Security Properties dialog.

Click Close in the Properties dialog.

Draft the message and enter the email ID of the recipient.

Click Send to the send the email.
Based on your corporate security policies and the access mode that has been configured 
for you, the  dialog indicates one of the following:ArcotID PKI Client 6.2 Password

You have been granted online access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
online password.

You have been granted offline access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
offline password.

In the Password field, enter the corresponding ArcotID PKI password.

Click OK to submit the password.
The ArcotID PKI Client verifies the user’s password. If the authentication was successful, 
then the email is digitally signed using user’s certificate and sent to the intended 
recipient.
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Encrypting Emails

This section lists the following topics:

Performing Initial Configuration

Sending Encrypted Emails

Performing Initial Configurations

To successfully encrypt email messages, users must complete the following prerequisite tasks:

Procure the digital certificate of the user to whom the encrypted email has to be sent.

Create a contact for the intended email recipient in the My Contacts list, and include the 
certificate of the recipient in that contact.

Sending Encrypted Emails

Users must perform the following steps to encrypt a Microsoft Outlook 2010 email by using their 
certificates stored in ArcotID PKI:

Note: The following steps are applicable to Microsoft Outlook 2010 Refer to only. 
vendor documentation for information on how to perform these tasks using other 
versions.

Start Microsoft Office Outlook.

Activate the Home tab.

Click the New E-mail option.
The email message appears.

In the Options tab, in the More Options group, click the Message Options Dialog Box 
Launcher.
The Properties dialog appears.

Click Security Settings.
The Security Properties dialog appears.

Select the Encrypt Message Contents and Attachments check box, and in the Security 
Settings section click Change Settings.
The Change Security Settings dialog appears.

In the Certificates and Algorithms section, click the Choose button against the Encryption 
Certificate field.
The Select a Certificate dialog appears.

Select the certificate for encrypting the email, and click OK.
The recipient’s certificate is configured for encrypting email.

Click OK in the Change Security Settings dialog.

Click OK in the Security Properties dialog.
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Click OK in the Security Properties dialog.

Click Close in the Properties dialog.

Draft the message and enter the email ID of the recipient.

Click Send to the send the encrypted email.

Opening Encrypted Emails

Users must perform the following steps to open an encrypted email.

Start Microsoft Office Outlook.

Navigate to Inbox, and click the encrypted email.
Based on your corporate security policies and the access mode that has been configured 
for you, the  dialog appears and indicates one of the ArcotID PKI Client 6.2 Password
following:

You have been granted online access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
online password.

You have been granted offline access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
offline password.

In the Password field, enter the corresponding ArcotID password.

Click OK to submit the password.
The ArcotID PKI Client verifies user’s password. If the authentication was successful, then 
the Microsoft Outlook unencrypts the email.

Working With Adobe PDF Documents
This section describes how to use certificates stored in ArcotID PKI to sign Adobe PDF documents. 
It covers the following topics:

Performing Initial Configurations

Signing Using Private Keys Stored in ArcotID PKI

Performing Initial Configurations 1

Before using ArcotID PKI to digitally sign PDF documents, users need to configure the Arcot 
PKCS#11 module with Adobe Reader or Adobe Acrobat, as discussed in this section.

Integrating with Adobe Reader 8.0

Integrating with Adobe Acrobat 8.0

Integrating with Adobe Reader 8.0

Users must perform the following steps to integrate Arcot PKCS#11 with Adobe Reader 8.0:

Note: The following steps are applicable to Adobe Reader 8.0 Refer to vendor only. 
documentation for information on how to perform these tasks using other versions.
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Open Adobe Reader.

Click the  menu and choose .Document Security Settings
The  page appears.Security Settings

Expand the  menu and select .Digital IDs PKCS#11 Modules and Tokens

In the upper-right pane, click .Attach Module
The  dialog appears.Locate a PKCS#11 Module

Browse to the \Windows\System32 directory. Select the ArcotPK11.dll file and click the 
 button.Open

The Arcot PKCS#11 module appears in the list of modules in the upper-right pane. The 
 must have an entry , which ensures that the Module Manufacturer ID Arcot Systems, Inc.

module has been successfully installed.

Integrating with Adobe Acrobat 8.0

Users must perform the following steps to integrate Arcot PKCS#11 with Adobe Acrobat 8.0:

Note: The following steps are applicable to Adobe Acrobat 8.0 Refer to vendor only. 
documentation for information on how to perform these steps using other versions.

Open Adobe Acrobat.

Click the  menu and choose .Advanced Security Settings
The  page is displayed.Security Settings

Expand the  menu and select .Digital IDs PKCS#11 Modules and Tokens

In the upper-right pane, click .Attach Module
The  dialog appears.Locate a PKCS#11 Module

Browse to the \Windows\  directory. Select the file ArcotPK11.dll and click the System32
 button.Open

The Arcot PKCS#11 module appears in the list of modules in the upper-right pane. The 
 must have an entry , which ensures that the Module Manufacturer ID Arcot Systems, Inc.

module has been successfully installed.

Signing Using Private Keys Stored in ArcotID PKI

The following workflow outlines the steps that users must perform to sign PDF documents by 
using their certificates stored in the ArcotID PKI:

Open the PDF document that has to be signed.

Click the Sign menu and select the Place Signature option.
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Identify the location where the signature has to be placed. Click the left button of the 
mouse at the identified location and drag the mouse to create a placeholder for the 
signature.
The Sign Document dialog appears.

In the Digital ID drop-down list, select the digital ID to be used for signing.

Click the Sign button.
The Save As dialog appears.

Browse to the location where the PDF has to be saved and click Save.
Based on your corporate security policies and the access mode that has been configured 
for users, the ArcotID PKI Client 6.2 Password dialog indicates one of the following:

You have been granted online access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
online password.

You have been granted offline access to your credentials, and have to provide your 
offline password.

In the Password field, enter the corresponding ArcotID PKI password.

Click OK to submit the password.
The ArcotID PKI Client verifies user’s password. If the authentication was successful, then 
the ArcotID PKI Client signs the PDF with the certificate and embeds the user’s digital 
signature in the PDF.

ArcotID PKI Client Tools
This chapter describes the following tools used with ArcotID PKI Client:

ArcotID CSP Registration Tool

Arcot Offline Tool

ArcotID Tool

ArcotID CSP Registration Tool
The ArcotCSPInstall.exe file provides the Arcot Cryptographic Service Provider (CSP) tool. It is 
stored on the user's machine when the Native client is installed. This is a command-line tool, 
when invoked, it registers the ArcotClient.dll as a CSP within Microsoft Windows CAPI 
(Cryptographic API). It includes the ArcotClient.dll in its directory and registers it as a CSP using 
the signature that is stored in the ArcotClient.sig file.

Usage

Registering CSP

Perform the following steps to register Arcot client as a CSP:

Open a command prompt window.

Navigate to the following directory:

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\ArcotID Client
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<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\ArcotID Client

Enter the following command:

ArcotCSPInstall.exe install

The ArcotCSPIntall dialog appears.

Click  to register Arcot client as a CSP.Yes
After the successful registration, the "Arcot Cryptographic Service Provider setup 
successful" message appears.

Click  to continue.OK

Unregistering CSP

Perform the following steps to unregister Arcot CSP:

Open a command prompt window.

Navigate to the following directory:

<%SYSTEMDRIVE%>:\Program Files\Arcot Systems\ArcotID Client

Enter the following command:

ArcotCSPInstall.exe remove

The ArcotCSPIntall dialog appears.

Click  to unregister Arcot CSP.Yes
After the successful unregistration, the "Uninstall succeeded" message appears.

Click  to continue.OK

Arcot Offline Tool
The Arcot Offline Tool (ArcotOfflineTool.exe) is an utility that is installed during the ArcotID PKI 
Native Client installation. This tool helps users to set offline password that is used for offline 
access, synchronize ArcotID PKI access, and reset or change offline password. Refer to "Working 

 section for more information on the tool usage.With Arcot Offline Tool"

ArcotID Tool
ArcotIDTool.exe is a command line tool that is not installed as part of the ArcotID PKI Client, but 
available separately. This tool is used for testing and troubleshooting. It tests the functionality of 
importing keys and certificates into the  of an ArcotID PKI. The keys and certificates to  key vault
be imported must be stored in PKCS#12 or PFX format. The tool is invoked as follows:

Usage 1
arcotidtool ImportP12sWallet arcotid_filename arcotid_PIN number_of_P12files_toimp
ort P12filename_1 P12password1, P12filename_2 P12password2,…

Where,

arcotid_filename is the file name of the ArcotID.

arcotid_PIN is the password of the ArcotID.

number_of_P12files_toimport is the number of PKCS#12 or PFX files that will be imported 
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number_of_P12files_toimport is the number of PKCS#12 or PFX files that will be imported 
into the ArcotID.

P12filename_1 is the file name of the first PKCS#12 or PFX file.

P12password1 is the password of the first PKCS#12 file or PFX file to be imported.

P12filename_2 and P12password2 are the filename and password of the PKCS#12 or PFX file.

Example

arcotidtool ImportP12sWallet tooltest1_10_0_21_125.aid 123456 1 MyCerts.p12 123456

This command imports the P12 file MyCerts.p12 into the ArcotID tooltest1_10_0_21_125.aid.

ArcotID PKI Client Compatibility
The ArcotID PKI Client is compatible with previous versions of clients.

Server Support
The ArcotID PKI client will continue to support the necessary set of features to be compatible 
with any standard AuthMinder Server 5.x, 6.x, and 7.x installations.

ArcotID PKI Support
The client will work with ArcotID PKIs created with previous releases of AuthMinder Server.

New ArcotID PKI format attributes are designed so that an older client can still use the ArcotID 
PKI for basic purposes such as authentication. The existing 4.x client will not support the new 5.0 
card attributes. If new cards are presented, then the client will ignore them without crashing or 
producing error messages.

New ArcotID PKIs that are protected with device locking (double camouflage; user password and 
machine PIN) will be ignored by previous clients. This will be done by changing wallet version 
field in the ASN.1 of the device-locked ArcotID PKI.

New ArcotID PKI files downloaded by the ArcotID PKI Client 5.0 client will not be recognized by 
any old version of client installed on the same machine, because the ArcotID PKI file extension is 
changed to .aid.

Source Code Samples
This appendix describes the deployment of ArcotID PKI sample applications and the directory 
location to examine the files.

Deploying Sample Applications

Code Samples

Deploying Sample Applications
Perform the following steps to deploy the ArcotID PKI Client:

Install WebFort6ClientSample.war on the application server (for example Apache 
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1.  

2.  

Install WebFort6ClientSample.war on the application server (for example Apache 
Tomcat), in the following location:
< >\webappsAPP_SERVER_HOME

Note: The deployment procedure depends on the application server that you 
are using. Refer to your application server vendor documentation for detailed 
instructions.

Restart the application server.

After the WAR file is deployed, the following sample applications are available:

Login sample with applet:
http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/loginApplet.html

Login sample with native client:
http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/loginActiveX.html

Login sample with flash client:
http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/loginFlash.html

Login sample that detects multiple clients and attempts to use the best available.
http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/login.html

The following URL is used to configure the URL of the AuthMinder Server:

http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/setup.html

The following URL is used to  a test ArcotID PKI for use with the samples. The ArcotID PKI upload
must be issued by the same AuthMinder installation that is used for the authentication.

http://<Host_name>:<Port_name>/WebFort5ClientSample/uploadArcotID.html

Code Samples
The following directories containing the sample source code.

/WebFort5ClientSample
Contains the home HTML file for each sample application.

/WebFort5ClientSample/client
Contains the Arcot applets and flash client used by the sample applications.

/WebFort5ClientSample/images
Contains image files used by the sample applications.

/WebFort5ClientSample/js
Contains JavaScript files used by the sample applications.

/WebFort5ClientSample/jsp
Contains JSP's used by the sample applications.
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/WebFort5ClientSample/WEB-INF
Contains classes used for the servlets that enable the sample applications to communicate 
with the AuthMinder Server (get challenge, verify signed challenge.)

CA Strong Authentication Reference Materials

CA Strong Authentication File System Structure
This appendix provides information about the location of all the files that are installed by the CA 
Strong Authentication installer.

Important! Do not delete any of the files that are installed by CA Strong 
Authentication.

Issuance and Authentication CA Strong Authentication Server Files

Administration Console Files

User Data Service Files

Authentication Java SDK Files

Issuance Java SDK Files

Web Services Files

Plug-In SDK

Issuance and Authentication CA Strong Authentication Server Files
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by CA Strong Authentication 
Server:

Folder File Description

<install_location
>/

Contains the arcotkey and wfkey files. These file are used by the installer to 
detect previously installed Arcot products. If you delete these file, then the 
installer will not be able to detect previously installed Arcot products, and will 
allow new installations to be performed in any location. As a result, the 
installer will not be able to ensure the same destination folder for multiple 
Arcot products and components, in which case, the products (or components) 
might not work, as expected. This file has no impact on patches and upgrade.

The wfdbkey and wftpkey files are the reference key files for database and 
third-party JAR files. These keys files are used during upgrade.

<install_location>
/arcot/bin

Contains webfortserver script that calls the server binary in the sbin folder.

Contains the following configuration files:
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Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/conf

arcotcommon.ini

securestore.enc: File that contains the keys that are used for encrypting 
sensitive data.

< >install_location
/arcot/dbscripts

Contains the SQL scripts to create the CA Strong Authentication schema. See 
"Running Database Scripts" for information about the database scripts.

< >install_location
/arcot/logs

Contains the CA Strong Authentication Server log file.

< >install_location
/arcot
/odbc32v70wf

Contains the branded DataDirect ODBC libraries for all the databases 
supported by CA Strong Authentication.

<install_location>
/arcot/sbin

Contains library files and following executables that are required by 
administrators:

arwfutil - It is used to shut down and refresh the CA Strong Authentication 
Server.

arwfserver.real - Contains a symbolic link to the script that sets the 
configuration and executes arwfutil binary.

arwfwatchdog - This tool monitors the server health and also starts the server 
if it stops.

arwfenv- Script that is used to set the environment variables.

< >install_location
/samples/xml
/webfort

Contains the following files used by the ArcotWebFortBulkOperationsSvc.wsdl 
file:

oath-token-assign.xml

oath-token-upload.xml

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/server
/plugin/c/docs

Contains the following plug-in interface file:

webfort-plugin-cpp-interface.html

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/server
/plugin/c/include
/webfort/vas

Contains the following SDK plug-in header files:

wf-common-interface.h

wf-common-interface.hpp

wf-plugin-interface.h

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/server
/plugin/c/lib

Contains the arwfpluginsdk.so containing the plug-in libraries.

< >install_location
/arcot/tools/
<platform_name>

Contains the following file:

DBUtil: Tool for editing securestore.enc, which stores the database 
information that is required to connect to the CA Strong Authentication 
database in the encrypted format.

Contains the executable required to uninstall CA Strong Authentication.
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Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot
/Uninstall_Arcot 
WebFort

Administration Console Files
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by Administration Console:

Folder File Description

<install_location
>/

Contains the arcotkey and wfkey files. These file are used by the installer to 
detect previously installed Arcot products. If you delete these file, then the 
installer will not be able to detect previously installed Arcot products, and will 
allow new installations to be performed in any location. As a result, the 
installer will not be able to ensure the same destination folder for multiple 
Arcot products and components, in which case, the products (or components) 
might not work, as expected. This file has no impact on patches and upgrade.

The wfdbkey and wftpkey files are the reference key files for database and 
third-party JAR files. These keys files are used by the installer during upgrade.

< >install_location
/arcot/conf

Contains the following configuration files:

arcotcommon.ini

adminserver.ini

securestore.enc: File that contains the keys that are used for encrypting the 
sensitive data.

< >install_location
/arcot/conf
/resourcebundles

Contains the following message properties files:

arcot-common-message_en_US.properties

arcot-uds-message_en_US.properties

< >install_location
/arcot/dbscripts

Contains the SQL scripts to create the Administration Console schema. See 
"Running Database Scripts" for information about the database scripts.

< >install_location
/arcot/java/lib

Contains the WAR and JAR files required by the Administration Console 
Framework:

adminframework.jar

adminframework.war

arcot-common.jar

arcot-crypto-util.jar

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

< >install_location
/arcot/java/lib
/sdk

This is an empty directory. You have to include the JAR files that have to be 
used by the bundlemanager tool to create the arcotadmin.war and arcotuds.
war files.

Contains the arcotadmin.war file required to deploy Administration Console.
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Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/java
/webapps

< >install_location
/arcot/logs

Contains the Administration Console log file.

< >install_location
/arcot/java
/native/
<platform_name>
/<32 or 64 bit>

Contains the libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so file that is used to read the 
contents of securestore.enc file.

< >install_location
/arcot
/odbc32v70wf

Contains the branded DataDirect ODBC libraries for all the databases 
supported by AuthMinder.

< >install_location
/arcot
/resourcepacks

Contains the following AuthMinder and Administration Console packages:

bundle_webfort.zip

bundler_adminconsole.zip

< >install_location
/arcot
/resourcepacks
/i18n//

Contains the following properties file to update the account status value:

framework-useraccount-status.properties

< >install_location
/arcot/tools
/common/

Contains the following subdirectories:

The  subdirectory contains the report tool that enables you to arreporttool
export reports.

The  subdirectory contains the files that are required by the bundlemanager
Administration Console Resource pack.

< >install_location
/arcot/tools/
<platform_name>

Contains the following file:

DBUtil: Tool for editing securestore.enc, which stores the database 
information that is required to connect to the AuthMinder database in the 
encrypted format.

< >install_location
/arcot
/Uninstall_Arcot 
WebFort

Contains the uninstallation-related files.

User Data Service Files
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by User Data Service:

Folder File Description

<install_location
>/

Contains the arcotkey file. This file is used by the installer to detect previously 
installed Arcot products. If you delete these file, then the installer will not be 
able to detect previously installed Arcot products, and will allow new 
installations to be performed in any location. As a result, the installer will not 
be able to ensure the same destination folder for multiple Arcot products and 
components, in which case, the products (or components) might not work, as 
expected. This file has no impact on patches and upgrade.
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Folder File Description

The wfdbkey and wftpkey files are the reference key files for database and 
third-party JAR files. These keys files are used during upgrade.

< >install_location
/arcot/conf

Contains the following configuration files:

arcotcommon.ini

udsserver.ini

securestore.enc: File that contains the keys that are used for encrypting the 
sensitive data.

< >install_location
/arcot/conf
/resourcebundles

Contains the following message properties files:

arcot-common-message_en_US.properties

arcot-uds-message_en_US.properties

< >install_location
/arcot/dbscripts

Contains the SQL scripts to create the Administration Console schema. See 
"Running Database Scripts" for information about the database scripts.

< >install_location
/arcot/docs/uds

Contains the arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.zip file, which contains the WSDL 
documents for UDS.

< >install_location
/arcot/java/lib

Contains the WAR and JAR files required by the User Data Service:

arcot-common.jar

arcot-crypto-util.jar

arcot-euds.jar

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

udsframework.war

< >install_location
/arcot/java/lib
/sdk

This is an empty directory. You have to include the JAR files that have to be 
used by the bundlemanager tool to create the arcotadmin.war and arcotuds.
war files.

< >install_location
/arcot/java
/webapps

Contains the arcotuds.war file required to deploy and User Data Service.

< >install_location
/arcot/logs

Contains the UDS log file.

< >install_location
/arcot/java
/native/
<platform_name>
/<32 or 64 bit>

Contains the libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so file that is used to read the 
contents of securestore.enc file.

< >install_location
/arcot
/odbc32v70wf

Contains the branded DataDirect ODBC libraries for all the databases 
supported by AuthMinder.

< >install_location
/arcot/tools
/common/

Contains the following subdirectory:

The  subdirectory contains the tool that enables you to monitor uds-monitor
UDS.
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Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/tools/
<platform_name>

Contains the following file:

DBUtil: Tool for editing securestore.enc, which stores the database 
information that is required to connect to the AuthMinder database in the 
encrypted format.

< >install_location
/arcot
/Uninstall_Arcot 
WebFort

Contains the uninstallation-related files.

< >install_location
/arcot/wsdls/uds

Contains the following documents:

WSDL files that the Web Services client uses to generate the code:
ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl
ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.wsdl
ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl

XSD files that are used by Web Services to perform bulk operations:
ArcotUserSchema.xsd

Authentication Java SDK Files
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by Authentication Java SDK:

Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/docs/webfort

Contains the Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-authentication-sdk-javadocs.zip file, 
which contains the Javadocs for Authentication SDK.

< >install_location
/arcot/samples/java

Contains the webfort-7.1.01-sample-application.war file to deploy Sample 
Application.

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/lib/arcot

Contains the following JAR files for CA Strong Authentication 
Authentication Java SDK.

arcot-webfort-common.jar

arcot-webfort-authentication.jar

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/lib/external

Contains the third-party JAR files required by CA Strong Authentication 
Authentication Java SDK.

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/properties

Contains the sample properties (webfort.authentication.properties) file. 
You can either use the parameters of this file for initializing the Java SDKs 
or use the init() function.

Issuance Java SDK Files
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by Issuance Java SDK:

Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/docs/webfort

Contains the Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-issuance-sdk-javadocs.zip file, which 
contains the Javadocs for Issuance SDK.
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Folder File Description

< >install_location
/arcot/samples/java

Contains the webfort-7.1.01-sample-application.war file to deploy 
Sample Application.

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/lib/arcot

Contains the following JAR files for Issuance Java SDK.

arcot-webfort-common.jar

arcot-webfort-issuance.jar

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/lib/external

Contains the third-party JAR files required by AuthMinder Issuance Java 
SDK.

bcprov-jdk15-146.jar

commons-pool-1.5.5.jar

< >install_location
/arcot/sdk/client/java
/properties

Contains the sample properties (webfort.issuance.properties) file. You 
can either use the parameters of this file for initializing the Java SDKs or 
use the init() function.

Web Services Files
The following table lists the location of the files that are related to the UDS Web Services:

Folder File Description

< >/arcotinstall_location
/docs/uds

Contains the arcot-uds-2_0-wsdl-docs.zip file, which contains the 
WSDL documents for UDS.

< >/arcotinstall_location
/docs/webfort

Contains the following WSDL documents:

Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-admin-wsdldocs.zip

Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-authentication-wsdldocs.zip

Arcot-WebFort-7.1.01-issuance-wsdldocs.zip

< >/arcotinstall_location
/wsdls/uds

Contains the following documents:

WSDL files that the Web Services client uses to generate the code:
ArcotConfigManagementSvc.wsdl
ArcotOrganizationManagementSvc.wsdl
ArcotUserManagementSvc.wsdl

XSD files that are used by Web Services to perform bulk operations:
ArcotUserSchema.xsd

< >/arcotinstall_location
/wsdls/webfort

Contains the following documents:

WSDL files that the Web Services client uses to generate the code:
ArcotWebFortAdminSvc.wsdl
ArcotWebFortAuthSvc.wsdl
ArcotWebFortBulkOperationsSvc.wsdl
ArcotWebFortIssuanceSvc.wsdl

XSD files that are used by Web Services to perform bulk 
administration and credential operations:
ArcotWebFortAdminMsgs.xsd
ArcotWebFortAdminSchema.xsd
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Folder File Description

ArcotWebFortAuthMsgs.xsd
ArcotWebFortAuthSchema.xsd
ArcotWebFortCommonSchema.xsd
ArcotWebFortCredMgmt.xsd
ArcotWebFortIssuanceMsgs.xsd
ArcotWebFortIssuanceSchema.xsd
ArcotWebFortTokenXchange.xsd

Plug-In SDK
The following table lists the folder location of the files that are used by plug-in SDK:

Folder File Description

< >/arcot/sdk/server/plugin/c/libinstall_location Contains the arwfpluginsdk.so containing the 
plug-in libraries.

< >/arcot/sdk/server/plugin/cinstall_location
/include/webfort/vas

Contains the following SDK plug-in header 
files:

wf-common-interface.h

wf-common-interface.hpp

wf-plugin-interface.h

< >/arcot/sdk/server/plugin/c/libinstall_location Contains the arwfpluginsdk.so containing the 
plug-in libraries.

Configuration Files and Options
This topic discusses the configuration files that CA Strong Authentication uses and the 
parameters that you must configure in these files.

The following CA Strong Authentication configuration files are available in the <install_location>
/arcot/  location:conf

arcotcommon.ini

adminserver.ini

udsserver.ini

The following properties files are available in the >/arcot/sdk/client/java/<install_location
/ location:properties

The webfort.authentication.properties File

The webfort.issuance.properties File

INI Files

Properties Files

The webfort.authentication.properties File
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The webfort.authentication.properties File

The webfort.issuance.properties File

The webfort.authentication.properties File

The webfort.authentication.properties file provides the parameters for the Authentication Java 
SDK to read CA Strong Authentication Server information. The following table lists the 
configuration parameters.

By default, the configuration parameters are appended with , which indicate that these .1
configurations are for the primary CA Strong Authentication Server. If you have multiple 
instances of CA Strong Authentication Server and want to enable failover, then duplicate the 
sections that are based on the number of servers you plan to support and configure the 
parameters accordingly.

Parameter Default Description

pool.maxActive 64 Maximum number of connections allowed in the pool 
from the SDK to the CA Strong Authentication Server.

pool.maxIdle 16 The maximum number of idle connections allowed in 
the pool from the SDK to the CA Strong Authentication 
Server.

pool.maxWaitTimeMillis -1 The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that a 
request will wait for the connection. Default -1 
indicates that the thread will wait for infinite time.

pool.
minEvictableIdleTimeMillis

-1 The minimum amount of time a connection might be 
idle in the pool before it is evicted by the idle 
connection evictor (if any).

pool.
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis

-1 The amount of time in milliseconds to wait before 
checking the pool to evict the idle connections.

authentication.host.n localhost Host name or the IP address of CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

authentication.port.n 9742 Port number configured for the Authentication Native 
protocol.

authentication.transport.n tcp To enable the SSL communication between CA Strong 
Authentication Authentication SDK and CA Strong 
Authentication Server set this parameter to 1SSL or 
2SSL.

Note: If you change the transport mode to SSL, then 
restart CA Strong Authentication Server.

authentication.
connectionTimeout.n

10000 Maximum time in milliseconds before the CA Strong 
Authentication Server is considered unreachable.

authentication.readTimeout.n 30000 The maximum time in milliseconds allowed for a 
response from CA Strong Authentication Server.

authentication.
serverCACertPEMPath.n

No 
Default

Provide the path for the CA certificate file of the 
server. The file  be in PEM format.must

Provide the complete path for the file.

For example:
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Parameter Default Description

server.CACertPEMPath=< >/certs%SystemDrive%
/webfort_ca.pem

authentication.
clientCertKeyP12Path.n

No 
Default

Provide the path for the client certificate, which is in 
the p12 format.

authentication.
clientCertKeyPassword.n

No 
Default

Enter the client key pair password to open the p12 
file.

The webfort.issuance.properties File

The webfort.issuance.properties file provides the parameters for the Issuance Java SDK to read 
CA Strong Authentication Server information. The following table lists the configuration 
parameters.

By default, the configuration parameters are appended with , which indicate that the .1
configurations are for the primary CA Strong Authentication Server. If you have multiple 
instances of CA Strong Authentication Servers and want to enable failover, then duplicate the 
sections that are based on the number of servers you plan to support and configure the 
parameters accordingly.

Parameter Default Description

pool.maxActive 64 Maximum number of connections allowed in the pool 
from the SDK to the CA Strong Authentication Server.

pool.maxIdle 16 The maximum number of idle connections allowed in 
the pool from the SDK to the CA Strong Authentication 
Server.

pool.maxWaitTimeMillis -1 The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that a 
request will wait for the connection. Default -1 
indicates that the thread will wait for infinite time.

pool.
minEvictableIdleTimeMillis

-1 The minimum amount of time a connection might be 
idle in the pool before it is evicted by the idle 
connection evictor (if any).

pool.
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis

-1 The amount of time in milliseconds to wait before 
checking the pool to evict the idle connections.

issuance.host.n localhost Host name or the IP address of CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

issuance.port.n 9744 Port number configured for the Transaction Web 
Services protocol.

issuance.transport.n tcp To enable the SSL communication between CA Strong 
Authentication Issuance SDK and CA Strong 
Authentication Server set this parameter to 1SSL or 
2SSL.

Note: If you change the transport mode to SSL, then 
restart CA Strong Authentication Server.

issuance.connectionTimeout.n 10000 Maximum time in milliseconds before the CA Strong 
Authentication Server is considered unreachable.

issuance.readTimeout.n 30000 The maximum time in milliseconds allowed for a 
response from CA Strong Authentication Server.
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Parameter Default Description

issuance.serverCACertPEMPath.
n

No 
Default

Provide the path for the CA certificate file of the 
server. The file  be in PEM format. Provide the must
complete path for the file.

For example:

server.CACertPEMPath=< >/certs%SystemDrive%
/webfort_ca.pem

issuance.clientCertKeyP12Path.
n

No 
Default

Provide the path for the client certificate, which is in 
p12 format.

issuance.
clientCertKeyPassword.n

No 
Default

Enter the client key pair password to open the p12 
file.

Database Reference
The CA Strong Authentication database contains a number of tables, some of which grow with 
increased usage. Some tables grow in direct relation to the number of users, while others grow in 
direct relation to the usage of the product. Also, a user accessing the system multiple times will 
cause the tables to grow. Because of restricted disk space, as a database administrator managing 
AuthMinder deployments, you may not want these tables to grow indefinitely. In this case, you 
can use the information in this appendix to trim some tables to manage your disk space and 
improve the database performance.

Trim only the tables that capture transaction details, such as audit log information. Do  trim  not
tables that capture user information, which is necessary to authenticate users.

Note: It is recommended that you make appropriate adjustments to the SQL databases 
based on the configuration and the need for reporting data. For example, deleting a 
large volume of data will adversely impact performance during the delete process. 
Depending on the size of the rollback segments, this may even cause the system to fail. 
It is also recommended that you archive older records and not delete them completely.

CA Strong Authentication Database Tables

Database Sizing Calculations

Database Tables Replication Advice

Database Tuning Parameters

CA Strong Authentication Database Tables
This section briefly explains all the database tables:

Used by CA Strong Authentication

Used by the Administration Console

Used by the User Data Service
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Database Tables Used by CA Strong Authentication

The following table lists the database tables that are used by the CA Strong Authentication 
Server:

Table Name Description

ARWFADMINAUDITLOG Contains the audit log information for the CA Strong 
Authentication administration activities.

ARWFARCOTEMV Contains the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV credentials for the users. It 
contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFARCOTEMVHISTORY Contains all the CA Auth ID OTP-EMV credentials that are in 
the  state.reissue

ARWFARCOTID Contains the CA Auth ID credentials for the users. It contains 
an individual entry for each user.

ARWFARCOTIDHISTORY Contains all the CA Auth IDs that are in the  state.reissue

ARWFARCOTOTP Contains the CA Auth ID OTP-OATH credentials for the users. 
It contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFARCOTOTPHISTORY Contains all the CA Auth ID OTP-OATH credentials that are in 
the  state.reissue

ARWFAUTHAUDITLOG Contains the audit log information for the authentication 
activities.

ARWFAUTHTOKENS Contains the authentication tokens that are generated after a 
successful authentication. One entry is made in this table for 
every successful authentication irrespective of the type of 
token requested.

ARWFCONFIG Contains the CA Strong Authentication configuration 
information. The information in this table contains version 
information and therefore has multiple entries per 
configuration.

ARWFDBERRORCODES Contains the database error codes that indicate the 
communication failure.

ARWFDBQUERIES Contains the list of database queries used by the CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

ARWFDISPLAYNAMES Contains names and values of different keys used in CA 
Strong Authentication.

ARWFGENERICCRED Contains the information about the miscellaneous credentials 
of the user. For example, the credentials supported by 
custom APIs.

ARWFGENERICCREDHISTORY Contains all the miscellaneous (for example, custom API 
supported) credentials that are in  state.re-issue

ARWFINSTANCES Contains information about all the instances of CA Strong 
Authentication Servers that communicate with a specific 
database.

ARWFISSUANCEAUDITLOG Contains the audit log information for the credential issuance 
activities.

ARWFMESSAGES Contains the messages that are posted by the CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

ARWFMODULEREGISTRY Contains information about the internal modules of the CA 
Strong Authentication Server and about the plug-ins.
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Table Name Description

ARWFOATH Contains the OATH One-Time Password (OTP) credentials of 
the users. It contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFOATHHISTORY Contains all the OATH OTP credentials that are in  re-issue
state.

ARWFOATHTOKENREGISTRY Contains the OATH token details such as, seed value, token 
ID, and token type.

ARWFORGACTIVECONFIG Contains configuration mapping of the currently active 
organization. The information in this table contains version 
information and therefore has multiple entries per 
configuration.

ARWFORGCONFIG Contains configuration mapping per organization. The 
information in this table contains version information and 
therefore has multiple entries per configuration.

ARWFOTP Contains the One-Time Password (OTP) credentials for the 
users. It contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFPASSWORD Contains the user name-password credentials for the users. It 
contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFPASSWORDHISTORY Contains all the user-name password credentials that are in 
 state.re-issue

ARWFPROTOCOLCONFIGURATION Contains configuration of each listener port of the CA Strong 
Authentication Server.

ARWFQNA Contains the Question and Answer (QnA) credentials for the 
users. It contains an individual entry for each user.

ARWFQNAHISTORY Contains all the question and answer credentials that are in 
 state.re-issue

ARWFSEQUENCE Contains information about sequences used for version 
configurations.

ARWFSSLTRUSTSTORE Contains the SSL root certificates that are trusted by the CA 
Strong Authentication Server.

ARWFSVRMGMTAUDITLOG Contains the audit log information for the server 
management activities.

ARWFUNIQUEFIELDS Enforces uniqueness of certain fields in the configuration. For 
example, a RADIUS client IP address cannot be used by two 
organizations.

ARWFVERIFIEDCHALLENGES Contains information about the challenges for which the CA 
Auth ID signature is successfully verified. An entry is made for 
successful CA Auth ID PKICA Auth IDCA Auth ID 
authentication, provided No Replay for challenge is turned 
on. It is turned off by default.

Database Tables Used by the Administration Console

The following table lists all database tables that are used by the Administration Console:

Table Name Description

ARADMINAUDITTRAIL Stores administrator activity audit.

ARADMINAUTHTOKEN Stores the tokens that Administration Console uses for 
pluggable authentication.
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Table Name Description

Every time you log in to the Console by using password, a 
token is internally generated after password match and 
stored in this table.

ARADMINBASICAUTHPWDHISTORY Stores the last  occurrences of password of all n
administrators in all organizations that use Basic 
Authentication (for administrators) to log in to the 
Administration Console. This information is stored to 
prevent password reuse.

ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER Stores the basic authentication credentials of all 
administrators in all organizations that use Basic 
Authentication (for administrators) to log in to the 
Administration Console.

ARADMINCONFIG Stores the Administration Console configurations.

ARADMINCUSTOMROLE Stores the configurations for all custom-defined roles.

ARADMINMANAGEROLE Stores the list of roles that a specified role can manage.

ARADMINMAP Stores the information of the AuthMinder Server instance, 
which is entered as a key-value pair.

ARADMINPAFCONFIG Stores the authentication configurations for all 
administrators in all organizations in the system.

ARADMINPREDEFINEDROLE Stores the role information for all supported administrators.

ARADMINPWDPOLICY Stores the details of password policies for all administrators 
in all organizations.

ARADMINROLEPRIVILEGE Stores the mapping of all administrative actions (or tasks) 
supported by the Administration Console, the scope of each 
task, and which role can perform the task.

ARADMINSCOPE Stores the list of organizations over which each 
administrator has control (scope).

ARADMINSCOPEALL Stores the list of all administrators who have control (scope) 
over  the existing organizations in the system.all

ARADMINSUPPORTEDAUTHMECH Stores the information about all supported authentication 
mechanisms to log in to the Administration Console.

ARADMINSUPPORTEDTIMEZONE Stores the list of all available time zones.

Note: This is an internal table.

ARADMINTURNEDOFFPRIVILEGE Stores the list of the privileges that are not available for the 
given custom role.

ARADMINTXID Stores the information required to generate a unique ID for 
each transaction.

ARADMINUITAB Stores the information about the tabs that are available and 
the order in which they are available in the Administration 
Console.

ARADMINUITASK Stores the information about all the tasks that are available 
and the order in which they are available through the 
Administration Console.

ARADMINUITASKATTRIBUTES Stores the details of the tasks that are displayed, when the 
first-level and the second-level tabs in the Administration 
Console are clicked. These tasks are referred to as landing 
pages.
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ARADMINUITASKCONTAINER Stores the information related to available . task containers
A task container can either be a second-level tab ID or the 
task group in the Administration Console.

ARADMINUSER Stores the detailed information (such as organization to 
which they belong, current status, time zone, locale, last 
login time) of all existing administrators.

ARADMINUSER_ARCHIVE Stores the information related to all deleted users.

ARADMINWIZARDTASK Stores the information about all the tasks that can be 
performed by using the Bootstrap Wizard.

ARCMNBULKOPERATION Stores information related to all supported bulk operations 
that include uploading users and uploading user accounts.

ARCMNBULKOPERATIONATTRIBUTE Stores attributes for all bulk operations in the 
ARCMNBULKOPERATION table.

ARCMNBULKREQUEST Stores details (such as organization name, Request ID, 
status of the request, data uploaded, and operation) for 
each bulk-upload request.

ARCMNBULKTASKPARAM Stores the name and the value of each attribute for each 
task supported in the system.

ARCMNBULKUPLOADTASK Stores the status of each task for every bulk-upload request.

ARCMNCACHEREFRESH Stores cache-related housekeeping information that 
indicates whether the Administration Console needs to be 
refreshed or not.

ARCMNCONFIG Stores common Administration Console configuration 
information. Some of these include whether Bootstrap is 
complete, whether the cache refresh is automatic or 
manual, whether attribute encryption is enabled, and 
whether the bulk upload feature is enabled or not.

ARCMNDBERRORCODES Stores vendor-specific database error codes and SQL state 
values that signify whether the database is down or non-
responsive. This information is used by the system to decide 
if database should be failed over, in case a backup database 
is configured.

ARCMNMAPDATATYPE Stores CA product-specific information that the 
Administration Console uses for rendering the Console 
pages.

ARCMNKEY Stores the key configurations used while creating or 
updating organizations.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHEVENT Stores details of all cache refresh events for all instances in 
the system.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSCOPE Stores information about all organizations that will be 
affected if a server cache refresh event occurs.

ARPFCMNCACHEREFRESHSTATUS Stores the status of each cache refresh event for every 
instance for which it was triggered.

ARPFCMNINSTANCE Stores detailed information for all AuthMinder Server 
instances configured in the system. This also includes the 
last time the instance was refreshed.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA
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Table Name Description

Stores configuration details for each organization. This 
includes global configurations that can be, typically, 
overridden at the organization-level.

ARPFCMNORGCONFIGSTATE Stores the status of each assigned configuration from the 
ARPFCMNORGCONFIGDATA table.

ARPFCMNPRIVILEGEMAPPING Stores the details of each privilege available through the 
Administration Console.

ARREPORTTABLES Stores the information about the reports that are generated 
using Administration Console.

ARSEQUENCETABLE Simulates sequences using stored procedures.

Note: This table is used  by MS SQL Server.only

Used by User Data Service

The following table explains the database tables that are used by UDS:

Table Name Description

ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE Stores the details of all account types that are configured in 
the system.

ARUDSATTRMAP Stores the configuration details that describe the field names 
of custom attributes for accounts, specific to each 
organization.

ARUDSAUTHSESSION Stores authentication session details for currently active 
sessions. If this table is not replicated, then active 
authentication sessions can be lost.

ARUDSCALLOUT Stores user-specific Callout configurations. These Callouts are 
called, if configured, for specific events, such as user creation 
and update.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNAL Stores the configuration information (SDK method to be 
invoked), for Callouts when a delete event with cascade 
effect is triggered or enabled.

ARUDSCALLOUTINTERNALPARAMS Stores the details, such as parameters and types specific to 
internal Callouts.

ARUDSCALLOUTPARAM Stores the details, such as parameters and types specific to 
external Callouts.

ARUDSCONFIG Stores the UDS configuration parameters and their values.

ARUDSCONFIGAUDITLOG Stores the audit log information for the User Data Source 
(UDS) operations and their return status.

ARUDSCONTACTTYPE Stores additional contact information (such as secondary 
email and telephone number) that can be configured at the 
organization or global level.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT Stores the additional user account custom attributes.

By default, up to 10 user account custom attributes are 
stored in the ARUDSUSERACCOUNT table. Any additional 
attributes (after the first 10) are stored in this table.

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT_ARCHIVE
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Table Name Description

Stores the archived information related to user account 
custom attributes when a user account is deleted.

ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG Stores the LDAP Repository configurations, such as LDAP host 
and port details.

ARUDSORGANIZATION Stores organization definitions, their attributes and 
repository connectivity details.

ARUDSORGANIZATIONAUDITLOG Stores detailed organization-specific UDS audit logging 
information.

ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES Stores the organization-specific repository mapping 
information.

For example, if you are using LDAP as the user repository, 
then a CA attribute (say FNAME) might be mapped to a 
corresponding LDAP attribute (say GIVENNAME).

ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores organization-specific attributes that need to be 
encrypted, such as PII fields.

Note: These attributes are configured using the 
Administration Console.

ARUDSREPOCLONESTATUS Stores the status of temporary cloning of user information 
from an external repository (such as LDAP) to the 
ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER table.

ARUDSREPOSITORYTYPES Stores the definitions of all repositories supported by UDS.

ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER Temporarily stores user information from an external 
repository (such as LDAP) to increase performance.

This is typically done when user data for a large number of 
users must be retrieved from the external repository.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE Stores the resource-to-organization mapping.

In other words, this table specifies which resource is 
applicable for which organizations. For example, specific 
account types might be applicable only for specific 
organizations.

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL Stores the resource-to-organization mapping. However, it is 
different from the ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE table, because it 
specifies which resource is applicable for  organizations.all

ARUDSSECUREATTRIBUTES Stores information related to attributes that need to be 
encrypted, such as PII fields.

Note: These attributes are configured using the 
Administration Console.

ARUDSUSER Stores user details and attributes of all users who belong to 
the organization.

ARUDSUSER_ARCHIVE Stores user details for all user accounts that have been 
deleted from the system.

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT Stores user account information for specific users.

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT_ARCHIVE Stores user account information for all user accounts that 
have been deleted from the system.
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Table Name Description

ARUDSUSERATTRIBUTE Stores all user attribute definitions. This table is expected to 
change rarely, only when new user attributes are added by 
individual products.

ARUDSUSERAUDITLOG Stores user operation-specific detailed audit logging 
information.

ARUDSUSERCONTACT Stores the secondary contact information (such as email or 
telephone numbers) for users.

ARUDSUSERCONTACT_ARCHIVE Stores the secondary contact information (such as email or 
telephone numbers) for the user accounts that have been 
deleted from the system.

Database Tuning Parameters
The following table lists the common parameters that you can use to tune the connection 
between CA Strong Authentication Server and the database. These configurations are made using 
the Instance Management screen of the Administration Console.

Field Description

Minimum 
Connections

Enter the minimum number of connections that will be created between 
CA Strong Authentication Server and the database when the server starts 
up.

Maximum 
Connections

Enter the maximum number of connections that can be created between 
the CA Strong Authentication Server and the database.

Note: Set this value depending on the maximum connections that the 
database supports, because this overrides the MaxConnections parameter. 
See your database vendor documentation for more information.

Increment 
Connections By

Enter the number of connections that will be added to the existing 
connections at a time, when the need arises.

Important! The total number of connections  exceed the cannot
maximum number of connections.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time (in 
Seconds)

Enter the time for which the monitoring thread will sleep between 
successive heartbeat checks for all databases.

Monitor Thread 
Sleep Time in Fault 
Condition (in 
Seconds)

Enter the interval at which the database monitor thread will check the 
health of the connection pool in case of faulty database connections.

Log Query Details Enable this option if you want to log the details for all database queries.

Monitor Database 
Connectivity

Enable checking of the pools proactively in the database monitor thread.

Auto-Revert to 
Primary

Enable this option if you want server to switch from the backup database 
to the primary database when the primary database becomes available 
again after a failover condition.
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Parameters Used by CA Strong Authentication Server
The following table lists the database and encryption settings that are used by CA Strong 
Authentication Server. Additional database configurations for the CA Strong Authentication 
Server must be performed using the Instance Management screen of the Administration Console.

Parameter Default Description

Common Database Parameters in[arcot/db/dbconfig] Section

DbType No 
default

The type of the database applicable to all database 
connections. The supported values are:

mssqlserver

oracle

db2

mysql

EnableBrandLicensing 0 Whether a branded ODBC driver is in use. This can be used 
when you are using the branded ODBC drivers from DataDirect.

BrandLicenseFile No 
Default

The license file name when you use a branded ODBC driver.

StartWithAnyPool 1 
(enabled)

Enables CA Strong Authentication to start with the backup 
database when the primary database is unavailable.

Primary and Backup Database Connection Parameters in [arcot/db/primarydb] and [arcot/db
/backupdb] Sections

Datasource.N No 
Default

The name of the ODBC System Data Source Name (DSN) 
pointing to the primary database hosting the server data.

Username.N No 
Default

The User Name used by the server to access the database.

Encryption Mode Setting Parameter in [arcot/crypto/device] Section

HSMDevice s/w The mode that sets whether the CA Strong Authentication 
information must be encrypted with a key stored in the 
database or with one in a Hardware Security Module (HSM).

Supported values are:

s/w: Indicates that the data will be encrypted with the key label 
stored in the database.

chrysalis: Indicates the Chrysalis (Luna) HSM will be used to 
encrypt the data.

nfast: Indicates nFast (nCipher netHSM) will be used to encrypt 
the data.

Chrysalis (Luna) HSM Configuration Parameters in [crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis] Section

sharedLibrary No 
Default

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding 
to the HSM. The default value for Chrysalis (Luna) is:

/usr/lunasa/lib/libCryptoki2.so
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Parameter Default Description

storageSlot 0 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data 
are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by Arcot.

sessionCount 20 The maximum number of sessions that can be established with 
the HSM device.

nFast (nCipher netHSM) HSM Configuration Parameters in [crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast] 
Section

sharedLibrary No 
Default

The absolute path to the PKCS#11 shared library corresponding 
to the HSM. The default value for nFast (nCipher netHSM) is:

/opt/nfast/toolkits/pkcs11/libcknfast.so

storageSlot 1 The HSM slot where the 3DES keys used for encrypting the data 
are present.

accelSlot 0 The slot for internal use by Arcot.

sessionCount 200 The maximum number of sessions that can be established with 
the HSM device.

Watchdog Configurations in [arcot/watchdog] Section

ServerStartsTimeout 25 The time period from the Server startup. If watchdog brings up 
the Server for 5 times within the specified duration of 
ServerStartsTimeout (25 minutes), then the Server is not 
restarted again.

The time is in minutes.

ServerStartsCount 5 The maximum count for restarting the Server. After this, the 
Server is not be restarted again.

RestartSleepTime 5000 The sleep time after which watchdog restarts the Server. The 
sleep time is in milliseconds.

Modify the HSM Configurations
This section lists the steps that you must perform, if you want to change the Hardware Security 
Module (HSM) configurations that you have specified during installation.

Note: Before proceeding with the configurations explained in this section, ensure that 
you have set up the HSM server and client, and generated the 3DES key in the HSM. 
See "(Optional, Only If You are Using HSMs) Requirements for HSM" for more 
information.

As mentioned in "Hardware Security Module (HSM) Requirements", CA Strong Authentication 
now supports Hardware Security Module (HSM) to secure your data. If you choose to encrypt the 
data using HSM, then the data stored in the database is encrypted with the key that resides in 
the HSM.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

5.  

6.  

a.  

CA Strong Authentication supports Luna and nCipher netHSM for data encryption using 
hardware. The configurations for the HSMs are available in the arcotcommon.ini file. This file 
provides separate sections for configuring the required HSM, which in the current release are:

Luna HSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/chrysalis])

nCipher netHSM ([crypto/pkcs11modules/nfast])

Based on the HSM you are configuring, specify the sharedLibrary parameter in the corresponding 
section. After specifying the HSM information, re-create the securestore.enc file with the HSM 
key label, initialize the HSM, and then initialize CA Strong Authentication to use the HSM key.

To change the HSM information that CA Strong Authentication needs:

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/confinstall_location

Take a backup of the securestore.enc file.

Delete the existing securestore.enc file from /arcot/conf.<install_location>

To change the HSM information that CA Strong Authentication needs:

Navigate to the following location:

< >/arcot/confinstall_location

Open arcotcommon.ini in a text editor.

Ensure the HSMDevice parameter in the [arcot/crypto/device] section is set to the 
HSM that you plan to use:

chrysalis for Luna HSM.

or

nfast for nCipher netHSM.

Depending on the HSM that you are configuring, set the sharedLibrary parameter 
to the location where the HSM library file is located.
For Luna (libCryptoki2.so) and for nCipher netHSM (libcknfast.so), enter the 
absolute path and full name of the file.

Note: See  for more information about the other "arcotcommon.ini"
HSM configuration parameters available in this section.

Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

Navigate to the following location, where the DBUtil tool is available:

< >/arcot/tools/install_location <platform_name>

Run the DBUtil tool with the following commands:

dbutil -init <HSM_key_label>
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6.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

dbutil -init <HSM_key_label>

Note: The  corresponds to the 3DES key that resides in <HSM_key_label>
the HSM.

The preceding command creates a securestore.enc file with the specified key 
label. The generated file in stored in the /arcot/conf location.<install_location>

dbutil -i  <HSM_module_name> <HSM_password>

Note: The  is chrysalis for Luna HSM, and nfast for <HSM_module_name>
nCipher netHSM.

The preceding command initializes the HSM.

dbutil -pi   -h  -d <DSN_Name> <Database_password> <HSM_password>
<HSM_module_name>

Note: <DSN_NAME> refers to the ODBC DSN that CA Strong 
Authentication Server uses to connect to the CA Strong Authentication 
database. refers to password used to connect to <Database_password> 
the database.

The preceding command initializes the CA Strong Authentication Server data to be 
encrypted using HSM.

dbutil -pi   -h  -d <Database_Username> <Database_password> <HSM_password>
<HSM_module_name>

Note: <Database_Username> refers to the user name used to connect 
to the CA Strong Authentication database. The database user name is 
case-sensitive, therefore ensure that you provide the correct value. 

refers to password used to connect to the <Database_password> 
database.

The preceding command initializes the Administration Console and the User Data 
Service data to be encrypted by using HSM.
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Multi-Byte Characters and Encrypted Parameters
CA AuthMinder supports UTF-8, which is the variable width 8-bit encoding format of the 
universal Unicode encoding scheme.

Note: For information about configuring UTF-8, see "Configure UTF-8 Support on Client 
Systems" in the .CA Strong Authentication Installation Guide

CA AuthMinder also enables you to use hardware- or software-based encryption of sensitive 
data. You can choose to encrypt sensitive parameters and also decide whether you want to 
display clear text data or encrypted data in Reports.

The following table lists the user and credential parameters that can be selected for encryption 
and multi-byte character encoding. It also lists the keys that are used for the parameter and the 
level at which the key is applicable.

Note: Any of the keys that are listed in the Key Type column of this table can be stored 
in the HSM.

Parameter Multi-
byte

Encrypted Salt 
Added

Key Level Key Type Case-
Sensitive

User Name Yes Optional No Organization 
level

Organization key Yes

User Attributes Yes Optional No Organization 
level

Organization key Yes

Password Yes Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key No

One-Time Password No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key No

OATH Seed No Yes Yes Organization 
level

OATH Master Key No

OATH OTP No No No NA NA No

CA Mobile OTP OATH 
Seed

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

CA Mobile OTP OATH 
Master Key

No

CA Mobile OTP OATH 
OTP

No No No NA NA No

CA Mobile OTP EMV 
Seed

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

CA Mobile OTP EMV 
Master Key

No

CA Mobile OTP EMV 
OTP

No No No NA NA No

QnA Questions Yes Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key Yes
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Parameter Multi-
byte

Encrypted Salt 
Added

Key Level Key Type Case-
Sensitive

QnA Answers Yes Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key Yes

ArcotID Key Secret No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key No

ArcotID Primary Key No Yes Yes Organization 
level

ArcotID Master key No

One-Time Token No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Global Key No

Account ID for EMV Yes Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization key Yes

Transient Data 
Encryption Key

No Yes No Global level Global key No

Native Token No Yes No Global level Transient data 
encryption key

No

Password Challenge No Yes Yes Global level Transient data 
encryption key

No

ArcotID Challenge No Yes No Global level Transient data 
encryption key

No

QnA Question ID No Yes No Global level Transient data 
encryption key

No

Credential Custom 
Attributes

Yes Yes No Organization 
level

Organization key Yes

The following table lists the configuration parameters that can be selected for encryption and 
multi-byte character encoding. It also lists the keys that are used for the parameter and the level 
at which the key is applicable.

Note: Any of the keys that are listed in the Key Type column of this table can be stored 
in the HSM.

Parameter Multi-
byte

Encrypted Salt 
Added

Key Level Key Type Case-
Sensitive

OATH Seed in the Uploaded 
Token

No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

RADIUS Shared Secret No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

SAML Signing Key No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No
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Parameter Multi-
byte

Encrypted Salt 
Added

Key Level Key Type Case-
Sensitive

ASSP SAML Signing Key No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

ASSP Kerberos Credentials Yes Yes Yes Global level Global key No

Yes Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

ArcotID CA Key No Yes No Global level Global key No

ArcotID Master Key No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

OATH OTP Master Key No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

CA Mobile OTP OATH OTP 
Master Key

No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

CA Mobile OTP EMV OTP 
Master Key

No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

No Yes Yes Organization 
level

Organization 
key

No

SSL Signing Key No Yes Yes Global level Global key No

Messages Yes No No NA NA Yes

Display Name Yes No No NA NA Yes

Audit - Reason Yes No No NA NA No

Audit - Event Message Yes No No NA NA No

Audit - Internal Additional 
Information

Yes No No NA NA No

Audit - External Additional 
Information

Yes No No NA NA No

User Attribute Check Yes No No NA NA No

Strong Authentication Default Port Numbers
CA Strong Authentication supports four protocols that are configured at different ports. The 
following table lists the default port numbers that are used by CA Strong Authentication:
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Protocol Default 
Port 
Number

Default 
Status

Description

Server 
Management 
Web Services

9743 Enabled This protocol is used for managing CA Strong Authentication 
server. Administration Console and arwfutil clients 
communicate using this port for server management activities.

Transaction 
Web Services

9744 Enabled This protocol is used by the Authentication and the Issuance 
Web Services clients to connect to CA Strong Authentication 
Server.

Transaction 
Native

9742 Enabled This is a proprietary, binary protocol used by CA Strong 
Authentication for the purpose of authentication and 
credential issuance. This port is used by Authentication and 
Credential Management SDKs.

Administration 
Web Services

9745 Enabled This protocol is used to create and manage configurations, 
such as profiles, policies, SAML, and ASSP configurations.

RADIUS 1812 Disabled This is used to support the Remote Authentication Dial In User 
Service (RADIUS) protocol. When configured to support 
RADIUS protocol, CA Strong Authentication server acts as a 
RADIUS server.

ASSP 9741 Disabled This protocol is used with Adobe® Reader and Adobe® 
Acrobat® to authenticate user for server-side digital signing of 
the PDF documents.

Transaction 
HTTP

9746 Disabled This protocol is used to transfer the HTTP request packets from 
the HTTP Client to the CA Strong Authentication Server.

If some other service is already running on the default port, then set a new port for the protocols 
as follows:

To set a new port number for Server Management Web Services protocol, use 
webfortserver tool.

To set a new port number for other protocols, use Protocol Configuration screen in the 
Administration Console.

Summary of Administrative Permissions
The following table summarizes the permissions available to the supported three levels of 
administrators using which you create a custom role.

The column name acronyms that are used in the table are as follows:

Global Administrator --> GA

Organization Administrator--> OA

User Administrator --> UA

Note: The  sign indicates the actions (or permissions) that are available to the 
specified level of administrator.
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Permission GA OA UA

Organization Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these permissions.Managing Organizations

Create Organization
 

check mark

  

Update Organization
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Update Organization Status
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

List Organizations
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Retrieve Default Organization
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Delete Organization
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Account Type Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these Configuring the Account Type
permissions.

Create Account Type
 

check mark

  

Update Account Type
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Delete Account Type
 

check mark

  

Administrator Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these permissions.Administrators

Create Administrator
 

check mark

 
check mark
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Update Administrator
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Delete Administrator
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

User Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these Managing Users and Credentials
permissions.

Create User
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Update User
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Update User Status
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

List Users
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

List Users for Account
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Get User Status
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Set User Custom Attributes
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Search Users
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Get PAM
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Set PAM
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark
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Permission GA OA UA

Delete User
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

User Account Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these Managing Users and Credentials
permissions.

Create User Account
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Update User Account
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

List User Accounts
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Retrieve User Account
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Delete User Account
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Cache Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these permissions.Refresh the Cache

Refresh System Cache
 

check mark

  

Refresh Organization Cache
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

View Global Cache Refresh Requests
 

check mark

  

View Organizational Cache Refresh Requests
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Email and Telephone Type Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to Configuring Email and Telephone Types
these permissions.
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Permission GA OA UA

Add Email/Telephone Types
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Update Email/Telephone Types
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

List Email Types
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

List Telephone Types
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Basic Authentication Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to Specifying Basic Authentication Settings
these permissions.

Update Global Basic Authentication Policy
 

check mark

  

Update Organizational Basic Authentication Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Encryption Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these Configuring Attribute Encryption
permissions.

Configure the Encryption Set Selected at the Organization 
Level  

check mark

 
check mark

 

List Configured Attributes for Encryption
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Credential Management Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks related to these Updating User Credential Information
permissions.

Add Element to ArcotID keybag
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Create Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark
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Permission GA OA UA

Delete ArcotID Attribute
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Delete Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Delete Elements From ArcotID Key
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Disable Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Download Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Enable Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Fetch Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Get ArcotID
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Get Element from ArcotID Keybag
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Get Questions and Answers
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Reissue Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Reset Credential
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Reset Credential

Custom Attribute
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark
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Permission GA OA UA

Reset Credential Validity
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Set ArcotID Attribute
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View Credential Details
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Configuration Permissions

See  for more information about the tasks Managing Global CA AuthMinder Configurations
related to these permissions.

Assign Configurations as Default
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Assign Configurations
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Check key label in HSM
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Configure Plug-In
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create ArcotID Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create CA Mobile OTP-EMV OTP Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create CA Mobile OTP-OATH Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create OATH OTP Token Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create OTP Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark
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Permission GA OA UA

Create QnA Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Create Password Policy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Credential Key Management
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Credential Type Resolution Configuration
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Fetch Credential Configuration
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Manage ASSP Configuration
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage ArcotID Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage CA Mobile OTP Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage CA Mobile OTP-EMV Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage OATH OTP Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage OTP Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage QnA Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage RADIUS Configuration
 

check mark

 
check mark
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Permission GA OA UA

Manage RADIUS Proxy
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage SAML Token Configuration
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Manage Password Profile
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Module Association
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

OATH Token Management
 

check mark

  

Other Permissions

Get QnA Attributes
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Get QnA Values
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

List Arcot Attributes
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

List Repository Attributes
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Perform QnA Verification
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

Bulk Upload
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

View Bulk Upload Requests
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Report Permissions
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Permission GA OA UA

See  for more information about the tasks related to these permissions.Reports

View My Activity Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View User Activity Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View User Creation Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View Organization Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

View Administrator Activity Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View Authentication Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View Credential Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 
check mark

View Configuration Management Report
 

check mark

 
check mark

 

Tables That Need Real-Time Synchronization
The following table lists the database tables that need real-time synchronization between the 
primary and the backup databases. This category mainly includes the tables that contain user-
related information and this data is required for authentication. Therefore, perform real-time 
synchronization of these tables.

AuthMinder Component Table

Administration Console ARADMINAUDITTRAIL

ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER

ARADMINSCOPE

ARADMINSCOPEALL

ARADMINUSER
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AuthMinder Component Table

ARADMINTXID

ARPFCMNINSTANCE

ARSEQUENCETABLE

User Data Service ARUDSORGANIZATION

ARUDSORGREPOATTRIBUTES

ARUDSORGSECUREATTRIBUTES

ARUDSLDAPREPOSITORYCONFIG

ARUDSACCOUNTTYPE

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPE

ARUDSRESOURCESCOPEALL

ARUDSATTRMAP

ARUDSCONTACTTYPE

ARUDSUSER

ARUDSUSERACCOUNT

ARUDSCUSTOMATTREXT

ARUDSAUTHSESSION

ARUDSUSERCONTACT

ARUDSREPOSITORYUSER

WebFort Server ARWFARCOTEMV

ARWFARCOTID

ARWFARCOTOTP

ARWFAUTHTOKENS

ARWFINSTANCES

ARWFGENERICCRED

ARWFOATH

ARWFOTP

ARWFQNA

ARWFPASSWORD

ARWFVERIFIEDCHALLENGES
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Upgrading
Versions That You Can Upgrade From
Database Privileges Required for Upgrade
How to Upgrade CA Risk Authentication
How to Upgrade CA Strong Authentication

Versions That You Can Upgrade From
You can upgrade to CA Advanced Authentication 8.0 from the following releases:

CA Strong Authentication 6.2.9 or 7.x

CA Risk Authentication 2.2.9 or 3.x

Note: If you do not see the releases of Strong Authentication and Risk Authentication 
listed here, you must apply the required patches to upgrade to one of these releases. 
Then proceed with the upgrade.

The older Java SDK client continues to work with the new installation of Strong 
Authentication Server. It does  require any client code modification.not

Older WSDLs continue to work with the new installation of Strong Authentication 
Server. They do  require any client code modification.not

Database Privileges Required for Upgrade
The following table lists the database privileges that you must perform related to the upgrade:

Database Type Upgrade Privileges Run time 
Privileges

Oracle CREATE TABLE CREATE 
TABLE

CREATE ANY INDEX DML 
Privileges

CREATE ANY SEQUENCE

CREATE TABLESPACE ( )for Reports

CREATE PROCEDURE

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE (for Reports, 
)optional

DROP TABLESPACE

ALTER ANY TABLE

ALTER TABLESPACE
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

Database Type Upgrade Privileges Run time 
Privileges

DML Privileges (including

CREATE SESSION privilege)

MS SQL Server

Note: The UserID must also have the 
Database role of ddladmin.

CREATE TABLE CREATE 
TABLE

CREATE INDEX DML 
Privileges

CREATE PROCEDURE

EXECUTE PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

ALTER TABLE

DML Privileges

IBM DB2 CREATE TABLE CREATE 
TABLE

CREATE INDEX DML 
Privileges

CREATE SEQUENCE

CREATE TABLESPACE

CREATE TABLESPACE with AUTORESIZE = 
yes ( )for Reports, optional

CREATE PROCEDURE (SQL - native)

ALTER TABLE

DML Privileges

How to Upgrade CA Risk Authentication
Perform the following tasks to upgrade CA Risk Authentication on Windows or UNIX.

Follow these steps:

Perform Pre-Upgrade Tasks

Prepare for Upgrade

Migrate the Common Components Database

Migrate the CA Risk Authentication Database

Uninstall the Existing CA Risk Authentication Release

Reinstall CA Risk Authentication

If you encounter any warnings during the Server startup and the transactions fails, 
perform the steps in (In Error Scenario Only) .Revert to Your Initial Setup

Perform Post-Upgrade Tasks
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9.  

1.  

Replace Deprecated Rules with New Rules

Complete Pre-Upgrade Tasks
Perform the following pre-upgrade tasks before you begin the upgrade procedure:

Important! Perform the upgrade procedure on the system where the CA Advanced 
Authentication is installed.

Verify that the account in use for the upgrade operation belongs to the Administrators group.

From release 8.0, a rule with a score of 0 no longer carries the ALLOW advice. Instead, a score 
of 0 implies SILENT, which means that the rule is executed, but is not used for scoring. If the 
default score was 0 before the upgrade, then the default score is changed to 1 during the 
upgrade.

Note: For information about changing the score of a rule, see CA Risk Authentication 
.Administration Guide

Custom add-on rule types that you created in release 2.x or earlier releases are not migrated 
during the upgrade. The feature to create a custom add-on rule type by importing an XML file 
has been deprecated. If your Risk Authentication deployment contains custom add-on rule 
types, then delete them before the upgrade.

If the mnemonic or name of an existing rule is the same as the newly introduced or modified 
mnemonic or name of a rule by the upgrade, then the upgrade fails. The same issue is 
encountered if the name of an existing rule is the same as the name of a new rule. To avoid 
this issue:

Use the CA Advanced Authentication to compare the mnemonics of your existing rules 
with the mnemonics of the rules that are newly introduced or modified by the upgrade.
The following table lists the rules that are newly introduced or modified by the upgrade:

Rule Name Rule Mnemonic

Unknown DeviceID UNKNOWNDEVICEID

Device MFP Not Match MFPMISMATCH

User Not Associated with DeviceID USERDEVICENOTASSOCIATED

Unknown User UNKNOWNUSER

If the mnemonic of an existing rule matches the mnemonic of a new rule, delete the existing rule 
and then re-create it. While you re-create the rule, give it a different mnemonic. The system 
allows the rule name to be the same for two different rules. But we recommend that you change 
the name of the existing rule to avoid confusion.

Note: For information about deleting and creating rules, see CA Risk Authentication 
.Administration Guide

In release 8.0, you can have a rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration referring to 
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6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

In release 8.0, you can have a rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration referring to 
another rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration. Perform the following steps for each 
rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration that refers to another rule, ruleset, or 
miscellaneous rule configuration:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication as a GA or OA.

If you have logged in as the GA and you want to perform this procedure for a system 
ruleset, click the Services and Server Configurations tab.

If you have logged in as the GA or OA to perform this procedure for a single organization, 
do the following steps:

Activate the Organizations tab.

Click the Search Organization link under Manage Organizations.

Click the Search button on the Search Organization page.

Click the name of the organization.

Click the Configuration tab.

Navigate to the side-bar menu, Rules Management.

Click the link for the rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration that refers to 
another rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous rule configuration.

Select Use Own.

Select Copy from an Existing Ruleset.

From the Ruleset Name list, select the ruleset to which this rule, ruleset, or miscellaneous 
rule configuration is referring to.

Click Save.

Migrate the changes to the production environment.

Note: For detailed information about migrating the changes to the production 
environment and refreshing the cache, see the CA Risk Authentication 

.Administration Guide

The upgrade process is supported only in the offline mode. Shut down the following services:

CA Risk Authentication Server

Case Management Queuing Server

Any application servers where CA Advanced Authentication and User Data Service are 
deployed

Close the CA Advanced Authentication.

Open the %ARCOT_HOME%\conf\arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor, and then perform the 
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Open the %ARCOT_HOME%\conf\arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor, and then perform the 
following steps:

Verify that the primary database details are correct.

Note: The upgrade tool uses the database configured in this file.

Verify that you have JDK or later installed on the system where you plan to upgrade.

Verify that the database on which you plan to upgrade is available throughout the upgrade 
process.

Verify that the database on which you plan to upgrade is disabled for replication.

Back-up the database containing the Risk Authentication schema.

If you require multibyte character or internationalization support in Risk Authentication and if 
your database does not currently support multibyte data, then migrate the database to a 
character set that supports multibyte data. For more information, see Configuring Database 
Server-Chapter in the CA Risk Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide for Microsoft 

.Windows

Consider the requirements such as rollback segment size, based on data volume, before 
running the upgrade tool.

Verify that you have the database privileges that are required to upgrade Risk Authentication. 
For the complete list of privileges, see Prerequisites for Upgrading to Risk Authentication 8.0.

If you have stored your user details in an LDAP repository in the previous release, verify that 
the LDAP server is available throughout the upgrade process.

Verify that the ARCOT_HOME environment variable is set to the directory where Risk 
Authentication is installed.

Copy the contents of your existing ARCOT_HOME directory to a new directory.

ARCOT_HOME refers to the base directory that contains the entire directory structure 
created by the existing Risk Authentication installation. ARCOT_HOME is Example: 

/arcot/.install_location

ARCOT_HOME_BACKUP refers to the backup directory into which you copy the contents of 
the existing the ARCOT_HOME directory.

Note: If you encounter any error during upgrade, use the ARCOT_HOME_BACKUP 
directory to revert to the initial setup.

Prepare for Upgrade
Valid on Windows
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If application server connection pooling is used, or if SSL is configured for the connection with the 
database, perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

If application server connection pooling is used in your existing Risk Authentication 
deployment, navigate to the %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win directory and update the 
securestore.enc file by running the following command for the primary database:

DBUtil -pi <DB_username> <DB_password>

Note: To determine whether database connection pooling is used, open the %
ARCOT_HOME%\conf\arcotcommon.ini file. Check the value of the 
AppServerConnectionPoolName parameter.

If SSL is configured for the connection with the database, navigate to the %
ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win directory and set the following TrustStore password using 
DBUtil:

DBUtil -pi TrustStorePath.1 <truststore-password>

Note: To determine whether SSL is configured, rify the value of the TrustStorePath 
parameter in the arcotcommon.ini file.

Migrate the CA Risk Authentication Common 
Components Database

To migrate the database for the common components, perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

Copy the Upgrade directory to a temporary location on the system where you plan to 
upgrade.
This directory contains the following zip files that are applicable for this migration path:

ca-common-upgrade-1.0. 2.0.zip.x-

ca-riskauth-upgrade-2.2.9-or-3.x-8.0.zip

Important! If Strong Authentication is upgraded to 8.0, or if current Strong 
Authentication version is 7.x, or if current Risk Authentication version is 3.x, 
then ignore Steps# 2 to 10

Copy the ca-common-upgrade-1.0. 2.0.zip file to the ARCOT_HOME directory.x-

Extract the contents of the ca-common-upgrade-1.0. 2.0.zip file in this directory.x-

Note: Click if you are prompted to overwrite any existing files.Yes 

Navigate to the following directory:
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Navigate to the following directory:

%ARCOT_HOME%/tools/common/upgrade

Extract the contents of the arcot-common-db-upgrad zip file in this directory.e.

Download the JDBC JAR that is compatible with your database:

Oracle: ojdbc.jar

SQL Server: sqljdbc.jar

Copy the JAR to the %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\common\upgrade\  directory.lib

Locate the JAVA_HOME used by the existing installation. Verify that you used the same 
JAVA_HOME to run the upgrade tool.

Verify that the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll shared library is configured with the 
application server. Copy this file to the <JAVA_HOME used by App Server>\jre\bin\ folder.

(UNIX) Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable to the directory where 
 is present.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Change your working directory to:

%ARCOT_HOME%/tools/common/upgrade/

Run the arcot-common-upgrade-framework.jar file by using the following command:

java [ ] -jar arcot-common-upgrade-framework.jar [--log-file <JVM_Options log-
>] [--log-level < >][--commit-batch-size < >] [--file-name log-level batch_size

product-name  ] [--prompt][--mst]common

The following table describes the options that are supported by this JAR file.

Option Description

JVM-
Options

The following JVM options are required only if LDAP organizations are configured:

-Xmx< >M: Sets the maximum heap size to 1 GB. If there are heap_memory_size_in_MB
more than 1,00,000 users in the configured LDAP, then it is strongly recommended that 
you increase the heap size to 2048M (2 GB).

-Dcom.arcot.ldap.migration.timeout=< >: The migration of an LDAP organization duration
involves fetching all the users from the LDAP server and migrating the users to the Risk 
Authentication database. This parameter sets the maximum time (in minutes) taken to 
fetch all users from the LDAP server, beyond which the migration of the LDAP 
organization is marked as failed. The LDAP migration timeout for 1,00,000 users is 
approximately 240 minutes or 4 hours. However, the timeout value would depend on 
the type of hardware configuration being used. The default value of this parameter is 
240 minutes.

Note: Ensure that the java command executable belongs to JAVA_HOME identified in 
Step 7. If JAVA_HOME is not set, modify the PATH environment variable to include %
JAVA_HOME%\bin.

log-file Specifies the path to the log file:

If you do not provide any value, the arcot_common_upgrade.log file is created in the %
ARCOT_HOM%\logs/\directory.

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Option Description

If you provide an absolute path, the log file is created at the given location.

If you provide a file name, the log file is created in %ARCOT_HOME%\logs\ with the 
given file name.

log-
level

Specifies the log level. If you do not provide any value, the upgrade log level is set to 
INFO.

commit-
batch-
size

Specifies the number of transactions to be issued to the database before a COMMIT 
statement is issued.

product-
name

Specifies the name of the product for which the upgrade is run. If you do not specify the 
product name, the product name is assumed to be common. Possible values are:

common: Indicates the common components.

Risk Authentication: Indicates Risk Authentication.

Note: Ensure that you upgrade the common components before you upgrade Risk 
Authentication.

prompt Prompts whether to proceed further after each phase of the upgrade process is 
completed successfully. The upgrade process happens in the following phases:

Pre-upgrade: Involves performing various DDL and DML operations to migrate the 
database schema.

Upgrade: Involves migrating the data to the new schema.

Post-upgrade: Involves cleanup or follow-up actions that are required to be performed 
after the upgrade.

Verification: Involves the verifying of whether the upgrade is successful.

This option You can choose to run the upgrade tool later to continue from where it 
stopped. If this option is not specified, the upgrade tool runs without any prompting 
until the upgrade process is completed.

mst Refers to the Monitoring Sleep Time. If you specify this option, the upgrade tool prints 
diagnostic messages describing the progress made during upgrade after sleeping for the 
specified duration (in minutes.) The default value is two minutes.

Note: If you are upgrading from release 1.0.x, verify for the following line in the %
ARCOT_HOME%\logs\arcot_common_upgrade.log file:

Upgrade for common from version 1.0.x to version 2.0 run successfully.

The presence of this line in the log confirms that the database was upgraded 
successfully.
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Migrate the CA Risk Authentication Database
After you migrate the database for the common components, migrate the database for CA Risk 
Authentication components.

Follow these steps:

Extract the contents of the ca-riskauth-upgrade-2.2.9-or-3.x-8.0 file in the   ARCOT_HOME
directory.

Navigate to the following directory:

%ARCOT_HOME%/tools/common/upgrade

Run the following command:

java -jar arcot-common-upgrade-framework.jar --product-name riskfort

See the table in  for a description of the Migrate the Common Components Database
command options.

Depending on the release that you are upgrading from, locate one of the following lines in 
the arcot_common_upgrade.log file in the %ARCOT_HOME%\logs\ directory:

Upgrade for <rauth> from version   to version 8.0 run s<your-<rauth>-release>
uccessfully.

Note: If you upgraded from release 3.0, then locate the following line:

Upgrade for <rauth> from version 3.0 to version 8.0 run successfully.

The presence of this line in the log confirms that the database was upgraded 
successfully.

Uninstall the Existing CA Risk Authentication Release
To uninstall the existing release of CA Risk Authentication, perform the following steps. Also 
uninstall the Risk Authentication components that are installed on the application server.

Follow these steps:

Uninstall the existing release of Risk Authentication by doing he following steps:

Shut down the following components:

Risk Authentication Server

Case Management Queuing Server

Any application servers where other Risk Authentication components are 
deployed.
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i.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

Verify that the CA Advanced Authentication is not open.

Verify that all INI and other files that are related to the Risk Authentication 
configuration are closed.

Change to the arcot directory.

Navigate to %ARCOT_HOME%%/Uninstall_Arcot RiskFort directory.

(Windows) Double-click the Uninstall Arcot RiskFort.exe file or (UNIX) sh Uninstall 
Acrot RiskFort.

(Windows) Select Complete Uninstall or (UNIX) enter 1 to specify that you want all 
features and components to remove.

(Windows) Click Done to complete the process or (UNIX) Press Enter to confirm.

Delete all files that are left over in the ARCOT_HOME directory.

Un-deploy the CA Advanced Authentication, User Data Service, and Sample Application 
Web applications from the application server.

Reinstall CA Risk Authentication
Depending on the deployed CA Risk Authentication mode (single system or a distributed system), 
perform the tasks that are described in one of the following sections:

Reinstall CA Risk Authentication on a Single System

Reinstall CA Risk Authentication on a Distributed System

How to Reinstall CA Risk Authentication on a Single System
Perform the tasks described in the following sections to reinstall CA Risk Authentication on a 
single system. Use the database that you had migrated earlier during the upgrade operation.

Important! The information applies to a fresh installation of CA Risk Authentication.

Install Risk Authentication.

Note: While installing CA Risk Authentication, verify that you specify the same 
primary and backup database details from arcotcommon.ini in the %
ARCOT_HOME%\conf\ directory\.

Verify the database setup.

Prepare the application server.

Deploy CA Advanced Authentication.
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Deploy CA Advanced Authentication.

Log in to CA Advanced Authentication.

Important! Ensure that you use the current MA password and  the default not
password, because the MA password has been reset during the bootstrap 
process that you performed during installation.

Start the Risk Authentication Server.

Start the Case Management Queuing Server.

Verify the installation.

Note: If there is any warning during the Server startup and your transactions 
fails, then upgrade is not performed successfully. You can revert to your initial 
setup by following the steps listed in (In Error Scenario Only) Reverting to Your 

.Initial Setup

Deploy User Data Service.

Deploy Sample Applications.

How to Reinstall Risk Authentication on a Distributed System
Perform the following tasks to reinstall Risk Authentication on a distributed system. Use the 
database that you had migrated earlier during the upgrade operation.

Note: The information in these sections applies to a fresh installation of Risk 
Authentication, , on Chapter: Deploy Risk Authentication on Distributed System Install 
Risk Authentication On Windows.

Install Risk Authentication on the First System

Verify the database setup

Prepare the Application server

Deploy CA Advanced Authentication

Log In to CA Advanced Authentication

Start Risk Authentication Server

Start the Case Management Queuing Server

Verify the Installation
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Deploy User Data Service

Install on the Second System

Deploy Sample Application on the Second System

Configure Sample Application for Communication with Risk Authentication Server

Complete Post-Upgrade Tasks
This section describes the tasks that you must perform after upgrade.

Follow these steps:

If you disabled database replication before upgrade, you must enable replication for the 
backup database after upgrading to CA Risk Authentication 8.0 .

Verify the configuration of SSL with the following ports in Risk Authentication 2.2.7:

Port 7980 with Server Management protocol of the Risk Authentication Server 
instance

Port 7780 with Case Management Queuing Administration protocol of the Case 
Management Queuing Server instance

Reconfigure SSL by doing the the following steps:

Between CA Advanced Authentication and CA Risk Authentication Server: Port 7980

Between CA Advanced Authentication and Case Management Queuing Server: Port 
7780

Note: This configuration is required because most administrative tasks, such as 
instance management and protocol configuration, are done using these ports in 
CA Advanced Authentication in Risk Authentication 8.0.

Set the Base Currency Code for your organization from the Miscellaneous Configurations 
screen.

Note: For more information about setting the organization-specific base 
currency code, see chapter, "Managing Global Configurations" in the CA Risk 

.Authentication Administration Guide

If there are any rules with a score of 0 and you want to use these rules for scoring, then 
change the score to a nonzero value, like 1 or 2.
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Replace Deprecated Rules with new Rules
Four of the predefined rules have been deprecated in release 8.0. Alternative rules have been 
introduced for these deprecated rules. The following table lists the deprecated and new rules and 
rule mnemonics:

Deprecated Rule Name and Rule Mnemonic New Rule Name and Rule Mnemonic

DeviceID Known (DEVICEIDCHECK) Unknown DeviceID (UNKNOWNDEVICEID)

Device MFP Match (SIGMATCH) Device MFP Not Match (MFPMISMATCH)

User Associated with DeviceID 
(USERDEVICEASSOCIATED)

User Not Associated with DeviceID 
(USERDEVICENOTASSOCIATED)

User Known (USERKNOWN) Unknown User (UNKNOWNUSER)

Important! Although these rules have been deprecated, they are still available and you 
can use after the upgrade. We recommend that you replace each deprecated rule with 
the corresponding new rule by making the required changes in the rule expression.

For any of the four deprecated rules, if the rule evaluates to No, then the rule is considered to 
have matched. It is then used for scoring. In contrast, each of the other predefined rules is 
considered to have matched when they evaluate to Yes.

In each of the four new rules that is introduced in release 8.0, if the rule evaluates to Yes, then 
the rule is considered to have matched. In this way, the four new rules are consistent with the 
other predefined rules.

The following table lists examples that highlight the difference between the deprecated rules and 
new rules:

Sample Use Case Deprecated Rule Deprecated 
Rule Result

New Rule New 
Rule 
Result

User does not exist 
in the Risk 
Authentication 
database.

USERKNOWN No UNKNOWNUSER Yes

DeviceID does not 
exist in the Risk 
Authentication 
database.

DEVICEIDCHECK No UNKNOWNDEVICEID Yes

MFP does not exist 
in the Risk 
Authentication 
database.

SIGMATCH No MFPMISMATCH Yes

User is not 
associated with the 
DeviceID.

USERDEVICEASSOCIATED No USERDEVICENOTASSOCIATED Yes

Follow these steps:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication.
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Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication.

In the Rule Configurations Report for all organizations and rulesets, verify whether any of 
the mnemonics listed in the Rule expression column belongs to the list of deprecated 
mnemonics.

If a rule uses a deprecated mnemonic and if you do not want to use the deprecated 
mnemonic, use the corresponding new mnemonic.
To modify a rule expression:

Log in to the CA Advanced Authentication as the GA or OA.

If you have logged in as the GA and you want to perform this procedure for a 
system ruleset, click the Services, Server Configurations.

If you have logged in as the GA or OA to perform this procedure for a single 
organization, then do the following steps:

Activate the Organizations tab.

Go to Manage Organizations, and click Search Organization link.

Click the Search button on the Search Organization page.

Click the name of the organization.

Click the Configuration tab.

Navigate to the side-bar menu, Rules Management.

Click the Rules and Scoring Management link.

From the Select a Ruleset list, select the ruleset.

Click the rule that you want to modify.

Make the required changes in the Rule that is developed on text field.

Save the changes and close the Rule Builder page.

Migrate the modified rule to the production environment, and then refresh the cache.

Note: For detailed information about migrating a rule to the production 
environment and refreshing the cache, see the CA Risk Authentication 

.Administration Guide

Revert to your Initial Setup
If there are any warnings during the server start up and your transactions fails, then you might 
want to revert to your initial setup.

Follow these steps:

Uninstall CA Risk Authentication 8.0.
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Uninstall CA Risk Authentication 8.0.
Refer to chapter, "Uninstall Risk Authentication" for more information.

Install the Risk Authentication release to which you want to revert. For example, 6.  or 7.x x
.

Note: For installation instructions, see the  Risk Authentication Installation and 
 that is shipped with the corresponding release.Deployment Guide

Navigate to the location where ARCOT_HOME_BACKUP directory is available.

Copy the contents of ARCOT_HOME_BACKUP to your current ARCOT_HOME.

Replace the libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so file in <JAVA_HOME used by Application Server>
/jre/bin with the backup.

Deploy the Web components, such as the CA Advanced Authentication and UDS.

Restore the database from the backup that you had taken before you began the upgrade 
procedure.

Start Risk Authentication Server and Case Management Queuing Server.

How to Upgrade CA Strong Authentication
To upgrade CA Strong Authentication on Windows or UNIX, perform the following steps:

Complete the Pre-Upgrade Tasks

Prepare for upgrade

Migrate the Common Components Database

Migrate the CA Strong Authentication Components Database

Uninstall the Existing Release of Strong Authentication (shared)

Based on the existing CA Strong Authentication deployment model (a single system or 
distributed system), perform the steps described in one of the following sections:

Reinstall CA Strong Authentication on a Single System

Reinstall CA Strong Authentication on a Distributed System

Complete Post-Upgrade Tasks (shared)

Perform Pre-Upgrade Tasks
This section describes the steps you complete before an upgrade.

Important! For a Strong Authentication deployment on a distributed system, perform the 
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Important! For a Strong Authentication deployment on a distributed system, perform the 
upgrade on the system where the Strong Authentication Server is installed.

Follow these steps:

Shut down the following servers:

Strong Authentication Server

Application server where CA Advanced Authentication and User Data Service are 
deployed.

Verify that JDK installed on the system. Refer to for JDK versions.

Verify that the database is available throughout the upgrade process.

Verify that the database on which you are performing the upgrade is not set up for 
replication. Disable database replication before the upgrade.

Copy the contents of existing ARCOT_HOME directory to a new directory.

Note:ARCOT_HOME refers to the base directory that contains the entire 
directory structure created by the existing CA Strong Authentication 
installation. For releases prior to release 6.0,  refers to  ARCOT_HOME

\Common Files\Arcot Shared\. From release 6.x onward, <install_location>
ARCOT_HOME refers to Arcot Systems.<install location>\

Copy the entire contents of %ARCOT_HOME% to a new directory. This directory is 
referred to as ARCOT_HOME_BACKUP.

Open the %ARCOT_HOME%\conf\arcotcommon.ini file in a text editor, and perform the 
following steps:

Ensure that the primary database details are correct. The upgrade tool uses the 
database that is configured in this file.

If you have configured a backup database, disable the backup database by 
commenting the lines with the following properties. These properties are in the 
arcot\db\backupdb section of the arcotcommon.ini file:

URL.1

AppServerConnectionPoolName.1

Username.1

Include the following section in the arcotcommon.ini file if the current version is 6.2.9:

[arcot/crypto/device]

HSMDevice=S/W

C. Save and close the arcotcommon.ini file.

If you are upgrading from release 6.0 on IBM DB2, set the SYSTEM TEMPORARY 
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If you are upgrading from release 6.0 on IBM DB2, set the SYSTEM TEMPORARY 
tablespace page size to a minimum of 16K. See database vendor documentation for more 
information.

Back up the database containing the Strong Authentication schema.

Consult your DBA to configure the database depending on the database volume 
requirements.

Verify that you have sufficient database privileges to upgrade Strong Authentication.

If you stored the user details in an LDAP repository from the previous release, ensure that 
the LDAP server is available throughout the upgrade process.

Verify that the %ARCOT_HOME% environment variable is set to the directory where 
Strong Authentication is installed.

If you have registered plug-ins with this Strong Authentication installation, save the 
Strong Authentication startup log. This file is available in the %ARCOT_HOME%\logs\ 
directory, and it contains details of the plug-ins. After the upgrade, recompile the plug-ins.

Prepare to Upgrade CA Strong Authentication
Valid on Windows

This section describes the tasks to be performed before starting the CA Strong Authentication 
upgrade.

Follow these steps:

Download the Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 SP1 Redistributable Package available at the 
following location:
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=8328

If application server connection pooling is used in your existing Strong Authentication 
deployment, perform the following steps to update the database details in the 
securestore.enc file:

Open the Command Prompt window.

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

%ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win

Run the following command for the primary database:

DBUtil -pi < > < >DB_username DB_password

If you configure the database communication to use SSL, perform the following steps to 
update the database details in the securestore.enc file:

Open the Command Prompt Window.

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

%ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win
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If the database is enabled for SSL communication, then set the truststore 
password in the following way:

 DBUtil -pi TrustStorePath.1 <truststore-password>

Migrate the Common Components Database
To migrate the database for the common components that Strong Authentication uses, perform 
the following steps.

Follow these steps:

Copy the upgrade directory to a temporary location on the system where you plan to 
upgrade.
This folder contains the following zip files that are applicable for this migration path:

ca-common-upgrade-1.0.x-2.0.zip

ca-strongaauth-upgrade-6.2.9-or-7.x-8.0 .zip

Important! ! If Risk Authentication is already upgraded to 8.0, or if current 
Strong Authentication version is 7.x, or if current Risk Authentication version is 
3.x, then ignore Steps# 2 to 12.

Copy the ca-common-upgrade-1.0.x-2.0.zip file to the following directory:

%ARCOT_HOME%

Extract the contents of the ca-common-upgrade-1.0.x-2.0.zip file in this directory.

Navigate to the %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\common\ \ directory.upgrade
Extract the contents of the arcot-common-db-upgrade zip in this directory.

Copy the database jar file corresponding to your database with the same name in the 
following manner, to the %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\common\upgrade\  directory:lib\

Oracle Database: ojdbc.jar

Microsoft SQL Server: sqljdbc.jar

IBM DB2 UDB: db2jcc.jar

Note: For Oracle Database and IBM DB2 UDB, use the JDBC JAR version that is 
applicable to your database. For Microsoft SQL Server, use sqljdbc4.0 
(Microsoft JDBC Driver 4.0 for SQL Server).

Locate the JAVA_HOME used by the existing installation. When you run the upgrade tool, 
verify that you use the same JAVA_HOME or the JAVA_HOME from a later, supported 
version.
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Verify that the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll shared library is configured with your 
application server. Copy this file to the \jre\bin\ folder.<JAVA_HOME used by App Server>

(UNIX) Copy the $ARCOT_HOME/java/lib/arcot-crypto-util.jar file to

 

JAVA_HOME-used-by-App-Server/jre/lib/ext

In the PATH variable, include the directory where ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll is copied.

(UNIX) Set and export the LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the directory where 
 is copied.libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

Open the command prompt window.

Change your working directory to:

% %/tools/common/upgrade/ARCOT_HOME

Run the arcot-common-upgrade-framework.jar file by using the following command:

java [ ] -jar arcot-common-upgrade-framework.jar [--log-file <JVM_Options log-
>] [--log-level < >][--commit-batch-size < >] [--file-name log-level batch_size

product-name common][--prompt][--mst]

The following table describes the options that are supported by this JAR:

Option Description

JVM-
Options

The following JVM options are required only if LDAP organizations are configured:

-Xmx1024m: Sets the maximum heap size to 1GB. If more than 1,00,000 users exist in 
the configured LDAP, then it is highly recommended that you increase the heap size to 
2048m (2 GB).

-Dcom.arcot.ldap.migration.timeout=<duration>: The time duration, in minutes, after 
which the migration of the LDAP organization is marked as failed. The LDAP migration 
timeout for 1,00,000 users is approximately 240 minutes or 4 hours. However, this 
would depend on the type of hardware configuration being used. The default value of 
this parameter is 240 minutes.

log-file Specifies the path to the log file:

If you do not provide any value, the arcot_common_upgrade.log file is created in the %
ARCOT_HOME%\logs\ directory.

If you provide an absolute path, the log file is created at the given location.

If you provide a file name, the log file is created in %ARCOT_HOME% with the given file 
name.

-log-
level

Specifies the log level. If you do not provide any value, the upgrade log level is set to 
INFO.

commit-
batch-
size

Specifies the number of transactions to be issued to the database before a COMMIT 
statement is issued.

product-
name

Specifies the name of the product that has to be migrated. The default value is 
common.

prompt

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Option Description

Prompts whether to proceed further after each phase is completed successfully. You 
can choose to run the tool later to continue from where it stopped. If this option is not 
specified, the upgrade tool runs without any prompting until the upgrade process is 
completed.

mst Refers to the Monitoring Sleep Time. If you specify this option, the upgrade tool prints 
diagnostic messages describing the progress made during upgrade after sleeping for the 
specified duration (in minutes.) The default value is two minutes.

12. Check the log file (default file is %ARCOT_HOME%\logs\arcot_common_upgrade.log) to 
ensure that the common database upgrade is successful.

The upgrade tool also prints verification information.

Important! If you encounter errors while migrating the database, restore the database 
backup that you created earlier. After you verify that the database is correctly 
restored, retry this entire procedure.

Migrate the Strong Authentication Database
After you upgrade the database for the common components, upgrade the database for CA 
Strong Authentication components.

Follow these steps:

Unzip the ca-strongaauth-upgrade-6.x-or-7.x-8.0. zip, from %ARCOT_HOME% directory.

Change the working directory to the following directory:

%ARCOT_HOME%/ca-strongaauth-upgrade-6.x-or-7.x-8.0/tools/< >platform_name

(UNIX) Navigate to $ARCOT_HOME/sbin, and run the following cmd:

source arwfenv

Run the following command:

(Windows) wfupgrade.exe -migrate
(UNIX)./wfupgrade -migrate

This command migrates the 6.x or 7.x, 8.0 configuration data from older database tables 
to the 8.0 tables.
The wfupgrade tool generates the ca-strongaauth-8.0-upgrade.log file in the %
ARCOT_HOME%\logs\ directory.

Important! Ensure that you run the wfupgrade upgrade tool from the system 
where the Strong Authentication Server is installed.

Open the log file in a text editor and ensure that it does not contain any FATAL or 
WARNING message.
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Important! Iif you encounter errors while migration, restore the database 
backup that you created earlier. After you verify that the database is correctly 
restored, retry the database migration procedure.

Update the Server Connection Pooling Settings
If application server connection pooling is used, or if SSL is configured for the connection with the 
database, perform the following steps.

Follow these steps:

If the application server connection pooling is used in your existing deployment, then 
update the database details in the securestore.enc file by the following steps:

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

(Windows) %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win
(UNIX) $ARCOT_HOME/tools/linux

Run the following command for the primary database:

DBUtil -pi < > < >DB_username DB_password

If SSL has been configured for the connection with the database, then update the 
database details in the securestore.enc file by the following steps:

Change the working directory to the following location where DBUtil is available:

(Windows) %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\win

If the database is enabled for SSL communication, then set the truststore 
password as:

DBUtil -pi TrustStorePath.1 <truststore-password>

Uninstall the Existing CA Strong Authentication Release
Uninstall the existing release of CA Strong Authentication, and un-deploy the CA Advanced 
Authentication and UDS that are installed on the application server.

Note: If the instructions in this section do not match the uninstallation options, follow 
the uninstallation instructions that are given in the installation guide for your existing 
release of CA Strong Authentication.

Follow these steps:

Uninstall the existing CA Strong Authentication by performing the following steps:

Stop the CA Strong Authentication Server.
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Stop the CA Strong Authentication Server.

(Windows) Delete the DSN entry by using the following steps:

Navigate to Control Panel, Administrative Tools.

Open Data Sources (ODBC).

Click the Select System DSN tab.

Select the required DSN, and click Remove.

Verify that the INI files are not open in any editor.

Navigate to %ARCOT_HOME%\Uninstall_Arcot WebFort\ directory.

(Windows) Double-click the Uninstall Arcot WebFort.exe file or (UNIX) run the 
installer using the following command:

 

sh Uninstall Arcot WebFort

(Windows) Select Complete Uninstall or (UNIX) enter 1 to specify that you want all 
features and components to be removed.

(Windows) Click Done to complete uninstallation or (UNIX) Press Enter to confirm.

Delete the <install_location>\Arcot Systems\ folder.

(Windows) Uninstall the following web applications from the application server:

arcotadmin - Administration Console

arcotuds - User Data Service

webfort-7.1.01-sample-application - Sample Application

Note: For a distributed-system deployment of Strong Authentication, locate 
these files on the system where you have deployed the particular application.

Un-deploy the CA Advanced Authentication and the User Data Service WAR files from the 
application server.
Clear the cache of the application server.

Verify that the Zero G Registry folder (Windows) or (UNIX) .com.zerog.registry.xml file are 
deleted. During the installation, this hidden folder is created in the parent folder of the %
ARCOT_HOME% folder.

Reinstall CA Strong Authentication
If you had earlier versions of CA Strong Authentication deployed, perform one of the following 
tasks:
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Reinstall CA Strong Authentication on a Single System

Reinstall CA Strong Authentication on Distributed System

How to Reinstall Strong Authentication on a Single System
To reinstall Strong Authentication on a single system, perform the following tasks.

Important! The information in these sections apply to a New Installation of Strong 
Authentication.

Use the database that you migrated earlier during the upgrade operation. Install Strong 
Authentication at the same location where the older release is installed. If you install in a 
different location, the Strong Authentication Server will  start.not

Follow these steps:

Perform Complete Installation

Verify the Database Setup

Prepare Your Application Server

Deploy CA Advanced Authentication

Verify CA Advanced Authentication

Start Strong Authentication Server

Verify the Installation

Note: If there is any warning during Server startup or while verifying the 
installation and transactions fails, then the upgrade has not been performed 
successfully. Use the information given in Troubleshooting Issues During 
Upgrade. If that does not help, revert to your initial setup by following the steps 
that are listed in Reverting to Your Initial Setup.

Deploy User Data Service

Deploy Sample Application

Use Sample Application

Perform Additional Configurations for CA Adapter 2.2.7

Post-Installation Checklist
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How to Reinstall CA Strong Authentication on a Distributed System
Perform the tasks described in the following sections to reinstall Strong Authentication on a 
distributed system:

The information given in these sections apply to a new installation on, Chapter: Deploy 
, on Strong Authentication on Distributed System Install Strong Authentication On 

.Windows

Use the database that you migrated earlier during the upgrade. Install CA Strong 
Authentication at the same location where the older release is installed. If you install in 
a different location, the Strong Authentication Server does  start.not

Follow these steps:

Install CA Strong Authentication on the First System

Verify the Database Setup

Prepare Your Application Server

Deploy CA Advanced Authentication

Log In to CA Advanced Authentication

Start CA Strong Authentication Server

Deploy User Data Service

Install CA Strong Authentication on the Second System (Distributed model)

Deploy the Sample Application

Configure the Sample Application for Communication with CA the Strong Authentication 
Server

Use Sample Application

Perform Additional Configurations for CA Adapter 2.2.7

Perform Post-Upgrade Tasks
Perform the following post-upgrade task:

If you had disabled the backup database, then enable it by editing the arcot/db/backupdb 
section of the %ARCOT_HOME%\conf\arcotcommon.ini file, and synchronize the backup 
database with the primary database. If you disabled database replication before the upgrade, 
then enable replication for the backup database after the upgrade.

https://docops.ca.com/display/AA80/_Log+in+to+Administration+Console_2336145
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If you had registered plug-ins with this Strong Authentication installation before the upgrade, 
then recompile the plug-ins. Ensure that the names of the recompiled files are the same as 
before. Use the Strong Authentication startup log that you had saved before the upgrade to 
determine details of the plug-ins.

If you require multibyte character or internationalization support in Strong Authentication 
and if your database does not currently support multibyte data, then migrate the database to 
a character set that supports multibyte data. For more information, see "Configuring 
Database Server" in the CA Strong Authentication Installation and Deployment Guide for 

.Microsoft Windows

If your upgrade path is from 6.x or 7.x, then perform the following configurations using CA 
Advanced Authentication.

Create new authentication policies at the global-level for all the previous authentication 
configurations.
See the Configuring Policies and Profiles section in chapter, "Managing Global Strong 
Authentication Configurations" of  for more CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide
information.

Create new RADIUS configuration.
See "Configuring Strong Authentication for RADIUS" in the CA Strong Authentication 

 for more information.Administration Guide

Set up the following Strong Authentication Server instance configurations:

Database connectivity settings

Log file settings

See "Setting Up Server Instances" in the  for CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide
more information.

Set up thread configurations per protocol.
See "Configuring Communication Protocols" in the CA Strong Authentication Administration 

 for more information.Guide

Create ASSP configurations.
See the Configuring ASSP section in chapter, "Managing Global Strong Authentication 
Configurations" of  for more information.CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide

(Optional) Configure CA AuthID grace period. To do so, set the Allow Successful 
field in the CA AuthID policy.Authentication 

See "Configuring Policies and Profiles" in the  CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide
for more information.

(Optional) Enable caller verification for QnA credential. To do so, set the Enable Caller 
field in the QnA policy.Verification 

See "Configuring Policies and Profiles" in the  CA Strong Authentication Administration Guide
for more information.
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Troubleshooting
This section contains troubleshooting information for the following items:

CA Risk Authentication

CA Strong Authentication

Upgrade Issues

CA Risk Authentication

Log Files Used in Troubleshooting CA Risk Authentication 
Errors

Before you perform any troubleshooting tasks, examine the CA Risk Authentication log files to 
see if there were any errors. By default, all the log files are saved in the \Arcot <install_location>
Systems\logs\ directory. The following table lists the default log file names of the CA Risk 
Authentication components:

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Component

File Name Description

CA Risk 
Authentication 
Server

arcotriskfortstartup.log This file records all the start-up (or boot) 
actions. This information helps identify 
problems when the CA Risk Authentication 
service does not start up.

arcotriskfort.log This file records all requests that the CA 
Risk Authentication Server processes after 
its startup.

Case 
Management 
Server

arcotriskfortcasemgmtserver.log This file records all the start-up (or boot) 
actions for Case Management. This 
information helps identify the source of the 
problems if the Case Management service 
does not start up.

arcotriskfortcasemgmtserverstartup.
log

This file records all requests that the Case 
Management Server processes after its 
startup.

Administration 
Console

arcotadmin.log This file records the Administration Console 
operations.

User Data 
Service

arcotuds.log This file records the User Data Service (UDS) 
operations.
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a.  

b.  

Administration Console Errors
Problem:

I cannot log in to the Administration Console as the Master Administrator (MA). I see the 
following message:

Administrator Account is locked.

Cause:

You might have tried to authenticate with the wrong password for more than the allowed 
authentication attempts.

Solution:

Reset the authentication attempt count, also known as  to 0, by using the following strike count
script:

For MS SQL Server

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN';
GO

For Oracle

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN'; commi
t;

For MySQL

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN';
COMMIT;

Problem:

When I try to log in to Administration Console as the MA, I see the following error message:

There was an internal server error while processing the database query. Please con
tact your database administrator.

Cause:

The possible cause for this issue might be that all active datasources in the database pool have 
been exhausted.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, do the following:

Ensure that the database server is reachable.

Restart the database or the database listener

If the Administration Console and the RiskMinder Server are using the same database, 
then:

Restart the RiskMinder service.

Restart the browser.
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b.  
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2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

Restart the browser.

Problem:

I do not remember the MA password. How do I reset the password?

Solution:

Locate the folder with the scripts for your database type. The default location is:

For MS SQL:
Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\mssqlinstall_location

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/dbscripts/mssqlinstall_location

For Oracle:
Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\oracleinstall_location

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/dbscripts/oracleinstall_location

For MySQL:
Windows:

< >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\mysqlinstall_location

UNIX-Based:

< >/arcot/dbscripts/mysqlinstall_location

Run the arcot-masteradmin-password-reset-2.0.sql script by using the database vendor 
tools.
The MA password in now reset to the default password, which is .master1234!

If the preceding procedure does not work, then you must contact the CA Support team to reset 
the MA password for you.

Problem:

I cannot access the RiskMinder pages from the  tab. I see the Services and Server Configuration
following error message.

Unable to contact the servers at this point of time. Please try later.

Solution:

Ensure the following:

RiskMinder Server is running.

Log in as Master Administrator (MA).

Ensure that the RiskMinder Server connectivity details are correct:

Navigate to the  tab.Services and Server Configurations
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3.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Navigate to the  tab.Services and Server Configurations

Activate the  subtab.RiskFort

Click the  link and check whether the RiskMinder  and Connectivity Details Host
 information for the  is set correctly.Port  RiskFort Administration Connectivity

Problem:

When I try to log in to Administration Console, I see the following message.

ErrorCode 500: Internal server error.

Cause:

Your browser cache might be full.

Your application server timeout settings might need to be reset.

Solution:

Do the following:

Empty the browser cache of the browser you are trying to open the console in and try 
again.

If the message persists, then try opening the console by using a different browser.

Check the timeout settings for the application server container.

If the problem still persists, then open the arcotadmin.log file and search for the 
"Administration Console configured successfully." string.

If you do not find the "Administration Console configured successfully." string, then look 
for the last (error description) entry in the file, and take appropriate action.

Problem:

I get the following error quite frequently while performing Administration Console operations:

An internal communication error was encountered. Please contact System Administrat
or or retry later.

Cause:

There might be one or more browser add-ons that are interfering with Administration Console 
operations.

Solution:

Disable unnecessary add-ons in your browser and perform the operation again:

Problem:

UDS is up, but the Administration Console did not correctly deploy. I see the java.lang.
ClassNotFoundException exception in the arcotadmin.log file:

Cause:

This issue occurs only if the WAR or EAR was not properly deployed or was corrupted.
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2.  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

This issue occurs only if the WAR or EAR was not properly deployed or was corrupted.

Solution:

To resolve this, do the following:

Clean up the working directory of your application server.
For example, on Apache Tomcat, this directory is called work.

Deploy the WAR or EAR file again.

Database Errors
Problem:

I ran the CA Risk Authentication database scripts and I did not see any errors. However when i try 
to access a CA Risk Authentication table, I see an error message stating that the table does not 
exist.

or

I am using Oracle database and I see the following error when I try to access a table:

ERROR : common.database.DBFOManagerImpl
(65) : Failed to retrieve Database error codes for Datasource[1]. Error: ORA-
00942: table or view does not exist.

Cause:

The database user that you used to run the scripts did not have the required file permissions.

You did not run the database scripts in the specified order.

Solution:

Do the following:

Ensure that the user has the right file permissions.

Clean up the database.
See section, "Dropping CA Risk Authentication Schema" for detailed instructions.

Run the database scripts again .in the right order
See section, "Running Database Scripts" for more information in case of single-system 
installation.
See section, "Running Database Scripts" for more information in case of distributed-
system installation.

Run the following query to verify if the database was seeded correctly:

SELECT SERVERNAME, VERSION FROM ARRFSERVERS;

Problem:

The connection to my Oracle database fails with the following entry in the RiskMinder Server log 
file:
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ReportError: SQL Error State:
08001, Native Error Code: 30FD, ODBC Error: [DataDirect][ODBC Oracle driver]
[Oracle]ORA-12541: TNS:no listener

Solution:

Check the following:

Listener service on your database server.

The TNSnames.ora file settings on the system where CA Risk Authentication Server is 
installed.

Problem:

Connection to the Oracle database fails with the following entry in the CA Risk Authentication 
Server log file:

TNS:listener could not resolve SERVICE_NAME given in connect descriptor

Solution:

Check for the following:

Database is started. If it is not, you will see the above message.

If the database is running, probably the database has not registered yet with the listener. This 
occurs when the database or listener just starts up. Typically, this problem should be solved 
by waiting a minute or so.

If you are using static registration, make sure the SERVICE_NAME entry used in the 
connection string (TNSNAMES.ORA, NAMES, OID, ...) matches a valid service know by the 
listener.

You can use C:>tnsping SERVICE_NAME - to check the status or C:>lsnrctl services - to verify 
all the services known to listener.

Problem:

Connection to the Oracle database fails with the following entry in the CA Risk Authentication 
Server log file:

ORA-03113: end-of-file on communication channel

Cause:

This is a generic error that indicates that the connection has been lost. This can be caused by 
many reasons such as:

Network issues or problems

Forceful disconnection of a Server session

Oracle Database crash

Database Server crash

Oracle internal errors, such as ORA-00600 or ORA-07445, causing aborts

Oracle Client or TNS layer inability to handle the connections
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2.  

Oracle Client or TNS layer inability to handle the connections

Solution:

Check for the possible causes mentioned in the preceding list.

Problem:

Connection to the database fails with the following entry in the CA Risk Authentication Server log 
file:

Database password could not be obtained from securestore.enc

Cause:

The database details might not be available in securestore.enc file.

Solution:

Use the DBUtil tool to update the securestore.enc file with the database details.

Book: Refer to auth>  for more information on how to use <r Administration Guide
DButil.

Problem:

Connection to the MSSQL database fails with the following error:

java.sql.SQLException: No Datasource is set.

Cause:

The possible reason for this problem might be that the required JDBC JAR file might not be 
copied or might not be copied to the correct location on the application server you are using.

This is because the Administration Console, User Data Service (UDS), and Sample Application, 
which are Java-dependent components of CA Risk Authentication need Java Database 
Connectivity (JDBC) Java ARchive (JAR) files to connect to the database.

Solution:

Do the following:

If required, download the JDBC JAR file for the database you are using:

For Oracle Databases: ojdbc14.jar (version 10.2.0.1.0)

For Microsoft SQL Server Databases: sqljdbc.jar (version 1.2.2828)

For MySQL: mysql-connector-java-5.1.22-bin.jar (version 5.1.22)

Copy or deploy the JDBC JAR:

If you are using Apache Tomcat, then refer to the "Apache Tomcat" subsection of the 
"Step 3: Copying JDBC JAR Files to Your Application Server".
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3.  
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If you are using IBM WebSphere, then refer to the "IBM WebSphere" subsection of 
the "Step 3: Copying JDBC JAR Files to Your Application Server".

If you are using Oracle WebLogic, then refer to the "Oracle WebLogic" subsection of 
the "Step 3: Copying JDBC JAR Files to Your Application Server".

If you are using JBoss Application Server, then refer to "JBoss Application Server" 
subsection of the "Step 3: Copying JDBC JAR Files to Your Application Server".

Installation Errors
Problem:

I cannot find arcotadmin.war in \Arcot Systems\java\webapps directory.<install_location>

Cause:

The installer failed to create the arcotadmin.war WAR file during installation.

Solution:

If the file was not automatically created, you must manually create it. To do so:

Open the command prompt window.

Ensure that the ARCOT_HOME environment variable is set.

Navigate to \Arcot Systems\tools\common\bundlemanager directory.<install_location>

Run bundlemanager as follows:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar

The preceding command generates the arcotadmin.war file in \Arcot <install_location>
Systems\java\webapps directory.

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Risk Authentication Server (CA Risk Authentication ). I see the  Service
following error in arcotriskfortstartup.log:

Failed DBPoolManager initialization

or

Datasource Name Not Found

Cause:

The possible causes for this issue might be:

The DSN for your database was not created as System DSN.

You are using a 64-bit platform. As a result, the DSN was created by using the 64-bit ODBC 
Manager.

Solution:
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1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

2.  

1.  

2.  

You can verify the DSN-related issues in arcotcommon.ini. If the problem is DSN-related, then:

To resolve the first cause, you must ensure that the DSN is a System DSN. To do so:

Open the , navigate to , and Control Panel Administrative Tools Data Sources 
.(ODBC)

Activate the  tab, and verify that your DSN exists here. If not, then you System DSN
must re-create the DSN with the same name as earlier.

Restart the service.

To resolve the second issue (if you are using a 64-bit platform), you must use the 32-bit 
version of the ODBC Manager. On Windows, you will find the 32-bit version at C:
\Windows\SysWOW64.

Note: For detailed information on arcotcommon.ini and other configuration files, see 
Configuration Files and Options.

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Risk Authentication Server (CA Risk Authentication ). The error Service
message indicates that the service starts and stops automatically.

Cause:

A possible cause for this issue might be that you specified details for a Database during 
installation, but the data source was not successfully created.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Verify if there is a corresponding entry for the DSN in arcotcommon.ini.

If entry not found, manually create the DSN.

If you found the entry, then clean up the database (See "Dropping CA Risk 
Authentication Schema") and reseed the database, as described in Section, "Running 
Database Scripts".

Restart the CA Risk Authentication Server.

Problem:

When I launch the Administration Console for the first time ("Logging In to Administration 
Console") as the Master Administrator, I see the following message:

The server encountered an internal error that prevented it from fulfilling this re
quest."

I see the following error in the arcotadmin.log file:

adminLog: java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError: no ArcotAccessKeyProvider in java.
library.path
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Cause:

The JAVA library does not include the path to one of the following files:

ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Solution:

Do the following:

Ensure that the PATH variable includes the absolute path to the following files:

ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Depending on the type of deployment, see one of the following sections for information 
about the location of these files:

For a single system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

For a distributed system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to 
Your Application Server.

Restart the application server.

Problem:

I do not see the log file (arcotadmin.log, arcotuds.log, casemanagementserver.log, or 
riskfortserver.log) in the logs directory in ARCOT_HOME.

Cause:

Some of the probable causes for this issue might be:

ARCOT_HOME might not be correctly set during installation.

The application server JAVA HOME might be pointing to JRE instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

To resolve these issues, you must:

Ensure that you reset the ARCOT_HOME to point to the correct location. Typically, this is <
>\Arcot Systems\.installation_location

As a result of this, when you use the cd %ARCOT_HOME% command in the command prompt 
window, your current directory must change to < >\Arcot Systems\.installation_location

Ensure that you copy the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in the 
application server JAVA HOME location.
Depending on the type of deployment, see one of the following sections for information 
about the location of these files:
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For a single system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

For a distributed system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

Problem:

I deployed the UDS WAR (arcotuds.war), but the UDS is not coming up.

Cause:

One of the possible causes might be that the application server JAVA HOME might be pointing to 
JRE instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Ensure that you have copied the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in the 
application server JAVA HOME location. Depending on the type of deployment, see one of the 
following sections for information about the location of these files:

For a single system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

For a distributed system deployment, see Step 2: Copying Database Access Files to Your 
Application Server.

SDK Errors
Problem:

I have set a new CA Risk Authentication configuration and I am trying to invoke Java APIs that 
uses this new configuration, but I see the following error:

Configuration not Found

Cause:

You might not have restarted the CA Risk Authentication Server.

Solution:

You must restart the CA Risk Authentication Server to use any new configurations.

Server Error Messages
Problem:

I am trying to restart CA Risk Authentication Server, but it is not coming up. The last line in 
arcotriskfortstartup.log shows the following error:

Cannot continue due to ARRF_LIB_init failure, SHUTTING DOWN
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1.  

2.  

3.  

Cause:

The possible cause might be that you have configured a rule that requires $$ $$.dll, rulelibname
but this DLL is not present in the %ARCOT_HOME%\plugins\rules\ directory.

Solution:

Do the following:

Search for the occurrences of the following string:

Couldn't find symbol [$$ $$] in library [$$ $$]RULENAME rulelibname

If you find the preceding string, then copy the (corresponding) $$ $$.dll to the rulelibname
%ARCOT_HOME%\plugins\rules\ directory.

Search for the occurrences of the following string:

"Couldn't get function pointer for symbol [ARRF_AddOnRule] in lib [$$rulelib
name$$]

If you find the preceding string, then copy the (corresponding) $$ $$.dll to the rulelibname
%ARCOT_HOME%\plugins\rules\ directory.

If you do not see any of these log strings, then it is strongly recommended that you look 
for any ERROR or WARNING messages in the log file. It should provide you sufficient 
information to debug this issue.

Problem:

I am trying to restart CA Risk Authentication Server, but it is not coming up. The last lines in 
arcotriskfortstartup.log shows the following error:

"Transport Exception on Admin channels: bind: Address already in use"
"Cannot continue due to loadAdminProtocolsAndAddTranports failure, SHUTTING DOWN"

Cause:

The possible cause for this issue is that the Server Management Port (Default Port Number: 7980) 
is already open on the host by some other process. While, CA Risk Authentication Server requires 
a minimum of Server Management port to start up.

Solution:

Do the following:

Open the command prompt window.

Navigate to %ARCOT_HOME%.

Start CA Risk Authentication Server in the debug mode, as follows:
arrfserver.exe -debug -port < >new_port

After the Server Management port is open, the Master Administrator can log in to the 
Administration Console and configure the other ports.
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User Data Service Errors
Problem:

I have created and activated an organization by using the Administration Console, but when I try 
to perform any RiskMinder configurations, I see the following error:

Organization not found.

Cause:

The possible causes might be:

You started the RiskMinder Server service  you started UDS.before

You are trying to perform the task for a new organization that you created, but did not 
refresh the RiskMinder Server cache.

Solution:

Do the following:

If you started RiskMinder Server before UDS, then the RiskMinder Server logs indicate 
that the server was unable to connect with UDS. Always start the application Server (UDS) 
first, and then start the RiskMinder Server service.

Refresh the RiskMinder Server Cache.
When you create a new organization by using Administration Console,  restart the always
RiskMinder Server cache.

Note: See "Creating and Activating Organizations" for more information.

Problem:

While searching for users and administrators, I see the following error message:

There was an internal server error while communicating with User Data Service. Ple
ase contact your Administrator.

Cause:

There might be too many users to be searched under given organization(s). As a result, the 
operation did not complete within the specified timeout.

Solution:

Do the following:

Log in to Administration Console as an MA.

Navigate to , , and then Services and Server Configurations Administration Console UDS 
 page.Connectivity Configuration

On the Connectivity Configuration page:
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On the Connectivity Configuration page:

Increase the value of the  field.Connection Timeout

Increase the value for the  field.Read Timeout

If the preceding steps do not work, then change the search criteria to narrow down the 
expected search results.

Problem Proxy server authentication failure
Symptom

The following error message appears when you try to authenticate to the proxy server:

The username or password you entered for the proxy server authentication is invali
d. Please try again.

Solution

This problem might occur when the authentication credentials provided for proxy server 
authentication are invalid. Try to log in again with the correct username and password. For more 
information about configuring proxy server settings, see "Configuring VPN Client to Work With a 

.Proxy Sever"

Problem The proxy server or the VPN server is not 
available

Symptom

The following error message appears when you try to authenticate to the proxy server:

The proxy server or the VPN server is not available. Please try after some time.

Solution

This problem can occur in the following cases:

The proxy server configuration is invalid.

The direct connection to the authentication server is not available.

To fix this problem, do the following:

Verify that your Cisco VPN server is up and running.

Verify that your proxy server is up and running.

If the problem persists, contact your system administrator.

CA Strong Authentication
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b.  
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CA Strong Authentication Installation Errors for UNIX
Problem:

I do not find arcotadmin.war in <install_location>/arcot/java/webapps directory.

Cause:

The file may not have been created during installation.

Solution:

Perform the following steps to create the arcotadmin.war file:

Open a command window.

Ensure ARCOT_HOME environment variable is set.

Navigate to <install_location>/arcot/tools/common/bundlemanager directory.

Run bundlemanager with the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar

The preceding command generates the arcotadmin.war file in <install_location>/arcot
/java/webapps directory.

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Strong Authentication Server (CA Strong Authentication Service). I see one 
of the following error in arcotwebfortstartup.log:

Failed to initialize DB Pool Manager

Data source name not found and no default driver specified

Cause:

The possible causes for this issue may be:

The DSN for your database was not created as System DSN.

You are using a 64-bit platform. As a result, the DSN was created by using the 64-bit ODBC 
Manager.

Solution:

You can verify the DSN-related issues in the arcotcommon.ini file. If the problem is DSN-related, 
then:

To resolve the first cause, ensure that the DSN is a System DSN. To do so:

Open the Control Panel, navigate to Administrative Tools, and Data Sources 
(ODBC).

Activate the System DSN tab, and verify that the DSN exists. If it does not exist, re-
create the DSN with the same name as earlier.

Restart the service.
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To resolve the second issue (if you are using a 64-bit platform), use the 32-bit version of 
the ODBC Manager.

Note: For detailed information about arcotcommon.ini and other configuration files, 
see the topic titled "Configuration Files and Options" in CA Strong Authentication 
Installation and Configuration Guide.

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Strong Authentication Server (CA Strong Authentication Service). The error 
message indicates that the service starts and stops automatically.

Cause:

A possible cause for this issue may be that you specified details for a database during installation, 
but the data source was not created successfully.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Verify if there is a corresponding entry for the DSN in arcotcommon.ini.
If entry not found, manually create the DSN.

If you found the entry, then clean up the database (see "Uninstalling CA Strong 
Authentication Schema") and reseed the database, as described in section, "Running 
Database Scripts".

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Problem:

When I launch the Administration Console for the first time (section, "Performing the 
Bootstrapping Tasks") as the Master Administrator, I see the following message:

The server encountered an internal error that prevented it from fulfilling this 
request."

I see the following error in the arcotadmin.log file:

adminLog: java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError: no ArcotAccessKeyProvider in java.
library.path

Cause:

The JAVA library does not include the path to one of the following files:

libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Solution:

Perform the following steps:

Ensure that the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable includes the absolute path to the following 

http://libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so
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Ensure that the LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable includes the absolute path to the following 
files:

libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Restart the application server.

Problem:

I do not see the log file (arcotadmin.log, arcotuds.log, or webfortserver.log) in the logs directory 
in ARCOT_HOME.

Cause:

Some of the probable causes for this issue may be:

ARCOT_HOME may not be set correctly during installation.

The application server JAVA HOME may be pointing to JRE instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

To resolve these issues, you must:

Ensure that you reset the ARCOT_HOME to point to the correct location. Typically, this is 
<installation_location>/arcot/.
As a result of this, when you use the cd $ARCOT_HOME command in the command prompt 
window, your current directory must change to <installation_location>/arcot/.

Ensure that you copy the libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in the 
application server JAVA HOME location.

Problem:

I deployed the UDS, but it is not coming up.

Cause:

One of the possible causes may be that the application server JAVA HOME may be pointing to JRE 
instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

Ensure that you have copied the libArcotAccessKeyProvider.so and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in 
the application server JAVA HOME location.

Problem:

Connection to the UDS fails. I see the following error message:

Unable to contact User Data Service

Cause:

The possible causes may be:

You may not have specified the UDS Host, Port, and Application Context information for UDS 
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You may not have specified the UDS Host, Port, and Application Context information for UDS 
correctly.

The UDS service may not be initialized.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Verify whether the UDS information that you have provided in the "User Data Service 
Configuration" page of the Administration Console is correct. The details in Host, Port, 
and Application Context fields must be correct.

Check the UDS log file to ensure that the service was initialized successfully.

CA Strong Authentication Installation Errors for Windows
Problem:

When I download the CA AuthID in IE browser on the server with CA Strong Authentication 
installed, it gives the following error:

Your security settings have blocked an application signed with an expired or not-
yet-valid certificate from running.

Solution:

Change Java Settings by navigating to Control Panel and click on Java. Select the Security option 
as Medium (Instead of High). Default option is High which gives the exception. Then download CA 
AuthIDusing "Arcot Applet Client" & "Arcot Flash Client" on IE or Firefox or Chrome.

Problem:

When I download the CA AuthID in Chrome browser on the server with CA Strong Authentication 
installed, it gives the following error:

Permanent storage in the Flash player is disabled.

Solution:

Enable HTTPS instead of HTTP to download using "Arcot Flash Client". Then download the CA 
AuthID on IE or Firefox or Chrome.

Problem:

I do not find arcotadmin.war in \Arcot Systems\java\webapps directory.<install_location>

Cause:

The file may not have been created during installation.

Solution:

Perform the following steps to create the arcotadmin.war file:

Open command window.

Ensure ARCOT_HOME environment variable is set.
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2.  

3.  

4.  

1.  

a.  

b.  

c.  

2.  

Ensure ARCOT_HOME environment variable is set.

Navigate to \Arcot Systems\tools\common\bundlemanger directory.<install_location>

Run bundlemanager with the following command:

java -jar bundle-manager.jar

The preceding command generates the arcotadmin.war file in \Arcot <install_location>
Systems\java\webapps directory.

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Strong Authentication Server (CA Strong Authentication Service). I see the 
following error in arcotwebfortstartup.log:

Failed to initialize DB Pool Manager

or

Data source name not found and no default driver specified

Cause:

The possible causes for this issue are:

The DSN for your database was not created as System DSN.

You are using a 64-bit platform. As a result, the DSN was created by using the 64-bit ODBC 
Manager.

Solution:

You can verify the DSN-related issues in the arcotcommon.ini file. If the problem is DSN-related, 
then:

To resolve the first issue, ensure that the DSN is a System DSN. To do so:

Open the Control Panel, navigate to Administrative Tools, and Data Sources 
(ODBC).

Activate the System DSN tab, and verify that your DSN exists here. If not, then you 
must re-create the DSN with the same name as earlier.

Restart the service.

To resolve the second issue (if you are using a 64-bit platform), use the 32-bit version of 
the ODBC Manager. On Windows, you will find the 32-bit version at C:
\Windows\SysWOW64.

Note: For detailed information about arcotcommon.ini and other configuration 
files, see appendix, "Configuration Files and Options" in the CA Strong 

.Authentication Installation and Configuration Guide

Problem:

I cannot start the CA Strong Authentication Server (CA Strong Authentication Service). The error 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

1.  

2.  

I cannot start the CA Strong Authentication Server (CA Strong Authentication Service). The error 
message indicates that the service starts and stops automatically.

Cause:

A possible cause for this issue might be that you specified details for a Database during 
installation, but the data source was not created successfully.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Verify if there is a corresponding entry for the DSN in arcotcommon.ini.

If entry not found, manually create the DSN.

If you found the entry, then clean up the database (see "Uninstalling CA Strong 
Authentication Schema") and reseed the database, as described in section, "Running 
Database Scripts".

Restart the CA Strong Authentication Server.

Problem:

When I launch CA Advanced Authentication for the first time (section, "Performing the 
Bootstrapping Tasks") as the Master Administrator, I see the following message:

The server encountered an internal error that prevented it from fulfilling this re
quest."

I see the following error in the arcotadmin.log file:

adminLog: java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError: no ArcotAccessKeyProvider in java.
library.path

Cause:

The JAVA library does not include the path to one of the following files:

ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Solution:

Do the following:

Ensure that the PATH variable includes the absolute path to the following files:

ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll

arcot-crypto-util.jar

Restart the application server.

Problem:

I do not see the log file (arcotadmin.log, arcotuds.log, or webfortserver.log) in the logs directory 
in ARCOT_HOME.
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1.  

Cause:

Some of the probable causes for this issue might be:

ARCOT_HOME might not be set correctly during installation.

The application server JAVA HOME might be pointing to JRE instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

To resolve these issues, you must:

Ensure that you reset the ARCOT_HOME to point to the correct location. Typically, this is 
\Arcot Systems\.<installation_location>

As a result of this, when you use the cd %ARCOT_HOME% command in the command prompt 
window, your current directory must change to \Arcot Systems\.<installation_location>

Ensure that you copy the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in the 
application server JAVA HOME location.

Problem:

I deployed the UDS, but it is not coming up.

Cause:

One of the possible causes might be that the application server JAVA HOME might be pointing to 
JRE instead of the JDK HOME.

Solution:

Ensure that you have copied the ArcotAccessKeyProvider.dll and arcot-crypto-util.jar files in the 
application server JAVA HOME location.

Problem:

Connection to the UDS fails. I see the following error message:

Unable to contact User Data Service

Cause:

The possible causes might be:

You might not have specified the UDS , , and  information for Host Port Application Context
UDS correctly.

The UDS service might not be initialized.

Solution:

To resolve this issue:

Verify whether the UDS information that you have provided in the "User Data Service 
Configuration" page of CA Advanced Authentication is correct. The details in , , and Host Port

 fields must be correct.Application Context

Check the UDS log file to ensure that the service was initialized successfully.
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1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

CA Strong Authentication Server Errors
Problem:

I am trying to start CA Strong Authentication Server, but it is not coming up. The last lines in 
arcotwebfortstartup.log show the following error:

WARN  STARTUP      -161388848 00WFMAIN - [11]: Protocol module [SVRMGMT_WS] receiv
ed portType error [bind: Address already in use]

Cause:

The possible cause for this issue is that the Server Management Port (Default Port Number: 9743) 
is already open on the host by some other process. While, CA Strong Authentication Server 
requires a minimum of Server Management port to start up.

Solution:

Perform the following steps:

Open the command prompt window.

Navigate to $ARCOT_HOME/bin.

Run the following command:

arwfserver -i

Enter setsvrmgmtport <new_port_number>
After the Server Management port is set, the Master Administrator can log in to the 
Administration Console and configure the other ports.

Problem:

RADIUS requests fail with the "Access-Reject" message.

Cause:

Check for the following:

Shared secret is configured correctly.

CA Strong Authentication Server logs for any errors.

Solution:

Log in to the Administration Console as Global Administrator or Organization and set the shared 
secret using the RADIUS Configuration page.

Problem:

CA AuthID authentication fails with the following entry in the CA Strong Authentication Server log 
file:

[Arcot Exception,
No valid issuer certificate is available for this certificate: unknown or invalid 
certificate issuer in ArcotVerifier], Challenge verification failed -

Cause:
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Cause:

The Domain Key may have expired.

Solution:

Log in to the Administration Console as Global Administrator or Organization and configure the 
Domain Key using the Credential Key Management Configuration page.

Database-Related Errors for CA Strong Authentication
Problem:

Connection to the database fails with the following entry in the CA Strong Authentication Server 
log file:

ReportError: SQL Error State:08001, Native Error Code: 30FD, ODBC Error: 
[DataDirect][ODBC Oracle driver][Oracle]ORA-12541: TNS:no listener

Solution:

Check for the following:

Listener service on your database server.

The TNSnames.ora file settings on the system where CA Strong Authentication Server is 
installed.

Problem:

Connection to the database fails with the following entry in the CA Strong Authentication Server 
log file:

TNS:listener could not resolve SERVICE_NAME given in connect descriptor

Solution:

Check for the following:

Database is started. If it is not, this message appears.

If the database is running, probably the database has not registered yet with the listener. This 
occurs when the database or listener just starts up. Normally this problem should be solved 
by waiting a minute or so.

If you are using static registration, ensure that the SERVICE_NAME entry that is used in the 
connection string (TNSNAMES.ORA, NAMES, OID, ...) matches a valid service know by the 
listener.

You can use C:>tnsping SERVICE_NAME - to check the status or C:>lsnrctl services - to verify 
all the services that are known to the listener.

Problem:

Connection to the database fails with the following entry in the CA Strong Authentication Server 
log file:
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Database password could not be obtained from securestore.enc
 

Cause:

The database details may not be available in the securestore.enc file.

Solution:

Use the DBUtil tool to update the securestore.enc file with the database details. See CA Strong 
Authentication Administration Guide for more information about how to use DBUtil.

Problem:

Connection to the database fails with the following entry in the CA Strong Authentication Server 
log file:

ORA-03113: end-of-file on communication channel

Cause:

This is a generic error that indicates that the connection has been lost. This can be caused by 
reasons such as:

Network issues or problems

Forceful disconnection of a Server session

Oracle Database crash

Database Server crash

Oracle internal errors, such as ORA-00600 or ORA-07445, causing aborts

Oracle Client or TNS layer inability to handle the connections

Solution:

Check for the possible causes that are mentioned in the preceding list.

Regenerating Activation Code
If your organization is using CA Strong Authentication Password as the authentication 
mechanism, and if any of the administrators forget the activation code that they need to log in, 
they will contact you for a new activation code. In these cases, you generate a new activation 
code.

Note: This information is applicable for the CA Strong Authentication Password 
mechanism .only

Required Permissions
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1.  

2.  

3.  

To be able to regenerate an activation code, ensure that you have the appropriate permissions 
and scope to do so. The MA can regenerate the activation code for any administrator. GAs can 
update all the administrators (including other GAs),  for MA, in their scope. The OAs can except
update all other OAs and the UAs in their purview, while UAs can only update their peers within 
their scope.

Regenerate Activation Code

Follow these steps:

Complete Step 2 through Step 13 in  to display the Updating Administrator Information
Update Administrator page.

In the Activation Code section, select the Regenerate Activation Code option.

Click Save to generate the activation code.
The success message includes the new activation code.
Send the new activation code to the administrator.

Troubleshooting Administration Console Errors
This appendix describes the troubleshooting steps, which will help you resolve the errors that 
you might face while using Administration Console.

Before you perform any troubleshooting tasks, check the Administration Console log file 
(arcotadmin.log) to see if there were any errors. By default, the arcotadmin.log file is saved in the 
following location:

On Windows: 

<install_location>\Arcot Systems\logs\

On Unix-Based Platforms: 

<install_location>/arcot/logs/ 

Note: See  for detailed information about the CA AuthMinder CA AuthMinder Logging
log files.

Problem:

I am not able to log in to Administration Console by using the Master Administrator (MA) 
account. I see the "Administrator Account is locked" message.

Cause:

You might have tried to authenticate with the wrong password for more than the allowed 
authentication attempts.

Solution:
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1.  

2.  

3.  

a.  

b.  

1.  

Reset the authentication attempt count, also known as  to 0, by using the following strike count
script:

For MS SQL

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN';
GO

For Oracle

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN'; commit;

For DB2

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN'; commit;

For MySQL

update ARADMINBASICAUTHUSER set STRIKECOUNT=0 where USERID='MASTERADMIN';

Problem:

When I try to log in to the Administration Console as the Master Administrator, I see the 
following error message:

There was an internal server error while processing the database query. Please con
tact your database administrator.

Cause:

The possible cause for this issue might be that all active datasources in the database pool have 
been exhausted.

Solution:

To resolve this issue, do the following:

Ensure that the database server is reachable.

Restart the database or the database listener

If the Administration Console and the CA AuthMinder Server are using the same database, 
then:

Restart the CA AuthMinder service.

Restart the browser.

Problem:

I do not remember the MA password, how do I reset the password?

Solution:

To reset the MA password:

Locate the folder with the scripts for your database type. The default location is:
(for Windows-MS SQL) < >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\mssqlinstall_location
(for Windows-Oracle) < >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\oracleinstall_location
(for Windows- IBM DB2 UDB) < >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\db2install_location

(for Windows-MySQL) < >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\mysqlinstall_location
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1.  

2.  

(for Windows-MySQL) < >\Arcot Systems\dbscripts\mysqlinstall_location
(for UNIX-MS SQL) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mssqlinstall_location
(for UNIX-Oracle) < >/arcot/dbscripts/oracleinstall_location
(for UNIX-IBM DB2 UDB) < >/arcot/dbscripts/db2install_location
(for UNIX-MySQL) < >/arcot/dbscripts/mysqlinstall_location

Run the arcot-masteradmin-password-reset-2.0.sql script by using the database vendor 
tools.
The MA password in now reset to the default password, which is master1234!.

Problem:

I cannot access the CA AuthMinder pages from the Services and Server Configuration tab. I see 
the following error message.

Unable to contact the servers at this point of time. Please try later.

Solution:

Ensure the following:

WebFort Server is running.

The WebFort Server connectivity details are correct.
Log in to the Administration Console as MA. Navigate to the Services and Server 
Configurations -> WebFort -> Connectivity Details page, and check whether the CA 
AuthMinder host and port information for the Server Management Web Services is set 
correctly.

Problem

When I try to log in to the Administration Console, I see the following message.

ErrorCode 500: Internal server error.

Cause:

Your browser cache might be full.

Your application server time-out settings might need to be reset.

Solution:

Do the following:

Empty the browser cache of the browser you are trying to open the Console in and try again.

If the message persists, then try opening the Console by using a different browser.

Check the time-out settings for the application server container.

If the problem still persists, then open the arcotadmin.log file and search for the 
"Administration Console configured successfully." string.

If you do not find the "Administration Console configured successfully." string, then look for 
the error description, and act accordingly.

Problem:

The Administration Console did not correctly deploy. I see the java.lang.ClassNotFoundException 
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1.  

2.  

1.  

The Administration Console did not correctly deploy. I see the java.lang.ClassNotFoundException 
exception in the arcotadmin.log file:

Cause:

This issue occurs only if the WAR or EAR was not properly deployed or was corrupted.

Solution:

To resolve this, do the following:

Clean up the working directory of your application server.
For example, on Apache Tomcat, this directory is called work.

Deploy the WAR or EAR file again.

Problem:

I have created and activated an Organization, but when I try to perform any CA AuthMinder 
configurations, I see the following error:

Organization not Found

Cause:

The possible causes might be you are trying to perform the task for a new organization that you 
created, but did not refresh the CA AuthMinder Server cache.

Solution:

Refresh the CA AuthMinder Server Cache.

When you create a new organization by using the Administration Console, always restart the CA 
AuthMinder Server cache.

Note: See  in the  for Refreshing a Server Instance CA AuthMinder Administration Guide
more information.

Problem

While searching for users and administrators, I see the following error message:

There was an internal server error while communicating with User Data Service. Ple
ase contact your Administrator.

Cause:

There might be too many users to be searched in the given organization(s). As a result, the 
operation timed out.

Solution:

Do the following:

Log in to the Administration Console as MA.
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2.  

3.  

Navigate to the , Services and Server Configuration, Administration Console UDS 
 page.Connectivity Configuration

Increase the value of the  field.Connection Timeout

Increase the value for the  field.Read Timeout

Change the search criteria to narrow down the expected search results.

Troubleshoot Upgrade Issues
This section describes troubleshooting steps that you can apply to resolve errors that you might 
face while upgrading.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

Error Occured: IO exception while parsing, %ARCOT_HOME%
\tools\common\upgrade\xml\arcot-common-upgrade-meta-data.xml

The cause of this error is because the upgrade tool was not able to find the arcot-common-
upgrade-meta-data.xml file.

Solution:

Check if the arcot-common-upgrade-meta-data.xml file exists in %ARCOT_HOME%
\tools\common\upgrade\xml. This error can commonly occur when the arcot-common-db-
upgrade.zip file is not extracted using the  option.Extract To Here

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

Internal Error: Could not initialize upgrade tool. Error:: Cannot load JDBC driver
 class 'oracle.jdbc.driver.
OracleDriver' Error Occured: Upgrade Initialization Error:oracle.jdbc.driver.
OracleDriver

The cause behind this error is that the upgrade tool cannot not find the JDBC library to connect 
to the database.

Solution:

Check whether the JDBC library is copied to the %ARCOT_HOME%\tools\common\upgrade\lib 
directory.

If the JDBC library is already copied, then check whether the name of the JDBC jar file is correctly 
specified, as described in procedure to migrate the database to release 6.0 for Arcot common 
components. Also, check if the JDBC jar file corresponds to the database configured in the 
arcotcommon.ini file against the DbType parameter.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

"FATAL: ARCOT_HOME Environment Variable Not Set"
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Note: %ARCOT_HOME% is not set.

Solution:

Set the %ARCOT_HOME% environment variable and run the upgrade tool.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

Error Occured: Upgrade Initialization Error:Could not create DBService instance"

Solution:

Check if the user name and password are configured correctly in the arcotcommon.ini and 
securestore.enc files, respectively.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

Error Occured: Upgrade Initialization Error:
Io exception: The Network Adapter could not establish the connection"

Solution:

Check if the JDBC URL is correct and points to the correct database. Ensure that the database is 
up and running.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following error:

javax.crypto.BadPaddingException: Given final block not properly padded

The key label used to encrypt the data is not the same as the key used for decryption.

Solution:

Ensure that the master key label used to encrypt data in the database is the same as the key label 
used by the upgrade tool to decrypt data. The master key label is stored in the securestore.enc 
file in the %ARCOT_HOME%/conf folder.

Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following or similar error:

"java.sql.SQLException: ORA-20010: -1031-ORA-01031: insufficient privileges"

The database user configured in the arcotcommon.ini file does not have sufficient database 
privileges to carry out the database upgrade.

Solution:

Ensure that the administrator performing the upgrade has the required database privileges. 
Installation time privileges are applicable to upgrade also.

Problem:
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Problem:

The upgrade tool fails with the following or similar error:

"ORA-01536: space quota exceeded for tablespace"

The database user configured in the arcotcommon.ini file has exhausted the space quota in the 
tablespace.

Solution:

The DBA must increase the quota for the user. You must restart the upgrade tool after you 
reimport the pre-upgrade data.

Problem:

After the upgrade process, the Administration Console fails to start and returns the following 
error:

ERROR : taglib.tiles.InsertTag : ServletException in '/WEB-INF/jsp/dynamic
/navbar_GA.jsp': File &quot;/WEB-INF/jsp/dynamic/navbar_GA.jsp&quot;

The Work folder of the application server where the Administration Console is deployed still 
contains the cache of the earlier Administration Console version.

Solution:

Clear the Work folder of the application server where the Administration Console is deployed and 
restart the application server.

Problem:

After the upgrade process, an administrator belonging to the LDAP repository can no longer log 
in to the Administration Console.

The administrator might be disabled in LDAP.

Solution:

Ensure that the administrator is not disabled in LDAP. Disabled administrators are not allowed to 
log in to the Administration Console.

Problem:

After the upgrade process, for the IBM DB2 database the AuthMinder Server-specific reports fail 
to generate with the following error:

DB2 SQL Error: SQLCODE=-1585, SQLSTATE=54048, SQLERRMC=null

The SYSTEM TEMPORARY tablespace page size might be set to the default value of 4K, which is 
not sufficient for report queries that involve columns exceeding 4K size.

Solution:

Set the SYSTEM TEMPORARY tablespace page size to a minimum of 16K. Refer to database 
vendor documentation for more information.
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Client Release Notes
Release information for the following clients:

CA Mobile OTP 

CA Auth ID

JavaScript DDNA

CA Mobile OTP
The "CA Mobile OTP" app is an all-purpose one-time-passcode (OTP) generator that provides an 
extra layer of security when you shop online or access online accounts. With "CA Mobile OTP", 
you use your mobile phone to generate a passcode that can be used to verify a MasterCard or 
Visa electronic payment transaction, or to login to an online account. This app supports EMV 
standards when generating the passcode for authenticating MasterCard and Visa online payment 
transactions. "CA Mobile OTP" also supports HOTP standards for generating one-time-passcodes 
to use when authenticating to Web portals and VPNs.

Release information related to the following SDKs is detailed in this section.

iOS

iOS SDK

Android

Android SDK

WinPhone

WinPhoneSDK

iOS
Release Information

Release Title : CA Mobile OTP

Release Ver sion : 2.2.5

Release Date : 16 Sep, 2014

Preceding Version(s) : 2.2.3

Copyright © CA Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved.2014 
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Installation Instructions
Download the "CA Mobile OTP" application from App Store.

Package Information
CA_Mobile_OTP_225.ipa.zip - 4d041d3583536e0ad78fff6aaee9a7cf

New and Changed Features
This is fully Functional Application release.

Known Issues
This section lists the known issues in this release.

Unsupported Multibyte Characters

Some of the multibyte character (Chinese, Korean, Japanese characters) in a password field are 
not supported.

Fixed Issues
This section lists the fixed issues in this release.

Leading and Trailing White Space

Symptom: If I copy and paste the URL and Activation Code input fields, the app doesn't remove 
any leading and trailing white space.

 This issue has been resolved.Solution:

iOS SDK
Release Title : CA Auth ID-OTP Objective-C Library
Release Version : 2.2.4
Release Date : Aug 08 2014
Preceding Version(s) : 2.2.3

INTRODUCTION
The CA Auth ID-OTP Library is an all-purpose one-time-passcode (OTP) generator that provides an 
extra layer of security when you shop online or access online accounts. With the CA Auth ID OTP 
Library one can develop an iOS application to generate a passcode that can be used to verify a 
MasterCard or Visa electronic payment transaction, or to login to an online account.
This app supports EMV standards when generating the passcode for authenticating MasterCard 
and Visa online payment transactions. CA Auth ID-OTP also supports HOTP standards for 
generating one-time-passcodes to use when authenticating to Web portals and VPNs.

FEATURES
No new features.
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1.  

2.  

BUG FIXES
21871827: Rename sha1 and sha256 symbols to prevent any possible conflicts in Third Party Libs.

KNOWN ISSUES
In May 2013 Apple required that applications cease to use UDID functionality. Previous 2.x 
versions of the library do contain UDID references (for account migration purposes), therefore, 
before you can submit a new version of your application to Apple you must upgrade to this 
version of the library.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Unzip the library and follow the README to link with the OTP mobile application.

Please follow the API documentation guide to use the CA Auth ID-OTP APIs.

PACKAGE INFORMATION
ArcotID-OTP-iOS-Lib-2.2.4.zip - b207f2be0d58151a68e1b1ae50a040ea

otplib/sample/OTP_PKI_Lib_And_Sample.zip is Sample Application to use both CA Auth ID PKI 
and CA Auth ID OTP libraries in a single application. And it's located within the above ArcotID-
OTP-iOS-Lib-2.2.4.zip file.

Please see ArcotOTPSampleApps for reference to test the applications. ArcotOTPSample - uses 
db store and connects to  to provision. Please signup a user on  otp.arcot.com otp.arcot.com/bank
and provision the account on phone.

Android
Release Information

Release Title : CA Mobile OTP Android

Release Version : 2.3.3

Release Date : 01/22/2015

Preceding Version(s) : 2.3.2

New and Changed Features

No new features.

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
STAR#21991890/RTC#144873 - Fix provided for continuous OTP generation. Issue is very 
intermittent, but the root cause is found based on code analysis and tech articles. It is fixed and 
load tested - issue not reproducible. Fix available in App ver 2.3.3 and published in Google 
playstore.

http://otp.arcot.com
http://otp.arcot.com/bank
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1.  

2.  

Installation Instructions
Download the "CA Mobile OTP" application from Google Play/Android Market.

Package Information
CA-Mobile-OTP-Android-2.3.3.apk (MD5: af89700a97c23d8c1de5d7ef5e3eb331)

Dependencies
Demo server at http://otp.arcot.com/bank

Android SDK
Release Information

Release Title : CA Mobile OTP Android Library

Release Version : 2.2.3

Release Date : 10/16/2014

Preceding Version(s) : 2.2.1

New and Changed Features
No new features.

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
RTC#134583 - Fix for map/hashtable issue in Android OTP library

Installation Instructions
Include this standalone library jar file in the classpath of your android project and make 
sure that it is exported and is part for the final .apk file.

Please follow the API documentation guide to use the CA Mobile OTP APIs.

Package Information
CA Mobile-OTP-LIB-Android-2.2.3.jar (MD5: 946bbd4760eb6f258ec3094ba6af1b31)

WinPhone
Release Information

Release Title : CA Mobile OTP WP8

http://otp.arcot.com/bank
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Release Version : 2.2.5

Release Date : 20 Oct, 2014

Preceding Version(s) : 2.2.4

Release Platform : Windows OS 8.0

New and Changed Features
This is fully Functional Application release.

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
RTC#75179 : Implemented TITR Functionality.

RTC#127424 : App Rebranding for CA world.

RTC#125127 : CA Mobile OTP app on WP8 auto populates the server url with .otp.arcot.com

RTC#134388 : CA Auth ID - Credentials should be referred to as "Accounts" rather than 
"ArcotIDs"

Installation Instructions
Download the CA Mobile OTP application from WinApp Store.

Package Information
CA_Mobile_OTP_Wp8App_Release_ARM.zip - 730ae5b18cfb2a947dd728c5da92a87d

WinPhone SDK
Release Information

Release Title : CA Mobile OTP Windows Phone Library

Release Version : 2.2.5

Release Date : 17-Oct-2014

Release Platform : Windows Phone 8.0.Preceding Version : 2.2.4

Introduction
This release is a full release of the CA Mobile OTP Windows Phone Library.

New and Changed Features
[RTC 75179] : TITR Functionality implemented.

http://otp.arcot.com
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Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
[RTC 118975] : WP8 OTP - incorrect TOTP generated after TOTP roaming to a different device.This 
issue has been resolved.

Package Information
CAMobileOTP-WP8-Libraries.zip (MD5: 7a89973deccc145707c9cd1241255682)
CAMobileOTPWp8SampleApp.zip (MD5: cbcca70fc44aec5369b0ca890665c707)

CA Auth ID
The CA Auth ID Library is used to build iPhone based Apps that provides 2-factor strong 
authentication on mobile device. These applications need to communicate with a CA Strong 
Authentication server to download an Account and then provision using this library.

Release information related to the following is detailed in this section.

JavaScript App

iOS SDK

Android SDK

WinPhone SDK

JavaScript
Release Information

Release Title : ArcotID PKI JavaScript Client

Release Version : 6.0.4.8

Release Date : January 21,2015

Release Platform : IE 8 and above, Firefox 20 and above, Chrome 27 and above, Safari 5 and 
above.

Preceding Versions : 6.0.4.7

Introduction
This is a patch release.

New and Changed Features
None
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3.  

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
STAR#21962479-1/RTC#143685: Resolved the issue with Arcot JS Client 6.0.4.7, fails to 
authenticate in IE8,9,10 when DOM storage is disabled.

Package Information
ArcotID-JavaScript-Client-6.0.4.8.zip (MD5: d98b1dfeac8287bf3c0b8cc3058a997e)

NOTE

Your web application should be upgraded to use PKI Javascript Client 6.0.4.8(or later), 
before migrating users to Authminder Plugin 2.3.

Due to incompatibility between the Authminder Plugin and IE11 Edge Mode, the browser 
is unable to load the plugin if Edge mode is enabled. To ensure that the browser loads the 
plugin we recommend that the following meta tag be added in the HTML page that uses 
the ArcotID OTP JavaScript Library APIs: <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="
IE=8,9,10">

Download/Authentication of ArcotID must be done in same browser mode, otherwise due 
to auto-migration principle, ArcotID may not be available for authentication.

iOS SDK.
Release Information

Release Title : CA Auth ID Library iPhone

Release Version : 2.2.3

Release Date : 11 DEC, 2014

Preceding Version(s) : 2.2.2

Copyright © 2014 CA All rights reserved.

New and Changed Features
CA Auth ID Library for 64bit iOS8 is supported.

Known Issues
None.

Fixed Issues
STAR#21975006/RTC#137943 - Fix for Library compilation for ARM64 Simulator architecture.

STAR#21983048-01 - ArcotID PKI library support for 64bit iOS8.

STAR#22011872-1 - NEW YORK COMMUNITY BANCORP - 64-Bit Arcotid Ios Library
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STAR#22011872-1 - NEW YORK COMMUNITY BANCORP - 64-Bit Arcotid Ios Library

Package Information
CAAuthID-PKI-Lib-2.2.3-iOS.zip
MD5 :34c424c4f47df5480304bfa296062ead

Android SDK.
Release Information

Release Title : ArcotID PKI Library Android

Release Version : 2.2.0

Release Date : 03/10/2013

Preceding Version(s) : 2.0.0

PLATFORM(S) TESTED (WITH VERSIONS)

Device / Operating System : Android 1.6 or above

Introduction
ArcotID-PKI library is used to build ArcotID PKI based application, for Android.The application 
needs to communicate to webfort server and download the ArcotID and provision using this 
library

New and Changed Features
Changes to remove conflict with OTP library

Build changes to change obfuscation so that there is no class name conflict

Changed suffix list file name to avoid conflict.

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
MBL-323: Database gets corrupted or Application becomes slow after using the account for more 
than 13 to 14 times.

Installation Instructions
Include this standalone library jar file in the classpath of your android project and make sure that 
it is exported and is part for the final .apk file.

Package Information
ArcotID-PKI-LIB-Android-2.2.0.jar (MD5: ddb58f5748f1866cebe441a2f44e36ba)
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WinPhone SDK.
Release Information

Release Title : ArcotIDPKI Windows Phone Lib

Release Version : 2.2.0

Release Date : 15-Sep-2014

Release Platform : Windows Phone 8.0.

Preceding Versions : None

Copyright © 2014 CA Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
This library provides APIs to enable ArcotID PKI authentication on Windows Phone RT devices.

New and Changed Features
This is first release of Windows Phone PKI Library

Known Issues
None

Fixed Issues
None

Package Information
Ca.ArcotIDPKI.SampleApp_Release_ARM.xap - E1FC3883000CF11F1349ED6996086F0E

ArcotCrypto.dll - B90C0570C5B552189B3280FA099D63B8

ArcotIDPKI_PluginLIB.lib - 6317AAA817D87DEE04829CC55CB9BC12

ArcotIDPKIWinPh8RT.dll - 86D844221D5552BD8587321DE6007B31

ArcotIDPKIWinPh8RT.winmd - 8FECBE3BA095A4F499BEB45D8DD97D66

ArcotLog2.dll - 828FE7C2FD340CF2BD468B9FE2D5792F

ArcotLog2FileSC.dll - FD20825917BCB026642352EC6E07E6EF

ArcotPK11_5_0.dll - 0969CD85022085274147D2357081459A

ArcotUtilC.dll - 828D6CD3454FBB061FF95E531AF688BF

ArcotUtilCPP.dll - 9200CC6DC379565F73270771BC48D45F

Ca.ArcotIDPKI_WinPh8Lib.dll - 5E51E53FD417A47CB4FFF9099E48905B
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Community.CsharpSqlite.WinPhone.dll - DB8AD11809BFBDDE56DE09B4BD0D6C75

JavaScript DDNA

Release Information
Release Title : RiskMinder Client

Release Version : 2.1.2

Release Date : May 11th 2014

Preceding Versions : 2.1.1

Platform(s) tested(with vers ions)
Operating System: Windows XP SP3, Windows 7 (64bit), Windows 8, Mac OS X, Ubuntu 10.0.
x, iPad Mini(iOS 6.0.0), Samsung Galaxy Tab(Android 4.1.2)

Browsers: IE 6 and above, FF 3.5 and above, Chrome 9 and above, Safari 5.x and above

Flash Player: 11.x

Auth Minder Plugin: 1.0.6, 2.2

Introduction
This is a maintenance release of the RiskMinder Client.

New and Changed Features
None

Fixed Issues
DDNA-85: Performance issue during Hardware Machine ID (HMID) collection has been 
fixed.

Resolution: This issue has been fixed in the current release, by using a more efficient 
way to detect presence of AuthMinder Plugin used to generate HMID.

DDNA-86: RMClient generates incorrectly formatted DDNA string when double quotes are 
present.

Resolution: This issue has been fixed in the current release.
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1.  
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Due to incompatibility between the AuthMinder Plugin and IE11 Edge Mode, the IE11 
browser is unable to load the plugin if Edge mode is enabled. We recommend that the 
following meta tag be added in the HTML/JSP pages that load RiskMinder Client if 
persistent storage and Hardware Machine ID features are being used: <meta http-
equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=8,9,10">

Installation Instructions
Refer to "RiskMinder Client Guide" for detailed instructions.

Package Information
riskminder-client.js (MD5:34b8bb7f28a3775f0c695eb1993c3f0a)

riskminder-client.sfw (MD5:202269ddad40dacb44ee17e61112b7f9)

CA Mobile OTP Crypto SDK

Release Information
Release Title : CAMobileCryptoSDK

Release Version : 1.0

Preceding Version(s) : NA

Copyright © CA 2015. All rights reserved.

Platform(s) tested(with versions)
Operating System : Windows 7, Windows 8 and Mac OS 10.10

Introduction
The CAMobileOTPCryptoSDK Library is developed to support two-factor authentication using CA-
Mobile-OTP credentials on a broad spectrum of desktop platforms. The desktop applications 
would be able to secure the credentials on the desktop using CA’s patented cryptographic 
camouflage technology. SDK is developed in C++ and supports Windows 7+ and Mac OS X 
platform. SDK provide set of APIs which can help an application to camouflage credential and use 
the same credential to generate the passcode required for authentication.
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1.  
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SDK has capability to generate a passcode that can be used to verify a MasterCard or Visa 
electronic payment transaction, or to log in to an online account. This SDK fully supports EMV 
standards when generating the passcode for authenticating MasterCard and Visa online payment 
transactions. SDK also supports HOTP standards for generating one-time-passcodes to use when 
authenticating to Web portals and VPNs.

New and Changed Features
N/A

Known Issues
N/A

Installation Instructions
Include the dynamic library as a dependency in your project and make sure that it is 
exported and is part for the final .exe file.

Follow the API documentation guide to use the CAMobileOTPCrypto SDK APIs.
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Additional Resources
This section contains references to knowledge base articles, videos, demos, white papers and 
more.

Educational Resources

Educational Resources

CA Product Courses
The following CA Product courses are available on the CA Education Portal (user login is 
required). Click the course name for more information and registration.

Course 
Number

Course Name Category Audience

04AAA20080 CA Risk Authentication 8.0: End User 200 ILT/VLT Customer, Employee, 
Partner

04AAA20100 CA Advanced Authentication 8.0: Differences 
200

WBT Customer, Employee, 
Partner

http://www.ca.com/us/education/course/us/04aaa20080.aspx
http://marketplace.ca.com/education/04aaa20100.html
http://marketplace.ca.com/education/04aaa20100.html
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
CA End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being 
installed as well as the associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within 
the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before 
installing and using the Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or 
"Licensee."

By installing or using the Product, or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License 
Agreement" option button, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to 
bind yourself and your employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as 
applicable, to be bound by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" option button, and then 
clicking on the "Cancel" button, the installation process will cease.

1. CA, Inc. (or the CA entity respectively identified after Section 15 below for the country / 
countries in which the Product is being supplied), (“CA”) provides Licensee with one (1) copy of 
the Product, for use in accordance with such (a) quantity and (b) CA published criteria for 
measuring the usage of the Product (such as, but not limited to, MIPS, CPUs, tiers, servers, or 
users), designated as the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order 
Form (defined below) or CD sleeve included within the Product box. CA licenses the Product to 
Licensee on a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable basis only for internal business use during 
the Term and other terms and conditions of (a) any CA Order Form or Registration Form which 
has been signed or otherwise contracted between Licensee and a CA affiliate; or (b) a License 
Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as applicable, referencing and 
incorporating the terms of this Agreement (each hereafter referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter referred to as the "beta 
program" or "beta version" and not generally available to date, CA does not guarantee that the 
generally available release will be identical to the beta program or that the generally available 
release will not require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers for support or if 
otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information concerning 
Licensee’s experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee agrees and acknowledges that 
the beta version of the Product (a) is to be used only for testing purposes and not to perform any 
production activities unless CA shall have otherwise approved in writing and (b) has not been 
tested or debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be in draft form and 
will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no representations regarding 
the completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or operation of the beta version of the Product. 
BETA PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR 
REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If 
Licensee is also a tester of the beta version of the Product (as defined by the beta testing or pre-
release testing agreement (“Beta Testing Agreement”) that was agreed to by Licensee during the 
registration process before obtaining the beta version of the Product), Licensee agrees that the 
terms of this Agreement are in addition to, and do not supersede, the terms of the Beta Testing 
Agreement.
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3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee agrees to use the 
Product solely for evaluation purposes, in accordance with the usage restrictions set forth in 
Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation period unless a different period is otherwise noted (the 
"Trial Period"). At the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the Product automatically 
expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all copies or partial copies 
of the Product or certify to CA in writing that all copies or partial copies of the Product have been 
deleted from Licensee’s computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee 
desires to continue its use of the Product beyond the Trial Period, Licensee may contact CA or a 
CA affiliate to acquire a license to the Product for the applicable fee. LICENSEE’S USE OF THE 
PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, AND CA 
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY EXPRESS 
WARRANTIES PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and conditions of this 
paragraph apply solely for the use of the SDK. The SDK may include software, APIs and associated 
documentation. The SDK is provided solely for Licensee's internal use to develop software that 
enables the integration of third party software or hardware with the Product, or to develop 
software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of the SDK is restricted 
solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the Product. No distribution rights of any kind are 
granted to Licensee regarding the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in 
Section 8, below, Licensee may not reproduce, disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or the 
documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of the SDK to third parties, 
on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If 
there is a conflict between the terms of this section and the terms of any other section in this 
Agreement, the terms of this section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING 
ANYTHING CONTAINED HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS" 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between Licensee and an 
authorized reseller of CA or any of the CA affiliates, shall entitle Licensee to use the Product for 
the term specified on the Order Form (the "Term"), which use may include the right to receive 
maintenance services therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All fees payable 
hereunder shall be payable as stated in the Order Form, or if not stated, shall be payable net 
thirty (30) days from the CA invoice date. Licensee will install each new release of the Product 
delivered to Licensee. After the initial Term, continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product 
as provided herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of the fees described on the 
Order Form. If You are acquiring licenses of the Product from an authorized CA reseller, the terms 
of this Agreement governing payments, pricing and discounts shall not apply as such terms are 
between You and your chosen CA reseller. Any terms that may appear on a Licensee purchase 
order (including without limitation pre-printed terms), or as part of Licensee’s order with an 
authorized CA reseller, that conflict or vary from the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall 
not apply to the Product and shall be deemed null and void. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with 
respect to any Product that relies on continuous content updates, such as signature files and 
security updates, Licensee shall be entitled to such content updates for a period of one (1) year 
from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA or a CA affiliate, it shall be renewed annually as specified in 
the Order form. All fees are net of applicable taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or 
taxes imposed or levied by any government or governmental agency including, without 
limitation, federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property taxes, (other 
than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a presentation of invoices by 

CA or a CA affiliate, as applicable. Any claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must 
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CA or a CA affiliate, as applicable. Any claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must 
be supported by proper documentary evidence delivered to CA. Any invoice which is unpaid by 
Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per month or 
the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may install and deploy the Product in the territory specified in the Order Form up to 
the Authorized Use Limitation. Licensee may permit its Authorized End Users access to the 
Product for Licensee’s and its Affiliates’ internal business wherever located, provided that 
Licensee hereby expressly agrees that a breach by an Authorized End User shall be considered to 
be a breach by and the responsibility of Licensee. Licensee may relocate the Product to a new 
Licensee location within the territory specified in the Order Form upon prior written notice. For 
purposes hereof, “Authorized End Users” means Licensee, its Affiliates and their employees and 
independent contractors (but excluding any outsourcer, facilities management providers, 
managed service provider, or application service provider) that are bound by terms and 
conditions no less restrictive than those contained herein and are acting on behalf of Licensee 
and not a third party; “Affiliate” with respect to Licensee means any legal entity in which the 
Licensee directly or indirectly Controls; and “Control” means ownership or control of greater than 
50% of an entity’s shares or control of the board of such entity by force of law or contract, or the 
equivalent. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such restrictions, it shall notify CA or 
the CA affiliate the Licensee has procured the Product from, and Licensee will be invoiced for and 
shall pay the applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to Licensee hereunder, 
as well as documentation, appearance, structure and organization, is the proprietary property of 
CA and/or its licensors, if any, and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade 
secret and/or other laws. Title to the Product, or any copy, modification, translation, partial copy, 
compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK, shall at all times remain 
with CA and/or its licensors. Licensee agrees that CA may use any feedback provided by Licensee 
related to the Product for any CA business purpose, without requiring consent including 
reproduction and preparation of derivative works based upon such feedback, as well as 
distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged 
for any other CA product. The Product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may 
not be separated for use. Licensee and its Authorized End Users will keep the Product and the 
terms of this license strictly confidential and use its best efforts to prevent and protect the 
Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may not (i) disclose, de-compile, 
disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to the extent the foregoing 
restriction is expressly prohibited under applicable law; (ii) create any derivative works based on 
the Product; (iii) use the Product to provide facilities management, outsourcing, service bureau, 
hosted services, cloud services, on demand services or like activity whereby Licensee, without a 
CA license authorizing such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party; 
or (iv) permit the use of the Product by any third party, except as authorized by CA in writing. 
Licensee shall not release the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party 
without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee will not transfer, assign, rent, lease, use, copy 
or modify the Product, in whole or in part, or permit others to do any of the foregoing with 
regard to the Product without CA’s prior written consent, except to the extent the foregoing 
restriction is expressly prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary 
markings of CA or its licensors. Licensee may make a reasonable number of copies of the Product 
for disaster recovery “cold standby”, backup and archival purposes; provided that use of such 
copies is limited to testing Licensee’s disaster recovery procedures and effectiveness and as is 
necessary during any reasonable period subsequent to the occurrence of an actual disaster 
during which Licensee cannot operate the Product. If this license terminates for any reason, 
Licensee shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial copies of the Product have been 
deleted from all computers and storage devices and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no 
longer in use. Licensee acknowledges that the Product is subject to control under European and 
U.S. law, including the Export Administration Regulations (15 CFR 730-774) and agrees to comply 
with all applicable import and export laws and regulations. Licensee agrees that the Product will 
not be exported, reexported or transferred in violation of U.S. law or used for any purpose 
connected with chemical, biological or nuclear weapons or missile applications, nor be 
transferred or resold, if Licensee has knowledge or reason to know that the Product is intended 
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transferred or resold, if Licensee has knowledge or reason to know that the Product is intended 
or likely to be used for such purpose. The Product and any accompanying documentation have 
been developed entirely at private expense and are "commercial item(s)" and "commercial 
computer software" as those terms are defined in Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 2.101 
“Definitions.” The Product is exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA), 5 U.S.C. §552(b) under one or more exemptions to that Act (or a similar U.S. state statute, 
as applicable). Any Product previously delivered to You may not be delivered again. Any Product 
not previously delivered to Licensee will be delivered to Licensee or its chosen reseller following 
receipt by CA of an acceptable order. The Product shall be delivered either by electronic delivery 
(“ESD”) or, if CA or a CA affiliate respectively requires delivery in tangible media, CPT, as defined 
in INCOTERMS 2010, from CA’s or such CA affiliate’s shipping point. CA or the CA affiliate from 
which Licensee is procuring the Product agrees to be responsible for all customs duties and 
clearances and title to any CA hardware if included will pass upon point of delivery to carrier at 
CA’s or such CA affiliate’s shipping location. In the event of electronic delivery, no tangible 
personal property will be delivered. Such electronic delivery may not automatically provide for an 
exemption from applicable sales or use tax. Any operating system identified as "Generic" or "GA" 
denotes such operating systems for which the Product is made generally available by CA in 
accordance with CA current published specifications.. Acceptance is waived and deemed to have 
occurred at the earliest of point of physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for 
electronic delivery. CA Inc. is the manufacturer of the Product.CA reserves the right, on notice to 
You, to conduct an audit remotely or onsite of Licensee and/or Your Affiliates facilities to verify 
compliance by Licensee and its Authorized End Users with the terms of this Agreement. CA 
agrees that such audit shall be conducted during regular business hours at Your offices and CA 
shall endeavor to conduct such audit so as not to interfere unreasonably with Your activities and
/or use an independent third party to conduct the audit subject to terms of non-disclosure if 
required. This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of 
the State of New York, without regard to its choice of law provisions, and any action arising under 
or relating to the Agreement shall lie within the exclusive jurisdiction of the State and Federal 
Courts located in Suffolk County, New York.

9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify Licensee, or, at its 
option, settle any third party claim that CA is not so authorized or that Licensee’s use of the 
Product as authorized hereby infringes any United States patent or copyright within the 
jurisdictions where Licensee is authorized to use the Product at the time of delivery. CA also 
warrants that its distributed Product will operate materially in accordance with its published 
specifications set forth within the documentation for a period of ninety (90) days after delivery of 
the Product to Licensee, provided that CA’s only responsibility will be to use reasonable efforts, 
consistent with industry standards, to cure any defect. If, within a reasonable time after receiving 
Licensee’s written notice of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is unable to cause the 
Product to operate (a) without infringing a third party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) 
materially in accordance with CA’s written specifications, then CA may terminate the license and 
provide or arrange for a pro-rata refund to Licensee or its authorized CA reseller of the license 
fees and or the support and maintenance fees paid. In the event of such termination, the pro-
rata refund shall be calculated on (i) the number of months left remaining on the Term of the 
applicable Order Form or (ii) if the Product is licensed under a perpetual license, using (only for 
purposes of a refund calculation) an amortization schedule of three (3) years. The warranties set 
forth in this Section do not apply to beta, trial, evaluation or demonstration versions of the 
Product, or to Software Development Kits. CA shall have no liability to indemnify or to remedy a 
warranty claim: (i) in the event the allegation of infringement or warranty claim is a result of a 
modification of the Product except a modification by CA, (ii) if the Product is not being used in 
accordance with CA’s specifications, related documentation and guidelines, (iii) if the alleged 
infringement or warranty claim would be avoided or otherwise eliminated by the use of a CA 
published update or patch, (iv) if the alleged infringement or warranty claim is a result of use of 
the Product in combination with any third party product, or (v) if the applicable fees due for the 
Product have not been paid or Licensee is otherwise in breach of this Agreement. The 
indemnifications contained herein shall not apply and CA shall have no liability in relation to any 
Product produced by CA at the specific direction of Licensee. THE FOREGOING PROVISIONS STATE 
THE ENTIRE LIABILITY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CA REGARDING CLAIMS OF INFRINGEMENT, AND 
THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AVAILABLE TO LICENSEE WITH RESPECT TO ANY ACTUAL OR ALLEGED 
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THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AVAILABLE TO LICENSEE WITH RESPECT TO ANY ACTUAL OR ALLEGED 
INFRINGEMENT OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OR OTHER 
PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, 
ARE MADE BY CA;
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM FOR 
LOSS, INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, 
WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE, OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE 
LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND TO BE INVALID UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY 
FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR 
THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR 
AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MODIFY ANY OF THE ABOVE WARRANTIES OR 
MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE 
PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT WILL BE 
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s then prevailing 
policies respecting assignment of licenses, which includes a requirement that the scope of use of 
the Product not be expanded beyond the business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s 
majority-owned subsidiaries.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if 
bankruptcy or receivership proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the 
right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/or to terminate this Agreement 
immediately and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due 
hereunder, if any, will immediately be due and payable to CA or the CA affiliate the Licensee was 
procuring the Product from.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may reinstate 
maintenance thereafter by paying to CA or the respective CA affiliate a fee equal to 150% of CA’s 
then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for which the maintenance fee has not been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, 
the remaining provisions shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any breach of this 
Agreement shall be a waiver of any other breach, and no waiver shall be effective unless made in 
writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party. Any questions 
concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, 
Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the United States, the 
following Sections will apply to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the country in which 
Licensee acquires a license for the Product shall govern this Agreement, except as otherwise 
provided below:

Europe, Middle East and Africa

1. In EMEA the CA entity that is the licensor is CA Europe Sàrl (“CA Europe”). CA Europe Sàrl is the 
licensor for Products which have been made available to Licensee by way of license from CA 
Europe Sàrl through a local CA subsidiary in EMEA or through an authorized CA reseller. The CA 
support and maintenance, if any, is being provided by a local CA subsidiary or by an authorized 
CA reseller.
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2. EMEA means Europe, Middle East and Africa.

3. Section 9, third sentence and fifth sentence shall only apply to third party rights infringement. 
Section 9, second sentence is deleted and replaced with:
“CA Europe also warrants that the Product will operate materially in accordance with the 
applicable specifications set forth within the documentation of the Product subject always to 
Licensee’s compliance with the terms of this Agreement. If CA Europe has breached this warranty 
Licensee’s remedy is for CA Europe, in consultation with Licensee, to either (i) use reasonable 
efforts consistent with industry standards to cure the defect, or (ii) replace the Product with one 
that materially complies with the documentation. If the defect cannot be cured within a 
reasonable period of time or if the rectification of the defect or replacement has finally failed, 
Licensee shall have (i) in case of a subscription license the right to reasonably reduce the fees 
agreed and/or terminate immediately for cause, if the legal or statutory requirements are met; 
(ii) in case of a perpetual license, at its option, the right (1) to rescind or reduce the fees agreed in 
the applicable transaction document and (2) claim damages or to claim reimbursement of futile 
expenditures. The right to claim damages or futile expenditures shall be subject to the limitations 
of liability set forth below in section 10. In case of a perpetual license the warranty claims stated 
herein shall become time-barred within ninety (90) days after delivery of the Product. Warranty 
remedies are conditioned upon (i) any error or defect complained of is reasonably reproducible 
by CA Europe, (ii) the Product is not modified and is being used in accordance with the 
documentation, and (iii) the breach is not attributable in whole or in part to any non-CA product
(s) or service(s). The above warranties are the sole warranties provided by CA Europe. No other 
warranties, including that the Product is error free, whether express or implied, including, 
without limitation, the implied warranties of satisfactory quality, non-infringement, or suitability 
and/or the warranty of fitness for a particular purpose are made by CA Europe or its suppliers. If 
Licensee claims under this warranty section, Licensee is not entitled or eligible to seek the same 
warranty remedies from any other CA affiliate.”

4. Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:

“10.1 CA Europe’s liability shall, regardless of the reason for the liability, be unlimited in cases of 
death or bodily injury or injury of health and damages caused by gross negligence or willful 
default of CA Europe or the grossly negligent or willful default of CA Europe’s legal 
representatives or persons whom CA Europe occupies with the performance of its contractual 
obligations and in cases of liability under the Product Liability Act (“Produktehaftpflichtgesetz”).
10.2 In case of slight negligence CA Europe shall, regardless of the reason for the liability, only be 
liable, if CA Europe violates an obligation, which is essential for the execution of the Agreement 
and in the fulfillment of which the other party regularly trusts. In this case, CA Europe’s liability to 
Licensee will be limited to damages which have been foreseeable and which can typically arise in 
connection with this Agreement.
10.3 Further to the above CA Europe’s liability to the Licensee for indirect, special and 
consequential damages (including, without limitation, loss of profits, loss of business, loss of 
opportunity or loss of goodwill) shall be limited to damages which have been foreseeable and 
which can typically arise in connection with this Agreement.
10.4 It is the parties’ understanding that the foreseeable damages that can typically arise in 
connection with the licenses granted in this Agreement in the meaning of sections 10.2 and 10.3 
above shall be limited to a maximum of the fees paid or owed for the then current initial or 
renewal Term for which the Licensee has procured the Product.
10.5 The liability for loss of data shall be limited to the typical recovery efforts in the case of 
regular and adequate data back-up.
10.6 The remedies provided in this Agreement are the exclusive remedies of the parties.”

5. The following sections are added to this Agreement:

“Force Majeure. Except for payment obligations and obligations pertaining to non-disclosure, 
notwithstanding any contrary provision in this Agreement, neither Party will be liable for any 
action taken, or any failure to take any action required to be taken, in the event and to the extent 
that the taking of such action or such failure arises out of causes beyond a party’s control, 
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that the taking of such action or such failure arises out of causes beyond a party’s control, 
including, without limitation, war, civil commotion, act of God, strike or other stoppage (whether 
partial or total) of labor, any law, decree, regulation or order of any government or governmental 
body (including any court or tribunal).”

“Licensee Data. If Licensee transfers any personal data to CA Europe as a requirement pursuant 
to any Product, then Licensee represents that (i) it is duly authorized to provide personal data to 
CA Europe and it does so lawfully in compliance with relevant legislation, (ii) CA Europe and any 
entity within the CA group of companies (each a "CA entity") or its subcontractors can process 
such data for the purposes of performing its obligations and (iii) CA Europe may disclose such 
data to any CA entity and its subcontractors for this purpose and may transfer such data to 
countries outside of the country of origin. CA, Inc. is Safe Harbour certified and the CA entities 
have committed to comply with relevant data protection/privacy legislation.”

6. The laws of Switzerland (excluding its conflict of laws provisions) shall govern the construction 
and enforceability of this Agreement. The parties agree that any action arising under or relating 
to this Agreement shall lie within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Swiss courts located in Zürich. 
The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods will not apply to 
this Agreement.

7. Any questions concerning this Agreement for EMEA should be referred to CA Europe Sàrl 
located at Building A, Lake Geneva Centre, Route de la Longeraie 9, 1110 Morges, Switzerland, 
Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Argentina. 
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Argentina S.A, Avenida 
Alicia Moreau de Justo, 400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires – At.: Finance Department.

Australia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Pacific) Pty. Ltd (ABN 20 001 146 345).

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and other state and territory legislation which may not be 
excluded but may be limited. To the full extent permitted by law CA excludes all terms not 
expressly set out in the express terms of this Agreement, and limits any terms imposed by the 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and other state and territory legislation to the full extent 
permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Competition and Consumer Act 
2010 or other state and territory legislation, CA's liability is limited, in the case of goods, to the 
repair or replacement of the goods, or payment for the repair or replacement of the goods, and 
in the case of services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the re-supply of the 
services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a right to sell, quiet 
possession or clear title, in respect of goods or if the goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily 
acquired for personal, domestic or household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in 
this Section apply.
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Brazil
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Computador, Participaçðes e Serviços 
Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Brazil. Any 
dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of the São Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de Computador, 
Participaçðes e Serviços Ltda., Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 – 6 andar – Torre Norte – São 
Paulo – SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law Department.

Canada
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Chile, S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Chile. Any 
dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Chile, S.A, Avenida 
Providencia 1760, piso 15 – Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709 Providencia - Santiago – At.: 
Finance Department.

China
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the People’s 
Republic of China, without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be 
determined by a competent court located in Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Colombia. 
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de Colombia S.A, 
Edificio Grupo Santander Central Hispano Torre 2 - Oficina 401 Carrera 7 - Nº 99-53 - Bogotá D.C. 
- Colombia – At.: Finance Department.
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Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited which is also its principal place of 
business at Suites 2301 2306, 23rd Floor, Dah Sing Financial Centre, 108 Gloucester Road, 
Wanchai, Hong Kong.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong. 
The courts of Hong Kong will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes 
arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability limitation and the 
aforementioned maximum liability amount will not affect or prejudice the statutory rights of the 
licensee under the sale of goods ordinance, the supply of services (implied terms) ordinance or 
the control of exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any liability for death 
or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the 
laws of India and the courts of Mumbai shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to 
any disputes arising out of this Agreement. In the event the Product is delivered electronically, 
the said Product shall be made available by CA for downloading from a server situated in a 
country other than India.

Indonesia (refer to Singapore)

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or 
governmental agency other than the taxes for which CA is responsible upon a presentation of 
invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the country 
of Japan, without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall finally be 
determined by Tokyo District Court located in Tokyo Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd., 2-7-9, Hirakawa-
cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 102-0093, Japan, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Republic of 
Korea, without regard to its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc., Ltd, City Air Tower 
(18th Fl.), 159-9, Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973 Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law 
Department.

Malaysia
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Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Malaysia. 
The courts of Malaysia will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes 
arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under 
the Consumer Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are only limited to the extent permitted by 
the applicable legislation.

Mexico
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de México S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of México. Any 
dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de México.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de México S.A. de C.
V, Av. Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra 193, Suite 502, Col. Granada, Mexico City, MX 11500 – At.: 
Finance Department.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge on invoices 
unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New 
Zealand. The courts of New Zealand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any 
disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the 
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be excluded or limited. The 
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply in respect of any goods or services which CA 
supplies, if Licensee acquires the goods and services for the purposes of a business as defined in 
that Act. Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the 
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject to the limitations in 
that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or proceedings are 
commenced for the liquidation or winding up of Licensee.

Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Peru. Any 
dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.
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The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Peru S.A, Avenida Paseo 
de La Republica, 3211, Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru – At.: Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates International, Inc.

The first eight sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The Product is a trade 
secret and the proprietary property of CA or its licensors. Licensee agrees that CA may use any 
feedback provided by Licensee related to the Product for any CA business purpose, without 
requiring consent including reproduction and preparation of derivative works based upon such 
feedback, as well as distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the Product 
may not be exchanged for any other CA product. Licensee and its employees will keep the 
Product and the terms of this Agreement strictly confidential. To the maximum extent permitted 
by applicable law, Licensee will not disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse 
engineer the Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the 
Philippines. The courts of Makati City will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any 
disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if 
bankruptcy or receivership proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the 
right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/or to terminate this Agreement 
immediately upon notice and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become 
due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Singapore
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Singapore. 
The courts of Singapore will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes 
arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied conditions or warranties of 
satisfactory quality or fitness for purpose.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Limited whose registered office is situated at 
17F/B, No. 167, Tun Hwa North Road, Taipei City 105, Taiwan.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are exclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Taiwan, 
without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by 
Taipei District Court.

Thailand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Sales (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
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The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Thailand. 
The courts of Thailand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes 
arising out of this Agreement.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (CAI) de Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Venezuela. 
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates (CAI) de 
Venezuela, CA, Avenue Francisco de Miranda, Centro Lido, Torre B, pisso 5, officina B-51, El Rosal, 
Caracas 1060, Venezuela – At.: Finance Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires the incorporation of 
specific license terms and conditions for such software into this Agreement, those specific terms 
and conditions, which are hereby incorporated by this reference, are located below this 
Agreement.

Licensee acknowledges that this license has been read and understood and by selecting the "I 
accept the terms of the License Agreement " option button, licensee accepts its terms and 
conditions. Licensee also agrees that this license (including any order form referencing this 
Agreement and any terms relating to third party software which are set forth below this 
Agreement) constitutes the complete Agreement between the parties regarding this subject 
matter and that it supersedes any information licensee has received relating to the subject 
matter of this Agreement, except that this Agreement (excluding the third party terms below) 
will be superseded by any written Agreement, executed by both licensee and CA, granting 
licensee a license to use the product. This Agreement may only be amended by a written 
Agreement signed by authorized representatives of both parties.

Select the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" option button, and then click on the 
"Next" button to accept the terms and conditions of this Agreement as set forth above and 
proceed with the installation process.

Select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" option button and then click on 
the "Cancel" button to halt the installation process.
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